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UNANI AND AYURVEDIO SYSTEMS O.F MEDICINE. ·; 

*1444. Lala Bodh Raj: (a) Will the Honourable Minister for 
Local Self-Government be pleased to state whether in view of the assurance, 
held out by him on 22nd February 1928, while discussing the resolution 
regarding encouragement of Unani and Ayurvedic systems of medicine 
any efforts have been mads to ascertain the requirements of various institu~ 
tions engaged in promoting that cause and to finance them with Government 

·aid? - 
,(b) Will the honourable 'member also lay on the table a oomparative 

statement showing the number of dispensaries in Allopathy, • Unani and 
.Ayurvedio opened after the reforms year by year ? · 

"' 

I 
! 

l 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
JAWALI AIDED Sc.HOOL, 

*1433. Lala Bodh Raj: (a) Will the Honourable the Minister for 
Educatioa be pleased to state if it is a fact that the inspection of Jawali 
aided school was done at the Chandrain school and.the boys of Jawali school 
had to appear at Chandrain for examination? 

(b) If so, what were the reasons for the inspection officer to adopt such 
Q.ll.. unusual procedure ? 

'--{(;) Is it a fact that the number of boys as stated to have been examined 
by the inspection· officer does not correspond with the number as shown 
by the Manager of the Jawali school ? If so, what are the reasons for this 
discrepancy and what action has been taken against the persons at fanlt ? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar' Lal: (a) There is no aided school 
at J awali, nor is there any Chandrain school in the Kangra district. 

(b) & (c) do not arise. 
Lala Bodb Raj: Sir, when I sent notice of this question, even then 

it was pointed out that the schools concerned were in the Maza.ffargarh 
district and not in Kangra. 

The, Honourable Mr. Manobar -Lal e Do I understand that these 
schools are in the Muzaffargarh district ? 

Lala Bodb Raj: Yes. 
The Honourable Mr. Manobar Lal : We shall make enquiries. 

- 
The following member was sworn in :- 

v1ferguson, Mr. J. A. (Official, nominated), 

OATH OF OFFICE. 

THE Council met At the Council Chamber at 10 A.M. of· 
the-clock, Mr. President inthe Ohair. ' I 

PUNJAB LEGISLA TIVE:COUNCIL 
4TH SESSION OF THE 8Rn PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL~ 

Wednesday, the 18th September, 1929. 



E'NGINEER, S:i:MLA MUNICIPALITY. 

· *1512. Lala Jqti Parshad : Will the Honourable Minister for Local 
Self-Government please stat~ 

(a) whether it is a fact that the present En~neer, Roads and Buildings, 
of the Simla municipality, was· temporarily appointed for six 
months on Rs. 700 per mensem pl1ur Rs. 50 per merisem con- 

. veyance allowance witli effect from Brd November 1920; 
(b) whether it is a fact that from l st .April i928 his pay was fixed at 

Rs. 800-50-1,000 per mensem pl11,s Rs. 50 horse allowanee t 
(e) whether it is a fact that after six vears and five months he has 

been drawing a maximum of· Rs. 1,050 per mensem, whilst 
the rate admissible to the Punjab Service of Engineers is 
Rs. 250-20~75_0 per inensem; 

(a) if the answer to (a), (b) and (e) be in the affirmative, what are the 
reasons for this preferential treatment ? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Yes, but the 
appoiiitnient·was Oil siXinonths' probation. 

(~~~~L;eNs.' '-•t:; ·g',- •. . b' f h p . b ·s • . .e· w/ J.J.ur:tit11 ·.·. awan nssam ts not a mem · er o t e unja • ervree 0.L' 
E.ngfueers ~d'tfiere "is no question of prefereQtial treatment, as·it is for the\ 
Mtl:meipaJC'omritlttee'to decide the rate of pay to be paid. to its Engineer. 

GRA.NT OF' LAN]) IN NILi :8.A.R. 

"'1553J' C~auclhri Lm Singh : (1) Will the Honourable Revenue 
Member kin<lly 'state whether it. is a fact-' .· . , 

(a) that many villages· iii the.· Hoshiatpur ana Kangra districts suffer· 
great losses frolll the floods from the river Beas every y~ar ; 

(b) that some of these villages have been totally washed- a'!ay by 
these floods ? 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat 
Khan: The question has necessitated enquiries from the local 
officers, . which are not yet complete. An answer will }?e communicated to 
-the honourable member when ready. 

PRIMARY SOH~OLS. 

*i608. - Lala Gopal Das : Will the Honourable :Minister for Educa- 
-tfdn kindly state- . 

(a} how many primary schools 'have b'een newly opened in the yea.rs 
1927 and 1928; 

(b) in what areas have· the provision' of' compulsory primary ednea 
tion been applied during this petj.od; 

(c) what is' the total)chdo1-gofug population: in these areas? 
Tlia'Hoiioutable' l\n-. Mimohar Lal: A statement showing the 

information desired is enclosed, 

The Honourable Malik Firoz· Khan, Noon: I regret tha.t the 
answer to this question is not yet ready. It will- be supplied to the 
honeurahfe · member when ready, 

[18TH SEPTR. 1929. PUNJAB-LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 
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108 PLC-600-3·10·29-SG.PP Lahore. 

The lat October 1929. Seorttar!J, Punjab Legialati,e Council. } ABNASHA SINGH, LAHORE: 

(Punjab Debates, Vol, XIV, No, I.) 

. Page 2. -For Starred Question No. 1553, substitule the 
following question- .. 

"* 1553. Chaudhri Ram Singh: (i) Will the Honourable Revenue 
Member kindly state whether it is a. faot :- 

(a) that many villages in the Hoshiarpur - and Kangra districts suffer 
great losses from the floods from the river Beas every year; 

(b) that some of these vill iges have bean t>tally washed away by 
these floods ; 

(o) that the Government has been occasionally helping such zamin 
dars of other districts of the Punjab whose lands have been 
washed away by granting them lands in the new colonies ; 

(d) that sometime back such zamindars of the Kangra and Hoshiar 
pnr districts whose lands have been washed away by the 
action of the rivers had made a representation to the Govern• 
ment requesting grant of land in the Nili Bar? 

(ii) If the answer to the above be in the affirmative, will Government 
kindly state how much land has been granted to such zamindars in °the 
Nili Bar during the last three years ? If no land has been granted, will 
it kindly state the reasons for the same?" 

CORRECTION SLIP. < 

PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, 
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SCROOLS 
O_PlilNl!Jl) 

IN ':l:JIE. YEAR Distriot. 

..-, r·r, .. , ,:e. ~ .• • . . . . ... - ,·-' t 1.-.· .. , 
STARRED QUESTI9NS AND ANSWERS. 

&ria.l I 

No. 



Ja'888.r·· 

(16 

140 
120·, ..• .. 

.139 
i39 
325 

66 

110 
70 

124 

,79 
68 

212 ; . 

45 
; 

68 

65 

37 
46 
95 
84 

50 

· 155 
:·-:,..-_ 

366 
124 
M2 

436 
85' 

->. 

··~ 

,i 
•• ·1 

.... . . 

. .. . 

Tota.I - 
school-going - -· , 
age popula- 

tion. . 

J 
M'l,no Qha,ha.J .. 
Raja ~si· 
Kot ll,a~da 

Othlan ! 

Mohan Bhandari ~. ~ 
TalwamU Nahar 

Kaler .. : 
Koha.Ja · 

Me~nwel11- 

Sadhar (Ajna.Ja.) 

Chak M~ka.nd 

Kha.sa,, 

RampiJa. 

~ur~ 

Dehriwa.la. 

Bhatike 

Jodha Na.gri .. 
3 16 Kosli~Ali 

L Ladh~r: 
Beli Ma;masa.n 

Dode 

Nathu ke Burj 

.Palasa.ur 

Kot Muha.mma.d Khan 

Areas in whjch com 
pulsion h&B been applied 
duringl927a.ndl928. 

' 'f; ·':"., -~~ -, 

1927. 1928, 

N111dBEB OJI'. 
PB.IMABY 

- SCHOOLS 
·(ll>ENED 

ll!i'mll!YEAB 

... 

. :: 
' 

3 Sialkot. 

ti ! 
I 

':-. ::"\ - .. 

[18TH SEPTl,l. 1929 • ' . PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE OOUNOiti~' 
. [lIQIJ.'ble ¥r. )fa!,1.Qb..ar Lal.] .. , 



.• 

N'IJIIJIBB OI' 
' :, i 

1'BDIABT 
--- 

SOJIOOLS 
... ' 

-Ol'JillUD -- Total 
SerJal m .THiii YBA'B· Anaa bl wbioh com~ IIClhool-gofng Dfatrlot. pulsion has been af,:1 

,- 
No. .. ,. ' ' ·-~ ,. 

.: durlng 1927 and 28. tlcm. . 

l --· ; im. 1928. . : 
! i 

- 
8- Slalkot .. Cha,nda..:a.t .. .. . 210 . ' 

i Ze.fa.rwal .. .. . 1186 

Kalaawala . . .. 314 t . . 
' i Na.ushehra .. .. 209 : 

ShahY.ada .. 3315 

. Ka.purpur .. .. 229 

Sihowal .. .. 803 

Wadala Kalan .. 166 
: 

Ma.jre. KaJan •• .. 248 

Bhopa.lwa.la .. .. 411 

' Shelkhupma 6 .. Ch&k No. 8 (Anandgarh) , • 110 

" No.4-G.B, .. 67 

.. No.6-G.B, • e: 8IS 
:, ! 

No. 2 (Cha,ndarNagar) 110 
. ' 

' .. ; 

" No.179-R,B. .. 69 
Bhola 139 ! .. .. .. 

Na.thuwala. .. .. 101 

Ayya. Na.ga.r .. .. 860 

· Chuhark&r.a .:Mandi .. ~ Bttlaw, 
:vel,een 

Nanka.na Sahib .. IIIIJWtiloDecJ. - but Part 
Sheikhupura .. -· . llhaanol 

: 
been appllecl __ . yet. 

-I Guidaapur •• • 10 12 .. ... 
e Gujranwala. a 26 N"a.Wl!bera Vlrkan .. ' - ' - 

Wand.ho .. .. 268 
Gulloke .. - "' 
~ala .. .. 97 

- - 
Sobawa Dhllwan. .. ea 

... 

-- 

/ 

STABBED. 4UESTIONS AND ..&N'.SQBS. 



, - Gobindpura 
_1 •• , • !• 

:l!arohoke 
1 

;I{habbeke 

' 
Udhowall 

.Alnn~a.r •• 

~akhar 

Tehliwale. 

Pbilloke .. 
Nokhar 

"Bhiri Kbord .•• 

Bhatti Bha.ngo ' 

1 Ladhewa.Ia. OJrlma 
Gµwala 

Ka.ilsake 

Natt Ke.lan 
J : 
Wa.ya~waJi .. 

Lalapur 

. ~atht1; .Boya 
,She.me.·.D~ 

. r. .· Bu<lhl', Gpraya .......... , I 

~tta. ,Guiab.~ ..... - I : 

Lil •• 

Dan.isa.r Pwi •• 

~~e. •• 

,Shelmiwile. 

Sa~b 

Khan MasaliDan 
-· •. i: ·~·· ! ' 

1928. 

-. ·1 --·-· --- 

49 . 
93 
31 
44 

41 
101 

31 
95 
4.0 

,@ 

53 
78 

. 30 

46 

150 
197 
411 
30 

75 
\'.J.30 

102 

-~!.Q 
.. ~ 

63 

157 
111 
72 

•• I 

[1Bm SEPTB.1929. 

1927. 

I :,· ·r.,,,.,. ,.··,·'!:i. 

I 

N'DJIBJIIB OJ' 
1'.BIIIWIY 
SClB:OOLS 
Ol'JIJ!l]b) 

llf:!J:BJI'~ 

L 

~ 
! I) 

' i 
i 
; 

' _..:...,-,--_ - -··-- ... - -1 

I 

! 
~ GuP=1,lnwala •• 

~ tJ·:t• 

District.· Berlal 
No. 

~- }i'H~t~, ~lS~~l,!J!l"-CAV~5ll~· - 
[~on'ble Mr. Ma.nohar Lal.] 



___ _........._ ...._.....,....._ ...,.....,...., 

•. ~-- ,. . -.; . . ~ . 

68., . 

. -, .. 1~ 
" 

Vl 

118 
,SJ. 

~~~ ?tlfssi~:i:t. a 

-~w,~,··.· 
~~ 
_.~-· 
KC>ti\!~ ••. ·. 
~9Jm,Gliosiim:__ 

.~:~ 

. . , 

~ot·~ •• 
~~! OhattJia 

:~-~k •• 
,,;No,~~-. 

-~:-·>': •.• 

. '.: 1'At.r.J)ijte,r· • • · 

i~~1JI'~ 

·~~···· 

. J~lJ?8i. 

;µi,~a. 

-~~ .. -~_Singh. 
·~)il~~nl Dass•. 
. ...,. . .. . 
r~~~on,. 
Ta~~j~- 
V~pJ 1(lt.~an • 

t~.Jqiurd 

iBabfk&~ 
,Kot~~~ Khan 
• .. . :·!, 

i .·, 
I 

, l 
t 

.eo: 
'40 

JS9 

66 
: .89 

j7 

'1 

89 

12L 
16 

·-~ 

106 
.I 99 

I ·ioo 
106, 

90 
;, 

•.. ,' 

... 

... 

~· 

:1 

:• 

· . ..,_ 

. N'DllllJIB w 
. ·.P.BIIUBY 

SCHOOLS,· 
·o~ 

-~~~~ 

;..~..,---·. - -·~--:,.:.·, .. . --· . ---· 



..._ . 

Madrassa Chattha 
Ma.nsoonl'.1Ui , , 

Gunianwala 

~azbna.bad •• ' 

Dha!l,ika.l 

.Ma.rdeke 
'. ,~JceChima 

·Wadala Chima 

.lC<>f;.$11Jana- •·• . 

~a.noha.r Cha.ttba 
Pa.ndbri Kalan. 

l)Qgra.nwala •• 

Kot :Bare Khan 

Qar-Ja.kh 

···~·· 
36 

40 

42 

37 
122 
111 
42 

51 
56 

50 

~wala 

· -~mbanwa.li 

. Tlmtta Ch'liina 

_'f!:,µ11.llwa la • •. 

; .: 

~ ... 
.Deobri 

Chaka. Mitra· •• 

· Pathanw&li 

.Kh.oosa.r 
~nwa.li 

.Behesm 

Kot Ytii!af 

Dodan·Wa.li 

Areas in which eom 
pulsion has been· applied' 
dllring 1927 and 1928. 

,· 

ai 
65 

108 

40 

50 

54'. 

60 
51 

58 

45, 
4-7 . 
58_. 

57 
26 
51 . 

59 
92 

42 

Total 
school-going ~ · 
age· popula •. 

lation. 

.; .. 
! 

1· , I 
I. 

•;'• . 

t +• 
! 

- Ii< 

,· .. 
: .. 

;.•·· 

'K!illianwa.ta. , ,, 

...• 

· [18TH SEPl'B. 1~29. 

1927. l 1928.- 

NUJtBEB 011" 
PlllllU'BY 
SOllOOLS 

OPDED 
m •x•mf .YEAB 

i · .. 
! 

! 

' 9 ~ PUNJAB LEGISUTIVE OOUNOIL, 

fBon'ble ~· Yanohar Lal.] 



-~~····-· ----------------------------mi 

... 
-1 K&Hanwala 186 

Mandi Sukhe~e 80 

Ga.rli.i Gondal •• · 60 

Sukh'eke Village . ' 96 

Ha.rd.o Batt.a. 60 

Macbhu N&ka 32 
- . ·:Mfua Bh&~ 155· 

-. ,. ·, 1 197 'lta.ulo Ta.ra.r ,, • .. 
M<iohiwa.la. ... . . 110 

Kali Mu.rad Be.khsh 57 
·. 
' - VlllJli .. 90 

K6t. Salim j•. 
El(); 

&rii.nwa.1a .. ... 70 
. Ben:wala. 28 

~ot111in .. ... 60 

'MiiJ.n Rabima.n (a 

Kot Ghazi 60 

Matt.eke 40 

· Bhakka Bh&ttfan ~· 60 

Dohi.tta. Azmat SIJ 

Ramke Chattha •.:• 57 
That.ta, Noak .,;. 86 

'Ma;dh~ Kalan 80 

·· Vooeke Ta.ra.r 168 
; ;-. <· ~ Kot· 'Na.kka .. ~ 20 

· Kot ·'.Hassan Khan M 

·Bertul-1& Chak No. 2 82 

Areas in which coin~ 
pul$ion baa been &pplied 
during 1927 &nd 1928. 

Total · .. 
~-gobig 
age popiila. 

latlon. 

1927,; 1928. 

NUJIJIBB m, 
pBJlU.llY 
SCHOOLS 

• : OPJID!fJIID • 
•. nr TlDII DAB 

f 
.! 

! 
r 

: ! 

l 
I· 

~ 
.r 

! 

I 
I, 

'I. 
'I 

i./ •. ! - 

. ! 
• 

., 

9 



•:ppl!l~ 
~' - . ' 

~~ 

'.~~e; Bagwai:i__, 
::~ --··· 

:s~-~ •• 
-,~9~· 

(~~~filfk":, •• 

. --~~-~-··-· 
_0~1iotff,,Jahad 
~- -~.: .r,'. F~~·-.'" 

~'~~ ._·· ... · .. · 
'.;:;~'~,~~··._- 

-~~~' 

. ,'.~~ -~tf4!, 

J~--:Kalan 

.• 

~~:I 
·:rn· 

_··11 
~i~ •. ;ii 
-~'.~~--- _··-·t.,_. 
g<>J.lp.p_ur Te,rf -~- •• • I .· 

. ~Qon<}pur .Te,rf ·J4 -~--- il 

·,• 

... 

•• .. ·· 

. -- . Jarub>~-"~; 
. ·•-. 1" ' , mi~ lfhattf •• · :,~,dpur .. 

,~Tarrar_· 

~? 
·.f -~,.~t ~-· 

,~ _·· Bhatti . 
_ •• , .. v t. •• ~ - - ar - 

-·. __ - (-~--.,,-·-=~·· 

r 
i 
! 
I 

i 
!- 
! 

... 

., ,~ 

.•- 

... ', ·. 

~l ··. o •. 

····~ ..... 

· :10 ·_- __ v.m.T.iAcu uan:rr.A'PIVR nnmr<ttL. 
~ · _ l~~ · <Z7:"~.0~JT-Bd.tr:<r lJTti:'~., 
-fHon'ble.Mr. MM.l,ohar Lal],, - - · · 

-------------- ~-----~----...,..,. ....,. _ 



.... 

Kherke. Guja.r .. I 

Dipa.IP,111" 
Mor Kheri 

Dolehra 

Da.bkora 

Jaka.udah 

Ba-rha.na.. 

Dobh 

149 
84 

193 
o5 

68 

136 

56 

91 
73 

2 Ma.hmudp~ 
".: •! ~ .. ' 

I 

.M. C. F~pme qtY 

148 

170 

70 

1,728' 

4 J::o.nd~a. Bha.me Sf"11 

Nihal.Khera- • • . I 

.6 

Bopa Ra.i 

., ,Awa.n Ch1F'1°mi 

• 
I :~ 
! 

TaJin 
_S&tjh 

··~ 
~le M\1ghlanl 

I 

Hussaina.bad •• • . • . t 

- -,' Area.s in which com· Tot.al 
,»~on has~ i-&llfua sohoo. ~~ ~-1~2'1·-ant"-- .. age~ 

·2 

,39 

I 

13 1Rohta.k 

9 1Jull~ur 

10 IL~~ .. 3 

11 I Fe?O!fll)Ore • ., .JO 

1927. ·1928. 

:NlllDllllB o-. 
l'BDIABY 
SOHQOLB 
OPJDlhlD 

IN ~·'timl 
.'v.:!H~i;,.:. rt':·· 

ll 

Serial 
No. 



13-:- 1.Bohiak 2 ' 2 Ga.ndhra ia .....,. 
Bbalailt 147 

• Kabni 205 

Birdlia.na. 88 

T1imba.herl 67 
Dadri .. - 43 

Soldah .. ,. 68 

Madana Kalan 48 

Janti Kalan •• 10'1 
Bighan .. 81 
Kakroi -137 

,.:i 
' QlllUIBhpur 95 

Ch.hat.era 22 

Kha.rak·Kalan 26~ 
Do. Khurd 65 

A tail 87 
Fa.rmana , "i 174 

Khanda. 21'1 
Rurki 150 

Matan .. 188 
NUD&~jra 101 
Kaaarlralmlna.n 64: ·,,. 

Luksa.r 35 

Khiza.rpur Ahfr .23 

Rewarl 7'l 

Pa.hladpur Kfrhauli 115 

Sa.Iha.was 99. 

J:. 1927. 1928. 

l)~, 

N11KBBB ol' 
l'BDIABY 
IOiloors 
OPlDl!lllll> ' . 

Il'l'!!IDII nu.a 

•I>- 

&rJal 
No. 

11- PUN.fABLBGlSLA.TiVB OOtJNdm. ' .. : [181IJI SBPTB.1929. 
(Hon'ble Mr. Manohat.Lal J _ 

- -·· •. ·-·'-··"'-.,_ ~·a~:,.,--.· .. - .c...;c.- .•. , .• -.:.·------"--:. . .• _ ..... ··:'· ------ 

·-·-----·-·-··-·----------------~--..-------- 



1927. 1928. 

Fe~pore ~· 4,0 
-~_.:;:, .. ···.-,, ..... 

Kaµana 82. 

Kunda! 38 ···.1•··· .· 

Dnbaldhan .. 110 '··- v • -:-· 

;N~da~ 249 
Kh:iibru 88 

Guhna 131 ~ 
" Boh!Lr - .' .. - MO 
; 

t1&nkh,11oul 68 ' RQhad lli7 
Kathura .. 220 ~ '· :·-· .. ~: 

~ Ritauli. 88 .•,·.,·. 

~Witt .. . 186 ,j 
Jaaain:. ~eri 89 J 

150 : BalaJld 

N~., 82 

Kharl)ar .. 133 
Djsh!i,l. ! .. 384 

I Dhandlaii, 60 

~kari~ 21 
1 ~ 

G&Dg~tal\ 30 

I 

' .,·. ·:·; ... ~~~i 80 l .. ~--' .. 

NaJi#l, - 230 

~~u,ak,~ 264 • .. : ~~ ', 

p~~~ ·" 173 

. Nilohti 107 

Chham: ... 304, 

-· - =-·'·'· ..... .,,. ..... , .... ,,., . c·.· -- 

I 
.... ;,· ... :::., 

" ... -" ; ·.·~ NllllmilB OF 
PBDI.ABY 
IIOBOOLS 

r·. 

l&y, 

13- Rohtak 
«mtd, 

8erial 
No. 



Riwarhi~K.herha 48 

Bhupania 177 
~aka.l~ 71 
Dadenpur 33 

Gwalison 57 
Bamnola 41 · 
Jakhala. 48 

Jitpur .. 33 
&rya 44 

Goohlu 101 
Sliedipur 31 
Bii'arl:i. 39 

Kane a.la 120 

• Bhaprauda, 149 
Bu.tan'& 858 
Gangana. ,. 199 
Ahri 7'1 

Seeman 190· 
Garhi Heqiq~t 15 
Purkhas 188 
Juan 197 

. Bha.tgaon· 317 
Harsanali:ala.n 111 l ; 
Gumarh -87 
Burha Khalsa 33 

PanchiJa~ 137 
Murtha!; 277 

··-------. ~ 

Areas in whioh com 
pulsion hasbeen applied 

during 1927 and 1928. 

' 

~ . 
; 

' 

• 

13-1'Rohtl!,k 
«mtd,. 

Total __ . 
sobool-gofug 
age popula 

tion.. 

1927. 1928. 

.. OP;EINEP• · 
IN THE YEAB 

SCHOOLS 

NUMBER OJI' 
PRIMA.BY 

Oistriot.· :Serial 
No. 

[18TH SEPTB. 192 9· PUNJ'AD LEGISJ'.iA'rt\rFi oou'N'oiL; ' . . 
{ Hon'ble Mr. Manohar Lal.} 
14 

......... 



• 

I NmmER Oii' I 
P:e.Dl'.ABY 
SOHOOLS 
QP~D Areas in which com- Tota.I - 

;Serial District, IN THE ·yJ!lAil. - pulsion has been applied school-going 
No. age popula- during 1927 and 1928. tion. 

1927. 1928. i ,, - ·- - 
13- ~ohtak .. Sita.uli .. .. 38 

--<ontd. 
Palrhi Kalan •• .. 28 
Busa.in .. .. 63 • 
Titoli .. • .. 181 

I 

Bidhla.n .. .. 99 
Khidwali .. .. 203 
Baliana .. .. 372 
Silana .. .. 69 

,. 
Malikpur .. .. 24 

Bagpur .. .. 43 . - Gijji .. .. 64 

'· Mungan .. .. 58 
Sa.nghi .. .. 283 

; Jasia .. .. 162 
Sama.rhgopa.Jpur .. 133 
Sunari Kalan •• 

. 
142 .. 

" Khurd .. 00 

Chhoti Bahn •• .. 25 - . I 

Banianl !" .. .. 287 
Ma.nda.uthi .. . . 322 

I 

Kherkrunusalmanan .. 14 
' Bhurawas 63 . .. .. 

Dhaurh 
< .. .. 22 

: 
Makra.ulikaJe.n i .. 133 
Larha.ut .. .. 65 
&inya.pnr .. .. 24 

,·· 
Bahmanwas .. .. 34 - 

ur STORED QUESTIONS. AND ANSWERS. 



···- -- - , .. --- 
NllltBBOF 

PBDUBY 
IICHOOIB 

OPENJID ~ in which com- 
Ber:ial District. IN THJII YEAB - pnlsion has been applied Tota.I 
No. dori.ng 1927 and 1928. sohool-gcnng 

ageJ:r'la- s 
1927. 1928. ... 

I' I <, - - ---- ~- 

IS- R.ohtak .. Chamari .. .. 96 
Ctll&ltJ. Sampla 

. .. .. ·122 
.. .. 

Garhibila.b .. . . 82 
. . • Kat.eera .. . . 73 • - Khudan .. .. 126 

/ . . . 
Surehti .. . . 78 , 
Sorakhpur'~ba l{avdi • , 19 

Ga.rawarh .. .. 86 

Palrhi Khu:rd .. 11 

' Kurarln'brahimpur 88 .. 
' I Rajpur .. .. 87 

l 
0 

Larheauli .. . .. 3'1 

- Sel'S& .. .. l59 

Na.ndna.ur .. .. 23 
' -· ' Mundlana. .. .. 286 ' 

- Dabodakalan .. 40 
\ 

Anwal .. .. 191 

Chnµtma .. .-,.o 89 ) 

' 
,, l 

Hasa.ngarh •• j .. !03 l 

' 
- , 

.. ' 
Siwanamal- .. .. 217 

·-· Biroharh _·124 ~· .. ~ 
Jhanewa .. ~· 51 

., .. 
Ahulana .. .. 86 . .. 
:Muhana 

. .. .. 166 

Surebli .. .. 38 

She.mashpurmajra ... 51 
Chandal .. ..•. 48 

.. 

i 
; I [l Sm SEP.TR. 1929. 16 P~!AD I.EOJE'IATIVE· COUNC'lL, 

[ Hon'ble Mr. :Manoha.r La1.] 



. Areas in whioh com. 
pulsien has been applied 

auring 1927 and 1928. 

18- :Rohta.k Kasni 96- 
,o,tl,d. 

Baroda 825 

Ohatana. 55 

Ka,reorhi 41 
La.hra.rha. 38 
Mahla.na 87 
:Ra.thdana 186 
Za.inpur .. : 57 

Ohhara. ... 804, 

Ja.gsi .. 231 
Kherhi Asra. 55 

Jha.rhli 60 

Ma.Bhhraull ... 93· 

Ka.Ieng& .. 22iS 

Bnsana" ..f SS 

Sondhi .. , 26 

Z&hidpur 24 

Yaqubpur ••' 49 
Joli 188 
Sehri ... .• _(15 .• 

Bha.inswal Ka.Ian i .. : 237 
· · S&moha.na. 135 

Isla.mi& •• ! 243 

Ny&W,&DS ... .ISS 
' •• 

Karor - 70 
Db.al$: 105 

' -'.Khet&waa 76 

0 

17 
•• :f. 

1927. 1928: 

NmmlllB OJ!' 
PBJMABY 
SCHOOLS 
OPEBED 

DI THE. Y.IIAB 

STARRED Q'C]ESTIONS AND. ANSWERS, 

District.· Serial 
~o. 



18 PUN;JAB L!l!JGll3LATIVE COUNOII,. [18TH SEPTB. 1929. 
f Hon'ble Mr. Ma.noha.r La.I.]_ 

NUl,[IIEB 01' 
1'lUJUBY 
SOHOOLS 
Ol'ENED .Areas in which com- Total 

Serial l>istr · cit. IN THEY:lllil 
pul.eion has been af&lied sohool-going 1 

No. during 19.27 and 28. age popula- 
tion. 

J 1927. 1928. 

13- Ro'ht.ak Salenga, 52 
_concld. 

Lagian 85 

Subana 97 

· :Sila'lii 111 

r · Himayunpur 97 

Mahra 74 

'Barona 126 

'Sfsallll, 259 

Ma.tenhel 199 

Barah! 128 
/ 

Bamnoli 88 

Barhwasni ]26 

"Kan'Wll,li 61 
'Rob:a;t 140 

Jhatatlt •• 1 45 

Salimsartnajra. 70 

:oa.nnaur . 222" 

£heora .. ' 215 

Thalia ~a.Ian : 116 

u G~aon ... 9 IIS Rahn& 35 
' 

n-01 56 

' ·Oha;ndu .. : 37 

Bi,;hora. Kalan 184, 
. 

': . ·,~M 81 • 
A.ii Meo .. 96 

fl 
Rupna;ga,r Nat,a,uli 39 

':AlflJr&hmanan ,,, 55 .. - 



-- --- ---------------- 

c,2 

-·· .... -- ··-·-···· -· ·-· - ---·- 
NUMBEB OF 

l'BULmY 
SOBOOLS 

:Serial 
Ol'ENED Areas in whioh com· IN THE YEA:& - 'l:Qtal ! 

No. District. pulsion has been a.pplied school.going during 1927 and 1928. a.ge J.><>Pula- 
tion. I 1927. 1928. 

-· -··- --- ----------~- . ·- ---- 
14- Gurgaon .. Pausar .. .. 33 

C<iMld. 
-Iaurasi .. .. '45 

Chandaini .. .. 36 
Chas era .. .. 176 
'Bighaoli .. .. 4o 

Ohhainsa .. .. 130 
Atali .. .. 123 
Sota.i . . ... 33 

:Alawalpur ... ... 135 
. 

Range.Jo. .. ••: 33 

Mande.rka .. .. 50 

Padhaini .. .. 50 

Kherli Lala .. .. 50 

Harchandpura .. 55 
' 

Gha~auj .. .. 160 
Bhondsi .. .. 425 

-Kher la .. .. 78 ·. 

Pinangwan .. - .. 250 
-Marota .. .. 75 
Sidhraoli .. .. 42 . 
Bolni 176 .. .. 
Bhatsa.Ila .. .. 178 
Eherli Nuh .. .. 13 
Nagina .. .. 277 

•&zidpar .. .. 60 
' 

j Bliadas .. .. 136 
M:andi Khera. •• .. 60 

- 
Nahrauli .. .. 47 

- ----· - --· 

BTARR'FJ.D QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 



20 PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE OOWOIL, (18TH 8EPirB, 1929. 
rHon'ble Mr. Ma.noha.r La.I.] 

NUJIOIEB OF 
PlUll!ARY 
SOHOOLS 
OPENED Areas in which com- 

Serial IN TBJ!l YEAR Total 
No. Distriot, pulsion hes been applied . school-going during 1927 a.nd 1928-. a.ge popula- 

tion. 

J 1927. 1928. 

15 Kamal 6B 5 Amin 203 

Sa.lpa.hni Kale.n 77 

Kura.ri ISi 

Ta.lheri 40 

Ma.la.kpure 51 

ljf&na. Ka.Ian .• 72 

Raman a. 73 

Sa.mbhli 116 

. Bhagq,l . 214. 

Bamba 199 

Kharindwa .. 103 

Ya,ra 73 

Sa.gga· ••:, .. s 
Darer. 14.2 

I 
Dibarlri 42 

Sangoha. 166 

Ja.nra.si 225 

Rahashra. 100 

Na.ulthe. 264 

Qa.wi. ... H3 , : 

Baipnre 46 

Siwa.n ' 406 .. 
Ma.ndi Kalan •• 78 

Ka.t,a.nO: -· : 113 

Ga.dhi Ble ha.I •. 81 

p De.l'id.11spQm. , , 89 

~~: .. 170 

-~-· ·- .. ~-~ . .... -· . 
l,,, 



---- ·-·-------------------------· • 

··-,·- 

NUIIIBQOI' I PBIMABY 
sbHOOL9 
OPBNJ!ID Areas in whioh com· Serial District. IN :rlllll YBAB pulsion has been applied Tot&! 

No. sqhool-going 
'· during 1927 and 1928. agepopula. 

tion. l 1927. 1928. 

\ ........ : .. . .... ,-_, ~· ,·, . , . ., ....... - 
16- Kamal " I Ra.tta.g . . .. 62 

O!lllt,f, 
Baras .. .. 118 

- I 
Ra.we, '. . c _24-7 - .. '. 

Goli .. .. 92 I 

62 
'. 

Mohamma.dpur , .. , 
Saunkbra .. .. 94 

I 
Pe.lri .. .. 86 . \i 

Gorga.dh .. - 32 .. ! 
' - Bhage.na. 68 I 

; .. .. 
! 

Pa.dhe. .. .. 133 
Munwe.na. .. .. 100 i 

' 
Josa.r .. .. 32 ; . 
,Ja,ra,nli .. .. 6IS : 

Pe.sine. Khura.d .. 62 

Pundri (P) Ohara.unda. .. 62 
.. Sikri . . .. 41 

: 

Pewa.nt . . .. 66 

Ka.rora I .. .. 178 
i 

. ' Hi~e.na. 212 r .. .. 
lo . .. At we.la .. . . 92 . . Teontha. .. .. 126 r 

Bilona. .. .. 96 

Oha.mra.:ra. . . .. 81} ' 

1 

Bra.ha.n Mazra. .. 33 

Bha.da.ur .. .. 49 

De.ha.r ·~ H (11 

Pa.rdha.na, . . .. 59 

21 -· , B'IIABBBD QUEB'l'IONB AND ANSWlilBS •. 
. .. ·~ ·, 



- - 

h 

192'7. 1928. 

... _, ~ ·-- 

NtJHBEBOll' 
PBJMA'BY 
BOKOOIB 
OPENED 

Jli' TBlil' TIIAB SerJa.J. 
No, 

[l8TB BEPTB. 1929'. 22 Pc'CU!'.u.B:,,Ii.EGJJX..A'.q,~ ClQ~. 

[ Hon'ble Mr. Manobe.r La;I.] 



. N111D1:im 011' 
PBtllU.BY - SOKOOLS 
Ol'BBBD 

A~ in whioh.oo= Total 
Serial l)J.strJet. ll!f TD UIMI school-going 
No. Ilion hii.e bellD a; age ,popn)a- d~ 1927 and 1928. tion. 

I 1927. 1928. - •. 

... 

~ ~ .. Raja IQJ.e,l •, 153 
Otmtd. 

.. . . 
Kaohra.uli ,·, .. 60 

Kabri .. •·'.• .. 79 

Chan\faµlf .. .. 60 . 
JtlalplP,' .. .. 102 

Daura:r,.a .. .. 9{j . 

' ' 
~abnawa, .. .. 200 

- 
Serh~ .. .. 61 

148 
,., 

- Ra.pr!!, .. .. 
Karaugi .. .. 49 

I; lfa,tJi&Jia •·•. ·~ 58- 

' Mao~uli 11 .. .. 
Bubka. 38 ; .. .. .. 

26 Rapri .. .. ' 
- 20 FatuhJ:1111' .. .. 

l3arne, .. .. 34 ' 

Peoga· .. .. 82 

N aohn!.µn, .. .. 100 

Nalwi .. .. 100 

Lukhi .. .. (() 

Qad.U .. .. 39 . 
- 

Bu~era, .. .. 60 

~orpqr.a .. .. 16 

Sall!,1'11 .. . ·- 46 
. 

Shiam Gadh 147 .. . . 
' Oh~ 82 .. .. 

I Landhi and i>asmasra .. - 60 

BT.A}J:S]llJ) QUliJSTIONB .. Ul'J) -ANSWl!IBB. 



N11.MllllB OJ' 
PBIMABY 
SOHOOLB <>PJm.BD \ Areas in whioh com- Tota.I· 

SerJa.l Dfstrlot. m TD YEA.B pulsion has been applied · sohool-going 
No. age'popuJa..: during 1927 and 1928. tion. .. 

1927. 1928. J ... 
• ~-...-·,O#•o,• --- -· .. - . 

llS-- Karna.I .. Clia.mrori .. .. 48 
eoin,trl,, . 

' Lakhmarl .. .. ~ . Thaska.Y...he.dar 24 
;' 

.. 
Johal .. 59 .. 
Pehladtmr ... 30 .. 
Dbe.naura. 60 .. . . 

.. 
' .111 Habe.tpnr .. .. 

Rah Ka.Ian 24 .. .. 
Biholi " 160 .. .. 
Bbore.k .. .. 42 

.. .. 
Be.kka.l 80 ,. .. 

' 
Koha.nd ... .. 62 

Ra.inipora .. .. 63 . 
Nia.wal .. 25 .. 

' Bam.uli .. .. 39 

Alipur Kha.Isa .. 40 
. 

53 Gudha . . .. 
Dmiya Ma.zra .. 40 

Gurha - .. 55 

Wa.zirpur Titya.na ' 36 . .. 
Me.he.oti .. .. 129 

Ha.l4s.na, .. .. 58 

Ugre.Kheri .. .. 63 

Budhuwa.lma.zri - 31 

Pa.oti .. . .. 59 
.. . 

Sheharmalpur . I)() <. - 
. Ka.rhans - ... . 97 . - .. 

[l&m B:inPTB. 1929. '24 PU!JIAB LBGISLATIVE OOUNmL. 

[ Hon'b_le Mr. Manohar Lal.] 



... 

... 

.,· .'-•• 

; . 
·~ 

v- 

... .Ahni.adpurmazra 
J~ 

BJ;uilsi· 
A.dyana. 

Na.rah 

r : 

... . •. 

af- 
,20. 

33 

122 

99 
103. 

80 
I . 

,1so 

123 
~ 

68 

53 

146 
. 66 

83 ~~ 
1ao' 

·' 
32- 

41 • .27 

~9 
16 

112 

6i . 
. 110 .e:; 

237 
72 

180 

96 

·.. Total 
Areaa fn whfoh oom-. · · --'-ool .. i.. ... pu1sion has been appliecl ~ - IIIWli -go'"'6 
during 19.27 and 1928. · ; • popuJa;. . . ticm. 

' 

19.27. 1928. 

Nmon OJ' 
PBDIABY' 
BOHOOLS 
OPJIINED 

m~;Yiwi 

Dikadla- 

~ri 
. Ba.1)1,uli 
Ma.nan&. 

Lohari 

5 Tharwa. 

O'gala 

Sabgo, 

Nahaoni 

Dhin 

Nagai- 

Kanwiilii, 

Alla.hpur 

Ba.byal 

Ba:mga:rh 

Naneola 

Mohre. 

Ba.rare. 

Saha 

Khadri 

KJiarwa.u 
·Ta.Jak&ur 

:Ser.i&l 
No.. 

l ------·i--~----------·-------i------~----- ..... --------.....;;........., r..;. ,~ m 
;·11-. Kimiii.l ·~~- 

.... 



I N17HBlll8 o-, 
I PBDIABY 

It I SOB:OOLS 
i OPll!NBD ~ iri which com- SerJa1 Dfatriotl 1 · IN \l'BE m• ~ llas been applied - '.l"o.t!l,1. ·No. d;mmg 1927 and 1928. aohoel<going 
I 

-Pt. i ~ .. ,. t .;:; ••• 

age po~ a5 ! tion. ' i 11927. 1928. 
! 

I~ 

~ ,--- ---S 

16,:... ;Ambi!,Ja r¥~Q.~ 19Q 
eoattl. I 

i i 

i 
Mablimwa,li 70 ; 

KJm!d,~ 108 :, 

K"!U'llli .. 66 

N~garh . i 266 
Im.bli 50 

Bharerl Kallan 107 
i Bare.gaon .. 1, 46 

! Koawa.Khurd 86 
&veli, 197 Ii 
:aha.mg· ~- 

I Bhnrewa.la .. .. ; 77 

! 
Rata,111' 92 

Khatauli Ill 
i 

1 
Bihla 76 
Raipur Ram .. 245 

Ii _ Tira 83 • Man1.1,kpnr Sharif 161 
Bi!:areli 101 

;Barw.ala 166 

Ii 
:M:u.barakpur .. 116 

Shldm,n. 69 

I .AU1J.hpUl' 30 
r. 

I Daon 132 
Smv~ •. 66 

l , l\lU'liii ;Bukhta 66 

· :Ur.ltft:.-q,Jll'• ... 51 
·--·· --·-··- 

[ 18m 811PTB. l 929. 26:- ijW{if;MI, ~Eftll;IJ.Al!ll~, OQlfflClfl, . 

£ Hon'ble Mr. Manohar La.I.] 
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---~---~------ --~·-. _-· .--- __ - . .,.,_. 

- ' 
.,:~~ 

!~ 

-~ 
~ 

··J;~~ 

-~}!*~ 
!,¢· .- 

~· .. 

i· 

1 
7'i .. : • 

.:..~ _.. . 

4:0· . 

. 115 ': 

"68. 

39 l· 

I 
L 

.. · .. 42' 

' 82 

806 
60 t 
I 

68 

_1.81 · 

32 

133· 

89 

-~··· 
~·· 

.. ·· 1 
. ;, ... j 

. ··-··· J·· 
i 

~ .-. I 

t- 
i ... I 
l' 
i 

-' II ~· j. 
• • l 

- .. 

.-·•·· ~li 
. ~lJll'f 
~. 

..... 

l~- 

-~~ 

!~-~ .-~ 
-~~ 

~ 
~i ·~ 

~~ 

M~· 

~ .~ .. 
-~h- 

-~, 

-~- 

·-~ .-. 

.··..:,l 

.•... --·· --~ ·- 1--- . . _ ... --- 

. ta--: AmW. 
tmllil. 

<..t'i· ... 

.1'9 

IU 

48 

M 

~-·-:----. --"'":', . 

~~ · .. - 

19!'7. - '1928~ 

.. N11llBliB op · 
PBDrABY 
80KOOUJ 
~ 

Xllf:'Bm'~ . 

/.1 

.;·""" 



-~ .. . 
\ 

N IJJtllBB OJI' ' " - PBDIABY 
SOHOOIS 
OPJIINlilD Areas in whioh com- Tot.e.l 

Serial District IJ!I' TElll YBAB pulsion has been applied sohool-going 
No. , during_ 1927 a.nd 1928. age popula- 

lation. . ' 

t" 
-, 1927. 1928. 

' '·:~· , ... •. ?, - 
16-- Ambala .. Ram,ga.rh .. . . 78 .. 

t«mfll. 
Jeoli .. .. , 59 

~wall .. .. 115 

Shahzadpur .. . . 335 
' 

- Bha.rog .. .. 17 · 
' 

Dosarna .. .. 61 

Mananli .. .. 156 

Sa.ware. .. .. '!7 

RopaJheri .. .. 30 

Bnrail -, 172 .. .. 
SimbaJmazrs. .. 26. 

' 
11'.eJiomazra. .. .. 52 

Bahlolpur .. .. 59 . . : 
Kansai 48 .. .. 
Sa.ha.ora.n .. . . 80 . 

• Ma.Io ya .. .. 77 

Kali bar .. .. 611 

Raipur Kalan .. 31 

Majra. .. ' .. 64 .. - 
.. Mani Mazra. .. .. 233 

Jhallia.n Kalla.n .. 60 

Pa.njkoha .. .. 53 ,. 

Gardley .. ' •.. 21 ' 
Kandhola .. .. 79 

Sama.na Kalla.n .. 101 

Bind wan I 35 .. .. 
Salinpur .. ~- 40 

118- PUNJAB LlllGISLATIVE COUNOJL., [18m Sl!IPTB. 1929. 
I Hon'ble Mr. Manoha.r Lal.] 



.. 

NUHBFBOll' 
PBIMARY 
SCHOOI.S 

OPENED Areas in which com- Total 
&>rial JN THE YEAR school-going 
No. District. pulsion has been applied age popn- during 1927 and 1928. Iation, .; 

1927. 1928 . J 
. ·- 

16- Ambala . . Khant .. .. 79 
Cof!Cltl. 

Singh Bhagwantpur .. 96 

17 Simla .. 2 2 Dhada .. . . 111 

Kotkhai .. .. 42 

Purag .. .. 49 

Gale ha .. .. 15 

Kiari .. .. 74 

18 Gujrat .. ·l .. Peroshah .. . . 220 

Chak Manju .. .. 232 

Qiladar .. .. 164 

"Kuthala .. .. 214 

Bahlolppr .. .. 335 

Jalal11ur Sobtian - 284 .• .. 
Fateh Pur .. .. 279 

Hajiwala .. . . 268 

Makiana .. .. 296 

Ghansia. .. .. 306 

Miana Gonda! .. 413 

Channi Ghena .. 148 

'Busal .. . .. 276 

Shahidanwali .. 116 . He.rrya 461 .. 
- 

Chak No. 40 .. 218 

. Mong .. .. 320 

Mangat ' 400 .. . . . 
Khiwa .. .. 302 

Ghanian .. .. 329 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS • 



.... ......., . __ ~-- 

- 
N11HBBB OF 

l'lllMABY 
SOHC>OLS - 

OPEINED Areas in which com- Total • Serial 'District. IN THE.YEAR 
pulsion has been applied school-going 'No. age popu- during 1927 and 1928. la.tion. 

.t 1927. 1928. 

J .. -· 

l~ Gujtat .. iielan: .. .. 3'4S ,r.oncld. 
I 1Qada,r Abad .. .. 406 

Pahrianwali .. .. 84!1 
Marigowal .. .. 233 

Chhokar .. .. 363 
" 

Sikaryali .. .. 400 
Pindi Kulu . . .. 200 
Ditta Wal .. .. 298 
'Haslan:wala. .. .. Ma 

Klilewal .. .. 800 

I 'Pnran .. .. 130 
. Saduklahpur •• .. 142 I 

:I Mandi Bhalwal .. 115 
- 

Gorali .. .. 88 

Khori .. .. 247 
'.Malka, .. .. 300 
Atina Shahji •• .. 268 
no'lia.r .. .. 183 

- 
Kotla. Qaaim Khan .. 211 
Ma~nanwali .. 433 - 

f ·Besa,. Ka.Ian 130 .. .. 
Pm& B&~ud.din .. 149 

19 lhihpur .. 8 .. Thatti Noor .. . . 210 
' 

.Chik No. 22..S.. B. .. 350 

" 26..S ••• .. 40 
,, 70..S.· B. .. 61 
.. SO.S. B, .. 72 

-- ··-- - -· - 

[18TH SEPTR. 1929. 80 PUNJAB I;EG,ISL!.TIVE COUNbJL. 

'[ Hon'ble Mr. Manoha.r La.I.] 



.. 

NUMBER OF 
P.Rll\lABY - 
SCHOOLS 
OPENED Areas in which com- Tota.I 

Serial IN.!l.'.HE YEAB edlsion hasbeen applied S<ilioola.going 
No. l!fujtrict. age popu during 1927 and 1928. . lation. 

: 1927. 1928. I - 
; 

I -llil . 
! 

19- Sh'lihpur .. Chak No. 56-S. B. .. 25 
olm(tl. 

53-S. B. 50 .. .. 
" 37-S. B. .. 105 

. 
n 32-S. B. 13 

I .. 35-S. B. .. \ ' 77 
:I 

-· 
., 131-S. B. 

•• 1 
25 

\ .. 23.S. B. 
.. · 1 

30 . 

" 27-S. B. 42 ' .. 71,S. B. . . 60 

45.$. B. 91 
i 

" .. 
' 

56-S. B. 75 I .. .. 
~ I 

Jodh .. 13 I .. 
' I ' 40,S, B. 108 

. ,, 
·· 1 

I 

,, 36-S. iB, .. 111 I .. 133-S. B. . . I 146 I 
.. l I .. 24-S, 'B. 53 I 

51.S. B. ~ ; .. .. 15 

!I " 72-S rn. .. 37 

' 44-S. iB. UIS I .. .. I 

•• 57-.S. IB. .. 76 

.. 84A •• s.·B. .. 82 

.. 41-S. IB. .. 129 

" 38-S. IB. .. 29 

" 127-S. B. .. 80 
.. ,, 136-S. B. .. 44 

2li.S. ·!B. 30 i ,, .. 
~ 

51-A. S. B. ,, .. 14 
..• ··- .... ·-·· 

ST.AilR'ED QUlJSTJONS Atro ANSWERS. 



- ... 

' N'D'.M:BEB OF -~~~·1 
. PB.IMA.RY 

SOBOOLB 
OPENED . Areas in which com· 

.. ; Total 
Serial District. IN THE YEAB pulsion has been applied school-going 
No. · during 1927 a.nd 1928. "fie popn- 

a.tion. g 1927. 1928. ·, 

I 
19- . Sha.hpur .. Oha.k No. 74-S. B. .. 37 ' «mill. .. " 43-S. B, .. 80 

- " 52-S. B. .. 50 

.. 54:s. B. .. 154 

" 42.S. B. .. 105 
- 

" 34-S. B. .. 110 

135-S. B. - 45 .. .. . ! 
.. ,,. 64-S •. B. .. 60 

,, . Nelli .. 368 

" 92.S~ B. .. 80 
- 

" 91-S .. B. .. 131 

" 129-S. B. .. 30 
0 

88-S. B. . " .. 91 

. 
" 119-S. B. .. 58 

50-S •. ;8· ' 57 " .. 
" 87-S. B. .. 60 

" 120-S; B. } l 67 

" 116-S. B. 

Theri. .. 25 

Ohak: No. 75-S.:,;,B. .. 145 . .. 30-S. B. . . 76 

Midh Ranja.h 
. .. 519 

,Chak No. 106-N. B .. } 96 .. 102-N. B • . . 
. Pail .. .. 280' 

Cha.k No. 34-N. B. .. 78 
'. .. 85-N. B. .. 105 

. 135-N. B.' 60 .. .. 
-. - - .. ,,,,_ . ... .. . .... ···-- - 

[ Ron'ble Mr. Me.noha.r Le.I.] 
PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE OOUNOIL. (18TH SEPTB. 1929. 82 



------------------ 

• 

D 

NUMBEBOF I 
PBIMABY 
SOHOOLS 
OPENED '• 

, 
Total 

Serial IN THE YEAB 
Areas in which com- school-going 

No. District. pulsion has been applied age popula- during 1927 and 1928. tion. - 

1927. 1928. • I . 

- 
19- Sha.hpUl" .. Bhabre .. .. 272 

~ontd. 
Joya .. . . 222 . 
Kaura ... .. 50 . Che,uki .. . . 54 

Ban dial .. .. 330 ! 

Nurowana .. .. 116 ; 

' 
Jabbi .. . .. 269 

• Behk Mekah •• .. 107 

Chak No. 132 S. B. .. 80 
' 

.. .Ajanala .. .. 160 I 
\ 

Chak No. 35N. B, .. 90 

95 N. B. .. • 41 .. .. " 
.. Dhul Kadhi •• .. 371 

~ . Dhirowal .. .. 180 . 
.. Mari .. .. 200 

: 

Jharkal 57 
·! ... .. ' 

.. .. Sandra! .. .. 103 

.. .. Nari .. ... 203 
' 

.. Tilokar - .. 112 

.. .. Dhe.k .. .. 125 

• : ~ Ukhali 109 .. - ... 
; ' : .. Kund - - 313 

.. ... Naushe~ ... - 436 

.. Kufri .. ... 311 

.. Chak No. 122 N. B. .. 30 
' 

.. ... 12.l N. B. ... 62 

. , .. 120 N. B • .. 38 

STARRED QUESTIONS_ AND ANSWERS. 
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. ; 

.·...,.,· 

18& 

195 

~- - ._ . 

..• 

•····· 

. .. 
... 

. •· 

[~Sm ~ 1929~, 

.·. - . . · ... ·-- ·.· .. · ~------ 

. Havel N&tht>ka .• ti,. :Zad~: 

Atillb .. '1,. 
.r~· 

.· .. · 1, 

~ .. - 
, . .· . i ----~·~ '.~~~.rJilil' ~ • 

. Pa!ijt1i'ir 

~a..:i, 
.Alt·<, 

11~· . 
. '\ ·~- _.J 

.306 ·• . 34.'1_, 

112·. 

~-· 

'.:itof:Mo~ ,. .~·:;~ ..;N. 13.:_· 

:r.~ 
,13~: . 
~ Husdafn ..•• 

iita~ ·dha.ngb. 
''W&~ 

. D~ 

Oliatc:iio. 12a lt. :o. - . . ;.: __ - .· 

,; .· iaai. ~ 
}• 1a1 N. a 

Blitiga 'Chliel .• 
:utti ·· 

.rla:Ji! •• 

. . 
-, .. _ 

., 

:..:.. _ ... 

1928 • 1927. 

Nll'J!BBB o:r ~-l"BDUBY. 
,8<DJOOL8 . 

~Q~~fi\¥1' 
µr,,:JD.1. WR , 

• 

• 
-Serfali '-~#: No. 

·"- 
.·. : '.·134 p'illf.f:Mf LEGtsLATIVE 00\m·GIJ'.f; , ·. 't Hon'ble · ?,Ir, M:e.nobiu- Lit].. . . . . . . . . 

;_.'·-· .. --.. -----··-~-. ···-- ·- 

. ·, 



D2 

:S 

NUMllER OF I 
PRDIIARY 
SCHOOLS 
Ol.'ENED Areas in which com- Tota.l. erial IN THE YEA:B school-going No. District. pulsion has been applied age \>°Pula- 

, 
during 1927 and 1928. tion. · · 

j e, 

1927. 1928,. 

- -, 
19- Shahpur .. Village Bhai Khan ... } ld. i34 

Kot Bhai Khan .. 
. 

' Chak No. 75 N. B. .. 156 

" 163 N. B • .. 

} " 162 N. B • .. 
89 

. ., lMN. B • .. 
" 165 N. B. . .. . ; 

UohhaJi .. .. 148 

Daiwal .. .. 484 . , . 
Sabhra.l 253 .. ... 

: 
. Phulla.rwa.n . . .. 317 • 

" Chak No. 33 S. B. IOfJ ' ... 
"· 

101 a :e. 503 ,, .. 
r; . 

99 N. B • 17.2 ' " ... 
r ' ·- 

104 N. B. 330 ~: 1, .. ~ 
,; 113 N. B • .. 300 

., ,, 88 N. :0.: ... 3Z6 -: 
. La.gha.ri 56 .. .. .. 

. • 

C· Bhaka.r-Bar .. .. 293 

Jama.ii .. - 263 . 
t , Aqu.' Sb.ah .. .. 11! . , 
' 

Ohll.k No. ION; B. 80 
: ,_ - 

,Mith& Tiwana 
. 

;; ... 395 
-,71'1.ba. .. "' 119 

-eo Jhelum 11 .. . Di)triot Boa.rd Vernacular 
' M. e., Bhet - 278 
District Boa.rd Anglo-Ver· 
na.eular M. S., Khan.par •• 500 

80 STARRED QUESTlONS AND ANSWERS. 

• 



. 1927. 192$ • 

I, Nl11413D OF 
~y 
SOHOOLB 
-Of~ 

IN ·THE Y.111.AB 

-·-:-,-;..;· 

· 1 

I 

- I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

1 

I 
·1 

Total 
sohool-going 

. a.ge ~pula 
tion. 

.Areas in which com- _ 
ptilsion has been applied 

du;ing 1927 a.nd 1~28. · 
_ Serial 

No. .Diatrict. 

. • 

!0-- •lhelum DistrM .Board Angl1J.Ver- 
300 oonttl. nacular M, S., Mun;ie , • 

' Islami& mgh School, Dhar- 
Y.ala Jo.lap 347 

District' Bosed Anglo-Ver~ 
na.cular M. S., Bhojin 807 

District Board M. S;, I 
Domeli 656 

District Boa.rd V erna.cula.r 
' M. s, Maira 503 

"'). 

District Boa.rd M.S., Abdul " KhaJiq 39:\ . 
District Boa.rd M. S.,· 

i 
Soho.we. 281 . ; ·''. District Board M. s, 
Andra.na 343 

~; ·1 f:! District . Boa.rd M. s .• 
Gbazial i 295 

• District. Bo!LT<l Primary S., 
Sa.rdhi . . •• 373 .. 

District Boa.rd Vernaoula.r. 
M. s .. Karya]a . 530 

District Board ?if. S., 
Ta.trol i .. 289 

District ~ Schoo), 
,. .. '• 

PinwaJ 139 .. 
District. Boa.rd, Dhab · 

~ j 
'Ke,Ian.' 350 

I ; i D.B. Dn11a.h I 
309 : j ! . ' 

. ~ Mfugan 
I, ! 

" ! ! 500 
I 

v " · Mora Kor ~ha.m 320 

~ .• -. I ,, GagkKalan ! ~ '·. 338 
f _; 

J~da.Ia I '. i 262 ,, 
,, Banghial 217 

PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL~ 

[ Hon'ble :Mr. :Manohar Lal.] 
(18T:e: SEPTR~ 1929,. 
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87 

N'VJIB:m& OJf 
l'Jl,DUBY 
SOBOOL8 
OP.llllf.lllD Areas In which com- . - :Serla.l District. Df THE YJD.m pulsion h114 lien appllec! . Tot.a.I . 

No. sohool-going dmmg 1927 and 1928. agepopula. 
,· tion. I 

J 1927. 1928. 
. 
' - 

20- J.helum .. D. B. Pindi Kuka.r - ma 
aonoltl. . . .. Sa.nwaJ. .- ... 4117 

.. Dheri Sa.yada.n ... 120 .. 
K.hewra 387 1 .. - ! 
Gooari 00 

I .. - \ I ~ Panohore 119, I, .. - ! , .. Nawa.nlok - 139 
< , 

' Golpur ... 168 l c .. 
r. ... 

Ra.wel 4'1 .. - ;, ,. .. 
,· f .. Toba. .. - 198 

1· 
~ 

•• Ahmad Abad ... 117 

' .. , 
La.nga.r 102 : .. - ' " 

f .. Chak Kliushi ... 55 .. . . 
Chak Sha.m 83 ; .. ... 

. ~ . 
_ l)alilpiir 

., 127 .. ... ' .. 
Jot,ana., 89 .. - .. 
DiwaJian 302 .. - .. Gugh .. - '15 

... 
Tha.nial Kamel 106 .. - . . 
Bamla' 200 .. - 

:21 '.Rawa.J.pindi'. , 20 '·· Banda .. - 004 .. ,, 
Sagri 311 .. - ... " BSBSali .. - 273 

.. 
Nun 171 .. ... 

. . . Harakka !59 .. - 
"' Khana.Dak 171 .. - . . 

Kallar 409 .. - - - 

STAR~D QUESTIONS A.ND ANSWERS. 



, NUMBEBOJI' 
PB.IIUBY 
SOROOLS 

" o~ Areas in which com- :. Tota.I 
' Serial 

·~~ 
m 'lDlll YBlB p!!]sion has been applied soh<X>l-going 

No. _ · during 1927 and 1928. age popula,. 
' ·tion. . 

J 1927 • 1928. 

...:-- 
.. - 

Nara . . .. 233 
21- Rawalpindi •• 

ermcld. Maira, Ma.tore .. 362 

Boor and Ja.natha.l .. 143 
.. 

Lehii .. .. 263 
.. 

Ha.ma.I 272 / .. .. .. 
.!3ukhi, ~ohra Ka.nial .. 522 

' - Kwit~ and its ~burbs •.•• 355 
.. 

Na.ra.li .. .. 354 
' .. 

\!: 

Qa.zia.n 460 ! .. .. 
; 

.. 
· 1,3ha.gam .. .. 114 .. 

'· , Ke.kra.i i 131 I· .. .. ,, 
Dewal .. .. ms 

' .. ' 
Ka.ror .. .. 186 ! 

i .. - 

';l'ret .. ... 61 .. j 

22 A~~ - 9· ri :Ba.hadur Khan ... 177 ' .. 
- ¥am.dot ... .. 82 

-· 
' :phulia.I ... .. 187 

: .. 
Tatro.I .. .. 71 .. 
~ba .. .. 132 . 

; 

Sha.hbazpur .. .. 83 
! 

Paiµmia.na 196 
l ... .. 4' 

Ohinji . . .. 139 .. 
~b.al ... .. 94 

Qutbal .. .. 255 
, Pa.rye.I 300 ' . .. .. 

' Ge.kha.r .. n 90- 
.. 

Godho - ... ~ 417 .. . 

[ Hon'ble Mr. Manohar Lal.] 
(lSTH SEPTR. 1929 .. PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, 88 



NmmEB OF - - PRIMARY 
ECJIOOLS 
OP~ Areas in whioh com- Tot.al - Serial District. IN THE 'I'~ pu!sion has.been a.pied 89liool-~ 

No. ' durlng 1927 a.rid 1 28,·· ,: popu- . fiion. " 
1927. 1928. i 

I' 

!!- Att.ook Dhermund 
. 

136 .. .. - OOtle'ltl. - Cha.untra. - ·" .. 132 
AdhwaJ. .. .. 261 
Na.rs. .. .. 299 
Girdi .. .. 80 

, 

: 
Chihan . . .. 105 

- 23 Mianwa.li .. 22 Chhid1,i . .. .. 248 

Ta.riKhel .. .. 71 
Tib& Mep.rban Sb.11h .. 51 

- 
Harnoli .. .. 286 

- MaiRo$a.n .. .. 57 

GulmirhfaJa .. .. " .. 
Kh?la. .. .. 127 
Ke.nj~ ... .. 86 

Chap.Sandi .. ... 6IS . 
Uma.rwarli ... ... 95 : 

Pha.thi .. .. 128 
.• • I Ni oh wen .. 77 .. 

Noon .. ... 61 
( 

Kallur Kote .. ... .313 : ,. 

Sha.die. .. .. 285 

Ke.Jri .. .. 91 
,, Rokhri .. .. 290- . 

: Da.bh . . .. 129 

.. Ha.thi Kha.nwaJ.a. .. 121 

.. Kha.ba.ri .. .. 55 

Cha.kGh~ ... '12 

89' STARRED QUESTIONB0AND ANBWEIUi, 



.Piplan 283 

Me.i.ba.l 196 

. Darya. Khap. , • 396 
Musa Khel 213 
Abba. Khel 162 

BoriKhel 163 
.. Ma.munwali 52 

·Ya.rbegi' 53 
Chakrala. 338 
Thamewali 129 

Jhor 55 
Jhok Ali Khan 90 , 
Dhurnaka 120 
Khaglanwala • , 70 

Dhibba 90 

Kalwal 93 
Mian Mohdwala 44 

Rikhi 50 

Sultanwala so. 
Gh~an 60 

Bani Afgh&na 70 

Naushehra. 48 

DaJiliwala 56 · 
Sil wan 70 

.Nofiak· 200 

:Rodi. 74 

Tioba Niana. •• 150 

Areas In which ·com· 
pulsion haa been applied 

during 1927 and 1928. 

Tot.a.I 
school-going, 

age popu 
lation. 

[18TH SE PTR, 1929. 

1927. 1928, 

~1llOIBB 01' 
l'BDl'ABY 
IICJIOOLS 
OPJIIJIBD _ 

JJf TD YEAB 

\ 

4(). PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE OOUNOIL. 

{Hon'ble ¥r· Manohar LaL] 



• 

• 

. .. 

Nmon Oll' ·- - P.BIIIABY 
SCBOOLB 
Ol.'l!INllll> Areas in which com. Total 

Serial Distriofi. mmTIDAB ~on ha.a been applied school-going ... 

No. . age r>J>ula. . during 1927 and 1928 •. · tion., 

J 
,· 

- 1927. 1928. 

- -.-- - 
' 

, 
23- Mia.nwa.li .. Musiwa.li .. . . 81 

.o,mold. 
' Bha.kl'a. 50 ,. .. .. - - Beumli ' 30 '. .. .. 

- 
Dheli Na.mda.r .. 81 

Ba.liL . . ... 65 
, 

Name.I . . .. 100 

. Ban Suma.I .. . . 60 

Wan Bhaohra.n. ~· 375 

Daga.r Wagwrah .. 40 

Ding .. .. 74 ·- 
Dhulla. Azma.t Khanwala •• 60 

YaruKhel. .. . . 60 
' 

:24 M~tgomery 20 51 c_hak 111/7 A. R. .. 200 

.. . 28/11-L. .. 200 

" 7/11-L, • , _ .. 200 

' .. . 32/12-L. .. 303 

" 45/12-L. .. 200 

• Lisha.ri .. .. 470 

.. Cha.k 2/10-L •• , .. 214 

Jama.lkot .. .. 313 

Na.ushehra, Jambra .. 263 

Tanliar .. .. 229 

~ Pir Ha.ya.t .. .. 157 

Warsin .. .. 176 

'' Ha.kim Sidha.rke ... - 158 
' La.lupur ... 221 . • .. 

'' Ha.mman Rath ... 167 - 

STAl!,BED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS • 



.- 

NlJ]l[BJl!B OJI' 
l'BIMABY 
SOROOIB 

- OPElim,> Areas in which com• Total 
Serial District. IN Tlllll_~ pulsion has been applied school-going 
No. ... . during 1927 and 1928. - age~pula- 

tion. 
- 

' J 1927, 1928. 

-·· 
24- Montgomery •• Maleketam .. .. 162 

eonc'ltl. 
Chak Mandi Khan ... 199 

Nama Jindekl!o -~· . 122 - 

, · "Ladhewal .. .. 286 

- Hota .. .. 140 

. Chura Manneka . . 200 

27/4-L. .. .. 328 

70/6-L. .. .. 70 . 
110-9-L, .. .. 182 

64/4-R. .. 221 - 
40/3-R. . . .. 266 

15/laR. ... .. 326 

Sheikhu .. . . 260 

Konea - .. .. 329. 

40-G. D. .. .. 178 

Chuchak .. .. 423 

' Farid Kot .. .. 102 I . 
.. 

Attari .. .. 187 

4/G. D. .. . . • 139 

Bhaun .. .. 169 

Kandnwala Sari .. 120 

Pipli Pahar .. .. 73 

Cb.aJ{ Jawahar Singh .. 100 

RnkunPnra. .. . . 100 

Jethpnr .. .. 260 

68/6-L. - 368 .. .. 
• . 99/9-L . .. .. 325 

Ladhe .. .. 286 

I 

[18TH SEPTR. 1929 • - . 42 PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL,· 

K Hon'bl,e Mr. Ma.noha.r La.I.] 
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- -· -··~·----· -·-· ·- ---- - ------:;;,,-- - 
N'UHBEBOll' . PBDIUBY 

SOROOLS 
OPJl!NED r Areas in which com- Total 

Ser.ia.J District. IN '.mE YEAR pulsion has mien: applied sohool-going' 
No.· d~ 19.27 and 19.28, age popnle- 

, tion. · 

1927. 1928. I - 
p:; 

···-- -- - ---·~----- .. -. --- - -- - ---- ~. ------··· 

25 L:,allpur .. 4o 11 .. .. 
26 Jhang .. 11 15 Dhabbi .. . . 230 

Mandi Shah Jiwane. .. 182 

Che.k 468 .. .. 86 

Gilme.la. .. . . 115 
- 

Qute.b .. .. 87 
,. J e.laJpur 70 .. .. 

Hassu We.Ii .. .. 102 

Y e.rewa.le. .. .. 85 
- 

Allah Yar Juta 164 1, .. 
'· - 

Fauje. Dhara •• 73 ~ • .. _ 
' 

' MadJu:e,jbs.ne. • . .. 246 1 
~ 

Islampur Ne.sheb .. 146 .i ·- 
Budhoana .. .. 148 ,' .. . ·,: 

I 
Dhamapa .. .. 98 ;i 
Bustam !3a,rge.ne. .. 136 

• l Kotla. Muhammad Ze.rif .. 94 
I . ·, 

Darga.hi $hah •• .. 
' 

68 

Chakl33 ... ,- .. : 235 --~ 

" 138 .. .. 201 

" 152 . .. .. 232 

.. 200 .. .. 204 

" .210 .. .. 380 
' " 

225 104 • 
" .. .. 

0 " 241 .. .. 142 

Bhoana 
. 192 .. .. 

I 

Kandi we.I .. .. 205 
' 

Pakka .. .. 118 

STARR:jll:Q QV~BTIONS AND ANS:w:E~S. 



... -·· - -- . .. 

N'OJDl]mol!' .. ·\ 
PBJMABY 
SOJIOOIS 
OPENED Areas''ln whioh oom- · Tot.al 

.Serial District. DI TBEYlD.\B pulsion ha.ti . been applied sohool-going 
No. during 1927 and 1928. age popula.- 

tion. 

I 1927. 1928. 

- .. p; . 

' 
.. . 

26- Jha.ng Bukhari ' 156 .. .. .. 
-wntiJ. ,, .. 

Jha.nga,r Giltoran .. 145 . , 
Ha.rsa. Sheikh .. 242 .. 

Cha.k221 .. .. 170 
' ,, 10 .. ... 140 .. 

" 456 .. .. · 71 .. 
Jhoke Daya. .. .. 131 

: .. 
Bute. Kotla .. .. 134 

1· ... 
Bullo .. .. 317 ... 

.. HaveliMa.nda.r Durgiana. 138 • ,J .. 
• Bhaero . .. . . 81 

; - 
Roranwa.Ji .. .. 81 .. ., 
Ke.riwa.la. .. .. 145 

F . . B'hamb .. .. 65 
;, \ 

Khutiana .. .. 97 

' Jhoke Usman •• · 54 .. ,.... ' 
Asha.ha. . 149 .. .. 

.I . Deraj .. .. 133 
: Pindi Maduki .. 118 
: 

Mazari .. .. 84 

KotMaldev .. .. 280 
Hassan Khan .. 159 ~ 

' 
• Mari Shah Sakhira . . 212 

. Majhi Sultan •• -~ 86 
t. . Sajhar .. ., .. 97 

Ra.ta.Matta 
~ 168 .. . .. 

Chhotta .. ~- 165 .. .. 

• 

(18TH -SEPTB. 1929. ·(4 PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 

11 Hon'ble Mr. Manohar La.I.] 



• 

- . 

NUMJIEBOF 
1'l!.IMA:8Y .. 
SCHOOLS 
OPENED Areas in which com- Serial District,· IN THE YEAR pulsion has been applied Total. 

No. school-going during 1927 and 1928. age popula- 
- tion. 1. 1927. 1928. 

p:j 

-- 

26- Jhang Kerin -- 49 ... .. .. ., 
CMltd. , 

Bhon .. .. 97 

Kot Mul Chand .. 121 

Thatha Thabana .. 67 

Kot Khaira. .. 154 

Kalera .. .. 123 

·-· Lan .. .. 124 

Kotlse Shah 473 ; .. .. 
.. Qadirpur .. .. 67 

Chakl65 112 
·:; .. .. .. 

" ,, 156 .. .. 97 

,, .. " 262 . . .. 127 

.. .. Thatha Mokd. Shah .. 00 

.. .. Bhangar .. .. 120 

.. ~kiLakhi ... .. 307 

.. Vijhlana .. .. 75 

.. Aura .. .. 247 

Kot Shakir ' 289 .... " ... .. 
.. .. Ghanspur · .. .. 65 

.. _ .. Chak22!) .. ... 87 

" 187 ... .. 57 
.- 

'- ,, 240 .. ·~ 87 
I . i · .. ( 

' - 183 ! 79 •• ... ... 
Dhaulka : 86 .. ... ... 

.. 

! -.: TIJ,hll Qandan Wall .. I 95 ; .. .. 
' ' -· I ' .. ., Nadhaghl!,l' ...• - , 82 

.. Wasuastana .. .. 337 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND- ANSWERS, 



26- Jha,ng 
.wn,t,1, 

Ba.no Sha.habal 

OlieJa. 

Sher ChaJdr 
Wasil Shah 

,shah .llwna 

... 

... 

173 
449 ••• 

Habib 

'Pir Itot Sidhana 
Mass&:tl 

Mulkhiana. 
Khhva 
Oha.k 2'S6 

,; 250 

Khailoana 

Chak.264 

,, 181 

Pakkewala 

Chak267 

Ranjit Kot 

Sheikh Chunar 

Lashari 

Kot Khan· 

Chak232 

Wala 

Satiana 

Total 
soh_ool-going 

a,ge popn 
la.tion. 

Areas in which com 
pulsion has been applied 
during 1927 and 1928. 

1927. 1928. 

POB:OOLS 

NUMBER OJI' 
Pll.IMA'RY 

[18TH S»PTR. 1929. PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, 

District. ·Serial 
No. 

• 

T Hon'ble Mr. Manohar Lal.] 

173 
256 

80 
189 
105 · 

138 

60 

65 

87 

70 

38 

65 

140 
27 

340 

81 

51 

87 
'1.2 

00 

79 
235 

82 

97 

140 
46 

87 

46 



---····------------..:..... _ _...; _ 

. ' 

.. 

:eei:, mifb:a 
~ · .. 
K:Ji'o~ tsra 

fSiJi,t,alil,, 

Kho~ 

Tibbt lilm'.rd •• 
wiw Sira.h Koo11a 

'Ha§iil.ti Sher • , 

'MaJdiduinpur. 
17 · Bilsti Ghu1am Ha.idar Khan 

iliuti • Warianwala 

~ 

•Ja.fira.ba'd 

Mil.khdum Rashid 

·.Amirpmi 

) Sa.rda.rpur 

Kot Barhim •• 

Ra.joa 

Chak 

.Rashidpui' 

Fat.ehpur 

Mailsi 

Jaha.ngirabad 

Tulamba 

·zorkot 

Cattle Fan:n, Chak 99 

Areas In whi~li ooni 
phlsion has been applied 
during 11)27 and 11128. . 

I 

j' 
! 

! 
11 . ! 

.27 Mult&n 

28 Muzda.rga.rh - 18 
i i 

20 

.. 

- ! 

Tot.a.I 
so~~~-~olng 
-age popu- 

lation. 

I I 
Ii 

i 

98 

97 

268 

170 

115 

141 

162 

279 

35 

66 

'IS!r 

117 

86 
l.!)2 

38. 

154 

46 

31 

82 
45 

47 

" 
31 

55 

45 

43 

H . ~ ... 

1927, 1928. 

Ol'ENED 
.IN THE YEAB 

SCHOOLS 

Nm.mu OJ' 
PRIM'ABY 

STARRED QUESTIONS~ AND ANSWERS~ 

District. Serial 
No. 



48 PUNJAB LEGJBl·AHVE COUNC'JI. [18TH Sli!PTB. 1929. 
[ Hon'ble Mr. Ma.nohar Lal.] . , 

N'UJIJIBB OF 
PRllllAllY 
eoil:ooLS - OPJll!TBD ·. Areas in which Tota.I 

Serial IN :TBE YlllAB com· school-going 
J)istrict. pulsion haa been applied · 

No. during 1927 and __ 1928. age popn- 
lation. I 1927. 1928, 

.. ~ 

18- ~ulfa11argarh Munda 52 Ill 

eomi,. 
Sheikh Umar : 43 

Ha.la 49 

Ha.i.dar Ob.a.ii .. 56 

Bet Lambarw.eJa .. 45 

,Budh 44 

Ishaq Ishab .. 44 
, , . 

Bangpur -. •. 67 

Utm Sandia.la .. 48 
,··, 

Ganga_ ,·, 44 

' :58,s~ Kharlk 44 

Ali.Al.mnd H ... 51 

-· Langar Sarai 43 .. 
Doga.r KaJasra. 41 

Rao Bela Sharqi 86 
, . 

Dharampur · •• _:~ 
Jahan~ .. 45 

BilewaJa. 50 

Phul&n· ...• 53 .: 
.. . . 

Bhambrl 45 

Kunda,J. , 43 

.... :. ~i Na.bi Bakhsh 54 

,l,Jasira. a: 61 

Kinjhar, 64 

_Qureshi -~ 

B~ali .. ·• ~ 
Moohiwiw 65 



I 
• j 

I 

.----- .. 
NoTIPJCAnoN REGARDING Z4¥JND.ARs BY INSPEcTo~ o:rr SoxooLs, 

A11BAU, . . . 
*1630. Lala)Pli Paqhad a 'Will the Honourable.Ministerfor Edu· ~af4onplea.sestate- · · 

(a) whether it is a fltOt that the Inspector of Sohools, AmbaJa. Qivision, 
lias issued instructions under whioh only those tribes, who are 

• notified a, a.grieulturists 1inder the Po.tljab Land Alienation 
Aot. are given the benefit of being, called .. zamilidars,: 

(b) whether the restricted :d~nitfon oontra.venas the .express defini .. 
_t.ion of f;he '!Ord • Mmindar ' !eoognised. _by Punja~ Govern• 

. inent;_········ ···.· ... ·. : ·,; ., ····: 
{,) the effect Q~ the restricted definition on payment of .sc;hool f-' 

by persons who e.etimlly till the soil and solely depend upon 
agrical~ fQr their lit~ood ? 

J,1 

I 
NUMllE& 011' 

PBIM.All¥ 
SOBOOIS 
OPENED Areas in whioh oom~ Total 

,$e:ria.1 Distriot. Il't TJIE YEAll pulsion hea been applied sohool-going 
No. during 1927 and 1928. . °f:tlpopu- 

on. d .. 
1927. 1928. j / - . ..• 

28- lluzailargarh Jha.ndewa.Ii ... .. 47 
.«ndll, I .. 

le Guda.ra. .. 44 .. 
. ShiLrif Ohha.jra .. 46 
Kotla. Gamu •• .. 45 

' ~ 
49 ~ .. .. 

I . Na•hra. .. .. "' :29 l ~ GhlLzi 8· 20 Koh&r .. .. 85 

Kot Qa.is~ .. 145 

Retra .. .. 80 

·lf&kwal . . .. 1(4 
- 

.• . P&iga.h . . .. 129 . 
Kot Ohhutta .. 218 

. Ohoti Wa.l& .. .. 2'8 "" 

.. • ,,.' Dra.hm&D .. .. · 170 - 
lla.thra .. .. 191 

Shera .. .. 185 
I 

1 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
j 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

49 B1'A.nREl> QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 



'Vol.: :·m, .page 241. · 
. •Vol XI, page 650. 

~:_·; "'n-, ':Honour~f;I~ . Mr •. Mlm.oli•' till: ' fhe .. ~ij~ctor -has been. 
a.ddressed and the information will be supplied as e09ri.-. ~s .it- is .reeeived. 

:: korh hltii.: .. .. .. .. .... . . . . . '. - · 

_ •\ !1858 -. ; Ghaµ~hr~Jl~li Qugad : W_it9 .· ;l'(:)fe~n<Ye:' tQ ' my. qu'es.tion 
· 'N'o. g17a, asked on the 18th March, 1928, will the Honourable Ministe'f · for 

· Education kindly !}tat~ . . . · . 
. . . .'(~) ~4~4er the:mi~s.t~~iding. t-he s~i~ of sch~! 'iµ1i boarding house· 

· ' contingencies have been followed in the '.Aruba.fa division ; 
(bf! iiij,· the 'yia.r"'fi:6~ which they ha.~e been f~llo~ed?. 

- 

.DEPRESSED CLASSES. 

; *1827. LJ.· · Joti Parafi1acl: Will the Honourable Minister for· 
Edµca~on. please fo.tate wh~thei:, the. answer to sta~ed · question No1 16271- 
as~ed by_ me on 8rd December, 1928, IS_ ready? If so, 1.t ;may kindly ~e read- 
over. · , ·· · · 

; . r I • . . . - .. ,, : " .. ' . . - 
: The HonolJr'able Mr. Manohar Lal: The information is not yet 

re~dy. It will boeommunieated to the honourable member when :ready. 

,,_. 

Ma. GHULAM. Hnssars', TEACH.ER. 
; *1645. Lal$ Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Mini!lter for Edueatiore 

e , please state-whether it is a fact that Mr. Ghulam Hussain, Head Teacher, 
. Municipal Primary. School, Kasur, made alterations in .. the . examination 

ma~ks of the boys, and that he admitted his offence before the District: 
Ins~ector of Schools_? 

! If so, what action has been taken against the said teacher by the Com 
mittee or the Department of Education ? 

; The Honoui-able Mr; · Manohar -Lal :. The ana~er to . this question. 
is hot yet ready ... It will . be· communicated to the honourable member 

· when r~~dy. A~ a matter of fact, .~ir: I am in very unfortunate· position in 
thait my answersto most" of the questions have gone up to Simla. They 
are. really ready; .. if. I may say so. I received notice of these questions on- 

-Friday. . : . . - · 

The-Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal r (a) No; but there appears 
to have been a local _misunderstanding of the. rule on the subject. The- 
matter is receiving attention. · 

(b). & (6} Do not arise .. 

[18TH SEPTR. 1929. 'PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE 'COUNCIL. 
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51 

.. i·.- .• -, ~- .. ,·-..,, 

. Muss.ALMAN .W i..QF AoT. 
·*2031. · Mr~ M. A~· GhW :' Will the Honourable. Minister for. Local· 

Self-Government be pleased to state- , 
(a) whether it is a fact iiha't all Matwa.llis of the Mussa.lma.n Auqua.fs 

in the ;Bu.nja,b ·who -have· .not ~dared their statements of 
.. accounts under section 'a of the Mussa.lma.n Wa.qf !,ct, 1928,. 
. . in •&i_y yoor ever siri.ce it hair 'bee1r·:eii.foroea; in . this. p'ro'\!iince· 

· have been prosecuted under section 10 of the Act ; 
.-Cb) 'lf not, how '.tQml;y-'of them haven<>t been so proseO'llted ; 

. , {e) the ·reiL$0nst'wtheir rion-prBsecutiou.? . . .' . . 

The Honourable ;MaJik:Firoi Xhail. Noon : · (a) No. 
' '{b)' 'Tlr& total ilmfi~t ohiichi MlttwaJ:is ~ the province is not known. 

_( e) ~ 0 ~~~ps. have been taken iy 'a-µy '.Afljwriail 'or oi'her body or person 
to ·msmute' 'complaint1r in' comt. 1 

, ' _ , _, _ • : . • 

~ 
1v1>L XII~ pag~ .. 96. 

·, MussAL~AN-WAQF AoT. 
. *2030. -Mr~ M. A. Ghani : . Will the ·-Honourable Minister for Local 

Self-Government be pleased to state the number of Mutwallis··of Mussalma.n 
Auqua.fs in the Punjab who have been (i) prosecuted, (ii) convicted, (iii) 
acquitted underseetion 10 of the Mussalman Waqf Act, 19~8, in.each year 
ever , since it- hes been enforced in this' province ? 

· The Honc.urable Malik Firoz Khan ·Noon: lregret that the answer 
to. ·this ·question is not yet :ready: The infoiniatiqn is being .eolleeted and 
when ready ;will be ·00Iµmunioa.ted t~. the· honourable n;ieniber. ' 

MussALMAN WAQF AoT. 
*2029. Mr. M.A. Ghani: Will the,:Ei:onourabl~ Minister for Local 

Self-Government . be pleased to ·state how many Mutwallis bf Mussalma.n 
Auquafs in the Punjab have submitted their statements of accounts under· 
section 8 of the Mussa,luian·Waqf,Act, 1928,'m each year ever since it haiF 
been enforced in this province ? 

The Honourable Mailk Fitoz '.K-iun, -Nooli : · I regret that the 
answer to this. question is not yet ~efl,dy. · -. Th~ infq~maMon is being .col 
Ieoted and when ready'will be communicated' td the lionow!able·niember. 

, . : . 

·_._._·:' 

SEPARATION OF .THANG FROM MAomANA. MUNICIPALITY. 

*1985. . Lala Bodb Raj : With referenc~. t~ ~tiswer t~-. part : (b) 9f i' 
starred question No. ~5181, asked on 29th November 1928, will the Honour-' · 
abie Minister for Local Self-Government please state, if the matter referred 
to has been decided? If so, with what result? 

The Hcncurable Malilc Fircz Khan- Noon : I regret that the 
answer to this question is· not yet read>y. · It will be· supplied to 'tne._honoilr· 
able member when . ready. ' 

STARRED QUESTIONS ~D· ANSWl:BS, 
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MANDI llYDll()·ELEOTJUC SoBEKE. 

'2146. Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Will the Honourable Minister for 
.Agriculture be pleased to etate- 

(i) the total number of ga.zetted ate.ff above the ra.nk of overseers, 
on the organisation of the Mandi Hydro-Electric Scheme in 
respect of its ·(a) Construotfon Sta.ff, (b) Electric ·Project 
Section, (c) Hydra.ulic Project Section;. 

(ii) the number of Europeans and Indians iJ;l_ each of the branches 
(a), (b) and (c) referred to above ; 

(iii) how many Europeans and Indians referred to in (ii) above a.re 
apprentice Engineers; 

Drsmrcr Bo~RD, LYALLPUR. 

*2079. Lala Bodh Raj: (i) Will the Honourable Minister for Local 
Self-Governmeµt please sta.te- 

(a) whethe,: it is a fact ,that in the year 1928 increase in pay or higher 
grades once granted by the District Board, Lyallpur, to severe.I 
teachers working in the schools under the Board were with· 

.drawn; 
(b) what were the reasons for such withdrawal; . _ 

· (c) whether the said teachers were asked to refund the a.mount that 
had been allowed to them under the orders sanctioning these 

. · grades, whieh.orders weie a.ft0n!ard.s Qa.n~el).ed ; if not, why ? 
. (ii) Will the Honourable Minister _please lay :on the· table a. copy of 

the order cancelling the original·· orders sanctioning the 
increase in pay or higher grades ? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : I regret that the 
.answer to this question is not yet ready. It will be supplied to the honour- 
.able member when ready. · 

NA2UL LANDS IN AMRITSAR.' 

*2075. Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Will the Honourable Member for 
Revenue be pleased to state- ·· · 

(a) whether it is a fact. that Nazul lands outside .Hathi Gate, Amrit· 
sar, have been taken possession of by the Durgiana (Temple) 
authorities ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that even public roads near Durgiana outside 
Ha.thi Gate have also been encroached upon; 

(c) whether it is a fact that the municipal ~ommittee and local Gov 
ernment have been requested to remedy the state of affairs ; 

(d) if so, with what effect ? 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat 

Khan : I regret that the answer to this question is not yet ready. It 
will be supplied to the honourable member when ready. 
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REST-HOUSE OF THE .• GliEY .CANAL AND MB_.~; N1qp-9~0N, C.I.E. 
·· .· _- *2177~: · Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable. Memb~r f0,r Revenue 
please state--« · · · · - · · . . . . . . • . . - . . • . .. _ . "'· 

(a) whether it is a fact that Mr. Nicholson; C,I.E., while ·he was 
]j"lxeoutive Engineeeas-Buleimanke Weir got the rest-house 
o! the ,";6rey. 0(1.;l:IBi:l for : r~tid~ ;µ~~l p~oses .of the csaal offi~ 

, ." , . .. 011!,ls ; . . . . 
· • (b) whether the rent of the· said house has h~ndeb-it!:l~ to ~b~ secounte 

.. _ .. . of Sutlej Valley Project and credited to .the dii!tri9t board, . , -,;,:.' - . :··· .. F . . .. . , . ~, . · etozepor,e ; : . · · , . __ .. . . . 
· · (c) whether t}:ta- rent· has· been charged ~om the canal officials using 

· .· .·:::the;house:;ifnot,:wl:-y,; ., . , · .... __ ·, · • 
. (d) what amount of renthaa been paid to-.th<:i-. district board, Fero. 

. : - : · · .. ,, pore, an.ctwJ;i,a.t amounf charged .from. tlie canal officials ? 

. ... alhe Hono~rable Khan Bllhadur.·-Captafu·sardar Sik~dar Hyat 
'Khan: ';(a) ·Nb pei'mlssion.:w'as:obtained to the: use of _.the District Board . 
Rest House at Pazilka by Canal Officers- .a(-~- :Res,t. ;u'<:>u_se. .. .. '. 

(b), (c) and (d) Do not arise. - .. . ·. ,: 

:(iv).how many.Europeans and how.many Indian Engineers of and 
above the rank of Assistant·· Engineers .are employed in the 
whole qrganization ; · · · 

(e) how many Europeans and Indian Engineers employed in the 
whole scheme are permanent and how J'.QllJlY temporary; 

{vt) the 'academic qualification, length of service, e.nd pay of the 
officials refe~ed to in {i) above.? 

The Honourable Sardar Sir. Jogendra Singh : It is regretted 
that th& answer· to above questi~n is. no~ yet ready and: will ··be .supplied 
to the honourable member when ready. _ . . . . · 

ENORO~CmrENTB ON,MUNic:i:i>AL LANDS BY MUNICIPAL .CoM)USSJ;O.NEBB, 
·.. . lusuil. . ·, .· .. 

*2159. Lala Bodh Raj : . Will the. ltoriburabie Minister. for L~~l 
Self-Government please state'.- · · 

(a) whether it 'is--~; flto'fi 'that'·sm:ne· of ··the :Municipal Com.mis~oners, 
· · · · Kasw:,: or their re~tions have made illegal encroaq~e..nts on 

municipal lands ; · · · ... , · , · · · · · : · 
{ . ·, ~ ,; ·.' • -. • I . :•. • • : . '._. -~ . : . 

(b) if ~o;-wha.t~~tion- pas the, lllµnicip8!lity _ta~ep. lil 'the' I1,1atter of 
·· · .: · demolishing .the nnauthorlsed e~croachments·;- - ' 

·:(t) \vill.:tha-;Mnou.rable member,,pl~:s(i,,s~~-the riumber of such 
cases pending on 1st April 1928, (ii) peµding, from 1st April 
1928:to the end of theyE!B,q .. ·. _ . . . 

. •(d) :•in low.many eases-encroachments ba.v~ been.;emoved? 
··. . 'The . Jl~nourable . Malik Firoz ·Khan; - N;oll : ) . regret that the 

, answer to .this question JS·not·yet ready. :It will J:,e sup-plied to the honour· 
.. :i,ole member when.ready. , · , ,. .. ; . : •. ' 

68 STABBED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, 
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. · Hroa Soaoots IN RomAx • 
. *2243. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable 

Minister for Education kindly 11tate- · . 
(a) the names of high schools in the dist!ict of Rohtak maintained 

· · by (i) Government, and (ii) local bodies; . 
(b) t!!e number of teachers in the schools referred to in {a) in the Anglo• 

Vernacular section of the' educational service (provincial or 
subordinate), the number of, those among. these teachers who 
come from outside the Ambala division, and the names and 
tribes of those who belong to .statutory agricultural tribes ; 

(c) whether it is -a· fact that teachers in the high schools maintained 
by local bodies were appointed by the Inspector of Schools r 

BAND ATTACHED TO liIGR SCHOOLS. 

· *2232. Chau~ Afzal Haq : Will the Henoura hie Minister for 
Education be pleased to state- · 

(a) whether it is a fact that almost. every high school in the Punjab 
has got- its own band played by the students of the high 
schools; 

(b) if so, whether there are any rules or orders rendering it obligatory 
· for the students of a school to join its band : 
(c) if-the answer to the latter part of this question be in the negative 

· whether any oases have come to thenotice of the Government 
in which theHeadmaaters of high schools have exercised com 
pulsion irrthe matter'} 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : , Information is still being 
collected aud will be communicated to the honourable member as soon as it 
becomes available, 

SuB-DnrsJONAL OFFICER, LAL SoHA:~RA.. 

*2214~ Lala BocllLRaj: Will-the Hon~w:able Member for Revenue 
'please state-·· · ' · · ' ·· , · 

(a) whether it is a fact that the Sub-Divisional Officer, LaJ Sohanra 
Sub-Pi~i9n in 2nd' Baba. wslpur Circle charged the travelling 
allowance · sho~g his headquarters a.t Lal Sohanra State 
Rest-house while he. was actually residing at Lal Sohanra 
S. V.P. Rest-houses from July 1928, up to the end of the year 
1927 or so; 

(b) if so, was any: action taken against him by the Executive Engineer, 
Bahawalpur Division; if not, why'} 

The H_onourable Kllan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat 
Khan: . The informant . of. the . honourable member has ·riot perhaps 
told him that Lal Sohanra has been shifting from place to place, and there 
fora his question is not definite enough to. be answered. In case he has 
any particular fact to disclose in public interest, Secretary, Irrigation Branch 
(Con~.truction)., will be glad to receive it and give it his best consideration. ~ 
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*2287. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Minister for Local 
0Self-Government please state the number of Vaids and Rakims employed 
.in "the service of the local bodies of the province in the years 1926, l 927and 
-1928? . 

V AIDS AND llAKIMS EMPLOYED BY LOCAL BODIES. 

*2262. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Minister for Local 
£elf-Government please state- . 

(a) the names of the first class municipalities in the Punjab wh~e 
the Municipal Fmgineer~ are not qualified hands ; 

. (b) the names of such engineers and the reasons. for keeping them in 
- service? 

Die Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : The honourable 
member is referred to part (b) of the answer given to question No. 11551 
mi starred. 

Mumo1i>AL ENGINEERS, PUNJAB, 

The Hon~urable Mr. Manohar Lals The info~ation is being 
-eollseted arid 'wiil be supplied to th~ honourable me~ber as soon as ready. 

" i ; • ' - ¥ -·' ·- • • -- •· -- . . • ~ 

STABBED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, 
•· I , ,: ' ·_ I ~ '• ~ . · · - .-, · · ---~-' • 

_/1 VERNACULAR MIDDLE 80HOOL1!, 

/ , *2244, Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will 
:Minister for Educattonkfualy slat~ ---- ---, -- - 

(a) th~ number of vernacufo,J.' middle schools with provision for tea.oh• 
ing English as an optional subject in each of-the distri~ts oj 
the Ambala division, the number ofteacqers wlio teach English' 
in these schools and the names and tribes of those among them 
who belong to statutory agricultural tribes ; : : _ · -~ -~ 

(b) the number of schools re~erred to in (a) from which EnglisJi' as an 
- optional subject has been abolished and the names and tribes 

of the teachers who have been thrown out of emplpyment as a 
consequence of this abolition?. -· · · 

The Honou.rable Mr. Manohar Lal: The information is being 
.collected and will be supplied to the honourable member when ready. 



/ 

J 

I 

VEDIC. KANYA PATHSHALA, SHAHPUB. . 

*2308. Lala Bodh Raj : With reference to the reply to starred ques 
tion No. 1986; asked on the 18th March 1929, will the Honourable Minister 
for Education please state if the pathshala referred to has been paid the 
sanctioned grant-in-aid ? If not, what are the reasons for so much delay ? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : I regret that the answer 
to this question is not yet ready. It will be supplied to the honourable 
member when ready. 

! . 

- 
1926. 1927. 1928. 

Name oflooa.i 
body. 

Va.id. Hakim. Vai!J. Hakim. Vaid. Hakim. 
; 

Dnmucr BoABD& 
Kangra .. .. .. 5 .. 5 .. 
Lya.llpur ... . . . . .. .. .3 7 
Multan •• .. 2 2 2 2 . . .. 
Shahpur .. .. 2 .. 2 .. 4 
Sheikhupura. .. .. 4 .. 2 .. 6 
Ka.ma! .. .. 1 1 2 1 2 2 
Guiranwala. .. . . 1 .. 1 .. l 
Bohtak .. .. .. 1 .. .. .. 
Hisw .. " .. 3 4 i 4 1 .. .. 

Total. .. 6 10 14 9 14 21 
MumOIP..u.rrn:s. 

Birsa .. .. .. .. l .. 1 .. 
AmbalaCity .. .. 1 ~ .. .. I .. 1 

~ 
.. .. .. .. 1 .. 1 .. .. 1 .. .. .. .. 

Panipat,, .. .. .. .. 1 1 1 
Wazirabad .. . . 1 .. J. .. 1 
Sialkot •• .. .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 
Amritsar .. 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Rohtak .. 1 .. I .. 1 .. 
Ba.hadurgarh .. 1 1 1 I I I 
Beri .. .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 . . 
Jhajjar •• .. .. I I 2 I 

Total ... 4 7 5 8 8 8 
/ - 

SMALL Tow.N Collrl· 
MJ.TTEES. ; 

Tallagang .. .. I .. I .. I 
Shahpur City .. .. 1 .. l .. .. 
Hafizabad .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 

Total 
. , 

2 2 2 .. .. .. 
NOTIF.IED.Al!.EA. 

ColllMl'l.'TEE. ' Sheikhupura. .. .. 1 .. I .. .. 
Total .. .. 1 .. I .. .. 

GB.AND TOTAL .. 10 20 19 20 .22 31 

. The Honourable Malik . Fir_:· Khan, N&10n : A statement giving'. 
the requ4'.ed information is laid on the t~ble. 
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DISTRICT BoABD VE.RNAOULAR MrD:PLE Sonoor.s. 
2412. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chh~tu Ram : Will the Honourable 
er for Education kindly state- 
( a) whether all teachers teaching Enftlish as an optional subject 

in District Board Vernacular Middle schools in the ·Ambala. 
Division were before the present. Inspector took over charge, 
appointed by the Inspector of Schools ; 

{b) what' is the number of teachers of the class referred to in (a) 
in each of the districts of the Ambala Division, how many 
of them come from outside the division, and how many of 
them are statutory agriculturists ? 

TEACHERS A~D CLERKS OF GovEP.NMENT. AND BoABD SCHOOLS 
IN THE AMBALA DIVISION, 

*2344. Lala Joti Parshad : WiU the Honourable Minister for Edu 
cation please state- 

{a) the number of teachers and clerks communitywise of Govern- 
~ · · ment and Boards Schools in the Ambala. division whose 

services were dispensed · with after the taking over of the 
charge of the division by Mr. Wilson ; 

(b) out of the posts thus fallen vacant how many were filled in by 
· Hindus and how· many by Muhammadans, not taking into 

account those whose appeals were accepted? 
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: The required information 

is being collected and will -be supplied to the honourable member when 
ready. 

PETITION WRITERS, 

- *2394. Chaudhri Dali Chand : Will the Honourable Member for 
Finance ~dly state- · 

(a) the total number of petition-writers in each of the districts of. 
Kamal and Rohtak ; · 

(b) the number of statutory agriculturists among them? . 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : 
(a) Kamal 48 

Rohtak 69 
(b) Kamal • . 19 

Rohtak . • 12 

RECOGNITION OB SCHOOLS, 

*%132. Sardar Ujjal Singh: Will the Honourable Minister for Edu- 
cation please state--- · · · · · 

(a) the names of schools that applied for recognition in the year 
1928, .together w ith the year when each of them applied for 
recognition for the first time ; ' · 

(b) which of these schools were (i) recognised, and (ii) refused recog- 
nition? · ·. · · - 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: The information is being: 
collected and will be supplied to the honourable member when ready. 

51 B .STARI\ED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, 



-- 
. RAI SAmB MuNsm GHULAB SINGB: AND Sowa. . . ,_· .-.. . 

2414. Rai Sahil, Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable 
er for Edueation kindly state- 
( •) whether tho attention of Government has boon drawn to ""'ll" 

plaints in the Press that the firm of Rai Sahib 'Mu,nsb,i Guiab 
Singh & Sons was allowed to put up· the prices of text-books 
against the terms of their . contract &.t some time during the 
period of the Great War in consideration of the rise in the 
price of paper, etc. ; · · · ' · ... 

(b) whether it is a fact that · the said firm has now been allowed 
to maintain its old prices in spite of the fact that under the 
existing contract prices have been brought down to Re. 1 
for every 600 pages of· printed matter instead of the previous 
price of Re. 1 for every 550 printed pages ; 

(c) if the reply to the above be in the affirmative, what action, _if 
any, Government has taken to remove them ; 

(d) if the attention of Government has not been drawn to· these 
complaints, whether Government intend to look into them now; 

( e) what is the average total price realised by, Rai Sahib Munshi 
Guiab Singh and Sons for the sale of text-books in a year? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) The attention of Govern 
ment bas been drawn to certain complaints. Tbe fact is that representations 
were received from a large number qf publishers stating that, owing to the 
rise in the- price of paper, they could not afford to sell their books at the 
given rates, and, as a result, in June, 1920, these rates were revised for all 
publications approved by the Text-Book Committee, - 

(b) The· said firm, together with all other publishers, have been per 
mitted to maintain the old rates of 500 pages to the rupee instead of 550 
pages to the rupee until October 1, next; but this relaxation is not per· 
missible to the said firm in respect to new publications and editions published 
on or after April 1, 1929. 

(c) The said firm has given the information that &11 new publications 
and editions published on or after April 1, 192~, have been priced at the 
reduced rates. - · 

(d) Does not arise. 
/: (e) The average sale price, realised from the sale of the Text-Book 

/

Committee's publications in a single year approximates to Rs. 2,72,000. 
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram ; Why were these pub 

lishers permitted to maintain the old rates, and under what rule ? 
- ' . . 

Simla. Gur- Roht.a.k. Kti.rna.I. AmbaJa. Hissar. • ToW; gaon. 

(b) • • • • 4 4 ·.· 16 13 10 26. 73 
(i) How me.ny of them 

' come from outside ·1 
the Division 

the~ I .. 
I 

1 9 4 6 5 25 
{ii) How many of l 

a.re statutory a~- culturists . ' .. 1 3 4 6 2 10 2f 

The Honourable ·Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) Yres, but subject to the 
concurrence of the chairman, Duittlot" Board. 
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GRANTS-IN-AID TO l·OCAL BODIES, 

*2422. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Minister for 
Local Self-Government be pleased to state- : 

(a) what was the budget provision for grants-in-aid to the lQCa.l 
bodies in the years 1927 -28 and 1928-29 ; 

(b) what was the actual sum that has been utilised; 
(c) whether it is a fact that there is always a saving in this item; 
(d) if so, why and what steps Government intends to take to utilise 

this grant in full in future ? 
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: The required inform 

.ation is contained in the attached stutement. 

/,,..--- Th~ Honourable Mr. Manohar L~ : By the Director . of Publie 
/ .Instruction. 
, R.ai Sahib Chau'1bri Chhotu Ram: Under what rule? .. 

Tlie Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: The position is that• some 
iime towards the end 0£1928 a large number of representations was received 
from various publishers ill the n1-st instance from Messrs. Macmillan & Co .• :, 
that these . rates, particularly in the case of books meant for prises do not 
pay and thereupon the Text Book Committee decided that the rates in ca$e 
-0f prize books, eto., should be lowered to, I believe, 400 pages per rupee. 
That was the decision of the Text Book Committee. About that time 
the Text Book Committee came to the conclusion that the proper rate for 
presented books should be lowered from 500 pages to 550 pages per 'rupee 
and this was provided in the new agreement with the · contractors. The_ 
question still remained whether the new rates should be brought into effect 
abruptly without notice generally to all publishers · and authors 
whose books.ars on the approved and the prescribed list, and the Director 
of Public Instruction came to the conclusion that the new rate of 550 pages 
should come into effect from 1st October 1929. It did not touch the eon- 
iracting firm. . 

~/. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Did the Director of Public Ins· 
··· tmetion do it in his capacity of Director of Public Instruction or as Presi- 

. dent of the Text Book Committee ? 
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : I think as President of the 

Text Book Committee. No date had been fixed by the Committee . 
. /~- Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Has the Director of Public Ins- 

,,7 truction the power to alter the questions of the -eontract ? If so, under 
what rule? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: I do not understand the 
question; 

Rai Sahib Cb.audhri Chhotu Ram: Has the Director of Public 
.;·" Instruction power to alter the contracts ? I 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: I should say no. He has no 
such power. 

Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : 'I'hen how did he do it ? 
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: But he has not done it. 
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : He has done it. 
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: Nobodv has done anything 

to ,rary tho contract. . . 
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1 Vide page 58 a-upra. 

MuNIOIPAL COMMITTEE, KASUR • 

. 750. -Rai -Bafiac1iir· -Pandit Daui~t. ~ -K~ : . (ii Will .the, 
Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government be pleased to state-- . 

. (a) the average montnly income of the municipal committee, Kasur, 
during the Io.st seven months ; · - 

(b) tho average monthly expenditure in all departments of the com- 
', mittee; - .· · 

NON-OFFICIAL PRESIDENTS OF LOCAL BOLJIES. 

, .'142. Khan Bahadur Chaudhri Fazl Ali: Will the Honourable the 
Mmlstet for Local Self-Government. be pleased to say if any officia.i presi 
dents -of local bodies have been substituted by. non-official presidents in. 

-~Y of the local bodies of the Punjab since the let January 1927? · If so, in 
what places ? - . ., \ : the Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, NooQ : I regret that. the amwer to tbe· question ··is not .ready. tt. will be communicated to the- 
horio1lrable member when ready. · 

' . : 

; · · 732. Sayad Muhammmd Hussain : (a). Will the Honourable the 
Revenue Member be pleased to state whether he is aware of the fact .that 
new watercourses were not. ready at the time of the starting of the 
Dipalpu» Canal and that old watercourses were used by the zamindars- 
is the medium of irrigation ? - 
; : (b) If the answer to part. (a} is in the affirmative, will the Govern 
ment. kindly sta.t,e.vbether it is their -intention to defer the imposition of·· 
acreage:ra.tes for this year ? 

: . 'the Honourable Khan Bahadur Captain. Sardar Sikandar Hyat 
~: The answer to both (,;z) and (b) is in the affirmative, 

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS _{ND ANSWERS. 
AoERAOE RATER IN DrPALPtm CANAL AREA.· 

RA! SAHIB MuNSHT GuLAB SINGH AND SONS, 
. *2426. . Shaikh F aii Muhamm~d : Will the Honourable Minister f9r- 

Education kindly state-« · 
· (q) whetbElr _it is a. fact that the firm of Rai S~hi~ Munshi Gula]» 

Singh &_ Sons bad agreed to sell the publications of the Text~. 
Book Committee at the rate of 550 · pages for a rupee, with · 
effect from let April 1929 ; ·· · 

(b) if so, whether the said :firm has fulfilled the above condition ; . 
(c} if not; what steps the Text~Book Committee proposes to take" 

. . against .it ? 
, The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal ; The attention of the honourable 
inember iA invited to the answer to starred question No. 2414.1 
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R}]CEIP'.r 0.1!' P ANOROTRA BY A DISTRICT BoAR.u MEMBER, 

777. q1,~1i'~, ~ C~~J Will the. .Honenrable Minister for· 
Local Self-Govei'n:l.'Dent Jiliidly state-:- . . _ ... _ 

. 'J(k) ilit 'iE1'a:~~t t~t:ii¥4~r t_he.ir~sejit_' Distiict Board Rul~s-119 :Q~e- 
-c~n stand for elect~oll.: or ~~~lJl ~- me.~~er w!iq_ \l;a.s drawn or 

. "did 'draw any :remuriemtions for services' rende~ed to the 
, Board· · · . . .- . 

. . , ·. . -. 
(b) if ther1.3 are any members who received i>ii~~h'otra as.a remunera 

. : tion from tlie DIBmct 'Boa.rd, Ludhiana;, ·for' collection. of" 
Hais~t t~x i . . : . . .· . ...:. ·. .. . ·. - . 

.. . .. (~)-' if)o,:\rhai'~bti~n.)lb~s :oi>-fwi~e~~·'.~-,ind t.~ take "wfth regard to, 
· thenfundefl'neruieif? "- · · · · . 

PEASANT GRANTS. 

. .· 753. Sardar Partap Singh: (i) Will the Honourable the Revenue- 
.Member be pleased to state- . · • 

{q) whether it is . .a fact t_hat in 1914 the Government granted land 
in ohaks Nos. 47 and 48 L/5, district Montgomery, as peasant 
grants to those persons. only who had very small holdings in 

· Jullundur district ; . . · · 
. (b). -Wheth~r ft is a fact that after some time i{ was found that the 

land of ohaks Nos. 47 and 48 was of inferior quality. and that 
the Government was .pleased to grant a better type of land 
in chaks Nos. 72 and· 78 to the abadkars of chaks Nos. 47 and 
48 in addition ·to the land already given to them ; . 

(c}° the principle on which . the· additional grant w~s .. distrib\lted;: 
(d) .'whether it i~ 'a fa.ct that. some fi;i,xnilies having large number of 

. "male members tilling the land with their own hands.have been. 
also ignored ; · · · 

(ii) If the answer to (a) to. (d) ~hove be in tile affirmati~e •. will the 
" Honoufubie the Revenue Member be pleased to state how tna.ny persons in. 
- clia..ks ·Nos. 47 and 48 have not been given any land in the additional.grant '? 

The .llonourable-:Klwi Bahadur Captain Sardar· Si~dar Hyat 
Khan : I regret that the 'answer to· this question: is not readv. It will 
be communicated to the honourable member when· ready. . 7 - 

(c} the amount due 'to eontraetors for supplies and works completed ;. 
(d) ·· the amourit due to traders for oetroi refunds ? 
te) whether it is a fact that ·tho committee has been witabolding 

paymentEI due to ooutractors and traders for want of funds '? 
. . (#) .If the replies to the above be in the affirmative, will the Govemmeat 

· be pleased to stii.te what measures the committee has adopted to put its 
~~anc'?s on; a sound Iooting. ?_ 
. ..The Boii~ur~ble· Malik Firoz .. Khan, . N oo:ri : I regret that the 
answer to this question is not ready. It will be communicated to the 
honourable in:ember when r~ady •.. 

UNSTA·RBED. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, 



DISTRICT lNSP.ECTOBB OF SCHOOLS, ETC .• 

960. Shaikh Faiz Muharnftlad : Will the Honourable Minister .for 
· :Education kindly state f01; each district in the provineo-; 

(a) the percentage of Mnslim:s in. the total popula.tio,i ; 
(b) whether the Districi Inspector of Schools: is a Muslim or non- 

Muslim: ; . __ · . 
(c) the number of l\{uslim and non-Muslim Assistant District Jn. 

specto;rs 9J Schools ; ·· 
(a) the number of Muslim and non-Muslim h~asters of District 

Board Vernacular Middle. Sehools · at presen~ ; - - 

.. • c: 

20 
6 

15 
6 '. 

Number of Sub-Inspectors who are residents 
Rohtak district 
Hissar district 
Kamal district 
Gurgaon district 

• • 882 (includini( 
40 for Delhi). 

SuB·INsr:eoTons. 
834. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable 

-'Member for Finance kindly state the total number of Sub-Inspectors in · the 
province and the number among them who come from the Bohtsk, Hissar, 
Kamal and Gurgaon districts ? · 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : 
Total number of Sub-Inspeetorsin the Punjab 

LAND ALIENATION By CHRISTIANS. 

799. Qai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Will the Honourable Revenue 
lfember be pleased to starte- 

(a) whether it is a fact that Government issued a notification No. 266, 
in Government Gazette, dated 14th· November 1918, that 

· Christians cannot alienate land to non-Christians ; · · 
- . . - . 

(b) · if it is a fact that alienations are taking place to non-Christians in 
Lyallpur, Montgomery and Jhang distriets in spite ofthe above 
notification; 

(c) if so, what steps does Government intend to take _to stop such 
alienations? · · · · ·) · · 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat 
IChan: (a) Yes. · · 

(h) No alienations in contravention of- the provisiQns 9f the Alie.nation 
of Land Act by Christians to non-Christians havs t11k(in place in the districts 
mentioned. . . 

(e) Does n!)t arise. 

The HonouraMe Malik Firoz Khlln Noon : I regret tp.at the 
answer to this question is not yet ready, It will be communicated to 
the honourable member when ready. 
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---- -- ---------------- 

DIET MONEY L • .i:PSED T? '.)GOVERNMENT.' 

: 1018. tala Bodh Riaj : Will. the Honourabls. Member' for Finance , 
: Jay on the table a statement showing separately for each of the last 5 years 

Ii' 

(5) The· dismissal of an, election petition by. OJl. enquiring officer is final 
.and no question of taking fm;ttier action arises so far as tho election under 
enquiry is considered. · · · · , 

Government are considering . whether there are sufficient,. grounds for 
instituting proceedings against the candida~e who 'Yai believed by the 
enquiring officer to. have been paid his cost~ out of .money raised by publie 

-subseription as an inducement to withdraw. · · 
• • ' ~ ; • . ' I.. 

(2j Yes. 

(3) Yes. 

(·1) Yes. 

MUNl(JIPAL ~J.ECTION P;FJTITION ,4':,: JuMALIA, 

(e) the n~oer of Muslim and non-Muslim candidates ,ilio. pis~ed 
the Vernacular final examination from · District Board ,Ver- 
naeular Middle Schools in 1928;. - '· · -. 

ft). the number of Muslim and non-Muslim scholars enrolled in the 
,. SE}COndary department of all Disttjct Board Vernactµa.r 

Middle Schools on 31st March 1928 '} · · · 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: The required information 
· ii; being collected and will be supplied to the hononrable member when ready. 

'65 UNS11-ARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

• 

982. Sudar Ujjal Singh : · Will the Honourable Minister for Local 
:Self-Government be pleased to state-« - 

(1) whether . an officer was -;~cently : appomted in - the Montgomery 
district to hold enquiries into 'a. .inunioipal: election .petition 
at Kamalia; · · 1 .. , • .-! 

(2) whether the said officer ·fo:und that one candidate had received 
· · money raised (by subscription) and retired ; 

· (3) whether the said officer dismissed the petition· and ordered the 
petitioner to pay costs :tQ the,r~pQnden,t; 

(4) whether receiving money hy .·.:8( candidate as -a»· inducement to 
withdraw from !!,n election is punishable as a corrupt practice ; 

e · i· . · 

(5) if the reply to the. above parts be in the _a.:ffirmative, what action 
Government intend to take in, the matter '} - O . ·.·, . ., ... 

The Honourable ?,Llik Firoz Khan, Noon : (1) Yes . . · ~ ... 



l\fANDl· HYDRO·ELEOTBIO BOHEME, . 

· . · · 11284'. Chau.clhti Afzai ' J&q : · wm the Gov'eriutre~t be pleased to- 
state-« , . 

• . . .: (11} the. t!)te.1' · nh:mbet-ot' G~tetted st)iff; · above th{) (ank pf. oyerseer,. 
on the . otgaiqzation of .the Main.di. Hydro- ~lectljc ~cheme in 

, , respect of its ::-: . . . · ~ . . . . . . 

(i) (a) dbnstmeti<ru sta:ii'; 
· (b}-Efu9t,rie ftojec~ section; 
M 'E:ydrauli~ Project. section ;· . ' . 

'' '(d) Nuip.ber' qf :Europeans and fudiians in sach of the above, 
b:ranches (a), (b) and (cJ; . " . . ·· · . 

(iii) (~),Jlow inany Eut~pean' and li~ iriany .Indi~~ ;Engineers: 
oi and above the rank:·of As~istltiltE~gineers~re· employ·· 
~d in the whole organization ; ·· ;· · · · ·· · · , 

.(b) .how many Europeans· and how ma,p.y Jnqians under (i), 
· mentioned above are apprentice· Engineers ; 

(c) .separ'ate numb~ of eaeh·~~ 
0th~ 

p~imafie:ilt and te1hpprary· 
· arid' Eutopeail and Iridiari Etiglnee:ts, employed iii the- 

Hydro~ Electric Scheme;· · , '. · · · ···' 

·(2) what at~:the qua1~catioris of each ~(the 11po'7'e (iiY(d;)° and (ii) (b),. 
~bowing separately · the number {'~ hQlders of Eprop~an,. 
American, or Ihdi~ University de~eEls, or hold~. of: dipfom.e.. 
or 11, certificate of any college or school oi any of · those coun- 
tries; 

(8) what are the qualifications, length of service . and pay of ,each, 
.· · Qf the apprentice :inngineets ; . . , . 

I (4} ~ there any European apprentice ep.gineer j~?,~: .1ep~ent • 
(5) how many of the apprentice engineers have Bri~h qualificatiefill ;: 

. 1'. • .. ~ . 

_ .. . _ . (1} 19U-25 
(2) 192:s-26 
(8) 1926-27 
(4) i~27·28 
(5) ··1928-29 

'l .. f•\ 

'·: ·Rs. A. P, 

.j.;77,848 1,0 • 3 
·1~9:292 10 1 

1,20,685 2 7 
•.• l~l6;9'Tl. '1 10 '' 

...• 
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[ La.la Bodh Ra{ ] . . . . .., 
, ·the .amoiint of diet tnotiey' fap~ed to Goveffiihent originally 'deposited by the 
litigattts for the expenses obvitnesses. in theit oases ?: · ~ '. · 

.. :·· 'th~:·Ronourable Mr',.'A, M: Stow r·):h~.11r#ioµnt. of diet money 
. th!),t pa.a Li, psed to .Qo~ernmeht. mi this . account ; 'du.ring the past :five, 
.years is as follows :- , . . .. . . 



The ~qlQ'able _Mdlik · Firoz Khan, Noon.: (a) The officer in 
:question holds no.engineering diploma but has many years'experience as 
Engineer-in-charge of roads and buildings. At the time of his appointment. 
in 1921 he was certified. by tha Chief Engineer of the time llS fitted to carry 
on the ordinary duties of Municipal Engineer. 

. . : : ·.: ·: . 
"' (b) The following first class municipalities employ no municipal engineers, 

- viz. Murree, Dalhonsie, Dharmsala and Sialkot. 
~.:.-....,____. . •,· .. -· ·.· .'•> :··· 
- _ The remaining first class municipalities employ qUBJlified- en.gineers. 

. F2. 

~ ' -~ : : .. 

, QuALt.liIED MuNlCIP,AL· ENUINEERS IN. TlJE PUNJAB. . 
• • ·· ·. i._: , ~ i.,:t. ·~: ·~ t.' -~·-·.· , _,': "· _.-.- :.r • ·". : . ;·, ;.·· J · ~ 

1155. 8-dar Ujj-.1 Singh: WU. the H~no~ble Ministai·for Local 
Self-Government be pleased to state-- , . · · 

(a) wh~ther· it 'fs.·f f~dt ·'that ·the Resicient Enguieer, Simla munici- 
:~ pality,isnataqualifieden~r; ·x·~ .::-~,,fir .~r,, 

< ~ • . : ... ' ,, • ... - • - ' ' ;. ) •• 

(b) the names of the fust class municipalities in .the Pmij'ab where 
· Mtmieip&1 Engin* are ;:t1ot qualified engmeers ? . ·; 

~ • .• ·r .. r - i .! .. , • .-.: ,.· .i. : •. 

.... ,·. - 
,;•. ,· · .. ! . 

··:.,-. _.t· 

,·.• !·. ,: '. 
, The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : . It is regretted the 

eips'\Ver to· above question is not :yf.'t roady and will be snp'plieli to the 
heuaurable nteml:et .when ready~ , . 

'-'(6) is it a fact· that tne. grad~ ·6f'appteil.ti~ engihet'lr!fj- R's, rso to 
-, . . Rs. 25o with an annual increment of Rs. 7,only, w:t;iµe the 

a;mittal increinen~ of dra#smen, _ l6wer ~ ffe~d~· than,_ appte~ti~e 
· engineers, isBi!.12. · · · - '.; ·, ,,·.:.·,,, ·, ''"' ·;. ··· " · 

• -._ .:: ·.c: • ·. - • • • .• . • . ·' • . • ., • ••. { ·t t, ' .. 
. (7) wh~t ate fu~ure .,Prosl'ect~ of \appr~nti_~ '~nSiiiee:is, and ·what 

, IS the fixed penod of their apprenticeship in the department ; 

. , (8) whether it is a .fact that some of the apprentice· engin·een have 
resigned after serving fot a ;ear .ot; so; and if so, how many 
andwhy ; - · 

--. (9)"; i~ ai:fadt that oti. the ctteatioii Cit ifa.&w6y' 6f a post iii the :Eleetri 
cal branch, it is. advertised, in spite of duly qua.lified apprentice 
engineers working iri--tiie- department ; 

(10)· if so why, oow·tn:MiYi on "tlbat pay Qiid with *hat ·qt1.Mifications, 
such engineers have been taken ? , ~ 

• • \ ; 1. • • ,. . '.:: ·. I : .• ' i:,,: .. .J .. ;:":I;:::.;? ':;..d'' . ~:~=· '~~:: -~~ 

------------ - -· 



SCHOOL PINAL E,tilllNATION, 

UN. Pandit 'Mehar Chand : Will the Honourable Minister for 
Education be pleased to . stat_e- . 
':' .. :~ / .. :, ,::.: ·; ,. 

·(a).wh~ther it is a/fact that the candidates ta;'kfug:·up-English in the 
School final could not join the ninth class in April ; · · 

· · ' . (b) 'Whether .;some·: °:J:eaBures h_ave· bee~ ~oP.te1 to undo the harm 
· • · thus done to the large number of candidates who could not 

: ,· ' join the :higher ch!,sses in time, as the rElB~t of the school final 
examination_ was declared late in: June ; . ... r • 

., 

(c) what s,teps Government intend to take to avoid such injurious 
·. d.elaysinfuture? ·., .;_,· ... ·: ., .. _· ...• _.· 

The B~n_;~ra.ble f4i:~- l\fanohar Lal : ·~he ~~rlllation i~ _s_till ~~iag 
-collected 'ait·d :will be supplied to the honourable memb_er W.he~ ready, 

, . ti Bi Chaudhri Ahal Haq : Will. the Honourable Fin~nce Member 
be pleased t? state- . ' ·- . ' ' ' 

(~) ~hether Jt hi:\~ been. broug~t)o the notice_ of the Govemmoat , 
· that Superintendents of Jajls do not send to the non-official 

yisitors the copies of Inspeetce-Genersl of Prisons' remarks 
. on the reporta made by the non-gffieial visitors),£ the -jails; 

(b) if so, whether the Government has now · issued instructions to 
. _the Superintendents to comply with the orders of the Gov- 

.'. en;unent. without fail ? · 
. . . . '• . 

The Honoura~le Mr, A~ M. Stow: . (ti). Yes._. 
, (b} Yes, .. 

REMARKS, ox REPon'ts oi· No'N-o:F.l!'IOIAL YISIToRs To 1A1Ls. 

. GOVERNMENT H1GH So1!ooL~ AND MATRtOULATJO~ PASS PBRCENTAGE. 

_ 1169. Rai Bahadur Lala Se~ak Ram : Will the Honourable Minister 
for Education ·p:foase ·state---'- · · · · - <.· ... ; · · ·· 

. (a) the names of the Go!'ernine~t ~gh Schools' where the avera~e 
_ : . ,p!liSS ,p_erc~ntage m Matnc~t10,n for tpe Ia.st . three years 18 

SQ~Qr,aoov:e.t: 
.· .. ·. ·,(b) the· nain~s · of. th~ir headmasters who have .: been in charge 

throughout the period ? . 

The--Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: Information is· still being 
.eolleeted and will ·he communicated to the honourable member when ready. 
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.- 

··~;. 

AN~~~~ iNCRE~ENTS TO TEACiEiiS -t1; :D1s:t~iciB6i:an SCH06ts~ 

. . . 'UO$. !'tfr,E. r.laya J)., • jiu 't4~ ~~hie .. ~,(~/~.,,; Looal., 
S~lf-Governme:nt be ~J,<t1:1,se~. to sta r. -:: c , ,:- , >- ; . ,<, . -- - ; ',; 

(a) whether it is a fact that 'some district boards have been unable, 
. . ,-._. . to gr~{ aµi:rq.af increment~ to their school t~achers '; . ': .-: -; .• 

. . ... ;, ·'. : . - ·:- '. . . 
·· .. •. : :: ':.~ 

'(b)"if so;'whait is the. cause{. .. ' ,c. . . • " . '. ,,: 

•(e), what are the nam!:of\li ~tn~·t' bo'arils'1; - .. 
: J. 

- The ·Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: -(a)·,Yes-.-:-1-·- 
(b) Pinancial !3i~ellcy, due .in some ,c_ase~ to the abolition of the 

Haisiat tax .aµ~ the ~ei,µps_ion of ·iim.d :revenue' on 'account of:·t}:Iei floods • .' - 

(c) District Boards Hissar, Ludhiana, Guj~~~;~i~. Jbang and GtijrQt~ 

. . .. 

( c) whether the Government. will be pleased to lay on , the table the- . 
correspondence, if any, on the stibje.ct; ·' · .. \ _' .: 

( d) whether . i~ js a fact_ ~41tt in §~:P._terl:tb~:i: ! 928 • .- a rep~~senta~io~ on. 
the subject was made by the man~eri:tent of t~e ~cJ:1,~lto th~ : 
Director of Public Instruction, Punjab ; · 

.. . : .. ; . l. ;-- ''. . . • . . •. : .. • . ,. . . t .~- • . '._ . • ( ,l 
(e) if ,SO~ will the Government be pleased );o place :,~)Ji' the table ii.. 

copy 'of t_h~}'~f~~p~esenta_tiori._; ·. · · - ~ ; .,c.i __ 

(j)what. reply has ·been g;.;en to ·the· m~h1:gemeilt of.·the sch~i b~ 
· _ __ the Director .ot Pu~lic)nstruction: ;: - · · 

• . . ; ~- • . . ·' t ; .. ·: . • '. -! ' 

(g) wh~ther the Government is ~~~re th~f:the:i~cf scll~l contains. 
more than 200 girls on its tolls .ana "is · litiused in a. suitable- 
building?. . ; '··- -, ; . 

·- · The Honourable· Mr. Manohar· Lal : 'l'he information ut" being 
collected and will be supplied to-thebonourable member when ready. 

o' 

UNSTABBE)) QUEB'.µONS l.Nl) ANSW:El\s'. ; . 

HARGO LlL GIRLS! HlGH .SCHO~L.''- - • ,,_ 

. 1191. P~dit Meh~ c~~d:. Will tbe.:Ho~~urab~·~:Mi~~t~;~for-: 
Education be pleased to state- 

. {a) wh~thei:: th~-~~~ ·Lal G~Is' High Schooi,· otherwise known as. 
· ' the Hargo Lal Kanya Mahavidayala,- .Am.bala Cantonment, 

_. . applied . to the - Iilspectress (?f Schools, · eoneemed, -- for recogni- 
tion in March 1928 ; · · 

(b) whether it· is :a factjhat the Inapect.r:eSS' concerned has nei.ther 
-- -visited · the school : nor replied to . any - of ,the, .l~tte;rs receiyetl. 

on the subject from. the Honorary Secre.ta,;y of _the School ; 

• 



. . .- _·.; ~ , ._: - . . . (' ~ 

Nameofa~ ·~pf·~~~ 
engfneeril, paid· · neethig education 
ud un:pi.id. stating degree or 

diploma, et.o., dat.es 
and name of Univenfli7;_ : . 

1 • (~) W:ill thfl Goyernmen~. be ple~l?e4 to stat~ the )n~eipu;s. 011 .'Y'Pich 
,apprent1ee engineers a.re reermted by . the Mandi Hyare,;Electnc- · BFi:µ1c;h 
and supply the following information :- ·. i ' · 

• ¢ ....... ~ ' >~, ,...._ ._,,_ 

> • > 

•."t t I ; • 1 ~ •...: ~ ; ' 

~ " 
'.:t ,,, '.; S~iFF. ~rin N'.ANPJ ~ yi,jto~ ~r,1.1or,r~{o P~o~~7~~ 

l~l. Dt, Go)m.J Chan6, Narp11 (a) Will the Honourable lijnister 
for· Agri~ulttira: be pleased to · sup:pl;r mformatfon reg~q.ing · the engineer· 
ing' stMf. of · the ;rank of Assist&!!,& Ei~cutive Engineers and above who are 
at present employed on the works, in 1tbe Manqi State in: connection with the 
.Man<Ji l:Jy<4'9-.EJootri~ Project in. the foJ}owing tabular form:- 

, ; I ~ . 1 t' ~ •" • · i : . • ' " ·· , - . 

COST PllB 17Nl'r PF. PQWJ!lB :AT. MANDI: 

1240. IJr: Gobi C~d, Narang : ', Will the 13:onotirti;ble · Minister· · ·- _1 

:for Agrienlture be ~leased~ to sta~' : ·,.~ :. / ·; ,>-~· ·,: .. ::, 1:: 1 :; .' . . . . . . '. . . ,' ~ ' ,. .. ; :.;_ '. ·, ... · . 
(a) whether he IS aware that Colonel Battye has declared ·that the. 

•r;·. ,,:·· :<;gJ~·OOf umt. P.J )>QW~ at)fanq.j :wUJ ~!c'·7·i :pl~~~~~" i.n the 
.r.r .: .. . , , :My~qr~ ~ta~e ~~ ®~t ~f per W}!t o{_paw.er ~ ·94$ pie;' 

. :; , , @ ,if s9,. -wl:t~h~ 4e. will 'pl~s~ e.J.P~i¥ why - PQ(Jer tbe lf:andi Hydro- ·· - 
Electric Scheme it would cost; 7 ~1 pi~ p~r . lll4t as stated by 
Colonel Ba.ttye '} 

1 
' The 1Lujo\1ra),I• Sarclar $it . Jog••• Smsb : · Ii : is · regretted 

tl\\'l ~~r lo above quesijon is not yet ready arid will be -suppliod to 'the' 
.Hon~le'-Member when ready. · ·· · '..1 
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The Honourable $ardar Sir Josenlfra Sinp' r (a}.: S1Jeh m£0fma.ti~n 
:at1 is. ~!~jJ.p,l>l.e }.~g~r~g th~, eµmn,earwg. :~1.1,tr 9f iJted"Ht~, of .,,A~sis~,~~ 
EJ~IJtiVe_ EQgwee,s nnd'.· a.hove in the Hydro:Eteotno ltranch 1J given m . 
the acoo~pa.nying statement. . , . .. . .,.,, _ -· 

(b) Young . Indian Engineers with .good teohnioal qualifications · but 
-with little or no. pmctfo~l _ezj>.eri.euoo :nr.e employed, in.the Hydrq·El~tru, 
Branca as apprentiee engineers to assist offfoers with 1J. view to q11~y .them 
:Selve11 lQ.t~~ .. for 11,pp9iµtment ias g!Ji~etted offiet,ra ,0r for. eqmvalent- appeint- 
ments, · ' 

The :acJU>mpanying statem~~t · show~ .~ • 'i¢ohn~ti~h: }egarding· . the 
.apprentice·-engineel's who are ·actually 'employed ;in theHydro-Eleetrie 
Branch. · ! 

i r· 
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On War Senioe. With. Great 
Indian . l'eninsular Railway~ 
&eoutive Engineer, Punj&b· 
Hydro-Electric Surveys Divi· 
sion up to 1925. 

&eoutive ~r, Irrigation 
Branch, Under.Secretary to· 
Government, Punjab, Public 
Works Department, Irrigation 
Branch. 

· Particulars of experience prior 
t.o joining this, Branch with 

special reference to the 
work in wh'ioh he is 

now engaged. · 

Upiversitf College, London. 
A.ssooiat.e Member of the 
lnstitutibn of Civil En 
gineers. · 

:! . 

Partiol$l's of teclli:lioal 
education; e.g., degrees 

and dip\oma, ete., dates 
and $me ,of Uni 

~ersity. 

I Mr. O. E. Jefferis, 
.A.M.I.C.E., l,S.E., 
Officiating Superin, 
tending ~eer. 

-, :tiame and grade. 
,· 

Serial 
No,: 

3 Major Alex. f:le,n. Holds diploma in Civil En- On War Service. 
denof!, D.S.O., M.O. gineering issued "b)>u: En, Working as a·· CQntraotor subse,- 

gineer,in~Ohief, · blic , quently. 
Works ~rtment, and 
Mining . , · earing and 
Metall ,. issued by Kai, 
goortieurghool of Mines, 
Western :Australia.· 

.... 

4 Mr. s. J, Bnuprd, Member, institute of Me, Three, years apprenti~p with. 
Executive Engi, ohanical :$ngineers, .Asso- Ne. Engg. Marine with Messrs. 
neer, oiate Member, Institute of Newcastle-on·Tyne Electric Sup- 

Meohanic~l Engineers. ply Company, · Limited. where 
he worked for two years as, 
Junior and Senior Engineer and 
Shift Engineer, Assistant . to 
Chief Engineer, Madras Electric 
Supply Corporation, Limit.ed, in 
1912. 

Staff ·captain R. E. 1914-1&· 
under Nepal Government in. 
charge of Stat.e Hydro,Eleo· 
trio Works from 1921-1926. 

5 Hr. D, P. O'Kelly, Has 16 y~' experience as See oolwnn 2, .. wa.a. a .. Garrison.. 
Assistant ~ &eou, Mechanical Engineer in Engineer previous t.ojoining the,_ 
ave Eugilleer. the Military Engineer HydrQ-Eleotrio. Brano_h.i 

Service. ' , 

2 Mr. R, N. Aylward. .Assooiate:Member of lnsti· 
D.S.O,, M.0., Exe- tution o~ Civil Engineers. 
outive Engineer. 

... 
I Col. j ,, 1 I', ·i' ·2 3 ,, 

:i: 
I 

ii 
[ Hon'ble Sardar Sir Joge11dr1i Singh;] 

STATEM:Em' SH9WING THE INFORMATIO~ REQUIREI) TO BE .: ., , . . I BY DB. GOKUL · CJIAND .. 
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(l) 06#1(,mD 2.~~~p ·e, ~,p 
.(2) Or,u?Tf,a a . ...::.~ ~- - . 

' '' :, >·: - -(3) 0(Jpl,m'R,,6~4Thi&, columnie·W.t blank.-s:., · ~-------- .. _._;; . ... -- ·. · .. · .. · .. ·. ':------·-----·----- ---·-·- ... ······-·---- 
Ii 

"iO Mr. D. S. ~oPha.il, B. So. iµ Civil Engineenµg 
: Resident ~r. . M c G i 11 i; Univ~ty, 

:- l\fon~, Canada., ~O· 
· . oia.te Mem~r of ~~ 
· Ameriqa.n Society of Civil 

. EnguM!era, .Assooia.te M;~ 
l>er ~ ~ E~ ~~" 
atitute of Ce:na.cla, · 

: . 

Wa.a ~ployed 'in the JILE.S, 
befotj, joimrig the Hydro.~ 
trio ~rs.nob. . ' . 

Civil ~. 191~ B,; E. 1915, 
on ~wa.y. ~ey -~ 99Jk 

- struopo~ tJimns w]jjoh Jlllli9d 
hewor~p.s~~~· 
Railwa.y ~~ !1,P..4, ~!'· 
tion, Divisional Engineer g~n 
line ~a.intem1,noe 1920, R. E. 
Ra.illf&Y Survey and Con. 
atruoµon 1921-26. Engineer 
in oh11;rge Hydro-Eledtrio Survey 
a.nd 'funnel 1927, 

.Assistant Engineer ~th ;){OWL. 
Sir W, G • .Armstrong, - Whit 
~ a.nd Co- Limit.e<l on the 
Humber Development Scheme, 
Newfo~ · · 

; . 
·1 C11,pta.in A Guthrie, 

R.E., ~t 
Executive Engineer, 

the 6 Ma.jor A. G. Wheeler. 'A$!0Qi11--te }Jem,ber of 
Assistant E]!:ejlutive ·, Society of Engineers. 
Engineer. · · · 
' 

: ~t~M~ ~1E•t!~~i 
Assist,an,i; PP.-J:ltlml-W~ _, -~ I 

Foundry "a.nd En~ . 
Works, Roorkee, Deput_ y As- · 
sistant Direotor of Works and 
.A.C.~E. for three years or 
:M.E.S. in North,Weat Fron·, 
tier. f-_ ~J1.1r11. .~ w 

. Bangii. ~ _ l!bioiJl!l,lity, ~- 
galo~. · · ·· · 

Bachelor in Sciiince (Ho~. ·Compi!lted ·18 months' co'llrlle of · 
London University) Af¥io- practical in Institution in ·Jl:lec· 
oia.te Miimber ~ the lnati· tro-Mechanioal in Port11D1outh · 

'tum'nti,...o~of.!_~_J>_o &tel!~em~. Dooky~ fyo y~· ex,JD·_·_' - 
.,-·-· A&ll:WU- '!"• - ~ · 9µ thica· ·p,oj~t 

, of the :{natitution of Elqo~ 1920-~; · · 
trioa,l~ : · 

, 8 Lieutenant ]!f. Bod- · Ass"ooiate Member of ~ 
dington, R.:,C .. , As; Institution qf Electrical 
~t ~utive ~rs. ' ; 
Engioeer. :, ; 

:'9 Yi-. N; V. Doro- A\Jsooia,w Member of ~ 
feeff, ~el E~ l~~tio» 9f Jµgineei:a 
gineer. (India.}. :; · 

; _-· -~~~ F,.dw,ade. 
_ Pa,rtioulars of experienoe prior 

- to · -, ' this Brv.noh with 
JQIDlDg . . ;,.i..i· 

spepial refereJice .. to f<Jl'I' • 
work in which JI& is 

DOW engaged • 

... - 

Pllol'tiouJ.an of lt.eolmical 
education, _e.g,, degrees 

and diploma., etc., dates - 
and na.ine ot-Uni,·" 

· versity.j:· 
. c _· 

- ·-- ....____, _ ----- -f.-,., - - --- --- ---- .. - ----~-- -- --~ .• 

3 I Col; 
... ------------ ··-- r. 
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Practigal traimng'~riot' tifthe 
joining of the Hydr-0'-Ele'c· 

· trio branch with period 
and place. of such 

training:: 

3. 

' . ' 
. ' ii . - :~· : 

Holder of Diploma. of the 
.. )laolagan Engineering, 

College. Moghalp'Ql'll 
(1~27), 1 

4 Mr. Faza.,l Ellahf ••. 
• ···1.;. 

.B. So. B~mbay, B. So, 
: _ T~hnology Manchester 

.Associate :: Manchester 
Co~ge, Technology. · 

3 Mr. T. N. :wna,m: 

(I) Pupilage with Messrs. Kitson .' 
and Co.; Ltd. (Airedale Found~ . 
ry) Leeds · (October 1920 to-: 
September 1921). 

(2) ·Pupilage with Messrs. Char:'." '; 
ing Cross West End and City" • 
Electric Supply-Com~y, Ltd~.: 
(August '22 October 22). ! 

(3) Messrs. Newton Bros. (Derby} • 
Ltd. Derby (November '22 ' 
January 1923). , 

(4) Metropolitan Borough Coun~ i 
oil of St. Marylebone Electric • 
Department (February '23,..f 
October 23). 

1 (o) ~t Engineer, Quetta,..., 
HydrO:.Electric Scheme, QUetta; • 
(December '23 April '24), ' 

(6) Engineer ino:6arge; M.E.S. ; 
. Installations; Quetta ·(May '24,. • 
February '25), 

(7) Engineer incharge, · Bha~ . 
tinda Electric Supply, Bha:-, 

. .. . . , . _ . tinda (June '2f> March '26). . · 
ll_ Mr.~. C. ~11p~,, . B.Sc. in M;eohanioal En, (1) Messrs •. The'British Electric . 

giaeeeing trom the Uni, Plant Oo., Ltd; 
· vei'sity of :Birmingham. (2) Harland .Engineering Co. ' 

·· Ltd.; AllO!!,, Scotland, es student , 
. • apprentice' and ~ Engineer,. 

·. respectively. · '· . · • · , 
Vacation Courses Training at Bri- , 

tish lnsulated and Helsly Cables..c 
Ltd., Prescot, Speoi&l Training . 
in Industrial Orga,nisation,c' 
High Voltage, Electric Teohnics · 
and Transmission. 

(1) Locomotive Workshops of the 1 
North-Western Railway, Lahore.; 

(2) Amritsar Electric. Power 

(~:::!icipal Eiigineering Worb ; 
Water Pumping Station and 
General Repair shop. 

(4) Automobile Workshops of'· 
Messrs. Narain Dass· and Co.,.· 
Lahore. 

(o) Punjab Foundry Works,.., 
: Lahore. , 

' 0 ' (6) Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel , 
, • 

1 1 Co., Jamshedpur, . 
5 Mr. it:. A. Ghafoor Hes studied for three years , • • , ·., , · . : 

_ ~ . in Nottingham College. ., , .. '. 
... £~~-c~-'~·---;...,..-,.,~~·Engl'linik·--"·,----. - .: •, ,' 

-~1~~~~~--,....,....-1--,.~~-,,~~~~-,.,1-~~~~~-,.~~~~ 
' . 

Holder.of iarauay House 
, _ London Djploma (1923). 

· Graduate of Institute of 
Eletrical ·:¢ngineering. : 

: (t, 

P~oul&rs of engineer, 
ing, education st.a.t 

ing degrees or 
· - : diploma.; eto., 

dates and , 
· name of University.· 

Serial · · Na.me of 'Appren· : 
No. tice Engin~. ·· 

l Cols, 
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Attached . Of,Iicer. T~~ S-~b-Division 
·· employed · on Iiliscelle.neous out- 
.door work. · 

Attached Officer with the Resi 
.. dent Engineer employed on Con. 

· orete and Cement testing. . . . 

Attached '001~~ ·. in "E ''. Circle 
employed on .designing and esti 

"mating works. 

Attached Officer eniploy:ed on de 
'. signing estimating work in Electrio 

· -Power Division. 

AssistAmt to Sub-Divisio~al Officer. 
· In oharge Branch: Transmission 
·Line (Middle) Sub-Division. 

:J!iature of work done by the Ap 
pren~ ~gineer in the · 
Hydro-EJectrio Branch, 

7 

-·-'· ._. ···.e<~· , .. cc... •.•• ·--.- .. _· ·_,_-..,._ •• _., 

tst November,1927,. 

' ~"-. ~ ,.:· ' 

bt November 192'7- · 

..... - • -·-. :C'. '~ ; 

1st J'?'ly .1927 

, .. 
1st JuJy·.1927 · · •• 

1st November 1927 

~te of &pp(!in~ -:', 
ment in Jhe 'Ily- ; 
dro-]!lectrio . : .. 

Branch. 

-(b) OF COUNCIL QUESTI()N No. 1241, BY;DR,GOKUi. .C:anD;'~AR4NG, 
~:'. :~ i ·_: . . . · .. · . . .. '· .. · ' .. . ' : 

' ~·. ·,·, 

157 150-7-255 - 

~··· 

2(l6 150-7-255 

255 150-7-255 

" .-.6 

• 

,. 
~· Rs •. 

150-7-255 

5 

Rs.· 
255 

Present 
p11.y. 
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_____________ ____::_ _ 

- -U»AID· .Al'PBEl'i'TIOJt. · . 
t,. Worli:ed f?t one ;re11,r with: ~ 

. . ~ Engm~g : D.ep&rtment . : of 
. the Agcioultural InstittitAIµ; N&i 
Dital, U. P.,f~ obt.p,ming prac 
tical and theoretical tra.ining. • 

Wod:ed;as an unpa.id Apprentioj) 
Engitieer in " M '' Division of 
this Branch foi; . ove, a y~ 
for obtaining experience in th4 

· · '· · Meohanioal line. 
·, .2 Mr~ Rahmat Ella.hi Holder of· :diploma ~f 1!)ie. Two· years practical tra.4iing in 

Maiola.gan ~eering Ool- the Mqghalpu,ru. Looomotiv~. 
lege, M~pura. Shops, Notth-Western Railway', 

n Lahore.·· . . . 
- 3 Mr. Abdul Hamid.. B.So. in zjllotrioal Engi- Messrs.: J. II. Holmes a.nd Co.~ 

neering, Durham Univer- Electrical . Engineers,.· Nt»V 
sity. · 

1: 
Castle on Tyne and· Allgemeine 

;: Eleotrioit&eU!-Gesellsohaft of 
,I . Be~~'- ': 

• !! ~.llll. 
, Mr. H. L. Kashyap '.B.So. m: "· Engineering (i) Sielll$DS Schuckert. Werkt 

(Edinbura_li. •.>· a.nd Siemens a.nd Hs.Iske, BerliDj. --1 ,. ~,i) British . Elec>trie Fla.tit Oo.:.,. 
!1 . .Alloa, Scotland. I 

5 Mr. H. R. Praaar,._ '-Bgm~, f.s.~oal _ En· ....,__, ~-- ~~- .. -------····---· ;, _ 

' -.I · Mr. Saduand Maya B. So. ·,_Das, . 

. 8 Mr. P. C. Gulati •• (1) Com~,d four •years 
course in Jmeotrioal · · 

Engineerin1heading to the 
degree of L.E.E. [Hononra 
& t O.I. Meohanioal in 
stitute, Bombay. 

(2) Student1! of the· Insti 
tution of Eleottioal Erlg:i-' · 
~rs. : . 

B.So. (En~eering) : fro~ 
the Lewi$ lnsti tute of 
Chicago, -q.s.A. 

(1) Worked as. an ApF!)llti!lll in 
· the Royal :tiidia.n Marine :Dock 
yard, :&mbay, for 6 months. 

(2) Messrs. Richardson · and. 
Cruddas, Bombay, for 6 months.. 

· (3) Employed as Sub-Bridge In 
spector in North-Western Rail· 
way for 8 months. 

Has un~one Pl"l!Otioal train· 
ing for .2 years as follows :~ 

(a) Six months ea Factory Super- 
int.endent in . Hindu IDcense 
Manufaoturing Co., · Chicai.go .. 
U.S.A. .• . 

(b)" Nine months in Public Ser 
vice ce, Chicago, U. S; A. 

(c) Eight _months in Benja.miii, 
Electric Manufacturing Co;r. 
Chioagd p. s, .A. 

(1) Worked as unpaid Apprentice 
Engineer in this Bran.oh for 
about 6 months. , 

(2) Woried for three months ail · 
an Apprentice Civil _ Engill,eel:· 
in the ·Punjab Public Works, - 
~partm~ Imgation iira.nc~~ 

Ordduated.::i&o~ .the' Oen 
trail Te~ologioal :fnsti. 

__ tut,e, Bom}>ay. Obtained 
a Diploma] in Meohabioal 
Ell:gineeriljg. · 

6 Mr. :B. N; Ghanna. 

Cols. --ii 2 
.. " 

; 
- i 

PractiC/1;} training prior to the : 
'joining of-the Ryd.NsElec- l 

'trio braileh wiW period I 
and pl&<ie 0f illioh : 

tr&iriitlg. 

Partioularl! of engineer 
b;lg edu*8,tion stat- 

. : irig" dclgretlil et : 
dipi~;" etc.;·. 
dates ![a'iid :ba.me 
of -O:iliversity. 

1 

7 Mr. H •. S.: Bedi 

[ Hori'ble S_ardar 84' Jogenc!ra Siri~; ] 
STA~ SHOW'.IN'G THE INFOiUtATI-ON TO-nE ~~,~ ~y TO PART. 
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r - - .. ... -. 
, • · . '31st' llay' :£929: •• 3 •.::-.; .• .. . ' . -. ·· . ...:.o:.:·,·,.· 

Att.acibd t<>·l3: L::Ui~oii -~ assist. 
·. the Executive Engineet jn esti·- . 

. • ~a~g"f'ork •.. , 

Ditto :• .: . ·~. 

'-Do: ........ 

~.;; .. · r ·! ' 
.. 

!. 

• f . ~ ··.: 

··-,! .. · ','· ·'. 

I . · t --~- . , 

,! 

• •. ;.At1ia.ched. · Mioot . bl Lyallpur· 
Eleetrfo&l Sub-Division, Lyallpur. 
~oyed oli. work in connection . 
witli service iionneotion to oon·- 
sumers in · Lyallj>ui. · 

· .Attached Officer. in B; L. Division, .. 
employed on _ J,Discella:nrtlll work •. 

• . ,'ti • 

• 100 

tst::Ba;y_:19~:' ~;./ . 
i.- '. - .:, • ~·.. • 

· .. ; . ··- ·- . 

, ,• ,' . -~ ; . 
6th O!tober' 1928 

.... ···~· ·.• .. .--- ...... -, ...... ------ 6 
-~~-----~ ~~.--:-.,-- ._ .• -., • .>::a.,...: .. 

- • . . . .. . . t ,:·.- .'. ··=·~;. . t: 
(b) OF COUNOIL QUEtmON No. 1241, BY DR. GOKUL CHA.ND, NA&N~ •.. 

. .• . .:.~ . .. - .:1 ~. ,~ --. . .;. , .;. · :· .. il . . 
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... LADY D1sTR10.T AND AssisTANT D1sTR1cT INsPEcTolts oF fkHOOL". 

1289. Mr. E. Maya Das : Will the Honourable Minister for 
.Edueation be pleased to· 1ay. · on the table . ,a statement showing the 
names of district boards that are O employing Lady Assistant District Ins 
paetors.of Schools or Lady District Inspectors of Schools? 

The Honourable Mr,. Manohar Lal.: The District Boards" of 
-Gujranwala and Jullundur employ lady district inspectors=-ons for each 
district. At the latte:i;, place the designation of the offilier is that of Super 

·•i"_isor of girls schools. , 

CLOSURE OF P,AKPAT'fAN C.!NAL. 

1267. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: Will the Honourable Revenue 
-:Member be pleased to state- · 

{a). whether it is a fact that the Pakpattan canal of the Sutlej Valley 
Project was closed for one month in April and May 1929 just 
when the wheat crop was being irrigated-and the time.of sow 
ing the kharif was near at 1hand ; 

(b) whether it is a fact _that this closure resulted in, heavy loss to the 
zamindars who were put to great inconvenience owing to the 

· scarcity of w.ater ; 
(c) if the.answer to (a) and (b) be in the affirmative, will.Govemment 

please state what concession it is proposed to give to the zamin- 
dars of the Nill Bar ? · - · · ·· · · 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar S~clar Hyat 
rJChan.: (a) The Canal was closed for .a tot.al period of 24 days between 
.April 21st and May Sfst, but no water was _:req.ufred for the whPat crop 
during this period. 

(b) No. Some inconvenience was feJt for drinking· water only. 
(c) Does not arise, 

- 

~ . . . 
1252. Sard8' Bahadur Captain Dalpat Singh : Wili the Honour 

-able Revenue Member kindly state the grounds on which malikana is charged 
from Military Jagir Grantees ? · 

The Honourabl~ Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat 
Xhan: The object of the Government of India in· granting land 
to a Military J agir Grantee· was · to secure to the grantee, after all 
payments to DovornlllAnt and expenses of cultivation, an annual income of 
Rs. 400 and no more. In cases where these grantees have _been given two 

.reetangles.or.sqnares or more, the Punjab Government is.justified.in charging 
, · malikana, since the return from two rectangles m· squares is ~eatly in exces .~ 

·.-~f Rs. 4qOper annum. · · · · ' · · · 
It has been decided that in the case of grants' of one rectangle or square 

· ·made since 1927, no malikana will be charged. 

MAT,IKANA. 
• 
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The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: Sir, horiourahle members will 
.racolleet that in the course of the last session of the Council the Honourable 
Leader of the House laid on the table the memoranda prepared by the 

. Punjab Government for the uso of the Statutory Commission. Captain 
'Bikandar Hayat Khan presented the Report of the Punjab Reforms Com 
mittee appointed by this Council. The House will also recollect that many 
-members expressed a desire that a discussion should take place regarding 
·these documents and that the record of the debate should be forwarded to 
'the Statutory Commission. The Leader of the House charncterieed these 
suggestions as eminent!~ reasonable and stated that he would endeavour 

-to m~ke arrangements accordingly. Stress was laid upon two points by 
i;he honourable members who expressed a wish that the discussion should 
take place ; _the. first was th::tt sufficient tima should elapse . before such a 
-dobate took place to allow a study of these important documents and secondly 
-that the debate should take place in time _to permit of the-record of the pro- 
ceedings being sent to the Statutory Commission before that Commission 

-took in hand the final drafting of their conclusions. The Leader -of the 
House took these two points into consideration and endeavoured to make 

.the host arrangements possible. At the close of the session the Punjab 
Govsrnment got into communication immediately with the Statutory Com 
mission and it was explained to the Commission that the Punjab Legisla 

·tive Council usually sat at the end of October or the beginning of November 
and that the discussion would take place then and would . be more con 
venient for the majority of members. It. was also pointed out tha~ if tlia 
discussion took place at tbe usual time when the meetings of tho Conneil 
were held, the proceedings could reach the StatutoryCommi,;sion probably 
by air mail about the middle of November, . · · 

· Lala Bodh Raj : On a. point of order. The honourable member is 
.going into the merits of the motion and not on the point of order raised by 

-Ohaudhri Afzal Haq. ' 

Chaudhri Afzal Haq: . Sir, I rise to a point of order, whether this 
.motion is in order. 

(2) -reoommends to the Governor in Council that the report of these discussions as 
recorded in the proceedings of the Council be forwarded to the said Commission." 

That this Conncil- 
(1) do proceed- . 

(a) to take into consideration the report of the Committee appointed by the 
Council on 11th May 1928 to take part in the joint conference of the Indian 

· Statutory Commission, a.nd · .; 
(b) to discuss the memorandum prepared by the Punjab Government for 

the use of the said Commission, and 

DISCUSSION ON THE REPORT OF THE PUNJAB REFORMS 
COMMITTEE _i\.ND ON THE MEMORANDA OF THFl 

PUNJAB GOVERNMENT TO THE INDLI\.N 
STATUTORY 001\fMISSION. 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. 'Stow (Finance Member): Sir, I beg 
.fiO lllOVEl-- .... 
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The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : I am not going into the merits. 
of the motion. I am explaining to the House why it is that we are meeting 
on this date. 

Lala Bodh Raj : · Chaudhri Afzal Haq did .not want to know_ why 
the motion is moved. . His point is that the motion is out of order. 

Mr. President: The honourable member Chaudhri Af1e.l Haq has. 1 
- 

not stated his point of order. 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: The Chairman of _the 8tatutory 

Commission explained in his reply that the Commission would likely be be 
ginning the study of the conclusions in the weeks that lay ahead, and that 
while it was not possible definitely to say by what date this process would, 
have so advanced as altogether to exclude from consideration any new 
documents received, be could fairly say that if the reports of such debate 
reached the Commission not later than the 15th October 1929 they would 
be in time to be .considered. This assurance gave a definite date and it was 
decided that unless the debate took place in the third week of September· 
so as to enable the report of the discussion to be sent to London by the last 
mail in September, the proceedings would. be infrnctuous so far as those 
honourable members were concerned who wished to have their views on 
these reports placed on record. That is the reason why the present session. 
is being held on this particular date. But for this limiting factor, an effort 
would have been made to discuss the matter when all those interested in 

·.ilie Report were present. Unfortunately, ·Baja Narendra Nath and others, 
will miss this debate •. 
· · As regards the words of the motion, I may explain that a form waif 
,sought which would give an opportunity for a full debate on the documents. 
eoncemed and so give effect to ihe expressed desires of many members of. 
the 'Conncil. • 

Before I close I should' like to make it clear that Gove1runent icamhers. 
will vote on the original motion as introduced by me, that is to say, in favour 
of tbe discussion taking place on the documents and in favour -0f the record 
of that- discussion being forwarded to the f?.imon Commission. But as re 
gards the discussion on the documents, the position is different. Govern- - 
ment has already sent a memorandum to the $tatntory Commission and: 
'What now seems desirable is that the Bimou Commission should be in pos 
session of the views of the unofficial members in different quarters of the 
House ~pon the documents which have been presented. Accordingly in. 
·the discussions which will take place upon these documents, it is not ,pro-· 
posed that Government members should take a part except by way of ex-· 
'planation or correction should these be necessary in cases where any error 
·or misconception may have arisen as to facts in allusion to, or descriptive of 
·matter contained in the Govemment-memoranduni, Sir, I move the motion ... 

Mr. President : The motion moved is- 
That this Counoil- 

(1) do proceed- · 
(41 totake b)to consideration the report of the Committee appoint.ed by the- 

- Cbtllloil on 11th May 1928 to take part in the joint confetellce of the Indianc· 
. Statinoey Commission, and · . 

(b) to discUBS thememora.ndwn prepared by the 'Punjab_ Government for·Uiec 
use of the said Commission, and · · · ' 
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" Subject to the restrictions contained in Articles 109 and 110 8Upra and to the pro 
visions of the standing orders, any member may move a resolution relating to a 
matter of general public interest ; 

Provided that no resolution shall be admissible which does not comply with the fol- 
iP lowing conditions, namely :- O 

(a} it shall be clearly and precisely expressed, and shall ,raii!e substantially one main 
and definite issue," , ••..... , , 

But, here, Sir Government moves three definite issues. One is to take 
into consideration the report of the Committee and the other is to discuss the 
Government Memorandum and. th« third is to recommend to the Governor 
in Council that the report of the discussion as recorded in the proceedings 
of the Council be forwarded to the Simon Commission. , I think,' Sir, that 
the resolution as it stands is not admissible and should be taken into, con 
sideration at a time when three resolutions are t,rougbt forward and not 
at a time when ther-e is one resolution raising three definite main issues. 
T.his is why I say that the resolution as it stands is not in order. 

Mr. President : The honourable member may be teehnically right. 
, But I would request him to distinguish between an issue and a point. The 

:f.rst part of the motion, as it stands, involves to all intents and purposes only 
one issue, though it involves two points. As to the second part of the motion, 
relating to the request to forward the proceedings to the Simon Commission, 
that is only a, subsidiary point. May I invite the honourable member's 
attention to Article 120 which lays down that when any resolution 
involving several points has been discussed, it shall be in the discretion 
of the President to divide the resolution, and put each or any point 
separately to the vote as he may think fit. I intend to put the three 
points separately to the vote of the House. The last point does not appear 
to require any discussion. The House expressed a unanimous wish; 
on the 1st August last at Simla. that its opinion be communicated to the 
Simon Commission, and if I remember · aright, Chaudhri Afzal Haq was 
one of the members who expressed a wish to that effect. Points (a)a.nd {b)' 
of the motion raise practically only one definite issue, that is, discussion of 
the opinion expressed· cy the Government and the Provincial Reforms, 
Committee ; while, as already explained, part 2 is a subsidiary point and 
nothing will be gained or lost if it is treated as a separate motion :or as a 
part of the proposed motion. - · 

' 
(2) recommends to the Governor in Council that the report of these discussions ~s 

recorded in the proceedings of the Council be. forwarded to the said Oommis 
sion. 

Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Sir, I draw your attention to Article 105 ..... - 
Mr. President: Article 105 relates to Standing Orders. 
Chaudhri Afz;J Haq: However, my point is that the words used 

in regard to a motion are that "it shall be clearly and precisely expressed, 
and shall raise substantially one main definite issue." But the motion as 
it is before the House raises more than one main definite issue. 

Mr. President : The honourable member is probably referring to 
an old edition of the Business Bys-Laws of the Council. 

Chaudl-.ri Afzal Haq: I have now got tbe new edition. I refer 
· to page 35, Article 111 which reads:- · 
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Chaudhri Afzal Haq: You will kindly allow me a minute or two. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, ~arang: Is this a _point Qf order to say that th~ 
motion that the report of the debate be sent to the Commission does not 
meet · with the creed of the honourable member ? It may he a lapse o~ 
memory on his part . 

. Ch~udhri·Afzal Haq: Bometimea a. member· says ao:metbing differ 
.:eat from what he has in mind •••••.••••. ~ .• 

Mr. President: I decline to allow a. diseussion to bt1 raised~ a point 
·of order. But if the honourable member has something substantial to say, 
'he is welcome to do so -. 

~fi.Chaudhri Afz.al Haq: · You have very kindly .reminded me of my 
-sxpression of the wish that the report may ba considered in the next · 
session. Bat, Sir, I think, I never intended th'1t. any reeommandation 
should be made to· the Commission, · This is quite o.bs:>Jutely another issue, 
My submission is, so far as the two parts are concerned, your view is quite 
.right. But so far as the third issue ia concerned, my party and its 
programme is . · involved in it. ·. I never thought a~ a non-co-operator, .as one 

-of those who non-co-operated with the Coznmission that my expression 
of opinion at. that time will take mo so far that you will think that I am 
.going to recommend that this report be submitted to the Commission, 

Mr. President: I need only read whatthe honourable msinber sa._id- 
, '' Perhaps I Toioe the wish· of the whole House ths.t b~ore the Simon OoD1.: 

. mission a.outally draft their .report our opinion should be sent to then1 "'. 
(Laughter). 

The honourable member is at libcrty to change his opinion and express a. 
different view now. I have read out what .he said on 1st August, 1929. 
As regards his point of order, I take it that he agrees with me that 
.t be motion does uot involve differ1:1nt issues. 

Rana Firoz-ud .. Din Khan: I bag to submit, Sir, that my' friend 
has raised this point of order on the basis that the resolution., •••••••.• 

Mr. President: Order, order. · I .may point out that this is not a. 
.rosolution but a motion, and that the standing orders on which the honour 
-Mble members are relying relate expressly to · resolutions, and apply 
io motions only by way of analogy. 

Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan : My point' of order is based on different 
grounds. 

Mr. President: Is it a different point of order? 

Rana Firoz-ud·Din Khan : It is a diff<!rent point of order, Sir. 
Mr. President : - I shall be glad to hear what the h;nonra,ble mem- 

ber has to- say. 

Chaudhri Afzal Haq : I have not yat finished. 
,. . . 
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Mr. President:· When that ra1t•ot the motion is taken up it will 
be open to the honourble member to explain away his speech of the 1st 
August last. , 

- ChuaUiri Afrel Haq : You bavenot decided the point I have raised, 
though ycu h,e referred to-my speech. My point is that so far as the third 
point is cor.eeincd that is a definite issue in itself and cannot be taken into 
consideration without the other two issues. That is my point ; but you 
have not decided that point. My submission is that his third point is 
absolutely a definite and different issue from the two points, and that is 

a definite recommendation, · 

Mr. President: Yes, it will be discussed and voted upon separately. 
I have already said so. 

· Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Then I understand that only the first two 
parts are to be taken into consideration for discussion. 

_ Mr. President: Clauses (a). and (b) of Part 1 of the motion will he 
discussed and put to the vote of the House separately. 

· Chaudhri Afzal Haq : I submit. that no doubt Article 120 gives you 
power to .........•.•. 

Mr. President-: I hope the honourable member will agree with me 
that though there are two different points there is only one main issue. 

Chaudhri Af:ral Haq : The third issue is not a mere point. 

Mr. President: I think it is only a point, different from the two 
o~her points. · 

Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Then you should rule out the second part, 

Mr. President : The main issue is the discussion by the House of 
the report of the Reforms Committee and of the. Government memorandum. 
But the three parts of the motion shall be separately voted upon. In fact, 
they shall be separately discussed. 

Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan: My point fa, Sir, that under Article: 
111................ . 

Dr. Gokul Chud, Narang : I wish to ask a question before he 
moves his point of order. There is some doubt at least in my mind and in 
that of some of those sitting on this side as to. the procedure which is going 
to be adopted in the discussion on this motion. Mr. Afzal Haq is anxious 
that the discussion also should be separate. 

Mr. President : I think the three parts of the motion should be dis 
enssed separately. They cannot be discussed together or simultaneously, 
Each part should be ta.ken up separately. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : I just give a crucial test of separate. 
discussion. Will every honourable member of this House be entitled to 
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Mr. President: That "the Council do proceed to take into con 
sideration the Report" is a definite point, and that it •• do proceed to 
discuss the Government memorandum " is also a definite point, and taken 
together i they form one issue. 

Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan: But it has not be~n put in that form • 

. Mr. President: I have already ruled that the motion is not out of 
order on that ground. 

Mir Maqbool Mahmood : Before I could raise my point, I beg to rise 
io ask for some information. What does the honourable member, the mover 
-of this motion, mean by the words, "take into consideration " ? Is it a. 
discussion of the report or does he want us to debate the report, make amend 
ments to it and make it a report of the House ? 

Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri : Row shall it be voted upon ? 

Mr. President: Separately. 

··Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan: My question was not about the number 
of issues involved, but that there is no definite issue raised by the motion •. 
The wording. of the motion is rather too general as well as vague and does 
not raise a definite issue. The consideration of the report is not a definite ' 
issue. 

:Mr. President: It has been decided already that there is on1y 
one issue. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : Parts, (a) and (b) will have to be 
discussed together. · · 

Mr. President: If the House wishes to do so, I shall have no objec 
tion, but this point will be decided later. 

Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan : My point is that Article 111 requires 
that the question must raise a definite issue, ~nd that the motion as worded 
does not at all raise a definite issue. · · · · 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat 
Khan: It will be difficult to divorce (b) altogether while discussing (a) 
because members may like to refer to that. . 

Mr. President : Certainly. When a member is discussing the report 
he may refer to the memorandum and vice versd. 

I 

( Dr. Gokul Chand, Na.rang. J 
speak on the first two sub-divisiohs of the first motion and then also again 
be entitled to make a speech on number 2 '1 

Mr. President: Yes, provided the two speeches do not cover the 
same ground or overlap. · 
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Mir Maqbool Mahmood : Will the evidence on which that report. 
-is based be made available to the House, Sir? 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : What was the original motion when 
a Committee of this House was appointed? 

Mr.President: It is immaterial what the original motion was when 
this House- appointed the Reforms Committee inasmuch as it had passed at 
that time a Resolution to the effect that the Committee shall submit its report 
direct to the Simon Commission, even then when the report of the . Com 
mittee came before it, it would not be estopped or debarred from taking it 
into consideration. 'I'hatis the constitutional aspect of the question. But if 
the House does not wish to express its-approval or disapproval of the report 
or does not wish to modify or amend the recommendations of the Committee 
appointed by it, it may proceed only to discuss the report generally. 

As to what the honourable member then meant and how he will like 
· to explain away his speech is his business. But as to how. a deliberative 
body can express its opinion upon any question, there. is only one way and 
that is by voting upon it. Therefore, if the House wishes to express its 
opinion on the Report, it can do so by expressing its agreement or dis- 

. agreement with the recommendations of the Committee, or by modifying 
some or all of those recommendations by moving motions to that effect. 
But, on the other hand, if the House wishes to hold only a general discussion 

-~n the report, it is open to it to amend accordingly the motion now before 
it. 

" May we take it, Sir, that the Government does not want the discussion to be a merely 
academic one and they will take steps to errange to convene a session of the, 
Council in time for the opinion of the Council to reach those whoare to f<mnulate 
this decision ?" · 

Mir Maqhool Mahmood: If that is the interpretation t.hat"appl~es to 
the words· 'take into consideration,' I beg to raise my point of order. If 
the House is to take this report into consideration you might remember, 
Sir, when this Committee was. appointed to confer with the Simon Commis 
sion, they were not instructed to make any report to us or to the Commis 
sion. They chose to send one to the Simon Commission and no report is 
made to this House. We cannot take it into consideration nor can we 

· accept it or amend it making it the report of. the House. All that we want 
now is a general discussion and that was what we intended when we· wanted 
to express our opinions on the report, a general discussion just like the one 
we have on the budget. . , 

Mr. President:. Order, order. What the honourable member him 
-self said on the 1st August last, was- 

Mr. President: I presume the honourable members know well 
what the expression '4 take into consideration " means. The Council has 

-often taken Bills into consideration and is quite familiar with the expres- 
sion. · 
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· . Lala Bcdh Raj : I am here as an Indian, as a Hindu Nationalist. 

Mr. Preside11t: The honourable member is opposed to the motion.. 
Is it not so ? • 

, Lala·Bodh Raj: Yes, Sir. I am opposed to the·-motion altogether 
,, and I can assure the House that that view fa shared by every member of the 

Nationalist party. 
Mr. President: I understand that some honourable membsrs 

have handed over to the Secretary notices of an amendment to the effect 
that for the words ·, 'take into consideration,' the word ' discuss ' be sub 
stituted in part (1) (a) of the motion. 

Shaikh Faiz Muhammad: Sir, my amendment is more or less 'of a 
technical nature. It has been pointed out just now that the words, 'take 
into consideration ' mean taking into consideration at full length every _item 
in the. report and discuss it and vote upon it. If we were to proceed like 
that, it would take a very very long time and the three days allotted-for this. 
purpose would be insufficient. !There are, I believe, altogether 72 proposals. 
and if we take into consideration every proposal and record a vote on eaeh., 

·Mr. President: Order, order. I shall not allow any further dis- · 
eussion 'on the point. When the honourable member rises to speak to the-- 
motion he may explain away his previous opinion as he may please. · _ 

Lala Bodh Raj : Sir, you know that at the time when the Committee, 
wa~ constituted to co-operate with the Simon Commission, we the .members 
of the Nationalist party opposed that motion in deference to the wishes of' - 
the premier political organisation of the country. Our consistent attitude· 
requires that we should keep ourselves away from the discussion that is going 
to take place now on this motion. (Dr. Gok'Ul Chand, Nararig: Then walk · 
out) I am sure that in the present Council.eonstituted as it is under separate 
electorates, my friends on the other side will place their separate view 
points before this House without taking into consideration that there are 
other communities also inhabiting this country whose interests have to be- 
safeguarded. I have got nothing to say as to the attitude of the members 
of those different communities, but as I am sure, Sir, the question is not to 
be discussed from a national point of view, I simply beg to remind the 
honourable members of the House that they should not forget the old story 

of the two cats. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: ¥ay I put a question to the honourable 

member? If be were not connected with any-community, would be have· 
been here? 

Mr. President: _On the 1st of August last when the honourable 
member proposed that the opinion of the House should be eommunieated 

- to the Simon Commission, bad he then expressed this desire, I would ha. ve- 
lht least tried to procure and place the evidence before the House. · · 

Mir t\{aqhool Mahmood : With due deference to you, Sir, il you-- 
read ..... - .•..... •. · 
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Mr. President: The question is- 
,, That this Council do proceed to discuss the memorandum prepared by the Punjab, 

Government for the use of'the said Commission." 

Mr. President : The question is- 
" That this Council do proceed to discuss the report of the Committee appointed by the 

Council on 11th May, 1928 to take part in the joint conference of the Indian. 
Statutory Commission." r 

The motion was carried. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : May I know, Sir, whether you, propose- 
to put the two parts separately or together, for I believe there are some- 
who would like to vote for one not for the other ? · 

Mr. President: I shall put· the two part~ separately to the 
House. 

The motion was· carried. 
Mr. President: The question as amended is 

" That this Council- 

(!) do proceed.- 
(a) to discuss the report of the Committee appointed by the Council on 11th May,- 

1928 to take part in the joint conference of the Indian Statutory Commission, 
and 

(b) to discuss the memorandum prepared by the Punjab Government for the· 
use of the said Commission, and · 

(2) recommends to the Governor in Council that the report of these discussions ae 
recorded in the proceedings of the Council be forwarded to the said Commis- 
sion." · 

"·That for the word • take into consideration' in I (a), the word "diseuss " be sub 
stituted.'' 

: _ Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : May we know the names of members. 
who have given notice of similar amendments? 

Mr. President: Honourable Members, Shaikh Faiz Mudammad., 
Mir Maqbool Mahmood, Sardar Narain Singh and Nawab Major Talib 
Mehdi Khan, have given notice of the amendment. Motion under discus- 
sion, amendment moved- 

.. That for the words ' t,a,ke Into consideration' in (1) (a), the word' discuss ' be 
su bstit.uted.'' 

The question is that that' amendment be made. _.., 

it would be a. very difficult task. I therefore propose that for the words 
' take into consideration' the word 'discuss' be substituted. In that 
way we shall have a general sort of discu.ssion and we may be able to record. 
a general sort of vote just as we have a general discussion in connection, 
with the budget and gather the sense of the House. I therefore move :- 
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_______ __,;. -- -·. 

"Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: May I know, Sir, whether thaamend 
-ments which have been sent in will be in order,·if this motion is passed 71 

The motion wss carried. 

Mr. President : The question is- 
" That this Council recommends to the Governor in Council tha.t the report of these 

discussions as recorded in the proceeclipgs of the Council be forwarded to the 
said Commission." ' · 

NOES.. 

Cbaudhri .Afzal Haq.· 
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli. 

Rah- Sardar Partap Singh. 

Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan. 
-Lala Bodh Raj, 
-Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul 

man Khan. 

AYES, 

Chaudhri Ram Singh. 
Chaudhri Kesar Singh. 
Rao Bahadur Captain Rao Balbir 

Singh. . 
Mfa.n Ahmad Yar Khan, Deultana, 
Rai Bahadur Pandit Daulat Ram, 

' Kalia. 
Rai Sahib Lala Ganga Ram. 
Lala Gopal Das. ' 
Lala Joti Prasad. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Rattan Chand. 
Lala Kesho Ram, Bekhri. 
Pandit Mehar Chand. 
Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah. . 
Khan ' Sahib Khan Muharumad 

Saifullah Khan. 
· R. S. Chaudhri Ohhotu Ram. 
Chandhri Zafmllah Khan. 
Maulvi Sir Rahim Bakhsh, 
Malik Nawab .Major Ta.lib Mehdi 

Khan. . . 
Sayad.,Muhanunad Husain. 
Ri'§a.ldar Bahadur N ur Khan. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Dhanpat Rai. 
Mr. V. F. Gray. 
Sardar Ujjal Singh. 
Sardar Bahadur Captain Dalpat 

Singh. - 
Sardar Bahadur Sarda1 Sheo 

Narain Singh. 
Mr. E. Maya Das. 

11 

Col. C. A. Gill. 
-Yr. H. Calvert. 
:Mr. C . .A. H. Townsend. 
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, 

Noon. 
Khan Bahadur N awab Muzaffar 

Khan. 
Mr. W. R. Wilson. 
Bir George Anderson. 
-Yr. A. R.,Astburv. 
Mr. M. A. Gha.ni: 
Mr. J. A. Ferguson. 
The Honourable Mr. Manohar La.I. 
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra 

Singh. 
· The Honourable Khan Bahadur 

Sardar Sikander Hvat Khan. 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow. 

·Mr. A. :Mitchell. 
·l\fr. ,J. D. Penny. 
"Mr. C. M. G. O'Gilvie. 
:Mr. J. G; Beazley. 
Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave. 
Khan Baha.dur Maulvi Abdul 

Ghani. 
'Mr. S. L. Sale. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang. 

'Mr. Labh Singh. . . 
.Bai Bahadue Lala Sewak Ram. 
:Mir Maqbool Mahmood. 
·Rai Pahadur Lala Mohan Lal. 

PheCouncil .livided: Ayes: 51 ; Noes: 6. 
11 A.JrI. 
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Noas. 
Chaudhri Afaal Haq. 
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli, 
Sardar Hari Singh. 

Abdul Sardar Partap Singh. 

Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan. 
Sardar Buta Singh. 
Lala Bodh Raj. · 
-Chaudhri Muhammad 

Rahman Khan. 

·Col. C. A. Gill.. · Chaudhri Ram Singh. 
'Mr. H. Calvert. ChaudhriKesar Singh. 
lfr. C. A.H. Townsend. Rao Bahadur Captain Rao Balbir 
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Singh . 
.. Noon. · Mian Ahmad Yar Khan, Daultana; 

Khan Bahadur Nawab Muzaffar Bai Bahadur Pandit Daulat Ram, 
Khan. Kalla. 

Mr. W. R. Wilson. Rai Sahib Lala Ganga Ram. 
Sir George Anderson. Lala Gopal Das. 
Mr. A. R. Astbu:rv. Lala Joti Prasad. 
Mr. }f. A. Ghaui.'- Rai Bahadur Lala Rattan Chand. 
Mr. J. A. Ferguson. Lala Kesho .Ram, Sekhri. 

'The Hon'ble Mr. Mariohar Lal. Pandit Mahar Chand, · 
The· Hon'ble Saedsr Sir Jogendra. Sayed Mub.,rik Ali Shah. 

Singh. Khan Sahib Khan Mohammad 
The Hon'ble Kha.n Bahadur Saifullah Khan. 

Sardar SikandarHyat Khan.' Rai Sahib Chandhri Chhotu Ram. 
"The Hon'ble Mr. A. M. Stow. Chandhri · Zafrulla.h Khan. 
Mr. A. Mitchell. Maulvi Sir Rahim Bakhsh. 
Mr. J~ D. Penny. Malik Nawab Major TaJib Mehdi 
Mr. C. M. G. O'Gilvie. Kban; 
Mr. J. G. Beazley. Sayad Muhammad Husain. 
Dr. (¥rs.) M. O. Shave. Bisaldar Bahadur Nur Khan . 

. Khan Bahadue Ma.ulvi Abdul Rai Bahadur Lala Dhanpat 
_Ghani. Rai. 

Mr. S. L. Sale. :Mr. V. F. Grav. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang. Sardar Ujjal Singh. 
Mr. Labh Singh. Sardar Bahadur Captain Dalpat 
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram. Singh . 

.Mir Maqbool Mahmood. Sardar- Bahadur Sardar Sheo 
.Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal. Narain Singh. 

Mr. E. Maya. Das. 
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Mr. President: I will decide that question at the proper time. ,Now 
1 have put the question- _ 

" That this Council recommends to the Governor in Council that the report of these 
discussions &Ii recorded in the proceedings of the Council , be forwarded to the 
said Commission," . 

The Council divided : Ayes : 51 ; Noes : s~ 

AYES. 



Mr. President : Now, the Council will proceed to discuss first the 
report of the Reforms Committee and ween that is finished, the Govern 
ment memorandum. 

4 · Mir Maqbool Mahmoqd (Amritsar, Muhammadan, Rural): Sir;. 
/f' before I proceed to express my views on the Reforms Committee's report 

with your permission, I would like to explain certain misinterpretation of 
my words used at the last session regarding the intention. of this House in. 
having this discussion now. 

Mr. President : Order, order. Lhe Council 'bas decided to discuss. 
the report. Therefore no explanation is called for. 

Mir Maqhool Mahmood : I understood you, Sit, to say that 'I could. 
explain myself in the course of my speech. 

Mr. President: Personal explanations are permissible but contradic 
tions of speeches are not allowed. 

Mir Maqbool Mahmood : If an interpretation is put on a speech 
which was not intended,_is that a personal explanation or not, Sir 'r , 

Mr.· President : If a speech is misunderstood or misconstrued by any 
member of the House, then ofcourse an explanation is justified, but no one 
in this House has misunderstood the speech of the honourable member, 
therefore, there is no need for an explanation. 

Mir Maqbool Mahmood : I understood you, Sir, unless I am wrong;. 
to say that I intended to say on the last occasion that the definite opinion 
of the whole House should be sent. 

Mr. President: I did not interpret the speech of the honourable- 
member. I simply read it out to the House. · · · · 

Mir Maqbool Mahmood: I _do not mean to question you,Sir, but 
I understood you tt> say ••.. 

Mr. President: I do not think that a personal explanation is called. 
for. So the honourable member need not insist upon making one. · 

Mir Maqhool Mahmood: Very well, Sir. Reverting to th& 
Punjab Reforms Committee's report, all o:f us. here realise that 
the work that had been entrusted to our colleagues of the Council 
oh the Committee was a very important and a very delicate one. We also, 
admit that unfortunately for them, for the province and the country as a, 
whole, they set on this_ work in an atmosphere which was not best calculated 
to evolve a common basis and a common agreement on the various problems. . 

. before them. As such, those of us who have given some thought to and 
studied carefully their report realise full well that they had to work under-· 
obvious limitations. In spite of that, we feel that it is unfortunate that a. 
better and a greater line of common action could not be evolved by our 
colleagues on the Committee than has been found possible. 

Apart :from that, I feel I will be failing in my duty as a member of this: 
House if I were not to congratulate the members responsible fot the majority 
report for the very constructive report that they have produced. They- 
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'have according to their lights put up a constructive and complete scheme 
and in putting up that :Scheme they have tried to enumerate and meet the 
various difficulties and objections touching the various aspects of the ques 
tions before them. Now, with regard to the minute of dissent by my honour 
.able friends, Raja Narendra Nath and Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang, I hope 
I will not be accused of any lack of respect or deference if I say that we all 
-expeeted from our colleagues of such mettle and experience and intellect 
that they would rise equal to the occasion and present a constructive report 
or at least a constructive supplement to the report instead of the note offered 
by them which has been rightly called ' destructive.' As regards the third 
.minute of dissent by Sardar Ujjal Singh, though there may be differences 
-on certain points I feel that ha is entitled to the credit-of the House for the 
.many original suggestions that he has put forward on certain ·points. I 
think, Sir, the whole House will agree with me in repudiating the implied 
:Suggestion in the note of my honourable friends, Raja NarendraNath and 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang, questioning the bona fide~ or otherwise of the 
non-Muslim members who have thought it fit to sign the majority report. 
It is anything but graceful. I hope that my honourable friends would 
re~lise and say openly as they have often been fair enough to tell us in 
pnvate that there can be honest differences of opinion, and that if there 
were some non-Muslim members who thought it fit to sign the majority 
report they were as honest in their views as my honourable friends were in 
appending their note of dissent. 0 

It is very important, Eir, that soma provision should be made to safe • 
. guard against any hasty and ill-conceived amendments of the constitution 

~taelf. Neither the majority report nor the minority report suggests any 
safeguards and we are strongly of opinion that no amendment of the consti 
tution agreed to shall be made unless it is passed by four-filths majority of 
each House of the Indian Legislature separately and by three-fourths of the 
provinces with two-thirds majority in each province. Some such provision 
~s incorporated in the constitutions of most federal countries. Its first 
portion has been already accepted by the All Parties Conference and al 
though the second portion has not been incorporated, ~.t will, I am confident, 
be appreciated as a necessity in the future constitution of India. 

Then, Sir, the majority-report and the minutes of dissent by the minority 
.may be divided for the purpose of our discussion into two parts, the con 
:stitutional and the communal aspscts, On the constitutional aspect of the 
-question the main difference of opinion is on the residuary powers and bicame 
ral provincial legislatures. I am surprised to find that our liberal and pro 
gressive friends like Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang and Raja Narenira Nath, 

.shonld have thought fit to recommend that Law and Order should not 
be transferred, while the so-called reactionaries have recommended that 

. itshould be so transferred. However, I am happy to note that my honour· 
-able friend Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang, has sent in an amendment which 
shows his real intention in this matter. Consistency ia no virtue in politics 
and I congratulate the honourable member for having come to the right 
path. 
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[ Mir MaqboolMahmood;] . 
Now Sir, so far as the whole country is concerned I say, that Hindus 

and Mussalmans with very rare exceptions, are all&,.greed as to the minimum 
instalment of reforms that · the country should get forthwith. Speaking 
for myself I feel that the minimum should be dominion status in all matters. 

· except foreign affairs, relations with States and defence, and these subjects· 
too should be transferred to our complete control in a specified number of 
years. I find, Sir, that the lJ).ajority report more or less goes in that direction. 
They suggest that the army and foreign and political affairs may be ad· 
ministered by two- special members who shall be assisted by boards of 
members of the central legislature. This recommendation of theirs does 
not give any share to the Indian States in the administration of the army 
and foreign affairs. I am sure my friends of the majority report realize 
that in the interests of the country as a whole it is necessary to give ade 
qnate representation to the Indian States on these boards or otherwise 
in the decision of matters concerning the country's defence and foreign 
affairs. Similarly provision should be made for ensuring timely and eff ec 
tive association of the Indian States in the settlement of all-India ques 
tions, which concern British India as much as the States and should not 
be decided exclusively by either. 

The question of residuary powers, Sir, is rather a ticklish matter. Un- 
fortunately I find that the best brains of the country are divided on this 
question. Speaking generally, we all feel that we should have a eenteal. 
government sufficiently strong in central matters and having final voice· 
in the administration of the subjects reserved to it. But this ideal of a 
·strong central government .is· not incompatible with provinces which are 
completely autonomous in provincial subjects and wbi'ch have resi 
duary powers 'also vested in them. I have no communal ,object in making 
this statement. I am sure that the members of the committee, both those 
who signed the majority report and those who signed the minority report,- 

, will on a dispassionate analysis agree with the desirability and feasibility 
of my suggestion. Moreover~ no future constitution of India would be 
worthy of the. country unless the Indian States also are included in t~e 
scheme. Now the Indian States. claim complete residuary powers, con- . 

1 stitutionally and legally. I have the privilege of enjoying a representative 
position in the Indian States world, but when I express these views I do so 
in my individual capacity. It is patent that most of the big States 
have these residuary powers legally and constitutionally which they are 
not prepared to surrender. As such, I am confident that this is not a matter 
sufficiently vital, the conflict of opinion on which will or should be allowed 
to stand in the way of a truly United India constituting provinces as well 
as States. Nor should the difference regarding bicameral chambers in. 
provinces cr~ate any real difficulty. The notes of dissent press for the seeond 
chamber, to steady communal vagaries. This should be unnecessary with 
the provision that no legislation affecting any community's personal laws, 
institutions, etc., should be. passed without the assent of at least two-thirds: 
of the members in the legislature concerned, of the community affected. 
Now, Sir, regarding the communal aspect, I feel I must express .my views 
no matter how unpalatable they iliay be either to one side or the other. 
I have consistently for years stuck to my views. They are my personal 
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views and I know that the majority of my community do not agree with 
me though I conscientiously feel that they have nothing to fear from the 
adoption of my views which are doubtless in the bigger interests of India as a 
whole. · I am one of those who believe that separate electorates, whatever 
their virtues, give no· incentive for a common national feeling and national 
development, Perhaps it was a necessary evil in the transitional stage 

·of the constitution, We all admit that it was necessary during the transi 
tional stage to protect the minority and backward comm unities. But 
if we look at the constitutions of countries in Europe or A:rnerica which 
have had the same problem of protecting the rights of the minorities as we 
have in India, we do not find anywhere the adoption of the principle of' 
separate electorates or reservation of seats. I have studied the working 
of the constitutions of such countries on the spot, and I have found that the 
fundamental rights of the minority communities are protected by specific 
provisions in the constitution itself. For instance, the Muhammadan and 
the Sikh minorities in India want protection of their rights with regard to 
the services, their position in the cabinet, the educational development 
of their communities and the sanitary improvements, the Land Alienation 
Act and other similar matters. Let all these matters be tabulated and 
a settlement regarding them be incorporated in the fundamental rights of 
the constitution. It should be easily possible even in the present day 
communal India and it is only fhe fear engendered by the suspicious at 
mosphere tha:t makes many insist upon protection of these tjghts through 
separate electorates. Once the fundamental rights of the minority com 
munities are protected there is no need for separate electorates or reserva 
tion of seats. I have spoken about this to some of my Muhammadan, 
Hindu and Sikh friends and they have all said that these suggestions 
.deserve consideration. Let us then join .hands to find a solution and 
abolish 'separate electorates. 

- The Ho~ourable Malik Firo:c Khan, Noon: You suggest now. 
~ Mir Maqbool Mahmood : __ My personal suggestion would be this :- 

First of all, the leaders of the minority communities should sit together and 
draw up a list of rights which they want to be protected. Then all the 
communities must come to an agreement and the safeguards should be 
incorporated in the fundamental declaration of rights.. Having done that, 
no weightage should be allowed to any community in the provincial sphere; 
The voting strength should be according to the population strength. I 
am in favour of adult suffrage after ten years and in the meanwhile we 

. shall have to evolve some formula to arrange that as far as possible the voting 
strength of various communities should be approximate to the population 
rates. Election should be on the basis of plural member constituencies and 
proportional representation so devised that all minorities get their due re- 
presentation at least according to their population rates. In order, however, 
to provide that all the eommunitiea may have a voice in the ultimate decision 
of questions affecting the country, I would suggest that in the Punjab there 
should be at least one Hindu and one Sikh in the cabinet, in the United 

' Provinces there should be at least two Muhammadans in the :cabinet and 
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-that in the other provinces one at least shall be a Muhammadan. (An 
"Honourable Member: Bengal). In Bengal there should be at least one 
"Hindu; Sindh, North-West Provinces and Baluchistan should be dealt 
'with as recommended by Nehru Committee and minorities even · there 
should be assured seats in cabinet. 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : May I ask the honour 
.able member whether these are his personal views or the views of his con 
,stituency ? 

· Mir Maqbool Mahmood: I have already said that they are my 
personal views. Weightage to the minority communities should be allowed 
only in the central legislatures, thirty-three per cent. of seats in both Houses 
d the central legislature given to Muhammadans and a specific percentage 
-0f total seats assured to Sikhs with weightage desired by them. This 
will not affect the Hindu majority in those Houses. When all this is done, 
there will beless chance of friction than now. Without meaning any offence 
to personalities I may say that now when we have separate electorates the 
'personal element plays a very important part. The mere fact that a certain 
man is a minister or a head of a department gives rise to a cause of com 
plaint because there is no settlement regarding services. All. this would 
be avoided if the general principles to which I have referred are put into 
practice. Then whoever is in charge of the administration will 
become immaterial. I have. spent a sufficiently long time in discussing my 
-snggestions with certain leaders of all the communities and I can safely say 
that I have had an encouraging response. 

And when I press these views, I hope it will be understood that they are 
-my views in case a compromise is reached. more or less on those lines, 'and 
.that my expression of thes.e "views will not be cited as an argument against 

, any demand of my community or the views of my constituency as such. 
These are my personal views as a basis of any compromise which might 
be evolved on these lines. 

There is just one word, Sir, and r have done. It seems absolutely 
.necessary in view of the circumstances of the country that we should have a 
declaration of rights appended to the constitution. 

One thing seems clear· and I feel . I owe it to Government and to the 
country that the sooner, .in the interest of evolving a better understanding 
'in the country, the round table conference is convened, to which various 
-important institutions are invited to send representation, the better will 

- it be for all concerned. I feel t_hat the main principles even in the Govem- 
.ment memorandum are the same; there is not much difference and it is 
the question of venue which should not be unusually stressed against and if 

.a round table conference is convened before any action is taken on these 

. constitutional suggestions, I feel that the country will accept them in a better 
mood. That will lead to a constructive understanding between the East and 
the West, betwem,the communities in India and between British India and 
.Indian States. I/ 

Mr. Din Muhammad [East and West Central Towns (Muhammadan), 
-Urban J : Sir, unlike my friend who once belonged to · a. Muslim eonsti 

·.tuency when he was returned to the Co'Qllcil hut now belongs to a Sikh 
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State, I do not wish to exclude from my praise or expression of gratitude· 
the authors of the dissentient note. I am glad, Sir, that they have exhibited 
the courage of their. convictions which is admirable, and however preposter 
ous their demands, however unreasonable their claim and however unjust: 
their criticism might appear to those who disagree with them they· have 
yielded to no notions of expediency or complacency or propriety for the sake 
of mere unanimity, and have expressed their own opinions as - well as the 
opinions of the community that they choose to represent in a very bold 
manner. 

The keynote of all these dissentients is the condemnation of separate 
electorates, the vilification of the Musalmans who ask for them and the 
intimidation to the Government to non-co-operate with them or to throw 
away the reforms if they yield to the Muslim demands. Sir, even a 
bare analysis of the whole situation would show- that they are altogether 
mistaken in their views. What are we driving at, what is our object in 
view ? Full responsible government - for India. And is this the way 
they are going to work it out ? They say : deprive the Musalmans of their 
just rights, give surplus rights to the Sikhs, give them what is due to 
them. and then and then only it would be a democratic form of government. 
Otherwise, they say, it would be a negation of democracy. And how do 
they divide the seats ? They say the Sikhs who constitute only 11 per cent. 
of the population must be given 38 per eent., the Hindus who constitute 84 
per cent. of the population must retain 34 per cent., and the honourable 
Raja Narendra Nath and the honourable Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang, 
say they would agree to this weightage to the Sikhs, provided they cut off 
this slice lrom the side of the Musalmans. This is the note they append 
to the dissenting note prepared by Sardar Ujjal Singh: 

" We have read Saedar Ujjal Singh's note. We agree with him on the principal 1;,oints 
· urged. We think that he has made out a good case for the Sikh minority in the 

Punjab being given the same weightege as is given to the Mlll!lim minority in 
other provinces. It is of course undemtood-:" 

And this is really the very important p~t of the note- 
" it is of course understood by him as well as by ourselves that the proportion of 

Hindu representation whioh barely comes up to its proportion in the popula- 
tion is not to be reduced." , 

Now, .as I have submitted before the House this is what the ~mo~ 
cratic Hindus demand. They say that the Musalmans who constitute 56, 
per cent. of the population.should be given 28 per cent., the Sikhs with 11. 
per cent. 01 population should get 38 per cent., the Christians should run 
a.way with I> per cent. and that th.e Hindus will remain content with 84 
per cent. which comes up to their numerical strength. 

The object of democracy is to provide that justice be done to 
every soul that· breathes on the surface of this earth. · That is the spirit 
of democracy. . If· you take away the just rights of a certain important 
section of the community, if you sacrifice the most important interests of 
one community at the altar of another community, you are sowing the wind 
and then if you reap the whirlwind, it is not that community which is to 
blame; Intimidation versus intimidation, agitation versus agitation. Every 
community knows how to agitate for its rights. We are not goin~ _ to be 

B: 
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[ l\fr. Din Muhammad.] . . . 
cowed down like that and if it is their intention to cow down Govern· 
Dl{l)Ot I into ,a beli.efthat if these unjust I demands .of' theirs are not listened 
to, ·they -would ,non-co-operate,,let thein do .so. ·We insist, on our ,rightf1 
andwe .are E.Ot going tolistenuo allY"Sttggestiozis,,whieh,encroa.ch Oil OUl' 
jvust ·rights. · · 

'Now,' Bir.ilookedat from.my pointof view·if:there;is any conimumty 
that is not entitled to ai,iy , separate ·reptesen~tion at all, · it :is , the · Sikh. 
oom.munity. 'If, ·for,eertain unknown reasons, therbureaueratic.govemment 
of oldat our back admitted.eithe» irl',the Montford Report or .in any other 
State document that the Sikh community was a distinct and important 
community, it could .not in ,any way-:be ,a :justifioation,for-to -encroaehing 
upon . our ,rights. We:have to .seeito .whioh com!l}unity they belong, 
They belong, to all intents aad.pnrposes •. to .the. Hindu, conununi1;y ... They 
interman:y. They .revere the same .books, They revere .the -same ,s&ilits. · 
They,foHow .the same.laws, ThE3y observe .the same social custome.aad th~y 
worship .the -same animals and, in .spite. of that, for mere .political.reasons 
they come .forward and say .that .they. are,a,distinct community, that they 
are I a very important 'Comm.unity and all 'that .and claim sepa.rate. rights. 
We should not entertain ,their demands. I have takan .pains .to .go 
through the ,reE!,sons .they have advanced in -·support of their claims. tI 
have read. Sardar, lJjja.L:Sii;lgh's. mote -and ,I have ,read .the-dissenting note 
appended· by. ,Raja Narendm .N:ath: and Dr. Gokul Ohand, · Narang, . and ;J , 
have also read.the seperate.note -written :by the ".plain .man.from ithe 
oonntiy-side1' :in;tJae Government··Memorandwri~·alild L:find th.at they· base 
their claims on .three grounds, viz.- - 

. (1) <th13y w.ere, the .former rulers, of this pro'ViD.ce,; 
(2), they contribute ;,~ant soldiers, to 1the: Anny ; . and 
(3) they pay 40: per eent, of the I land :revenue. 

Now,·Srr,dif-we:1a.re reasonable, if,we, are,j,ust,.!if we,·ar&·not, intentionally 
blind to realities;we should'know tha.t"this:is not a distinction which exists 
in their case orily. If fifty y-ears:~go .the ·sikbs ruled.the.'Pw;tjab, we also 
had the honour. to. rule the whole, of this . ooun1iFy- for . nine hundred years. 
Whom did the. British .displaoe: in Bengal '} From_ whom did th~y. take over 
oharge in': Madras ? ;Who were ,t.bsir: predecessors . .in,the. United Provinces ? · 
And from whom did the Sikhs take over '} - Did they noti.take,,over from us 
who Jlad· ruled .. all-oven the, eoootryr for, so rIWllllY, :cent.mi-es, and whose.-gJoriee 
atill ramainnimmortaldn :;m&tble ? .iA.nd,you,,ignore ·:oo.r 6l8dlDS;; ,iOU 
eneroeeh •-:upon our.·righits,_fur:,the•:reasoo;that,tl,\e ,iSildas 1b~pper.1ed to .mle 
this cimmtry •e.ighty;yeaFa;ago. ~ · 

Than they say' they, provide ·ga.'ila.nt soldiers: to · the Anny. · Can this 
Government deriy that; it'-wa.s the' Mu.salmans who 'borethe ·brunt and-who · 
,oontributed:JmOJ!e''Yhan ·i;hree.4fourths, 'Of•1the ,Ar:my,,.d.uring the,Great·iWar 
:a.rid! that:even no~.IMusalma.n, · soldiem, aN the,pride of their·Armyi? .(d .·~-we : 
Sh&-me). ,;Sha.me~r .no , shame, ,we cannot ·ign?re_rreal,ities. ¥on ,-.ca.wot 

.ignoee thlsl ifaetu that1,the iM:asalman;army oonsb1tut0e:1at,Joost three,,fow:ths 

.of 1the ar~y.,'tllud ~tha.t1it. is,bbe.r:Musa,lman,1w,ny th&hhas ,won. ,for,.you all 
.the· Strength ·41JlldJS6mllrityJtha.t, you, enj~y. 

I Coming .. n:ow ·to •the ·thitd ,·rea.son;'1bhat "they •pay..,•40'."Per -eenk 
.Iand revenue '(Dr. "Bir M'iihamma.d Iq,ba.l: .'[t ,,is dnoorrect.) 't'.l1he 
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bureaucracyis responsiblelor.thefigures, but even if you take tharn at pheir 
word tl:iat theypay 40 per cent., it still remains to be seen who pp,ys the 
'60 per cent. tliat remains. Certainly not the Hindus, If on the basis of 
these qualifications that the Sikhs possess, you are prepared to give 11 per 
cent, of the population SS per cent. representation, how can youin fairpess 
and justice deny the Musalma.ns the just rights that they claim on the. basis 
of their numerical strength.? .How in fairness. c~I1 you 'grant any sort of 
representation to these gentlemen who are sitting . to my · left who 

· neither contribute much towards land revenue nor contribute men for the 
.army of India and who have never ruled India at least for one 
thousand years ? ,They. rely on the agitatJon that they can start and the 
vociferousness with which they can . press their claims. .But th.at is not 
the way in which constitutions can be settled. Constitutions can ., be 

,settled only if everybody, most honestly and most conscientiously, is 
prepared to surrender the right of his neighbour and of his brother .. 
Supposing a parent dies· and his estate is to be divided among 
his descendants. Will any member of the family be justified in exclud 
ing any other member of the family, under whatever disqualifications 
he may suffer? It might .have ~een just under the .Hindn Raj long 
ago, but it is not just now. A baby in arms, a leper, a blind man, aperson 
labouring under· any disqualification, all would be entitled to an equal 
share in the patrimony of his father; Here is the heritage of our mother 
country to be distributed among , her sons and see how they clamour to 
deprive us of our own · just share and insist that if the .Muslim claim is 
acceded· to, it would not be democratic .. Well, a democracy looked, through 
the particular spectacles of the.venerable. Raja and the honourable Doctor _ 
.might wear a different aspect. Democracy in popular parlance, ho1\'ever, 
means nothing less and nothing more thl),p t}:lat every man must have 
his _ due share. 

I wish to lay before the House ,one more point to demonstrate that if any 
community is not entitled to separate representation it is only the Sikhs. 
They urge that they are a distinct nation politically, but in a court of law 
has tlns plea. been ever raised· by any Sikh ? Has he ever pleaded in a 
-court of law that he is not a· Hindu and that he is not governed by _tb.e 
Dayabhaga or the Mitakshara or Manu's laws? Never. Why? Because 

;t:b.ey know that in a court of law this plea will not hold water. Here they 
raise this plea, because they realise that. there is a Government which is 

.ready to &.tter them, that there is a Government which is prepared . to 
please them and that there is a Government which would listen to. them 
.vhateyer they unght urge, for reasons of state, and this is the reason why 
-.they come forward to urge boldly the plea which cannot stand the test of 
.reasQ;n. 

Let me submit tlµ\t it is the .good se_JJ,se of the component parts 
·of th,e body politic th,at <ii;t,n .l~d to t~e ch:afting of_ a !easonable con 
'll~itut~w1 :wh.i~h, might '.be a.greed to by a.U m~II1;be!B of' t9e body politic. 
B;on~urable. men,ib.rrs :r.ajght have .. s~en in yesterday's Oi~l arJ,il,. Military 
Gazette and the 1);1,bµne,.a forecast grve,n ~Y the Sunday Twnes of some of 
.the recommendations which are being made by the Statutory -Com~ission. 
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Mr. P:reside~t: Will the honourable ~em-ber confine his discusaion to' the Report and not proceed to discuss the forecast which has appeared· 
in the newspapers ? · 

·' Mr. Din Muhammad: I refer to that only as an argument. 'I'he 
flrst paragraph says that India is not fit 'for dominion status. Why do they 
ea.y that? Because they find that we are unreasonable, because they find 
that we have not yet learnt how to respect the feelings of others, how to dis 
charge our duties towards others, how to surrender to others what ar& 
their just dues. That is why they say that India is not yet fi.tfor dominion 
status. ¥ter all, full responsibi, government or dominion status, as other 
countries enjoy, connotes th&,t the members who either form the legislature, 
or the executive know how to dole out justice among the various communi 
ties that reside in the country, know how to acknowledge the rights oi 
others and how to discharge their own duties creditably and honourably 
towards others, Unless we learn that, surely we shall never be entitled 
to bear the burden of that heavy responsibility which we eluim. This.was. 
the reason why I referred to that forecast. Even to-day if Hindus, Muslime, 
Sikhs, Christians, all of us unite, if all of -us. become reasonable, .ii all of ua are 
prepared to· surrender to everybody his due, the result would be that there 
would be a united demand from India to the Mother of Parliaments and the 
Mother. of Parliaments shall have to . yield. If we all march to .·. solve 
this problem hand inhand, all these communities with one .mind and with 
one voice, the victory would be quite clear. But u we go on fighting 
among ourselves, if .this is the state of affairs that prevails, if there are 
internal dissensions, tribal feuds, and communal riots, surely 'we. sl::iall never 
reach £he goal, . . · · 

Now the honourable member from Amritsar was pleased to say· that. 
separate electorates are a necessary evil, that it gives no incentive-to national 
ism. I, voicing the feelings of my constituency. which I have the honour 

· to represent. and the community to which I have the honour to belong .. 
most emphatically protest against these remarks, especially when they pro 
ceed from a Muslim gentleman. I am not one with those who .call separate 
representation an evil, beit necessiuy or unnecessary evil. TheyaU mis· 
lead us who say t~t- every defect that we find in the .presenf administra 
tion is. due to separate electorates. .. Joint electorates are permissible only if 
there is one nation, But. if there are more than . one nation, different 
nationalities welded . together artificially, then. separate electorates are, 
absolutely necessary, H we care to examine whether \ve are one nation or 
not, we shall find to our disappointmen] that we ~r.e not. We have different 
histories.. different religions, different descent, diffe:rentinterests and different 
languages. How can we be one ·nation under these circumstances?. Th~ 
·is not the only, country in which more than, one natioriality resides: · This is not the only country J"here more than one religion. .prevails. · '.fn such 
countries there is an artificial constitution; which welds the people togethei 
in .an artificial manner and makes. it incumbent upon, and possible f()r the. 

· different nationalities to ·. surrender the rights of ev_erybody. · else, : an!'[ to 
stand each on its own legs by sending its own representatives. · · 

[ Mr. Din Muha.riuna(J.J 
Lord Burnham is said to have contradicted the report. But what .do we fiRd.? .. .. ~- . 
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: -. The.expression ' Joirit · electorates' is a· misnomer. Imagine that 
even when the Muslims claim 51 per cent. of the seats, our Hindu friends 
-come forward and say that it would be a Muslim <Raj, it would be a 
Muslim 'rule. We claim only one seat more than the seats allotted to OUf 
sister communities. There can never be electorates which are equipoised. 
There will always be a majority of one comm.unity or another, and if 
we apply that test, naturally. an electorate would be. a Hindu electorate 
or a. Muslim electorate, a Hindu constituency · or a Muhammadan con 
'iltituency. · . 

Moreover, joint electorates would · teach us just to be time-servers 
and · hypocrites, how best to show ourselves in order to momenta.rily 
influence the minds-of the other communities. We have had a very sad 
-experienca of a joint. electorate during the last election. The only argn 
meitt that is advanced on behalf of those who advocate joint eleot(?rates is 
that the member who· will be returned by a. joint electorate would realise 
his responsibility and have equal regard for the rights of all the coxm.n'unitiea 
that send him to the Council. I am really pained to refer to a very bqld 
instance in this House which has belied all the arguments that are p,eing 

· advanced. The Honourable Minister· for Education · was retained by a 
joint electorate and the Honourable Minister knows perfectly well that 
<luring the last three years there has been a constant uproar against his 
policy towards the Muslims. 

Mr. President: May I request the honourable member to -eonfine ~~~~~~~, . ~ 
Mr .. Din Mllhammad: I am only discussing the report. I am taking 

up the case put forward by the Hindus for joint electorates. For me, this is 
the only point of importance in the report. I am not concerned as to whether 
we are 'to have four or five Ministers or whether the Chief Minister should 
nominate the other Ministers. I am here concerned only with the. protee 
tion of the Muslim rights, the rights of the community which sent me here. 
I consider this to be the only crucial point for the Muslims. That is the 

12 
reason why I am discussing the reasons urged 

noon. for the introduction of joint eleotorates and 
the virtues of separate electorates and I am ~oing to demonstrate 
before the House that these reasons are not sound and tha.t separate 
·electorates are the only possible form of electorates that you can 
'introduce in this. country in the interests of peace, in. the interests of 
'security and good government. , I was illustrating before you, Sir, that the 
-only argument advanced for the. joint electorate is that joint eleotorates 
lead to harmony, that the member elected by joint electorate always looks 
fo the interests of the other communities as well. But I submit before this 
'Houae that we have been absolutely disappointed to find that the Honourable 
-Minister for Education, whose constituency was joint and in whose constitu 
'tency more than 800 Musalmans exist who voted for him at that time with 
·the hope that he would guard and respect their rights and feelings, has 
.absolutely disappointed us. How can we then sa.y that - joint electorates 
·will be useful to us in any way ? How can we shut our eyes to this 
2eality? Here look at this Council itself. This is also a joint electorate 

. . ' 
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[ Mr. Din Mohammad;]..·. _ 
and if an office bearer is to be chosen or an important point ; has to b& 
discussed; ·do we ~d · that the· ootnmunities sitting: lier¢ have a.n,y ~a.rd 
.for tlie feelirlgs· or for the needs of otpel" ~unities• sitting., there ?' 
,Everybody stands' on bier own legs: Everybody protect!:! his own eom 
~unity and1feels for himself. It·is a.farce,·t~refo.r~;,· t<fsa.y,·that_ when:. 
members will be returned by joint eleetoretes, t~y will wo;i;k together:' for 
the achievement of the netionel object. This is. a, 'country, !ff I h~v& 
subniitted befofo, where there cannot' exiB"t a: nation, where- there. must 

'remain aeparate communities. And since· these separate na.tio:na.lities. 
have separate rights, unless you introduce separate representation theee 
can be no· good government, there can be no good will between the 
governors and the governed. - 

· . Tlie second point tlisit has' been'touehed' by the aiuthotlr of the dis:. 
sentient' rlote, in· which impliMly a threat is· also· advi\'nced to the 
~v(lrn.meiit, is the· question· of, th~ Land AlHmatfon Act ['hey insist · 
that in every constitution that is. devised ftlr Iridia, that~ must be a. 
siipcJ,ra.tecla.'tisi3 to saft3guard and·t'o;pfot'ect the <iivici1rights· of the·"poptilai. 
·tiHrl, and t'liey quote the Land A1ierlation· Act as · an insta!nce of an 
01idioatihmeirlt on these· civic rights. They blame' the Government for 
ha.vin,r paased that Act. ,They blame the Government' for· having enact1ed 
tliis piece of preferential legislation; and they take it to·· task for not 
repeitling it so far. Here' also I am constrained' to submit that they are 
putting forward a. mistaken view altogether. · It is not a desire to encroach 
upon the civic rights of individuals or @fany community th:1,t was respon 
sible fer the passing. of this Act. I admit that under. ordinary cireum 
stances individual rights cannot be encroached upon, that . we are .. bound. 
to respect an~ protect the civic rigl;it's o~ individuals as' well fi:S of com- . 

. munities, But, Sir, in myhumble judgmerif, the foelirigs, and the most 
noble fe(lliii.gs they were that originated this Act,. were the BB!ni:e that 
.aetuated the Ame:i,-foa.ri.s to abolish the syst'E}m of slavery. It was . to. 
. provide against the economic slavery of one. class by aiiotliei class, that 
this Act. was passed, , and no Government would be fiirictfi;,mrig pfop~rly it 
it is not a.bl~ to, protect one coro.rnmiity" from economic slavery mider' mi 
qtl).ei;, community .. If a. Government. finds ~hat a community is rushing 
headlong into a. pit qt,,destruction, if the Goveirii:nent finds that a com· 

_I!l,unity is imbecile, t)ie . Government riiusf pnt forward messnres t'o pro~ 
toot its interests. The Goveriunent does the same even in the case ot 
ordinary ~dividuals.. T11,ke, for instance, an imbecile aristocrat. oi a prince~ 

.!rhere is _the Qourt of Warns or the Councij of Regency to l)rotect' him. •. I 

Sintjla.rly, in the case of the insane arid lmiatics, the Goveimnent· . is.: ready· fa. project them from all enCrQaC~ments on their. person aria 
property. ,f:3~arly, if ,Goveriimerit believes that a _tjoii,uriu.riity .is . 

. im~ec~e,· if Government. ki:i9ws. tlia.t' a· oo:mnimiity' is blind to· all' ifs. 
interests, t'liat it is rushing headlong towards its destnictfo1i",, iilieii it is 

: t_~-e .fpicti~n an._d te~ most._iiiiportan~ _,f~oti9~. of G?ie~~pi 1?, e~~~t. 
a piece of Iewslat1on and an enactment wlixch will protect its nitereiitl'! .. 

. which mU prptect thi.1.t coriimuiiftv" agabist its e:rieri:iieij~ Even if .a cionsti 
.- ~11~io11 O?llt~iiief t~~ .~~use . <>~. whic~; mf fqen1. ms1s{1f {t joJlff. no!' ~~D. 
?,pso facto the abrogation or the annulment of this-Act. This 1s a quest16Ib 
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w1Yieh is' altogether··separate· ffo:m: tlf-e" pr6tMtiorr of'ci1ticf rights.: It· bas 
ahsolutely n:othitig to· db with ·tne probeetion' of' tb'e civic· right_!!~ Ht ia 
obligatory on the patt of'evety!Goverru:lient'to ptotect-tlie • woo-Ir against 
thti strdng conimun:ities. If tliere · i~ a Go'Y'ernment which_ cannot protect 
tlie weakagainst the strong; then let that Govertunent·say good-.-bye· to the 
country, for~ that Govenrment ceases to function and it lias absolutely no 
right· to keep its control. 

The honourable gentleman from Amritsar suggested that instead of 
introducing separate electorates, we must provide safeguards in the eon 
stitution itself. I, for· one, do not believe in, such safeguards at all.. 
Everybody. knows that during the last 60 years or so.In spite of the orders 
and instructions contained in the· Proclamation of. Qp.een Victoria of 
revered memory and- of other kings; whenever the executive so desired it 
has been violated, its fundamental principles broken and racial discrimina- 
tion introduced -. What could the country do but to create an uproar· 

· against its violation and ·nothing.else, to feebly protest against the 
misdoings of the bureaucracy and nothing more ? Such safeguards cannot 
satisfy us. The Muslim community requires that in any constitution that 
is settled, whatever form that might take, there must be an express 

. declaration of rights that the other communities must concede .. We 
want nothing more, nothing less. Unless the constitution is drafted on. 
these lines it would not be acceptable to the Muslim community at all .. 

· 'I'he other- points that have been dealt ·with· by the authors· of the 
dissentient notes are very minor: and do not deserve any consideration. 
whatever from my point of view. However, there is.one objectionand a 
.v.ery important one which deserves to . be met. Both . the · honourable 
members· who belong to the· Hindu community and the honourable gentle 
man who. belqngs to the Sikh community have expressed surprise as. 
to why the Muslims being a majprity community of the province require any 
protection in provinces like the- Punjab and Bengal. We are here concerned 
with the Punjab. On the one hand, you will, be, pleased to see, Sir,. they 
argue ·that a division of this country: into.provinces is .only for administrative· 
convenience· and that it is not real, but when the case of Muslims· comes 
before them they say? "No; this- division is real. You are a majority here; 
why do you claim protection?" If we.treat India as a whole. we are a minority 

-community:. We know,. Sir; that1 our, brethren reside in other provinces-in 
which they are in. a very insignificant, minority; We know that we run 
the risk of their rights being trampled upon by the majority who have. never 
yet evinced, any, sign of friendliness- towards us and it is, therefore, that 
weinsist'that,,as a-minority community in the whole of India, we must have 
separate-eleeteretes on the basis of.numerical sttengtkwherev.ettit is possible. 
Itl is.not..Sir, that we claim this so that we·may, be able to-ride roughshod 
over, ·the rights of. the; llindus,, it is simplf' in- self-defenc.e that we. do so 
We assure- honourable members: of this House, that our. past conduct 

·has shown, that. we, know and: now, often; show· how to please othen;. 
snd.how to live. and.let .othsrs.liva, Itis only. the memhers::otthe: other com 
munity· tlra.t. hav.ti,· always been· om the: offens-iva; and, aggresiv-e;. and; have 
not, yjet, eensineed us, that1 our interests: are, safe; in; them hands, : 
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I Mr. Din Muhammad.]'· .. 
Another point that deserves consideration is as to whether the honourable . 

membera · who signed the majority report were in any way justified in reducing 
'the cla.iin of Muhammadans from _56 to 51 per cent. Sir, it is no doubt true 
that we members of the Council elected them to serve on the Committee both 
as Mussal:qians and as members of the National Unionist Party, it. is 
also true that they were representing, both of .thsm; the rural interests in 
the province but we · never gave them this mandate. If I . mistake 
not, it is under a misapprehension of their functions . that they have 
been led to place their signatures on a report which reduces the claims of 
Muhammadans from 56 - to 51 per esnt., and in· that action of theirs they 
cannot claim the support of the community that sent them· to that Committee. 
Perhaps they wanted their report to be ·trea.ted as an .organic whole, 
The honourable member (Dr. Goku] Chand) while criticising the majority 
report has remarked somewhere that the majority report· took a wrong view 
of the Nehru Report inasmuch as they treated it section by section while it 
was an organic whole which was not open to dissection, _ Similarly, Sir, I beg 
to submit that the majorityreport should be.treated and it is then that the 
views of the Muslim members might be tolerable, for along with the reduction 

. of the Muslim seats they clearly mention that Baluchistan and North-West 
Frontier Province should be given reforms, that Sind should 'be separated 
from ·Bombay. They signed the report to effect a compromise with the 
Hindus and to assure them of the peacefulness of the Mussalmans. They 
did this in an altruistic manner so that the rights of their brethren in the 
other provinces might be safeguarded. It is only under these conditions 

· that I believe those two Mussalmans signed the report, although it was the 
unanimous wish, of the community that tpey will not be satisfied with any- 

- thing less than 56 per oent. The honourable members should know that 
numerical strength is the only criterion - which determines the status of a, 
community in a legislative body. Some 'of the gentlemen. urged also the · 
-question of voting strength._ I would submit that voting strength is a false 
standard which oan not be applied to determine the relative strength of a. 
community in any council or governing body. When the Simon Commission 
was pleased to visit my town, I brought it to their notice that there is a. 
pit in which one is a.pt to fa.II if one is not careful enough to see that voting 
strength is -altogether artifioia.l. · · There are voters who claim qualifications in 
more than one constituency. In my town there were Hindu shopkeepers who 
possessed qualifications in 4 diffei:ent wards and from among 8,000 voters in 
all I picked al>out 4,000 voters that had been repeated more than once, twice, 
thrice, and four times in the rolls. A voter was running a shop here, 
living there and held 'property in another place, he could he shown · as 
a voter in all those places. It is no doubt true that he will not be 
allowed to exercise more than one vote but the evil has been done. 
His name - has been repeated four - times a.nd he has swollen .. the 
number of eleotora and his community is permitted to urge th~t it should be 
given larger representation on th:i.t basis. The voters' registers are thus 
,falsely prepared. Therefore, this criterion is altogether unnatural, T~ere 
.is only one nat1ll'al criterion whioh you ean apply to determine the relative 

· strength of any community which should fonn part of any oonstitution·and 
·.that is this. Count the number of persons tha.t belong to that community. 
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Make no exception in faV'our of a.ny person whether he is young . or old, 
-is a· vote-exercising or a· non-exercising :member of the-community, is a child 

• or an adult, man or woman, and give him or her a share in the adminis 
'tra.tion direct or indirect, This. can be the only one natural standard that 
can be applied to determine the relative position of a, community in a Ooun 
oil. Under these circumstances also, I am fully justified in urging that if 
WE)_ Mussalmans ask for representation on the basis of .numerieal strength,· we· 
ask for nothing unnatural. We · are only puttbg forward a. proposition 

·-which can lead· to peace and which can.lead to proaperity, The only reason 
that is urged for giving weightage to the Sikhs here is that such a. weight 

. age. is given to Mussalmans in other provinces. That would not be a reason 
which would apply to the Sikhs at all as they are n it found anywhere 

-else. I agree with · the honourable· members who wrote the dissentient 
note that we are mainly concerned with our own province, and have 
nothing to do with the other provinces. It is the arbitrator, the judge. 

·who is to see whether he can cut a slice here or add a slice there. We are 
eoncemed only with putting forward our own claim and' our· claim is that 
every community 'should enjoy representation in the reformed council on 
the basis of its numerical strength: This is the most important point whioh · 
vitally effects the Muslims and because both the honourable members who 
signed the majority .report cs also those who· were ·responsible for the 
minority report have erred in this direction, it was incumbent upon: me 
to insist that nothing less .than separate representation would sat~fy the , 
'Muslims and that their proportion must be determined by tµeir numerical. 
strength. !f Government is fond of being intimidated into action we are not 
Bow, Sir/such loyal persons as to sacrifice our rights on the altar of loyalty. 
We are also prepared to give threats. If agitation alone can lead this 
government to give a. community its due share we 'will also agitate and agi 
tate until we get our rights. We will not be mere diainterested observers 
of theirsacrifieial slaughter. We will not tolerate it quietly and eo:wardly. 
In a democratic country, in a country which enjoys full responsible govern-: 
ment ev'!ry bit of share that a. community is entitled to, counts, It is a 
factor necessarily. to be taken note of to keep up the vitality of that par 
ticular corm;nunity. If we want to live; we shall have to gain all our just 
rights· and not forego even an inch. Whatever the Government might feel 
towards.the Hindu or the Sikh community, so long as our. demand is reason- 
able, it must be had and had at any cost. . . 

These are the considerations, Sir, which I wished to place before the 
House so that the position of. the community to which I have the honour 

-to belong may not be misunderstood by the report of the Muslim members 
who sat on the Reforms Committee in this province. I would like once . 

· more to impress on the honourable members of this House that if we are just 
.and reasonable towards each other, if w~ are unitedin making a. demand 
,which is absolutely reasonable and which would appeal to any man of com 
.mon sense, it is impossible that the British Government · · would 
.be in a position to deny that -demand. Victory would thEl!l be achieved 
~d achieved at· very cheap cost. Let us forget all our religious prejudices • 

. .Let. .\UI rise high above all communal dissensions, Let us not fight8.mong 
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[Mr. Din Muhamma.tl .. J , 
OU!Belves for the loaves and. fishes and let us all be fair, just and reason 
able tawl:ifd\!1thif1nfem~oftthe-rsMe:Ncommu:nitiefK· . Itris,,th~n::and,; theri 
a:~ iihat omvpoinil '-Wo'UldAbe,·gaigt!d; ((J/tem'!f;} 

Raii Bahadur,Lala,M&kau· l.al,[N. E. Towns (Non.:.Muhamm.a4t!.n} 
Urban]: Sill, I have, beard the-interesting s:peeches-r0f. the hon.Otil1M>le,mem ... 
ber, Mu·Maq_,booliMabmood anli my honourable- ftiend-ttom Gujr.anwale. .. 
The ,f ormet-· has tried to give, us ·an id,aa,· of· what· he, personally ·thinks sho~d · 
be-done. All I understood hilrr; ha-agrees that thete·should, be, j.oint elsoto 
rates;btit tbat'I understand is his,personal·opinion. The other: honourable, 
liil:lmber) however, stood upand'.811',id that that wu,snot.the opinion of ,his'com:~ 
mumty,. I oo.'V e, hesrd; Sir, · both of, them , say· that: they want, democratic 
Government, in India, and they· also ·want ·seWgovernment,in the Punj11,b~ 
The.honourable authors of th~ reperthave been congratula.ted,by both of 

.them and I join in: the .ehortrs-of appreoia,tion. of theirlabours; But I wish 
to 1say at th a, same time that the majority report, looks, so-plausible and so. 
ohal'I'nmg.to the outside -world that it gives the a pparenf impression that the 
de:tnand 'Of the• Mubammada.ns' is· a- just demand far. real self-government. 
But if one were, to see beneath the,smfaoe; one, womd fui.d, that from the, 
Hindupomt of view it is neither just nor desirable. The Muhammadans 
want underr.tbis scheme to establish in the Punjab· what my, honour 
able friend from, 6njrahwala· called a· Moslem Raj. 'What· does the 
majority community want? They want that in the matter o:f: so-celled 

. self-government which they propose· for the Punjab, they should have the 
. nvml::er of seats according to their population; At the same-time, being a. 
Inajority community, they would like us to concedethat they should have" 
separate electorates. From aught I know of constitutions, Lhave riot heard 
or read of a majority coIDihunity seeking sueh protection both .ways: On . 

. the one hand, if they are in a majority, they claim that they should be given. 
seats according to their population and .on:tbe other, they claim that· they 
should- have separate electorates, J. have' beard the honourable member 
Irom Gujranwala· talk about the Sikhs' and. cleimingthet the, Muham+ 
madans were- the. governors of the Punjab and· of India but some years ·a,g<:k 
Probably all my Muhammadan friends claimto come from Afghanistan.or 
some- otb'er Muhammadan country into India; .thet they were.n:ever Hindus. 
and were noneof them converted to Muhammadanism. Is ·it their claim that. 
at· no time the Hindus ruled India or the Punjab? If that is, so,T question 
the truth of such a statement, As honourable members.may be well aware 
and as I personally think, the Muhammadans in the Punjab and in India to 
a great · extent were just like the Sikhs, t•he iilhabitant1~f of Hindustan: There· 
ha'V'e been conversions fronf'the Hm.du-popula.tion. My· honourable friend 
then: alluded=-Lam very sorry I have to.ref~· to it;_to the pastr conduct of, 

. the ruling community in -India and I ask, has it been of'such a character as 
to show tliat ju$ticewas doneordue oonsideta.tion,sho'Wii·t<r·t11e•f.aelings·ot 
thifother commurtitiea. · Is:that•what1histoty tt:ia.chesus:?, For, fr-O'Wlleshawar. 
ttfCa.pe Comotiti; how many te.mplE1S·have,boon dem0Usbediar1d1 m0sques:·put, 
up ? · That; has-been. the: atititud~ of the majority otimmliirity who•.·olain1$·tn. 
hili'1'e ruled'. this, land: and to; brove liEfeh fair t'o• e~y; commtmit:y.iw Turdia,. 
,I:sh:ould'subntlt; Sh:1, that histbl!Y is, against thEfm: What we, 1Ilmltilf, 681:YJ 
of. tllie :mllijority r'epo:rt in the Punja;b js.,thiff~,that just, 8/B' r stibmittled ~for~;.. 

. ' ' 
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they'wa.rit1 the.-Muslim- Raj.,in,the cloak of local self-govetnment. They want 
that beeause they are in - the majority, they should· be protected both way's. 
ram one of those 'who would concede their clainJ:if they were to· agree that 
throughout' India-their clairit should be considered by the framers· of the 
eonstitu:tion uniformly on the population basis, that the population basis 
shall: be-the only cnterion. If.that were their position» I feel that the Hindus. 
would be- wrong if they were to object to that principle in the Punjab .alone, 
Bntas I submitted before, if the Muhammadan members urge-the-population 
basis in the Punjab alone and in no other part of India, they are not fair. 
If they claim protection from the Hindus in the Punjab alone the Punjab 
Hindus wish to be similarly. protected. But what is the attitude of the 
Muhammadans - generally ? So far as my reading goes, their attitude is best 
expressed by the vernacular proverb which would mean when translated: 

' I:f you come to myhouse, what presents will you bring ; and if I pay a. - 
".isit to you, what will.youofferto me?' (Pir Akliar Ali: That is what you 
have been doing). That' is what appears to me to be the present attitude 
of the Muhammadans. If they want to have any constitution framed for the 
Punjab they say, we are in the majority and give us seats according to our 
population. But so far as other parts of India are concerned, mylionourable 
friend from Gujranwala stated that we were not concerned with them and that 
our concern should be onlythe Punjab. lt"ell them, Sir, be fair ; we want to 
be f;i.ir too. Adopt one basis arid that for the whole country. If there should. 
be a constitution for the whole of India·, let it be even on the basis of popula 
tion as they would have it. We quite agree, but that basis should apply to 
the whole of India andnot to this province alone. In the Punjab, it is well 
known that the Muhammadans q,re in the majority so far as population goes 
and even as landowners; they pay a larger 'amount .ot-revenue. So what 
p~inciple they seek to apply to the majority community in this province 
should be applied in all fairness to the majority community all over India. 

'Pir Ak'biili Ali-: Let us agree for the Punjab alone' on the populatios 
basis. Other provinces· will consider their case · for themselves. 

,. Jui Baha-dur _Lala Mohan Laf: That would mean, Sir, as I said 
Moslem Raj. In the case of Sikhs, they say that they should be given no- 

-· weightage. The Sikhs however claim that they are an important community,. 
that they have been supplying soldiers for the army and that they 
4a,ve been, the rulers of the, Punjab about sixty years back. And neverthe 
less the Muhammadans will not concede their claim. Just look at the con~ 
dition in the United Provinces and. in Madras. In Madras, if I remember· 
rmbtly, the Muhammadans forJD. only about 8 per cent. and in the United. 
Provinces about l4 per _cent. of the population. They have been given80 
per cent. in the United Provinces and an squallylarge proportion of re 
presentation in the other provinces under the Lucknow Pact. But the 
Muhamm!J,d:ms urge thij,t the same principle should. not be applied for other 
minority eommunrties in India. When the Sikhs make a similar claim, 
they are told° that as they come out of th_e_ same stock as· the jlind-us, they 
should.pot he giv~n any w~ig~tage. ,Thi~, Sir, is the attitude, this is the 
mentahty of the Muhammadans, I and others on these benches here shall, 
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[B. B. La.la '.Mohan La.I.] 
never a.gree .to such a state of things. I do not want to go into details 

.Sir,. hut !feel. bound to point out that the Government have tried· their 
best to find out in their constitution sufficient safeguards to the minority 
communities. In the majority report in which I am very sorry my honour 
able' friend Chaudhri . Chhotu Ram appears, those safeguards are. nowhere. 
We 'feel that the. administration of justice, i.e., .the High Court should 
be. above board and it should under no circumstances be left under the 
local Governm~nt. As regards the appointment of Ministers, it is probably 
the idea of the members of the majority report that they shall no.t be 
appointed by the Governor, but that the Govenor should appoint the Chief 
Minister and that the other Ministers _should. be selected by th,e, 
.Chief Minister, without any regard to the claims of any other. •· cast_e, , 
eommunity or creed. I am greatly apprehensive, I have great fears that 
if that provision were retained, the Chief Minister", a Muhmmadan, will 
seldom appoint a ,Minister of -either the Sikh or the Hindu community on 
the plea that a Hindu or o. Sikh willnot co-operate · with him. My honour 
able friend from.Gujranwala just-now has been kind enough to refer to the 
honourable the Minister for Education and remarked that he had riot acted 
as he should and that he had been oaring more for the Hindus than for 
the Muhammadans. This question has been discussed several times in this · 
House and the Honourable Minister has been able to defend himself. May 
I remind my friend from Gujranwala that there have been oases in which 
some of the subordinates in the department in charge of the Honourable 
Member for Revenue who have been: dismissed fo; dishonesty and for other 
such serious charges were Muhammadans and that they ha.ve been restored. 
I do not like to go into the question further. But-when the members of 
the other community raise it, °'Y"e feel bound-to give our reply. Subordinates 
who were found gililty of dishonesty and were dismissed have been restored 
in spite of the recommendations of the officers concerned to the contrary. 
We, Hindus in the Punjab feel as much as my , honourable friend from 
Gujranwala that a constitution acceptable to all should be agreed upon,' but 
having regard to the mentality of the . Muhammadana and· from the . vie'WS 
enunciated by the honourable member from Gujranwala and I may be 
excused for saying, even the part played by the Honourable. Minister for 
Local Self-Government in this matter the majority community want all for 
itself even if other communities shall have to sirlfer. I have not· heard of a 
community forming the majority of the population claiming seats in propor 
tion to their population and at the same time insisting upon separate elec 
torates. How is that consistent, how is that just ? And yet that is · what 
the Punjab Muhammadans want. The Muhammadans form 56 per cent. but 
we a.re agreeable that their representation may be proportionate to their 
population throughout India. But as against the Hindus and the Sikhs 
combined they should not be in the majority. But they give a threat tha.t 
unless their demands, are met as put they will do this, they will do that. .That 
was the reason, Sir, why I suggested the postponement of the Borrowers Bill 
which the local Government brought into this Oouncil till .the time when the 
majority community will be in power. Had my suggestion been accepted it 
would have given· us an idea of how the ·maj9rity community would safe~e.rd 
the claims of the minority communities. But the Government was in a 
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hurry and they wanted that the Bill should be passed by the present Council. 
The report of the majority is totally unacceptable to us, the Hindus. W & 
do not want it. In fact, if I could do it, I would vote for its total rejection. 
and say that the constitution suggested he accepted subject to the safe 
guard proposed by the minority representatives. I strongly recommend 
that the majority report should be rejected on the ground that it does not 
give adequate protection for the. minority communities. The Sikhs I per 
sonally think, are entitled to weightage having regard to their importance· 
as a community in the Punjab. Just as the Muhamm:i.dans claim in other 
parts of India that as they are in a minority, they shall get larger represen 

. tation than they are actually entitled to on the population basis, the Sikhs. 
are entitled to make a similar claim. 

Before I resume my seat, I wish to say just a few words on the question 
of franchise. Perhaps this is the time when I should touch the point and. 
bring it to the notice of the Council. Simla is a place peculiarly situated. 
It has got a migratory population. · The number of voters there is about four 
to six thousand Hindus and Muhammadans. The Government at present 
does not give them the chance to vote, simply because at the time the voters .. 
list is prepared they happen to be at Simla while at the time of actual voting, 
they move down .. · My submission for the consideration of the Simon Com 
mission and for the authorities concerned would be that Simla, Dalhousie 
and other places similarly situated should be- turned into postal eonsti 

. tueneies, having regard to the fact that the voters of Simla move down not: 
on 'their account but on account of the orders of the Government of India 
and of the Government of- the Punjab. If it were left to them, they would. 
like to remain at Simla throughout the year and their right to vote will then. 
be exercised at the election time. As they are deprived of exercising this 
right, I press upon the attention of the Government and the authorities that 
they should have regard to their claims. 

With these remarks, I resume my seat. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang [North-West. Towns (Non-Muhammadan)' 

Urban]: Sir, I have never stood up either in this House or anywhere else 
to speak on a matter of greater and more vital importance. I feel that we 
are on the parting of ways, that our fate is really going to be decided within· 
the next few months and, as a member of a minority community, I feel that· · 
I am face to face with a great crisis that is coming before us, and which my 
community and the other minority communities in this province have to· 
face. We all wish for Swara]. We 'all wish that India should be ruled by 
Indians just. as other countries are ruled by their own people, that the- will 
of the people should determine the destinies of our country just as the will of 
the people of the: other countries determines their destinies, that foreigners 
should be here not as rnlers.-but as friends just as foreigners visit other 
countries as friends and not as rulers. · They should be welcome as members 
of the same human race. Their co-operation should be welcomed as the 
co-operation of friends. They should share our joys and . our sorrows; and 
they should help us· in the uplift of our race and. we should be. in a position 
to help them irJ. the uplift. of their race. But unfortunately the scene that 
our country has presented during the last 5 or 6 years. and . the scene that. 
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thjs House, I am aP,:"ai4, is presenting to-d.ay and is ,J.ikEµy to · pr~t lor 
another d,ay. or · .. two is nof calculated to ,~pire us with - tµe _ '. hp{)e ih~t 
Swarajis g9m.g to become a reality i)r .that , the dream }hat we . have been 
dreaming is going to· be realised ·in the near .. future. U · some . one _0£ q;u.r 

. hoary ancestora.were to peep in from his abode of the blessed ones arid 
looked at this. House and heard the speeches that have been made and also 
was in a positionto read the literature that this province and some other 
provinces· have poured forth · he would certainly. shed tears, if spirits can 
shed tears. .But I think I need. not waste -th~ time. of tpis 'House on mere 
sentimentalism. We are faced with stern realities, realities which are going 
to affect our future, and· it is, therefore, n~cessary · that as . pr~ctical · men, 
who take interest in their own future and in the 'future of the race that is 
going to follow us we should face the problems that are before us. 

When this Simon Committee was appointed, -there was a. great deal of 
agitation inthis country, and the people who agreed to serveonthe Simon 
Committee were made victims of severe criticisms in the Press because the 
whole country arid particularly the vocalpart of the country appeared to be 
against that association with the Statutory Commission t};iat was sent to this 
country to make an enquiry as to the avenues of further politi<la.l 
advance in . this country and I think I shall· be voicing the . feelii!gs of 
all the members of this Committee when I say that it was . a deep sense of · 
duty and in fact · I feel that it was a great sacrifice on our part that 
we agreed to serve on this Committee in the fa;ee of the opprobrium, 

, of criticism, and of the taunts and · of the . positive abuse that was liurfed . 
ag~st us. This work had to be done. L~t it be that it was _a dirty wo~k, 
more dirt_y than even the. scavangers do. . f?ca~angers are an extremely im 
portant. .part of the community. Even Mahatma Ga.ndl:µ 1¥1d menlike bun 
can do the work ot a. scavenger when it is neeessery, rhere is. no reason 
why people should not have come forward and f~ced opprobrium: and criticism. 
I do not want any credit. I do not want any reward either from this side 
or that side. It was out qf a sheer-sense .of •duty that , I joined. this. Oom 
.nut,tee,,bepa.µaeI!kno;w that whether .the :people who are- -~~iyg .:J;.hese 
.noises .all over. the . co~try. sueeeed in th!3ir . attempts· or net w~eth~r ~hEt.Y . 
succeed :i,n.Jiheir task er, ,µpt,. this· Commission Js gom,g to decide, the f.8.lte . of 

·t1µ.s ;CQun~y ,,a,nd I d,.id .not :like tire future generations, t<>:;blttme,t4e 
pr~E!nt g~ner~t,io;n-{l:u1,t they .were , givon.an opportu,nity , lo ~.ave , th~ 
s~y ;a,aj-,t)lati~h.ey <Ud .not ,1~,v~ tb~:i:nselv~ ,-of t4~t , o_pp9rtw:tjty. :lt 
ma.y lie ~h~t. our, voice w.ould not J:>e, heard, th.!!it ,it w.ilL he look<3.d do,Wn 
upon ,wth contempt wJi,atever;it may bs . 

. -~·' .~lt t_'il: ,i)~.,.-,-;.,t. 
We- hs vejdone, our dnt-y. 1I!hey r w.ay list.1:In J>r.Jbey . may. 11.qt. ~t~ ~o 

wb,~t.wepave)i~i,t,4eb~dan1Ues Qµ ·the.J:!:l. 1!µ.~J:?l~e qSM3S,n<>t lie .~h 
U_!!,', ~trJIS,.l?e.,mi,ll.qd-tra.it!ml, ~t qs,ha,J~~U~d ,:il~~.er!l,let.p.s ;·P0,.tl~P-d 
«µp~tr.iqti(L ;we,~4a.ve ;JJ.OllEl ,9µ.r. qp,j;-y Jli.!Jd. Jl!!rV0 P~<!(!llCQfl: ~S.r.t'~P!"!ri iW44lh. is . 
pJa..~d "· ~ti.f9.re the llmDe. · 

··Now ,as,to-the report, -unfortunately toot- report is :o.ot.unanimo!lB, 
la.ssure,-Sir,-nohody feels-more-regret than: Vd0-myselHhat the report Iia.s 
riot..been, unanimous, and I assure you,~Sir, -no .amount of conciliatory 

.. , 
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spirit was lacking. on, our part .w;hep .wa .were .prepared to go as far .as ,our 
rsason and our conscience would take .11s to make the -rsport unanimcua, 
and atJe~t.as@aJilinous.as possible, · 

But there 1was.aJimit, beyond.which we could not go consistently with 
our sense of duty.· Our note· has _been described ,by my honourable •friend 
l{ir,Maq bool Mahmood as nothing: but destructive. 1 H~ has congratulated the 
majority report members, for their , very, full, systematic and constructive 
report. But.ho haidail,ed to understand that the note we appended was not 
intended to, be a complete-report. It is not . intended to be a report and it 
could not be so. It was not intended to dealwith all the points, arising in 
the revisi u. of the, constitution. W.herever we have k(')Pt silent and .whatever 
point we have not discussed, tl:iat should be .taken 'to. have. been agreed to 
by .us, It is only those points on whieh we.disagree with the majority that 
we have touched upon in our note. Our note, whether you describe it .as a 
minority report or a. note does not deal with .all the points. What we want 
is this that the majority report should not be-accepted as a whole. but should 
be considered in the light of the points that we have suggested in our note. 
It is therefore unreasonable to say that our report is scrappy and in· 
complete and does not giveJany constructive programme. It was never 
intended to do anything. of the kind. 

N0w ;with ·refe.rence - to the , personal remarks to which my learned 
friend Mir Maqhool ·Mahmood has- taken exception I may say that w:e· have 
not said anything which may be considered objectionable. We havenet 
imputed, motives. We. could have done so. •.We could havs done so and 
we had plenty of material.whieh.we can include in our note and.whieh would 
have placed an entirelyslifferenteonstruetion upon. the so-called .agrsement of. 
the non-Muhammadan members; but out -of a senseof delicacy we- refrained 
foom- saying more than what .we have. said. But. Sir, you .will be surpris 
ed to see that notwithstending: this; a .great argument has been made out 
of , this. " Here is our'repcrt, nationalt in its· .aspect, Why·? Because it 
is agreed to by· two non-Muhammadan members." Now if we had 
realised more than We did that this WO~d be used as an argument WO might 
have gone a bitIurthet and-given further explanations or fuller .explanations 
of._the reasons why .snd .how .the agreement of the two non-Muhemmedan 
members was secured and what motives and cirQum.sta.noes led them to 
give their assent to the report of the l\friha~lJlQdan members. We· thqught 
that. the: facts were so patent that. it was W\llecessa.ry to ~a.y apything more 
than this. We ·thought it was fully known that the· ·J:[in.du I,Dem~ 
who has given his assent to the report is so far as his politics are concern· 
ed, not-in a.g:r~e.nt vri.t.h the ,views, of the, ov,enwhe.lrin,mg . :rn~j1ority <>f the 
Elm.du \Ulembe,;s, ,of, this Cq1weil. iWe;®nsid~redi:.tha.t to be .a patent f.1tct. ;We 
thQught:th~t tQec:hi~to:r:y of th Et pa.$1i.six,yea~f6Uh.e- CQ1il:J1Cil,remce ,:when the 
B:1>.nolJf;ahle;l\{e,T,Dber,Rai Sabib..Ql\~Q.dhri GhhotQ;_llam ha1tbee.n in:tbis Ho.use, 
w:Qu.ld! be• suffJ.cient. tor h)<il,cate, to, tho$e .who, are oo.:ncerned mth tthe, Q.ffitire 
of, UieiP~~ja.b, th11,t ,he cauld n.Qt·;butd;i.ave-voted 1as.che has done. 1Re, i!J.a. · 
mernb,ei of the Unioaist, Party ai:g,d; itil.u~s been a4mitted ;at ,least BO! far .1as 
the G-overn:t;llent ·rme.1noran.<lum ,is eoneerned that i though; appij.,r,ently. -it; is.a 
party.which is open to all the different com:rn~nitiea,.,itris:.tOtall-in.tents, i:tI\d 
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purposes a Muhammadan party. So far as the actual voting on the 
various subjects under discussion was eoneemed, that also clearly shows that 
Chau.dbri Chhotti Ram could not be expected to go against the wishes of 
his Muhammad.an colleagues. He knows ,that his position in the Council en 
tirely depends on the support of· the 1\fo~amma~an members forming the 
majority of the Unionist Party. He fully realises .that if lie can ever expect 
to be in the cabinet it. can be only with the support · of the ·Muhamniada.il 
majority in his party. In view of these facts, it is not strange that Rai Sahib 
Cbaudbri Chhotu Ram should have appended bis sigpature to· the report of 
the'. majority. But beyond this I need not go as it may lead.to personal 
recrimination in which I have no desire to _indulge. _ · -. .. 

The Honourable Malik Fi"r~z Khan, Noon: Sir, may I draw your 
attention to a ruling of yours that no member of this House should attribute 
any base motives to another honourable member and say that ah honourable 
member whohes signed a particular .report has done so not on the intrinsic 
merits of the report but having in view his own future career ? I hope 
yon will enforce your former ruling. .. ·_ .: . 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : .An argument has been made ptit not 
only in this House but also in the press by one of the signatories of the. 
majority report Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan stating that t11-~ ,r-eport of· the 
majority was entitled to respect and credit as a nationalistic report because 
it had also the signature of Bai Sahib Chaudhri: Cbbotu Ram appended to 
it. I. think, Sir, that with due deference to the susceptibilities of the 
Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government, I am perfectly within my 
rights in explaining what led in all probability and ·according to my- reading 
of the situation, to the agreement of Bai Sahib Chaudhri Cbbotu Ram to the . 
majority report. This is no time to indulge in mealy mouthed compliments. 
lam not going to do it. Temperamentally I am not fit for it. It is impossible 
to · change my nature. Apart from temperamental questions I think I am 
perfectly. within my rights .to expose the apparent unanimity of the four 
members of the Punjab Reforms Committee so far -as this report is concern- 
ed. I ' - 

Mr. President: I may point out that th_e imputation of a bad 
motive or a motive different from that acknowledged is unparliamentary, 
and that, therefore, the learned Doctor should not attribute any motive to 
Rai Sahib Chatidhri Chhotu Rani and should withdraw all motives which he 
bas already ascribed to him. · He has· said in plain words that the Honour 
able Bai Sahib signed the report from selfish motives. I hope the honour 
able member will withdraw hii; words.' 

Dr. Gokul Chand, ~arang : I do not say for a. moment that. Bai 
Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram has been dishonest. I do not say that, if 
that would satisfy my honourable friend. · But there is such a thing as 

·loyalty to. one's party; there is such a thing as the impos.sibiJity· or "the . 
extreme difficulty of going against the wishes ~f the party with. which one 
has worked for six years or so and with which one expects to work .in the 
future and whose support one expects when he is in office. No parliamentary 
procedure that. I kn_ow of can prevent me from referring to these things or 
putting them m this :way. . , 



Mr. President: I request the honourable member once more. not to 
attribute any motives whatsoever, to an honourable member of the House. 
He has· elearly stated that the honourable Rai Sahib has signed the report 
from motives which are not unselfish, Suc~.things ought not to be said by 
ene honourable member of another honourable member. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Sir,~ know and you also know very well 
that when there is a. question Qf party, one's own personal views .have 
sometimes, if not very · often, to be kept in · abeyance out of a sense of 
loyalty to the party, The Members of Government cannot be considered 
dishonest when tbey vote against their own individual opinions fqr the sake 
of cabinet unity. On many matters individual members of Government hold 
different opinions from those of the Government as a w]¥)fo. 

Mr. President: I quite appreciate the honourable member's position.'. 
Had he contented himself with saying that Chaudhri Chhotu Ra.m's personal 
opinion was different but that in deference· to the wishes of his party he 
signed the report against his own opinion, no one would ha.ve taken excep 
tion to his statement, - But he has clearly gone beyond that limit. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Niirang: I repeat once more the words, loyalty to_ 
party. 

Mr. President : He said more than this. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang_: I am sorry if I used any other words. 

I was only explaining the psychology of the honourable member who signed 
the_ majority_r!'port~ 

Mr~ President : The honourable member would have been in order,. 
if he had simply said that the honourable Bai Sahib would have acted 
differently as an individual member, but that in deference to the wishes 
of the members of his party he signed the report· against - his personal 
inclinations; . 

Dr~·Gokul Chand, Narang: When you called on me to explain 
the matter .. :. .•...• 

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan: Sir, I only wish to tell the honourable- 
member that - anything which the honourable member wants to remain 
as part of his speech will duly invite a reply and when that part of his speech 
is discussed by other members I hope no point will be raised that the honour 
ablemember meant this, that or the other if the words which require so much 
explanation continue to remain part of his speech. .. . 
': · - Dr. 'Gokul Chand, Narang ': · I will not object to anything ~t a.iI. •. 
- - : Mr. President: I would request the honourable members to observe · 
parliamentary decorum. · · 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : Absolutely, Sir. 
Mr. President: ·The honourable member just now said that he was 

sorry for being misun~rstood. He said something which be did not mean. 
~o say and that he· did not mean what he said. _ · ' , -- _ , 

. . . . . . ·~. J " 
. Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan-: [hen, - Sir~ other honourable members 
will be at liberty to. say 'something and then explain that they d;(l 

I 
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not mean what they said and they meant what they did not say. 
The honourable member clearly said-I have got his· words down on 
paper-that he could have imputed motives in his note if he had realised 
better than he did how the argument would· be put forward i!!S to the value 
of the signature of the particular member to the majority report.- ' 

Mr.-President: I hope the two leading members of the House will 
.at once come to au understanding •. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: If my honourable friend Rai Sahib. 
Chaudhri Chhotu Ram will just give me the words' to which he objects I 
shall certainly withdraw them. 

Mr. President: Will the honourable member withdraw. the words 
the honourable Chagdhri Zafrullah Khan has read out ? 

· Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Sir, I do withdraw. After all we-ar0 
not going to be here always, so what is the use of our losing our friendship ? 

Mr. President: The words which gave offence to the honourable 
Chaudhri Chhotu-Ram or to any member of his party have been withdrawn . == the learned doctor, Gokul Chand, Narang. 

ai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: I will, however, refer to them 
reply~ _ · · · 

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : So far as members are _ concerned they 
have the-right of reply, and they will answer this point in their speeches. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I will not go any further because I 
_ believe that what I have said is quite enough. Nor shall I say at this stage 
anything about the European member who has agreed with the Muhammadan 
members of the Punjab Reforms Committee. There may be things, as our 
note says, on which Mr. Owen Roberts might 'have had his reasons fqr 
having agreed with them. But for fear lest l should be transgressing, Sir, as 
you consider. 

Mr. President : This much has been said even in your report. · 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I would not say any•hing more. Any fur 

ther comment or amplification of that I would reserve. This much, Sir, it is 
necessary to say in view of what the honourable member from Amritsar said 
about.onr minority report. But I claim for that note that it says all that is 
necessary to supplement or alter what has been said in the majority report 
of the Punjab Reforms Committee. Now, Sir, with respect to the actual 
recommendations which have been made by the majority of the Committee. 
I would like. to take a little time of thie House. The first thing to which · 
I wish to draw the attention of this House is that the question -0f the freedom 
of a country can be looked at from tw'o points of view, and the question 
would be whether both those points of view have been present in the minds 
of the majority while drafting their report. One is the question of sentiment ; 
the other is the question of practical inconvenience or convenience. So 
far as the question of sentiment is- concerned even if we get full provincial 
autonomy for this province and the whole of Great Britain continues to be 
as strong and as fil'm and as tight and as comprehensive as it is at present 
our sentiment for Swaraj will not be satisfied. It is not that I: had to go 
out of the Punjab and tell the United Provinces people I am a free men or 
I have to go to Maharashtra and say I am a free man. Not at all. It is 
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---when I leave India and go to America or go to Japan or Australia that the 
pitiable character of my position becomes patent. It is then that the 
brand of slavery on my forehead becomes apparent or springs into view. 
It is then that I feel that I am not a free man. I am r~fused access to many 

-ot the free countries because I do not belong to a free country. The test, 
therefore, which I tried to lay before my colleagues of the Punjab ·Reforms 
-Committee and I lay now before this House as to whether we shall be free 
men or shall continue to be slaves is this: Will full provincial autonomy as 
full as their hearts can desire make us an independent country, make us a. 
free country, give us the same status as is enjoyed by the people in Canada. 

-or in Australia, in Ireland cir in South Africa . My humble submission is 
that no amount of provincial autonomy would raise us in the estimation of the 
people outside this country, and therefore so far as the question of honour 
is concerned, so far as the question of sentiment is concerned, we continue 
to be slaves, we continue to be a subject race unless we. get freedom in the 
central e-:overnment. If the central government becomes free, if we get 
the dominion status such as is enjoyed by the countries just 

.mentioned by me, it is then and then alone that we can 
claim to be free people and that we shall be received with respect by free 
countries outside our own country. Tiil then we shall be. a . subject race 
just as we have been for so many years before, Provincial .autonomy 
·seems to have a charm, some sort of magic for some people in this 
province. They do not realise that provincialautonomy after all is nothing 

· but a creature of administrative convenience. Assume for the moment 
that India was not such a big country as it is at present. Will there be any 

-question then of provincial autonomy? Supposing the Punjab. of itself 
formed the whole of India, would anybody raise the question of divisional 
autonomy or of district autonomy-e-the people living in the Rawalpindi 

-division should be absolutely independent of the central government at 
Lahore and people living in. the Multan division should have an autonomy 
-or self-government of their own independent of the control of the central 
government at Lahore? No such question would arise. (A voice: What 
.about America?) We know something about America, we have not been 
churning water all this time. · Well, Sir, this is so far as the sentiment for 
freedom or liberty, the aspiration tobe a free man is concerned. We shall 
never be. free unless we are free in the central government, unless we are 
in a poaition to regulate oui relations with countries outside India. It is 
only then that other countries would recognise that we are also a country, 
that we are looking after our own affairs ourselves and are not following the 
leading strings of another nation howsoever good, howsoever statesmanlike 

.and liberal and. howsoever much it may be the embodiment of virtues. 
Therefore to begin with I think I would be voicing the feelings of all the 
patriotic members of this Council when I say that the first thing that we 
want is freedom in the central government, freedom to look after our own 
..affairs so far as the central government is concerned, and it is then thatthe 
question would arise how to regulate the administration of various pro 
vinces. But we find that after having made a certain recommendation. 
in their report _the gentlemen forming the majority of the Committee want 
:that no further advance should. either precede or even · synchronise with. 
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[ Dr. 'Golrnl Chand Narang.] 
provincial autonomy. Tbat is really not a language which should have been. 
'used by people who claim not only to he statesmen but also patriots. They 
want to be ruled in so many spheres of administration .by the same bureau- 

. cracy, by the same ~un-dried bureaucracy which they have been condemning 
for such a Jong· time. There cannot be full provincial autonomy if it is 

, overshadowed by a go,ernment which is not free. Therefore my sub 
·. mission, Sir, if anything is to come out. of these discussions, would be-that the 
Binion Commission should be asked to recommend that dominion status. 
should be conferred upon this country, and then these intra-provincial 
rt>Ja.tions which are after all matters of detail can E>asily be settled after 
wards by ourselves. I have no objection if at the same time provisions are- 

- made for the administration of provinces provided suitable provision i~ . 
made· for autonomy in the central government on the same lines as is: 

· enjoyed by Canada and other self-governing· dominions. This is the th-st . thing~. ·., 
Then . I would also submit. that if it were possible this Council should 

suggest-to the Sim.on Commission through proper channel, of course, whatever 
that may, that if they are really agreeable to do anything substantial for 
India, if they Jire prepared to. recommend the same status for India. as ilf 
enjoyed by otlter self-governing dominions, then they would be well advised 
to ma.-\e a declaration that as the case may be they are going to recommend'. 

• or thef ha:ve recommend 'that such a status should be conferred upon India • 
. , It will be. of great practical utility because as you know, Sir, the country, a~ 

least .- those who have the lead of the country at the present moment are 
- planning a · campaign. That campaign may not do Q.ny good to any- 
- body, but it may 'still be started if it is forced upon the leaders. I do not 
· Sl\y that' it would succeed, I do· not say that it would fail, but certainly 
: · it .would cause a great commotion, a _great agitation in this country end it 
\would upset many' things. Therefore, if the Simon Commission is so in- 
'. clined it will be well advised to make a declaration to that effect. · 

.Then we come to the constit~tion which has been recommended by the 
majority of the C9mmittee of this province. · The fundamental point there, 
is that of the electorates, because that is the first step towards the eonsti- 

· tution. What is .tho ·recommendation. that .they have made.. They have- 
expressed . pious thoughts _ here and there. · Like the memoranda of the, 

. Government they. have also indicated that separate electorates are· not 
. desirable things, yet they have recommended 'them {becau·se they find that 
. in the present state of evolution of this province, according to them joint 
. electorates eannotbe introduced in this province. .They iµay have separate· 
.. electorates, they may elect their own members with their own votes; 
. They are quite welcome to do so, ·: But let them not say that the Punjab, 

.is thereby going to have representative government. The Punjab 'cannot 
have representative government so long as the electorates are separate 
and the representation to the Council is eommnnal. The matter has been 

_ discussed over and over again in the Press and on scores and hundreds of 
. platforma and, to a certaitl extent in this House also, and I need not go into 
, the vario:ns aspects of this question. ·. But I would, as_k {be honourable mem- 
bers to try to visualise the frame wor-~ .. of the governme~t whieh would be 
evolved if the recommendations of· the lllajor,ity a~e -~rried: out ... I . sh~ll! 
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try to draw the picture, howsoever faint and incomplete ~t may be. The 
province is cut into three parts, the Muhammadan Punjab, the Sikh Punjab 
.and the non-Muslim Punjab. In the first place I may assure you that there 
is a large body of Hindus who do not like that their name should totally 
-disappearfrom the constitutional manuals and books of rules and regulations 
-of this country. They still firmly: believe that - this country of Hindustan 
was their country. It has really cut them to the quick to find that· the word 
"''Hindu" has totally disappeared from the literature relating to the elec 
torates 'and elections and so on. They are no longer Hindus, · but they are 
non-Muslims. (Interruption). The feeling is so keen on this point, - that 

.some Hindus wanted to non-co-operate and to abstain from taking.any part 
in the elections or voting until their name was restored. · Well, it is not a. 
very difficult thing to substitute, as the Nawab Sahib has suggested, the 
-expression 'Hindus and others' .for the expression 'non-Muslims.' Just 
.as you have Muslims and Sikhs, similarly you may have Hindus and: others. 

- It may be after .all only a sentimental thing, but in this world sentiment 
plays a very important part and it cannot be entirely ignored. , But that 

- was only by the way. We start with these three divisions of this province, 
'the Muslims in one compartment, the Sikhs in - another and the Hindus 
huddled, if I may say so, in- another miscellaneous enclosure consisting of 
Christians, Anglo-Indians, Europeans and all sorts o-f people fo;r whom no 
names in the constitution except "non-Muslim' can be found. 

Then we come to the votes. Candidates have to state in their nomina 
tion papers.: to ·-which community •they belong. The Hindus would of 

-course have to say ' non-Muslim ' and not 'Hindu' because· they would 
'not be recognised as Hindus .and their nomination papers would be 'invali 
dated; The Sikh has to state that lie. 'is a Sikh, and if it is questioned if he 

iis a Sikh or not, then a declaration has been prescribed and he has to make a 
declaration that he believes in this, and that and does not believe in ·this_ 
.andehaf and so on and then alonehis nomination paper would be considered. 
Then, the Muslim has of course to state that he is a Muslim. At the elections 

-Muslims can cast votes only for Muslims, the Sikhs for· the Sikh candidates 
-only, The Bikhs will have. nothing to do as to, who goes to the Council on 
behalf of the Muslims. The non-Muslims nnrst vote for the non-Muslims. 
The Council that is. thus framed has to work jointly. - They are all required 
to vote on any question that comes before the House. No law can be framed 

-unless each member is given an opportunity to vote on it and there may 
.not be any sectional law such as the Hindu law, Muhammadan law or non 
Muslim law or Sikh law. But the members returned by one community 

.are not .to be influenced by others. Already they come into the Council 
through the electorate of their own. What happens ? They have absolutely 
no obligation to the other communities because they know that they are 
-entirely independent . of the members of other communities. They were 
returned by their own brethren in faith and they can snap their fingers 

.at the sentiments and at the requirements of other communities altogether. 
Then, let us suppose for a moment that this Council is formed, then we 

have to form a cabinet to carry out the executive work of the Council. The 
-eabinet is naturally to be formed out of the _members of the Council and 
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( Dr. Goknl Chand Narang.] 
according to the well-established principles of representative .government ' 
on which so much emphasis has been laid by our learned friends of the 
majority party, a cabinet can only be such as enjoys the confidence of the 
majority in the Council. Otherwise it will not _be able to .~ta.nd a single· 
day and no stable cabinet would be possible unless every member in the 
cabinet enjoys the confidence and approval of the majority in the Council. 
Now,' what is that majority? How is that constituted? In England it is 
possible that there is a majority sometimes of persons holding one set of politi 
cal views, sometimes of persons holding another set of political views. We 
have Liberals, Conservatives and we have the Labourites. A time may 
come whena small independent party may also. gather power and· another 
party may arise in England. But bow are those parties to be determined ? By· 
their political views, by their political programmes and not .by the church. 
they frequent or by the religious creed that they profess. The constitutional 
safety of the parties in other countries which are governed by constitutional 
governments lies in this that the majority is changeable,· is removable. 
['o:day one party enjoys the majority, to-morrow another.· Brit under the 
recommendations of the majority of the Reforms Committee it would be 
impossible for any change in the majority in this Council. (A voice: What 
about other provinces?) I will come to other, provinces later. Don't 
be impatient. There is no time limit. I think I will be allowed to have 
my full say. 

A voice: We have two days more. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Now, the Ma.jority report is very 

generous from one point of view, and that is, that in order to secure. ad- 
vantages for their brethren in other provinces they have reduced their majo 
rity in this province from 56 per cent. t,o 51 per cent. 

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan: It is not 51 per cent. It is 50-.4 per· 
cent. 

Dr. Golml Chand, Narang: Very' well, as small a majority as pos 
sible, but still a majority, still an unchangeable majority. Therein lies. 
the sting of the thing. My learned friend, Mr. Din Muhammad said, 
if I am not mistaken, that even if there are general- electorates, sometimes, 
Muhammadans will come in larger numbers, sometimes the Hindus and so 
on, and thus one community has to be in a majority. But then, that 
majority will be returned both by you and me, and not by you alone. Ir 
the Hindus come in a majority as the result of elections, they will be in the- 
Council oh the strength of your votes as well as my votes and they will not 
be entirely devoid of allegiance to the various communities in the province- 
and to the members of the different communities in the. Council. What 
would Mr. Din Muhammad care for me if he is not to depend on me for a 
vote, if he is not to depend upon the whole of this side for his support at the· 
elections ·? · 

Then, he said.that Muhammadans form a different nation. If that.is. 
the sentiment and if I were in the position of England, I would not advance 
this province by one-hundredth of an inch. If he looks upon the Hindus 
and the Muhammadans and Sikhs of this province or of this country as. 
members of different nations, he does not deserve to have one iqta of politic al 
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reform for this j rovirx e, ar.d it would be sheer folly on the part of those who 
have €,Ot the rower to revise the constitution to give anything to a province 
which contains such luminaries as my honourable friend from Gujranwala 
who looks upon the different communities as different nations. Because 
he uses the word 'Allah' and I use the word 'Parmeshwar,' because he 
believes in the ' Koran ' and I believe in ' Vedas, ' because he prays one way 
and I pray in a different way, we belong to different nations as if he bad 
come· from Honolulu and his blood and bones and flesh and every part of qis 
body was. not mcde of the soil and dust of this country. That is the senti 
ment that he has expressed and at the same time be wants provincial auto 
nomy for this province. It would be sheer folly, it would be extravagance 
on tho part of the Simon Commission to make any recommendation for 
provincial autonomy to this province if.this is the index of the mentality of 
the majority community in this province. What can we expect from them 
when they are in power? What is the difference between the present 
government and the future government ? Because even now we are governed 
by an alien nation and even according to the recommendations of the Com· 
mittee it will be the government of one nation over other nations, if 
we accept the theory of my honourable friend Mr. Din Muhammad. It will 
not be the members of the same nation ruling over that nation, but it will 
be the rule of one nation over the other nations. What is the incentive 
to the present minority communities to change their masters if even in the 
future they are to be ruled by a different nation ? Mind you, all these 
Muslim brethren would not condescend to call themselves brethren of the 
Hindus or the Sikhs if they think that they belong to a different nation, 
if they think that they are not Indians; but that they are Muslims and 
that they are members of the Muslim nation. This is the first time I have 
heard that Muslim is synonymous with nation. I rely upon the sentiment ex· 
pressed by our great poet, Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal, 1ihat the Great Prophet 
of Arabia only laid the foundation of Muslim religion and not of Muslim 
nation. He formed only a community of people believing in certain set of 

· doctrines. He never said that the Mussalmans were to form a nation by them· 
selves. If he had said that the Muslims were to form one nation, then there 
should be one King for all the Muelims in the world. There should not be 
any diversity of interest, no difference in political privileges or rights 'bet· 
ween one Muhammadan country and another. It would then mean that 
one nation bas been 'fighting against itself, bas been ruling the same nation 
and overthrowing the same nation and so on. 

Here is the mentality. With this mentality my learned friends want 
majority in this province and they want provincial autonomy for this pro· 
vince, and they do not want to be ruled, they do not want to be superintend 
ed over, they do not want to be directed or to be controlled by any out 
side agency. Tbey want to have full power. This is what they want. My 
submission is this. - If the majority report is to be followed by the Simon 
Commission, if their recommendations are going to be based upon this, 
I speaking for myself and I hope, I am representing the views of the whole 
of the community to which I have the honour to belong, we do not want 
provincial autonomy, if it is to be given to a community which believes that 
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Mr. President: If the motion referred to by the honourable member 
is only a part of .his speech he is welcome to deal with it, but if he expects 
it to be proposed. from the chair, I am afraid I shall have to disappoint him. 

Now, Sir, you would remember that before it had been decided what 
procedure shall be adopted · in connection with the business' of to-day, I· 

· sent up a number of amendmenta. Of course those amendments by 
the procedure which has been adopted by a decision of this House 
cannot now be moved. ·But I have submitted another amendment to which 
I would draw the attention of the House now . that I have done with my 
~relim.inary remarks and I come to the actual various details of the provin 
cial administration. That motion, I would not call it an amendment, it is 
a. substantive motion which I put before this House with your permission, 
Sir, is this. · 

[Dr. Gokul Chand Na.rang.] 
, it is-not a community and a part of the Indian nation but which claims to be 
a different nation which is claiming to rule over another nation called the 
Hindus. We do not-want any such Swaraj. That would not be Swaraj, 
that would. be another domination of one nation by another nation, a sub 
stitute, as I have said, of one for the other. And this is riot what either 
the Hindus or the Sikhs if they are to be treated as · different nations can . 

. ever agree to. . Unfortunately the framers of . the majority report did not 
:full.Y realize the import of their recommendations or if. they did, I am not 
going to impute any motives, do not be anxious, then I would submit, if they 
fully realised then, they committed this blunder khowingly arid deliberately 
and I await even now to hear what defence they can have for making these 
recommendations. We are all crying for representative government, gov 
ernment of people for the people by the people. That is .ai trite maxim of 
politics. Which are the people who are to be governed ? . Who are _ the. 
people to govern ? Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims living in .this province. Wh~ 
are to rule over them ? Muslims ; and for whom · are they going to govern 
them ? Surely not for the benefit of Hindus. In any case when they secure 
the majority with this mentality they can never be expected to have the 
same tender regard for the interest of the Sikhs and the Hindus as for their own 
because ex kypothesi, as laid down by my friend Mr. Din Muhammaad, the 
Hindus and Sikhs form. separate nations, I do not say Sikhs. form a separate 
nation. (A Voice : Sikhs do not form a separate. nation)'. Thenk you for 
the correction. Sikhs and Hindus form one nation and the Muhammadans 
form another. .It does not make the slightest difference to the argument which 
1 am submitting whether the Sikhs are separate from Hindus or not. They 
will soon demonstrate it. Personally I shall be very happy if the Sikhs get 
up and say we are Hindus. I am prepared to embrace them as my brethren . 
But the pity of it is that they' do not admit that claim. · '.rhey claim they 
have separate scriptures, separate beliefs, separate prophets and in spite 
of this if they are prepared to listen to the advice of the learned friend from 
Gujranwala. (Mi. Din Muhammad) I shall be very happy .because they are 
after all originally a part of the Hindus and if they revert again to us; I shall 
be very happy to embrace them. But let. us see whether they are' prepared 
to act upon the suggestion · made by the honourable member. 

• 
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Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Lshall first read it, Sir, and then 3'Wait 
tor your decision. The motion that I beg to move before this· House sub· 
jeet to the ruling of the chair, is this ! _ -~-. · , 

"This Council disapproves of the report of the majority of the Punjab Reforms C om 
mittee inasmuch as it is in.JOn':dstent with the notes of the other members of 
the Committee." · 

Before you· give your ruling, I would ask your permission to say a few 
words in connection with the. motion. The procedure agreed to to-day 
in this Ho'JSe .•.••• 

Mr.'Din Muhamma,d: Can a motion be moved by the honourable 
member at this stage during the course of a. speech '} This · offends .all the 
standing orders on the point. 

Mr. President: I thinkthe House decided this morning that there 
port of the Reforms Committee be discussed and that it is in compliance with 
that decision of the House that discussion is now going on. Discussion 
means an investigation or examination of the pros and cons of a matter by 
arguments for and against it. Therefore, no motion should be moved in 
the course of the debate, except as a part. of one's speech. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : What I want t-o submit in connection 
with this motion ... (A voice : It is .not a motion). Whatever it is. The 
President has called it a motion, ~you may call it by any name, It will 
still be a rose. You may call it a thorn, no doubt it has a thorn (laughter). 
Now, Sir, what the Council by its procedure has done to-day is really unpreee 
dented and I. ..... 

Mr. President : The honourable member and his party are responsible 
for sanctioning that " unprecedented " procedure. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I thought that would be said. I agreed 
with every word that you stated in the beginning that the only way which 
any civilized deliberative body could adopt .•.•.• 

Cbaudhri Zaftullah Kbau: Can a m3:n'J3r mw disaas s as to wh:i.t 
should have been done'} 

Mr. President: So long as he is relevant he should not be interrupted. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : Wha.t I mean to submit is, I am not go 

ing behind your decision, or the decision of the Oounsil but what I mean to 
submit is this, that this Council has .still an opportunity to save the situation, 
to save its face, I adopt the words of the Honourable Revenue Member. 
When "1:ie motion was accepted that the report of the Punjab Reforms Com 
mittee may not be considered but ma.y be discussed, it meant that it was 
not to be treated as if it was the report of a. select committee on a bill and that 
it could. not be discussed clause by clause. But I still maintain, subject to 
what you may decide, that-it is still open to the House to record its opinion 
in a formal and definite manner on the report as a. whole without going 
into the various clauses, and . unless that is done I am sure you would agree 
with me that all these 8 days' debate would be a waste of breath. 

Mr. President: I am at one with the learned doctor, but if- the 
'House decides only to talk out the report, and not. to express its agreement 
-or disagreement with it, it is its own doing. 



Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Is it not too much to expect that when 
these five or six hundred pages of the reports c,f the proceedings of these three· 
days' debates go in a big bundle to the Secretary to the Simon Commission he- 
would even take the trouble to remove .the cover ? It is, humanly speaking, 
improbable that he will even remove the cover. If this House had recorded'. 
its opinion on a definite point that would have been a business of ten 
minutes to peruse. Even now what I want to submit is this· that the House 
can adopt a procedure by which without expressing its opinion on each 
clause separately it can pat its view on record on the report as a whole so, 
that the Commission if it cares to look at the report of to-day's proceedings. 
or of these three days' proceedings would know what the opinion of this 
House with respect to the report as a whole is, and I would submit that. 
the. decision which is already arrived at dots not .. :. ~ . 

Pir Akbar Ali : May I know if the honourable member is .speaking 
on the motion beforo the Honse or be is suggesting a thing that should have· 

· been done. He is not now discussing the motion hefore the Honse as I 
understand. He is not discussing the report at all. 

Mr. President: I sympathise with the honourable doctor and' 
others in this House· who share his views. It should not be con 
sidered, however, that by passing that motion the Council has debarred'. 
itself from moving motions adopting, rejecting or modifying the recom 
mendations of the Reforms Committee. The motion passed this morning 
is that the Council do proceed to discuss the report of the Reforms ' Com- 
mittee. The discussion niay be a mere talk-out, or it may assume the 
shape of motions for the adoption, the rejection, or the- modification of the- 

. report. But I do not mean to allow any member to move any motion with 
out a written notice. So, if any member desires to move a motion he would' 
please give a written notice of the same. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: In case, Sir, my motion is ruled out of 
order, it will still serve a useful purpose. As you were pleased to point out; 
it may serve to direct the debate which may follow. It may serve as a sort, 
of head note, if I may so put it, on which various honourable members may 
offer their comments or give their views . It would give them an oppor- 
tunity of comparing the majority report and the.minority notes and to bring· 
out the differences and'supporting either the recommendations of the majority· 
report or those of the minority note. · It will serve at least that purpose; 
But my motion is there. If the House oppose it or if some honourable mem 
bers of the House, particularly those who were so anxious to raise points of: 
order, want that the House: •.•...• 

Mr. President : I cannot allow only one of the honourable members; 
who a party to the decision arrived at this morning, to move a motion ; while 
the other-members of the House are under the impression that they cannot 
move any such motion. If the proceedings of the Council are to be communi 
cated to the Simon Commission the discussion should be finished in two, 
more days. So, if the honourable members of the Honas wish to move 
motions they are welcome to do so. But in every case a written notice of 
the proposed motion should be given to the Secretary before 8 P.M. to ... day. · 
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Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang.: Sir, · I was not questioning your 
ruling, nor the propriety of what you said. And I was glad that you agreed. 
with me so far as the merits of the decision of the Council to-day are con 
cerned. All that I wish to submit is that if this cannot be voted upon and if 
members who have beon so anxious to raise points of order do not want. 
that ...... 

Mr. President: Does the honourable member wish.his motion to be 
voted upon? 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang; - Th~t is what I move for, but I shall 
accept your ruling, Sir_. - 

Mr. President: My ruling is in your favour. But T wish to give the 
same opportunity to the other members, as you wish to avail yourself of. If 
members wish to move any motions, I allow them to draft their motions 
and hand them to the Secretary by three o'clock to-day. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: My motion is already there, Sir. I only 
want to ,know whether I can go on with the motion or not. 

Mr. President : The honourable member is well aware that no motion 
is before the House unless it is proposed from the Chair. 

. Dr. Gokul Chand, [Narang : I bow to your ruling, Sir. I agree it 
is not before the House. 

Mr. President: Is it the pleasure of the House that motions adopt· 
ing, rejecting or modifying the· report of the Reforms Committee should be 
moved, discussed and voted u"pon? (Voice.~: No, no.) _ 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : · On your question, Sir, whether the House 
is willing to have substantive motions for discussion, that side of the House 
has been so emphatic in their "noes" and that ends the matter. 

The motion I have moved is no longer before the House and I shall now 
proceed with the discussion of the report. 

Cbaudhri Zafrullah Khan-: Sir, reference has been made to this 
side of 'the House and so far as the two members of the Committee who si.t 
on this side are concerned, they are perfectly indifferent as to whether sub 
stantive motions are moved or whether there is only a general discussion. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I do not think I would be guilty of any 
breach of trust or betraying any confidence if I submit that during our delibe 
rations we were very particular at one stage to lay down certain general 
principles safeguarding the rights of all citizens of this country. And I want 
to draw the attention of. the House to the omission of those fundamental 
principles from the majority report which were considered at one time to be 
so important. What I wanted to be embodied in the report first of all was 
that there should be an express statutory provision with respect to certain 
fundamental matters, so .that there could not be any question of any in- 

. dividual suffering from any disadvantage. I would- even now submit that 
there should be a statutory provision in the reforms constitution which 
will lay down that all citizens of India shall be equal before the law, and 
shall possess .equal civic rights. it becomes absolutely necessary to embody 
such a provision in the revised constitution of acountry like India where the- 
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influence of caste is predominant and T think we require the help of a statute 
to remove the sting of caste superiority, ·of aristocracy verS?'8 de;mocracy, 
of the rich against the poor, of the Brahmin against the Pariah, of the touch 
able against the untouchable. It should be. in the · fundamental constitu 
tion of the country that no person shall by reason of his. religion or caste or 
creed be prejudiced in any way in regard to public employment, office of 
power or honour and in the exercise of any trade or calling. This is ~07 n1:atter 
which has been giving a great deal of trouble to the authorities who for the 
moment hold the reins of power in the 'country and it is a matter which. 
has been causing a great dsalof.hsart burning not only in this province but 
in other provinces as well, And it is therefore absolutely necessary that the 
Reforms constitutions should provide that no one shall be prejudiced by 
his religion or by his creed which may include even his· political or social creed 
or by his caste in the matter of appointment to places of honour .or power 
under Government. It has led to a great deal of evil in this country and we 
want that this shall cease to exist. · · ·· 

Then, Sir, what we want is that all citizens shall have equal rights to 
the use of public roads, public wells and admission .to public andaided schools. 
You are aware. Sir, that in this province just as in some othe! provinces there 
are people who are debarred from the use of public wells 1!,D.d are not per 
mitted to enter' public schools or schools which receive . aid from public funds, 
And unfortunately even the enlightened .publie opinion .. of this province 
was, up to .a very recent time and probably eve,a to this day is, not 
prepared to remove that disability. Yoa are a ware, Sir; · that a.' resolution 
was moved in this House that all public wells should be -thrown: open 
to the use of all people irrespective of their caste or breed and this resoluton, 
the civilised world outside India would be shocked to learn, was -defeated by 
a majority of votes in this Council. We -therefore want that f?UCb, a thing 
"Should · be provided for in the statute. It . is .a matter of v.ery great. regret, 
if not of actual shame, that the enlightened representatives of . tho most 
advanced country in Europe also joined the Mub.ammadan party · in this 
Council in defeating. that resolution. All tb.e Hindus · and all the Sikhs 
voted for the resolution and all the Muhammadans and the official members 
voted , against. it. (Mr. J. G. Beazley : Qt1;estion). If my sta.tement is 
challenged I shall directly refer to the proceedings. · 

Mr. President: It is two o'clock now, so the honourable member 
will continue his speech to-morrow. · 

Before the Council disperse to-day I once more wish to invite the atten 
tion of the honourable members to their right of discussing the report of .the 
Reforms Committee by moving motions approving, disapproving, adopting 
or modifying its recommendations. I wish particularly to. ask the leaders 
of the various parties and their colleagues whether they wish to adopt that 
procedure. It. they wish, they would please say so and hand over their 
motions by three o'clock to the Secretary. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: For our ,p:i,rt oar leader is away in 
·. England and I have to consult other members before expressing our party 
view. We shall send up motions if we so decide before three o'clock as von 
suggest, •. · 
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Mr. President : What I am particular about is that the other mem 
bers of .· the House may also know tbat one party has decided to move 
motions, so that they also may, if they care to do so, hand in .their motions. 
I do not wish that one party may take undue · advantage of . the ignorance· 
of the other members of the Council; All members are entitled. in fairnees, 
to receive the same treatment. 

Dr. Golml Chand, Narang: May I ta.lee it, Sir, that it has been. 
decided that we could send in amendments by three o'clock to-day? 

Mr. President : If the honourable member is unable to come to a. 
decision immediately, no amendments shall . be allowed' to be handed over 
to the Becretary., But if he and his party come to a .decision now the 
remaining members of the House shall also be able to decide· whether 
they shall table amendments or not. 

Dr. Golml Chand, Narang: Il that is your ultimatum; in .0.c way 
I do not mean any bad sense-I will submit that the motion I h~vemoved 
before this House may be taken to have been given notice of by me\. 

Mr. President: No. The honourable member will have:· to give 
notice of his motion and the other honourable members may also to. follow 
the same course. But let the House clearly understand that the cijseussion 
and disposal of all the motions· must, end by 1 o'clock on the 20th. instant 
if the proceedings are to be sent to the Aimon. Commission in time. 

Mir Maqbool Mahmood : On a point of order, Sir. Is it in order 
for the leaders of any party at this stage, once it has been decided that there 
shall be only a general discussion, to move such an amendment which would 
go against the vote of the House ? 

Mr. President: No statement made by any member can alter or 
change the rights of the members. of the House. I think a motion to discuss 
does not preclude motions for modification, etc. 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : May I point out that 
your . ruling is not quite · clear ? so· far as the general discussion on the 
first part of the .resolution is concerned certain members have had their 
full say on the subject and there 1tre others who are waiting to speak and 
they will do so .to-morrow or the day after. If you now proceed to admit e. 
motion of this nature, either from this side or from the other;then it means 

· · that the discussion will be confined to that particular motion with the result 
that the other 'members who wish to take part in the general discussion will 

· be deprived of the opportunity of expressing their opinion. The. discussion 
will be concentrated upon the particular motions and we have got. only. two· 
days before us with the result that other members will be denied the oppor 
tunity of. expressing their views at all on the report as a. whole. The deci 
sion arrived at this morning that there shall be a general discussion without 
any substantive amendments being taken up is fair to all parties andaeed 

· not be gone back upon, · All members ~ have· the opportunity of ta.king 
part in the general discussion, and now to admit substantive motions will 
be extremely unfair and will go against th~ wishes of the House as expressed . 
by the vote this morning. · 
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Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: May I say a word about what the 
Honourable Minister has said '} I think he has proceeded on the wrong 
supposition that those honourable members who have not spoken up to 
this time will be deprived of the opportunity of having their say on the 
.report as a whole. He is entirely mistaken on that; No amendment is now 
going to be sent in which would go against the decision arrived at this 
morning, that the proposals shall not be discussed. The amendments would. 
be in the form that I have submitted, either that the minority report Jllay be 
adopted or thrown overboard or something of that kind. That would 
mean that every member can speak on any part of the report ._ or on the 
'report as a whole. 

Mr. President : Then, nothing . shall be gained by making such an 
amendment. • "'- · . . 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: With great respect to you, you yourself 
were pleased to say that the present discussion is like the discussion of a bill 
clause by clause after it has returned from the select committee. 

Mr. President : There is no expressly prescribed procedure. So 
the Council may follow such procedure as it may consider . reasonable. 
'rhere is, however, a great force in what the honourable Ministerfor Local 
Self-Government has- said. 

The Honourable Mallie Firoz Khan, Noon : Apart from the diffi 
culties I have pointed out there is also this additional thing to .be considered. 
Suppose amendments come from both sides of the House, how are you 

, going ·to decide the priority of the motions? You will have, probably, to 
hold a ballot and by the· process of the ballot some motions will necessarily 
have to come later and cannot come up for discussion for want of time. 

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : Supposing you . decide to allow such 
motions and overcome the difficulties pointed out by the Honourable Minister 
and the substantive motions are- takenup .by the Council, inasmuch as our 
views as expressed in the report of the · Committee will come in for criticism 
we will have to reply to it. . .· . 

Mr. J. G. Beazley : May I also enquire, Sir; whether non-official 
substantive motions may. be moved on a day· which has· not been allotted 
for nqn-official business. 

Mr. President: Then on the whole it appears to be inevitable that 
we should proceed with a general· discussion of the Report. 

It has been suggested that from· to-morrow we may meet from 9 · to 
1 P. M. instead of from 10 to 2. I wish to consult the convenience of members • 

. Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : It will be impossible for the mofussil 
members to be present here at 9. 

(After t,akim,g the sense of the Hoose). 
Mr. President : As the wish of the House is to hold the sittings from 

10 io 2, the Council shall meet accordingly. 
The Council then adjourned till 10 A.M. on Thursday, the 19th Septem 

ber 1929. 
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Dr .. Gokul Chand, Narang LNorth-West Towns, (Non-Mnhammadanj'; 
., Urban): Sir, yesterday when I was discussing the question of the neces 

sity for a provision in the reformed constitution regarding the admission of 
all citizens to the use of public wells, roads and admission, to.publie and .aided. 
schools I made a statement that when.a resolution was moved in this Council 
in order to .aohieve that <il;>ject in this province.. the officials .and · the· · 
Muhammadan members of this Council opposed the · resolution . while all 
the Hindus and the Sikhs unanimously supported it. That statement 
was challenged by . the learned Chief Secretary to the Government. F. 
pointed out that the resolution which. was then ,, before the House 
was more or less of the same character. I did not think that my 
statement would be challenged and therefore I did not have the neees 
sary reference at hand. I have now got the reference and I am glad to find. 
that the statement I made is entirely supported. by the record and I regret 
very much that my honourable friend, the Chief Secretary to the Govern 
ment, is wrong. The resolution exactly was this. '' This Council recom 
mends to the Government to take necessary steps to ensure that people of 
the untouchable classes are not prevented from drawing water from public 
wells in charge of local bodies." The question was put by you, Sir, and 
the Council divided. There were 20 Ayes and 29 Noes. These 20 Ayes were 
composed of Hindus and Sikhs and the 29 Noes were composed. of the 16 
officials and 18 Muhammadans who were then present. This state of affairs. 
requires to be remedied at once. The untouchables are not a v.ery small 
number· even in the Punjab. The Chamers alone number about 8 Iakhs 
and to depress such a considerable section of humanity for ever and to debar 
them from the social amenities which are open to the other citizens of the· 
country is. certainly anything but just. Of course, it would be said that 

· the Hindus are responsible for it. Well, I concede that it was at one time 
• the superstition of the Hindus and the ambition of certain classes of them, 
the so-called higher classes,. that was responsible for the depression of this 
class of people. But now the Hindus have officially declared that they are 

. not for maintaining these distinctions. It is strange that people who run 
down caste and who run down Hindu society as caste-ridden people should 
be opposed to any proposal for the uplift of these backward classes while- 

B - 
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[ Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang.] · 
the Hindus and their cousins, if I may so call them, the Sikhs, should be una 
nimous in support of such a proposal. The matter concerns also the ad 
mission of these people to the public schools. On this point I should like 
to say that there are certain people, who no doubt out of very good. 
motives, are of the opinion that education should be made available for these 
untouchables also. and that separate schools should be opened for them. 
This proposal is just on a par with· the view of certain orthodox Hindus 
who say that the untouchables must surely be provided with good water 
but that separate wells should be sunk for them. The educationists who 
recommend separate schools are of the same type as the orthodox Hindus · 
who propose-separate wells for the depressed classes. No doubt, the. one 
proposal would give the poor people enough wa.ter as the other would give 
them some amount of education. But ultimately this would do them more 
ha.rm than good. If . I were a member of the so-called depressed classes 

· and if I were told that I would not be admitted to the model schools main 
tained out of public funds, but that separate schools would be provided for 
me and my people with very good trained teachers who would give very effi.~ 
oient education, I would say that I would rather go without any education 
than be relegated to such a position which is calculated to pei:petuate my 
slavery and depress me for ever. I have often warned my friends of the 
depressed classes that they should never ask for separate privileges, because 
that would tend to crystallise and stereotype their depressedness, They 
would for ever be branded with the mark of inferiority. For these reasons, 
I think it is absolutely necessary that a provision like the one I have men· 
tioned just now should be made. 
. .., Next, I wish to draw the attention of the House to a very important 
matter, i.e., the admission of.the depressed classes to the various public ser 
vices of the country. I asked a question in this Council whether the depri 
vation of the opportunities of service · for the depressed classes particularly 
in the Police Department was justified by the provisions in the Govern 
ment of India Act which say that a person's caste, creed or religion should 
not be a bar. to his opportunity of service under the Crown. I was .told in 
reply that it was a matter of policy and that there was nothing in the Gov 
ernment of India Act which ran counter to .that policy. This was most 
heart-breaking. It means that one of the most enlightened Governments - 
says that a certain class of His Majesty's subjects entitled to citizenship of 
this Empire shall be deprived of opportunities of 'service under the Crown 
on no other ground than tha.t they happen to be born in that class. It 
is absolutely necessary- tha.t this policy should· be knocked on the head by 
an authoritative provision in the revised statute; 

Then I proeesd to the next point. I w11,nt that no pirt of the public 
funds · shall be employed for the endowment of any religion or used direotly 
.or inclireotly for the propagation and te3.ching any religion. This evil also 
exists a.t present ; or in any osse there is soma a.anger that public funds · 
m1,y be diverted to partienlar uses or mis-uses and therefore, it is neoess:uy 

. th!i.t such a provisioa should ba rmde, No religion should ba recognised 
by ths Indian States and no amount of public funds should be spent for the 
propagation or te1ohin5 or eadowm snb of a'J.y religion. Every religion will 

.have to provide for itself. 0)6a'lt~ ·with this, and in fa.et consequential to 
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this, there should be· another provision .that all laws which impose or are like 
ly to.impose any disability on any citizen of the Punjab on account of his 
caste or religion shall be abrogated. T.his may knock otlt some of ths laws 
which are now in force and prevent the enaetmsnt of certain law .. which 
·some. people have in contemplation. Caste privilege and , caste disability 
should both disappear if we want to occupy a place of equality and honour 
.among the civilised nations of the world. 

Then Sir, I turn now to more, important matters, In case communal 
electorates are continued, it would seem inadvisable to extend the franchise 
beyond that recommended by ths Punjab Government, provided tha-t all 
matriculates may be granted the right to v ote for tha Punjab L3Jis'lative 
Council. The Government have reeo n nsadsd th:tt to the present list of 
voters tenants paying an annual revenue of Rs. 25 m1y be added. The 
majority report.has recommended that all land-holders paying Rs. 5 as land 
revenue may ha enfranchised and th':l.t all tenants paying Rs. 10 as land re· 
venue may also ha enfranchised. My submission is th3,t in the present state 
of evolution of the province for reasons which have been given already in 
the official memorandum, it is not expedient that the franchise should be 
extended. Our ideal may be adult franohise. B!1t when those people in 
the west who are centuries ahead of us have not yet a,ttained that ideal, or 
for practical reasons have not thought it fit to introduce that system, it is 
simply preposterous to expect that India which is still on the threshold 
of constitutional advance should adopt adult franchise. 

I now proceed to another important point and that is this. As long 
as the principle of separate electorates and communal representation con· 
tinues in any province, all the major communities in the province must be 
represented in the cabinet of the province subject to the condition that no 
one should be appointed Minister unless he commands the confidenos of the 
members belonging to his community, nor shall he be removed from his office 
unless .at least two-thirds of the members belonging to his commu 
nity join in the adverse vote against him. This is one of the 
most fundamental propositions with which this House has to deal. 
After all, if the .Governmanf is to be made representative in the 
proper sense of the word it can adopt only one of two methods. Either 
communal representation should totally disappear. Thsn it would not 
matter whether five Muhamm1dans are appointed as Ministers or five 
Sikhs are appointed as MinistE;irs or five Hindus, if there ware any such 
luck reserved for them, were appointed Minist·ers. No one will have any 
ground to grumble j ust as in Bngland · no 003 can grumble if· all tbs cabinet 
is composed of all Protestants. or all Bomsn Catholics or all Jaws. But 
if communal representation is to ba continued and still the cabinet is to 
possess a rapresantativs character as far a;~ msy be possible in those ciroum 
stauces, it would not be .representabive unless all the important communities 
of the provlnes are rajres mted on tha esbinet. This is the first part of this - 

.proposition o] mina, Tha question would ba how to brin~ them a.11 in. 
The learned authors of the m1jority 1raport have only left things to chance. 
They have contented themralves by s1yin5 that in all probability all com 
munities would ha represented. But,. Sir, the minorities ean never ba 
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[ Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang.] 
=satisfied with these· good wishes or with this optimism only. When a con 
stitution has to be drafted specific provision must be made in order to provide- 

. safeguards for the 'protection of the interests of the· minorities. I still feel, 
that it is not ·in accordance with the very best ideal that I 'should be asking 
that a Minister from this community and· a Minister from that community 
must necessarily be in the cabinet, but 'we have to face the eircumstancee., 
lf they insist upon the continuance of communal electorates and communaf 
representation, this is the necessary consequence. Without this no minority 
.eommunity. will feel safe and there 'fill always be biekerings in the provinee.. 
Then, again, Sir, the majority .report has not provided a.ny method by which 
representation on the cabinet of the various major communities may be 
secured. y It may depend upon the ,sweet will of the Chief Minister .. He 
will be appointed, according to the majority report, by the Governor and the 
remaining Ministers will be appointed by the Governor no doubt, but with 
the advice of the Chief Minister. And on the face of it their reasoning is 
very plausible. The. only · difficulty is that that reasoning would apply 
only to countries where .ther» is no communal representation. No cabinet. 
will stand for a moment · unless all the Ministers belong to · one party or to 
various parties which are prepared to work with one another. That is a 
matter of chance. Just think tor a moment what the practical result would 
be. Let us suppose that the Honourable Sir Fazl-i-Husain is appointed as, 
Chief Minister, or for the matter of that, my honourable friend Bardar 
Sikandar Hyat Khan is appointed Chief Minister by the Governor. Natu 
rally he knows that his position depends upon the support of the majority 
of votes in the Council. Naturally, that majority, if communal representation. 
continues, will consist of the members of his community. It will be impos 
sible· for him in these circumstances to recommend any man who does not. 
command the confidence of the same majority. It means then, in absolu 
tely clear words, that all the· Ministers would be appointed by the Muslim. 
majority in the Council, and in order to keep 'up appearances I would concede 
that they may be very generouslyinelined and they may take a Sikh and a 
Hindu. But what a Hindu and what a Sikh-when they would be chosen by 
the Muslim majority in the Council ! I would certainly congratulate the ho 
nourable Bai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Barn for he is bound to be selected' 
and none but he is bound to be selected. No doubt that would be the case 
r would not connect this part of my argument with anything else or with 
the etiology of the majority report, but I would confine myself only to my 
present argument that the provisions should be such as may not render it 
inevitable that a person who does not command the confidence of the mem- 

. hers of his community should be most eligible for selection by the communal 
.majority in the Council. It is therefore absolutely necessary that some 
(provision must be included in th~ statute. and I regret· that no such recom 
mendation has been made by :the majority report that no person belonging. 
to any community shall :be appointed a Minister unless the members of 
the Council belonging to his community approve. of his selection. 
Otherwise it is obvious that · he will not be the representative of 
the community to which he happens to belong- by the accident of birth 
but he will be the rsprssentative of the community that has appointed him. 
He will be practically a servant, if not an abject slave, of the communal 
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sajority, in the- Com.ieiL We know, Sir, I· do not mean. disr~pect again; 
.and you will permit me to again make a ·reference to the._ma~e~ in whioh 
•the official members of..this .House. v9te. They a.re the serv&n,ts _ of;the Crown 
~d: tl:lflY arEl 1Uilder a discipline. Their ~dividWtl opinions may be entirely 
.different but under· party discipline and as· they . are servants · of the Cr-own 
they have to vote as they al'.e d.Q:,epted; to, vote. That, does not sm:ely imply 

.any disrespect, il\l, any ease, I1ID.~a11.non~ wba.tSOEJVer •. N9w,, the.members 
;.-0f the cabinet wi!l be. in. the same poaf tion, They. will be. the servants of the 
Crown but they will be the nominees of the majority in the Council. They 

"Will be drawing their salary from the public funds but they will practically 
. ht the servants - of the majority because the majority can put them in, has 
put them in arid the majority can put _them out whenever it likes, and there 

.foee, whatever the opinions· of the Hindu and, Sikh· Mini't5ters may be, it would 
. be expecting the impossible from them that they should vote as they desire 
.and not vote as their Chief desires. In other words, they would be compelled 
. .to vote as the majority deci'des and the majority· would be· communal, 
permanent, unchangeable, irremoveable, which means that for ever, so long 

.as the system · continues, the Ministers belonging· tci the communities other 
.than Muslim community will be in name Hindus and Sikhs, but in practice 
.Musalmans, and that is not a contingency which is very pleasant to contem 
-plate, Then, again, Sir; I will not refer to the past-the past also bears 
-some testimony=-but as I have submitted, I will not make any reference 
·to it, The thing is there patent and it does 'not require any further argu 
.ment or proof. 

Then, Sir, once he is in, enjoying the confidence of the members 
,of the community to which he belongs, there must be some safeguard against 
.his removal bag and baggage, and if thepower of removal is left solely to 
.the majority community in the Council, it would be no good his being appoint 
.ed as a member of the cabinet because though he may be enjoying the 
,confidence. of the whole of his party or the whole of his community, still his 
position would be absolutely insecure, if the right of removal is left to the 

:majority community. It is for this reason that I suggest that he shall 
not be removed unless at least two-thirds of the members of the community 

:to which he belongs join in the adverse vote against him. Then alone, Sir, 
.the minority will be able to secure what they want ; they will have a Minister 
-of their choice, and they will be able to keep him there so long as he enjoys 
·the confidence of the party. The question would arise, will such a , cabinet 
-work ? When the majority knows that the other communities have to be 
.ropresented, it only follows that tqey shall also understand that the repre 
-sentatives o.l' the other communities have to remain there and therefore, 
any proviso which prevents them from exercising the tyranny of the majority 

-should not be distasteful to them. For these reasons, Sir, I would suggest 
-that these provisions should also be included in the statute. 

Then, Sir, I come to the most contentious point in ths whole reform: 
.agitation and the crux of the constitutional problem which we are discussing 
.to-day and that is this. I would propose that" so long as in any province 
;the majority community is not prepared to abandon communal electorates 



[Dr. Goknl Ohand, Naralng.] 
and communal representation; no community should be placed in a. position. 
of absolute majotjty "in the Council. It might be said....... .. . .: 

Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal: Reject democracy. . 
. Dr. Gokul Chand,. Narang: Then I shall be following the .. sage· 

.eounsel of my 1eam€d friend, the poet, who has himself advised : 
Gurez az tars-i-jamhuri Ghulam-i-pukhta kare-shau, 
Ki az maghz-do sad khare fikar-i-insane name ayad. 

I do not act upon it· . I do not 1:elieve in it, but the criticism comes, 
very illfrom the author of the stanza, . · . , 

. Dr. Sir Muliammad Iqbal: I have seen it from· personal experi- 
ence that it is bad. . . - 

:Dr. Gokul Chu1d, Narang: Then it is .very strange, Sir) that my 
very learned friend to wl cm we lcok for inspiration and Ior guidance and 
advice not only in matters literary and poetical 1::ut also in matters 
philosophical and political, it is really surprising that he sl culd 1::e here 
in that C!O" d which he has so beautif ully described in his verse which I have 
just, referred. to. Re ought to have sat apart Ircm this crowd so that he 
might not be contaminated by the agitation or infection of th .rest of the· 
jnembers, That was only aside. let us nowtake the praetieal side of 

, the criticism· that Dr. Sir Muliammad Iqbal hasdntended to convey :iJb 
his interruption. · He says "abolish democracy." Weil,. if communalism, 
$s to continue democracy is automatically, rpco facto abolished, because 
if we go· upon ideals, if we have to go upon abstract principles, then oer 
ta~y I maintain that communalism and democracy are things incom 
patible with each other and democracy cannot· exist in countries where 
gentlemen like Mr. Din Mubiimmad exist who describe themselves alf. 
belonging to a separate nation and rely upon the separation c,f their 
stock, religion, race, language and all that and want an artificial con· 

. stitution and not a constitution which would be conducive to the growth 
- ~f nationalism. My ideal, and I say in reply to the criticism ofmy honourable 
friend, Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal, my ideal is that all racial distinctions should 
be removed. Communal distinctions should be removed, all caste dis 
tinctions sl ould .be removed, man as man should be treated as a unit in the 
building up of the nation and we should aspire after a constitution which 
will help us in evolving a nation if it does n:ot exist. My ideal is to beat 
both the nations, if there are two in this country at present, into a pulp and· 
make them into one nation, if that method was at the disposal of human 
beings like us. That is my ideal. (Interruption). I do not believe as my 
learned friend does, that my religion is destructive of patriotism or rather; 
that patriotism is destructive of my .religion. You will l::'e surprised that 
the noble knight should have solemnly expressed a view that pa£riotism 

·•· is destructive of Islam. Feihaj s it will give a sl.ock arid, it will te a 
surprise which I see is already quite apparent in the face of my friendr 
Sikandar Hyat Khan. Nor dare the poet deny it. He has solemnly said 

. when referring to patriotism- 
A ur maehab-i-Lslam. ki jar katti' hai is se, 
Is that or is that not his verse? (lnterrupticm). I am replying to the·' 

. criticism whether democracy can exist in view of the recommendations I 
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am making, or whether democracy can exist where such mentality exists- 
that patriotism is destructive of Islam or that any religion can be ineom 
patible with patriotism. I would have congratulated my friend if he had rdn 
down patriotism from a higher point of · view as Rabindranath Tagore has 
done. Tagore says that patriotism itself from a higher point of view is narrow ... · 
mindedness. There is sense in that. Man as man, whether he is an American · 
or Indian, a Hottentot, a sweeper, a Brahman or a pariah, all are one. I 
can understand that. But I cannot understand his eommunalism on one 
side and his running dowri patriotism on the other. (Interruption). That 
might be his meaning, but he has not' expressed it in the verse which I have 
referred to. I say that so long as communal representation continues no 
community should be placed in a position of absolute majority. Why ? 
Because it is inconsistent with the democratic principles which my learned 
friend so much loves. I make this recommendation because I believe that 
communal majority at its best is but a form of tyranny and in any case .•.. 
(A voice: Will it apply to all provinces?) Yes. I remember your yester 
day's interruption. Do not be impatient. I would say at once that in no 
province the majority community of which is not prepared to abandon 
communal. electorates and communal representation political advance 
could be mado., That· is my ideal. I do not want that any community 
in any province whatsoever, whether Bihar, Madras or the United Provinces 
where the Hindus preponderate, should" be in a majority .as Hindus. In 
no province in India should the Muhammadtm9 be in a majority as such. 
(Hear, hear). · Let them come as Punjabis, let them come as Indians, let 
them occupy 99 per cent. of seats and I for one shall not raise my little finger 
against them. (Hear, hear~. I welcome that, because if I am crushed I shall 
h.e crushed by my own countrymen and not by foreigners like Mr. Din 
Muhammad. I am prepared to suffer if the suffering is caused by my own 
brethren and if I am killed by my own brother, I prefer that death to living 
under foreign domination or tyranny. ',rhat is my ideal. I am not for · 
having Hindu majority as such in one province and asking the MU91ims 
not to ask for a majority in another province. That would be absurd 
on the face of it and foolish and unfair and unjust and I shall not be guilty 
of that unfairness or injustice or such folly. I hope this will satisfy my 
friends over there. When we want to do away with communal electorates, 
let me point out that it is not that we are asking for it because we consider. 
that there would be an advantage to us in the . Punjab. Rather I realise, 
and many Hindus realise, that if communal electorates are abolished 
in this province, the Hindus would go to the wall. We know 
that. The Muhammadans in the Punjab are, I should say, unnecessarily 
and unwisely afraid of it. If l were a Muhammadan living in this province. 
I would have jumped at the proposal of the Hindus. I would say' All right, 
this means making over the whole Punjab to us.' Because it bas been 
demonstrated mathematically and geographically that if communal elec 
torates are removed the Punjab practically passes over to the Muhammadans. 
They will have 67 to 70 per cent. of seats in this province. We know that. 
(A voice : On the basis of adult suffrage?) No, even under the present. 
suffrage. That is what people do not understand. I can give you positive 
proof of it from the result of the joint electorates in this province. Take 
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{Dr. Gokul Chand, .N~g;]: . 
the . case of district hoards. (The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : 
Yes; Gurda<ipur.) Tfie Ifonourllhle Minister should be the fast person. to 
int'ettupt· like thia; because. I would r say.c- 

. In hama awaraa-i~fust. 
-Yon-.shl!llll<Lre:niember-tha.t. Now,"_take the ease ot,district boards. There· 
is· no 'communal eleotora;tes .in. the district: board elections- and what is the<· 
Tesult ?r '.Ilhei blue book- pmnted and': published, by the Government, itself, 
11h0-WR·that- the- Muham:maidtms, havefared very much better in: the district. 
beard. e•ections,. because· there is no eommneal representation. That is.·a;, 
statementi of. fact:. and tha;t: the Honourable· Minister who· is supposed· to. 
know: something: of, his, own &ubjoo.t, should, get up and throw an inter, 
-ruptio:ri like this:.ait mac is, indeed, a matter fer· surprise, 

Tlie lfonoura1,I~ Mhlik FirOZ' Khan, Nol)Ji : Before a".ly misnnder 
-standing·is created I' should like to offer· a word of 'explanation •. 

· Mr. ¥resident: Order, order. Two members should no: stand' in 
their seats at the same time, 

(Again the. Honourable Minister rose to speak). 
Dr. Gokul- Chand, N.arang : I have· not given way. 
Mt. President : . Order, order. Will the honoursblesmsmber please 

resume. his seat? -What does the Honourable Minister wish to sa.y ? 
The Honourable Malik Firo2; Khan, Noo11_: What I wanted to . 

stwte. was this, that the· honourable member had not stated the .real facts'. 
about the district board elections as they· exist. I wish to point out that· 
the electoral circles created in district board eleetione are made in such a 
,-ay: as to give preponderance to the various oommnnines according to their 
desert. Therefore, each community voting for its own candidate, the 
resnlt is what. 'the honourable member suggests. But his reas m ing is 
wrong.. 

Mr. President : The honourable member can correct the facts, 
if they are wrong. But if he wants to correct the reasoning of the honourable 
member, ha should wait till his speech is finished, 

The Hon~urable M dik Firoz Klin, N,:,11 ~- I did not wanb to 
correct his reasoning. I only wanted to apprise the Council of the infor 
mation which he has kept back. . 

D.t. Gi,kal Ciuuil, N ua11J: Th3 1 Hnoura.1:>le· Minister accepts 
my St!ttem,mt of facts. Ha say~ th'l.t ths prep mdsrsnea ofM·1h'tmrn1d!tns 
in t}i,~ district· boards is due to soma rmnipulation made by the departmsnf 
which has bean presided over by Sir Fazl i-Husain before a:11 now by him. 
I take it that it· may be due to that. But, after all, that predominance is - 
there. · · 

Now, it may be said as was said by Mr. Din Muhammad, that the safest 
test of counting the heads for franchise is still misleading, may be -unfair 
and -therefore the best course is to count the heads of the Hindus, of the 
'Sikhs andof the Muslims and then give them votes according to the number 
of heads that they possess ; and whether he did it consciously or uneon 
sci0'113ly, he even included children. He wanted a vote even for the baby 
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'ill® wa.s .born yesterday. I thinJdt would he disrespeet, to. the House to 
-ta.ke,up.its time,in dealing with. such arguments. and I would not therefore 
detain the House so far as that argument of Mr. Din Muhammad was con· 

- cem~~k Counting of, heads· has not :yet been · adopted: • evm iru England ; 
-~d1t was on1y a-fte11,a considerable struggle~ that onLy reoently;even· women, 
: un that country .have • been, given mmchise. We a11e fa this respect far ahead • 
of:~them, counting time·for time, for in the. very second Council we. gavel 

:the right·of vote- to ounwomen. · A long-time will: have to elapse befose we;, 
give thei right to new, born babies. as Mr. Din Muhammad suggests. But 

. so. long. as· this· thing oonninues, my submission is· that . to, have an absolute,, 
majority of one community in the Council as such. will be detrimental · t0:: 
the best. interests of the country. It is a .thing which might be thrust, upon· 

·the minorities by force; but it will not be a matter to. which they will be· 
. willingly a party. Of course, we lost this country by force, we did not, 

·voluntarily give this country to Englishmen, they took it by their grit, 
.by their sacrifrne,. by their enterprise and by their resourcefulness and: 
discipline and organisation and so on. That is a different matter, But 
we shall not mike it a sankalp .(gift) of our liberties, of our honour, of our 

life and property to a community which, if Mr. Din Muhammad's remarks 
.are, to be a guide, looks upon itself as a separate nation. - 

Now, Sir, I may say that there is an instance in one province of this 
country where this principle which is very much and very often announced 
and emphasised in this province has been abandoned. The principle which . 

.is very much emphasised in this province and which, if I am not mistaken, 
was the invention of the Hnnourabls Mian Sir Fasl-i-Huaain is that no 
majority community should be reduced to a minority. This , principle 
has been followed here and has been applied to the municipalities and other 

· local bodies. Assam has abandoned this principle. The Muslims in Assam 
.are only 28 per cent. and the Hindus are in overwhelming majority and yet 
the Hindus have placed themselves in a position of minority in their 

· own province. (A voice: Que3tie1n) Certainly, Sir, Honourable Sardar Sikandar 
Hyat Khan was present at the meeting where this announcement was 
made at Delhi and I reminded him that this statement was made by the 
European President of the Assam Reforms Committee at a meeting in which 

. members of all the Reforms Committee took part. All that he said then was 
-I remember the conversation distinctly-that there the Hindus are not 
in a majority, because they are classed as miscellaneous, but on this point 
I joined issue with him. Apart from that, as I have just submitted, 
so ~mg as members want to come to this House as followers of this religion 
or that religion they have no right, no sanction of any constitutional law 
or any principle of democracy to claim a majority, unchangeable, irremovable 
majority in a · legislative body. On this point it may be of interest 
to this House to know that a Hindu member of the Punjab Reforms Oom 
mittee, after all, made soma contribution. to the majority report. That 

. contribution is at page 38 of the report in the form of a foot-note. . His 
,:views probably in Sardar Sikandar Hyat Khan's words are :- 

" One of us (Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram) is of opinion that in the matter 
of distribution of seats in the Punjab we should abide by Lucknow Pact, 
viz., the number of seats irl the Provincial Council, should ba divided equally 
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[ Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang. ] · 
between the Muslims and non-Muslims. With this end in view the 11trength 
of the Council should be fixed at an even number. If; however, (tk~ 
ia toAat is· very i11kreating 0,'1IJ]. illuminating). :U, however, an odd num~ 
is 'decided upon it will be more consistent with fairness . to allot the . extra. 
sea~ to Muslims.'' 

Now, Sir, there is a great virtue in this honourable member of the 
Punjab Reforms Committee which I fully appreciate and realize, and that. 
virtue is that he always stands up for the zamindar class, for the agricnltnrists; 
That is a virtue which I fully appreciate and admire and I recognize that the 
distinction of zamindar and non-samindar, of · traders and non-traders ,if 
kept within proper bounds and not taken to its extreme length, is far less, 
injurious to national interest than the distinction between the Musli.tns. 
and non-Muslims. I would have admired and been grateful to Chaudhri 
Ohhotn Ram if he had stuck to this principle. His courage, however,. 
unfortunately failed at. the last moment. He was the representative of the 
Unionist Party, which on paper knows no distinction of. Muslims· and non 
Muslims. He ought to have stood up for his favourite community, namely,. 
the community of cultivators, the tillers of the soil, for whom I have great and 
genuine respect as but for them I would have starved. (Laughter). I have· 
great sympathy with them, but, Sir, that was. the time for Chaudhri Ohhotu. 
Ram to stand up for that community, and I do not mean any 'disrespect; 
but he betrayed that community when the psychological moment had ar·· 
rived. He succumbed to the pressure and said ". Give the odd. seat to the 
Muslims." He ought to have insisted upon_ this that whereas the agricul-· 
turists form the majority in the province, they should have the majority· 
in the Council. There would have been some sense and some reason in that •. 
But. when he comes to the actual recommendations, it eomes, tc this, the 
Muslims as such should have a majority in this Council. It would have been 
much less open to objection if he had confined himself to the pnncipre whfo)I._ 
he has been always claiming to follow . since his advent to this Council •. 
I .do not know whether by this he has served his Hindu zamindars, the mem 
bers of the Hindu zamindar community, whether he has advanced the· 
interest of the cultivators. He forgets that when a member comes to the 
Council, not as a zamindar, but as a Muslim, he will be a Muslim first and a. 
zamindar afterwards. The proceedings of the Council amply demonstrate 
this. Chaudhri Duli Chand gets up and moves a resolution that more seats 
should be given to the zamindars in the cadre of School Inspectors, l, 
believe the district inspecting staff. This was a laudable thing, from a 
certain point of view, and excusable because.it is reasonable and is perfectly 
intelligible that as the majority of" the population is agricultural, inspectors 
belonging to the agricultural class would probably take a little more interest 
in the welfare of the agricultural classes, than perhaps, a member of «he 
other class might do. He pressed this point, but he was followed 
by Muslim speakers and particularly Shaikh Din Muhammad again, and he 
converted the whole resolution into a Muslim end non-Muslim resolution 
and that zamindar and agricultural . affair was forgotten,. and I pointed' 
out to him then and there what became of his .reaolution, You say 
• agriculturists should get so many seats ; and Muslims get . up and: 
say Muslims · should get so many seats.' Muslims and agriculturists 
are not quite synonymous-that you would concede, Sir, and my 
honourable· friend would also concede-and, therefore, it does not . 

• 
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follow that when he says Muslims should get the majority of seats, ipso· 
facto, it is the agriculturists who get the.majority of seats, That result might 
tollow but that result · by certain manipulation might not follow. And. 
if he really· has the interest of the zamindar. community at. heart he should 
have stuck to that principle and should have recommended that the agri 
culturist community should have the majority over any community. That· 
would have been less open to objection. 

Now all those arguments, Sir, when a certain comm.unity is in a,. 
majority in · the Council and that majority · is absolutely religious, would. 
apply to the recommendations which I have submitted to this House. I 
need not repeat what I said yesterday, but it.is obvious that such a, majority 
will become a permanent majority, that will never be removable. · 

· Now l come to another point, the question of official block. I do not 
want to flatter the- official block. I have perhaps more grievances against.' 
that block than against even my honourable friends sitting over there. 
But, Sir, so long as communal representation continues, and if it is to be 
presumed that the official block is doing its duty conscientiously and 
honestly, they are sure to act as a, ballast. I may be considered a great · 
reactionary and· I am sure a section of the Press will run me down for oppos· 
mg the recommendation which has been made by the majority for. the total. 
extinction, abolition, I mean of the official block. But you cannot have 
either way. On the one side, Sir, my honourable friends want democracy. 
They are against nomination. They do not want any official member to be · 
there and at the same time and in· the same breath they want a religious · 

· majority. Now what is one to conclude ? Does it not make the whole posi 
tion suspicious, when 'they want to remove them so that, being inamajority, 
they may do whatever they like and there may be no witness to the per 
petration of the majority tyranny in this House ? At least, when these gentle 
men throw up the reins of office and go home and are free men once more 
and give expression to their own opinion without any· party pressure or 
official discipline, they would be in a 'position to saY- what was happening 
in the Council a~d what may happen when the whole House is left in the 
hands of a religious majority. But, Sir, if the official members were to throw 
in _ their lot with the religious majority then certainly, instead of being a 
blessing, . they would _ be a curse, because they would make the position of 
minority· communities more miserable and more pitiable, and while on this. 
point, Sir, I cannot help giving expression to a matter. which has been 
brought to my notice that the majority report is not the workmanship of· 
the members who have signed it in its entirety. All the members, I believe, 
are here. No one is absent. I should like them to contradict me. 

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : I do. . It is a· lie. 
Mr. President: The honourable member has used unparliamentary 

language. He- might have said : " ff is not true, " "it is not correct " 
I hope he will withdraw what he has said. 

· Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan•: I refuse. He wanted it to be con 
tradicted most emphatically: So-I contradict it most emphatically. 
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Mr. President : . Order, .. order. I once :m9re,_reque3t the honourable 
:member to withdraw his words. 

Chaudhri ZafrullahlOmn : I withdr&wi, Sir. lwas $a,ying th&.tP the· 
--statem~t:that the JDaj9rity · r.eportis,not tb:e1wc:>llnnanship,of1,th:e-members. 
who. sig».i3d .it, i~· entir.ely and, ab~obitely, wong and ought , to; be wrong, to 
iflle, knowledge; ~f. the, member. who. isi makingi that, stttilem.ent. 

Dr~, Gokul· Chand"Nirang : · F'db not accept that contradiction alld 
· · I do· not at all: :accept' the propo~tion, 

of'mylearned friend.that as a member 
-0f this- Committee 1 ought to. hav:e known tbllit, it, was the wark1Uml)Ship 
-0n).y of the members who formed th~unajority. It.is said that.the offi.ciiµ, 
hand has touched the report. . 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur Captain·-Sardar- -Sikmd-ar ·Ry~- 
Xhan: That is a, gI'QSS mis-statement, Sir. ·. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : I should be very. glad if. my infonna.tion 
i~ incorrect. I should like a fm:ther contradiction .••... 

Mr. President : . I cannot allow this to be discussed any longer. 
The, honourable member will proceed to his next point. . . ' 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : I want· to know whether this report 
is not even the result of a consultation with official members. = 

The Heneurable Khan B4thadur Captain Sardar Sikandar Hy-at 
:Xhan : No, Sir.. - 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: All right. I take that contradiction. 
And I may tell my friends that it is in the interests of the majority members, 
if my friend the Chaudhri Sahib had the sense to understand it, that this 
contradiction should be made here and the opportunity for this eontradiotion · 
-should be given. For, there is a feeling that this report is not entirely their 
handiwork. 

Sayad Muhammad Husain : On a point of personal explanation. - 
'The progressive party among the Muhammadans does not agree with the 
majority report. It is the demand of the majority members, and not of. the 
'Muslim community. We wanted 56 per cent. and they only put it down 
at 51. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: That is the impression, Sir, and niy 
'honourable friend Ohaudhri Zafrullah Khan gets up and calls me names. · 

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : I did not; · I merely said that the 
statement made by you was not true. I did not call you names. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Well, what you have said is known to 
-{Wery one. , 

Mr. President : I cannot allow a dialogue. All speeches should 
be addressed to the Chair. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: My honourable friend only uttered - 
.a monosyllable. He did not make any contradiction though he thought 
ihat that was perhaps the most emphatic and suitable way that was avail· 
able to him. · 

Mr. President: I would -onee more request the honourable member 
-to proceed to discuss his I\ext point, if any. · 
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Dr. Gokul Chand; Narang: Yes, Sir. Having cleared the ground. 
which. was necessary in order to remove this suspicion which had been 
created, I shall proceed to my next point. - 

Of the same nature is the point which I now want to place before the 
House, and that is the question of a second chamber. The majority report 
have declared that a second chamber would be inadvisable. We have 
recommended a second chamber. That may also seem to be a reactionary 
measure. But reactionary or progressive, it is the result of the. same . canker· 
which they have introduced in their report. So long as communal elec 
torates and communal representation continue we believe honestly and hope 
at least that the constitution ofa second chamber might have some steadying· 
influence upon what the more ardent spirits, the younger minds in 'the 
lower House might be led by their enthusiasm to do. It would serve as a 
check upon them. Of course, it would be absolutely ·necessary that its 
constitution should be on different lines. . If that was also to be on communal. 
lines and the .same principles were to be introduced in the second chamber,. 
it would be worse than useless. Il its constitution is not going to be different,. 
then I would say that my recommendation should be deemed to be with· 
drawn. Because, we do not want to pile one evil upon another, and · we· 
would have a second chamber onlv if it differs in its character and its com- 
position from the Legislative Coun~il and riot otherwise, 

Then we come to another very important point bearing upon the grant· 
of. provincial autonomy to this province. My learned and honourable· 
'friend, Mir' Maq bool Mahmood, yesterday taunted me with a sort of incon 
sistency. In our note ~e have not - made any definite· recommendation · 
for the transfer of security subjects. · We have ;not opposed the transfer". 
either.' So far, therefore, as the question of consistency or otherwise was 
concerned, my learned friend was speaking without the book. But the 
mere manner in which we treated this subject in our note is slightly different 
from the recommendation which I am now making and I may inform my 
learned friend that the cue has been taken from a Muslim minority report in 
another province. I thought what was good for the Muslim minority in 
another province might also be good for the. Hindu and Sikh minorities 
in this province. This recommendation of mine is word for word the same 
as has been made by a Muslim minority in another province and my reeom- · 
mendation,· Sir, is this, .that so long as this communal. atmosphere continues 
to prevail in this province, the security subjects in the Punjab should be 
entrusted not to a single Minister but to a Board consisting of 5 members, . 
one of whom shall be a Minister, one a permanent official of the provincial· 
government· and three others, representatives-of each community, Muslim,. 
Hindu and Sikh. And I think that with this safeguard the security subjects · 
may also. be iransfe:i:r~d. With . respect to the Government memorandum 
on this subject, all. that I can say is this. With due deference again, their 
.reasoning points one way while. their recommendation is the other way. 

·chaudhn Zafrullah Khan: On a-point of order. Is this not a 
reference to the Government memorandum being incidentally made in 
order to discuss the recommendations contained in the report or in the· 
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I Oh. Zafrullah Khan .. ] 
. -notes? My honourable friend now wants to proceed to discuss the reeom 
. mendation contained in the. Government memorandum and that subject 
'is not at present under discussion. - 

. Deputy President : t understood the ruling given by the President 
'yesterday to be to the effect that if any member wants to discuss the memo 
randum, he is at liberty to do so. · , 

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan: With great respect, no, Sir. The 
.subjeet matter of the two parts (a) and (b) of the motion was held to be 
.soparate and was asked to be discussed separately though to explain any 
point in the course of the discussion a reference could be made to one part 
-while another was under discussion. 

Deputy President : I think the ruling of . the honourable the Pre· 
sidont yesterday was that if any member desired to make any remarks on· 
-the memorandum he would be deprived of a second speech, but that he was 
cat liberty to refer to it while the report was under discussion. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang; My learned friend's memory bas failed 
him so far as this matter is concerned. Parts (a) and (b) are linked together 
and they deal with the same subject and it is inevitable that when discussing 
one, reference may be made to the other. Tn fact on a pure question of pro· 

~ cedure and relevancy I may submit that I shall be and every member shall 
equally be at perfect liberty to discuss in one speech both the recommenda 

. tions of the Reforms Committee and those of the officials. There is no bar 
to that and the honourable-the President, as you pointed -out, made jt 

· absolutely clear yesterday. All the reasons that tho official memorandum 
gives tend to the conclusion . that the subjects should not be transferred. 
They have referred to the difficulties and those difficulties I shall refer to 
not because they have been referred to there or as part of the official.memo- 

· randuni but as one who realises the conditions prevailing in the province. 
If the matter was left to one individual member of the Government, he 
will certainly be placed in the most unenviable position. The security 
subjects are really the crux of the whole administration, the pivot on which 
the whole government turns. If you are over-strict, you are blamed ; 
if' you are less strict, it is necessary you should upset the whole government, 
the peace of the province and let in anarchy to prevail. If these subjects 
are to be left to a Minister who depends for his office on the popular vote, 
on the votes of his comm.unity, cal). you think for a moment, Sir, that he would 
be able to bring an independent, an entirely independent judgment to bear 
upon the very intricate and difficult questions which he might have to decide 
as the Minister in charge. A riot, for instance, takes place somewhere and 
Hindu and Mnslim. heads are broken. The matter comes up and the police 
take · some action. It would be the Minister who would be blamed.· If 
he happens to be a Sikh, he will be criticised as inclining more· towards· the 
Hindus than the Muslims. _If he is a Hindu, he will be blamed as having 
sided with the Hindus. (A voice : If he were a Britisher ?) If he. was a 
Britisher, he wiJI be abused thoroughly or he will not be criticised at .all. 
For, people who are convinced that the Britlllher has taken a dispassionate 
view will say nothing but would be grateful. If on the other hand, they 
think that the Britisher has failed in doing bis duty, they will say: this is 
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why we want Swaraj, the33 people do not care for the Hindus and Muslims 
breaking their heads, and as we find it often said they brinj about riots 

·instead of stopping them.' For, that has, been said from a hundred platforms 
in this country. That is what will be the case it the Britisher is there. In 
order to obviate all these difficulties, it will be better that considering the 
importance, the seriousness of the -subjects and the great difficulty in the 
way, they should be placed in the hands of a board. And as I have just 
now submitted, in making this suggestion I am following the example. of 
another province where the Muslim minority has recommended this. If I 
am not mistaken, it is the Bihar Muslims. And in that way all commu 
nities will be satisfied. Or even if they still blame, the blame would be 
.equally divided. 

Thus, Sir, I come to another important matter and therein also 'I differ 
from the recommendation of the majority. The majority have also recom 

.mended that the High Court Judges should not be appointed by the provin 

.cial government and that is quite good so far as it goes .. But they have made 
a provision that the judges would be liable to removal by an adverse vote in 
the Council. Speaking subject to cortection that is my vivid recollection. 
'..l:hat would mean that the highest court of justice and the whole department 

.of justice would be drawn into the vortex of politics. · 

Mir Maqbool Mahmood: It is the Governor ani the House jointly. 

~ D.r.Gokul Chand, Narang: Yes but on the recommendation of the 
House. If the House passes a resolution that such and such a judge should 
be removed the Governor will remove him. Apparently they have followed 
the example of England where a judge can be removed on an address to the 
Crown by both the Houses of Parliament. rrhat ts the law in England. But 
there are no Hindu and Muslim questions there, No Protestant and Boman 
-Catholio questions either. And here the past experience shows that serious 
attempts have been made from time to time to criticise the High Court in 
season and out of season. To-morrow or let us say day after to-morrow 
speaking in terms of years, the whole of the High Court may be Muslim or 
the dominating note in the High Court may be Muslim and the Hindus may 
_get up and kick up a row over some ruling given by some one of the judges of 
the High Court and getting around them some Muhammdan members who 

.are disappointed may join the Hindus and if there is a m'l.jority they 
may pass a resolution of condemnation over that particular judge. If the 
Muslims take into their heads to criticise a judge, they pass a vote of censure 

-against him and then approach the Governor who must naturally submit to 
a resolution of this nature passed by a majority· in the House. This 

-would be detrimental to the best interests of the province. In 
various countries the supreme court of justice is empowered even 
to criticise the measures passed by the legislatures and it there· 
fore is necessary in the interests of purity of justice and in order 
to prevent malicious resolutions being passed by a majority that the 
department of. justice should be placed entirely independent and beyond their 
reach. Now I would recommend that even the budget relating to justice 
.and to the High Court should not be voted upon by any local legislature and 
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[ Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang. ] ..., 
the whole department of justice should be directly under the High Court 

. of every province. :i 

' Then again, Sir, there is a~other point on which ,We are in disagreement 
with the majority report and that is with regard to the power . of superin 
ten:dence, guidance and control vested in the central government. Now, 
Bir, provincial autonomy which is so -muoh desired by a certain section of 
this province and by a certain section of this House may be. a very good thing., 
It may be said we shall at least be free in our own province. It should not 
be forgotten that when power is secured it is liable to be abused. I would 
not place r.ny check upon the advance of freedom in thi~ country. Oe1fainly 
we should have the highest power which people of other countries have. 
But if the country is to be split up into administrative units and these units 
are to be granted local autonomy there should be anagericy in the country 
itself consisting of our -own .men that should bein aposition to exercise the 
-power of general superintendence, guidance and control, not only on matters 
which relate to the central government but to a:11 provincial depaetments 
whether legislative, administrative or financial. Now if no such. control were 
allowed to vest in the central igovernment that would mean that there would 
be no second veto such as there i5 now exercised by.the Governor-General. 
That would be one mistake so far as the .legislative field is. concerned. · If 
there is no. power of control or guidance or superintendence .in matters ad- · 
ministrative it would mean that the blunders of .provincial. governments, 

· or the excesses in which provincial governments indulge sometimes or are 
liable to. indulge, will not be rectified by the central government. I want 
that that power should continue. If the central government had not exer".'· 
cised any control over the provincial government the wrongs of the Punjab 
done to it in 1919 would not have been righted to-day. On many occasions 
the central government has interfered and great injustice and great wrong 
has been prevented. I want that to continue. Of course I want that that 
agency should be changed. Instead of being guided an({ controlled and sup 
erintended over by a bureaucracy, we should have onr · own men to exercise· 
superintendence over us, to guide us and to control us an'd to prevent ail abuse 
of power by any provincial government. I may agajn say that I do not 
want it as an exception in my-province because Muhammadans happen to 
be in a majority here, I want similar rule to be applied to other provinces. 
of India because I do not believe that the Hindus. will not abusethe power· 
given to them and . only Muhammadans will abuse it •. Th~re_ may 
be a difference of degree, but I do not think that one community is angelic: 
and the other is absolutely satanic. 

Sayad Muhammad Husain : In the central government there would 
be a Hindu majority. Will not the Hindu majority oppress? · 

.Dr, Gokul Chand, Narang: Pir Sahib-was probably not present when 
: I adverted to this question. For his information I may' submit again and 
_ it would be a pardonable repetition that I do not believe that any community 

should .have a majority in any province on religious basis and even in· the 
central government on religious basis. If it happens! that a eertain com 
munity is in a majority by the system which I propose ihat cannot be helped 
and as I said.,-Pir Sahib was away then-s-if 99 per cent. of the members of· 
this Council turn out to be Muhammadans with non-communal electorates 
after the abolition of the communal electorates, I should not have the least 
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grudge. I should be very happy because I shall have t:wi consolation that. 
there they are in a majority not because they happen to follow a particular 
religion but because they · have. been sent there by Hindus, as. we~l as b! 
Muhammadans as well as by Sikhs and everybody bas had a voice in their 
selection. That makes all the difference in the world. If Pir Sahib comes 
to the Council with the votes of his followers .he does not care for me but if 
with 500 of his murids he gets 200 Hindu votes and 50 Sikh votes, he 
will know that no doubt a majority of his electors are Muslims, still he cannot 
ignore the 250 votes of the non-Muslims and the sting would be taken out 
of him in fact out of the most bigoted representative. This unfortunately . 
my friends cannot see. No doubt with communal representation 
abolished •.•.•.. 

Dr.Sir Muhammad Iqbal: Because you know that whether com 
munal or joint elctorates the whole country goes to your community. 

Deputy President : . The honourable member will please wait till 
his turn comes. 

Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal : That turn will never come at this 
rate. 

Dr. Gckul Chand, Narang: Now that the House is constituted like 
this, no undue restrictions would be placed upon my freedom of speech. It 
may not be possible for me to speak here after two years, that is just possible 
-but so long as that state of affairs does not become an accomplished fact 
I hope I shall be permitted to go on. It is open to every one if my honour 
able friends think that I am wasting their time, they can certainly go out 
to take their tea or please themselves. I started by saying that I have never - 
been face to face with a more serious situation than the one with which I am 
face to face now. I do not want to give out secrets. The chief reason of my 
to-day being here at this moment is this very question, and I think my 
existence in this House would have been absolutely useless and infructuous 
if I had not had the opportunity of saying my say. It niay be wasting my 
breath. It may be crying in the wilderness. What I am saying may not 
go to the quarters for which it is intended, let it be; but for once I shall have 
the satisfaction that I have done my duty. No doubt what I am saying 
here cannot be pleasant to the ears of my learned friends, because they are 
wedded to certain ideas and certain convictions, but I must do all that lies 
in my power to try to shake those convictions if possible'. They may not. 
be shaken, they will not be shaken perhaps, but it is better to have 
fought and failed than never to have fought at all .. I-must put in the little 
fight . that I oan in support of what . I consider to be justice 
and fairness and sound reason. I was submitting, Sir, that 
the control of the central government should not be relaxed, 
Of course the provinces . which want to sever themselves from the main 
body will . no doubt insist upon weakening the central govern 
ment so that centrifugal tendencies which . at least the Punjab pos 
sesses might have a free play and that is exactly what I want to prevent. 
What is present in the minds of the Hindus and what is present in the minds 
of the Sikhs and if that is not present, it is time that it should be present in. 
their minds both in this House and outside, is that with provincial autonomy- 
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granted to the Punjab on the lines suggested by the majority report, there 
is an end to them communal existence and their principles, their honour, 
their lives. and their property will be at the mercy of the religious majority 
in the House. They · cannot ignore the fact that the Punjab occupies a. 
peculiar position in th~ map qf the world. They. cannot obliterate from the 
map of Europa and Asiathe spots which indicate that right from Constanti 
nople up to Karachi and Sahai-anpur, there is one vast Muhammadan tract,' 
1.J]hat has been ver,y beautifully pointed out by Dr. Shifaat Ahmad in his note 
which he submitted .to the Sim.on Commissioa •. The Muhammadans are well 
known for their· religions solidarity and union. In fa.ct this is the· chief 
distinguishing character of the -Muslim community. It is therefore not a. 
mere dreamor an idle fear on. the part of the non-Muslim minorities of this 
province to contemplate that a day may come when the whole of this horiaon 
which-is :µow o~upied by varioUl3 Mus.lim countries might begin to lower 
over ~hejr ,he.ails,.. • • ... · 

It is therefore absolutely necessary that the Punjab which is occupied 
by a Muslim majority should not be placed in such a position thatit might · 
ia.11 a prey to. the pan-Islamic propaganda· wpi.9.h is. c,~~d on ip India and 
mrtside India. It is to prevent this centrifugal tendency that we are anzjpµs 
"tQ~.t the ,cqntrQl qf t~ Qe:qtr11,l (}9,v~P.U'flePt sb,oul.li nqt be ,WEl&~Elned. The 
past lli~t,)1:Y .of Ip.di~ ~w~ th11,t. ~ loqg a~ .tl:l~. ~tr~J (t;ov~i;~ent 1"ij~ 
'§tro~g lµ,d_ii;i. W94') · rlf3f¥ S}fQM. an,~, ~t ,WP,fJ -mw JlEli~~R, ~t ;'Y4¥.1 eo !~ the- tizn.~ 
Q.f ~sq}rp, B.,I;\d, oftµ~ kipgs :WHQ:P.~c,e~~q.A,s~a,~p.d.,JI!,.tJ:t~.tµµ,e aj:.th~ l\fqgp~~ •. 
1p tnqs_e 4111:r,s. India w~s rµIe~ ~y f1 stro9,g Qeritr~l·,({°'"Y.El.\'W9-ElPP ~ow tl!~ $~t 
to t4El 'if~ijtimd frPI.D t~~ n5tt14 tp tpe,s,q"~~~ It wa.s ~J:,.e~ e>,WY thti,t fyd.f~ 
w~s "\IWt,aj. al,}g ~ti;q~g !).,n~#13J;1,. ·~t1t ~s n.p,o,µ,~ :th~,H,.<?!d .~ ~,~tfi».~ ~:qt17tJ 
;g1.>:VEJ~ent Wtlllik~n.~ . tpe prpyrq~s. -~~~ o.ff.. . .~ 13¥:_8f. :.~.J . #~JP ·f\f.(l, ~ .. .:Pe. 
~YW1Jl~ s_et_a)tim§llf ~P. ~~ aµ .m~El:PE!P.d.~~ f\ffW°. 1~ .~,h~ ,P~~~, 
~oth~r .b~qm~s .. ~b!3 ~J;ia4 qf 0.'14¥ ,µ:i.~. ,po~lfw ·b:eag.mef ~.lt~ N~~ 

·of Ily~,;aj>~q; aJtmMP.eA9.<mt .. qf ,tf;tf ~~ptrnJ . go;v:~ep.t~ . 4s ,11p.8:q .~, 
-.iti~ cEl~t;(lil. s<>Y~~ent. "'~~~n~r w4~P.Bff.<:\El~A .. , ~~<>~%~. g~:v,~~e·p. t. ~ 
:w~e iW ~ J~fill ,JJ!p.d :t4~T~ a.ng ,~p~. w~qJ~ <>! JR-~ J9 ': e ,a h?;ru.;~ <t. 
-c~4s. all e~sy p:,:ey,t9,,~rq~gtt.~gr~oµ. i)'JlBt~l'l.tl.fwr.~~%';~~ OJAer~~~ 
perora of Jq_dia f~ p,p.~1¥!Y:Preytwt~~;t\f984.~. tlje,A$~, , -~4,~R,~-ffi~ 
-vad~rs 9f ,~m~. s~u~m~ ph~.M~8.br$,,~hP~Jhe1i'b~ ~~\ f§°!f 1m,~t\Y. I?:r~i 

" to ag~~SJtwn OP. ~u ~IdEl~, .'.l)p ~m.aj! m~~~~~t im'Bf1.l:1m~.s .p,~q ~.~:r 
·.p,.ll wit .. ~.-· ta.J .. 1.(1. fo.r~1mi.· i,, .. ~!! ... ~~<m. · ... AA ~ .. · ·s. tr··.PP.-8. ~pt:gi}-;g~:ye~. · .. ~nt c,ap .. •.·. l1 tlw: N~a!ri set hl!Wle.lf - up,~ 'H,l jnq~~?,~ent .rul:~ ;.h~ ,~s ,a1~.afij l)qt~erRtt 
':by th~ Ma.hr~tt/tE!.oocJ. he ~.Ol]g°t\t,~~f.~~ w~~~~m{J:,tl,l~ B~~~~W! ' 'J:p~ 
~·wij~~ !~U at1 ~sy ,P.l'~Y to A;h,iq;~_q ~ha~ A~~Jl,Rd ~he:e. ~e ~ ~~fl was A.9~ 
·-m ~. po,a,,;t1on tp }JQ!j .• tbe f]!P.Jahrth~ ;S,~~ to~ Jt pvei;. f?;pm ~Jffi· .In -tn,~ 

- ·~!lJm.e WiJ QJ~ h,r - °Q1t t:ti,~ . ;wk.o!e .qg?try ~?.is - ,a~,µo_wf:'ft 
. -up ,by wtlw s:~v:JJ@m~ ~?Y~ 0,~ ~r~~oll:. · ··~Jw ff,~ &e~'~fuftqo?2 p.wpltl .. e_ "" . __ Jtl .. . . ,~ -<!> nm>;o.v. . J,:P.. :\", OOffimfW ". ,.~ . ,~ .. !I' t,_';! 

lt.o.ld <>f t~. ·· c,~~ gq;v,~~~ 1:t~gD,ld .~o,t · !~~ · y~~e'.9:~· J1i 
wilfQf ,,~ws.~ he ~iµ:q -ip~i I · ~:{\S~g {o,f tp.~,sµ-t'RWiP~ml,l~ q~ t.M 

-<}.(mtral :~ov~npA~~ ~~,e .. t.lw · C!3J!tr~ 8.1?'.Y~~t - ~~ - ~,~~i~~ 
,to ~ m1JWY Um~q ~ compom,t1q:n,.. :My J~l!JY ,~P. t.~ -~ ·~ .· ~'.!1!~~$.ly . tll~ 
13~e. l.f .BQpg{l!t~ f~l~W~~~e ,<;o~tm~w, { AA:Ve,AQt tl}p. ;Sff!J~W~F $!9}tPt J~~, 
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:YOU will have in the legislative bodies people who are not entirely devoi:d 
-0£ communal feelings, because. they have· to depend . upon communal -v.oters. 
B_ut when they know that they have to depend not entirely upon the mem 
bers of their own community they will be more liberal and sensible and 
patriotic and they will place the interests of. the country before the interests 

:.of th e community, That is my reply to the criticism, The Muhammadan 
provinces will suffer more, if they . do suffer, by the continua.nee of 
-eommunsl representation. Because it is unhuman to expect that ;the Hindus 
who may form the majority-in the central legislative bodies would· not 
'hear what is going on in the Muhammadan provinces and feel no·sympiithy 
with their. co-religionists in the provinces under Muhammadan domination 
where their rights are not properly protected. Supposing in the Punjab 
fair treatment is not accorded to the Hindus and the Sikhs, the Uniteff Pro 
vinee people will say, "Well, the Hindus. of the Punjab ·are after all ow: 
brethren and if wehave no control over the Punjab directly we can put ' 
-pressure upon the Muslim majority of the Punjab by turning the-screw in our 
province against the Muha:inµiada.ns. Ifthere is an outcry in the Punjab 
by the Hindus, let there .be.an outcry in the United Provinces by the l..fa1'." 
.hemmadans." In the same way this spirit of retaliation · will spread 
:from province top11ovince-to the eternal shame and unrest of this-country. 
'.That is. not a. state otaffairs which any far-seeing and. pat:riotio. Indian should. 

-eontemplste with ,equanimity. I hope; Sir, we shall • not 'ba blinded by 
prejudic.e,-and. our cherished convictions .not to look-ahead and see the dis 
.astrous result» which it will inevi~ably bring in its1train. 

*- s:ubeidiary questio;n. relating to. this is the question of the residua.ry 
~powers. Tb,e m~j_o:rj,t-y·qf the.cQmmittee have recommended that tM rssi 
-OU¥Y P,QW~J:§ tthoµld -be v:e~ted "in t4,e.pIO'\\W.C0S, .Theire is,no:doub~tiha.t 
tJie:i;ejs a pi,0,0ed.eqt fo.i',it int~ UmtEl.d St.ates;of .. ·America:arul;thij:aigu 
ment has been urged timea.withent number. But that is not the Qa.se in 
.(:lanada. whieh .has also. some sort of federailconstitution. Now, Sir, with-,your 
1>ermission I would jµst .Iike to say_ a few words about this fed0l'ation and 
1_ede:r:aJ government, because it so. often occurs in the !Wl,.jority r~port! My 
'honourable frie)'.ld, Mir Maq bool Mahmood, though he did not directly address 
h~self' to this question iridicated by his reference to the positfon of the 
ln.dian Sta~e~ tl'ff!i,t theJederaI' sys~tim was pro~ably,tJ:te, qnly suitable system 
for India. All that we have ,to see .is what tb:is.,stands for. If federation 
11.lea_ns _that In~ shQ1tl.d nr!Jt: be cut into pieces and then .strung· together 
~o th11,~ ~P~ b.it~otilii.b.El,~rlifi,Qis,lly connected with,the r·aat I a;m. not for that 
-federal system.· The analogy ·@f the United States of Amel'ioa will not 
.apply to thi~ country. In tq.e U.nit~4 States of ~erica before federation 
.qa.:m.,e O:Q. ea~.h i,tl:)te had- grown up independently anil sepamtely and it was 
-the necessity of fae-ing ·a oon.unon_ enemy sueoessfully that. made them com 
bine to. devise some mea.ns an,d pool their resources. That was tlie essence of 
-the federatio.Ii adopted py the 'United States of America~ Then it gtew and 
grew till it became a hlg s-~te called the United. States.: ~.e the van:.. 
-OUS provinces of India-in the same-pog-it-ion as the various states of :America '! 
They arc eert;$mly ', not :in\that- position. These provinces were oril:y. the 
:re~mlt of ·a-n accident. · As these gentlemen conquered· this ·country they cut · 
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it up into various 'provinces for administrative convenience. At one time 
they had the three presidencies of Bengal, Madras and Bombay and the 
remaining portions they called the North-West Provinces. In the time of' 
Lord Curzon the name was changed into United Provinces of Agra and 
Oudh, It does not indicate that Agra was in any way different either in its 
traditions or administrative peculiarities from Oudh or Oudh from Bihar 
and Orissa. They all run into one another. This is the fundamental 
difference between America and India. At no time were the various states 
in America under one American sceptre; they never constituted one country. 
On the other band in India all the provinces were combined together and 
formed one complete state under OI!l;J sceptre. _ And it is only by an accident 
that the country now consists of several provinces. Perhaps in the time of 

_Asoka or Chandragupta or Akbar it consisted of more provinces. It does 
AOt mean that the various provinces have different civilisations and different 
;iAtere~ts. It may be 'in the United States of America one state has more 
Germana; another has more French and a third has more Italians. They 
aU,' p9~seSl;l-, different' characteristics and their social and economic interests 

,;i,~e, di:fferen(.- · ?here is not a complete merger of one community . into 
_a;q.pthm:. -..-That a})alogy cannot be a plied to India: India was held by one 

1~CEiptre a;µcl 011-gbtto be-kept under one sceptre if it is to be strong and -free 
:~~-il.bte,to with.~tl3fnd foreign aggression. _Otherwi~e India will fall an easy 
1prey:,to for~ign: .invasion. ,There will be inter-provincial jealousies. If 
-~nr~~ricted powers-in financial matters are given to the provinces one 
_v.&y .awk\Y'ard - result: might follow. 0 This province· for instance where the 
agricultural interests -dorui:nate:may ea~ily .siy: "Why should we pay so 
much revenue and abiana ? So and so pays_· only so much income-tax. 
We.shall reduce the amount M revenue' and 'alnana.'' Similarly if the others 
e;re m·,·:powet ithey·will say,.'.' Wh~·il'houJ!iI we paysorinuch income-tax and 
stsmp: duty ·arid·c@llrt fee1 and so ofr?"·, This will•'produo~ financial un 
stability; and ·,interc'(>!tiuri.UD2ii' bickerliigs in'._iva;ribus · .J>rtivm(3e's., -The ·uni 
formity which now' exists: ili financial' rn:att'ars' wii1 'c~as~ to _'e:xi~t:if · all the 
provinces aie .given f'uiaincial · :in:depen:&hct()f tti:~ 'eentr,al · go\rgtfil'nertt~ I 
need.not dilate -orl.:this sirbj€let'atf length:, :it is ·patehiW ... [:;, ,.r r ·, ., ·:: 1" ,. , 

1: '° .I cofue' tb.'iedotnbiJ±ida#6#'.'N'o'. 55 '. 6fr tho in~J9#i·f;flPOi·(i!~g~\~ \vh{c~; 
1sfuli 'dEla\Ifwirii'i'i:i,'p~ge~ 50)i;i:4!51."pf.'t1i~'f~ 6n;/.'"1h~1p~f~git "li'~e~da': . '," '' :!. :.·~&\1ioid' 'a~1 '. p~··~~·~d~a;t~ge\o thl~~~~; ~'')11~~r~ ;i~Yes~t.,;~~1f~a 
u, , , .,·, · ·,I·;· : 'n\lcessiiry' tt iildjJ°st tlie' 'tbptee~nta'.tioil.fo' 'thl~1ttlil' I~!!,fiireii oi;l a. ·~as~ 
; ; { ,-t i:. LL :, i ! whioh"!would.,g[va, etj_uaP opportunmies of !re ptel!lintation:tlf au f the v!iriolii!tpt(j.i 

, 1 .• - ... + '>If '~~es w~~th~;t;:bf~J?f /!m¥',~ i ,qn~;r~a1,9f,r,#y,i11Jg.~~;ll! .. w<l11t'll ~-f!>, 11,ll,<>,~it~ 
··•··'Jc; · ·· -,-·t;q:11.;.1 numbelj of ~eam,to each of tb~ ~ovnices. ~1s Y-r.acbc~ JS m voiwe tn 
;: ";, l : : 1 ~ :> r.: !jj'binI ~Jiikieijdrl£rfes d~i~, 1 the' ifi~e'fgM:fci;' :m'il!~,a:¥1 ·~;fiul~tioii' b~fi' 
J: , :, Vi :i ,; '.£~4~;:~l!rip.us "~t~; :-: Wei m~ever, bbn~ider"-~aJ;.:11,mo!e' lltl!llt~ble~ ~etliod4-iyilt 

. ,-. . . . , . ,. .~\liV~ ,tq ~ ,Ji.e,Y.~d..~o._<_>bt,fjJp. a; ~frt~amr;>'\11!1i pf unjfpf;lllj~~\lIP:,'l_l)r~J!\l~Mq:n, 
·1,:,;:: _),_,). 'WciI1ftheJviil'~liirpa;ts M·trie 09u:ntrf: Jin tbJs ,con,ncc~1qn te r, wo~Id0~~ 

,,. i; tr c '. : ) l: I; · :die nd:Xtlif.fi!1gg.estioji t:liliti fiidf li)c~E6uijl JM' ilM<l~cHntb five fuorel. ~r le-811 ~qaal' 
-;\Lu'' :i:,d· c,~l f~l,'<'.!hi~[iP}!Hl!~JJ!!'-j1:i:.'I!~ !"~J~.ID Wlljl~~i:\r~ ~~~t.o~h~ 
;(; s ·•,,:~2;;, •_;ljJ }t]-~}Y;f!i.1~10~t;f,lrmP,L 1}P;t,erP8&ef!f~~!:H1f tdU.·c c\cXhi> ,, ' \f[, ' 

J,; ,:·, ~~Jl1-J.-Ss !~~H~P?~!M!W~4~_tmn!·;iJf2.18i~~fNJlUfi~ll9ct4%tJ ~~~. P,J-ftm~,l:)f,flf 9li t.li~. 
~JPls~YJ Q~~~~Yi:.-fl1!-,<?ilJL4J1Q~l }1~¥~Lt:P9~~~tgR~ tpe':'~J,.l~_(!U@C~[Af. Aµ(lh:,, 
a~ep~~r~-v;w1P.H.;Ht. t,~r,.iqgv~tr~ JP,~R.fi~~,t~!™!~:g.!l:·t :;:~itllft 'P!@kRl8'0_,~,y~-~ 
S}3,~j t1J.~dl01l.P-}n-Y i<lJ>:.sfllXJ~l~%:Mli~Cl a .HB-ffiP·~lr. qt,gr<rn~;~~. -;~gy,~~911-yt_:we~.rl'!-1 
~tkY.ifW.1¥ ,tWiib6(!Pt~:1r~I Lit~W»§}~~ ~/:ft, ~~!l-g:¥"~-2 t~l:,b~L CU~,} ;¥.P,~~9 ,gy_t}_, P~Jit!:h 
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which would mean one whole province, perhaps one-third of another pro· 
vinee to come together, two-thirds or three-fourths of that second pr_ovince 
-to go with another province in its entirety or three-fourths of that one-fourth 
.of that province to be tagged on to the fourth province and so on. This is 
1he recommendation that the honourable members have made. 

. The Honourable Khan Bahadur Captain Sard,r Sikandar Hyat 
Khan: No. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : If the words do not connote this they 
mean nothing. And then they say that from that electoral unit 100 mem 
bers may be returned. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat 
·Khan: If you read the remaining lines you will see that that is not what is 
·meant. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: 'I'he remaining lines are:- 
" We are of the opinion that this arrangement will be more suitable and equit 

able and will secure more or Jess equal representation to the various units 
which would be approximately of the same size and contain an equal number 
of people. With a little care and labour It should be possible to constitute 
more or less homogeneous units for this purpose", 

After having read these lines which I thought was only an argument and not 
-a recommendation itself, the position remains the same. Itmeans a part 
of one province js necessarily to be tagged on to another province and these 
two or three provinces have to return 100 members. Let us suppose that. 
it is done. What will be the result ? Will the evil be prevented ? When 
the members are returned by one electoral unit some members will belong 
to one province and some others to another,while from another electoral 
unit some will belong to one and the same province and others will belong 
to another province. So that when a provincial matter comes up about 
which anxiety is fe!t by the majority members the question would still be 
-there, Those members which belong to- the Punjab will take the Punjabi 
point of view whether they have been returned from one-fifth of the whole 
of India or by the Punjab itself. In the same way the Bengalis whether· 
they are tagged on to Bihar or whether they are tagged on to Orissa, they 
will take the Bengali point of view. So that the evil which they want to 
remedy, namely the evil of a provincial sentiment will still be there. And 
the thing would be absolutely unmanageable. It would not be a little care 
-and labour but probably care and labour which in practice it would .be im- 
-possible to bestow upon the matter, I would therefore submit that this 
recommendation should be treated as deleted from the majority report. 

Then, Sir, I come to another point : 
" That until the abrogation of the communal principle, each community should 

have a representation both in the central and provincial legislatures in 
accordance with tlieir population with power to minorities to contest addi 
tional seats provided that the Sikhs in the Punjab shall be given weightage." 

This proposition of mine must be taken in conjunction with 8 (e) and 
No. 18, of the recommendations sent by me and not by itself, because if 
.considered by itself it might appear inconsistent. No community is to be 
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[ Dr. Gokul Chand; Narang~ ] 
plac' ed in a ,positjon of 'maj.ority and. sp,ecial constituencies' hav~ to 
lSe' maiJiMmed.' MJlilm1g proviliion: . .for .. tl'ces~ two . tliiirgs~ _the cd:oi· 
ilififiitiE*! wliieli :fu~ rm.t'utallf the nilimrify ooinl'.lfuti1ti#t shbi:tl'ct b't:1 
~Natt seats· bqth in ptovmbial &ot¢cils drid in tfre Ile~litite kssefu.bly 
a-0ebrding tb ,th'tiir pbpulatfoh, and l'w6uld'·th'erEifbr~ sttbmit that _the 
recommendation ·or the ni'l:ijdtity that tHe Mhsllifui' · sliouftl' :fo~ve . Mi. 
per cent. of seats. in the Assembly- would-·. militate · a;g-llrinst this, and would:. 
create heart b'urnfuf in the minds of the minorities who II.re given no :weigbi 
age, The minorities should be given the power such as has been given in1 
t'liEi' Nel:Jtu, Rep~tt to contes.t seats other than ·those to wlli~h th~y ate en_~ 
titled on the lYasis · of poptilatioti; bub the case of the Sikhs -is dit'f~tent and T 
would submit that in the peculiar circumstances of this' provintle that com-- 

-mµnity is entitled to a woightage and this .prineipls bas been recognised 
)>y the :tn;~jority. As to the extent of.the weightage I would not take the· 
time of the House, and would leave this matter in better hands, but I can, 
assure my Sikh friends that so far as we are concerned we have all sympathy 
for them because we are convinced th'.at they are entitled to as much weight 
age· as'. the:,;e :tn'tiy be possible for the legislatures to give them without. 
a'ttoo.ting:.the other minority community. 

There is another recommendation in the majority report which is very· 
curious and that is that a part ,of the members returned to the Assembly 
may be returned _ through the provincial· legislative bodies. That would 
mean, Sir, and I do not know really why this recommendation should have· 
been made. by them, that persons who are returned through the 
fogislative · bodies should be such as would have the approval naturally 
of the majority in the councils. In the Punjab unless each community votes 
-with respect to its own community even in the Council and tbere is not a, 
united vote of all the members of the Council, it would mean that from the 
Punjab only such Hindus would be returned as command the approval of 
the Muslim majority. From Madras only such Musalmans 'Will be returned 
e.s would be prepared to cow tow to the Hindu majority there, and so on. 
with respect to· another provinces. So that there is no evil which it reme 
dies and there is no particular boon which this system confers. The fore 
east of . the recommendations of the Simon Commission which have been. 
published in the Indian press point to t~s, in fact they seem to go further; 
that all the members of the central legislature should be returned by the 
local fagislative bodies. Ii this is so; I hope not only all the Hindu and Sikh 
members but even 'the Musalman members who are not entirely at one with 
this and' only want that a small fraction should be returned by the local 
legislative bodies, would warn the- Sim.on ~o~ission a~ains~ ·suo~ a proce· 
dure because it would create a great agitation and dissatisfaction lll the 
country. The natural _co~e of ~emocra~ic evolution i_s th~t the ~oters 
should have a direct voice m selecting their representatives m the highest 
legislative body of the country and if. th? mem_be~ ?f the Assembly are .to 
be elected by the members of the provincial councils 1t me~ns that t~e elec 
torates have directly no control over the members of the highest legislature ot their country. As I'have said the ~bing seems ~o ~e reactJonar, ~nd re 
t:togtad~ and we should all warn. the Srmon Commission · against · it, if that: 
body, of course, heeds our warning. 
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. There are otily two more poilit~ "io whliiht ~ant to dfaw the at't~ii.tioh 
of this Honse and· the fllijt of tlieiii · is th:af spe~ial constituenci~s shotila riot 
He abolished. Of course tlie gri~v·aiic~. Ms He~i1' that fiom the Ufilvenntt 
special cohstituency, for ilist'ance~ o'rily a llilidhhns beeh'.retufuJd' up to this 
'time ". Well. that is no.t <fcfitetrne uhless it'is ~~nillied to'tliepenoa 9f ref~l'.ID:s, 
beca;use I know 1;1,s a matter of fact tliat Sit Fazl-i~Rusrun (then Mian Fazl 
i-Husain) was returned to the then Legislative Council by- the Univerility~ 

. ·-· .. . ·• .·.-,, . 
// Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : But he had then no riv-al eandi- 

/ date. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Even if he had no rivaleandidate •..••.. 
Chaudhri Zafrullah Kliil:Q·: This . point wa:s gone in'to before th& 

Simon Commission. 
Dr~ Gokid Chand, ·Nar~: · I do not remember all that happened 

before the Simon Commission. Sometimes the honourable member's 
memory is more keen than at other" tunes. Even if there was no rival what 
-does it indicate? It indicates'tbet there Was no )nalice ot jealousy or any 
deliberate and artificial rivalry beiiig set up against hini, But that is only by 
the way. That was not the prinei'pal pan of my argument. There is a very 
simple remedy for it. Instead of having one seat for the Umvei'l:lity have 
two or have three, so that :i;ny honourable friends may have a chance to 
return a member of their choice, the Sikhs may retum a member of 
their choice and tha Hindus may return a member of their 
choice. "I'hore is no harm in that. After _all a University is the embodi 
ment of the intellectual resources of the province from which light emanates, 

· according to tho motto of. the University, and it will not he an excessively 
indulgent treatment to the University if it is given more seats than one. 
To remedy this very evil I would recommend that more seats should be . 
given to the University, and as the interests of industry and commerce are 
becoming of late important and we are going· to spend something like 16 
erores of rupees over the development of industrial and commerical interests, 
more seats should also be provided for industries and commerce. If the· 
depressed classes want separate representation they should also be · given: 
a separate representation and four or five seats may be given to them also. 
There is one more class which is even weaker than the depressed classes, and 
that is the weaker sex. I think no honourable member of this House would 
object to the allotment of a number dfsea'ts, say four or five !!eats for women 
of the Punjab, and in view of this it would also be necessary to have at Ieast 
two seats for the Indian Christians of the province. · I understand that the 
population of the Christians which was taken into consideration for the J!'.ll'· 
pose of allotting them seats was on the basis of the last census which pro 
bably put their population at 1;99,000, but I learn from a reliable authority - 
that since then Christians have multiplied and their population will soon be 
about 5 lakhs or so. 

In view or this if 80,000 Anglo-Indians and Europeans are given 
l2 noon two. s~ts it does no~ seem unrea'.SOTlable . tha~ .th.e 

· Christians should be given at lea-st two seats and I 
would recommend evt'b. more than two. . One seat xr.:ay. be given 
to Anglo-Indians and · one seat. may be given to Europeans, so that 
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['Dr. Gokal Chand, Narang.] 
all classes and interests may be represented. (A voice: .How many to 
women?) Four or five. If the depressed classes, as I have said, w:ant 
separate representation they may be given four or five seats also, but per· 
sonally I would advise then, not to press for separate representation because 
the result of it would be that then they would be recognised as depressed 
elassee for a long time to come. Their depressea condition would. become 
stereotyped. · 

One last word and I have done. - It is this, that paragraphs 13, 21, 22, 
28 and 24 may be aeleted from the ma,jority report. !,..s the honourable 
members may see, the summary: of these recommendations is at pages 64 
to 70. Recommendation 18 is at page 65. It says tha,t all th- constituen 
cies should be thrown open to all the communities irrespective of caste pr 
creed. That is in paragraph 46. If you read that paragraph and then 
keep in view that the electorates are communal and ·the representation 
continues to be communal and the cabinet is to· be controlled by a communal 
majority then this recommendation, as I pointea out tu Sir Fazl-i-Husain 
when he appeared as a witness, appears to be nothing better than perhaps' a 
joke. I will not sayanyth:ing more about it. . . 

With respect to recommendation No. 21 I ask for its abolition because it 
is practically speaking outside the province of the Punjab Reforms Commit 
'tee. That relates to the very debated and debatable subject, and an ext emely 
contentious subject too, of .the separation of Bind and its constitution into a 
separate province. The Mussalmans say that we oppose it because we grudge 
the creation of a new province with a Muslim majority. The Hindus say, 
the Mnssalmans want this tract to be constituted into a separate province 
because as I have already submitted, they want their control to extend . 
from Constantinople right up to Karachi. That is their apprehension; bat 
the real practical and political argument against it is this that Sind is "too 
small a province to-be an independent, province. It has not cdequste re 
sources and it would be a burden on other provinces which they may not be 
prepared to bear. (A voice: Question). My honourable and learned friend 
-says "question." He relies for the resources of the new province of Bind 
on the Sukkur Barrage Scheme. Now, as has been pointed out Ly us that will 
not help the Sindh:is at all, at any rate for a very long time to come and Bind 
would be a dependent province. . Apart from that the general feeling is that 
no part of the country should be constituted into a separate province express 
ly with the object of giving a majority to a particular community. All 
sorts of apprehensions are entertained by the Hindus not only of the Punjab 
but of the wliole of India. They say that when Maharaja Ranji~. Singh 
was ruling the province he was very anxious to have Sind, because he wanted 
.an outlet at Karachi, he wanted to open the door to Napolean Bonapsrte 
to come to India through Karachi and it was only as a result of a ,ery 
definite and severe ultimatum which was given by the British Government that 
Ranjit Singh desisted from making _a:::i. invasion of Bind. Otherwise it would 
have been a matter of two or three weeks for him to take Sind in those days. 
ln the same way it has been suggested that o. King of Afghanistan-I 
will not mention his name-has been very anxious for an outlet at Karachi. 
Of course, I am not in the secrets of Govemment, They know better what 
.sort of negotiations have been taking place between him and the Government. 
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. In any case, so far as we are concerned really it is not within our province to 
say whether another province should be created or not. It is for the central 
government; and so far as the Bombay Presidency is concerned, it has reject 

.ed the proposal. It is not in favour of the creation of Sind into a separate 
province and I think the majority members might very well have left out 
this contentions question out of their report. . 

Then, next comes the recommendation No .. 22, that is, that reforms 
:Should be given to Sind on equal terms with other provinces. That is a con 
sequential one and I will not take up the time of the Council over this. Next 
comes recommendation 28, that is, that a beginning of the - reformed system 
.should be made in Baluchistan with a view to bringing it to the level of the 
.more advanced provinces within a reasonable period; and the next is that 
the five settled districts of the North-West Frontier Province should be ad 
mitted to the benefits of reforms on the lines of the Montford scheme im 
mediately. If these recommendations serve any purpose I would say t?ey 
only serve the purpose of deepening the suspicions of the Hindus against 
.the author; of the majority report. The suspicion is that the majority of 
the members of the Committee want practically to convert the whole of the 
western and northern India into one Muhammadan state. That is the sus 
picion. It is quite possible _ that these recommendations might have 

.been made out of pure sympathy for these people, out of generous 
.motives and out of love of democracy and so on. But the cir 
.cumstances are such as would. not lend support to the idea that that alone 
-was the object. Again it is not a question of bona Ji.des of these gentle~en . 
.I ~m only referring to the apprehensions to which these recommendations 
.lend themselves. I will not go into the merits of the questions. They 
have been discussed again and again, they have also been discussed in the 

.Assembly and in the Press ; and nothing that. I might say here would add 
to. what has been already said and it might only create misunderstandings. 
With these remarks I would submit that the majority report which bas been 
placed before this House is really full of holes and it would not hold water for 

.a second, and this House cannot commit itself to the support of the majority 
report, Speaking as a Hindu I say with confidence that with the exception 

-of Rai Sahib Chhotu Ram and may be one or- two of his friends, there is not a. 
single Hindu member of this Council who \, ould lend the slightest support to 
.the majority report, who, if· he gets an opportunity in this House, would not 
stand up and condemn it as an unworkable and unsound report. I may also 

.say that in spite of the general boycott preached against the association 
with the Simon Commission, Hindus of the highest eminence with the excep 
.tion of those belonging to the Congress party have expressed their views 
entirely against the recommendations made in the majority report. The 
.Congreas Hindus like the Congress Muslims are in favour of the Nehru re 
port ; · that ipso f ado means condemnation of the recommendations in the 
.majority report. Outside the Congress circles, Hindus of the highest posi 
tion associated with us appeared before the Simon: Commission in spite of 

.the boycott and in spite of the opprobrium and supported the views that I 

.have now ventured to place before this House and which are embodied in our 

.note, I can say without fear of contradiction that there is not a Hindu 
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[Dr. Gokul Chand, Nani.rig:]· 
_ of any: position in this province outside the boycotting party ~ho _ does not 
share the: v~~ws; t~t· have beeh expr~ssed oy tis· in our note and condemning: 
tµe recommendations ·of the majority hfport. I thank yo:n, Sir, and tlie 
honourable fuembers ofthisliot!se for listenirig to me patiehtly. (Ch'eers): 

. 1~· .. V·. i(.era,r:. (Punjab C~ainber of Commerce and Trades Associa.· 
tion, Commerce) : Sir, t~e matter _before .,us i~. to }aka. up for discus9.~?,b 
~he report of the CoIDID1ttee appointed by this Council. We have Just 
listened to one of ·the members of that Committee for uearly three hours, 
Tn.~ :tema.ini.hg :i:rrembers of the Coimfiittee ate equdlly anxious to have an 

-~pp«:>rtu.nity t(j have tl:leir say. i think it would be. better for the members, 
i5f th~ Coirimittee· who worked with the Simon Commission and who have 
subriritted their report to remain silent and leave the report to be discussed. 
by the other· members of the House. . I do not want to say a word against· 
the magnificent speech of Dr. Gokul Chand, but I rather think that if any· 
views of the House placed before the Simon: Commission are to be of much 
value, they should be made by those who have not already placed such. 
views before them. ' ' 

Now to turn to the report itself. It seems to me that we are committed 
now to a democratic government, rightly or wrongly, to give every man. 
eventually one vote, and to do that, in time separate electorates must go .. 
For, separate electorates mean a Rouse full of men with very strong views· 
in regard to their own community, without any spirit of give and take, such 
representatives being sent solely to urge the claims of the community electing 
them. If we have the system of joint electorates, we get much more moder 
ate men, far less extreme in their views. If the electorates are so arranged. 
as to procure Hindu majorities in some eases and Muhammadan majorities· 
in others, but with a leavening of votes of the opposite community, there· 
would be a greater amount of moderation between the communities. If; 
for instance, in a constituency with a Muhammad.an majority two Muham 
madans stood for election, the more moderate one who was sympathetically· 
inclined to the Hindus would probably be returned with the help of Hindu, 
votes, which would make for moderation in the House. When in Council, 
they would show a spirit of give and take, and would give rise to a greater· 
possibility of adjusting differences and promoting good government than. 
when we have extremists of either side meeting together with no ideas of 
reconciliation. At present, 'open electorates especially in a province like 
this where strong feelings are entertained by - the majority community i_s,. 
impossible at once, but we' must aim to reach that goal. Why not make 
some approach to it at once in a small way, that is part open and part separate 
electorates ? For argument's sake, assuming the Council to consist of 100 
seats, exactly half the number should be divided among the Hindus, the· 
Sikhs and the Muhammadans in a similar proportion as - reeommsnded.. 
with no majority or ii required, a majority of one would not matter. The 
remaining half should -be divided among common electorates, so that there· 
will be no chance of the _same community necessarily forming an unassailable 
majority every year in the Council, The rural or agricultural and other 
varying interests will tend to mean more and communal interests less and. 
even . in time may get into power in the Council , following later general. 
elections. If what is recommended in the majority report functions, we· 

1- 
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shall have ol Muhammadan members coming here every tim.e and for'a'll tilne,, 
you will n1:1ventet any change. We. do not want tb:at ; we wan:t a change 
in Govemment, at times a change in the .tons oLthe Counoil.: it, is not good. 
for any one comm.unity, or group to · be always either; tlie · rulers or even the 
ruled. I think therefore that there should he some attempt at mixed elEJC· 
tore.tea at once in part if not. in whole. I sympathise v'ery much with the- 

, Hindu feeling that no actual communal majority should exist.·· It seems to 
be totally wrong .. There must be a certain influence from outside two con 
tending eommunities which must make itself felt, otherwise it will be per 
fectly impossible that any unfair legislation by a niajb'ii.ty community which 
has always~got the power in its hands could be prevented. There are certain 
very minor communities that do want special representation owing to their 
eimall numbers and the impossibility of otherwise voicing their feelings. 1 
mean communities like the Indian Christians, Europeans and the depressed 
classes whose influence would go a great way to prevent aliy outstandingly 
unfair legislation by the majority community. 

I then pass on to another class whose representation is very essential 
to a Councilof this sort, and th~t is industries; commerce and labour. They 
must be represented here because it is very essential that the opportunity 
of voicing the views of the commercial and industrial people and even of the· 
labourers be given and will be of great value to the Council. You are, 
making great eff9rts to industrialise the Punjab by such efforts as the Mandi 
Hydro-Electric Schemes, ete., and I think it is highly necessary that the 
seats given to commerce, industry and labour are increased. I should, in 
this connexion, Hke to point out the position of the Chamber that I repre 
sent. In the Morley-Minto Reforms, out of 11 elected seats, the Punjab 
Chamber of Commerce had one. When the Montagu-Chelmsford scheme 
came along, there was a general scramble for seats. The Punjab Chamber's 
representative stood still and did not make any request for increased repre 
sentation. And the result has been that when we had 1 elected seat out of 
11 at tho beginning, we have now out of 70 elected seats only half of one, 
for this seat is shared by the Chamber of Commerce with the Trades Associa 
tion. Tu compare commercial and industrial representation in other 
provinces, in Bengal there are 15 seats given to commerce and industries, 
in Bombay 7 and in Madras 5 and the United Provinces 8. This last pro 
vince approaches in conditions more nearly to the Punjab. The Punjab 
Chamber of Commerce ranks on a par with the Upper India Chamber in the 
Associated Chambers of Commerce of India, each having 8 votes. But while 
in the United Provinces Legislative Council the Upper India Chamber of 
Commerce has 2 seats plus 1 seat to the United Provinces Chamber of Com 
merce, we have, with the same number of votes as the Upper India Chamber 
of Commerce, onlv half a seat here. Since the representation in the Councils 
were decided upon, another Chamber has been formed in the Punjab, »ie., 
the Northern India Chamber of Commerce which has two votes on the 
Associated Chambers of Commerce. Therefore the Chambers in the Punjab 
command 10 votes as against 8 in the United Provinces, but in the legislature. 
half a Sefl,t against 8. I do therefore think that we are entitled to far greater 
representation than we have at present. I want to bring this matter to 
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With these few remarks, Sir, I regret I am not in favour of the majority 
.report as it stands, but as this is only a general discussion, I merely content 
.myself with pointing out- these differences. 

"In the event of the provin.cial Government retaining the powers which they have 
at present, the Chamber (i.e., the Punjab Chamber) will strongly urge the 

· creation of a second chamber in the province with suitable powers of revision, 
particularly in regard to money bills. The eonstdtubion of a second chamber 
should be so devised as to -e.ot as a check on elass legislation in matters of 
taxation. If the landed interest predominate in the lower chamber, ~e 
upper chamber should contain sufficient urban representation to act as· a 
check on unfair taxation of the urban people. In . the matter of money bills, 
the Chamber is in favour of following the American precedent and of giving 
'the second chamber the same powers of amendinent and rejection, as it might 
have in regard to other bills. For the prevention of deadlocks between the 
two chambers, machinery similar to the one provided for removing a dead· 
look between the Council of State and the. Legislative Assembly ought to 
prove effective a1,d satisfactory." 

• - • I 

As regards the wider issues of· the report, I will only briefly refer. I object 
strongly to the recommendation of the majority report and the Govem 
:ment Memorandum in recommending that law and order should be a pro 
vincial subject. This is unwise and will. lead to trouble. Police ought to 
be under the central government free from local prejudices. There m~y 
be a very small local police force just to serve occasional .loeal needs; but 
-the major police force must be kept out of the influence of party politics of 
the province and free from th_e local wire pulling. I also fully endorse the la.st 
.speaker's remarks that nothing should be done to weaken the central gov 
emmont, A strong central government .means a strong India. Another 
point on which I cannot find 'myself in agreement with -the majority report, 
is their recommendations for indirect elections to the central legislature. 
My opinion is that these elections should he direct. I would also advocate 
.a larger representation of commercial interest in the Assembly of the central 
government. The major fault I consider in the previous reforms was that 
the majority of commercial seats in the central legislature were· given to 

· -the various chambers in the Council of State as a safeguard. But it has been 
found to be very difficult to influence commercial legislation in the second 
House, for arguing only after the Bill is complete is insufficient. All legis 
lation in connection with commerce and industries is enacted in the Assembly · 
and that is the place where commercial representation ought to be stronger 
to mould such legislation from its inception. I, therefore, strongly advo 
cate more commercial representation from the provinces in the Assembly. 

As regards the suggestion for the creation of second chambers, with 
your permission, I should like to read the note put up by my chamber which 
deals with that point :- 

{ Mr. V. F. Gray. J 
the prominent notice of the Commission because in the majority report one 
seat is suggested for industries, one for commerce and one for labour. This 
representation is utterly inadequate compared with the position in the ·other 
-provinces even to-day and still more so, when seats are increased. To-day 
we hear so much talk about the industrial advancement of the province here, 
:in this Council and yet the proposed representation is not sufficient to 
even voice the feeling and ideas of the industrial and. commercial section 
of the people : 
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Chauclhri Zafrullah Khsn [ Sialkot (Muhammadan), Rural]: Sir,. 
I have listened with great attention, as I am sure the rest of the House has, 
to the speeches so far delivered on this subject which has formed the· 
basis of discussion since yesterday in this House. I was not able 
to follow the greater part of the speech of the honourable member who .has 

• just sat down except the last portion of it which related to the question of a 
second chamber, for the reason that the honourable member did not care 
to make himself audible to this part of the House. Personally, Sir, I would 
have far preferred that the greater portion of the time allotted for the discus 
sion of the report of the provincial reforms committee and the memoranda 
submitted to the Simon Commission by the Government should have been 
occupied by speeches delivered by honourable members who were not mem 
bers of the Provincial Reforms Committee, as it would have given them, an 
opportunity of putting forward their views. But unfortunately one.membsr 
of the Provincial Reforms Committee has taken up so much of the time of 
the House in repeating, to a very large extent, what we had the misfortune· 
to submit to in the Committee itself from him, that it necessarily involves 
the double misfortune of another member of. the Committee who has signed 
the majority report taking up the same amount of time, I hope it will be a 
lesser amount of time-vpossibly a longer period of time, in replying to the 
criticisms which that honourable member has put forward with regard to· 
the report before the House. That I submit is extremely unfortunate. I 
want to make it clear that this double infliction upon the House has been 
necessitaced by the honourable member who was responsible for that 
lengthy_ fulmination against the majority report which Iaste d for inore than 
threeand-a-half hours-a period of time which was entirely unconscionable, 
The dissentient members of' the Committee had .. had the opportunity 
of appending their notes of dissent to the report in which presumably they 
set forth all the arguments in favour of their own recommendations, 
and against the recommendations of the majority, which at that time seemed. 
to them plausible or relevant, and it was not necessary to repeat those argu 
ments at such greater and absolutely indefensible length before this House 
and thus to deprive the House of expressing an opinion upon the recommenda 
tions of the Committee. But, as I have said, that conduct involvesareply 
fromone·or more of the members who have.signed the majority report with 
the result that the House has been practically shut out from a general discus· 
sion of the report as submitted to the House. That is a very unfortunate 
result which cannot now be helped. (An honi:iurable member : Cannot the 
reply be' given in a brief manner)? All over the world replies are longer 
than criticisms or questions, but I shall try to make my reply as, brief as 
possible, I shall try not to follow my learned friend in every detail, but 
rµust necessarily explain many things to which he has tried to direct the 
ait~i;iti9n .. of the House. (Interruption.) Sir, I have tried, to explain in these 
f~y/ r~~~}~. )[hY I. cannot with all the wish in th.e world pay greater atten 
tion to_}~e.:?,~.Pf honourable members of . this House. 

_ . Bef~:i;e, I come to, the discussion of the various matters which have been 
r~'ifi~~ :iA ';sµ,iJi'.i~~~i.'it~~tlllR by my honourable friend, Dr. Gokul Chand, 
N arang~r ;}Fshould,li~e .te-meet.one or tw:o points which were urged by other 
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Dr. Gokul Chand. Narang: I would ask the honourable IDE}IIlber to 
p1:1t down the suggestion in wri_ting. We have not been ·able to follow it 
and it should not be taken thatdve heve rejected it. , 

Chaucllui i~ -Iqi~ .: With re~rd to the mggestions mad~ 
and the criticism~ offered by· my · honourable frien9 'from 'GuJr~ri.w:aI,a, all 
that .Lneed note IS that he has st:r;essed the pomt th~t the'Mnslim,c;lemand 
1or representation in the provincial legislatures is. una:niro,O\leily-for a repte 
sentation . on the basis of population, That is no doubt so. ' Even in the · 
recommendations . of, the majority. report, this f~ct was · reco~etf, a~d - l!O 
iar a~ I ~a;n, recollect,the majori~y. bave df;lCl~ed tpa.t so f.ar_'~s t~e Mu~' 
members, we~e eoneemed they felt th~t that clerp~n-~ h.ii,$1 a_ ~.eat (l~~ - o~: 
force behind 1t, In paragrapli-81 of the report, this 1S what they say :- , .' · 

•• Ow.: 14:~sllJAcog~~s f~l ~11.ILt thei:e is_ a-~~t ~e_aj_~, fpr~ be19~~ !he, 91~~- -_ 
· · of the·Pllnja;b M)isl_lmt1~:r an a!}ot~t of,11e&ts'in tbeo'Pfuvinc¥'l',,i,.egis!S:tw(r 

~unQilon .the, balls: of :popu)atloi>, ,.e.,;,f5,Jll}r ~t.-seJrti!jto tlier~~ - _, 

£Ch. Z1frullah Kban.-J 
honourable members who spoke before him. The first speaker, MirMaqbool 
Mahmood pointed out a serious omission, as he called it, in the recommends 
:tions of the majority report and he said that the majority report had failed to 
provide safeguards for · any future amendments, of the constitution. HE3 
made a suggestion that the constitution should be open to amendment by 
ihe central legislatures by a four-fifths majority .:>f the members of those 
legislatures in each House provided the change was supported l>y three- - 
fourths of the proviaces and was carried in each of those - provincial legisla 
iures' which supported the change by· a two-thirds majority. That was the 
<Suggestion put forward by my honourable friend, Speaking 11t the present 
moment not as a member of the Committee but merely as a member of. the 
Rouse, because the Committee has expressed no opinion on, this matter,_ '1 
would submit_ that th , t proposal has my entire support, with this iechnical 
.addition that the right of' initiating a proposal for an amendment of the cons 
stitution .shonld be reserved not only to the central lElgislatures, - but also 
to the provinces'. That is_to say, the proposal might he}njtiated in either 
House of the central legislatures or in any of the provincial legislaimes~ 
but it should he given-effect only if tpe conditions set-forth .bymy honour-' 
able friend are fulfilled. There was - another suggestion JIU!,de by the - same 
honourable member that it would-be worth while trying to:furniah guarantees 
to minorities, or perhaps-to all interests; with regard- to spE1cial -subjects 
as to ·which they might entertain reasonable apprehensions, and subject to 
t~at, the l'epres~ntation of each community in -_ the provincial l~slatures 
in accordance with its _ population _ basis based upon joint electorat011 
mig~t _'!)& aeeepted. , That, as has been explained by the horiourable member 
who followed him, Shaikh Din, ¥uhammad;:is_entirely~~ptable, to,the 
Muslim community. Even apart from:that, ,that s~gestion ·~aving heeil: 
put before the House, none of the 4onourarble members belonging to ·other 
parties. has so far taken up that .suggestien and I hope -my honourable tne:ad, 
Mir Maqbool Mahmood himself has realised by thls-,tir:ne·that his suggestion 
is not aeeeptable to those parts of the House for whosebeneflt it was intend« 
e~ . 
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Fifty~five or fifty-six per cent. represents the demand of the Muslims 
b~t I understand that the demand really is for representation in accordance. 
with their population which I understand is somewhere between 55 and· 56 per 
eent., to he correct, 55·4 per cent. And I suppose that the demand is that, 
so long as the system of communal electorates and reserved seats is not abolish 
ed, the representation should continue to be on the population basis. That is 
to say, ii the Muslims fall below 55 per cent,, their representation shall faU 
to that figure, but if it should rise above 56, it should also correspondingly 
rise. That, as I submit, was not controverted even in the report itself. 
Neither the Muslim members of the Reforms Committee nor their two eollea 
gues who joined them in signing the majority report have anywhere said that 
there was any doubt as to the Muslim demand or that-the Muslims as a com. 
munity had agreed to accept anvthing less. There has been a great. de!J,} 
of misimpression and misunderstanding with regard to this point as del!lt: 
~th in the majority report. The report of the majority is not a report, 
either of the two Muslim members or of the two non-Muslims and this par1:1, 
graph, paragr!!,pl;i 81, does not represent tli..eMuslim demand, All that the 
four members who have made themselves responsible for the majority report 
did in this connection was. that subject to the note by one of them, RaiSahib 
Ohau~i Chhotu Ram, they made an endeavour to me. tJ;i,e basis of repre 
sentation which they thought, neither as Muslims nor as non-Muslµns but 
as members of the Reforms Committee, was fair to all interest" ~:tid to aU 
eommunities. They did not e~pect that the various communities would 
a.c~pt the whole of their report without exception. They hoped tp.at it 
might be. so, but they knew very w~:p t.h11it it would. npt he so, because arft~r 
all, the fairer the offer that W:it.S ~-d~. tlw lesij satisfactory it '\,VQWd app~ 
to the various sepa,ra,te groups. or CQW,IP.uni~i~ - so far ai;i. tlieir Q~ de:qi~,!i~ 
-wei:e concerned. But what grie:v(i)d th~:rq was n9t that even,tw:i,Uy a.nil wt~ 
mately the different groups, h1tere11ts and commwuties .did not aCCElP,t._thei,r 
recommendations, but tl;w.t three of their own qoll~g,;~ · could not s~tt tlieir 
way, on grounds which were reasoneble in tlieir own view, to agree with the 
recommendations of the JIJ.ajority. and thus. to submit a un0i:tiiwou~ repprt. 
So that, so far as the point made .by Mr. Dip. J\'.l;uha~.d. is c9.;nQerI1.0'1.;tlle 
majority have not gone. fu,)'.ther th~~ thls, that they have, on their ()w.11 res 
ponsibility, as fou.n members o~ th.e coµrqritti:i.e, put .fo:nya;rd a scJlElmE:l wb,i.cll. 
:they thought was fair .in the fut~ests Qf ~u C~i;nnlwi,itie~ b:ut whtc:h t};ley did 
not suggest, for one moment, wowd be acceptable t<> the ¥ui!lim. popwa,tioll, 
of the province as a whole any IQO.re thj'!,µ it would be)t,()cepta.ble .to th~ Hindu 
population, And since,the.puQl.i;caitii>n, of the repo.~, ea._c'p.,9~nµpw.rity h11,,s 
been amphatic in.its criticism of the ]j{3po,rt. ~4 tlle. pl!>;i;ti~$.r ¥u111@ ~jtfri~., 
so.far a.a the question of r.epresenta,tiql). of t~ v.aripus co,w.1;t1wµt~~s ~s concerned, 
is-that a ·groo.t'injustice has been don~ b~ the mem.bers oi the majo.rity in put 
ting their representation at 50· 4 pe~ ~i;lt. ip.st~~ of 11,t 5.5; 4 per cent. which· 
they a.liege is their legitimate shaife in thls i;espe<}t. I hope that, so ,fiµ- 11,s thia 
point is concerned, I'have made 1t perfectly cle.a:r .. So W1 {J.B. l all.l ,per.sopall:f . 
concerned,' as a; member- representing my cqnstitv.en,cy, JJ;l1 vie~ j.i;re als9: 
represented in the o~ sentence 9f the Rl!l.,a,~pp. I have read ~ut, thaj; 
thsre is a giea.t deal pf weight behind the Musli,m. d~n~ t~t tb~w repr.e.0 

sentation in the provincial Council sboulµ: 1Je on th~ .l:>,a.,~is,.Q• ~pµ],ati<>J;l. · I 
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[ Ch. Zafrullah Khan. J 
was then persuaded by certain considerations, as I would still be willing to 
ha persuaded by those considerations, with a view to achieving unanimity 
if that were possible to suggest that the compromise put forward by us 
should be accepted. If that is not accepted, there is no doubt that the 
Muslim demand remains as I have described it to be. 

So far as the speech of my honourable friend, Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan. 
Lal is concerned, I need not deal with any of the points raised by him sepa .. 

· rately as one. or two points that he attempted, to discuss have been includ 
ed in the long commentary of my learned friend, Dr7 Gokul Chand Narang, 
Before I proceed to attempt to reply to the various criticisms put forward by 
the learned Doctor against the majority report and certain other suggestions 
which he has put forward before the House which were not contained in the 
majority report or in toe two dissentient notes, I should like to offer a per 
sonal explanation. My honourable and learned friend at one stage of ms. 
speech made the definite assertion that the report was not the handiwork of. 
the four members who had· signed it. 

Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: Is not that matter concluded by the 
definite ruling of the Chair ? I thought it was. 

Deputy President : I would request the honourable member not 
to touch that question again. It has already been discussed and definite-. 
ly concluded. 

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : . If my honourable. friend had waited 
he would- have perhaps been satisfied- rather · than would have disagreed. 
with what was to follow. I do not want to enter into any sort of contro 
versy or to import any further heat into the matter. One thing that I 
wanted to say was that his direct challenge that he should be contradicted 
elicited from me a contradiction in· a fqrm which I subsequently · amended 
and for that, I again express my regret to my honourable friend, and the 
second thing which I want to state is that there can be a misapprehension 
as to what he has stated. I am not one way or the other going to con 
tradict him over again, but I merely want to explain lest there should be· 
any misapprehension with regard to the subject. So far as I understand the 
expression ' the handiwork of the members who signed the report', l 
construe these words as meaning that this report was not entirely drafted: 
and prepared by those members who signed it. If that is what is meant by 
the remark, then I must say that that statement is not correct. If it means 
that the report has been in parts influenced by suggestions· and proposals 
contained in official memoranda or the opinions of officials of Government 
expressed in their evidence before the Simon Commission, . this is not only 
correct but it is an additional merit in support of the report of the majority ... 
The members, who have. signed this majority report when· discussing the 
various matters which formed part of their report and when eventually dis 
cussing the draft which was mainly prepared by the Chairman· of the Com 
mittee and where it was not actually prepared by him, it was supplemented. 
by notes from the other three members who. signed the report along with 
him, had in view the entire evidence that was placed before them both in the 
form of documents and also orally when they sat in joint free conference 
with the Simon Commission andthey were, therefore, well aware of the views 
of the various sections of the Government as well as non-official individuals. 
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:and -~rganisations. They cannot deny and have no wish .i~- deny that in'. 
various parts of their· proposals they have boon influenced at various times : 
,by ideas expressed in these documents and the . evidence before the Com. 
'mission bnt they want to explain, as a matter of fact, that they were so in 
;fluenced .. Nobody can deny that when you have got a eertain.amctint of: 
:material before you which you_ have read and attempted to digest, you have ; 
-.to be influenced by it. · - . . . . . : 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : Nobody said anything about that. 
Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : Therefore, my . explanation of the re- · 

.maek to which I object is that the report· in the sense that it was drafted, 
prepared, revised and put into its: final shape by the members who have 

-signed it is entirely their own handiwork. Nobody else had anything· to 
do with;it at all. -·iu was placed in the hands of Government for getting 

· it printed and published and if .there was any proof correction either in 
the Government Press or anywhere else, the members are not responsible for 
it, but. so far es the report itself js concerned, that is entirely their own 
work based upon material which was placed before them. But if the 
.suggestion is that in some way Government had tried to influence the 
actual 'recommendations and that they had conveyed their wishes in this 
-respect either directly or indirectly to the members of this Committee, then 
-that is a suggestion which I on behalf of the members who have signed this 
zoport emphatically repudiate. 

Having cleared that point, I would now take up the- various matters 
to which my. learned friend alluded in the course of his speech 
yesterday and this morning. :My learned friend in the very begin 
ning · expressed bis regret that the Committee could not make a unani- · 
mo~ report and he assured the House that he and the other two 

~ members pf the Committee, who have written dissentient notes, were prepared 
to go as far as their reason and conscience permitted them to go. All that 
1 cari sa:y i;8 that their reason an~ eonseiepee mnst have P!escrilled a very 
narrow limit f<..r ·them beyond which they could not see their way to go. If 
that· limit had not been so narrow and so circumscribed, I have nof the slight 
-est donbt that unanimity could have been achieved. As a. matter of fact, 
-on some occasions I certainly felt that we were on the verge of achieving it 
but somehow or the other, the moment we separated at one of these stages 
and met· again our views had div_erged again. I shall not blame the dissen 
tierit members because after au. it is perfectly apparent that when two par 

'$OnS have disagreed in spite of efforts to agree among themselves each 
maintains that it is the fa.ult of the other and nothing is gained by repeat- 
ing that allegation. ·. 

Then, n1y learned friend went on to say that one criticism which. 
has been levelled against their dissentient notes was that they had 
proceeded merely to a destructive criticism of the proposals contained 
in the . report of the majority and had made . no attempt whatever 
to put forward a constructive proposal, This is an allegation which I do 
not ·make as a matter of criticism'.a.gainst their notes. If they did not choose 
'to put forward a constructive scheme it was their own look out and it takes 
nothing a.way from their dissentient notes, but I make this allegation as a. 

D 
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[ Oh. Zafrullah ~~ ]:. . . .. -. . . . _ 
matter of profound regret that nothing m the alternative was put forward: 
~~~¥, f~.I~ea.me~~s ~~ a COJU1!3C~!~twP<9lQ for'tts.to con11idet;aM'if t,h~;r, 
~~g.J{\1~ fQ~~r~ t~f~ ~f:ttt~f ~ tp~ f9@ of a. ~Qnn~~e~, whole. befo!('.). y.S; 1t $ 
~~~p~~ tpa~ 1fi sp1!~- ()Hh~ ~ppa~131,'.!t, !l,wi9st lll:~O~cilable, dispapty <>f:' tb:t- • 
P;9;Il~~8:l!! spm~ ba5.1s <:o,'!l~ll,h3:ye, ljee,n.fg~d on which allof· ~s,;·· ~()uld have- .. 
a,f.~.~.,1,1d t~~ cglllp~~t "'~1~h l ~k~ not only her~ but which ·.1 ~~0 to· 
~,~9It?µral>J~ ~~d:µrun~gi.atelya.~e~l ]l~d.anoccas1?n to .. P?mse tbe no~ 
Qf· lli.ssen:t which ha.s been signed by him RaJa Narendra N.ath, would 110.t: have 
arisen. ; ~?b~t. ~~t ~~. ~fi>~~fed,. ~opi th~rµ a.nd I. s~~ -~! tb.flif~Yr, ~~ct. 
from !h~m .that if th~y ~sa~eed so v1t?,lly and entrrely 'Ylt.P t:ti~. ~~9~o~ls: 
contained m the maJonty report.,tµey should have put forward c9~t;uct~-r.e·. · 
p;r:oposals stress'.in~ the ~ointi of ¥frrenc~ w~i~h e~~~1 iii ··th,e'' pr<>PiB~~. 
a1:d·should have_ grve,n' us a ehanee of.co~s1d~rmg the~,P,WP,0.~?,1$ frr~ t~'e~!& 
nugqt have found a way out ofour difficulty. Thfl.t is whyrJ~a.ve.cq:µipl~JA~ 
eq ,ag~inst the i\1rifo.re of T?:Y. hon?ura~l_e frifnd.s_ to hav[e, p~t fpr~~fq a;nl1gµ~ 
sttuctive proposals ohhmr own. I ·do not mind, I have no nght to :qimt:L 
thedestruetive critic~sm in which theJ1· ha,ve.'indulgetl.· If they cl~ n6t_ ag;:e: 
'Vith the proposals, Of course .it is their d~ty to C!~tid~e tJ19s~ J#i,pp~~> 
their incongruous nature, their hollowness, if they deserve that epithet, a.ri,~t 
to. 'ex .. p. o~e their ~pre.~t~b.ilhY; In ... ·. · .. a~s.~e .. r··· t9 ~p.. ese .. '. .. crit.i,<?isrti.! s m. ·.t ,Y:_ .. ffW.:n: _d. '.}~.~ .•.. !· •. _ ~~;~d c~;:dtt;o~~t6c;; :/::1.lfflf.o,~}r~;:;ti~e\(~4'. ~~- 
foreufl the rei:oit of the maJority. We have cr~t1c1s~d it w\wr~v~r ~e- liave: 
differed from it and we have criticised it only· wlietJ w"e ruiiagr~~d ':;:1th\it\~' 
W,4ere;W0 have not expressly disagreM:we ac,cepf this_reporf,;' :·Tha('was to , 
xii~"~. ':v,e'.ry astounding statement 'tt5. :fua1:re" . in:, answet to . tlfo cri'tjcis,ni 
~~!fh WB.~ put forward.· The criticism ·tas ·t~~t:·i~ey '.r.ejf~ct~~:~~r. ~~JtiA( 
b.~c.a;1we, ai!. my honourable and Iearned fi1~d nas. sa1d-,thii,' DlOrfung m conlJ. 
ci ..• u. ... cl. · .. in .. ' g.- bis spee.ch: .• ~ha~ .. -~bis re.port:,-w. a~ so. ;~!'~f. ··.h,./>,\~ ... :·t~t .. '.~t :c:6w ..... ;~· ~<>·}:·····.· , hqld;, water, . Grantmg 1t rs so full of holes · tha.t ·· 1t woul{ltnot 'hol{l"water~ · 

. tlii.~ if will.not receive and has not. receiitecf"the slight~st'in:fppott either· 
b!;l.~ m;y ·l!o:t;tourable friend ·o~· frqm ,n:v; :. ,~~~t · ~tH~. ~?~Ftt, r-t~ 
c!·iticj.n;p,was tbat they ~1:': the oth~r.s1d(f ~d not put '.'fo~~r~,:Ji,'.'f,Y.; ?Qn,71 
~t!~tiye proposal. 'The.ir ans:wer is : ~Y, te .. have the repp~ ; 1l1a. ?#!Y: 
JJ;l .tome parts that we have disagreed with 1t and where we are not :ii{ 
df~a-i.i'.e,e:r:n.ent with. it, ~~e report can stand. But th~ concl~_~in_gnofe c>( 
ni,y ho,nourable friends speech was that no_t a particle of 1t can sta~d 
b..ecause it is so full of holes. 'Jfthe critiQism ofmj learned frie;nd is 'cpr'..: 
rti#,ind itthe report is rea.sonably open to all the objections that'he,}ia;s: 
raise.d a[ainst it, iUrnm the report allthose l)8.SS?,g~s are to ~e del~ted wbi~li 
li~,.'.\'ants0to be deleted; fnen nothing is left in tlie report which ca(n fo!tji ~'. 
~~ . . 

. ·Qr .• Gokul Chand, NilJ'ang =. If t_}:rat is so, will my, honoW'a.bl~ an,d 
1,a~ned friend indicate any' question OD; which. our opinion is not. p~tent? · · · 

t,ha,µdh:r~. ~a..fr~1r}a~, lJta~:; ~.Y h~~_ow-111Jle ~iend,h~mg. had 1?8, 
say e;:td,·'l~inf \nxg8:~1q91:1~ ,op~µmg ~ny'b9d,y- wl;to .riS~l'I ~o mtemipt ~ 
that not l:avmg, g1V~l,l{Way the}!.m1ow;i3ibl~ IJ).l:lm,~.~r,hJl,.S D.Q r:ight.to g_Q!on m· 
iler_tupti?~· I iJW· ~9'1. gj.Y.~ way to. hiJI!. a)?.d; th.erflf.ore, he should,not b_ava, 
gone on -with his mt~r:l"u~twn,.. . · , ~ . .-, . \ \ - 
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Dr. Gokul·Chand,c.N:iu:rang.: Is it peemissibla under th~.rules:to; pnl 

~· quest.io:n or not ? I did not want to ~t a-question myself hut iii' waa 
-o:ne· that w:as·aroused·.fron:r the constant repetition .of th-a- sam~·thing,· iy 
the- honourable:in,embet; 

Cliaudlui. Zafrullab: Kh:an·:· It was· a principle &ecmptoo by ~ 
Warned friend. There is nothing..:in the-report-which is acceptableto,xn, 
leiunM. friend. The position is that the report is. noil · accept11"JRt¥ to· th• . 
41.Rtl Ishouhlliketo. know whether· them is any seheme whioh hetliai&J)Jlti 
f~,1'WP,1<l for: the,>com:try to consider. : It is quite easy to say, we• bave::J0ft, 
so many pointawhich we heve not touched. But· there is scarcely, ant· 
thing in the 1·eport which r~:ma.ins erx:cept perhaps the· question of the·,Jiie· 
of. the legisli tiv & council being prolonged to five years I He· tolls. mi thlit1 
he '1:fa.s leit· such ·thin.gs int a et· as that· the G.overn-0r shouldi ,remain a:rnf t~ 
ministers should remain. But on the whole he has taken away all· tb;& 
materi2.lf- It' :FS just as reasonable to suggest th~t even after1 taking. away 
t'.lfa roof; the fittings and the walls, of a building whatever is left is stiJr:. a' 
lHtilding. .As T have said I am. not making· a· complaint of the point. Fe 
was open to them to demolish the report altog.ether but they should haw- 

0f6rward·'some: .. alternati ve proposali of · their own. 

Then T refer to his remarks which were contained in his preliminary · 
. e:11iti0is:m·o.f:tbe:report. It was an explanasion or an attempt.to explain 

the, signatm!e. of one of the- members -who have signed the majority report' 
.·· and.bhe value to be attached toit. Objection was taken.to, 
. 1 :e-M, . the remarks contained in the dissentient note by' Mir Maq~ 

bool Mah.mood 'who said. that ·they were. not graceful. My learned friend saidi: 
.. Yes; .the~ are not. gi:aeeful~· You say we imputed motives to the. two non 
Muslim members who have signed the majoritr report. We could have: im 
puted motives, but we did.not do so." · So,saying he went on to impute motives 
to those members. I do not wish to go. into the details of the motive that was; 
imp.uted 'toi , the hQnouxabli member Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram .. 
But they.were subsequently boiled down tothis, i.e., that Rai Sahib Chatidbri 
Chhotu Ram signed the report as he was a member of the National Unionist 
Party and as the majority of the members of that· party were Muhamma clans. 
That was alleged to be the one reason or the principal reason for his assent 
to the report. The answer to that would bestcomefrom Chaudhri Chhotu 
Ram himself so· far as it is a personal reflection- on him. But so far as it is 
a. mere question of. party, if. the members of om: party including Chaudhri 
CbhQtu Ram and. other non-Muslim members thought. that a certain scheme 
was-worthy ,of their .sap;port anfl aecordingly, signed the report, surely there is 
'rlothmg sinister in-it, My learnedrfriend when he, put forward that explana 
tion forgot: th'a,t the fourth member-who signed the report was not a member 
of.,, the Unionist Pa:vty. and did. not .for any matter· of p.ref erment depend. on 

- tbe Muhiwmdan members of the. party: as' was alleged to be the case in thee~ 
oase.of Chaudhri Chhotu. Ram. My: learned friend 'safS that he would · not 
ha-ve, pµt £orward'. ihis explanation hefcire the Honse if capital had not· been 
made.out; of: the. fact that the report had been signed by two Musliin and: 
two,,llQll-Ml!IBlim•members. Why should, he caltifa report of the Muslim· 
members to which two non-Muslims members have appendedtheir signatures? 
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~~ ~°!-:!:E ~ us Jim~ ... endorsed~ J.~~,...;beta 
.iio.r a report of non-Muslim.members endorsed by the M limmembe'rs:' All the points · were fully discussed by all the members be ore · they · finaUy · r 
agreed to thenr; At a very ell,l'ly 1:1tage in our . delibe. tions it became, 
plain and it went on becoming plainer later, that somJ of the members 

. ww:e able to agree on substantial points and that ~:ine of the other 
,DleJUbers were not able so to do. Towards the close. q~ the- discus~ions 
,W'i:, found that four of us could agree among ourselves Wfith .regard to the 

-~- recommendations and we sat -. together to coil.sifer . each 'matter 
fleparately. The1·e was no question of the report being prJduced' by Muslim 
JAembers or by non-Muslim members. _ Several of the proposals are.thereat 
the instance of Muslim members: and several at the instance of non- · 
}\fru.Jlim members. Almost all of them-were modified in· the. course of the 
diseussion. That was what happened, and not· that the .report is that of 
the two Muslim members and that· the two non-Muslims were coerced into 
~ccepting it. . . . '": · .. · . · -~· · -~ 

My honourable "friend discussed another topic and: it -ran through 
Qnt his discourse at various places. · I shall tey to discuss it: here at one plaee 
oruy,_but he has made it a part of his argument in various other plaoesand 
a!J l have to reply to those points. I am afraid I shall not be able to avoid re 
petition. The question was of provincial autonomy as . against dominion .. 
st~tus. In the first place, · I cannot conceive of · the question being put in 
this way. Provincial autonomy and dominion status are not opposed to 
each other. They are part of . the same system. My learned friend .said, 
8,D,d that is a matter on which I entirely agree with him, that· Indians cannot 

· <{onsider0thJ1,t they are the inhabitants of a free country . till not only ~ a. 
'Punjabi respected in Madras· and a Bengali respected in Bombay, but 
till they are all respected outside India and particularly in ·the self-governing 
Dominions · and · Crown Colonies as. citizens_· of _a free _ country and _exa;ctly 
on the same basis as the members of other free countries. . Bo far &S that 
principle is eoneerned I am at one with him. I shall go further arid say that 
if at any stage of the future development of the Empire it is found; consistent 
with the allegiance of the British people of ~e' Dominions to the Crowri, - 
that they can have more power in the conduct of their' affairs, that ·power 
should be granted to India also. Otherwise India will have a grievance that 
# was not being fairly treated by the British Crown, Not orily do we want 
that we should now be in the same position as the Dominions, provided certain 
conditions which we have mentioned in the report ate fulfilled; but that in 
the further stages also all further powers granted to the Dominions should 
be granted to us also automatically. That is the least demand that any In 
-dian can put forward at the present.stage, The difference b~tween i:ny.honour 
able friend and myself and those who think with me is not really so mueh 
between dominion status being granted and provincial autonomy being. gran- · · 
-ted as to the manner in which this desired state of thingitl can be brought 
.about. I can well understand the proposals contained in t~e majority report. · 
But I cannot understand this criticism of them, because tije matteris not so · 

-elsar t6 me as it possibly is to my honourable· friend ~hoi:put forward that 
¢ticism. Our proposal is this. We. have visualised an 11India of autono- -· 

.mous provinces with a strongeentralgovemment, strong·i the sense which 
1 shall presently define. The whole 'should possess the status of a British 

:1 ,, 
'.it 
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;po~fojotj~'· lli~smueh'as w~ have·treated_the~rovinces as umis'v,e<wai.it~t 
•to. b~ . clearly UllU0!Stood. that certain powers which up to the present 11.~ve 

. beeif e'.xer.cised>by Parliament have been delegated to the provincial govem 
sments and that the provincial governments have ceded, or'at any rate 8" a 
m~_tter o~ legal )1.ttangement are supposed to have ceded, certain portions' ot 
t_hese powers to the central government for the common good of eJl. We 
snggest. that·. the upits and their powers should be· clearly· defined before 
we can go further with regard to dominion status. Wot that we "'.anfifr 

. to be delayed if the central government can be placed on a basis of domini'C?_n 
'status lllJ.ID.ediately -. Although we have said t;hat any further .transfereil~ 
· of responsibility in-the centt&l,l government should not precede or synchron~ 
with the establishment of provincial autonomy in the provinces what is meant 
is.not necessarily tha_t it may be delayed for many years •. The objecfl& 
that the two should be clear and distinct. It must be clearly understood th.a,t 
the provinces are completely autonomons and the authority that is vesteil 

'in the central government is vested in it on behalf of the provinces and 
for the common good of all. We realise also that the provinces have hiul 
iar greater opportunities during the last nine years to· exercise responsibility 
than is the case with the central government r : In the logic of thing1(it 
naturally follows that the provinces are ready for a· far greater load of 
responsibility than the central government. From the ,·er_y nature of the 
provincial subjects it is clear that a complete transfer of responsi 
bility in the provincial sphere can be undertaken immediately, and before 
a complete transfer of responsibility could be brought about in the cen- 

.. tral government. Even that section of politicians who claim immediate 
dominion status for the central government v~ry often qualify it by excepting 
defence and foreign affairs from the control of the people. They themselves 
admit that the time has not yet come for a complete transfer of responsibility 
in the sphere of the central government. That being so, the criticism" of 'ID.Y 

. learned friend Dr. Gokul Chand Narang himself becomes apposite. He bas 

. stated that it would be incongruous to subordinate a fully reformed provincial 
government to an only partially reformed or semi-reformed.central soyer.n• 
ment. If, as is accepted by_ even the advocates of immediate dominion 
status; the transfer of the control of the army and foreign policy is not- at 
present advisable, the central government remains only. a partially reformed 
government. And a~ording to yourself autonomous provinces should riot; 
be subjected completely to the control of a semi-reformed central govern 
ment. These· were the various reasons which prompted us in making the 

. suggestions that complete provincial autonomy, meaning tliereby that the • 
provincial executive should be completely responsible to the provincial 

_ legislature, having nothing to do with all-India subjects and inter-provincial 
.matters, should be granted to the province immediately ; and that 
.having been granted as much of responsibility as can be safely transferresJ 
in the central government should be transferred a~ soon .as possible there 
after, The central government should be placed on the basis. of complete 
dominion status. . Th!;!,t is the recommendation. · There is ;nothing heinous 
in 'having said that the transfer of responsibility in the ,central government 
should not precede or· synchronise with the establishment of provincial autO'. 
ncmy in the provinces. My learned friend said that he. could- conceive 
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·. Thoo n;i.y learned friend :sai,d and that was said. this iliortriilg and .gt~t • 
:'!.w.p\t~sis · was laid on the pQint!· ~haHf yo:u give praruibiaJ· autonomy to· U.e 
';_»tovinces in tl!e sense in which the majority have recommended, then you 
r~re Jiittµisifying what, is .ealled ''the centrifugal tendency of the ,variousJjto- 
·. 'tin9es to f~ll away from the Central 'Government'', and more particul!:trly so in 
.· ~-~ (?It~& of the :Pwijab. He said, look at the- Punjab with such a ·vast . belt 

.of Mu.sfung round it iii' Sind, Norlh-West Frontier Province and Balncltlstan .who would declare taeir adhere~ to Bacha Saquo or Nadir Rh.~ or wh~ 
~ve.r might be tbe ultimate Ruler of Afghanistan. H•ay not have actually 

·~id.it in so mJ.ny _!19rds but t:bat is-what was at the back of his mind; ,he 
• ··~ic:J:, l9ok ~t the past history of India, the moment' the central government be 

'..ffi111~ weak t:he· provinces (ell o;ff, from it. He did n9fr~lise -that there- w~ 
;..p,Qt .one poir,lt o;f simi;farity b~tweeQ . the ~nstitutfon of the. present da.y3°. and · 
·-.1b~ coristitutio~ of the times: of Asoka and Chandragupta-! (Woul4 not . ~Y 
:Jp th;~ time of Akbar or Aurang.ze't,i for they were never m~sters oi:. tlle ~holie 
'61 Itidia. He said, In\lia was one nation so- long ·as it was ·under one- OOA'.' 
'W 'Q.llitary :fo:rm ,of govenµnent, b~t the µioment it cease_d ·to . be SQ q.iffer~nt 
J'.r<tvi"?_ces r~s.ulted. He., forgets, howeyer, that_ ~he ¢hie£ di~tincti.?a~ 
:~ thia that th:e systew.. of ·g9:ve~nment at that time, was-e~tµ:ely d:1&r~ taxtt the present system. Xi was :not only a wµtary form of, gover-nnien, ; 
~(~ wa~ a· p,el:'sonal .form . of go'Vem.m,ent, . and Jhe . system of governmen\fi: &t '~.. . ~ . . .. • ' . . . . .. ' . . . . . •. . . ' ... ~ ' 

[Ch. Zafrullah Kha:r1.j 
of provinces only as, mere units for. the purpose of administrative .conveni 

,j11ce, · J,le ij~PJlOt "f.QJ'l.®lYe,Qt J!rP~<AeS wbi~h s~9ij.,ld.be '8¥t~'O~QJ1$vWJ.~il 
~'6lll$e:lv.~. lfo b.as,ij,t~it~dJ.riJJ.iOlQte :tll.\l,tJfi.t were ;B<>t .tha,t fudia-~asifJll~h 
·i.ibig .couiltty tb,ez:i!l wq:u.JdJ)~ ri;q .w<rwpces, . N.o~y .djsagr~ .. ·. 'tfit ~~r:e 
,,~t ·that ,wdi~ is.a J~ig ,cQntilii@~ :it.w:oul4 he .Qfle ,eountiry. ·Sµppose ,t#,~ · 
:J?~jab ,aloQe · were '.w,dja y9u w.Puld AOt haye ~ .pro'1"i11ces ia:nd yon. wo!iJ4 .not require .a,ny pr9\j~al ~uton9'mlr.., WJie ·whole .tlµng ,w(mld. be· wit~µ 

-::~eahle proportion~. iue P9Plliiti-tion-wcm.ld ·be.hound toget4er by~erW,n · 
Jties.ot oommon,associatiouJ.\nd -~9..mm.~n-J;_ra.d,itio"Q.S, There.are more.o~ t~ 
.a,,mringthe ~pie of a single p:r:o.vm~-~lemE1nts-whfob.gotp,ma.h;e.up as.i:pgl~' 

,.community.-· '.:Chetefore it ,wol)ld ,not .be n,eces~ry either ·by .re.a.son ilf the 
~-~- ·, nt-.of the 001w.t:ry .or by ·re.~.sPP .m .th_e. Vl\>rja.~iol).S of rac.e · Qr .r:eligfon .et 
,eolour 9rJanguagea which are.,tfl1Jf!4 more marked in the wbqte of.Iadia- than .in 

:c:the Punjab to ha.ve different provinces. Both reasons of adn;uniatrn.tive con~ 
,:v:enienQe and 1the chJtracter of t:ha pqpulation would indicatfl that the unitary 
i;lQrm.. of go:vEirnnient WQu!d be alliw.b]~. It was begging the .qQ.estion. f;o .1311,y 
f:that if india·were not so big it wo!.lld Il()t have so mapy J}l'ovm.ces. Suppasit}g 
Europe was only .of the s~e of :Flngl®d then you would Move only one !)Oun~ 
it;ey. The W:hole of Europe is n9t ]mg'la,nd and then1£ore there are differ~nt 

a ~µntiti.es, and they -have md-e_pendent adlllinist1:atfons. '.JJhe whole .9f . 
India .is not the Punjab and therefore .as there are different provinces wit.ti 

.;various Biffei;~:q_ces in differel.lt .lll~t~rs yQu cannot have . a ~unitairy form ·Q{ 
·.gov~rmne11t. · You require .ai federal :fQrm of government in whioh eil>.Ch 
.pro:virlce should have libel'ty ,t(;l. develop along .its own lines; so Ioug a;aJt · 
.dnes not infringe upon :the sphere .of mtQth,er province .oi; upon .the splie:r,e 

Ad the -central gov:ernment. So, as I bl3iv~ already submitted, it is reall;y 
. lre~ging the .qµ~stion. · · · 
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jleijn~.i#i!.i11lijT·;Jfj(•, g},,. v''''"'''~Ht~w"h i& ··;o··osed titid~r tli , "fo :"()~id ~1ltt1W~iJl!tt~Q:i~H-:=bfe.:f~!if~ 
-ell-India legisla.tion and all-India taxation should .be r.e.s9rved .enti;.ely to 
the central gov~rhmerit. Then it'iiagreed that the defence of the country 
Dlll!lt be reserved entirely _to the central government, Vis1~alise then the 
~~~~~? t~vef~gpt -~~tk,~ as. ~~f# ._mJef~(fi.s' ~t' yvaii_t'r; . _f~r#!nnm .. µ,~~~~, 
the :t.mwer to levy more taxes if 1t so desires, and ,ha.vmg, all the material 
!hjo~j~ ~e~¥,r,e~ .~9r the ~~f~#ci_i3,oqhe CO~Ai:Y,,.~ii~)f i~ dqe$_not do,sq It 

· )Vi~ ,not. -9.e -~he f~b1t. of !he ~rOV!f1.~e.s, G1vw:1 ~hat cent~I. g~vernn;ient,.~Did 
· -µ'l 1t~ o~ sph,ere, make. ~t. as s~r~ng a,~ , you Eke. to ~ke ~t, then , Wp(;lre 
f~ ~~e fea~ tha.~ a.ny Of t~o variqus pr()v1nces _wl;tich const~tp.te the_ QOµnt~y 
w~ch ~ave ~?t the_ a~thoritt ,to niaint~in ~n ,.A,rin;y;, ~hi~h hav~ n.o~ t4e 

-~ti}h,onty to 1evy tax.es for .mili,tary. purposes, e,ihoul1 w tim.~_.he ~riy~~ a~llY 
:from the central government ? What happened in the Mug4al \1!1Y!'I J~rj;µ. 
the days of Asoka was that various provinces ~or various reasons which <lo . 

. not apply now, and the' principal 6£ them was the. lack of means of rapid" 
;?,o!l1mUiticatioq, could not be adequately, sµp<=irvisi;d and.. :were, .held togetp.er 
Qrily so.Jong as there was a powerfnl lr).oI;ia/r.ch ruling the country. If that .#?°?afoh was succeeded by a weak. man who could n.ot ,rulE) the countey 

.~tongly anotherman occi;i,sionally succeeded in consolidating the. whole:df 
~~-~ cou11t.ry under .. his rule, .. His. weaker descendants who succeeded hiIµ 
~~erw:~d~. ha.d not the. capacity or the ~bility to c~nt~ue t~ ~o so'. • Lah~ 
;n.et pul'SUE3 t~J matter into gre11.t~l'. det~il. , . In fapt it , was not. necessaey fo 
¥are pursued 1t_ even in this detail i~ my Iearned and honourable friend ba *P~ Rut_t~is .point of view !orward so persistently: during the ~tt.in&'s ;oftoo. 
J?rovmc1al Reforms Comrruttee. The honourable member, .said that 'lf :fQ1l 
.~_I,re··th,i~~ptra:Z .government weak then, the provinces will fall away: .. 1:!? 
'9,P-,0 · a~vocates that you should make the ... central government we_ak; Wli3;t 
Ii.as .. been suggested i~ that· the spheres. of the central .gdvetnment and,the 
protin~~al governments should 'be clearly defined." • Having' defined them 
'(/~ch · sho_ul<l. keep within its o~ sphere; The sphere of -de~e~ce. :bo~h bJ 
la?d and by sea as well as by air and any other means fro~ w.-hich dange~ 
xpght, threaten, you have got to leave. to the central govem.:rpent ; all theoo 
~ould be entfyely central and would in no case be provincial subjects. ·0n 
1h13,_other hand, if there were anything in the fears of myIearned and honollt: 
4lbl~.friend that, the provinces, would have the tendency to.fa]) away; that , 
~e11deni:iy would be intensified by a mischievously interfering central gov-ern-;. 
ment at the headquarters always trying to .interi(Jl'e in provincial matters, 
-~,ways trying to queer the pitch, as it · were,' if the expression might Ue 
~owed, so far as· provinces are concerned. . My learned friend said, H y~~ 
give provincial autonomy to the Punjab=-and · the words used by hfin 
?~e _shocking to ll1Er-if you give provin~l aptonomyto t9e prq:v~ce,: as it is 
~thin a 1'funammadan belt from, Constantillople_ to)farachi, '.Qu.r . very 1:i.Q9~ 
,t~es~ our lives~ 6~ honour would not be S1t.fe. Thi~. was q.n' asto~dµig,_st~tt 
'#en~. ,tci ~a1(e, , From the expe_ri~nce wpi(l);f' r _ h~ye _,bitd; ol. pm Slijter J\9.~ 
lllwuti~)~ t~s !ifOVince J woiµd ~.ay~ ~as,~f.r,aid .tha~ S? f?,X !1S O~l' e~9.D.Qf 
~t~ ~troggre ~- .· concame~ we ~ave got to_~~,emi-il'rd 9ur,11ghts a.11d._mterElst&,; 
:which are vital, b11t 1t ha~ never entered my head, never. have I 
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had the remotest ~ear that if the non-Muslim eommunities In this province 
:. had the . running of the government in the proyi.ncial sphere •µi. th~ir hands,_ 
:.the lives and:·the honours and the liberties of the Mussalmans woulif'be- 
: in danger. · · · ··· · 

... _ . Dr. Gokul Chand, Naran,1f: Because they will not be. "' 

-: · Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : And I cannot see·. the. slight~t ,j:a.sti;.. 
floation for the reflection which was made by my friend that the moment: 
provincial autonomy is granted to the Punjab their liberty, their lives. and 

_ their honour would not be safe at the hands of the majority or the Musa}m,an, 
population. This is an allegation which had better not have been made .. 

· And if that is the state of mind of my" honourable friend, if he thinks that. in 
.the Punjab if you have a Musalman majority in the legislature, 'by what 

. ever means that end might be achieved, having regard . to the proximity ot 
the Punjab to certain barbaric countries their' .liberties would not be, safe........ . . .. 

, : · Dr .. Gokul Chand, Narang : I did not call them barbaric, Sir; 
. Chaudhri Zafrullah ·Khan : Although that expression was not 

used, his words certainly implied that they were semi-civilised and barbaric. 
- rhe moment you say that, it indicates a state of mind in which my learned 

· mend and those who think alike with him find themselves having that fear 
· before them. Supposing he finds himself in the\majority . in · this House 
. with tp.e thought in his mind that the whole Musalma.n· population from 

, Constantinople to Karachi, is thirsty for the lives and .the liberties and 
.honour of my friend and the members of his community, what sort of 
treatment, having that fear in his mind and being in that frame of mind, 
would he mete out to the Musalmans of this Province ? What a-e the 
shortest, what a-e the briefest, what are the surest means which he would 
like to employ to put a,:i. end to that fear for ever? And that indicates, 
the real clue to the whole of the criticism which has been put forirn~d by 
my friend before this "House. · That fear is entirely unjustified and abso 
lutely unreasonable and he wants to have a non-Muslim majority in this. 
Province. I shall presently examine his suggestion that so far as · that 
is concerned, it would practically be handing over the Punjab to us if we- 

1.with .a population of 56 per cent. have 50·4 seats in the legislature. I shall 
examine that later, but if that absolutely unjustified fear is there and .if 
he· had a majority in this Council what· is the treatment which he would, 
mete out to me. But I shall even now not do him the injustice of 
~uggesting that if at. any future time under altered < iroumtarices and a 
,different system of election, as wall mig-ht .happen, 1 here is a non-Muslim 
majorityin this house, tl.en the liberties, tho lives 'and. tl:e hc n. ur of the- 
Muslims WO;Jld not be s·i.fe. '' ... . ' . ' 

Then discussing this matt@r there was a remark which my learned friend 
made by the way, and he said as a matter of protest---:". I must strongly 
protest against the entire disappearance of the v,ery name ·of my com".' 
~unity from the whole of the electoral system of this province" and 11,lI 
that. Here is a nationalist exhibiting so much ardour in favour of nation 
alism, a· rarik enemy of communalism,-communalism to him is like a red . . . . 

·, 

[Ch. Za~ Khan,:]-: ..... 
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Chaudhri · Zafrullah Khan : These a.re peeps. into his mind which,. 
· he ha.s. very ' kindly and generously afforded ua while he was on the· 

~- surface putting forward the nationalist plea. He is opposed to the com· 
mnnal system and separate electorates as being destructive of the spirit 

'of nationalism and democracy and it is · democracy tliat he wants to 
- establish here. Now, that again is a plausible argument. He· wants to 
. establish democracy and he defined democracy as · a government of the 
people by the people for the people. That is a definition which all of' 
us have heard . but which we have very seldom in practice known being 
applied to any form of goveh!,ment although it is being more and more 
progressively applied in order to achieve th9 ideal, but it has not so far 
yet been reached. He· would have government in this country of the people 
by the people for the people. What is his definition of the people 'l He· 
would have government of the people, that is- to say of .the entire popula- +, 

tion of the country .. _ There his definition of the people includes the whole- 
· of the population of the country,· every man, woman and cliild whether 
possessing property or not, whether possessing education or not. Re would 
not exclude anybody from that definition. Then comes government by 

.the people .. Who are those 'people.' .Here his definition. of . 'people" 
changes. He says universal adult suffrage is impracticable in this country 

··and , that it is absolutely destructive of all institutions . in this country .. 
Therefore the people who are to govern, meaning thereby the electors, 
must be few. · Therefore it comes to this, that it is the government of the 
whole people by the electors. Where . the electors correspond with the 

.whole people it· is a government of the people by the people. Where they do, 
not, it. is a government of the people by a section of the people and according. 
to the definition of the honourable doctor that ceases to be democracy. 
Therefore, when an advocate of democracy stands up he has got to show that. 
he is in favour of this principle in practice, and not merely in theory, that 
.it is to be a government of the people by the people, that is to say, all sections, 
of the people whom you want to govern should have a controlling voice 
in the administration-of the country. What are the proposals of my learned, 
friend in that respect 'l When he comes to that question in the Nehra. 
Committee's report he says that that report is an organic whole and tha'k y.ou 
cannot take one part and adopt it and leave out the 'rest. I shall not dis- 
cuss the question whethe» the Nehru report does or does not put forward. 
the feasibility or t~e practicability or the desirability of immediate universal 
adult suffrage. But what are the proposals of · the honourable doctor?· 
He says for this government· of the people by the people you should give a. 
vote in the elections of representatives of the people to .land-owners, to fao- · 
tory owners and- to owners of large commercial enterprises and now he cornea. - . - ' - .. 
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>:~as: i~ a b~imd :~~ of 'the ~m~~ts ~hich he ~ made and the pr~t~ .: V:liich he ~s entered 1S that. m the electoral .rolls hlB peopl~ are described. 
, as non-Muslims a.I!! not as Hindus ! 

. Dr. Gokul Claand; Narang: Yes, I protest against 'the disappear 
:: anee of the name. of my community only when communal iepresenta.tion, 
'·is maintained. Otherwise not. · - · 

' ·--· ' '.,. . . 
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forward , ~t4 a. further. ~roposal ol '~vina it. to :ners~ns who ! qualifted 
:i·s·:1~Wc~M-.1t.1.·m;'·:fij ~·~-rlit1ii:s·~fia.~~~-w ... ili&a.?.or,1&~. iffit .. ~.·-. t ua.·~1 ·iif!.··.filifm •• 
1idlttJHH 'ai«t •ta ~wiJ 'r~i · o~'ffid pOOpie fB~ . 'ih~t_ ·nm · ·1~6 ·a 'fd e; 1".~ 
together all these categories that he has ptlt 'f~ttrli; ~b: t ~ "h'tJ't ,:~iif 'lo 10,. ·eent,:.o! .the,popµIation· ~eref,o;~ ~9001:ding,.~o him tlle nra.otica.1 

.if'' 'aifori 6f "iii'' tiefurl. '.tion ·ol -ctBMocra_ . <tr i.~ ii go_''}_'.~_··· -'efl{; 'Hf rid -~_._eo le ·tJ i ~_per··oont oi'lfa; people ~of ~e ban.em of~(ld}er""ceilt: '.-%Rt.~~ 
-definition of democracy; after all it is very easy 'to ·ii.Be· plam1'~l)' ·t,~asli!, 

-~ · .. dangle t,he)Il_ -b~f~J(~. our .~Y.~·. _1But, "'ha;t. ·is denioeraey'.~ .The_ very 
:fuat ,.p~ciplf tawar~~- )h(~~tio~. of .J~111o~cf isJhi(_ gia~µal 'J§we~ 

·:r~:h!.an:.i;:n ci:~u:~~oi!~{ii#,~~eti!~ -tf;:~yt~ ~~;~~isp; 
·the.:co~t:ey tQwa.rds de~oc:rMy); wba~ever fo~ of. gove~~:nt Y?Jl 

.; fl~~t, wmtt~ver ma{. be ·tl!e . ~~i<>~ J~f . sea:is -~~9ng the y,~~e>~s.}om~ 
n.i.umt1~ ap.d ,groups! w~atever_ -may_ b~ }A~ pxtent o~ 1esP9n~~~tY,J>;t;J~e 

~xooufa~e- ·to tµe legislature; yo~ are depl'_l:vmg a.'.~<1~1~µ,, of_ ~lie,,pe_~p1e,pf 
ft,~ share ·¥1 ,tll~ govemment .. of the <l<>"\llltl;yj and to t:qat :e~n\,_y()\l ~~e , 
~lling spopt ,9! qem~cr~cy; .·'Pi_ e :propos,ala, ~f my leµn,ec!._ ~en,d~ w~°. h~ite 

, . .,d tbe Hind?- d'isBl:m~ent, _noJ:e ~:q~ ~he propo~l~ of .. my ho1:1q~~le 
:~nd :who has ~1gned_. the _Srtdi cij~sEµ1t1ent note -~.e that you cannot low~ 

. !~e :fr~nc~e. ' Tll,er~ore you .~ : be' _ lteep~g t?,~ .iraDJ?hise, 'm,or,e .}>~ r-,i 
- ~~~~ :th.a landed a.ns~~~ts; th:e ~o:m.rn~c1al artst~fil"ats, the :md~s1;~1 

~toorii.ts-, and the . intellectual anatocrata and this govel'illilent -win 'be 
-a ·democPaoy j '· ,f fail tt> undersfand what kind of deniocracy tbis will .l},e. 

. r • . ,. - Now wha.t- is the tool teasori for their tecomm:endation ·? Is that recom" 
:~eiida;tfon actuated by 0, n».tion~list impulse, is it a.cttlated, by a ,clb;moorati~ 
.ifuptdse'? .. WEJ •know what it Mi been ·actuated by. Tb'.e situati~n .• ~ 
'.:fat Mi population· mH1 '\"oting strength is· coaeemed is this.· -Roughly 
J oronn:ot• ,say exaetlyr 'tl:iil Mlislin:is in the population form 55.4 ·pet -ce:ot 
Th~ •rion-·Muslin:i~fo:eluding the Europeans and A.nglb-'Ind.ians and Indla'n 

·Christiltrorwhose numbeY is SO' small; the bulk 'of the non-Muslims being 
·,finned ofHm:dus ,an(I ·Sikhs constitute' the rest, say 44•5 l)er.~nt.1 Hindus 
,fbughly 32hr 88 · per oont. a--nd the ·Sikh's· l1 per cent.: . That 1eave_s a sumll 
~fetinta:gi! wlnch, . constitutes · other communities, l!'he voting .strength 
,t,a·-trre present voting registers. is ais follows :-,-'Mtfuainmadans who fo:ittil 
;M·,4.p·et·cent. of the population ha-ye rqughly only 44 per·cent. in the votu'l'g 

·irugisfiers;. The Hindtrs have·almostthe;sanie :per<ientage•as-their.l)Opulati~. 
· , if, th~y form 33 per· ·cent. _of the popµ'lati~n they ha;ve. 33 'Per. cent; vo~ 

•trength or slightly mss or ttior~; ·Sikhs who .-form 11 per ee'nt. ·df the pop-ufa;. 
tiori:' .ha-ve something like 24 ·pet ooht. · oi' voting strength.. No~,. of . course 
wa·:Jknow., imd it is an· elementary thing.·to realise that ·so -far as the,govern,>:o 
lll.~nt: o'f 1lb.e country is con~etmid the· amo1int of influence. a.nd control that 

-~ :~n _bring to b~r uptm. the :gov~ent . ?irec_tly by ,means of the 
lt;gislature wotrld be· proport10Iiate to your voting sti,ength. : 
''.'' ~. ~- Mayadas·r: ;How· ·is it that .the Sikhs he.te'·g<it 2ti ii3r cen!t: 
'Of th'e vo'tm:g strength whiltf they fotrii" onfy 11 per cent. ·hf the ipop&ra.tioh':? : : 

.. ,.' .. : t~aqdLn~~~ I0111Q: . What i ~a.an. to ·Slty is_ that. tb<3, :S®is 
-~Yi~ ~ot 24 per _cent: ~f the yo~es wWte· tli~v fol'*\ u pl;lr cetjt. of t1i~ .. n~put 
lation.:, As I was .sayillg~ rt is ari. elementlry Thing·: 'that 'the -liino~t 6t 
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d:nfluence that you can bring to hear up:on the gov€lrnment uhmy country, 
~ich isresponsible to the legislature j1dn · direct ptopot.tfon W your. '\'O~ 
.istrength i and if Our p6pufatioit has 11b'dolutely nothirig whatsoever tu. dt> 
,with it except with reference to any change in the franchise ·qualification 
"Which might affect your voting strength. We h13ar a great deal of 'talk of 
the majority community in this province ; but when you use the expr~~sion 

... majority community " what exactly do you mean Y _. I have· submitted 
1%1.tat no doubt the Mussalmans in: tbis provinmi ate iii the majori1y iii the 
,t>opulati.on, but in the definition of the "people" in the phrase 'goveiil~ 
4hent of the poeple by the people " the Mussalmans becbme only 44 per 
,ct>n.t. and the non-Muslims 56 per ceri.t. Who then are in the majority·? 
00µr contention is that the Hindus and the Sikhs really for:trl one. community. 
-'(A voice: No). It is not so according toyou. There are .several matters 
which are being discussed and which are eontroveri.ial. I do not say tha:t 

-our contention is accepted. 

Sardar Ojjal Singh: It is not for yeu to say ,+hat the Sikhs lire·ot - 
-are not? 

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan: I do not say that the Sikhs profess thee 
'same religion as the Hindus. That would be entirely unjul:ltifia.ble and 
iJ)erhaips might even wound the feelings of the Sikhs or the. Hindus. I never 

_ .suggested that. My contention is that so far as representation in the legis 
,lature is concerned, so far as those factors are concerned which oonstimte 

- the community of interest in political matters, for an practical purp9ses, 
· having regard to those factors the Sikhs and the Hindus form one com: 
-<munity. I never suggested that they form-one religious community. 

Sardar Ujjal S~h: That is absolutely wrong. 

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : That · is my contention. There are 
factors which I shall put forw ard in support pf my contention. . The factors 
are these. In the first place, the principal thing that differentiates the com 
munities in this province and keeps them in separate water-tight eom 
partmeats is the principle o:£ interdining or achhut. If any outward indiea- 
~on were to.be sought which would at the very outset distinguish a Hindu 
irom ,a non-Hindu it fa this distinction thait a Hindu will interdine with a 
Hindu, but will not interdine with a non-Hindu. lam' not talkiug of my 
honourable friend Dr. Narang or of my other friends who by virtue of their 
having been away to England must have interdined with non-Hindus unless 
the English people are Hindus. My submission is that the first prima fa~ .. 
test whether a man is a Hindu er not is one of. interdining, It is common 
among certain communities to make sttch socia] distinctions. But th€1re is 
mterdining between the, Hindus and the Sikhs. There is' no interdining 
between the Muslims and those two groups of Hindus and Sikhs. Tha.tis 
the !h'st test. _ • , 

Another test is inter-marriage.' A Hindu will' inter-marry with a Binnu, 
,}ilit will not inter-marry with a- non-Hindu. But Hindus: end Sikhs. intet• 

.:marry, whereas Hindus and Muslims" do not· inter-marry, nor do' Sikhs-~an:a 
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Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan: Yes, if this is accepted ... I revere 
·Gnru Nanak as-a saint and he is revered by the majority ofthe Muslims of'_ 
this country" to such an extent that they put him in the calendar of their' . 
.saints, ~Idhmly believe in him as a wali not merely as a matter of courtesy 
but as an article of faith. If the Sikhs accept that position the matter-' 
end~ there and there will be only two communities and the whole- question, 
shall be simplified, But if it is n'ot accepted by the Sikhs then the question. 
becomes mote co~plicated. 

. Lot us face facts as they stand. As I have said no marks of division 
exist be, ween the two communities the Sikhs and the Hindus. These are 
positive tests. Now there is a negative test. So far as doctrines are" 
concerned the Hindu religion embraces within its fold the doctrines of' 
~very kind, The existence of God is accepted. ' 

... .Dr .. Gokul Chand Nara.ng : That is really going a bit' too far. Thi!f,. 
i~. not the occasion for discussing the question of theology. · · · 

Mr. President: I quite agree with the honourable Doctor. I am not., 
;going to allow a discussion on theology. . 

.. ~ 41 • • '. 

! · . Chaiidhri Zafrullah Khan : . · I will not. go into theology, · What I 
.am attcmptirg to do is this. With regard to these practical matters there 
is a greater affinity between the Hindus and Sikhs than between: the 
.Muslims and the Sikhs. · 

Mr. President: The honourable member may say that for the purposes. 
of his argument he will take the Hindus and the Sikhs to be one. But I do 

.nof think that he will be able to convince the House that the Sikhs and the, 
.Hindus are one religiously, politically and socially. 

" 
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Muslims inter-marry. The. Sikhs repudiate caste l!,S.,C<mtrary tot.heir reli 
gions principles, but certain Sikhs and certain sections of the Sikh eommnnity" 
in matters of geneology, for the purpose of determining whether a matom. 
ean or cannot take place betweena Hindu and a Sikh, or between Ri Sikh 
and a Sikh very often resort to the system of caste. . That is their criterion; 

. Sir, then you will find that. among _the Hindus a,t ~ny ra{e there !)i,e~ 
,pe:rs9ns who bear Sikh names. But you will not find • a single such person 
among the Muslims. You will fmd, so· far as prohibited degrees of :marriage·· 
'are concerned the Sikhs have no such prohibition in their scriptures so far 
as I understand. In these mattersthey follow the Hindus but they have not 
borrowed such institutions from the Muslims. Look at it in any waY-: 
you like, you will find that. these divisions do not exist between the. Sikhs 

, and the Hindus as they exist between Hindus and Muslims, 

Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : Is it a fact that the leader of the Sikfu 
community, Guru Nanak, was a Muslim? 

Chaudhri Zafrullah· Khan : Is that a question to me ? 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: Then you say that Sikhs are Muslims.; . . . 



Dr. ~kul Chand, Narang_: That will be treading on very delicate 
;ground. . · . · · · 

. Chaudhri-Zafrullah Khan : I would not go further but the fact· that; 
a certain proposition-will' not be accepted by the House is no ground whatso 
,eyer for-.µc;>t putting forward my reasons in support of it. However, I shall 
Teferto the point, namely, that even with 44 per cent. the Muslimuvillremain. 
in e majority. How. will they still remain in a majority I fail to under- · 
stand. . Supposing that the Sikhs and the Hindus were treated as sepa.ra.te · 
for this purpose, even then how do we remeinfn: a majority. We ma.y. 
then he the strongest single community in the Council but we· will not be 
.in the majority. 

. Mr. President: What has the honourable member got_ to·say with 
:r~gard to the question which was put to him by the Honourable Mr. Maya. 
.Das ? What does the honourable member mean by. 44 per cent. ? 

Chaudhri Zalrullah Khan : I tried to explain that in the population · 
,of this province the Muslim percentage is 55 per cent. I. hope I am quite 
elear there. Then I proceeded to explain tfui,t in the Voting Register owing · 
to the franchise qualifications not operating equally with regard to ea.oh ' 
eommunity-c-or rather to put it in another way, owing to each community 
not possessing in the same uniform degree the qualifications which would 
entitle them· to vote, ··this percentage is not maintained in the Voting Re-··. 
;gister. Out of. every 100 voters 'in this province 44 are Muslims, about;. 
:24 are Sikhs and the remaining are Hindus with some admixture of 
Europeans, Anglo-Ind_!w and Christians. That is what I meant. 

Mr. President : What - the honourable member means is that o~t .of 
the total number of voters in the province 44 per cent. are Muslims. · ~· 
.that so? 

Chaudhri Zalrullah Khan: Exactly, Sir. 

-Mr. ·President: What is the percentage of the Muslim Voters out 
-of their total population and the percentage of other communities as well. 

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : :A.s I have said the population in the 
_province .......••.•• 

Mr. President : What is the percentage of the voters of the various 
.communities as compared with their respective populations. That is what . 
Mr. Maya Das wants to know. 

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : It is less than S per cent. Of course 
I am speaking subject to correction. 

Mr. President: Of that S per cent. how many a;e Muslims? 
Chaudbri Zafrullah Khan : 3 x M· 
Mr. President: Apparently the honourable member is not. ready 

-with his answer. - 
Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : No member in this House is ready with 

.sueh answers. · 
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( Ch. Zafrullah Khan. J' . 
F01; . · my purpo!je,. i;;ir,. I: sl).all take it ~hat . 44;.. p.,er ~n~.. are 

Musliins and 56 per cent, are non-Ma.slims. Taking' lliMEffigu.res. i.~'. 
will appear t,hat the Muslims. are not in the maj~rity in the Y'Qting~ 
R,egii;ter,. nor are· they the 11trongest1 single comniunitjr;1taking_ the: othijr com· · 
muniiies togetID¥', Btdrif-the -otlier comm-unit-ies,are:t-reated:: sa-parately th$-. 
y.ou-can say. that the };Iuslims· ft§rm the stronigest· singla crommtmi~::' 
T,he:re:fore-, IDJi suhmiss-ion is-that it: is· eaily- enough to reaiize-,what" were thi,._ 
reassns, behindi these very, "~on-demoeratio ••' recommendation' of' IiJ.Yt,• 
thPee ltarned friends tlfat the Ranohise shouliFnot be xnateria!Iyr arid: sttb·~ 
stant.ially lowered; They have-no· doubt recommended I a· 8001&\Vha,t lower'· 
:banchl-se, but not a very- S11hstantially-Jower· franchise. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: We have doubled the number ofvoters:.· 
· (:}utµ~·ll~b &h.anT It is still·'betwe_en ~ and,. 6:. J;J0P eent.; 
th'a.fl)is-, le_ss, tpaiF 1()'. per cent. Th!l!t' does not· aff'oot·'· my arg_UlllertfJ( 
My · argument· remaina wliy th'ese' most non-i<i~Iffl>erat«f ·· reooss 
~~tj9n~, hi,,v.e li~· m,a~e, -~. why ~he, qiµthors. o! ~ese two 
~µ,ting, nqt~'. have, no~; ppt torw~q O t:l;ti3.. ideal" of; uni:v;e~aJr I 

a'1.:nJ1;3 fr®~!im~ ~Q- he i;e~ed wit.l;ri,n any appieci.able .. wriQdi;of tim.Q.· ~b~ 
reJ:1,11qn is tl:u!.t. a.nY, Jllµ,t~W. aµd, su.b~.aµthl.1,. reduction ~. t~ franchis~,, 
q~t.ioI1s.,ia.H~ly,t~-tend).µ.. tb.e. <lli.;eciti?n qf; eliminatiµg;t)!.iji. disp~.t,u 
b~i_"'W-efµl, tl;t.~M,i;iaI»n. pe.rc(ll;ltag~. ot ppp$ti0n. and, the Jy{"Q.alim. p,erctintag~. 
i~ th~ v:0t:iQ&,.l'.e~te:i:." Aim., t:bis ii! Hkel;y;, to. h~;v,e i~s1 eff~cf up.pn, other. C:OlinJ,s 
niuniUes., S~la.r Wt th~ ~' are . CQilQ~~d/ M.J;' ~her· lo.waring... oj!, 
t},w francp.ffl~, WQµJ4. ste~y;; lt,;wg down, · t;heiJ: v:oting., St;f®gtpr fr~~~i 
to 18, 15, ~; and 1 ~,~rmJ~y:. to :U: pEt;. eent.. I. ~~-- !)~~, bl!l-me. t_.1; · 
for their recommendation.· No community or its representatives vtouid'' 
clu'eermlly, agree, to: a.· suggestion• whfoh. !. would '1 reduce: tbei.t. ·unfoence 
ctier _.t,h(): legislature, andi:eonsequently, over the, Govetnment; but' wh'att 
I object tois why this :fishing about for plausible reasons for- not makibgw 

. the recommendation. Why not m:v:e the straight reason 'l Say; we have 
got the land qualifications, the property qualifications; tax paying . qnalifl- . 
e~ti!i>~t,·• Wh:>rr iw,9tl].d · tpe_y; oo.,, 19:w:Elredr?) ~o,.main sho_nlq1be gi<V:""en~::v~t& 
unless» he- ~!!i~~i.il,llJ, O():q.t}ilmtes, t.tlw~r-<h!,the-,ca,reyjng:.:()l).,Qf1th~ Gv.f:el'llm~n1u 
of the country, This:is a perfectly legitimate argument. to be put forward;· 
But that has not Been put forward ; on the other hand 'refuge is soqgb.:t be 
hind. the faot that. if yon materially enlarge the elf)ctorateei,. yoq will · nott. 
find-suitable.men coming forward 'to represent ypu in the legislat-~~- That 

· is. one reason. .Another. reason is that pfunary educatipn- has I)'.Ot: S:b • :f&}.t'I 
advanced that you can safely entrust the e:x;ercise of 'the elect6ral rights ·tb· 
theJo:wer:-Qlass~rf of_J?PJ?~atipn:. In .the same breath. y;ow ~r~·11ugg€JSting 
that you must have m this province Goye~ent of the; p,eople,by th{l,p09pJer 
and for t~. JJ~9P!~; 1lbat is dex.p.oca:i:cy,.... · ··· 

At this stage the Council adjourned till 9 A..M. on .. Frida.y.;, the. 2oth Sep- 
tember, 1929. · · 

PUN.Ti~' L~.GlSLAT~VE COUNCIL. 
.,. 
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STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

*244:J_c..2508.-Cancelled. 
TAX ON MOTOR CARS, DALHOUSIE MUNICIPALITY, 

. *2509. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Minister for Local 
Self-Government be pleased to state- 

(t) (a) Whether it is a fact that in 1926 the Dalhousie Municipal 
Committee · submitted to the Government for confirmation a 
resolution exempting (1) the Commissioner, Lahore Division, 
(2) the General Officer Commanding Lahore District," and (S} 
other officers o'f higher rank according to their precedence 
from the payment of a tax of Rs. 2 levied on motor cars per· 
mitted to pass beyond the club comer on the cart road ; 

(b) Whether it is a fact that the Government refused to confirm 
the aforesaid resolution of the committee ; . 

{c) Whether it is a fact thatIn 1928 the Government. on its own 
accord moved the committee that if it would pass a resolu 
tion exempting only (l) the Commissioner, Lahore Division 
and (2) the Gene:tal Officer Commanding Lahore District,. 
fr.om the payment of the af-0rementioned tax, the Local Gov 
ernm~t will eonfirm-thare1mlution; 

(ii) If the answers to the above are in the affirmative; why the Gov 
ernment· (a) refused to eoniirtn the first resolution of the 
Committee; 

(b) Offered to co:rlfirtn it Elubsequ~:tit1y provided that the officers: 
higher in rank than the Oommissio:tier, Lahore Division anru 
the 1Geneml Officer Oo:b:u:iianding, Lahore District, were ex 
cluded from t~e proposed e:temp'tioh "? 

The Honourable Malik Fitoz Khan, Noon : (i) (a) Yes. 
(b}. Yee. 
(•} No. .,, 
{u) (a) 'Because in the ·p-rbposal teceived from local officers reasons4 

for the proposed exemption were not given. 
(b) Government has not been approached by &.ny · other higher officers, 

on the subject. 

The Council met at the Council Chamber at 9 A.M. Mr. 
President in the Chair. 

PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUN.CIL. 
4TH SESSION OF THE 8Ro PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 

Friday, the 20th September 1929. 
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POPULATION ON COMMUNAL BASIS IN QADIAN, . 

*2511. Pir Akbar Ali: Will- the Honourable °Minister for Local 
'Self-Government state- · · · 

· (a). the percentage of Muslims in the population of ,Qadian in the 
Gurdaspur District ; · 

· (b) the percentage of such non-Muslim low castes and untouchables 
_ in the population of Qadian who have no objection to the 

eating of flesh of dead or dying animals including the flesh 
of kine, such as sw~pers, etc. , ; ; 

(o) the total number of non-Muslims in the population _of Qa.dian 
and the total-population of Qa.dian? - . · 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : (a) 79 per _cent. 
(b) Government have no information. 
(c) The total number of non-Muslims is 928, and the total population 

4 448 according to the Census Report of -1921. It-is believed tha.t the num- 
1)~ of Muslims has since considerably increased but exQ.Ct figures for- present 
_popula.tion are not available. 

·IJ 

EXEMPTION FROM MOTOR TAX, DALHOUSIE MUNICIPALITY. 

*2510. Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Will the Honourable Minister for 
Local ~elf~Government please state- 

(a)· whether it is a fact that some officials who hold much higher rank 
than the Commissioner and the General Officer Command- 
ing, Lahore District, and who visit or spend their summer at , ' 
Dalhousie are not exempted from the payment of tax on 
motor-cars permitted to pass beyond the club corner on the 
cart road; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the Deputy Commissioner, who is the 
President and the Sub-Divisional Officer who is the Vioe 
President of the municipal committee, Dalhousie, are not 
exempted from the payment of the aforementioned tax ; 

(6) whether it is a fact that under the bye-laws in force all motor 
cars permitted to go beyond the club corner on the cart road 
must be withdrawn from the public road immediately after 
unloading; · 

(d) whether it is a fact that motor-cars can be allowed to go beyond 
the club corner on the cart road only in the day ; 

(e) whether the exemption from payment of motor-tax applies only 
to the Commissioner and the General Officer Commanding, 
Lahore District, or also to the members of their families or 
other persons who may use their motor-cars ? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(o) Yes. 
(d) No. 
(e) Only to .the Commissioner and the General· Officer Commanding, 

Lahore District. 
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GROWTH OF POPULATION, QADIAN'. · 

*2514. Pir Akbar Ali: Will the Honourable Bevemre Member please 
.state whether Qadian is growing steadily in population and if so,' the causes 
which have contributed and are contributing towards such growth ? 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar. Sikandar Hyat 
.Khan : Yes ; Qadian is growing steadily in population as will · be evident 
'from the following figures :- · · 

190t 2,814 
1911 ..... ·s,s1s 
1921 . • • • • • • 4,448 .: · 

It is believed that the population has continued to Ineresse considerably 
einee 1921, the reason for this increase being the growing importance · of 
Qadian because of its being the head-quarters of · the .Ahmadiya -eoni•' 
munity. 

EnuOATIONA.L INSTITUTIONS, QADIAN. 

*2513. Pir Akbar Ali : Will the Honourable Minister for Local Self. 
Government please state- 

( a) the number of educational institutions of all descriptions in Qadian: 
classified as Muslim and non-Muslim; 

(b) the number of newspapers, periodicals and magazines of all des. 
criptions issued from Qadian classified as Muslim and non. 
Muslim; 

(c) the dates on which telegraphic and railway facilities became 
available at Qadian and the date on which the Qadia.n small 
town committee began to ~otion ? ' 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : It is regretted that the 
snswer to this question is not yet ready.· It will be communicated to the 
honourable member when ready. 

SALE OF" JHATKA" MEAT IN QADIAN. 

*2512. Pir Akbar Ali : Will the Honourable Finance Member 
please state- 

( a) whether there is a small town committee at Qadian, and if so, 
the number of Muslim and non-Muslim elected members of 
such committee : · . 

(b) whether there are any arrangements in Qadian for.: t)Je sale of 
jhatka meat ; if so, whether the small town committee, Qa.dian, 
has supported or opposed the initiation and continuance of 
these arrangements? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. The Small Town Committee supported the initiation of these 

a~angements. 
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SLAUGHTER Honsa FOR x;t:NE AT KA.DIAN, 

*2516. Pir Akbar Ali: Will the Itonourabie Finance Member please 
state- . .. 

(a) the date or dates on which an application or applications were 
made for the licensing of a slaughter house for kine at Qaclian 
and· the names of the person or persons or authority by 
which such application was made; 

~ (b) the date on which any such application was granted by the 
Deputy Commissioner, Gurdaspur ; 

(c) whether any slaughter house was erected at Qadian in pursuance 
of such permission ; if so, whether the slaughter house still 
stands, and if not, whether it has been demolished, lawfully 
or unlawfully, by whom and on what date; 

(a) - whether Goveroment · had· any information that any · persons· 
contemplated the demolition of the slanghter house, and if. 
so, what arrang.e:in~nts Government made to meet the con· 
tingency and w_!tether _ sneh ~angements proved adequate 

-in thtrnvent, and if IlD.t~ why:not..; = __ t: · . 

. (e) whether ~~ a.pplioatio~·for re~it?n c, ofthe order of the Deputy 
Oommisaioner granting permission for the opening of a kine 
slaughter house at Qadian was preferred before the Com.mis 
sioner ; if ·BO-~ by wbem al!-d -~ what date and what was the 
order passed thereon by tha Commissioner and the reasorut 
theitiort - 

the HOilourable Mt. A. M. Stow : (a) The date .of the last oe<la6ion 
on which an application ior a license was made was 30th November 1928,, 
and-the application was· l!lBde: by two MlimSabnQJJlf, -~ Q~n. · 

(b) 8oth of April 1929. 
(c) A sJ,aughter house was erected in the neighbourhood of Qadian but 

was demolished subsequently; In connection with that demolition, a case 
ia now w.b Judice. - . 

(d) The local authorities received information _of· the eontemplated de· 
molition, and :made WQh a.m.ngexnent& as we.-e pqssible at short nQtiee. !.rhe 
ura,nge~nti proved iuad$lua.t~ m the event as the poliCQ f,Qtce available '" 
cm the, spot-was too small, . 

(e) .An .application was made on ·9th August 1929 by Lala Amar Nat& 
ancl Pandit Dhiraj Lal 11,11 d is still pending beiore the <'ommissioner • 

PROPRIETORS OF AGRICULTURAL LAND iN QA.DIAN, 

_ *2515. Pir Akbar Ali : Will the Honourable Revenue Member please 
state the number of Muslim and non-Muslim proprietors of agricultural 

_ land within the area of Qadian and of the two hamlets Ahmadabad and 
Qadiiabad which are included within the revenue mahal of Qadian ? 

. The Honourable Khan Bahadur Captain S.ardar Sikandar Hyat: 
Kha.n: The question bas necessitated enquiries from the focal officers which 
are not yet complete. An answer will be communicated to the honourable- 
member when ready. 
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SEoTroN 48 OF THE PUNJAB LAWS AoT. 

*2518. Pir Akbar Ali : Will the Honourable Finance Member please 
,atate- 

(a) whether there has at any time been any correspondence be 
tween the Government of India and the Punjab Government 
with reference to the object and provisions of section 48 of 
the Punjab Laws Act ; · 

(b) if so, what are the principles, instructions or considerations in· 
dieated by the Government of India in such correspondence 
as proper guides in such matters ? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) Yes, about 80 years ago. 
(b) The Government oi India affirmed the principle that where the religi 

ous feelings or race prejudices of different classes are involved while reason 
able liberty is allowed to all classes, this liberty must be exercised in a 
.manner least calculated. to offend the prejudices of others, and emphasised 
that the object of the rules under section 4H of the Punjab Laws Act was to 
maintain the existing practice so far as practicable and to avoid undue inter 
-i:erence with the existing custom. 

- "I • 
LlOE~OES FOR IUNE SLAUGB:'rER HOUSES AN;I). BALE OF BEEF. 

*2519. Pir Akbar Ali: Will the Honourable Finance Member please 
.state what are the considerations that guide the Punjab Government in 
the matter of granting or withholding licences f.or kine slaughter houses 
.and the sale of beef ? 

Pt1NJ' AB LA ws AoT AND SLAUGHTER oF KINE. 

*2517. Pir Akbar Ali : Will the Honourable Finance Member 
;Please state whether the object of the rules framed under section 48 of the 
Punjab Laws Act is to prohibit the slaughter of kine altogether or so to re 
,gulate such slaughter as to cause the least offence to _the feelings of those 
who are opposed to the slaughter of kine ? . 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: The object of the rules is as far 
as possible to prevent the slaughter of kine in a particular place from giving 
.offenoe to the feelings of those who object to it on religious grounds. 

Pir Akbar Ali : Will the Government kindly inform i£ the police did 
-take any step to prevent the persons who intended to demolish the slaughtel' 
:house? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : I believe they were hopelessly 
outnumbered. - 

Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri : Sir, in so far as we do not possess a copy 
.of these questions, will it not b~ possible for the honourable member to read 
out the question, so that we may be able fo follow the answer. 

Mr. President: A list of questions was circulated to the honourable 
members. In addition to that list, another list containing questions and 
-answers should have been circulated but as answers to the questions for 
·to-day were not received- from the Government, the latter list has not 
been printed and circulated. 

STAlUtED QUESTIONS A;ND ANSWERS, 



'· MANDIHYDiw~ELEOTRro SoHEME •. 

1302. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : · · (1) · Will the. Honourable- 
:Minister for .A.gricultur~ be pleased to state- 

( a) the.originB,l estimate<i cost of the Mandi Hydro-Electric sch~me; 
(b) the _cost now anticipated ; · · 
(c) reasons for excess; 
(d) · wh~ther the Government can now definitely' sayJhat tlle • estimate- 

will' not again be revised.? . . 
(2) When the scheme will be complete, what willbe-« 

(a) working charges·; 
(b) depreciation · cl:targes ; 
(c) interest charges ; 1 

. · (d) total charges per· annum ? 
{S) What is tli.e anticipated income from the sche,me per year ? 
(4) What will be the-:- . · 

(a) cost price per unit of evezy kw./h ; 
(b) sale price per unit of every kw ./h. in different· districts ? 

(5) What is the~ cost of .energy per. unit to big industrial concerns from 
big crude oil engine plants ? · · · · ·. · 

(6) Whether the · Government have made sure that the industrial con- · 
cerns in this province will prefer tohave electric energy.. from Mandi scheme- 
rather than generate it from their own plants or purchase it from· any 

- other power house ; · · 
· (7) Whether it is a fact that a sufficiently large number of industrial 
concerns exists in the province to utilise the electric energy generated by the 
Mandi works ; 
. ', (8) \VJlether the Government have framed their programme ior market- 
ting the energy to be produced by the Mandi works ; 

· (9) Whether any reports have been obtained from (i) the Director of 
Industries;· (ii) the Director of Agriculture, regarding the industrial and 
e,gricultural progress .anticipated due to this scheme ; 

' (10) Whether the machinery and plant necessary for th~ Mandi works 
a.re obtained in the best and cheapest market, and if so, whether any tenders 
are called ?' · · ' 

UNST.ARRED QUESTlONS AN)) ANSWERS. 
1297~1301.---0ancelled. ~ 

·t 

--.- .. -. : ' 

: . · The Honourable Mr .. A. M. Stow : Gov~rmnen:t -follow the principle 
- ·that where the religious feelings or raceprejudices'of different classes of snb 

jeots a.re involved, while reasonable liberty is allowed to all classes, -thie 
liberty .must be exercised in a ~a.nner least calculated to offend the pre- 
judices of others. · · 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DIPLOMA IN MIDWIFERY. 

1305. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Will the Honourable Minister 
· for Local Self-Government be pleased to state the number of candidates 

EXAMINERS FOR MIDWIFERY DIPLOMA EXAMINATION. 

1304. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Will the Honourable Minister 
for Local Self-Government be pleased to state whether it is a fact that there 
was not a single Hindu or Muhammdan lady doctor or nurse among. the ex 
aminers for midwifery diploma examination held by the Punjab Central 
Midwives Board at Ludhiana in April 1929 ? If so, will Government be 
pleased to state what steps are being· taken to remedy this grievance on 
future occasions ? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: There is no Hindu or 
. Muslim doctor or nurse on the Board of Examiners for the Midwifery · dip· 

loma examination of the Punjab Central Midwives Board. Government 
will be willing to consider any suggestions that might be made on the sub 
ject. 

PUNJAB CENTRAL MIDWIVES BOARD. 

1303. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Will the Honourable Minis 
ter for Local Self-Government be pleased to state whether it is a fact. that 
there is not a single Hindu or Muhammadan registered medical woman on 
the Punjab Central Midwives Board? If so, will Government be pleased 
to state what steps are being taken to. co-opt a Hindu · or Muhammdan 
lady doctor ? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon:' It is true that there is 
no Hindu or Muslim registered medical woman on the Punjab Central Mid· 
wives Board. Th1;1 Board is constituted as follows :- 

1. Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, Punjab-President. 
2. · President, Board of Examiners of the Central Midwives Board. 

(Dr. Newton). 
8. The Professor of Midwifery, King-Edward Medical College, Lahore. 

-(C~ptain S. N. Hayes, I.M.S.). 
4. A member of the Punjab Medical Council to be elected by the 

Council from time to time .-(Dr. Mirza Yaqub Beg). 
· 5. A registered medical woman to be co-opted by the Board from time 

to time as a vacancy occurs.-(Dr. M. R. Bisset). 
6. A nurse who is a certified midwife to be co-opted by the Board 

from time to time as, a vacancy ocours,-(Miss G. M. Dela 
mere). 

. No steps are being taken to co-opt a Hindu or Muslim lady doctor, 
but Government wi_ll be glad to receive suggestions. - 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : It is regretted the 
answer to the above question is not yet ready and will be supplied to the 
honourable member when ready. 

179 UNSTARRED QU~BTIONB AND ANSWERS, 



1)1sORIMINATlON BETWEEN STIPEND HOLDERS AND PRIVATE CANDIDATES 
AT THE MIDWIFERY EXAMINATION. 

1307. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram: Will the Honourable Minister 
for Local Self-Government be pleased to state whether it is a fact that at the 
ex~minations held by the Punjab Central Midwives Board, discrimination is 
made between stipend holders and private candidates in that the former 
are more leniently examined ? If so, will Government be pleased to state 
the reasons for such discrimination ? .. 

The Honoll{bale Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : I regret that the answer 
to this question is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the honour 
able member when ready. 

WATER-SUPPLY AT DAJUL, DERA GHA!iI Kti:AN DlSTRIOT. 
1308. Rai Babadur Lala Sewak Rain : Will the Honourable Minister 

· jor Local Self-Government please state-- · · 
(a) what' bas been done so far as regards the water-supply of Dajul, 

district Dera Ghazi Khan ; 
(b) how .much money h~s been sanctioned by Government for this 

purpose; 
(o) when is the work supposed to be taken in hand? 

ENOOUEAGE~NT OF THE STUDY OF MIDWIFERY. 
1306. Rai Bahadur L~ Sewak Ram : Will the Honourable Minister 

for Local Self-Government be pleased to state what steps are being taken 
to encourage the study of midwifery among Hindu and Muslim ladies of the 
province ·with a view to increase the number of qualified midwives av~ble 
to 'llilderiake maternity and child welfare work among their communities ? 

The Honourable· Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : I regret that the ans-we• 
to this question is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the honourable 
member when ready. 

:R. B. ~e,la Sewak Ram, J 
:who sat for the diploma in midwifery examination held at · Ludhiana in, 
April 1929 by the Punjab Central Midwives. Board and the number of earidi· 
dates declared successful under each of the following categories :- 

(a) (i) Hindus; (ii) · Mllhammdans; (iit) Indian Christians;, and 
. (iv) Europeans and _Anglo-Indians; . 

(b) (i) Stipend holders ; and (ii) private candidates ? 
· 'the Hopc,-.irable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: In April 1929, 24 
~ndidateiJ appeared for the Diploma. in Midwifery examination of-the Central 
:jdidwives Board hal(l at Ludhiana. Of these 22 were Indian-Christians, 
one Hindu and one Muslim. Seventeen Indian-Christians passed and no 
Hindu or Musmn. No informa,tion is available as to how many were scholar 
ship holders and private candidates. The Cll,ndidates appeared at Ludhiana : 
from differe:Q.t centres, but if the honourable member considers it necessary 
to ascertain the number of scholarship holders and private students. the in 
~ormation will be collected. This will, however, take some time. 
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STATEMENT RE FLOODS IN THE INDUS. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat 
]Chan (Revenue Member): Sir, I understand t}:i.at some honourable mem 
bers want information in some detail about the recent abnormal floods 
in the province. Government has tried to keep the public apprised of the 
situation by press communiques, but I understand that some _of the 
members have not read these communiques or else they have not. been fully 
kept in touch on account of not having any newspapers available to them in 
certain parts of ijle province. I, therefore, Sir, with your permission propose 
to make a brief statement so that honourable members may know what the 

-situation is in the affected areas and what steps Government has taken to 
ameliorate the condition of the distressed people in those parts. 

'I'owards the end of July torrential rain in the Suleiman hills caused the 
hill torrents which emerge from those hills to pour in very violent spate over 
practically the whole of the Dem Ghazi Khan District, which itself at the 
same time received an exceptionally heavy downpour of rain. The result 
was that nearly all the canal tract extending over a stretch of about 100 
miles was inundated. Unfortunately the main onset of this flood inroad 
from the hills came at night, and in the alarm and con.fusion about 170 lives 
were lost, and a large number of cattle drowned. The loss of grain, houses 
and household effects was also considerable. On receipt of the news of 

METALLED ROAD TO SHUJABAD AND JALLALPUR-PIBWALA. 

1309. Rai Babadur Lala Sewak Ram : Will the Honourable Minister 
for Local Self-Government please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that there is no metalled road from Multttn 
to Shujabad, a tahsil ; 

(b) whether it is also a fact that there is no metalled road to Jallal 
pur Pirwala, a sub-tahsil ; 

(c) if 'the reply to the above parts be in the affirmative, what" action 
Government proposes to take in the matter ? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) and (b) Yes. 
(c) Unmetalled roads exist between the places mentioned in (a) and (b), 

These roads are district board roads. Government are not aware whether 
:the board is proposing to metal them. 

The Honourable Malik Firoz ~. Noon: (a) A scheme has been 
-prepared by the Public Health Circle and will be submitted to the Rural 
Sanitary and Improvement Board for consideration. 

(b) The scheme is estimated to cost Rs. ·1,60,000 and the district boa.rd 
bas asked for a grant from the Rural Sanitary and Improvement Board 
of the full amount. No grant has yet been sanctioned for the purpose of 
carrying out the scheme, but during the course of the investigations grants 
Were made by Government to cover the cost of trial borings. 

(e) The scheme bas not yet been approved by the Rural Sanitary and 
.Improvement Board. · 
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[Hon'ble K. B. Capt. Sardar Sikandar Hyat Khan.] 
the disaster the President of the Red Cross. Society immediately placed a 
sum of Rs. 8,000 ali the disposal of the Deputy Commissioner to relieve 
destitution}. and a sum of Rs. 2 Iskhs was allotted by way of taccavi for 
seed, for cattle, and also for the relief of distress among agriculturists. I 
proceeded from Simla early in August to enquire into the situation personally, 
As' a result of my visit and discussions with the officials and non-officials an 
additional grant of Rs. 2 lakhs taceavi was made, and the Provincial Famine 
Relief Fund was drawn upon to the extent of Rs. 50,000 for the relief of des 
titution 'and .the provision of food in areas swept by the floods. An appli 
cation-was also made to the Indian.Peoples Famine Trust for assistance to 
villagers who had their small homesteads swept away. 

2. -The partial bursting of tho Shyok glacier in the middle of August, 
and the release of the impounded water- caused a huge flood in the Indus, 
the advent of which caused widespread alarm along the Indus riverain. A 
system of warning had, however, been devised, and an organisation for 
evacuating threatened tracts bad long been matured and the flood passed 
without causing the damage which had been apprehended, though the river 

·at the Attock gauge rose to 56 feet or within 3! feet of the previous record. 

8. Hardly, however, bad the last been seen of that flood when without 
warning torrential rain. in the north of India and in the Indus catchment 
area sent down an unprecedented flood in the Indus, the gauge at Attock 
rising to 66l feet in the evening of the 28th August, 6i feet above the 1882. 
flood level. Owing to very heavy rain throughout the northern Himalayas, 

"the· Jhelum and the Chenab, concurrently with U e Indus, came down in heavy 
flood, the Jhelum topping the previous record at Mangla by 10 feet and 
causing widespread havoc along its course in the districts of Gujrat, 
Jhelum, Shahpur and Jhang which bad l:een v~ited in the previous year 
by, a like affliction, though on a lesser scale. · 

4. In the riverains of the exposed districts, i.e., Attock, Mian;wali and 
Musaffargaih or, tee Indus, and in the four districts already mentioned on 
the Jhelum and tl:e Cl.enab, reports from the Deputy Commissioners show 
that there las been extensiv e destruction of crops, cattle, household property, 
food stocks, and houses. Fate hB,S been kintl to Dera Ghazi Khan in that 
the protective embankments on the river have held and kept the flood out, 
but breaches occurred in Muzaffargarh on both the Indus and the Chenab 
system, the Indus breaches flooding great tracts of the countryside, in which 
notable rescue work bas been done by the Company of Sappers with pon 
toons which the military authorities kindly placed at the disposal of the 
Punjab Government at the instance of His Excellency the Governor, and 
which were taken from Roorkee to Muzaffargarh by a special train. 

5. His Excellency the Governor personally visited the Multan and 
Muzaffargarh districts from the 12th to 15th of this month, and during the 
course of his visit made a public appeal for subscriptions for relief of distress .. 
His Excellency the Viceroy has made a personal contribution of Rs. 1,0_00 
to the relief fund thus opened. The Honourable Minister for Local Self-Gov 
ernment has been on tour in the Shahpur, Jhelum and Mianwali districts to 
see things for himself, and to supervise the organisation of the Red Cross 
relief for disaster from floods, a prominent· feature in· Red Cross .activities, 
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I have also recently returned from a visit to the districts of Gujrat and Attock 
to acquaint myself with the needs of the districts in the Rawalpindi Division. 
The Financial Commissioner (Revenue) toured in MultanDivision and a. por 
tion of the Rawalpindi Division and the Commissioners of both these Divi 
rions have visited the affected areas in their Divisions. 

6. As a result of the information now available from the more detailed 
reports of local officers, and from the inspections made by His Excellency 
the Governor, the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government, the Fin 

- - ancial Commissioner, Commissioners and myse1£, it has now become possible 
to make allotments to the various districts in accordance with their needs. 
Allotments, including the emergent grants made at the very outset, and now 
totalling Rs. l,56,000 have been made from the Provincial Famine Fund, 
and further allotments totalling Rs. 1,20,000 have been made from the Indian 
Peoples Famine Fund to the districts .of Dora Ghazi Khan, Muza:ffargarh, 
Multan, Jhang, Bhahpur, Jholum, Gujrat, Mianwali and Attock. In addi 
tion taccavi totalling Rs. 16,10;000 have been sanctioned. Suitable direc 
tions have been issued coneerning the suspension and remission of Govern> 
ment demands for land revenue and water rates, ete., in the districts where 
damage to crops has occurred, · The President of the Punjab Red Cross 
Society has informed the Punjab Government that ·a sum of Rs. 25,000 is 
being distributed by the agency of local Red Cross Societies from Red Cross 
Funds for the relief of distress in the districts concerned, and it is hoped 
that further sums will be made available for the same purpose later when 
further subscriptions have been received from the public in answer to the 
recent appeal of the Society for flood relief. 

7. It must be remembered that the bill for repairs of canals and the 
roads and renewal of bridges, etc., will be enormous ; while on the other 
hand, there will be a ]arge decrease in receipts due to remissions and suspen 
sions of land revenue in the affected areas. All these factors will seriously 
affect our finances and consequently react on the activities of the various 
departments. - 

8. The Punjab Government would also like to take this opportunity 
. of associating itself with: His Excellency the Viceroy in his expression of his 
deep sympathy with the suffered from these floods· and in his appreciation 
of the devoted efforts of both officials and non-officials to mitigate the cala 
mity. It is hoped that the. substantial relief measures indicated will to a 
very large extent relieve the situation in the districts which have suffered. 

Sayad Muhammad Husain : Will you not allow · a little discussion 
on what has fallen from the lips of the Honourable Revenue Member? 

Mr. President: As there is no question before the House, debate 
on the · Ministerial explanation cannot be allowed. 

Sayad Muhammad Husain : Th0 Honourable Revenue Member 
gave us an assurance ..... 

Mr. President: I will not allow any discussion on the explanation 
made by the Honourable Revenue Member. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar -Sikandar Hyat 
Khan: Sir, may I inform the honourable member that I shall be glad 
to receive anv suggestions or criticism from him if he wishes to do so 
after the Couiicil sitting and also from other members, if they so desire. 
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DISCUSSION ON TRE REPORT OF THE PUN JAB REFOl.l,MS 
COMMITTEE AND THE MEMORANDA OF THE PUNJAB 

GOVERNMENT TO THE INDIAN STATUTORY 
COMMISSION. 

Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri : Sir, we have already spent two days on 
-the discussion of this report and yesterda:x my friend took so long a time and 
I expect he will take another three-hours today. Also, I expect that the honour· 
able member who has written another dissentient note, Sardar Ujjal Singh, 
-might take an hour or two. Under these circumstances, will not the Ohair 
be pleased to · extend the time allotted for the debate or· curtail the 
-time limit for speeches, for, after all, honourable members other than 
the signatories have also to make a statement in this House on the 
subject, and I suppose it was meant for such members to discuss this 
report; but somehow or other, the discussion has taken a different course and 
those who have signed the report have taken upon themselves to defend 
what they have written. In the circumstances, I would like to know 
whether; the Chair is going to extend the time or fix the· time limit ? 

Mr. President : What does the honourable member mean by asking 
-whether the Chair proposes to extend the time? . · 

Lala Kesho Ram. Sekhri : Extend it to a~other day or two. 
Rai Sahib Chaudhrl Chhotu Ram : Oi hold another sitting after 

ree o'clock to-day. 
Mr. President: I wish to state for the information of the House 

that the Council is at liberty to go on discussing the report for as 'many 
,days as it likes. There is no legal objection to its doing so, but it must 
remember that on the 1st of August last · it expressed the wish that 
a session should be held in time to enable it to discuss the report 
and forward the report of the discussion to the Simon Commission. 
'The report of the· debate has, therefore, to be printed and despatched 
by. - the English mail leaving here on the 26th instant (Voiees : !ir 
.mail). Air mail is so very uncertain yet. The honourable members must 
have read in the papers that only the other day the air mail was. burnt. 
Therefore, if the report of the debates is to reach the Simon Commission 
in time, at least one copy of it must be despatched ·on the 26th instant 
at the latest. However, ii the Council does not wish its debates to go to 
-the Simon Commission, it is at liberty to go on discussing the Reforms 
Committee's report for days together. 

£ala Kesho Ram, Sehkri : Is it your ruling, Sir, that you are not 
prepared to extend the session to another day ? 

Mr. President : It is not for me to extend or curtail the number of - 
.days, The business before the Council is the Government business and 
the Council can sit from day to day until that business is finished. 
I leave it to the honourable members to finish it in as many days as 
·they like. J3ut if they wish that a printed copy of the debate should 
.reach the members of the Simon Commission in time, in . that case 
they must finish· the discussion to-day. Otherwise, the proceedings cannot 
be printed and despatched in time. However, if they do · not wish that 
-these debates should reach the Simon Commission they might go on discuss- 
ing the Report for as many days as they like. · 
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Sardar Ujjal Singh: We must see that the views of all parties are· 
repFesented thereon. 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: Sir, as far as Government is con 
cerned, I should like to make it clear that there would be no objection 
whatever to an afternoon sitting to-day. 

Mr. President : On the very first day I asked the honourable· 
members up to what hour they would like to sit. I clearly stated that 
they could sit, if they liked, in the afternoon. But they did not take the 
suggestion and now they want more time. Is this fair ? The hour of the· 
commencement of business was deliberately fixed at 10 A.M., so that if 
the Council liked, it might sit in the afternoon. Butwhen I put forward 
the suggestion not a single member expressed his willingness to Fit in the· 
afternoon ; while now, many gentlemen want extension of time. 

Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : The House did not at the time 
anticipate that Dr. Gokul Chand Narang would take more than 4 hours and" 
Chaudhri Zafrullah would take as much. 

Mr. President·: Well, if the honourable members do not wish this 
debate to be sent to England, they are at liberty to go on discussing the 
report. 

Sardar Ujjal'Singh: That will be absolutely useless, for our views 
would not be before the Simon Commission. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : I still ,think, Sir, that the question put 
by my friend Lala Kesho Ram has not been answered. I might not have· 
understood it, but, I believe it has not been quite answered. Does it lie with 
us to prolong the session for another day ? 

Mr. President: · I might further explain that _except for the Budget 
and the non-official business, His Excellency the Governor fixes only the· 
day of the commencement of a session and does not fix any period,. 
especially for the Government business, which shall go on till it is finished, 
or the Government does not wish to proceed with it, or the Council 
is dissolved, prorogued or adjolll'Iled. As to fixing the duration of 
speeches under the rules and standing orders in force, I have no power· 
to fix a. time limit. Had. one of the honourable members moved a. 
motion for n~ng a time limit on their speeches, I would have, 
been only too glad to put that motion to the Ho11Be and to regulate the' 
deba.te accor·ding to the decision of the Ho!15e. 

The Honoutal,le Sard~_Sir Jogendra Singh : If we have an after· 
noon session, all the members will have an opportunity to express theit 
views. 

Mt. President : I shall haive no ohjootion if the honourable members, 
d,eQide to sit up t-o midnight. · .>: Rai Sahib Chauclhri Chhotu Ram : . Have another sitting in the-· 

' afternoon. 
Mr.- President : I ha.ye· no objection at all. 
Dt. Gokul Chand. ·Narang : '.l:hen do we sit from S P.u. till we get, 

tired. 
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Mr. President: I have n~ objection. But the sense of the House 
appears to-be that we should meet at 8 . in the afternoon, and go on till we 
get tir~ or the Kalka mail leaves Lahore. (Laughter). 

ai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Let it be from 8 to 5. · 
' Mr. President : Yes. Let it be from 8 to 5 P.M. 

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan [ Sialkot (Muhammadan), Rural]: Sir, 
as I said yesterday honourable members who are anxious to speak have 
my fullest sympathy and they would not have found me on my legs if they 
had persuaded one of their dissentienf members not to take so much of the 
time of the House and to confine his speech within reasonable limits. .s 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Not a single member rose up to speak 
while I was addressing the House. I thought that no one was willing to 
speak and I went on. · 

Mr. President: I will not allow any further discussion on this point. 
Will the honourable member please resume his speech? 

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : Yesterday I was discussing the pre 
tensions of those members of the Reforms Committee who, in spite of their 
apparent fondness for the principles of democracy, had in their recom 
rnendations run counter to the elementary principles of democracy. Let 
us see what their recommendation is with regard to the lowering of the 
fraltchise qualifications. My honourable friend, Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang, 
came forward with one of his amendments which could not be put in the 
form of an amendment, having regard to the course which the disouseion has 
taken but which has been put forward in the form of a suggestion. It • 
amounted to this. He said that in case communal electorates were continued 
it would be inadvisable to extend the franchise beyond the recommendations 
of the Punjab Government, provided that all matriculates may be granted the 
right to vote for t4e Punjab Legislative Council. I really fail to understand 
the connection between communal electorates and the lowering of the fran· 
ohise. Either the classes to which the franchise would otherwise be extended 
by my honourable friend are equipped with the necessary qua.lities for exercis· 
ing their franchise or they are not. Whether communalelectorates are re· 
tained in the future constitution either for a definite or an indefinite period, 'it 
has nothing whatever to do-with the ability of certain classes of · the people 
to exercise th,eir franchise . properly. He suggests by implication that if 
eommunal electorates are done away with he would perhaps be prepared 
to extend the franchise very materially. That shows the spirit in which· 

. the criticisms of my learned friend against the majority report have been 
conceived. His real object is that the franchise should not be extended 
and he wants to hang that recommendation on a. peg and the most conve 
nient peg is the fact that certain _classes firmly believe that for. the present 
or for several years to co:ine communal electorates are Iii necessary sa.feguar<l. 
for their interests. But he goes on to say that all matriculates· may be 
granted the right to vote for the l?:unjab · Legislative Council; · hr what 
way the matriculates are immune from the atmosphere created by the· 
eontinuance of communal eleetorates he did not care to explain. These pro• 
posals have been put forward .from certain points of view and they are 
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-sought to be supported by reasons which are entirely inadmissible. As I 
stated yesterday with regard to the position taken up by my honourable 
friend our Sikh Colleague, he could have put it on the basis of education. 
But instead of that he has gone to entirely different considerations. He 
might have said _that you must attach a certain amount of weight to 
literary qualifications. and that as the Muslim community does not possess 
it in the same degree as the other communities we should give the latter 
weightage by enfranchising all the matriculates without reference to 
propasi;y qualification. But the recommendation in its present form is 
unintelligible. The franchise is sought to be extended in , a particular 
direction which would help a particular community on behalf · of whom 
this suggestion is made and it is restricted in other directions. The ultimate 
result is that the franchise would be maintained practically where it stands 
at present. Only a very small number of electors are now on the list and 
even if this number is doubled the electoral strength will not be more than 
6 per cent. of the population. The proportion of 44 per cent. for 
Muhammadans and 56 per cent. for the Hindus and the Sikhs combined 
is sought to be maintained in the electorate. · If there is to be any exten 
sion, it is sought to be made in favour of the Hindu community. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: In favour of all educated people. 
Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : Communal electorates being opposed 

to democracy you want to hold joint elections with this franchise. I shall 
discuss later on what would be the result of joint elections. 

I explained yesterday that as against 55 per cent. in the population 
the Muslims were only 44 per cent. in the voting register. It might be 
objected in some quarters that there are certain elements which ought to 
be taken into account in fixing the franchise. and that as the Muslim com· 
munity is deficient in some of them they cannot complain· if their voting 
strength is low. Their weightage in the council should be in direct pro 
portion to their voting strength. This should happen until universal adult 
fr~nchise is adopted. Apart from the question whether the· population 
strength or any ·other qualification should determine the franchise, my 
submission is that the Muslim population in the province is mainly rural 
and is rural in far greater proportion than the Hindu community. · The 
franchise has been fixed in such a manner that it operates far more 
strictly on the rural classes than on the urban classes: Every person who 
owns immovable property of the annual rental value of Rs. 96 which is 
not subject to land revenue is entitled to vote a.t elections to. the provincial 
legislature. Similarly every. person who is a tenant of any such property, 
that is to say, ·of property of the annual rental value of Rs. 96 is also entitled 
to vote. This may roughly be described as an urban qualification. ,Not 
that it is confined to the towns, but that it is mostly found in towns. So. 
in urban: areas any· person who either pays rent in respect of his tenement 
at_ Rs. 8 a month or receives rant in respect of any property that he owns 
at Rs. 8 a. month or himself occupies property which can be assessed at Rs. 8 
a month is entitled to vote. Such a. person possessing only· the minimum 
qualificetiona necessary for the franchise will not pay any income-tax and 
will contribute notbing·whatsoever directly towards the 'expenses of the ad- 
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[ Ch. Za.frullah Khan. ] _ 
ministration of the province. - The property which he occupies or owns; 
could not be of more tha.n Rs. 2,000 value. The usual rule for capitalising 
the value of urban property is to multiply the annual rent by 20. If you.. 
take the annual rent of the property at Rs. 96 and take away Rs. 6 for 
annual repairs and maintenance which is not a large sum you have Rs. 90.: 
And 20 times Rs: 90 is Rs. 1,800. Roughly speaking, a person who owns. 
or occupies immovable property of the value of Rs. 1,800 in a town is. 
entitled to a vote,· As against this, no tenant-at-will in any rural area, it 
does not matter what the extent of his holding may be, what - the rent he 
p~ys may be, what the share which he contributes to the land revenue rj. bis 
holding may be, i.s at present entitled to a vote. I a.m not unconscious of 
the fa.ct that our honourable Sikh Colleague has agreed to the recommenda 
tion that tenants in rural areas who satisfy. certain qualifications in rural 
areas should _ be enfranchised; At present - I am discussing the disparit;y 
existing between the voting strength _ of the different communities. With . 
regard to the owners of property there is also a very serious disparity. In. 
rural areas every landhold-er who pays in respect of his land ·or every oeeu 
pancy tenant who pays in respect of his holding, land revenue of Rs. 25 
per annum is entitled to vote. Now the average-value of land which pays. 
Ba. 25 as land revenue per annum could not be less than five or six thousand , 
rupees. If that is EO, the franchise qualification in the rural areas is .three 
times as high as it is in the urban areas, with the result that whereas almost 
every householder in a town has a vote it is not the case in rural areas. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narimg: Twenty times the land revenue comes 
to Rs. 500 only. and not Rs, 5,000. · 

Chauclhri Zafrullah Khan: Land revenue is not rent and you; 
eannot capitalise the value of .a,gricultu:i:al land as 20 tun-es the land 
revenue. I am willing to purchase a.ny emonnt of land at that price. It 
is really far higher than that. _ · 

Dr. - Gokul Chand, Narang : I shall inform you if there is any sueh . 
thing, . .. : . . . . ·. . 

- Chaildbri Zafrunah &ban : If Ia.nd assessed to Rs. 25 annual 
land revenue is ever- available for Rs. 500 or Rs. 600 per acre, I a,m. 
prepared to purchase e.ny amount or it, because then I: ean become 
& millionaire in a very short time. Well, that is the disparity. As , 
I .have .said before, almost every householder i_n urban &rea· has a 
vote for I cannot conceive of any tenant who does not pay Rs. 8 , · 
per mensem as rent. On the other band, a. vast body of tenants in tll'ral 
~tea.ii.a.re without a. vote. And even with rega.:rd to the property qualifica 
tion any one owning property worth Rs. l ,800 in: a \owil- is entitled to a vote 
a11d the fa.ct is notorious that. property in to-wns bas risen enormously in 
value recently and anybody who wants a vo:te in rural a-rea.S, must own ap· 
proximately pr-operty worth Rs. 5 or 6,000, _ !J:ba.t is one of ;the main mo-tors 
-which have worked harshly against the rural classes-. It thesedispa:citiea .. 
ate _reiil.oved, I cannot say that the.r~sult would be to brmgth~ voting·. 
strength of each community up.to or to reduce it to - its proportion in th~ · 
p·opulation, but these glaring disparities would be far legs glaring than Jliey · 
are ~t present. Therefore ~o far as :ftan'Clrise is eoaeerned l'ny submission·-· 
is that the attitude adopted; by·m.y dissenting friends- is entirely unreason· 
abie. and is opposed to their claim tha-t they are advocates of delnoomtie O 
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-prineiples. ;ff the country .is to advance. in the dirQotion, of democr~oy the 
-only attitu,<fo to adopt with regard to fr~n~hise 'is' "to fix tiiiiverilal a.dhlt 
franchise as an ideal to' be achieved, ' as. has ' been reeominended in "the 
.report of the majority' by certain. d~-~nite st~ges. . , . , t ,, 

.Another objection, or rather sqggestion, ;hioh w!l,S put. Iorward, by my 
.Ieamed friend with regard to the. subject 9£ provincial autonomy wa~ tl!.at 

· the superintendence and control in· all fields of administration and legisla 
tion possessed by the . central government should be _ maintained, , _ ;w'hat 
:my honourable friend .wants is a unitary form of government for the whple 
country, and the provinces as mere admiaistrativeunits .. One of thereascns 
which he gave for the retention and the possible extension ot the~ powprs 
of superintendence and control was "to check, the ,blunders an d exeessea 

,of provincial governments." He said, for instance, what would have hap· 
pened if the central government bad not possessed the power fu 1919 which 
they itt present possess, and how could the blunders and excesses of-the 
provincial government" of this province been checked at· that time ? From 
my learned and honourable friend I was astounded to hear such a remark. 
According to him whatever excesses took place under the Martial Law rligime 

-of 1919 were attributable to the provincial government and that they were the 
blunders and the excesses of the provincial government with 'regard to which 
the central government very generously and very beneficently came · to 
the rescue of the population. The matter would not bear examination 
fpr one moment from that point of view. He says whatever excesses took 
place in 1919, whatever blunders were committed in 1919 were committed 
by the provincial government. . Those members of this House· who then 
took the trouble or have since taken the trouble of even cursorily foUow-ing 
the correspondence which took place between the two govemments on that 

.oecaeion must have realised that' the head of the then provincial govern· 
.menf 'in tp'.e Punjab strenuously maintained the- point of' view and tried 

,to press it upon the central government that the martial law administration 
should be kept subject to the control of the civil administration and that 

-contention ofthe head of the provincial government was at that time re}ict 
.ed by the central governDlent on the ground that they' had never heard of 
.any m~rtianaw adm~stfatioil being' subjected to the. control of the civil 

.. e.dmiitjstration, a:g.d the Lieutell!l,iit~Governor' was then told' orat any rate he 
·,~f~liJed :~Jia't Jie,in., h~ ,ip)fixi~~}' 1~.J>~Cit:y Wf!'~. ~8 :m.~~}f ~11bj~t fo t}ie j~iS• 
, _d,ict10µ of. the .m.~rtmi. law authofifaes and could. be as ea.£:Jily flog_ged · by 
···.t~loiiejifo~.on.", '.~s 'tp/~aa.. ri'~si)na.1fWho" wa.111:~ir t11e. :st . .r~ets In \hose· days. 
, ;,i;.ti~~fore; .Sir,' !'. f4il ~o . tl.Il~!')rS'taJid \yh~re 'the 1 blwiqer1(ana.' th'e excesses :~of .ihe :iomcial11gqveu1Jiieiit 'oaD1e. 'in' in''.l9j!f'wh.ioh '.!were. checkeff' by 
,)~?, '.be~~n '.'a*ii: 't~e_'. 'b~µe~(i~nt ),enttai'. ~~t~nw~nt/ '~~t~;ver :rh~g!t~ or 
.:opght :µot .o~ ,sa,1q ~Jq,v~:ur _of.t~e argqµient th!lit these, thmgs qught to.· be 

,1 ~ontr9p:.ed by)he,~'~\~plt.a.l" goverrunent''t~~-µista.nce 'ob,16setf 'was 'e:idreniely _ :- .. ~D-~l\~P~. ,~: _-H,ia,:R~:g~te. · ' : ' " : '<· : · . ,· · · ' , .,» ,,, .. ·' • ,, .,, • .. -, • • • -, • • ,, 

_ \I'h,~n"my .. di~~~nt,in.g· l~med)'riet1d .~d thait; tlie .provineea c~~ot 
stll,n(J, ~tWtC;ks_ 0£J.01;ei~~rs,s~,'Y.f:lll PYN:i~~~elv.!3~.~s;lY,?W1t:tie ge1,1t~p,t~Pf~rn- · 

:ment.: If tµat W!3,S it .. ;~1 appr~~e~Bfqn Jn l;is .~~d~ t~en ~e m~st,ifave 
,.QOI1:ce1_y~d .. of a sya~~µi ,ofpro~c1~l a.J}~,o~?~Y .eP,~f~ly ~~~rent, Jrq~,,)flul.t 

o 
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[Ch. Zafrulla.h Khan.] 
. bas been 'reecmmended by the majority. 'Ile majority do not contemplate 
in their system of pc,vi:t.cial autcr cmy tht this benign and beneficent and 
watehfuland rat~nal cennal goverr ment would leave the defence of the 
borders of this country to the provinces which happen to be contiguous 

'tothe border. Nobody bas stated that the provinces oither singly or by 
· themselves should at the time of an invasion themselves make provision 

· for defence. 'l heie could not possibly be any misunderstanding about it .. 
The 'central government would be entirely and completely responsible fqr the 
defence of the country. I cannot see the force of the argument that in the 
case of foreign aggression the central goverr ment would be able to meet 
an attack better than any province contiguous to the frontier. I cannot 
understand the validity of the argument at all. 

Then my learned friend said, but after all what objection have you 
to this system which- we advocate of a unitary form of government in 
which the provinces should be entirely subordinate to the central legislature 
and carry out the behests of the central government ; we are not advocating 
this system for the Punjab only, we are advocating it for all the provinces 
throughout? Our first objection, apart from their generous attitude,. 
is not that the system is in any we.y peculiarly obnoxious to the majority - 
members from any preconceived prejudices, but we, considering the system 
as it is, feel that the entire progress of the country will be arrested if all 
these provinces from Cape Comorin to Peshawar were to be put under the, 
control of one central government, however beneficent that · government 
may be. We have.no inherent prejudices against a unitary form of govern· 
ment; we have got no prejudices in favour of a federal government. But 
considering the 'size of the country, the diversity of races by which it is 
populated, the diversity of interests to which each group or combination 
of groups adheres, the .. vast diversity of languages that are spoken in this 
country, the diversity in religious creeds and doctrines and beliefs, we feel. 
that India is to be treated more as a combination of provinces or countries; 
that is to say, more as a federation than a small country with a homo· 
geneous population, homogeneous interests similar pursuits and common 
ideals, and therefore with that purpose we have recommended the 
federal system' in order to give free scope to the people of each province 
to progress, in the direction most suitable for them under conditions 
whiQ.h are best suited to them and which ought to be determined by them 
selv~s, that is to say, · so far as purely provincial matters are. concerned, 
each province should have as much Hberty to progress on its own lines as 
possible. We, as it were, want to build from the foundations. We . want 
to have each province placed on a secure basis. My friends want to build 
from the top and that is a method which has not so far been invented. 
It" may be invented in the near future when p,il' travel and other matters 
connected with air are more fully developed, out so far we Juwe ~Jways built 
from the bottom and. from the foundations and we have never built from. 
the top. We want to prepaie ·each province from the. foundations, Then 
there is the argument that they .have: suggested the same system for all 
provinces and therefore we should b~te no objection.· I must refuse. to· 
be carried away by generalisations or by mere sentiments. As I have 
said my reason for adhering to the system advocated in the majority report- 
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is this. I cannot conceive, for instance, that a Madras Brahmiri can have- 
, anything in.common with a Punjabi Jat. from the Jhelum district, in any 
matter whatsoever, race or religion, creed, historical associations, social 
system, except a common allegiance to the Crown. And if you brought 
a Maori from N ewzealand, a settler from Canada and another from 
Australia and put them side by side with these people they' would not, 
except perhaps in the matter of complexion which is largely regulated' 
by climate, differ more among themselves than do these two men the· 
Madras Brabmin as compared with the Jhelum Muhammadan. That is, 
my reason why you cannot have a conglomeration of these people under a 
unitary form of Government. 

We certainly· have to take into consideration the feelings and'. 
apprehensions of the various sections Qf the· 

10 
A· M. population of this country. There is no doubt 

that the greater part of these apprehensions is due to lack of trust 
and confidence in each other which has been engendered by the· 
treatment which one community has meted out to the other during the· 
past century, or half a century or a quarter of a century, as the case· 
may be. _That is the difficulty as the result of which we are unable to solve 
this inter-communal problem. So far as the larger problem of dominion 
status is concerned there is no difference between this country and the other: 
dominions. What we really have got to solve is this,. the spirit of dis 
trust and lack of· confidence and the prevailing apprehensions which one 
cannot say are entirely unjustified. The present situation is that in certain 
provinces the Muslims are in a majority and in the rest of the country they 
are in a minority in the population, sometimes a very small minority. In 
all the provinces they are in a Ininority so far as the voting strength is con 
cerned. Therefore, for practically all time to come, owing to the pre 
ponderance of the Hindu population in this country and one cannot: 
make a grievance of that, things are as they are and one must face them 
there must necessarily and naturally continue to be a Hindu majority 
controlling the central legislatures so 'far as one can visualise, 
for several centuries to come. That being so, from the communal point or 
view-I am not here discussing political considerations-from the communal: 
point of view it is a matter of entire indifference to the Hindu population, 
wherever they are in a majority as to whether the Central Government pos 
sesses entire power in the administrative and legislative fields or whether. it 
is a federation possesssing power only in all-India subjects. and having power 
only over all India taxation. This cannot be said of the Punjab. Take the 
provinces in which the non-Muslims are in a majority in the voting strength, 
but are in a minority in the population, that is to say, so far as the present 
reformed system is concerned, Bengal and the Punjab. So far as these two 
provinces are concerned apprehensions have- been expressed by honourable 
members· of this House that in· course of time the population element will 
begin ·to count, Working 'on that.impression they visualise that it is pos 
sible that either in the near or' the distant future in those provinces the 
Muslims may be in a majority in the voting registers also. If they are in a 
majority in the voting registers :· also, then what difference does· it . maka 
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.j~ the m~tter.of ~p.pµOOttiim or the non-application of this. doctrine which 

. :b.as. been .pnt . forward. by m,.y. honourable '.f.riend. - What do they .want to 
:;?,Chieve ·PY the appliqa.tion of this doctrine ? What th3y really-want to 
. .aehieve is that.l,)y the applieabion of this.doetrin», they want to put· this 
.. province .on the same level 11,s the provinces in which they are in a m,!tjority 

. -in the l~gislatures, in. a xµa.jori,ty: in voting strength and in a m!:),jority in the 
,-p9p-qlation. ·They W8/Atto say, ' practically .abolish this provincial adminis 
iration; let us have<ad~nistrS:tion directly from the capital of the coun 
try, the ~pariil,l capital · or the dominion ·e!J.pital or whatever you may. call 

.'it.' .. A.iT have said this change will make no difference to other provinces, 
l>ut it will make a great 'difference to this province. The references to 
-the_ centrifugal force which fa being exercised· by provinces are -heing put 
:forward -in order to : bolster .up the claim that India can .be treated as one 
-country .and as one nation .and as containing a homogeneous population 
and as a country where you can ignore distances and where you can have 
ru unitary form of government. But my point is this.' 'As I have said, in 
-the provincial sphere the different communities inhabiting a province 
-should be 'given perfect ::liberty .to develop along .the lines ,most 
.suitable to them which they should themselves determine from ,time 
-to time. · -My lsamed.driend, Dr. Narang made capital of an expresslon.used 

·oy thememberfrom Gujranwsla (Mr. DinMuhammad) in theeourseof his 
-speeoh. He was,horrifi.ed.at·hearing the Muslims described-as, a nation -: and 

: the other communities ' aa.other nations · dnhabiaing this . country. He 
, iharped upon · this word .nation.and said : ', I am. shocked at: his. sqggestion 
,t.hat--they1Me .a: different...na.tion,iri this -oount.ry. ,With,this mentality I can 

· :ima.gine·what treatment they aTe-going.itotmate,out .to.us, ·I.-would rather 
'be dominated' 1by. a ·Punjabi- who : ipight. O! 1:![ligbt.1in0Lh~ppen ,to ,he a 
/Mus1ini ·than .be-idominatedubyi e;.i.ilifferent nittion/· ·As,a,matter,of,fa,ct be 
'knew quite ,.well .that,, these» are , ex~essions •,}Vb.fob , .arikoom.monly «used, 
For instanee, India mayi be dssceibed ,;1¥1· }1 oontiuen.t or may. ,be, d~ibed 

.· ,as . a · country. · · F.aoh ieonntry.1 ris g.anei:allyiinha.bited ,by:one neitfon <,Jkt~ore, 
,:,and1011 this .. basis the use ~bf~,:therword ·fmation' ·,~ould :.be :j0;st,as. correct. 

·'TIJ.ke" the ,:vernacular word for it.:!fhe.-,word na.tion1translated·in ·v~nla.r 
ds >lJaum. ;,Jn:ter:tra.tioo.ali is always rlmarisla.ted 1·.:as r'~»t.~~-......:,:b~nulaqwam. 
·'lehe,-..same- w.ord -iscpsed AorJ<eomm.unity. · iiWbat,1 d.itmrenee.-,i.s >J;her,e1,·then, 

'b'et"wetm.the1 :two:,wordir? ·..10ne~:ean,sayrthe people .of,:India ,· a,i;_e, ma.de up 
! ·.of ,, diff011ent , .·commnnities ,cl:l,lld:.Jmtinns \Or cnae: ean. aa,y. ~~- !Totdw.ni~~tion 
is··.ma.de!1tip ''of1 different·., groupsi·and},onmmuniti.es, · a;ll,,m..ea.rung ~~~e 

· T'thing;nothing mor13,nor,,!ess1tban~h11rtcimplied ;bt,<the.nse o:Uhe:Qii.e ~~pres 
·., sion1.or .the,.m}ler. ': lbthinluthe:;honourable . .m:em.wn lllU),eD~y..up.ported 

. hheat::intO' J"flhe·:~n ~by ".eJi:ildm.g,fot,this.1.~e;,:.o.f the-!,~Qrdi:ffltion. . He 
:~f;;JfMe' the ·.:facts. ;Qalli ,it :,,a:J1&tiam.or ,a,..gmnp:.-of,:~mmunitiea,.or a 

.. .- ·,,group.of poople, you.:.cannoti,getmi.re~f,,th~tfact :M:ui.t·ibuun.ore 19r.:~s a 
,· ~lomeraition..a.nd the- only ,.thing Jnat.ibinds.:thel'wh-ole·.togetbef::is,th.i.a:f~m 
·:~9n,all~cEf•to one Orown. J It yom{lampoin.t:; (l)Ut-,:,to me,a.:ny.,:1>1i-herJ~ctor 
':;--waieh goes towards IQaking,a::,na.tmn,·rwmcbiis .. em.mmon toc·~~~ita.nt 
:-of ::mdia.1 andswbieh is.n'Ot common to: the inka.bibants. o:£,:jn~,a,in.d, ttl,.e in 

: ihabita.nts of any; other eountry:~in the, w.orld,. Ls,hall a.dmit ,thil,t itb~t.1 d.tlftni· 
,ition . is ~wrong. 's :You canrrot ,_BY. ,that ,,wei. ,talk· rt.be::,$aR1e. ·la.n.Me, _, you 

J 
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cannot say that. we hate common .traditions, we have got· common historical· 
asseciations, we have f,Ot common culture, er that we have· got· common. 
social customs. Let us hope· that. in course of time a ·special culture and: 
special social customs peculiar to India· will be evolved. . At that time we·· 
can.think of one nationality .. Now one has to.face the e:icisting-faets.- One 
cannot go merely on phrases, . One must· go.· by· the situation · as· it: exists- ... 
Therefore, my submission is that under ihe present/ conditions you .h11,ve got'. 
to establish provincial administration's on. thaf'basis, 

Then with regard to the, suggestion that.itshould.'he,a fed~tion, it is 
really a, part of the same question. which has been answered. . My: learned 
friend:said,.' You alwayii eite the instance oHhe United States of :America.. 
Butthen, the United States otAmerica, before theyunited into this g:i;ouB_ 
or into this Union were separate independent units.' L was again surprised 
to hear my learned :friend suggest yesterday that they ·did not at that time 
owe any common allegiance .to . the. same ruler· arid, that tliey were indepen 
dent: units which combined together for .the commongood. lb the first plaoe, 
I do not see what difference it makes, even if.his statement o£Jacts be tme, 
which I· submit it is. not ? What difference does it make to . us ? In India. 

. also, we can constitute each province as an autonomous· nie11, . with a ceritrat.· 
government for common purposes orily. There. can be a central· federal 
government · in India. My learned. friend knows tliait .. the . colonies and' th&' 
states which constitute the U. S. A .. originally owed allegiance to the 
Crown. and then rebelled from the Crown of England and constituted' a 
federation of· their own. India. without rebelling. _from - tlie Crown can 
constitute a-similar federation. Lhope England has learnt a lesson from.the 
rebellion of the United States and. has not forgotten it._ England~_ I' 
suppose, knows that if she had conceded the reasonable demands of the 
eolenies, they would have continued as a British dominion. I' am sure 
England does not want India to become a. federation by rebellion. She 
can create India into a federation. by constitutional means. Then the· 
difference between the United States of America and the United, States of 
India will be that in the one case it was establishedby a violent act whereas 
in the other it would· be by peaceful constitutional. means. Otherwise I' do, 
not: see why the analogy of the. United States .of America cannot apply, . 

. I shall now, Sir, proceed to discuss the next, question raised . by. my 
learned friend and that was· the question of. separate electorates. His.main. 
objeetions to separate electorates were that if you 'have separate 

- electorates Government will not be representative of the people; you. 
will. be setting up reservation of seats· 'or · at least reservation of con 
stituencies for particular: ccmmunities and then. you will be setting. up 
unchangeable majorities and· .minorities, My honourable friend harped. 
upon- the word nation, used by. Shaikh Din Muhammad and talked. 
the danger to lives, honour. and liberty and, that sort of thing; arid. 
then he said' that under these circumstances· it will: be sheer folly for any 
Govemmenvto grant an-iota oMurther reforms to this province. Finally, his 
objection was that .this system is 1. not democratic. I have- tried to expose 
the· fallacy of the doctrine of demoeraey as, to what· it really means. , T.he 
d_ eiihltion of the word is one thing l\n;d its application i~ quite another. I w,i}t 
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have to discuss very briefly the theory of democracy jn connection with 
separate electorates. One member who spoke yesterday, I think it was 
Mr. Gray, so far asI could follow him-his speech was quite inaudible to this 
side of the J!ouse-said that members returned by separate electorates woula 
possess a peculiarly narrow mentality, for that reason also separate elec 
torate ought to be abolished. These are the main objections; "Before go 
ing to our reasons for recommending separate electorates, I shall first deal 
with the objections that have been raised against them. The first objection 
,is that Government under separate slsotorates will not be representative. of 
the people and that it would be opposed to the principles of democracy. I 
cannot understand in what sense this objection was made but if it was 
.meant in the sense that all sections of the people will not have a fair and 
equal chance of influenping elections to the legislature and through the legis 
lature the executive, then I can understand the objection. I cannot under 
stand it from any other point of view. From this point of view I de 
monstrated yesterday that under the rseommsndations made by my 
dissenting friends Government would be representative not of the whole 
people but would be the representative of only a very small section of the 
people. That objection is understandable, but that objection app lies to 
the recommendations in the dissenting notes and does not apply to the 

· recommendationa in the majority report. But under whatever franchise, 
whether restricted or universal, if Muslims elect their own representatives 
and Hindus their own, and the Sikhs their own, how even then thelegisla 
ture is not representative of the people, I really cannot understand. I 
cannot really understand the objection because each of these com~. 
munities .is under this system being given an equal chance. Now, 
under these separate electorates what do you try to do? Having, 
on the basis of certain facts which are within the knowledge of 
the people who made these recommendations from time to time, 
known: that in certain instance certain communities are liable to be 
exploited by certain other communities and that the former communities 
will not· be left to .the free exercise of their right of franchise it they 
are to be influenced in joint electorates by the members of other communi 
ties.. what the Government has tried to do in the past, at a:qJ rate, what 
the Reforms Scheme has tried to do, is that thoright, of exercise of franchise 
shaH be mvde free and shall not be subject· to any undue influence or ex 
ploitation, that is the spirit under which this recommendation is made. It 
cannot be denied that the experience of the past does show exploitation 
and undue influence. That the ,experience of the present even shows that 
there is that apprehension, a genuine apprehension, I shall be able to show 
from t:he speech of my honourable friend. In view of that apprehension 
the system of separate electorates seeks to eliminate those factors which 
are the cause of the apprehension and seeks to give to the electorates of 
the various comm.unities the right of free exercise of .the franchise ·which 
they possess. Now, will this system ensure a fully representative Gov 
ernment? Sir, what is the other system recommended by the learned 
Doctor where certain communities would influence the legislature first 

- directly through the weight of . their own votes and then indirectly 
through the votes which they have captured· not legitimately but by the 
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-exerciss of means which are opento question? I leave it ·to the House 
-:to consider which of these two syste~s - would lead to a morerepresen-' 
-:tative · legislature and consequently a more representative Government. 
I said I would illustrate fromthe speech of my honourable friend that there 

-was this apprehension, When he was dealing with another part of the 
-subjeet, .that is to say, the suggestions put forward for consideration by - 
those who signed the majority report that· a certain proportion of the 
members - of the central legislature, should be · elected by the. provincial 
1egislatures, my honourable friend gave expression to an apprehension 
-in this connection. He said supposing the Muslims_ are in a majority 
in this Council and this Council is to elect representatives - or a 
certain quota of its representatives to the -eentral legislature,': we are 
.sure that a House which a majority of Muslims will naturally elect 
those . Hindus and those Sikhs who are prepared to dance to the tune 

-ot the Muslims. He asked what Hindus and what Sikhs would they be 'l 
·very good. I am willing to accept that proposition. The members of the 
majority who have put forward that recommendation with· regard to the 
-elections to the central legislature are not wedded to that suggestion and I ' 
am willing to accept that to a certain extent there can be such an apprehension. 
But does not this support the Muslim contention, when you return Muslim 
:members from these mixed constituencies, from these joint . electorates, 
-what kind. of Muslims will you return to these Councils. This is exactly the 
apprehension which the Muslims entertain. Yon have demonstrated by putting 
forward that criticism that in your own mind also that apprehension exists 
and that you would not be so fond of joint electorates if the Muslims were 

'in the majority in the constituencies and not· a minority in the ·voting re· 
gisters or in the voting strength. If you knew that yon had to get the ap· 

-proval of independent Muslim electors, yon would not .have suggested 
joint electorates, as you have done now.· The moment yon have a common 
culture, the moment mutual trust has been engendered and there is a spirit 
-0£ conciliation, the momeb.t the feelinz is created that there is no desire on 
the part of our community to exploit the other community, the moment 

·that situation arises, the complexion of the legislature will change and sepa 
-rate electorates will go. We have refused to lay down any limit of time 
-when separate electorates must necessarily go, for this reason tha.t we do not 
"Want to continue them a moment longer than they may be justified by the 
mentality . of the different communities. If this change of mentality comes 

vabout within 5 years then the colour of the legisla.ture will . also change. 
On the other hand, if it is · to be found that even after 20 years .the 
present conditions prevail then the safeguard of separate electorates will con· 

-tinue. That is why we have not fixed_any definite period after which separate 
-eleotoratea must· cease to exist. · 

Then my honourable friend said that under these circumstances it 
would be sheer folly to give an iota. of further reforms to this Province as 
the result would be that instead of a white domination we will simply 

-exehange a brown or a black domination. According to my learned · 'friend, 
-the fact that a. member has been . returned by a separate communal consti- 
::tuency turns him into a foreigner, and the fact that he has been returned 
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[ Ch, ~frullah Khan.] 
bf a joint constittien'.cy"ma~es him' a.real national and patriotic. ~n~· 
If that iS .the de;Bnition a'ctiotdin:g· to mt learned fri~nd and communal 
elei~ofates' #e' gpidg: to btin:g in· ablaok or· a' brown domination:, that! is. to~ 
saf,. t4~t: .4i. certain p':rovirices th:ere would ·. be doinin'ation '. by· non--Mrisliins · 
an~ 

1itj others d6n:tlnation by Mu~'s, and if you· call· that· dominatfon a , 
dob'.fuiatio'n'by"" foreigne,s,"then'I afu· afraid' in out present· legislature .thers. 
ar~ohlftwoo:rthree Indian.I!! and'the rest ate all foreigners; blaek'and brown, 
whi{a:fe t_rying to doiniliate this dou;ntry. . . . . . · 

.: .}~~'o;w~:. !:s~~iI. rey~r~·· tl>'..tlre..afgu~~11~l .~~a\ m~mlieis' returned by· sepa· · 
rate ef~titorates ~a:ve a Ji,etiuli»,.r~y nar~?~ ~e~t~lity: .. I t • . : " ,•i • , ;.. • 

The narrow menta;tity must be w th~.fus~,p4',ce the r,esult ~f t~e ~mt 
oLview from.which matters.i~!e looked at .. ,·;EveniiiEngla,:n,ct;.th~hug~:coii~: 
servative element ":1 · the c<>u.n~~ ~!l,S (a .very narr~)V m,entaµtr, m sp1te~~t 
the fact that ~h!:Le rs no question ,th~fe of co:rnnu:qal ~lect~rates ~r. s~p,ra.t~: 
electorates or jq;int electorates, )n t~e eyes of the la,l::ou:r;1tes, the .radic13:l~r 
the socialists and t1:e communists, the conservatives have an ext:rero.ely nar-: 
row me:t;1,taJity-,:. ~ut; tii~t' i,~_}h~.;r~sttl,t}>f the r:om~ of v~ew., . ~~~' tb'.~ir: 
?wn .; point, of vi~w , i:e~ple ,~p,o : ,ta~ , pf j,qi:Qt ~lectora~ef ne~es~apl;r. 
imagme w, .. really ;: l:E)Jie:ye , ~hat J~e '. ot~.ere. ba:ye, got .~. · n,n~f, .. JA~~~9'.1it;r;( 
~om another fOlli~ C?f. y1e1Y it c,:~t be p,~m.9.:nstr~te4 _b;y pr.a~rf1tl ¥1~~~:~;; 
tio;rrs ~t. ~~t. charm~ ~s ,p.qt~8rrec,tr, ,t\.t _present, .ex~ept}?r c:8i:;~11~. ~?e.~~L 
constituenc:i;~Jike t1l,~ UpiyerSity,, .,Coµ:l'.O~r<;e and Iif~ustn~s. c?nst~tu~~~.lf~r 
all_ the general · const1t~enc~_es. ~P~!~er for ~he ce~t!~l Of f~r.., ~4~ . , pro':ipcfa~~ 
l~g1slatt!_re$Jtre. ~epara(EI .and CO~l'.O'GJ~~L _My honOll,l'!!>P,le ¥.fep.4s OJ:l the.rtlie,r.: 
side claim.that. ~hey .~re, .all ~honalj,sts, they itrEl all democrats, tliey~r~ .no~ 
at-a,ll tinge.d with CO~nn.:tlis~ to aµy {)Xte~t whatsoey:e~:. ,'r~e:r; P?ID,t t~:' 
honourable members. on ~1s side. as. the products gf,~eP?J:ai,e COJD?;IIUO.~l el01J· 
torates , and Qonsequ,ently, P9S.~essmg narr<>;w, mentalities. f\ccqr<fylg }e>; 
them. the result, of j<:,>int . electorates wn be that we ~ be ab~e. to influence.· 
the~,. that is tQ_ ~ay, ~us1?m :0lectors wi],l_ be able to ,infl~n~~ th~ retlII'nin~ ?f. 
then: representatives ;i,~d,. Hindu eleptors will be. able to ~flu~nce the_. ret,µ,:i.· · 
ing of our .repr_esentE1.tives., But .if. you take the:rµ at .th,eir .own estJlliatioii,. 
there is notl;ringfo irifluenc~ themabout. They. are na~jonalists, .patn\'.>ts ,arid. 
democrats of tlre tirs.t .water ! , What more. influence do you ~ant th(:) Mi;is~, 
lim electors Jo exercise·? :What they re1;1.Ily want In the end is this;,. that 
they according to thems.elves w.ill continue as t)iey are becauee they .iµ;~· 
above criticism: ,~ven now and that we,shE1.llpe_ ch_anged intl;l sometbing,si:rrµ~- • 
1ar to the~. ,. If that is the a~tual result, ~s it will probably be, of. th~ in· 
troduction of the syst~m they suggest whatever Vfil,Y i~ is brought about',. 
the Muslims are not going to accept it. 'l.1}1ey dQ not want you -to _remain. 
as you are and themselves to become very s~ilar to you. 'If that be the, 
result.of your system, we do not want that system,whatever may be the· 
arguments iii support' of it. Then, _the idea seems to be thitt a member· 
r1tµi:zied Qy'. a joiht co:pstituepcy wm gi~e f.ar· gre~ter satisfaction to the. 
corihtry, will be. more accepta.1:He, to aUgrorips :in the country. that his men· 
tality .will be such th.at everybody; will more or less _a.pp'i'ove of tbe·way in. 
which he disc'harges · bitf :functions iri, this Honse while the .othet .. repre-: 
seiitatives who_ come through' separate eleetorat'es will 'necessarily be· 
narrow. I may remind my honourable friends that Pandit Moti Lal Nehru~ 
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ha's' been, r~romed bf a· separate' co:inm@a;l Hindu electorate; ·that Pandit 
Ma;~an: l\folfan Ma1aviya. has 'heed· similarly. returned. I will not say any·· 
t~· either iii'pi:ais~ 'o'r' in dispata;gem:ent· ofthe policy of these gentlemen •. 
But I'. presume that their policy· is - entire'.l.y· satisfactory to the other side of _ 
the''Ho11se. They wi!]. ·re:m~mbet that Mt. Jinnah· bas been returned by· 
a s:eparate · . eommunnl ¥nslim · electdra;ta: They will also remember' 
that m thls" very· House~ Dr.' Mohammad· Alam, Chaudhri Afzal 
Haq; Raroi Fito'z-u:d~Din: Khan;· Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq and Chaudhrh; 
Abdul Ralunari Kh'al':f who . sit with the-majority of' non-Muslim members of 
their own party on. bhosebenehes'hav« been returned: by. separate communal 
MU:sl.1m electorates. And therefore' there is no I axiom . that . once you get. a 
matt by - separate·· eleitorate I am· not .implying · that these gentlemen 
have necessarily a very liberal outlook or tliat they have a.narrow mentality, 
I am proceeding on' facts which should he admitted by the other side-his. 
outlook should be narrowv-and that on the other hand, when a man is got by 
joilit electorate, his outlook will necessarily be satisfactory. 80 under a· 
goverti:lnent which his been proceeding' on the basis of separate communal 
electorates it fbUows that- you have got all sorts and types of men as- · 
you are''bound to get' under· a system which gives full play to the 
free .- exercise of the . electoral riglit possessed by. the ele~o_rs •. 
It · u;;: :P,owever, expressly stated, that a member elected by a joint 
electorate would' necessarily and' naturally give more satisfaction than. 
one elected by a communal electorate; As· I have said, we have got 
certain instances· here in this House and I do not, so far as I am concerned 
as' d member' of this· House, want to proceed to criticise anything which is 
not directly relevant to the· discussion on which we are at present engaged. - 
I want to ask this question of the honourable members opposite without 
me_aiil:tig a:hy kind of disrespect or criticism to the Honourable Minister for • 
Education who has beenreturned by a joint electorate. Rightly or wrong 
ly, you must admit that outside this House-as I have .said, we are . not 
critidsirig him here-whatever satisfaction he may have given to us inside 
the Houss, so _far as the feeling of nationalism, of security in the hearts of 
the people of the country is concerned, are you or are you not aware: that, 
~he Muslims have throughout, practically within a few months after bis t~k- ·· 
mg charge of office, through the press and the platform, criticised, his policy 
as narrow, communal and anti-Muslim? Is not that a fact? Let us 
concede for a moment that that criticism is wrong, that it is unjustified 
and that it is -unfoundsd, but has he g~ven more satisfaction ? You 
have made· the experiment and you have . given the Honourable 
Minister who was elected by a joint electorate the opportunity of 
proving to the country the difference in the mentality between the persons 
elected under the two different systems and the effect which that difference 
in the mentality would produce upon the country in general and' the electors: 
in particular. Have you found that the result justifies the system which 
you advocate ? Unfortunately it , does not. _ (An honourable m~rf!,ber ~ 
But Chhom Ram did satisfy.~) Well, Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhottu Ram, 
according you is entirely un-Hindu, that is to say, he is not· communally a 
Hindu though of course by religion he is a staunch Hindu. ['he moment·· 
a man becomes communally 1.1, non-Hindu, you disclaim him and according: 
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t Ch. Zafrullab Khan. ] 
-to you, he ceases to he a Hindu. But, on the other hand: it is possible for a 
member elected by a separate communal Hindu electorate to eeese to be 
a Hindu in his mentality. I wish you had not suggested Rai Sahib 

rChaudhri Chhotu Ram 'snams, for he is not an instance of. the .type of narrow 
mentality w:_hich is created by separate communal electorates, He is elected 
by a separate communal electorate but does not give satisfaction to the urban 

.. Hindus and he is, therefore, not a Hindu. So, according to you, evena repre- 
7·sentative elected by a separate communal Hindu electorate can he an un 
. Hindu. This question of mentality does not appeal to me at all. The ment 
' ality remains the same. The present system is frankly communal. Nobody 
· denies that. We justify it on certain grounds and those grounds do not ap 
peal to you. But it is frankly communal. Even the way in which t~e 

-eabinst is formed is frankly to enable each community to be repres!mted m 
the government. It is not a. question of the majority supporting or opposing 
a person. I shall go into that when I discuss the suggestion for the reten 
tion of the official block. . The present Mirustry is communal. It is no secret 
that the present Hindu Minister not only gives far .more Ratisfaction to 
my honourable friends on those benches but feels that he is their nominee, 
and when nominating him they knew that whoever the nominee was;·he 
would have to sit in a cabinet formed on the principle that each community 

:must be represented, apart from' political parties in this House, on the 
cabinet. And strange to observe, their choice could not fall on any but a 

.member returned by a joint electorate, to.Ionn a good communal Minister. 
So that, if you go by mentalities, mentalities rem~in the same whether 
representatives are returned by communities jointly or separate]y by each 
community. The only question is, are your legislatures going to be truly 

· representative of the people or not ? If you seek to mske them truly re 
·presentative of the people, theri you must give to your electors the right of 
'free' exercise of their franchise uninfluenced by any considerations, except 
-eonsiderations of a political or economic nature. Such considerations must 
-not be allowed to enter into the question of choice of representatives ex- 
cept to an unavoidable degree. But here they enter very largely . into the 

·field, very largely to an avoidable degree, if there is a joint electorate._ And 
in order to avoid this, the system of communal electorates has been put for· 
ward. - 

Then, my learned friend said : Oh, well, if you could advise your Mus 
lim colleagues here and the community outside to accept the system which 
we put forward, then the Punjab . would be handed over to you. He 
added that we ought to jump, that was the word he-used, at the suggestion 

.made by them that we should have joint electorates even on the present 
franchise basis for he said, if we did it, they would be wiped out altogether 

.and we would have the whole thing to ourselves. If the desire of the 
honourable member was that he should be wiped out altogether and that we 
should have the whole thing to ourselves .the easi,st way of getting it, if he is 

·fond of getting it, was to persuade the signatories of the majority report to 
-reeommend not a bare majority but an overwhelming majority of elected 
"Muhammadan members in this House; After all, oan anybody in his senses 
really credit this statement that my honourable friend was anxious to have 

.a system adopted as a result of which so far as he can see, a certain result 

., 
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according to him but l~t us say the probable result, wo~d be that this-House 
-would be swamped by Muslim members and that non-Muslims would be 
-wiped out '} Does my honourable friend mean to say that he does not give 
·us credit for even that amount of intelligence that where we are likely to 

' sweep the entire House, we are yet hesitating to accept that system - and 
would stick to a system which would give us a, bare majority, or according 
to the demand of this community only 5(> per cent which certainly under no 

.eonsitutlon can be described as a working majority.- How according to my 
honourable friend even under the present franchise., that is forming 44 per 
.eent, in the voting register, if we contest the elections with joint electorates 
we would be returned in overwhelming number and · the Hindus wiped 
out, I personally fail to see. The question, however, is not how many will 
or will not be returned, but it is the free exercise of the electoral right. 

Then, he said, as an illustration, 'Look at what has happened in the 
-distriet boards.' He said that in the district boards we have swept the boards 
. and have obtained representation in excess of the numbers to which we were 
.,entitled on our voting strength. Now there are one· or two criticisms which 
I have to offer with regard to this illustration also .. So far as the franchise 
for district boards is concerned it is lower, considerably lower, than the fran 

-ehise fixed for elections to this House, although I have not the figures I have 
not the slightest doubt that the percentage of Muslim voters in the list of . 

. district board voters is far higher than the percentage of Muslim 'voters ·for 
this Council. Secondly, it is not a secret, this House has been told so, that 
the constituencies for the district boards are so arranged as to give definite 

.majorities in the voting register to certain communities, so many con- 
stituenci.es in this district should have a Muslim majority of voters and so 
.many should have a Sikh majority of voters and so many should have a. 
Hindu majority of voters, and therefore, to that extent, the principle of com 
munal electorate is brought into play and it is the result of the application ~ 
of that principle that adequate - representation· has been secured to the 
Muslims and to other communities. Therefore so. far as this result can be 
attributed to~that manipulation of the constituencies you are admitting that 

.in these district board elections that principle is working, and that there are 
constituencies which are so framed as to have a definite communal majority, 
To that extent the principle is working and therefore your illustration is vitiat 

.sd as an illustration of perfectly free joint electorates in: which the Muslims 
have obtained more than their share which is justified by their voting strength, 
and even then your illustration does not ·always hold good. According to this 
.manipulation of the constituencies, in the Gurdaspur District 15 constituen 
cies have a preponderance of Muslim voters, and 11 constituencies have a pre 
ponderance of non-muslim voters, i.e., in 15 we preponderate and in 11 you 
preponderate. That is practically what would happen more or less on similar 
lines if we had joint electorates so far as this Council is concerned. In the 

:north-western parts of the province and in some of the central districts the 
Muslims will preponderate and in the south-eastern and certain other districts 

:in the central Punjab non-muslims will preponderate. We have a similar 
.instanee in the Gurdaspur district. According to you in the constituencies so 
.framed and constituted, Muslims ought to have swept the district board of 
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[Ch. Zafrullah Khan.] 
Gurdaspur and the non-Muslims should have been wiped out but the result has 
been that though out of 2·6, 15 constituencies are preponderatirigly Musliin 
and 11 non-Muslim; only 9 Muslims have been elected - and 11" non-Muslfms; 
have been elected. How does that illustration work'/'. If the experimeni - 
points out to anytliing at all it points to thEtfact that even if you frame 
constituencies on this basis you have to let certain communities have a pre· 
ponderanoe in certain constituencies and let others have· preponderance in 
others according to their population. _ Even i.f the conditions are such, 
with this disparity of 15 and 11, tlie result ofthe elections will be 9 Musilllllf, 
and 17 no:n-Mbslims. Therefore, your illustration with regard to the dis 
trict boards does not help you at all. :My· leamed friend then asked : Why· 
donot the Muslims adopt the same attitude here as has been adopted, by the 
Hindus in Assam. Assam Hindus, he said, being in a majority have volun- · 
tarily agreed -- to tum themselves into a minority in the Assam legislature •. 
Why cannot you· display the ·same generous disposition:? But when that 
sta:tement was challenged by the Honourable the .Bevonus Member, then my 
Iesrnsd friend stated, well, the European Chairman of the Assam Committee 
stated that the Hindus were not in a majority.. On the one hand you state' 
that1 Hindus have voluntarily agreed to turn themselves into a minority 
and you support this statement by asserting that we were assured of t,his·by 
the chairman of the Assam Committee. But if, the Hindus are· · not' in· a~ 
ma;jority in Assam how have they turned themselves into a minority ? · 
E'\"ehif the Hindus in. Assam had done soi a;lli that it would: signify would. 
be' that the treatment meted out' by the Hindus to tlie other communities 
is: of a· character different from that meted, out' bv them· here; It' shows 
th1j:t t'hay have not aroused the same apprehensions which have been. 
aroused in other provinces' in the minds of- Muslims· as- a result of their 
treatm~nt by non-Muslims and the moment you begin to accord to us the 
same treatment and create the same feeling of confidence we shall be 
the f?.rst to ask for the obliteration· of separate electorates. Somehow, a point 
was· sought to be made by my· learned· friend: that_ Islam. does not teach 
patriotism. In this connection I my learned frierid• should remember a;. 
very short saying- of the holy Prophet :"""'"' \:.1,.,,11 .::r'\i.,»_,J,' ~co: 

" Love of country is a part of faith with a Muslim, '' 
if you have not patriotism your faith is not complete. n my honourable 

friend- has any misconception that the Muslims are devoid of patriotism, he 
had better disab-g.se his mind of the idea .. Certainly, the mentality of the 
Muslims with regard to this· matter is entirely different from that of ·non-· 
Muslinra as wae sought to be explained by an intervention by Sir Muhammad 
Iqbal. In defence of our hearths and homes .and our country, we would 
be, as against a foreign aggressor, be he a Muslim or a non-Muslim, not only 
as zealous but let me hope more-zealous even than my non-Muslim friends., 
because the brunt . of the defence would fall upon us· and we 'would 
cheerfully accept that burden. If that is patriotism we are patriots, but in 
our outlook with regard to humanity we are,_ I must say, certainly differ 
ent. We are to be found, as my honourable friend bas said, in almost 
every country on the surface of the globe. · Our faith 'doss not restrict 
itself either to one country or to one people or to one race or in any way 
circumscribe itself. We subscribe to universal doctrines and therefor&- 
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6.n; these matters. we ;treat everybody as being on the same level whe~4er 
Indian or non-Indian. ! Jn .the zights .of .huxnanity, M: uslims .and Mn-:Musli.ins 
share -alike. :SoJar .as the. tights of:humanity .are concerned we .are not 
'restrained: by, considerations of adn;ii.tµst.ration or of , parties. - But. I .need 
not pursue .this .matter · further. I have explained · that Islam does· hot 
zestriet :the feeling .of p;i,ttjotiE!m. · 

· Then. as regards elections. to the ·Assembly, · my learned fri~nd 
raised an objection to the proposals.made by ~be .majority. The. members 
'who signed the · majority report are not .weddsd to · their proposals. ·•They 
have put forward these proposals for what they are worth and leave the 
matter where it is, to be accepted by the House .or by the Simon Com.mission 
-or not. It is not the anxious concern of those who have signed 
'the majority report. · Representation to the Assembly .will necessarily 
be· either by provinces, a - certain number of seats being allotted 
'to each province or by • groups, another suggestion which , we 
h11ve made by dividing India .into 5 groups. A question might 
arise in the central legislature, which does not affect the country as a 
whole, but only affects certain individual provinces. Now such . a reso 
lution might be put forward or a piece of legislation might be put .up 
before the central legislature which affects, for instance, · fa'\Tour:ably the 
province of Bengal but does not affect so favourably the province oi the 

_ Punjab, and -let us also assume that it_ also affects favourably the oentral , 
· Iegislature and the central government as. against the provincial govem 
ments but in a peculiar way it also unfa:vourably affects the. :Piurjab 
as might well happen in the. way of .restrictive. commercial or in.du~t:rial 
legislation or even taxation; At such a time it might happen .that .the msm- • 
bars . elected i direct- .to the· oontraLlegislature would probably side with _the 

, party who is, advocating either greater.financialcontrol .oz a larger income or 
greater powers -for the central government, .or.the central legislature, With, re 

:ga.rd to such questions it would be useful to have a small group.from , diff~r_ent 
provinces who represent no particular .constituency . but ,the proNince.Ji.s a. 

·;whole, 'through the .loeal legislature. ··These .were the -, oonsiderJJ,tiollS ,w.W.ch 
·ififluenood the· members .who .have signed.rthe majority report .in.,pµtting 

' fQrward this -su,ggestion. :As I have said; :the:.suggestion may ,he.worth.,what 
it _appears to be w~rth,o:r-it ID11Y .not :be. ~sis a suggestion,.wbil}hjhaS 

,:not·· been- !1efi.nitely, put Jorward as,.& .recommendatien .and having .gi;v.:en tIDY 
~sons I would-leave it .to ,those !'.Who would the. finally :res.ponsible:for ha.ming 

· ·:fipe ~o~~tu~ion' toJdeaJ.-withJta.s:they.pleQ,se. · · · · 
: Thm( ~lW ;i:JJ)~. 'l~~tion :,;ai~ed by my. honourable ~end was wi,th regard 

}o.)~e .. !3.;PP?iµtm~i a.4~ .~o~l ~6f -·~~gh- :C,o~. ?11dg:es. '~&.·.far as the 
,•·, 8(9p9m~m~:Pl ~as CQU.C~~d he :s~d -~~-.hfl,d _µo _part~CJilar 9bJ~ct1on to the 

-: 1~9@111., .. e~d ... a..J.!,9n .. Jll.Bt·~~ py}he ~8:JQrity .. .Bo · f .. ~ . .as : the removal -,,was 
:-:Q.9noopi~d.:,ha -;~.,s~d ,a, :ppmt which ·I wi~h;_to eleae up. ·-,~~a.graph ,,is5 _ 
t9:P , pige .J:i6 9£ the ~apart says ·~ All Judges · Qf •the ':High·. Court, 
,,-whe~Mr~p<mtifin.ent 9r ~&dilitio$1. Qr "Mtmg, :j1hquJd -be appojnted-by .the 

-'.;OJ;p).Vll PD the_;r.-eQQmql.El~cl~tioii of'tq~, lopiW;Go~eiiµnent." . 'To}hat µiy honour 
,, tbfo trj..!:l:\1\1 q~d no '.obj69:ti<>n, so I _naoo .no] di~cu~s ·that.· --~her 9ij -itis: said : 

\No Jn9g_es of _the )~igh _Court sp.oµld: be removable ex~pt -by:the·: q,own 
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on the joint recommendation of the Governor and ·the local legislature con": "' 
eomed," My learned friend somehow conceived that this was a sort of 
additional _power being provided for the removal of judges. In the first. 
instanee I want to assure him that this is a misconception. rt is, if 
anything, as I shall presently explain, in reality a safeguard against the: 
removal of judges by the Crown. I am a.t one with him in believing that 
the highest court of judicature of any province . or any country is the best 
guardian of the rights of the people and the Julges ought to have· 
absolute security of tenure, irrespective of whether the legislature- 

thought they were discharging their duties pro- 
11 A. n. perly or not. My honourable friend said that 

one honourable judge may give a ruling whicln' may not be accept 
able to the majority of the members of the council and- therefore they might 
try to remove him. If any such thing should ever happen I and those who 
think with me would 'never be parties to it . .., Judges are after all human 
beings and they also make mistakes and they are the first to admit .this. 
If one honourable judge makes a mistake and gives a wrong judgment his 
judgment is se~ aside by a division bench en letters pa tent a ppeal and then 
there is the appeal to the Privy Council. The judges do not claim immu 
nity from error. The mere fact that an honourable judge hes given a 
ruling with which the legislature · does not agree will be no reason for· 
disparaging him or the High Court as a whole. .After all there is no guaran 
tee that the views of those members of the legislature who think that the 
ruling of the· judge · is wrong are · correct. The legislature should have 
nothing whatsoever to do · with such matters. The judges should have 
absolute security of tenure· and complete independence in the discharge of· 
their duties which are of the highest character. They are to be in no way 
influenced by extraneous considerations such as whether their action will 
please the legislature or not, whether it will please the executive or not. The 
legislature does not expect them, as I am sure the executive does not expect ' 
them to be influenced in that manner. They are above all these considerations 
and placed there by the common will of the community for the dispensation 
of justice; But provision is made here to meet extremely rare contingencies 
which may occur once iii a thousand years where not only every member of 
the legislature but also the judges themselves think that there should be a · 
remedy. The provision is meant more as a safeguard against the removal 
of a judge rather than for the removal of a judge. This could be done only 
when three authorities agree, the local legislature, the Governor and the · 
Crown. If my learned friend' implied that the desire of the local legislature· 
would be expressed by a majority vote and that thereby the judges will have· 
no security of tenure- and independence I agree with him. But the remedy 
does not lie in making the High Court a central subject. It would only be· 
that the money would then be provided by the central government andnot 
by the local.government. But you can make, it a-condition that the vote 
of the legislature should be unanimons, so that ev~n ifone member thinks 
that the basis on which the' proposal with regard to. a.,ny )onoifrable judge 
is put forward is not justifiable the legislature will have no power. to proceed 
:against him. Therefore give t°' the honourable judges of ~he. High _C~µrt 
not only as a matter of generosity but also as a matter 0£ absolute necessity, 

I 
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if you want pure administration of justice, absolute security of tenure and'. 
complete independence. That does not run counter to the recommendation ·0 

made here. Still, if there -is any doubt, you may make it a condition that the· 
vote of the legislature should be by two-thirds majority or four-fifths majo 
rity or unanimous. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : But even one man can throw enough, 
mud, though he is fully conscious that the motion will be defeated. 

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : If one man is so minded he can do that 
also in the central legislature. We cannot help indiscretions in politics .. 
The same thing might be done in Parliament also. After all, ours is only a . 
recommendation and it might be altered in any way by those who frame the· 
future constitution. I have explained that this provision is meant to 
secure to the honourable judges absolute security of tenure and not to weaken 
it. If you think that it has a tendency to weaken it,make it as strong as; 
you like it to be, so that the honourable judges may be completely free from 
all extraneous considerations in the discharge of their duties. 

With regard to constituencies my learned friend said that special. con- - 
stitueneies should not be abolished. He said that we have recommended the 
abolition of the special constituencies for the university; commerce and' 
industries, because they have not returned ~uslim members in the past. 
Although that is one matter to be discussed, that consideration was not at 
the back of the recommendation. 15 should have been clear enough to my· 
honourable friend. The basic principle is this. Divide the constituencies in 
any manner you like, provided they are so arranged that the representation l 

of the various communities and the interests in the province is put 
in the manner recommended by the majority report of the committee .. 
There was no consideration whether the university returned a Muslim" 
member or not. If it does not it will" be considered as a non-Muslim 
constituency. Our primary consideration was that special constituencies - 
in provincial legislatures would serve no useful purpose. But if you want to· 
have them, have them on this basis without affecting the percentage 
recommended by the report of the majority of the committee. Experience · 
of the past nine years in this Council would have shown that the · 
interests of these special eonsitituencies are not in any way served 
particularly ·by the honourable members representing these constitu 
encies. The sphere of provincial legislation is so circumscribed that 
questions affecting commerce and industry are not likely to be debated in 
this House. Everything that affects these subjects forms a concern of the· 
central government. So far as the landed interests are concerned, in view 
of the fact that there is this division of urban and rural constituencies we· 
were of opinion that there was no jµstification for landholders' constituencies. 
Bo far as the university is concerned ,there is ·the Education ~inister . and 
being part of the education department ·there is nothing ':which shows that 
it requires a special representative in 'this· House. We thought that this 
distinction should be. done away 'with, But if it is not acceptable to this 
House or to the framers of our constitution, so far. as we ar~ concerned, all we 
are anxious about is that by the creation of a number of special constituencies . 
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t[ Cb. Zairulllth I.\h!3!Ii~]. . .. 
the proportion of seats which we have allotted to the different communities 

.. should: not, be ~is~urb~d. .~ubJect: ,~\) ;tliat,}iave as many ~o:r;is~i!p.~~ci.es-: as 
,you ·plea.se. Ni ho:qoµr~ble}p~nd.,~a,1d: .. Why s~mtld you suppi?.~e.t~at 
· the, Unive~sity :wil! .~ot; r~tw.n a. M~~ member ? .' 1t. WB>Y: be ~~a\ ~ tp~se 
three elections it.did .not .re~urn a Mwilim m~~ber, butin the old un,:r~~~:i-11:1:ed 

'legislative council it returned Sir Fasl-i-Husain as its. :r~,l>]:ffiElnt!),~ive." I 
wish to point out here that this illustration is fallacious. At that time the 

-eleetion of the nniyer.sity member was ngt in the .hands of the . .'gi;adµates as 
it is at present but in the hands of Fellows among . whom the.te .:wp,s 13, mneh 

: !l:tl'ger .proportion of M. uslims than, . tµe pro,port,ion of :M: uslim electors in the 
present uni:versity constituency. But apart. ,from that· w~at happened, was 
this. The non-Muslim group did µot want S.ir Fa;ZI-i,Husain to be returned. 
So tliey tlio,ught. the best way of achieving this was for them to · put ·· up 
a candidate who would not merely be acceptable to them but · also· to the ·. 
p}lll'opean, Qliristi1t11 and .Apglo,-Indian members: Their choice fell on Raja 

· Sir, :IIIU'nam Singh. But when the time came. for the scrutiny · of the 
nomination .papers objection was taken by, Sir Muhammad Shafi on behalf 

', of Sir Fazl-i-Husain that the Raja Sahib not being a' British subject was 
. not eligible for election to the local legislature. Mr. Woolner, I believe, 
-was the returning officer. He heard the parties and gave a ruling that the 
objection must be .upheld. , Sii: Fazl-i-Husain being the only remaining 

.oandidate, he was declared elected. It was not at alldue to the generosity of 
non-Muslim members towards the Muslim candidate. My Iearned friend 
ought to have ,kno.wn thesefacts. This fact was repeatedly p'u,t forw6l'd 
before ,theBimcm Commission to show th~t even µi joint constituencies where 

-.ari.'oyerwh:elµiipg. ~jority.of the electors belongto another community a 
.M1f,SJ4n member pas b~e:q..r~t~rned. · But it was pointed out by.Sir Muhammad 
{,~n.,.and ~ir lrfa.zl:-~-II~ain ~hat there was not an overwhelming majority 

. o( 1jlin~1;1f:! _in .tli.e. coristi~~~P~Y~ ~h:1.t there were : :Europeans, . ~gl°-:In~.ans 

.. '¥J,d O~l'fStl9tns. ~d . ~1l?er tlie . ,CJ!OJll1.1St!1nces, . a.s 111, ve explained, . ili'ere 
: -~as no election at all." The returning . officer declared Sit Fazl--i-,H,1sain 

.·,~ie~te4)pipe ;we: n~a1 .. i,~M~~~e. co~d. 1101:_ stand .for., e1ecti~n. . :f:et · us ~aka 
, .. mi,f\~e~ i.1JW1tr~t~~ ,Jl'<>m. e<>~st1~~en:01~, w4~re this. J.rind of e~ectio~ h~s been 
. gowg on on. a, 111.rger number of oceasions. Let us .take · -the -elections of 
j/eij9,wi by ·~~e ''.i:;g;ist'e,r~d- ,_gntd~tllS of the µniversity. :There you have 
;,AA? . 'mfll.PY ,;9pp~tj;laj~~es . :~f ~~~g }ell~ws •• :!Jlight o! 'them are 'e~eoted 
'.iPY .. ~he .. f~~~~d .. ITT~~~t~. _yo~ -~no1ce · IS ··no~.·fu:ajted t~e~e. ·,:.But 
;11'7hat A~ .. 1!~ )µid '1 E:yer .}Rl~ :~~ :B!ij~m .~as·.in,ttodu~ under, the 
:i~ef~Wi18 ,,,of. ,Lp~d ~;Ce:t;~o~,. ~~t _11 <SI~le, - lf~ h~s · ~'::.ttt 'Been:. ·el_oot.ed. 

J);:(oi1lf.t .· i~i~ri~~~: )r1: }t;~i~;;t11il:1a:;;s~ii~ ,t?~; 
.\~~~~~~i~;~~tf ~~-·;t~~ri~~r;:r\£.r~;;;;p~~o;,::?tt{::: 

•. ~b~9~!::+l13ly, n<t~W~~tY. ~a !~at}~ei;e ~~ ~Y~11.r~~~?I1: to .f~at ·~t the .¥~lims ~t~m~ :f: ~zt~~tfi~~~~il~ry~-*?e .~aJ.O~tt!?f . ~?.~-¥~ .. In!3~bers 
·'~'- ·,1« .. > • ..•• ,-·.q:.~-,<~· ·' :-' .. I ,-.~ .. 1 .. •,!-• , . .,:. •. ,. 

~~·-~okul·Chand, ·~arang: ,Will my honourable friend .express his 
-'Views 'oifjoint' :elee£or'a'teifivith 'reservation ·of seats? .r ' - 

,.: !" .•-: • " ' ~I· : • f ;' !l' : (> , , f •· .• ,· ~ ; ·~ , 

.... 
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Mr. President: I do not think one honourable member can ask another 
'honourable member to make a speech on a particular subject. He can only 
ask a question on any matter under consideration. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : Has he got any views on that ? 
Mr. President : He may' or may not have. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang': Can that. information be vouchsafed 

to me? , 
Mr. President: May I request the honourable member to be a& 

brief as he can '/ 
Chaudhri 2afrullah Khan : From the matters that I have boon 

dealing with, you can very well realise. the stage at which .I have arrived, 
I have been following my friend in his speech. I might say I have got only 
a few points left. . . · 

Mr. President : I may state that if !L number of members do not 
get to tallf, I shall have to hold a sitting to-morrow and I hope that in 
fairness to ~11 parties in this House,' Government will agree to that. 
, " Chaudhri Zafru1.lah Khan: Now, Sir, with regard to this question 
I do not want to explain my views at this stage with regard to joint electo 
rates with reserved seats, and for this reason. On many occasions, public 
and private, one of them being the occasion when we were sitting in joint free 
conference with the Simon Commission, the accredited representatives of the 
Hindu community, with regard to whom it was stated yesterday by my friend 
that he was in complete accord with their views and that they where in com 
plete accord with his views, have made this very plain and emphatic s~ate;.; 
ment and repeated it three times to the Chairman of the Oommission that 
so long as ahy principle of reservations was retained in any form or shaper 
in any nook or comer of this country, they were opposed to' the slightest 
constitutional advance in the country. 

Dr. Gokui Chanel, Narang: That is not quite correct. 
Chaudbri Za&ullah Khan : That declaration being there, so long 

as the attitude of the other community is that they want us to explain our 
views on everything reserving to themselves this rigid position that unless 
you concede. this point and that point they are not. willing to discuss matters, 
why should they benefit' by niy views ? Surely there had been, plenty of 
opportunities in the discussions which were held in the Punjab Reforms 
Committee, of which both of lis were members, for him to have elicited my 
views.- 

. My honoli.rtJ.ble ;friend st_ated ·ye11terday that if you a.re anxieus.to have 
f;l, Muslim.rettimed from the Uhlv~:rsity' constituen,oy, allot. two or three· 
ties.ts to. the Unfrersity, but he did not tell us whether those three sea.ts, 
should be . allotted tb the · different c9Iriruunities, so that one seat may 
go to the Hindus; one may go to the Sikhs arid one may go to the Muham-' 
mQda.ns: If that is so, then my honourable friend was himself advocating 
separate constituencies for which he b.p.s such an abhorrence. If the seats. 
are not allotted communitywise, then judging from past experience we· 
c~ say that the increased . number will go to augment. the number of 

It 
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CCh. Zafrnllah Khan_.) 
seats of toe community to which my honourable friend belongs. He did 
not care to explain in what way he thought the thing would be remedied. 

Dr. Gokuf Chand Narang: I did, Sir. -What I said was this. 
Cbaudbri Zafrullah Khan: Sir, I have not given way to him. 
Mr. President: The honourable member who is in possession d the 

House· haa .not given way to Dr. Gokul Chand. Therefore, he might wait. 
Cbaudhri Zafrullab Khan : I will drop that point. Then the 

honourable member wants two seat_s for commerce which are bound to be 
non-Muslims. But he wants to take awa.y the Tumandar constituencies 
which is necessarily bound to be a Mualim seat. Again as I have submitted, - 
however plausible the argument, the object is perfectly apparent and multi; 
be taken at its real value. 

Then my friend has ridiculed the idea of having reserved constituencies 
for various communities but not having any separate communal seats in this 

· House. The suggestion put forward is; form your constituencies. for sepa 
rate communities but throw them Open to contest by all eommuni 
tie~. You may not have any practical effect resulting theretrom 

immediately but you will have established the idea that the constituencies 
are open to everybody, and the electorates might follow suit. 

I shall not enter into or even try to follow iny learned friend into the 
question of the distribution of provinces and the reforms to be granted to 
the North-West Frontier Province or Baluchistan or Bind. The whole of his 
.apprehension was really summed up by me under the head Constantinople to · 
,Karachi. As I have repeated more or less the same argument so many 
-times I shall not repeat it again .. But whatT want. to say is that there is 
one questiop of political expediency from the point of view of defence which 
.ought to· be kept in view. So far as your defence is concerned, of course 
the Frontier itself has been -excluded even from. our recommendations ; 
we have recommended reforms for the five settled districts of the North 
West Frontier Province. Those five . districts might well have formed 
:Part of the Punjab. It was only for certain considerations of eonveni 
:ence that they were kept· separate· from the Punjab; If they had formed 
part of the Punjab they would also have benefited by the reforms, but 
,apart. from that consideration,. my honourable friend has asked, as the 
population of these districts has certain kinds of sympathies with people 
across the border and the people of Afghanistan, how would the grant of 
reforms. to these districts affect the question of imperial defence? Let us 
look at it. So far as the religious sympathies of the· people inhabiting 
these districts are concerned they are preponderatingly Muslim population. 
They find an entirely Muslim' population in Afghanistan .and they· find- that 
their brethren across the frontier are independent and for good or for bad. 
!they have their destinies in their own hands." ·They may be trying to rebuild 
-their destiniee again, 1t any rate they have got them in their own hands. 
Bo far as the Punjab is concerned, they will .have a great deal of say in 
-their own affairs, that is. to say, we shall have a reformed constitution 
under a system which will give to this province complete autonomy, 

.but it is proposed to keep these districts under a. bureaucratic govern 
.ment, What will be the feeling ultimately inspired in the breasts of the 
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people in these districts with regard. to the defence of this country ? 
Would they be extremely anxious to defend a country which keeps them - 
m a permanent §ta.ta of subjection when their brethren across the frontier 
as well as in the Punjab possess snbatantial and effective powers of control 
and administration? Would they not be anxious to regain the status of in 
dependence '}_ What will be the state of the people of these five districts 
under the reform scheme when they know that their neighbours are 
controlling their internal affairs ? Will they not _resent being ]aft 
out 'l That is one reason why we want that reforms should be extended 
to these five settled districts which do not actually form the frontier. The 
five settled districts of the North-West Frontier Province should be admitted 
to the benefits of the reforms.on the lines of the Montague Chelmsford scheme 

_immediately. As a matter of fact the Muslim demand is tha.t the new 
constitution when it oomes into- force should also apply to these districts. 
But lam surprised to find that the suggestion of the majority, that the 
:reforms of .1919 might be applied' to these five settled districts with a. pro· 
vision in the constitution for a. further advance as soon as they are fit for it, 
should have shocked niy learned friend to such an extent. 

Then with regard to some of his amendments, I will not say very much. 
Borne of them are mete matters of administrative convenience. By all 
means throw open the public roads, and public wells to everybody SO 
long as you. take care to restrict your reform to public wells and. do not 
interfere with private roads and wells. I shall not also try to expose the 

. real meaning behind those very innocent clauses (a), (b), (e), (<f) and (e) of 
his suggestion under head 2. They are, as everybody has perceived, 
directed against the Alienation of Land Act and educational facilities · 
granted to members of certain eoznmunities, · 

. With regard to the cabinet my learned· friend's suggestion was that by 
statute you must have this provision that· so long as communal electorates 
are not done away with you must have a member of each community in the 
cabinet. Now I have not the slightest doubt that unless rendered actually 
impossible by something done by this House itself or any section of this 
House, that would ordinarily be done, but that is a matter of administration 
to be decided by the authority who appoints the Ministers which would 
ordinarily be the Governor.· I have not the slightest doubt tha.t that would 
be done unless it is made impossible by some section or a community for 
.some reason or other not to accept office. For ins_t9'p.ce, if the Sikhs, for 
some reason refuse to accept office, you cannot manufacture a. Sikh to 
_put him in office •. But)t would be e.itremely inadviaible to put -this 
provision in the ~ta.tute.. · · 

Further the suggestion does not i-es_trict itself to that. It says that the 
Hindu Minister should . be acceptable to the Hindu members of this House 

.and should be removable only by a vote of two-thirds of the Hindu: members. 
So also, the Sikh Minister should be .aoeeptable to· the Sikh members of this 
House. and should be removable only -by- two-thirds of ·the Sikh members 

.iof this House. · Similarly with the.Muslim Minister. · 
~, . D2 
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Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : I never said that: What I said was 
that two-thirds of the members belonging to the community to which the 
Minister belongs should join the adverse vote against the Minister. 

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : I -understand that the vote of censure ·· 
pf a, Mmist'er h a majority should include in that majil'rity two-thirds of 
the members of the community to which the Minister belongs. That is 
what I meant, and I am sorry if I Iailed to expr13ss it in that way. However, 
I understood the honourable Doctor quite all pght. I have no objection 
to the principle that the cabinet should be representativsof all communities, 
in the sense that it should contain members of all communities if that can be · 
managed provided they all belong to one political party in this House 
and command the confidence of the majority. But the moment the 
Qouncil by a :µiajority of votes on. any question opposes the' Minister, 
that Minister loses the confidence of the House in the sense that he has· 
not the support of the majority ,of the . House and he must resign or the· 
whole cabinet. must resign. . That is the general - principle. Under this: 
principle, if you put three Sikhs, two Hindus and one Muslim in . the 
cabinet, it does not matter to me. 

· Then the question was raised; if you have a Muslim majority in the 
Council, naturally the cabinet will consist of Muslims. If you examine the. 
majority report you will see that it recommends only. a bare majority and 
in no case can you establish a Muslim· government in the province, 
You cannot say _that the Muslims. have. got a working majority, in the 
province. Again it is presumed that the political complexion of . all 
Muslim .representatives in the Council will he the same, though there is no 
warrant for that presumption.· Past experience tells us that that is not 
so. Various polit'ical and economic considerations which rule the divi-: 
sions now will continue to rule .even under the next reforms ~I1d perhaps 
may become more intensified. That is to say, the complexion of all 
Muslim members will not. be the. same any more than the political com 
plexion of all Hindu membe# or even of the Sikh members will · be the· 
same. In this Council composed of all ihe three conununitie~ we 4ave"cl.is- 
tiilbt parties differing in vital matters. There ar~ Mi:uilima thete iji that btdik 
along with Hindus .and Sikhs, . there are non-M:!IBlinis in our block. The 
only p~ty in this House which .has not .1:!t Muslim as one of its members· 
and is composed entirely . of non-:Muslims; I ma.r Bi¥,Y which ia composed. 
entirely of Hindus, is yours. My submission is that it is entirely wrong to· 
assume that the Muslim :majority in iM :inatter of electorates. or constitu.; 
encies imports a majority party bf Muslims in this 1:fouse. The experlen'cEt 
of this Council has amply proved tliat it is possible !or parties to be formed 
of v~rious coinmuni~fos or inter~~ts. . Tha~ _is . a sure euar'u.!tee that in· the 
future with a 49 • 6 per cent. Hilidu cum Sikhs or rather with 48 per cent •. 
Hindu cum Sikhs in this House all 'that you have got to do is to mil o-ver a 

.smell percentage .of Muslims w~o think alike ,with you a~d Jh~n all your 
difficulties will be solved. (A voice : Why not have a maJonty on eeono 
mie basis?) Therefore jt cannot be said that ,:on are establisbiiig an nn 
changeable :i:najoiity. Ail time goes on, these. cdxrum:~nal distinctions will' 
disappear and the time will have a~ved when.it will be possible to ~o away 
with separate electorate_s. We feel~ ~hat it ~ necessary for some time to 
come to' continue separate electorates.. Then again my 1iarned friend ~ 
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aaid that if ·a majority community in a province does not agree to abolish 
communal eiectorates, then this should not be done and that•should not 
be done and so on. . This is on a. p~r with his other suggestions. · What he 
re!:J,lly means is this : In other provii{ces non-Muslims do not want communal 
.eleetoratss, whereas the Muslims ih the Punjab and Bengal do want separate 
electorates and therefore the· Punjab and the Bengal should be excluded 
from the operation of any further reforms. That is what his suggestion 

.eomes to. My answer to that·is very short, I have said that population 
eonnts for absolutely nothing , at all so far as elections to the legislature 
are concerned'. If you talk of a majority community you must take into 
consideration the majority community so far as voting strength is concerned. 
What is a ID.ajority community on the basis of population is not a ·majority 
community · according to voting strength. Thus in this province while 

_yon have 56 per cent. of the Muslim population you have only 44 per cent. 
of Muslim voter.. The Hindu-cum-Sikhs form the majority community 
of this province ; 44 per cent. Muslims and 56 per cent. Hindu-cum-Sikhs. 
Th11s the majority community is not supporting separate electorates, 
and therefore even according to our learned Doctor's theory, you cannot 
shut out the Punjab from the advance claimed fo:11 other provinces. Again, 
()~Ir learned Doctor said that if in. any province the majority '?<?mm.unity 
asks for separate electorates, then a penalty must be imposed on that pro 
VfD-Ce by restrictmg the political advance. Demand for separate electorates 
is not a sin that it should be punished. But even if it is a sin, it is a sin 
only in the case where, according to i:ny learned friend the majority community 

.asks for it, that is people who have got the majority of voting· strength. As 
t have s}low?J the majorit;y community on this basis is the Hmdu CUfl!' 

:Sikh commumty and they do not want separate electorates. . ' 
J1113_t one f.irthi:ir observation and I have finished. As honourable 

members are aware one of the members who signed the majority report 
is not here, Mr. Owen Roberts. Like i:ny honourable friend, }l;aja N arendra 
Nath he is away in England. If he had been here he might have had some 
thing to say with regard to the hint contained in the second paragraph at 
page 78 of the dissontient note. It is said that Mr. Owen Roberts was 
expected to bring to bear upon. the matter an outlook which was not com· 
munal. I endorse that expectation. He made from day to d~y strenuous 
.efforts to bring about a unity in the recommendations of the committee 
.and I can safely assert that it was no fault of his nor is it the fault of the 
other three members who signed the majority report if bis desire could 
not be achieved. 

Tu c~nclu~ion, all that I have to urge is this. In politics nobody can 
cl~im to put forward a perfect. scheme. Nor do we make ~hat· claim for 
this report. All we do assert 1s that we have honestly tned to do OU!' 
best-c-perhape out best is not as good as might have been the best of some 
other membsrs=-but we have tried to do our best to adjust the various mat~ 

-ters arising for consideration with· regard to the future constitution of this 
province and in some respects certain matters relating to the constitution 
of the central government in such a manner as to afford satisfaction 
and. to create a sense of security.in all the. inhabitants of this· provinca, 

· : 1 t• ·, - j ., 

• 
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[ Ch. Za.frulla.h Khan. ] 
That has been our effort. (Interruption). One of my honourable friends 
says, excepting your own community. We tried to do the same for our· 
own community also. We regret to find that the various communities- 
are just as strongly trenched behind their respective positions to-day as 
they were when -the question of the future constitutional reform of the 
country was first mooted. Each of them alleges that it is willing to go as far 
as its reason and conscience permit, but nobcdy except these four members 
has tried to make a move in _that direction. That our report has been so· 
thorQughly condemned by the Muslim community in this province fr_om the 
press and the platform and by its representatives in this House is the 
surest guarantee of the fact that the report is not a. Muslim report, it is, 
not a communal report. ( A voice : It is a mere show.) Retorts can 
easily be made but they had better not be made, because having made· 
that effort, I am content to leave it at that and I must not cavil at any 
misrepresentations or misconstructions of this effort of . ours inasmuch as 
we knew from the very · beginning that it would be subject to such 

.misrepresentations. But my. regret is, as I expressed at the beginning that 
our friends who· have dissented from us have not put forward or made any 
effort to put forwardbefore us any counter proposals of their own which 
we could have compared with our proposals and from which we could' 
have tried to evolve some result which might perhaps have been accept 
able to all members of the . Committee if not to all the communities 
Naturally of course it is for each community to put-forward its demands 
and it · will go on making them lest if at any time its demands weaken, the 
concessions made to it should also weaken. Those of us who took the 
respo.nsibility for this thankless task from the very beginning knew this· 
but nevertheless we took upon ourselves the responsibility · of putting. 
forward. some sort of scheme reconciling the various dissentient _ factors 
and we have evolved something which naturally enough cannot give complete 
satisfaction to each separate section either of this House or of the people of 
this province. (Cheers.) · 

Sardar Hira Singh; Narli [Lahore, Sikh, Rural] (Urdu): Bir, 
our party had decided not to take part in the present _discussion, but in the· 
majority report a statement has been made by which some matters are 
misrepresented regarding the Sikh community. It is better and it is our 
wish that the system. of separate elctorates may be discontinued for· the' 
future, and it may be raplaced by the system of joint electorates, so that 
the evils of. eommunalism may cease to trouble the country. If by good 
luck the system of joint electorates is introduced so much the better, and 
we shall be quite satisfied under that system. But if the evil system of 
communal representation is to continue we cannot be satisfied unless we 
get at least thirty per cant, of seats in the council. 

Dr. Golml Chand; N&Jang [North-West Towns (Non-Muhammadan) 
Urban]: Sir, one minute for personal explanation. A reference was made 
to my speech yesterday as to the increase of seats for the "University, 
This is what I said :- · 

"There is a very simple remedy for it. Instead of having one eeatJor the University· 
have two or have three, so that my honourable friends may have a. cha.nee to 
return a. member of their choice. There is no harm in that."· 
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Sardar Ujjal Singh, (Sikh, Urban): Sir, I do not desire to follow 
the example of my two learned colleagues of the Reforms Committee in · 
taking such a long time of this House and· I will be as brief as possible. 
Before I say anything on the subject under discussion I consider it my duty ,, 
to express my satisfaction at the very friendly relations maintained through- . 
out the. discussion of the Punjab Reforms Committee, even when eontro- . 
versial points were under consideration. No heat was imported nor were 
any hot words exchanged. After a lengthy discussion we agreed to · differ 
and my two Hindu colleagues and myself could not conscientiously endorse 
the findings of the majority. My honourable friend Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan 
has pointed out that no constructive proposals were put forward, either by 
me or by my Hindu colleagues. In fact, all the points "that have been dealt e 

with inthe majority report formed the subject of discussion and on those 
points on which we differed, and they were very fundamental points, we 
have submitted separate minutes of dissent. These minutes were in the 
form of constructive proposals. Those who have read them and will read 
them carefully will see that they were certainly definite proposals. It 
was, however, unfortunately reserved for this House to hear some 
provoking speeches. I must confess that I was very sadly disappointed 
at the course this discussion has taken. I was hoping that we shall find 
in our discussion some additional support for the claim of establishment of 
self-government in this country, that the majority community will explain 
conditions of confidence and carry the minority communities with them. 
Does any one here believe that the discussion has. supported the claims , 
of the majority ? In fact, I feel it has merely vindicated the official 
reading of the situation and I do not therefore wish to go into the cheap 
criticisms and follow Shaikh Din Muhammad, who has not yet realized 
who the Sikhs are. I am sure his forefathers did. I would like to treat his 
remarks with contempt, and would· declare in the words of the poet :- -v 

Ham kaun hain ham kiya hain ham. kuchh nahin lekin _waqt one 
do waqt {Jne do ham tum ko bata denge 

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan also followed Shaikh Din Muhammad in the 
same vein. He put forward a few arguments, if I may call them arguments, 
in establishing the fact that the Sikhs were not a separate community and 
that they were Hindus. One of the plausible arguments he put forward 
was that some of the Hind-us bore Sikh names like Bao. Balbir Singh. It 
might interest the members. of this House to learn that some Hindus bear 
Muslim. names in the north-west districts. •There are Hindu names like 
Pera Khan. I know that one of the leading. Hindus was given the title ot 
Khan Bahadur. He was Khan Bahadur Dr. Chaitan Shah. He was given 
the title of Khan Bahadur because his name resembled that of a Muslim. 

Now, I come to the question of interdining. My honourable friend 
12 noon. says ·· because the Hindus and Sikhs interdine, 

therefore, the Sikhs must be Hindus. . I ask 
if Muhammadans keep aloof and are untouchables, that no members of 
other community dine with them. As a matter of ·fact the Muslims and the 
Christians interdine freely. Does this mean that Muslim~ are Christians or 
Christians are Muslims? As a matter. of fact, it is as absurd and presump- 
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tuous on the part of a. member of any community to say that the Sikhs are 
Hindus as on the part of a member of anothercommunity to say that Muslims 
a,ie ,Tews or Christia~, Sikhs have their own traditions, their own history, 
theit own religious . Scriptures and their· own religious ideals and martja,ge 
11!,WS, Ohaudhri Zafrnllah Khan and Shaikh Din Muhammad may not have 
rea.Uzed wh~t the Sikhs are, but the name of 'the Sikh nation is writ large 
in the history of the l3.ritis4 Empire, and I need do no more than. refer them 
tQ the annals of the battles which the Sikhs have fought for the British. 

Sir, the problem before us is not to display our communal dissensions 
!but t9 ~h~w O\P,-' preparedness for provincial autonomy. And. in this respect 
I am sure tlie House will agree with me tbl!,t the performance of many mem- 

• b~rs has been anything but helpful. · 
ChE1.µdhtj Zafl;J.µJa,h K4a~ laid great stress on the realization of true 

q.emo~r!l,Cy. B;q.~ ean he ~eij. mo :P.o:µ.estly if his scheme of reforms 'when 
put intp 'qveratfoq. will h,~lp the reEJ,ijzation of tl:tat ideal? Can he single 
out any c_ountcy i:Q. th~ world where democracy hie!,~ made headway with the 
systenj of ~µunµµ!l,l repre,~13:µt~tj9ri, wit,h one community placed in a posi 
~~on. of permanent ~~jority ,w~d otpe!! communities qf permanent subordina 
tjo:r:i, ? I. p.~ve gr,e11t ieg~4 for tpe OJlaµdhri Sahib and I had hoped that he 
w:ould fiJ.~e the · problem ~quarely; . But I . am sadly disappointed .. The 
(p~estiop ·µ, wh1J.t' saQJ,ifi~ the i;q.ajority community is going to make to win 
ove:r tbe :rnjnority eommunities, wh~t pledges can the majority community 
give to th,e µllll.pijties so that there may not be any apprehension of .a pos 
si~le abuse of power in the hands of the m~jority. Sir, this is the acid, 
te!lt and judged by that sta,p.dq,rq.. I feel that the maj6rity has faile4 in 
esl:i.bµshµig its ~lairn and h!:1,S, offered no ~u(}h pledges as· would allay the 
llJ>P.feliensioQS of t~ ~otjties~ · · · 

There fa no doubt, that the foundaMon of demoeracy is tho franchise, 
and my honourable friend, Chal!g.hri Z&gaj],11ih Khan, spoke so eloquently 
.in.. dealing wit}:i the subject, J wish his arguments were devoid of that in 
herent motive which ii~ks · to establish a Muslim Baj with the help 
.of the British. J would appeal to the British statesmen- not to follow 
this sort -of argument but to .follow the tradition!'! which have brought · 
them success in the past and to see that every · community is· placed 

·µi a position of equality with others, The minorities naturally ask 
for protection. In the first instance, the majority community should in 
fairness give such protection lj,S the minorities !!,Sk for, but if t.hey fail to do 
.so as it is evi4ent they have failed, the. minorities have to a ppealto His 
:Majesty's government for. suelfproteotion, The Sikhs have expressed their 
determinauion to fight to the bitter en4 to est~ll!ish their position in this 
:pro'vini,e; even if a ne)V ~kali Dal is to Q0 raised. 

Coming to the definite proposals regarding the franchise, I have in my 
notes in the Report pointed outhow Great Britain by various stages reached 
tadult suffrage ;- · 

" It may not be oµt o! place here to point out that t~ough foll responsible system e~ed 
iri England m 1832, by the first Reform Bill only 3 per cent. of the populati,on 
got the franchise anc;! i!} 1~~7, py the ~orui R~onq. B:ijl 4 • q:J. J!6l' cent of the 
populatdon was enfnmchised, and ti).~ was ~O cliange up to J884. . The per, 
centage of literacy in 1841-45 in Engla.nd was 67 .4 per cent; among men li,nd 
.51 • l among women, es against 11 per cent. and 2 per emit. in the_ :pupj!!>b,!' · · 

:21~ 
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Sir, I cannot believe that ~e can reach that ideal by a. single leap. 
We must travel over all the stages. I fully admit that up.iverrJal sufn,i.ge is 
.the ideal which we must reach, but the question is the method of achieving 
that object. Is it practicable at this stage? · We must lower the franchise 

just to the extent to which it is feasible, up to the limit at which it is work- · 
.able, There can be no better criterion than education and property quali- 
fications so that the rights and properties of vested interests may be fully 

,safeguarded .. Education, as· I have said, is a primary qualification for the 
-exercise of the vote. It would be interesting to remind the House that my 
honourable friend, Chaudhri Za.frullah Khan, a great champion of demoeraey, 
an ardent advocate of adult' suffrage, opposed my resolution in this House 
last Simla session for the appointment of a committee to 'find out ways 
.and means for· introducing compulsory primary education. You can well 
see the meni~lity pf iny honourable friend.' I have !!>lready suggested in my 
note that tenants are to be enfranchised but I feel there is a class of 
,t!kille~·worke~s like village c~;rpenter~ anq blacksajths which should also 

~13 13nfra.,ncp.ised. ·· · · · 
Sir, coming to the recommendation of the majority report, I need only 

refer to three .or -four important p.ointif. '.!:he principal recommenda 
-tions oft.he majority, report are communal electorates, with Muslims given 
.an absolute m~joi:ity ~ the Legislature, a permanent irremcmi.bl~ 
majority as against all the communities combined, with a Cabinet having 
a. Chief lv.Iinister frpta tJ:1.1:1,t wooden jnel~l:!tic mafarjty who would appoint 
bis second fiddle, µia,y be from his own community, may be from the mem 
bers of. other CQ~'!µljH:E1s. With l:!µOp,. a COJ:!.Stitutjo:i:i of the Legislature and 
·the executive, the Punjab is th~nfo enjoy complete provincial autonomy 
unfettered by any control from the Central Government either in matters of 
'legislation or administration. Some powers according to the majority report 
:may be delegated to 'the Central Government .but the 'residuary powers 
are to be rested in the provincial government. A layman or a casual 
reader J:!light call it a great specimen of patriotism but in their unguarded 

.moments, my colleagues. of the me.jo#py repor t have let out their mind. 
For, when they come to deal with the .sdvance in the Central Government, 
.at page ~9 of the Report, they say that any fµrther advance towards the res 
ponsibility of the executive to the Iegislature in the Central Government· 

-should follow and not precede or synchronise ')'ith the establishment· of 
.autonomy in the provinces. Sa, Sir, their patriotism is limited only to the 
constitution of the provincial government in which the Muslims are to 
reign supreme for all time uninfluenced by the votes pf any other com 

_munity. Sir, no better scheme of change ¥Om the British Raj to.Musli.Ip. 
Raj could be devised. ijot only this, my friends of the majority report 
have the audacity to believe that we, the Sikhs or other miJ;torities 
like the Hindus will meekly submit to a. scheme of reforms like that. I 
cannot speak for the feeling of the other communities, but I know full well the 
feelings.of my own community. The Sikhs will under no circumstances submit 
to a permanent slavery' under any one community. They will be prepared 
to make all sacrifice to establish their position in the province. Tpey 

.. are prepared to forego their rights on the altar_of nationalism and fo,: the 
.. cause of national solidarity, but under . no circumstances whatsoever they .. . ' . 

• 
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will allow themselves to be dominated by any singlecommunity, beit· 
Muslim or Hindu. And what the Sikhs- feel and say, they know how to 
translate into action. 

Dealing with the question of communal electorates, I need not take 
long but I would only point out that the proposal for a communal electorate' 
has been condemned from its very inception in no ambiguous terms by the 
authors of the Montford Report. I need not repeat their words fol.' • 
they are very familiar. But, recently, communal electorates have been 
very strongly condemned by the Donoughmore Commission on Reforms 
and for the information of the House, I would just read a, few lines. The 

· Commissioners say : . · 
·" Communal representation is as it· were a canker on the body politic ea.ting deeper and 

deeper into the vital energies of the people, breeding self-interest,saspioion and 
animosity, poisoning the new growth of political consciousness and effectively 
preventing the development of a na.tion,al or corporate spirit. As we are sug.. 
gesting, there can be no hope of bending together the diverse elements of the 
population in a realisation of th~ir common kinship and acknowledgment of 
common obligations to 0the country of which they are all eitisena so long a.s, 
the system of communal representation with all its disint.egra.ting iniluenoe 
rema.ins a distinctive feature of the constitution," 

Sir, no- . greater condemnation. of this system could' be made. 
Even the Punjab Government have admitted that with a systei:g of cqm· 
munal electorates, there can be nothing like party system, nothing like de 
mocratic Government .. 'Here are the words oi the Punjab Goverment : 

"Parliamentary system under which one p&l'ty givesflaoe·to another on a.ooount of a 
change of allegiance on. the pm c,f a portion o the electors or their representa 
tives will have in the nea.r future no counterpart in the Punjab. At the same 

· time a member of a minority pa.l.'ty can hsve little grounds for hope in the 
present conditions that in time to come his minority will be changed into a. 
majority." 

·· So, Sir, under the communal system of electorates, true representative 
Government is impossible. You cannot have a real cabinet system of govern· · 
ment when under all conditions and at all times there is going to be one 
permanent majority in this Council and one Chief Minister if he. happens to· 
command the votes of his community at all times. There can be no chance 
for men like my hon. friend Dr. Gokul Chand · Narang to serve the 
country, however much he may be considered capable for the task .. Unless 

· a community accelerates the process of shuadhi or pursu~s some other 
kindred method, it is impossible to convert a minority community into a. 
majority and a majority into a minority •.. There will consequently be a. 
permanent majority and a permanent minority and there will be a per· 
manent Chief Minister for all intents and purposes. Parties having different 
political creeds might spring up in the near future just as they are in Eng 
land and in other foreign countries, where demoejatic institutions flourish, 
Such parties, under a communal system of electorates will have absolutely 
no chance of representation. And it is an inherent principle of representa 
tive Government that parties holding different "views on political and eeono 
mio matters should be directly represented. .And it is very likely that in. 
future in this country, parties on economic grounds and on political grounds, 
on grounds of capital and labour might grow. For this purpose, it is abso 
_lutely essential that a system of common electorates on the method of pro• 
,proportional representation which I have suggested in my note should bee 
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introduced. This system has been in vogue in various countries with 
most modern constitutions. It is in vogue in Germany, in Switzerland, in 
Holland, in Denmark, in the Austrian republic and I do not know whether· 
m the near future, England might introduce this system also. But 
this system is established in various countries of the world to give· 
proper representation to political minorities so that all parties having 
different political and economic views should find representation. 
in the legislature of the country. Sir, speaking about my own community 
there has been a great _· misunderstanding . abroad that Sikhs are 
anxious to have common electorates. A.s a Sikh I would oppose common. • 
electorates tooth and nail. But if I suggest it, I do so for the sake of common 
nationality, and national solidarity. Eveiy one can see that Sikhs 
are in a minority in every district with the -exception of Ludhiana where- 
they are 41 per cent. of the population In all other districts they are in 
a minority. Sikhs can have little chance to be adequately represented 

· if common electorates are introduced. It is a great mistake to imagine· 
· that Sikhs are upholding or recommending common electorates for thoir 

communal advantage. It is a matter of great pity that such a patrio 
tic offer has been greatly misrepresented by interested· parties. I may 
state here the deliberate opinion of the Sikh community as voiced by the 
various district-Sikh Leagues and the Central Sikh League, the Chief 
Khalsa Diwan and by the most important religious body, the Shromani 
Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee and the Aakli Dal that Sikhs are not at 
all enamoured of common elotorates. They want to establish them not 
for their own interests but for the interest of the country. In fact their 
interests are bound to suffer immensely if common electorates are introduced. 
But they think that the· sacrifice will have to be made by minorities if 
we are to see representative institutions established on right lines in this 
country and they are willing to make sacrifice in that direction. They 
will not stand in the way of establishing common electorates if they · 
are set up throughout India m the new constitution. But it is no 
use abolishing communal · electorates in one province and retain 
ing them in others. You cannot stop communal ideas by placing 
artificial barriers. Ideas cannot be shut out by barbed wires or by 
some other artificial means. If you have communal feelings because com 
munal electorates are retained in the United Provinces, this province can 
not escape from its poisonous effect. It is for this reason that the Sikhs 
suggest that communal electorates, if they are to be abolished, should be 
abolished throughout the country. They should be driven out of India 
for good. Sir, the majority report has created great m.isunderstand;ings 
by making a statement about the views of the Shromani Gurdwara 
Prabandhak Committee and the Akali Dal. The· · Shiromani Committee 
as you all know, is a religious body established by statute and it does 
not meddle with politics, It is for this reason that the Shiromani Com 
mittee did not express its views on the question of representation. But, 
since this deliberate misrepresentation was made, it was on the 
14th of this month that the Committee issued a statement saying 
that they were unanimously of opinion that either common electorates 
should be introduced in the country or they should demand their full 
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,~la~ of 80 per cent. representation fqr the Sikh. '.Comm.unity. A similar 
statement p.as been issued by the Akali Dal yesterday. The misunder 

.standing created by a letter issued by - my four Sikh members of this 
Council has been cleared by one of them and I need not say anything on 
this point. But I reiterate once again that the whole comm.unity is 

. determined on tltjs point, whether extremists or moderates, that eith~ 
communal electorates should be driven out _of the, country· or the Sikhs 
must ;ttav.e their place and position in aocordance with t:b.eir hiswric and 

_political importance, in aeeordanes _ wit:b. their eacrifi.ces, in accordance 
~ with their stake in tlle country. .It ,might be said and it is often said 

·that if no community ~ to be given a position of majority in case com· 
munal electorates are retained what . would happen in other . provinces. 
That is a usual plea advanced by Muslim friends. Sir, I do not like to go 
into great detail but every one can see that the position of the other pro· . 

· vinees is entirely pifferent from this province. There are £w9 principal 
communities in other provinces whereas in this province there are three 
principal communities to pe considered. Whatever my friend Chaudhri 
Zafrullah may say, it is an established fact that Sikhs are a 
-eommunity which can never be ignored. No· single community should 
-dominate in their province. The Sjkhs cannot seek protection anywhere 
-else. The Muslims have their majorities in provinces like Bengal, Baln- 
-chistan and the North-West Front,ie:,:- Provines .and ~hey want to create 
another province of Bind for this purpose, The Hindus have their own 

' .majority provinces. Both these communities can take reciprocal - action. 
But what are the poor Sikhs to do ? They cannot look for any outside help. 
T:b.ey have all theµ: inte:rests ce11tred in. this. province and this is the reason 

· why tpey wap.t l!,n effec,#ve voice in the .administration of this pzovinee, There 
.is another point. In other provinces where the Hindus are in a majority 
the Hindus do not want separate electo;r1J,tes. They do no~ want that the 

. Muslims should not influence their nominations but here in this province, 
.on the one hand Muslims want · separate electorates, tl).ey do not want to 

' be influenced by tp.e votes qf Hindus, Sikhs and Christians, and still want a 
majority in the legis~ature. Do yoµ thin~ it js at all compatible with 

.any prineiples of democracy ? It is for this reason . that Sikhs base 
tliej:r claims on two important points. Fir.st, in any· case in this 
province there ought to be no one community in absolute majority. 
It ~ the right 9f Muslin;ls to be in a majority ove;r every othea 
community, but they have no right to b~ in a majority ov.er all the other 
,oo;mipnnities combined. Shai)m Din Muhammad pointed out with · great 
force th1J,t Sikhs pa,d no rights for separate represen.taticm ... Sir, .I submit 
that jt i.s the e~ci~si've right of no single community to h1J,Ve protection by 

. any means either by separate electorates or by some other way. It is the 
'inhe;tent right of 0111.y minorities whether they be Hindus, Muslims or Sikhs 
to say in w!iat ra·spect and to what extent they want to seek their' pro 
tection. Judged by this criterion if any community deserves protection most 
by separate representation or by some other way it is the Sikh community 
which is µi a minority. l;fy honourable friend Shaikh Din Muhammad 
.ridieuled the claim of the Sikhs that they supply. recruits for the army • 
.Ife said : we do the same thing. He might ridicule. the claim of· the 
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Sardar Ujjal Singh : I. am only just mentioning this to point out the· 
importance ·of the Sikh community. 

Mr. President: That has been done andI have allowed it to be done.. 
O but do, not please exceed the limit. 

Sardu Ujjal Singh ; This is a matter not to be lightly treated. 
This shows to what extent the Sikhs can make sacrifices. This shows. 
th() extent to which the Sikhs can fight for their rights. This shows to· 
what extent the Sikhs, if left to themselves, can defend the country. This. 
shows that Sikhs as a minority deserve to have an influential and an, 
effective voice in the administration of the.province. 

The second point is of great importance, i.e.; the Sikhs' claim for 80 per 
cent. a There is certainly no criterion on which the representation of the 
various communities can he based. But given the principle of communal. 
representation it necessarily follows that the different communities should 
be properly represented. We have. the analogy of the representation of 
of Musliin . minorities in other provinces and considering also the historic 
and political. importance of the Sikh community, their .stake, their 
s~crifices for the cause of the Empire and considering also the fact that 
the .Sikhs fomi 25 per cent. of the voters and. also whereas one Muham 
madan candidate represents 9,000 voters one Sikh candidate has to repre 
sent 14,000 voters, it is necessary that the representation' of the . Sikh· 
9ommunity . should be about SO pe;r cent. It is not a definite figure;. 
but we roughly base :our claim on these important grounds. 

· Then Sir; wherever one community enjoys a slight majority over. the· 
other communities, it is to the interest of the. province as a whole· 
that no CQmmunity should be placed in an absolute majority. .It 
will have a ste11,dying . influence on tlie administration and legisla 
tion oi: the province if our Muhammadan friends have to deperi.d on a few 
votes of the members of the other comm unities. They . will not then in-: . 
trocluc.e measures which will seriously affect the interests ofthe other com· 
mnnities, . , 

I come now to the cabinet; If the comma'nal system is maintained in. 
the. council it only follows as a neees~a:ry corollary that the 'ca~:ihet .al~o·· 
should be on communal lines, You camibt have a council.composed of various. 
communities and a cabinet eomposed of one 'co:rru:nuirity only and one com· 
munity .having a dominating voice in t~e c2lintry. . If yon have a Chief 
Minister from that pe_rmanent :majority rettimed by the Muslim voters of the 
province he :might appoint members of other communities who will be only 
seco:nd fiddles and who will not command the confidence of their own com 
munity~ Will you c~ll that a. tepresefitative cabinet ? It will certairily be a. 

cussion. 

Sikhs hut it cannot be ignored that Muslim minorities in other provinces 
have comparatively no importance as compared with the Sikhs in this· 
province. It is not to be ,lightly t;reated that the Sikhs were the rulers of, 
this province before the British. This fact only shows'that left to ourselves: 
we can be rulers of this province. 

Mr. President: Order, order; That matter is not now under dis· 
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negation of the cabinet system. If communal representation is to continue 
then all the three principal communities in this province shouldbe represent· 
.ed in the cabinet ; and I shall go· further and say that they should be represent· 
ed in the proportion of their representation in the Council. It may be that 
-we may require twelve Ministers. In that case one Hindu or one Sikh Minister 
would be of no value for the purpose of their communities, The repre 
.sentation in the cabinet should be commensurate with the representation 
.in the legislature. 

I should like to say .a few words on one general point on which Ohaudhri 
Zafrnllah Khan touched at greatlength, and that is with regard to the ques 
iion of federal versus unitary government. I have no quarrel about the 
-use of the word federal or unitary. The learned doctor pointed out the O 

.analogy of the United States of· America. The United States of America 

.eame into being in 1776 after the war of liberation. Before that it consisted 
,-0f a number of independent sovereign states having their . own governors 
.and independent of one another. 

The Honourable. Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: Were .. th~y not appoint- 
-ed by the King ? · · 

. Sardar Ujjal Singh : The Governors were -sppointed by the King, 
'but the states were lndependent of one another. The constitution of the 
'United States of America was born of the war. Prior to the war of libera 
tion the states, thirteen in number, were separate British colonies, each with 
-its own governor and. with. its own history .. On the :4th· July 1776 
according to a unanimous deelajation these 18 colonies became free and in 
-dependent states and absolved from allegiance to the British Crown, They 
were. independent states united for a common· purpose. These independent 
states united to· fight a common enemy. But after the war of liberation, 
it was felt that 'that union was not enough for their purpose, and that it would 
not bring sufficient strength to their country. After the war of liberation 
the limited powers of these international courts proved quite inadequate to· 

.deal with the financial and economic ruin that followed in its train. · To men 
like· Alexander Hamilton the only remedy seemed to be-the abolition of the 
13 colonies and the creation of a central single state. ' It was felt that only 
the establishment of a unitary form of government would bring sufficient 
-strength, That was the feeling of one of the eminent men of the United 
States of America. But it was further pointed out that each state possessed 

· .a very strong sense of its individual history and having come into .esistenoe 
as a separate colony with interests widely different any such unification 
was clearly impracticable. Thil.t only shows that where a country happens to 

'be one in the beginning it is to the disadvantage of that country to be broken 
,up into various parts. In. fa.ct the history of other countries shows that the 
tendency has been quite the. other '.way -about .. Whete there have been 
.different colonies and c:J.ifferent provinces the tendency has been to unite 
for a. common purpose. (Interruption) I do not .like to go into an academic 
.disoussion, . But if there are several independent . provinces, independent of 
the control of the central government, you might call that system a. federal 
.system ; but if the central government has got suflicient control o:ve:i: the 
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provinces you ma.y call it unitary. It all depends on what powers are re 
tained by the central government and what powers are delegated to the 
provincial governments. 
· With regard to . the residuary powers, in Canada which consisted of 
two different provinces which united together to form one province the 
:residuary powers are vested in the central government. In the Germ~ 
:republic where there are different states, the residuary powers are vested in 
the central government. Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan· said that as India was 
such a big country it was to the best interests of India that it should be divid 
ed into various autonomous provinces. Sir, the size of the country is not 
necessarily · a reason for breaking up the country into various autonomous 
j>rovinces. Russia. is a much bigger country in size, having an area. of 7 
million square miles as against 2 million square miles of India. Still it is 
one country. 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan. Noon: It is a federation of 
various soviets. , · 

Sardar Ujjal · Singh : The size of.· the country is no argument for 
aplitting it up into independent provinces. It might ultimately lead to the 
weakening of the central government. · 

Before concluding I wish only to say that my community wants the 
united raj of all eommunities but it is determined to accept no constitution 
jn which it is placed in a. position of subordination. We shall refrain ftom 
no constitutional measure which will •..•. " 

Mr. President: The honourable member has repeated this three. or 
Jour times. · ~ . . 

Sardar Ujjal Singh : I reiterate that we will refrain from no consti: 
-tutional measure to secure our legitimate position in this province. . which 
.our history, our traditions, our manhood, our spirit of self-sacrifice, and 
our stake in the country rightly entitle us to. In this respect I feel I am 
.echoing the feelings of not· only my friends in this Council but of the whole 
community outside it. 

Mr. President: May_ T ask the honourable members whether they in 
tend to finish the discussion of the report before 1 o'clock, so that they may 
begin discussion of the Government memorandum when the Council meets 
.at 8 o'clock, or do they wish to contirmethe discussion of the report? 

(Homrurable Members : We shall discuss the report). 
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : A.lid the memorandum also after the 

report has been discussed. · 
Mr. President : The Council will then continue to discuss . the report 

.of the committee. I take this to be . the sense of the House. 
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : Sir, tlµs is a very important political issue. 

If Government was pleased to !l!llow only three days it might as well not have 
given the Council any chance to discuss it. at all. 

Mr. President: Government 'has no doubt given three days. But if 
the House wishes to continue the discussion for thirty days, that can be 
.arranged. 



Dr. Gokul Cb.and.,.-Narang: Then it lies with us to paralyse the, 
Government at once. 

Mr.·· President: Government is too strong to be paralysed. 
· Dr. Gokul .Chand, Narang : It will be paralysed if it remains here for· 

thirty days; ;; . · . 
Mr. President: Why should the Government members remain here 

for SO days. . To constitute a meeting of the Council the presence of 
only 15 members is necessary. But the honourable members· decided 
this morning that thE1y would meet in the afternoon and finish the discussion 
at five o'clock. I hope they will stand by that decision. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : when the Council meets again in the· 
afternoon, the time should be extended· and no time should be taken to 
nave heed fixed. 

Mr. President: .Let me state' the constitutional position. One~ a. 
Council begins to sit, its business can be stopped only in t~e _following· 
ways:~ 

(1) by its dissolution ; 
, (2) by ita prorogation ; 
(8) by its adjournment ; or . 
(4) by its business being finished. 

Sardar Harbakhsh Singh: Sir, the members who wrote the report" 
have occupied most of the time, practically the whole of the time has been. 
taken by three members o:f the Committee in disc wising their .own rep(lrt: 
In fact, it has been a debate among themselves, and other members .hav&· 
had no opportunity to discuss the report or· the Government .memorendum.. 
Therefore, you will. kindly consider that the request for the extension of t~e 
is very reasonable, so as to enable members to put their respective 
views before the House. I request again that ample opportunity should be 
given to the many members who want to express their own views on thia 
report. 

. . The Honourable Khan Bahadur Capatin .: Sardar Sikanciar Hyat: 
Khan: Sir, !118-Y I point ·out that it is very difficult to separate the 
Government memorandum so far as 'the constructive proposals are concern 
ed from the Committee's report. As a matter of fact, you must have noticed. 
that many members referred to .Government memorandum so far as the im 
portant recommendation about franchise and other matters are concerned. 
I do not think that the honourable members on the other side are very serious 
when they say that they want to discuss the Government meinorandnm . 
separately because the first part of the·memorandum refers to the deserip- . 
tive matter and is a. bulky volume which does not really require ariy discus~· 
sion, and the second portion of . the report consists of notes of the non-official: 
Members of Government which have been referred to in the speeches of"· 
honourablq members, I suppose they can bring' in the Government recom 
mendations in the speeches while ·discuss~g this report. But, I think, 
Sir, that if the honourable members wish fu discuss further this report, . 
perhaps we can sit for another hour, say ~i> to, 6 o'clock and finish it. 

Mr. President: The Honse has already carried the motion that the 
proceedings of this debate should be submitted to the Simon Oommissioa.; 
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··Shaikh.MuhamJDa4 Sadiq: No, Sir, we never did.· We never passed 
3 resolution t~~t the proceedings should 'be sent to. the Simon. Commission. , 

,How can we vote for it without knowing what will be forwarded to the Com 
mission? 

Mr.· President : If I remember aright that . part of the motion was. put 
before the House separately and carried _by a division. 

Shaikh M~hammad Sadiq: Sir, how can you pass the second portion 
without passing the first? It is unconstitutional and I protest strongly 
against it. If certain members want to voice their. feelings let- them go to 
England and voice them there. We take it then that the resolution w~s 
never passed that the proceedings should be sent to the Simon Commission. 

Mr .. President » May.Itake the sense of the House to be that we 
meet again at 8 o'clock and sit up to' 5, and if necessary up to 6 o'clock and 
finish the discussion ? Wm members indicate by show of hands if they agree 
to meet this afternoon from 8 to 5 and if necessary to finish the discus 
sion of the report ? 

Lala Kesho·Ram, Sekhri: You have already given a ruling, Sir . 
.Are you going to revise that ruling now '} · 

Mr.- President: No. The House has already decided to sit, from 8 
to 5. . 

Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri : But, Sir, why should the question· be now 
zeopened '} y' our rllling once given is final. 

,f\/Jr. President: I take it that the House sticks to its decision. 
·Lala0-Kesho:Ram, Sekhri: Unless you reopen the question. 

···Mr. Presid~nt : The absence of a single dissentient voice shows that 
the House sticks to the decision that it will meet at 8 o'clock and sit up till 5 
l',M. 

Mr. J. ~. ,·,&~ey (Chie03ecretary) : Sir, I wish merely to detain 
.. the l;Io,11S0Jor a minute ,with reference to the subject raised by Dr. Gokul 
Cll!:tnd on the ~t td1;ty1 and mentioned by1 him again yesterday, namely the 
attitude. of Government, towards a resolution which .was moved in this House 
in r~ard to the use of :w~lls by" untouchables." Dr. Gokul Chand implied, 
:ip fact, he sai~, on th~ fu'st qay that the most enlightened Government in the 
world, by which I presume he meant the British Government, as represent 
ed by the reserved half of this Government, that this most enlighten 
-ed Government in the world had openly opposed a resolution recommending 
;that all public wells might be used by " untouchables.' Yesterday morning 
])r., Gokul Chand produced a report of the debate and read out the resolu 
ition .and .said that- it showed that ~he resolution which he quoted the day 
:before was correct and was the one which Government had opposed. In this 
connection I merely want to say two things. In the first place, it was not 
the -reserved half of Government, but it was the Minister for Educa.tion 
'Who opposed . it. . (A · ooiee : · Chaudhri Ohhotu Ram. Another voice : No, 
Mian Sir Fazl-i-Busain). In the second .plaoe, the Doctor Sahib left out 
'the-most important words on which the whole debate binged a1HJ tb~t 
was the.referenee to "public wells in charge of local bodies." 
IIIC~---- ' ;, 
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Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I did. 
Mr. J. G. Beazley: On the· :first day you did not, 8J!d l therefore 

stated that. that was not the resolution opposed by · Government. 
The resolution referred to public wells in charge of local bodies. The 

: Honourable Minister for Education was unwilling to accept the resolution 
because he we.s unwilling to interfere with the discretion of local· bodies in 
the matter, and in his opposition, e.s is almost invariably the case, he received 
the support of the official . block. . · 

The Council then ~journed for lunch. 
The Council re-assembled at 8 p.M. 

Mr. M. A. Ghani (N"ominated, non-official) : Sir, just to. divert the 
attention · of the House from the stale, backward and hackneyed 
communal wrangles that have been going on here for the last two 
days to the higher, nobler and more modern labour politics of the 
day, I, with your permission want to make a few observations 
on the question of . labour representation in the __ legislature 
so far as the report of · the Punjab Reforms Co,mmittee is con· 
eomed. It will be admitted on all hands that from capitalism to social 
ism the world is passing with an electric speed. In less than a decade 
socialism of an extreme militant type bas established itself very firmly in 
Russia, which forms one-third of the total area of the world. In another 
one-third, a socialist Government of another type, to my great rejoicing, 
is ruling over an empire on which the sun never sets and of which our 
province also forms a part. . Even the ' yellow man ' of China has also un 
furled the ' red' flag. In several other countries of the world, and parti 
cularly of Europe, socialists of one type or another are in power. In a word, 
there is no progressive country in the world where socialism is not permeat 
ing itself over the ideas and aspirations of the people. "In every country 
the ill-clad, ill-fed and down-trodden labourers and workmen are becoming 
conscious of their power. The 98 per cent who have for centuries been 
groaning under the tyranny of the strange and unnatural oligarchy of two 
per cent are throwing off their lethargy and are asserting themselves ; and 
the time is not far off when Abraham Lincoln's dream, government of the 
people by the people for the people, will be truly realised, when Karl Marx's 
principle of equal division of property will be truly appreciated, when 
Lenin's slogan of equality of man -will be truly practised, when the inter 
national theme of the League of Nations and 'the Kellog's pact of peace will 
be trnly established. 

_ Mr. President : May l ask what part of the Report the honourable 
member is discussing. · 

Mr. M. A. Ghani: This is only introduction to my speech. A great 
revolution indeed, this change from capitalism to socialism in the whole 
world. In view of this. new order of. things, I. say, we cannot shut om eyes 
from its potential influences on the vast majority of the people of this coun 
try. We cannot remain aloof from the rest of the world. I assure you that· 
these ideas are permeating themselves very rapidly on the aapirations and 
ideas of the labouring classes of this province. Already we see that the new 
economic phases of life have made themselves manifest in th!'! great awaken 
ing among the labourers and workmen of this country. The great and 
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prolonged strikes of Bombay, Calcutta; Madras, Jharie, Jamshedpur, Dhari- 
' wal and other places, the lockouts on almost all the big railway systems: 
in· In~ and their workshops, the agrarian troubles of the United Provinces 
and tea. plantations of Assam, the growth of trade unions and labour eom 
bina.tions 'Of the labouring classes like mushrooms, the wonderful develop· 
ment and progress of the great labour movement and the consequent ap 
pointment of a Royal Commission on Labour in India, are but a: few signs 
of the great awakening of the political and economic consciousness . of the· 
working classes. With all this, I really fail to understand if my friend Bardar 
Ujjal Singh was really serious when he said on page 89 of the report under 

-diseussion ' My colleagues. have unnecessarily raised the red bogey of Com 
munism and I am of opinion that the reference might well have been avoided." 

-~·· My idea in giving this long introduction is to submit to the House that 
.-without realising what is going on among the people of this province, which 
forms no less than 98 per cent of the population, I do not think such remarks 
ought -to have been made by Sardar Ujjal Singh. (Hear, hear). Sardar 
Ujjal Singh is a great factory owner and a big landlord. Happily for him 
his factories and lands are . far from Lahore. They are, therefore, for 
the present outside our present sphere of activities, otherwise he would 
have surely never made the above remark. He would have "the red 

· bogey " in his own place. Has he not read in the papers that in the 
Meerut conspiracy case when the accused enter the court they cry ' Long 
live revolution, down with imperialism.' In the, Delhi .bomb outrage case, 
similar communistic cries were heard and outside the Mocbi gate, Lahore, 
where public· meetings are held, there also you hear this cry. So, I beg to 
assure this Honse that unless and until the labouring classes are taken into 
confidence, you will be inviting the labouring classes to adopt those mili 
tant weapons which have been used by them in so many countries in .order 
to assert themselves. So much for the "remarks made by Sardar Ujjal 
Singh. . . · · 

The signatories to the minority report have gone a step further. There 
is no mention whatever in. their report that the labouring classes will have 

. representation. My submission is, given adequate and · true representa 
tion to the labouring classes there will be peace. · Otherwise you will be 
inviting Bolshevism into this country. If capitalists like Dr. Gokul Chand 
Narang, and Raja Narendra Nath, are going to ignore the labouring classes 
altogether and if they do not give labour adequate representation which 
they justly deserve, nlttnrally, in the words of Sardar Ujjal Singh, we will 
show to them what we are and we will get what we want when -the proper 
time will come, I really admire th/e majority· re-port in this: respect. 
They say at page 18. 

"Sl!bject to these limit.atioIJS we are fn favour of as broad a franchise as possible. 
which will bring all olasses within fts scope. fnoluding the rural tenant and mban 
Iabomer. We consider this necessary not only for reasons of equity and fair 
play,but also to save those classes and the country from the Imes and dangers 
of oommllllisrn. towards which theie is already a. perceptible movement. We 
are of the opinion that 1IIllees this vaat multitude-conaistlng of agricultural . 
t.enanta a.nd labourlng classes-is given an immediate Interest, Iiowever indireo!; 
in the administration of the oountry,.there is veey little likelihood of its being 
exploit.ed by • Red ' agents who will not fail t,o make capital out of ita dJsa.bilitfes. 

l:2 
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· In part (2) of this paragraph you will find that ~ig_ht ~~ats .havo been 
given to special constituencies qf capitalists but only one sii!gle seatJ9rJqe 
Jabouring classes. ' I ask the members .of the. majority report w];i.etheritjs 
-fair play and whether it is equity of which they have made so much in .tl;tei,r 
.:i;eport., Eight_ seats have. been allotted -for Hindu· landlords, _:M:~J.jtn .laµ<,1. 
holders and Sikh landholders and commercial and induat:r,ial .. iJ,it~rE;)_i;ts. 1I 

.would like to put it seriously to this' House whether in t_he. qrdin1,1,ry co:Q,sj;i 
tuencies these special inteiests will. not be rep:i;E;ise:pte(J. I _ ~a,y ,s~y tµl\t 
most ,of the members representing the gener9il consi~tu~:Q.!'ies;ip.,~his, Cqµ:qojl 
are biglandlords. In view of this what ~ecess~ty there exi~tsfQr gr,~:Q.!i¥g 
eight seats for specia,l :\P-te:r;ests which .are OOJ>italiE!ticJff~a,, )~~r). . M'.-g.$ 
-hss been said since the day before yestet:day of re_p:r;esen,t~tjq~ of 4i;ffe:r;~~t 
oommunities on the basis of 'population, Bikhs w_artt SO per ~en,t, · Bjnd,y,s 
·84 per cent and Mussalmans o5 percont •. I would slso sib.mit that Ja°!?,gµr 
should be rseognised as a ·distinct, inter.est ttp;d _ ~ince }µ,hour fom,i.s 98 . Ber 
cent - of the population phe:r:e 'is 'µo _cp~munal ~e~]w.g a:rn9:J;!g _ the Jalluur~rs 
such as Muslim, Sikh or HinduJ:b.tf:).rest. .I ~Qajd sul;>µµ.t tba,t,J0tl)Q},lr. a;lso 
should get the number of seats according to their population, that is 98 Rf3r 
cent of the seats, and the - rest 2 pef cent ~y be divided among tl;t.e Mus- 

, ;salmans,,Himlu~, .Sikhs,a,nd.so forth (Gh~s). . 
Then, Sir, I ,l!,m ,;i,,tiµd that tb;is ll}a.y pe):!i :V~ry r:fla.g:q~:µt da;Ill~d. 

T:tmt d~a.nd.pa.;n never he, exC{lep.e,d tµiµer the.p:r;ese)il~ p:re~IL:ilmg politma.J. 
·c<;n:;1.qitions µt this,proYm.ce. ~ . fa.irJ1.e~s .' ~I!id,jµ-,~qµ.i~y ,LiWQmd !lti:!kthe 
l\f e:n;tbers Qf the .~o;n , Coxµn11~13~on _ to _ g;i:ye us ,~ t _ J,El?,St -8 cf!.EJa t~for J™'wry 
Jabom;ers a,n,dJlt, le.a.st 5,~f*.l,tl:1 for,13>g:ri<,uJ.t:qr~Lt.ep.~µ.ts a_µ.~ at le;i,13t 4.Qrr.5 s~t.a 
to d~,pres11~·cla.sses. JQ.ea,, "4ar). TAere,is one t~~<ly .as r~g~dg JJ;i.e d~ 
nition oflal;>ow,a.Jr~-ong t;b.e peqple. rT.p.ey,r~Jd,~t ~s Sy,;lOD,]ID.OlJS •.mth 
factory labour; that is not out Q.efiiµ.t~op. of .l~l;ipµr. We. include ¥11 the ta:rni 
labour all agricultural labour, for instance, the b~~kslil,litµ, .the1,@af.PB.n 
ter, the ch'!lr.&,,. the _ 941:1,Jl!a.r, aµ_d. qtl!er. ,uQi,te:i,-v,i~J,J.t 1a.b.Q!¥'.~~~ ip.., ~Qe • village. 

·Y{e ~l~o.w.$.lle. .a}l,tJ;l.eiP®~JJ.t ,PTPP:Jiiifftpr-s. 1W.~~a.l.so!mo!Qde agricultural 
,tenants ...•. _ .•.... 

1Pir· cAkb.~ ~~ : .'Jf :lou- will ;i,n~lµ:d~· the_ OllU!_as .~@ ~pa.mars, then 
, .NP ~. J;l;l.du,Qe .. tmi ,.'.\:;!:mqµ,,s. 

·(d,oo.ice: ,So,Jlilueh"t~ ,better). 
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{Mr. M.A. Ghani.] 
by enlarging upon the shortcomings and inequities of a constitution whioh seek 

, ii<). e;x:olude ;t~e i\Y!Jr~: !}!M.Betl JfplJlJ;J:j.e e;x:eJ."cise of the ,franchise." 

~ere .is much wisdom in these remarks and there is mueh ~90,d. ~er . 
. ,thought. I .eongratulate- the writers of this report, for their shrewdness -~~d 

:for the~ perfect statesmanship (hear, ~r). · T?ey argued the case of~gI;lj,nt,~g 
franchise to the humble people very nic~ly indeed, but when they came to 
make recommendations en -the .basis of this argument they de~idedy~cy 
.;wrongly (Laughter). If. you -will refer to page SS of. the ·R,epQrt, you will 
: find the recommendations embodied in paragra,ph-75. It, runs tl:rµs : 

" We therefore recommend f!)r -~().~pwioe .ope 9f it,1i~ follomg, aJ,t@J118,~V.e _ propQSB,}s 
for_ .a.ppo~o:rµng _ the Sl)Ats fu the Provinoial Ll/g:i$~ure amongst ~1ie _ ~a.r.i.q"9 
communities," · · 



Mr'. M~ A .. Ghania: I aim redooing-propo'rtio:imtel,- the Muslim strengt:h 
also, in this respect. We also include factory labourers. We also include 
barbers, domestic servants and the tongewslaa and other people who earn 
their livelihood by manual labour and by their intellectual labour. We thus. 
include all the. clerks and peons and also everybody who is living in this pro· 
vines. I fail to understand why one seat is given to labour in this province .. 
It has been remarked by my honourable friend Sarda.r Sikanda.r Hayat Khan, 
who to my joy is now our Revenue Member, that labourers have also been 
given votes in the general constituencies. They have been given votes in the 
Municipa.lities and district boards. But no labour member can be ·110tmned 
by election. · Unless you .give us separate electorates, I mean separate elec 
torates for labour, there is no hope for adequate representation of the labour 
class in this province. Muslin.is want separate representation simply because, 
they fear that the wealth ofthe Hindus would buy the poor voters and very 
few able Muslims will be returned. Similarly., this fear ii, in om· minds, 
The wealthy can always return their own members by buying the votes. 
of the poor voters. Every one knows that election is a mere game of 
wealth ; whoever can put more money he can. surely be returned to this 
council, Therefore, I wan.t separate representation for labour. I humbly 
beg to submit, that in the interest of this country we ought to be very 
careful as regard s the labouring classes of this province ; . for we are not 
far from Soviet Russia. Sir, I' would submit that in order to take the· 
labouring classes into confidence it is very essential that an adequate and 
fair representation should be given to them. 

As regards the election by nomination of labour members to this Coucnil, 
the Majority Report says that nomination ought to be absolutely eliminated 
Well, I am one with them. I fully realize that election in very many con 
stituencies is far better than nomination. I assure this House that· 
so far as labour representation in this House is· concerned, election is as 
good as nomination. I assure this House that ever since I have been 
nominated to this Council, I have never been influenced bv Government in 
the matter of votes. If you will refer to the proceedings °of the House you: 
willfind that more than once I have voted againat the Government. 

· Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : More than once ? 
Mr. M. A. Ghani : Well, I do not remember once or twice but surely· 

more than once. My apprehension is that if eleetion.is introdueed among the 
labouring classes, capitalists will come in and will take the place of real 
labour leaders. With.these observations, Sir, I folly. agree with the majority. 
report. (Cheers). 

Mr. E. Maya Das (Representative of Indian Christians) : Sir, I would. 
fust .of all thank the membses of th-e,Punjah Reforms· Committee for allthe 
trowlDles they have taken in the pveparatfon of their· report; espec:iallt· 
the President and the Secretary; beoous1h)t: ·the heavy work thac fell to', 
their share. I am here as "the representative of the weakest and the poorest 
rµ-emher of the family, In spite of a.ill that mig_ht-ha-ve been said, Sir, we are· 
o,ne. family and we. are }rothe.r:~,anfl I repr:~Rent, tp.13, · wea,,kest and ! the .poorest, 
~mbel'13. of t4e. family. It;.ili!- a mat-t-er;of;real:regJ:~t t~t ~ome- members, gatl 
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,[ Mr. E. Maya Das.] 
,a, little excited and they used some words, which I am sure, they really 
had not intended to use nor did they desire that the interpretation be 
placed on them which has been placed and I think we.ought to be Iiberal 
in the matter of interpretation under such circumstances. 

We stand here to-day, and we try to look ahead and it appears as 
though the road we have got to traverse is rather dark and has many gaps · 
which are lacking bridges, and therefore We apprehend great difficulties 
in pursuing this path. But, Sir, I would say that our beautiful land, this 
land of five diamonds set in emerald is the finest place on earth and the 
Almighty God who has given us this lovely province to live in and who has 
been our.help in ages past will not leave 'us now .. No doubt there will be 
difficulties. But ha. ve not such and even greater difficulties been overcome . 
in the psst ? Let us have faith and our difficulties will be overcome in 
-the future glso, only it will be necessary Ior us ·to work and pull 
together. In any case let us not begin our work in an atmosphere of 
distrust. When you employ a. servant;' if you tell him straighta way that 
you know him to be a. rogue, that does not give much encouragement to 
work honestly; Trust begets trust and love begets love.· Sir, I remember 
an occasion, before the Hindu and Muslim Universities came into existence 
when the leaders of these communities were busy in raising funds for their 
respective Universities. It was the leader of the· Muslim community who 
sent a. cheque for.·Rs. 2,000 as a contribution .for the Benares University. 
WkJot was the response ? He received a cheque for Rs. 5,000 in return. 
So, Sir, it is like this when we are prepared to concede and give, then it is 
that we may expect tha\ others will become inclined to give us something 
in return and this is the way to win the hearts of other people. Consi 
dera ble 'fear has been expressed that in case the· majority· community 
comes into power, something dreadful may happen: I do not think, Sir, 
that that fear is justified when we know that Muhammadan Native States. 
in India give to Hindus positions of responsibility and trust. If I 
mistake not a Hindu holds a very high position of responsibility 
even in Afghanistan. Theso.me is the case in Hindu and Sikh States, 

where Muhammadans are installed in high positions· of responsibility. 
Therefore we should be more ready to trust others Md be prepared to 
do unto others as we would be done by. 

I wish to say one word on the subject of protection. It has been 
argued that a considerable degree of protection is necessary. A certain 

· amount of assistance and protection is no doubt necessary, For man. whose 
legs are weak perhaps one or even two crutches may be wanted. But, Sir, 
if you give him three crutches what is he going to do with the third ? I 
mean to say, that only the minimum degree of protection should be asked 
ior and should be given and not more. Just as the development . of children . 
is arrested when they are not allowed the normal exercise. of . their · limbs, 
,simila.rly.m:,ust these communities suffer which are brought up in the lap 
of ~var-protection. · 

· In the matter of carrying of burdens, respoDSil>ilities and . powen, 
these . should be placed on such shoulders only a.s are able to carry them. 
'Too heavy a burden will crush the man who is asked to bear it, a.nd if an 
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.inexperienced person is placed in charge of a store filled .with explosives, 
that is to say, too much power, thes it is not difficult to foretell that the · 
.result is bound to be disastrous sooner or later.' 

What is the work bejore us. The work before us is to . lift the burden 
<>f over two erores · of population. We have to feed . them, to provide 
means .for their healthy growth and ·to make. them fit for their place in the 
world ; no small-work is this. This is not work about which any one com 
munity can say : " we will do it all by ourselves." . For, every one -· ha_s to 
make a contribution and some will have to contribute more than their share, 
for, a great many among us are too weak and too poor to help themselves. 
.Just as in the case of a. family,_ when one member- gets ill, that member 
zequires greater care and greater attention, in the same way the weaker 
communities should be helped by the stronger. 

In what spirit are we going to enter upon this work '} I would 
:respectfully beg all my brethren here to enter upon this .work not in a. 
;11pirit 9f how much I can take. but rather how much I. can give. . That is 
to be the key-note of success if we are serious about the important work be 
fore us. I feel certain that the majority community in spite of all that 
might have been said will not fail to, respond when the time ... comes and 
will not fail to come up to this test when asked to. While on this subject, 
I wish to add that we should be very careful about the wording of our 
proposals because any little careless word might give rise to misappre 
hension ; for instance, I would draw attention to the fl.gores 56 per cent •. 
and 55·8 per cent. The majority community_ claim 56 p0er· cent. but the 
eorreet figure is 55. 8 per cent. If that is so, it is nearer 55 the.n 56. It 
is usual in such oases to drop the fraction in favour of the lower number. It 
would have been very graceful· if instead of 56 the figure 55 had b~~ 
selected. The preference given to the figure 56 leads to the possible 
interpretation that the community is inclined to ask for a little more than ·. 
they are entitled to. The strength of the majority community will lie 
not in numbers, but upon their attitude towards the minorities and · the 
degree to which the other communities can put their trust in them. 

I wish to speak a word about my .community as to who wc are. We 
are the children of the soil, 'W'e come preponderantly from the depressed 
classes and the rest of us are related to all or almost all the remejning · 
communities in the province. What has my community contributed ? I 
am· proud to be able to say that we have helped in the work of uplift ol 
the depressed classes. We have striven in the field of education and in · 
the medical department to do all that we could. . Here I should acknow· 
ledge with gratitude the liberal help that we have received from - 
America and. England and other foreign countries. Similarly in the future 
my community will not fail to serve as before to the best of their ability 

· and will also be prepared. to undergo sacrifices when called upon to do so. ' 
As it is possible that ~y members in this Council may not have had the 
opportunity of studying the growth of the Indian-Ohristian community, 
with your permission, I will quote a. few figures from the census reports. 
In 1881, the number .of my community in this province was 8,796. In 
1891, 19,li-!7; in 1901, 87;9801 in 1911-; 168,964 and in 1921, it was : 
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[ Mr. E. Maya Das. J 
8,15,081. According to a private census recently taken our population now 
sta.ncj.s-. at- about i · ~. Iakhs, In, 1920. when the. reforms seheme' was,·· beinS! 
worked out, , the official- figure of the, I:r::ulian..C~tiaE:, p.opnl&1tien, bef0re;1 
the authorities was that of 1911, and on that- basis - one st!aifi1 was,, given.\, to·, 
the community. Members of my community were- disappointed for they 
were of opinion tli'e.t they could be given,. two -sea.ts.- They therefore 
app';toacbed Mr: Ha.llifa.x, who was· then the Reforms Com.missioner, and the, ,. 
reply they got fioin him was that they had 'come a little·too l~e, ;that it ,wa&; 
not' possible for him to do anything then, but he said that. the matter would, 
be considered on- a future · occasion. Two seats have now been reeom 
mended fbr uson the basis· of one seat for every 150,000, hut is it not fair 
to· expect-three- seats since . our population is now 450,000 · ?- It. would· b& 
b~t_te'r · in . future 'to tak~ - the - census _ one year before · the next. stepc of 
reforms is given, so that up~to-date figures may become available to work' 
upon. The present figures are about 10 years old and my community: is 
suffering 'much on tllis account because of ail the communities out· growth. 
has been · the most rapid. 

' Sir;: .in the course of the speeelies delivered, we have heard many-· 
argum'eiits for ahd-iagainst various·matters and'I wish to express my opinion' 
just 'on two poin'ts~ _ In the :ffrst place, it will · be better for us not to· have· 
c0Iii.1i;ruhal electorates and' in the second, no one community should liave'- 

. an absolute• :majority; - r 

_ I have almost done, but before I. sit down, I would respectfully. utter 
a warning about the spirit of dissension going about· in this land. We· 
should do aii we can· to guard against that spirit entering this chamber •. 
Actuated by the spirit of" ready to contribute the maximum and willing to 
accept the minimum ", let us co-operate and put our shoulders to the wheel_. 

There are other matters on which I might· have spoken, but I do not 
wish to take· up .. the time of the House, nor is it necessary for me, for, my· 
community has touched on them in their memorandum to the Simon, 
Commission-;' Before I sit down; however, I feel bound to point out, that 
here we are like-the fingers of a hand united and yet separate. ']hough, we 
a.re divided; yet il,gainst a common enemy we should close the fingers and[, 
crush him out of existence. 

Lala'Kesb:o Ram, Sekhri: Sir, at the outset I-· would submit that· 
a· ~e:ty- · wrong procedure has been adopted in this House. The signa-, 

· totles of,· the report have taken it- upon themselves to give further, ex-: ~ 
planation of all that they have written, It was never, expected :of. them· 
tha,t they sheeldtake so much time and· discuss these things• at, so great: 
length; Anyhow if one had .started, the other had · fallen intothe sai:me-· pits, 
IHs a matter of credit for none. I suppose it would have, been· much, 
bettel' ifc-the· signatories of· the .majority, report· had rleft it,ailone; I, ,fol" onet 
ha,v~gotan,opportunity to-speak just whenthe1House,is1 so troimQidrdown1-, 
when·thehonoura.ble'speakers· have:Ieft. · Of-course, this .diseussionhes-done 
IDQte harm-than good, It woutd-heve.been-maeb. bette1dil tl!ie: gsntleman, 
frpll'l: Gujranwala; had <not arrogat~d to:-bunseli:the- positfon tha,t, he- took« 
tllat· be .wss-os. rathEJr th0rt· he belonged, to a ·:community ·that .onee- too· tul-ed_· 
tlm plaes.. I do not knew whether:he belongs-to &ny; Moghul·-dynas-tyl, it rjs; 
n(;).tdmo:wn.to,IJ!ie,1possibly h~·1niglrit b~Mrfg to.,, .• , ... ,._, • --· : ,, _ 
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The Hoii:o'urable -, ~ Bahadur' Captain·· Satdar Sikandat Hyat'. 
KtianJ: · Because the· minorities· wanted tlfmie-: interests to be safeguarded. 

Mr; President·:, The, attack1 is: not dignified, 
l.ala Keslfo Rani; Sekbri: Sir, the-gentleman is not here (La11g'1,ter) •. 

Aliyh'.ow Fwould-nos' go on with! that,any further. My contention is th'at if. 
the criterion is that those who have been the rulers of'this place ought to ha~&' 
special privileges, then· I suppose it lies very well in the mouth of those who 
a.re· now ruling the place to say that they must· have the lion's ·share, This.i 
is not the criterion, and I suppose the House would not allow this· to be a- i 
criterion. My submission. is · that the report· has ·· been noticed, by the press 
and with your permission I would submit what the .' Pioneer ' says in one of 
its leading articles about this report. It says : 

" The best tha.t can be ea.id a.bout the me.jority report of the Punje.b Reforms Oom 
. mittee is the.t it is an excellent example of upright and fe.irly worded and· 

fe.irly well restre.ined communal but just as excellent a specimen: of muddled' 
speculation and gross ignore.nee of constitutional theory." 

Now, Sir, he is not a Hindu- or-a Muhammadan or a Sikh but he is a 
gentleman who has had 'experience in constitutional theory. Our friends have, 
taken so much time and I suppose some public money has also been wasted, 
and they have been sitting day in and day out, but they have not been able to 
come to any good conclusions. What have they done ? They have divided 
the- people into watertight compartments. I; submit that - I hold· brief for 
neither. I feel that the minority has failed· in doing its duty· in not putting 
up a better scheme. I feel the majority has failed in many respects. There 
have been many faults of omission and commission. They have omitted, .as I 
submitted to the Press some time back, to discuss the position of the Gover 
nor; When they will have all Ministers of different communities and no, 
officer as a member of the Executive Council, in fact they .have done away 
with the Executive Council, they look up to the Chief Secretary as a very 
able man who would work as a Secretary ofthe Cabinet. If that is the 
case, they also look upon the Indian Civil Service Officer to be their future 
Governor and I· doubt very much whether with the Cabinet as it is, they 
would ever be able to disagree with him and '.check his activities. They would 
always say: so and so is the future Governor, he has got the potentialities 
of a Governor, let us try to please him. 

' The Honourable Khan Bahadur Captain Sard·ar Sikandar Hyat_ 
Khan : It mostly depends upon the mentality. 

Lala Kesho Rlllil; Sekbri : Of course. . Anyhow when they were 
giving so many powers to the Governor it was becoming ofthe majority 
to go into this question more thoroughly and they should have at least 
thought whether it would not be much better if they had suggested that a 
man of parliamentary experience should be· the Governor. Anyhow this 
question was left out. At page 48~ paragraph 101, it is said: 

"On !lxamination it will be found .the.t those po~ers are so e~nsive and complete· 
· the.t tli'ey ftilly cover all the· various spheres of adminiatratdon' in the province; 

and contain adequate provision for· safeguarding, the' interests of minorities. 
if and when necessary", 

. 
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Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri : I would submit that at the same time the 
Governor is the agent of the Governor General in Council. . Now, wha.t have 
the signatories of this report done ? They have. done away with the cabinet. 
they have done away with the cabinet of the· central governmen:t .•••••• , ••• 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikandar, Hyat 
Khan: There is a cabinet in the central government. . 

Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri : The executive members do constitute 
a cabinet, and the Governor-General functions through the cabinet. Then 
the Governor-General would function through a Governor with whom all . 
the powers would rest. Now, theril is a cabinet in the central -govemment . 
and the Governnor-General consults the cabinet. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat 
Khan : Not in all matters. · 

Lala Kesbo Ram, Sekhri : In _matters of· public importance he has 
to discuss with them, though they cannot approve or disapprove of the action 
taken by the Governor-General. If I remember aright, in the martial law 
days, tl:ie Governor-General did consult. Now;what will happen according 
t.o your scheme. All the residuary powers are to rest with the Governor 
and the Governor is the agent of the Governor-General. What is the posi 
tion? The residuary powers are with theGovernor. -You make him the 
supreme head and you make him the agent of the Governor-General. ,These 
are matters which require edueidation _ and still I have got the satisfaction 
that after me, I shall have one of the signatories- to explain the matters more 
fully. . . 

Now, Sir, the rural constituencies have been allowed to stay. This 
was a problem before the committee; whether the rural and urban question 
was to go on · or whether they should bring it to a . finish somehow or other~ 
And what have they, done '} They should have found out a solution for it. 
They should have found out that the constituencies should be on territorial 
lines in a manner that, no question. of urban and rural would arise. They 
should have been able to find out how best to solve this problem. .But 
what have they done? You find this report absolutely silent, if not silent, 
at least it does not give- any useful solution towards the solving of this 
problem. · 

Now, Sir, there is one .thing that I believe the majority report was 
right in. When· I say this, I speak on behalf of myself and I do not think 
I have any right to speak on behalf of my party-for that is the business of 
the leader or the deputy leader-I agree with the majority report that law 
and order should be transferred. When you- have provincial autonomy it 
does not look nice that those persons who are responsible for the govern 
ment of the province should be deprived of a subject like law and order. 
They must have the- subject under their control and it is for them to 
administer it. 

I, for one, do not agree with the minority report also as to .the need for a 
second chamber (hear, hear). I do not want a second chamber, I suppose it 
is much better for us if there is a majority to govern the province. What 
useful purpose will the second chamber serve ? My submission is that 
the second chamber is unnecessary and I, for one, em not in'· favour of it. 

. . .·, 
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I would submit further that so far as separate electorates are eoneerned 
I join issue with them. The time has come now for us to re1lize-:- we have 
seen at least three councils with separate electorates - that they have dona 
more- harm than good; If I may be permitted- to make the statement, I 
would submit that these councils are, if not solely, mainly responsible for these 
communal riots. You find that communal riots generally oome in 'about the 
election time. We create that atmosphere when we go to the elect-ors. If I 
am a Hindu, I say I am the most bigoted Hindu and that no Muhammadan 
should be allowed to live in this country and I will try to kill as many of 
them as possible. The same will be the mentality of a Muhammadan. · 
(Interruption.) Let me tell the truth and the plain truth. You must be 
knowing it for yourself what you are actually doing. 

~ir Akbar Ali : Say we actually do so. 

Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri : Possibly I do that as well. B11t Shaikh 
Din Muhammad told the same thing the other day. Did you have then 
the courage to contradict him? 

Pir Akbar Ali : Yes, · I contradicted him and Dr. Gokul Chand, 
Na.rang also did. 

Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri: My submissoin is that I have found that 
it is only about the time of the elections that these communal riots come 
into existence and I would say that we are the persons mainly responsible for 
them. Som<itimes we say that the Government is concerned in it. It may 
:er may not be so, but we are the persons who are responsible for ~ringing 
about these communal riots. The committee· should have found out that 
.separate electorates were not wanted any further. , 

It pains me also to see that the majority community wants proteo • 
tion, By all means assure them of a majority ; let them 

4 P.!l, • eome by joint electorates and rule the province. We do 
not grudge them that. But as Muhammadans, as representatives of the Mus 
.salmana of that mentality which was shown by the gentleman from Gujran 
wala, ,I submit they have no right. Sardar Ujjal Singh in his dissenting 
note has 'described their attitude well and says that the motive of these 
;gentlemen is none other than the grabbing of absolute power untrammelled 
oy any influence or obligation to any other community. Otherwise we know 
-of no principle which is recognised to be respectable and reputable · whereby 
,a majority community insists on separate electorates based upon religious 
distinction. ·At least I expected Rai Sahib Chaudhri Cbhotu Ram to rise 
:to the occasion and counsel his friends of the unwisdom of separate elec 
torates. But even he I suppose discovered that his party members were not 
"Willing to see eye to/eye with him and that it was better to leave things alone. 

So far as the services. are concerned it is a moot point. It is· only the 
'Services that make a minister popular or unpopular.. If a. particular Minister 
appoints men of his community to posts under Government then the other 
communities feel that their interests are at stake in the hands of that Minister. 
In order to a.void this difficulty _a. .Public Services Commission composed. of 
the members of all the communities should be appointed for regulating and 
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[Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri.} i 
determining the appointments, promotions and dismissals in 'the various 
services.· It is only then that therl\finisters can,say·that,they;·ha'Ve nothing to 
do with ·these, appointments. Otherwise, if a,.· Mussahnan· is ,in che,,rge· of the; 
department, the non-Muslims will sa-y,that their'interests ru-e·-not safeguarded, 
and if· a•· non-Muslim is in ehasge the Muslims will• say that thei.Jr,interests, 
are· not safeguaaded. 

At'page 60 of 1the report it iEI ~tated-: 
.. In some qll&'ters a demand 'has been 'ptit forward for thb incllusion in' tlie new'' 

constitiltio:n'of some cla.ttse' whfeh · would , prevent a. · ma.jor1ty in a.ny of the-·· 
bodies above en~erated from using, their streligth for. the. enactment of any .. 
measure that is likely to amount to a ~pass upon the legitimate rights of· 
a niinority'relatmg t<l'their culture; religion; language; person&} la~s, endow- 
ments, fobd;stu:Jlsi, etc!" · · 

I have not been able to followwhat this ete.; means-in a constitutionah 
document. The suggestion is this. No legislature, central or provincial, . 
should pass any enactment affecting any of these matters without the assent 
of:two-thirds of the members of the community to ber affected by such a . 
measure. No measure, no social reform measure, can, be• taken up unless: 
two-thirds of the members of the community agree to it. Do I understand: 
that the European and the Anglo-Indian communities represented by 
one of the signatories to the report will have even more power than the 
Governor to say that no such measure shall come up before the Council to· 
discuss· social reform ? Is it in his power to veto it? Is it in the power 
of Mr. Maya Das; the only representative of his community, to say of any 
social reform measure that it affects his community and that as two-thirds of 
the members representing his community (he being the only member) object 
to it, it sfjould not be brought forward? rhen there can- be . no social 
reform. This constitutional principle is unknown to law. If that be the 
case the Barda Bill would not have been brouglit forward, One of. the 
members would exercise, a power comparable only with that of the 
Governor, 

The Honourable Kmm: Bahadur• Captaitt •Sardar1 Sikandar Hyat 
Khan·: · If you want you may take it out ; it was put in only in· the in- 
terest of the minority communities. . 

L'ala · Kesho · Rimi,· Sekbri·: · Sir, this report recommends the taking 
aVfity of 'all. the powers from the central government and vesting them in · 
th'e provincial government. 

Mr. President : That is a repetition of. the arguments advanced by 
some other honourable members. 

Lala,Kesho Ram; Sekhri: I suppose, Sir, I have got my own· way, 
of doing things. · 

Mt. Presid-ent: The honourable member is: not entitled: to repeat'.: 
·the· argmnents of the previous speakers. 

Dala1 :;esho Ram, Sekhrli: · I neither repeat thespeeeh norcthesub 
stll.:nce of.it, ~ir, I only criticise the policy; I1 do not,rememberiwlto hit~r· 
said what I' am going to say. 

'. . 
l\h. President:. The honourable member may1or·may; not know. I'. 

hops he will respect the rules of the-House. · 



With these .wordsI resume ,'!IlY -1:!e~t. 

1Sh@i)di M~ammad· Sadiq : · (Amritsar City (Muhammadan), Urban] z 
Sir, when the.iquestion of the appointJI!ent of· the Oomrnittee came 
np here, ,I was. rather diffident ; as to what these gentlemen would .do. P 
knew 1_that it would, beno thing.but the churning of water. But, Sir,-it .is 
worse, for it jg not the churning of water, it is the churning of mud; and 
m,uqk. ,During the last ,three days what.has been happeaiag here. other t)lan 
mud slinging? The .speeohes that have been madehere will,;make .the ~it11,a· 

, tion.in :the. province ;worse than it is. ~fter, the.eoolness _ofiSip}la one should 
)}.ave th@ught 1 that th~ sawe coolness ;wquld pe:tVtade. here in , t4e P.q.nj ab. 
But instead of peace. .and goodwill . among ,men ,,we_,fuid · ilheJD, al:msiPgzim,eli 
other, making the atmosphere worse, tha.n ever ln3for,e; My ,lea.m<:ld 14'ie~d 
opposite (Dr. Gq)rnl Gband, Na.rang) .stated that .thongh: he ,w,!1,s1abµsed 
and. stro~g words were usedegainst him, .he agreed to iW'ork on-,the Qqmmtt 
tee simply because he did~otJike,that the future generatio:E!B. ahouldblame 

I 

cLaia Kesho_ · Ram. Sekhti,: I have always done that, Sir. It .is 
Parliament, that has to ailot the powers to the central government and 1. to 

· the provincial government. But sitting comfortably in this hall.. how .·did 
"you think it much' better to deprive. the· .eentral government of the powers 
that, have been given to them under the Act ? How can you doit ? iThe 

-· central government would think twice . before handing over these powers 
to y~u. This has been aptly put by the ": Pioneer " as follows : 

" There must necessarily be a large measure of decentralisation by the Central Govern 
ment but this decentralisation has ,not .)'et,_affected the essential unitary Iljl,j;~ 
of the present form of Indian government. The problem in the future is how 

.. µiuch shallbe surrendered by :the central government to the provincia.l 
governments, and in view of the disruptive forces .whioh undoubtedly exist, 
and have existed in the past history of India, it would demand a considerable 
blindness to facts and reality to,justify. the sweeping away of a.strong central 
government. · Federalism according to the Punjab quartet would give the pro 
vinees all.reeiduary .powers, •It is .not contemplated, however .at the present 

, .moment to a,l~er.the, powersof the Governor-Gen.era.I, .it is only suggested J;ha,t 
t},ley should be exercised not through .the cabinet of the central government. 
but through' .11,utooratic governor, It is impossible to understand what precise 

. ly.is mel)Jlt: by ,t):tls m,-q.gdJed allocatipn of functions, The provinces are. to 
have residuary powers, but the Governors as _ agents of the Governor-General, 

- are to be, practice;lly supreme. · Surely-,the truth is. that .Mr. Owen, Roberts 
,aI!,d ,his. ,riends qapl!-ot vfs.u!l~ ,!lt ,pr6fi!c'nt how they can secure a coJ!llD.IJDIIJ 

. n:iajo#ty . in $e . 00J1..tr_al gov~ent .· and · so they · are asking for a bastard 
federalism, the real-purpose of which would not deceive a child." 

'The paper says further I 
"In 1;4e1wol.'ds, 9£ the.Pwo lifiµ.!iu represen,tl!,tjv;es the .~jority want communal eleoto- ~ 

rates, communal representation in the JJ,gislatures, one-third Moslem represent 
ation in the ·central · legislature, the introduction of reforms in -Ba.luohistan 

, and the FroI1tier province.andthe creation of Sindh into a separate province, 
They do not !ii;~ t,he i~r.01,iuctlon o.f responsible government in the .central 
legislature, either to preceded or even to synchronise with provincial autonomy." 

·Weare not primarily concerned with.,the ordinary-communal objections which 
. ~ill: be, ajsed to those pnoposals, , Our ~rimary concern is to. express sorrow 
. ttvi,t th!ire.sl)1>uld be . foUI!,d,. in this , st(l,ge of. India's p(;llitlcal evqlution three 
I.{ldia,ns ""and a European who can be so short-sighted as to believe that 
a scheme of this sort will be acceptable to the -majority of , their .eountrymen 

.,~d ,:who seem - ~o t!).mk -.t.hat .. a.11, .. th~il' pbi.tjtudes ,.'}bout self-government 
an,d the desire for . further refol'Jll!' will blind any intelligent. observer (l.8 
to their real eims," · 
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[Sh.Muhammad Sadiq. ) · · 
him for not putting forward his community's point of view. I can assure , 
him that after the mentality he bas exhibited in bis speech, the opinion 
of the future generation will not be. different from the opinion at present 
held about him. The minority report is the greatest blunder'. Sir, a man 
has a right to express his opinion but he has no right to change his 
opinion every five months. He should not be like a weather-cock chang 
ing its direction according to the wind. Politics are substantial things and 
the politician who expresses his opinion should stick to it. The opinion 
the learned I'oetor expressed in his minority report is absolutely differ~nt 
from that expressed in his speech in this house. 

Lala Kesho Ram, Sekbri : But consistency is no virtue in politics. 
(Laughter.) 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : You express your political opinion to 
day. To-morrow yon find adverse wind blowing and you change your 
opinion accordingly. We are not going to be treated 'like children. We 

. :want our leaders to be responsible, we want their opinions to be responsible, 
and they should give their opinions after mature consideration. 

Sir, the question of Muslim majority has been hanging·heavily on my 
honourable friend's mind. But it is rather strange that so many educated 
people, so many lawyers have called the Muhammadan community a majority 
community, while allotting them a minority. of votes. Our Hindu and ~ 
Sikh friends want to arrange electorates in such a manner as to reduce 
the Muslim majority into a minority. They say they want to have 
democracy, but takirig the power from _white men and giving it to ten 
per cent. brown men is not democracy. It is moc(k)racy-mocking the 
public, mocking democracy, taking a way the power from white men and 
handing it over to a bureaucracy of ten per cent. of the population. My 
learned friend the Doctor Sahib from Lahore . and Rawalpindi and Raja 
Narendm Nath of London want democracy, but a democracy which is the 
creation of their own mind, not following any of the principles on which it 
is based in other parts of the world. They say it should not· be lower 
than in the neighbourmg provinces. We expected of them to give their 
own opinion, but they say it should not be lower than other provinces. 
Why should you follow what the other provinces say or do ? 

The next thing is that they want to follow the present system. of 
having an official block .. They were all the time abusing the present 

•· bureaucratic system - and now being the present favourite wife they do 
not want to be out-done by the first wife and want official block (laughter). 
What do the officials say ? They say there is not much difference in the 
mentality of the man who pays Rs. 25 land revenue and the man who pays 
Rs. 5. Sir Malcolm Hailey also says that thereis nothing to choose between 
the man paying Rs. 25 and the man paying Rs. 5. But for the sake of un 
wieldiness of the constituencies they will not reduce the qualification. They' 
admit that there is no. difference. If there is no difference, why do you not 
extend franchise to the man paying Rs. 5 ? The object is to bring the level 
lower and lower, so that there should be true democracy as it exists in 
England, France and other parts of the civilised world by giving power to 
the people of the country. Our friends do not agree to lower the franchise, 
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while they wish to impose joint electorate on Mubamroa.dans. But we 
Mussnlmans will never accept joint electorates unless our voting strength 
is. in proportion to our. population. Why is it "unwieldy 'T We·a.re at 
present spending say five lakhs, let us spend 10 lakhs. There' is no 
question of unwieldiness. England with a population of 40 millions has 
about 700 members. Let us with a population of 22 millions have 
SOO members. There is no question of unwieldiness. If England can 
arrange~ we can also do so. Under the Gurdwara ,Act every Sikh has a vote. 
but Sardar . Ujjal Singh will not allow all Punja bis to vote for the Punjab 
Council. They will not give them the training, and yet they cry for demo- 
cracy. Let them be sincere: - . - -- 

Ninety-nine.per cent. of the members of my constituency in Amritsar are 
for separate _electorates, but I do not say they are wedded to separate elec 
torates. We can coax them to agree to joint electorate if it is necessary 
provided the other communities show sweet mentality to co-operate with the 
Muhammadans in other respects by guaranteeing their rights and 
privileges, 

Then, Sir, what does Dr. Gokul Chand want ? He says that there 
should be one-hundred and fifty seats, of whom twenty-five at least should 
be the official block. . In other words he says, " I used to be against them. 
but now that they are going away I cannot bear the thought of their leaving 
us" (la1l1Jhf.e'f). I could not believe my eyes when I read that recommenda 
tion in the report. Just imagine Dr. Gokul Chand wanting the official 
block of twenty-five to be kept on, whilst a.s Swarajist leader in this 
House he used vehemently to condemn it. Then out of the remaining 
one-hundred and twenty-five, he wants twenty-four special seats ; he wants 
four seats for commerce, four for industries, and so on ; then why not 
two sweepers, four Arains, three Lohars, three chamars, · and four Bharbunjas 
etc., (laught.er). Let him include every profession like this and there will be 
nothing left to distinguish between Hindus and Muhammadans. That 
is his idea of democracy. (Laught.er.) · Why does he not try to make the 
Hindus and Sikhs and Muhammadans unite and say: We want the Nahm 
report"? 

If instead of producing his own deooction he had stuck to the Nehru 
Report which has been accepted by; the Mahasa.bha, I would have 

· certainly believed in his sinceiity. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang·: My note is as near the Nehru report as 
·any.thing possibly can be. ' 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : As near as east is to west and as near . 
, as north is to south. I know that nearness-as near as you are to me. 
(Laught.er),: Does the Nehru report say that - there should be four seats for 
commerce, four for industries, two for women and four for depressed classes ? 
Next time he will say that all the members will be nominated by His Ex- · 
cellency the Governor (laught.er). They will come to that by and by. That 
is not democracy. If he had come up courageously before us and said 
that the Hindu Mahasabha_ and all the Sabhaa will not budge an inch from 
the Nehru report and if the Muhammadans did not want the Nehru report 
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{Sh. Muhammad Sadiq.] 
then Hindus will fight to the finish in support of that report. This 

,,statem.ent,.wouldr·ha.ve produced -a ·great effect, But,, Sir, · he· has cooked -in 
his. ,own handi, (a. pot) (laughter). He has cooked his hara. masala on one 
-side and ·zunmasal,a on the other. Compare his minority- report with the 

, motions he has brought I forward today. · . · 
1Then, Sir, Raja;Narendra Nath and 'Dr, ·Na:rang say t_hat .the Police 

.should be a central subject, but-in thelist of motions w];ri('h I had thr.o.wn 
away as waste paper, Dr. Gokul Chand says. that it should not be like t_hat. 

_He sttys that-the security subjects should be entrusted to aBoard coµsistiµg 
· <0£ a Hindu, a Sikh, a Mussalman, a member of .the cabinet and an officiel, 
He forgets the first elements of constitutional law. ,To whom will this 
board be responsible, may I ask ? Government cannot · be run in this 
.ma~ia· fashion (laughter). There may be a section . 

Dr. GokulCh~d, Narang: That is a suggestion of your Musa~ 
brothers, 

Shaikh lVluh81PDl..l . Sadiq : · If a M,usab:µan brother is foolish ~ I 
-do not care. I will send him to the lunatic asylum, I will not send him 
.anywhere else (lri,ughter). _ 

Then, Sir, new people come into politics and express such peculiar 
, views. Yesterday ·Mr.·])in·Muhammad said that Musalmans,are a different 
nation. : How can a comµmnity be a nation ? · · · · 

. Pr. Cqkul .. ~d, N~BJ\B : He is <,>lder in politics 'that you are, 
.and, he ia _a Martial Law prisoner, 

Shaikh MuhamDU(d Sadiq : ,And so, are you ('laughter). I find that 
:Martial -Law .prisoners -are the worst ef the· lot •. Either they were arrested 

· by a foolish,Gover:n:i;nent>fodbings. they never did.and thus -were runfotj;u· 
- .nately foisted on us as our leaders. or they have nowdeterioreted from their 

.high .ideals. 
'So'! say that ,if we can join together we can find a solution .of_t@Srprob 

'lem, It is immaterial to me whether one community has the ninetI:nine 
per cent. of the seats in the Council or another cori:u.nm.rlty ~~ !.lie :ninety-$e 
per cent. of the seats. But I can assure you 'that if all the COJ.llDl,i.ajtj.(ls 
meet together in a reasonable spirit, a solution can be found of this difficulty. 
~lie,Sikhs ruledthis province fpr about forty years. What has .been the,result 

.now ? '.I;:µey could not continue the rule for l!AY,Jength .,of time. Bo, 
my contention is that no particular con:urn1:qity c@ rule- the country for 
any length of time. If we are to have a lasting government, .all, eommuni- 

-ties-should join together and evolve a constitution suitable fQr iihe .co:imky. 
If we meet in that reasonable spirit, the Muha.mmadans w:µI be oply.too 

1willing to give .-even .more than the other .. communities -deserve. . Instead 
:9fJthat, if ,we.have sueh motions ,by Dr.: Gokul Chand-es -we have in tlris 
tPrinted,.list, ,what ,happens? It. only:.creai~B· distrust -amcng-us, <It ,would 
•;ha¥e,:.b.een ,better, if,the, Doctor ,Sa.bib had ,not .aent .. jn, these motions. As I· 

· .·s_:nd,, no :comro.:omty,.ean, .rule this pEOwiee. or":tbat 1for-1·nve ,y~, -nay, J1.ot 
-ew.en for Jfiv:e., ~utes 'Wlithout the eo-opsrasien, of ·others. · What).s, · then, 
tthe _use. of, self,gov~t , where, ,any :. community -is · to · ·be -excluded,··? 
c4ny CO:PStituti9ll• that1 is framed 'must be, aoo&pta.o}e to· all the oommu.piti~B 
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and interests, whether they are in a :minority or a majority. Bo : we 
must only accept an agreed oonstitution and that can only be framed by us. 

Now, we have got the Punjab Government memoranda, the report 
of the majority party of the Provincial Committee, the minority reports, 
the conflicting views of this Council and the memoranda. supplied by various 
non-officials outside this Council. To which of the proposals - contained 
in these documents can the Simon Commission _ give support ? They _ must 
certainly feel perplexed and may not be able to recommend any forward 
step for this province. I would, therefore, appeal to you and through you 
to the House not to forward our debates in this Council to the Simon Q9:rµ 
mission. ~hey_ :will only laugh when they see the debates. _ They will laugh 
at the fact tb.a,t we cannot come to SOID.e- COD'.W'.lOil understanding, that We 
are . unable to" patch up . our differences.. Then they will begin to dictate 
their own constitution which0may not be acceptable to us. · What is the 
use of such a constitution? I would much better have our own home 
made constitution than a constitution prepared in England · for us. We 
do not want a constitution prepared by the Englishmen, who do not under 
stand our Iocal conditions. I would, therefore, appeal to the members here 
to join together and prepare a - scheme of. provincial autonomy or central 
autonomy or whatever that may be. If we do that -and present our scheme 
to the British Parliament, I am sure our claim will be very strong and 
Parliament cannot refuse our demands. If we do not do that, we will be 
only playing into the hands of the bureaucracy .which will be detrimental 
to our interests. After all, our differences are due to the mentalities of the 
various communities. If we begin to trust one .another, all _ our differences 
can he easily. settled .. It may _ be said that our interests are different. 
But we fail to recognise that the interests _ of tb<'l one is _ merged iii the 
interests of the other. In the urban interests rural interests - are .inter 
twined. In the rural interests are merged ·urban·inte:rests, ·--It· is- there 
fore plain that if both the urban and rural interests do not · co-operate 
there is nohope; -- My 'honourable friend said, that if provincial autonomy 
is given for the Punjab the Hindus will=be crushed by the Muhammada.ns. 
The- Muhammadans of other provinces might equally say that they will be 
crushed by the -Hindus, Thus by denying .self-goven.:µnE)n.t _t9 the _:P~jab 
you will be depriving the whole of India of self-government. Do you thl-n.k 
that the British, w_ill gra.nt .seU-gover:pm~nt to .Bombey and not to Punjab? 
No. If self-government is given it must be for. all the 'provinces of India 
and not for one or two provinces only. It is said that if self-govetmnent 
is given to the Punjab, then it will be Muslim Raj. But y-0u do not consider 
that the Hindus form severity-five per cent; of the population of _ India. ·The 
Hindus will always form a permanent majority and so it will be Hindu Raj. 
I therefore appeal to you not to raise this bogey of Muslim Ra.j or Hindu 
Raj. Let it be Indian Raj where all communities participate in the admin 
istration. 

So, I will ask you to come forward and ask the Punjab Government 
not to forward our speeches to the Simon Commission. Let all the speeches 
delivered here be forgotten. Let us forget the speech of Mr. Din Muhammad 
and let us forget the speech of Dr. Gokul Chand, Na.rang. I wish that these 
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[Sh. Muhammad Sadiq.]. 
speeehes are n<:>t read by the Simon Commission. It will only show our 
slavish mentality and not our wider 'outlook. 

Let us all meet in a e;onferenc~ like re~sonable men, not for abusing 
one: ana'.the:r, but for evolving the, idea of. give and take. I am sure the 
Pu.njabis are .not fools to play into the hands of mischievous people. We; 
Muslims, Sikhs and Hindus want self-gove:rni;nent nqt to oust the- English· 
men, but because liberty is our b4-thri__ght. We waIJ.t self-government 
simplyfor the sake of liberty, not tbi:i,t we:a,;e. against any uation nor agl!inst 
the Englis-hIDJm.. Really · sensible people will fr11,me., a constitution whieh 
will ha acoeptable to all and which will be possible . of being carried out. 
(Clteers). 

/
/" Ra.i"Siblb Cheudhri·Chhotu Ram [ (South-East) Rohta.k (Non-Mu· 

- hamu;ia~) : Rural}! Sir, I am very sorry that after the eldquent appeal of 
tM hon9m~_blll member _representing-the urban Moslem constituency of Amrit sar, l sh'o-ald have to revert. to a subject wbioh would be- painful •....• 

_ l\k. Pr~t.: ThE! horiQu.rable. member need not revert to such a 
BUPjeQt. 

/ Rai. Sahib Cbau.dbri ~- lum; It is a very sound advice, Sir, 
. but I am soriry l cal)Jl!)t act up, toit. The remarks have been provoked 

hy, an .. attack whi9h" was made by IIJl _ honourable member of this Bouse 
upon me personally ancl upon the policy which I followed in the past and 
which I have been follpwhig, up till now. Thel'..efore, in - the very nature 
of things it becomes veey very difficult for me to avoid referring to 
what, is really_ disagreeable. 

Mr. President : A reply to these attacks will further embitter the 
feelings_ of the members of the House. I think the Honourable· Rai Sahib 
may avoid giving any reply e.t all. 

~ Kai.Sahib Chaudhri.Cbhqtu Ram: I will try to be as _calm, as cool 
nd e.s uno:ffending . 

Mr. Pteiiden.t ; The honourable member should not only be calm 
and cool put aiso pleailal!,t and if possible sweet. · I may also tell the 
honourable meml>er - that after ten minutes the House fill be adjourned. 

Rai · Sahib Chaudhd ChhQtu Re.a : In that_ eaee, I need not begin. 
at all. 

Mr~ P'resident : It is enough that the: honourable member has ex 
pressed: his riia(Uness to meet those attacks. He need not actually meet 
them, 

Challclbd. ]),di Cma»d : The views of 'the Hindu zamindars have not 
been e~p~d. 

Mr. PxeaidenU Please. do not reply to. the attacks, but discuss the 
report fr0ID _ the - nura,l point: of view: 

Rai Sahib . Chaudhri Chhotu Ram ; _ I will try to be as brief as pos 
sible but I cannot refrain from replying to - what has been said against me. ~ Dr. Gokul Chand, - Namng; has always been the cause of unpleasant 
scenps in this House. I cannot. recollect a single session in which he hl!is not 
started either a. communal topic oz a personal attack on somebody. When 



he talks to me privately he is very agreeable, -very .. pleasan.t, very 
nice, almost alluring. But when he gets up ]I). this House, 'he comes 
out with his venomous· attacks. It is very • difficult for me to uriderija:rid 
his mentality. · 

:f:hei Honourable-Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar· Sikandar ilyat 
Khan : May I remind you, Sir, about ,the announoement •which you mane 
that if after 5 o'clock members would like to speak and if the HtmBe 
agreed, you will ,extend the -time from 5 to 6 o'clock. 
. Mr. Presiclent: That point may be ri.used at·~ o'eloe~. 

/ xRai-:-Sahib· Chaudhri Ohhotu Ram : I w-as ,sa..,mg, Sir, tba.tiit >is ·very 
/ ditlicwt f0r , me :to :reconcile the mentality of . Dr. · Gokul .· Oba.rid, Na~ng, 

as exhibited in private and his mentality as e~bited in this Honse. · 
Dr.·;Cokul Chand, Narang : Official capacity and private o&p&City. 
Rai Salu1, Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Well, I do not like to be '·inter· 

rupted. Interruptions only mean longer time, · and l would .reqttest I the. 
0ha.ir to · prevent th-OSe · interruptions. 

/ Mr. President : There should be no interruptions·e.nd ,side-'~. 
R~ Sahib ChatmhricClihotu Ram: sDr. :Go'lrul Chand, Na.rang, brought 

ferwar.d ·a. charge that selfish motives and ,prospects ~of persona.I gain ,had 
indueed me· to put my signature to the Majority Report. - rthinldhere is 
no one in this House who knows better than Dr. Go.lmhCha.Iid, · Na.rang~ 
himself that I am not likely to be .. influeneed by prospoots :of per,sollll,l:gain. 
In July 1926, he made a definite offer to me in the name ,.of ,the ~du 
community aft-er consultation with Hindu leaders ithat ·.they· would see that 
I -was returned to the Council unopposed a.nd that I shon:ld be · re~a.ppointed 
Minister with the unanimous ~pport of the Hindu commllllity, 'provided 
I aeeepted the :leadersnip of the Hindu community as a Hµidlu a.nd -gave 
up n;iy cult of ,zamindar as aga.inst the non-~dar. And he ,~o ~told 
me that I might name al)y other <price wbioh would satisfy me., I told him 
cn~ly that ,my principles bad JlO •price. 

•Mr. -Libli: Smgh : ·is the honourible;member .discmmng1the !Report ? 
.: "Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhom Ram : I am replying' to . the oharge of 

· · selfish motives raised against me. . · 
,Lala. Kesha -Ram, Selrhri·: · Is the honourable -menib~r entitled to ca.st 

aspersions against another honourable member and on hunse.Jf that hs was 
being sold and that a prioe was offered. 

Mr. Pr.ellident: 'There is anether asp.ect ot the .question. If ,the 
·statements made .by the- honourable member are contradicted there might 
be unpleasantness> 

-Dr. ·Gokul ,Chand, ,Nuang : At the end, ,Bir,· these ·sta.tementll \will 
. create a · wrong in1pressfo:,;t that they were made and· were not contradicted. 
They require explanations which I Am prepared · to give. 'I, never , thought 

, thatDhandhri Chhotu Ram would,make.publicuse .M th,rprivate talk with 
me m the, manner .in which the talk. did not take place. 

l\'1.-. ·ft,eiiiel1t: Prlvcate conve1'Sation should not be brought in. 
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~o I Rai Sahib Chauclhri Chhotu Ram: An offer was made after con- 
sultation with the leading members of the Hindu community . 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I never. made .him an offer. I never 
told him that I was speaking after having consulted the party. That is 
entirely wrong.. ' 

Rai Sahib Chauclhri Chhotu Ram: My honourable friend definitely 

(
--told me that he had consulted the leading members of the Hindu com- 

munity. · 
Lala Kesho Ram, Sekbri: I was never consulted, Sir. - 

· Mr. President: Order, · order. It ·is for this reason- that I 
would udvise the honourable member not to bring in any 'private conversa 
tion which- is liable to be contradicted. If he possesses any document he 
might read 'it. · · , · · , · 

1 . Rai Sahib Cbaudhri Chhotu Ram : The contradiction came too 
- { late, as a result of an afterthought. 

Dr. Cokul Cb~d, Narang: There was no need for a second thought. 
The Honourable President ruled out that · no contradictions or even side 
remarks were allowed. 

Mr .. President: I presume the learned Doctor· knows parliamentary 
procedure well and will not interrupt the honourable member who is in pos 
session of the Rouse. I have 'told him not to bring in any private conversa 
tion which is liable to be contradicted. 

. Rai Sahib Cbaudhri Chhotu Ram : I would not say anything ·more 
· about it. However, if Dr. Goknl Chand, Narang, has taken the least trouble 

to get himself acquainted with the politics of the various parts of this pro 
vince, as I expected he had been doing, he ought to have known that my 
attitude in political matteJ,'S never eoineided with. \}is attitude._ I am not 
a, communal minded person. I am a pure samindar, I do not.stand either 
for Hindu rights or _for Muslim rights. I stand for the ·rights_ (?f zamindars. 
I heve been. fighting for this cause forthe last 15 or 20 years and I will con 
tinue to fight for this cause until I die. I have fought for. this cause, I have 
suffered for this '.cause· and I have full faith, that-I will win a victory in the 
end. Some honourable members said that I put my signature to this report 
on account of selfish motives. After all, when you examine the report to 
wliich.I,hav:e put my signature, you ·will find that the views.contained in the 

· report coincide essentially with the views I have been expressing as a Mem- . her of this. Council, both privat'ely and publicly. . . . . 
. . . Now, . I will proceed to reply briefly to a few· points in . tile Majority. R~- 

.: pQrt to whioh e:xception has been taken. - Perhaps. as I have· to be brief 
my remarks may sound dogmatic. But in the interests of brevity I shall 
prefer to be dogmatic rather than to take one unneces~ry minute of the 
House. My friend said yesterday or the day before that there·was no·amount 

·.of a.spirit of conciliation lacking on the part ofDr. Gokul Chand, Narang, 
'in·oider to arrive at a unanimous decision: · May I pointout the type of the 

: ·spirit of conciliation that he showed. ·Re gave an exhibition of that spirit; ' I 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I again object to this, ~. Re is 
, Jlrobabl;r "goin~ to reJate so~ethin$ which pright have trans:pired at some 
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meeting of our Committee. I leave it to you whether he is m order in 
referring to the proceedings of the committee. 

Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram i He made reference to the spirit 
of conciliation which he showed while he was working as a member of that 
Committee. 

Mr. President : · The honourable member should not disclose what 
took place at the meetings of the Reforms Committee. 

Rai Sahib Chaudhri Cbhotu Ram : Sir, he made a definite statement 
that in spite of all the spirit of conciliation on hie part . . . . . . . . • 

4-:-President: Was that statement taken down in writing 'l 
ai·Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: He made that 'stlitement here in 
use in his speech that the maximum spirit of conciliation was 

exhibited on his pa.rt and that he was very sorry that in · spite of that 
spirit no unanimity was possible. I will just point out the type of spirit 
exhibited by him. It was of the same nature as he exhibited here when he 
questioned Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : What are your views on· the 
subject of joint electorates with reservation of seats 'l Exactly the 
same spirit was there. '' Are you prepared to give up separate electorates 'l 
What do you think about the infernal resolution of 1919 about services ? 
Are you prepared to give it up .'l Are you prepared to have the Land 
Alienation Act repealed ? These things seem to stand in the way of a 
unanimous decision being arrived at. Are you prepared to give them up ?" 
Ape.rt from questions like those, he · never put forward anything to 
help a unanimous decision. It was all ' take ' and no •give '. That was 
the kind of conciliatory spirit which he exhibited while he was on the Com 
mittee and he gave a. specimen of the same spirit. when my honourable 
friend Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan was speaking by asking him what his views 
were on -the-- subject of joint electorates with reservation of seats without 
himself touching the subject. · 

I will now make a reference to the question of the powers of interfer 
ence to be given to the Central Government. This question was made the 
subject of great grievance by my honourable friend, Dr. Gokul Chand. 
'They want provincial autonomy in the Punjab and yet they would deprive 
the Central Government of all powers of interference or supervision or control' 
that was his criticism. As a matter of fact, that is not the recommendation 
made in the majority report. In the majority report definite conditions 
of gravity have been specified under which alone the Governor-General 
could interfere. Now that is one thing and what my friend suggests in 
bis criticism is another. What my honourable friend really wishes is that 

· the Central Government ought to have the power of interfering, supervis 
ing, 'eontrolling and guiding every department of the provincial govern 

. ment, · That;· of course, we have not agreed to. We are definitely opposed 
to any such power of interference. 

Mr.- President : How many minutes more will the honourable member 
take to finish his speech 'l 

lbi Sahib Cliaudhri Cbhotu RaJD: Another 20 punutes, 
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Sayad Muhammad·Husain-1 Will the honourable President give the 
rural members an opportunity of having their say ? c- 

-Mr. President: Bai Sahib Chaudhri Cbhotu Ram is in possession 
of the House, and, as he has a personal explanation to make, he is en: 
titled to .the indulgence of the House for a few minuteamere. 

:ne ·Honourable Khan Bahadur -· Captain Sarclar : 'Sik1DMat ·Hyat 
Khan : Is it the idea, then, that the House will stand adjourned soon-after 
the honourable member finishes bis. speech ? 

Mr. President: I should:thmk so. 

/ · Rai · Sahib Chauahri Chbotu -Ram : I wa.s spea;kb;ig of · the general 
~ers of interference and co~tr~l which ~y honourable friend. proposed for 

the Central Government. I Will JUSt mention some of th~ mam eoasidora 
tions :whieh influenced the attitude of the :rna;jority membe11S. I~ni not 
going to :repeat the ,argmnents wbieh have ah-eady been ,put forward -by 
Ohaudhri Zafrullah Khan. I am only. going to supplement · ,them. r One 
very important· consideration which· led us to . JJUl,ke · that , 11ecomlille_:radati~n 
was the position which · the Indian States took in · ,the m,a,tter. That vhe 
Central Government should not, except .under ,well~defined :oircumstanoes 
of gravity, have any powers ,of interference, '!~B the view they ~kin 
·this matter. They are independent sovereign -states.«m>re,,or tless·,of,.the 
S8ime nature, as Dr. Gokul Chand claims were In. existenoe ,in .the United 
States 0£ America before the federation, came. They, eoveran ·area of, about 
two,fifths.of the:whole country. How can yoUiignore 1them? Unless .y.·oulay 
it down definitely that except under specified conditions, the Central Gov 
ernment would have no right of controlling .or interfering -with tb:M,ulminis 
tration of local· Govel'Ilillents these States will never .eome in. Is .it, desir 
able, is it politic, is it in the country's interests that the idoor to admission 
of the Indian States should be elosed altogether? Unless you .guarantea 

<to them that they will not be interfered with, thah10 ;attemptimll' be ,made 
to. interfere in. their intemal administration, they will not agree ·to come ,in. 
That was one principal consideration which weighed ·with ,as. ·[Fhe .other 
consideration was that, after .. all, the Central Govemmont was bound, to be 
influenced by the Legislative Assembly. On the Legislativ-e Asse:mbly there 
is bound to be a preponderance of members from Madr..as, · .Bangal and the 
United Provinces. These three provinces taken together form, I think,,,,about . 
'50 .per cent. of the total population. Bengal ;has about 6 .• 5 ,cr0res,,United 
Provinces,4.5 and Madras, 4.5. On the whole this means:over115 .erorea. 
Thus these three provinces contain, roughly speakiPg,.halfthe p.opulation of 
India. And population, though not the sole factor in-determining the share of 
the various provinces for l'epresenta.tion on the Assembly, will be.aa-impert 
ant factor. And I think that a very large proportion of the .membsrs .of 
the Assembly will be .drawn from these provinces. ,Are ·we,going,to,be 
governed in the internal administration of our province .in .aceordanee 
with.a policy which will be laid down by the ,Central Govemmentinfiasneed 
by the Legislative Assembly so composed ? There .are m-any ,eooasfons,on 
which the interests of the several provinces come into conflict. Naturally, • 
Madras, United Provinces and Bengal will'beableto carey;e:veeythil')ib~fore 
them. That would be hardly desirable from e, provincial point of view and 
:p.11, turally- .that -00nsideratio'n weighed 'With us. tl':here were · also other 
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. . 
reasons which have been , advaneed already by Ohaudhri Zafrullah Khan 
aud I neednot repeat-them, · 

I should. like, then, to make. a reference to the. desire of the honourable 
Member from Rawalpindi, Dr. Gokul Chand, that certain clauses relating to 
fundamental rights should be incorporated in . the constitution. Apart 
from the difficulty of incorporating them in the constitution itself, · I look 
upon these clauses with some suspicion. They are very beautifully worded, 
but under the beautiful phraseology, there. is concealed a sinister design, to 
have the Land Alienation Aut. repealed, to have the Government resolution 
of 1919-repea.led and to have aJl the land laws or customary laws which now 
operate in favour of the poor agricultural classes also repealed. If my 
honourable friend says that this is not their object, and· if he agrees to a 
p119vi$otl;i1ltthese,cla;1ues shall not be deemed to effect such existing lsgisla- 

, tfon as the, L_a,ud, Alie:m1ition Act, the · Pre-emption Act, the ,cutomary laws 
of the Punjab and the Government resolution -of 1919,c I will ba quite will 
ing. to have the _cltJ.mie!3 inco~ateq · m the constitution and - I undertake 
to do my best to induce my ether colleagues a.ls~ to agree to it. Is my 
honourable friend prepared to tl,ccept my suggestion? (Dr. Goklu\ Chand, 
N(/ll'a,ng: That is from the Nehru Committee's Report. Ask them.) Six, 
let us discuss what is before us and not the Nehru Report. My honourable 
friend suggests the inclusion of these cla.uses and my suspicion is that the 
clauses are meant to lay the axe at the root of all the laws and the executive 
instruetiona which we think are necessary for the safeguarding of the 
zan:rindars. If that suspicion is dispelled, if that doubt is removed, per 
haps the clauses will be agreed to and-I shall see that there is no opposition 
to them so far as we are concerned. Subject to such a proviso as- the one 
I have indicated, we are prepared to subscribe to the clauses. 

Then1 I come to my note with regard to communal distribution of seats. 
I propose that half and - half: should be the proportion between Muslims and 
noa-Muslims. An even number for this purpose should be fixed, and we 
should try to stiek to the Lucknow pact. But if an odd number is decided _ 
upon, tb:eu the extra seat should go-te Muslims rather than to nonsMuslims. 
That.has b~en•my view and I stand by it. I am prepared to demonstrate 
the justice of it. So far as the :first· prepoaal is concerned, namely, the 
proportion ;Qf half and.hali; that was agreed to-in 1916 by men, of undoubt 
ed patriotism like Gokhale and Tilak, men of· greater political vision than 
either Dr. Gokul Chand .or I can claim to be. I have proposed that that 
pact should be adhered. to, ~ut if, by the fixing of an odd number as the total 
number of seats · in the Council that becomes .impossible and an extra seat 
is left, it m1:UJ,t go to Mualiina, _ For, I consider that a community whlch 
comprises 55 per cent. of.the population should have that extra seat. That is 
certainly morejust than that extra seat should go to non-Muslims. (Dr. Gok'lil 
Chand- N arang,: . Why an odd number be chosen at all ? Why not insist 
on an even number ?) By all means, I would prefer to have an even.number, 
But if by any means. that is not to be, I make the alternative suggestion. 
Anyway, that is my position, I stick to it 8,Ild1 am prepared to vindicate it. 
I think it would be most unjust, most -unfair and almost ,a.di&.honesb attitud:e 

Dj;~QliIBS~(;}N ;ON TRE_ BEPOBT OJ'-ll'JU]cPUNJAB REFORMS COMMITTEE t@ 
AND ON THE MEMORANDA Oll' mE PUNJAB GOVERNMENT 
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( R. S. Ch. Chhotu Ram.] 
to take, that the extra seat should go to a class which is only 45 per cent 
of the population. I may also draw the attention of the House to a resolu 
tion which was passed at Madras in a session of the Congress, I think in 1927, · 
recognising the justice of the formula that no majority should be reduced 
to a minority. So far as the question of distribution of seats by half and 
half is -concemed, the question of reducing any majority to minority does 
riot arise. But as soon as yoa give an extra seat 'to 45 per cent. of the 
population, you reduce the majority to a minority. That was a proposal 
which was agreed to by the Congress, by people who may reasonably be 
admitted to be less communal in mentality and more just minded tha.n we 
are here in this Council Chamber and it should not be objected to by Dr. 
Gokul Chand. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Question. 
Rai Sahib Cbaudbri Chhotu Ram. : Do you question the correctness 

of the statement that the Congress people adopted the formula or do you 
/ question the superiority of their wisdom 2 _ 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : :No, not the superiority of their wisdom 
but I question the accuracy of .the statement. 

Rai Sahib Cba~dbri Chhotu Ram: Then, Sir, there was a good deal 
of hot discussion as to the fact whether the Sikhs were a ·separa._te community 
or only a part and parcel of the Hindu community. I recognize that there 
is a close social, racial and even religious affinity between the two communi- 
ties, but· it is not practical polltics to say that the Sikhs do not form a sepa 
rate community at present. They may have been part and parcel of the Hindu 
community-(Dr. Gokul, Chand, Na.rang : As the Muslims· were)-years and 
years ago, but ait present they form a distinct community. They have been re 
cognized as a distinctcommunity and there is no use saying that they really ar_e 
a part and parcel of the Hindus. · Sikhs have been recognised · as a separate 
community and they must have some definite share of the seats and the ques 
tion arises what that share should be. Sikhs form 11 per cent. of the popu 
lation. As a minority community ~?~Y are entibled :to _a cerj;ain we.ightage. 
What should be the extent of that weightage ? • What,again, should be the 
effect of this weightage on the shl!>ra.· of the other comm.unities, . Hindus and 
Muslims? Now, any weightage that is given to the Sikhs ~ust come out 

·of the share either of the Hindus or of the Muslims. 
Lala Gopal Das : Why not form that from the share of 'both 

of these communities? (Hear, hear). 
Rai Sahib Cbaudhri Cbhotu Ram : Quite so, either from the aha.re 

of either or of both. One se!l,t hasbeen given to the Europeansand ~lo 
Indians, You cannot reduce it any further. Two seats have been given to 
Indian Christians and in this, we have proceeded on the assumption that for 
every 1,50,000 persons there should be one seat. The population of Indian 
Christians is just over three lakhs. So, you cannot reduce the num 
ber of Indian Christians any further. You must, therefore, take this 
weightage out of the share of the Hindus or of Ml!slims or of both. If you 
take anything out of the share of the Muslims then they are at once reduced 
to a minority. (A 'DOWe : How ?). Take one of their seats and they are 
reduced to a. minority. • 

\ 
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Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri ; They will still be in a majority over any 
~gle community. . · . 

· Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: If you ta.Jrn one seat out of the 
share of Muslims they are at once reduced to a position of minority 
as against the remaining communities. So according to that formula, if it 
is a just formula, and I believe it is a just formula, you cannot take 
anything more out of the share of Muslims. It, therefore, only remains 
for the Hindns to give something out of their share. Personally I would· 
be prepared to make a. present of 4 or 5 more seats out of the share of the 
Hindus because I know that these 4 or 5 seats are sure to be captured 
by zamindars while if they are left with the Hindus more than half of 
them may be captured by non-zarnindars like Dr. Gokul Chand Narang, 
Mr. Labh Singh and. Lala Sawak Ram. After all it is more or less a 
sentimental argument, and my proposal may be regarded as a sporting 
offer. We have to go by definite rules and principles. Hindus are in 
themselves a minority and will the Sikhs consider it a fair thing to ask the 
Hindus to make to them such a large surrender of their share 'l Would 
they like it ? Would it be pro:per for them to ask for such a. surrender ? 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: They have not made any such proposal. 
Rai Sahib Chaudhri, Chhotu Ram: That is another story. 
Mr. President : Has the honourable member finished ? 

.,,./ 

/~ Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : I do not know whether. I 
have taken 20 minutes. 

Mr. President: He has already spoken for more than half an hour, 
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: How many more minutes have 

I? I shall try to compress my remarks within that time. 
Mr. President: Will the honourable member now wind up his 

speech 'l 
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: Now, I will draw the attention 

of the House to one thing more. My honourable friend Dr. Gokul Chand, 
Narang, drew a frightful picture of Muslim raj in this province. My Mus 
lim colleagues have repudiated any desire on their part to establish a Mus. 
lim raj in this province. They think it would he undesirable and they 
think that it would be impracticable. Even if there were any desire on 
their part to havea Muslim raj it would not be possible. 

Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : It will be possible with your help. 
»: · Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: Well, then that would not be 

/ a Muslim raj. I know that with my help a certain type of raj can be and 
I hope, will be established, but it will not be a Muslim raj, but a zamindar 
raj. The arguments thatwere so ably put forward by Chaudhri Zafrullah 
Khan to prove that there would not be arid there could not be any 
Muslim raj in this province need not be repeated by me. But I would 

add that there is another very practical consideration which must have , 
a restraining influence on the desire of Muhammadans if such a desire 
exists in any irresponsible section of the community that a Muslim raj 
may be established. The Muslim know very well that they are in a 
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f R. S. _ Ch. Ohhotu Ram.]- . 
· .bare .maj9rity here •. · I an\ ;a bsolut~ly sure . that -. even if _the: Mu~U:ms are 
. gi~en 56: per· cent sests. in the Council they will not, ha.ve ~ .: worki:µg 
. ~jority, ._It will I).()t be either a_sta.Qle,. C,l a, ~&fe· ~jor{ty14D,r ;ministry 
. th?,t. Ill&Y ~e form,ed '~ll . be 'thiown 01;1~ of o_ffice • wit~ a . coµple of 
~qiith~ of co~rse~ - .. - wi,th .tha.t ll,lil,Jor~trc of o_n(3. ·~ ~, P<>nnciJ.. of · 165.· , Th~e: -., • 
pan be no ofea.r. -0f:any ·aucp. tlt~ng,, Can ·l,llY· Hindu friends give a,n.y 
rea~onabie proof th~t-Muha.~ps have any d~sire or-will be;~ a positfon . 

• to, esta~lish a Muslim. raj here? · Then there is Ell furtbet. fa,ct. If . Mµsliµur >: 
. ~ere to esta.blisha. M1,1s~ raJ h9re,.what a.rout t~-~ lJni,~d.Prcrtjµces/Bjh?t, 
As!!&~, . ~dr.o,s, and, l3o:ftlbay t Th~e:, Hindus ca.n..:m,.u~ .easily establish, 

. & Hindu raj an.d that fa.~$ in j,tself, R .no other higher ground _wi;U .deter the . 
·Muha.mma,da.ns_.·fro~ tbi:nlri~gof· estaplishit;tg._a,,.Musli:m •.. ref here.: . Weµ.',. 

·:jf i.n spite.of these tbi]lgs.a., 1\{U8llix\ ·.ra.jia,~ a .;matter orfact, estaWisned:~r ··_ 
.' an attempt is a.ctuaUy' :p:i.ade to esti~lish "i Mus.w1f raj here> then I, -~ssm;e . 

J;>:i:~ Gok.µl, Chand Naxang that: I sbqU be t.h'e first to mis~ the ba.nner of r~volt _ 
~~~t ihat raJ, ~e··miLy~he~. P? _f~U!-1?ii~lting~~hi11~ th:$ ;JJ~ntf&~J>(.; _ 

·his shop but Isha..llbethere·tQ.fightmig.qm ean.tesf;;_. '. - ... ·· .. · . i .. · ·•-· ;;. 
: ...... ! ·-~-· ·. ·:~. ·,.:·· ... ~.:. :- .. s .. ~: .. ·:· .. /""' -· ~.· .. ·,;·--~·::(·- ... - ... - -> ·.:._:",/ ! _ .: -.:,_·:_._. •'}_:'..·-~:'./-_--~~:'<·-.·-:·-.~-:'.>·";'. 
,:~ · __ Dr. Gqkul Chand Na.tang : ; They,jnay giv-Ef you · a high.:, 0fifoe. ~nd 

,then.your revolt will e~. . ) · .•.• <- . ,. ,· ! ·;., /?t ./} . . -· -- . 
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PRESS E,EPORTERS . AND LAHORE CoNsPmAOY CASE. 

· *2521. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Finance Member please 
state- . · 

(a) whether it is a fact that the press reporters allowed to take reports· 
of the proceedings of the recent Lahore conspiracy case were" 
searched before they could enter the court room ; 

(b) if so, what were the reasons for such a procedure and under what. 
provisions of law· were such· searches made ; 

(c) whether the reporters- made a protest against this procedure (if: 
so, wlnt action was taken on their protest ? 

HYDRO-ELEOTRIC BRANOR, P. w. D . 
. *2520. Lala Bodh Raj: Will the Honourable Minister for Agri 

culture please state- 
( a) whether his attention has.been drawn to an article headed" Hydro 

Electric Branch, Public Works Department," published in the 
fourth column, page 12, of the " 'I'ribune," dated the 7th 
August, 1929; · ' 

(b) if so, whether the Honourable Ministerhas made. enquiries into 
the allegations appearing in that article ? If so, with what 
result'} 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : Until attention had 
been drawn by the honourable member to the letter it had not come to the- 
notice of Government and though this letter is anonymous, enquiries will be- 
made to ascertain the true fact. · 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

The following members were sworn in : 
·.,......'Emerson, Mr. H. W. (official, nominated). 
v.Smith, Mr. J.B. G. (official, nominated). 

Sikandar Hyat Khan, Khan.Bahadur, Capt. Sardar (Muhammadan,. 
Landholders). 

V'Mukand Lal Puri, Lala [Lahore City (Non-Muhammadan), Urban]. 

OATH OF OFFICE. 

THE Council met at the Council Chamber at 2 P.M. of 
the clock .. Mr. President in the Chair. 

PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 
4TH SESSION OF THE 8Rn PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. ' 

Monday, the 25th November, 1929. 

B 



LARORE CoNsPmA<J-Y CASE AND • titniGEB STRIKE: 

*2524~ Lala. Bodh.Rai:: (a) Will the Honourable- Finance Member 
please state whether. it. is a fa.ct. tha.t- some. of the accused in the.Lahore 

-eonspiraey case have had. recourse to hunger strike as a protest against 
-the improper~treatment accorded to political prisoners in v:arious- Punjab 
jails ; 

LAROBE CONSPIRACY CASE, 

*2523. Lala Bodli Raj : Will the Honourable Finance Member please 
,sta.t&'- • · 

' (a) whether it is a fact that during the trial of the· Lahore conspiracy 
case the trying magistrate or otlier higher authorities had per 
mitted certain gentlemen to have an interview with the ac 
cused in that case in the jail, but the jail autl\orities refused 
such interviews ; , · 

(b) if so, what were the reasons for the jail authorities not to e.llow 
the interviews '} · 

The Honourable Mr. A. M.-stow: (a) The only official who is com ... 
patent to allow interviews to be held with under-trial prisoners is the Super- 
:intendent of the Jail concerned. · 

(b) The persons concerned were not eligible under the rules. 

LAHORE OONSPmAOY OABE. 

*2522. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Finance "Member please 
,.state-'- 

(a) whether the proceedings of the Lahore conspiracy case are being 
. held im,.·camera or they are open to every member of the public ; 

(b) what are the reasons for placing restrictions on the visitors who 
come to watch the proceedings of ·the case? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow:' (a) The proceedings are not being 
held in camera. 

(b) Precautions have been necessary owing to the possibility of an 
-outrage in court. 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) Yes. 
(b) The duty imposed upon the police force by section 149, Crim.ina.l 

Procedure Code, and 23, Police Act, of preventing offences hasrendered these 
.searohes necessary under the circumstances attending the trial in question. 

I . . 

(c) Yes. Permanent passes are now issued to approved press represent· 
atives,and the holders of .sueh 'passes are not searched. 

Lala Bodh Raj: Will the Honourable Member please tell whether 
the reporters of the Press were suspected persons 2 

The Honourable Mr. A. M.. Stow : The police were acting under the 
:instructions received by them. · 

[ 25TB: Now. 1929, PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE OOUNOIL, 



.. 
. I RA VE been· senteneed to' life transportation in , connection with · the 

.Assembly Bomb Case, Delhi; and ati:i' obviously' a political prisoner .. we~got 
speoiail diet_ in Delhi Jail, but since my arrival here I am being treated as an 

, , B2 

.Applica.tion, dated .17th June, 1929, from Convict No. 1119 Btu.GA~ Sinr~:e:, Mia.nwa.J.i 
Ja.il, to the Inspector-Genera.I of Prisons, Punj·a.b, La.hore (through'the Superint.end- 
ent, Mia.nwe.li Distriot Ja.il). · · 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

·1 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
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1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Days. 
68 
14 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
24 
44 s1 
81 

' . 

... 1. .Ja.tindra Na.th Dass 
2. Vejoi Kumar Sinha 
8. Jatindra Na.th Sanyal 
4. Ka.nwal Nath Tiwari 
lt Surindra. Na.th Pandey •. 
6. :Mahabir Singh 
·7. Kishorl La.1 
8~ . Ga.ya Parshad 
9. Ajai Kumar Ghosh 

10. Shao Vanna 
ri. Jai Dev Kapur 
12. Sukh Dev .• 
18. Agya Rsm. . . 
14. Con-vict Bhagat Singh .... · 
15.. Convict B. K. .Dutt 

Period, Name.- 

{b) will the Honourable :Member please lay on the table a list of SllCh • I 
persons with the number of days they have. been on hunger 
strike?, 

(c) was any representation made by them to the Government in. the 
matter? If so, what aetion.has heen taken by the Government , · 
thereon?' · 

(a)· will the Honourable Member please lay a copy of tne represent 
ation on the table ? ' 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: Ja) Yes. 
· (b) A list is laid on the table. 

(e) Representations were made by Bhagat Singh and Dutt, which were 
-referred ·to the Specie.I Jail Enqliiry Committee, whose report ·is still under 
.eonsideration. · 

(a) Copies are laid on the table. 

Names of umikr-trial prisoners who have been on hunger strike. 
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,, 
My demands are es follows ;- 

(1) Better food, including loaf and milk in morning, rice~ dal with, 
ghee and vegetable and curd an4 sugar in the noon ; and brea d. 
meat and chattni at night. - 

,, . :· 

Applioa.tion. without date, from B. K. DUTTA of Aisembly Bomb _ Ca.~, - to - the 
S~perintendent, Central Jail, Lahore, 

I WAl!T to let you know, and the higher authorities, that I demand the 
following things on the ground of being a ' Political Prison_er' :- · 

. -·· ' 
_ After the Bomb incident in Assembly, Lord Irwin in his last speech said 

that • - These - bombs were not directed· towards any individual, but towards . 
the Institution.' Again Mr. Middleton in his judgment mentioned that, 
'These persons (Dutta and Bhagat Singh) used to enter the Court with the· 
cries of' Long Live Revolution,' 'Long Live Proletariat,' etc. which shows 
clearly what· sort of political idea they cherish. In order to p~t a check iii 

. propagating these ideas I transport them 'for life/' · · . 

- Again I mubt mention that when an European breaks an ordin~ry law in 
order to fulfil his selfish motive, he gets all kinds of privileges in, the Jail .. 
He will get well 'ventilated room.with electric fittings, best food (such as milk, 
butter, toast, meat.eto.), and good clothing, while we Politieals are deprived. 
of such things. · · · 

The comments of Lord' Irwin and Mr. Middleton is sufficient to prove 
that we are Politicals, and on this ground I demand that we (Dutta and Bhagat 
Singh) .should be treated as Politioals. 1 must get better food a.s it is 
necessary to keep a man's health. _At the same time I must get allkinds of 
literature and newspaper in order to diS(}'\lSS the different politics. - ·People 
call us rash, misguided and impatient youths. So we must. be given a fair 
ehanoe of studying the various books in order to see that whether we are. 
reallyimpat~ent, misguided youths or not; whether our life or work is wrong 
or right. " 

[Hon. Mr. ··A. M. Stow.] . _ 
ordinary criminal. Therefore, I have gone on hunger.strike since the mom· 
ing of 15th June, 1929. My: weight has decreased by lbs •. 6 than my weight, 
at Delhi Jail in these two or three days. ' 

I wish to bring to your kind attention that I must get special.treatment 
O as a. political prisoner. My demands being:- · 

. . 
(1) Special diet (including milk and ghee, rice and curd, ete.), 

(2)_ No forcible labour. 

(8) Toilet (so~p, oil, shaving, ete.), 

( 4) Literature of a.JI kinds . (Hi.Stoey, Economics, Political Beience.. 
- · Poetry, Drama. or Fiction, newspapers). , - · 

I hope you will very kindly consider what I have said and decide> 
favourably. 
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PRISONERS IN JAILS AND HUNGER STRIKE • 

.. • *252S. Lal~ Bod.h Raj : Will the Honourable Fina.nee Member 
qllease state- .. . 

(a) whetherit is a, fact that certain other prisoners confined in several 
jails in the Punjab resorted to hunger strike out of sympathy 
with the accused in the Lahore conspiracy case who· had gone 
on hunger strike ; 

:(b) whetherit is 1dact that some,of-them have been punished under 
the jail rules and the Prisons Act. for adopting such a. course ; 

-' r - . ... ·. .- " . (·. • 

(o) whether the Honouarble Member will please lay on the, table a. 
list of such persons referred toIn (a)and (b) above with the 
nature of punishment or sentences awarded in ea.oh case? 

I ,. ' ' ' 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : (a) Yes. 
(b) No Jail punishments heve been inflicted so far e,s is known ·to Gov· 

.ernment. Eight persons have been tried arid convicted under seotioil 52 of 
:the Prisons Act. 

(o) A list isleid on the table, 
· Li,st of persons referred w·_ im, clauses (a) and (b) abo11e. 

Teja. Singh. 
Kabul Singh,-three montbs" rigorous imprisonment. 

-Gopal Singh, Qaumi,~three months' rigorous imprisonment • 
.Ahmad· Din. ' 

. Ram Chandra • 
. Da.ljit Singh. 
,Bohan Singh. 
B. K. Bannerji. 

Expect an early reply and will gladly discuss over this ma.tter with any 
-Government officer whoever comes to me. . 

(2) No labour. 
(8) All kinds ~f literature and newspapers. 
(4) Toilet, including soap, oil, comb, and barber, etc. 
(5) ~etter accommodation. 
(6) .Civil Dress. -, 

I used to get all these things in Delhi Ja.il~before and after my conviction 
1rom the Jail expenses. But here I am deprived of all those things : that is 
whyihave begun hunger strike since 14th June, 1929. My comrade, Bhagat 
Singh in Mianwa.li. Jail, is also on hunger strike for these very_ reasons and 
,I will not give up my hunger strike till the Government accedes to our (I 
and Bhagat Singh) demands. · . . 
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FLOODS IN THE JHELUH, CHENAB AND THE INDUS AN}) Rl!lLIEF TO 
~l;TF,~E~El\f;l, 

*2527. Lala Bodh Raj i · Will the Honourable Bevenne Member please· 
state- · 

(a) the losses caused by .the rec~nf floods in the riye;s. Jhelum, 
Chenab and Indus m the distncts of the Mnlt!lltt d1VU11on ; 

(b) what measures have been adopted py the Government for th& 
relief of the distressed ? , . · . , 

('I,) the number of persons convicted under section 124-A; .. 
(ii} the number of persons .convieted under other sections' of the-: 

Penal Code or other penal laws in connection with the Congress- 
activit~es or non-co-operation movement ; . . 

(iii} the number of persons convicted in connection with the .A.ka.li1 

agitation or Gurdwara movement; .. 

(i~) the res:p13ctive :µ¥P,b~r of persons out of each of these categories. 
as were classed . as special class prisoners ? ' . ' 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: It is regretted that a repJy can··:;·· 
not be 'furnished to this question owing to the fact that records qf the matters. '; 
on.which information is sought have riot been maintained and to reepnstrii~t 
them at this stage ·would involve a disproportionate amount of time and 
labour. · · 

*2526. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Finance Member please- :: 
state yearly from 1921- . '. 

SPECIAL CLASS PRISONERS. 

• 

. [Hon. Mr. A. M. Stow.] ' 
Ram Kishen,-two months' rigorous imprisonment. 
Karam Singh,--one year's rigorous imprisonment, 
Bachant Singh,--one year's r.igoro~s :impriso~ent. 
,Sundar Singh,-one year's rigorous inip~onment. 
Kartar Singh,-one year's rigorous imprisonment. 
~akar Singh;_.'._one yea,r~s rigorous imprisonment. 
Master Mota Singh (went on par#al strike), 

;t..ia :Podb 8aj ; Is it a fact that these persons have been oonviotecff 
be~rise they eould n,ot worlr on accoUllt of the hunger strike ? · · · · , 

1:he HC;)nourable ~· A. M. Stow : I have not seen~ C?~Y of the judg- 
µ,,.ent in tlps case ; but jf the honourable member would still like to know the 
reasoris for the convictions, if he will ask a suitable question, I shall see that 
the ,enquiry is made. 
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*2529. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable Revenue 
.Member please state- 

( a) whether it is a fact. that a square of land was given to every 
Iamhardar (in the Lower Chenab Colony Ohaka in the Jhang 
district) at the time of colonization for his local services; 

GRANT OF LAND TO LAMBARDARS IN THE JHANG DISTRICT, 

*2528. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Minister for 
local Self-Government be pleased to state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that in 1926 a suit was brought by Gobind . 
Ram and others against the Municipal Committee of Sialkot 
for issue of a permanent injunction restraining the defendant 
from demolishing plaintiffs': buildings on a site situated at 
Sialkot; 

:(b) whether it is a fact that after the decision in appeal by the District 
Judge, Sialkot, dismissing the suit the Mnnieipal Committee 
compromised the suit ; 

·{c) whether the expenses of the litigation on behalf of the Municipal 
Committee were borne by the Municipal Committee or by some 
other person ; if they were borne by some other person, what 
interest he had in· the matter and whether he was consulted 
when the compromise was arranged ; 

(d) whether the Commissioner agreed to the compromise; 
(e) whether it is· a fact that the town-planning scheme has suffered 

by the compromise effected bythe committee ; c 

(f) if so, what steps have been or are being proposed to be taken to 
remedy the situation ? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes, during the appeal in the High Court .. 
(c) The expenses of the litigation on behalf of the Municipal Committee 

-were borne by the firm Fateh Mohammad Deura and Co., who were injuriously 
.affected by the building in · question. The firm was- apparently not 
-eonsulted when the compromise was arranged. 

(d) No. 
(e) Yes. 
(j) The compromise having been accepted by the High Court nothit{g 

further can be done in the matter. 

GoBIND RAM AND OTHERS VERSUS S1ALKOT MuNIOIPAL COMMITTEE. 

' Lala Bodh Raj: Will the Honourable Member pleased to state whether 
ihe is sure of the fact that the relief has been distributed to the needy people ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain : If the honourable member 
.hes any complaints that have reached him, the Financial Commissioner· will 
be very glad indeed to hear them. 
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OuTLETS ON. THE RAJBAH NILA No. 1, LowER CHENAB 
CANAL. 

*2530. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable Revenue 
MeID.ber please state__; 

(a) whether it is a fact that the sizes of outlets Nos. 1 and 2 on the 
'Rajbah 'Nila. No. 1 ' (supplying water to ehak No. 200-J.B.l, 
section Kherwala, in the Jhang division of the Lower Chenab 
Canal, were to be increased ; 

[ Saya.d Mubarik Ali Shah. ] 
(b) whether it is a fact that after some years the Government asked 

most of them to keep a mare for mule-breeding and maintain 
it on the same square of land ; 

(c) whether it is a fact that recently many of the said lambardars have 
been ordered to keep mares (on the same squares) for horse· 
breeding; 

(a) if the answer to (a) be in the affirmative, what are- the reasons 
for imposing such restrictions as in (b) and (c) on the lambar 
dars; 

(e) whether the Government have received any complaints of the 
humiliating treatment accorded to these lambardars by the 
local and inspecting staff of the Army Remount Depot; and, if 
so, what steps the Government intend to take to check such 
treatment? 

The Heneurable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Lambardari squares 
were allotted in most ehaks to Iambardars and in many ohaks more than one 
lambardar was allotted a square. Lambardari squares were allotted· in 
order to secure the financial position of the lambardar and not as rewards 
for the services rendered by the Iambardar to any particular Government 
official. 

(b) Many lambardars in the Lower Chenab Colony held half a square 
each on annual leases. In 1903 these lambard ars were offered an increase in 
their lambardari grants to one square each for as long as they .held the post 
of lambardar, provided that they agreed to mule-breeding conditions. In all 
cases these offers were thankfully accepted. 

(c) It is entirely optional with the mule-breeders to keep mares for horse- 
l>reeiiing instead of for mule-breeding. , 

(d') No justification is needed for an arrangement to which both parties 
to the contract willingly agreed. 

(e) Complaints have been made to Government about the hardship 
caused by enforcing the terms of the contract. 'I'he complaints were from 
persons whose Iambardari squares had been confiscated :u:i. the past for a 
breaeh.of the conditions of their grants. ·. 

The Army Remount Department is not under the control of the Punjab 
Government, but the Punjab Government will be prepared to bring to the 
notice of Army Remount Department specific instances of an inquiry if it is 
found that sufficient reasons exist for doing so. 
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------- ---------------- 

:fJ}LE(JT:j!JD ~:i:,EM:t,JNT0S ~- THE J:Ej:ANG DIST~IOT BOARD. 

*2532. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah: Will the Honourable :j.\linister for- 
10C1L.l · Self-Government please state- 

(a) whether the Jbang district · board passed a reaolution recently 
. deJill8,:p_ding the:i:ell!, increase of elected element in. the total . 
strength of the board ; 

(b) wpe~er 'HlY ~ctiQn ~8,~ been ta¥e:o, on ttie:~ py the M~tey ~or 
Local ~~lf-Gov~~e~t; ~rid,µ so; wh~t·? 

~~ :Jl0,~pµr~~·~ Malik Eiroz Khan, Noon : (a) No. 
(b)' Does not arise: 

Rs. A, P, 

1,252 10 0 
777 7 

1926-27. 
1928-29 
(b) Does not.arise. 

TAWAN ON. AB·ZAIA. 

*2531. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah:· (a) Will the Honourable Revenue, 
Member please lay on the table a statement showing the amount-of money , 
realized from the zamindara of Jhang. division of the Lower Chenab Canal as-.. 
Tawan on ..4.b-Zaia in the yearE! (1,) 1926-27, (ii) 1928-29 (up to date)? 

(b) If there be much excess in 1928-29, what are the special reasons 
for this? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husam: (a) The amo~t realised 
frpm the zamindars of Jhang Division as 1 auari on ilb-Zaiai in the years. 
(i) 1926-27, (ii) 192.8-~9 is as follows:- · 

(b) w~ether it is(!, tact that the es~ima.ted cost of the alterations had 
been recovered· by the canal authorities from the za,.:iµindart 
apout nine months· ago ; 

{c) ~hethet it is a fact that the zamindars of that chak have suffered 
much owing to shortage of water-supply so far as the la.st ,,aM, 
and present kharij crops are concerned ; 

(d) if the reply to the above be in the affirmative,. what are thee 
reasons for p.pt taking action iv. the matter so -far ? 

The Jlo~o¥ra~le ~8!1 ~it f•·i•Hll$ain: (a) No. 
(b) Yes, but as the replacement of existing outlets by a modern type wjll 

be affected op. the whole distributary, the amount recovered will be now 
refunded. · 

(c) No. 
(d) _ Does I1.ot arise. 
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FLOODS IN THE JHELU¥ AND THE 0HENAB. 

*2534. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable Revenue 
:Member please state- · 

(a) whether it is a fact that the rivers Jhelum and Chenab pal!IS 
through the Jhang district for a considerable length ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that they meet at 'Trimun' and then run 
jointly in the Shorkot tahsil of the district ; , .~ 

(c) whether it is a fact that both the rivers have had unprecedented 
floods this year ; 

(d) whether it is a fact that the floods have caused wholesale destruc 
tion of the standing crops and most of the houses have been 
destroyed and cattle killed in the 'kachas' and 'ilaqas' along 
the banks of either river ; . · . 

(e) whether it is a fact that most of the poor villagers of the.flood 
. affected areas have been rendered homeless, grainless and 

possess no fodder stock for their cattle ; 
(f) if the reply to the above be in the affirmative, what relief the 

Government intend to give to the persons affected by this 
calamity? 

The· Honourable Mian Sir FazJ..i-Husain: (a) & (b) Yes. 
(c) The flood in the Jhelnm river was extremely high, though it is im 

possible to say that it exceeded all pas~ records. The Chenab flood, though 
high, has occasionally been surpassed in previous years. · 

(d) & (e) Considerable damage was done to crops, fodder and houses 
:in the flooded area, but not to the extent implied in the honourable member's 
question. 

DAMAGE TO COTTON OROP IN THE JRANG i;>ISTRIOT. 

*2533. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable Revenue 
.Member please state- 

(a) whether the Government is aware that the cotton crop in the 
Jhang district has been very badly damaged by a disease 
locally called ' tela '; 

(b) whether the Government has received any representation and . 
- resolutions (from the zamindars of Jhang district) requestmg 

therein the general remission of land revenue and water-ra.t&e 
on the said crop ; · 

(o} if so, what steps have been taken or are proposed. to be.taken on 
· these petitions or resolutions ? 
' I 

The Honourable Mian Sir F azl-i-Husain : (a) There has been some 
white fly in Jhang, but it is reported that it has not caused any appreciable 
damage and generally the crop is · making satisf~otory progress. 

(b) No. r 

(c) Does not arise. 
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REGULATION OF A.OOOUNTS BILL. 

*2536. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable Finance · 
Member please state---- 

(a) whether the Regulation of Accounts Bill was sent to a select com 
mittee in the· Simla session of the Punjab Legislative Council 
this year; . 

(b) whether there was an understanding that the committee will 
not hold .its sittings till 15th October next and in the meantime 
the Government will elicit public opinion on this Bill and cer 
tain members of the committee will suggest the bodies to - 
whom the Bill is to be circulated ; 

(c) whether the members of the select committee have suggested some - 
organizations to be consulted on the measure or whether the 
Government has asked the opinion of any bodies of its own 
choice; 

(d) if so, bow many organizations were asked for opinion, and how 
many of them have. sent in their views, and how many have · 
ignored the invitation ? · 

I 

i 
I 
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' 
(b) whether it is a fact that lists of such persons are being prepared. 

by the local authorities concerned ; 
(c) if the !l,nswer to the ;above be in the affirmative, what does the" 

Government intend to do with similar cases in the colonized. J 

areas of the Jhang district which adjoin the Lyallpur district? 
The Honourable Mian Sir F eiz} .. i .. Husain : (a) No. 
(b) & (c) do not arise. 

*2535. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable Revenue: 
Member please state- 

( a) whether it is a fact that the Government have sanctioned some 
land for such of the ' Bar ' people · of the Lyallpur district 
whose brothers or near relatives were given land ( on account of' 
their being original inhabitants of the Bar) during the coloniz 
ation operations of the ' Sandal Bar ' comprising the whole - 
of the Lyallpur district, but somehow or other they were left 
out and deprived of the rights enjoyed by their brothers' or 
near relatives ; · ' 

GRANT OF LAND TO 'BAR ' PEOPLE OF THE LYALLPUR DISTRICT. 

(!) A sum of Rs. 9,000 was placed at the disposal of the Deputy Com· 
missioner, Jhang, for gratuitous relief. And a sum of Rs. 1,50,000 has also· 
been allotted for adv ances as taccavi loans for the purchase of seed, fodder 
&c. The question of damage to standing crops will be adequately dealt with. 
under the ordinary rules of suspensions and remissions of the land revenue. 
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RAILWAY CONNECTION ];IETWEEN CHINIOT TOWN AND THE HEADQUARTERS 
OF THE JHANG OISTRICT. 

*2537. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable Revenue 
Mamber please state- 

. (a) whether there was a proposal for connecting Chiniot town with 
the headquarters of the Jhang district by a railway ; 

(b) if so, when it is expected that the work of construction will 
actually be taken in hand ? 

"The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes. 
(b) Detailed consideration of the project is postponed pending the 

·~xecution and completion of other more important remunerative projects. 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. . 
(c) Two members of the select committee were asked to send Govern 

ment a list of the organizations whom they wished to be consulted on the 
provisions of this Bill, and on receipt of their lists, invitations were despatched 
to those organizations. Government itself has consulted the Judicial, Re· 
~venue and Income-Tax Departments. 

(d) Fifty-one organizations have been asked for their views, but up to 
-the present only fourteen replies have been received. 

0FFIOU.L RECEIVERS. 

*2538. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable Finance 
Member please state- 

( a) whether the ratio between the official receivers in the Punjab 
is one Muslim against 14 non-Muslims; 

(b) whether there was a proposal to appoint an official receiver in 
the Jhang district ; . 

(o) whether the High Court recommended a non-Muslim gentleman 
and the Punjab Government advised the High Court to revise 
its suggestion and recommend some Muslim gentleman;, 

(d) whether the proposal in (b) has been amended by the authorities 
concerned and two official receivers have been appointed in the 
Jhang district as a temporary arrangement ; 

(e) what were the reasons which led the authorities concerned to make 
the original proposal and· -then amend it ; 1 

(f) what does the Government intend to do in order to make up this 
very serious difference in this branch between the Muslim and 
non-Muslim communities ? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a.) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) The correspondence between the High Court and the Punjab Govern· 

ment on the subject is confidential and no answer to this·part of the question· 
.can be given. · 

(d) Yes. . .·· . 
(e) Government is not in possession of the information required. 
Cf) The question is under consideration. 

. . ' 
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The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) and (b) Yes. 
(c) Certain· peo:ijle have in the past been permitted by Government 

to graze their cattle in this rakh on the usual conditions. 
(i!) Such permission will no longer be possible in the future. 
(e) No compensation is called for, as no rights are being disturbed ; 

the selection ot colonists from these graziers is under consideration. 

*2540. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah: Will the Honourable· Revenue· 
:Member, please state- 

( a) whether it is a fact that the Jungle Pir Mahalia being colonized'; 
(b) whether it is a fact th&.t this portion of the Lyallpur district 

adjoins the Shorkot tahsil of the Jhang district; .. 
'(c) whether it is a fact that most of the inhabitants of the adjoining 

ilaqa of the Jbang district kept their cattle in the same jungle 
and paid 'tirni' ate. (pasture taxes) ; 

(i!) whether it is a fact that they are being deprived of these concessions 
vested in them so far as grazing of their cattle of ka,chi barani 
is concerned by this colonization ; 

(e) if the reply to the above be in the affirmative, how does the 
Government intend to compensate them ? , 

CoLONIZATION OF THE JUNGLE Pm MAHAL. 

*2539. Sayad Mubarik Ali, Shah : Will the Honourable Finance 
:Member be pleased to state- • 

(a). whether it is a fact that a boat was recently drowned near Ohiniot 
in the Chenab river causing more than 75 deaths; 

(b) whether it is a fact that a magistrate was deputed by the District 
M~gistrate, Jhang, to inquire about the causes of the seeident; 

(c) whether the magistrate has submitted his report,. and, if so, what 
are the causes to which he attributes this accident ? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a} Yes, but enquiries indicate 
that the number of persons who were drowned did not exceed 44. 

(b) Yes, and further enquiries were made personally by the Deputy 
Commissioner. 

(c) From the 'reports received it appears that the ferry boat capsized 
because its oar became entangled in a sunken rope attached to the piers of a 
railway bridge under construction at a place where the river was on that 
day running in abnormally high flood. _ 

DROWNING .ACCIDENT IN THE CHEN.All NE.AR CHINIOT. 
I,) 
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PATHANS OF ·JHANG DISTRICT DECLARED AGRICULTURAL TRIBES. 

*2542. Lala Bodh. Raj : Will the Honourable Revenue Member 
please state- 

'(a) whether it is a fact that the creditors of the members of the Pathan 
tribes in the Jhang district declared as agricultural tribes under 
the Punjab Land Alienation Act had made representations to 
the Government not to declare, them as agricultural tribes ; 

(b) will the Honourable Member please lay a copy of . such represent 
ation on the table ? 

(c) whether it is a fact that previously the Government had refused to. 
declare . them as agricultural tribes ; 

(d) if so, what were the reasons for the refusal? 
The Honourable Mien Sir Fazl·i-Husain: {r) Yes. 

(b) A copy is laid on the table. 
(c) Yes: in J906., 
(d) Partly. the insignificance of their numbers, partly the antioipa- . 

tion that, if notified, they would acquire the lands. of other agricultural tribes; 

AWANS, ETC., OF THE LYALLPUR DI;TRICT :i:>ESCR~ED AS AGRICULTURAL 
f TRIBES. 

*2541. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Revenue Member please· 
state-- • ' 

(a) whether it is a fact that the Awan, Moghal and Gakhar tribes in, 
the Lyallpur district and the Pathans in the Jhang district 
have been recently declared to be agricultural· tribes under 
the Punjab Alienation of Land Aot ; 

(b) whether any lists were prepared showing the debts they owed. 
at the time they were declared as such tribes ; 

(e) what steps were taken to safeguard the interests of th~ creditors. 
who had advanced mone.y on the assurance that their lands 
could be sold towards payment of their debts and on the sale 
of which lands restrictions would now be placed on account of 
such declaration; 

(d) what were the special reasons for declaring them as agricultural 
tribes? 

The Honourable Mian Sir F~-~-Husain: (a)' Yes. 
, "(b) No. . • 

(e) None were necessary. The High Court has held that:notifications.. 
O under the Land Alieaation Act have not retrospective effect. 

(d) Because examination showed that they were true agricultural 
tribes, and had been treated as_ such in other districts. 

Lala Bodh Raj : WiU the Honourable. Member please state how long 
these tribes have been living in the district ? . 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: That would require· 
some research work, I am afraid. 
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Cop!J of the reorceentatioti to the Commissioner, M1iltan, made by creditors\ 
,,of the members of ihe Pathan tribes in the Jhang district declared as agricul 
tural tribes under f,',e Punjab Land Alienation Act. 

We, the undersicned most humbly and respectfully beg to lay the 
following few lines for your kind perusal and favourable consideration :- 

(1) That th« Patbans of village Kotla Mohd. Zarif Khan, tahsil' 
Sborkot, district Jhang, have applied to your honour to be 
declared as an agricultural tribe under the Punjab Alienation 
of. Land Act. 

(2) That these people had once long before applied to the same effect 
but their application was after due enquiry rejected by the 
Government (mde Punjab Alienation of Land Act by Ushnak 
Rai, page 44, and Gureharan Singh, page 41). 

(8) They again put in n. similar application on 10th July 1928, but that 
was also for valid reasons rejected both by the Deputy Commis 
sioner, Jhang, and by the Commissioner, Multan. The copy 
of the Commissioner's order, dated 12th February 1925, is. 
attached herewith. 

(4) They again put in a similar application in 1927 to the Deputy 
Commissioner, Jhang. The Deputy Commissioner, Jhang, had 
forwarded it to the Commissioner, Multan, for reconsideration, 
but the same was0rejected in 1928 in the month of October 
or November, by your predecessor. 

(5)' That these Pathans are not the original settlers of this district 
but are only a nomadic tribe, who settled in the district not 
very long ago. 

(6) That the main occupation· of these Pathans is not agriculture, 
but most of them are in Government and in private service, nor: 
do they cultivate the land themselves • 

(7) That the total number of Pathans and the area held by them is. 
veey small. 

(8) That their customs are altogether different from those prevailing 
amongst the agricultural tribes in the district. 

(9) That these Patbans have of long been .ineurring heavy debts. 
and their indebtedness has assumed a large figure. 

00) That the main reason for their now putting in this application. 
is to escape this indebtedness and it would be a very great 
hardship, in fact cruelty and an act of extreme injustice to the 

.other tribes and communities of the district if they were allowed 
to escape their indebtedness in this way. 

(11) That they have amassed a large wealth and want to buy lands. 
from real agricultural tribes and thus defeat the real object of 
the Land Alienation Act. 

(12) That there are absolutely no valid reasons for the . declaration 
of these Pathans as agricultural tribes. The motive of their 
application is to defraud their creditors and some of them to buy 
land frf ~· the real agricultural tribes in the district. 

. •':. 
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(b) No. 
(e) Does not arise. 

ness. 

*2543. Mr. E. Maya Das : Will the Honourable Minister·for Educatiga 
!be pleased to state- . 

· (1) wh~tber it is SJ fact that in the matter of primary education the 
· children of agricalturists are shown consideration which is nof; 

shown to children of non-agriculturists ; if so, what are these 
considerations ; 

(2) whether the reason for the children of· agricultnrists 'baving beea 
shown consideration in the past is that the agriculturists were 
paying local rates, whereas the -non-agrieulturiats were not 
paying any corresponding tax ; 

(8) whether it is a fact that non-agriculturists are now paying taxes 
known as haisiyat and · profession taxes ; if. so, what steps the 
Government propose to take to extend tla.e same consideration 
to the children of the non-agriculturists as is being shown to 
the children of agriculturists ? 

"flhe Hcimou:rable MY. Manohar Lal: (a) Yes, they are granted fee 
zomission at the primary stage, the main consideration is their backward- 

CONCESSION TO cnn..n':aEN OF AGRICULTURISTS IN THR MATTER OF PRIMARY 
EDUCATION, 

ifpion'ble Mian Sir Fa.zl-i~Husa.in. · , 
' (18) The undersigned therefore pray 'that in view of the above fact.a 

and especially in view of the fact that their (Pathans') appliee-, · 
tions had been thrice before rejected and in view of the 
Financial Commissioner's circular letter No. 6, tlated Brd De 
cember 1906, Lahore ; there are absolutely no legal or· equit- . 
able grounds for even entertaining suoh.an application. 

(14) The application of the Pathans for being declared as 'an agricul 
tural tribe be rejected.in view of the fact that the Deputy Cem 
missioner and the Commissioner have already twice dismissed 
their applications. The. remark.Ii of Punjab Government re 
garding the Pathans of Jhang district are also attached here 
with. 

The undersigned hope that this humble petition would be favourably 
_perused by you. 

· Lala Bodh Raj : Will the honourable member please state how the,ir 
number has increased during the period from 1906 to the present time when 
they were declared as notified agricultural tribes ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl .. i-Husain: Wjll not the natural. 
process explain it ? · · · 

. Lala Bodh Raj : Is the Honourable Member sure that they would 
cot acquire lands of the other agricultural. tribes?· 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl .. i-Husain.: A matter of chance. 
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· Hvmio-ELECTRIC Weans. 
*2lf46; ... Ml'. E. Maysdilas: Will the Honourable Minister for Agrl .... 

culture be pleased to state- 
(a) whether it is a fact that on the excavation of the tunnel at Jogin 

darnagar soft·earth and rushing water have been encountered; 
(b). ii so,:what was the extent-and force of water; 

. (c) whether tlie.~e features have tended ,to iriterefere with the progress 
· of the· Hydro-electric Works; if so, to .what extent? 

RAINFALL AT JoGINDARNAGAR, 

"*25:tS. Mr. E. Maya Das : Will the Honourable Minister for Agri 
-eultnre be pleased to state- 

{-a) -what was the extent of rainfall registered at Jogindarnagar during 
the summer months of 1929 ; · 

(b) ,what was the rainfall during · the corresponding period in the 
previous year ; - . 

(e) whether the rainfall during the current year interefered .with the 
progress of the hydro-electric works; if so, in what way? 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) Rainfall recorded 
,c.a.t J'ogindarnagar during the summer months of 1929 was- 

; May ·.. .. , 0.85 inch • 
.'June 5.16 inches . 

. 'July. . • • S0.55 inches • 
. August 49 .12 inches. 
·- September .. . 2. 90 inches. 

(b) No infonnati~n . .-i avai),atle. as .there was. no rain gauge at Jogindar 
-nagar in 1928. · 
, (c) During the-monsoon it was impossible to carry out very much "on.t· 
-deoe " work, but work 9n driving th~. tunnels and surge shaft continued un 
.interruptedly. Delay occurred due to the stoppage of goods traffic on 
·the Kangra Valley Railway f~r a period of about 1 _ month. 

···*2544. Mr. E.· Maya Das : Will tee Honourable Millister for 
m:aucation be pleased. to state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that district boards are empowered to open 
schools, but not to close them ; 

:(b)Jf-so, whether the question of empowering district boards to close 
schools is under consideration '! 

The"Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : If the honourable member will 
·please:indicate tho.type of school to which he refers, J shall pave the exact. 
!Poaition of district boards ascertained. · 

DISTRICT BOARDS AND SCJ,:IOOLS. 
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. DISCHARGE 011' THE UHL RIVER. 

*2548. Mr. £. Maya D~ : Will the Honourable Minister for Agri 
-culture be pleased to state- 

(a) whetherit is a fact t~at the winter of 192S-29 was one of the 
coldest experienced all over the province; 

TUNN~L. AT JoGENDARNAGAR. 
1 '*2547. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Minister for Agri 

culture be pleased to state-- 
(a) what was the dimension of ·the diameter of the tunnel it wae- 

intended to excavate at Jogindamagar; . 
(b) what is the height of the excavation that the rushing waters have • 

caused to be made in the tunnel where there is soft earth ; 
(c)" when the tunnel is built, in what ~:r;mer is it"proposed to fill up· 

. the empty space above it? 
The Honourable ··sardar Sir Jogenclra Singh: (a) The finished' 

(concreted) diameter of the tunnel is 9' 8" .. This necessitates the excavation 
being extended to a diameter of from 11' · 8" to 18' O" according to the type 
of rock encountered. · 

. (b) In isolated places cavities ranging in height from 6 to 30 feet have- ' 
occurred. There is a cavity estimated to be 120 feet high and an average of 
20 feet wide but its length is not known at present • 

. (o) Cavitation makes it necessary to replace the usual temporary timber· 
ing by steel sets with preeast lagging. These are so fixed aa to permit the 
full thickness of concrete lining to be poured. On the top of the slabbing 
a cushion of hand packed stone will be placed to a depth of at least 6 feet. 
This is the general practice but every case has to be considered and dealt with. 
<1n its merits. 

The Honourable Sardar Sir jogendra' Singh: (a) Yes. 
(b) About ~ to 4 ouseos entered from the sides and roof of the tunnel. 
(e) Yes. It is difficult ,to estimate the extent, but instead of· driving 

npto 200 feet per montn at each heading the progress has been from O·to- 
180 feet per mensem in the South (Adit) Tunnels and 108 to 209 fe!;)t per 
mensem in. the North Tunnel aggregating a total length of 685 feet driven 
in the South (Adit )Tunnel and 709 feet in the North (Brot) Tunnelduring 
the 5 months of the monsoon. : · 

· Mr. E. Maya D8$ ': Has the tunnel passed through the area of soft 
earth, or is it still in that area? 

· The Honourable Sardar · Sir Jogendra Singh : As I explained 
before, on the north side there we are meeting good rock. · In the mid point 
we met boulders and water and progr~ss at this point was very slow. about 
an inch a day for two months but now we are in good rock. ' 

Mr. E. Maya D8$ : My question was whether the tunnel now has crossed· 
the region of the soft earth or whether there is still any patch of such earth. 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: It IS impossible to. 
say till the tunnel is through whether it will meet soft earth any more. 
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SELECTION OF DEPUTY COLLECTORS IN THE IRRIGATJO~ BRANCH. 

1310. Rai Bahadur Lala · Sewak Ram : Will the Honourable 
:Rennue Member be pleased to state- 

( a) the general principles observed in the selection of candidates for 
the posts ·of Deputy Collectors in the Irrigation Department ; 

(b) whether there were any departures from those principles when 
the last .seleetion was made ; and if so, what departures were 
made and why ; . 

(c) whether any of the candidates selected in the last selection had 
been declared unfit in the previous selections ; if so, how many 
of them had been so declared unfit and to what communities 
they belong ; 

(d) whether any of the candidates now selected had been adversely 
reported upon by the head of the department ; if i&o, under 
what circumstances they were selected ; 

(e) whether it is a fact that some of these candidates selected, for 
the posts of Deputy Collectors have superseded no less than 
80 men above them on the seniority list ; if so, what are the 
reasons for making such drastic supersessions ? 

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS A_ND ANSWERS. , 

., 

NEWSPAPERS AND GOVERNMENT ADVERTISEMENTS. 

*2549. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : With reference to unstarred 
-question No.11591 asked on the 26th July 1929 and the answer thereto, will 
the Honourable Finance Member kindly state- 

( a) the names of the papers which received Government advertise· 
ments and the reasons for the same ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the Akalirte-P(J,rdesi has the largest 
circulation of all the Gurmukhi papers ; . ·· 

(c) whether it is also a fact that the Akali-te-Partlesi and also the· 
Asli Qaumi Dard · do not receive Government advertisements i 
if so, why? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) and (c) Government is not 
:J)repared to give the information asked for. 

(b) No. 

.. 
(b) what was the lowest temperature rogistered at Brot; 

· (e) at the time of the lowest temperature, what was the discharge 
of the Uhl river ; 

(il) was it more or less than is required for the successful working of 
the scheme? 

' The Honourable Sardar- Sir Jogenclra Singh : (a) I cannot say 
-whether winter 19:28-29 was one of the coldest. ' 

(b) the lowest temperature at Brot was 18° F. 
(6) 162 cnsees. 
(il) More. 
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INDIAN Ca:msTIANS lN GovEBNMEjNT. DEPARTMENTS. 

1312. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Chief Secretatjr,be.pleased to Iar 
a statement on the table showing the names of departments-i- 

(a) in which there is at presentno Indian Christian employed in th&· · 
higher or the lower grades ; . 

(b) the qualifications requited for entering the higher and the lower- 
\',. .grades of such departments? 

.. ,.- Mr • .ff. W. Emerson: The information asked for by the honourable 
member .is being collected and· a replywill be communieated to him in dne 
course. 

Rs. 
, • . 2,29,052-0~0. 
· •. 1,70,081-0-0. 
.. 1-5-7 . 

. . . . 58,958-0-0. 
•. · 19;608-0-0. 
••. 2-12~8. 

· (1) (i) the amount of.loeal rate .• 
(ii}the number of assessees •• 

(iii) the average amount per head 
(2) · ( i) th~ amount of Profession tax 

(ii) the number of as~ssees · 
(iii) the-average amountper head 

,., ... 
, • r I . !""' . Loo.u.' Bi;E Alm haisyat tax. -:' •. -. '. . 'Ii 

1311. Mr. E. Mayadas: • Will the Honourable.Minister foi LoealJ 
Self·Governmen~ be pleased to -state- · · 

(a) whether during the year 1928-29 there were any_ districts in which,, 
local rate as well as profession or haisyat ta; were levied?' 

·' (b) If so, for any district for which it may be convenient to give 
the actual or approximate figures, will, Government be.·please~ 
to state- . · '. · · . I 

(1) (i) the amount of Ioeel rate, , 
(ii) the number of assessees; 

(iii) the average amount per head; 
(2). (i) the amount ()f haisyaJ, or pr~fessioil tax ; 

(ii) 'the number ofessesseee ;· 
(iii) the average amount per head? . 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan~ Noon_: · (a) Yes, 'the Ferozepor&,.; 
district, where local rate and profession tax were levied during the yeld- 
1928·29 •. 

(b) The figures for. the F.eroz~pore .district are as follows·:---:,- 

' ' , '. . ., • • • , ·' ; ·,c . : .' \ ; • :' ~I : \·.' ,'. ,•. ; ." ·... ~· \'\, 

The Honourable Mian ·_sir Fazl-:ri·Husain._:.:, ,((l):Tpeir 'z~rd ia~ 
examined, seniority is taken into account, but th~ best'-'~ a,~e selected, · 

(b), (e), (d) and (e)'No;_ : . :: · , , · · { 
~ •. ·, : 
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.SPECIAL INCREMENTS TO EMPLOYEES OF KASUR MUNICIPALITY, 

1316. Mr. E. Maya Das : Will the Honourable Minister for Loea? 
Self-Government be pleased to state- · 

(a) whether it is a fact that during the last two years special inere 
ments were given by Kasur Municipal Committee to their 
employees; 

(b) If so, what wore the reasons for these · special increases ; 
(c) t~e names of the reclpieuts ? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) No. 
(b) The salaries of the employees of the municipal committee of Kasur 

were fixed on a time-scale basis in the year 1925 but no increments for 
.. the years 1926 and 1927 were 'given by the Committee .. · The increments 

due for the three yea.rs 1926 to 1928 were, however, given by the committee, 
in 1928. ' 

SANITORIUM FOR TUBEROULAR PATIENTS, 

1314. Mr. E,. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Minister for Local' 
Self-Government be pleased to state, whether it is proposed to build a sani 
t.oriom for tubercular patients in the Punjab ? If so, in what plsee 
and what will be the probable cost ? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: The ·matter has a.t 
various times been under the consideration· of Government, but no action 
is contemplated at present, especially in view of the fact that a new sana 
torium has recently been opened by private enterprise near Sanawar. ,. 

MoDE4 TOWN AT p ALAMPUB. 

1315. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Ho;nourable Minister for Looa.l• 
Self-Government be pleased to state- 

(a) whether jt is proposed to build a model town at Palampnr; if so; 
what stage has the project reached ; 

(JJ) whether a site has been selected, if so, how far it is from the rail· 
way station and Palampur town ; 

{c) whether good drhiking water is available near the site ; if not 
what action is proposed to be taken to remedy this defect '} 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : The necessary informs 
tion is being· collected v,nd will be communicated to the honourable membee 
when ready. 

STA;DIUM ..lT LAHORE. 

, 1313. Mr. E. Maya Das ,: Will the Honourable. Minister for Bdnea 
tipn be pleased to state, whether it is a fact that it is proposed to construef; 
a stadium at Lahore ? If so, by when is the proposal likely to mature ? 

The Honourable Mr. M~ohar Lal: No such project is contem- 
plated by the Education Department. · 
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1321. Mr. E. Maya Das: (a) Will the Honourable Minist13r for Agri 
, culture be pleased to state what is the quantity of bones exported from the· 
; Punjab last year ? If possible, information may kindly be given by dis 

tricts. 
(b) Is there any export duty charged by the Punjab , Government? If 

so, what was the amount realised? · 
. The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Sm=h : (a) A stl/'tement 

is laid on the table showing by districts the quantity of bones exported 
from the Punjab during the calendar year 1928, which comes to nearly 5 
lakh mannds, 

(b) No. 

EXPORT 01f BONES. 

. MIXED TENNIS CLUBS. . . . ' 

· 13.8. Mr. E. )faya· Das; Will the Honourable Mims ter for.Local' 
, Self-Government be pleased to state; whether the attention of Government 
has been drawn to the stateme:nt in column 2, page 5, of the Oim1 and Military . 
Gaze~, dated 8th August 1929, that mixed tennis clubs have become features, 
of village life in Gurgaon district ? 

If so, will he kindly state- 
( a) the names of villages where such clubs exist; 
(b) average cost per mensem of such a club; 
(c) the source from which the expenses are met? 

ne Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (1) Yes. 
(2) (c) There are no mixed tennis clubs in any of the villages of the· 

Gurgaon district. 
(b) and(c) Do not arise. -- 

SuITABLE BUILDINGS FOR GIRLS HIGH SCHOOLS. 

1319. Mr. E; Maya Das: Will the Honourable Minister for {,;duca•- 
tion be pleased to state- ' ' 

(a) in what towns Government has got suitable buildings of their 
own for girls high · schools ; · 

(b) whether ft is proposed to build more buildings where suitable 
buildings do not exist ; if so, where and when ? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) Jullnndur, Lahore; 
, Sialkot, Rawalpindi, Multan and Lyallpur.- 

, , (b) Government will take what steps it can to improve the. buildings- 
· · in other places. .· . --.-, · 

CASH RENTAL FOR baromi, chahi AND nahri LANDS. 

1320. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Revenue Member be 
I pleased to lay a jtatement on the table showing by districts cash rental per 

acre for barani, chahi and nahri lands in the Punjab? 
The Honourable Mian S-ri' Fazl-i-Husain : The information asked. 

for by the honourable member is not readily available, and its collection 
would entail an amount of time and labour which, in the opinion of 
Govemment, would not be justified by its value, but the honourable mem 
ber will find such information as is available on the subject in the various. 
settlement reports -in the Financial Commissioners' Office which he is. at. 
liberty to consult. 
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. . . ,,The JJonourable Mian· Sir Fazi-i.:.Husaia : A· statemeiw fu 'Ja.i~ 
on the table. · · · · · ·· - · · · · ·. · 
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. . 
Am:be;Ia·.; 
.Amritsar·,· 

.Attook · :. 
Feroiepore 

·Gujritnwa,~ 
·6ujrat·· •• 

, Gurdaspm:, 
·Glirgaori ; . : · 

·Hissar" •• , 
lioshiirput 
.Jh~g. •.•.: 

I .J,helum • • ' ' 
· .Jµllundur · '. 
K~g?11.•: ; .·: ) .: 
Xatn~l .•. : 
La.hote •· .. 1 

Ludhiana. 
L~*1llpur_ . .;i ..... 
lfianwali ; , . 
l!o1ltgo~ry \ . 
.Mu1tan .•. :·," 
l!tiz~ff.ariaiiµ · .. 

. P.aiwa:lpilidii · · 
.Rohtalr :. --~ ·• i • 
8:i.ahpui · . .: 

, .Shei'kh~pur~ 
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, . I~P~Qno~ . ·oF. ··~UBAL: i>~PE~SA~iEs:··;'&~ ::·o~~xh :.8$~so~.:> .. • 
im.' Mr. & Maya.,as= Will the Honoumbll:Minis~r·:for·L~ 

·' · ··Seli-Got~ent be pleased. to fi~~te, whether it is a·faet.~t dllririg.1928-29 
. oert&in rural. dispe~ries were not inspE!Qted by, civil sUtgeorur in some dis- 
' tricts ? If so, .what is the number of such .dispensaries ? ' . .- · , 

... The Honourable. Malik,Firoz Khan, Noon;, ?l:,,:e~et :that the .. 
,,~wet to this question is not'Vet. ready~. It will ,Jfo>cormnm;tlcated'to thf) · 
,l>.onourabJ..e member'when r~ady.' . '. . '. . ' .· . ' ' 

I Booas BEt.A.~:mG" TO E'VILS OF DR~K ilirr. 
13Z4. Mr. E. :Maya Das : Will the H~noifra.ble Minister .for Agtfoul·, · 

tare be pleased to lay a statem.e.nt,cm the table showing:tll.e nam.es·bfboc,ks .. 
de.scribing the eviis of drink haWt irl a soientifie i:nam;ier which .have been: . 

. approved fo~. being placed ,in school librs.ries ? · · . · 
_ The ii~ourable Sudar Sir Jogendra .$ingh ~ None, so .:tar a.s I .know. · · · · · · · · 
• 
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27'1 

CAR'r· TRAFFIO ON THE KALKA-SIMLA RoAD. 

1327. Mr. E. Ma~ Das : Will the Honourable Member for Revenue 
0be pleased to state,-.. . 

(a) whether it is a fact that bullock caft traffic is not permitted on the 
Simla-Kalka road during the daytime; I 

(b) if so, what "i's the pena!ty for_ infringement of these orders ; 
(e) what officer is responsible for the control of- this traffic; , 
(d) what steps were taken by him during July 1929 to exercise this 

control? - 

SHJm NEAR THE MoToB STAND AT S1r.µ.A. 

1326. Mr. E. Maya Das : Will the Honourable Minister for Local 
:-Self-Government be- pleased to state-« 

( a) whether it is a fact that at the motor stand at Simla there is no 
shed to protect the vehicles, the passengers and their lugga.ge 
from sun and re.in ; · - 

(b) whether the municipal committee is considering .the question <# 
providing a shed or not ; _ - 

(c) if so, by when will a stzj.table shed be completed ; 
(a) if not, what action Go~ernment proposes taking in the matter? 

The Bonourahle Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) There is no regalar 
·motor stand at Simla;· but during the season months, when there is a great 
"deal of motor traffic, a part of the bullock cart. stand is used as a motor stand. 
Near this spot the municipal committee has built a. few garages which a.re 

: rented to owners of motor-can. · 
(b) The. question .. was duly considered by the municipal committee 

· -who eame. to the conclusion that the erection of a roofed shed over the open 
.spaee would not be in the public interest. 

(e) Does not arise; 
(it) Government does not propose to take any action in the matter. 

EVILS OF DRINKING Al.OOHOL. .: . 

1325. ·Mr. E. Maya Das : Will the Honourable Minister for Agriculture 
'lie pleased to state what ~ep,i have been taken and are being taken to en 
"Courage the production of scientific literature for exposing the evils resalt 
dng from drinking alcohol ? 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : Scientific liters 
-ture on the subject is contained in medical books of reference which are 
primarily intended for the use of the medical profession, and are too teehnie- 

· al in nature to be readily assimilated by the, public at large. Popular 
treatises on the subject are prepared by individuals and societies, and 

· experience has shown that these works are most suitably undertaken by this 
-kind of agency. 

UNSTABRED QUESTIONS _AND ANSWERS. 

' 



1 Lady Maolagan High and NQrD18,]. School for Women, Lahore. 
Lahore. · 

'\, 

s Victoria Girla' High School, Lahore Lahore. 

3 Government High School for Girls, Sialkot .~iallrot. 
4, Ditto ditto Gujranwala. · Gujranwala.. 

& Ditto. ditto Hoga Ferozepore. 

(\' ''6: 'Ditto: ditto Lyallpur Lyallpur. 
' '1: Ditto ditto Rawalpindi Rawalpindi. 

8 Ditto ditto Multan Multan. 

9 Ditto ditto Jullundur Jullundur. 

~o Ditto ditto Ludhia,na, Ludhiana. 

11 Ditto ditto Ambala .. Amba.la.. 

· 12 Ditto ditto lQssar Hiss&r. 

13 Ditto ditto Hoshiarpur Hoshiarpur. 

14 Ditto ditto Amritsar Amritsar. • 
15 Ditto ditto Jhang .. Jha.ng • 

(b) and (o) Itiis difficult to estimate how many girls can be aeeommo- 
dated in eaclrsohool,.but the demand for admission is increasing rapidly • 

. (a) Government is taking steps to see that the aeeommodation is, 
extended as far as possible. 

District. Name of School. No. 

GOVERNMENT HIGH SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS. 

-1328. Mr. E. Maya Das : Will the Honourable Minister for Education 
be pleased to state- 

((&) how many Government high schools for girls ·ai:e there in the 
Punjab· and in what districts ; 

(b) what is the maximumnumber of students that can be aceommcd- 
sted in each school ; . , 

(c) what is the demand for admission in each school and whether it 
is on the increase ; 

(d) if the demand is in excess of accommodation available, what, 
aejion Government proposes to take in the matter 'l I 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : ( a) '! 

'The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: I regret the answer to 
, this question is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the honourable- 
, memb er when ready. • 
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MISAPPROPRIATION OF GOVERNMENT MONEY IN !l'lIE AGRJCULTUBAL 
rEPAlln,iNT, Lvar.r.rua, 

, 13t0. Sardsr Hira Singh, Narli, wm tl:e Honourable Minister 
'for Agriculture kindJy state- · 

(1) whether there were any allegations of misappropriation of Go-. 
· · ; vernment money against a gazetted ·officer of the Agricrilturaf 

Department at Lyallpur 'in December 1928; 
. (2) whether any enquiry was . be1d into these al!egati9ns , and, if 

so, by whom and on what date; whether the enquiry was held 
by a. panel officer or by an officer of the department ; 

· (8) whether it is a fact that the office.r in question was held guilty 
of excess payment made by him deliberately and asked' to re 
fund the excess Government money ;• ~.; iw., •.. lmt ,. - (4) whether Government is prepared to lay the papers relating to the 
enquiry on the table; 

(5) whether the law officers of· the Crown were . consulted in . this 
respect ; if so, a. copy of their opinion may please be laid on the 
table; 

(6) what were the reasons which led the Honourable Minister to take·· 
departmental action only and not hand over the papers td 
the police; 

(7) what punishment has been given to that officer and by whom; 
(S) whether that officer was a permanent member of the Provincial 

Agricultural Service or on probation only; if the latter, whether 
he has been reverted to his permanent post, and, if not, why 
not, after· this serious incident ? . 

The RccC1vn.He £udn Si:r Jcgu:<!u ~irgh: (1) No -allegaticn 
of misapj.ioj riaticn "as n ades A rr crrr mer.dation fer JBJn:rnt a,t a' 
higher rate (Lan i l.at j.revailing in the.n.arket was forwarded for sancticn 

D 

'1 --- 

RILL ALLOWANCE TO TJIE STAI<'F OF 'l'BE HYDRO-ELECTRIC . 

.BRANCH' AT BROT .AND JOGINDERN.AG.AR. \ 

1329. Mr. E. Mmya Das : Will the Honourable Minister for Agri 
culture be pleased to state- 

w hether it is a fact that the clerical establishment working in the · 
cffiees of the Hydro-Electric Branch o.t Brot and Jogindernagar 
has not been treated alike in the matter of hill allowance? If 
so', what is the reason for. this differentiation-? . 

The F.cnC!urdile f udsr Sir JC!gendra Singh : 'I.he clerical establish 
mrnt staticm d at Erot is in HHift of a li{ Ler rate of ecrcj.cnsatory 
allowance than the staff at Jogindemagar because-- 

(a) tl;e jrice of feed at hot is lirlu tl.an at Jcgindcmagar ; and 
(b) the winter climate of Erot is more severe and the members of 

· the staff stationed there have to spend larger sums on warm 
clothing, 'boots; bedding and firewood. · 

UNSTARBED QUESTIONS .AND ANSWERS, - 



--- --- --- ---· 

<Jop?J of a letter No. 15890, ilated the 24th September, 1829,Jrom the Director 
of Agriculture, Punjab, to the Deputy Secretary to Government, Punjab, 
Deoelopment Department, on the subject of misappropriatwn of Gooem 
mmt money in the Agri.dultitral Department, Lyallpur. 

Wim reference to your endorsement No. 2152-D. (S.), dated the 17th 
September, 1929, on the subject cited above, I have the honour to forward 
'herewith the papers relating to the enquiry held into an allegation that 
M. Muhammad Hassan Khan, Assistant to the Cotton Research Botanist, 
Lyallpur, had paid 'a higher rate than that prevailing in the market on 
account of the cost of a certain quantity of gram purchased by him for 
Government. ' • 

2. The facts of the case, as brought to light by the enquiry held by 
me along with Mr. Trought, Cotton Research Botanist, and Pandit Karta. 
Kishen, Extra Assistant Commissioner (late Personal Assistant to Director 
-of Agriculture, Punjab), are that. M. Muhammad Hassan Khan, Assistant 
,to the Cotton Research Botanist, purchased 160 mannds of gram, in two 
11eparate lots of 100 and 60 maunds, respectively, from Hazari Lal, shop- 

, keeper at the Risalewala Farm. Both the consignments were obtained 
by the shopkeeper from the Lyallpur market on 21st September, 1928. 
R~ 'bsgan to cart the fust consignment of 100 maunds to the Risalewala. 
Farm (for which place the stock was purchased) on 21st September, 1928, 
arid the second one of 60 maunds was carted to the farm between that 
date and 26th September, 1928. The Lyallpur market rate for gram on 
21st September, 1928, was Rs. 4-12-0 per maund, but Hazari Lal put in a. 
claim of Rs. 5-4-0 per maund. The fault ofl M. Muhammad Hassan Khan 
fay in the fact that he passed on the claim to the Cotton· Research Botanist 
for payment wit~out proper scrutiny. 

(6) The facts of the case did not warrant a. prosecution. 
,:, (7) The additional cost of Rs. 80 was recovered from him . 
.-r:m· . 

(8) The officer was a member of the Provincial Agricultural Service 
-on probation. His probationary period has been. extended up to December 
Slst, 1929. . . -... . ' 

In view of the fact that he had previously suffered from encephalitis 
and was still the worse for his illness, when his carelessness caused this 
loss to Government, he was not reverted to his permanent post. 

[Hon'ble Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh.] 
by, the officer in question on account of the cost of a certain quantity of 
gram purchased by him for Government. , 

(2) An enquiry was held by the Director of A1'riculture, Punjab, 
betwaan December 1928 and April 1929. . 

. (3) The officer in question was not held guilty of xcess payment, but 
guilty of passing on the claim . for payment without pr per scrutiny. The 
officer in question was ordered, with the approval of the then Financia l 
Commissioner, to refund the difference in price, Rs. 80. 

( 4) The detailed report of the Director of Agriculture is laid on the · 
table, 

(5) No. 
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D2 

0(:!MPENSATION FOR, PEOPLE WHOSE LANDS HAD BEEN DEVASTATED BY 

THE Ftoons IN THE DEK RrVER. 

1331. Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal : Will the Honourable Revenue 
..:Member please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that in February 1929 the Deputy Commis 
sioner, Sialkot, made visits to those villages in the said dis· 
trict of which the lands are subject to devastation by floods 
in the Dek rjver and recommended compensation grants of 
land in the Nili Bar Colony for those peasant proprietors the 
greater portion of whose holdings had become burd on account 
of river action ; 

- (b) if so, whether it is a fact that in determining the extent of the 
burd holdings only such lands were taken into consideration 
as were entered as burd in the jamabandis of 1928-24 and not 
those which were laid waste by the Dek subsequent to that 
year; 

· (c) whether it is a fact that many of the lands of villages like Khaira, 
Makhanpur, Chak Ishaq, eto., on the river Dek have been 
rendered burd after 1928-24 and are 'entered as such in the 
annual Survey Register, i.e., Crirdawari; if so, what action 
Government intend to take with respect to these lands ? 

:3. M. Muhammad Hassan Khan had a severe attack of encephalitis 
lilhortly before this incident occurred, and I am· convinced that he was then, 

.and even at the time of the enquiry, viz., from December 1928 to April 
1929, suffering from its after-effects. It appears that it was due to this 

· that he failed to examine the bill of cost with reference to the date of pur- 
chase and the market rate prevailing on that date. ' 

4. Taking all the circumstances of the case into account, I ordered, 
·with the approval of the Financial Commissioner, Development, that, as 
.a. penalty for his carelessness, l\I. Muhammad Hassan Khan should refund 
to Government a sum of Rs. 80, which represented the difference in price of 
160 maunds of gram charged at Rs. 5-4-0 per maund, instead of Rs. 4-12-0 
per maund, the actual price prevailing in the market on the dates of pur- 

, chase. I also directed that the Cotton Research Botanist should have 
no further transactions with Hazari Lal, shopkeeper, who was not con 

. sidered any longer to be a suitable person for employment as an agent for 
. the purchase of articles for Government. 

5. As M. Muhammad Hassan Khan was still on probation, his pro· 
bationary period was extended up to 31st December, 1929, and he was 

. transferred as Extra Assistant Director of Agriculture to Karnal. 

6. In view of what has been stated above, no necessity was felt to 
-eonsult the law officers of the Crown in this connection. 

7. This office file on the subject.jsent herewith, may kindly be returned 
·,when no longer required. . 

281 UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 



DIVERSION OF THE GHAGGAR STREAM BY THE p .A.TI.ALA ST.ATE. 

1333. Cbauclhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Revenue Member 
please state- · 

. (a) whether it is a fact that the Gbaggar stream has been diverted 
by the Patiale, State for their own use ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the zamindars of Rissar district could 
not get. water for irrigation purposes ; , 

{c) whether it is a fact that zamindars of that ilaqa claimed to have 
, incurred a loss of 15 lakhs on account of the diversion of· 

.ths Ghaggar'stream by the Patiala S-tat~; ' 
(d) if the answer to the above is in the affirmative, what action 

Government intend to take in the matter ? 

.• -. s.. Non-Muhammadans 
(2) Yes. 
(8) No. 
(4} Does not arise, 

.. ~-· . ' . f Muh9Jbmad~ 

( Indians 

• • 5 

EXTERNAL EXAMINERS, PUNJAB YETERINAll,Y COLLEGE. I 
1332. Chaudhri · Afzal Haq.: Will the Honourable Minister , · foJ"" 

Agrfoulture be pleased to state- · . . ' 
(1) the number of external examiners communitywise for the year 

· 1929 at the Punjab Veterinary College; 
(2) whether it is a fact t,hat so far· . no . Muhammadan . external · 

examiner has been appointed at . the Punjab . Veterinary 
· College] ' · · · 

(8) whether it is a fact that Muhammadans with qnali:fications similar 
to, or even better than, the estematexaminers sofa.r appointed 
at the Punjab Veterinary College a.i:e available; ' · . 

(4) if answers to parts (2) and (8) be in the affirmative, what ·are-' 
the reasons for not appoll}ting any Muslim external examin .. 
ere so far? 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogen~a Singh : 
(1) Europeans 

. The Honourable .Mian Sir FazI-i .. Hu1utm: (a), (b), .. ~nd (c). 
The Deputy' Ccrrmissicnsr was allotted no H;ctangl~s for dealing with, 
cases · of . damage frcm water-log ging and ncla action .. · He las not • yet 
selected· grantees, Ior all these rectangles. He l:as ddCirc.d · the ecmple 
tion of his selections in order to avail himself of {be latest info1maticn now, 
being collected Ill.put damage done by the Deg Nala, and will dcu~tless. 
be ableto give Iull consideration to 'the points raised .by the honourable 
m.ember,.a copy of whose question will ~e sent to him. 

(25TH N OVR, 192?~ PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, 
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The Honourable Mian Sir. Fazl·i-Husain: .' (a) Oertain ·villages 
Jlying between the Dussi Bund and the river suffered damage by erosion of:· 
:the . left bank of the Beas river. ·- . 

· · DA.HAGE fo VILLAGES INSIDE :bussi BuND, TERsn. DABUYA, BY 
· · · · · RIVER FI.ooo. 

1335. Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Will the Honourable .Bevenue Mem- 
tber be pleased to' state._;_ · , 

(a) whether it is a f('ot that considerable damage has been done to 
· · the· villagea inside Dussi Bnnd in tehsil Da.suya by river 

_flood; . 
. ·. '(b) \v:h.ether it is ~ 'fa.ot that ·:the' z11,minda.rs of those villa.gas have 

· ' ola.imed comperisa.tion for the · · damages caused by Dussi 
Bund';' ' ' ,: . 

1 • (c) if so, whether· Go'Vernment made any enquiry into the matter ? . 
" . j' 

. . . 
· · (b) The Deputy . Commissioner is doing all he can to afford· relief by 

I, ,facC!¥11fadvances and by remission 'of land revenue where justified, and by 
~he provision of land ·for new' abadis in one or 'two cases. · ' 

.· • '"tt .,1 • • , . , •, • 

. RIVER FLOOD IN THE HOSHIARPUR DISTBIOT. 

1331.. Ch:1,iill.rl Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Reven~e: Mem- 
,ber be pleased to state- , . · · 

(a) whether it is 8, f~ot that consid~ra.bl~ da.m'a.ge has been eansed by. 
the river flood this year in the Hoshia.rpur district ; · · · 

. (b) if so, what· steps Government ha.s ta.ken to afford relief 'to the 
sufferers ? 

TJn BHoura1>Ie Miau Sir Fa1:l-i•Hi11ain: (a) Some . distress · 
,ra.s caused in the Daso.ya. tehsil by floods from the Beas, but no abnormal 
-damage was eauaed by floods. in other, tehsils, whether from' that river 'or 
the Sutlej. · · · 

\ . (b) No, so far as Government is aware. 

(o) "Does not a.rise. 

T.ba B,nt>iiial>le Miau Sit Fa1:l~i-H11sain : (a) and '(b) Go~ern 
ment have received complaints to this effei,t from the Gha.gga.r Za.mindar 
~!!ociation. · . · · : . · : . : .. ..,............ 

(e) The assoeiatiou has complained that the zamindars have stiftered 
heavy loss, but 'Govemment have so. fa.r received no definite estima.te of 
that loss. 
' · · , (d) The whole question is" under disoussion between the Punjrit 
Governmant and the Pstiala Da.rba.r through the Agent to the Gover.nor· 
-~enera.l, Punjab ~tates, 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
i 
I 
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1 Vol xn, pages 422-23. 

M. B. HIGH SCHOOL, ABOHAB. 

1337. Rai Sahib Lala Ganga Ram: Will the Honourable Minister· 
for Education please refer to his answer to council question No. 9281 
asked by Fir Akbar Ali on the 26th February, 1929, and state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that the entire ilaqa of Aboha.r is agitating 
for the provincialisation of the school and on its behalf one 
Bagh Ali, Sukhera, landlord, Abohar, is representing the case· 
to the department and to the Ministry of. Education now and 
then; 

(b) whether it is also a. faot that since then the municipal eommistee; 
Abohar,has submitted the case of the said school for provine 
ialisation through the proper channel and tp.at it is lying with, 
the Inspector of Schools, Jullundur division; 

(c) if the answers to (a) and (b) above be in the affirmative, what 
· · action Government intend to take in the matter of provincial 

. isation of the school as early as possible ? 
The Honourable Mr. Mauohar lal: (a) Representations on the 

subject have been received through one Bagh Ali. t 

(b) Government has no information, but the Inspector's recommend 
a.tiont have not so far been invited. 

(e) I have nothing to add at present to the answer given to part (d,, 
of council question No. 928.1 · 

TRIAL OF MAULANA ZAFFAR ALI KHAN AND SARDAR MANGAL. 
. SINGH. 

1336. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Finance Mem-- 
ber be pleased to state-:- · 

(a) whether it is a fact that Mr. Lewis, Additional District :Magis 
trate of Lahore, tried Maulana Zafar Ali Khan and Sardar 
Mangal Singh of the charge of being members of an unla.wful 
assembly; 

(b) · whether it is a fact that in acquitting them the said magistrate· 
recorded some unpleasant remarks against them in the judg- 
ment; 

(c) if so, what action Government intend to take in the matter?. 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) Yes. 
(b) The honourable member presumably refers to the reasons stated· 

by the magistrate for giving the accused the benefit of the doubt. If this is 
so, Govemmeat consider that the remarks in qu~stion were relevant to, 
this portion of the judgment of the court. 

(c) None. 
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' 

" 

1338. Sayad Muharik Ali Shah: Will the Honourable Ffuance 
Member kindly fo,y on the table a list showing- ' 

(a) the present number of Ahalkars in the judicial department, i.e.; 
readers, ahalmads, nazars, bailiffs, moharrirs, peons, with 
their respective emoluments, and persons on the candidates" 
list for these posts in the Jhang district; 

(b) the number of Muslims and non-Muslims amongst them; 
(c) the number of agriculturists and non-agriculturists? . 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a), (b) and (c). A tabular 
statement is laid on the table. 

ARALKARB, ETO., IN THE JHANG DISTRICT. 
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llUUGATION GRANT. 

-The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain (Revenue Member): Sir, 
I beg to mov~ - 

1' ~t supplementary and additional sums not exceeding Rs. 21,95,230 be grant.ad 
to the Governor in Council to defray the ehargee that will come in course of pay 
ment forthe year ending the 31st of March, 1930 in respect of Irrigation." 

The motion was carried. , 

GOVEltN¥ENT'S DEMANDS FOR SUPPLEMENTRY, ADDITJONAL- 
AND TOKEN GRAN'.fS. . 

The Honourable Mr. A. M~ Stow (Finance Member) ; Sir, r beg to 
present the Additional, Supplementary and Excess Demands for grants speei 
fled on the continuous list of Government business. These have all been 
recommended by His Excellency the Governor. As regards the Additional 
and Supplementary Demands for the current financial year, I would draw 
attention to the statement of the financial position which has been cir 
culated to the honourable members. With regard to the Excess grants for 
1927-28, I may inform the Council that these are presented on the recom 
mendation of the Public Accounts Committee whose report has been ciruu'- 
Iated, · 

THE PUNJAB REGULATION .OF ACCQUNTS BILL~ 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow (Finance Member): Sjr, I beg tf;)' 

present the report of the Select Committee on the Pw:;ijab Rega'tation of 
Accounts Bill. 

REPORTS AND STATEMENTS L_AlD ON THE TABLE. 
Secretar11: (1) Appropriation Accounts of the Punjab Government and 

the Report of the Accountant-Ge:r:eral thereon and (2) Report of the Com- · 
mittee on Public Accounts of the Punjab Legislative Council on the 
Appropria.ijon Accounts of the year 1927-28 and other matters are laid on 
the table. '· · · 

SETTLEMENT PAPERS, l\f t.'LTAN TARSIL. 

1339. Lala Boclh Raj : Will the Honourable Member for Revenu& 
please st.ate- . 

(a) whether it is a fact that S. Gur Partap Singh, Revenue Assist 
ant, while at Multan in dealing with the demarcation case of · 
Sidhu Ram and Taraf Mubarak in tahsil Multan, case No. 
being 85/21, reported that the settlement papers had not been 
correctly prepared, and that they required revision ; 

(b) ,if so, whether the necessary mistakes pointed out in thos~ papers · 
· have since been corrected, and if not, why? 

(c) whether it is also a. fact that the Collector," Multan, asked the· 
petitioner in the said demarcation case to bear the expenses. 
for the correction of records of settlement ? If so, why ? 

The Honourable Miao Sir Fazl-i-Husain: The honourable 
member's question makes no mrntion of an order on appeal, a perusal of 
which will be helpful. o 

. . 
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POLICE GRANT. 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow (Finance Member): Sir, I beg to· 
move- · 

." That a supplementary sum not exceeding R.s. 1,00, 717 be granted to the Governor 
in Council. to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the 
yea.rending the 31st of March 1930 in respect of Police." 

Mr. President : The demand moved is- 
'! That a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 1,00,717 be granted to the Governor 

in Council to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the 
year ending the 31st of March, 1930 in respect of Police." 

Lala Bodh Raj [ West Punjab Towns, (Non-Muhammadan), Urban]: 
Sir, I beg to oppose this demand altogether, and I have got my reasons for 
opposing this demand. The Honourable Finance Member has not placed 
before the House any reason in favour of this demand, but from the Memo 
randum that has been placed before us it appears that this additional police 
is required on the occasion of the session of the Indian National Congress to 
be held at Lahore in the month of December next, and the strength of the 
additional police that is required is 1 Superintendent, 1 Inspector, 
4 Sergeants, 10 Bub-Inspectors, 10 Assistant Sub-Inspectors, 40 Head Con- 
stables and 500 foot constables. 

This additional police has been entertained from the 16th of September, 
1929 and it is to continue up till 31st January, 1980. The Honourable Fin 
a:nce Member has come up so late as 25th November, 1929 for sanction 
by this Council of this expenditure. It was in the beginning of the year that 

, it was decided that there would be a session of the Congress at Lahore in 
December and after that, we have had occasion to meet in this Chamber in 
the months of February and March, July and September _of this year. It 
would have been very reasonable and appropriate on the part of the Finance 
Member if he had come to this House for the, 'sanction of thie expenditure a 
little earlier so that the House would have been in a position to give its de 
cision .one way or another. Now a portion of this amount for which sanc 
tion is now asked has already been incurred, or in other words, it appears. 
that we as members of this House are not required to give our opinion on 
the subjects placed before us, but we are merely . asked to say' ditto ' to what· 
ever the Government does, or to put it in those famous words, we are here to 
register the decrees of the executive. . · 

Coming to the merits of the subject, I submit that if you turn to page 251 
of the Budget you will see that the strength of the police already sanctioned 
iJl as follows : 86 Superintendents, 82 Assistant Superintendents; 50 Deputy 
Superintendents, 129 Inspectors, 88 Sergeants, 8 Probationary Inspectors, 
848 Sub-Inspectors, 201 Assistant Sub-Inspectors, 2,848 Head Constables. 

, 

"That an additional sum not exceeding Rs. 5,470 be granted to the Governor in Conn 
cil to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending 
the 31st of March, 1930 in respect of Irrigation-Ca.pita.I Expenditure." 

The motion was carried. 
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The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl,.j,.ffusain (Revenue Member): Sir, 
Ji beg to move- · 



.. 

[Lala Bodh Raj.] _ . 
snd 16,872 foot constables, In the Budget you will ·also find th11.t there 
are several items of new expenditure under several heads u.nder- Distriet 
Police Force. I will not go into the details of those .ite~. but I'Yil.]. simply 
suggest that in vie'i of the fa.ct that the province is already spending more 
than a.._ crore of .rupeea, poverty-stricken as it is already, :it· cannot afford 
this extra expenditure on the police. It would have done for the Govern 
ment to get the work done by the existing staff. It will not be difficnlt 
for the Government to send for 20 or 25 constables from each district and 
thus easily make up the number of 500: They could have also got a Super- , 

.intendent. -. and one or two Inspectors and 4 sergeants from the existing staff 
from other districts. But if the Honourable Member comes forward'·with 
the plea that the· ~:risting staff is already over-worked, I will just give some 
instances to show what the present police staff is doing. If cine is to come to 
a decision from what the present staff is doing; one can easily · firid that . there 
is a sufficient number of police at present to spare. ·We find from the reports 

·of the press arid otherwise that a number of_ policemen are shadowing the 
Oongresa workers in· each and every· district. and wherever a public meeting 
or a . political. conference is held, a number -of policemen go ahead of the Con 
gress people for the purpose of stopping the activities of the Congress and 
terrorising the-people telling them that they should not attend such public 
meetings or conferences, and. sometimes 'they themselves create trouble. W e 
have the instances of· Nikodhar and Jhang where the Congress people _ were 
belaboured without any jnstification whatsoever. ·Great trouble is 
created by these men on the occasion of public meetings and political con 
ferences. · The - additional police that is now recruited, if_ - I understand, 
'rightly, ·was not requisitioned by the Reception Committee o~ the In~. 
National Congress. nor are the Members of Government prepared to help th~ 
Congress 'in the furtherance of itii objects. The only work t~t is required 
on this occasion is to control the street traffie.: ·That: is .the only work which, 
if I understand rightly, is . to be undertaken by this additional police, 
unless it "be to herass the Congress workers 'or to beat the' ·c~ri.gtess•, 
wallahs. We read in the CC H uuiu. Heralil. '' of the _ 2~rd Nov:ember a. report'. 
by its representative that when. he went outside' th:e: Sessions Court he found' 
that one of the newly recruited constables was found chained along with'. 
other police constables and on enquiry the reply was that they were. learn· 
ing how to chain the Congresswallshs. If that is . the sort of training that 
is given to them, I would submit, Sit, that that is not the work that is de- . 

. marided from this police. ThEl only work that can be demanded is that they 
should work in the interests of the public and they should ,administer'to the· 

·convenience of the public. If the reports that we receive · about the police 
,are true, then I submit tµat, it is better that we should not have 'sueq.. 
police. It may be stated that this . additional staff is only temporary, but I 

-onr fears are ·thatit will not be temporary, but next year the Govemment ' 
will come forward with the plea that· this additional police should odri-·-• 
tmue in view ·of_ the eslgencies of the situation that has been created bflthe 

. session of the Congress at Lahore, and that they do not know what eomplioa .. 
tions might arise. But what I say is, let U:S wait and see, and if necesswry, 
-then the· Honourable Member can come forward and say that the -· strength; 
that we have got is not .sufficient to cope with the situation and more: ;police.: 
:is required. But at present, I do riot see any necessity for the<:>a.ddition~ 
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'Ihis is the state of affairs in the province. · And what is the result on the fi:':}imces of. the province ? To quote the words of the Honourable 
]'inanoe Member :- ~ · · 

"The effect of these• supplementary estimates is shown in the attached pro .fcmnA ~ 
count. They. will reduce the expeoted closing balance to only 53 lakhs or, ex 
cluding a balance of about 20 lakhs in the Famine Relief Fund which must 
be left out of account in p.ecidiilg whether tlie Iooal Government has a plus or 
a minus balance at the end of the yeal' to 33 lakhs. This figure will be further 
reduced by the expected loss· of revenue due to the floods and to drought in · 

· the AmbaJa Diviliion, which is no~ likely to be less than 20 lakhs, and an expected , · 
shortage of 20 or 30 lakhs under Extraordinary Receipts. Further expendi- . 
ture is likely to be necessary on tlie famine relief and on repairs to civil works. 

•. It is clear, therefore, .that there will be a minus balance at the end of the year, 
and .it has been necessary to warn the Government of India that a loan will be 
required from the Provincial Loans Fund if this is to be avoided." 

This is the state of affairs of our finance, and it has been found necessary 
to.wem · the Government of India if these things continue. It is for us now 
to see whether we shall allow the Government to incur the present expendi 
ture .or. expenditure on similar things. We have to· see whether we 
can. allow the finances of tl.is . province to go into this condition as 
mentioned here in view · of the fact that the· people. of this province are · 
poverty-stricken and cannot afford to bear any further burden .. of 
taxtation. We apprehend that at the end of this year when the Honour 
able Financa Member will come before us with his budget for the next year 
with bad· prospects he might come forward with another scheme of 
taxation which we might not be willing to accept. 

·. Under these circumstances there is no justification whatsoever for the 
Honourable Finance Member to. spend. over a lakh of rupees for additional 
police. During the past few years additional pc lice was entertained from time 
to time when there were . communal disturbances, or when there were politi 
cal disturbances. Now at present there are no communal disturbances, 
there are no politi~al disturbances ; there is perfect peace and order in the 
country. In. certain districts the additional police, which was already 
entertained, is allowed to continue. If the Honourable Member would 
withdraw that additional police, he would relieve the people cf those 
districts from the taxation and he can also utilise that police for the 

"The year 1929-30 opened favourably with a good rabi crop, except, in certain ba.ra~ 
districts, particularly .those of the Ambala Division where the failure of the 
winter rains. resulted in heavy suspensions and remissions of land revenue. 
The monsoon started late and ended early, particularly in the south-eastern 
districts of the province where considerable agricultural distress is apprehended' 
before the next monsoon. In the Lahore Division and the greater part of the 
Jnllundur Division the monsoon was on the whole satisfactory, and in the un 
irrigated areas of the Rawalpindi Divislon crops, though varying widely in 
quality, may on the whole be regarded as average. In the south-western a.res. 

· the outstanding feature of the season has been the destructive floods. In the 
Dera Ghazi Khan district the hill torrents swept away crops wholesale, and did:' · 
great damage to canals, and ·similar havoc was wrought in the Muzaffargarh 
district generally and in the Indus; Jhelum and Chenab riverains in other 

· districts by the floods at the end· of AugllSt. Locusts have in many parts of 
the Province done considerable harm and will, it is feared, not improbably db > 
more," 

ment :..,....,: . · 
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police. I would like to quote, in this connection, from the Statement I of the : 
· Financial Position, November 1929, supplied by the Honourable Finance 

Member.· With your permission, I beg to read a few mies from this state- 
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(Lala Bodh Raj.] 1 

present ' purpose. I hope honourable members of this . House will agree 
with mo in rejecting this demand not only on political considerations but 
also on the consideration. that the· Government members do not care a. · 
bit' for the voice of the Council and the only effective way 6f expressing our 
resentment is to reject this demand altogether. · 

Chaudhri Afzal Haq [Hoshierpur-cees-Ludhiaaa (Muhammadan) 
Rural] (Urdu): Sir, the honourable member representing Multan has 
discussed the scheme of recruiting fresh police for the coming session 
ofthe Congress to some extent. He has tried to show by placing 
the requisite .Iaets and figures before the House that fresh recruitment 
simply to keep order during Congress days is not only unnecessary, 
but also absolutely uncalled for. In fal'.'t, he has actually succeeded in 
showing that the police force in the districts is sufficient and available to 
do the work· for the present occasion . 

. Moreover, the procedure of the Government in asking the Council to 
. assent to this demand is irregular. The Government first spends a ·sum and. 
then comes and asks our consent for it. This · amounts to saying 'that 
Government commits itself first and accordingly leaves no choice for us but 
to yield to its demand, fair or unfair. If we oppose its demands, then it 
begins to complain that we do not co-operate with it. It 'was · decided in 

. December last year that the session of the next Congress was to be held 
in the Punjab and the Government were aware of it, but in a pleasant 
slumber they allowed the time td pass and did not bring this demand to 
our notice at the proper time. . The Government has already committed i 

'itself to the scheme by incurring'expanses on it, and now moves the-demand J 

for its grant. This delay and easy forgetfulness on the part of the Govern- I 
ment is inexplicable and incomprehensible. 

The Honourable Mian Sir F azl·i-Husam : At least let us here know I 
how you explain this delay on the part of the Government. I 

Chaudhri Afzal Haq : This is due to negligence on the part of Gov- J 

srnment and to the knowledge that the opposition is not strong and the J 
Government can rush through a demand at any time. Had the opposition 

1: been strong and had the Government known it, it would never have 
shown so much carelessness. Dishonesty is a crime and so is negligence. J 

Had the Government called the police from the districts for the present · 
occasion, the public funds would have surely been spared this unnecessary I 
charge. In addition to this, the permanent police force would also have 
received a kind of training in controlling big gatherings and in main 
taining law and order among them. But you would not let them 
learn this valuable experience and. on the contrary have engaged a 
police consisting of inexperienced youths, for the Congress which is an AII- 
India gathering; and it is quite possible that these raw· and hot blooded 
youngsters may in their zeal overdo their duty, and provoke some members 
of that vast gathering into unlawful-acts. This would be deplorable and the 
consequences are too patent to need comment. It is true that as long as there 
is an awakening in the country, as long as the people are desirous of attain- 
ing Buara], as long as Indians are alive to the curse of foreign rule and 
as long as they are earnest to end it, or mend it Government will always 
consider it to be of the utmost importance that the police should not only be 
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.strengthaned ;s regards numbers, but that it should also be kept alert so 
as to cope with all occasions and emergencies. But even conceding this, the 

-queation still remains of employing only the right type of man fot this 
-duty and my party feels that if the Police wa.s to be used at all, it would have 
been better, if the Government had employed only the railway police and 
the district police for the present occasion. 

My next submission is that. a feeling· exists amongst the people that the 
Government still looks with suspicion on the gatherings and maatings tkit are 
held from time to time in the country for the purpose of achieving Home 
Rule without in any way transgressing the established law and provoking 
violence in the country. In this connection it is widely rumoured, and the 
press has also commented on it, that the Government have issue I circulars 
to. the effect that all the Governmeat offiaas will remain open daring the 
Christmas holidays and that no· Government employee will be allowed to 
attend any political meeting whatsoever. Tb.is is what the press says. 

Khan Bahadur Nawab Mozaffar Khan : Press news are not always 
reliable. 

Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Then why don't you contradict the false state 
ments published in the newspapers ? Is ii; that you wish the:n. to excite 
the feelings of the public ? If the Hnd of the Inlormation Bureau ad 
vises the House to suspect the bon;i fide» of the press, then why does he 
abstain from publishing a statemans to this effaat ? A master m1y or 
may not allow his servants to go to a certain place ; I am not in a position 
to say anything on it. But assuming that the master has a right to order 
his servants not to attend a certain meeting, even then, one thing is clear 
that there is soma motive in giving such an order; and under the present 

. circumstances this motive is no other than that the Government does not 
want its servants to take part in Congress activities. Then,, Sir, on the 
other hand, it is rumoured that this very Government which does not want 

. its servants to take part in political meetings, has incurred expenses for 
getting some of its servants appointed members of the Reception Committee 
of the Congress. Where does this inconsistency on the part of the Govern 
ment lesd to, especially when these rumours and press articles still stand un- 

. contradicted r Do they not lead one to believe that Government looks with 
suspicion and alarm at the Congress ? And is it not possible that some of 
its servants so encouraged might somehow or other provoke the gathering 
to violence ? If this is to happen, then I would submit that such a police 
force should not be employed, for its presence will be very, very harmful to the - 
various interests of the country. As compared with such ·a police, I think 
the leaders of the people are far more competent to kesp the gathering under 
control. Under these circumstances, such a police force should be wholly 
dispensed with. and it should not be mustered here in Lahore, If the Govern 
ment insists upon such an unlawful interference with the work .of the Con 
grass, then they have no right to ask our consent for such a grant and we 
are not prepared to accede to any such demand. Considering the importance 
of the recent proclamation of His Excellency the Viceroy we have a. right to 
expect that the Government will assure us that they do not look with suspi 
cion on Congress activities, and that they have not issued any such cir 
culars. Only in that case can we accede to their present demand 'ignoring 
all their carelessness and many inconsistencies in presenting it. 
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Mr, H. W. Emerson (Chief Secretary): Sir, I think the common sense 
t . ·. , , of the House recognises that the demand presented 
3· P,>i, is a necessary and a proper one, and it is, there- 

fo:te;not necessary for me to make more than a few remarks on the observe 
tiol!S: · made .by the honourable members from Hoshiarpur (Chaudhri 
Af.zal .Haq) and Multan (Lala Bodh Raj). The honourable members have 
attempted to obtain the support of the House on the ground that the House 
hasnot been treated in the way in which i~ ought to have been treated; 
th,at this demand ought to have been put before the House during the 
budget session (lritem1ption) or at least that it should have been presented 
e's a supplementary demand in JµJy and U1at it is improper for Government: 
tq anticipate the vote of the Council in the way in which, in regard to part . 
of the sxpendit are, it has fpund it Dl?cessary to anticipate it. I think the past 
practice of the Government and Hie care the Finance Department .esercisee. 
over the various demands of the Government, have given the House every 
assurance th~t Government are not in the habit of anticipating the vote, ot 
this House except . in unavoidable . circumstances. . In regard to police 
arrangements · for · the · Congress session at Lahore, I would say 
that the gathering is likely to be. a very large body supplemented as it 
will be by a large number of other conferences to be held at Lahore during 
the Christmas week. It is impossible to forecast long in advance the· re: 
quirements of police protection and precaution: In fact, the requirements. 
are apt to change from day to day. Only yesterday J bad a talk jri an in 
formal conference with· the . Inspector-General of Police and the Deputy 
Inspector-General of Police, Lahore Range; in order to consider whether·thi 
estimates they had prepared only two or three weeks ago could still be ae-' 
cepted as sufficient ; and the conclusion we had relunetantly to reach was 
that owing to certain indications rather than developments which had occur- 

. red since they made their estimates it was necessary to revise them. Go~" 
ernment avoid so far as possible placing before the Council demands which 
may prove to be unnecessary, and in fact that is a principle that is eonsisten-. 
ly pressed upon the departments both by the Public .A·ccounts Committee 
and l.i:y the Finance Department, Until the requirements of Government. 
beecme known the Council should not be asked to vote money for them. ' 
In accordance with that principle no demand was made in this Council until' · 
it became quite clear that the expenditure would be necessary. When it 
became .clear ~hen the d~man~ w~s1 made. Inorder th9:t .the necessary 
preparations might be put m tram it was necessary to anticipate the 'vote 
of the Council. I think. the House will be perfectly satisfied that no reflee-' 
tion whatsoever is cast on the dignity of the House by the action which the 
(Ioverr.ment has taken. I am surprised that the honourable members, both 
of whcm are well-known as -active and· enthusiastic supporters of the 
Congress should take exception to an expenditure which this Government. 
has to meet in the interests of the CcngIEEB. (lntem1pt1'cn.) 'Iho honour 
able members seem to imagine that this .e~p.enditure is being borne by 
Goverr ment m order to frustrate the activities of the Congress. I can 
assure the honourable members that this is not the intention of Government 
and never has been its intention. (Hear, hear). !he· numbers of people 
likely to attend the Congress and the other conferences (and there are. 
a lieut 16 or 17 other all-India conferences) that will be held in Lahoreduring 
ing the Christmasweek is very lazge.;::. For th(;) Congress alone the estimate- 
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is three lakhs. We know that in the Punjab alone a large number of Sikhs 
are coming for their conference, and there are indications that the Muham 
madans are likely also to be present in Lahore in considerable numbers 
during Christmas. A large ingress of people must place a very great strain 
on the police arrangements. Traffic regulation, readiness to prevent any 
trivial incident from developing into anything in the nature of a communal 
trouble-these are only two of the demands which will be placed on the police. 
'.Fhe general policy pursued by them will be to interfere as little as possible 
in the proceedings of the Congress or of any other body which wishes to 
take part in political discussion in Lahore. No one will be more pleased 
than. the Government, if after Christmas week, it is found that the police 
preparations have been unnecessary. But I do not think that any one in the 
House who gives serious thought to the responsibility put upon the police 
during the next four or five weeks will dispute the fact that the expenditure 
proposed is moderate and reasonable and does not exceed prudent insurance 
against possible causes of trouble. 

Now, there are just two minor matters which I should like to mention. 
The honourable member from Hoshiarpur seems to think that Government 
intend to issue an order stopping the Christmas holidays for its subordinates. 
It is true that the fact that the session of the Congress is being held in Lahore 
this year will not allow a number of Government officers to take the holidays 
which they otherwise would have enjoyed ; and I think the honourable 
member ought to be grateful to those officers who, will have to spend the· 
whole Christmas holidays on duty. But apart from those officers there i~ 
no intention at all on the part of the Government to keepany Government 
subordinate on duty during the holidays whose services are not · actually 
required. (Hear, hear.) That is the first point. 

The second point which I should like to mention, and I think which· 
arises out of a question put by an honourable member, is that there appears. 
to be some misunderstanding . about a supposed circular issued by the 
Punjab Government that all prominent members of the Congress are to 
be continuously shadowed, and secondly, that the friends of Government 
have been asked to use their influence to prevent persons from attending 
the Congress. Now, both _these allegations are wrong. No -sueh circular 
has been issued by Government and no such instructions have been given to. 
any one in the sense that has been indicated by the honourable member. I 
cannot help feeling that the reason why· the honourable members 
who have opposed the demand think of • rejecting it is because 
of the misunderstanding as to the alleged orders of Government and as to. 
the supposed functions of the extra police. I hope that I have been able. 
to assure them on these points and that at any rate, the House as a whole 
will recognise that this demand is necessary and is nothing more than a 
reasonable insurance against risk which Government would be failing in its 
duty if it did not foresee arid ask the House to provide by agreeing to this 
demand. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq [Amritsar City, (Muhammadan), Urban]: 
Sir, I am fully aware that there would be a rush of people at the Congress 
time from all parts of the country and consequently there would be a greater 
necessity for policemen. But the question is whether such a large. number 
as this is required by Government, viz. five hundred constables, forty head; 
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1 Sh. Muh1mm1d Sadiq. ] 
-eonstables, many sub-inspectors and inspectors. This has created a 
legitimate apprehension in the minds of the people that the intention of 
the Government .is to overawe the people attending the Congress. That is: 
the impression created in the mind of an ordinary ignorant person who does 
'not understand the working of the departments of Government. This ap 
prehension has been strengthened by the rumour that oirculera. have been 
issued by Government in this connection. I am very glad that the honour-: 
-able member, the Chief Secretary, has dispelled these wrong notions and 
cleared the atmosphere by pointing out that no such circulars had been 
issued, or would be issu'"l, 

My honourable friend asked whether the .Government has asked itii 
-offleers to join the reception committee. I say if they have done so, then we 
should not mind it. If the Government is so far advanoedin political ideas, 
then we should welcome it ; but if the orders are issued owing to some ulterior 
object, vis., with the object of causing disturbance, then we must certainly 
condemn it. But my objection is that the number required is large and I 
find also that these people are to be new recruits. I do not think it is wise 
policy to appoint new recruits at such a pime. If the Government would 
only ask the districts to send their trained men, people who knew how to 
:regulate traffic, who knew how to deal with political meetings, it would be 
a convenient arrangement. For, it is quite likely that these new recruits 
would be rash in their behaviour towards the volunteers of the Congress or 
would think it to be their duty to shadow the leaders. They will overdo 
their duty in the belief that they would thereby get confirmed in their posts 
for their zeal. I would therefore suggest that an undertaking should be given 
by Government that they will have a good proportion of old men from· the 
districts sending the new recruits for work in the districts. · (The Honour 
able Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: They will all be old.) · I am glad to hear 
that. Then, I am told that they will be trained forfour months. I had the 
honour of being the Secretary of the Reception Committee for the session 
of the Congress held in Amritsar. It was attended by the present honourable 
the Revenue Member also. _ He knows as the president of many of. the con 
ferences held from time to time that much of the duty of regulating the 
"traffic during processions · falls on the volunteers on such occasions. In this 
zespect, I think there-should be- a- clea:i: understanding between this -Honss 
and the Government that the policemen who are going to be recruited are 
in no way to interfere with the work of the volunteers in the several pro 
-cessions. It often happens that many people would be watching the pro- 
-cessions and the atmosphere which is already thick with police searches, 
arrests and· charges of communism will be getting worse if the_ police were 
allowed to exceed their limits. So I request that new rules for regulating 
-processions and the like should not be devised and this session of the Congress 
should be allowed to go on as smoothly as the previous one at Amritsar. 
1f any new procedure is. prescribed and the new recruits were allowed · to 
.handle the situation, I am very much afraid that they will interfere with the 
-processions and something untoward is bound to happen. If the police are 
only going to look afte.r the property of the Congressmen and the general 

.·. -pnblie, they would be doing their legitimate duty. · • The regulation of traffic 
· will also be their ordinary duty. But beyond that, if they are a.llowed to 
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. .regulate public meetings and processions, they would be acting in exeess 
·of their powers. H the Government intend to allow them these extended 
powers, I have no hestitation_in saying that it is the duty of this House to 

.rejeot this demand. li, on the other hand, they are required to do the 
. normal work, I cannot understand the necessity for such additional number 
. to the staff already in Lahore. My suspicion is that the Government are 

.. getting nervous over the whole affair and probably intend to add later more 
. constables to the number now proposed and then, come to this House again 
·for a supplementary grant. So far as I can see the atmosphere is not so bad 
.in the Punjab as to make the Government nervous. Because there would be 
"Hindus coming, Muhammadans coming and the Sikhs as well," the 

· Government should not urge it as a reason for their apprehending commu- 
nal troubles. All the communities will realise that after all they belong 

·.to the same country. Already all these communities are living in Lahore 
without giving any trouble to the Government. H more numbers would be 

"coming during the Congress time, the Government need not be unnecessarily 
. alarmed and urge that· as a justification for strengthgning their position . 
. All the communities are realising that their differences only help the 
-Government with a chance of interfering in their affairs. 

· Again, there will be a considerable number of volunteers. And all of 
,'IIS know that they are drawn from all classes and given the necessary training. 
There should be as little interference on the part of the Government with the 

. Congress people as would be possible. And I think it would be better if the 
Government could bring the head of the police and the head of the volun 

-teers together and see that the Superintendent of Police co-operates with 
, the Seqretary and the President of the Congress in order tliat there should be 
no misunderstanding, nothing to upset the peace of. the Punjab. 

The plea of the Government has been that unavoidable circumstances 
have happened which make this demand necessary. The Government 
should surely have known that the Congress was to be held here this year. 

,(The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: Who knew it for certain?) I 
was certain that the Congress was going to be held here, and that for the 
simple reason that the Government refused the site in the Minto Park, 
there was no question that its venue would be shifted to any other place 

-than Lahore. I do not think that the circumstances have been in any wa.y 
unavoidable or unexpected. The Honourable Member, the Chief Secretary 

, stated that there were unavoidable reasons which necessitated this demand. 
at such a late date. But he did not mention what they were. The Govern 
ment seem to. have had their own reasons for bringing this at this time. 

In the end I would say that the number proposed to be recruited is too 
. .much. At the most we shall have ten to twelve thousand people attending 
· the Congress and this large addition to the ordinary police force is far in 
-exeesa of the required number. It means that when the Government did 
not recruit in such large numbers for the Amritsar Congress, they were not 

; so ready to protect the city of Amritsar as they are very careful now to pro 
tect the city of Lahore. Again, there are occasions where there happen to 

"be equally large congregations as at the Baisakhi and Diwali, but preeau 
. tions on - this large scale are not taken by Government on those occasions. 
Is it because they apprehend that persons like Mahatama Gandhi and other 

: prominent leaders would be throwing bombs or create serious disorder '} 
E2 
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[ Sh. Muhammad Sadiq.] • 
What. is the necessity for having so many-policemen, one for evfrrY 15 Cong-· 
ressmen? I think there will be more policemen than visitors at the Congress. 
For there are nearly two or three thousand delegates for whom 500 police-· 
men are proposed. It looks like the Government preparing to deal with 
Bussian or German methods. Even after the unfortunate Jallianwala Bagh 
affair when the Congress met at Amritsar, I-do not think that such a large· 
number of policemen were recruited. It may be that the Government want 
to please 500 people by giving them jobs and train them as a sort of experi 
mental corps. But that is quite a different thing. Most of the so-called. 
agitators will be in Lahore and the only work that the police will take it 
upon themselves to do is to shadow them all. My honourable friend thinks 
that there will be more work in the district centres. I am of the contrary 
opinion for most of the work will be in Lahore as all the men will be here 
busy with the .Oongress. Probably the Home Secretary will feel the weight 
of his responsibility and spend sleepless nights while the Superintendent 
of Police and othere9uch officers will have an easy time at polo or tennis 
trusting to the cleverness of the Home Secretary in managing the affair. 
The arguments put· forward by Government are not convincing. There, 
will be, I concede, good ground that an additional one or two hundred men 
would be required but for such a large number as 500 there seems to be 
absolutely no necessity. I think we can easily reduce that number by one. 

· half. Again, look at the site of the congress meeting. )t is a 
separate city, some miles off from this place and there can be no· 
question of congestion of traffic. There is a .nice road and there 
are no side-streets. If the Government had asked for a somewhat smaller 
number, we would gladly have voted for the demand, but now as it is, we· 
cannot help thinking that it may the intention of the Government to frighten 
the people by this large police force. The Congress and the other con 
ferences will be over in about 4 days and for this brief period Government 
want to spend so much money by recruiting such a large number as 500 and 
keep them on for four months. The whole thing looks ridiculous and I. 
strongly feel that such a large number isquite unnecessary. 

Sardai' Harbakhsh Singh [Hoshiarpur and Kangra (Sikh) Rural) 
(Urdu): Sir the matter now before the House is an ordinary one but is 
slowly assuming some magnitude. Of course it looks very much ridiculous 
that for a 4 days' session of the Indian National Congress the Government 
should incur such a heavy. expenditure spread over a period of 4 months •. 
The real question before us is to see whether or not at the time of the next 
session of the Congress at Labore there is any real apprehension or danger· 
of the breach of peace in a grave manner. If the answer is in the affirmative,. 
I would say that a small police force would not do and that the Government 
should make arrangements for the introduction of Martial Law on the occa 
sion. But in case there is no such apprehension, the Government would be well. 
advised to send for a number of constables from eaen district to make up 
a force. If such a force was still found inadequate, it could be. augmented. 
from other Provinces. Generally the Government of India takes upon 
itself to control and make arrangements for big fairs like the K1i-mbh fair~ 
The Congress is also an all-India body. Its delegates come from different 
parts of the country. Naturally it should have been the duty of the Gov- 
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-ernmenn of India to make necessary arrangements with regard to itssession 
by way of supplying an additional police force. If that had been done the 
advantages would have been twofold. Firstly, the Punjab Government 
would have been relieved of the liability they have proposed to take upon 
themselves and secondly there would -have been little chance of turning 
these newly recruited 500 men against Government after their dsmobilisa 
tion, T? employ persons and soon after that to remove them from service 
when they have once worn a Police uniform is one way of spreading 

. discontent in the country. I wish to remind here the Government of the 
discontent which had spread among ez-soldiers after then.- sudden demobi 
lisation after the war. Although my honourable friend the Chief Secnetary 
bas not made the matter· quite clear and has out of his statesmanship men 
tioned things in a supressed manner, yet it seems to me that Government 
is terribly apprehensive of this Congress Session. In the beginning of this 
year the Congress gave this challenge to the Government that if Dominion 
Status is not granted by the 31st of December, the Congress would put for· 
ward the country's claim to full independence and launch on a scheme ·Of n~m· 
co-operation which may be violent. This challenge of the Congress caused 
a, grave misunderstanding in rural areas where the people thought that if 
Government did not yield before the Congress, goodness knows what would 
happen to the British Raj in India on the 1st January 1980. Perhaps 
the people thought that on the failure of the British Government to comply 
with the wishes of the Congress leaders there would be all chaos and dis 
order and everything would become topsy-turvy. · Such being the state of 
affairs, the British Government rose to the occasion and caused an announce 
ment to be made by His Excellency Lord Irwin to the effect that in the near 
future Dominion Status shall be granted to India. This announcement 
has. had a very wholesome - effect on the minds of the Ieadera, , They are 
thinking of accepting the offer of a round-table conference. Surely the 
whole situation has now changed or is changing. The Congress is a national 

.body but there are two parties in the Congress. One consists of extra· 
mists and the other consists of moderates. The former are supposed to 
be the bitter enemies of the British Government and are difficult to re 
concile, while the latter sincerely desire an orderly and consolidated pro 
gress. Both these parties, though for a time agreed to the boycott of the 
Simon Commission · because no Indian was appointed on this Commission, 
are again thinking and feeling differently on account of the announcement 
recently made by His Excellency the Viceroy. There is also a third party 
in tl'l.e Congress, that is of those who oppose the Nehru Report. They are 
not prepared to accept anything short of full independence as is well known; 
the leader of this party from this province is Sardar Kharak Singh. The 
Congress in fact and in reality belongs to the majority community. The 
Hindus thinking that they cannot do anything alone and cannot thus 

. style themselves as Nationalists have joined hands with a section of the 
-Muhammadans. They have, however, , totally disregarded the feelings 
·Of the Sikhs. Both amongst the Hindus and Muhammadans there are two 
parties, one being in favour of co-operating with Government and the 
other in favour of non-co-operating with it. One party always tries to 
intimidate the Government and the other readily receives what the Gov- ' 
emment is coerced to give. The poor Sikhs, however, do not know or like 
_these tactics. They are open-hearted and straightforward people. But 
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( S. Harhakhsh Singh. ] . . . . . . 
the majority communities have' no regard for thetn, nor has the Governrrlent" 
who took their Baj for the salte of better m!l,llagement and as a sound: ~- . 

Pir Akbar Ali : Is the honourable member talking of the general 
9haracteristics of the zamindars or of the Sikhs alone ? · 

Sardar Harbakhsh Singh : Sir, the Sikhs who were just a few decades 
back, rulers of this province, cannot tolerate that they should be treated 
so lightly. They are brave people and have rendered conspicuous services. 
to the State, as well as to the Congress in all national movements. 

Dr.' Gokul Chand Narang : Is it a continuation of the debate of· 
the last session. or what ? 

Sardar Harbakhsh Singh: I well knew that neither the Hindus 
nor the Muslims will be pleased over this matter, when the Sikhs are concern 
ed. 

Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : Personally, I am very pleased. 
Sardar Harbakhsh · Singh : . I perfectly know that it is not the 

subject of a resolution that I am discussing., but I am just coniing to the- 
point, honourable members will see (La1,ghter). It seems that Sikhs are 
friendless; The country has no regard for them although they have done· 
so much for the country's sake. The Government nave failed to recognise 
their loyal services. The Congress· is according step-motherly treatment to 
them. In these circumstances if we are told.fhat Dominion Status shall. 
be granted to India · it has no charm for us-the Sikhs. We do not - want. 
a. Dominion Status under which the Sikhs may lose their very existence 
The Sikhs are now determined to fight till the last for. the protection of their 
legitimate rights. I think you may have learnt from the proceedings of 
the- Sikh . League at Lyallpur how much the Sikhs are agitated over the 
treatment being meted out to them by the Congress. In the forthcoming · 
session of the Congress ,they would certainly try to press forward for the 

.settlement of their claims and if no heed is paid to· them there is every 
Iikelihood of a commotion and if a " morcha " is formed goodness only 
-knows what may happen. It is strange that the next session of the Congress. 
is being held in the Punjab, the home of the Sikhs, in order to flout their 
feelings and thus to beard the lion in his own den. We do not like that 
either Muslim or Hindu Raj should be established in this province. Yet 
there is a strong section of the Muslims in the Punjab who cannot see eye to- 

,eye with the Congress and against whom the taunt-of Moslem Raj in tliis 
.Province is levelled by theHindus and who will surely muster strongly for 
their . own conference at Lahore in opposition of the Congress. So there· 

: may be three different camps set up in the Christmas week . with which 
'. situation the Government may have to cope. I have not become a member 
of the Congress as I have certain differences with them, but I hope that the 

. honourable members of the House who do belong to the Congress would 

.. convey our message to the Congress for amicable settlement of minorities 
Under such .circnmstanees was it not better that the next session of the· 

. Congress should have been. held somewhere else. if the two honourable 
, members sitting in front of me who oppose this grant, which is apparently 

. meant . an.d required in their OWf:1 interest, are so anxious for effecting a. ,. 
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saving in the revenues of the Province (Laughter). With these remarks 
I resume my seat. 

Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram [Multan division (Non-Muhammadan), 
Burall (Urdu): Sir, I do not say for a moment that police arrangements 
should not at all be made. I simply object to the entertainment of new 

· men. There have been occasions of big gatherings of people such as at 
the fair of Kurukshetra. There have also been three or four sessions of 
the Congress in Lahore but never were such arrangements made as are 
proposed to be made this time. The police required on those occasions 
was brought from different districts. If the same policy were adopted this 
time, the Government would have easily saved a lac of mpees which could 
better be advanced to the flood sufferers. The, floods have done havoc 
in the western Punjab. The people are rendered homeless. They are 
hardly able to eke out an existence. Why should not the proposed one lac· 
of rupees be distributed amongst these people ? The next point which 
I wish. to urge is that on or about 16th September these new men were 
employed and the demand relating to them is put before the Council to-day 
although there was a Council session on the 18th September. This is open 

. to serious objection. The Government should have placed this demand 
before the Council in the last session. I regard it as a slight to the House. 
If we members of this house were to unite, which is impossible, and reject 
the. demand, the Government would have to resort to its powers of certifi 
cation. but Government knew what sort of people we were. They were sure 
that the Council would give the required sanction; therefore they employed 
these men in anticipation of sanction. Let us join hands and give Govern 
ment a lesson for the future. I would request the House to reject the grant 
in toto. 

Sayad Muhammad Husain [Montgomery (Muhammadan), Rural] 
(Urdu): Sir, His Excellency the Viceroy's recent announcement relating 
to the future constitution of this country has amply proved the bona fides 
of the British Government .. I wish this announcement had been 
made earlier or at least the Punjab Government would have known that 
such announcement was going to be made. If that had been the case the 
present situation would not at all have arisen. The Britishers have given 
proof of their statesmanship. I congratulate the British Government 
on this timely announcement· of their policy with regard to the· India's 
future. Had the Congress also made an announcement to the effect that 
the rights of minority communities would be properly protected, the matter 
would have :finished then and there .. But this has not been done and the 
minority communities are left to . themselves to protect their rights. Mu 
hammadans are not a subject race. They came here as conquerers. How 
can they be satisfied-with anything falling short of their due ? Like other 
Indians, tney have every right to be free. They do not want to be 
slaves of any one. They would insist on the federal form of government 
being established in the country. Tpey would bravely shoulder their 
responsibilities. They are prepared to make the greatest sacrifice. in order 
to protect their legitimate rights. The Nehru Report does not afford 
adequate protection to minorities. I think I am voicing the feelings of 
the Mussalmans of the Punjab when I say that they ~e not going to be 
cowed down by any force meant to deprive them of their right and that 
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[Sayad Muhammad Husain.] 
nothing short of 56 per cent. representation in all spheres of public life and 
administration would satisfy them. In this period of transition every 
individual has a right to look for freedom.I With these words, I would ask 
the House to accept the grant. · 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain (Revenue Member): 
Sir, it. is rather suprising, that this grant which 
I have not the slightest doubt most of us regarded 

as more or less non-controversial, should have evoked such a discussion, 
and that discussion should have developed into a discussion of the most 

, controversial nature, i.e., distribution between different communities of the 
political power ~ich it is expected will soon devolve upon India. I have 
no wish whatsoever to enter upon any discussion of that aspect of the ' 
debate, as I think with the honourable members on my right, that that is 
not veey relevant to the grant under discussion. 

In, the first place, it is pointed out that the present demand, inasmuch 
as it is made after the expenditure bas· been incurred to some extent, is to 
that extent a slight to the House. I fully appreciate the force of the cri 
ticism and I rely upon the House and its memory when I say that Govern- 

. ment during this year, during last year and during a number of years pre 
ceding it, have been taking every precaution to present as few demands 

- to this House as possible, where any part of the demand asked for has been 
· :incurred. I · believe honourable members will bear me out when I say 
that such has been the practice. The question arises why in this -particular 
case our vigilance failed to bring this~ demand before the House earlier. 
Honourable members have been talking about the September session. 
"¥:ou are v~ry well .awar~, Sir, that the. September session was held .with 
the sole object of discussing the reports on reforms prepared for the Simon 
Commission and no other business was transacted during- that session. 
Therefore, it is not right to say that Government should have presented 

·this demand in the September session. Now, we go back to the two pre 
vious sessions, the budget session and the July session at Simla. Although 
the honourable members who made much of this point are not herenow, 
I trust their colleagues sitting opposite will bear me out when I say tnat 

.although a very large number of people desired that the invitation extended 
by the Punjab to hold the Congress session at Lahore should take effect, 

·none of us-when I say' us ' I <lo not mean as a member of the Government 
- -but none of us, the public in the Punjab, were very sanguine about its 
materialising. In the Congress circles it was well understood that doubts 

. existed whether considering the conditions prevailing 'in the Punjab, . it 
would be possible to hold the session in Lahore. So it would not be right 
to say that everybody knew on the 1st January 1.929 that a Congress session 
would be held in Lahore in December 1929, and therefore the Government 
should have presented this demand earlier. 

Then it can be said, we might have done it in the July session ; but is 
it not a fact that you put in demands in your supplementary budget only 
when you are fairly certain that the amount that you are putting in the 

· budget would be required ? And in case the all-India leaders had selected 
.some more central place, for instance, the Imperial City, our demand woul d 

.,. 
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'have been altogether unnecessary. Therefore I can assure the honourable 
members· that it was not with the object of forcing their hands that the 
.expenditure was incurred, and the demand made now. 

Dr. Gokul Chand Narang :, When did the honourable member 
0or his Government become certain or fairly certain that the Congress would 
-positively be Ifeld in Lahore ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: In view of such wor 
kers as the honourable member interrupting not taking active part in 
making arrangements for the coming session, it is natural that people like 
myself (who was one of his old colleagues), could not very well be sure 
whether it will or will not come off. However that is by the way. There· 
fore I assure you and I assure the House that the fact· that the demand 
was not put in the July session was not due to the fact that we wanted to 
force the hands of the Council. , 

There is another argument which has been put forward by one of the 
.honourable members .as to why the Government did not bring this demand 
before the expenditure was incurred to a certain extent. The House knows 
full well that a demand of this nature whether presented before any expendi 
ture is incurred or after it is incurred, is bound to be supported by the 
.House, because of the great sense of responsibility which has always dis 
tinguished the deliberations of this Rouse. (Hear, hear.) In view of this, 
to say that Government intentionally kept away this demand till this ses 
sion with the object of forcing the hands of the House, surely that criticism · 
will not hold water for a moment, - 

Then it was asked why we are· going to employ in Lahore for Congress 
work raw men who do not know their business, and why we spend so much 
for the sake of 8 or 4 days ? I assure you, Sir, that from the very beginning 
the intention was, as a matter of fact, that the district police with experi 
.ence will come to Lahore, and the new recruits will go to the districts. 

Chaudhri Afzal Haq : The note does not say that. · 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: I do not recollect all 

that is contained in the note. But I can only point out that, however, well 
written and lengthy a note might be it is difficult for budget purposes to 
include all things that an administrative department has got in its file 
relating to the -subject. - 

Then, the honourable member· from Amritsar has raised the question 
.of numbers and he seems to think that the attendance at the Indian National 

• Congress will be limited to 2,000 strong coming from different parts of the 
country. He is not here now. I am afraid he has not joined the Recep 
tion Committee this time; otherwise ·he would have' known that the Reeep 
tion Committee is not making arrangements for only 2,000 but for much more 
than that. As a matter of fact, the conservative estimates of the attend 
ance at Lahore one way or the other run into lakhs. Therefore, it would 
not be right to say that just for 2,000 congress leaders we are making these 
arrangements, and it only shows lack of information. 

Then we have to remember that police arrangements in connection 
with such functions are not made with the object of surveillance of 1the 

-delegates., In this case as in all other large gatherings, and in every-country, 
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Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Then why are you sleeping? 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl .. i .. Husain: i am very much awake 

and I am trying to wake up others as well to a sense of responsibility in. 
'the matter. We wish to make it absolutely clear that Government looks: 
with the utmost disapproval at any attempt,·on the part of any community; 
either to intimidate Government or to intimidate other communities. I 
assure the Rouse, Sir, that Govemment would like nothing better than a· 
most prosperous and a most successful session . of th~ Congress wherein'. 
leaders from all over India will deliberate and arrive at a most wise decision 
in the most momentous part of the career of this country's advance. 

Rana Firoz-ud .. Din Khan [South-East Towns (Muhammadan), Urban]: 
(Urdu): Sir, the announcement recently made by His Excellency the· 
Viceroy and the question of interdivision of political powers and rights over 
which so much time and breath has been wasted, have nothing to do with 
the. demand under consideration. The session of the Congress had to be 
held in spite of that announcement and the. police arrangements had also, 
to be made. It is inconceivable that the announcement. whatever be its. 

Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain.] 
we find certain classes of society who take advantage of such large gatherings 
to carry out their nefarious purposes, inay be they ate politically misguided, 
may be they are morally misguided and have no respect either for the person 
or the property .of the citizens. What is so astounding in to-day's debate 
is that this debate should take this tum and no mention be made of the 
horrible bomb' explosion that took place in Lahore only last !light where a 
man was injured, three bombs having burst in a dharamsala, and yet the 
honourable members come · and say ' Government is too sensitive, Govern 
ment is oo ,. ervous.' Surely these are not the days when Government. 
of any country can sit quiet. In the Punjab there has been a fair amount of 
excitement. There is no use · concealing facts from ourselves. There· has 
been ,r certain amount of bitter feeling created in different classes and different 
communities. All that the Government desire to do is to take reasonable 
precautions, as very rightly pointed out by Mr. Emerson, which come under· 
the insurance category. Insurance can never guarantee immunity against 
troubles, the sort of immunity which the honourable member from Hoshiar 
pur desires. If eommunities are misguided enough to come into clash· 
with each other, they must remember that they are doing the greatest harm, 
to themselves and to their country (hear, hear) and I have not the slightest 
doubt that the leaders of all communities will long before the Congress: 
session comes up, put their heads together and try to avoid attempts of 
the nature which will militate against · the good name of the Punjab in the 
presence of the leaders from all over India. They· will be doing the utmost 
harm to the Punjab, if on this occasion they make an exhibition of their 
weakness and thereby they will be disgracing the name of the Punjab not 
only in India but far away in Europe as well. I hope and trust that pro. 

.posals for carrying_out demonstrations which some of us feel in many cases 
are but forms of intimidation to other communities, are not undertaken, be- · · 
cause in the presence of a strong central Government they can really serve 
no useful purpose, and can only do harm by creating bitterness among the 
various communities. 
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TOKEN GRANTS. 

nature, could have the effect of annulling or even postponing the session of 
the Congress. And there has come no change in the atmosphere of the country 
that the Government could be expected to make no extraordinary police 
arrangements in connection with the next Session of the Congress to be held 
at Lahore. However, these are questions which are more or less beside the 
real issue and I do not want to waste the time of the Council in discussing 
these questions. The question that is worth asking is this : why is it that 
Government has presented this demand at the eleventh hour and why is it 
that it has failed to present the same earlier ? In answering this question the 
Honourable Revenue Member has tried to convince the House that Govern 
ment was not sure, till some time before the present session of the Council, 
that the next Congress session was actually to be held at Lahore. But how 
are we to believe that our Government, which is so vigilant, could not make 
sure till recently that Lahore had been selected to be the place for holding 
the next annual session of the . Congress. The Honourable Revenue Member 
must be fully aware that it is in the very constitution of the Congress to 
decide upon the place, before the current session is over, where the next 
session must be held. In the last Calcutta session of the Congress invita 
tions. were received from various provinces, Punjab ·being one of them, 
and it was decided there and then that the next annual session will be held 
at Lahore. This fact was broadcasted all over the country· as soon as the 
Calcutta session was over and in January 1929 every one knew that invitation 
from the Punjab had been accepted. In the face of these facts there was 
no room for doubt and I am not prepared to believe that Government did 
not know it for certain that the Congress session was actually to be held at 
Lahore. And I am aware of no such circumstance which could create a 
doubt in the mind of the public or of the Government with regard to the 
place for holding the session of the Congress. So far as I am aware this ques 
tion was never re-opened afte1'" it was decided during the Calcutta session .. 
Admitting for the sake of argument that the Punjab Government could not 
ascertain this fact so early as to be able to put this demand in the budget. 
session of the Council,· then why is it that this demand was not put..f orward 
in the July session which was held at Simla ? By that time everything had 
become clear. The Congress authorities had made a request for the loan of 
Minto Park which was refused and questions were· put in Council during its 
Simla session. This ought to have removed the doubts, if there were any, 
with regard to this matter. 

Much has been said with regard to the police arrangements contemp 
lated, I will not say that no police is required in connection with the Congress. 
session. I am rather of opinion that police arrangements are a necessity. 
When police arrangements are necessary in connection with ordinary fairs. 
and wrestling matches, it is no use denying -that police arrangements are 
necessary in connection with the next session of the Congress. But our ob 
jection is that the way in which this emergency is proposed to be met is not 
the right and economical way. In every budget session of the Council 
we are required to vote for a large grant for the reserve police consisting 
of so many constables, head constables and the Sub-Inspectors of Police 
for the various districts of the province. This reserve is made use of at 
the time of very important fairs and festivals and on such other ocoasione 
when concourse of people gather together and that no extra police is recruited 



Pandit Nanak Chand [Hoshiarpur (Non-Muhammadan}, Rural]: 
·Sir, wheri I first listened to the Chief Secretary with regard to this demand, 
-my idea was to oppose this demand. But after hearing the speeches that, 
have since been made here I have made up.my mind to give my vote in favour 
-of the demand. . It is really a sad commentary on the present political state 
.of the Punjab that various communities living here should be thinking that 
at the time of the Congress they should be marching as an army to invade 
the Congress camp in order to get their demand acceded to by those political 
leaders who have prepared the Nehru Report. Sir, believe me when I say 
that a very large part of the Hindus living in this province are under 11, serious 
apprehension that their life and property is not safe, that things are eomiag 
to such a crisis in this province that not only 500 policemen but a much larger 
-force would be needed to keep peace and order and to keep the law breakers 
in check. Here we have an exhibition of that very feeling from one very im 
portant member of this House when with a certain amount of feeling he gave 
expression to these demands which we find to-day being made in a certam 
section of the Press by a certain section of the Punjab population. "If we 
-cannot have things by amicable settlement, let us have them by any means 
that lie within our power." That is the argument that is being utilised and 
used in the city of Lahore. We know it for certain that volunteers who 
were at one time recruited for a certain object are now going to be utilised 

' ,/ . 

'{Rana Firoz-ud-din Khan.] 
for such occasions. Government could make use of that reserve for this 
-occasion as well. It was not very difficult for it to spare 500 men out of 
:that reserve. There are 29 districts in the province and if 17 or 18 men had 
been selected out of the reserve in each district, there would have been no 
need to recruit extra police. Of course if 1,500 or 2,000 police men had been 
required in connection with the Congress session, there would have been 
some sense in the recruitment of "this extra police. But as things stand, 
the money asked for will be wasted. It can be said with some show of reason 
i;hat, if these 500 men are drawn from the reserve stationed in various dis 
tricts, who will keep peace and order in these districts? On that score I can 
.assure the Government that muffasils will be as· quiet as the grave. The 
-Congress workers and the delegates are mustering strong at Lahore and their 
.aotivities will be centred at one place: Those who will remain at home will 
be anxiously waiting to see what programme of work the Congress is going 
to-frame for the next year and until such time they will naturally keep quiet. 
'There will be no activity outside Lahore and, therefore, no reserve will be 
·required to keep watch over the movements of the Congress workers or other 
.agitators in the districts. The Governmenj can certainly spare 500 men out 
of that reserve and can thus save the expenditure which is proposed 'to be 
.incurred on the recruitment of fresh. ponce. My friend Lala Bodh Raj 
had just now told me that a few days ago he saw in Jhang :Mr. Om Parkash, 
-an.acoused, being taken in a lorry to the court with a guard of 25 policemen 
-stationed on both sides of the lorry. If in the Jhang district 25 policemen 
can be spared to escort one accused to the court, I do not see any reason 
why 500 men cannot be spared from 29 districts to be utilised in connection 
with the- next annual session· of the Congress. For these reasons I cannot 
-support the grant now before the House. 
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for enforcing the demands on the political leaders who are going to confer 
here during Christmas week. The honourable member Pir Muhammad 
Husain also told us here in this House that if these demands are not con 
ceded they will have their way some-how or other, and I think Mr. Emerson 
was perfectly right when he said that these 500 men· are needed in the in 
terest of the Congress. There 'are people who say that the Congress will be 
invaded and the Congress leaders will be forced to concede to the demand of 
a certain section of the population. Unfortunately such a state of affairs. 
is not going to bring us nearer the goalwhich is at the heart of every peace 
loving citizen of this province. I might submit, Sir, that I can speak from 
.personal knowledge that the Secretary of State for India and the Under 
Secretary of State for India are really sincere and are desirous of conceding· 
to the demand of the Indians if they are made by a united poop-le. I have· 
had the privilege of meeting these gentlemen and having long interviews with 
them, and I can say that they are sincerely desirous of seeing India go on the· 
path of ordered progress. It is up to everyone of us that at this juncture 
when the hand of fellowship has been held out in all sincerity and earnest-· 
ness by such gentlemen as the Viceroy of India and the Secretary of State,. 
that we should sink our differences and cease to think of our 56 and 83 per· 
centages, Sir, I belong to a minority community. I do not belong to a 
majority community living in the Punjab. I say as a, representative of the 
Hindu minority, if we really are desirous of marching on the path of progress., 
it is our duty to cease thinking as Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs. We have at 
this time the greatest opportunity being offered to India. · If we lose this. 
opportunity wf'J lose the hand of friendship that is being . extended to us •. 
Such a chance is not going to come again. Will you then in such an atmos 
phere _talk of invading the Congress, of having your "morchas," or will you in 
a spirit of mutual goodwill come and take part in the round-table conference? 
Take warning that if the various communities press for their percentage, 
demands, then those statesmen of Europe will utilise this opportunity· of 
refusing the demand of dominion status . 

. Take warning. The times are in your favour. If you want to cut at the 
root, if you want to destroy yourselves, you can do so easily. Nothing is 
more easy than this. I would, therefore, appeal to my friends, those who· 
represent the Sikhs, those who represent the Muhammadans and who have 
spoken for their 58 per cent. demand-I can speak on behalf of the Hindus 
of the Punjab that they are not satisfied with the Nehru Report and they are· 
not in favour of the formula which has been enunicated by the Congress 
leaders-here is an opportunity which is being offered to you for the first 
time. Such an opportunity will not come again. If you cease to think as 
Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs, if you begin to think as citizens of India and as 
citizens of the Punjab, you have your future assured. But if you go on 
thinking in the way you have/been doing hitherto, then I myself am not 
one for dominion 'Status or independence or even for the present reform. I 
say with all the seriousness and earnestness that I can command that at 
this time when we have got this mentality shown here that the Muhammadans.. 
are going to invade the Congress and break it up as stated by Pir Sahib in 
his speech, Government is right and is perfectly justified in bringing this. 
demand in order to protect the Congress leaders from invasion by undesirable. 
persons. 

GOVERNMENT'S DEMANDS FOR SUPPLEMENTARY, ADDITIONAL AND 80'r 
TOKEN GRANTS. 



Pir Akbar Ali [Ferozepore (Muhammadan) Rural] (Urdu): I would 
.have let pass this demand without saying a word, for it in noway concerns 
us · the zamindars. The Government have recruited a fresh police · force 
to keep order in the Mahasabha otherwise known as the Congress. So the 
-demand moved concerns either the Government or the Congress, but my 
honourable friend representing Hoshiarpur has here and there, as is usual 
with him, cast reflections on the zamindars, whether Hindus, · Muslims or 
Sikhs. His remarks require to be replied to, and I in duty bound rise to 
.answer them. The present occasion was not opportune to bring in the com 
.munal question. The question that at present involves the attention of the" 
Rouse is whether any more police is required or not. If it is thought that 

~ such a police is indispensible, then let the Government arrange to meet the 
.additional nxpenditure incurred on its account. We are not concerned 
with it ; but the honourable member representing Hoshiarpur went out of 
his way to bring in the question of 30 per cent. and 45 per cent., &c. We 
zamindare form 90 per cent. of the population of the province, and we con 
tribute 90 per cent. of the revenues of the province and we are not prepared 
io pay for the remaining 10 per cent. non-zamindara for whose safety and 
-w,ell being duririg the Congress days more police is required, We are 
.already poor and depressed, we cannot afford to be saddled with this extra 
burden. We zamindars also hold our meetings in the country, but we never 
.require extra police to keep law and order for us.. The Government pro 
poses to increase the 'police strength for the benefit of the Congress. whioh is . 
.a gathering of the non-zamindars, so let it charge the additional expenditure 
from them. 

Then there is the question of percentage as regards rights under the 
-expeeted reformed constitution. Our demand is not for 56 per oent., but 
for 90 per cent. We pay 90 per cent. of the land revenue ; we constitute 
·90. per cent. of the population of the province; and, therefore, we demand· 
·that 90 per cent. of the rights granted should be ours. The remaining 10 
per cent. .rights we are prepared to give to the remaining 10 per cent. non 
-zamiridar population of the province. If our demand is not acceded to, we 
will also hold meetings in protest and will carry on a strong agitation' in the 
villages. We rural people do what we say, and we never hold out verbal 
threats. 

In the end I submit" that the sum.of the demand moved should not be 
paid from the public funds which· mainly consist of the land revenue paid by 
-the zamindars. · 

Mr. M.A. Ghani{Non-official, nominated]: Sir, when the Congress 
. -ssssion was held in Calcutta last y-ear, one lakh of labourers marched upon 
the Congress to take possession of the pavillion and to put forward their 
demands and their rights. The volunteers of the Congress obstructed the 
labourers and consequently many heads· were broken and arms maimed 
and the Bengal Government failed to protect the labourers and workmen 
of that place from the opposition of the volunteers. I · should like to con 
,gratulate the Punjab Government for anticipating that trouble and for 
making adequate police provision to prevent such occurrences in the Punjab 
this year. I submit that I 1¥1d other labour leaders intend in the next 
December to march five Iakhs of labourers to the Congress pandaZ to put our 
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. FAMINE (RESERVED) GRANT. 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain (Revenue Member) 1 
Bir, I beg to move: 

"That an additional sum. not exceeding Rs. 1,30,000 'be granted to the Governor In 
Council to defray the charges tha.t will come in course of pa.YII1ent for the. yea.r 
ending the 3lllt of March, 1930 in respect of Famine (Reserved)." 

The motion was carried. 

CIVIL WoRKS (TRANSFERRED) GRANT. 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh (Minister for Agricul- 
ture) : Sir, I beg to move : · . · 

That an additional sum. not exceeding Rs. 6,56,000 be granted to the Punjab Gov 
ernment (Mini,stry of Agriculture) to defray the charges that will come in course 
of payment for the yea.rending the 31st of March, 1930 i1,1 respect of Civil Works 
(Transferred)... - . 

The motion was carried . 

LOANS AND ADV.A.NOES (RESERVED) GRANT. 

'The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: Sir, I beg to move: 
" That an additional sum not exceeding Bs, 30,00,000 be granted to the Governor in 

Council to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year 
ending the 31st of March, 1930 in respect of Loans and Adva.nces (Reserved)." 

Mr. President: The demand moved is : 
.. That an additional sum not exceeding Rs. 30,00,000 be granted to the Governor in 

Council to defray the charges that.will come in 00111'86 of paYII1ent for the year 
ending the 31st of Ma.roh, 1930 iD respect of Loans a.nd Adva.noes (Reserved)." , 

demands before the Congress. I think it is my right to ask the Government 
to protect me and my five lakhs of labourers who will be going to the Congress 
from being molested by the Congress volunteers, I want the Government 
to place sufficient policemen there to protect me and my following from the 
assaults of the Congress volunteers. The Congress is a capitalistic body; 
it is a body which has ignored the rights of labour. The Congress wants to 
substitute the present Government by an independent capitalistic Govern· 
ment. I represent the cause of labourers who form 98 per cent. of the popu 
lation of this country. (Hear, hear and laug1tter) and I want to tell the 

-Congress and the leaders who have spoken in this House this afternoon that 
the Congress can never afford to ignore our rights. I, therefore, very 
.strongly support the demand of Government for the extra expenditure for 
the additional police. 

Mr. President : . The question is : 
" That a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 1,00, 717 be granted to the Governor 

in Council to defray the charges that will came in course of payment for the 
year ending the 31st of Me.rc~, 1930 in respect of Police." 

The· motion was carried. 

GOVERNMENT'S DEMANDS FOR SUPPLEMENTARY, ADDITIONAL AND 809 
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. . 
"That a token sum not exeeeding Rs. IO be granted to "the Governor in Counoil to 

defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the - 
31st of March, 1930 in respect of Police." ·- 

By way of explanation, I should like to say that according to the re 
vised estimates the total amount required for the telephone connexions will 
be Rs. 8,625 instead of Rs. 6,000 as stated at page 21 of the Memorandum 

The motion was carried. 

IRRIGATION GRANT; 

The Honourable. Mian Sir Faz 1-i-Husain : I move : 
"That a token sum not exceeding Rs. 10 be granted to _the Governor in Council to 

, defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending 
the 31st of March, 1930 in respect of Irrigatio11." 

" That an additional sum not exceeding Rs. 30,00,000 be granted to the Governor· · 
in Council to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the 
year ending the 31st of March, 1930 in respect of Loans and Advances (Re .. 
served)." 

The motion was carried. 

PoLIOE GRANT. 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : Sir r I beg to move : 

P~clit Nanak Chand [Hoshiarpur (Non-Muhammadan), Rural]: Sir, 
I wish to heartily support the demand which has been moved by the honour 
able member from the Government benches. I wish to draw the atten- - 
tion of the Government to the very serious condition of the people living in 
Hissar, · Rohtak, Gurgaon and Ambala districts. , I had been there and saw 
the acute state of their suffering. When I last visited Hissar I found that 
such people as the lambardars, sufedposhes and others who were considered 
to be the gentry of the rural population were not able to make their ends, 
meet, and had to go on with sometimes only one meal a day. I actually 
saw these respectable men coming as witnesses to the courts or as parties 
to suits with a small quantity .of bread tied up in their ehaddare. Such 
is the situation in the· .. Hissar district. I understand in the Rohtak 
district and in Gurgaon and Karna! districts _ as well, the conditions are, 
equally bad and the distress is acute. I feel, therefore, that the Govern 
ment should be supported in this demand. Not only that. I want to draw 
the attention of the Government at this stage that something more is needed 
than what they propose to do in the matter. As a matter of fact, I would 
urge seriously and earnestly upon the Ggvernment that they should appoint 
a committee at once to give relief to the msn in distress and to the cattle as, 
well which - are · dying like ants and flies because of the famine conditions. 
Various respectable gentlemen who are acquainted with the conditions in 
these districts told me that not more than 15 per cent. of the cattle will out 
live this famine. The condition is, therefore, more serious than the Govern 
ment imagines and in supporting this demand I wish to draw its attention 
to the gravity of the situation and the urgent necessity for relief on a large 
scale to the sufferers of Hissar, Rohtak, Kamal and Gurgaon districts. 

Mr. President: The question is:- 
., .... 
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The motion was carried. 

PUBLIC HEALTH GRANT. 

· The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : I move : 
"Tha,t a token sum noj; exceeding Rs. IO be granted to the Punjab Governmen e 

(Ministry of Looa,l Self-Governir:l.ent) to defra,y the charges tha,t will come in 
course of pa,yillent for the year ending the 31st of March, 1930 in respect of 
Public Hea,lth." 

EDUOATION (TRANSFERRED) GRANT, 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : I move i 
"That a, token sum not exceeding Rs. 10 be granted to the Punje.b Governllient 

(Ministry of Eduootion) to defray the oharges that will come in course of pay 
ment for the yea,r ending the 31st of Ma.rch, 1930 in respect of Eduoe.tion (Trans 
ferred)." 

· The motion was carried. 

Sardar Hira Singh, Narli [Lahore (Sikh), Rural] (Urdu) : Sir, Govern· 
·ment intends to instal telephonic connections between the different police 
-stations. This scheme is very good in itself and I don't object to it because 
-it will involve min some hsavy expanditure. W:iat I want to say is this, that 
the zamindars who mainly constitute the rural population should be allowed 

·to use the telephones at the polios stations for their private purposes, on the 
payment of some fea. In this- connection last year I asked questions in the. 

' tCouncil, and the Government's answer was that the people neither use such 
Y phones, nor take any interest in similar matters. The zamindars often stand · 

"in great need of knowing the prices of grain in different grain markets, and if 
the Government grants them permission to use police station telephones, 
then it would be affording them a convenience which they stand urgently 
"in need of. 

As regards telegraphic connections, the Honourable Revenue Member 
had granted permission to their use on the Upper Bari Doab Canal, but then 

·this permission· has not been extended in the case of other canals. If the 
Government grants permission to the, use. of all the canal telegraphic con 
nections and all t4,e police station telephones (which are going to be installed 
·shortly) then it would be adding to its revenues. By such permission 
the Government will increase its income and the zamindars will have another 
convenience at their service. It is very important and the representatives 
of the zamindars should press forward this request with all their zeal. In 

·the end I again request the Government to see its way to grant us our re- 
-quest. · 

Mr. President : The question is : 
" Tha,t a token sum not exceeding Rs. IO he granted to the Governor in Council to 

defra,y the oha.rges•that will come in course of payment for the year ending the 
· 31st of March, 1930 in respect of Police." 

The motion was carried. 

Mr. President: The demand moved is ": 
" That a token sum not exceeding Rs. 10 be granted to the Governor in Council to 

defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the yea,r ending the 
31st of March, 1930 in respect of Police." 

0 
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MISOELLANEOUS (RESERVED) !-GRANT. 

The Honourable Mian Sir 'Ful-i-Husain-: I move-« 
Mr. President : A demand for an excess grant has to be presented to· 

the. Council by the Finance Member (Buie ~l). 
The Honourable Mr. A; M. Stow : I · :rttov&- 

"That ·a sum ~pt exceeding Rs. 131 be ~nted to the' Governor in Council to meet"· 
. th~'ei:ceiis exp,endi,ture' inciJrre'd '!iuripg the' year ended tlie 31st of March, 1928,. 
in respect 'of· M.iscell&neous t~d)." 

The motion was carried. 

PoLIOE .GRANT. 

_ 1The ·Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow:·. I beg to- movo-« 
!''.Thli.fi a• sum not. exceeding1Rs:i'7,543. be granted to the Governor in Criunoil to meet· 

· : the excess expendittlre Incurred ~uriilg the year erided the 31st of Ma:tch, 1928.- 
in respect of Police.'' ··· • · 

The motion ~as carried. 

JAILS AND OONVIOT SETTLEMENTS GRANT. 

Ttie Honourable Mr: A. M. Stow : I beg to: move- 
" Tjiat 81 sum not exceeding Rs. 11,406 be granted to the Governor in Council to mee't-c 

the excess expenditure incurred during the year ended the 31st of March, 1928,. m I respect of 'Jails and Convict Settlements.~'" 

The motion was carried. 

1GOVERNMEN~'S DEMANDS 'FOR \EXCESS GRANTS, 1927~28. 
ADMINISTRA:TION OF JusTIOE. GRANT •. 

The;Honourable Mr. A~·M. Stow: I beg to move- 
''Tl111.t·a sum not exceeding R~. 

014,li41 
be granted to the Govemoi; in Council to meet 

'the' excess' expenditure incurred during the yeal' ended.the 31st of March, '1928,., , 
in respect of Administration, of ·Justfue.'.' · ; 

~he motion -was carried. 

MISOELLANEOUS (RESERVED) GRANT. 

The Honourable Mian Sir rFazl-i-Husain : l move- 
•• That ·a tokensum riot exceeding Rs. IO ·lie granted to the Governor in Council to• 

defray the 'Charges that 'Wi}J dome in. COtµ'Se. of pa.l!Pent for. the year ending'"· 
the 3.lst of March, 1030, in respect of Miscellg.neous (Reservec.)." 

. The motion was carried. 

., 

RElfUND RESEBVEl>· G,B.uiT. 

The Honouable Mr.-A. M.-Stow:: i3ir, 'L'beg to· mov~ 
• " That a sum not exceeding Rs.' 834 be· ~nte:a· to' the C!lovernor in Cou'D.Qil to meet,; 

· the excess expen:diiure incurred during the year ended the 31st of March, 1928,. 
1nr respect' of Refunds (~served)." 

The motion was carried. 
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Pandit Nanak Chand (Hoshiarpur, Non-Muhammadan, Rural).: 
Sii, I rise to oppose the' motion which.has just been made. Sir, the honour 

·able members are aware that some time ago this House discussed the question 
· of. the purity of the ghi and the · banaspati ghi and . a very interesting dis 
; eussion took place .on the floor of this.House in which members of all parties 
took part .... 
. 'Mr. 'President: The object of the honourable member is to oppose 

'the motion ? ' 
0Pandit Nanak,Chand.: Yes, Sir. 

'Mr. ·President: Is the honourable member quite in order in opposing: 
the motion to take into consideration a Bill which has emerged from a. 
select committee ? · 

Pandit Nanak Chand: Sir, can I not oppose this motion? Is this 
. motion not placed before the House for voting ? If it is to be voted upon,. 
then I submit that 'I can and I am within my rights in opposing this 
motion. 'If of course a vote has not to be demanded then, in that case, I 
have not the right to oppose this motion. 

Mr. President: Standing Order 45 (2) expressly provides that if the 
member in charge moves· that' the ·Bill' be taken into consideration, any 
member may move as an amendment that the Bill be recommitted or cir 
culated for the purpose of. obtaining opinion thereon. I am doubtful that, 

· the honourable member is in order in opposing the motion. 
Pandit Nanak Chand: Sir, if I am showing a difference of opinion. 

it should not' be taken as showing disrespect to the Ohair . 
·'Mr.1President: !The point is not quite clear. 

"That the Punjab Pure Food Bill as reported by the select committee be taken into· 
consideration." 

"That the Punjab Pure Food Bill asreported by the select committee be taken into• 
consideration." 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon . (Minister for Loeal' 
Self-Government) : Sir, I beg to present the final report of the select com 
mittee' on tlfe Punjab Pure Food Bill. 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: Sir, I beg to. 
move- c 

THE PUNJAB PURE FOOD BILL. 

" That a sum not exceeding Rs. 10,856 be granted to the Punjab Government (Ministry 
of Agriculture) to meet the excess expenditure incurred during the year ended. 
the glst of March, 1928, in respect of Refunds (Transferred)." 

· The motion was carried. 

5 P.11!. 

I Mr. President : The motion moved is- 

REFUNDS TRANSFERRED. GRANT. 

The Honour~ble Mr. A. M. Stow: Sir, I beg to move- 

818 l~OVERN~EN?;'S DEMANDS FOR EXCESS GRANTS. 



Pandit Nanak Chand : So far as I am concerned, I beg to 'differ from 
the view which you have just now expressed. The agenda says definitely 
that a member of the Government is to move that the Punjab Pure Food 
Bill as reported by the select committee be taken into consideration. The 
House, I submit, has got a perfect right to say that we are not going to take 
.into consideration the select committee's Report. I make a distinction 
between th~ Bill as introduced at the first instance and when a report of the 
select committee is laid before the House. In that case the Bill when it 
has gone to the select committee emerges: with certain modifications and 
I understand that this Bill has also undergone cert rin, modifications, the 
.honourable members of this House have got a right to saythat we were 
agreed to the introduction of the Bill in its original form but we are not 
prepared to. consider the Bill in its modified form. You, Sir, draw upon 
the analogy of the House of Commons. I submit that that analogy has 

'no bearing because we have not got anything like the first ;e;:1,ding, the 
second reading or the third reading in this House. Our rules are entirely 

. different and so far as my memqry serves me I personally have on one oc 
casion befor.e also opposed the report of the select committee when it was 
placed before the House . My memory may be misleading, but this is an 
impression left upon my mind and I submit that I am perfectly .within my 
rights as a member of this House to oppose the motion -when it is made. 
Had. the Honourable Member for Government merely said I present the 
:final report of the select committee op. the Punjab Pure Food Bill, then I 
could have said nothing. Because he has presented the report to the House 
and has asked us 'to pass that report of the select committee, I can say, 
"' no, I am not prepared to pass it. I differ from the report that has been 
laid on the tabla and I think I am within my right to make a suggestion of 
this kind that the report of select committee embodies certain harmful 
_principles and I am entitled to oppose jhose principles on which this Bill is 
framed. I respectfully wish to place these views for your consideration, 
Sir, so that you may consider them and if there is any doubt you may ad 
journ the House and allow us to study it in greater detail because this is a. 
constitutional question and we are not prepared to give up our rights and 
privileges as __ members of this Council, . 

Mr. President:- In addition to the amendments tha.t the Bill be re 
committed or circulated for obtaining opinion thereon, the. honourable 
member may also move tha.t the Bill be not ta.ken into consideration now 
-or that it may be refused or rejected for specific . reasons. But in view of 
.the fact that a motion for consideration of the Bill has been made, the 
honourable member has a right to oppose it. Therefore, on further· con 
sideration I allow him to proceed; (Voices of thanks, thanks). 

Pandit Nanak Chand : ~ was submitting, . Sir, that some, time ago 
this House discussed a very important question, namely, tha.t of the purity 
.of ghi and banaspatti g7ii. The honourable members of this House from 
all quarters and representing all shades of opinion were of opinion that 
certain measures must be adopted; ...•..•..• 

Mr. President: The honourable member is aware, I believe, tha.t there 
are amendments for recomi:nittal and circulation of the Bill. If these amend 
ments are moved by the honourable members in whose names they stand, 
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the original motion that the Bill be taken into consideration, will be put to 
the vote of the House after the amendments are disposed of. 

Pandit Nanak Chand: Sir, even here I venture to differ. 
Mr. President: I beg your pardon. If the members in whose names 

t:be amendments stand wish to move them · they will be entitled to do so. 
Pandit Nanak Chand: But, Sir, there is only one motion before the 

House at this time and that is the consideration of the report of the select 
committee. · 

Mr. President: The hone~able member is welcome to speak to that 
question but it shall not be put to the vote of the House unless tho amend 
ments,· if moved, are disposed of. 

Pandit Nanak Chand : I will -diseuss this and reserve these things 
till such a motion is made. 

Mr. President: One amendment stands in the name of the honourable- " 
member himself. So, if he resumes his seat without moving the amendment, 
he will forfeit his right to move the amendment. 

' Pandit N~ Chand : But, I will have the right to speak on the 
amendment when it is moved by some other member. 

Mr. President: That will be seen. 
Pandit'Nanak Chand: That amendment stands in the name of some- 

other members also and, therefore, I shall have the right to speak on that. 
Mr. President: That question has not arisen yet. 
Pandit Nanak Chand : I wanted to be sure. 
Mr. President: I have given an indication of what my own inclina 

tion in this matter is. 
Pandit Nanak Chand: I want to be clear that I have now the right 

· the ·-move-.-. ....•.•. 
,1Mr. President: The honourable member will be quite in order to move 

his amendment at the end of his speech. But after he resumes his seat he will 
not be allowed to move it again. 

Pandit Nanak Chand : That is perfectly clear to me. But supposing 
after I have sat down another member of the House. stands up and moves. 
that the Bill be "circulated for eliciting public opinion thereon. Shall I have a. 
say then ? I want your ruling. 

Mr. President: When that question arises a ruling will be given. 
Pandit Nanak Chand : The Chair is a source of light and one can al 

ways seek light from the Chair. 
I was submitting that some time ago in this House the question of the 

purity of ghi and banaspati ghi came for consideration. Members repre 
senting all views, all shades of opinion took part in that debate and they · 
gave an expression to their feelings that measures must be adopted to pro 
tect the ghi from adulteration and if banaspafli ghi is to be sold in the shops 
certain measures should be adopted by which people would know that they 
are purchasing banaspati ghi and not the ghi as understood in our own 
province. Sir, I would have most gladly and most sincerely accorded 
my support to the measure if it was c~nfined merely to the adulteration 
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, [Pandit Nanak Ohand.] , . 
of ghi. But theBill. 8$ itds presented to us. to-day, l submit, is. a very.· 
great encroachment. on the lib~y of the subject. I have read this Bill 
very carefully and' I: find there is no article of food or drink which will not 
come- within the purview. of ( thi~ measure, m the. recommendations . which 
are embodied in· the select committee's report are carried out; If this 
Bill: is, carried .into, ls.w;. no ,~icle will be !oafe, from the hands of the exeeu 
tive.. This, Leonsider, Sir,,a veey,.great encroachment on the .liberties of.the 
subjects who are living in this province and I will develop this point later 
in my sp~ec~ ~ow I wish ~o. state on? thin~ v_ery s~~ongly ~nd that is so 
far as this BillIs-eoncemed and certain of its provisions with regard to 
evidence and prosecutions· are concerned, it really goes against the law of 
evidence as we have understood so ·far and as being administered in His . 
M"a.jesty's courts so far, If this Bill is passed, then I submit you will have 
a new law of evidence _so far as this Bill is concerned: Therefore Lregard' 

'" tliis Bill as a very dangerous and obnoxious, measure and· I submit that 
this: Council which is zealous of· the rights of· the subject should not be a 
party to passing it. · (Interruption): · My honourable friend, Chaudhri 
Tutli Chand. is vecy; anxious. to interrupt. I will shortly . take up. that point. · 
I submit that the conditions of this. province both as regards education· 
and as regards the prevalence of communal feeling, are such that the working 
,of this Bill which encroaches on the liberties of the 'subject will create the 
greatest possible hardship.. Now, Sir, I would draw your attention and the 
attention of tllis Housethat so far as the Punjab is concerned, most of the 
people in the provinee.. be they shopkeepers or be they. zamindars as re 
presented by my friend Ohaudhri Duli Chand, be they artisalll! or be they 
labourers, most of them are illiterate and it would be very difficult for them 

· to understand the provisions embodied in the Bill and the implications. 
flowing therefrom and the result would be that· it would be . possible 
for .the inspectors and fbr other· officers who are armed with certain very 
extensive powers to annoy the people and in mauy cases· to make money· 
out of them. This, I submit, will easily be achieved by those who would 
be entrusted with the· powers of interfering under jhis. Bill. I submit, 
therefore, that the Government should not overlook · the conditions of the 
province as.regards the.illiteracy and ignorance which. prevails .everywhere. 
~hen I have tqrefer to another point. It is-unfortunate that thisprovince, 
Punjab especially, is- divided into various castes and communities which 
are bitterly hostile to one another even at· the present time. Now provi 
sions are made in this Bill for the appointment of inspectors and other 
officials who are to carry' out the provisions of the Bill. I would· ask my 
honourable friend the Minister· who· has brought forward this Bill, whether 
in the appointment of these various officials, . communal consideration 
will play any part 01' not or will the' Gowemment say that any honourable 
members will· not come foDward: and say, whiY such and such a community. 
is not properly. represented ?· This. is. a v.ery pertinent question which, I. 
want the Honourable Mmisten to :reply. W~:know :filom our personal, ex 
perieno~· of the· last 9· years, that so, far,as, Govemmenf appointments are1 
eoneerned, every class and. every. religion ahd, ev.ery caste is coming foI"Wardi 

, .and asking that these posts should: be filled! on communal, basis. ']he-result 
of tJhati has been that in. the actuaj: w:orking·of the administration communal 
l>ias,and clasa bias has Been prevailing, to. av grea.t ex;tent,. the.result being thivt. 

' ' 
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The inspector will decide all these tJ:iin.,gs. Then. look at the. punish-, 
·.ments which. are to be given-; they are in clauses 18, 16 and 18 under which, 
:fines can be imposed as also· imprisonment which. may extend, to six m9ntha-._ 
~o. qualifications of the inspector are given here, whether he. is to. be of, 

·the rank of a High Court Judge or of the calibre of my friend the Honourable 
:~Ministe~ w:ho is bringing forward this Bill. We do not know what sort. o:f; 
inspectors they ·will be, whether they -will be of this class or of the cla~ 

.:~om which my friend Chaudhri Dull: Chand comes or of any other class •. 
"But we can presume who these inspectors will be. They; will be like t]le;_ 
· ordinary, .poliee inspectors and other inspectors whom. we know going abo11f;.,_ 
-oz like .the sanitiuy inspectors. The House. is not. unaware of. the menta,Jity, 
· of these people. It is. not unaware of..th~ cases. of bribery and cases of. eXr, 

. ·fortion. Now you· are going -ta arm people of this kind whom you, are not 
, going to recruit on the basis of merit, wit}J. all these powers. . If.the Honourable, 
ra:bl.e Mµp.s~r will make.aa announcement, on. this point l shall be.very glsd, 
"But inspectors recruited on communalgmunds, inspectors drawing. Rs. 6.Q.,. 
roO and 80, · are going to "be entrusted with these powers. They may ent~ 
-rtlle. place or the shop 6f anyJ:>ody provided they know 'or they; can ~k.f)1 
· out a case that there is something which is intended to be sold. there; Here, 
·i ll,µJ. carrying· on my profession. of law and I might have created, a, numbe;r., 
··Qf, enemies. These enemies of mine may go. to. these Inspectors and, s.ay;_ 
-' here. are Rs, 50-; take this. 'I'here is. Pandit Nanak Chand.: you drll,g, 
himsomehow or otheeto the.court, .. It is very easy. Only the otp.er. dl~ 
the Pandit .. was haiv. · g a. basket of fruits. . It i. s intende. d for, sale.' t;b.ougb·i.· 

::ib mii,y be that I ha, e received thera from a friend of mine for private pUII",. 
pose. Then: what m I to.say ? Wher.e is the safeguard for.me, in.~. 
Bill ? The .inspeo r mp,y, prove his case. He may get. fa,1110. evidenee, 
and in some. cases one inspector may corroborate another, and. ~ 'y.esb. 
it is intended for sale'. Just imagine, there is no village where. there are no 

"factions. I had· a vm:y interesting experience when I, went on" my eleotio:Q., 
-campaign. I always found one section of. the village always siding, with 

-mebeeause the other section was siding with. the other candidate. 
~his happens not only.:· in the villages; not, only in small, towns bJJ.t. in, 

··big towns as. well, ~hes.a· Inspectors. hawing a}J these powers will ente'.I!' 
~µ,~ sho~ or house a,n,d,, will d,:ag people to. coU1t~. Hali the Jlono~a~.l~. 

-whsn a member belonging to a particular community is, an, offi._ci\il,}: and is 
:·in charge of a certain department or a. certain di~tri~t,. the. member.s of t;b.13 
other communities tilw/J,ys come forward. and make certain aJ.leg,atjoru.i, 
sometimes j11sti:fiably and sometimes without any justm.~tion. that. t;b.~ 
o:fficiaHs not acting in the interest of the people at large, but, is actiµg oP1y 

'in favour of his own eommunits, Now l~t me read 011:t to the Coutjcil..by 
·way of' illustration what sort of powers these inspectors under tp.is Bil] 
'Will wield. I invite the attention of the honourable members to thii!. very 
;important clause, clause 7, which Sa);S, , 

".An Inswctor n;ui,y at all rea,s.onablt;i' times enter ~to ,and~tJi.ny .plaee. w)l.ere. tht1rit. 
if!! any f<>OO which. he has reasonable. gro,un,d for believing tf). be ~ten~ed fqf, 
sale; · inspect any food, wherever found; which he has reesonal:>le ground for. 
believing to be: Intended for sale ; seize in such manner OB ~ay be prescribed. 
any food, wherever found, which.is or appears to be Injurious, to health; 41!.~ 
troy in such manner as may be prescribed any food, wherever found, whi9h is 
deoayea or putrefied.,, . . 

a11 



[Pandit Nanak Chand.] 
Yillister kept the Bill confined merely to ghi, there· might· have been some 
force, and we would have been glad to support it. But now when he comes. 
forward and asks itl. all sincerity the honourable members' of this House to 
give him their support in carrying out the provisions of. this Bill, I submit. 
that we are merely cutt4ig our throats and the throats of those people whose 
representatives we are in this Council. Some people are glad, they are very; 
glad that it is the shopkeepers who will suffer. They think that recruitment. 
to the inspectors will be from a certain class and the sufferers will be another · 
clas.s.. Some think like that, and they therefore are prepared tolend support 
even to such a harmful section of the Bill as I have read out before this House •. 
However, they must remember that these · caste distinctions, these class · 
distinctions are slowly dying out. I can to-day bring hundreds of those , 
people who at one time did r.ot take to shopkeeping but have now taken 
up the profession of shopkeeping. '.Ibey are dealing in various kinds of 
merchandise for which they had no . inclination before. Therefore do not 
think that by becoming a party to this Bill you are cutting the throat of the- · 
~nui shopkeeper, or the Khatri shopkeeper or the Arora shopkeeper, you· 
are really cutting the throat of all classes by placing in the hands of the- · 
executive such a strong weapon. · I quite understand, Sir, that in the west 
and in other advanced countries, governments are the representative of the 
community and governments are now being armed with those powers which 
in past times would. not have armed them with .. But those conditions do 
not exist here. We are always thinking in terms of class, caste or religion, . 
and that is . the reel reason why at the present moment we should net be- · 
prepared to arm the executive with such powers. It matters not whether 
the executive is Muhammadan for it will not remain Muhammadan always;. 
it does not matter whether the executive is Hindu for it will not remain , 
there for all times. But at the present time this feeling is there, and I!. 
ask you in all sincerity not to allow such a measure to be passed. W e · 
should if we are very sincere concentrate on one · particular thing. It may · 
be ghi or it may be milk. I said ghi, because every section of the House 
supported the resolution which was moved by an honourable. member of 
the House, and every class and community was anxious that ghi should b& 
kept pure, and that it should not be permitted to be mixed up with any other= 
food which is not good. We should have tried that first. We should have, 
first given that a trial. We who in this Council represent not a single nation 
but various sections of a nation, various castes and various tribes and re 
ligions, ought to have given that limited legislation a chance to work. Had 
that chance been given, had it proved to be a success, we would have taken 
up certain other things. But to ask the Council at this stage to give ifsi; 
support to a measure of this kind, I submit is a very suicidal policy and we 
shall soon learn that it has not taken us anywhere near the desired goal. 

Then with regard to another point which I hinted at. In this very-, 
Council. my friend, Chaudhri Afzal Haq and Rana Feroz-ud-Din Kh9JD.,.. 
and other friends who used to sit on these benches in the last Council have 
times out of number brought before the House the question of corruption 
which is existing, in the various services. I ask ,you now in all sincerity,. 
do you think you will be able to find honest men who will be above. tempta 
tion in carrying out the provisions of this Bill? You cannot change theJ· 
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mentality of a people in such a. very short time. It is a thing which cannot 
be hidden that people who make money by taking bribes are given honours 
by us, they are invited to our dinners andjalsas, respectable men are anxious 
to have their daughters or sons married in their families. The spirit of 
condemnation which ought to be against such people does not exist in the 
province. You will remember the amount of opposition which was raised 
by the resolution which I moved in this Council for an increase of pay of 
pa.twaris. Some members vehemently -opposed the resolution. Some 
said that patwaris were ruining the zamindars ; others said that they were 
filling their-own pockets, and so on. Everybody condemned the patwaris. 
From which class are you going. to recruit the inspectors ? A:re they going 
to come from some class which will be free from these defects '} The Bill 
allows the inspector to enter any shop or place. Supposing he enters my 
house or the house of my friend, Sardar Sikandar Hyat Khan. 

K. B. Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat Khan : He will not leave my 
house alive (Z!i,uglueT). 

Pandit Nank Chand: My friend says that if an inspector enters. 
his house, he will not leave it alive. Quite so. There will be many murders 
and there will be many riots. Perfectly true. . There are the Manjha Sikhs, 
whom my friend Sardar Harbakhsh Singh represents (A voice : He does 
not represent them). Very well he represents the Doaba, my part of the· 
country, which produced 'the Babbar Akalis. If this Bill is passed, there 
will be many Babbar Akalis. Naturally tl}ey will not permit interfer~nce· 
of this kind. I say the Honourable Minister should pause and consider 
whether he would permit a thing of that kind. So far as the ma,nufacture 
of illicit liquor and distillation is concerned, we all know many false prose 

. cutions take place and many false cases are brought to court. Many of my_ 
Sikh friends and many of my Jat friends from Hissar have come to me and. 
I have taken their cases; And so many times the cases have been proved, 
to be false. And now you bring forward this Pure Food Bill in this form, 
Let us see how " food " is defined and then you will think you are drinking: 
water and •.••.. 

Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : May I rise to a point of order ?' 
I think the underlying principle of the Bill was. to secure purity in articles; 
of food. The House has agreed to that principle. Is it now open for the 
honourable member· to say that the bill should be confined to only one 
psrticuler article of food ? · 

Mr. Labh Singh: Is not that objection too late? 
Mr. Presiden~: This aspect of the question was not .discussed. H~ 

has been· allowed to speak because there stands an amendment against his; 
name and it is the ·:first on the list of amendments. He may speak on the· 
main question and move his amendmen~,towards the end of his speech or he· 
may resume his seat without moving the amendment. 

Pandit Nanak Chand: Now, Sir, I was referring to the definition 
of food- 

1 
" • Food • includes every article used for food or drink by man other than a drug and: 

any a.rticle which enters into the composition or iB used in the preparation of any · 
such article and also includes 11.a.vouring and oolouri.ug ma.ttere and condi- 
ments." 
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A man might be selling this mixture· witli the. very: objoon, of! making it 
-eheaper, but who can escape the inspector'} Can the Honourable Minister, ten mfl, whether there i!!, 1t.nf· seope fo1: a man, to. sell. obeElop ioQd ?, If .he 
,sells cheap food, he will. be told, " '.(his, is: not pure food ; it; is, lp-wer in com· 
mereial' value,?' and' so on. And• what is tne standard'?.' Hbw are you 

"If any substance or ingredient hes been extre.oted or omitt.ed therefrom, and by reason 
· of such extraction or omission the nutritive or other beneficial,propertj~ of the 

food ea sold are less than those 'of.the article in its pure and norina.I state or the 
purohasee or ooasumer.fs or-Jll8,y be in any othe.r. manner. prejudieed,thereby." 

This provision alone is· enough to.make food vendors liable to proseeu 
-tions. If in certain. baji or vegetable lie does not, put the proper amount of' 
-salt, he can be got hold of. If he does not put salt in-its natural form, he may. 
be got hold of. The Bill: gives power to the inspeqto1; and. t)ie inilpe~toi: will 

.have a.good time of it. They will not only make.money, butwill be ha.ving 

.niee. feasts at· the expense of these poor vendors, Wl,i.tlt, a nioe, thipg fPit 
these inspectors I Perhaps we may give up out I?rea,ent ~i:ofessi<>n.and become 

:lllflJ?ectprs. Then the elanse goes. ~µrlher. · . 
" If it contains or ~ mix~. or dilµted wi~ any, su~Qe of, lp~i; CO!IUIJ.erpi11.t v,e.j.µe, 

than such food in a pure and·nor-mal state." 
I 

[[BaJldit, ~anak1 Cba11d1 ] 
Just, see.Ior a· moment, •·Food,' includes every, ar.tiole used' for food 

-er-dzink, We know-and Mt-. Townsend will bear me.out-:--tb.at· so f~ as 
Hissar··is concemedi watel' is· semetimes sold- theta. NQW aeeording' to the 
Bill if a. kaha, or water: carrier· mises-s-unlike :UQ.hore tltere ~.e two kinds 
-0f1 water, in. Hissar, sw~et: and· saltish-if' a 'k.ahar mises sweet water witll, 
saltish w.ater, he can, beheuled' up. (A voice: EUndu and 1\{uhanµna.da.n 
water). Yes. that is. a very good illustration. There is nrudn- food sold. at 
:the railway station and there is the Muhampiadan fpod~ Now: ~ Hin~'!l 
goes to purchase food and the M'a.hamm~dan food·is mixed· up with it:: Thefe 
is a class amongst, the Muhammadans which, says, do not· take food·which i$ 

- touched by Hindu hand, If the food prepared for Muhammadan,s is. touched 
· by Hindu, hands, what will be the result? (A· fJOice : That does not come 
·within the definition). It will come like this. You know, Sir, that Hindus 

;have a strict injunction not to use charbi, but,only ghi,.while the l\,,rubammad- 
1 

ans may use charbi also for the preparation of' food. The. two thipgs ar~ I 
mixed up together. What will happen? Let us see· wh11,t ill meant by I 
.adulteration. Clause 4 says :- - 

" For the purposes of this Act any food shall be deemed to be e.dul~l'!L~- I 
(i) if it contains or is mixed or diluted with any substance wlµch diminishes in an,y 

manner its nutritive or other- beneficial properties ea compared with such 
food in a p~ an!l normal ste.w or, which in any .other manner operates. or I 
may operate to the preju(lj.oe or disa!lye.nte.ge of the purohaser or eon- 
sumer,": . 

Let us see how. many thing~ are implied, in this; I:j: you mix good; food · I 
-with bad food, you come. 'withip. the provisions .of this A~t; .. Ii- you mm 
lI:i.ndu food with Muhammada.n food-you doit to the disadvantage of-the J 

purchaser. What i1:1 .this Bill? .AJ,.y inspector may get hold of any· vendns, 
1Je may get bold of. fifty persons, and then you will require, more tbap. 500 
:policemen to carry them tR jail, Life will, not then be. worth living in, th Et 
.Punjab.. - 

'.I]4is is not all. - Let us look at the next claase--; 
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Here is a man who sells dana for cattle. He can be caught hold of for 
selling inferior article and the court may presume that it was meant for human 
consumption. ,Just imagine the court having to presume that it was meant 
for human consumption even though the seller may have always meant it 
for cattle. The moment soms food is exhibited' for sale, the inspector 
will come and say, " well; I will presume and' the court also will presume 
that it is intended for human consumption.' It may be gur or dana intend 
ed for cattle. I do not know whether the Honourable Minister is really serious 
when he asks this House to commit itself to such provisions as _are embodied 
in this clause. Besides there are many more such presumptions in the Bill. 
The presumption in sub-clause (b) of, clause 12 is-,- 

" That a person sold or intended to sell a food if suchperson sold or intended to sellfor 
human consumption qr use any article of which such food is a constituent." 

Anqther presumption is in. sub-clause. ( e), which. says---..: 
"'That any food found in the possession of a person, who is in the habit of manufao- 
, turing a like food for sale is in his possession for. purposes of sale." 

In the face of these presumptions.how can. a man be safe from the eourts.i' 
(Interruptwn). I say that no prssumptions.should be made in.favour of the 
prosecution: It is always for the prosecution to. prove every inch of the 
guilt of the accused. The guilt must be proved to· the hilt. Presumptions 
must always be in favour of the innocence of the accused. Tliat is the ordi- 
nary principle. Why leave· discreti911s to courts?· · 

Again there is another interesting clause to. which I should like to dni,:w. 
the attention of, the Council and tliat is olause liS. Lt refers to, the very im- 
portant plea of ignorance, 

"In any-prosecution under this Act ifr shall be no defence to allege that the seller was 
ignorant of the· nature, substance or, q~ty, of the, food. sold or. _offered for, 
sale by him.or that the purchaser having bought only for analysis was not pre 
jttdiced by the sale." 

When I read this. clause it take,s, my breath q.way. In this Bill yQUr 
])ring. in, the plea: of good, faith· in. the oase of the inspector, whereas. in the. 013,se 

"In any prosecution. under. this Act the court may presume that any foou sold, exposed 
or offered for sale was sold, exposed or offered for sale for human consumption 
or use." 

"No suit, prosecntdon oi:- other, proceeding shall be entertained in any court against 
any person for anything done in good faith in pursuance or execution of· this 
Act or in intended· execution o:fi this Act or ol the rules- framed- under this. 
AQt," . 

We know what good faith is andhow-good faith is to-be decided. Then, 
you may, ask, what would be the· condition of- this· unfortunate province if 
this Bill is passed' into law and then worked; (Lq,ughter.). This, is not. a 
joking matter. We may be happy and in a holiday mood now and pass this 
Bill, but we shall have to pay the price for it andrnot only we but our next 
generation too will have to pay for it. Then; there is one other important. 
provision to which I wish to draw the attention of the House. Look at 
clause 12;_ 

going to judge and who is to be the final authority as to whether, the food is 
of lower commercial value? It is the inspector. So, if this Bill is passed, 
no man can be safe. Iiisten further. There is one very important' provi 
sion and. it is in clause 22. 
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Pandit Nand Chand : Very well, Sir. It was sent to the Press. 
But that is not what I mean. The Press fortunately or unfortunately is 
concerned with independence and dominion status and .other important 
matters so much so that it could afford little attention to this measure. It 
may also be that as there 'Was no discussion of the Bill on the floor of this 
House, the Press did not proceed to criticise the provisions of the Bill. So 
far as we are concerned, we trusted to the good sense of the select committee 
and did not expect the Bill to be so harsh as it is .but would be a benefici,al 
measure. There are other people than the Press from: whom the Govern 
ment ought to have elicited opinions. I refer to municipalities, district 
boards, village panchayats, the traders' association, the shopkeepers' associa 
tion. the Mahajana Sabha, the zamindars of the several districts, their leagues 
e.nci other bodies. A Bill of this nature which embraces withi1l its scope 
every article of human consumption whether of food or drink should be care 
fully considered · and criticised· and the lead in the matter should naturally 
be given by these bodies who are most affected. b;r it. What were their 
opinions? I ask the Honourable Minister. Were )they acceptable to the 
provisions as they stand or did they want modifications ? The municipali 
ties, for example, have got much to do with the purity of.food within its 
limits and · have to inspect the articles. I ask the Honourable Minister 
whether he gave them the chance to educate public opinion in regard to the 
provisions of the Bill. Besides the associations and bodies I have mentioned, 

6 l',l\1. 

. i' have already explained in the earlier part o~ my speech that this Bill 
goes to the very root of the fundamental rights of a subject of the State, 
that it is very large in its scope, that it is very obnoxious in its application. 
and that it is destructive of the peaceful life of the villagers, of the citizens 
and of the zamindars whose welfare we have so much at heart. I submit 
that a Bill. of this kind should have been circulated for eliciting public 
opinion. . . 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: It was sent to th 
Press on the 11th April, 1929. 

[ Pandit Nanak Chand,;] 
of the accused who ought to be better protected in the courts of law than the 

..-i prosecutors, when he urges his want of knowledge and proves this want of 
knowledge, even then he is not exempt. What a wonderful Bill 1 Just 
imagine. Here is a man who is carrying on some trade or business. He 
sells in good faith articles which he gets from another man who mixes the 
good with bad articles. What happens to that unfortunate man who has no 
knowledge of the composition of the articles which. he exposes for sale ? The 
Bill says the plea of ignorance shall not come in. I just ask the honourable 
members· whether it is· desirable that such a provision should be retained in 

· this Bill. A Bill with such provisions is not going to bring peace to this 
province, but will only embitter the feelings and will involve . the people in 
litigation. It will only give power to the executive which will be utilised 
as an engine of oppression. 

Now, I will move tlie amendment that stands in'my name, namely:- 
" That the Punjab Pure Food Bill as amended by ~he Select Committee be oiroulated 

for the purpose of eliciting public opinion thereon." 
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_ The Council _then · adjourned till 2_ P.111. on Tuesday, the ~6th November, 1~~ . . . . . 

P:A.NE:L OF CRA.IRMEN. 
Mr. President: Before we disperse, !have ~o snnounee to the Council 

that under Rule 8 of the Punjab Legislative'Oouncil Rules, l 4ave no~ted 
the following gentlelllen to serve on the pa.nel of Chairmen for the 0U1Tenfi 
~ssi~:Q ~- . .. _ 

Mr. Owen Roberts, ' . .. . . . . . .·. -_ 

Pandit Nanak Ohand, 
Ohaudbd Abal;Haq, arid · . 

... Bai Baha.dur Le.la Sewak Ram. · 

•\' ------/-- 

there are the Bar Associations, who· should 'be allowed a say in the matter. 
My honourable friend. the Minister, would have got plenty of material so far 
as the. legal effect of this Bill is concerned ftom these sources from the legal 
point of view. If the Bill had been· cll'cttlated. in this mannei and opinions 
elicited from . all quarters, we would have valuable criticism for our con- 
sideration at itf! discussion. · · - , 

' . ' 
With these words, I move my amendment. 
Mr. President : . The orig!nal motion w.as : 

" That th!l Punjab Pare Food Bill as reported by the Select Committee. be ta.ken 
into consideration.'' · _ . · _ · 

since which, an amendment1ias been mov'ed-'- . 
" That the Punjab Pure Food Bill _llB amended by the Sel!)Ct.Committee be airoulatecl 

fOf ~e p~ Qf eliciting. public opinion thereon._" · , _ 

I. think we might interrupt.to-day's buf!in~1Fat this st!Lge. and take it 
· up on the next official - day. · 

·828 . THE PUNJAB PURE FOOl> 
1BILL, 
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. 'Volume XDl, ~e 17. 
·· .'Vo\1:1m• XIII, pp 38. 

ELEOTION WARDS, J)ISTRIOT BOARD, LAHORE. 

· *2551. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: (i) Will the Honourable ,Minis· 
.ter for Local Self-Government kindly state- · 

(a) whether he is aware of the fact that some of the election wards of 
the district board, Lahore, consist of 1,500 voters, while others 
consist of only 150 voters; 

(b) whether it is a. fact that the Government stated in r~ply to a. 
Oounoil question. on a previous occasion that these wards 
would be reorganized before :the next. election ; 

· (ii) if the answer to the above be in the affirmative, will the Honourable 
·~ter kindly state what action he has taken or proposes to take in the 
~atter? 

~ Bcmourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : (i) (a) It is understood 
:rtb,i,.• the facts Al'e. ~pproximately as stated. 

• .. (b) No. Government stated that the matter would be considered. 
· , (<ti)·· It. was decided to postpone further consideration until after the 

.t:.~on-0£· voters'··qualifica.tions· whieh -eame i,ito force in 1928. The revision 
havittg now ta~en effect the matter is being re-examined • 

STARRED QUESTig~fs AND ANSWERS. 
hr-i 

MEMBERS OI,'j;tfuMINAL TRmES ... 

*2550. Sardar Hira Singh, ~arli: Adverting to answers to un 
sta.rred question No. 11.60 (i) (a)l and starred question No: 2258 (i) {b)l given 
on the 26th and the 27th July 1929, respectively, will the Honourable Revinue 
Member kindly state whether he is prepared to explain the discrepa.noy in 
the :ligures given in answers to these questions showing the number of per 
sons who have been declared members of criminal tribes ? · 

The Hono11rahla Mit\ll Sir Faal-i-Hasaiu e The honourable member 
does not appear to have correctly understood the replies given to the ques 
tions referred to b): him. Six hundred Jats in all were notified as members 
of a criminal tribe under section :J of the Criminal Tribes Act, 1924, in Monza 
Babhra, of whom 17 4 have bean: restricted under section 11 of the Act. 

Tam Council met at the Oouneil Chamber at 2 p.m. of 
:lihe clock. Mr~ President in the Ohair. 

.PUNJAB, LEGJSLATNE COIJN<;JI. • 
. 4!fH SESSION OF THE 8Bn PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE OOUNOIL. 

Tuesday,· tke 26th November 1929~ 



Copy of the order of J . .A. Ferguson, Esquire, Oommissloner, Lahore Divisfun, 
dated the 9th October 1929. i 

1. M. Fazal Karim for certain Muhammadans and one Oh:l!:istian of , 
Qadian and the surrounding villages, . 

2. Pandit .Amir Chand for Sikhs, Hindus and certain Muhammadans, 
of villages Nathpnr, Rampnr, Rajada, Chima, Bhatewad, Kot ~1dar Mall. 

/ 

Cow SLAUGHTER-HOUSE AT Q.A.DIAN. 

*2553. Dir. Sir Muhammad Iqbal : Will the Honourable Finance 
:M:ember please state-- 

(a) whether any petition for revision of the order permitting the 
Muslims to build a cow slaughter-house in Qadian was made 
to the Commissioner ; 

(b) if so, the person or persons who made this petition and the orders 
which were passed on this petition ? 

The Honourabll.e .Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) Yes. 
(b) The signatories to the petition were Lala Amar Nath and Pandit 

Dhirat Ram. A copy of the order of the Commissioner, dated the 9th 
October 1929, is laid on the table. 

4,448 Total. 
(b) Sanction for a shop for the sale of jhatka meat was given by the 

town committee, but Government has no information as to its situation . 
(c) A license for kine-slaughter in a village adjoining Qadian was granted 

by the Deputy Commissioner on the 30th April 1929, but he cancelled the 
license on the 20th August 1929. 

(d) The population of the village in which the slaughter-house was 
situated is entirely Muslim and the population of the surrounding villages 
on three sides is mainly Muslim, and of the villages on the fourth side is 

· mixed. 

. ~. 

Cow SLAUGHTER-HOUSE AT Q.A.DI.A.N. 

*2552. Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal: Will the Honourable Finance· 
:M:eniber please state-- 

(a) the population of Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims in Qadian ; 
(b) whether there are any shops for the sale of jhatka in Qadian and 

their situation; 
(c) whether the Muslim population of Qadian was permitted to build 

any cow slaughter-house in Qadian; 
(d) if. so, the time when the permission was given and the population 

round about the place where the slaughter-house was 
built? 

The Honou:rable Mr. A. M. Stow : 
(a) 3,525 Muslims. 

788 Hindus. 
172 Sikhs. 

II le. Christians. 
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ORDER. 

· References.-Section 48 of Act IV of 1872, and Rules I-III prescribed 
in Punjab Government notification No. 819, of 15th 
July 1890. 

'I'ms is an application for revision of the order of the Deputy Commis-, 
sioner, Gurdaspur, issuing a license on Soth April 1929 to Mir Islam and 
Khnda Bakhsh of Qadian to perform kine-slaught1!1' in Bhaini Bangar. 
On 7th August 1929 the Deputy Commissioner decided at Qadian that this 
slaughter-house site should not be used ; but that the Muhammedens should. 
carry on the work for the present inside Qadian, at a suitable spot, and that 
ultimately they should select a site for a slaughter-house contiguous to New 
Qadian. In accordance with this decision the Deputy Commissioner Issued 
written orders on 20th August 1929 cancelling the license until further notice. 
As the license has been cancelled by the Deputy Commissioner, the applica- _ 
tion for revision abates. · 

2. At the same time, in view of the words" until further. notice" in the 
'Deputy Commissioner's order of 20th August, the following remarks ·may be 
made:- • 

There is nothing on record to show that there would have been any 
danger of riot or affray or disturbance of the peace if a, 
slaughter-house hadbeen built in New Qadian, which is a sub 
urb of Qadian. The first application was for a license for a 
beef slaughter-house and shop at Qadian. Ii there was· no 
danger of breach of the peace or of riot or affray, then the De 
puty Commissioner had no power to grant a license. It is 
only in the case of a Municipality or other place falling within 
the definition of " Town " or " Town lands " in notification 
No. 819 of 15th July 1890 that the Deputy Commissioner can 
grant a license without reference to the question whether there 
is danger of riot, affray or breach of the peace. Qadian, 
though it is a Small Town with a Small Town Committee, 
does not fall within the definition o;( " Town " or " Town 
lands." It is my eonsidereq opinion that there would have 
been no breach of the peace if a slaughter-house had been, 

B2 

Chaudhri ~afrullah Khan for Muhammadans. 
:B. Sheikh Muhammad, Pleader for Crown. 
Special Crown counsel for this case. 

_./~·-· ------------ -----,;.-.a.a-- 

SurroRTING M:a. MoT1 SAGAR: 

3. Lala Krishan Gopal for Sikhs, Hindus and Muhammadans of Qadian, 
Mansurka, Kotla-Mnsa, 'Ihnkriwala and Butar-Supporting Mr. Moti Sagar. 

4. Lala Charan Das for Sikhs, Hindus and - certain Muhammadans 
of villages Bhangwan, Balahpnr, Padnori, Tugha!-wala, Basra, Kahlwan 
and Dalla-Supporting Mr. Moti Sagar. 

Ra1 Bahsudr Lala Moti Sagar, 
Dr. Goka-1 Chand, Narang. 
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£ Hon'ble Mr. Stow.] _ 
erected in New Qadia.n. I base this opinion on the report of 
the Tehsildar dated 12th January 1929 and the- absence of 
evidence to the contrary. It is true that certain Muhammadan, 
of Qadian, Bhaini Bangar and others of the small group of 
Muhammadan villages in this Sikh tract have from time to 
time objected to the proposal, but they have now closed their 
ranks. It · is also true that " jhatka " slaughter in Qaclian 
has annoyed some of the Muhammadans. Relations between 
the communities in that neighbourhood are on the whole not 
unfriendly and it was unfortunate that it was ever decided to 
locate the slaughter-house in the open fields of Bhaini Bangar. 
As· regards the present position, Chaudhri Zaffarnllah Khan, 
M.L.C. for the Ahmacliya community of · Qadian, contends 
that" if there is a slaughter-house in ' New Qadian,' there is. 
not the slightest fear of a breach of the peace " and therefore 
not the slightest use of applying" Rule III;" while Dr. Gokal 
Chand, Narang, representing the other side; states in court · 
that "if there was no apprehension of breach of the peace, 
riot or affray on 30th April, there was no case for applying· 
Rule III. 1 The Crown can set aside and be neutral. Let 
no further action be taken. Let New · Qadian and Old 
Qadian be treated as any other villages." 

Counsel for the Deputy Commissioner at· the -same :\}.earing stated 
that " there was no such danger of breach of the peace, riot 
or affray on or about 30th April as would justify action under 
Rule ill." 

8. Whether there is any such danger now is for the Deputy Commis 
:Sione:i: to decide. If he decides that such danger does exist, he will. doubtless 
eonsider= 

(a) that there is no established custom of kine-slaughter all the year 
round in that neighbourhood ; 

(b) that the question arises whether reasonable annoyance would be 
caused to the surrounding villages by the license of a slaughter 
house in New Qadian; and whether the phrase "reasonable 
annoyance " should not be interpreted with reference to the 
mentality and intellectual capacity . of the villager ; 

(c) that the Muhammadans claim that there exist very exceptional 
circumstances which justify the grant of sneh a. license. 
Chaudhri Za.ffarullah Khan, M.L.C., urges in this connection 
that Qadian is historically Muslim, founded by Muslim and 
owried, so far as regards agricultural land, by Muslims, ma.inly 
of one family; that not a single non-Ahm.acliya is an 
owner in all Qadian ; that Ahmacliyas are increasing and that 
the percentage.ot non-Ahmadiyas goes on decreasing ; . that the 
percentage of,non-Muslims was only 14 per cent. in the census 
of 1921. He urges that there is a real economic necessity. 
He points out that the unsuccessful applications for licenses 
in 1915 and 1928 were not pinpricks, but genuine indications 
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Cow SLAUGHTER-HOUSE AT QADIAN. 

*2554. Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal: Will the Honourable Finance 
Member please state- 

(a) the principles, if any, which regulate. permission for the build 
ing of cow slaughter-houses and the opening of shops for the 
sale of jhatka in various towns o,f the Punjab ; 

(b) -if there are any such principles, whether the same were observed 
in permitting the Muslims to build a cow slaughter-house in 
Qadian? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) As regards kine-slaughter, 
the . honourable member is referrect . to the answer to Council Question 

of economic need ; that the community did. not press these 
applications because they balanced self-interest against rea 
sonable regard.even to the unreasonable feelings of their neigh 
bours and were prepared to bear loss with equanimity. He 
contends, however, that there has been a great change in 

· Qadian since 1926. It now has a telegraph office, a Small Town 
Committee, and a railway. It has schools, both spiritual 
and secular, both for boys and girls. It holds the second 
place in the province for the issue of newspapers and period· 
icals. He states that cattle are always killed there on the 'Id 
and that 200 cattle are killed either at Batala or near Qadia.n 
each year for the guests of the head of the community in 
Christmas week. These now number 15,000, of whom 10,000 
come by rail, and this annual gathering has taken place for 
30 years. The population of New Qadian consists mainly 
of the lower middle class, comparatively poor. Some are used 
to beef, while others have taken to it as cheaper than mutton 
This population includes persons who have migrated from the 
United Provinces and elsewhere to New Qadian. It is a model 
suburb in which a large number of tjie houses have compounds 
of 2 kanals or more in area. It lies in an arc-with a radius of 
i mile in which there is no non-Ahmadiya house. Finally, 
he urges that it is wiser to place a elaughter-house in New 
Qadian than to risk importing beef from Batala with probable 
clashing on the way with non-Muslims. 

4. Whether the Deputy Commissioner should or should not consider - 
that the circumstances of New Qadian are such as now to justify the issue of 
an order licensing a slaughter-house therein under Rule III, is a matter in 
which I do not desire to fetter his discretion. 

5. For the above reasons, the application for revision, which has abated.a. 
is hereby tiled. 'I'h. position is, therefore, tl.v,t no license for. a slaughter 
house exist ti at present, and that, until or unless the Deputy Commissioner 
decides to liceuse a slauguter-house in Qadian or Bhaini Bangrr, no 
Kine-slaughter can take place. m either Q·\dian tor Bhaini Banger ; for the 
Deputy Commissioner has not cancelled his prohibitory orders issued under 
Rule III ; he has merely cancellea. a license until further notice. 
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1pa,ges 177-78 ante. . . 
2Videaiiswerto questioqNo. 2553* on pa.ge 326 ante. 
3Pa.ges 176-77 ante. . 
'Vide answer to questien No. 2553 on page 326 anti " 

.· COMPENSATION FOR DAMAGES BY FLOODS IN THE 0HAKKI RIVER, 

,, *2556. · Chaudhri R.ani Singh : Will· the Honourable Revenue 
ember kindly state- · 

-. (a) whether it is a fact that the proprietors of villages Damtal, Sirt 
and Mohtli in the Nurpur tahsil of the Kangra district applied 
for a copy (i) of· the report by Mien Sir Fazl-i-Husain, 
Revenue Member, (ii) of the report by the Financial Commis 
sioner, Punjab, and (iii) of the order dated 14th May 1921, 
passed by Shaikh Nur Muhammad, civil member at Pathan 
kot, on the subject of compensation proposed to be granted 
to the proprietors of land washed away by the action of the 
Chakki river ; . 

(b) if so, the reasons for which copies applied for have not yet been 
supplied'} . 

Th~ Honourable Mian.'Sir Fazl·i-Husain: (a) No. 
(b) Does not arise, 

'Gow SLAUGHTER-HOUSE, QADIAN. 

*2555. Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal : Will the Honourable Member 
for Finance please state- 

( a) whether the Government is· aware that' .the only cow slaughter- 
house in Qadian has been demolished by force ; _ 

-(b) if so, the person or persons who demolished it and the name of the 
community to which they belong ; 

(c) whether the police took any steps to prevent those who demolished 
it from demolishing it ; · 

(a) whether the Government have taken any steps to r~store it; . 
(e) if not, the step the Government proposes to take in the matter? 

The Hon,ourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) Yes. 
(b) Certain person s -were prosecuted in connection with the demolition, _ 

but were discharged. In these circumstances Government is not able to 
give the information required. · 

(o) The honourable member is referred to the answer to Council Question 
No. 2516.a . 

(d) No. 
,, (e) The honourable member. is referred to the order of the Oomrnis 

sioner, dated the 9th October 1929, a copy of which is laid on the table.' 

.... 

fHon 'ble Mr. Stow.] 
No. 2519.1 As. regards jhatka shops, regulation is effected under the Punjab 
Municipal Act, 1911, and the Punjab Small To~ Act, 1921. 

. (b} The honourable member is referred to the order of the Oommis" 
$ioner, dated 9th Octobarl929, a copy of which is laid on the table.2 

' . 
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1Volume XII~. page 298. 1 

LAND GRANTS TO ZAMINDARS AFFECTED BY FLOODS. 

*2558. Ch.audhri Ram Singh.: Will the Honourable Revenue 
=:Vember kindly state- 

( a) whether it is a fact that Government has granted lands in the 
new colonies to zamindars of various districts affected by 
the floods; 

(b) whether it is also a fact that Government cut the Dhangu hill 
to protect the Madhopur canal, being well aware that thereby 
the lands in villages Damtal, Sirt and Mohtli in the Nurpur 

, tahsil of the Kangra district would be adversely affected ; 
(c) if the answer to the above be in the affirmative, will Government 

kindly state the reasons for which land has not been granted 
to the zamindars of the above villages in the colonies in exchange 
for land so affected ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes. 
(b) In order to afford necessary protection to the main channel of the 

Upper Bari Doab Canal, the Chakki torrent was, in,1863, diverted by means 
.of a cut through the Dhangu hill. Adequate compensation has been paid 

· from time to time for land eroded by the torrent in the villages named : total 
compensation sanctioned up to date amounts to Rs. 89,606. 

(e) Does not arise. 
Ch_audhri Ram Singh: Was there any proposal of granting compens 

ation by way of grant of land to the persons concerned ? 

The Honeurable Mian Sir Faz!-i-Husain: Compensation has bean 
paid from time to time to the persons concerned. 

Chaudhri Ram Singh : I want · to know whether there was any pro 
posal of granting land or not.,, 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain s To which land does the 
.honourable member refer? . . 

00MPENSATI.ON FOR LANDS WASHED AWAY BY TYE 0HAKKI RIVER. 

~57. Chaudhri ~am Singh : Will the Honourable Revenue 
~:Member kindly state- . 

(a) whether the amount of compensation proposed to be given to the 
proprietors oflands washed away by the action of the Ohakki 
river has been arrived at according to the prices of land ob 
taining at the time the lands were washed away O{ according 
to the prices now prevailing ; 

(b) ii the amount has been fixed according to the present , prices, 
. whether it is also proposed to grant compensation to these 

proprietors to cover the loss on account of crops· not grown 
during this interval ? 

The Henourable" Mian Sir JFazl .. i-Husain: (a) The honourable 
·jl'.J_ember is referred to the answer to his Council Question No. 2409 (ii) (c).1 

(b) ~o. 
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*2561. Chaudhri Ram Singh : With reference to starred question. · 
No. 23481 put by me on the 1st August 1929, and the answer thereto, will 
ihe Honourable Revenue Member kindly state whether it is a fact that, on a 
notice given by Achhar Singh of Jandwali and Sh~t Singh of Dhadle to the' 

'Volume XIII, pages .259-260. 

SALE OF GIBLS FOR MARRIAGE, 

*2560. Chaudhri Ram Singh : Will the Honourable Finance· 
llember kindly state- . 

(a) whether it has come to his notice that the practice of selling daugh 
ters for matrimony for a consideration has been steadily on 
the increase in the Punjab; 

(b) if so, what steps Government is prepared to take to put an early- 
stop to this evil practice ? . . 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) No. ' 
'(b) The cessation of the practice can only be brought about effectively 

by the growth and pressure of public opinion. 

EXTENSION OF TRE DAMTAL BUND. 

*2559. Chaudhri Ram Singh : Will the Honourable Revenue· 
llember kindly state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that, with a view to protect the lands and gar 
dens in village Damtal and in other neighbouring villages, the 
Chief Engineer, Irrigation Branch, decided on the spot as far 
back as 17th March 1927 in favour of the extension of the 
Damtal bund ; 

(b) if so, -the .reasons for which that decision has so far been held ia 
abeyance? 

The' Honourable Mian Sir Faz!,,.j,.Husain: The Chief Engineer in 
spected the Damtal area in ;February 1927 in connection with the erosion 
by the Chakki. One of the proposals made was the construction of bunds 
for the protection of this area, but in April 1927 the whole question was 
examined by a meeting presided over by Honourable Revenue Member ,a.n:d,: ~ 
it was decided to consider the question of comj ensation for the area which 

.hed been eroded. After full investigation of the case and determination 
of the eroded area for which compensation had not been paid it was de 
cided in May last that a compensation of Rs. 50,796 for an area 'of 584 acres 
should be paid. 

Chaudhri Ram Singh : Di_d the zamindars accept that compensation? 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: I do not know. 

HALLA PENAL'l'Y. 

Cb.udhri Ram Singh : I am referring to the land in the Nill Bar. 
The Honourable l\lian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: I require notice of tha.t 

-f!Ueetion. - · 
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ALLOTMENT OF LANLS IN THE NILI. BAR TO PEOPLE O~' JHANG llISTRICT. 

*2563. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable Revenue 
Member please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that the Government has reserved a certain. 
amount of area in the Nill Bar Colony for allotment to such 

· persons as have lost then: lands by river action or water-logging· 
in the Punjab ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that some districts have been particularized 
by the Government to· the inhabitants of which the grants· 
of land referred to in part (a) are proposed to be made; 

(e) whether it is a fact that the district of Jhang is not included in the 
list of such districts ; 

(a) whether it is a fact that the two great rivers, the Jhelum and 
the Ohonab, run their respective course throughout the length 
of the Jhang district producing the diluvion effects on their· 
four banks and also causing great devastation on account of 
annual floods ; · 

(e) whether it is also a fact that the said district is also subject to 
water-logging towards its north-eaatem-area ; 

(!) if the repiy to tlie above parts be in the affirmative, what action 
the Government intends to take to secure equal treatment tor 
the Jhang district in the matter of grant of land, ete., in the 
Njli Bar Colony ? 

RECLAMATION OF LAND IN THE BHIYAL AREA. 

*2562. Chaudbri Ram Singh : With reference to starred question 
No. 28491 put by me on thelst August 1929, and the answer thereto, will. 

' the Honourable Revenue Member kindly state whether Government has· 
since arrived at any decision in the matter? • 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i .. Husain: No. 

ivolume XIII, page 260. 

Secretary of State for India, Mr. Jenkins, Deputy Commissioner, Hoshiarpur, 
ordered on the 15th of February last the remission of halla penalty; if so,.. 
will he kindly state the reasons for which the proprietors of ten per cent· 
eanals have been refused copies of the order remitting the penalty ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl .. i-Husain : No. 
Chaudhri Ram Singh : Has any enquiry been made as promised in the 

· Simla session of the Council ? 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl .. i·Husain: I shall be glad to answer· 

that question if the honourable member gives the date and other necessary· 
particulars. ' 

Chaudhri Ram Singh : H11s Government arrived at any decision 
after the enquiry held on 15th February? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: No decision has been. 
arrived at so far. 

883'· STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, 
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1Volume XIII, page 2. 

SENIOR SUB-JUDGE, JIIANG. 

*2565. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah: (a) Will the Chief Secretary 
be pleased to state whether it is a fact that for the last 20 years the post 

.-Of senior · sub-judge or its equivalent post at Jhang has always been 
occupied by non-Muslim incumbents except for one brief interval; 

'(b) if so, will the Government kindlystate the reasons for not appoint- 
,-; ing a Muslim senior sub-judge at Jhang? ' , 

Mr. H. W. Eme;.on : (a) Government' is not prepared to undertake 
-the labour of examining the postings of sub-judges to the -Jhang district for 
·.the last 20 years. 

· (b) Does' not anse, 

. ~ 
HEADWORKS OF THE LOWER JHELUM CANAL. 

. . 
,ic256:4. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable Revenue 

:Member be pleased to state- 
(a) whether it is a fact that on account of the recent floods the head· 

.. _ works of the Lower Jhelum Canal have been damaged ; 
(b) whether it is a fact that in the main channel of the said canal a 

serious breach occurred ; · 
(c) whether it is a fac~ that on account .of accidents mentioned in 

(a) and (b) water-supply in . the· areas commanded by the 
canal has been 'inadequate, irregular, and is still scarce; 

, (a) whether the Government is also aware that fodder crop~ in the 
said area have been entirely dried up and -tha cotton crop 
also has greatly suffered for the reasons given above ; ' 

(e) if the reply to the above parts be in the affirmative, what relief 
the Government proposes to afford to the zamindars affected ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir FazJ .. i;..Husain: (a) and (b) Yes. · 
(c) Supply to the canal was seriously affected. It has, however, been 

.adequate since the beginning of November. 
(a) No serious. damage was. done to fodder crop_s. American cotton. 

.: suffered badly and desi cotton slightly. 
- (e) This is still under consideration. 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain: (a) Yes. 
(b) No. 
(c) Does not arise. 
(if) It is true the Jhelum and Chenab rivers run through the Jha.rig 

.district, but they have in the last ten years thrown up over 1,000 acres 
more than th13y have washed away and the annual floods are of great benefit 

. to the saiT.ab crops. 
(e) and (i) · The honourable member is· referred to the answer given to 

. his Council Question No_. 2224 (starred)l on the 26th July 19_29. 
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IN'.l'EREST ON UNPAID PRICE OF GOVERNMENT.LAND -IN NILI BAR. 

*2567. Ra~a Firoz•ud .. Din Khan: (i) Will the Honourable Revenue 
:.Member please state- _ 

(a) whether it is a fact that in the conditions of sale of Government 
land in the Nili Bar Colony, for the year l 928 in particular, 
and previous and subsequent _;rears in general, no rate of in· 
terest is fixed for- the unpaid price of Government land sold by 
auction; · 

(b) whether it is a fact that no-interest is mentioned in the contract$ 
of sale ~f Crown land executed in the year 1928 ; 

(o) whether it is a fact that, notwithstanding this, interest is being 
· charged and· demanded at different rates from auction pnr· 

~ ehasers ; · . 
(ii) ·i{ the answer to (i) above be in' the affirmative, will the honourable 

·Member please · state under what authority the Government is charging 
jnterest "I 

. \ 

MAGISTl\ATE WITH FIRST CLASS POWERS FOR MIAN 0HANNUN AND 

ToLUMBA. 

*2566. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah: Will the Chief Secretary ha 
;pleased to state...:.. 

. {a) whether it is a fact that the sub-divisional magistrate at.Khanewa.1 
exercises first-class powers over Khanewal police station alone, 
while the two important police stations of Kbanewal tlihsil,. 
oie., Mian Channun and Tolumba, are excluded from . hi! 
jurisdiction; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the first-class powers over the two above-. 
mentioned stations are exercised by a magistrate at Multan. 
which is at a distance of abouifW60 miles from both these 
stations ; - . 

(o) whether it is a fact that the litigant public at Mian Channun and 
Tolumba have to pass . through Khanewal railway station 
befo;t'.e reaching Multan ; . ' · . · . · 

(d) If so, .;hether the Government intends to make any changes in.' 
the location of magistrates in order to spare the public of 
Mian Channun and 'I'olnm ba police stations the inconvenience. 
arid expense of con1irt'fr to Multan to attend their cases? 

Mr,. H. W. Emex:-son: (a) and (b). The first-class cases of 'the Mian 
-Channun and 'I'olumba police station areas (other than. the section 80 cases,. 
whieh are taken by the sub-divisional magistrate) are _at present heard by 
.a magistrate at district heauquarters, · 

, (c) Yes. 
(d) Enquiries are being made fromthe Deputy Commissioner of Multan 

.as to whether arrangements are feasible which will cause less inconvenience 
to the public of the two thanas mentioned. · 
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*2568. Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan : Will the Honourable Revenue· 
Member please state - . · 

(a) whether it is a fact that, in case of default ~of payment of instal 
ments of purchase price of Crown lands in the Nili Bar sold 
by auction, penal interest at the rate of 12!- per cent. is pro- 
vided for in the contract ; · 

(b) if so, under what authority has the Government inserted this, 
· illegal provision ? 

·The Honourable Mian Sir' Fazl..;i .. ffusain: (a) The correct figure 
for penal interest is 12 per cent. 

(b) Government has full authority to impose such conditions for auc 
tions as it may consider necessary in t~e interests of the State. 

Rana Firoz-ud•Din Khan : Has the Government authority to· 
impose conditions with respect to penal interest, irrespective of the existing: 
law on the sub.feet? ' ' 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i·Husain: Certainly not. 

DEl!'AULT IN PAYMENT OF PURCHASE .PRICE OF LANDS IN NILI BAR. 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain T (i.) (a) No. 
(b) Contracts are not executed until prineipal and interest,if any, havtt 

been paid in full. Therefore no stip.uJation about interest is required, 
(c) .Interest is being charged on unpaid balances in accordance with the, 

_ eon.ditions governing the auction and published in the schedules of sale. 
(ii) Does not arise. Government has authority to· determine the con 

ditions. on which land is auctioned, and bidders accept these conditions. 
Rana Firoz•ud-Din Khan: With regard to (e), is it or is it not a. fact 

that, notwithstanding the fact that no rate of interest was .mentioned. in the 
schedule attached to the conditions of sale, in many cases interest is still 
being charged at !he rate ofJ? per cent. or so ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain : Is not my reply contained 
in (b)? 

Rana Firoz•ud·Din Khan : What I say is that interest is being de· 
manded for the unpaid balance and that no such rate of interest is mentioned. 
in the schedule attached to the condition of sale. 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain: That must have been 
because an agreement must have been arrived at before the auction sale on 
that point, otherwise it could not have happened. I am afraid I cannot 
agree with the honourable questioner. 

Rana Firoz•ud·Din Khan : Will the honourable Member please make 
enquiries whether it is a fact, and, if it is so, then take proper steps to - 
stop realization of such interest ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i~Husain : , The reply was prepared' 
after making enquiries; and, if the honourable member likes me to make 
further enquiries, I seeno harm-in doing so. 
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Reduced ow;ing to brea.o1t. ia 
canal. 

1,620 
1,571 
1,452 
l,l!Ol 
l,ISOI 
2,030 

, 1,620 
· 1,146 

1,446 
1,620 

666 

. 1,809 
1,809 
1,809 
1,809 
1,809 

1,809 
1,809 
1,809 
1,809 
1,809 
3,000 

1st 
"2nd 
3rd 
4th 
oth 

6th 
'7th 
Sth 
9th 

10th 
11th 

..April 1929:- 

Discharge. Indent . · Daws. 

SCARCITY OF WATER-SJJPPLY IN NILI BAR. 

*2569~ Rana Firoz-ud .. Din Khan : Will the Honourable Reveirae 
'.Member please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that there is general discontent amongst 
colonists in the 'Nili Bar owing to scarcity of water-supply; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the canal was closedfor about two months 
and there were frequent breaches in -the canal. with the result 
that people 'could not sow cotton in right time and in suffi 
cient areas ; 

(c) if so, what concession does Government propose to give to the 
purchasers and lessees ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl .. i .. Husam: (a) There·is no scarcity 
-0£ supply in the Pakpattan Canal, which irrigates the Nill Bar · at pre 
sent, although an abnormally low river supply in the months of April and 
May 1929 must naturally have caused great disappointment at ·the begin 
ning of this Kh~rif season. 

(b) No. A statement of the supply given to the Pakpattan Canal dur 
.ing the cotton-sowing season April let to May 15th is placed on the table » 

According to the original programme, the canal was to be closed for 
.6•aays from the 1st to the 8th of May. It was actually closed for 18 day11 
from the 21st April to the 8th of May .. Only two breaches occurred. These 
caused reductions in supplies on April 5th and on May 13th and 14th. n 
is therefore wrong to say that the canal was closed for two m.onths, an( 

1_here were frequent breaches in it. 
(c) In' view of (b) above, does not arise. Moreover, especially lenient 

rules as to Kharaba are in ~orce on this canal . 
. :iT.A.TEMENT SHOWING FIGURES OF DAILY INDENT AND DISCHARGE OF 'lH1il 

PAnATTAN CANAL AS REPORTED IN THE. WEEKLY WEATHER REPORTS 
FROM !ST APRIL TO 15TH MAY 1929. 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND .ANSWERS. 



WATER·COURS]jjs; Nrr.1 BAR CoLOifi • 
. ' *2570. Rana Firc,z-ud.-Din Khan : Will the Honourable Revenue- 

, ·Member please stat~· · · · · · . 
. . (a) whether it #I .a fact that in the Nill Bar _colony ~vernment has : 

charged Rs. 75 per square from auction purchasers for the 
construct~on of · water-courses ; · 

(b) whether it~· .a fact that no water-courses:have been constructed, 
especially in places where such water-courses were to be made 
across th~ old river-bed; 

Indent. Discharge; 
/ 

Dates, RlmA'Bxs. 

'I\ 

!2th 2,678 2~030 . 

/ 'i3th 2,678' 2,030 
14th 2,678 2,030 
15th 2,678 2,030 
16th .. 2,678 1,950 I 
17th 2,678 1,756 
18th 2,678 · 1,756 

'lmh 2,678 . 1,756 
20th 2,678 1,756 
21st 

i- 2,678 Closed 
22nd 2,!J78 " 23rd 2,678 " 24th 2,678 " 25th •. 4 2,678 " 26th· 2,678 " 27th 2,678 " 28th 2,67.8 " • 
29th 2,678 " 30th 2~678 " 

Hayl929- 

lst Closed .Olosed 
2nd " 3rd " " 4th " 5th 
6th ... " ~ 
7th ~· '·' 
8th " " 9th 500 500 

10th ..•. 500 500 
11th 500 500 
12th 2,610 2,600 
18th 1,000 1,000 ·1 Reduced owing to brea.ch irF · 
14th 1,000 1,000 ) Sheikh Fazal ~b-Division. 

.. 15th 2,240 1,890 

,[.Hon'.ble Mian Sir Fa.zl-i,.Husain.] 
. BTA'EEMENT SHOWING :FIGURES OF DAILY INDENT ·AND DISCHARGE OF· THE- 

, PAKPATTAN CANAL 'AS REPORTED IN THE WEEKLY WEATHER REPOR'l'S· 
FROM lST APRIL 'l;O 15TH MAY 192~0'NOLtrDl!D; . 

[26TH.N6~. l929J 
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ZAMINDARS IN ZILLADAR GRADE IN THE IRRIGATION DEPARTMENT. 

*2572. Lala Bodh Rfilj : Will the Honourable Revenue Member 
please state the percentage of zamindars in zilladar grade in the Irrigation 
Department of the Punjab Government as on 1st January 1919 and on 1st 
January 1929 '} 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazi.-i .. Husain: Percentage of zamin 
dars in zilladar grade in the Irrigation Branch, Public Works Department 
of Punjab Government, was on 1st January 1919 '44•8,. and on 1st January 
1929, 55 ·3 but the accuracy of the figures cannot be guaranteed. 

INTERVIEW WITH UNDERTRIAL PRISONERS, LAHORE CONSPIRACY CASE. 

*2571. Lela. Bedh Raj : Will the Honourable Finance Member 
please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that Srijut Subash Chandra Bose, the presi-: 
dent of the Punjab Students' Conference, held at Lahore from 
18th to 20th October 1929, was not allowed to interview the 
undertrial prisoners of Lahore conspiracy case; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the Punjab Government issued any in 
structions to the trying magistrate in the matter, and, if so, 
what were those instructions ; 

(c) what were the reasons for disallowing the interviews and for 
the Government to issue such instructions to the magistrate in 

· his capacity as. a judicial officer? - 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : (a) Yes, 
(b) No. 
(c), Mr. S. C. Bose was not eligible under the rules governing interviews 

with undertrial prisoners. The second portion of this part of the question 
does not arise. 

(c) -whether it is a fact that owing to the failure of Government to- 
. construct water-courses a considerable area has not been culti 

vated and still instalments of purchase price are being 
realized; 

(d) if answers to (a), (b) and (c) be in the affirmative, whether the Gov 
ernment is prepared to postpone realization of instalments 
till it has fulfilled its obligation ? 

The Honou:rable Mian Sir Fazl,,i-Hu$am: (a) Yes. But the con 
struction rate charge of Rs. 3 per acre to which reference is made in 
cludes not only the cost of construction of water-courses, but also of preli 
minary survey and demarcation of the land, and of the necessary culv srts. 

(b) No. No such cases have been reported in sale areas. 
(c) Does not arise; but in any case instalments are not realized until 

the Colonization Officer has decided that he is justified in directing that in· 
stalments should begin to be collected. 

(d) Does not arise. 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 



Copy of paragraph 17 of the Prooeedings of His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor of the 
Punjab in the Home Depa.rtment, No. 4572-S., dated 3rd Ootober 1919. 

17. In the Irrigation Branch of the Public Works Department out 
.of the total Indian staff employed in the grades ranging from Temporary 
Engineer to petty establishment in superior service (both inclusive), 26 per 

-eent. of the existing posts are filled by zamindars. In the two revenue 
grades, that is to say, those of Deputy Collector and Zilladar, included in the 

.above the proportion is 44 per cent. ; or somewhat higher if zamindar is under- 
stood in the more extensive sense of that term. In the three engineering 
grades, »ie., those of Temporary Engineer, Upper Strbordinate and Lower · 
Subordinate, the proportion is 19 per cent. The general recommenda 
tions of the Committee were that in the case of. the Zilladar grade the De 
partment should aim at securing zamindars for 66 per cent. of the posts while 
for posts in the engineering grades or for posts of draftsmen zamindars should. 
be preferred where qualifications are equal as between them and non-zamin 
dars, A£. regards the latter grades the remarks made in the last paragraph 

-in relation to the Buildings and Roads Branch are applicable, and subject 
to them .His Honour accepts the recommendations of the Committee. The 
officers of the two revenue grades have, in the execution of their duties, to 
be in close and constant touch with the agricultural population and it is in 
His Honour's opinion highly expedient that they should include .a substan 

-tial proportion of members of .the zamindar classes. He considers that- 66 , 
per oent.,' the proportion prescribed for Tahsildars and Naib-Tahsildars,. 

*2573. Lala Bodh Raj: (a) Will the Honourable Revenue 
- Member please state whether it is a fact that Government prescribed any 

percentage of recruitment to the post of zilladar in the Irrigation Department 
for the agriculturists in 1919; 

(b) if so, will .the Honourable Member please layon the table a copy 
.of such instructions; · 

(c) will the Honourable Member please state if those rules are still 
being enforced or if there has been any change in the rules ; in case there has 
been any change, will the F.onourable Member please state those changes 

. and the reasons for such changes '} 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (c) Yes. 
(b) A copy of paragraph 17 of the Proceedings of His Honour the 

Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab in the Home Department No. 4572-S., 
dated 3rd October.1919, is placed on the table. 

(e) These rules are still being enforced. 

REORUITMENT OF AGRICULTURISTS FOR THE POSTS OF ZILLADARS,. 

Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Member please state if the word 
.saminder is being used in the reply he has given in the widest sense of thtt 
term or in the sense of statutory agriculturists ? 

· · The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: That is why I said that 
the accuracy of the figures cannot be guaranteed. It is difficult to say how 

.at different times this term was interpreted. 
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SRIJUT KIRAN CHANDRA. DASS • 

. *2575. Lala Bodh Raj: Will the Honourable Finance Member 
please stat~ 

(a) whetheii it•is a:faot:>that,Srijut Ki.ran Chandra Dass, the brother 
ofthe late.Jatmdra Nath Dass, one of the Lahore conspiraer 
ease prisoners who died in jail, was allowe·d a permit on or 
about the 19th October 1929· to enter the court-room of the 
special.magistrate. trying the Lahore conspiracy case; 

(b) whether it is a fact that no instructions were given by the magis 
trate to the- police at the gate to search his person before allow- 
ing him entrance into the eourt-reom.: · 

(c) whether it is a fact that he was not allowed to enter the court 
room without. having his person searched by the police; if so, 
what were the reasons that warranted the police· to, search 
his person without any instructions. from the magistrate ; 

0 

. . 
SuPERSEssrnNs .AMONG ZILLADAR CANDIDAT;i1:&. 

*2574. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Revenue Member 
please state- · · • ' 

(a) whether it is a fact that in making up the percentage of proportion 
of Muslims and non-Muslims as laid down in the revised rules 
of appointment of 'zilladars the supersessioa of seniors by 
juniors among departmental candidates have taken place'; 

(b) if so, whether any safeguards are proposed to be taken by the 
Irrigation Department to prevent · such supersessions in 
future ; and, if so, what ? 

The Honourable Mian,Sir. Fazl.;.i .. Husaili :. "(a) No. Appointment 
of. candidate Zilladnrs within the Irrigation . Branch· is from · various classes 
of staff, namely, (i) permanent subordinates ; (ii) permanent munshis, and 
very exceptionally (iii) permanent clerks. Appointmept is entirely 
by. selection by Chief Engineer. There is;' therefore, no, queltion of· super 
session of seniors by juniors among departmentalcandidates. 

(b) Does not arise. 
Lala· Bbdh Raj : Is it a fact that in the various classes from which the 

candidate zilladars were appointed therewere certain other clerks. who were 
senior to those'who were-appointed as candidate zilladars 'r 

The Honourable Mian Sir F~-i-Husam: I should not think, so. 

is in no sense excessive in the case of Zilladars, and he desires that· in futur& 
that proportion of fresh appointments should be allotted to zam~da:r:i sub 
ject to the aeneral condition already laid down. Such alternations m the 
rules for the"' recruitment of Zilladars as may be necessary in this connection 
should he carried out .• 

Lala BCKih Raj : Is it not a fact thaf under the rules in force the word 
zamindar is used in the widest sense of the term and not in the sense of 
agriculturists ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: Quite. 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, 



COMPLAIN~ OF v ACCINATOBS AGAINST THE DISTRICT HEALTH 
0FFIOEB, JR.A.NG. 

*2577. Lala Bodh Raj: Will the Honourable Minister for Looa.l 
Self-Government please state- . 

(a) if any complaints have been made by the vaocina.tors against the 
. District Health Officer, Jhang, in the year·l929; 
(b) If so, what action has been taken thereon'} 

doMPLAINT OF ALLAH DITTA re. HIS TRAVELLING ALLOWANCE. 

*2576. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Minister for Local 
Self-Government . please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that one Allah Ditta, orderly of the District 
Health Officer, Jhang, made several complaints in the year 
1929 to the department and the Deputy Commissioner of the 
district that the travelling allowance charged for him .for 12 
months had not been paid to him by the Health Officer while 
his thumb-impression was being taken on the travelling allow 
ance register ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the complaints made to the department 
were returned to the Health Officer for disposal ; 

(c) whether it is a fact that the complainant made his statement be 
fore the Deputy Com.missioner for being forwarded to · the 
Director of Public Health ; 

(d) what action has been taken by the department on such com- 
plaints? 

~e &nourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(e) No. 
(a) No action has bean taken by the Director of Public Health as the 

matter is one-which primarily concerns the District Board and no reference 
has been received on the subject either from the Board or from the Deputy 
Commissioner. 

[ Lala Bod.h Raj. ] . 
(d) whether it is a fact that the said Srijut Kiran Chandra Dass did 

not submit to the, police search and preferred not to go inside 
the court-room? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M., Stow: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes, but the magistrate had not given orders to the contrary. 
(e) Yes. In this connection the honourable member is referred to the 

answer to part (b) of Council Question No. 2521.1 

(d) Yes. 
Lala Bodh Raj : Is it a fact that the police did not refer to the magis 

trate before asking Srijut Kiran Chandra· Dass to submit to their search ? 
The Honourable Mr.-A. M. Stow: I have no information on that 

point. 
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No. 33403 (L. S.-G.-Oomts.), da.ted Lahore, the 30th Ootober 1929. 

Fto n-Ai:.utMrreHELL, Esq., I.0.S., OB.Ji1ti115 S3o,·etar,,r to Governmmt, Punjab, 
Transferred Departments, 

' 'fro-All Oo nmisstoners of Dlvlslons a.ni Dapaty Co)llmissioners in the Punjab, 
,: ____.......... . . 

SuBJEOT :-Improvement of_ the methods of street /iweeping in the towns 
of the Punjab. ~ . 

I AM directed by Jthe Punjab Government (Ministry of Local Self· 
Government) to address you 'on the subject of the methods of sweeping now 

.employed in the streets and open spaces of the towns in the Punjab, and to 
invite your co-operation and that of tne general public in devising improved 
.and more effective means of attaining the object in view. The Ministry has 
noticed ~that in most towns the practice is to employ a number of .sweepera 
with hand brooms who are usually let loose on the streets at an early hour of 
the morning, the time frequently corresponding with that at which members 

o2 

*2578. Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana : Will the Honourable 
Minister for Local Self-Government please state- 

(a} whether it is a fact that there is a strong complaint against dWli 
in all the· municipalities of the province ; 

(b) if the answer to part (a) above is in the affirmative, what steps 
are the Government taking to cope with this menace ; 

(c) whether it is a fact that the sweepers in all the municipalities in 
sweeping, the roads and highways raise such clouds of dust 
as make the things round about more dusty and thus render 
sweeping ineffective ; _ 

(d) if the answer to part (c) above is in the affirmative, what steps 
do the Government propose. to take to save the public from 
the d11St raised by municipal sweepers ? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: {a) Yes. c::::-- . . 
(b), (c) and (d) A copy of a circular letter, issued by Government to its 

officers three days before notice of the present question was given,. is laid · 
-on the table. 

Dusr Nms.ANOE. 

• I The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Yes, certam 
-vaccinators of the Jhang district who had been suspended by the District 
Board submitted complaints against the District Medical Officer of Health, 
.Jhang, direct to the Director of Public Health. 

(b) The complaints were returned, to the petitioners through the Distriot 
Medical Officer of Health for submission to the District Board through the 
-proper channel. 

Lala, Bodh Raj : Is the Honourable Minister aware if ~ny enquiry has 
been- held on those complaints ? 

The Honourable· Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : I require notice of that 
-question. 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND .ANSWERS. 



*2579. Sardar Harbakhsh Singla: Will, the Honourable Revenue· 
Member kindly state-:.- '' '" ·· · . ' 

(a) whether it is a fact tha.t the new modelling of outlets on Alijaj 
minor {Upper Chenab Canal, distriet, Sheikhupura) put into· 
force duririg this 'kbarif' bas resulted in abo1;1t.8,000 91cres0 

going out of cultivation along the minor for want of irrigai:tion, 
as against only about 80Q acres in all that have been brought. 
under additional irrigation at th.e t~il ; 

(b) was this resultant loss or deficiency along the minor contemplated' 
or anticipated in the scheme and, if not, who- is responsible- 
for this tremendous loss ; · 

(c) whether it is a .£11,ct that the Alijaj minor hits so fi;i,r been. usually 
allowed 'a fl.ow of 2· 6 gauge, and. that now it is allowed a fl.ow of: 
2·8only;. 

(d) whether it.is not a fa~t thp,t thlij reduction of supply has re 
sulted in defeating the purpose of the old 'warabandi' iJ,i. 
so fa~ as a zamindar takes three times more time, now to irri-: 
gate one acre of bis land thit~. be tooli .befo:r;e, and. whethei..a:r;iy .· 
not_ic~ was giyeri to the landowners, ete., of this. prediea 
ment; 

(e) wb~ther.tb~re is any intention ofreverting to the old sizes of -the 
outlets? 

[Ho1(bI~ Malik Firoz Khan Noon.] 
of the general public are taking their morning walk. In the process of sweep· ink up into heaps for removal animal droppings, waste paper and other Iittor.. 
& cloud of dustis swept up into the air which is not subsequently removed, but 
merely settles in another portion of the street. The Ministry feels that. the· 
time has probably come for more modern methods to the introduced into the· 
streets and open spaces of larger towns. It is suggested that mechanical" 
brushing machines might be introduced drawn by animals or driven by motors; 
which could be used to clear the principal streets of all forms of street sweep 
ings during the night at hours when the streets are deserted. In smalle:r 
streets ·and open spaces separate arrangements might be made to collect animat' 
droppings by lifting them in pans, and for the collection of waste paper 
and similar litter spiked sticks could be employed, such as are frequently 
used by the caretakers in public parks. If a certain amount of sweeping by 
hand brooms in-still necessary, it is suggested that this should be done dur 
itif the night hours before the general public are abroad on their morning 
walks. 

It is realised that this problem is one that presents peculiar'difficultiss 
in a country which is completely dry for nine or ten months in the year, and 
that no complete solution may be immediately available, but the object of the 

· Ministry_ in addressing you on the subject is to invite your co-operation and' 
th.at of the local bodies and general public of the Province in devising some· 
mea:qs of mitigating the nuisance. 

! '' 
ALIJAJ MINOR RE_~MODELLI~G SCHEM~ -. 
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DusT ~nhiANcE. . . 
1341 Mr Din Mubainm.ad • Will the Honourable Minister for 

.i}o'c'ai Shlt-'Gov;rilm~nt plea'.se· stat;_ 
(a) whether i~ is a fact _that there is !l, strong complaint against dust 

. in a.11 the mmiici})alities of the province ; . . . 
Cb) .. if t~!3 ~l;liiwe~ __ t<>_~~rt .. (a). ~~_oy~ is .. m. .. i~e--~~~~~J~~,._#_!iat 'st~p_s 

are the Government taking to cope with this menace; 

Zamintlars. Non- 
zamindar,. 

51 80 (d) 

'(ii) 
(b) 
(c) 

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS A:ND ANSWERS. 
DEPABTllDllNTAL OANDIDATES FOB ZlliLADABSSIP. 

1340. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Revenue Member 
il)lease . state- 

( a) the number of departmental. candidates communitywpie recom 
mended by the Superintending Engineers, Irrigation Branch, 
Punjab, 'tor zilladarship during 1928; 

(.b) how many of them were accepted by the Chief Engineer ; 
(o} in how inany cases did the candidates state that 'they were mem· 

hers of 'notified agriculturists ; 
(d) how many of them were 'zamindars and how many non-zamin 

daril according to . the rules laid down in Punjab Government 
circular of October 1919 '} · 

The Honourable Mian Sir Faz.I-i-Husain: 
Muslinns. 11.ind'US. Si1'h8. 

ss 02 26 
16 6 6 
51 from all communities. 

····· 'Koon' J{)tarif ~j 'J 
permissible. 1928. · 1929 .• 

·Acres. :!:ores. Acres. 
{a) .On whole ilimor' 4,1·'68 5,450 4,659 
(b) On tifil MS 204 480 

, (b) As the remodelling was accom'panied by :restrictio:t1 of supply to -that 
.authoriaed, some reduction in irrigation was contemplated. 

{c) Exact figures of 'the gauges ·are nqt a.vaifa,hle, but ·it is 'probably 
,.correct that this is due to the restriction of supply referred to in the answer 
;to part (b). · · · 

(d) an,d (e) No. 

. The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i·Busain: (a) Irrigation figul'.es for 
,the minor are - 

845 
. . 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWE.BS • 



Dnsr NUISANCE IN MUNICIPALITIES. 

1343. Shaikh Faiz-Muhammad: Will the Honourable Minister 
for Local Self-Government be pleased to state-:-- 

(a) whether it is a fact that there is a general complaint against 
' dust ' in all the municipalities of the province ; . 

(b) if the answer to part (a) is in the affirmative, what steps Govem- 
ment are taking to cope with this menace ; · · 

(c) whether it is a fact that sweepers in all municipalities in sweeping 
the roads and highways raise such clouds of dust as make 
everything around, more dusty and thus render sweeping; 
ineffective ; · 

(d) if the answer to (c) above is in the affirmative, what steps Govern 
ment propose to take in the matter ? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: The attention of the 
' honourable member is invited to the reply given to question No. 2578.1 

1 Yide page 343 am,. 

Duse NUISANCE, 

·1342. Sardar Harbakhsh Singh: Will the Honourable Minister 
for Local Self-Government please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that there is a stro_ng complaint against dust. 
in all the municipalities of the province ; · 

(b) if the answer to part (a) above isin the affirmative, what steps, 
are the Government taking to cope with this menace ; _ 

(c) whether it is. a fact that the sweepers in sn the municipalities in 
sweeping the roads and highways raise such clouds of dust. 
as make - everything around more dusty and thus render 
sweeping ineffective ; 

(d) if the answer to part (e) above is in the affirmative, what steps. 
do the Government propose to take to save the public from the· 
dust raised by municipal sweepers ? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: The attention of the· 
honourable member is invited to the reply given to question No. 2578.1 

[Mr. Din Muhammad.] 
(c) whether it is a fact that the sweepers in all the municipalitieir 

in sweeping the roads and highways raise such clouds of dust 
as make the things round about more dusty and thus render 
sweeping ineffective ; 

(d) if the answer to part (c) above is in the affirmative, what steps, _ 
do the Government propose to take to save the public from the _ 
dust raised by municipal sweepers ? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : The attention of the 
honourable member is invited to the reply given to question No. 2578,1 
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- 18 21 80 

. . 
(a) District Inspectors of Schools serving in the Multan Division. 

6 I 5 4 
(b) Assistant District Inspectors of Schools serving in the Multan 

Division. 

I Number of bistrict- 
Inspectors in the Number of those that 

Multan Division who were not born in the 
are statutory agri- Multan Division. 

eultuzists. 

.Total number. 

!NSPEOTOB ;AND ASSISTANT INSPECTOR OF SCHOOLS, MULTAN 
DIVISION, 

1345. Shaikh Faiz Muhammad: Will the Honourable Minister for· 
Education kindly state in respect of the district inspectors of schools and 
the assistant district inspectors of schools separately serving in the Multan 
division- 

(a) how many of them come from outside the division; 
(b) how many of them are statutory agriculturists? 

-The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: A statement giving the requisite 
information is laid on the table. 

BOAT-BRIDGE MATERIAL STORED AT GHAZI G~T. 

1344. Shaikh Faiz Muhammad: Will the Honourable Minir.ter 
for Agriculture kindly state- 't.."d 

-·~ 

'(a) the exact extent of loss sustained by the Public Works Depart 
ment with details of boat-bridge material stored at Ghazi 
Ghat and stated to have been washed away or otherwise 
destroyed during the recent floods in the Indus ; 

(b) names of the sub-divisional officer and sub-overseer or overseer 
in charge cf the above material ; 

(c) number of khalasis appointed to look after the material during 
the last summer ; 

(d) number of khalasis appointed for the same purpose, during 
each of the three summers previous to the last ; and, if there 
was a decrease in the number of khalasis, will Government 
kindly state who advised it and its reasons ; 

(e) whether the Public Works Department authorities are prepared 
to admit that the loss of destruction of boat-bridge material 
was due to decrease in the number of khalasis and absence- 
from duty of some of them ? - 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : I regret that the answer 
to this question is not yet ready as information has yet to be received from 
the Superintending Engineer, Fourth Circle, on the subject. It will be com· 
municated to honourable member when ready. 

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 



Y. M. D. 
(a) Christian 4 7 18 

Ili.nd~ . ·' 18 6 1 
Muslim 0 a 12 
Sikh 1 1 29 

(b-) 7. of whom two are Muslims. 

1347. Shaikh Faiz Muhammad: Will the Honourable Revenue 
l!ember be pleased to state-. 

(a) the exact number of days, months or years during which the post 
of superintendent of the Deputy Commissioner's office at Dara 
Ghazi Khan has been held by a Hindu, Muslim or Sikh durlng 
the last 20 years ; 

(b) the total number of permanent superintendents of Deputy Com 
missioners' and Commissioners' offices in the Multan division 
and the number of Musaalmana among them? 

-The HODOIH'ahle Miaa Sir Fazl-i-Huaain ~ 

SUPERINTENDENTS OF DEPUTY CoMMISSIONEBs' AND CoMMIS· 
SIONERS' -OFFIOES.IN THE MULTAN DIVISION. 

.21 22 

. (a) Headmasters of Government High Schools. in Multan Division. · 
11 ., 11 

(one of them is officiating). 
(b) Senior English M~sters .. 

Number of Headmasters or 'Senior 
Eiiglish -MaEJters in the Multan 

Division who are statutory 
agriculturists • 

Number of those that were not born in the Multan Division. 

lliADKAS:fERS ,AND SBNI~ EN(}LISH. TEAOHERS OF GOVERNMENT I 
• mGH soaoore IN THE MtrLTAN DIVISION. 

« i346d • t' Shaikkin". hd1Faiz M!l11ammad :f hWilld the Honourable Minis~e.r .. _ _ ·· I 
-'ior J¥. u_c~. ion . . y state .m r0f!pect o ea masters and senior :ijngliErh 
;~ers oj -G-o:v:ernmeµt .high schools in the l{ultan division-> . I 

-, .. (a) how many,of-them come from outside-the Muita.n division; 
(b) how-many ·of them are statutory agriculturists ? 

The Honourable Mr. ·Menohl!I' Lal : A statement giving the re 
sq,uired j;of~ation is laid on the table. 
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1 •• 

. . SALE OP COLONY LANDS B.-Y~O *yum~.- . . : ··.· . • . 
. ~ Rai Sa)pb Chauclhri Chhotu Ram: Will the Honoural;}le 

~ve~~e Member ~dly sta.te- 
(a) the a.mount of colony lands sold by public auction in 1~25, 192.!>, 

1927, 1928 and 1929; . .. ': , 
,,.,"'Jh}-"th(fay~e prioe~er acre fetched a.t t®Se sales in ea.oh year'; .. 

(c) the ~oporlion~oliand~d by'.members of noti¥ed·~ 
'Oliitural tribes and otliets ·respeoti."Yel-y;-ilk each of .the :yea'rs ' . ·· d • f ) · ·· · ~.a:c:·:c·•J. :mentione m ,,a '/ . -~0 ~f' '"T"l.:,-c;, .r , 

. . Dae Honoura~ Mia Sir -Fazl·i·Husain~: (a) and (bl__ %e reqiiitecl 
infomtation as regards a.grioultural mnd is oentained in ·t®• · __ 1ttamied 
statement. · · ' - 

(e) The µ:>.formation is a.va.ila.ble only in reg&.hl to the Nill Bar Colot.y 
and has been embodied in 'the enclosed. atatement. The oolleotion of thii 

. .informatian i~ .o:ther ooloiiies w.ould involve 1You1Jle ud 1t-~n.se out of till 
· _proportion to the. value of the in.formation. 

., 

UNSTABBJ!J,D ,QUES'F)i~~li ~· AlJJ9.'\1@.EtS;, 



. . . .. .. : : : : . . . . .. : : : : : : 

: . . . . . : . : . . . . . . 

I 
k 
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- MOTOR LORRIES AND ROADS. 

1351. Sarclar Mohindar Singh: Will °the Honourable Revenue 
Member be pleased to state- 

{ a) what is the number of passengers that~ one-tonand a ton.and-a- 
half lorry is allowed to carry respectively on- 
( i) the Lahore-Ferosepore Road; 

{ii) the Ferozepore-Moga Road; 
(iii) the Moga-Ludhiana Road; ...,., ....... 

(b) if the number of passengers is not the same for the same type- 
of vehicle on each of these roads, will Government be- 
pleased to explain the reason for making this difference ? 

GR.A.NT TO ROHT.A.K DISTRIOT BO.A.RD. 

- 1350. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Cbhotu Ram : Will 'the Honourable- 
-"''fnmister for Education kindly state- _,- 

a- (a) whether it is a fact that a sum of Rs. 70,000 drawn by the district 
board of Bohtak in 1928-29 remained unspent owing to the 
reason that salaries of teachers in village schools for the last 
.three months of the . financial year were not paid until the 
81st March 1929; 

(b) whether this sum of Rs. 70,000 has been deducted from theordi 
nary grant for the current year; 

(e) how it is proposed to recompense the said district board for the 
deduction · of Rs. 70,000 from. its grant for the last financial 
year; 

(d) who is responsible for this irregularity, and what action is proposed .. 
to be taken against him ? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : 
(a) Yes. _ 
(&) and (c) No deductions have been made in the grants paid in the 

current year on the understanding that· additional expenditure· 
incurred in the current year by the payment of arrears of 
salaries will not be taken into account in assessing the grant 
next year. 

(d) It has been reported that the cause of this trouble is the faulty 
preparation of the budget. The matter is being enquired 
into. 

AVlllR.AGE PRIOE OF UNGINNED OOTTON .AND WHEAT. 

, ~349~ Rai Sahib Cbaudbri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable· r Revenue Member kindly state the average price per maund of-- _ 
(a) unginned cotton ; and 
(b) wheat in 1920, 1924, 1926, 1927, 1928 and 1929? 

The Honourable lY.uan Sir F azl-i•Husain : I regret the answer· 
to this question is not ready. It will be communicated to the honour 
able member when ready. 

851! UNST.A.RRED QUESTIONS .A.ND ANSWERS. 



1353. Sayad Muhammad Husain : Will the Honourable Bevenue 
Member kindly state the extent of damage done and the amount of eom 

. · pensation proposed by the Government for the following villages in the 
tahsils of Dipalpur and Pakpattan on account of the breach in tlie bnnd 
..and main canal of Suleimanke on the 20th and 22nd of August 1929 ; 

( i) Ohak Haider Shah, 
(ii) Chak Sahib Din, 
(iii) Chak Bagum, 
(iv) Chak Doger, 

(11) Pir Gha.ni, 
(~ Chak Shams-ud-Din, 

('V'U) B.iila. C~aistee, 
(M) Cha.k Mogal? 

BREA.OH IN TllE BUND AND MAIN OANAL OF SuLEUU.NKB. 

PRomBITION OF LORRIES ON ·oEBTAIN ROADS. 

, 1352-. Sardar Mohindar Singh: Will the Honourable Revenue 
]\{ember be pleased 'to s'tate - 

(a) whether it is a fact .that lorries are not allowed to run on certain 
roads at night ; 

(b) if so, what are the names. of these roads, and what is the reason 
for this prohibition ? 

The Honourable Mian S'"U' Fazl,;,j;..ffusain : I regret the answer 
to this question is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the 

.honourable member when it becomes ready. 

· :according· to .seating cape 
- city. 

(b) The question of fixing the same number of passengers 'for '.the same 
:type of lorry· is under the consideration of Government. · 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

1 ·to.n. l'j,tons. 
(a) (i) -Lahore-Ferozepore R-oaii- 

(a) Licensed in iJahora district .16 20 
(b) Licensed in Ferosepore District '18 22 or 28 

(ii) Ferozepore-Moga Road- 
Licensed in Ferozepore -district 18 22 or 28 

(iii) Moga-Ludhiana Roailr- 
(a) Licensed in Ferozepore district 18 22 or 28 
(b) Licensed in Ludhiana. district 17 to 21 17 to 21 

The Honourable· Mian ·Sir ·Fazl-i-Husain ·-: 
Passen{Jef's :&t 'lflJ'J,y be 
~·1/n 'a wrry 1iJJ 
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____ _: _ 

!NSANITARY CONDITION OF BHERA TOWN. 

1355. Dr. GokulChand,- Narang: Will the Honourable'Yinister 
for Local' Self Government be pleased to state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that the condition of Bhera town became very 
izla~nitary rece:p.tly as a result. of the flood-water accumulating· 
i.1;l low places round about the city ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that representations to that effectwere made· 
to the Deputy Commissioner by some residents of Bhera ; 

(e) if so, wiU the honourable Ministe» be pleased to state what. 
. action; if any, was taken on ~hose representations ? ; 

The Ho11ourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon:. (a) Thef~" is Jom' for· 
improvement in the sanitary condition of Bhera at a:t;ly time. It hb.'i. been 
ascertained that the insanitary condition was not unduly aggravated by the· 

. PAKPATTAN MAIN CANAL. 

1354. Sayad Muhammad Husain : Will the 'Honourable. Revenue 
1\fember be pleased to state--- 

(a) whether it. is a fact that the Pakpattan main canal has obstructed 
the natural drainage at burgee No. 75000 and no adequate 
arrangements have been made by .the Canal Department to 
let the rain and flood-water pass : 

(b) whether it is also a fact that owing to this defect serious damage- 
was done to the .standing crops and Government had to pay 
heavy compensation in the year 1928; .. i 

(c) if the answer to parts (a) and (b) are in the affirmative, what 
measures are Government going to adopt to ensure against 
such loss arising from obstructed drainage'} 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) The attention of the· 
honourable member is invited to the reply already given to his Council 

-questiont No. 780 answered on 28th November 1Q28. 
(b) The compensation paid for damage amounted to Rs. 16,500. · 
(c} In normal years- the .. existing syph.ons at R,D. · 42000, · R.D. 58000·· 

a.nd:R,D·, 6.6.0QQ are ample, and it is only. on the occasion of.abnonnal'esin« 
fa.11 or a serious breach that damage to standing crops would occur. 

In the interests of a11, it is considered· better to pay occasional compens 
ation than face the very heavy cost of a syphon the building of which would: 
necessitate a long closure of the canal. · 

1Vohime :lII~ pages as:9. 

The Honourable Mian Sir · FazU .. Husain: It is admitted. 
that some damage to crops and houses in the villages mentioned has occur 
red arid the · honourable member may rest assured that compensation will 
be paid' in each case for the damage done. As to the amounts of compens 
ation in the case of .eaoh village, Government is not in a position to give· 1 

actual fi~es as the matter is still under consideration. / 
. . , 

I 
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WHEAT BEED DRILL, 

1357. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Minister for Agri, 
-eultnre be pleased to state- 

(a) whether it is a fa.o!; that a wheat seed drill has been recently 
invented and the patent rights acquired by the Agricultural 
Department ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that its sale price has been fixed at Rs. 50 ; 

(o) if so, what are the resons for 1.ts price- being fixed· at so high a. 
figure? 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: . (a) A wheat drill. 
'haa been invented but patent rights have not been acquired by the Agrioul· 
-t~l Department. 

-_ (b) No. The sale price is Rs. 55 at present, but steps are being taken to 
,see if it can be reduced. - · _ 

(c) The drill costs Rs. 55 to.make, and is- being sold at cost price. 

1356. Mr.- E. Maya Das: (a) Will the Honourable Revenue Member 
be pleased to lay on the table a statement by districts ahowing=- 

(i) the number of voters for the Punjab Legislative Council; 
I 

(ii) the number of voters for the district boards; 

(b) whether it is a fact that these lists are prepared by patwaris ; 

(e) whether it is a fact that the patwaris are paid some extra allowanee 
·for preparing lists of voters for the Legislative Council, but are not paid 

,anything for preparing lists of district boards ; 

· (d) if so, will Government be pleased to state the reasons for makmg , ' 
some payment in one case and not in the other ? 

·The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i·Husain : The necessary informa.tion 
-is being collected and will be communicated to the Revenue Member in due 
..course. . 

LISTS OF VOTERS FOR. PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL AND 
DISTRICT BOARDS. 

-·-- 

[Hon'ble Malik Firoz Khan Noon.] 
· floods of the present year· as the floods subsided and the water drained off 

with great rapidity. 

(b) Yes. 

(c) The Deputy Commissioner took what action was possible to improve 
iihe situation, but was disappointed to find that the persons responsible for 
-the representations ·were not prepared to assist in carrying out the necessary 
·remedial measures. · 
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-· 

0.BADUATES Olr' THE AGBIOULTUlU.L COLLEGE. 

1359 •. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Minister for Agri- 
culture be pleased tQstate- · 

(a) the number of·boys that graduated from the Agricultural College, 
. Lyallpur, in 1928 · and 1929; · ' - 

(b) the number of those among them who ware able to find employ 
ment in the Agricultural Department, together, with the ca.par 
city in, and the pay a.t which, employed ? 

The Honourable Sardar Sir .Jogen\fra Singh : A· statement giving 
the required information is Iaid on the table. · ~ 

SwntMING-BATR IN THE AGRIOULTURAL CoLLEGE, LYALLPUR. 

1358. Mr. E. Maya Das: . Will the Honourable. Minister for Agri 
culture be pleased to state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that it is proposed to build ~-swimroiryg-bath 
·for.the use of the boarders in the Agricultural College, Lyall· 
pur; 

(b) if so, by ihoIQ is it likely to be constructed? 
The HonoUX"able Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : (a) and (b) There waa · 

such a proposal some yea.rs ago, but it_ha.s been held in abeyance for lack 
of funds. · · · , 

855 UNST:ARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS •. 
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-LEI-AVE OF MR •. BASRl3 DIN, .CLERK, CANAL 0FFIOJ!l, IsLAM 
. .DIVISION. 

n1362. ":Lala :Bodh ·Raj;: Will : the Honourable 'Bevenue :'.Membe11 
_,Please stat~ _ 

(a) whether it is a. ,£-act. that Mr. Bashir Din, Clerk, Canal Office, 
Islam Division, was sanctioned leave for about one month 
and '28 days, but was not permitted to leave the station ; 

(b) if so, what were the reasons for not granting him permission to 
leave the station? 

.. l'Jie Honourable :Mimi Sir.-F.-~i;.Husain.: (a) Yes. 
(b) Has the honourable member any .infprmation .that this was clone 

;:improperly ? If so, the Chief Engineer will be glad to· know of it in his office, 
':if. the honourable member would. like to mention it to him or eommuni« 
.£ate to him. ' 

ELECTION PETITION AGAINST THE EL'EOTION 01!' -SARDAR··HilmEL SINGH. 

1361. Lala Bodh .R-aj : Will the Honourable Miliistedor' Loeal Self" 
.,,Government please state...:.. 

·. (a) whether it is a f~ct .that an 'election petition was made -~g!)illlSt 
the election of S. Harbel·Singh,·a member of-the>Smdll ·>Town 
Committee, Jaranwala, in Lyallpur .district, in. AIUgl11St 1007 ; 

.· (bJ · wh~ther it• is »a: fact. that the application, has not rbeen ~disposed 
of so far; 

(c) if so, what are the reasens·for this long delay'} 

The Honourable 1Malik°Firoz tian, Noon·: {a) '¥°-es. 
'(b) Yes. 

. (c) The case was postponed from time to time for the purpose of seeur« 
:'il>:g·t~e attendance of witnesses. · 

D 

LINING. OF BIKANER CANAL. 

1360. Mr. E. Maya Das : Will the Honourable Revenue .Member 
~~~~~~ - 

. (a) whether it is a fact ,that the sides of the lined iChannel-:-of::the 
Bikaner Canal are so 'steep and slippery that. human -beings 
and animals if they onee fall into the canal are not able to..COI.lle 
out; · 

(b) what measures. Government is contemplating to adopt . to safe· 
; guard against such. mishaps '? 

·ne Honourable "Mian Sir F azl;j.,ffesain- : (a) The 'lining "df the 
-,Bikaner Canal increases the danger of drowning in the case of animals and 
-pessibly, but. to a lesser extent, in th~ case of human beings. 

. .(b) For thia:reason,.it isproposed to fence,tb,e canal at bridge sites where 
:othis danger, occurs. · 

:8[7 . ' 
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MANKA CANAL. 

1366. Khan Bahadur Nawab Muhammad JUllal Khan: Will the· 
Honourable Revenue Member kindly state- . ' · 

(a) whether it is . a fact that the Irrigation Department is expected! 
to provide water for irrigating 45 per cent. of the commandeifi 
area. of the Manka Canal in Dera Ghazi-Khan district; , 

SARDAR fuRNAM .SINGH, LAHORE OONSPIRAOY <JASE PRISONER, 

1365. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Finance · M;ember 
J>lease state- · 

(a} whether it is a fact that a number of prisoners eonvieted along': 
with S. Harnam Singh, son of S. Gurdit Singh, a prisoner· 
in the Lahore conspiracy case of 1914-15, confined in thcr 
Mianwali jail for the same period of sentence, have been re· 
leased, while S. Harnam Singh is still being detained ; 

(b) if so, what are the reasons for'bis further detention and 'when~ 
is the said prisoner going to be released ? . · · - . 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : (a) Yes. 
(b) There are no grounds for premature release in his case. The exact;; 

date of his release cannot be acc1?-1'ately estimated, 

SABDAR HA.RN.AM SINGH, LAHORE CONSPIRACY OASE .PRISONER. 

1364. Lala Bodh_Raj: Will the Honourable Finance Member 
please state- 

. (a) if it is a fact that S. Harnam . Singh, son of S. Gurdit Singh, - 
resident Kotla Nan Singh, tahsil and district Hoshiarpnr,'. 
a prisoner in the Lahore conspiracy case of 1914-15, having 
passed a major portion of the period of ·his sentence in· the · 
Andamans and other jails, was transferred to the Mianwali. 
jail on the ground of ill-health; 

(b)- whether it is a fact that his health has not improved and that 
he applied for a transfer to some other jail; 

(c)-if so, what action has been taken on his application in the matter r 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) Yes . 

. (b) Pa.rt (1) Yes. Part (2) Yes. 
(c) It was not sanctioned as it was not supported by the superintendent- 

and medical officer of the jail. · 

ADAM WA.HAN W~R. 
1363. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Revenue Member 

please state the maximum discharge of water as shown above the Adam 
Wahan Weir, as· well as the real maximum discharge below the said weii:? 

· The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl .. i-Husain : There is no weir at Adaiw. 
Wahan which is the site of .!Ji railway bridge. 

,I 
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GRANTS·IN·AID TO AIDED HIGH SOHOOLS, AMB.A.L.A. DIVISION. 

1368. Chaudhri Dali Chand : Will the Honourable Minister for 
Education kindly state- 

(a) the grant-in-aid given separately to each of the aided high schools: 
~ the Ambala division for the year 1928-29 ; 

(b) the grant-in-aid given separately to each of the aided high sehools 
· · · ·'in the Ambala division from April 1929. to September 1929; 

(c) the grant-in-aid sanctioned separately for each of the aided high 
schools in the Ambala division from October 1929 to March 
1980? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: The in.formation will bet 
mpplied to the Honourable Member later. 

GRANT-IN-AID. 

1367. Chaudhri Duli Chand : Will the Honourable Minister for 
Education kindly state- 

(a) the total grant-in-aid given to each ·of the divisions for the yeS,lt' 
1928-29; 

(b) the total grant-in-aid given to eaq4 of the divisions from April1. 
· 1929 to September 1~~9; .- 

(c) the total grant-in-aid sanctioned for each of the divisions from. 
October 1929 to March 1980 ? · • 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) Attention of the Honourable 
member is invited to my answer to council question No.' 1198,1 with which a. 
statement showing maintenance grants to schools in the Punjab, sanctioned' 
during the year 1928-29 from provincial revenues, was laid on the table. 

(b) Grants were continued to aided schools during the period from April 
1929 to September 1929, at the monthly rate of one-twelfth-the total grant; 
paid during the year 1928-29. 

(c) ·The matter is under consideration. 

(b) whether it is a fact that. while average irrigation at the Upper 
Manka is 55 per cent. of the commanded area, the zamindars 
of the Lower Manka receive less than 29 per cent. and those 
of 'the big village Darkhast Jamal Khan at the tail only i9' 
per cent.; -, · 

(c) what steps Government proposes to take to en~ure a fair distribn, 
tion of water so far as this .partieular canal is concerned?_ 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: The information asked. 
for is being collected and will be supplied to the honourable member when. 
received. 

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS .A.ND ANSWERS. 

'Volume XIlI, pages 70.-,.81 •. 



-Before speakillg on'tbe'·res61ution··r would like to' take this'opportmiity 
of thanking the Goveimnent on behalf of the people of the.Dera Ghazi Khan. 

·District for all. the help given by the Government to the 'flood·sufferers of the 
district; :Government -hlis given 'about ·4! 'lacs of 'rupees. to. thls1 district by 
way of relief. A. large sum is also .given for distribution. among thtf,poor. 
·ms -Excellency· the· Govel'fl6r, ·the ~II-eoourabl-e -Rev~:im-e-Y-ember-Ml:d .;,the 
Honourable the Minister f<>l' ·1ocal Seit-Government have paid visits to the ~: -~ 

RESOLUTION JUl1 BELIEF MEASURES, DERA. GIUZI<K~-N,J)_I$~IO'I. 

Shaikh Faiz Muh1µDD1ad [1Dera0 Ghazi <Khan, (Muha.mmadan),!.;Rural] 
(Urdu): Sir, I beg to move that- -.. 

!! This Council reooJJ1D1ends to the Government that the following measures of relief 
. Ibe 'iinilledia.tely4l.dopt.iicUnt the: Dera Ghazi' Khan ~ l-'-- 

(a) land revenue demand for the Ia.st kha1rif hanesi be remitted. 
{b) no ifiterest''be·charged·on' taccavi loan advanced to·tite.·'Z&lllinde.rs and culti 

vators and ita repayment be extended over.0,-period of•at·least ten ,:ears;'~ 
· (e)· irrigation e111blmkmenta. washed away during floods be rehabilitat.ed. 

(cl) That an expert ~ffi~ who ma;r be con~nt with pecmlie.r conditi<II!-9 obtain 
ing in the district be appomted to mvestigate and report on the possibi- 

. ' lity of effeotively~ontrolling some of the bigger 1iill torrents-and strengthen 
ing proteotive,emba.nkments so as to ensure the safety of the 'district in 
ftrtute." 

. RESOLUTIONS. 

1929-80 Not available at 
present. 

'(o}:GoverIUnentha.!(recently)~laxe-d the .rules • 

- 
• • _ 8,48,514 

8,18,017 
.... ·2,98;s40 - 
... 

- 4',00,000 
4,00,000 
4,00,000 

... 1927~28 
, 1928-29 

1929-SO 
(b) ,1926-27 

1927-28 
1928-29 

Rs. 
4,00,000 (Including the contri· 

bution by the Silver 
Wedding Fund). 

(a) 1926-27 

'F26TH Nova, 1929. · l>t:mJAB ~r.Etttsr.ATIVE '· MUNOU, .: 

':Mitir:u~ · S'cHoLARSitIPS. 

11369. Chaudhri1Duli'Chand·: Will the Honourable Minister for. 
Education ·kindly ·state ·se~rately for each of the years from 1926-27 to 
1929-80_:;_ 

(a) the grant-voted b"y~nncil for milita:cy s-oholarships ; 
(brthe-tnoneyootttally1spent on these scholarships; 
(o)· the-stI~p·s he1bas tackenio avoid savings under•thisitem ·? 

. b-e 'HoiiouraJ$le 'Wlr. 31\lanohar · L~ : 



'.aESOLUT;tON re l\Er,niit MEA-SUBES:,1D,PJ~,G-~.lql~N DISTRIO'.,r. Sfil 
district in order to ascertain the amount of damages, dene- by,,fl(?ods and: to 
}iei:'lilonally · sympathise with the flood suff erers. We &.J:.e. also grateful to. th~ 
l}e<tOtosa Society for the grant. of. 18 thousand- rupees, . . 

·:- After, ma.king these prefatory remarks, I should' like. at this stage, to 
give~in as brief words as possible an account of the situation of the De~ 
Ghazi Khan district to enable the honourable members who have no ex· 
perfonce or idea· ofits position to vote intelligently on- the Resolution. The 
~orth·wes~,part of the district runs along the western bank of. the river Indus. 
for a· distance of 250 miles, On the north is situate tlie North-Western. 
Brontier Province and on the south the Sindh Province, On the west the 
district iii· surrounded by the Suleman mountains; In summer, the.rive». 
water· spreads over the eastern part of the district· and hill torrant$: 
attack the western part of it. · In the months of July and September th& 
people suffered irreparable losses by heavy rainfall · and floods. Heavy: 
rains caused considerable loss to cattle and crops.and the people of the dis 
tric_t were. already in the grips of this trouble· when an unprecedented .. flood 
came in the river Indus. The people who had, already lost their cattle 
and crops by. the fury of the elements were now completely ruined by this 
enormous flood and they were rendered absolutely destitute, and. homeless, 
their, entire stock of ordinary eatables having been washed away by the rushing 
tide; of waters. In in.any parts they were closely surrounded by water and no 
provisions could reach them and it was with great difficulty that flour and 
qther things were carried to the people by means of boats, Such were -the 
sruferings of the people. , _ 

Now, turning to the resolution itself; Lwouldsubmit that the first part of. 
it say:.s that the land revenue demand for the last kharij should be remitted. 
Before· the floods came. the people thought that it was a rainy. year and that' 
ther~ would be good crops. But later on to their. utter surprise they found 
that. the water from the river and the Rodkois totally destroyed. their crops. 
Wat& was still there when the locust pest appeared. This continued for 
one. month. Maize and. barley crops were destroyed. Grass · became I!Oi.'. 
sonous and. could not be used as fodder for cattle. -Then shortly after that 
malaria appeared. The majority of the. people were attacked by malaria. 

·~s. caused a considerable delay in sowing the r(l,bi crops. Such being 
the state of affairs, I would ask the Government to. remit the land· revenue 
demand for the last kharij crop. It- may be said thaJ tt large, part of th~ 
~trict is under fluctuating assessment and, .therefore, 'the question of re 
mission does not arise, In, reply to this L would. submit that. whole of. th~. 
Sa.nghar, tahsil is under permanent assessment and· land revenue demand, 
for last kharij· should be remitted at least with resRect to that tahsil. Sµs. 
pension, of land. revenue would not. help, us. 

The second part of my resolution says that no interest should. be.chargedr 
on taccavi · loan advanced to the zamindars and,cultivators. of the distriefu.· 
It: may be said· tliat there is no such preeedent. · But, Sir, in view· of the 
unprecedented loss of the people this concession would not seem too. mueh« 
a~d is justified on humanitarian principles. · 

· . With ragatd· to the third part. of'my, J$s()lqtw1t, L:hm.&. t<>:·sub~t: tb~,'. 
thet&::are, t.w-o kinds. of; einbanltments •.. th9spr-UtDd~;:.tl,1(t <lhal.'g~, ~~_th.,~; 



' [ Sh. Faiz Muhammad. ] 
Canal Department and those made by the people. My resolution refers 
to .the latter. I understand that the Canal Department is repairing its 

.embankments, but the people have no means to repair their own. 
-embankments. I would request the Government to repair these .em• 
"'J;>ankments. 

As regards the fourth part of the resolution I would submit that because 
during the recent floods the water has changed its direction and caused 
irreparable loss to· the people, it would be desirable if Government should 
4ppoint an expert officer conversant with the peculiar conditions obtaining 
in the district for the purpose of carrying out the necessary snrvey and re· 
porting on the possibility of effectively controlling the hill torrents and 
;&.trengthening the protective embankments. With these words I would 
commend my resolution for the acceptance of the House. 

Mr. Presid~t: The resolution moved is- 
. " That· this Council recommends to the Government that the· following measures of 

relief. be im.meditately adopted in the Dera Ghazi Khan district :- 
( a) land revenue demand for the Iast kharif harvest. be remitted; 
(b) · no interest be charged on taocoa.vi loan advanced to the zamindars arid onlti· · 

tors, and its repaym,ent be extended over a period of at least ten years ; 
(e) irrigation embankments washed. away during the floods be rehabilitated; . 
(d) that an expert officer who may be conversant "'\'rith peculiar conditions obt 

taining in the district be appointed to investigate and report on the 
possibility of effectively controlling some of the bigger hill torrents and 
strengthening protective embankments so as to ensure the safety of the 

, district in future," 
Sayad Muhammad Husain [Montgomery (Muhammadan), Rur~J, 

{Urdu) : Sir, whenever Government increases the burden of taxes, those 
who are'taxed naturally raise hue and cry against that increase although 
their opposition seldom proves of any avail. When last time abiana was 
increased to the extent of about one erore of rupees, the zamindars protested 
strongly against it, but. their cry proved a cry in the wilderness. The zamin 
dar members of the Cquncil made fiery speeches against that increase, but 
noble and simple by their 'nature theydid not press their _demand very much 
fearing lest they should be misunderstood and lest the· prospect 0£ the "grant • 
<>£ provincial autonomy to the Province should be marred; The honourable · 
members will remember that on all such occasions Government invariably · 
puts forward this plea that taxes have been increased because the districts· 
like Hissar and Dera Ghasi Khan badly stand in need of help and that money .. 
must be provided to ameliorate the pitiable conditions of the people living m such districts. Now it 'is the time for the Government to prove its bona 
;/ides and help the people of the Dera Ghazi Khan District who have been 
overtaken by an unprecedented disaster. So far Government has been .. 
very indifferent to what has happened in this district during the l!ist rainy 
season. I cannot help saying, in this connection, and I hope I shall be es- . 
cased fors1:1,ying that our Mir,rlsters and Members and others who are in power· 
are not performing their duties, as they ought to do. If such a calamity , 
had befallen any part ·0£ .· France or any other civilised country and if GQv .. , 
ernment ofthat 'country-had remained so indifferent to the sufferings ofits 
people, the whole syste_m woul,_d have been revolutionised and the existing 
Government would have .been substituted by soma p~pule.:r: Governmqnt'(..,, 

[26TH Nova, 1929 .. PUNJ:AB· IrEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, 
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· Coming to the resolution before the House I should say that the demand~ 
-made by the honourable mover .of the resolution are very ordinary and very · 
-reaaonable, The honourable mover represents that district 'and he ~as 
· 'Witnessed with his own eyes what he bas stated before the· House; · 1. should 
-also think that if be had failed to bring forwaed this _resolution he would 

-~ve failed to do his duty which he owes to his constituents. In asking for 
-relief for the people of Dera Ghazi Khan he has only done his duty to them. , 
~·Th~ first thing that he has asked for as a measure of relief is that the demand 
1.or tl:ie last kharif harvest should be remitted. In this connection I ma.y be 
-permitted to explain that there are two forms of land revenue one ghai,, , 
· mustiqi1, and the other mustiqil and both these forms are prevalent in the · 
'Dara Ghazi Khan district. I may also say that the za.mindars are not very 

-muoh enamoured of the ghair mustiqil form of revenue although it proves 
:c-a- blessing when cala.maties befall. In the areas in which this form· of land 
-revenue obtains, no revenue is charged when· crops fail on account of some 
,na,tural calamity:. As regards · suoh areas the land revenue will be auto~ 

·matica.1ly remitted. But what the honourable member wants is that the 
'1and revenue should be remitted in the case of areas which a.re under fixed 
assessment. Government should know, if it does not know already, that 

··the system of fixed assessment operates to bring ruin to the zamindars when 
· their crops fail altogether. It will be no exaggeration to say that in such cases 
-·they begin to starve and they find it impossible to meet Government demands. 
-On such occasions suspension of land revenue does not prove useful. The 
·disaster which has recently overtaken the people of Jibe Dera Ghazi· Khan 
·· district is universal and no less than total remission of land revenue will 
e help them. Suspension of land revenue is no good device to help the ssmin- 
, dars and in fact Government bas to do so when the crops fail because it 

.e-cannot zend to jails all· tht, zamindars of a certain area on account of their · ·· 
c--fuability to pay land revenue. Government has to remit the land revenue 
-suspendsd after some time and if that is so why it should not remit the land 
-revenue at the very outset. Even in the case of domestic a.nima.ls we 99,11- 
not do like that, feed them for some time and when they should gain flesh, 

· deprive them of. that nourishing food so that they may again be reduced to 
-skeletons. 

· The other measure of relief suggested by the honourable mover isjhat 
no interest should be charged on taccavi loans and that their repayment . 

-should be extended over a period of ten years. It is equally a simple and 
-zeasonable demand. · I admit that these loans should be realised with. in-, .. 
--tere!lt as soon as possible so that Government may be. able to advance them 
to other deserving people. I know too that there are other distriet« which 

-equally' deserve this sort of help. But the calamity which has befallen the 
. ·people of Dera Ghazi- Khan district is such that these considerations cannot 
and should not prevail. The interest that would have been ordinarily ch~rged 

, -on these loans should be debited to some other head.' All possible eonees- 
... "'Siona should be shown -to these people. They are the .right hand-of the ·Gov 
-efI1IDent a.nd it will be strengthening its own foundation if it will not grudge - 1 
-rtq help.theniatthis crisis. . . - . . a .... 

-13ut here the conditions are different and our Government can afford to be 
"'ffldi:fforent to evei'ything with impunity. · . . 

SGS. RESOLUTION re BELIEF MEASURES, DEB.A. GHAZI KHAN DISTBIOT. 
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· MrJ Wr. a Willon (Revenue· Secretary) : Sir, through·. no fault· of"' mine· IT missed the;maj0r-part oNhe speech of. tliehonour~oie member who~ 
moved the resolution and although I have heard a.ll' tiia.t the lionoura.bie•; 

: [Sayad' M'liliamma.d Husain. T 
. The name of the Honourable Revenue Member will be remembered: 

fat all ,times ,il he,-will:rise ,to.·the oooasion·and,tlm ;poop le ,will rightly. say tha.f; 
a ,lolf,h data had-.eome·from·,Delhiito bless,:tliem.. The-name of:Quta.b'..ndlDin; · 
whet was 'V'ev.f generous~. is· remembered even:to ,tliis~ da..y,, although· his~ ttmi&· 
isf lyjng.:: ®cared.-fot((Daughter), · 

€1i•ndBri~ Afzal H~qs: Mind that Hris a" pul>lio fund. _ 
Sat•d' Muliammad· Husain_: I ask- for pnblic-fnnds-and.nof for. th~i 

of:a:tiy; private individual. This is the spirit. of· toleration which · you: will, 
sJrow and. wliich :rour oolleagnes.in the Oongress .will show (La'l.tgktcr}? · 

The .third .measure of relief suggested by. the: honourable -mover is: thatr 
the· embankments washed. away during· the flb"ods· be re-halHlitated: Br 
these.embankmen'tsthe honourablemover.does-not mean; as he lias ex-plained! 
himself, those of. the- Government canals-. They will: be rehabilitated: lliiV· 
a,ma.tter of.eourse, But the question is w.ho will rehabilitate privateem-» 
bansments.. The people by themselves- are not able to do so. It' is beyond: 
their.capacity~. Sa far as I understand the disaster which has· overtak-em 
the pecple of the.Dera: Ghazi Klum distri-ct: is unprecedented: and I do noti 
think the honourable DJOVer has-witnessed· such a, disaster-before during his::. 
lifetimeF. · 

Shaikh, Faiz, Muliammad·: Even my father· had not experienced'. 
smtfo a disaster in his life. -- 

: Sayad Muhammad.Husam.:-In the circumsstanees it is· essentia..lf 
that Government should accede to the request of the honourable mover; 
If it. is ahvays- prepared to, levy more taxes, it should also show its pre· 
piµ:edness to spend the revenues for the welfare of its 'people, 

Then; in tlie end, the honourable mover has requested that an expert 
be' appeinted' to investigate the possibilities of strengthening protective· • 
embanJmients, to ensure the safety of· the people against· the damages done 
by,tlie·hill·torrents. Studen~s- of psychology know that when misfortunes 
come; _tifie average man loses his balance of mind and cannot think for himselt. 
IDie: people of the Dera Ghazi Khan district are at present face to face with, 
many· calamities. Besides the floods which washed away everything they 
had, they are now passing through another ordeal and that is that famine is · 
staring into their.faces. They are, therefore, helpless and need.all possible· 
h()lj;>· which we can give them. Fortunately for them Mr. Wilson is· one 
of tlie members of the Council. He is one' of the best friends of the distriet; _ 
filrliaspassed.about ten years of his life in that- district and! hope he .. will~ 
do·everything:to move the, Government to come to the rescue of the. people. · 
wl:iom· lie· loves. Before I finisli. l wish. to express my gratitude to those · 
higfr office.ts of'tha: Government who recently took the trouble of visiting, ·the:: 
district' and seeing what had.happened'there witli.their own eyes. . · 
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member from Montgomery has said, I regtet I.have not been· able to under 
stand him. (Say(16·'Mf.tkam;maiJ'Husair,r: It.wa.s pure Urdu). It-was so rapidly" 
delivered1ftlie honom:able' member·will allow me to ~ay so; and I may periY 
lmps·be permitted:to:sayiiliat~there wasmore.of'the·Pir in the speech· tli~'· 
the patwari~ Therefore, .Fpropcse briefl1,to· addtess. myself to the ·terms of 
the resolution as- talfulated~ 

0 
• 

· In .the :ffrst,place,,f think rought. to. explain to -the House that when, the· 
Jµ,n~u.raljle. Member. for·. Revenue .paid a- special. visit to Dera Ghazi Khan 
in. the, beginning of. Angµst. to enquire personally into the nature. and. the: 
e~tent.of damage done byftlie floods in.July, oneof. the first orders he issued· 
waa. that. considering. the extent of the disaster that had overtaken the dis-: 
trict all 'land .revenue outstanding .from the previous- rabi should be suspended 
for-the time being. And.then, towards the end of September instructions· 
we11e sent to the Collector that. in circles where the land revenue was flue 
tuating the assessment of kharaba should be carefully and sympathetically· 
made and in areas where land revenue was fixed, the full scope of the scheme: 
of suspension should ·be carried out. So much for the executive instructions 
from the Financial Commissioners. 

As far as· I understand. the· situation, the district air present is suffering' 
from three calamities, (1) a series of dry years, (2) .the floods of July and: 
August and also I think the honourable. member will bear me out, (S) the, 
great deal of damage that has been gone by a persistent plague of loeusts., 
As . regards the drought that hits been prevalent in the district for the pre 
vious two or, three years, . there is an elastic suspension scheme in the area 
where the assessment is fixed. Although it has been the -praetice in the· 
Punjab in the case of ordinary calamities first to suspend land revenue, 
and then if it is found from experience that recoveries cannot prudently be· 
made within three. years, to remit the arrears then outstanding. This 
House, I think, knows that recently Government modified that rule . and' 
made the rule much more lenient. The rule now is that when it has been 
found impossible to recover. outstanding arrears .. of land revenue suspended 
after the. lapse of: three· harvests, the Collector should examine the crop 

· statistics of. those three harvests at the next harvest together with the 
statistics of that harvest, and consider such remissions as are in his judgment 
required. or .. desirable. 
.. A-s-regf.1,rds,the. floods-in Jilly Lwill refer to.them-later on, But taking 
the broad: consideration I think L ought to say now that. .my ten years' 
ex-perienoo· of'. the district·is.that a deluge-is much better than a drought'; 
and that while when, a, deluge comes there is -nndoubtedly: damage, at, the· 
sron& time-there is very fi'equently an aftermath of compensating gain, I: 
think there.is a Ioeal' proverb.- . . , 

" Boa awe tan .bakkt awe." 
tliat1 is, floods-bring fortune in their train. That·is-the broad consideration 
t&t r tliink· should be borne in mind. wlien considering the present state 
o'f' the distri:et. The honourable member" ftom Montgom-ery · referred, to 
-mustaq,,l and· gJf.ai,~ musttlit}.if forms, of revenue, l. think, if the House, will1 
]j~·wnhme, iri·oonneetron·witli part (a)of the resolution:lsliould-}jriefly 
explain~ why,,tlie ~mand:;m tlillitipm' of• }iig-resoliltion, that· is; that· the,,Iam:t 
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. . [- Mr. Wilson. ] .· · ." . · . . ·· .·. . . . 
-revenne demand· for the last kharif be remitted is essentially unreasonable 
and to do that r·will have to refer briefly to the system of assessment in 

:rf orce in the district; In the riverain the assessment. is .entirely fluctuating ... 
Therefore no land revenue can be remitted in the riverain if no land revenue 
is imposed and no land revenue is imposed unless 'the. crops mature. In 
the area which is locally called the · Paehahd the system of. assessment is 

- ·fixed, but as the honourable member. for Dera Ghazi Khan himself pointed. 
out, the area is such that very violent .flnctuations in cropping occur there. 
-Jn one year you· will get nothing except a stretch of naked sun-baked 
-waste. Next year you will. have numerous broad oases all . over the hill- 
torrent area. For example in the Sanghar circle the annual cropping can 

·fluctuate from 4,000 or 5,000 acres to 90,000 acres and experience also shows, 
as the honourable member also mentioned, that there is a certain periodicity 
in cropping crops ; that when you compare units of say three successive 
years, the variations in the cropping; 'balance out evenly. It is well-known 
-that in the Paehahd area an abundant harvests can' make up the deficiency 
of three or four . previous harvests, ··Obviously with conditions such air 
these, when the land-revenue is fixed, what is needed is a suspension scheme,· 

· -the operation of which should be made as elastic as possible and when land 
revenue is really not paid from an isolated harvest but from a cycle of harvests· 
-thenwhat one hasto do obviously is first to suspend and then to see whether 
the subsequent fortunes of the ilaqa ·in which· suspension has been made· 

:.are such that the suspended revenue can be collected or should be remitted. 
In the canal tract the assessment is a little more complicated. At the 

previous settlement the assessment on wells was made fixed and the canal 
:assessment was made fluctuating with a very light rate on nahri soil. At 
the last revision this system was maintained except that the light nahri 
-soil rate was abolished except in one tahsil, The reason. is that it was· 
considered impolitic to try to impose any measure of fixity when the con 
.ditions oscillate so· violently as in the case of inundation canals. It was 
considered that any fixity would tighten the hands of the local canal officers 
unnecessarily and it was also feared that inequalities in distribution would 
.erop up. Therefore in the kharif the canal assessment was. made entirely 
fluctuating. In the kharif the whole fortunes of the cultivator are due to 

· the canals alone. The wells hardly work at all, but if 'the canals work well 
and if floods do not come in.. the assessment imposed is purely fluctuating. 
If the canals do badly or if floods come in andi the harvest is destroyed, 
-then the assessment being purely fluctuating, it· means that in the kha1rif 
-there is no land revenue to be remitted, because if crops do not mature; 
no revenue is payable. Nowhere is any part of the canalasaessment fixed 

.exeept in Jampur, and in Jampur the flooding from hill torrents was com 
paratively slight this year • 

I ought to mention, however, that in the canal tract there is also a. 
· fixed assessment · and · that :fixed assessment 

3 P.ll, is on the ' wells.· This . fixed assessment on 
-wells is designed to recover _ land revenue .. due from the presence , 
.of the: well. , Strictly speaking, that fixed land. revenue.. assessed as. 
·it is on the well, should have been bachhedJn·thema.inon the ;abi, but-the: 
-people's wishes·had to. be .eonsulted in the-~attel'·and there was a tendency: 
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There is one point that perhaps the honourable member from Dera 
'Ghazi Khan does not realise, and it is this, that owing to these floods from 

· the hills, this incursion of floods from the hill torrents into the canal area 
there -is-bound to be this winter thousands. probably tens of thousands 

-of aeres of mattar, chana and taramira incidental cropping which can only 
"be considered as a windfall for the canal tract; and on this adventitious. 
cropping the settlement officer recommended that a fluctuating assessment 
should be put when obtained on land not under fixed assessment, but the. 

. E'inancial Commissioner refused to. sanction· this proposal and the result 
this year will be that in large areas, where no revenue account will be taken 

,-of such windfall, there . will· be thousands and tens of thousands of acres 
·under moua», chana and taramira. And all. that is grist to the mill and 
very welcome grist which has to be considered in the year's account of 

"losses and gains. I would- therefore recommend to the House that this 
part, i.e., part (a) of the resolutk.n should not be accepted. 

As regards part (b), i.e., the proposal -that no interest should be charged· 
-upon tnccavi loans and that the term for their repayment should be extended 
for a period of at least ten years, the honourable member for Dera Ghazi 
Khan willremember, perhaps, that yesterday there was a Council question 

- the reply to which showed that during the last few months, Government 
"have given Rs. 80,000 under Act XIX of 1888, i.e., the Land Improvement 
Act, and not less than Rs. 4,60,000 under Act XII of 1884, i:e., the Agri- 
culturists Loans Act, to the Dera Ghazi Khan district. I think the House 
will agree with me that' in the matter of the extent of the taccaei allotment 
to the district, the district has been treated generously. The Agricultural 
Loans Act. contemplates the giving of loans for seed and for the provision 

.. of plough cattle and also for the relief of agricultural distress. This last 
--Object, the relief of agricultural distress, has perhaps been more loosely 
and widely interpreted of late than has been the fashion in the past. But 
a· taccavi loan is not a dole but a loan and in considering the period for 

:its repayment 'regard I is to be had to the specific objee], the productive 
-objeet, it is hoped, for which the 1011,n is given. In the matter· of loans 
given for seed, the · seed is reckoned as yielding its return in six months, 
and the ordinary period for ·repayment of loan for seeds is six months. 

··Similarly the . period for repayment of a loan for the provision ~f plough 
.eattle has been laid down, and normally the period in which the loan is to 
"be repaid is two years, that is, in. four · half-yearly instalments. But if,. 
·$LY, when a' loan :under the AgriculturistS'' Loans Act had been-given for the 
~lief·· of, agricultural distress; .nsing that ·term in, the wider eonnotetion- 

_ - to put a rather heavy proportion of the .fixed assessment on the. k11,0,rif~ 
and a part 'of the fixed··assessment _is therefore paid in the kharif. If how 

.. ever the Deputy Commissioner considers that such proportion of the fixed 
assessment which falls due "in the current. kharif instalment should be sus 

-pended in any particular estate or estates it is open to him to make t!i,e 
recommendation. · But, inasmuch as the assessment is on the wells and the 
wells only irrigate during the winter, my submission is that in the matter 

. 9f fixed revenue assessment in the canal tract the profit and loss account 
' for the whole yell,r should be taken as a whole, and it will probably be found 
-that any detriment or loss in the kharif has been made good in the rabi. 

. ~ 
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". [ Mr. Wilson.] 
_which is n0;w, heing,attacbed toit;. and if the· borroweri:-fiilds,;tltat:the appli~ 
eation. of theIoan has- not brought to· him, any, r~tumLwithi:µ, the· period: 
in. .. whiohPit. w.as, eoasidsred: it, would, the borrower,can \ alwajs· spp lye to the: 

· Deputy Commissioner. to, extend. the , period ;-the; m~Xliroum, limitr is·. 1& 
ye;i.rs-:-,-for: anosher, yeaT:or. two years or. so, though. any ememiow toitha 
full·. permissible ·.term is ,likely to -prove a- burden, to the,bonower.. 

As .regards interest, as I said; Before, a faccam>loan · is··not· a dole, itis ·& 
loan.given for what is supposed to be a produetive purpose, · .A!nc:F so, in·tli!3" 
eyes of'the·cultivatorand also in the eyes ofGovemment, tne-idoo. of steward-, 
ship should be fundamental": the cultivator should realise that this money 
that the State gives him on what are comparatively easy terms, should 
so be used' as to give-a profitable return; and ftom Government's point' 
of view, the· idea of. stewardship is also fundamental; because Government· 
has not' got at its command' a· bottomless purse from which as much in the 
way of tacca·vi can be allotted without· any reckoning of' interest. Just, 
as in the case of land revenue t.ho. true remedy for tem~rary distress seems 
to be in affording suspensions when needed, so inteeeavi loans if the bor 
rower finds _that'_ the repayment of the loan within the prescribed period: 
has become burdensome to him and he makes a representation to that: 
effect; the collector can always suspend the recovery just as in the case of 
land revenue. And that suspension means that all. the ensuing instalmente 
are post-dated; Therefore, in regard to part {b) of the resolution, I suggest 
tl;iat as far as the term for .repayments is concerned, the collector is_prepated' 
to consider· the need for suspension on the application.of.the borrower or 
with regard to the agricultural circumstances of the district or the town; 
As regards interest, it is · both impolitic and unwise, and probably not in 
the- best interests of the borrower to say : "Here is a,tacooviJoan, do what, 
you like with it-there will be no interest." 

. As regards part (c) of. the resolution, I understand· the OhiefEngineerr 
will have, something to .say. But what I just wish to sa.y- now is this,. 
It is quite true that before the Paehahd people in the-coming winter there 
will be a great deal of work to do in· the way of putting, up; sads, repairing 
bandsand similar work which has.been necessitated by the. torrential.reins: 
of July. But then perhaps it is not neeesvv-v to be in too-mneh of.·a hurry·' 

.. to get, this work done; because unfortunately past experience is ·that when· 
y-0u have had a cataclysm like the one we had last. July, the next· year is;. 
gmierally a dry one, the torrents may run, fit·fnlly and: next· year possibly 
the. people of Dora Ghazi Khan may be crying· for Bl repetition of. the:, 
floods of this year; (Interruption : Is that the reason.forrnot: remitting·the· 
land revenue, that the ne:X.t will be· a. dry year?), No. I: have.been advo-. 
ca.ting suspensions and. I was- only saying·that although,ther.eJs:; an immense·: 
~onnt of work to be done, I would· advise the Pachahd~: people not to· mk 
to9 much· in a hurry. They have had, a'. bad floodr-e-not ani U:Illllitigated\. 
eyil : they may have worse drought, next- year. I therefore; suggest! to fhe,. 
Ii(i>,u:se th11it the measures of relief suoh as are mentioned: in. the, first· two:. 
p.arts· of .this· resolution are not needed,.though due· oonsiderationwilt be> 
girento (q) an..d (d), . · · . 

! Mt, Jti:B~ C;. .Smith,(Chief Engineer, Itrigatfon)': Siti, untifthe hon9nr---1 

&b}01 ~o:var spoke,,after-. moving: his, resolution, i:, ~ entirely, mi&greemen~ 



----------------- 

-with parts (c) and· (d), of the resolution. I ce_rtainly sympathise with 1his 
:recommendations a:r;td would have supported them whole-heartedly but 
-for what he said subsequently. In paragraph (e) the resolution states that 
the Council recommends to the · Government that tlie following measures 
-0f relief be immediately adopted in Dara Ghazi !{ban district, namely 
irrigation embankments washed away during the floods be rehabilitated. 
The surprise came when he stated what irrigation . embankments meant. 
Not only did ·the mover mean embankments for which Govemm~nt was 
responsible which Government maintains and looks after and for which, 
including such works as· are connected with the canals, Government is this · 
year spending 8 .lakhs, but also embankments and bnnds . which 
have been put up by'the people themselves probably with the aid of district 
authorities, possibly' without. I do not know the district at all, but l can · 
hazard this, that·these bnnds are probably the work of years and possibly 
of decades. In any case they are not the direct concern of Government. 
In , part ( d) he a,ks :f-Or an , expert officer. to advise the local body ,and the 
people as to · the possibility of effectually controlling some of the · bigger 
hill torrents and strengthening protective embankments so .. as to enS11Ie 
the safety of.thedistrict inthe future. The Government has already been 
<Considering this and' it hesmadeup.its mind and he will hear·more :ftllly 
-0f itwhen the Hononrable Revenue Member speaks. 'But for Government 
to take on the responsibility of all these bunds whieh, as Tsaid, probably 
have been built up: by the people of the country in ·years past, for Govern 
ment 'to take on:the;responsibility for restoring them··at once,is a proposal 
which I do not think this House-can really, honestly, seriously ehterlain. 
'The honourable meniber\from Morttgomery,gotcup and, censured the Govern 
ment for not having; alteady started. doing all that the honourable mover 
'I'equested. -He -'said : if ·it were , any other eivilize'd country · Government 
would have been " cleared out," :He did not go quite so far as.to suggest 
that it ought tol be· clear-ad· out here. But he o bviou~ly meant that· Govem 
ment should do 'far· more than it is doing. I would like to tell him· whe..t 
.any other civilized c01mtry would have , done, that is what they would' have 

.. done in countries like :America. and Australia. and any other country that 
is · civilised; They · have their local bodies, they · have more · than local 
'bodies, they have real· co-operation -amongst the people who 'form' those 
'bodies. In an instance of the present kind if thE)y considered tha.t·there is 
something to be done in the hill torrents or these JJuils as they· are called, 
they would theill.Selves·get an expert to come and prepare a scheme which 
they would prepare to start with their own funds or with a loan. They would 
'become shareholders and they would be-prepared to ca.try out such-a scheme 
as would givethem the necessary relief absolutely on their own initiative. 
'The Government -wonld not interfere with the matter at all. In Amence. 
you have the . Beclamatien Service and the Reclamation 'Service would 
get that scheme examined· by its experts in· order to· see that · the people's 
.money is not ·squandered. 'Now, that iswhat they do 'in other· civilised 
countries. We ate not expecting you to do so here. But it is really unjust 
to come out -aad say that the Government -should be ... cleared out " because 
they have nofr-undertaken-what-the people have donethemselves 'in the 
last perhaps· 20, J30 or ;50 ·years. 'You do· not· know what· you are · talking 
ti.bout. · 
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Sayad Muha1D1Dad Husain : But was there any such havoc done 
in any other civilised country as was the case in Dara Ghazi Khan district ? 
It was so abnormal there. 

Mr. J.B. G. S~th: Nature of coursehas given vent to, itss pleen only 
in Dera Ghazi Khan district, I recall something to my mind. Two years, 
ago the late Governor of this Province in discussing one of these situations 
with me stated that the Irrigation Engineer is not now looked upon as 
an ordinary human being, who tries to adapt nature to man's uses but he is-· 
looked upon as the deity itself. That seems to be reflected in the speech 

-; from that side of the House to-day. I do not think I have anything more- 
to say. As I said we are quite prepared to provide an expert officer und so 

-far as irrigation matters are concerned we have no need for any resolution 
. to be moved before the Council. We are doing the work that is necessary 
for irrigation channels and bunds for which Government is responsible, 
(Choors). . 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain (Revenue Member) ::.: 
Sir, this resolution, it was very natural, should have been moved in the very 
:first session after this. great calamity that overtook not only Dera Ghaai 
Khan but many other districts in the province. . Government as soon as 
it became aware of this great calamity stirred itself and stirred its officers, 
and took active steps forthwith to see what was the extent of the damage 
done, what can be done immediately to relieve the great sufferings of the 
people who were subjected to these sufferings by this great calamity, and 
also what steps it was necessary to take to insure the good prospects of the 
next crop so that people after their present. calamity may be in a position 
to recoup their strength. I recognise, Sir, that Dera Ghazi Khan if it waif' 
not the greatest sufferer from the floods, it was, undoubtedly one of the- 

'greatest sufferers and on that account I, Sir, on behalf of Government am,, 
here to express the greatest possible sympathy with the district and the 
people who have suffered from these floods (h,P.,ar, hear). I recognise, Sir,r 
that.the demands of the people of the province to-day OJ?. the Government· 
are much greater than they used to be, but I do not resent this, as a ;matte:ir 
of fact, I am prepared'to welcome it.· It shows· that the people of the country, . 
hold their Government responsible to them, expect it to come to their 
zeseue, whenever they are in trouble, and this is the greatest -compliment 
that a Government can expect to be paid to it by the people whom it tries· 
to serve. I further recognise, Sir, that it is the duty, and I trust the members 
opposite also recognise thatit is the duty, of Government at once on the 
occurrence of such a calamity to fnobilize all its force in order to serve th~ 
people and when I say e.ll its strength I include therein, Sir, the noble 
efforts that' non-officials made on such occasions last year and this year-:, 
the Red Cross Society ca.me to the forefront and rendered really very great: 
assistance. In every afflicted district, non-officials and officials, worked 
hard in order to relieve the- sufferings of the people. Financial. as.;istanoo 
was forthcoming · not only from Government treasury but 'also from non 
official treasuries-pockets. · From the Indian Famine Trust Flmd a . fair, 
amount of assistance was also forthcoming. Some of us might .have desired 
that the assistance from non-official sources within the province :n:i,ay have 
been much greater than it has been but I have not tl}.e slightest doubt that 
as 'public opinion develops and grows, the nonroffioia.l support will not ba.- 
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limited to speeches only, but- will be extended to more substantial forms, 
that is to say, contributions towards the relief of the sufferers. As regards 
the main points taken up in the resolution I assure the honourable mover 
and his supporter that Government is in sympathy with the underlying 
principles of that resolution, and will do all it can to meet it, within the 
rules that have been framed. to guide our officials. I will not he vague 
about it. I will presently put before the Council more definitely what is 
being done. It has been the wish of Government to leave nothing undone 
which can be done in connection with the sufferings caused by floods. The 
House should not be led away in any way, to imagine that because the 
officers of Government have to act under the rules that exist for their guid 
anee and because they have to. bring these rules to the notice of the Council 
and to the enthusiastic members of the House who wish things to be dons 
at once, they lack in sympathy or desire to render all the assistance that 
can possibly be rendered. Nothing of the kind. I am Sir, anxious fay 
impress on the mind of the· Council that since the advent of Reforms, tCY 
:giy knowledge, andihave no knowledge of the matters as they stood before, 
there is an ever increasing desire on the part of · the officials to render the 
utmost help they can, to the people in general uplift work, and in particular 
whenever a calamity like this has befallen any part of the province. I 
have not the slightest doubt that the non-official members recognise thuf 
with gratitude .. Both the non-offieial members who have spoken on the 
subject have · paid glowing tributes · to the zeal and enthusiasm and the 
hard work that our officials during these floods have put in. 

Sir, I recognise that these hill torrents are really a great nuisance to· 
Dem Ghazi Khan. They are a great nuisance which it does not appear' 
very easy to control and turn to our benefit. For about 2 years Govern 
ment has been most anxious to devise some plans, some schemes, to control 
these torrents counteracting all the mischief and if possible, to turn them to 
our good. This great calamity has. brought this matter prominently to· 
our notice and this resolution has been helpful. . The honourable member' 
desires that Government should depute a special officer to study one; tw<>' 
or more torrents to sea what·can be done for them. 1 liave, Sir, consulted 
the Chief Engineers on this point and in order to meet the wishes of the local 
officers as well as of the non-official members of this Council interested . in 
Dem Ghazi Khan, we have decided to spare the services of Mr. Claxton who 
has intimate knowledge of the district to be placed on special duty for this 
work. I trust he will be fortunate enough to find .some way of controlling these· 
hill torrents, I have no doubt he will study the problem carefully and put up· 
suoh schemes as he can in the best interests of the country. -His work will 
include ad vising the Deputy Commissioner with reference to the sade and. 
bunds and various other things which have-been washed away by the floods; 
A little controversy has been raised as to who is going to build the sads .and 
bands. They are undoubtedly not a charge on the Irrigation Department; 
Neither has the honourable mover mentioned it nor has the Chief Engineer 
suggested th.at he is going to be saddled with building these-more or less 
lilim:ple bunds. I understand they are the chief concern of the Deputy Oom 
missioner and of the-people whoselends they pass through, I have no reason- 
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, [ Hon'ble Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain.] 
-to believe that the Deputy Commissioner of the-district will'find any difficulty 
'in getting it done in the best way he can. No doubt when abnormal floods 
"like these occur and wash away bnnds, it will be difficult'.for the people them 
.selves to put them up at once at their own expense ; · but wheaever-any pro 
-posal comes from the Deputy Commissioner in. the. matter of. assisting tha 
-people in this respect, I can assure the honourable mover of theresolution · 

· :that it will receive very sympathetic consideration from 'the Government. 
'That settles the question of what the honourable member has chosen to call 
-the rehabilitation of sods and bunds. I have met his wish.in the matter of 
.appointing a special officer by putting Mr. Claxton on duty to dothis work 
.as well as the work of studying the question of· hill torrents and devising 
-some scheme to utilise them for irrigation purposes. · 

There are now_left only two points, one with reference,to the kharif 
:revenue, and the other to the question of taccai-i. As regards land 
revenue, really· there is not much to quarrel about. · The• honourable member 

-from Montgomery who is a. non-official expert in the niatoor of land revenue, 
.khara'ba, and abiana., has always been ready -with 'his expert knowledge to 
help the Council. As rightly pointed out, wherever there is a case of fluetuat 

-ing land revenue there can be no dispute. It is fluctuating and so the matter 
.ends there. The difficulty may perhaps be. in the paehail. where-the land 
revenue is fixed, that is, should it be remission or suspension. There again it 

.:is more or less what you would call an academic discussion. -There can be no 
suspension year after year, if thereis no produeereally.rand no.ene would 
.desire remission to· take place· if the· money can · be -easily recovered. There 
.Is really no question whatsoever of the .people being made to pay next year 
.when they are not really able to pay. Twill not ·allow anybody to violate 
-the rules, but within the rules if anything can be done, the Oonneil can count 
upon my getting it dona .in the· best interes~s o! t~e_peol!le·who have s~0; 
-ed. from these floods and .I trust·the Council will lea'Ve-1t at that. ·Within 
cthe,rules everything that.can be done shell be done:ana·-whenisay 'within 
.-the mles ' . you may count upon it that the rules will: be 'interpreted in· a. 
J1;umane and sympathetic way. 

Sayad Muhammad ,Husain : . Remission also. is within.the rules. 
'The'Honourable Mian Sir·Fazl-i;.Husain: ·All.that .ean be done 

-within ·the rules will be done,' and the·-~nne.i: in -whieh Government -is 
:tackling the question of floods- is such that it does not permit. a small.gain 
'here and a small gain there to· stand in the way of rendering help to.the people 
:to the utmost extent 11ossibfo within the-rules. 
· Then coming to taceaoi, the; Council, I am glad, 'has· recognised thiit 

·taccavi has been distributed to the needy people 'in as. large· quantities ·as 
practicable. I trust that the people who have taken the-taoca'Di will be more 

:fortunate in the future than they have been in·the pa.st arid 'Will benefit by 
;the taccavi.. li circu1:1stances are adv:er~e, as ha~ ·alreatly been pointed, 
,the rules give a certain amount of lat1t.ude to-~~e Government and there 
.again such latitude as- the. rules allow will be utilis.ed to 'the full· in the best 
.interests of the people. . . . 

:Sayad.Muhammad Husain:: The question.of 'interest .also. comes 
:nnder this latitude. 
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Shaikh Faiz Muhammad [Dera Ghazi Khan (Muhammadan), Rural] 
·(Urdu): Sir I had hoped that in view of the sad plight of the inhabitants 
·of the Dara Ghazi Khan district the Government would not have recourse 
to mere explanations. But the speech of the ·Revenue Secretary was unfor 
tunately, full of evasive explanations as we usually receive from the Govern· 
ment benches. In the very beginning of my speech I thanked the Honour 

.. able the Revenue. Member .and the Revenue Secretary for the visit which 
they paid to our district in order to acquire first-hand knowledge of the state 

-of affairs in that part of the province. They did see the conditions prevail 
·ing there. But the situation is not tl:\e same now. After their visit we have 
had very heavy rains and serious floods. And then to add to our misery 
locusts worked a havoc in the district. This Sir, was the reason why I 

.moved this resolution. 
In reply to what 'has been said with regard to the suspension and remis 

-sion of land revenue I beg to submit that I am perfectly aware of the fact 
that usually remission is preceded by suspension., But the conditions 

_prevailing in cm!' district are such that I could not but request its re 
mission. In our district the experience is' that we get rains every fourth 

:year. The present year was the wet one, but the rains were so heavy that 
:instead of a long-expected boon they proved a veritable curse. And now " 
.Sir, the situation will 'not change for another three yea.rs which as experience 
·shows a.re going to be absolutely dry. Therefore, the people do deserve some . 
help at the hands of the Government. 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i•Husain: So far as interest 
is concerned, it is certainly, as has been realised' by the honourable mem 
her for Montgomery, in need of some device or other. His device was to 

-divert some money from some head or other and credit it to the account of 
interest on iaeenoi, I understand that is his device. My Financial colleague 
:is not here to test that suggestion, but to me as a lawyer it looks like bungling 
-the finances of the State. It niay be possible to do it financially. I am not 

' an expert in finance. But I do not see how you can take away some money 
·from some head or other and credit it to interest on taoeasi distributed in the 
Dera Ghazi Khan district. But if after this suggestion is fully examined 
by the Finance Department and it happens to be above criticism or reproach, 
-the Government will see whether it can adopt this suggestion ; but at first 
.sight it does seem to me to be rather weak. However, the fact remains 
that tacaa'Vi realisations are conducted in the best interests of the· finances 

-of the province, and the Government while on the one hand is most anxious 
.to make it quite. clear that taeeaci is a loan and not a gift or a piece of charity, 
,still it acts in a way which befits a Government to- adopt. I think that the 
'honourable member who has moved this resolution has rendered a signal 
-service to the district as well as to the province by ventilating the troubles 
-of his district and I am glad to have had the opportunity of placing before 
·the Council the extent of work that has already been accomplished by Gov 
ernment officials, and also stating to the council the pr_ogramm.e of work 
that Government has before it. with reference to this matter. I am ready 
to admit that but for this motion we might have taken longer in appointing 

,.a special officer to study the question and to that extent the Government is 
.indebted to the mover of the resolution. 
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Sir, the river Jhelum.flows through the Shahpur district· and I wish to 
draw the attention of the House to the sad plight of. the', petty zamindars . 

. whose Iands.are situated on either side of the river. This ilaqa, known to· 
· the public as the Gaddhi ilaqa, is mentioned in the official records as Chak 
· Jhelum, On account of the presence 'of the river water it came under eulti 
'' vation thousands of years ago. The holdings of these people are so old that. 
· owing to the distributions that- have been taking place generation after gene- 
, ration the lands held by the zamindars in most of the villages have been re- - 

• duced to a few kanals .only. Thus it is very difficult for these people to make· 
, ' both ends meet. And·· now the constant floods in the Jhelum have made - 

' this bad situation all the worse for them. 'I'housands of their cattle died 
"·and their crops and other things worth many lacs of rupees 'were destroyed, 

by the last floods. · 

'RESOLUTION' REGARDING WASTE LANDS IN THE SHAin>uR Cor,oNY AREA, 

. , Khan ·Bahadw" Mfan Mual:d:n:mad · H•yat,, Qur9hi [Bhahpur West - 
(Muhammadan), Rural], {Urdu): Sir I beg to move that- 

''This <J<iunci1 recoinmen& to the Govemm.ent to distrlbute Goverriment waste lands· in._ 
·the colony area of the Shahpur district-on a, generous scale, as peasant gra,nts 

, amongst, pei;ty za.~dars holding lends on the banks of the river Jhelum in the · 
Shahpur_ district who have. lost lands by river action or have suffered serious·. 
Iosses by floods." · · 

( Sh. Faiz Muhammad.] . 
·There•·appears to be-some misapprehension with regard to the ·question. 

· of land revenue. I wish to make it clear to the· House that all the temporary 
- crops have been ruined in our district. -But'it is just possible' that a very 
dittle•part of them might have been saved, and' the Government will charge 
dimd revenue-for that1itltle part. It was. to this revenue' that my request 
'related. · 

The Government do not realise their own mistake. They :6.rst.'made all 
'the '\tater·hea\d up in one placeand then let it loose to ruin ourcrops. :The 
t Government ma-y 'not be willing to lose temporary' land revenue, but it is. 
surely their duty to make some amends for their own mistake. t·had no 
desire to go into details but it seams proper to lay a few facts I before the 

, House. ; First of all when the 'floods came they caught the people· all una- 
'- awares and the result was that some 200 liveswere lost;a great number of 

· cattle died and in addition to 'that grain and fodder worth about 20 lacs- 
• of rupees we~e swept away. In the' face of these foots the request made to 

the Government is a ve'ry moderate and reasonable one. 
As regards the taccavi loans I beg to submit that I also consider them a. 

loan and not a charity or anything of that sort. But it must be remembered 
that there · was a time when loans were · given without any interest. And. 

· surely Sir, this is the fittest occasion to follow that practice. _ 
In the end Sir,- I thankfully accept 'Yhat the Honourable the Revenue 

Member has ·said with regard to the · remaining parts of my resolution· 
; and, I do not wish to press' my resolution· to vote and- beg leave to .with- 
draw it. 

The resolution was by leave withdrawn. 
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: Moreover;· 1these Iands will. be a source· of relief . to these people and their 
relatives at the ·time of• floods and· pestilence. I assure the House _that at pre 
sent the whole district is in' the :Cttie~ grip of. malaria arld nearly 40 .per cent. 
children have: died of :this epidemic, "Il land is granted to these people they 
will be able to remove their families and cattle from ihe river banks to the, 

. colony area.at sucli'times·and thus hundreds oHives riright besaved, . . ... , ··~ 
Someone. In9jy 'aoeost me with the question, why this demand is ~de-· 

for the Shahpur people only. · I beg to -submit Sir, that firstly, there 'are 
u.n~~tribut-ed. Government, waste J:alil.ds · in· this .. ~strict. and secondly, that 

.In ot_her colonies ;the '.!ights of such , people, were not. overlooked but in' the· 
Shap.prouµstrict '.110 land,was given to these.people, It was. bounden· duty ,., 
of the Go:verm;rient to., .q.o; .spmethlpg Jor, .the. peoplewhom it had . deprived 

. ,of the ,rivenyat!)r in creating, this.. colony. - Lands were _ granted : to lthe 
. b,o1;se-breEiq.ing tri;hes qutt no, a.ttention was. paid .t.o .the r_igl,its and grievances. 
tJ>i these people. 

Thus Sir, .the waste. Iands ar~ availabl~ andtha distribution of these . Iands 
amongst these petty zamindars is sure to benefit both the Government · and 

, the. poor people. .Therefore, I hope ,t4at. my resolution • will commend itself 
· to· the House and the Government. · · - · 

Last year's floods, although they ,w.orked a ha'vo~ in the:district, .did not. 
, cause a v!):ry,gr~t. alal'Ill, :becal]J!e the.n:it was thought that_ such things happen 

:only .onee jn :µiap.y ye9:rs. · But their: re-~I>pt~arance ~his year has made them 
.tq be loqke4:~pp:q· .. ali.~ .pe:r:xn.an,ent)neriace. Jga,.in, it is believed that one of 

· the causes of these floods is that trees and bushes .on the mountains have- 
been cut down ; and thus the danger; has .inereased }n;, magnitude. . Before· 

. the introduction of. canals and roads there existed in this area a natural net. 
·:wo;rk .()f drains. and. whenever ~here was. a, flood i all the water went back to, 
the river. through these drains, . Butnow on .aecount of canals, roads and 
the Sargodhar Railway :line. whiQllis_ no less than 7 or 8 feet in height the water 
,is headed .up. Wsith the result {µat, when let loose it ruins the adjoining ilaqa, · 

. During th1tlast,floods water was flowing 7.pr 8 feet high in our lands. It is, 
tine that .the raQi crop has been cultivated in.some parts of the 11aqa, but. 
most of the lands are still lying uncultivated. · 

- ·-;·-·~ 
Thus Sir, :_this resolution has been moved to remove these pe~=e:t 

grievances. In the Jhelum colony area there are Government waste lands 
.which have not come under cultiv:ation yei: It. is perfectly true that all the 
superior lands· have been already giv.en away, but 28,000 acres of .land are 
with the temporary cultivators and there are' also .. some other tracts. which 
can be given to these poor people, They -~re .not crying for superior tracts . 

. What they want is some land by cultivating'which they might be able to feed . 
_their families. I 'want .. to ':rµ~k,~. i(~bsolutely. ;clear.~hat t¥s resolution. is 
moved for the: benefit of the poor,zanrindars whose holdings consist of a few 
kanals. oiily and not fpr the )ig I~na.Ior~s .and well-to-do .. people, As I have 

. sai~, these: people mil be q'l4~e . prepared . to , ~~tivate comparatively. in 
. .fe:rior. lands, They are, .h~dwor~g. people. arid I am sure; that they will 
: turn even the 4i[erior lands to good ~ffoot. . rhe Go!ernment also is sure to 
· gain much in this way. . ' · · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · 
'I' ,, '. .; ' . (:' '! 
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" This Council recommends to the Government to distribute Government waste Ie.nds 

in the colony area. of the Shahpur district on a generous scale, as peasant grants, 
amongst petty zaminde.rs holding lands on the banks of the river Jhelum. in 
the Shahpur district, who have lost lands by river action or have suffered serious 
losses by floods." 

Sardar Harbakhsh Singh [Hoshiarpur and Kangra (Sikh), Rural], 
· (Urdu): Sir, the importance of the resolution 

4 P. 1i1. under consideration can well be realised from the 
-fact that five or six members of the House have given notice of the same. I 
could have also moved this resolution to-day but thinking that I belong to 

·a far distant district and that it would be better if the honourable member 
'representing the Shahpur district should move, I did not move. it. Accord- 
ing to the Persian proverb- , 

J,.l, )~ §>A# v-1,,... J, I 

I would have put the case of my own district or the districts of Doab, 
where the zamindars have also suffered terrible losses by the action of ehoe, 
.swan and the river Beas, but my visit to the ilaqas referred to in the resolu 
tion has changed my opinion. I am now constrained to think that the 
necessity of the zamindars of these flooded areas is greater than that of the 
:zamindars of my district. It seems to me that the recent floods have done 
havoc in those parts. The flood seemed to be a deluge of Noah. The 
zamindars whose cattle and lands have been washed away by floods have a 
very miserable plight. Of course His Excellency the Governor and the 
Honourable Members and the Honourable Ministers have paid visits to those 
ilaqas and sympathised with the flood sufferers. ~he distribution of a few 
lacs of rupees cannot do much. They require some substantial help. It has 
been said that there are 90 thousand acres of land in the colony area of the 
Shahpur district available for distribution among the sufferers. If _that is 
correct why not the Government comply with the wishes of the honour 
able mover of the resolution and give away this land to those petty zamin 
dars who have suffered losses .. by floods. The blessings of the present day, 
the · railways, roads and canals have proved a source of · trouble to the 
zamindars of. these ilaqas. It has also been stated that the Government 
'have not granted any squares of land to the zamindars of the flooded areas 
-of the Shahpur district while other district~ of the province have been given 
the lion's share. If that is correct, the Government becomes all the more in 
duty bound to give some suitable relief tothe flood sufferers of the Shahpur 
district. With these words _I support the resolution. . 

Pandit Mehar Chand (Jullundur-cum-Ludhia.na. (Non-Muh~da.n), 
Rural], (Urdu): Sir, I fully realise the importance of the resolution under 
eonsiderarion. The Honourable Revenue Member has admitted that 
riparian zamindars of_ the province have suffered great losses by recent 
floods: He has also given an assurance that every calamity stricken area 
will have the best consideration of the Government. It is but reasonable, 
therefore, that some means may be devised to give suitable help to the suffer 
ers. The samindars living on the banks of the Jhelum river have suffered 
irreparable loss by ;recent floods. It is the duty of the Government to help 
such zamindars. o 

(At this stage Mr. President left the chair anil, it was occupied by the 
Deputy President.) 

Mr. President : The resolution moved is- 
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They should be given Government waste land if there be any in their 
own district, andif there is none they should be given lands elsewhere. With 
these words I support the resolution. 

Pir Akbar Mi [Ferozepore (Muhammadan), Rurall, (Urdu): Sir, the, 
importance of the resolution under consideration can w'ell be realised from 
the fact that many honourable members have given notice of the same .. 
Conditions similar to those obtaining in the Shahpnr district are also found 
in other districts. But it looks absurd to talk of other districts when the 
particular instance of one district is before the House. The honourable 
mover has given an account of the sufferings of the riparian zamindars of the 
Bhahpur district. His proposal that the Government waste land in the 
colony area of the Shahpur district be distributed amongst those petty 
zamindars who have suffered losses ·by floods, is but reasomable. To give land 
on temporary cultivation in new colonies ~y be a wise step but giving land 
on temporary cultivation in a colony like the Shahpur colony cannot be pro 
fitable. As my honourable friend the mover has remarked the zaminders 
of riverain areas have a very bad lot. Sometimes heavy rainfall, sometimes 
floods and sometimes malaria give them great trouble. The plight of these 
zamindars who have no lands is veey miserable. I strongly support the 
resolution and ask the Government to find out in which other districts I Government waste land is available for distribution. There are four thousand 
acres of such land in village Abohar, district Ferozepore, This land can 
easily be irrigated and can afford an income of forty thousand rupees. 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: To which land does the 
honourable member refer ? 

Pir Akbar Ali : I am referring to Government waste land in village 
Abohar, district Ferozepore, If this land is distributed among the deserv 
ing zamindars of the same district both the Government and the grantees 
would stand to gain. I think this land C!Ul pay Rs. 2,000 as land revenue. 

Deputy President: Order, Order. Is not the honourable member 
rather going out of the scope of the resolution when he discusses about all' 
the waste lands of the province"? 

Pir Akbar Ali : I am submitting that the position in other parts of 
theprovince is the same as in the Shahpur district. I was submitting that 90 
thousand acres of Government ~aste land in the colony area of the Shahpur. 
district (a portion of which is given on temporary cultivation) can be dis 
tributed among the flood sufferers bothto the best advantage of the Govern· 
ment and the grantees. With these words I support the resolution. 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain (Revenue Member)· (Urdu): 
Sir, whatever I have to say in connection with the resolution under considera 
tion I better say in Urdu for the convenience of the zamindar members 
of the House. I have attentively listened to the speeches delivered by the 
honourable mover of the resolution and those who spoke in support of it. It 
appears to me that most of the honourable members are not well acquainted 
with real facts. Before taking part in a debate one would naturally like, 
to be in possession of relevant facts. Therefore I would state what the 
facts are. - 
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.[ Hon'ble •Mian SirFazl·i-Husain.]' ·. . 
. · In the· first, plaee Mt us ·seauhow· much -land is available for, ilistribution · 

in the colony area of the Shahpur district; An honourable member stated.' 
that. there were 90 thousand ljl,Cl'eS of such - land. AnotheJ,' . member· re 

-~~ed. ',that there vr;~re ~nlr, 80 ;thpusand' ~C!eS, a.:viµla:qle for th~ purp9se 
and so: on:. .A.s. a ~tier o.~ fact. t1ie;re a:r;e only Bp; t~_<?y.s~d acres of such land 
-out of which 50 thousand acre~" have no means qf irrigation. Does the i:eser 
Jution: under consideration refer: to ~liese. M:tho11Sa.nd. acres of Government- 

.. . . , .'I. · •: _, ., !;,• -. _ · L • • • • • • • 

wa,ste land ? If so, I an;i prepared ,tq comply. with the wishes of the ~onour.-: 
.a~,e ~over proyide~,. orcqurs~!:tli~ iamiqqars·olthe riv~rain areas_underta,ke 
t~ _bnng that ·18D.d, under cultivation. . If theY, a.z;e prepared tp give the ;re' 
quired 'undertaking I would ask· the Honourable the Financial Commissioner. 
tQ, prepare seine scheme for the distribution of the land in question. Will - 
this satisfy the honourable mover ? Should · I finish or proceed to state 
-other fa.ctii? 

. Khan Bahadur Mian·Muhanamad Hayat (ll)reshi : · We wouldlike 
the Honourable Revemie Membert» proceed 'futther; 

The Hbnourable· Mian Sir F~;i.;.H~ain·:· . Very well, Sir· 
Tu· the second place· I' have · to state that'· the remaining' 281 thousand acres" 
a.re n:ot · at present aYailabiJ.e for • distribution~ This- land which is given on 
te:rnporary cultivation brings-ua 4; lifos of· rupees · annually by maliko:na, -but if 
itis given to the coloilists our'annual receipts'from ·it would 'be reduced by S}-' 
or Sf lacs: One should think twice before He takes any such step: In . tlie' 
thizd place, I would say that the account given by the honourable mov~r of 
the sufferings of riverain zariiii:idars of the Shahplir· district ;is somewhat 
exaggerated. Besides that, there is also some misstatement of facts._ If 
we look at'the actual facts andifigures we will 'find that during the last decade. 
-the Iand gained by allnvion ·id 'the ·Shahpur district amounts to six' thousand, 
acres; Jf we compare: this. district with otherf distriets- where similar eon-' 
ditions obtain,. we will. find f theit the plight of the' riverain zamindars . of· 
Shahpur district is not so miserable as has been depicted by- the honour- 
able mover. · ·· .. · 

1. In Dera Ghazi Khan district eleven thousand acres of land have been· 
'Washed away. , 

, 2; In Jullundur' district six thousa~d' acres have been waslied'away. 
8. The Gujrat, district· lost' abeut, two thousand, acres: . 
4: The Jhelum- district' also lost about''two thousand acres~ 
Ill the' above four districts- no land wasgained oy· alluvion, , 
Chaudh ri Ram Singh : What about the Kangra district ? 

.The Hoaourable: Mian,Sit,Fazl~i~H~~ _: ldo'~n~t-ftnd'the na:~e of: 
-the Kangra-disbriet in my list, l do not think there arEJ, aµy big. riyers nm~. 

-· ning through. the district and taking away the land, In" the fourth plac.e I 
.have to' state that the average- holding of a zam,in<,J.ar. in tµ~ province con·: 
sists ot 8 acres. In the Shaihpur- district,. an average holding consists of 
:21 acres. Thete·are ve-ry fewrholdings of.less t}1an ten acres.. 

' .. Kfuui· &ilia dut· Mi~ 'Muh:ammad- llayaf Qureslit: No, It iw 
wrong. 
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The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl .. j,.ffusain: l beg. your pardons 
·-Oertainly. th,ere .. has been some. mistake. An average holding of 21 acres is 
the cas!il .in .th.a S~o.dh.a tahsil.alqne~. _ · 

Khan Baliadur Mian Muhammad Hayat Qureshi·: Yes, th~t. ~ right. - . ' . . . . . ·. ' 

The Honourable,Mian$ir Razl-i.-Husain: In the.Shahpnr district 
·there are 52·7 per cent. ten acre holdings-as against.28:8 per cen~. in; the 
whole province. This shows that the district of Shahpµi; is much better off, 
-than the rest of the Punjab. · _ . 

In the fifth place I haveto make clear that although the Shahpur dis 
·triet,has:greatly suffered-on account offloods yet there are other districts. 
-which suffered far more serious losses by floods. Looking at the statement 
of losses suffered on account of floods by various distriets of the province 
-we find-'- · 0 

(1) In Bhahpur district, 888 villages were affect~d by floods while in. 
the Muzaffarg!i,rh district the number of such villageaJs 484. 

(2) In Shahpur district 69 villages were. washed away wnile the num 
ber ofsueh villages in the Muza:ffargarh district lli 108. 

(8)., In the Shahpur district 7 lives were lost while in Dera Ghazi Khan, 
1 71 lives were lost. 

With.regard to the loss of cattle the figures are as follows:- 
. Name of dwi<:t. Number.of,cattle .• 

1. Shahpur, • • 1,966 
2. Muzaffargarh ... , • 7~841 
8. Dera Ghazi Khan 8,977 

Similarly the recent.floods caused a heavy loss to property and crops in 
-the various districts of the province. Therrfqre it is wrong to say tpat the 
·Shahpur district suffered most on account of. floods. · 

Now let us turn to another point. It has been said that the zamindars 
·of the riverain areas of the Shahpur district have not been granted lands 
in the colonies. . Let us see whether this statement is -correot. From a. 
perusal of the. official record we find that no less than 1,055 squares of Ian~ 
nave been given to these zamindars. One thousand squares of land were. 
given to them in the Shahpur colony and 50 squares of land in the new: 
-eolonies. 

Khan Bahadui' MiaiJ.:. Muhammad Hayat, Qureshi,: Yes, one thou 
.sand. squares of land on horse-breeding conditions. 

The Honoutable l\fi~ Sh' Fazl .. i~Hu~ain : There is another trouble, 
·~e Shahpur canal has been in. existence. for th~ !ast twenty Yfars. Th"! 
soil and the levels. were unfa vourable; and the zan:µndars have so. carelessiy 
iused the water that portions of the canal have · resulted. in water~ 
logging. In this area the question of water-logging has become very acute. 
The· horse-breeding, grantees have also suffered badlj; frpn:i w:ater,l9ggmg. 
I have tried to help the horse-breeding grantees whose lands were deterie 
'rated, by wates-logging, A horse run consisting of. 45 squares of, Iand wa.s: 
-taken back from the military autho~ties and was given to the horse-breeding · 
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[ lfon'ble Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain. J 
grantees. The honourable mover and _the supporters of his resolution have· 
ig~ored one thing and that is, if these thirty thousand acres were to be dis 
tributed amongst the zamindars of the riverain areas, where should the· 
cultivators go, who have no other means of living. 

Sayad Muhammad ~usain : Do not the cultivators pay malikana '} 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: At least they are main- 
taining themselves and their families. I cannot see any reason why petty 
zamindars should be preferred to the cultivators who have no lands. 

One honourable member has just asked me why Government does not 
give away Government waste land in village Abohar, district Ferozepore,. 
to those zamindars who suffered losses by floods. He further said that if 
that land iscgiven to such persons, the Government shall not stand to lose but. 
would gain something in the form of land revenue. I am sorry to observe 
that the memory of some of the honourable members seems to be short •. 
When .their lands do not yield much they come to me and :complain about. 
the shortage in the supply of water. They say that their lands are being 
neglected and new lands are being supplied sufficient water. But while· 
making such complaints to me they ignore the fact that if water js to be· 
supplied to the lands in the new colonies, where is that water to come from? 
We have to. curtail the present supply of water in order to provide water· 
for the lands in new colonies. It .is hardly fair that some honourable mem 
bers should say one thing at one time and quite .a different one at another: 
time. While giving peasant grants, we have to take into consideration, 
the claims of the people of the. congested, .areas, flooded areas and water 
logged areas. We have got facts and figures, and our decision has to rest 
on them. I have stated the facts and I hope that the honourable members, 
now will be in a position to express their views regarding the reasonableness, 
or otherwise of the resolution under consideration. 

C:hauclhri Ram Singh [Kangra (Non-Muhammadan), Rural] (Urdu): 
Sir, so far as the principle underlying this resolution is concerned, I am in. 
perfect agreement with it, but I can only support the resolution in case this. 
principle is made. of general applicability. If the application of this prin 
ciple is to be restricted to one place as bas been suggested by the mover of: · 
the resolution, I regret I shall have to oppose the resolution. My honour 
bable friend Bardar Hira Singh has also tabled an amendment to the' same, 
effect. Like him I want that lands in the colonies should be distributed to 
all the zamindars who have suffered by the action of rivers or whose holdings 
are very small. I would rather suggest that Government should. appoint: 
a committee which should tour over all the Province and find out which of 
the districts in the Punjab have suffered from-the action of rivers or from the- 
floods and where the holdings of the zamindars are very small. It should. 
also :find out who have been already granted lands and who have been ignored. 
on previous occasions. 

. Deputy President : I do not think that the honourable member is in 
order to speak generally on this resolution. If he wants to· say anything 
particularly in connection with the Shahpur resolution, he ilf at liberty to. 

do so. 
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Chaudhri Ram Singh: Sir, I am trying to explain to the 
House that only deserving persons should be- granted lands whether they 
belong to Shahpur district or to any other district. The Honourable 
Member for Revenue has also emphasised this point and in doing so he has 
stated facts and figures relating to various districts although I am sorry 
that he has made no mention of the Kangra district. 

Deputy President: May I point out again that we are not discuss 
ing at this stage whether land should be given in the Kangra district. The· 
question is about Shahpur and if the honourable member wants to speak 
in connection with the resolution, he-may do so, otherwise I do not think. 
he will be within the scope of this resolution. 

Chaudhri Ram Singh : Sir, I have tabled an amendment to that 
effect and I think I can speak on it. ' 

Deputy President : Are you sure that that amendment would be in 
order? · I think it is not in order. 

. . 
Chaudhri Ram Singh: Sir, the Honourable Revenue Member himself 

talked of other districts and I will request. that I may also be permitted to . 
~~ . . 

Deputy President: The honourable member will remember that r 
stopped the honourable member from Ferozepore speaking generally. I 
do not think I can really allow any member to speak generally on this 
resolution. · 

Chaudhri Ram Singh : Then I shall be compelled to oppose the reso 
lution as it is worded ....••.. 

Mr. H. Calvert: On a point of order, Sir. · Is not the honourable 
member perfectly right in opposing this resolution on the ground that it 
is showing favouritism to one district while· there are . more deserving-- 
people than those in Shahpur ? . 

Deputy·- President : Of course if the· honourable member wants to 
put forward that sort of argument then he will be quite in order. 

Chaudhri Ram Singh : This is exactly what I was explaining. 
It is a pity that the Honourable Revenue Member has totally ignored the· 
Kangra district, although, in my opinion, it has suffered more than. any 
other district from floods and other calamities. The river Beas which, 
runs through this· district has wrought havoc to_ the. district generally 
and to the Nurpur tahsil of the, district particularly. Within my recollec 
tion there were many prosperous villages with teeming population in the 
Nurpur tahsil whose very names have been· forgotten, For example there 
was Plahata village in that tahsil with an area of about 1 ! thousand . 
ghumaon of fertile land. In 1901 when I was 12 years old,! had taken the 
census of that village and it was populated by the people called Ghirt. _ At. 
that time this village was in a prosperous condition but now we find no trace 
of that village. The fertile land of that village has become waste and _its, 
proprietors have since migrated to another village where they are tilling the 
land of other people on batai. Besides _that there were 11 wells. working 
in another village called Indanra in that tahsil and there were many gardens· 
too in. that village. But all these wells and the gardens hav.e been washed: 
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T Oh~ Ram Singh.] 
away by the floods and thousands of acres of land·arelyingwasteand\uncul 
tivated · and: heaps of sand are to be seen there. Four of these wells were• 
washed away during the recent rainy season. Similar is the case with my 
own village. One thousand acres of superior land in my .:vitlage has been: 
rendered unfit for cultivation by the action of the river. Similarly many 
other villages have met the same fate. Then the diversion· of the flo:w of 
the Chakki river, which has been done by cutting the Dhangn hill .in order 

·to ,protect the Madhopur canal, has done great damage to the lands in many 
villages of the Nurpur tahsil. The compensation proposed to be .given to 
the proprietors of these lands, has been estimated to amount to Rs. 8-9;000, 
as I have been told to-day in answer to one of my questions. This amount 
is nothing as compared with the value of-those lands and ·the damage which 
has been done to their proprietors. Moreover the lands at the banks of 
Chhaoneh Kb.ad, in Satai Gran, which were very fertile. have .been washed 

-away.. Palampur suffers from the want of fodder and the chaff of rice is nsed 
as fodder in that tahsil. Similar conditions-prevail in Kulu and other tahsils. 

'There are many zamindats in the Kangra district who do not own more than 
one kctnal of land. Under the circumstances I think that the people of the 
Kangra district are more deserving than those of other districts. The .ease 
of Hoshiarpur district is also worth the consideration of Government. I 

·think it would be much better if the Government were to lay down a general· 
-principle in, clear terms on this point so that no deserving person should be 
deprived of the grant of land," With these words I resume my seat. 

Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah [Jhang (Muhammdan), Rural], - (Urdu) : 
'Sir, I live on the outskirts of the Shahpur district and I am fully conversant 
·with the conditions of that district. I also own ·a village in that district ; 
and .we got about 2,000 maunds of wheat from its lands in last ram harvest · 

·which was stored _in the same village and owing to the floods that has been 
destroyed and only 50 maunds are left with us, which can be used. 

·You will be· surprised' to know that even the pacca buildings iii which we 
used to store our grain, and· which was situated in the ni.iddle of the village 

-on a. high level as compared with rest of the buildings have not· been able 
to save the grain from being washed away by the floods. You can very well. 
guess what must have been. the lot of the people who possessed only kr1,oha, 
buildings to protect themeselves and their grain and cattle. These have 

· 'been totally effaced and the grain and cattle in them have. been. washed 
·by the floods. At this time our village looks like a forlorn pace. We have 
arranged to. send to these villagers fodder and grain from other, 

·places and· given them a loan of these necessities as a tacoavi. SimilBil'·.' 
ili1 the state of affairs in most of the villages in the Bhahpn» district- and 
it is only reasonable that Government should· grant them land, on a libe~l 
scale out. of the waste lands in the colony area· of the Shahpur district. 
"I'his will enable them to feed themselves and. their cattle in times oteels 
-urlties as we did- on this . occasion. Government should waste no time fu 
-showing this favour. to these . people. After these ordeals; through whi~4 t 
they have recently passed.end after the attack of malaria, they are not able 
to withstand-the extremity of cold-weather which has already set in and 
-unless the proposed relief is given to them; ma.ny of them wiU be 
-totally ruined. This section of the people is well known for its loyalty to 
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--the Crown and they are always prepared to help the Government on all oeea 
·-sions, These people, .reernited in; hard · times for. the· Government; supplied' 
a large number of recruits during the· Great W arwithout any inducement· ot 
in~tation. It is the duty of Government to helpi such people, if not fol' any 

. other reason, to show that it feels grateful to the people wlio render help 
whenever·help,il:l reqrrired; With these words. I support the resolution, 

Sayacl'Muham.mad Husain-.: ,'[Montgom~ry {Muhammadan), Rural]: 
-Sir, there was considerableforce in the-arguments of my honourable friend, 
the~mover oMhis resolution. . But·u:nfo_rtunately J:<~ouldnot see eye to eyf3, 
with the arguments adduced by the Honourable Revenue Member in oppos 

; ing ·this resolution. The Honourable the Revenue Member .stated that suffi 
cient land was given in the Shahpur district as Ghoripal grant to the people 

. of' the district. Now the mover of. this resolution admits that land was' 
given to them ; but it was given not to the poor people who did not poss~ss 

. any land or: who were _petty proprietors. No care was taken to see whether 
the, -people to whom the land was given were men already possessing vast' 

- amount of land or *hethe:r they were in possession of a little or no land; The· 
_ main condition was that the man should be a good horse-breeder arid should - 
·· b,e ~ble to spend about Rs. 1,000 per mare. Now under those circumstances 
- those people who could not afford to -pay Rs. 1,000 were deprived or the op· 

. portunities to take up - the land. · The vast majority of the landless people - 
who could - not afford to pay that sum were. left without any land. The 

"honourable mover of the resolution now wants' that the land should be given 
to those· people who are poor and arerendered helpless by the recent floods, 
and what is the sort of land he wishes to give to these people ? It is not 
superior land, superior to that land which was given to _the Ghoripals, but. 
a most' iriferior type of land and this landis to be given to the locals who 
.heve proved to be very good' tenants; The locals have this advantage ; 
th'ey arepoorand they are·in possession ofa good deal of manure and.thej; 

. dii.n convert the inferior soil into superior soil; This land · which is. available 
now is land which-' nobody at tLat'time was willing to take up. 

As regards the argument that this land is reserved for the waterlogged: 
· area of- the Ghoripals, the conditions are now changing. Waterlogging: 
is disappearing and inplace of waterlozging we are spending lakhs of rupees, 
to repair weirs. The difficulty which· the Honourable Revenue Member points l 
out in the matter of. accommodating the Ghoripal people on account of·w.ater,;; 
logging is therefore out of question. There: is no fear of tlle Iandbeing spoil~' 
ed. The Canal Department is at work. Water has been scarce andthis year 
it may become more scarce on account 'of the damage dona by the floods. 
r do not think that more than 50 per cent.' of the land under the rabi can 
be irrigated now. Therefora there is no fear that in the near future lands - 
will be spoiled by · waterlogging and' further the land under discussion is 
inferior land and nobody. will ~ke It.. - 

The Honourable Mian' Sir pazl,,ji,offusain :· Is. that correct . that 
nobody will take up this land ? 

' Sayad1 Mu.hlUhmad H&ain :: To my' opinionno horse-breeder will be 
. '\tilling to take up t}iig inf ezior-land which iir now lying' there._' It would'. have 
:Jong ago been 'taken up but' for its inferiority. It will' be acceptable only to 
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[aayad Muhammad Husain.] 
the locals who on account of its close proximity to their lands and to their- 
homes may· be willing to take up the land. . 

_ Then there is the economic question. Government, it is stated, is not 
going to give this land free. Let them realise the price ·in due course as-. 
they are realising in the case of the other colonies and it will rather be a gain 
to the province rather than a loss. Not only the price will be realised in due 
course but the land revenue and abiana will be coming 'in, 

Khan Bahadur Captain •S.-rdar Sikander Hyat Khan : 
Rs. 2,70,00,000 will be realised as price. 

Sayad Muhammad Husain : Now I have it on the authority of the 
ex-officiating Revenue Member of the Government that Rs. 2,70,00,000 will 
be realised as tho price of this land. If that is so, I do not see why the Gov 
ernment should not give away this land. 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain : May I ask the honourable 
member whether he is prepared to give Rs. 2,70,00,000 for these 28,000 acres- 
which works out at the rate of Rs. 12,000 per acre? If so Government will 
be vecy:. pleased to close the bargain. 

1 

Sayad Muhammad Husain : I am not prepared to purchase it. It w1UJ; 
the ex-Revenue Member who has said that. He must have had knowledge 
of it while he was a Member of the Government. These are the words which 
escaped from the lips of one who acted as Revenue Member. 

Then the other argument put forward by tne Honourable Revenue 
Member is that if you give the land to these people, the class of tenants, 
whom we are now getting on contract system will be deprived of their liveli 
hood. I have to say that unfortunately the condition of these people who 
have got land on tender system is going from bad to worse. This is my 
experience of the Nill Bar and other colonies. What I therefore submit is. 
that this land should be distributed to the destitute and helpless people who. 
are not in possession of' any land or who have gotvery little land and who. 
will be willing to pay any reasonable price which Government may fix 
in accordance with the rules which they may lay down. _ By doing this the 
Government will get into their treasure an amount qf money which may 
possibly approximate the figure given by the ex-officiating Revenue Mem 
ber. I say, Sir, that the temporary cultivating of which the Honourable· 
Revenue Member was speaking should be discouraged. People are 
ignorant and they do n?t know what value they will get out of the land.: I 

People in my part of the country have been ruined by taking- 
,. temporary cultivation without knowing· what the result: , I 

5 P. :i,r. would be. 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•llusain: Taking from whom? 
Sayacl Muhammad Husain : From Government. 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl .. i·Husain: What about taking it· 

from land-owners ? 
Sayad Muhammad Husain : They do not go to that limit. And 

s~condly land-owners do not insist upon that .. They remit it. They know. 
that if they insist upon it they will get no tenants. Government is very- 
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" That this Council recommends to the Government to distribute Government waste 
· lands in the colony e.rea of the Shahpur district or in any other part of the pro 

vince on a generous scale e.s peasant grants or in lieu of reasonable price to such 
of. the statutory agriculturists whose holdings have become too small to be 
economic e.s the result of river action, water.logging or fragmentation amongsli 
the members of the same family." 

Mr. President: I think the scope of the amendment is much wider 
than that of the original resolution. 1 

Sar4,ar Hira Singh, Narli : Sir, I tabled this amendment in order that 
-all difficulties as are caused by river action, water-logging and fragmentation 
-may be removed from all over the province and ...•.. 

Mr. President: But this is altogether an independent resolution· 
The resolution is limited to the distribution of certain waste lands 
.in the Shahpur district, while the amendment goes far beyond the 
resolution, inasmuch as it asks for the distribution of all waste lands in the 
.Province. 

Sardar Hira Singh, ·Narli: Very well, Sir,· I will speak to the main 
-question under discussion. Sir, the Honourable Revenue Member particu 
larly addressed me to know what scheme could be resorted to in order to 
bring these uncommanded areas under cultivation. I suggest that where 
water is sweet the land may be granted to the people and let them cultivate 
it by well irrigation ; and in those tracts where water is brackish and which 
are unoommdanded canals ma.y be constructed and cultivation may be 
carried on by lift,irrigation. Now tliere is the question from where to supply 
water to these canals ? In k'Jw,ri,J water abounds in the rivers and much of 
it uselessly flows out to the sea, these canals can be fed by this extra 
water once yearly during the kharif season, 

slack in remitting it, but the. land-owners generally remit it. The condi 
tions in the case of the two are quite different. In these circumstances it 
would have been advisable if the Honourable the Revenue Member had 
shown the same symptahy which he has already shown in the case of Dera 
Ghazi Khan by coming to the help of these people for whom everybody has 
so much regard. With these words _I strongly support the resolution. 

(A.t this stage Mr. Presiile:nt resumed the chair.) 
,:; . . 

Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : [Lahore (Sikh), Rural], (Urdu) : Sir, I 
want to discuss my amendment which . 

Mr. President: Does the honourable member wish to speak to tha • 
.main question or does he propose to move his amendment ? 

Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : I propose to move my amendment. 
Mr. President: His amendment goes beyond the scope of the original 

resolution. 
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : Sh', I have only changed the wordings of 

the original resolution. otherwise iny amendment is the same. 
Mr. President: What is the honourable member's amendment? Will 

.he please explain himself ? 
. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : Sir, my amendment is that the following 

be substituted for the original resolution- · 
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. [S.'Hira Singh, Narli.J · - . 
·My second submission is 'that whenever we ask the Government to. grant 

'land to the poor· zamindars, they: always bring in the excuse of the scarcity.pf 
, water and say that they can't. give them ariy more land. So far as the poor· 
· zamindars are oonerned this is a very plausible excuse ; but when a rich 'ni.~n 
applies for grant of land this excuse evaporates into thin air and he is given 
land as well as supplied ·water. A wealthy gentleman of Lahore: has been 
granted .land .in t:tiis manner. 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain : Who is this gentleman·?· 
·'.Sardar Hira ·Singb,"Narli:' He is Sardar Balwant Singh, an executive· 

engineer. He has been granted 100 squares of land. Well Sir, coming to" 
my point I submit that ithis1 mo squares .of land could very .well·have been , 

, distributed amongst a 1_00 poor zamindar families. But how could Gov 
'ernment have abandoned its policy of pleasing a few rich men for the sake.of · 
a million starving wretches. If the Government will insist upon continu- 
ing to shower its favours on the capitalists then that d11y is_not.far off when 
when we shall see the same conditions prevail here in India which once pre- 

!.vailed in t})e present Soviet Russia. If you will press them hard the people 
are sure to turn at bay. I invite the attention of the Honourable· Revenue 
l\!fember to a well. known Punjabi proverb. It is this, that the zamindars. 
first of all try to resort to agriculture, and if the agricultural conditions are · 
not favourable then they try to get themselves enlisted soldiers in the army.. 
and if perchance they fail even to join the army, they steal and rob. If 
the Government wants them to, adopt. the last mentioned profession then let. 

, it stand by, and see them suffer .indifferently, I think :the Government would. 
'do better if it frames some. laws for .the relief of all the zamindars who from, 
'time to time suffer on account oi' floods, water-logging and -fragmentation, 
of. holdings. . 

Then, an honourable member suggested ,that the waste land , in r the 
different districts may only be granted to the people of. those districts in 
which such waste land was available; I think this suggestion is not a sound 
one for all the people of the Punjab have got an equal right over the Goy 
ernment waste land of the province, whether the land is in Montgomery or- 

. in Multan. , If there is any Government waste land in the district of Mont 
' gomory then all the zamindars ofthe province have an equal right to share 

. •it, for •the revenues of· Montgom~ alone were not sufficient to turn its 
-barren .traots into arable land. I The Whole province incurred eJ!:p0llSeS OU 
its account, and it was only then that water conditions became favourable-: . 

. in.that: district and the area became commanded and cultivable. 
, My next submission is 'that henceforward the Government may discafd' 

the system.of offering land for· auction, for this leads to a ·,deplorable-sta,te· 
. of affairs and the zamindars suffer a lot on· account of · it. They purchase- 
· .land for. gain but crop after crop fails and so what they spend on, tlie means 

. of cultivation far exceeds what they gain from it. · Hence they fail to p11,y 
:the .priee . -.of their land and become bankrupts. · This defect should be 

-remedied as soon· as· possible. · · 
·· Khan Bahadur Chaudhri Fazl ,Ali [Gujrat East (Muhammadan), 

Urban], (Urdu) : Sir, at first I thought this resolution quite innocent but 
after hearing the speech of the lionourable Revenue Member I think its 
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adoption is rather difficult. One honourable member suggested that if no· 
-land 'grants are' to be made in favour of the other districts then· there is no· 
•reason why Shahpur should be made an exception. This reminds' me of' 
1 the story of an old ·hump-backed woman who was asked by people whether 
, she would have her own back cured of the defect or would she like. to see 
other peopleafflicted by the same deformity? Her answer was that she· pre 
fetred the second ·alternative. Similarly,. the honourable member represent 
ing Kangra pressed forward that if the Government is not going to grant, 
any land to the Kangra district then it should not also grant any land to the 

. · Shahpur district. My contention is that there is no. Government waste land" 
in the Kangra district and the Government can't help it, for it can in no way'. 

· arrange to shift some of the Government waste land from Shahpur to Kangra 
for the benefit of the. population of the latter. Therefore it is not true -to 

, say that where arrangements can be made to grant land to the zamindars 
there they should not be made- simply' because there are some, people -for 
whom no such arrangements are .possible. Similarly various other members 
also went out of their way to talk of things immaterial to the .matter under 
discussion. The honourable mover of the resolution said that there was. 
some Government- waste larid available for 'distribution in the Shahpur dis 
trict; and .the Honourable 1,=tevenue Member, answered that some portion 

-0f that land had already been granted on temporaryIease grants and the· 
remaining was uneommanded a:p.~ no irrigation arrangements could be made 
for it. The matter that required to be brought to the notice of the Govern 
ment was this: that 'the_ people whose lands or houses had-been washed away· 
by the recent floods .were .in a miserable plight and under the circumstances 

, required the Govemment's sympathy: Our· ,9-uty was to bring it to the· 
notice of the Government· arid further it was the Government's business 
to think out what re-lief it could graljl.t them. Various Government officers: 

- pave visitc;id these areas in- person and: have seen ,the deplorable 'condition 
of the inhabitants with 'their own eyes. ,'T},l,ey have. fully acquainted the· 
Government with their misery and wretchedness. To be brief, Sir, their· 
troubles are 'these. The rivers when in· flood wash away the houses of the· 
people and when they ebb ~hey leave themmalaria-stricken unable to build . 
new houses for themselves. In the. past - floods were . not· so common but 

'from the last two years "they have become a regular scourge for the province .. 
Shahpuris not the only district which has suffered. There are other districts: 

. which have sustained far heavier losses. There is the Jhelum distriot: .there 
is the G:ujrat district and so there are many such which have s.11;ffored in the 

, r~ceDit flood~ .. The depressing circumstances obtainable in the Gujrat 
distpct can very well.her.ascertained by thjs simplq fact that .the District 
Board, G'a.j:ra.t, re~iveo, ail application from the.inhabitants to grant them a 

, certain land under' District Board .garden t,o. be used as their burial ground 
for their old graveyard was near theriveeandthey.eoulu.not bear to see 

· the bodies of their dead floating about. This application shows how much 
people have suffered there, If the Government grants them-. land 
somewhere also then during the Hood days they .can seek shelter and. 
safety there. I as well as other members have explained the troubles of the 

; people to the Government and have requested land grants for them. We 
'have discharged our duty and' done w~at was in our. power. Last year as 
well as the year before Government had v13ry benevolently given relief to, 

, 
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i[K. B. Oh. Faz] Ali] - 
the people who had suffered losses on account of the floods. A majority of 
these sufferers have been adequately relieved and we are grateful to the Go 
vernment for it. Government is aware of the conditions of the people and 
knows how far it is possible for it to help them. We look upon a matter from 
-only one point of view while Government has to go into all the pros end 

- cons of it. To understand a thing and to decide upon it the Government 
.is the best judge for it has got at its service all the means required to 
ascertain the facts. 

In the end I express my heartfelt gratitude once again for what the Go 
-verrunent has already done for these people. We should avoid dwelling on the 
faults and. shortcomings of the Government for in view of what it has already 
«ione for us it amounts to ingratitude. Instead of putting an unreasonable 
pressure on the Government let us thank it for its magnanimity and gene 
rosity and ask it to further extend its favours as far as possible by arranging 

·more land grants to the people whose holdings have become small or whose 
lands have been washed away by , river action. 

Mr. H. Calvert (Financial Commissioner, Development): Sir, I 
rank second to none in my sympathy with the sufferers from the late 
floods. I am certain all of us are prepared to do our utmost to relieve 
the suffering caused by the floods and come to the help of the multitude 
-of sufferers. But surely it is only reasonable that we should try first to 
help those who have suffered most. As the Honourable Member for 
.Bevenue pointed out, there are far worse sufferers in the Punjab than 
·those of the Shahpur district ; and it behoves the Government as _ the 
·trustee for all the people of the province to try to distribute the small 
-measure of relief open to it in the best possible way and to try always to 
give relief where relief is most needed and where relief will be most useful, 
·r sometimes like to amuse myself by imagining honourable members pre 
paring their speeches on resolutions. We have to assume that as long as 

·we sit beneath you every one of us is as careful in preparing speeches as we 
are. We must give them credit for making some researches into all docu- 
ments open to them, going through documents day by day and hour by hour 
and trying to :find out iacts to place before the House. I should like to imagine 
the honourable mover of the resolution searching the archives of the Punjab 

· Public Library to try and find out whether he could get any evidence in 
-support of the theory that the inhabitants of the Shahpur riverain have 
suffered more than the inhabitants of other riverains. I should be sur 
prised when he found that the Shahpur riverain people had gained some 

-6,000 acres while people of other districts had. lost many thousands of 
.acres, He knowing full well the great complaint of shortage of water from 
all these colonists would of course go round to all the various people taking 
irrigation from the canals and ask them whether they would mind taking 
a little less water in order that some water may be used to bring the spare 
land under cultivation. Of course all irrigators will say: 'Yes, we shall 
take less water and make no complaints of shortage of water.' I can also 
imagine him going to a certain body of people who like to call themselves 
Lawaris' League and ask them whether they would agree that all this land 

·which they are clamouring for and clamouring vigorously should be given 
to people not of their own number. You may presume that the honourable 
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mover has persuaded the member for Montgomery that the land should be 
given to the people of the riverain. But Government must preserve this 
asset. Government is always trying to hold in reserve sufficient land, finance 
and resources to meet emergencies. The honourable mover would have the 
Government give away in 1929 all the spare assets in the Shahpur district 
leaving nothing for 1980 and for other years to come. It seems to me. un 
wise that we should be asked to give away the whole of the available land 
in this colony by one stroke and leave nothing whatever to meet future 
floods or future catastrophes of any kind. It must be understood that Go· 
vernment is not withholding any land from cultivation. Every acre of land 
which can be cultivated with the water available is being cultivated. We 
have been trying for many years to extend the cultivation in this· parti 
cular colony and with veiy great success. But it must be understood that 
from the point of view of the province as a whole it does not matter whether 
this land is being cultivated by .4 or B or by X, Y or Z. If you eject the 
peasant cultivators - of 88,000 acres and put in a batch of cultivators from 
some other' district, the peasant cultivators who have been evicted will have a 
grievance and they will approach him and request him to move a resolution 
in this Council that some land should be given to them in exchange for the 
land whicli has been taken from them. Then I shall have to put forth the 
same argument but this time we shall have no land. 

This particular case has taken a ~eat deal of our time. It has taken 
up a great deal of our time because we also were anxious to do all we could 
to meet the suffering caused by the floods. But as we had to take a survey 
of the whole province and not of one district only, it was felt -that it would 
be a mistake to favour one particular small tract as against the whole pro 
vince. We have heard that there are people worse off than those who have 
suffered from the floods ; and Hoshiarpur and Kangra were specially men 
tioned in this connection. The. people of the dry districts of Rawalpindi, 
Attock, Mianwali, Kangra and Hoshiarpur have equal claims to this land 
with the people of the Shahpur district, and it must. be remembered that some 
people of the riverain have derived enormous advantage from the Bargodha 
colony while the people in the dry districts have derived practically none. 
Therefore. on the principle of justice, if this land is to be given away it should 
be given away to districts which have gained least of all from the colonis 
ation schemes. In other districts like Kangra we find the holdings to be 
two acres per family. In Hosbiarpur it is about three acres and there are 
some districts where the people .are struggling for mere existence, whereas in 
the riverain of the Shahpur district there is actually an increasing area of 
land available for cultivation and the grievance there is not lack of land 
butlaek of tenants. Therefore if this land is to be given to anybody 1t must 
be given to those who are really in need and not to those who have more land 
than they ean cultivate. It was urged by the member for Montgomery that 
when land was being given in the riverain it was given to the wealthier people, 
that is those who were known to be goodhorse-breeders. That is not strictly 
true. The land was given to a class of people who were good horse-breeders 
and not to individuals on their personal merits as horse-breeders. It was 
not the ease of whether .4 or B was a. good horse-breeder, but the land was 
given to a particular type of people who were known as good horseSbreeders. 
ihe member for Montgomery also tried to suggest that the land had to be 
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[Mr. Calvert.] 
given only to wealthier people because they had to pay something like 
Rs. 1,000 for a mare. That also is not strictly accurate, In those days the 
sum required to buy a mare was nothing .more than Rs. 200 and there wa$ no 
difficulty to find this sum for the colonists who received two rectangles . of 
land. I may also say that in grants in the various colonies Shahpur riverain 
ranks first. I have not been able to discover any other tract which has got 
more rectangles in proportion to the population than Shahpur riverain. There 
are up and down the province hundreds of thousands of people in dire need 

- of land and their claims are more urgent. Government is making enquiries 
throughout the length and breadth of the province for people in dire poverty 
and who need the greatest assistance of the particular kind we are able to 
afford. ·Weare day by day selecting those people and giving themlands. · I 
therefore beg this_ Council. to bear this in mind : that there ate inany people 
who are in very poor circumstances arid that Government can best utilise its 
available asset by giving it to those who are in greatest need ofit. · (Cheers.) 

Mr. M. A. Ghani (Nominated, Non-official): Sir, with some.of the 
honourable members who have spoken before me I am entirely in agreement 
as to the principle involved in the present resolution. .· But· there is one thing 
which I cannot understand, and that is this. Why on earth the "petty 
agriculturists holding lands on the, banks of the riv:er Jhelum in the.Shahpur 
district who have lost lands by river action or have suffered serious losses 
by floods "have been singled out to give the benefit of the principle involved 
in this resolution? Have not the people of the Muza:ffargarh district and 
those of the Dera Ghazi Khan district and other districts in the Punjab 
likewise suffered '} Have not the people. of other districts suffered equally 
though from other causes ? I think the Government should not favour 
the people of one district at the expense of other people of the province. 

· I am not against any help that may be given to the " petty a,griculturists 
· of the Shahpur district. " Give them help by all means, but for Heaven's 
sake do not overlook the claims of the people that are -living elsewhere it1 
the Punjab. My humble submission is that these waste lands in the Shahpur 
district are not the sole property of the people of that district. They are 
the property of the public· and the public as a whole have got a rightful 
claim to it. The µovernment, therefore, while distributing these lands ought 
not to overlook the claims of other poor people who are living in the province, 
In fact the people whom I have in mind are much poorer than. the " petty 
agriculturists of .Shahpur." • ~at about those people who have not got 
an inch of land m the provmce ? What about those who have not got a 
single pie of capital in any form or shape in· the country '} What again, 
about those ill-fed, ill-clad and down-trodden · masses of · the country 
who have suffered so much at the hands of the big landlords and the · big 
banws of this province ? I will, therefore, submit that while distributing 
these lands. among the agriculturists of Shahpur exclusively, the claims of 
the labourers and workmen by the sweat of whose brow the capitalists 
areJlimilssing wealth and more wealth should not be overlooked. I would 
most }iµmbly request the honourable member who has moved this' resolution 
not to be so selfish as to get the entire~enefit of the. waste lands to the people 
0f'bis own dist!ict and overlook the claims. of the poo!' labo~~s and the poor 
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workmen who are groaning under the tyranny of the landlords and the big 
capitalists of this province. 

With these words, Srr, I beg to oppose the resolution. 
Chaudhri Duli Chand (Karnal, Non-Muhammadan, Rural), (Urdu): 

Sir, I had to no desire to praticipate in the debate on this resolution, but 
after the speeches made by the Honourable the Revenue Member and another 
honourable member from the opposite benches I · feel it necessary to say a 
few words. The Honourable Revenue Member was pleased to quote some 
figures to show that the average holdings in the Hoshiarpur and Kangra 
districts were much less than in the Shahpur district. Then he remarked 
that on principle the waste lands should go to those districts and ·:rtot to 
Shahpur. · · :,:. 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i•Husain : I did not say that. 
Chaudhri Duli Chand : It was said that the lands should be given to 

the people of those other districts and not to those of Shahpur. " 
The Honourable Mian Sir FazJ..i .. ffusain: No; I said that the 

claims of the Shahpur district should be considered. 
Chaudhri Duli Chand : The honourable member was pleased to re 

mark that in some other parts of the province holdings were much smaller 
and that these lands were not the sole property of the Shahpur district but 
belonged to the whole province. In this way the honourable member will 
some day come forward to. tell us that the lands belonged to the whole of 
India, and then after a time, becoming more cosmopolitan, he will also in 
clude the people of England among those who have a just claim to these 
lands. I beg to submit, Sir, that this is a very dangerous argument. I ',. 
come from the Karna! g_istrict and the average holdings in that district are 
quite reasonable. Now if you were to follow this argument you would 
surely have the lands snatched away from the zamindars and handed over 
to capitalists. 

Thus, Sir, the argument of average holdings is absolutely wrong and 
misleading. The only right principle is that the lands be given to peasant 
proprietors. Of course I do not mean to suggest for a moment that nothing 
should be given to the ' sajhis,' but it is quite obvious that when you give 
lands to the peasant proprietors the ' sajhis ' will also benefit by them. It 
is not true, Sir, that the real owner of the lands is the Government and 
not the people. The ruling of a High Court is quite contrary to that -. The 
Jats, the Rajputs and other such people in a way conquered these lands 
just as the British conquered the country. But the Government has suc 
cumbed to ' bania-ism ' and, therefore, the just claims of the sons of the soil 
do not receive a proper consideration at tha-handa of the Government. 
Now to prove this, I draw the. attention of the House to a highly amazing 
transaction that the Government has completed in my·_ di_!trict .. It is said 
that lands should be given to poor people: But what did the 'Government 
do? It gave away its lands to' a very big eapitalist and did not get a single 
pice as a sale price horn him rin return. .. (A poice : What is his name ?) 
I need not give his name ; the Government knows it all right. This, Sir.~. 
is the state of affairs, a.ndf.the Gp. vernment n.ever ta.kes the tr. ouble to redress 
wrongs. In fact the higher authoiiti~s arE) only too r~ady to grant anything 
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recommended by lower officers; and at times the higher o:fticers conduct 
every detail of such transactions in person. - 

An honourable member remarked that he opposed the motion because 
the lands were demanded for the Bhahpnr district only. Similarly ·it· was 
pointed out by the Financial Commissioner-that there were some other dis· 
tricts with much better claims than Shahpur. Well, Sir, those people are 
our zamindar brethren too. We 'Will be very glad if something is done for 
them. For instance the conditions in the Jhajjar tahsil are really very bad. 
Let the Government give these lands to the· zamindars of that tahsil, · But 
I tell you that it is nothing but side-tracking. Again the policy of the· 
nationalist reform party in this Council is anti-zamindar. For instance 
when we pressed for reduction in·water-rat~s a member of that party created 
an awkward position for us by a imggestio11_ the repetition of which is not 
necessary as that is known to all of us. Similarly to-day also a member of 
that pariiy has made a very displeasing insinuation. I beg to submit, Sir~ 
that this is no.ta commendable policy. It must be within the knowledge of 
the House that when floods came in the Jnmna, Rai Sahib Chaudhri Ohhetu 
Ram,. the then Minister in charge, personally visited the affected area and a 
very suitable locality was offered for a village ·which had beeri ruined by the 
floods. I wish that the Government followed the same principle in all such 
cases; In the end, Sir, I strongly deprecate the spirit that has found its. way 
into the House. · - · · 

Khan Bahadur · Mian Muhammad Hayat Qureshi (Urdu) : Sir, this 
resolution has been discussed at very great length. We have heard speeches 
both in its favour and in opposition, but _ I venture to say, Sir, that 
no speaker has taken exception to the principle· underlying the resolution. 
The Honourable Revenue Member and the FinanciabCommissioner have been 
pleased to remark in the course of their speeches that the claims of the poorest 
people must be considered first of all. I admit, Sir, that it is a very good 
principle, but may I askwhy it was not followed in the Upper Chenab, the 
Bari Doab and other such colonies ?_ I submit that, whenever people were 
provided, the inhabitants of the district were given the priority. Had 
this not been the case I would not have come forward to claim the same ad· 
vantages for the poor aamindars of my· district, 'who possess· very small 
holdings or no land at all. The Honourable Revenue Member said that 
1,000 squares of land were distributed among the Shahpur .district people. 

.But it is well known, Sir, that th9se_squares were given not to.the poor people 
but to people already well. established in life and not dependent upon such 
grants for their livelihood. It was a.lso pointed out that these people 
bring under cultivation the lands left by the river. That is very true, Sir; 
but I beg to submit that this fact rather goes to support my resolution. 
It shows-that the population has increased to such an extent that these poor 
people are reduced to such straits that they have to bring under the plough 
even inferior lands thrown out by the - river. The Honourable Revenue 
Member was also pleased to say that the holdings of the Shahpur zamindars 
we.re not small. But at the same time he made it clear that those remarks 
were about the zamindars in the Sargodha colony. Yes, Sir, their hold 
ings are not small, and they need not be, because they are new colonists 
fl,nd posse~s S<Jqare~ qf ~o<;><l ~ij~, It unwt be borne in mind that all the 
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other districts of tne Punjab are mainly populated by middle class people- 
but it is not the same with our district. In Shahpur the people there are 
either big landlords or very poor cultivators. Therefore, in our case the 
principle of average holdings is very misleading and highly injurious to the 
poor people. 

Then the Honourable Revenue Member pointed out that the horse 
breeding tribes had suffered very much on account of water-logging and that 
it was the duty of the Government to provide relief to them. I am very 
glad to hear this and sincerely wish that the Government fulfil this promise 
at a very early date. But in that case I would request the Government 
to give the inJerior lands left by the horse-breeding tribes to these poor people. 
I do not demand 20 or 40 thousand acres of ]and for them. Give lands to 
the whole province by all means but for God's sake, do something for these 
people also. Then the honourable member was pleased to say that there 
was an upland area of 50,000 acres and that if these people wanted such lands 
Government would be prepared to consider their case. In reply to that I 
assure the Government that these poor zamindars will be glad to welcome 
even a part of this area if it is offered to them; such is their need. We are 
ready to accept anything that the Government is prepared to give us. 

Again, the honourable member pointed out that 28,000 acres of the land 
were already under cultivation and asked that if that area was to be ,dis 
tributed where would the present cultivators go ? I submit, Sir, that these 
cultivators also belong to the Shahpur district. For instance, I have 10 
squares on temporary cultivation and if they are taken· away from me 
and given to these poor people I will not feel the loss. .As regards the loss of 
4 lacs of rupees which the Government will have to sustain and to which the 
honourable member drew the attention of the House I beg to say that the 
Government will be compensated to 11 great extent by the interest which the 
prices of. the peasant grants will fetch. Under these circumstances, Sir, I 
hope that the Government will have no hesitation in acceding to my request. 

(The Honourable Mian Sir Fael-i-Husain, rose. to spP-ak at 5-56 p.-m.) 
, Mr. President: Does the honourable member wish to make a very 
long speech ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain: I want to make a very 
short speech,· but I cannot limit it to the 8 minutes that remain. 

Mr. President : How many minutes will the honourable member take ? 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i-Husain ·= Say about 8 minutes. 
Mr. President : The honourable member will please try to finish it in 

5. minutes, 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain (Revenue Member) 

(Urdu): Sir, the speeeh that has just been made by the honourable mover 
was, as usual, very reasonable, well-balanced and conciliatory. ·It has 
reduced our points of difference to a minimum. He bas made it quite clear 
in the course of his speech that he does not necessarily warit this area of 
28,000 acres of land for the riverain people. Then he said that he had no 
objection to a partof this area, which yields an income of about 4 lacs a year 
to Government, being distributed amongst those horse-breeding grantees 
whose la,nqf! have been water-logged, and suggested tba,t the inferior lands 
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vacated by these grantees may be granted to the zamindars of the riverain 
area of Shahpur. Again we were informed by the honourable mover that his 
poor constituents would be quite willing to accept a part of the uncommand ed 
area, for the irrigation of which no arrangement exists at present. And, 
lastly, Sir, he was pleased to concede the point that those horse-breeding 
grantees who have suffered heavy losses on account of water-logging had a 
prior right to the Government waste lands. 

I have no desire to raise a controversy with regard to the size of the 
holdings of the riverain people. You know, Sir, that I cannot be expected 
to possess a personal knowledge of.the size of the holdings in each and every 
district of the province and that, consequently, I have to depend upon the 
official records. But the honourable mover has not got even such facilities 
at his disposal and, therefore, his statement is based upon mere guess 
work or hearsay. As regards the actual distribution of 1,000 squares of 
land amongst the riverain zamindars of the Shahpur district, my statement 
is based on two most reliable · authorities-the official files and the gentleman 
who began the distribution of those squares 25 years ago. Now the position 
is this :the honourable mover says that no such squares were distributed and 
I say that they were distributed. But in view of the unflinching persistence 
on the part of the honourable mover I shall make further enquiries in this 
connection. : ' 

Then it was remarked that the lands should be given to the zamindars 
only. Now, Sir, I absolutely fail to appreciate the logic underlying this 
suggestion. There is a considerable number of Jats, Sainis, Brahmans 
and others who have been declared statutory agriculturiats and who, owing 

··-~ to ill-luck, do not possess any lands at present. Are we to treat them as 
"'"'-..untouchables simply for that reason ? · 

-'----Bai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: Agriculture m!ty not. be their 
occupation. 

The Honourable.Mian Sir Fazl·i·Husain: No; they nave much 
better claims because they cultivate the lands. You are siinply proprietors 
while they are the real cultivators. 

Now, Sir, while taking exception to the opinion of the honourable mover 
that all the Government waste lands should be distributed or that they should 
be given to the zamindars only, I am prepared to undertake to- 

. (1) make enquiries· whether, at the tiine of the colonisation, distribu 
tion of lands, the claims of the riverain zamindars of the Shah 
pur district were really overlooked, . 

(2) ascertain whether there is really a class of such undefined riverain 
people about whom it is said that their holdings are hope- 
lessly small, · 

(8) try to give better lands to these horse-breeding grantees who are 
really in a sad plight, 

(4) ascertain from the local officers whether the comparatively in 
ferior lands vacated by the horse-breeding grantees mentioned 
in (8) above can be given to the poor cultivators of the riverain 
tracts, and whether the;r are prepared to ~Qcevt such lands, ' 
!li:ijd 
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(o} make enquines as to whether .these allegedly.' poor cultivators are 
· Willing to accept lands in the uneommanded area. of 50,000 

. acres about which no promise of carui.l irrigation esn be made} . 
and, . if so, to· consider their case sympathetically. _ . . 

· . hi my opinion, ·Sir, this is a very fair promise. and I shall, be gmd if 
the hon.011rable mover of the resolution is satisfied with it. _ But· if he still 

· persists in Jiis origina.l . resolution, then I qannot but oppOSe it. · _ · 
. . . Khan Btmadur Mia Muhaniinacl Hayat,: Qureshi ( Sir, i: have no 
dpubt _· that :.this pJ;omise,· IJ.l8j~4lll such a,' princely manner, will be ·:fulfilled 

.. to tJielettet; snd, therefore, lbeg }eaVE(to withdraw my l'eBOlution~ . . 
The r~olution was -~y lea-i& 'Jithdmwn~· . . . 
The Council then adjolJfned ~ 2 1'929. . . . . .. 

·~ 
' ' 





-------------------- 

APPOINTMENTS IN THE s. E. s. (A.-V. SECTION). 

*2581. Shaikh Fau: Muhammad: Will the Honourable Minister for 
Education be pleased to state, the total· number of appointments in the ·s. E. S. (A.-V. Section) on the '1st January 1929 and 15th October 1929 
with the percentage of Muslims in each case ? ' 

The Honourable .Mr. Manohar Lal: The Consolidated Annual 
·statement ·which will give figures up to the end of December ~9_29 ifrin 
-eonrse of preparation and a .eopy of.it will be supplied to the honourable 
member as soon as it is available. However, if the honourable member 
desires .the exa.ct position on the 15th October 1929 it will be furnished to 
:hiln in .the CP'lll'Se. of the next few davs, . . ~ ~ .. ,. . . . . . ". 

'.\ . STARRED . QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
APPOINTMENTS IN P. E. s. 

*2580. Shaikh Faiz Muhammad: WiU the Honourable Minister for 
Education kindly state what was the total number of appointments in 
P. E. S. on-15th October 1929 and how many of these were actually held by 
:Muslipis on that date ? · 

. The .Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : The Consolidated Annual 
Statement which will give figures up to the- end of December 1929 is in 

-eonrse of preparation and a copy of it. will be supplied to the honourablem em 
lJer as soon as it. is available. However; if the honourable member desires 
the exact position on the 15th October 1929 it will be furnished to him in the 
course of thenext few days. 

The following members were sworn in---: 
~urshed Muhammad, Khan Bahadue Shaikh (Official, nominated) • 
. ~Abdul Ghani, Shaikh [ West Punjab Towns (Muhammadan)/Urban]. 

OATH OF OFFICE. 

B 

The Council met at the Council Chamber at 2 P.11.. of the 
efock. Mr. President in the Chair. . 

• -4TR SESSION Oll' THE 8n.u PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 

Thursday, the 28th November 1929. 
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. '*2584. Lala Bodh Raj: Will the Honourable Minister for .A.gric11ltutt:t- 
please state- · ': · 

(a) whether it is a fact that; excei;ting th:e ''V'eterinafy assistruits, 0:11. 
the o~her veterinary establishment, ihtllmling the clerks are-'. 
on an annual incremental scale of pay; 

TouRrNG YETERINARY :CrsPEN3ARIEe. 

*2583. I.:ala Bodh Raj: Will the Honourable Minister for Agriculture· 
please state-:- ' . 

(a) whether it is a fact that there are certain touring veterinary dis- 
. pensaries in the'Civil Veterinary Department, Punjab, which, 

certain veterinary assist;:i,nts are ordered to visjt weekly Ol? 
bi-weekly; 

(b) whether it ii, a fact that the travelling allowance of such veterinary 
.assistants is often reduced and in several cases altogether· 
disallowed_ ; 

(c) whether it is a part of their duty to bring any prescribed nuinber of 
cases to the touring dispensaries o.t the time of their visits to. . 

. such. dispensaries ; · 
(d) what are the reasons for disallowing their travelling allowance ?· 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra' Singh: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes, in·.a few cases. 
(c) No. 
(d) The travelling allowance is disallowed or reduced only when -it is. 

- found that'the journey was unnecessary, or that it was not completed with. 
due expedition, or that.the halt was of an excessive duration .. 

I:iWRE:M.ENTAL SCALE"OJ!' J.>AY FOR VETERINARY ASSISTANTS. ~. ' ' - - .. - 

CIVIL VETERINARY DEPARTMENT, 

*2582. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Minister for Agriculture- 
please _state- · _ 

-(a) whether it is a fact that all the professional veterinary work (hos• 
• / · pHal work, field inooulations and castrations) is done by the· 

veterinary assistants in: the Civil Veterinary Department,. 
Punjab; · . . 

(b) whether it is a fact that the other staff of veterinary inspectors,. 
deputy superintendents, superintendents and Director, Civil 
Veterinary Department, only do checking and inspection of.:~ 
the work of veterinary assistants ; , -· 

(e) whether it is a fact that most of the superintendents have never 
done the professienal work both before and after their appoint· 
ments as such which they are expected to examine, inspect,. 
check or supervise ? 

The Honourable Sarda.r Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) No ': 
(1>) No. • . 

-. {e) No. 
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MEMORIALS OF THlil MEMBERS Oi' TlIE-PRovmaIA.L VErnlit 
NARY SERVICE. 

*2586. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Minister for Agriculture 
please. state-- · 

{a) whether it is a fact that several temporary appointments against 
superior posts on special rates of pay and increments 'higher 
than the existing provincial veterinary . service scale of pay 
and increment have been -made during the past four years :in 
the Oivil Veterinary Department, Punjab ; • 

(b) whether it is a fact that the members of tha provincial veterinary 
service; Punjab, have made representations in the form of 

_ memorials or ty passing re-solutions in their recognized associa 
tions against .the appointments referred to above ; 

(c) if so, what action has been taken by Gtrvemm~nt on these memo· 
• rials or resolutions ? 

The Honoutllhle Sardar Sit Jogendra Singh: (a) Yes. The 
sala.ry e.pproxintatea to Indian Veterinary Service. 

(b) Yes. 
{c} The memorials of the officers in the Provincial Veterinary 'Service. 

Punjab, are still under the consideration of Governtn1:,ht. 

ASSISTANT TO THE PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE, LAHORE VETERINARY 
COLLEGE. 

*2585. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Minister for Agriculture 
please state-« 

. (a) whether it is a fact that the Assistant to the Professor of Medicine; 
Punjab Veterinary College, Lahore, has been deliv.ering lectures 
in medicine for the last three years ; · 

(b) · what are the reasons for the said teaching work not being done by 
the Professor of Medicine himself ? 

The Honourable Sardar. Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) Yes, supervised 
by the Professor of Medicine who is always present. 

(b) It was done at the request of the Assistant himself, who desired to 
be trained in lecturing. This procedure will continue until the Professor 
is· satisfied that the Assistant has become proficient. 

(b) if so, what are the reasons for not granting the veterinarr assist· 
~nts the same privileges as to the other services of the de 
partment? 

The H"Cnourable Sardar .S'tt Joge"ildra Singh: (a) Yes. 
• (b) The . question of the pay of veterinary assistants is bound up with 
the re-organization of the' department recommended by tho Royal Commiss 
sion on Agriculture and is under consideration. 



· DIRECTOR, C. V. D., PUNJAB (MR. T.\E. Qum1rn) • 

. : · *2590. : Lala· Bodh Raj ; Will the Honourable Minister :for-~cnlture 
' be pleased to state- _ . . • 

. {a): wheth~ · the . Dir~ctor, Ci~ - V.eterinary. Department" · Punjab 
• -- · · (Mr. T~ E .. Qwr!re}, has _p9:~s~. a,~y. po.st-gradua.t~ co~.e~:))t 

if he has any original research wo~Jt to his eredit ; · · i 

(b) _.whether .the .so.id Director .h~~ been confir~ in his pQst ;: : . 
,._ · - (e) if so, · ~h.en: ~ , _, · · - . - "" 

SALA.Rms. OF THE DIRECTOR AND THE. Pn~o~A.L, . PuN.rAa ·· 
. VETERINARY COLLEGE. : ., 

*2589. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Minister for Agriculture 
.be pleased to state if there is any proposal to fix the salaries of the Direct 
'Or, Civil Veteri.n~ Department, Punjab; and· the Principal, Punjab 
Veterinary College; at about Rs. 2,000or more permensem? 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : No. 

VACANCIES .IN INDIAN VETERINARY SERVICE •. 

*2588. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Minister for Agriculture 
please state- · ' . 

(a) whether he is aware that, in provinces like Bombay, Madras 
· and the United Provinces. all the vacant posts in the cadre of 

the Indian Veterinary Service are filled by appointing the 
members of the existing provincial veterinary service ; 

(b) if so,' what are the reasons for not adopting the same roles in 
the province of the Punjab ·, 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogenclra Singh: (a) No.· 
{b) Does not ~rise~ ... _ , 

PROVINCIAL VETERINARY SERVICE. 

*2587. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Minister for Agriculture 
please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that several members of the provincial veteri 
nacy service have from time to time been officiating in higher 
posts both in the field and mi the teaching side and that their 

-work was approved ; · 
(b) whether any of the temporary appointments created on the superio:t 

scale of pay and increments were given to such membere of the service as are referred ~o jn (a) above; 
(c) if so, what is the number .of ~u~h appointments in eomparison 

with the total number of appomtments ? , · 
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh·: (a) Yes. 

',. J - · ,(b) Yes, in one case. 
(c) One. 
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*2592. Lala Boclh Raj : Will the Honam-able Minister for Agricultur& 
please sta.te- 

(a) whether it iS' a fact that nearly all sub-committees held in September- 
1928 to consider the agricultural items of the agenda for the 
Government of India Agricultural Conference by the Agricul· 
tural Department consisted of the members both from the. 
Indian Agricultural and the. Punjab Agricultural Services ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the sub-committee on veterinary educa- ·_ 
tion and services consisted of only · two members and none of 
them belonged to the Punjab Veterinary Service ; 

(c) whether the two members referred to in {b) had any experience: 
in veterinary education ; · · · 

(d) whether professors· of the Punjab Veterinary College were invited 
to take part in the discussion on veterinary education ; if not, 
why? ' 

' PRINOIPAL, PUNJAB VETERINARY COLLEGE. 

*2591. Lala Bodh Raj : _Will the' Honourable Minister for Agricultur& 
he pleased to state if the Principal, Punjab Veterinary College,,Lahore, has. 
any recognized original work to his credit? 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : Yes. 
(a) He was the first to make and use a vaccine for the treatment of. 

eczema in dogs. This has resulted in considerable profit to 
Government. ., 

(b) He modified by experiments the treatment of surea in horses. 
This is now being extensively used in the province resulting 
in a. successful termination of 90-95 per cent. of surra cases. 

(e) He was the first to institute and carry out the teaching of Histo 
logy to Veterinary students. 

(cl) He was the first to institute the prophylactic treatment of animals 
· against rabies in this country. This necessitated, by experi 

ments, the modification of dosage, and has resulted in very 
considerable revenue to Government. 

(e) He carried out, in conjunction with Colonel Walker the control 
of foot and mouth disease by Chemo Therapy. This has re· 
sulted in the saving of many lives. in the Hissar Cattle Farm 
and other places. 

/ 

- AGRIOULTURAL CoNFERENOE. 

. The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) Mr. Quirke has 
passed a post-graduate course at Muktesar, but has never been engaged in 
original research work. 

· (b)· Yes. 
(c) On July 4th 1928 when the post of Director, Civil Veterinary De· 

partment, Punjab, was sanctioned. 
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BHA.KRA SoaEl'tll~. 

~ *ZS93. _ Rai S~hib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : · Will the Honourable 
., ""avenue M:ember kindly state- 

(a) what progress has been made with the aerial survey in.eenneetion 
with the Bhakra scheme for which money was voted in the 
la,st session (Ju).y'' 1929) ; 

(b) whetheP the two Superintending E:q.guieers appointed to examine 
the effect of the Bhakra scheme on the level of water in the 
Indus have submitted their report; 

{c) if the report referred to in (b) has been submitted, whether a copy 
of it will be placed on the table of this House ; · 

(il) if the report referred to in (b) has not yet.been submitted, when it 
is expected to be submitted ; 

(e) any other action which the Punjab Government may have taken 
since last July to expedite the .Bhakra. scheme ? 

The Honourable M.ian . Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) The honourable 
member is under some misapprehension. Money was voted for land surveys ·· 
:tt.Q.t aerial surveys, in connection with the Bhakra scheme at the last (July 
l929) session. 

(b), (e) and (d) The Superintending Engineer appointed by us has not 
been able to devote himself to this important work as he was needed in Lahore 
in an urgent and important matter which could not be handed over to another 
officer. But this delay will not influence the eventual progress of the 
project • 

. (e) The land surveys for which funds were voted in July 1929, have been 
aia..rted. Apart from· this necessary engineering staff has. been selected. 
['he demand for their salaries is included in the supplementary estimates 
t0.. b~. presented to Council in the November session. This staff will take up 
the preparation of theHaveli project jmmedietely and will, at the same time._ 
commence the .preliminaries for the Bhakra dam project. 

Th~ llouo.111"-1,le S"4v Sir Jge,n@a S.tvgh: (a) 1\lJ. t.he Jllle:qi.bers 
ok ~ s_:q_b.:-CQ~tt@Elfl eon.slated Q:li Supelli.oi Oflioo11s. belonging either to, the 
Indian Agricultural Service, the Indian Veterinary Service or 0£6.eers of 
equivalent rank holding special appointments. No officers of th~ Pr-ovin 
eial, Agrict!,lturp,J Se"'ice attended the sub-committees except two officers 
who were performing the duties of· officers of the Indian Agricultural Seni_ca 
for-the time being. In addition to them an officer holding· a temporary 
post pending the formation of the Superior Provincial Agricultural Service 
also attended the Confer-e11ce. 

(b} Yes. 
(c) Neith.er of tl)ie two officers had served on the staff of tb,e l;'ID.ljab · 

Veterinary College, though botµ had the usual experience of Vet~a.ry 
education which all fully qualified Veterinary Officers possess. , 

(il) No. 'Ihe attendance of the Professors at the preliminary meeting 
was n,ot deemed necessary. 
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SALE OF LAND OF AGRIOULTURAL INSOLVENTS, KARNAL, 

/r *2595. Rai S~b Chaucllm Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable . 
/ · :Bevenue Member kindly state- 

(a) the number of instances in whioh the agricultural land of insolvent 
belonging to notified agricultural tribes has been ordered to be 
sold in the civil district of Kamal since the 'High Court ruling 
bearing on this point was . published ; 

(b) the number of petitions lodged by creditors to get their debtors 
declared insolvent in 1925, 1926, 1927, 1928 and 1929 in the 
civil district of Kamal '} 1 - 

ALIENATIQN O,F 4GR~(l'l'JJil'Jl:/.l# ~,.um 19 ii4TJSr'¥ l)l!OBETAL 
·nBBT. 

i ~: *2594. , Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu · Ram : Will. the ~()pourable f t.RevfID.ue Member kindly' state- . ' ' 
0 

I (a) wh'ether Hoshiar Singh, Mahajan ot' Gohana ~ the l\phta,k' dis- 
1 · ·trict, had a decree of about Rs. 4,000 against a Jt!tt of village 

·Ga,mri in the Gohana tahsil ; · 

{b) whether the judgment-debtor referred to in (a) died, leaving a 
widow, :fly~ ~~~- a!!d fo-q.r daughters, all minors ; 

(c.:) whether the Collf)ct0,r, on referegge, to WI!'i by tlle civil court in 
· e:x:ecq.tj.pµ I!rqc.~~flmgs, pr9pqs.e.d that th.a whole agricultural 

. l~!!!l (~ J 4 pigh~.~) ~nVlled by the win-ors should be alienated 
for full twenty years to s»,tisfy the decretal debt; . 

(d} whether the proposal of the CQlleotpr re~n:ed to io. (c) was ao.oopted 
by the civil cour.t ; · 

(e) whether the tahsildar of Gohana had reported that the whole 
family of the minors depended solely _ on their land for their 
livelihood ; 

(!) whether the Collector made his proposal without having given 
the minors or their guardian or their counsel an opportunity 
of being heard ; 

(g) whether Government intends to issue any instructions in tliis 
. behalf for the guidance of Collectors ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir F~-i-Husain: (a) and (b). Yes. 
'Hoshiar Singh, Mahajan of Gohana, sued the minor heirs of his Jat debtor 
<tlf village Gamri and obtained a decree for Rs. 4,645. 

(c) (d) and (e). Yes. 

(!) No. 

(g) Instructions on the subject are contained in paragraph 21 of Stand 
,ing Order No. 64, and there appears no need to make any additions-to or 
·alterations in the instructions. 
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/ ANNUAL BA.JNFALL, ROHTAK DISTBIOT. 

("' · *2596. Rai Sahib Chauclhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable 
Bevenne Member kindly state the average annual rainfall of the headquarters. 
of each of the four tahsils in the Rohtak district and the rainfall up to date 
this yeo.r ? · 

··. The Honourable Mim Sir Fazl·i·Hasain: A statement giving the 
requir($l information is laid on the table. 

.... . .. • .•. •l' .•. I .. ., . .. . -.-. 
Ni!,. 

~ _,,. 
: 1,. s· 
9 

175 

.. The' Honourahle Mian Sif Fazl·i·Hasain: 
(b) 1925 

1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
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(a) 17. 
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· FAILURE OF kharij OROPS, 

-: *2599. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhom Ram : Will- the Honourable 
Eeventie Member ~dly state- 

(a) whether it is not a fact that there has been a widespread failure 
of the kharif crops this year in the districts of Rohte.k, Hissar, 
Guiga.on and Karnfl,l ; 

{b) whether it is not a fact that in a year like the present there is a 
_ much greater danger of i;he occurrence of canal cuts than there 

would be in a. normal year ; 

SUSPENSION OR REMISSION OF LAND REVENUE IN RonTA:J;{ 
DIBTRIOT. 

~- *2598. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu R~m : Will the H~noura.ble 
=ftevenue Member kindly state-!. 

(a) 'whether Government has .reeeived any proposals for the suspen 
sion or remission of land revenue in the Rohtak district ; 

(b)\:Qd, if so, what are the amounts of remission and suspension res 
pectively proposed by the district authorities ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir F~-i-Husain: (a) Not yet. 
(b) Does not arise. 

FilllNE RELIEF, . *~:au S~b Chaudhrf Chhotu Ram : Will t}),e Honourable 
-li~;Member kindly state- · 

(a) the a.ppraximate loss in receipts from land revenue in .eonaequenee 
of the failure· of the present kharif; 

(b) the approximate expenditure whi~h will be necessitated by t}le 
repairs or reeonstmetiot; o.f WO.'.!.'~ .d.Q.m.l!,ge.d. by this y~'s. 
floods; 

(c) the amount which is expected to be given out in ta.009iyi loans ; 
(d) the approximate amount which the Punjab Government will have 

to pay to the Railway Department in lieu of concession rates 
for the transport of fodder ; 

(e) the approximate amount which the Government expects to spend 
on famine relief ? 

'The Honourable Mian Sir Fi&l-i-Husain: (a) Rs. 12·24 lakhs, 
(b) Rs. 59 .15 lahks. 
(c) Rs. 62 lakbs. 
(d) Rs. 50,000. 
(e) Rs. 18 lakhs. 
'I'he.figurea are only estimates. 
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WAGES OF PEOPLE ON FAMINE WORKS, 

*2601. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable 
.Bevenne Member kindly state- 

(a) the scale of wages for men, women and children engaged on famine 
works; ·· 

(b) the year when this scale was fixed ; 
(c) whether it is proposed to adhere to this scale even now when thQ,, 

_ prices of the necessaries of life have advanced so substantially 'l 
The Honourable Mian Sir F azl-i-Husain : (a) The scale of wages 

-p~d on famine works is adjusted to the price -of the cheapest grain in common 
::use in the district and varies with it. It is based, in accordance with the 
. recommendations of the Indian Famine Commission of 1901 , on the lowest 
. amount sufficient to maintain healthy persons in health. For persons 
who are not in health separate provision is made. To raise the wage would, 

, as the Commission pointed out, be unjust to other sections of the com· 
muajty, and would prolong the period for which persons would cling to. 

~-1:elief works. ' 
_ Details of the wage scale will be found in paragraphs 139-148 of thEt 

")l~mine Code, a copy of which is laid on the table. 
(b) In 1907. 
(c) Tbis is unnecessary, in view of the reply to part -(a). 

TAOOAVI LOANS, RoHTAK DISTRICT, 

- *2600. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Cbhotu Ram : Will the Honourable 
~avenue Member kindly state wheths- Government will insist on the re 

/ · ~very of taccavi loans even in areas in the Rohtak district where the khariJ 
· has failed and where it is proposed either to remit or suspend land revenue ?" 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: The itttention of the 
honourable member is drawn to paragraph 629 of the Land Administration 
Manual which contains the rules on the subject. A Deputy Commissioner 
may order the suspension of any instalment in consequence of the faillli'e 

.,of the crops or any other serious calamity reporting his action to the Commis 
sioner, 

---- 

(c) whether in a yea,r like the present it would not be desirable t~ 
make special arrangements to prevent canal cuts and to in 
sist that the supply of water to the areas at the tail would be 
a· proper test of the diligence and watchfulness of the canal 
officials; and, if so, whether Government intends to make 
such arrangements and to invite the attention of canal officials 
to this test ? - · · 

The Honourable Miao Sir Fazl-i.-Husain: (a) Not of Punjab Canal 
-:irrigated crops. Unirrigated crops have suffered from failure of monsoon. 

- (b) Yes. 
. (c) Present arrangements are considered adequate ; but the attention.of 

-eanal officials is again being drawn to this matter. 
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, NOTE.-If cooked food is given the price of the ration, including the allowance of salt, oil.,. 
CJO'.D.diments, etc., should equal the price of the wage given in the above table. 

, 141. Variations o.f the w~gei-(a) The scale of wages given in the pre· 
ceding section can be altered only by the Local Government or by the Famine 
Commissioner, if such has been appointed under Section 66 of the CodE1, .. 
specially empowered by the Government of India in this behalf. The eir-: 
cumstances under which an enhanced scale of wages may be required would" 

\ include the following :- 
Wb,en the physical conditions of the people has so deteriorated that a. 

more liberal diet is required ; when severe cold calls for a larger supply of> 
food; when owing to variations in the market prices the ordinary 'Wage is· 
insufficient to procure· the proper proportion of oil, condiments, vegetables, . 
etc. It may be assumed th11,t out of n, full wage of 18 chhitaks the worke1' 
should purchase 11 chhitaks of grain, and oil, condiments,.vegetables, ete., 
with theprice of the remaining 7 chhitsks of bis wage. On t~e other hend, 

6 

8 

18 
14- 

10 
10 · 

Female. 

4 

6 

8 

18 

14- 

10' 

12 

I 
One pioe extra to the mother, or 

3 chhitaks. 

One pioe mlre tha,n Class I. 

Ma.le. 

WAGES IN OBillTAXS 
(1_ mmrrAK-2 onscss.) 

Working children 

Adult dependants and re11t-day wa,ge 

Non-working children- , 
Over 10, but under .14, yeal'II 

Over 7, but under 10 yea.rs 

Under 7 ye&i'S, but not in arma 

Children in arms 

fflass I. 

"· II. 

•• m. 
•• IV. 

"'' . v. 

SpeoiaJ-Ma.tes and special gangs 

Diggers 

Carriers 

Class. 

[rHon'bfo Mian Sir FazU-Husain.] . : · .. 
, : EXTRAC'.1: FROM 0TBE PUNJAB FAMINE CODE, 1906." 

. CHAPTER VII. 
Wages and allowsaees. . 
189. General.-The principle of the wage scale is that the famine wage 

'1!ould be the lowest amount sufficient to maintain healthy persons in health ... 
Persons who are not in health when they come on the works should be 
treated specially, within the. terms of this Code. 

140. Wage scale.-The following wage scale shall be adopted on alt 
public works :-:-'- - · _, 
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a reduction in the wage scale is necessary in the .. case of workers on :µon 
-departmental village works, or may be required at the 'end of a famine, or if a 
demand for labour has arisen and the able-bodied -relief workers remain on the 
works without necessity. In no case shall the full wage 6£ a digger be raised 
so as to exceed 20 chhitaks or reduced to. less than 15 chittaks, the wages 

·@f the other cla~ses, or of such of them as may_ be considered nece~sary, being 
.altered proportionately. · 
. (b) On private works, whether aided or unaided, the persons undertak .. 
'ing the work shall make _th cir own terms with the labourers. · · 

When the power of altering the wage is exercised it should take the form 
of a direction that the wages in the pice-wage table shall be increased or 
Jowered by so many pice, and not that the grain-wage or allowance shall ha 
altered by so many chhitaks. . 

. 142. Cash ·payme:nt.-,-W ages shall be paid in cash unless the Local 
.:Gove~ent otherwise directs. 

143. Price basis.-The basis of conversion shall be the price prevail ug in the nearest bazar of the cheapest grain in common use, not flour, but 
grain cleaned for sale. The price basis shall be fixed by the Commissioner, 
'and shall not be altered on account of small variations in market prices. 
:But, to meet sudden and sharp oscillations in market prices, the· Deputy 
.Commissioner shall have power to alter the basis within a· limit of 20 per 
cent. reporting his action by telegra~ to the Commissioner. 

6. FAMINE WORKS: . 

02. Rai S~h Chli.uclhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable 
a en Member kindly state- · 

· (a) whether in starting famine works it is not customary to have re- 
gard to the principle of utility ; . '. 

(b) whether Government has any objection to the conversion of kuteha 
roads into pucca roads or to the repairing of kutcha. roa.ds or 
tnaking of fresh ones as famine works, where circumstances 
-pormit, in preference to the digging ,of tanks r . . 

The Hon.ourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Rusaui: (a) Yes, but other con 
-siderations, as the amount of labour that can be employed on each work, 
-have also to be borne in mind. · 
'. , - . (b) . The honourable member can be assured that all the classes of work 
cmentioned by him will be duly considered. In deciding whether kuctha. 
roads should be made pneca, it is necessary to bear in mind --- amongst other 

c;,ci>nsiderations two----:firstly, that the cost is heavy, and most of it does not 
go to pay-labour in the .area effected and secondly, funds may not ht: 

::4:otthcomiilg tokeep the pueea roads, once made, in proper condition. 
-+--',' 

• . . · LAND REVENUE AND WATER RATES. 

~2603. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : . Will th; .:a:onoumbJe 
.... -,,;R.even,ue Memb~er kindl;y: s.tf1t~ . . r ; . .i : .. ·• .. 

{q,} :wh~the~_va~~t~ons in the pnces of agncultural produce from-year 
to year make any difference in - the -amount -or land. rev enue 

· or .water..ra,tes to- .be paid .by • .the. owne.t .oz_ ocaupier...of.J3igrfogJ. 
tural land ; · · · 

STARRED QUESTIONS .A.ND ANSWERS. 



'Volume XIII, page 63. 

/ COMMUNAL BEPREBESTA.TION IN PU,BLIC SERVICES'. 

//. *260.S. _Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ra!JI: Will the _Chief'. 
/ , Secretary kindly state- 

(a) whether the annual consolidated statement showing the propor 
tionate representation of various classes in the various .branohas. 

, · of public services due on the 1st January 1929 is yet ready for 
distribution to the members of .the Council ; if not, wlien it is. 
expected to be ready-; · 

(b) what are the oauses responsible for the delay in the publicationi 
of the statement referred to in (a); 

{c) 'what action is proposed to be taken to prevent the recurrence of 
- delay in future ? 

Mr. H. W. Emerson: (a) Copies of the statement for 1929 were dis 
· tribut~d to honourable members during the July session. 

(b) and (c) The attention of the honourable member is invitetl to the- - 
reply given to part (c) of his UilStarred question N0; 11801 ·oft the 27th July 

'1929. 

-·--·- 

CHAHI RATES. 

~;2604. Rai Sahib Chauclhri . Chhotu Ram : Will the E:onourable < .Bevenne Member kindly state- 
(a) whether a motion for a cut of Re. 1 was carried by the Council 

in the budget session of 1927 as an indication of the Council's 
view that chahi rates were unjustifiable; · , 

(b) whether any, and, if so, wh~t, action was ~aken by Governmenif; 
in pursuance of the motion referred to .m (a) ; 

(c) whether any steps have ever been taken to form an estimate of' 
th& annual income derived by Government from chahi rates ; 
and, if not, whether Government intends to take any such steps,' 
now? . . . ·· 

T.he Hnaourable Mia;1 Slr Fa?:1·1-!fosain : (a) Yes. 
(b) and ·(c) An enquiry was made as to the financial efiect of the aboli- 

tion of chahi rates in the province. It would mean a decrease in land revenue 
. of at least forty-two lakhs, but it is impossible-to give an exact figure. For 
some time past however ill re-settlements chaki lands have been assessed. 
with great moderation. - 

[ R. S. Ch. Chhotu R~m. l · . 
(b) whether variations in the yield per, acre of agricultural land make 

any difference in the land revenue or· water rates to be paid. 
per acre from year to year ; and, if so, under what eireum 
stances and to what extent ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) No. 
(b) No, except in so far as provision is made in tracts under a fluctuat 

ing system of assessment for. remitting land revenue or water rates when, 
erops have failed to mature. 
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SEcoNi, DIVISION LL.B.'s. 
*2607. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: Will the Chief 

Secretary kindly state- 
_- (a) whether it is not a' fact that .the rule· allowing second division 

LL.B.'s to sit for the competitive examination held for the· 
recruitment of sub-judges was frained with the object of-en 
couraging the increased employment of candidates belonging 
to backward classes ; 

(b) whether he is prepared to place a list of the names of second divi· 
sion LL.B.'s with their tribes on the table of the House; and, 
if he is not.so prepared, what are the reasons for this reluctance? 

Mr. R. W. Emerson : (a) .The honourable member presumably refers-. 
to the rule by which District Judges submit the nomination rolls of eandi 
dates for the. post of sub-judge when required to .submit them by 
the Honourable Judges of the High Court. Provided that he satisfies eer 
-tain qualifications, e.g:, age, a zamindar candidat~; who .haa passed the, 
LL.B. examination in the 2nd division, is entitled to havti his roll submitted. 

COMPETITIVE EXAMINATION FOB SUB-JUDGES. 

*2606. Rai Sahih Cbauclhri Chhotu Ram: Will the Chief' 
Secretary kindly state-,...; 

(a) whether the detailed results of the competitive exarnination held_ 
for filling a certain number of the posts of extra assistant Mill· 
missioners are duly published in the Government Gruette ;· 

(b) whether a competitive examination of sub-judge candidates ii. 
also held; 

(c) whether the detailed results of the examination referred to In- 
(b) are not published; · 

(d) whether there is any objection, and, if so, what, to the publication, 
of the results of the examination of sub-judge candidates in 
the same manner and to the same extent as is done in the cese 
of extra assistant commissioner can~dates;. 

(e) if there is an objection, whether the objection proceeds from the 
· High Court or the local Government ; 11 
(!) with whom the flnal responsi bility for the recruitment of sub-judges. 

rests ? 

Mr. H. W. Emerson: (a) Yes. 
(b) The examination is not a competitive examination but a. qualify· 

ing examination to assist the Honourable Judges in the selection of· candidates 
for the post of sub-judge. 

(c) The results are not published in the Gaeeue. 
(-d) and (e) The question has not hitherto been considered and will! 

now be examined. 
(f) The honourable member is referred to section 22 of the Punjab 

Courts Act of 19l 4. 

STARRED QUEB'l'IO!JS AND ANBWEltlt. 



t·~· ,·t• 'f' SCHOOLS. IN AMB4I,A DISTRICT. . -- 
r; - 1370. Rai Sahib Lala -Ganga Ram : Will the Honourable Minister 

-lo:f"Educa.tioh please stat~ · · · ". 
•, .... : - . . 

(a) figures of e.ducational progress in the municipal and district board 
· - .. ) . _ · _. areas ?f the Am ball.!, district for the .last 14 yoo.rs. separately for 

· .: each year·from Sl~t :Ma~ch to 31st March·; 
1·~ .. ---- .. , ~~- ~.. .... -·· -·· ,.__ ~-·· ...... . . , 

. UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

Sun-JUDGE CANDIDATES, 

/ *2609. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : - Will the Chief 
/ -;Secretary kindly state- 

. · (a) ho~ many names were specially requisitioned by the High Court 
for being included among sub-judge candidates last year 
and how many have been requisitioned this y~r ; " 

(b) whether there are any, and. if so, how many, candidates belonging 
· · · to notified agricultural tribes among those referred to in (a)? 

. Mr. -H.' W. Emerson: Government are not in possession of the in· 
-·formation necessary for a complete reply to be given, The information is 
-~eing obtained and a reply will be given to the honourable member in due 
.course, 

- SUB-JUDGES' OOMPETITIVE EXAMINATION, 

*2608. Rai Sahib Chauahri Chhotu Ram : Will the Chief 
:.~ecretary kindly · state- 

(a) how many second division LL.B. 's were allowed to. sit for the 
i: . · - sub-judges' competitive examination last year and how many 
• of them were members of notified agricultural tribes ; 

', (b) how many second division LL.R's' are beirig allowed to sit for 
the examination this year and how many of them are members 
of notified agricultural tribes .? 

_ Mr. H. W. Emerson: Government are not.in possession of the inform 
·tiition necessary for a complete reply to be given. The information is being 
obtained and a reply will be given to the honourable member in due course. 

• [ ,Mr. Emerson. ] . . _ 
'by the l)istrict Judge. Tlie object of this rule is to enable the Honourable 
-Judges of the High Court to nominate to the local Government for appoint: 
ment as sub-judges, a sufficient number of zamindar candidates whose 
nomination :n.olls have been approved by the Honourable Judges and who 
'lave passed the. q~alifying examination. 

(b) It is -not clear what information regarding 2nd division LL. B.'s the 
honourable member desires and· over what period. If he will be good enough 
·fo state explicitly what information he requires, Government will consider 
whether it is possible to supply it. 
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EDUOATIONAL PROGRESS IN MUNICIPAL AND DISTRICT BOARD SCHOOLS. 

1372~ Hai Sahib La1ai G~n~a ~-: Will the Honourable Minister 
tor Education be pleased to state- _ _ . 

(a} the figures of educational· progress j_n :i;rm,nicipal .boar~ an4 ~ 
trict board schools, aided or · unaided, recognized or 'unrecog- 

1' nised, managed ,by local or - private -bodies fo; the last 14 
.~, .... _, -------y.ears separately from Slst- March-19l6-to Sls_t March 1929; 

1 Volume- XII, page 234. 
8 V we page 4 74 i,11,f,a. 

COMPULSORY EDUCATION IN AMBALA DISTRICT. 

1371. Rai: Sahib Lala G~g~ R~ : Will the ·:i:i:ono~able Minister 
1or Education please state- · _ 

(a) in what committees, small towns and district areas of the Ambala 
district is free and compulsory education prevalent; 

(b) the names of .committees and small towns that have adopted 
wholly or .partly the Punjab. Compulsory Primary Ed·ucation 
,4ct with population of. such area, number of school-going 
boys and those really under education on 31st M&,'ch .. 1.~~~, 
and similar infon;nation with. regard to the- different groups 
of villages of .the district board area ; • 

• '. . .~, • . I • 

(e) the names of the muaj,cipal .committees and small towns 
where free and compulsory education is not at all adopted, 
whether any_ efforts have been made in the direction; and, 
if so, with what results and after how. long shall free and 
compulsory education be possible in such areas ? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: The honourable member's 
-attention is drawn to answers to Council Questions Nos. *16081 and *26262, 
Further information now sought by him is not all readily available, and·it 
is doubtful whether the labour involved in collecting some of it will be justi 
fied byJhe results achieved. Such <>fthe information, however, as can be 
put toge.ther without e:irpenditure qf undue labour and tUD:e. will be collected, 
.and furnished to the honourable member as early as possible. 

(b) numberof primary, lower middle and middle sch~ols for.vernacular 
· education, .aided or unaided, recognized or . unrecognized, 

managed by local or private bodies for girls and boys separately 
with the name of the controlling bodies ; · 

( c) lower middle, middle or high schools for English education with 
full particulars as in 'clause (b) above; · _ . . 

(rl) number of students in each class for each year in vemacular 
and English classes separately with full praticulars as in 
clause (b) abov.e? 

The Honourabl; Mr. M~~h~ Lal·: The value of this information 
{even if procured) will not be commensurate with the time and labour 
spent on its collection. 
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. PROMOTION FROM· P:aovrNCIAL To INDIAN ENGINEERING SERVIOE, 
. I-a'RIGATION BRANCH. 

.. 1375. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram:. Will the Honourable· 
!!Revenue Member please state- J • 

· (a) what p~rcen~·ag~ has ~een ~ed ~or promotion from the~ Provincial 
y .; , ,.;;:. . Engmeermg_ Service (Irrigation Branch) to the Indian Service, 

· :~" Engineers-,.._... », - • -- - 

PROMOTION FROM PROVINCIAL TO INDIAN ENGINEERING SERVICE, 
BUILDINGS AND ROADS BRANCH. 

1374. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram: Will the Honourable 
Minister for Agriculture please state- 

(a) what percentage has been fixed for promotion from the Provincial 
Engineering · Service (Buildings and Roads Branch) to the 
Indian Service of Engineers ; 

(b) ~hether any promotion has since been given to any officer of the 
Provincial Engineering Service in the Buildings and Roads: 
Branch; 

(c) if not, why not ? 
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) In 1920 a per-: 

centage of O · 2 per annum or one appointment in 5 years was fixed. 
(b) No. / .- 
(e) The actual strength of the fodian.Service of Engineers was in excess. 

of the sanctioned cadre and hence no appointments could be made. Recruit 
ment to the Indian ~vice of Engineers in the Buildings and Roads Branch. 
ceased in 1925 . 

!::.·--- 

PRIMARY AND SEOONDARY EpUOATION IN AMBALA DISTRICT. 

1373. Rai Sahib Lala Ganga Ram : Will the Honourable Minister: 
for Education be pleased to supply a statement regarding the annual c01:1t on. 
primary and secondary education by all different resources for each year 
according to each tahsil of the Am.bala district. 

The Honourable Mr. Manoh~r Lal: The question does not specify 
the period. for which information is sought and it, would be difficult to collect. 
much of the information which is required. Such information as can readily 
be obtained, will be sent to the honourable member later. 

[R. S. Lala Ganga Ram.] 
(-b) names of the villages in the Kharar and Rupar tahsils where there-. 

are any such institutions with the names of the managing: 
body, kind of schools and the number of scholars under edu 
cation ? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: The value of this information 
(even if procured) will not be commensurate with. the time and labour 
spent on its collection. 
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SuB-lNSPEOTOR, ABB.AS Klu.N; 
,. 1378. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Will the Honourable 

Finance Member be pleased· to state- 
( a) whether Government has received any representations from the 

Hindus of Kinjar, district Muzaffargarh, against sub-inspector 
Abbas·Khan; _ 

(b) if so, what action Government proposes to take in the- mattei;? 
02 

BR.A.KR.A. DAM. 

1377. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram: (a) Will the Honourable 
Revenue Member be pleased to state whether it is a fact that the people 
of the Hissar, Rohtak and Gnrgaon districts have suffered a great deal for 
want of rain ; 

(b) if so, will he please state when the Bhakra Dam will be· take.n in 
hand? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes, as far as the 
unirrigated portions of the districts referred to are concerned. 

(b) The Bbakra Dam will be taken in hand as soon as the Project is ready 
and formally sanctioned: Funds have been asked of the Council in present. 
session to commence preliminaries of the Bhakra Dam Project. · 

-- 

(b). Number of men who had been selected as I' Candidate zilladars •• 
and not yet appointed es.ailladars was on lat January 1929- 

Muslims. Hinrlus. Sikhs. 
17 7 14 

(e) · Number of men" selected as " Candidate Zilladars " in 1929- 
Muslinns. Hindus. Sikhs. 

87 14 11 

Others. 
2 

Sikhs. 
· 58 

Hindus. 
61 

ZILL.AD.A.RS IN THE ffiRIG.A.TION DEPARTMENT. 

1376. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Will the Honourable 
Revenue Member give a statement communitywise showing- 

( a) strength of zilladara in the Irrigation Department on the 1st 
January 1929 ; 

(b) number of men on the waiting list on that date; 
(c) number of candidates now selected in 1929? 

The Honqurable Mian Sir fp.zl .. i-Husain: (a) Strength of zilladars 
on 1st January 1929- 

Muslims. 
98 

(b) whether any promotion has since been given to any officer of the 
Provincial Engineering Service in the Irrigation Branch; 

(c) if not, why not? 1 
• 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) 20 per cent. 
(b) Yes; eight since 1st January 1927. 
(c) Does not arise. 
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·-- 
. Ca)·~- ~{;-iryi~.9~ 1_ij2s~29. 

- - :-· .. JI ... ,tt1"" 
1380. l'Jr ,, J::. Maya Das : Will the Honourable Minister for .Agri- 

culture be pWasea to state- ; 

.(a) wlif!~:r~~~di~~~:; !1~~~e!f'~~~~ra:nt~eB~~~~~ t!~a~a~~ 
. ' years past ; 

(b) whether he is aware that many fruit trees were more or less 
severely damaged all over the province ; 

(c) whether any simple and practicable remedy is known to the 
Ag:ffo1,lltµrpJ ,De,P.~m,enJi J>,y_t.he-tadoptiori of which the· severity 

.. , \ J>! tl!i~J&IIJ.age, coµl,1;1, be a,ppreciably lessened ; . .. . . .. 
(d) if ~C?,'i~h~t1.,s.tlµs. :r;ero~y,.and .. ~hat stepa.hsve been taken to 

bring it to the notice of persons concerned ? - 
The Honourable Sarilu Sir Jotenclrai Smiii: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes • 

. . ~i-_;::eratly W~P;~(},#~e QO!_~~,l!DJ.~µ-~F,ck~~,,~th sµita.ble ~ter- 
ials d~g .t~f ,~t~r ~a~ 1m>v~d,.,.s~"1PB-f% ~ff~vw;\3,°' :,Pt4er measures 
adoptecf ID. VarIO~! ~~Wl~rJ-~S f~1-'}lJ.J;l.j?lOt,ect~9p, ,pJJr,w,t ~I'eer. iµ:87".; .r : , 1 , 1 ii<=• . 

(i) the use of large heaters or tlie burnmg of fires m orchards to raise 
. thetempe~~tpre; Hrn.'· .. _,,_,,_,,_:•,,, _, .1" •. 

(ii) the prod11ction of smolre screens by means of smoulderiag _ 
. fir'' . ... 

(iii) ihe :;!~i~~ of the orchards whi6h mih1roise'th~ frijtirl6iis ~rreatj 
of frosts; . 

. .. These remedi6s are heiriithia;aJ kribwn to zaiilliidihl. i:,i 1~tures given at 
agricuitural association meetings, and it is also propbsed . to issue a depart 
mental' leaflet on: the' subject: 

The. Honourable Mr. A~· M: Sto'W: (a) Yes. 
(b) Aft~r e:nqrury Govkrnment 'oonside~ that no actfo:n is necessary.- 

. PtmOHASE OF. STA.MPS, 

1379. Lala Kesho - Ram, S~khri : Will the Honourable Fiiianoe 
Member be pleased to state--- 

(a) if it is a fact that there is a branch 0£ the Imperial Bank situated 
· · in · the Amritsar City at a distance of three miles from the 

courts . , . . .. 
. . . , . ~-· 'J • : -r . ~ .. :. '; ~ • ' · • . . - . · ·, · ··· 

(b) if it is a .. fa9p. th;~t. ijb,e PVb~~ wli~. lia.yE! t.o pm;~hase stamps. 4wvJl 
first to go .. t? the . t~easll!y situated m th~ court compound 
arid get a ehallan dtily signed by t~e <;rffic1al at the treasury 
and then. go to. the In,ipe~!1'1 }\lank Jot the. d3posit. ,pf the 
money, thenagain go back and get a stamp from the treasury; 

(e) if the answer to (a) aiid (b) be in the a.ffirmative, what action 
.... , .. Government propoaes. to take to simpilly the procedure ? . .. . . . ·,.. ..- ' .. , 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: I regret that tlieanswee to this 

question, ~,not-ready. It will be communicated to the honourable member 
when ready. 
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Co-oPEBATIVE BANKS, 
1383. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Minister for Agri- 

enlture be pleased to state- - - ' · 
(a) what is the · number of co-operative hanks in the Fsrozepore 

district; 
(~),. how .. many perso~.~ere.~ven loans of, or are.owing the ba.nk 

'Rs. 1,000 to Rs. 5,000, · 
Rs. 5,000 to Rs. 10,000 ; _ · 
upwards of J:.l,s. 1(),000 ; · 

(c) how many of these t:ransa~tions are likely to result as bad debts ? 
The Hoiiourab~e' Sardar Sir Jogenclra". Singlf:-, ·(aj 'TnrJe "'CehtraI 

Banks ; two Banking Unions·; and .840 Credit Sooieties. . - ,. 
- (b) and (c) As Co-operative Societies are .private associations and Banks 

never reveal 'the private transactions· ·of their 'members, Govsmmsnt" can 
give no information. _. __ -'----· "' -: , .. , -· ..... --··· ·" r' 

CANAL w ATEB. . 
1384.' ~· E. J,Wa,ya :Q!IS ! ~i!l th~ ~onoµrabl~ Rev~~~~- ~e~~e~ 

be pleased. to state for any locality ;for which 1t may be oonvement to give 
the information'-- . " - . . ·,., ·;_,r';,' ... :, ._,, ''''""''" ·.·; •<\ 

(a) how many cubic feet of canal water are required for raising-c- 
. 1 acre of wheat ; ' . 1 acre of rice ; . 

2 a&es or gra:t:hs; 1 acre of jowar; 
1 aere of 'barley ; 1 acre of makai ; 
1 acre of sugarcane; 1 acre of bajra ; 

I l : . ::\ -' . . . 

(b) what-is the amount of the water-rate per acre iii each case? 
vr•• ,,oi ...... ••• •,-• • ,.~· •· 4,,,..,.., , .... -.••·•·•·-••4 •-••·,••~• •• .- •.. ,r•••<o-•-•••••••-•· 

CH,~01!1 !9~9A.~¥ w~T~~.J;IJ. V.<>_Ll)'.¥,Jil, 
:J381. Mr. E Maya Das : Will the Honourable Revenue M~mb~r be 

pleased to state- .,, ..... ,., ·, +,~ ,,.,~, .-,-, 

(a,) '\Vhether exp_~~0IJ:ts ~QQ.u~ charging {or oaael w11,ter by. volume 
. have ~0~11 cartjEJd, 011~ any:w.l!ere,:jf. so, ·wb.ertf; - · ·· 
(q) wh.~the:r ~hese ex~.el'!tS . havEl • been successft;il, · Q,D.d, if. so, wh.q,t 

a.re t};le co.n~iq~ necessa.cy- f.oi: ~e sll,CCE!~stul W,O!king of this 
system on the smallest possible ~ea; an'd ·wha.t ij3 that area ? .. - 

The Honourable Mim Sir Ful-i-H~ain: (a) Yes, on cerj;a.in es 
tates·on·th:e DoworBari Doab and Lower Ohenab Canals • 

.".''(b) Iii'is difficult to say, but on the whole, as yet they cannot be said to 
have succeeded. 

MoTOB AOOIDENTS, 

138Z. Mr. E. Maya Das : Will the Honourable Fina.nee Member 
be pleased to state- 1 

'"(a)what is the number of motor accidents that took place during: 
. '. the year 1928-29 which resulted in serious injury or deatli 

_ _ of one or more pei:sons ; . 
(b) in how many instances were cases instituted against those to 

· - :. · blame ahd what punishment was generally inflicted ? · · "· ·:--_ 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: The information asked for is not. 

yet available. It will be supplied to the honourable member when ?0!:l,dy~ 
,;,. ,. . .. . . •· .. 
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ii 
!: 

IS_, Rioe .. .. 
6. Jowar ,: Ma.kki .. ,. 

8; Bajra. 

. ' 
3. (11) Barley eltciept on Kharif Channels 

(b) Ba.rley on Kha.r1f Olia.nnels • , 

4. (II) Suga.roane 

(b) Suga.roane on Xha.r.if Ohannels 

II 2, Grain .. 

1. (11) Wheat except on Kharif Ohanne]s 

(b) ·Wheaton Xh&rif Oha.nnels 

RATB. 

Flow.. Lift. 

Rs; A., .p, Rs. A, P, 

s- 4 0 2 10 O perarop. 

3 12 0 114 0 " ff , 
3, .. 4 0 1·10 0 ·'' ., 
5 4 0 2 10 0 .. H; 

3 12 0 114 0 " .. 
I 

12 0 0 6 -0 0 .. .. 
10 0 0 5 0 o'" .. 

7 s- 0 8 12 0 .. .. 
·, 

0 12 0 1 8 0 .. tfl - 

5: 0 0 2,8 0 .. .. 
I 

3 4 0 .lj:10 0 ·" ... 

Crop. 

(b)- 

34,000 

60,000 

49,000 

39,000 Wheat ,; 

Gmm •• 

l3a.rley0 

Maize •• 

Jow,3 a.nd Bajm ,,, 

o. ft. of wat.er required t.o 
matuie one a.ore • Orop. .... . 

68,()()() 

127,000 

115,000 ... 
Cotton •• 

Sumt,roane 

Rice . J.j 

16,500 

The Honourable Mum Sir Fazl-i-Busain i (a) No ~~ents of a 
scienti:fio nature have so far been conducted. to find out the . WQ.ter require· . 
.ments of orops. , , ;'. 

. • . , · .• ·I ··- 

' In the yea.rs 1918-19 to 1920-21 a. series 9~ observations. ~ere ma.de by 
Irrigation Branch for the entire area commanded by certain outlets on differ· 
ent canals to find out the a.mount of water used by Z$minda.rs :in a.otua.l prae 
tice. Average results of a.II the outlets examined on the Lower Chenab 
Canal. for the yea.r.HJlS-19 a.re- 
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MALARIA. 

1388. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Minister for Local 
'Self-Government be pleased to state the number of deaths caused by malaria 

· -dnring 1928-29 ? 

The H~nourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : Deaths from malaria 
are not recorded separ1:ttely ; but the total number -of deaths from fevers, 
which also includes deaths from malaria, was 816,285 during the year 1928. 

MALARIA. 
1387. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Minister for Local 

13elf-Govemment be pleased to state whether 1928-29 was an average year 
.as regards malaria or was is above or below average ? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : The attention of the 
.honourable member is invited to paragraph 26 of the Report on the Public 
Health Administration of the Punjab for 1928 from which it will be seen 
that during the year 1928 the Punjab was exceptionally. free from epidemic 
.malaria, 

DRAINAGE NEAR THE Snrn KANYA MAHAVIDYALIA. 

1386. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable. Minister for Local 
:Self-Government be pleased to state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that the question of drainage of the neigh· 
bourhood of the Sikh Kanya, Mahavidyalia is before the Urban 
Sanitary Board ; 

(b) if so, by '!henis a decision likely to be reaehed; 
(e) if the Urban Sanitary Board has not as yet taken up this question, 

by when are they likely to take it up ? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) No. 
(b) Does not arise. 
(c) As soon as the Municipal Committee of Ferozepore submits the 

necessary proposals. 

GOVERNMENT HIGH SCHOOL FOB GIRLS •. 

1385. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Minister for 
Education be pleased to state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that it is proposed to open a. Government 
High School for Girls in Ferozepore ; 

(b) if so, by when it is likely to be.opened ? 
.; 

The Honourable Mr. ·Manohar Lal: (a) No such proposal is nndee 
-eonsidsration. 

(b) Does not arise. 
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CEBB FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES. 

1390. Mr. E. Maya · Das : Will lhe1 Hon6~able Minister for i Local 
Self-Government be pleased ·t-O'·'stat~ ~- :. · ,:., .. - · -1 ": 

(a) whether it is a, fact that about 15 years ago the Government 
was· pleased to authorise the district · boards to levy a special 
eess to he devoted" entirely to educational purposes ; i 

(b) if so, what district boards availed themselves of this offer and 
when? - 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : (a) The honourable 
member is possi.oly referring to the previsions-of. section· 4 of the ]?:u:njab, 
J>riinary Education Act; 191_9. , 

, •. (b) S~ f~ as Government are aware no .district board has yet levied the, 
spe~al. education ce~s under tp.e Act in question. 

~,[h' _:_l it,: .. ·:._.1.·;J•' -~ ·, • ·-,_·; t·, 1 .. , ' , ., •. ' ' 

STATIONING OF POLICE AT FERRIES. 

1391. Mr. E~ M~ya;I>as { Will 'tte Honorir~ble Minister for ,4.gri-- 
culture be pleased to state- _ · . · 1. '·'" 

(a) whether it is a fact that formerly police constables used to be- 
stationed at ferries; , . · 

(b) wheth!}r it is a fact that they were removed, so1:0e time. ag_<? ; ifso~ ' wl'ieh· -· ·· · ·· ·· --·· · · ,.... , .. ·· . 
. . 

(e) wh~t was the reason for the withdrawal of the police? 
Tl.e Uonoural..1 .. Sardar Sir Jogen4!a ~,i.ngJi : I re~e~ tl:u1:t the 

ans1. tW't~j.R.~--9J8,~~dif~6rre~g:r:, ,;rwap~oe c0,'inlf'~".8:~~~·~o.~ipe ~~lil~m:~ 
ab e memyer wnen rea y. 

1_, .~ \) • :1,: ,:· f •·: : ·., ,. , .... , ~--' 

MALARIA. 
1'· •, ·,. l.. .• 

Self-:;~~t~~~:a!:d~:t:at~ -~~-~ Ho~~~~ble ~i~~~'~er ~~~·tocal: 
(a) whether Gove~ent. has go~ an;r definite seheme.for eradjcating 
' - ' ; malaritt°'frdJll"th'e province f l(w: . ' ii _.; i '.•I ,( : ,;· 

(b) if so, when was tliis'scheme prepared and what progress has been. 
· made with if?'· .'" . ., ,:.: · -·, , ,. · ,i · > _, · · 

-: The Honourable Malik Firoz Kho, Noon: (a) A scheme fo~ the· 
eradication of malaria has been drawn up and is now in operation~"· ~'.·: .: · 

(b) The scheme may be said to have started in the fear 1910 when the ,' 
intensive study of malaria in the Punjab.was commenced. Considerable 
progress has been made in carrying out anti~Ilialaria measures, more especially 
during the past'' four' y'earii during ;wnifill extensi~· driiliiage""' schemes have 
been carried out in· urban and· rural ·areas by the prpaii' and Rm·a'} Sani 
tary' Boards, by the· Irrigation Department, and by the Water-logging 
Board~ · 

.': :To deal with a severe epidemic of malaria whichbroke out in the wesf. 
of th"e-1>fbvinee'in 'Octobe.r last ari elaborate scheme'·fo:r'distrihuting quinine 

. free of cost was also devised and brought into operation; · · ·" .: ~/;;.:·· ,·,·,-,.; 
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EDU<JATION IN RUPAR AND KHARAR TAHSILB. 

1394. IW Sahib' :Lal~. ~.ang~ ~~m .: Will the Hdn.ourable Minister- 
for Education be pleaaed.to state-,- · · 
..... (a) the number.of stu<l~nts elasswiss of all lower middle and middle 

schools, aided or uiiaided,' in the Rupar 'and Kharar tahsils on 
80tl;i . .fun~' i929 ·an.a'' the· nanies of ~uch. En:glish 'and' v~nracttlru! 
schools witll'·~piit>:iiafEnglish; · · .,,. !,, · · ,,.·/., .. ,., ', , 

MILKING-·oows. 

1393. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Minister for 1~- 
culture be pleased to state- ,, · · ;, 

· (a) whether it is a fact that Government has been making efforts 
to improve the breed ofmilking 'cows ; 

(b) if so, what degree of success has been att~ined? 

~e ~~~o!1"~~1~- $.~~&.! Sir ~o,~l!:dr11 S:ing~ ~ · (a) Yes. 
(b.) In some of the Grantee farms quite satisfactory progress has been· 

made in the last few years. It is hoped that with further selection and' 
grading still further progress will be achieved in the next few years. The· 
progress achieved in the Goveni.ment Cattle Farm at Hissar is also encourag- 
ing. ., 

' ··,· At the Lyallpur Dairy, by careful selection, elimination of bad milkers: 
and breeding orily from tµe 'Hest; the · average daily' yield of milk' per cow 
tlirouglioutthe year, ooth dry and in milk, bas increased from 5·4'pom:id's 'fa .. 
11 ·28 pounds. · ;, c' r. r, 

ARTIFJOIAL FERTILISERS. 

13.92. Mr. £. Maya tlas: Wi.JJ the Honourable 1Yl:i$ter for Agri- 
culture lre pleased- to ·state-<-= · • · · · 

(a) whether ,there are many artificial fertilizers in the market; 
(b) if. so; what are tµeir names;·- 
( c) has the Agricultural Department tested any of them ; 
(d) if so, with what' resnlts : 
(e) whether the Agricultnral Department is in a position to recom 

mend any of them ; if so, which ones aiid for what crops ? 
The Honoura~ls ~ar4ar ~ir jo;~11dra Sing~: (a) Yes. 
(b) (1) Nitrate of Soda, 

(2) Ammonium Sulphate, 
(8) Ammoni11tt1. Chloride, 
(4) Calcium Cyanamido, 
(5) Superphosphates, 
(6} Sulphate of Potash. 

(c) Yes. 
( a) The results are. still indecisive. 
(e) Not yet. 

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
. , ._ r. ·.: "; -~ ,:_•· -,- _: ~ .»'•, .,.., " ,- .. , ', , t-. .- 



LodAL Booras, 
1395. Rai Sahib Cbaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable 

:Minister for Local Self-Government please state- 
(a) what has Government done ever since he took office in replacing 

official presidents in 'municipalities, small iowns and notified 
areas by non-official presidents ; 

(b) whether Government during this period has replaced any official 
president by a non-official president ; and, if so, will he kindly 
state the number of official presidents removed and the number 
of official presidents still in office ; 

(c) will he also kindly state the reasons for keeping on the official 
presidents in these local bodies ? 

. The' Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon:_ (a) Copies of two 
Communiques issues by, Government regarding .fhe replacement by non 
.offieial of official presidents in municipalities, small towns and notified areas 
..are attached. 

(b) and (c) Yes. Statements A and B showing- 
( i) the municipalities in which official presidents have been withdrawn 

or ordered to be withdrawn, and 
(ii) the municipalities in which offici~l presidents 

1are 
still in office 

and the reason for retaining them 
.are attached. Government are not in a position without eonsultingthe Com 
missioners of divisions to furnish'. similar details about small towns and noti 
:ft ed areas. 

[.R. S. La.la. Ganga. Ram.] 
(b) the number of students with English, optional English, as the~ 

subjects on 30th June 1929 in different lower middle schools 
in the Rupar and Kha.ra.r tahsila separately ; 

(e) the number of students in each class in the following schools 
separately on the 30th June 1.929---- 
( i) Government High School; Rupar. 

(ii) Khalsa High School, Rupar ; 
(iii) Islamia High School, Rupar; 
(iv) Public High School, Rupar; 
(v) Khalsa High School, Chamka.ur (Rupar) ; 

( vi) Mission High School, Khara.r ; 
(vii) Khalsa High School, Kharar; 

(viii) Khalsa High School, Kura.Ii (Kha.rar) ; 
(ix) State High School, Nalagarh ; 
(x) State High School, Bilaspur ; 

(xi) Arya High School, Kathgarh ; 
(xii) Khalsa. High School, Anandpur. 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: The information is being. 
collected and will be supplied to the honourable member when ready, 
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·· The case is under considera.tion and looa1 offlom:a' 
opinion has been oalled for. . < 

•.• 1 Loos.I° officers a.re'not in favour of with. - dra.wal > a.t . present and their oases will be considered 
. . J next .,-ear. 

. . " L 

· The oommitt.ee has been asked to expres1{ its 
opinioll fn. the matt.er aft.er the next el.eotlons 
in the.coming Febros.ry. • 

. }mn m:unioipa.lities ihat are excluded from these 
orders. · . . 

. ,. : -.. . . 

1 ]luria .. 
2 Panipa.t 

3 Farldabad . 
4 Thaneliar 

3 Rupar 
- 

6 Firoq,ur~ka. .. 
. , 

• '1 Beri .. 
8 Sonepat 

'9 SiID1a .. .. ., 
10 Kasun,.pti. 

11 Dha.ramsala 

12 Ji . agraon 

13 Ohunia.n 

14 Dinanagar 
13 'Sharakpur 

.. } ,· - -· 

.. · The. looal offl~ ~ not in favour 'ot ~ with- , 
~wal of the official president$. . 

- ... , . ,· ~ . ' 
< < 

Na.me of munioipaJ oommitt.ee. · SerieJ 
No. 

I 
1:leaaoDs for the ret.ention of the official president. 

s 2 - .I 

~ The QOIQDlittees a.re · themselves desirous of 
- retain.mg th_e ~fflcial presidents • 

1 

~ of munwipa7. committees from which o.ffinint 'P'~ ha1'e been_ 
acl:ua'lly wilhil,raum Of'· o;iumii,_ to be wiJJulraum during the perioil 

of office of HO'fl,()Urab1,e Minimer for Local Self-Go'Cemment. 
1, Rewa.rj. 
2. Aboha.r. , . _ 
8. Zira. } Withdrawals . will take place _after the next . general 

. elections ~f the ~ininittees in December 1919, and 
4. .Muktsar Ma.y 1980, respeot1v.ely. . . · 

· 5. Urmar Ta.nda.. 
6. Sia.lkot. . , 
7. Gujre.t. : 
~ Mia.nwa.li •. 
9. Bhakka.r. 

10 •. Jhelom. 
11. . Pind Dadan Khan. 

A. 

/ 



GoVERNMENT HIGH Boaoor.s ·m GunGAON DISTBIOT. 

1397, Rao Bahadur Captain Rao Balbir Singh: Will the Honour- 
able Ministei.!'for E'd.ttbailion ·pffi"a-Se"stateLL !_ ' 

(a) whether it is the fut'entfon of Government to ;raise any of the 
. · Government High Behools ip the Gnigaon wstriet to ·the inter· 

:rne'dia;te ·'st'l!.n:data • .i r ' - '/ . 
1 

(b) if so, wfilch bf filfem\;' 

ENGLISH CLASSES nl }4mnLE Soaoors. 
11, ': ,, · •.,jPiJ:•'.·. ; ' 1396. Rao Bahadur Captam Rao ]lalbi,r S~h : WW the Honour- 

.able Minister for Education please .stateLl- · · 
(a) whether it is a fact that optional English classes in middle schools' 

in the Gnrgaon district .heve been abolished from this year ; 
(q) if so, what ate the reasons fo:ri this action ? 
·-·~·~ •,{ I_!]'" .. ,•;_:1 'J • .. • :1".':·.· ~·-:. ! L L·~· I • • • ' 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar' Lal: The information is being 
collected and will be supplied to the hori<>;nrable member wl:i~h"i'eady. " 

--·-· 

' . 
Looe.1 officers are not in favour of withdrawal 

but a further report has been called for by the 
end of this year. · 

. . ") Their case will. be considered next year. as they 
>, a.re_ not. considered :ifit for withdrawal at pre- 

J sent. 

· • }Non-elective munic~ties. 

The committee has been asked to express its: 
wishes in the matter. : 

') 

}

Their oases. will be considered next- yea_ r on the 
committees passing resolutions that ithey de sire to have non-official 1presi4ents. ,. 

Virle remarks a.ga.inst Nos. 9 and 10. 

Virle remarks a.ga.inst Nos. 9 and 10~ 

" }E· leotive system is not prevalent ·in_ these mnni- 
• . oipe.lities, but steps are being :taken to intro;- 

. duce it as early as ~~· · . · · · 

f"'•T•~ _,. : - -·- ,.,._, ..... ~ 
16 De.lho"!]Sie 

17 Be.ghbanpure. 

18 Patti .. 
19 Je.ndie.Ja 

20 Murree 

21 Ce.mpbellpur 

22 Ha.zro 

23 Pindlgheb 

24 Isa.khel 
- , .. ~· .. :.~ .. 

26 Pakpe.tte.n 

26 Ke.me.lie. 

27 Ke.ror •• 

28 Jampur 

29 Re.janpur 
- 

30 Mithankot 

Ree.sons for the ret.ention of t~e o~oial president. 
;1 t" ' 

Name of municipal committee. , 
Serial 
No. 

• ••• -~ ..• • ~ ...... ~--i,' l ~-··· .. ,..... ., ... ~ .... '''!f 
,:, 

[Hon'ble Malik Firoz Khan.] 
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. _ . . . . . W~TEiiJh~.. _ 
: .... i3!i9. _ ~~. iahad~ ca;t• Ra~ Ball,~ sfu1h : ·will th~ Itonoui~ 

able Revenue Member please state- · 
(a) the water rate on ehahi land in the Gurgaon district; 
(b) tloes · Government intend to abolish it at .the next· settlement 

of some nearer date? ' 

·!;;~l~:i!~~~;,~~}&.;~~i 
the inlormation asked lor will oe s-qpP.lieq. '. 

Rs. Rs. 

Gurgaon .. 33,000 7,850 

Rewari 59,500 5,100 

Pa.lwal , 38,075 8,625 
• Nuh 37,000 12,580 

Ferozepore-Jhirke. 42,000 11,000 
, ·; 

BaJla.bga.rh ~.425 6,707 

- 
Total .. 2,50,000 51,862 

., ~ ~- .. ,I',,•;, .... ·"--' ... "· 

TAOOAVI LOAN. 

. 13~8. Rao Bahadur Captain Rao Balbir Singh.: ,Will the Honour· 
.able Revenue Member please state the amount of taccavi loan per tahsil 
given for the construction of wells in the Gurgaon district during the our 
:rent year? 

The Honourable Mian Sir-Fazl-i-Husain: A statement showing.the 
amounts allotted to each tahsil in the Gurgaon district and the money actually 
distributed as tacoavi during the current financial year up to date, is laid 
on the table. 

Statement shouring the di$tribution of taccavi under the Lomd I mprovemR/fl,t 
Loans Act, }{.IX of 1888, infhf3 (}µ,rgaon district from 1st April 1929 

to 18th November 1929. 

. - t;J.•' t ':' . ' 

The Honourable Mr. Mano&ar Lal: (a) No such proposal is under 
consideration at present. 

(b) Does not arise. 

Amount a,Jtually 
distributed to 

zamindars up to 
18th November 

1929. 

Amount allotted. TahsiL 

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 



RESOLUTION re GRANT-IN-AID FOR INDIGENOUS SYSTEMS OF 
MEDICINE. 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal [North-East Towns, Non-Mnham 
madan, Urban] (Urdu) : Sir, I beg to move that- 

"That this Council recommends to the Government that Government gre.nt-in-aid. 
for indigenous systems of medicines be increased from Rs. 9,000 to Rs. 20,000· 
a. year."· . . 

Sir, I need not speak on this resolution at any great length, because 
much has already been said on this question on some previous occasions. · As 
for instance I moved a resolution on the 24th November 1927 in which I 
requested the Government to express its policy with regard to the standardisa 
tion of indigenous medicines. The reply on behalf of the Government was. 
vouchsafed by the Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon. But, Sir, it was 
in no way different from the replies that we usually receive from the Govern 
ment. The Government is very generous as far as lip symapthy is con 
cerned, but it never puts its sympathy to practice. 

. In 1925, many questions were put with regard to Government grant-in 
aid forthe indigenous systems of medicines, At that time an over-whelming 
majorit.y of the Hindu and Muslim members was of opinion that the 
Government must do' something to help these systems. In reply the 
Honourable Minister in charge of Local Self-Government informed the House 
that the Government bad sanctioned Rs. 9,000 as grant-in-aid to be equally· 
distributed amongst the D. A.-V. Ayurvedic College, the Islamia College 
Tibbia. classes and the Tibbia College at Delhi. · 

Then I asked as to what the Government was doing for standardisation 
of these medicines. The Honourable Mian S1r Fazl-i-Huaain, the then, 
Minister in· charge, was very profuse with sympathetic expressions and at. 
the same time inforgied us that Rs. 80,000 had been set aside in the budget 
for bhis purpose. He also promised to send a medical man to the Medical: 
College at Calcutta for training and make a report. But then, Sir, it appears, 
that the money was applied to some other purpose, heaven knows what. 
A Sub-Assistant Surgeon was, no doubt, deputed to Calcutta but nothing- 
came out of those fine promises and sympathetic expressions. 

My demand, throughout, has been that the Government should start 
a college for training va1"ds and halcims. Last time the Minister ineharge 
was pleased to remark that it would entail a huge expenditure and that,. 
perhaps, the Government would nofibe able to spare the money required 
for the purpose. I submit, Sir, that the medical men trained in the western 
systems have no sympathy with the indigenous systems and therefore, such. 
schemes should not be left at their mercy.' Most of the western medicines 
do not suit. the Indian temperament and in addition to that our own medicines 
are much cheaper. But in spite of all this the Government does not extend. 
a helping hand · to these medicines and goes on establishing allopathic dis 
pensaries in. v:~rious .· parts of the province. . If the Government is really· 
desirous of helping th~se· systems of medicines it should either start a .. 
training college for '1)(1,iiJ,s and ha kims or increase the grant-in-aid that · ,; 
is being given to the institutions engaged in this work. I made enquiries, 
with regard to the expenditure that is being incurred by these institutions, 
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and was informed that the annual expenses of the · D. A.- V. A.yurvedic 
College were Rs. 82,000 and those of the Islamia College . Tibbia classes 
Rs. 24,000 while the grant-in-aid offered to each of them by our sympathetic 
Government is no more than Rs. 8,000 a year. I may inform the House, Sir, 
that the D. A.:v. College people have also made adequate arrangements for 
teaching Anatomy in their college and thus remove the time-worn 
objection of the opponents that in these systems thore were no arrangements· 
to train students in Pathology and Anatomy. The railway authorities 
have granted a special concession in connection with the corpses that are 
brought to this college for post-mortem examination. Is it not possible, 
for the Government to do anything at all ? The Government spends 
Rs. 7,00,000 a year on one Allopathicvinatitutlon alone, i.e., King Edward 
Medical College. Then is it too much to ask it to increase the grant-in-aid 
to the indigenous institutions from Rs. 9,000 to Rs. 20,000 a year? Tmay 
also add, Sir, that my own suggestion about this sum of Rs. 20,000 is that 
Rs. 7,500 each may be given to the D. A.-V. Ayurvedic College and the 
Islamia College and Rs. 5,000 to the Tibbia College at Delhi. 

Now Sir; I would request the House to compare these petty grants 
with those made by the other provinces. The United Provinces 
Government is spending Rs. 2,00,000 a. year to encourage these systems 
out of which .Bs. 50,000 each are given to the Ayurvedic College of the 
Benares Hindu University and the ~ibbia College of the Aligarh Muslim 
University, and the remaining sum of Rs. 1,00,000 is distributed amongst 
other institutions of this kind. The Madras Government maintains an' 
Ayurvedic school and is spending Rs. 1,00,000 a year. .The Ceylon Govern 
ment has recently sanctioned Rs. 75,000 for·!!,. college to train student!! in the 
indigenous systems of medicines. Similarly the Bihar and Orissa Gov 
ernment maintains an Ayurvedic institution at Patna though I have not 
been able to ascertain the expenditure thereon. This shows, Sir, that· the 
Punjab Government has no reason to be 'proud of the treatment which it 
has so far meted out to the indigenous systems of medicine and that if it 
has any sympathy with these systems it should have no hesitation in ac 
cepting my resolution. 

In the end I should like to offer another suggestion. A committee con 
sisting of some members of this Council should be appointed to examine the 
condition of all such institutions and then recommend the deserving 
ones for grant-in-aid, ,~ do not mind if the committee is appointed by the 
Government itself. Moreover, as for as I am aware, the University has 
made no arrangements for the examination of the students receiving training 
in these institutions. Therefore a board should be appointed to conduct 
such examinations. . 

I think, Sir, that this m1~~lj_:':'7illsuffi.ce at present. If any further ex-: 
planation is required after th-e· pourable ·Minif;ter and other honourable. 
members have expressed their.& · ns, I will try to offer it in my reply to 
the debate, With these words i - end mv resolution to the House. . ' . . . . .. . . -~~-- 

Mr. President: The resolutioa-moved is- 
"That this Council recommends to the Government that Government gre.nt·in·e.id 

for indigenous systeJi!B . of medicines be increased from Rs. 9,~00 to Rs. 20,000° 
.. a year," · - - '--~- * 

a 
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. C~iidhri -_ Afzal Haq [Hoshiarpur-eaes-Ludhiana, _ Muhamma.dan, 
'Bural] (Urdu) : Sir, as has been stated by the honourable mover the atten• 
tion.of Government has from time to time been drawn both by means -oi 
-resolutions and questions to the matter of encouraging the indigenous sys~ 
tems - of medicine. Our attempts in this case have not altogether gone in 
-vain .... The. Government-have done something towards the 'eneouragomenf 

_-of these systems though not so much as we would have desired them to do. No doubt there is a large section of the public who prefer the western system 
-of medicine to the indigenous system of medicine. But the question which 
calls for our attention is whether or not the western system of medicine, 
no matter how far it may have advanced and developed, suits our require 
ments. The suitability of this system is very much doubtful. In tqe Madras 

- -Couneil the non-official'members raised-the question of encouraging the indi 
genous system of medicine, on which the Government appointed an 
enquiry committee who held the indigenous system of medicine to be scien 
tific. After this some provincia 1 governments made certain arrangements 
-for the improvement of these systems of medicine. We are grateful to the 
Honourable - Minister for Local Belt-Govemment for }1~ - sysmpatheti~ 
response to our call. Last year when a sum of .nine, thousand rupeea w~ 
-sanctioned for the encouragement of the indigenous ,systemq qf medicine }1e 
-w:a,s,pleased to explain that he had 11tade a beginning an~ that ._in fytl#~ 
la,,rg~ sums of money wonld be provided fqr, this, PH!P.()~e. . Ther~ is a pqv1tp~ 
j~JJtitntion in Delhi which is working very satisfacporily. .: It ha~ the SYJ:ll: 
pathies of the whole of India. The Pwija~ ~V~:flllAellt did well. in,givipg 
:a grant-in-aid to this institution. Constitu~io:iially speakipg: :i;>~lhi m.ay Jt~ 
-eonsidered a. separate - province but for administrative convenience .it is HJ.r 
-oluded in the Punjab province. If. the Punja)') Gove~erit .withholds. its 
gra.nt, the people will say that Governmentdo not like to support the private 
institutions. Moreover the question where a central Tibbia College should 
'be located is. for ~perts to decide. Our opinion on the point carries no 
-w~ight. Recently_ Government has opened a large number of rural dispen- 
-saries in the province. Successful students from the medical college_ ~d 
medical .. SC:J}:i.ools are appointed in these dispensaries but the successful ~tu 
-dent ~}rom Tibbia College, Delhi, and Tihbia. institutions at Lahore are n<>~ 
·at allappointsd anY"'here. Unless you employ the latter you cannot promote 
'the ci:i,use of the indigenous systems.of medicine. Many a time we have eis~ed 
-the Government to invite the attention of the local bodies to .. the advisability 
-of engaging qualified halr,ims and vai~-s but to no _ effect, w~ are ~old #:fo,t 
Government thinks it inadvisable to interfere in the internal administra- 
1:ion ~f the local bodi~s. Well Sir, if that is the case, the o~~ning _of~ n.~w 
college will not help us: In 1928 the :Ministry for Local Self-Gove~enti 
iss.ued - a commun·ique stating the difficulties which Government feels in 
-·the matter of enco_uraging the indigenous systems o,f medicine. The criticism 
ma-de in the said comm;u~iq~ was only in the direction of a wholesale con: 

.demnation ·of these systems of .medicinea and surely this is not the way to 
-eneourage these systems of :me~i~~~· - ~t?,S<ftEltli90, ~ er,~.,;.~~Y~ ~~hout 
-the help of Government; The ideas of the people ar!3 becoming' :rp.o~e- and 
:more., den:i:t10:r::atjc. 1,1,~d only _ thn t .Gov~ment w:Wch act~_ ·~ccqr,:i; ... " to the w1Shes ciftlie ~eople caii be s~ciiessfut~li~r~f;;re; the iikiit_,t~ for the 
Government to do is to satisfy the people by acceding to their requests. - 
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To the end I would say that apart from the question of opening a Tibbia 
•,College at some central place or the purpose for which the money will be 
.spent, I would request the Government to increase the grant· for the in 
; _aigenous syste~ of medicine, as proposed; to twenty thousand rupees.· 

Sardar Harbakhsh Singh [Hoshiarpur and Kangra, Sikh, Rural], 
,(Urdu) : Sir, just as there are different ways of reaching God' so there are 
· different ways and systems of medicines by which various kinds· of ailments 
are cured and health is attained. Each system of medicine has attained 

.some degree of success in the treatment of diseases. The theory of 1 alio 
pathie doctors is that diseases are always due to blood impurities and germs. 
They do not believe that heat· or cold has anything to do with diseases. 

· There is another school of physicians who believe in what they call phlegm, 
"bile and black bile and they say that whenever there is an excess of any of 
-these elements, a person falls victim to a disease. The vaidic system 
bases its theory on there being different kinds of airs or winds lodging in 

-different parts of the body and prescribes treatment of these Vayoos. 
' There are propounders of another system of medicine who believe 

:in the efficacy of colours. and who remedy diseases with the help of colours. 
There is yet another system of medicine which is termed as nature cure 

:saystem. ·As I havs already said all these various systems of medicines 
have attained. some degree of success. But in this twentieth century most 
of the Indians do not like to make use of dscoetion and. they prefer to be 

- treated by the use of small pills. That is why most of our students go to 
-ssek admission into Medical College and Medical Schools. Theyknow that 
as allopathie doctors they can practice privately and can earn their livelihood 

-sven if they were to fail to get any service under Government. The main 
reason for which the western system of medicine has become so popular is 

·that patent medicines are always available for use. In the case of Ayurvedic 
-and Yunani medicines, it takes much time for their preparation and even 
,cafter they are prepared one cannot be sure· that. they have. been carefully 
-and properly prepared. On account of the carelessness with which these 
·medicines are prepared, they lose much of their efficacy. On the other hand, 
-the western system of medicine is, without doubt, working 'Very satisfac- 
- torily in this country. Quinine is a wonderful. discovery and there is no better 
·remedy for malaria than quinine. I am inclined to the view that it is due to 
the success.ot the western system of medicine that Britishers are ruling 
over this country to-day. It is an historical fact that in the days of 
Mughal an English doctor treated successfully the daughter of Emperor 
'Shah Jahan when hakims and ·vaids had failed, on which the English we re 
permitted to establish factories in this country. That was the beginning of· 

. British Raj in this . country. Moreover the· new diseases which have now 

. appeared with the spread of western civilisation are so complicated ·that 
. only allopathic doctors can successfully cure them as they were unknown 
before. It is a pity that there is yet a large section of our countrymen who. 

~in the face'"of these facts, clamour for suyport for indigenous systems of medi .. 
.. cine and who' are so !£verse to the W~F1tern system of medicine that they do 
not like to hear the very na:tne of it. · This is especially so with the masses 
who are poor and ignorant, although in some· cases they are found to bM 

justified in clinging to the indigenous system owing to better results. · Fol" 
D 
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[S. Harbakhsn Singh.] . 
fnstarices hi_ the da!s of Influenza. epidemic a much larger number of people, 
were saved by this system of treatment. · · , 
, · . So' far as the question· of Government aid· to encourage hakims · and; 
vaids is concerned, I fully realise the difficulty of the Government. Gov 
ernment can not be expected to help incompetent men with no qualifiea 
tions. It will be dangerous to help quacks. The indigenous systems ot· 
:µi.edicine are incomplete and unsystematic as they stand at present, and' 
for that reason Government has not been able to pay much attention to 
them. A Tibbia College is already in existence in Delhi and it is doing; 
good work, About 400 students are studying in that college and about . 
100 of these students belong to the Punjab, of whom 50 are Hindus. That 
is sufficient for the present to encourage these two systems and the opening: 
of a new college at Lahore is not necessary. The aid that the Government. 
is rendering to one such institution at Delhi and two such institutions at:. 
Lahore should be increased and I will have nothing to say against it, Bus. 
I fear that the progress that the D. A.-V. College is stated to be making on 
the Auyetvedic side in teaching how to conduct - operations or post· 
mortem, as the honourable mover was pleased to put it, might not lead to, 
an unwholesome competition .between a complete and thorough system 
and a system of doubtful character which is not desirable. It is an admitted.i 
fact that so far as surgery is concerned the western system of medicine bas 
surpassed all other systems, and has been most successfuf No other system, 
can compete with it in this respect. In my opinion it is very objectionabls 
to ask for a grant to make the competition between the western system of 
surgery and the indigenous systems keen. As I have said before the grant 
In-aid already sanctioned for the indigenous systems is no doubt very small 
and I will not object to its being increased. But I wonder how it· will be, 
utilised. If the. increased grant is spent on opening a new college and a. 
larger number of hakims and vaids are produced every year, I ask how they 
are going to be successful without medicines. There are no good Yunani or 
Ayurvedic pharmacies which stock all sorts of medicines. Sufficient money. 
is required for bringing into existence such pharmacies. If you are so 
anxious to encourage the indigenous. systems of medicines why should you 
not ask the capitalists of your country to . invest large sums of money'. for 
.the purpose? In the end I would request the Government to increase the, 
grant-in-aid for these two-systems of medicine from Rs. 9,000 to Rs. 20,000. 
provided the money is spent in such a way as will not lead to a competition 
between the western system of medicine and the indigenous systems of. medi 
cine. With these words I support, the resolution. 

Mr. Din Muhammad [East and West Central Towns, Mohammadan.t 
Urban]: Sir, I entirely agree with the spirit of the resolution which has been. 
moved by the honourable member from Simla, and with some of the general 
observations which have been made by the honourable speakers who have, 
followed· him. But I regret to say that I do not see eye. to eye with them. 
fu. regard to some of the practical suggestions that· they· have made.· It is. 
:po doubt true that the Unani as well as the Ayutvedic systems ate in some 
tfJSpects more suitable for the Indian system of living. . It is also true that 
some of' the medicines are cheaper. , But before we recommend extra ex 

·periditute-,we haveto:satisfyourselve~,wliether th~ money we so spend. w~uld' 
he . well-spent. It- IS absolutely useless· to make · haphazard<.suggj:)St1ons, 
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and to ask the Council to vote for an extra expenditure to .be spent in ~ 
haphazard method. The honourable members who have spo~e:q. before 
me have made certain suggestions, have advanced certain theories ancl 
have themselves contradicted them in the course of their speech, They 
have submitted before the House that it would be a. very desirable thing if a 
Una.ni and Ayurvedic College was opened here and they themselves have 
admitted that they are not yet satisfied whether a true need for such an insti 
tntion has been created in the country, or whether it would be desirable to 
incur such a heavy expenditure in view of the fact that there is a successful 
institution already working at Delhi. Some of the honourable members 
have suggested that it would be useful if some vaiils and hakims were added . 
to the already heavy list, but then they themselves have advanced their 
fears that for went of proper davakhanas (pharmacies), it would be impos 
sible for them to work in a. satisfactory way. In my humble judgment, time 
has come now when the east and west should combine in the domain of 
medical science also as they are combining in other spheres. If we are 
satisfied that it is absolutely essential for the upkeep of our health, that we 
should also have the advantage of the Unani or the Auyervedic system of 
medicine, I would most respectfully suggest that we should insist on adding- 
an Ayurvedic and a Unani Chair in the existing medical colleges, so that 
after undergoing training in these two systems. of medicine as well as in the 
allopathic system, the colleges may turn out doctors efficient in both ways. 
A purely Unani or a purely Ayurvedic vaid. or hakim is a square man in a. 
round hole under the present circumstances. He cannot satisfy the demands 
of the people. We shall have to admit that in some respects there is abso 
lutely no relief for certain diseases in the Ayurvedic or Unani system, 
(A voice : So it is in the case of allopathy as well). That is why I say that 
both should be combined and instead of turning out a large number of vaids 
and hakims who may prove a standing menace to human life, we should 
eombine both the systems and provide for both in the existing syllabus of 
medical studies in the existing medical colleges where men would have better: 
grounding and would prove of greater efficiency in the line. 

It bas beeri suggested that if this grant is increased from Rs. 9,000 t0<. 
20,000 it would be of some avail. The honour- 

-.,. 3 p; :tr. able · member who is responsible for this motion. 
has not yet placed before us figures which would demonstrate that by a 
mere increase of ll,000, some such substantial good will accrue that will 
justify our voting this expenditure. Results of the Islamia College or of the 
D. A.-V. College have not been placed before us to show that they are 
turning out efficient people, people who can be relied upon in the matter 
of medicines. It is true that the Tibbia College at Delhi is working most 
satisfactorily· in all respects but' the management has got western litera 
ture on medicine translated into Urdu in almost .all branches of medicine .. 
in pathology, in physiology and in anatomy, ete., to help vai.ds and hakims 
t~at are studying there just to have an insight into the western system of 
medicine also and I would therefore suggest that if the Council is disposed 
to incur more expenditure in this respect, it would be unwise to throw the 
money in a haphazard manner and help those institutions which have not. 
yet proved their efficiency. It would be better if the aid that is sanctioned 
for the Tibbia College be increased so that good work might· continue there 
~:rid we might have. reliable physicians to help us. ., 



{Mr:. :Oin Muhammad.} . . ' . . . . . . . ·. . ' 
·: · _ We all know that before a person is 'educated in the Lahore ,Medical. 

·College or the Medical School at :Amritsar he · is expected to possess certain 
·qualiftcations which might stand him in good stead in picking up what ha 
learns. But we are not at all · aware what qualifications are laid down by 
·the Ayurvedic College at Lahore or the Tibbia College at Delhi and Islamia 
Oollege at Lahore ; whether those persons who join these institutions are 
1;equired to possess any minimum educational qualifications or not we do 
not know; Unless we are satisfied that they have good grounding and they 
-oan be relied upon after they spend a couple of years there, we will not 
be justified in incurring any extra expenditure. 
· I would quite welcome the proposal, if a committee is formed and be,;. 
!ore that committee are placed all those facts and figures· which are urged 

'by the honourable members of this House and then the committee's deei 
.sion is awaited as to the advisability and the desirability of incurring extra 
,expenditure in this respect and also as to the lines in which that expenditure 
must be incurred. With these few remarks, though, as I have submitted 
I agree with the general principle of the resolution, I oppose the practical 
:suggestions that are made and also the additional grant that is claimed. 

· Lala Mukand Lal Puri [Lahore City, Non-Muhammadan, Urban]: 
'Sir, I rise · to support the proposal which has been made by Rai Bahadnr 
Lala Mohan Lal. I think it is too late in the day to contend that Ayurvedio 
and Unani systems of medicines are not systems which have been acknow 
ledged and recognised as very efficient systems of recognised utility. In 
:fact the Punjab Government by granting Rs. 9,000, a paltry sum no 
doubt, has admitted the claims of these systems, and L think there will be 
very few members in this House who will deny that these SJ$t~ms qf medicines 
are more in consonance with the temperament of the peopl&.of the country. 
they are cheap and by the force of public opinion even the municipalities 
and district boards are being compelled to employ vaids and hakims .where 
before they only employed allopathic doctors. Mr. Din Muhammad has 
'Stated th~t before any further grant. is sanctioned a case should be made out 
-that the institutions to whom assistance is given are already doing good work 
and are properly managed and are turning out efficient hakims and vaitls~ 
I want to assure him that the two systems are not now run by quacks but 
~te'being run by men who have got regular education. in the theory and 
:practice of Indian medicine. With respect to the minimum qualifications 
-which the D. A.-V. College demands, it is the Matriculation of the Punjab 
University or the Shastri or the Visharad examinations of the Punjab 
University or an equivalent examination. In addition to teaching A~ 
vedic system of medicines elementary principles of anatomy. physiology, 
1}hentlstry and botany are.also taught and thanks to the Honourable Minister 
:a:nd the Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals dead bodies are also now sup- 
1?lie.cl for teaching and de~oilstration purposes: W¥e_ Sar?-ar Sahib was 
·Oppo$0d, t? these Ayurvedro doctors or Unani hak1fn1! being allowed t°. 
-:meddl!3 wit.h anatomy, I am glad to find that Mr. Din Muhammad does 
pqt' ~41¥~ lils views. ··Re tliinka th~-thf students should:be-.ta,ught the rudi..:. 
nioo.ts,,of: .modem s~iencie and thatds '.being done=in. the D. A.-V~ College .. r_ci4~ ~re:no1' being taught -a.naj;m:ny.'. ® ~hy~olo~. with, a, view--to ·-being 
-efficient surgeons, but so, th!l'°t' they· ma.y, be- ~filcient ·h<ikitu andt ~edical 

• 
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.men, I ean assure Mr. Din Muhammad· that the paltry sum of Rs. J),000,. 
whleh the Government spends on Ayurvedic andDnani systems of medicine 
is not at all sufficient. The D. A.-V. College spends about Rs. 32,000.,. 
on the maintenance of the Ayurvedic College. It is run by public charity 
and the same is .the case with the Islamia College which I understand spends 
almost an equal sum, i.e., about Rs. 24,000. So that any amount .which the 
Government may be pleased to grant to the D. A.-V. College or the Islamis 

,College will be usefully spent; But I think the plea put forward by Rai 
Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal, that an Ayurvedic College should be , established 
and that these things should not be entirely left. to the voluntary efforts. 
of the people, should receive the attention of the Council. · When several 
other Governments like the Madras Government and the Bihar Government 
have. a College. of their own why should not the Punjab Government do the 
same? After all these things should not be left to voluntary agencies. The 
problem of medical relief in this country will never be solved unless medical. 
relief is made cheaper and I think indigenous systems of medicines are certain 
ly cheaper .. You cannot carry relief to every nook and corner of the country 
if you have to rely entirely upon the western systems. No doubt an effo_rt 
has been made by opening rural dispensaries in. villages, but I think unless 
they are further supplemented by appointing mitl!; and hokime for villages 

· medical relief will never be sufficie1#ly widespread and will not be efficient 
and will not be sufficient to satisfy the needs of the country. I do not want. 
to lay down how the Government should spend these Rs. 20,000. I think 
these Rs. 20,000 are not quite sufficient. Why should not the Government 
Spend 2 Iakhs, if it is not prepared to spend 10 lakhs? I do not. want to lay 
down how it should be spent, perhaps it can be spent by giving scholarships, 
or increasing the grant to these colleges. What I want to say is this. ls: 
the Government justified in spending on the encouragement of these two, 
systems of medicines ail. amount of money which is less than half the amount 
which it pays to one civil surgeon, or less than that which it pays to one, 
senior assistant surgeon or even less•han what is spent on the o penirg 6£ 
a rural dispensary .. Unless the Government wants to assure the House that. 
it is doing something, what is the idea in spending Rs; 9,000 only out of such 
a big budget? Even one rural dispensary, out of so many which are being 
opened by Government, costs Rs. 5,000 for buildings, Rs. 2,000 for equip 
ment and Rs. 2,500 recurring for medicines, and ·the district. boards and 
munieipE!,lities are asked to pay more.. If one rural . dispensary costs so 
much, what is. this sum of Rs. 9,000 for encouraging these two ancient syr 
tems of medicine which flourished long long ago and satisfied the needs of 
large humanity before the {l,llopathic system was . at all known? T~s is 
hardly, fair and. the Punjab Government would simply be· doing its duty ii 
it increased the amount to Rs. 20,000 as :niy friend Lala Mohan Lal suggested, 
I think it will be realised that any amount spent on these indigenous systems 
of medicines will bring .back tenfold the .value of the money spent. It will 
automatically lead to the. establishment of : Indian. industrial development. 
It will lead to the manufacture of Indian drugs, it will lead to the culture of 
Indian drugs and herbs. and it will lead to the avoiding of the objection put, 
forward by my friend Sardar Harbakhsh Singh that you·must provide for 
Indian· pharmacopia. I think the supply· and· the , demand will. adjust itself' 
and theB'e things will follow. I cannot understand why the Punjab Govern 
ment· 'should not spend on· Indian· drugs. Indian drugs are increasingly 
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[L. M'.nkandta.1 Puri 1' . . ·· · ... - . :> · .. _ : i .. ·, :· · ..' : ,J ·, ·:, 
being 1:u/etl. by allopaths also, I know mari.y lillopa.ths in ·~S:h'ore who pres~· 
'Crib.a- ~he. Indian drugs and Indian medicines borrowed from Ayurvedio 
and Uneni systems. With these few remarks I heartily support-the proposal 

- (Cheer~)'. . . . . . . ·. . · . : 
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq [ Amritsar Oity, - Muha.rimi~dan, Urban]: 

'Sir, I had no mind to speak on the subject but the remarks made by my frien.4 
:from Gujranwala force me to say a few words.· I do. not , want an impres 
sion to r,exqain in the Punjab that this. Council condemns the systems of medi1 
eines of, the cou.:ntry. After all what is the difference between the d.rugtJ 
used by the allopaths and those used by h, kims and tiaiils? The only differ .. 
ence is. this that in one ease the instructions given are partly in English 
and partly inUrdu while in the other case the instructions are given.in Urdll 
or the vemaenlar of the place. There is no doubt that the allopathie system' . 
bas got .some new medicines; But those medicines can also be utilized . by 
hakims. Take the case of ajwain. Some call it ~i1Dain and others, call it 
Thymo1. There is the difference only in· name, but the stuff is· the same, 
How many· doctors bltve you got in the Punjab ? You find oae doctor pro 
bably in 80 square miles. (A voice from the Government benches: one in 
100 square miles). Thank you for correcting me. I ask the gentleman from 
Gujranwala if a man in the village is ill, must he go 15 miles or 20 miles for 
a doctor ? Why should a poor villager go all that distance for a small 
disease which can be cured by an ordinary hakim? Why should .he 
mn.in a tonga or go on foot for 20 miles or so to be treated for a small ail: 

, ment? No doctor will charge him less than Rs. 2, while a. hakim in the vil-, 
lage-will be ready to dothat in. exchange for a small amount of com or gur ~ 

The Honourable Mian Sir fazl .. i-Husain: Not now. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: Of course not now. Then, Sir, to come 
,at this late hour and say the colleges w.ust. prove their efficiency is not rea 
-sonable. The Government accepted the principle and utility of these in 
,stitutions when it promised to pay Rs. 11,000. 'If you think the thing is not 
worth the money you should have opposed this grant in the last budget 
session. Once yon have accepted the principle and. say_ that Rs. 9,000 · are 
not sufficient you should pay more. The principle was accepted as soon: 
as the Government promised to help with Rs. 9,00Q; Millions of people are 
treated by 'D i-J,-'J and hakims and I know in Amritsai. a number of doctors 
also prescribe Unani or Ayurvedic medicines. Even in this House 60 per 
eent. of the members are treated hy 1i · kim« and v·•i1fa Both the systems are 
good, Hekime are good and doctors are good: When one fails you resort 
\o the other, and it is absurd to say that h11k11111,S and 'IJ,1,i~s are inefficient. .· 

After the destruction of the Mughal Empire there was no school left 
in which the Unani system could be taught. When the new Government 
came it introduced the. system which was adopted by the Europeans, 
They came as conquerors and they hated all other things except their, own· 
and so they also bated the Indian medicine. I do not for a moment say that· 
the European system is bad. It may be very good but, what we want is 
that the Indian system also should _. be there side by side. Now can you 
increase your students. from WO to 1,000 by a stroke of the pen'} Now' hav~ . 
you got accommodation for more than a small number ~f students m the: 
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.Amritsar Medical School and till you find accommodationfor more are the 
-people to die without any medical aid? . It will take a nwnber of years for 

--the Government. to open a euffic~ent ··number of allopathie schools- to eerie 
:the needs of the whole country," If you think that the allopathie system 
is the best system, why should you not adopt the next best till you get the 
rhest ? I may anticipate the argument of my friend the Honourable Minister. 
He may say, 'we want the best .education.'· He himself presided over the 
medical conference last year, when he said that the sub-assistantsurgeons 
were as good as people with M. B., B. S. degrees. It may be that the hr1kim1, 

-may not be so ejlicient as the M. B., B:S., but they are better than nothing • 
.. How· a.r~ you going to treat the people who have no medical relief .a.t all at 
present ? I ask was . Hakim Ajmal Khan not efficient ? Are the other 
hakirn.s not efficient ? · It will be a libel if we say so of the gentlemen who 
-are doing a great service to the country and also to the system which has 
'been used for thousands of years not.only in this countrybut also in Turkey. 
Arabia and many other countries. My· friends said that the hakims did 

.not know surgery. If they do. not know, they will learn it. Why should a 
·man go 20 miles off to have his wound dressed ? Therefore I sa.y. there are 
'many grounds on which we have to support this resolution. It is a question 
'Of principle. Yon have admitted the principle and you cannot now raise 
the question of efficiency or inefficiency. H you say the system is iheffi 
-eient, then Government is wrong is granting even this Rs. 9,000. In 
Amritsar the municipality is running dispensaries where there are vaids and 
Jiakims. Why did not the Minister object to this? He -sanctioned thia, 
~fow yon have already- given Rs, 9,000 o.nd we want something more and 

-unlsss yon say t• 1a.t the system uas proved inefficient it is not propflr to refuse 
-the additional sum. .1\-fy honourable friend from Gujranwala 11,.iys, ' leave the 
Rs. 9,000 alone, but do not give the Rs. 11,000.' I do not knowwhethes 

"this is on account of a whip issued to him that he has taken this attitude • 
.. ]'or people wli.o are using Indian medicines to come and say that this 
-grant should not be made, is not proper. 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon, (l\.finister for Local 
'Self-Government) ; Sir, the question of oncouraging thetwo systems. of 
.medieine called the· Unani and the Aynrvedic has been brought before 
this Council and before · the public and the press on many occasions and 

·1 have also realised that there is a great deal of feeling in favour of 
these systems in the minds of the general public. I do not wish at this 

'moment to go into the merits or the demerits of the two systems, the eastern 
.and tne western, and I do not wish to discuss whetlier the medicines of 
the one system are garam ~ or hot and those of the other are cold, nor do 

'I wish to discuss whether· the medicines administered by one system are 
Bweet in the form of sharbats and those administered by the other are 
.bitter in the form of pills. But I wish to· say that there is something 
'in the Unani and Ayurvedic system!! which has not yet so far been adopted 
: by tile western system ; hut t;.at, I am afraid, is no fault of the. western 

· ..scientists Qr of the western system. That is due to the fact that those 
. particular remedies are kept a secret in the mind of hakims and .vo,.iil,11 
.and they eanot be got at by the modern .scientists. · 

The former Secretary to the Tra~ferred Departments, Mr. Beazley, - 
.--wb..o was one of the ab\est Secre_tl,lri!3s that our Secretariat haa seen, usually 

. . . ,· ·-·;·•·· ., . . . 
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.[Hon'.ble MalikFiroz Khan Noon.] '.,: · . : : : : ··: ·· .: . '. 
. did.not have much regar.d f~ the two ea:st~rn systems of medicine. But un- 
. fortunately he got a sore on his hand. and he eousulted every doctor that . 
. he eould-eome across in Lahore but who, do you think, cured him at'the end?' 
: The Honourable the President put him.on to a 'barber who gave a litt}& .. 

, · ointment which solved the difficulty (hear, hearf) l!r. Beazley, I · am gla~ 
' to say, has mentioned it to me. . ' · 

·Dr.Sir Muharnrnad Iqbal: It was my clerk who cured him. 
" The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : There is no doubt that 
,every·effort should be made to asaimilste these medicines which we possess 
:in the eastern Ef,YStems into the western system of medicine, Various sug 

. gestions have been made for achieving this object. Some members have 
suggested that the medical education should · continue on the western 
systeni and the valuable properties of the eastern system should. be 

. adopted by the western system. On the other hand, suggestions have- 

. been made to the effect that the eastern systems should be developed· 
on their own lines and they should adopt what is good in the western systeni •. 

· A year or two ago I visted the Tibbia College in Delhi where they teach the- 
Unani and Ayurvedic systems, to see for myself and learn what these two· 

· syst(;)ms were and how they were being taught. What I noticed there was, 
·tpat in most of the subjects the college authorities took hold of the text books; 
'on the various subjects written in English and translated them into Urdu 
and taught · them. For instance, surgery, pathology, gynecology, . 
.anatomy, physiology and other subjects are dealt with by the western 
authors in .a beautiful manner and our U nani and AyUfVedic Colleges cannot 
do better than adopt these books, translate them and teach them in _their 
institutions. This is exactly what is being done in. the Tibbia College. 
Ifwe have any institutions to teach these two system,s they must be first 

-elass institutions imparting the education in the very best manner possible •. 
That is why I feel that these ,institutiollii should have a minimum quali 
fioation for the entrance of the students. I was glad to learn from the 

'honourable member from Lahore that the minimum qualification to the 
· D.· A.-V. College was the Entrance Examination. If you take a boy who 
.with hia-Entranes examination qualification ·enters into one of these Unani 
and Ayurvedic Colleges-which is also the minimum qualification for entrance 

.into the Amritsar School-and studies.there for four years, it is quite reason 
.able to expect that that boy after four years of study, when he, goes into 
pubµc life, will expect to receive remuneration similar or at least ~ little 
below what the sub-assistant surgeon is now . receiving. To argue that 

,;.the hakims and ,,;aids are much better than · the sub-assistant surgeons, 
I think, is deceiving ourselves, because if the hakim or the v ,id_ is properly 
educated and is able to practise independently and efficiently, he cannot be 
much better than the ordinary sub-assistant surgeon at present'. My learned· 

.friead from .Amritsar argued that the Unani · and Ayurvedic medicines are 

.eheap. I have no doubt that the medicines sold in the ff!,11S11.r1'. shops in t?e ~ 
lages are cheap, because I know_ of a case where .d~g the plague ep1~e:tn~o 
one pan sari told me that when people wanted medicines and h~ had no~e ~ ~IS,'. 
stock he simply boiled some leaves of a tree and kept, them m kerosine t~ 
and sold them to the people who asked. for t~e ~e~cme. I am glad to find 
·that :my honourable friend from Amritsar is keeping excellent health and? 
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· s~.798._ Total · 
•.• 

Interest on investment 
College fees 
Excess fees 
Punjab University . . ~ 
Sale proceeds from the College pharmacy 
Boarding ·_House 
Sport fees . 
Government grant •• 
D. A.-V. , College 
Lahore Municipality 

Rs. 
8,683 
l,800 
440 

2;300 
19,000 

600 
125 

8,QOO 
1,900 .. 500 - 

... 
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I hope he will continue to do so for many more years ; but should he in his, 
elater years feel the necessity of getting his medicines from . halci'T(l,8 -in Delhi· 
he will discover wliat the kushta · and nuskhas cost. I do not wish to say 
that the Unani and Ayurveg.ic medicines have not got a certain amount. of· 
~ttraction for the general publio.: It, is for us to see how best we can meet the · 
public wishes in this respect, whether like some other provinces we should 
have an educational institution in. the Punjab or use the Delhi college •. 

. Luckily for us Delhi is so close to the Punjab, having originally been a part of 
this province itself, that ourstudenta in the Punjab find it quite easy to go 
to Delhi and receive education there. There is a beautiful college there with 
very spacious grounds and extensive buildings. The staff is an up-to-date 
one. If we have a college of our own in this province we will have certainly 
to spend a great deal of capital on buildings and the reorurring expenditure 
on the institution cannot be anything less than a lakh of rupees or two per· 
annum. . ' 

It is for the House to decide whether it is going to make use of an in 
stitution which exists already by helping it further and strengthening it by· 
sending boys to that institution and giving it a grant-in-aid, or by starting 
a new institution. Personally. I would suggest that i_t would be very unwise· 
for t}).e Council to press for another institution of this kind to be opened 
here. · There are at present two institutions here which are imparting educa 
tion in the two systems of medicine, that is the D. A;-V. College and. the 
lslamia College. Grants were given to these two institutions simply 
because members of the Council wanted that some grants should be given to 
them. At that time no grant to these colleges was justified because . they never 
came forward and asked for any grant. But simply because. there wasa cer., 
tain amount of feeling in the Council that grants should be given that we 
gave them Rs. 8,000 a year. The on1y reason how an extra grant could be 
justified in the case of these institutions would have been for the honourable 
mover of the resolution to come forward and place before the Council the · 
income and 'expenditure of these institutions. If he had shown us that the 
colleges were spending so much, that their income was low and that they were 
doing such good work that Government should do something to meet their· 
deficit, he would have justified his arguments to a certain extent. But· 
I am glad to say that I can give the Council the income and expenditure, 
incurred by these istitutions. The D. A.-V. College is spending Its. 32,812. 
per annum on its Ayurvedic classes. The income of the College to meet. 
this expenditure is as follows :- · 



· £ Hon'ble Malik Firoz Kh~ Noon. L _ · · · . ; .- ... . -· ·; ... 
So you will. see that all the money that is needed by this institution for : 

'this purpose is there already. Had there been a defioit th'e horioUfa.ble movmi . 
-of the· resolution would have been justified in pressing for an increase· in 
the grant-in-aid. I need not give you the figures of the other institution 

lbeoa.use they are more or less on the same lines. . . · · · · 
• Youwill see that-even in the Tibbia College at Delhi the greatest pa.rt. 

,of the income is from their Dawai Khana, Here too the largest portion .~f 
·tbe.incom:e·is from the Dawai-Khana, that is to say, Rs. 19,00Q out _of the 
"total Income of Rs. 32,000. 

In the case of the D. A.-V. College I am able to give you figures about 
.students' also. There are .at present 118 students on the roll of the Ayur 
-vedio College. Out of this number there are 43 stud.ants in the 1st year, 
·53 in the 2nd year, 18 in the 3rd year and there are only 9 s tu:dents in th~ 

. 4th year. These figures lead me to two conclusions. Either it is that the 
.students after having entered this institution in large numbers find that they 
"68.D.ttot expect any good living out of this profession when they go out of the' 
iinstitution, that their numbers have dwindled down •. or else the low :figure 
•of the 4th year is due to the fact that entries in the first year were very small. 
Whatever the reasonsfor these figures, there· is no doubt that it is yet_ too 
-early to gauge the result of. the grant that Government has· given to. this 
,College. We have.yet to see how it is being used and how· it is going to be 
used in the future. The grant was only made last year and I feel th9,t before 
,a.ny increase in it is made we should certainly wait and see that it is . deserved. 
'Thtl:hono~ble member has moved this resolution, but so far as I 'am con 
eerned I have never, been approached by either of the institutions for an 
iin.crease in the grant. I am as willing to see the authoritiesof the two in;· 
.stitutions as the honourable mover himself is, and if they were in need of 
'ID.Oney they should have approached me and told me that they were. in need. 
-ot more money. From tha facts that I have given the House and from the 
'figures that I have quoted to the House certainly it does not appear that· any 
,of these liWO institutions deserves an increase in grant-in-aid. If they think 
-that they deserve more grant; they should approach me direct without having 
i;o go to a member and ask him to move a resolution in the House. . 

As regards the Delhi Tibbia College I have had a visit by Hakim 'Jamil . 
l{han who wanted an increase in-the grant given to his-institution. I do 
-not know what Government is likely to · do nor do I know whether tpat_ 
·inorease in the grant is deserved or not, but I will certainly try and go into 
·the merits of the case. We have certainly to keep one thing in mind and 
-that is this, that at present you have your Medical School at Amritsar and 
:you have Sub-Assistant Surgeons produced from there for your rural dis 
·pensaries where medicine is absolutely free to all people, who go and visit 
there. Last year as many as six lakhs of persons went to these rural dispen-, 
,saries and all of them received their. medicine-absolutely free of cost. So· •. 
·the question of eheapness of medicine as compared .with other syst~ms of 
medicine does not arise: • In this case they are getting absolutely free medi 
-eine from Government itself. If there were any need it would be advisable 
:perhaps a~ some future' date to try 'and investigate if. the doctors in charg!:) '. 
-of the rural dispensaries eannot be 'made to undergo some sort of a po!:lt 
:graduate C?~e, ,.as . waa suggested .by an honourable ,nei;nber, in ()~cl.er·. te>. 
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1~ what was there in the Unani and Ayurvedie systems of.medieine and 
-praetiee it in their rural dispensaries. It may also be possible to eany 
"Ont research work in the Amritsat school, but as far as research· work ~ 
-eoneemed there is already the School of Tropical Medicine in Calcutta where 
research work is carried on. I gave the case· my careful consideration ant;I. 
-Government came to the conclusion that as research 'was already being car 
ried on in Calcutta, it would be waste of money to try and duplicate the~ 

·work and set up a similar institution in Lahore. With these few remarks 
I suggest that as far as facts go no· case has been made out for an increase in 
the grant. 

· Pandit Mehar Chand f Jullundur-etea-Ludhiana; Non-Muhammadan 
Rural], (Urdu): Sir, Aynrvedic and Unani are two important indigeno~ 

·11ystems of medicine whicbwere very popular in India before the allopathie 
· system of medicine was introduced. · J.f riot fully extinct- they are at least. 
"being gradually replaced by this new system of treatment. Some time 
- hack the public made· an effort. to keep these two systems -alive. Oonse 
·quently a Tibbia College was started at Delhi and in the Punjab on the request 
of the people; two important educationali.ri.stitutions-the D.-V. A. College 

:and the Islamia Colle~e--took up the work of making them popular by st~rt~ 
• ing Ayurvedic and Tibbia classes. Now both these system'i are progress~g 
-side by side on their respective lines in these two institutions. Sir, it is 
"high time that we should extend a helping hand and save these two systems 
_"from becoming altogether extinct, for in the past, before the coming of the 
_English, they efficiently supplied all the medical needs of the people. On the 
'basis ofexperience I can say that these t,aids and hakims have. successfully 

-treated many serious cases in which the doctors had failed. I do not mean 
that the doctors are 'incapable but what I want to say is this that some men 

·1tre more intelligent than others, and we must recognise and value real worth. 
Tu Delhi there is a h'lkim who is blind but very· ·very intelligent. People 

,.come to him for treatment. Is it not a sin to let a system which can do 
· so much good in the hands of a capable person, die out for want of encourage- 

· ment ·~ I think it isthe _Government.'s duty that it should spend as much 
"money as it can to reviva these systems. This would be not only· for. the 
oenefit of India but afro for the benefit of the whole world. 'I'he · Government 
-ought to try to keep alive all the useful institutions of India. Bardar Harbakhsh 
;-Singh was afraid that in enconraging these systemg there was danger to 
·the public well-beingon account of the lack of the standard medical prod'\}cts~ 
ln answer to this r ;;ay that two important institutions are working for the 

: revival of th( se systems of medicine and you can fix some standard of ability 
. for the students who take up their study, and then the objection of Sardar 
.Harbakhsh Singh would be no longer valid. The annual· income of the 
D.-A. V. College Pharmacy is Rs. 19~000 and with this income the pharmacy 

.sand the Ayurvedic classes are being run. ··The Honourable Minister for Lo~a.l 
"'Self-Government stated that the income was Rs. 82,000 which is 'quite suffi 
...cietit and therefore there is no reason why they should be allowed a fnrther 
~ant of money. Sir, my contention is that as there are no hospitals in the 
· ·village!'\ and the poor folk have to walk 10 or 12 miles to reach a nown where 
=there is such' arrangement, they cannot get mocical help at the propertlme 
lmit-g.ine, Sir, how hard and difficult it is for an indigent woman in.winter to 
"'Walk 'sneh a long distance in scanty clothing in order to arrive a.t a. hospitai - 

. 
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. f Pt. Mehar Chand.] · · - · · : . 
·io bring some medicine for herself or for her suffering child. In the past 
you could very well find at least two or three 'hakinns or 'liaids in each and' 
every village but discouraged by the new system of·allopathy they have 
become nearly extinct. This· is not all. It would have been of little eon 
sequence if they had only become extinct. The difficulty is that they are· 
'extlnct and the new system has failed to supply the defficiency completely. 
'Therefore poor villagers are often left unprovided with medical help. Hence 
'it is necesary that we should revive the indigenous system of medicine, and' 
if these two institutions, i.e., the D.-A.V. College and the fslamia College are· 
providing us with hokims and •raids let us encourage them by giving them · 
more grants-in-aid. 

Then, Sir, the Honourable Minister said that the students did not like 
.to study Hikmat and Vaidic i1aj, and placed the figures before us that in the 
D.-A. V. College in the first year 48 students joined the Ayurvedic class, in· 
the second year 5R, in the third year their number fell to 18, and in the fourth- 
year it still went down and only' 9 students joined the class. If the Govern 
ment takes an active interest and tries to popularise these two systems in all 
earnestness I think the students will be coming fortbin Iare gnumbers to take 
advantage of these courses. In this way the people will derive the benefit· 
of cheap treatment and those persons who become vntds. and hakims will 
have a means of earning their livelihood. Even in such times as the present 
liakims and mids never insist upon getting their fees beforehand but the- - 
doctors almost always demand their fees in- advance and then see the patient · 
even if the case is very serious. (An honourable member : Can you quote 
-instances where hskim« and zaide have treated free?) Yes, hundreds of 
them in the Jnllundur district, Even now when people have become selfish 
and materialistic there are many vaias and hakims who still possess the 
essentially Indian charitable heart. 

\ 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: But those hearts are 
~ow changing. 

Pandit Meher Cballd (continuing)-Sir, in the D.-A.V. Ayurvedie 
College at a time 150 patients are treated free . and there are twelve 
blocks reserved for experimental work. The honourable mover of the reso 
Intion has asked only Bs. 20,000 for the indigenous systems of medicine. :r 
think the sum of tbe grant-in-aid for these systems should-he increased by a 
far larger amount .... _. . · 

The Honourable Mien Sir Fazl·i-Husain: The mover has asked for· 
ll thousands only. 

Pandit Mehar Chand: Rs. 9,000 are already granted, and an addition· 
of Rs. 11,COO is demanded. So in all it comes to Rs, 20,000. Some time: 
'back the Honourable Revenue Member very kindly visited the D;-A.V~. 
~ollege, J ullundur, and asked me . what we had done for the development of 
the industrial · education. First I thanked him for his question, and then· 
'.replied " Please set an example first and then expect us to follow. 
First grant us one lakh of rupees and then come and enquire what we have 
done for the development of the industrial 'education," In answer hetold.' 
me-that! would also be invited at the Industrial Conference;, The right 
course to encourage these systems 'is for· the responsible beads· - of 
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-the Government to pay visits to these colleges, grant them money, and see 
--that their wants are supphed ; and point out their mistakes and give them 
new suggestions. The idea that in doing so they harm the western system 

·<>f medicine should be removed. I do not mean that the western system of 
'medicine should be discouraged altogether. What I mean .to say is this, 
that you should try to revive these systems which were useful in the past. This 
'means no discouragment to the new system. With these few words I lend 
:my hearty support to the resolution moved, and 'request the Government to 
.give a Iakh of rupees if possible instead of Rs. 11,000 as proposed. 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan. Lal : Sir, I have heard with great regret 
·some of to-day's debate. My friend from Hoshiarpur was half willing to· 
-support me. He said something in favour and something against the reso 
lution. He said that the students in the colleges would like to have small 
pills for their ailments insteadof a tumbler of doshandha. I do not deny the 
existence of the class of people whom my friend described. But the pro 
blem before the Punjab is, which system the majority of the people in the 
.Punjab would prefer. It is true that the educated people would prefer the 
western system of medicine. But my object in moving this resolution is: 

·that by Government giving sufficient grant-in-aid may encourage tho Ayur~ 
-veclic and Unani systems to become more efficient and. help these colleges 
fo bring forth better qualified vaids and hakims · who will serve humanity: 
'better than they do at_ present. That is my .aim and that is why I pressed 
-upon the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government that the grants 
:for these institutions should be increased from Rs. 9,0)0 to R::1. 20,000. My 
mend from Gujranwala opposed my resolution probably because his men 
·tality is the same as that of the people who practice western system of. 
medicine whether Indian .or European. I have never heard a single 
sympathetic word from the practitioners of the western 'System of medicine 
i;owards the Ayurvedic or Unani system of medicine. But exceptions 
prove the rule. Sir Pardey Lukis has written very strongly in favour of the 
U~ and Ayurvedic systems. It was only last year that a paper was 
zead in one of the medical societies at Home in which the value of the Ayur· 
yedic and Unani systems of medicine and surgery was very much appre 
ciated and was advocated. I forget the· name of the doctor who 'read the 
:paper. . 

_ As regards surgery part of the western systems, I admit that the western 
-system is far ahead of the 'eastem system, but I would like to place before the 
.House my personal experience; Three · years back I got a boil in my leg. 
-Oolonel Halhlay saw me and I showed my leg to him. He prescribed bot 
:fomentation for the boil and said that· I should · keep my leg in a particular 
posture for several days. Then General M'acwatts also saw my boil and said 
that this should be done. I lay in that condition for some days when my - 
friend Lala Fakir Chand, Advocate, Lahore, came to see me ana asked me 

·what my complaint was. I explained to him my position and he strongly 
recommended. that I should send for the hakim in Hoshiarpur and that I 

.should undergo treatment under him. I first hesitated.· Being, a member 
-of the Council and being an educated man-I did not want to put' myself 
under the ·treatment of an uneducated man. However, atlast owing- to the 
pemuation of· Lala Falm Chand I agreed: and. four: days Iawr · the· - hakim 

.o_.uived and I• submitted myself .to .the treatment of the· .n~tiv;e docto,i;. - . ..._ ~ . 
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: , [ R. R Lala .Mohan Lal. ] 
!rhe hakim came to my house and· opened my bandage and after examining- 
the boil said there was nothing serious about it and that I would be all right. 
ma week. He brought his surgical instruments which consisted of a-pair of 
scissors and within five minutes he finished the treatment. Afterwards 
he asked for vaseline and mixing some powder with it he applied 1t to the 
opened boil. In a week I was· quite all right as promised by the hakim .. 
~en or twelve days later General Macwatts and Colonel Hallilay came to see· 
me and they were snrpised to see me completely cured • They asked me 
whether it was due to their treatment. ' No,' I said. They asked me what 
had happened. Then I narrated to them a!} that had happened. What I 
mean to say by this personal experience is that there are individuals in India, 
who can practise surgery very well and tl'lat surgerj' WAS very suecesstul, 
in ancient dr.ys and thrct owing to want of encouragement it hRS fallen into, 
desuetud.. 

So iar as the resolution is concerned I have heard the Minister fur LocaL 
Self-Gov~rnmi:1nt frsquontlj' expressing SJ!Jlpathy with such motions, but 
no practical result nas come out of such sympathy, WhenE>VtJr I bring a, 
motion Ior an indigenous medical college in the Punjab, I am told. that it 
vould be a question of great . expense, When _ the Honourable Mian Sir 
Fazl-i-Husain was the Minister for Local Self-Government I asked that the, 
Indian systems of · medicine should be standardised. He told me ttiat a. 
provision of Rs . 30,000. had been made in the budget and that be woulif 
send Doctors to Calcutta for training. One student was sent to Calcutte, 
for training, ·but afterwards there was no result. In 1925 I put a question. 
~s to tl\e amount of money t;b.at was spent on the Medical College in Lahore 
and I was told that it was 18 lakhs. I asked as to the annual expenditure 
on the College and I was told that it was between four and five Iakhs. Thus, 
you see how the Government is encouraging the western system of medicine, 
Ulie total expenditure in the Punjab on the western system of medicine is. 
several lakhs of rupees. The Honourable Minsitrr for Local Self-Government 
has just told us that in rural dispensaries about six lakhs of persons get medi 
cal relief. I ask whether, considering the total population of the Punjab~. 
this figure of six lakhs of people who receive medical aid in the rural dispen 
saries is satisfactory. I respectifully submit, No. We, who are press· 
ing upon the Government the necessity of encouraging the Ayurvedic and. 
Unani systems of medicine have got in view that the ancient systems of 
niedicine which for want of state patronage has practically gone to dogs may 
be revived again so that people may begin to derive medical _ benefit out. 
of it. Q 

It is true that it is desirable from the present Government point of view 
that the. western system of medicine .. should be 

4 P. M. encouraged, because the Government being foreign, 
desires to encourage· western system. But I am sure some day we will 
have our own Government wheri probably our own system will receive that. 
encouragement at its hands which is at present being denied to it. 

1 was reading the figures the other· day- and was stmek at the fact that: 
more than 2 crores of rupees worth of drugs are being imported into India. 
irom England, Germany. and- other places. . O~ effort should lie in making; 
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a beginning, though small, and encouraging the study of the indigenous; 
_ systems in the D.-A. V. College and the; Islamia College and produce Indian 
medicines. It should be the duty of the Government to. appoint a' snialf 
committee consisting of some members to. see whether the money that is 
granted by the Punjab Government hi being properly applied, what are the 
needs ofthe institutions and what further encouragement they require. r 
will therefore, strongly recommend to Government that they should take that .. 
step even now and make a beginning. It was discouraging to bear from the· 
Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government that because the income and: 
expenditure of the D.-A. V. College equalised there was no case made out for· 
an increased grant. How can improvement be made, I ask, under the present. 
unsympathetic conditions? We who are all in favour of the indigenous 
system are trying our level best to carry on the show, but in my humble, 
opinion no institution, no industry can flourish or succeed unless State aid' 
comes in. I am strongly of opinion that Government aid is absolutely essen 
tial for the encouragement of Ayurvedfo and Unani systems. I would re- 
commend strongly to the House.that my motion should be accepted and I 
hope the Honourable Minister willhimself see his way to accept it. 

· Before I sit down, I would like to reply to the queries of the Honourable, 
Minister for Local Self-Government with regard to the small number of, 
boys in the institution on IV class, I say that the number was bound to 
be small as the institution was started only four years ago and in the begin· 
ning admissions are small. As time passes on we have every hope that it would 
attract large number of scholars. It is true that in the higher classes i.e.,. 
IV, there are only 9 students, the reason for the number being small is that 
the number of the students who joined when the college was opened was. 
small. Another point as put by the Honourable Minister for Local Self 
Government was that the scholars when they will be turned out by the Unani. 
and Ayurvedic systems would demand the same salary as the students that 
pass from Amritsar Medical School. The Honourable Minister for Local Self 
Government is aware that the Amritsar Medical School is not open to all but 
a limited number. The students that would pass from the Ayurvedic and 
Unani classes would be in addition to those that pass from the Medical, 
school at Amritsar. The question of salary would depend upon demand •. 
May I know whether it is not a fact that Assistant Surgeons .apply for posts 
in rural dispensaries on a salary ofRs. 70 ? The Assistant Surgeons are· 
qualified M.B., B.S., but they apply on such a small salary because the· 
number of unemployed amongst them is a large one. The advantage of 
having students ii1Ayurvedic and Unani systems trained is that'they would 
prefer to settle down in villages and treat the public. The majority of them 
would belong to the villages and they would refer to go back to their homes 
and practise there. "If a large number of Unani and Ayurvedic men are 
turned out, the quacks practising:these systems would disappear, as the people 
would like·to be treated by trained men rather than by untrained man. 

With these words, I commended my motion for tho acceptance of the 
House. · · · 

, The Hon~urable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon (Ministt>r for Local Self· 
Government) : Sir, I am afraid I am unable to add very much 'to what I have 
:tlre.ady submitted to the Honse oil the question undet debate. The honour- 
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Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul 
Rahman· Khan. 

Ohaudhri Afzal Haq. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq. 

Sardar Hira Singh, Narli. 

Sardar Harl Singh. 

Sardar Partap Singh. 

Sardar Harbakhsh Singh, 

Sardar Ujjal Singh. 

;Sardar Sahib Sardar·Fateh Singh. 

· Sardar :l\fohind~· Bingh, 

:Mr. E. Maya Das. 

AYES-22 • 

. 
"Mr. M. A. Ghani. 

· .Bai Bahadnr Lala Sewak Ram. 

J:tai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal. 

·Chaudhri Ram Singh. 

Lala :Mukand Lal Puri. 

ltao Bahadur Captain Rao Balbir 
Singh. 

· Lala Gopal Das, 
· 'Bai Bahadur Lala Rattan Chand. 

. Lala. Kesho Bam, Se~. 

· ::Pandit Mehar_ Chand. 

Sardar Buta Singh. 

"\, 
L 

'The Council divided : Ayes 22 ; ·Noes 38. 

" That this Council"recommends to the Government that Government grant-in-aid for 
indigenous systems of medicines be increased from Rs. 9,000 to Rs. 20,000 
a year." 

; I Hon'ble Mali~ Firoz Khan, Noon. J 
-able member has still not given any facts and figures .which would ju:3tify 
the enhancement in the grant-in-aid. Until the facts and figures are not 

.given the increase cannot be justified. _ I am afraid it will not be right on, 
my 11art to sugg-est hofore the Council that money should be given there 
where it is really not wanted. Hehas said that the Punjab Government· 

.and the Ministry have done nothing .in this connection. My honourable 
friend himself realizes that it was only fast year that the Punjab, 
Government gave grant-in-aid to these institutions. to the extent of nine, 
thousand rupees. In addition to· that we have already issued a circular 
letter, -dated the 5th May 1928, to all district boards through the Commis 
.sioners 'to the effect that we will be prepared to give them 50 per cent. grant 
in-ad to cover the salary of one hakim and one vaid, who were to be em· 
ployed. by way of experience in order to carry out the wishes of out Council. 
We invited opinions from the various district boards and in the next year's 

'budget we are asking for a sum of Rs. 4,000 to cover the salary of _ such hakims 
.and vaids that may probably . be employed by the district boards. 
I am afraid, it will ·be difficult for Government to give this increase in the 

.grant-in-aid at the prsent moment, and I hope that the Council will not 
;accept the resolution. 

Mr. President: The question is"'- 
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RESOLUTION RE VrnEROY's ANNOUNOEMENT ABOUT 
OONSTITTJTIONAL REFORMS. . . 

Chaudhri Za&ullah Khan (SIALKOT, MUHAMMADAN, Rural) : Sir,. 
I rise to move- 

.. That this Council recommends to the Government that it may be pleased to convey 
to His Excellency·the .Governor-Genera.I the. respectful congratulations of this 
House on His Excellency's announcement made on the let November l929i 
relating to the policy of the British Government with regard to the future con 
stitutional development of the Government of this country and to 'respectfully 
urge upon His Excellency the Governor-Genera.I the necessity of securing 
full and adequate representation for this province in the conference to be held 
in pursuance of His Excellency's announcement." 

I apprehend, Sir, that with regard to both the portions of this resolu 
tion I shall have the support not only of the non-official portions of the House 
but also of the official benches, as· I · cannot see anything in the two sugges 
tions put forward which should arouse. any kind of controversy whatsoever. 
With regard to the first portion as· the House is well aware, the announce 
ment of His Excellency the Governor-General has been very favourably 
received in almost all sections of the country and by almost all classes of 
political thought. Even among those who at first were doubtful with regard 
to the welcome to be extended to this announcement opinion is slowly and 

E 

The motion was lost. 
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f Ch. Zafrullah Khan. ] .. 
;aurely cry~tallising, and I think I am right .in saying that no announcement 
of a political nature made by the representative of His Majesty in India 
:in very xecent times has received such a unanimous amount of welcome in 
this country as the announcement which His Excellency was pleased to 
make on the 1st of November 1929. No doubt, it might have been thought 
.in' some quarters that after the exhaustive enquiry made by the Simon Com 
mission into the work of the reformed constitution of 1919 and the factors 
which must be taken into consideration before a decision can be pronounced 
upon the lines along which the government of this country should develops 
by the Simon Commission, it was perhaps not necessary to invite further 
-opinion from · different sections and groups in this country with regard to 
this matter as such opinion had already been submitted to Parliament, to 
the Simon Commission in great detail. But honourable members of the 
'House are well aware that certain leaders of certain schools of political 
-thought in this· country although they had put forward their considered 
views with regard to the future development of the Government of thia 
country in the· form of reports and addenda .to reports of memoranda were 
nevertheless dissatisfied with the fact that . they had not been given an 

.opportunity of putting forward thein views to Parliament in a manner which. 
:they considered was consistent with their dignity and self-respect. In order 
to obviate any such objection and for certain other reasons also to which 
I shall presently: advert, this announcement of the 1st of November 1929 
was made, And this announcement is particularly welcome at this stage 
first for the reason to which I have already adverted that it takes away the 
principal objection raised by one school of political thought in this cou:ntry 
.that they had not been afforded adequate opportunity to submit their views 
to Parliament upon the future development of tne Government in this country; 
and secondly for the more important reason that it affords opportunity to 
all classes and interests in this country to put forward their views at a stage 
at which they would be enabled to influence substantially and materially 
the legislative proposals which· might be put :forward before Parliament 
on the basis of the Peport which may be submitted by the Simon- Commission. 
Honourable members. would appreciate that the proposed conference as 
annoeneed would, take place at a time after the· British Government have had 
occasion to conside» the report which is about to be made by the Simon 
Commission. and before the recomm:endam.ons, contained in thart report have 
been cast in- the shape of legislative proposals. Fo:c b·oth these reasons thait 
the oonf orence is to · come after the repo:rl. o:i the. Simon_· Commission and 
before the recommendations tlille cast into, tlre shape of legislative proposals 
this- announoement as I bave said is partieultirly· we1bo:rt00. That it would 
come. after· the report of the Simon C?mmissioa is a;· mailtmr for gtaijJi:fi.eation 
for. this, reason that both those sections, tkat which C();-operated with the: 
en,quiry of the S~on Commission arnd ~t whlch aid. Ji01T; wvaif; t,hemselve, 
,of th.at opportmrity, would, he able to· Judge 0f. the roomnmendatio11S made· 
bef-0:re they are. called upon to, pronounce an· opinion wt. the· table of. this, 
-0onf erenc.e with, regard. to, the Wiure. c@nstlitu.tio.na.l dEiv.elGpment 0f this' 
.country., '.Ilbey would then know where t~. prop.o.sa,ls. ot the Simon Wom"' 
mission stand and in, what :i::espects they are opendro, objection or ~ be im 
proved upon. If this conference had been called earlier this opportunity 
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would not have been\ afforded to the various classes arid communities 'and 
-interests in .this country. That this conference would come before the 
.reeommendationa contained in the Simon Commission's report are put in 
-snoh a shape that they could be put before the Parliament in the shape of a. 
Bill to be passed by the Parliament is also a matter for gratification for this 

:reason that if· Indian opinion had been invited at a stage when these recom 
mendations had been moulded into the form of legislative proposals, that 
opinion could not to any very material degree affect those proposals at that 

:stage. There is . no doubt that minor changes or alterations might have 
been effected as the result of expression of Indian opinion but no change in 
principle would then have been possible. To this matter special prominence 
was given by the Right Honourable the Secretaty of State in his speech in 
the House of Commons a few weeks ago when the,matter was discussed by 
the House. I therefore submit that for these ·reasons this announcement 
at this stage is a particularly' welcome announcement and indicates a very 

'liberal and far-sighted political policy both on behalf of the British Gov 
ernment and His Excellency the Governor-General. And my submission 
to this House is that we should take full advantage of this proposed confer 

-enee and should attempt that the representation· on this conference of the 
various classes and interests should be such that whatever may be the eventual 
legislative proposals that may be put before Parliament everybody should 
feel that they had had a due share in putting forward freely and frankly their 
-views before the final decision was arrived at with regard to such a momen 
tous question as is now forming the subject of discussion both in this country 
and in England. With regard to ~he representation at this proposed confer 

~ence, as honourable members will perceive, this resolution confines itself 
to saying this, that this House should recommend to -the Government to 
'Urge upon His Excellency the Governor-General the necessity of securing 
full and adequate representation for this province in the conference to be 
beld in pursuance of His Excellency's announcement, and for this reason. 
As. honourable members are well aware, on a 'previous occasion when the 
-report of the Provincial. Reforms Committee was being discussed in this 
House I tried to explain at some length the line along which there should be 

. ·a constitutional advance in this country and the only line along which the 
.advance could be called democratic and could be welcome to the people of 
·this province. That line was that development must be along the lines 
of provincial autonomy. I tried to stress even then that any real develop 
ment in the Government of the country was possible only if different pro 
-vinoes were constituted as autonomous units and the powers that are dele 
gated to the Central Government should be regarded as powers which have 

'been committed to the care of the Central Government for the common· good 
of the whole country by the different provincial autonomous units. That 

·being so, I need not enter into the various reasons in support of this pt~ 
·position. But one result would clearly emerge from this and that result is 
that if the proposition then advanced by me has th~ support of the House, 
then representation on this proposed round table conference must be on pro 

·vincial _ lines, on a provincial basis and not on an all-India basis. That 
js to say, representatives must be selected for this conference with a view 
-to secure representation for the different provinces as such irrespective of 
.actual individuals who are selected to reptesent their various proV'inMS upon 

B! 
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this conference. That is the suggestion which is contained in the second. 
part of this resolution. And no doubt inside· each province care must be, 
taken to secure due and adequate representation for all classes, all communi 
ties and all interests. It may be asked as to how such representation is in 
actual effect to be secured. Various suggestions would be possible to put 
forward as to how that could be achieved. It might be suggested that the 
various political associations in the province should be invited to nominate 
their representatives or that the. various religious bodies or communities 
should be asked to nominate their representatives or that the local bodies in 
the provinces might be asked to nominate their representatives. But honour 
able members would readily perceive that this kind of representation would 
not only be difficult and confusing but would be almost impossible in the 
sense .that it would make the proposed conference an extremely unwieldy 
body. Therefore some other method of representing the various interests 
in the provinces would have to be secured which should have the elements 
both of definiteness and certainty .and also of keeping the representation of 
each province within due limits. I would therefore suggest for the con 
sideration of this House that the best means of securing due and adequate 
representation for all classes of interests in this province would be by com 
mitting the selection of the representatives of this province to the non 
official members of this House, whether it is actually the present House 
which -is to be called upon to nominate the representatives or whether it is 
its successor after a possible election which is called upon to nominate .. 
(Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : From amongst the members or outside ?) 
That would be for the House to settle whether they would confine the setec· 
tion within itself or whether they would select anybody from outside. What 
I am suggesting is that this House, whether it is actually there at that 

. time or it~ successor, as I have said, being the representative of the province, 
would be the- best body to. nominate representatives upon the conference; 
It need not necessarily confine itself to selecting representatives from 
among itself and this is an important matter to which the attention of the 
House might well be directed at this stage. Speculation is rife as to the per 
sonnel of the proposed conference and various interests are putting forward 
claims for representation, not only due and adequate representation as this 
resolution asks for tlie province, but some of them are for preponderating 
representation upon the proposed conference, and it is therefore high time 
that this House should record its opinion as to ~he representation which 
should be accordedto this province and also the method by which that re 
presentation is to be achieved. Now it may be objected, so far as the 
.method which I have suggested is concerned, that in some provinces some 
sections of the community or certain minorities and in all provinces perhaps 
certain special interests might be left without due representation, if the· 
method suggested by me is adopted ; and no doubt that would be to a cer 
tain extent a valid objection. With regard to this my suggestion would be 
that certain proportion of representation may be set apart for nomination 
by some authority which should nominate representatives for these special 
interests and for these small· 'minorities who might otherwise go· unrepre 
sented on this conference. Having regard to the principle which I have 
already enunciated before the House with regard to representation being 
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" That this Council recommends to the Government that it may be pleased to convey 
to His Excellency the Governor-General the respectful congratulations of this _ 
House on.Bfs Excellency's announcement made on the 1st November 1929.; 
relating to the policy of the British Government with regard to the future con 
stitutional development of the Government of this country and to respectfully 
urge upon His Excellency the Governor-General the necessity of securing full 
and adequate representation for this province in the conference to be held in 
pursuance of His Excellency's announcement." 

Sardar Ujjal Singh (Sikh Urban) : Sir, I rise to give my whole-hearted 
-support to the resolution which is moved by my friend from Sialkot. The 
weighty announcement of His Excellency the Governor-General has received 
unparalleled reception in this country. In the words of an Indian newspaper 
-the Viceregal statement is pervaded by a spirit of good will towards 
India, deep earnestness, characteristic sincerity and honesty of purpose and 
.above all .by unmistakable sympathy with Indian aspirations. Sir, Lord Irwin 
has rightly deserved the gratitude of this country by championing the cause 
of India. His name will go down in history as one of the greatest Viceroys. 
This statement is a remarkable document in two respects. Firstly, it has. 
-cleared doubts expressed in some quarters about the goal of British policy 
.in India. The goal has now been definitely declared to be that of dominion 
status with all its implications. A still more important part of the statement 
js the holding of a round table conference in London between the representa- . 
tives of this country and the representatives of the British Government. Sir, 
iihe demand for a round table conference has been the demand for a long 
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on a provincial basis and not on an all-India basis, perhaps the best person 
-t~ nominate such representativeswould ordinarily be the Governor of each 
province. But there again perhaps it might be said that if the Governor 
of each province is· to nominate representatives for his province for these 
special. interests and small minorities there is likely to be overlapping and 
certain amount of confusion which it would be best to avoid and if there 
is any real ground in that objection then my submission is that such nomina 
tion then should be left to His Excellency the Governor-General. In this 
manner adequate representation may be obtained for all classes and inte 
.reats in each province upon the proposed eonferenee. It is particularly ne 
-eessary, Sir, that due attention be paid to this aspect, of the question. .A.s 
I have submitted the announcement to hold the proposed conference is a, 
-very welcome announcement and it obviates very grave objections against 
the procedure which . had already been adopted and suggests modifications 
to the proposalsof the Simon Commission at a proper stage. Nevertheless 
:if proper representation for all classes and interests is not secured the effect 
which this proposed conference might have upon the political situation of 
-the country might be the reverse of beneficent. No doubt if proper repre- 

. ·sentation is secured and proper safeguards are provided, this round table 
conference that has been outlined by His Excellency the Governor-General 
might achieve a great deal of good, but on the other hand if due attention 
is not paid to the factors which I have placed before the House it might pos 
sibly result in making the situation far more delicate and confused than it 
is at present. With these few- remarks, Sir, I submit this, as I conceive 
it to be, entirely non-contentious resolution for the consideration· of the 
Rouse. 

MR. PRESIDE ~T : The resolution moved ~ 



[ s, Ujjal ijjp.gh~ l 
time of the most advanced section of the politically minded India. In 1924~ 
the leader of the Congress party, Pandit Moti Lal Nehru, made this demand 
on the floor of the Indian Legislative Assembly in the famous resolution 
which inspired Sir (now His Excellency) Malcolm Hailey in one of his finest 
orations to give that famous interpretation to the words "responsible· 
government." Now that demand has been fully met in this statement. The 
statesmanship of His Excellency Lord Irwin has thrown a great responsibi 
lity on Indian leaders. It is very easy to talk of round table conference but 
te realise the responsibility and to act up to it is a different matter, Round 
table conference is a high sounding word, no doubt; it gives equality of status 
to all those assembled to solve the intricate and most complicated problem 
of constitution making. But in order. to take full advantage of a round table 
conference we must in the first instance put our own house in order. Unless 
the Indian delegates meet the British statesman with a united demand the 
round table conference will make- confusion worse confounded. Row far 
that unanimity is within the reach of practical achievement is still a matter of 
conjecture and _it is here that Indian statesmanship and a spirit of uationallsm 
should rise equal to the occasion. Bir, the crux of the whole problem 
is the solution of the communal tangle. It is the one question which bas 
been the stumbling block in the way of political advancement of this country 
!£ it means that power is to be distributed between various religious bodies; 
power that is wrested from the British is to be divided between various 
communities, I think it is almost a hopeless task to find any satisfactory 
solution.· At the utmost the scope of communal representation should· be 
limited to the protection of minority interests, wherever they exist, in a 
reasonable manner. I do not desire to dwell at length on this thorny sub- · 
ject as it has formed the subject of discussion on the floor of thiE! House on 
Iqany occasions . W41tt I want to point out is the fact that the success of 
the round table conference depends on two points. Firstly, that we ought 
to have a united demand before the Indian delegates meet the British 
representatives in. the eonferenoe, and secondly, that the conference should· 
have a representative eharaeter, I am at one with my honourable friend 
from Sialkot that this province should have proper representation on the 
conference and if we are not able to arrive at any unanimity with regard to 
communal problem I think all interests and all communities should have 
representation on the round table conference. Bir, this announcement in 
certain quarters has been stated to be ill-timed. In my opinion it was just 
the time' to strike when Lord Irwin made this momentous announcement; 
I.4av~ said that Lord Irwin is deserving oi the -highest gratitude. of this, 
country. By his statemanship he bas saved a critical situation. He has 
struck just at the right moment. It is a shortsighted policy to imagine 
that repression can stifle the yearnings of a people for freedom. Be 
prsssion h~s never been successful in the past. If at all it has inflamed the 
spirit which it wanted to crush. It is only such strokes of statesmanship - 
as exhibited b;r Lord Irwin that are helpful in promoting good wUI and better 
understanding betwee1;1 the :peop~e . of this country and the Britf sh people 
whom God has ordained to guide and to lead the people of this country 
ori to that fulnesa of Ufa which the British people enjoy in their own 
country.' . . 
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Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal [North-East Towns, Non-Muhamma 
dan, Urban] :' Sir, I beg to support the first part of the resolation whole 
heartedly, that is, so far as the conveyance of the congratulations of tlris 
ij:ouse to His Majesty's Government is concerned. With regard to the second 
part, regarding proper representation, I am all in all with the spirit under 
lying that part o"f the resolution. I have listened very carefully to the speech· 
of my honourable friend, Sardar Ujjal Singh. In. the Punjab we have- 
always been feeling and thinking of nothing but eommunalism. If that 
spirit is going to prevail in the conference where our representatives are to 
go, then I will say we do not want our representatives to go there at all. If. 
our representatives are to go, only those who have broad views and who can 
think of Indian nationalism first and not. communalism, should be selected, 
But if communalism is to go to the forefront-.-for instance· I see that on the 
floor of this House some say that we should have nothing less than 56 per 
cent. of representation and so on-if that spirit is to be imported into the 
round table conference also, then it is better that we do not send any re 
presentatives at all. Be our representatives Hindus, Sikhs or Muhammadans, 
they should be able to put forward Mother India's interests first and nothing 
else, and it is only people who can do so should be sent to the round table- . 
conference. With these few remarks I whole-heartedly support the first 
part of the resolution. 

Chaudhri Afzal Haq [Hoshiarpur-cum-Ludhiana (Muhammadan)' 
Rural], (Urdu}; Sir, the Opposition party to which I have the honour to 
belong, has been opposing the Government at every step with a · view to, 
compel them to call for a round table conference so that both. England 
and India may have an opportunity of coming to an honourable under 
standing. Every Indian is feeling a· sense of gratitude towards His Excel 
lency Lord Irwin for his recent announcement regarding the future constitu 
tion of India. This announcement is a gesture to both the countries to re 
inove · their differences. . In the proposed conference will be judged' 
India's capacity to govern itself and the measure of the agreement among ,its: 
delegates at the conference will be the test of India's fitness for responsible· 
self-government. Sir, so far as the first part of .the resolution is concerned · 
no sensible Indian would oppose it. 1 But with regard to the second part of. 
the resolution relating to the adequate representation of the Punjab in the 
proposed conference, I. would submit that I can neither support it nor oppose 
it. The reason for this is that, if no representatives are sent to the con 
ference there is the danger of the Punjab views going unrepresented, and. 
on the contrary, if hot-headed and intemperate representatives are sent, there 
is every likelihood of · the utter failure of the conference to come to some 
stable settlement. The time has come when our fate will be decided. We 
should try to patch up our differences and give proof of solid patriotism, 
Above everything else, we should be careful not to. do anything which might 
exeite communal jealousy or work prejudcially to the best interests of our 
country. There have been two parties in the country, one in favour ot 
co-operating with Government and the other' in favour of non-co 
operating with it. The former has had the opportunity to lay its 
views before the GovemIJJ.ent and the Simon Commission, but the- 
views of the _ latter are still unrepresented, Now ;that Government 
have agreed to· hold a round table · conference, it would be desirable, 



[Ch.Awai Haq.] 
to afford also an opportunity · to the non-co-operators to express their 
views on the subject of constitutional reform. I think it would not be out 
·of place here to say a word or two about the Leaders' manifesto. - It ie 

, -expected that the representatives of the Government and its opponents will 
soon meet to discuss the possibility of effecting some permanent · under 

·standing between the Government and the people. Therefore in order to 
.ereate a peaceful atmosphere in the country it would be advisable for Gov 
ernment to release forthwith the political prisoners, With these. few words 
I support the resolution. 

Mr. E. Maya Das (Non-official, nominated), (Urdu) : Sir, the reso 
lution under discussion consists of two parts and 

5 P. M. from the speeches which have been delivered so 
far with regard to the first part,- it appears that 

the honourable members are very pleased and it is the result of that 
feeling that all have risen to congratulate His Excellency the Viceroy on the 
:memorable announcement that he has recently made. I whole-beartedly 
associate myself with them and respectfully congratulate His Excellency · 
the Viceroy. But so far as the second part of the resolution is concerned, 
it is, in my humble judgment, superfluous. I am sure that those, to whom 

· this resolution is sought to be forwarded, are. wide awake and well able to 
see that the claims of any province to adequate representation in the con 
-ference are not ignored and I am also sure that they will not do anything' 
which will give cause of complaint to any one. It was, therefore, not neees 
-sary to make the request which has been made in the second part of the 
.resolution. May I request you to divide the resolution into two parts, as 
.has been done before in similar cases, and to put the two parts separately 
.to vote? I hope you will accede to my request. ' 

Mr. Owen Roberts (Non-official, nominated}: Sir, that portion of 
·the community that I am here to represent that is permitted to· be vocal 
-on these matters has already ·expressed its views on this resolution in no 
uncertain terms in their telegram to the Secretary of State. It might, there 
-fore, be superfluous that I should speak on the subject, but the honourable 
mover of the resolution has raised a point of.very great interest to me. He 
.haa emphasised the necessity for provincial representation, the representa 
tion of the interest of the man in the province. At a very early stage in 
this matter l had to contest the view put forward very authoritatively 
-that Calcutta was the only place and the only proper place for. Ruropean 
'interest$ to be discussed. Tha_t view I strongly opposed. The main divi 
-sion amongst Europeans in India is that of official and non-official. The. 
-eommunity in Calcutta is overwhelmingly non-official, and I submit that 
you cannot possibly select from a district where one community alone pre 
ponderates suitable persons to represent the views of Europeans through 

-out the country. In this province the number of Europeans is quite-:-! 
am not quite sure-but I think' it is as- large as it is in Bengal, and hitherto 
we have not even received recognition of the fact by representation in the 
Ai;sembly. I know that recommendations have now been made that this 
should he remedied, but in tho future of India. there must be a provision 
based not merely on the needs of the non-official ; the provision made for 
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:Europeans must be such that all Europeans, whether officials or non-officials, 
shall be able to live on self-respecting terms with their neighbours, and it is 
-only possible for that matter to be debated in all its aspects if our represents 
'tion is sanctioned on a basis to admit of it. I do not believe that for many 
years to come, that unless we have the directing force or, at any rate, acer 
tain weight of European administration in this country, that European 
commerce or commerce of any type can possibly hope to hold its own or 
continue on the same terms on which it has developed in the past, and I, 
therefore, urge that this Council, when the matter comes before it, will en· 
-deavour to see that effective representation of European · interest is allowed 
from this province. I do not suggest that all our interests are peculiar to 
ourselves alone ; far be it from me to suggest anything of the sort, because I 
firmly hold that if an Englishman, official or non-official, is acting up to the 
tradition of British connection in this country, he places foremost before him 
the necessity for devising a system of government under which a.11 the sub 
jects of His Majesty can Jive, as I said before, on self-respecting terms (hear, 
hear), and I do not think that the final "conference should be confined to per 
sons whose interests lie in one direction and one direction only, and hope 
that the European community will. have representatives of all points of 
view at the joint conference. 

Mr. Din Muhammad (East and West Central Towns (Muhammadan) 
Urban]: Sir, I whole-heartedly endorse both parts of the resolution that has 
been moved by the honourable member from Sialkot, and we should feel 
grateful to him for bringing forward this resolution, as · an opportunity has 
been afforded to us to voice our feelings on the very momentous announce 
ment made in living memory. .All those who have followed Lord Irwin's 
career here might have realised by this time that he has always appeared 
ai:i. an apostle of peace, peace between the two countries, peace between· 
various communities, peace between the rulers and the ruled, and that has 
been the predominating idea in his viceroyalty so far -. Now in view of the 
ultimatum that was given by the Congress on the 31st December 1928 that 
'unless some sort of gesture was made by the British Government conceding 
tbe right of Dom.inion Status to the Indians they would start passive resis 
tance from the 1st January 1980, it appears that His Excellency the Viceroy 
has taken the wisest step to avert all those untoward incidents which might 
have happened if he had remained silent on this point. He has taken 
courage in both hands and those that haveiollowed the debates in the House 
-of Commons and the House of Lords would realise · for themselves as to 
what courage he has exhibited in making this announcement. It appears 
that the Liberals were not prepared to support him. It appears that his own 
]>arty-the Conservatives-were not prepared to lend him the. whole-hearted 
-support, and from the speech of the Secretary o:f State it appears that it was 
he who· brought round even the Labour Government to agree to this state· 
ment being made which has dispelled all mistrust engendered so far by the 

· memorable speech in the Legislative Assembly by the ex-Governor of this 
'province, From this it would appear, what a bold step he has taken and 
how deeply grateful we should :feel to him for taking this bold step by which. 
he has averted by one stroke of the pen all those unhappy incidents which 
;might have taken place after Slst December 1929. 



[ Mr. Din MoJ:i1unmad. J . - 
. The most important part of the announcement, however, with whic}i. 
l wish to deal is the second part, the part which relates to the round table· 
conference. An honourable member on my left has very plainly spoken 
f.ba,t unless nationalist members a,r~ chosen for the round table conference, 
they will not have anything do to with such a 90nference.· T.he honourable 
members of this House might have seen that the honourable members sitting on this side of the House have a very queer mentality. They would throw 
lt.Way reforms if the Muslim community is given its just share in the ad .. 
mitµstration, and they would not have anything to do with the eonferenee 
simply .•...... 

Mr. President: Order, order. The honourable member will please> 
not introduce such controversial points. 

Mr. Din Muhammad : If you permit me to say so, Sir, I am not intro 
ducing any controversial matter. I am only going to explain as to what a 
nationalist member is and what a .communalist is, as the honourable· 
member from Simla has introduced these words. Ro that real representatives: 
may not be excluded from-the round table conference merely- on the ground 

·that they are eommunalists. · _ 
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : So you are. 

' Mi', Din Muha,nmad : I may be. 
Mr. President: My ruling is that the honourable member should not 

proceed in that strain. 
•. Mt. Din MuhPUDad: I am not proceeding in thitt strain, Sir. 
· Mr. President: If the honourable member. proceeds in the same 
strain, I will have to ask' the House to allow me to request him to resume 
his seat. 

;Mr. Din Muhammad :My submission is that it wasurged before the 
House that nationalist members alone should be chosen. I was submit 
ting what sort of a Nationalist should be chosen for the conference and· 
wtat a nationalist is. In these circumstances I was not introducing any 
controversial matter, nor am I here to defy your rulings. Anyhow I eon 
eider it a duty to my constituency to submit before the House what a,. 
nationalist member is and what sort of a representative should be chosen 
for . the conference. 

. Mr. Pre$ident : The honourable member is a member of the Punjab- 
l'.,egialative Council and as suchrepresents the whole province, not on1y 
hiff constituency. · 

Mr. rni. MuballllJlad .: It was urged before the Rouse that nationalist 
:r:qe:mbers alone should be chosen for this conference. Well and good, but 

. :my only submission is that we differ as to. the interpretation that is to be 
placed on the word "nationalist," We consider that the organic :whole is 
oxµy strong if its component p11,rta also are strong, that if any component 
part is weak the organic whole cannot but be weak, and that only those 
persons, whether they are Hindus or Mnhammadiins o:r Sikhs, who wish to 
~eep their own community stro:pg 13,re tbe real nationalists as by making: 
the parts strong, they want to see the whole nation stroag, All those persons 
who bold a different point of view and who want to feed fat at the expense of 

- ... _ 
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. another eommnnity are not natio~lists 11,t all, Those persons therefore 
who are called coxnmUilaJjste are not eommunalista at all, · Tµey are the rear 
nationaijsts because they want to see every component part of the body 
politic to be strong so as to be able to bear the brunt of the administration 
when it is placed on their shoulders. If two bullocks are yoked to a plough 
and one of them is weak and one alone is strong, the plough would not work 
well. It is only, Sir, when both bullocks are strong to bear their respective 
burdens that the land would be tilled properly. All those persons therefore 
who urge that in the forthcoming round table conference every interest 
should be represented really and effectively, I submit, are not wrong. 
Those that confine the choice of the round table conference to the so-called 
nationalist class alone are confining it within a very narrow limit. That 
limited representation would not be an adequate representation, it would 
not be an effective representation and the round table conference would 
not serve its purpose well unless all interests representing all communities 
and all shados of opinion were adequately and effectively represented on the 
conference. (A voice: 56 per cent basis). Fifty-six per cent. or any other· 
basis, that is not my function to determine. It is the function of the 

· authorities who are responsible for 'making the choice. My only request is 
that all shades o! opinion should be represented there and as the pro- 
vinces di:ff er . 

Lala ~ho ~ : SiJ:, how many shades of. opinion are there in this 
province? · · 

Mr. Preside~t: The honourable member may proceed. 
Mr. Pin Muharnrnad : As you know, Sir, one province differs from 

another province in many respects, therefore it is not a strange request to 
make that the representation should be on a provincial basis, Even-if a 
leader is of- all-India reputation and belongs to Bombay or Madras, I 
am perfectly justified in urging that he cannot enter into the 
spirit of the Punjabi and be cannot realise what his needs are. It is a 
Punjabi alone w}10 would be in a position to urge the needs of the Punjab. 

It appears from the announcement that this conference would · only be 
a. deliberative or a consultative body. Representatives might be consulted 
in one lot or might bl:) consulted separately. Therefore even though the 
conference may become unwieldy, even if it may be inconvenient to sum 
mon as many representatives as there are shades of opinion, even though the 
representatives so chosen may number one hundred, it. is essential that all 
tbe different interests should be represented at the conference. If that 
is done, there will be tl).is satisfaction in every body's mind, that every 
point of view has been placed before the prover authorities and that every 
representative has succeeded in brjnging to the notice of the authorities con 
cerned what the needs of the interest' he represents are. I do not agree 
with the honourable member from :ijpshiarpur who remarked th,!it only 
such persons should be invited who· were not afforded an opportunity be 
forehand to place· their views .before the Simon Commission or before .the 
provincial committees. Thlly were given a chance to place their· case be- 

. fo:re the Commission and if they non-co-operated it is their fault. In these· 
cireumsta:nces it. is perfeetly justifiable if I submit that this Council should 



prr. Din Muhammad.] 
'pass a resolution to the effect that we should respectfully express our gra 
-titude to His Excellency the Viceroy for the announcement and that we 
.should also respectfully urge before him that the only representation that 
would satisfy the needs of the country would be the real and effective re 
presentation of all interests including all communities. 

_ The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh (Minister for Agricul 
ture) : Sir, on behalf of my fellow Ministers and myself I wish to express 
our deep sense of appreciation of this high act of statesmanship which the 
announcement of His Excellency the Viceroy marks in the history of India. 
The announcement is a pledge that British Government is prepared to con 
fer on India the same privileges and powers which the self -goveming domi 
nions enjoy. The announcement further conveyed the decision of His 
:Majesty's Government to call our representatives to a round. table con 
·ference, to consider and · prepare the future constitution for India. The 
signifieanee of this announcement lies in its clearing up the atmosphere of 
-distrust and in His Majesty's Government extending across the seas· a hand 
-of fellowship. 

I may begin by mentioning that I am now expressing my own personal 
·views. I feel it is now for India to prove her fitness, by presenting an agreed 
programme and by cordially operating in framing the new constitution. 
To achieve this high purpose we must set our own house in order ; we must 

-come to an agreement _ourselves settling all our differences of which we have 
heard a good - deal in this House, before we proceed to the conference. We 
must realise that assumption of sovereign power is justifiable only if 
we can provide for proper representation of all interests and guarantee even 
'handed administration for all, irrespective of race and creed. We must 
give ~ an assurance to all, including the important European community 

:represented by my friend Mr. Owen Roberts who just voiced his views. 
In the new constitution all interests whether Hindu or Muhammadan or 
Sikh or European, should be fully safeguarded and that the new constitu- 

- tion should be a constitution based not on race or creed, -but on common 
-eonsent of all parties, to serve all interests with one. purpose only, that the 

, .interests of all the people may be fully served-so that India may rise within 
the Empire to its full opportunities of moral and material development. 
This is the spirit in. which we should approach this problem, in seeking. 
reconciliation of all conflicting interests, in generous enthusiasm to incur 
risks in an endeavour to meet legitimate aspirations of all communities. - If I may say so, democracy is more a feeling than a fact, even in western 

.eountries. I doubt whether deinocracj in its tme sense has been anywhere 
realised. This feeling depends upon every member of a community or a 

:nation feeling that he is equal to everybody else and it is by promoting this 
feeling and its realisation that we can move towards the attainment of de 
mocracy, and not by creating or emphasising feelings of mutual disbelief 
and distnist. This can only be secured by majority communities placing 
-minority communities in a position of comparative equality. I can see no 
-other way, till communities merge into a. united nation. 

We are deeply grateful to His Excellency the Viceroy for proving him 
,self an ambassador of India. He realised what India wanted and pleaded 
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her cause with such success that he secured the pledge of the British nation, 
to raise India to dominion status. We are grateful to him again for securing 
the holding of a round table conference. We hope that his faith will be· 
justified by our co-operation, thus strengthening the links of comradeship 
between India and England. · 

. My friend Chaudhri Zafrullah. Khan has advocated that representa 
tion to the round rable conference should be on a provincial basis and that 
provincial Councils should elect its representatives from amongst· the· 
members of the Council or ontsids if necessary. I submit that if the re 
presentation is to be on the provincial basis, the number of elected representa 
tives will be so large that it may be almost impossible to reach decisions. 
amidst a multitude of councillors. May I make another suggestion ? I 
think an electoral college for the round table conference should be· formed; 
to which the provincial Councils, central legislature and recognised public 
bodies should elect representatives, and then the members of the electoral. 
college, should elect an agreed number of members from amongst themselves. 
for the conference. This would secure an adequate and full representation. 
of all interests on an electoral basis, without making the canference too un 
wieldy and save it also from provincial controversies. These are, however; 
matters which need very serious and careful consideration. All I can, 
say at present is that when the selection is made, I hope all interests and 
communities will find full and adequate representation and our representatives 
will be inspired with the high purpose of seeking unity and making 
the links that bind India and England stronger. 

Shaikh AhdulGhani [West Punjab Towns (Muhammadan) Urbanjr 
Sir, I would not have added to the long list of speakers-not because I was 
wanting in my duty on this. occasion, but because the subject, I think, has 
been amply discussed-but for a remark by the Honourable Minister for Agri 
culture. He was pleased to say that the pronouncement showed that the 
Government was prepared to keep its pledge. I may be pardoned-because- 
I was just entering in-if I did not fully realise the force of his remarks. 
I submit that what characterises most this pronouncement is the fact that 
it went far ahead of any previous proclamations or announcements on the 
subject. If we refer- to the Proclamation.of Queen Victoria and also to sub 
sequent proclamations we will find that none of those pronouncements ever 
pledged to India in clear, unambiguous or emphatic words dominion status. 
Therefore, what is most important and what makes this pronouncement so, 
mµque is the fact that Lord Irwin having the courage of his convictions 
lost no time in translating his thoughts into· action. So, I submit that he- 
deserves to be called the most courageous Viceroy of India. He fully 
realised at the time, that this pronouncement of his would provoke among 
the hostile circles lot of cirticism and would pledge not only his position, 
as Viceroy of India but als« would pledge the labour Government that was 
in power in England. In spite of all that, as he realised and believed that 
nothing short of dominion status would satisfy the people, he without waiting 
even for the recommendations of the Simon Commission, very emphatically· 
declared that the goal for India was nothing short of dominion status •. 
That is why I thought it my duty to get up and give expression to feelings of 
gratitude to the Viceroy who has been so bold, so good and so kind to India., 



Sh. Abdul Ghani.J 
We have just a forecast in the papers of the report of the majority party of 
the Indian Central Committee that was appointed to help the Simon -Oom 
mission. As we go through it we find that that Committee at the time it 
drafted the report never realised that the British Parliament or the British 
nation will go so far as to give dominion status to India ; and this, in my 
opinion enhances the value of the pronouncement, because. the pronounce 
ment went far ahead and the Committee itself did not claim dominion 
status as its right, I mean in very clear words did not put down the attain· 
ment of dominion status as the goal of the constitutional advance of India. 

With respect to the representation on the round table conference, certain 
suggestions have been made. But I think it is a very delicate question and 
requires very careful thought. Of course the Punjab is a thorn in the side 
of the body politic of India and so f11r as this province is concerned, the 
.authorities while selecting representatives will give due weight to claims of 
all interests. I, however, hope that the success of the whole scheme will. 
depend upon the unanimity secured in the discussion in the round table · 

-eonference. With these few words, I beg to support the resolution. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ra111 [Multan Division (Non-Muhammadan), 

Rural]: Sir, whenever any resolution is moved by my honourable friends on 
my right, I always feel something communal at the bottom. The mete 
fact of my friend, the mover of the resolution, holding that tlie selection 
should be on provincial basis and not on all-India basis, shows that he wants 
to have the predominance of his own community in the round table confer 
-enee, (Voi::es : No, No.) Evidently when the selection is made on provin 
cial basis, it will be according to 513 per cent. from this province, or something 
like this, or in the same way as the Members of the Simon Committee of this 
province were elected by this Hollie. That is one thing. Then he says that 
-Couneil should elect all these members. On this point again I do not agree 
with him. Why should the Council elect members for the round table 
.eonfsrenee ? If the members are to be elected, there should be big public 
meetings of all the citizens of the chief towns and cities of the Punjab, and 
from rural areas also, and thus we should get these elections, and not 
from a small House like this. In case the selection is confined to this House ' 
.alone, what sort of members would be elected ? The sort of members the 
mover exactly wants and the executive wants. I also oppose the idea of 
His Excellency nominating members to this Conference. Nominstions 
.are not at all desirable. Whenever representatives for the matter of this 
sort are required, there should be election, and election by public at large, 
.and not by nomination by the Governor, because in that case only a few 
favourite men can be nominated, who will not be able to represent the feelings 
of the general public. I submit, Sir, that this conference should. consist 
mostly of all-India leaders. The provincial leaders have not thought all 
these questions in such a way as the all-India leaders have thought. 
·There should not be preponderance of the members of one community 
or the other, but the men should be all-India leaders. There may be iucky 
-one or two from this province also who may come aroongst all·India leaders, 
but not the sort of men who were elected to the Simon Committee by this 
.House. Then, Sir, there is one other point--every one a:grees with the :first 
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:part of the resolution up to " Government of this country '' with that 
I also agree. Therefore, I submit, Sir, that this resolution should be separated 
into two parts. One up to " Government of this country " 'and the 
second pa:rt up to " announcement," because almost every one is in 
iavour with the fu:st part. As to the second part, the feelings differ0 
Therefore, I submit that unless. . . • . . • . . 

Mr. President: No argument is needed on this point. This should 
be left to the discretion of the Chair. I have heard all that the honourable 
member has said. He need not dilate any further on the point. 

·Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram: Sir, the second part of the resolu 
tion is controversal and should be put separately. I submit, Sir, that in 
the round table conference there should be no representation on provincial 
basis, because my friend does not take the responsibility of other provinces. 
Therefore, I object to his chief argument that the election should be on pro 
vinoial basis. The election should be on all-India basis. 

S~dar Hatbakhsh Singh (Hoshiarpur and Kangra (Sikh), Rural]: 
.Sir, I find myself in full agreement with every word of this resolution. I 
feel very grateful to the mover of this resolution for bringing it up in the 
form in which he has done. The proclamation or declaration made by His 
Excellency Lord Irwin is most important and deserves our thanks from 
the core of our hearts. There are no two opinions about it that he has saved 
a .very complicated situation by this statesmanlike act. Now, there are no 
znisgivings left on the point that English Government will not move in the 
matter and that it is not in fact going to give us really responsible Govern 
ment. This doubt has been set asi!de by this- momentous .announcement of 
.HisExeellenej- the Viceroy, and now we are on surer grounds and know 
perfectly well that there is no gainsaying the fact that we are going to be 
.given Dominion Status. Since the day this declaration was made, I for 
one feel, I may tell the truth, an inch higher and the love and veneration for 
Lord Irwin will always be preserved in our hearts. I feel a desire in the 

.heart of my hearts to embrace every European whom I may come across 
ever since the announcement, especially on account of the faet that the Sec 
retary of State for India, the Honourable Mr. Wedgwood Benn, when 
:making the most important speech in the Parliament admitted that there 
exista a blood connection between the Europeans on that side of the globe 
and the Indians on the other side thereof. He said that in fact we are' 
:members of the same family that migrated from , Central Asia ; one 
branch went to Europe and the other came to the Punjab. In that respect 
we are more elosely connected in this province with the Englishmen in Eng~· 
land because thwt branch which came this side to India first came to the 
Punjab where they settled. Therefore, we are certain of being more closeLy 
related with the Englishmen than the' people of any other province in this: 
.coun.tJty. Ta;kin:g that point in view, we Punjabis feel all the more elevated 
-on a-ccou:nt of this declaration or announcement. Of course I for one feel 
-that n.0w we are on. the highs road to· real res-ponsi,b!e Government iri tms 
-country. But the only question is whether we are going to get it all at once, 
It is 111. very nree gi:}sture which His, Excellency the Vicer0y has ma-de, but it' is 
not stated elea-rly w,lllethEfr we wilil get the responsible Government in: 1930' 
-01 1940 ot at what time,, 



-------------------------~- -- 

Mr. President: This is not relevant. 
·Sardar Harbakhsh Singh: Exactly, Sir, (laughter). It looks that 

it is not relevant. But I was submitting, Sir, that we should take advantage 
of the speech and make ourselves worthy of the Dominion Status at the 
earliest possible moment. It is no use passing merely such resolutions 
of thanksgiving. We should sink our differences as Hindus and Muhamma 
madans from this moment and make ourselves fit for the Dominion Status 
at the earliest possible opportunity. That will be the only way in which the 
full realization of the benefit which accrues from the speech of His Excel 
lecy Lord Irwin can be achieved. I, therefore, submit that from this mo 
ment onwards there should be no question of Hindus and Muhammadans 
amongst us. We should feel that -we are all sons of the same soil and that'we 
are members of the same family, and that if Muhammadans prosper, they 
are our own brothers'; if Hindus prosper they are likewise our own brothers. 
We all are brothers including the Europeans. Tf we really want to achieve 
the benefit which. this declaration gives, we must sink all our differences; 
at once and bring about a change of heart between ourselves. The conspir 
ing voices that we have been hearing or overhearing should cease that 
"Oh, by such and such a thing Muhammadans will progress and be benefited," 
or " Oh, how can we tolerate such and such a thing for the Hindus, who do 
not like to see us prosper." This much on that part of the resolution. 

I have already said that I am in full agreement with every word of 
this resolution, but with the latter part of the resolution which wants that 
" full and adequate representation for this province" should· also be granted. 
on the round table conference, I agree.because I think that unless this is 
done, of course, there is a grave danger atleast to my community. ·(Vo-ices:. 
what about sinking differences). Just listen and I will distinguish the 
case. Hindus and Muslims form all-India communities. Their interests 
are surely .to be safeguarded i11 the conference, in every respect, whosoever 
goes there to represent them. But the Sikhs are left out altogether, You 
will find them only in this province. They do not exist in large numbers 
in any other province of India. Thus there will be nobody to place the views 

· of the Sikhs before the conference, if they are not allowed to represent from. 
the Punjab. I mays ubmit, Sir, further,t hat Military is the most important 
Reserved Department of the Government of India, where the . Sikhs play· · 
a very great part for the benefit of the whole of India. Taking alone this 
share of the service to the Government of India, which the Sikhs render in 
the army, into account, they deserve special consideration and therefore we, 
want that they should be fully represented and that is the view point which 
we wish to place before the Government in this respect. Moreover, Bir; 
there is another fact which has lately developed. So far we do not know - 
what will be the representation of the Sikhs, but it has been urged by riv-al. _ 
communities that Sikhs are in a minority if the question of representation 
be settled on a basis of population, &c., only. But it is also now stated 
in the declaration that for the ~adj~stment of the wider question of Dominion . 
Status not only the residents of the British India, but also the .Indian States-. 
will have to be consulted and allotted a share in the . round table conference. 
Thus the point of view .of the Sikhs gains strength by this arrangement . 
because their position and importance shall have to be considered collectively 
although the Princes will represent only their own states and not the-. 
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Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq [ Amritsar City (Muhammadan) Urban]: 
:Sir, as has been said there are two distinct portions of the resolution that has 
been moved. To the first nobody has any objection. There is no doubt 
that His Excellency's statement and that of the Secretary of State have 
-done a great lot to remove the feeling of ill-will that was once existing 
in the country. The announcement, like a magician's wand has dispelled 

·to a great extent all those 1eelings at one stroke. We must therefore be 
·thankful to them for this bold pronouncement. Now India's destiny is 
-clear, She must be free some day. But for the present she wants to remain 
-an equal partner in the British ·Empire though it does not mean that she 
will ever be under the British till eternity. We have to see therefore before 

'us for the present for a measurable time a goal of tqual partnership and 
"We must have th~ British people ready to extend the hand of fellowship if 
·they want us to remain as friends within the Empire. This issue has always 
been clouded in England chiefly by · ~he efforts of· the strong reactionary 

•Conservative party in England and we must be thankful to the Labour 
•Government for having cleared it. 
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:Sikhs of the British Punjab. Hence we cannot fail now to take into consider· 
ation the question whether the Stkhs have a much wider scope in the Punjab 
for demanding adequate representation as surrounded by Sikh 
States, than on merely a population basis as. before, and that question now 
cannot be set aside or ignored as an all-India problem. The Sikhs of the 
Indian States and the Sikhs of British India were quite different entities, 
are now, but under the changed circumstances they assume collective 
importance. The question of the representation of the States will no doubt 
be dealt with separately. The Sikhs of British India nevertheless form a 
separate entity and the question of the Indian States entering into the con· 
ference does not affect their position in such a way as to exclude them from 
the conference, No doubt there are Sikh states surrounding the Punjab 
which enhance the position of the Sikhs in general. There is the Patiala. 
Stats, there are Nabha, Jind, Faridokot, Kalsia and Kapurthala States. 
Even Kashmir I claim to be a Sikh State; Thus the question is to be 
handled in a very wider scope than· before as regards Sikhs. Therefore, 
when the arrangements are made to elect representatives from this province 
to the round table conference, due share must be allotted to. the _Sikhs, 
I mean .the Sikhs of the British Punjab. All States will have their own re 
presentatives to guard their interests and their. rulers cannot strictly speak 
ing represent British subjects. In expressing these views I am voicing the 
feelings of the Sikhs of the British Punjab. Sikhs should have their inde 
p@dent share. in this matter. 

Another point. which I wanted to submit is that the Punjab is ma.inly 
an agricultural as well as a Military province. Therefore, if any representa 
tives are to be sent from the Punjab, they should mainly represent the points 
of view of the zamindars of this province and not be opposed to them. 
Whether the representative is a. Hindu or Muhammadan, it does not matter, 
but he must be a zamindar. That can be the only meaning of the oxpres 
sion of the full and adequate representation in the round table conference, 
and that is the only way in which we can sink our differences, which, other 
'Wise, will go on. 



[Sh. Muhammad Badiq.] 
The second part of the resolution is rather open to controversy, The 

honourable mover wants adequate representation for the provinces, and 
Heaven knows what would be considered adequate. I call it, that it is 
adequate misrepresentation . that my honourable friend wants. Whom. 
does he want to represent this province ? I do not think even in this House 
we can all agree upon any individual. My honourable friends opposite 
would call the benches on our left to be communal and they in turn would 
return them the compliment, and when all sections of the House are rightly 
or wrongly 'considered communal, who is there to be selected from it to 
represent it at the conference ? lhere is absolutely no chance of agreement. 
If that is the case inside the House, what is the situation outside in the 
province? The Sikhs would like to have S~ per cent. representation and 
even among them, leaders like Kharak Singh and Mangal Singh are pulling 
against each other. The same is the case with the other communities. 
Do you want that such representatives should be nominated? If Mr .. 
Shafi is chosen, the cry is raised: No, no; he cannot be considered the 
right representative. If it is my honourable friend Chaudhzi Zafrullali 
the objection wiU come: No; he has already been before. the Simon 
Commissioners and that his recommendations are not acceptable. It is 
just possible that my honourable friend Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain may be. 
agreed upon as the representative. Even then, it would be said that he 
has done some things rightly or wrongly as a commuri.alist. How is it: 
possible in these circumstances to decide the choice ? I cannot conceive 
of a country sending an embassy which was not united, absolutely unani 
mous in their views, extremely fair to the claims of all the communities like 
the Hindus, Sikhs and the Muhammadans, not to speak of the Parsis and 
other communities. I therefore fail to see, Sir, whaj; this adequate re· 
presentation that· my honourable friend wants is. Do you think that one 
more Muslim on the representation would mean the community getting 
more than it would otherwise get? I do not see that there is any individual 
in this House who is fit to represent this province and who will be accepted 

,as such by all sections. What will be the ultimate result of such a sug 
gestion as this is that a few individuals would have a trip to England. And 
what will they do there ? Attempt to present a united case ? I am afraid 
it will be a generation arid probably many of them will have to die there 
if they were to attempt at that impossible task. If we are to decide on an 
embassy on this important mission, it is lµghly necessary that all our. 
ambassadors must have one heart, one soul, one spirit,. Fancy .the Sardar 
Sahib pressing the Sikh claim, famiy my honourable friend the Minister·. 
for A.{¢culture over there .sticking to Lis topsy-turvy. haphazard scheme 
of provincial autonomy; fancy my honourable friend Mian Sir Fazl-i-Hl]sain, 
representing foe Hindus and the Muslims a,11 well. What will all these re· 
presentatives do there ? They mo.y . come to blows ; tp.ey will denounes 
each other, condemn each other and present to the Britisher n ,·ery un 
edifying spectacle. Is it for this tliat we are asking· for adeqr,ate represen-; 
tation? I say there is no one in this province just now who is admittedly. 
fit enough to be sent on this mission as representative of the provinee.. 
Then, Sir, my honourable friend, the mover says : This House sha.11 elect. 
them. Well, we have elected him to the Simon Commission, I mean the 
provincial committee. What has my honourable friend · done there ? He 
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has brought forward proposals which are acceptable to no one. I 
want that some persons who have not expressed themselves one way or 
other, people who are accredited all-India leaders, that such persons should 
go rather than individuals selected by this Council. There is some sense I 
concede in asking the Congress, the Muslim League, the Hindu Mahasabha 
and the Sikh League or other all-India bodies to send their representatives. 
Even then I should seriously think there would be no use unless all of them 
feel in their heart-of hearts that their country is common and their interests 
united. What is the use of rushing to England before coming to an 
agreementhere ? We start with grand ideas to begin with. My honour 
able friend who spoke before me started with an idea of united India, free 
from all communalism but ended with the plea that the Sikhs=among that 
category he included even some Indian· Sikh States which could hardly 
come in-as they are no more Sikh States-should have their own case 
specially represented. That is rather bad communalism, I say tha,t there 
is no one who can be said to represent all interests. And that being so, why 
bind the hands of His Excellency and of His Majesty's Government ? They 
have extended their hand of fellowship. Let time decide after consulting all 
India bodies what sort of people should go. When the time comes, let not 
the Secretary of State and the Viceroy feel that their hands are bound in 
the choice of representatives. We must have pronounced views on the 
subject, a clear-cut case to present with a united-front. Ii, on the other hand! 
Punjab wants 2, the United Provinces would like to have 4 and Madras 
equally the same number and the other provinces will proportionately 
increase their number. So it is much better to leave the Government a 
free hand in the matter. My friend tlien said, let us have all shades of 
opinion represented on the conference. Well, we are having many shades 
of opinion in the country. There are to be seen all the shades and colours that 
are possible under the Sun and it would indeed require a superhuman being 

__ to· select the 'right shade. Provinces will send so many shades that it 
will be a difficult task to find a solution of the problem before us and more 
over the number of the delegates will be so many as to inake the working 
of the conference impossible. My only plea is that the whole task should be 
left to Government. If they . decide, as I am sure they must, to consult 
the leading bodies like the Khilafat Committee, the. Muslim League, the 
Indian National Congress, the Hindu Mahasabha and similar bodies, they 
will surely hit upon right persons, people belonging to all-India bodies, 
or leaders of various movements. They and not we have the right to go 
in the name if the country. I would therefore appeal that the choice should 
not be fettered and that the Government· be made to feel that their hands 
are not tied. 

Sir, with .these words, I would request you to put the resolution in two 
parts separately. For the first portion, so far as I see, there will be whole 
hearted support. For I feel certain that the name of the Secretary of State 
and Lord Irwin will live for ever for this· fine gesture and the voice of Little 
Ben will "remain dear throughout· the length and breadth of this country 
e.s that of the Big Ben in Britain. His name will be remembered with· 
gratitude all over the eountry. But the task -of selection in provinces 
is bound to be difficult and for my part, I would be content by leaving it to 
the Government. · • 



Pir Akbar Ali [Ferozepore, (Muhammadan), Rural] ( Urdu) : Sir, I 
beg to move that- ,,,. 

" This Council recommends to the Government that compulsory primary education 
comprising a six years course of primary verna.cula.r education should be intro. 
dnoed throughout the province within the next seven yea.rs." · 

Sir, my resolution can be split into three parts •. The first part is that 
primary · vernacular education should be made compulsory ; the second 
part is that instead of comprising four years as at present its course should 
comprise six years ; the third and the last part is that it should be inroduced 
throughout the province within the next seven years. As regards the first 
part of it I would like to say that in some form or other at various times this 
resolution has been moved in this Council and bas always got t e full consent 
of the House. · Some time back this very matter was presented to the House 
in a. different form and then it was decided that a. committee should be 
appointed _ to report on it. Althougli whenever presented, this resolution 
has always met the unanimous approval of the House and no member has 
ever dissented, yet notwithstanding all this up till now no such committee 
has been appointed. 

Now I come to the second part of the resolution. It is with regard 
to my· proposal of extending the course of primary vemaculas education 
over six veers instead of four. Sir, I have made this recommendation fo1 
two reasons and they are ..•••••••.. ~ • • • • . . . . . 

At this stage the Council adjourned till 2 l',M, on E'riday; tho 29th No, 
vember, 1929. 

RESOLUTION lt]i] COMPULSORY PRIMA.BY EDUCATION. 

" That this Council recommends to the Government that it may be pleased to_ res 
pectfully urge upon His Excellency the Govemor-GeneraJ the necessity of secur 
ing full and adequate representation for this province in the conference to be 
held in pursuance of His .Excellency's announcement." 

The motion was carried. 

That the question be now put, 

The motion was carried. 

Mr. President: I propose to put the resolution separately in two 
parts to the vote of the Rouse. 

The question . is- 
" Tha.t this Council recommends to the Government that it may be pleased to convey 

to His Exce~enoy the Govemo~Gen~ the respectful congratulations of this 
House on His· Excellency's announcement made on the 1st .November 1929 
relating to the policy of the British Government with regard to the future con! 
stitutional development of the Government of this country." · · 

The motion was carried. 
Mr. President: T.he question is- 

Pir Akbar Ali : I move=- 
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AssrsTAN':C DrsTRIOT INSPECTORS AND ANGLO-VERNACULAR TEACHERS IN THE 
- A:r.mALA DIVISION. 

*2611. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhom Ram : Will the Honourable 
Minister for Education kindly state- 

( a) the number and names of Assistant District Inspectors serving 
in the Ambala division, who are untrained ; 

(b) the number of Anglo-Vernacular teachers serving in the Ambala 
division who are untrained ; 

(c) the number, names and tribes of those among the employees 
referred to in (a) and (b) who are members or notified agrieul 
tural tribes ; · 

(d) whether tJ:\ey were employed because trained hands were not 
. a.vailaolEror 'beoause they belonged to backward tribes ; 

(e) if the answer- to (d) _is in-the negative, w~a.t were the special con· , 
siderations which· led to the appointment of untrained men ~ 

B 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

4-- DISTRICT lNSPEC'.l'OR OF SCHOOLS, RonTAK. _ 

*2610. Rai Sahib'Chauclhri Chhotu Ram: Will the Honourable 
ter for Education kindly state- 

(a) whether the Vernacular Middle School at Kanhaur in the Rohtak 
district was never visited by the permanent District Inspector 
of Schools for about three years ; 

(b) how many, if a:Q.Y, and which schools not within two miles of a pueea 
road or a railway station, were visited by the said District 
Inspector in 1928 ? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : (a). The information is not 
available, but will be obtained from the local authorities. 

(b) It is apprehended that the details desired may entail a serious ex 
penditure of time and effort, entirely disproportionate to the value of the 
information obtained ; if that should be so, it is proposed to ask the Divisional 
Inspector to examine the position in this respect generally and to report to 
Government. 

THE Oouncil met at the Oouncil Ohamber at 2 P.M. of the 
clock. Mr. President in the Ohatr, 

PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 
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BHAKRA DAM. 

*2613. Chaudhri Baldeo Singh : Will the Honourable Revenue. 
l\fember kindly state--- 

(i) (a) whether the experts appointed to report on the effect of the 
construction of the Bhakra Dam on tha wa.ter level of the Indu11 
Inundation Oanals have submitted their report; 

(b) if so, what is their finding ; 
(_o) if not, when is the enqniryexpaeted to be finished; 

(ii) whether the Government propose to make any headway with 
the construction of the Bhekra Dam in the next year ? . 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Hasain : The honourable uiimber 
is ref-erred to the 'answer given to Question e No. 2598*. 

Chaudhri Baldev Singh: Question No. 2598* does not colltain any 
:reply to part (c) of my question, that .is, as to when the enquiry is expected 
-io be :finishe1n . 

HYDBO-ELEOTRIO BOHEME. 

/: 

*2612. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable 
Minister for Agriculture kindly state the pace of progress of work and ex· 
penditure on . the Hydro-Electric Scheme ? 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: It. is regretted the 
answer to the above question is not yet ready and will be supplied to the 
honourable member when ready. 

1 Volume xtil.Fagea 299-300. 
•Page 402 allte. 

- 

.1 Serial Name. Designation. Tribe. REMARKS. No. 
' 

1 B. Harnam Singh, B.Sc. AgricultureJ teacher, Jat. 
(Agri.) Government High 

' School. Kot Khai. 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) One L. Gurprasad Mathur, 
Assistant Dirstrict Inspector of Schools, Kamal. In this connection refer 
ence is also invited to the answer given to part (b) of Council Question 1 Ne. 
2411*. . - 

(b) Five (in Government schools). 
(e) A statement is laid on the table. 
(d) They were employed because they were considered to possess suit- 

able qualifications. · 
(e) Does not arise . 

.STATEMENT SHOWING NUMBER, NAMES AND TRIBES OF UNTRAINED ASSIS 
TANT DISTRICT INSPECTORS AND TEACHERS IN THE AMBALA DIVISION 
WHO ARE MEMBERS OF NOTIFIED AGRICULTURAL TRIBES. . 
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I - 
BREA.OH IN THE CANAL BuND NEAR SULEIMANKE, 

*2614. Sayad Muhammad Husain : Will the Honourable Revenue 
.Member be pleased to state-.. - · 

(a) whether it is a fact that a considerable damage was done-to village 
Muhibali and Chak No. 41 Kanipur in the tahsils of Dipalpnr 
and Pakpattan on account of a breach in the canal bund situ· 
ated at a distance of four miles from head Suleimanke ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the inhabitants of the above mentioned 
area represented to the authorities that the disaster would be 
averted if the canal department were to effect a breach in the 
main canal on the 21st of August instead of the 22nd of August 
1929; 

-(c} whether it is a fa~t that on the morning of the 21st the inhabitants 
- of the above mentioned villages sent telegrams - to the Exseu- 

tive Engineer, Suleimanke and other district officers informing 
them of the breach in the bund and requesting an instantane 
ous breach in the main canal to save them from destruction ; 

{d) whether it is a fact that the inhabitants of the above mentioned 
villages gave a definite undertaking to the Engineers to 
fill the gap ·at their own cost and by their own labour, if they 
are allowed to make a cut on the 21st ; · 

,(e) whether it is also a fact that the canal department did not pay 
any regard to the above mentioned request and assurance 
and later on a cut was made by them after both the villages 
were flooded and heavy loss in grain, standing crops, fodder, 
etc.,,was sustained by the inhabitants; 

,(j) if it is a fact thlitt the Sub-Divisional Officer, Pakpattan, was de· 
pated to ascertain the loss incurred by the inhabitants of these 
villages and if so, whether he has submitted any report '} 

- :e2 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: Naturally the question 
cannot contain the answer, it would not be a question otherwise.' - · 

Chaudhri Baldeo Singh: My question is, if the finding is not ready 
when is the enquiry expected to be finished ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: The finding has been ready 
for some time. 

Cbaudhri Baldeo Singh : Is it about _ the inundation canals ? 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: It is about the Bhakra 

Dam. 
Chaudhri Baldeo Singh : My question is about the inundation canals. 

When is the report of the Superintending Engineer expected to be ready ? 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: Answer to that question 

was given by me in this House only two or three days ago in answer to a 
very exhaustive question by Rai Sahib Chaudhri Ohhotu Ram. I said there 
in .that the time of the receipt of that report may' be a little bit delayed but 
it will not affect the taking up of the project. ....._ 

467 STARRED QUESTIONS AND ASNWERS, 
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*2615. Chaqdbri Ram Singh: (i) Will the Honourable Finance · 
Member please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that one Mr. Durrani published -a very ob 
jectionable book about Swami Dayanand, the well-known 
founder of the· Arya Sam:3,j ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that on 2Srd July 1929 the Government issued 
-a communique stating therein that Mr. Durrani has stopped 
publication of the book? 

(ii) if the answer to the above be in the affirmative, will the Govern 
ment please state whether the said Mr. Durrani gave a verbal or written 
undertaking to stop publication ? If it was in writing, will the Government 
please lay a copy of the same on the table ? ,; 

(iii) Is.the Government aware of the fact that since the time the 
communique was issued, the said Mr. Durrani has been selling the book and 
sending the same per V. P.P.?. ' 

(iv) If the answerto the above be in the affirmative, has Government 
made any enquiry in the matter ? If so, with what result ? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: _(i) (a) Mr. Durrani published a. 
book entitled " Swami Dayanand ; his life and teachings " which was con- · 
sidered likely to cause offence to the Arya Samajists. 

(b) Government issued a ~omm!tniq~e on the 28rd September 1929 that 
Mr. Durrani had offered to withdraw his book from the market, that the 
offer had been accepted by Government and the book had since been with 
drawn. 

(ii) He gave a written undertaking to withdraw the book. Govern 
ment is not prepared to la.y the correspondence on the t.1,1,ble. 

(iii) Government has seen an aHeg~tion to this effect.~ · 
(i•) Enquiries into the allegation were made but the allegation was. 

not substantiated. 

Booa BY MR. DURRANI ABOUT Sw.AMI VAYANAND. 

The Honourable Mian Sir FazJ..i-Husain: (a) Some damage in 
these villages was done. 

(b) Yes. 
(c) Yes. 
(d) Yes. Verbally. 
(e) 'No. The request of the villages was fully considered. If the cuts 

had been made on the 21st of August at the time and place requested, 
greater damage would have been _caused by water pouring out of the canal 
which was running with high supply at the time and is in heavy filling. A 
cut in the canal would have flooded the villages 12 hours earlier than it wall 
flooded by water from the breaches higher up. 

(!) The report of the Executive Engineer, Suleimanke, is awaited. 
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DIFFERENTIAL TREATMENT BY GOVERNMENT TO HINDU AND 
MussALMAN AUTHORS. 

*2617. Chaudhri Ram Singh: Will the Honourable Finance Member 
please state- · · 0 

( a) whether it is a fact that there is a general feeling amongst the 
Hindus of the Punjab that the Punjab Government shows 
indulgence to the Mussa.Iman authors who write against the 
Hindus while it takes immediate action against the Hinda 
authors; · 

(b) -if the answer to the above be in the affirmative, will the 
Honourable Member please explain the position of Gov 
ernment in this matter ? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) and (b) Government are not 
-aware of a.ny such feeling, and if it exists, it is without foundation. Govern 
ment regard with disfavour activities which tend to create communal dis 
sension whatever their source may be. 

Boox BY MR. DURRANI re SWAMI DAYAN.A.ND. 

*2616. Chaudhri Ram Singh : Will the Honourable Finance Mem· 
ber lay on the table a copy of the Press Branch report regarding the book 
published by Mr. Durrani regarding Swami Dayanand together with the 
name of the officer making the same ? 

The Honou'l'able Mr. A. M. Stow : Government is not prepared in 
this or any similar case to lay on the table a. copy of the Press Branch Re- · 
port or to give the name of the officers making the report. 

,, Chauclhri Ram Singh : - Will the Honourable Member please state 
whether Government has made enquiries into the fact that Mr. Durrani ha.s 
been selling the book and that on °the 20th of August he sent a. copy of it 
by V.P.P. to one Tarlok Ram, Sharma. of Gujrat? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: I have already stated tha.t enquiry 
into the allegation was made but the allegation was not substantiated. 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal: May I know, Sir, if the Government 
would be prepared to make a further enquiry. We have a positive proof in 
our hand and we challenge the Government to refute that. 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : If the honourable member will 
produce the necessary particulars an enquiry will be made. 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Then I presume that Government 
will take action against the gentleman. 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: That depends on the result of the 
enquiry. 

Lala Bodh Raj : Has the Government made any enquiry from tho 
person concerned whether he sent any book by V.P.P.? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: To me the question seems to be 
the same as asked by the other honourable gentleman. If that is so the 
answer will also be the same. 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 



/ 

. --1 .. 

i. 
. 1. 

1 

15 Na.uranga.. Man.la., sons of {not .givoo) Saini of 'l'a.nda. 

'l'otal 

/ 
- 

13 Mangtu, ·~ Saini of Urmur 

14 Bihari, Gulza.ri, Sa.wan, sons of Diwan, Saini of Urm~ 

9 ·Buta and Maule.. sons of Kalu, Ara.in of Kaitha.n 

10 Ali Ba.khsh, son of Imam Din, Ara.in of Kaitha.n 

11 Ghulam Qadir and Umar Din, sons of Miran Ba.khsh, Ara.in of Kaitha.n 

12 . Niha.la. and Badha.wa., sons of Bharda.na., Saini of Ul'I!lar 

1. 

. 
8 Uma.r Khan, son of Ba.je Khan, Afghan of Kaitha.n 

6 Khuaja., son of Dmra; Ara.in ·of Da.suya 

7 Karam Toi.hi, son of Pir Ba.kb.sh, Ara.in of Ka.itha.n ,. 

1 Miran Ba.khsh; son of Kalu, Ara.in o_f Dasuya. •. 

2 Fa.tta., son of Hion, Ara.in of Dasuya. •• 

3 Kalu, son of Fa.iza., Ara.in of Da.suya. 
' 4 Abada.n, / son of Hion, Are.in of Dasuya. 

5 Ma.ju, son of Hion,·Ara.in of- Dasuya. 

Number 
of 

squa.res. 
Serial 

No. 
Name with address. 

- GRANT OF LAim • 

. · *2&11. Cha•dhri' Ram Singh : WJU the Ron~ara.ble Revenue Mem .. 
bet please state- •• · 

· {a) whether it .is a fact that the Go\ternment bas granted squa:res of 
land to the owners of the lands acquired for the purposes of 
eonstrnetion of the railway line between Jullnndur and 
Mukerian; 

(b) ii: the answer to the above be· in the affirmative, will Government 
_pleas~ state to whom and how many squares of land were grant 
ed in this connection ; 

{c) is the Government also considering the advisability of granting 
squares of land in the Nill Bar to the owners of Ianqs in the, 
Kangra district acquired for the eonstmetion of the Kangm. 
_VaJley Railway? · 

The Honourahle Mi8D Sir Fazl·i·Husain.: (a) Yes. 
(b) A list is laid on the 'table giving the information required. 
(o) _No. 
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The Honourable Mimi Sir Fazl•i•Husain: (a) Water rate under the- - 
old rules prior to kharif 1924 was levied on areas sown in the rabi with a crop 
on the moisture from the previous kharif crop, and this was known as 
waiih wai,w,r rate : the rates varied from Re. 1-0-2 to Rs. 2-4-0 per acre on 

the different canals. · 

*2620. Mian Ahmad Y ar Khan, Daultana : Will the Honourable 
lriember for Revenue be pleased to state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that under old wailk watt.ar rules a water-rate 
at Rs. 2-s:o per acre was levied on the crops sown in the wat1h 
of a previous crop which bad wattar in it ; . 

{b) whether it is also a fact that at present it is levied or is proposed 
to be levied at Be. 1-4-0 per acre on the crops sown in the 
wadh of a previous crop whether there is wai,tar in it or 
not; 

(e) whether it is Jl, fact that the chahi-nahri revenue is realized for crops. 
sown with chahi irrigation in the wailk of a previous crop having 
no wattar at all ? 

W ADH W ATTAR, 

W ADH W ATTAR. 

. *2619. Mian Ahm-.d Yar Khan, Daul~: WiU the IIonour~ble 
Member for Revenue be. pleased to state- 

(a) the names of the canals on which wailk 1Qa,tf,a_1' i!J in f9roe a.t 
present; 

{b) whether it is a fact that it is only levied on the Sutlej Valley 
Canals; 

(e) if the answer to {b) is in the affirmative, the reasons why this 
tax is levied only on the Sutlej Valley Canals, 

The Honourable Mian Sir F azi.,j.,ffusain : ( a) ( i) Khadir Branch, 
Chak Dogar, Bhatti, Rohmanki and Tabbar, .non-perennial channels of 
Pakpattan Canals. · 

(ii) Dipalpur_ Canal. 
(iii). Eastern Canal. 
(i1,) Mailsi Canal. 
(b) Yes. 
(e) The uaoh. wattar rate is levied on the Sntlej Valley Project non 

perennial canals at Re. 1-4-0 per acre and is justified by the fact that these 
areas were previously served by inundation. canals and all areas growing 
rabi crops from them were charged a rabi-rate varying from Re. 1-2-0 to 
Re. 1 ~4-0 on the Sutlej Canals to Re. 1-8-0 on the Grey Canals. The 
option of not sowing such areas, which do not contain much " tr.attar " 
or moisture lies with zamindars themselves; 
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WATER FAILURE ON THE MAILS! CANALS. 

*2622. Mian Ahmad Yar Khan. l)aultana: Will the· Honourable 
.Revenue Member be pleased to state- 

~ (a) whether it is a fact that the Islam Weir in-the Sutlej Valley Pro· 
ject was damaged in the month of September and consequently 
the Mailsi · Canela ceased to run ; 

(b) if so, whether Government is aware that the kharif crop on these 
canals was almost destroyed on account of want of water to 
mature them ; 

(c) if so, will Government kindly state the remission which it has been 
pleased to give to the areas concerned ; 

(d) whether Government is aware that the people on the Mails 
Canals are deprived of the rabi 1929-80; · 

(e) if so,' what steps Government has taken or proposes to take to 
save the people of the Brd British Circle, Sutlej Valley Project, 
from the great loss that they will have to undergo in the ab 
sence of the rabi crops ? 

*2621. Mian Ahmad Y ar Khan, Daultana : Will the Honourable 
Revenue Member be pleased to state- 

( a) whether it is a fact that with the main cotton crop the zainindars 
often sow moth, jawar or bajra, eto., as a subsidiary crop ; 

(b) if so, whether it is also a fact that if only the subsidiary crop 
succeeds and the cotton crop fails for deficient · water supply, 
the subsidiary crop is treated as the main crop and full water 
rate and revenue are levied ; 

(c) whether it is a fact that the province of the subsidiary crop is 
only a small fraction of what it would be if it were the main 
~p; . 

(d) if the answers to the above parts be in the affirmative, what steps 
does Government intend to take in the matter '? · 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a), (b), (e) Yes. 
(<l) Government has not been able to find the way to do something in 

the matter.~ 

WATER· RATE AND LAND REVENUE ON SUBSIDIARY ORO PS, 

{ Hon'ble Mian Sir Fasl-i-Husain.] 
(b) Yes, from rabi 1928-29 the f.Oadh · wattar rate of Re. 1-4-o 

per acre is levied on the non-perennial canals of the Sutlej Valley Project 
on the crops grown on the moisture of a previous crop. 

(e) The meaning is not quite clear and a detailed enquiry has to be made 
:from the local officers. · / 
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U NTOUOHABLES AND PUBLIC WELLS. 

· *2624. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Honourable the 
Minister for Local Self-Government be pleased to state- 

(a) whether the attention of Government has been drawn to the judg 
ment of Mr. Justice Harrison as reported in Indian Law Reports, 
Lahore, page 4.82, admitting the right of untouchables to 
draw water from public wells ; 

(b) if the reply to the above be in the affirmative, whether the Gov 
ernment intend to draw the attention of all the Deputy Com 
missioners to this ruling of the High Court ? 

The Honourable Malilc: Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Yes. 
(b) It is a published ruling and requires no further advertisement. 

Moreover it expounds a principle of criminallaw about which there seems to 
be no doubt. - 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : That is not the reply to my question 
in part (b). My question was whether the Government is prepared to draw 
the attention of the Deputy Commissioners to this ruling of the High Court ? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: This is a principle of 
law and everybody ought to know it.. There is, therefore, no need to draw 
anybody's attention to it. This is a published ruling and as a· District 
Magistrate, every Deputy Commissioner ought to know it. 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : But many of the Deputy Commis 
sioners do not know it. Is there any harm in drawing their attention to it ? 

lVolume XIII, page 61. 

LOCAL BATES AND SIDHNAI CANAL ZAMINDABS. 

. *2623. Mian Ahmad Yar Khan, Daultana: Will the Honourable 
Member for Revenue be pleased to state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that local rates are charged on the land revenue 
only throughout the province ; 

(b) whether it is also a fact that in the case of the Sidhnai Canal 
(Multan district) zamindars, the local rate is charged on the 
land revenue and water rates combined; 

(e) if the reply to the above is in the affirmative, what is the reason 
for the departure from the general practice in the . case of 
Sidhnai Canal ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes. 
(bJ Yes. 
(c) The attention of the honourable member is drawn to the reply given 

to his Council question1 No. 1175 in July last. 

The 'Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: The information is not 
available at headquarters and has necessitated enquiry being made from the 
local officers and the result is awaited. · The information when received will 
be communicated to the honourable member. 
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Names of rural areas where compulsion has been e:nforced. 
HISS.AB DISTRICT. HISSAR D:rsTRIOT-contd. 

1. Kalanwali. 16. Alika. 
2. Balsamand, 17. Chuli Bagarian, 
8. Rania. 18. Datiwas. 
4. Sahuwala. 19. Dhansn. 
5. Nandhsri including Chikan- 20. Pirtbala. 

was. 21. Dadu. 
6. Harita. 22. Jhirri. 
7. Kajla. 28. Shsrgarh. 
8. Ladesar. 24. Alika. 
9. Sesai. 25. Gudha Kalan. 

10. Namaund, 26. Rakodh. 
11. Tigrana. 27. Sandol. 
12. Bass. 28. Kaimri. 

I 
18. Umra. 29. Pali. - 
14. Chang. 80. Petwar. 
15. Sewani. 81. Jamawar ', 

1 Volume XII; pages 86-87. 

CoMPULSORY PRIMARY EnuoATION. 
*2626. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Honourable 

Ministtll' for Education be pleased to state the names of the rural and urban 
arees in which compulsory primary education has been- 

, (a) enforced ; 
(b) applied for but not introduced? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) A statement showing the 
information desired is 'enclosed. 

(b) The only cases pending in.'' the Department of Education are a few- 
applications from municipal areas with regard to · which additional informa 
tion is being called for on financial grounds. 

REPORT OF UNEMPLOYMENT OoMMITTE'.E. 

*2625. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Chief Secretary 
be pleased to state ~hat action has been taken on the Punjab Unemploy- 
ment Committee's report ? ' 

Mr. H. W. Emerson: The attention of the honourable member is in· 
vited to the reply given to starred question1 No. 1508 on the 29th November 
1928. Replies have now been received from most Heads of Departments 
and it is hoped that a resolution will issue shortly indicating the extent to 
which Government has accepted the conclusions of the Committee and pro 
poses to give effect to its recommendations. 

. The Honourable M'1ik F~oz Khan, Noon : The honourable member's 
lulving asked this question in the Council will make it public through 
the Press and the Deputy Commissioners will certainly read it. 
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·RORTAX DIBTR_I(l!l'-Confd.- 

77. Senpal. 
78. Go bhana, 
79. Bhainsro Kalan. 
80. Madina. 
81. Mandora. 
82. Nigana. 
88, Kahnaur, 
84. Pilana. 
85. Barhana, 
86. Dehkora. 
87; Jakhauda. · 
88. Dulehra . 
89. Kherka Gujar. 
90. Dipalpur. 
91. Morkheri. 
92, Gandhra. 
98. Bhalaut, 
94. Kahni. 
95. Birdhana. 
96. Tumbaheri. 
97. Dadri. 
98. -Soldah, 
99. Madana Kalan. 

100. J anti Kalan. 
101. Bighan. 
102. Kakroi. 
108. Qimashpur. 
104. Chhatera. 
105. Kharak Kalau. 
106. Kharak Kliurd 
107. Atail. · 
108. Farmana. 
109. Khanda. 
110. Rurki. 
111. Matan. 
112; Nahri. 
118. Bahu Akhbarpur. 
114. Paksama, 
115. Nilothi. 
116. Chhara. 
117. Rawari Khera. 
118. Bhupania, 
119. Goela Kalan. 
120. Dadanpur. 
121. Gwalisan. 
122. Bamnola. 

· 128. Jakhala. 
'124. Jitpur. 

Lohari, 
Ch . . nnm.. 
Kheri Patauda. 
Saragthal. 
Pinana, 
Ratanthal. 
Garhi Brahmnan. 
N angal Kalan. 
Shahzadpur. 
Pagthala. 
Aterna. · 
Chan di. 
Bainsi, 
Pulthi. 
Patwapur, 
Patafidah, , 
Majra Dubaldhan. 
Mahmudpur. · 
Dobh: 
Kakrana. 
Sundana. 
Lahli. 
Gopalpur. 
Kalanaur, 
Guryani. 
Talao. 
Garhi Bala. 
Garhi Sampla. 
Soliti. 
Khertj. 

47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
58. 
54. 
55. 
56. 

· 57. 
58. 
59. 

· 60. 
61. 
62. 
68. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 

~ 70. 
71. 72. 
78~ 
74. 
75. 
76. 

1uss.Ai\ DISTRIC'D-conoZct. 
82. Badala.. 
SS.. Thura.na. 
84. Data. 
85. Kuleri. 
86. Kabra Kalan. 
87. Bhekhn. Kera. 
88. Bapoza, 
89. Biran. 
40. Rewasa. 

·, 41. Gochi. 
42. Bamla including Phul Pura, 

. etc. 
48. Naraungabad, 
44. Budana, 
45. Tuglan. 
46. Adampur. 

RORTAK DISTRICT, 

Names of 'l"Ural oreae where compulsi<m has been enforced-:continued. 
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! Hon'ble Mr. Manohar Lal.] . 

Names of rural areas where compu'lsiml, has. been _en/oroed-oontinued. 
. RouTAK DmTBio~nttl. Roaux DISDJ:0'11-oontd. 

125. Serya. 178. Kheri Asra. 
126. · Goehhi, 17 4. Jb.arli. 
127. Shiddipur Loa. .176. Machhroli. 
128. Birar. 176. Kelanga. 
129. : Kansala. 177. Bnsana. · 
180. Bhaprauda. 178. Bhainswal Kalan. 
181. Butana, i 79. Sam.chana. 
182. Gangana, 180. Ismaila. 
188. .Ahri. 181. Nayabas. 
184. Seman. · 182. Karor. 
185. - Garhi Haqiqat, ·• 188~ Dhakla, 
186. Purkhas, 184. Khetawa.s. 
187. Juan. 185. Selanga. 
188. Harsana Kalan. 186. Ladain. 
189. Gum.ar. 187: Subana. 
140. Budha Khalsa. · 188. Silani. 
141. Panchhi Jattan. 189. Rum.ayunpur. 
142. Murtha!. 190. Mahra. 
148, Sitaoli. 191. Barona. 
144. Palri Kalan. 192, • Sisana. · 
145. Kurar Ibrahimpur, 198. Matanhel. 
146. Rajpur. 194. Barahi. 

· 14 'L Larsauli. 195. Bamnoli, 
148. Sersa. 196. Barwasni. 
149. Nandnaur, 197. Kanwali. 
150. Mundlana. · 198. Rohat. 
151. Dabodha Kalan. 199. Jharot • 

. 152. Anwal. 200. Salimsar Majra. 
158. Ohulian, 201. Gannaur. 
154. Hasangarh. 202. · Kheora. 
155. Siwana Mal. 208. Thana Kalan. 
156. Birohar. 204~ Nuna Mazra. 
157. Jhanswa.. 205. Kasar Brahma.nan, 
158. .Ahulana. 206. Luksar. 
159. Mohana. 207.' Khizarpur .Ahir. 
160. Surehli. 208. Riwara. 
161. Sham.aspur Majra. 209 .. , Pahladpur, 
162. Chandol, 210. Salhawas. 
168. Kasni. 211. Ferozepore Bangar. 
164. Barodah, 212. Kailana. 
165~ Chatana. 218. Kundal, 
166. Karewri. 214. "Dubaldhan, 
167. Lehrara. 215. Nidana. 
168. Mahlana. · 216. Khubru, 
169. Ratdhana. · · 217. Guhsna, 
170. Zainpur. 218. Bohar, 
171. Ohhara. 219. SankhoL 
172. Jagsi. 220. Rohad. 



'· 

RoBTAK D1sTJUOT-aontii. 
269. Yaqubpur. 
270. Joli. 
271. Sehri. 
272. Kosli. 
278. Achhej. 
274. Kanwali. 
275. Nahra. 
2.76. Rayya. 
277. Bakheta. 
278.· Rohna. 
279. Kulasi. 
280. Kanonda. 
281. Kheri Sadh. 
282. Ladpur. 
288. Pahsor. 
284. Ukhalchana. 
285. Kablana. 
286. Khungai. 
287. Munda Khera. 
288. Barsa. 
289~ Devar Khana, 
290. Ismailpur. 
291. Chhudani. 
292. Bhadani • 
298. Jehangirpur. 
294. Badli. 
295. Daryapur. 
296. Kheri Jat. 
297. Mahmudpur. 
298. Jehazga.rh. 
299. N ogaon, 
800. Asandah. 
801. Asan. 
802. Gorar. 
808. Chhapar. 
804. Siwana. 
805: Gudha. 

. 806. N uran Khera. 
807. Akbarpur Berota. 

, 808. Bhainswan Khurd. 
809. Giwana. 
810. Garwal. 

1 811. Khar]illara. 
812. Sheikhupura. 
813. Rai. 
814. Bahalga.rh. 
815. Asawarpur. 
816. La.wan. 

RoBT AK DmTRioT-COntd. 
221. Kathura. 
222. Ritauli. 
228. Kahrawar. 
224. Jasaur Kheri, 
225. Ealand. 
226. Nagar. 
227. Kharar. 
228. Dighal. 
229. Dhandhlan. 
280. Lakarya. 
281.· Gangtan .. 
282. Sunderpur. 
238. Busain, 
284. Titauli. 
285. Bidhlan, 
286. Khirwali. 
287. Baliana. 
288. Bilana, 
289. Yalikpur. 
240. Baghpur. 
241. Gijhi. 
242. Mungan. 
248. Sanghi. 
244. Jaasiah. 

. 245. Samar Gopalpar. 
246. Sunari Kalan. 
247. Chhoti Bahn, 
248. Banyani. 
249. Chilkana. 
250. Yandauthi. 
251. Kherka Musalmanan. 
252. Burawas. 
258. Dhanr, . 
254. Makroli, Ka.Ian. 
255. Larot. 
256. Bhayyanpur. 
257. Bhmanwas. 
258. · Chamari, 
259. Sampia. 
260. GarhiBalab. 
261. Katesra. 
262. Khudan. 
268. Surahti. 
264. Surakhpur. 
265. Patti· Haveli. 
266, Gurawar. 
267. Sondhi. 
268. Zahidpur. 

· Names of. rural areas wher_e compulsion has been enforced-'Continued. 
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GUBGAON D1STRiaT:-0oncZd._ 
868. · Mahohana. 
864. Singar. 
865. - Bahana, 
866. · Khol. 
867. Chandu, 
868. Bahora Kalan •. 
869. Malai. 
870. Ali Meo. 
871. Rupna.gar Natoli. 

- 872. Ali Brahmanan. 
373. Pausar, · 
87 4. Jaurasi, 
875. Chaildeni. 
876. Ghasera. 
877. Bhigaoli, 
878. Chhainsa. 
879. Atali. 
880. Sota!. 
881. Alawalpur. 
882. Bangala, 
888. Mandarka;. 
884. Padheni. 
885. Harebandpuza, 
886. Ghamroj. 
387. Bhondel. 
888. Kherla. . 
889. Pinangwan. 
890. Marora. 
891. Sidhraoli. 
892. Bolni. . 
898. Bhatsana, 
-S94. Kherli Nub •. 
895. Nag.ina. .' 
896. Bazidpur. 
897. Bhadas, , 
898. Mandi Khem. 
899. Narheoli, 

KARN~ DJSTBIOT. 
400. Kutial. 
401. Munak. 
402. Tirauri. 

, 408. Babail, 
404. RaIJlSlil.l1i.D. Mazra. 
405. Babian, ' - - - 

. 406. Pundri. 
4-07 •. Fatehpur. 
408. Baran], 

- I 
. . ' 

. ROllTAX DISTRJOT.....:cpn.old. 
817. Jatheri, 
818. Marodhi Rangran. 
319. Ma.rod.hi Jattan~ 
820. Karontha. 
1321. Farmana and· Riwara. 

GUR(}AON DISTBIOT. 

-822. Meola Maharajp'1X, 
828. Nikhri. - 

- 324. Raipur. ' 
825. Chandpur. 
-326. Gharora. 
:327. Rupraka, 
328. Pallah. 
829. Dyalpur. 
380. Bnkhraka, 
831. Lohinga; 
332:· Likhi. 
-338. Dharahera. 
:334. - Pali. 
335. Shikohpur. 
886. Mandelpur •. 
837. · Fatehpnr Taga~ 
388. Chirsi. 
-889. Qabl!l-pur. Khadar. 
840. Patoka. 
-841. Malab. 
842. Marora. 
848. Gangola, · 
344. Akera. 
845. Parli. 
846. Aherla. 
847. Nuh. 
848. Untka. 
849. Sonka. 
350. Ferozerpo:re N.amak. · , 
851. Shahpur Nagli.· 
-802. Salaheri. 
858. Jogiptlr •• 
854. Khori. 
-Soo. Dhankot. 
856. Uhjina. 
857. Fatehpur Biloek. 
368. Sunpair. 
859. Malerna.. 
-860. Sa.garpur. 
861.. Ajronda. . 
862. Palhawas. 

'[Hon'ble Mr. Ma.nohar Lal,] ;i · 
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I 
KARNAL DISTRICT-'1ontd. 

457. Arnauli. I 

458. Byana. 
459. Rabri. 
460. Samhhalka. 
461. Baragaon. 
462. Sambhli. 
468. Balu, 
464. Kachwa. 
465. Gahir. 
4.66. Topra. 
467. Ra,j,mnd. 
468. Pal. 
469. Niwarsi. 
470. Chhatar, 
471. Naguran. 
472. Ranwar. 
478. Samana Bhao, 
4 7 4. Salpani Kalan. 

. 475. Kurri, 
476. Ta.Iheri. 

1 477, Malakpur. 
478. Ijrana Kalan. 
479. Romana. 
480. Bbagal. 
481. Raa ha. 
482. Khmzindwa, 
488. Yara. 
484. Sagr. 
485. Daaar. 
486. Dobirki. 
487. Sangoa. 
488. Jaurasi. 
489. Raiksera. 
490. Naultha. 
491. Kawi. 
492. Raipur. 
498. Siwan. 
494. Mandi Kalan. 
495. Kalsana. 
496. Garhi Birbal. 
497. Devidaspure. 
498. Alahar. 
499. Rattak. · - 
500. Brass. 
501. Ladwa, 
502. Chaum:a,. 
508. Goli, 
504. Muha.mmadpur. 

lu.RNAL D1sTBICT-oontd. 
409. Keorak. 
410. KaithaL 
411. Kaimla. 
412. Khera. 
418. Kirmach. 
414. Indri. 
415. Gagsina. 
416. Israna, 
417. Demli. 
418. Mandi. 
419. Sanghaur. 
420. Burshiam. 
421. Bala. 
422. Chika. 
428. .A.bar. 
424. U nchasamana. 
425. Jalmana. 
426. Ismailabad. 
427. Hathwala. 
428. Pharal, 
429. Dhatrat. 
480. Popran, 
481. Bahauli. 
482. Didwari. 
488. Radaur. 
484. Faridpur. 
485. Dadupur. 
486. Jhansa. 
487. Ghogripur. 
488. Geong. 
4.99. Bawa, 
440. ' Ijrana Khurd. 
441. Thaskamiranji. · 
442. Kaul. . 
448. .A.ssandh. 
444~ Barsat. 
445. Pattikalyana. 
446. Salwan. 
447. 'Gumthala Gadhu. 
448. Umri. 
449. Kewana. 
450. Nisang. 
461. Deehaur, 
452. Gondar. 
468. Allupure. 
464. Sakra. 
455. Bhawana Lakhu. 
466. Kalsaura. 

Names of rural areas where compulsian, has been enforced~ontinued. 
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KARN AL DISTBIOT-contd. 
658. Kalheri. - . 
554: Barana, 
555. Raja Kheri. 
556. Kaehhrauli. 
557. Chandauli, 
558. Jalalpur, 
559. Pabnawa, 
060. Danrana •. 
561. Sarhada. 
562. Bahre, 
068. Kharandi, 

. 564. Na.thane.. 
565. Machharauli. 

. 566. Dubka. 
567. Kabri. 
568. Bapri, 
569. Fatehpur. 
570. Barna. 
571. Peoda, 
572. N'achron. 
578. Nalvi. 
574. Lukhi. 
575. Gadli. 
576. Chorpura, 
577. Bndhakhera 
578. Salam, 
57q. Shya.mgarh. 
650. Churni. 
581. Landhi. 
582. La.kmari. 
588. Ohamrori. 
584. Tha.kka Kha.dar. 
585. . Jubal; . 

. 586. Pehladpur. 
587. Dhananre Bhallar. 
588. Behauli. 
589. Haibatpur, 
590. Rain Kalan • 

. 591. Bhorak, 
592. Bakkal. 

1 598. Kohand. 
594.· Rainpura. 
595~ Niya.wa.1. 

1 596. Baraoli. 
. 597. · ~pur Khalsa.~ 

598. Gudha. · . 
. 599. Durya. M~. 

600. Gurha.. · 

·I 

' K.A:BN.1.L DISTBIO't-COntd. 
5{15, Bandh. ' 
506. Bilona. 
507. -.Amin. 
508. Naisi. 
509. Khanpur. \ 
51 O. Bastli. . 
511. Taragarh •. 
512. Aliwa.h. 
518. Jaddaula. 
5H._ Amunpur. 
515. Kheri Dsbdalan. 
516j Madlauda. 
517. Urlana Kalan. 
ol8. Bijna. 
519. Saunkhra. 
520. Palri. 

· 521. Gorgadh. 
522. Bhagana, 
528. Padha. 
624. Muwana. 
525. Josar. 
526. Jarauli •. 
527. Pasina Khurd. 
528. Pundri. 
629. · Seekri. 
680 •. Peont. 
581. Karora. 
582. . Hibana. 
688. Atwala. 
684. Teonthe.: 
585. Balana. 
586. Oha.mrare.. 
687. Brahman Ma.zra. 
588. Bhadaur. 
589. Debar. 

· 540. Pardhans, 
541. Barauta.. 
642. Kheri .Naru, 
648. Jani. 
544. Bal Bengren. 
546. Shahpur •. 
546. Sa.ndhir, 
54 7. Baba.rpore. 
548. Agondh. 
549~ Dabri. 
650: Raipur Jatte.n. 
5ol. Phurlak. 
552~ Dingar Mazra, 

----------------------------·- 

E Hon'ble Mr. :ManQhar Lal.] , 
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KABNAL DISTRIOT-ContJla,' 

649. Whore. 
650. Chandaula. 
651. Dhand, 
652. Kalwa.. 
658. Makhala. 
654. Balkhera. 
655. Bhustala, 
656. Mathana. 
657. Harigarh of Boots Singh. 
658. Sihun Majra. 
659. Shadipur. 
660. Dahola, 
661. Sheikhupura. 
662. Agondah. 
668. Katlaheri. 
664. Sink. 
665. Maholi. 
666. Siwah. 
667. Palri. 
668. Atta. 
669. Narina. 
670. Jamalpur. 
671. Kalron. 
672~ Shamboo. 
678. Pegaon, - 
674. Kurar. 
675. Samauli Kh\Ud, 

AMBALA Dill!TRIC'T, 

676. Holl. 
677. Behta. · 
678. Samalheri, 
679. : Boh. .. 
680. Dulyani. 
681. Jansui, 
682. Dokheri. 
688. Rojo .Kheri. 
684. Badal& Naya.' 
685. Sliaha!'. 
687, Tiwar. .: · · 
688. Basandheri. 
689. Gorangan. · 
690; Shekarullahour. 
691. Ghanault. 
692. Behrampurbet. 
698. Lutheri. :.. ._i · : 
694. Bohrampue, ,, ··, 
695. Zimindar. ,:<·:c,~, 

- J 

luRNAL .DISTBIOT-Contd, 

601. W azirpur Totana. 
602. Mahawati. 
608. Budhwal Majri~ 
604. · Haldane, 
605. Ugraheri. 
606. Pae«. · 
607. Sheharmalpur. 
608. Karhana, 
609. Idyana. 
610. Narah. 
611, Dikadla, 
612. Hartari. 
618. Bapauli. 
614. Manana. 
615. Lohari. 
616. Mubarakabad. 
617, Basdhara; 
618. Uchana. · 
619. Sheikhpura, 
620. Kerwali. 
621. Phusgarh. 
622. Malakpur. · . 
628. Ganjo Gadhi, 
624. Mohn. 
625. Dhodpur, 
626. Khalila. 
627. Gharaunda, 
628·. Ujah. 
629. Pasina Kalan. 
680. Urlana. 
681. ChhajupUl' •. 
682. Dhadola. 
688. Rasalpur. · · 
684. Gadhi Chhaju, 
685. Putha», 
686. Bijawa. 
687, Narina. 
688. Waisar.· 
689. Sega. 
640. Sismore, 
641. Bhaghana, 
642. Kathana .. 
648. Barse, 
644,; · Dabh!l,. 
645~ · Rahera. 
646. , :Amunpu;. ·. , 
647. Teota.· l: - .t.: . '··' '. .YY' · l 
648. <Kharak~ ; .. / ·· ,: , rr}l . t:}\' 

. Nq,mes of rural areas whe:re compu1,swn has been. enjorcei-continued. 
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,hmM,A:. DisTBI<JT,..,,,...co4td. 
744. ~P.PW (!pi~). , 
745. Daon inelu .. djng--::-:- 
746. (a): ~pui. 
747. (b) Pallo M~~ 
748. . (c) Ram_ Garh~ 
749. Ram Garb. 
750. Siswan. 
751. Roorki: 
752. · Kaunla.. 
758. Allahpur (AIQb~). 
754. Babyal. 
755. Bamgaeh. 
756. Maneola. 
757. Mohara. 
758. Barar, 
759. M~~- 
760. Baqarpur. 
761. Giga Mazra. 
762. Saha. 
768. Mustafabad. 
764. Kalawar (if ag). 
765. Tajewala. · 
766. Lothetj1. 

767. Khizrabad. 
768. Paterheri (N~ngarh},. · 
769, Hangauli, _ , 
770. Kakar M~. 
771. Badhanli, 
772. Akl3.I Gy;fl, (~! 
778. Ka.lewa.1. 
774. Kura.Ii. 
775. Baihlan Kh~,p,-qJ! .. 
776~ Hasanpur. 
777. Lulon •. 
778. Kainau.r (Rup§f}~ 
779. Purkhali. 
780. Hawara.b.. 
781. Dum Chheri. 
782. Bhaini. 
788. Soha.na (~~).{ 
784. Rajauli. - 
786. Tandwal. _ 
786. Bilaspur (Jag~); 
787. .A.bdullahpur (l~liuih 
788. Aurangabad (~~l·c· 
789. Naharpur -(1~,,~. 
790. La.haura (Kh~},. 
791. Kubba Heri (IQ:l...fftt). 

[ 29TH N OVR. 1929. 

AlllBALA DISTBUlT~oomd. 
696. Kherisa.latTu.lp1,1,r! 

,697. Bela. 
·698. Chamkaur. 
699. Tirak. 
700. Manakpur •. 
701. Sharif. 
702. · Sarhana. 
'708. Bhareli, 
704. · Ban,vala. 
705: MuharikplU'. 
706. Tharwa. 
'707. Ugale. 
'708. Sabga. 
·109. Mahaoni. 
710. Naggal. 
711. Bherog. 
7i2.- Bhurewala. 
718. Rataur. 

·714, Sun'dran. 
715. Khatauli. 
716. Bihla. 
'717. Raipur R~ •. 
718. Thirki. 
719. Manakpur iqoludJ:qg- 

-720. (a) Jango ¥~~ 
721. (b) Bari KoAri 

- 722. (c) W~IEJW• 
728. · (d) Manglaur. 
724. Korali. 
725. .Dhun, · 
726. Nara.in Garh. 
727. Imli, 
728. Bhareri Ka.lan ~Jiing,7'" 
729. Bha.ri Kh«rd; 
780. Pada Gaon, 
781. Korwa Khu:n! •. 
782. Haveli incl.9.~ 
788. (a) w~e..upQf) 
784. -(b) Badipur, : 
785. Mahlanwali. 
·786, Khadri. 
787. Talakaur •. 
"788. Kha.rw.tW, ,' 
-789. Bhairon M~. 
'740, Bha.r&it:~:o:. 
741. Dhangreli, 
742. Mandwa.ni.b •. 
'748. Morindah 

PUNJAB LEGIBLA'I'IVE COUNCIL. 
~-~··-:-~··.- ·i.. .-:--, i ,.· """- ... , •.• ,.~.··-_ -s--;- 

IHon'ble Mr. )fanobar La.1.] 
Names. aJ rural a.re.as wher~ compulS.f..o'n, has., been:, enJar~ntinued. 



876. Jandwala. BhimeShah School 
areas. 

877. Markhai school areas. 
.878. Nihal Kb.era School ~ 

02 

FEROZEPORE ])mTIUOT. 

:):JUDHIANA DISTBIOT~ 

869. Lalton Kalan. 
870. · Kalak Majri. 
871. Narangwal. 
872. Dehlon Gopalptir. 
&73. Dhanderi Kalan. 
874. Kotala.. 
875. Swaddi Kalan. 

SIMLA DISTRIOT. 

854. Chhansa. 
855. Bhutti. 
856. Bhamathala. 
857~ Tharola. 
858. Jauni, 
859. Chamian (Banya). 
860. Kadaur. 
861. Bargen, 
862. Sabathu. 
863. Kakkar Hatti. 
864. Kiari. 
865. Kotkhai • 

. 866. Dhada, 
867. Purag. 
868. Galeha • 

AMBALA DISTRIOT-ConcliJ. 

840. Kalibar. 
841. Raij>ur Kalan. 
842. Majra. 
843. Mani Mazra. 
844. Jhallian Kalan {Rupar). 
845. Panjkuha. 
846. Gardley. 
84 7. Kandhola, 
848. Samana Kalan (Rupar). 
849. Sindhwan. 
850. Bamnara, 
851. Salempur • 
852. Kant . 
858. Singh Bhagantpnr . 

AMBALA DISTRIOT-Contd. 

·792. Majri (Kharar). 
793. Godhera (Kharar). 

"794. Parchh (Kharar). 
795. Paranl (Kharar). 
796. Mansulia Kalan (Rupar). 

-797. Dulehi Mazra. · · 
798. Roorki Aheran. 
799. Sidhupur Kalan. 

-800. Phu! Khnrd. 
-801. Uneha Chandna (Jagadhri), 
-802. · Kandala (Kharar). 
-803. Kalijeri (Kharar). 
. 804. Bhajeri (Kharar). 
.. 805. Rani Mazra. (Kharar). 
. 806. Dhabali (Kharar) • 
. 807. Gola (Ambala). 
808. Bhatsri Shekhan. 

-809. Pilkhani. 
810. Thakarpura. 

-811. Damla (Jagadhri). 
812. Tighri (Jagadhri}. 

-818. Leda Khadar {Jagadhri). 
-814, Chholi (Jagadhri). 
815. Shahpur (Jagadhri). 

·816. Saran. 
-817. Ohhapar (Jagadhri). 
818. Sasauli (Jagadhri), 
-819. Gadhaula (Jagadhri). 
.. 820. Deodhar (Jagadhri). 
-821. Baghwala (Narain Garh). 
822. Fatehg1£rh. 

. 823. Kot. 
-824. Saranwan •. 
825. Ram Garh •. 

·826. Jeoli. 
827. Rai Wali. 
-828. Shahsadpur, 
:829. Dearna (Kharaz). 
830. Manauli. 

-831. Sawarah. 
832. Ropalheri •. 
-883. Borail. 
-884. SimaLMazra • 
. 885. Hallo MQ..Zra. 
.836. Bhailolpnr. 
-887. Kansai. 
-838. Sahaoran. 
,889. Malaya. 

. Nam.es of . ruraZ areas where compu~ion. has . been enforced--,mntinued. 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS • 



.· 

. ~ .. ' ·- ... 

LAHORE DISTBIQ1'; 

896. N agrota Bagwan •. 
897. Rehlu. . . 
898. Bani. 

KANGRA. DISTBIOT. 

Pubowal •. 
Kothar. 
P,ol;llian: 
Dolchar. 
Kungrat. · 
Bi tan. 
Singh Sur Kalan. 
Gondpur Taraf Vola. 
Gendpdr Taraf Jai Chand. 

. ' ' 

887. 
888. 
889. 
890~ 

-891. 
892. 
898. 
894. 
895. 

HosHIABJ.>UB DISTRICT; 

899. Kahna Nau: 
900. Manha.la-Kalan •. 
901. Niazbeg. 
902. Kanganour. : 
908 .. Saraich •. 
904. , La'dheke Unehe, · 
905.· · Kamanah.·· · 
906. Jia Bi~~a~ : . 
907. Shahpur. · 
908. S®lipur~ . 
909. Rampiira.. : 
910. Dholanwal, ... -. ,._. - 
911. Lakhodehr. ':' , . .' - 
912. Lalkliold: - - .. . . . . .. 
918. .; L~~dh,t~h,_gai;h •...... 
914. 1 ar. · 

i.v.~15, ,Iallo. : , .. · .. ·, '·'916." 'Her:· . 
917,r. Wahga.: - : · · .. , 
a1 c···l.K .. t:.i.· .. _, • , ... · 
'!."IV.,< ,. • , a°'J..1,1,.1 a... ..; , . ,. 

~g19."'.' S'u'lt~iiltl: .··-- .. 

[Hon'ble Mr. Me.nohar Lal.] . .. · • 
Na'Tfl,68 of .rural ar,eas where e<nnpulsion ha« been enforced-contin1:1ed. 

JULLUNDUR DISTRICT,·. AMBITS,AR DISTRICT. 
920. S.athiala. 
921. Bundala. 
922. Phernman, 
928. Galewali. 
924. Bal Khurd & Kalan .. 
925. Nag Kalan. 
926. Bhorohi Bajputan, 
927. Kotla Sultan Singh. . 
928. Nurdi. 
929. Shahbazpur. 
980. Fatehabsd. 
981. .I'aroo, 
982. Thathi-Khara. 
988. Attari· including Kahangarh; 
984. Khadur Sahib. · · · . 
985~ Madoke. 
986. J asterwal, 
987. Khiala Kalan. 

· 988. Ajnala. 
989. Badhar. 
940. : ¥ah.samp'Cll'a. 
941. · Chawinda Devi including- 
942. . Ohogawan and Hida~tpum~ 
948. Tarpai. . . 
944, Khaba Rajputan. 
945. Udo Nangal, 
946 •. · Chandanks. 

· 947, .Ka.thu Nangal. 
948. . Tarsikka; · 
949, Dhardev; ' 
950. Jalal Usman. 
951. . Chhajalwaddi. 
952. Bhoewali, 

, 958. Fatehpur Rajpntan. Ineluding- . 
Chopa;. · 

954. Mehta •.. 
955. N agoke. . 
956. Neshta. 
957. Mode. 
958. Ruriwala .. 
959. Gandiwind. 
960. ChambarKalan.. 
961-. Tappa Laklima~ 
962. Kalla. 
968. Sohal. 
964. Pindian. . ,,. ' · · · ·' 
965. ·M'ianwinQ. i: • '. •• • .:~-.:,. 
966. Nathu ka l!Jurj, 

\ .• ,. 

Shankarr. 
Sarih~ 
Hussainabad. 
Tahli •. 
Gure, 
Bopa Rai~ . 
Chak Mughlani. 
A wan Chaharmi. - 

879. 
880. 
881. 
882. 
888. 
884. 
885. 
886. 

PUNJAB LEGIBLATIVPJ ·. COUNCIL: 
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AMaITBAB D1BTBIOT-con0Zd. 
1015. Bachiwind. 
1016. Laskri Nangal. 
1017. Dag Dogran. 
1018. Ranewali. 
1019. Bohelian, 
1020. Jafarkot . 
1021. N angal, 
1022. Buhawel, 
l 028. Panj Garain. 
1024. Rurewal. · 
1025. Gagar. 
1026. Chumra . 
1027. Sarai Amanat Khan. 
1028. Gonelwar. 
1029. Shaha9pore • 
1080. Roreasal . 
1081. Sarahli Mundan . 
1082. Cholha Sahib. 
1088. Sarhali Kalan . 
1084. Sufi.an • 
1085. Sa.mrai. 
1086. Sultan Mahi!. 
1087. Makowal. 
1088. Kamalpore. 
1089. Radola. 

GUJRANWALA DISTRICT • 

1040. Nowshahrs Virkan • 
1041. ~athu Suya. 
1042. Bhamsa Dhada • 
1048. . Bndha Goraya. 
1044. Thatta Gulab Singh. 
1045. Harehoka, 
1046. Lil . 
1047. Gobindpur • 
1048. Bupra. 
1049. Kila Milian Singh. 
1050. Khabheki • 
1051. Kamoke. 
1052. Bharoke Virkan. 
1058. Nnrpur Cha.hi!. 
1054. Talwandi Rahwali. 

. 1055. Gune.ur • 
1056. · Santpura, . 
1057. Butala. Bharam Singh. 
1058. Sohawa Dhiluan, 
1059. Udhowali. 
1060. Deoh.ri. 

AMRITSAR DzsTaic'.11-oontd. . 
~67. PalasaU:r. 
968. Kot Mohd. Khan. 
:969. Dode. 
970. Mano Chabil. 
:!)71. Raja ~ansi. 
972. Kot Rajada. 
.!)78. Othian. 

. 974. Mohan Bhandari. 
975. Talwandi Nahir. 
976. Kaler. 

;977. Koba.la. 
978. Mehlanwala. 

. 979. Sadhar. 
980. Chakmokand. 

;981. Khasa. 
. 982.. Rampura. 
. 988. Khurmanian. 
. 984. Dehriwala. 
985. Bhatteke. 

. 986. Jodha Nagri. 
. 987. Shamnagar. 
988. Marari Kalan. 

:!)89. Thiriewal. 
990, Borewal Kang. 

· .991. Sohian Kalan. 
992. Loharka. 

. 998, Bhalaipur. 

. 994. Sultanwind. · 
995. Varbal. 

. 996. Dhand, 
997. Kairon. 
998. Kang. 
999. 'Bath. 

.1000, Brahmpur. 

.1001. Udhar. 
1002. Dhariwal. 
1008, Ohetanpur. 

• 1004. Awan. 
1005. Karyal. 
1006. Wachhoya. 
1007. Jatta. 
1008. Passia. 
.1009. Gaggomahil, 
1010. Ghonewala. 
1011. Lopoke. 
1012. Ballarwal. 
1018. Fatehwal. 
1014. Sangtu Nqal. . 

Names of rural areas w"ke!e compulsion has been enforced-continued. 

48~ ST.ABBED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. _ 



WamA:BA.l> ·DmrnioT. 
1087. Kartarpnra, 
1088. Bhatti Bhango, 
1089. Kot Jafar. 
1090. Tha.tta Chbina. 

/ 1091. Langianwali. 
1092. Baddoke Gosien. 
1098. Kot Harkarn. 
1094. Kaberwa.la. 
1095. Wazirker 
1096. Ghakka Mit~. · 
1097; · Nizamabad. 

·1098. Rapnakha.. 
1099. Kalewala China. 
1100. Ko't Bhsga, 
1101. · Dilawar. 
1102. ·· Jamke Chattha. 
1108. Dharowal, · 
1104. Kakka '.liaulo. 
1105. Nadala Pace&. 
1106. Kbiv.ewali •. 

[Honfule M-r. Msnohar Lal.] . _ 
Names of rural areas where compulsion has been enjorced-,r-continued. 

· GU1RA.NW ALA '.DtsTBtoi<---conoZd. W AZIBABA~ Di:sTaJo~ontti. 
, . . Ii 

1061. Wand.ho. 1107. Bhoma, 
1062. Butala· Jhanda Singh. · 1108. Wayanwali. 
1068. · Gulloke. 1109. Kot Jahangir. !; 

1064. Khan Musbnan. 1110. Kaliske. · 
1065. Gorala, -1111. Ladhewala Chima. 
1066. Nokhar.. 1112. Pathanwali. 
1067. Shehni Wala. 1118. Ahm.adnagar. 
1068. Bhiri. .. 1114. Baroke. 
1069. Talwandi Khajoorwali. 1115. Dshla Ohatha, 
1070. Philoke. 1116. Pandorian Kalan. 
1071. Ballewala. . 1117. Bharoki Chima. 
1072. Kot .Bhawani Dass. 1118~ Khanke. 
1078. :Lohianwa:la;. 1119. Kot Hara. 
1074. Kot Bard Rban. 1120. Jhamwala, 
1075. Saib. 1121. Natt Kalan. 
1076. Wanianwala. 1122. Mandhiala, Chata, 
1077. Garjakh. 1128. Mansurwali. 
1078. Dhansar Pion. 1124. Biaka Chima. 
1079. Ma.raliwala. 1125. Jaura. 

· 1080. Lambanwali. 1126. Gilwala. 
1081. Lallapnr, 1127. Kot Inayat Khanr 
1082 .: Jhallan. 1128. Kot Waris. 
1083. Mehlowala. 1129. Chaura. 
1084. Qila Nohad ·sm:gh. 1180. Behram. , 
1085. Chandala, 1181. Dhamkal .. 
1086. Baddo Rattan. 1182 . ..-Adal Garh. 

1188. Mardeke. 
· 1184. Gakhar. - 
1185. Jandiala Dhabwala ... 
1186 •. Laveriwala. 
1187. Hazrat Kailianwala~ 
1188. Par Lakhan. 
1189. Vinni. 
1140. Kot Ballin. 
1141: Suiyanwala. 
1142. Beriwala. 

. 1148. Nothen. · 
1144. Mian Bahiman, 

; 1145. Kot Ghazi. 
: 1146; Matteki. 
' 1147. Bhaka Bhattian •. 
1148. Dohatta Azm.at. 
1149. Ramke Chatha. 
1150. Tharra Narik. 
1-151. Madhora Kalan. 
1152. Wanike Tarrar. 
1158. Kot Nakka. 
1.154. Kot Hasan lllia.n~ 

[29~. Nova.' 1929 .. PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE OOUNO.IL. 
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SnEIKHUPURA D11:irn10T. 

W AZmAB.AD D1siRIOT~onold. 

1155. Beranwala, Chak No. 2. 
1156. Jandoke. 
1157. Chak Bhatti. 
1158 •. Mahmudpur. 
1159. Rampur Tarrar. 
1160. Filo. 
1161. Jalalpur Bhattian. 
1162. Ghabrikka. 
1168. Kot Sarwar. 
1164. Thatta Jahad. 
1165. Pir Kumal. 
1166. Kot Sujana. 
1167. Kot Ishaq. 
1168. Kalianwala. 
1169. Mandi Sukheke. 
1170. Garhi Gondal. 
1171. Sukheki village. 
1172. Hardo Ratta. 
1178. Machhu Nikka. 
1174. Mirza Bhattian. 
1175~ Ragbo. 
1176. Kaulo Tarrar, 
1177. Mochiwala. 
1178. Kila Murad Bakhsh. 
1179. Pindi Bavra. 
1180. Sagar Kalan. 

Smi:nmut>tr'RA DISTRICT-OOnt;l. 

1201. Farkhinoa, Dhnndi, 
i202. Garval. 
1208. Ohhapenwali, 
1204. Allahabad No. 5, 
1205. Hemrajpura. 
1206. · Jhuer. 
1207. Thatha Qadir Shah, including- 
1208 Theri, Kot Mirza Jugian 

, to Lagar. 

I
! 1214. Jugian Tahllian Chak Jindo, 

Jugian Mauli, Awan. 
· 1215. Chnharkhana old village 
1216. ·Kakar Gill. 

; 1217. Butar, 
1218. Aliabad. 
1219. Amarkot. 
1220. Bamgarh, 
1221. Makki 525. 
1222. Hembo Chak 578. 
1228. Qila Sujan Singh. 
1224, Baher. 
1225. Hamiroke. 
1226. Dharmpura. 
1227. Dharowali, including- 
1228. - Kariwal, Maur. 
1229. Baddomali. 
1280. Hardo Bhandoke. 
1281. Mandhiala. 
1282. Pindorian,·jncluding Sianwal. 

1181. Chak No. 8 (Anandga.rh). 1288. Durgi, 
1182. Chak No. 4-G. B. 1284. Bhular, 0 

1188. Chak No. 6-G. R 1285. Ajnianwala. 
1184. Chak No. 2 (Chan<;J.er:nagar). 1286. Mangal Singh Wala. 
1185. Chak No. 179-R. B. 1287. Bheroke, including Jhok. 
1186. Ohak Bhola. 1288. Ghandra Chammianwala. 
1187. Nathuwala. 1289. Swanke. 
1188. Aya Nagar. 1240. Mohammadpura. 
1189. Awan Lobana, 1241. Basulpura, including- 
1190. Dhero Hinduan. 1242. Gilwala, Jauranwala. 
1191. Kot Pindi Dass, including- 1248. Adilgarh, Jhandianwa.la. 
1192. Chnhewala Wandala. · ; ·1244. Tiphi, Tolanwala. 
1198. Khudiala, 1245.. Gobindgarh. 
1194. Khunda. _ .·. 1246 Gajiana, including Thatha. 
1195. 'Mahe, including Ohamba Ajo to 1249. Nastar, Chambal, Thatha Ali. 

Chak. . . _ 
1 

. 1250-52.' Shahkot, including Chak 
1196. & 1197. J1wan Gora.ya. 84, Chak 88. 
1198. Ghuehli Vir~·,·including 1253. Dhaban Singh No; 81. 
1199-1200. Kotli Virk, Jhanda, 1254. Mallian Kalan. 

Names ·of rural areas wh&te compulsi(ftl, htis been enjorced--corltintied.., 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 



1 
1255-57. Thatha Isa,including Kot Nil. 

Husain, Thatha Husain. 
1258. Kot Nizam Din. GURDASP'OR D1sTRIOT. 

, 1259. Mipur Bar. · 
1260. Kamalplll'. · · Nil. 
1261. Machrala.. 

· 1261. Iemmpura, Gu:iRAi DISTBIOT. 
· 1268. Chak No. 19. 

1264. Barala. · 1805. Haryanwala. 
1265. Martinpur. . 1806. Ja.ura Kamana, 
1266. Youngaonabad. . 18Q7. Sahna, 
1267-70 •. Dhari, including Pipa~wala 1808. La.kha.nwal. 

Thatha. Ismail, Tha.tha Nur. 1809. Ajnala.. 
1271. Alipur 1810. Jokalian. · 
1272. :Mahmonwali. 1 1811. Guliana. 
1278. Ba.ha.walkofa . : 1812. Dhoria. 
1274. Jaslni Kalan. . 1818. Goleki. 
1275. Baghiavi, · 1814. Gill. 
1276. Fateh Darao, 1815. Rukkan. 
1277. Mirapur. . 1816. Chelia.nwala. 
1278. Wazira. 1817. Peroshah. 
1279. Marade Kalan. 1818. Chak Mana. 
1280. Malowal. 1819. Qiladar. 
1281. Bhikhi. 1820. Kothala. 
1282. Nurpur Virkan. 1821. Bhalolp'1!". 
1288. Amba Rausian. 1822. Jalalpur· Sobatien, 
1284. Khiare Kalan, . 1828~ Fatehpur. 
1285. Thatha Khattia.n. 1824.- Hajiwala • 

. -1286. Feroze. 1825 •. Makia.na. 
1287. Virke Bath. 1826. Ghansia. 
1288. Mandi Marh ·Bilochan. · 1827. Miana ·Gondal. 
1289. Jamke. · 1828. Channi Ghena. 
1290. Hardo Ladeke. 1829. Busal. 
1291. Gunian, Chak 17. 1880. Shahidanwali. 
1292. Faizpur Kalan. 1881. Rarya. 
1298. Dhamke, 1882. Chak No. 40. 
1294. Sahid. 1888. Mong. 
1295. Chak No. 18. 1884. Mangat. 
1296. Kot· Kohd. 1885. ~:wa. 
1297. Maroh Bhangwan. · 1886~. Gµ~. 
1298. Burjattari. 1887. Helan. - 
1299. Guzmnla, Chak 12: . 1888. Qadarabad. 
1800. Qureshia.nwala. 1889.·· Pahrianwali. 
1801. Bhagian. 1840. • Chhokar. 
1802. Madana. 1841. Bika.ryali. 
1808. Bukanwal. 1842. • Pindi ~u. 
1804. 'Fa.izpur Khurd._. . 1848. Ditte~ ·. 

488 PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE OOUNOIL. [ 29TH NoVB. 1929. 
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SHAHPUR DISTBIOT, 

Thatti Noor. 
Chak 22-8.B: 
Chak 26 -8. B. 
Chak 70-8. B. 
Chak 80-8. B. 
Chak 55-S. B. 

. Chak 58-8. B. 
Chak 87 -S. B. 
Chak 82-S. B. 
Chak 85-S. B. 
Chak 181-S.B. 
Chak 28-S. B. 
Chak 27 -S. B. 
Chak 71-S. B. 
Chak 45-S. B. 
Chak 56-8. B. 
Chak Jodh-S.B. 
Chak 40-S. B. 
Chak 86-S. · B. 
Chak 188-S. B. 
Chak 24-S. B. 
Chak 51-S. B. 
Chak 78-S. B. 
Chak 44-S. B. - 
Chak 57'-S. B. 
Chak 64-A., s. B. 
Chak 41-S. B. 
Chak 88-S. B. 
Chali 127-8. B. 
Chak 186-S. B. 
Chak 25-8. B. 
Chak 51-A.-S. B. 
Chak 7 4-S. B. 

I 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, 

:1857. 
1858. 
1859. 
1860. 
1861. 
1862. 
.1868. 
1864. 
1865. 
:1866. 
1867. 
1868. 
1869. 
1870. 
1871. 
:1872. 
1878. 
1874. 
1875. 
1876. 
:11!77. 
1878. 
1879. 
:1880. 
J881. 
1882. 
1888. 
1884. 
1885. 
1886. 
1887. 
,1888. 
1889. 

Names of rural areas .where compu'lsion "has been· enforced--continueci. 

GuJRAT. Tus'i.'RICT-conoU. SHAH PUB DIBTBIOT-COntil .' 

1844" Haslanwala. 1890. Chak 48~8. B. 
1845. Kulewal. 1891. Chak 52-S.- B. 
1846. Pnran, 1892. Chak 54-8. B. 
1847. Badullahpur. 1898. Chak 42-8 B. 
1848. · Mandi Bhalwal. · 1894. Chak 84-8. B. 
J849. Gorali. 1895. Chak 185-S. B. 
1850. Khori. • 1896. Chak ~S. B. 
1851. Malka. 1897. Nali. 
1852. Airna Bhahji.. 1898. Chak 92-8. B. 
1858. Khohar. 1899. Chak 91-8. B. 
1854. ·Kotla Qasim Khan. 1400~ Chak 129-S. B. 
1855. Makbnanwali. : 1401. Chak 88~8. B. 
'1856. Besa Kalan. 1402. Chak 119-S. B. 

1408. Chak 50-8. B. 
1404. Chak 87-S; B. 
1405. Chak 120-8. B. 
1406. Chak 116-8. B. 
1407. Theri. 
1408. Chak 75-8. B. 
1409. Chak 80-8. B. 
1410. Midh Ranjah. 
1411. Chak 106-N. B • 
1412. Chak 102-N. B. 

· 1418. Pail. 
. 1414. Chak 84-N. B. 
1415. Chak 85-N. B. 
1416. Chak 185~N. B. 
1417. Bhabra, 

· 1418. Joya. 
1419. Kaura. 
1420. Chanki, 

. 1421. Bandial, 
1422. Nurowana. 
1428. Jabbi. 
1424. Behak Mekan. 

• 1425. Ajnala. 
1426. Cha}r 182-S. B. · 
1427. Chak 36-N. B. 

· 1428.' Chak 95-S. B. 
· 1429. Dhul Kadi. 
1480. Dhirowal, 
1481. Mari. 
1482. Jharkal. 
1488. Sandral. 
1484. -Nari. 
1485. Tilokar. 
1486. Dhak. 

· 1487_. Ukhli Mohla. 



. RAWAJ,PINDI DIS'l'R!CT. 
, 1525. <fuliana'.. 
• 1526. Missa. K.eswa.l. 
; 1527. Bhane'r-R:'8.SWa.l. 
' 1528. · Gujal'Kh'an. 
1529. Kamat Khalil. 

JHELUM DISTRICT,· 

1482. Bhet. 
1488. Lehri. 

[l;Ion"bib Mr. Manohar.Lal.J 
Names Qj .ru~l. areas where compul$wn has ·been enfor~ntim1:ed. 

SB.AHPUR DIS,TRIOT4onoZd. JHELUM 'DISTitI~ld. 

1488. Kund. 1484. Domeli. 
1489. Naushehia. 1485. l(a.ira. 
1440. Kufri. 1486. Chak Abdul Kha.liq. 
1441. Chak 122-N. B. 1487. Bohawa, 
1442. Chak 121-N. B. 1488. Adrana. · 
1448,· Chak 120-N. :B. 1489. Ga.gar Kalan. 
1444. Chair 125-N. B. 1490. Jandala. 
1445.' Chak 188-N. B. ·, .1491. Bangial. 
1446. Chak 181-N. B. 1492. Gadari. 
1447. Bunga Ohhel. 1498. Pimchora. 
1448. Uppi, . 1494. Khanput; 
1449. Lak. i 1495. Kunde. 
1450. Dharema. : 1496. Bhowan. 
1451. Kotmoman. I 1497. Ghazial. 
1452. Chak 96-N. B. 1498. Karyala. 
1458. Langranwala. 1 1499. Tatral. 
1454. Dhanl, '1500. Pinwal. 
1465~ Lal Husain. 1501. Dhab Kala;:n., 
1456. - Haveli Ohiragh~ 1502. · Dullah, 
1457. Wattoo. 1508. Mingan. 
1458. Chandna. 1504. Mehra Korehsahm, 
1459. Jana, " 1505. Diwalian. 
1460. Nihang. 1606. · Gugh. 
1461. Panjpir.. 1597, Thanil· Kamal. 
1462. Thatta Surab. : 1508~ Bamla, 
1468. Village Bhai Khan. 1509. Dharyala Jalap. 
1464. Kot Bhaikhan, . . . 1510. ,Sardhi. 
1465. Chak 75-N. B. : 1511. Pindi Kukar. 
1466. Aki. l 1512. Sauwal. 
1467. Ahli Kamboh. 1518. Dhri Sayadtm. 
1468. Janda Kiman. : 1514. Khewta. 
1469. Tikhanwala. • 1515. · Nawanlok, 
1470. Mohd . .A.Ii Wala. , 1516. Golepur. 
1471. Shaikh Jalil. 1517. Rawal. · 
1472. Haweli Nathuka. · 1518. Toba. 
1478. Thatti Sahibzada. 1519. Ahmad Abad. 
1474. Chak 162-N. B. 1520~ Langar, 
14 75. Chak 

0168-N. 
-B. 1521. Chak Khushi. 

1476. 'Chak164-N. B. 1522. Chak Shaffi. 
1477. Chak i65-N. B. l 528. Dalelpur, 
1478,, Uchhali. 1524. Jotana. 
1479~ Daiwal. ' 
1480. Bsbhral, 
1481. Phullerwan. 
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RA'W A'.LPINDI Dll!T1UOT-DOn'td. 
1578. Jagiot. 
1579~ Dheri Shahan. 
1580. Chirah. 
i581. Pang Giran. 
1582. Mohra Darogha, 
1588. Nangazi. 
1584. Bhara Cow. 
1585. Maira Mohra. 
1586., Maira Kalan. 
1587. Chak Shah Dad. 
1588. Bhangril, 

· 1589. Jhatha Rathial. 
1590. Timber Raytal .. 
1591. Mankiala. 
1592. Lohi Bhar, 
1598. Banda. 
1594. Sagri and itrf adjoining vil- 

lages. 
1595. Bassali .. 
1596. Nun. 
1597. Rarraka. 
1598. Khana Dak. 
1599. MughaI. 

, 1600. Adiala. 
, 1601. Chuhr Harpal, 
1602. Sm:rg Jani . 
1608. Sheikhpnr. ' 
1604, Dalhar. 
1605. Jhangi Sayyadan. 

1 1606. Maira Mohra. 
i 1607. Kahuta. 
i 1608. Thoha Khalsa. 
\ 1609. Mawara. 
; 1610. Batala. 
L 1611. Baghar, 
1612. Balhar. · 
1618. Chauk Pindori. 
1614. Pind Bainso. 
1615. Smot. 
1616. Dhamali, 
1617. Jeora, 
1618. Aliot. 
1619. Bhaun. 
1620. Rathla. 

· 1621. Manyand. 
1622. Ranesar. 
1628. Bhid, 
1624. · Tapyali. 

RA WM. PIN•DI DISTIUOT--'-Oontd, 

1580. Jand Mehlu. 
1581. Bjjrana Kanya.I 
1582. Darkela, 
1588. Thikaryan. 
1584. Bhai Khan. 
1585. Mangot. 

· 1586. Sayyed. 
1587. Mankiala 1Brahniinan. 
1588. - Kurree Dalal. 
1589. Nur Dalal. 
1540. Dhang Dev. 
1541. Bhata Malyaran. 
1542. Jero Ratyail. 
1543. Bhangali Gujar, 
1544. Dara Kaya.I. 
1545. Jand Nijar. 
1546. Bahng, 
1547. Darkali Klmrd. 
1548. Machhia. 
1549. Bhanot, 
1550. Jhangi Pheru. 
1551. Bhair Kalyal. 
1552. Bewal. 
1558. Ratala. 
1554. Ramal. 
1555. Sakho and Mohra Kanyal. 

. 1556. Kuntrilla and its suburbs. 
1557. Nirali. 
1558. Qazian. 
1559. Bhagam. 
1560. Ghungrilla, 
1561. Daultala. 
1562. Malpur. 
1568. Khuram Gujar. 
1564. Thalian. 
1565. . Jabbar Darwesh. 
1566. Mohra Bhattan:. 
1567. Shakkar Pari. 
1568. Rawat. 
1569. Dhalla. 
1570. Wani. 
1571. - Kirpa. 
1572. Nakrali. 
1578. Takhtpari. 
1574. Usman Khatta.. 
1575. Sihala. 
1576. Lodhra. 
1577. Kurree. 

Names of rural .aseas where compulsion has .been enfo1·ced-eo:ntinued. 

.BTARREl> ·QfuiSTIO'NB A'ND ANSWEBB. 



ATTOOK. DISTBIOT. 

Bahadur Khan. 
Mamdot • 
Dhulial • 
Titral. 
Saroba. 
Shahbazpur. 
Pa.urmiaha. 
Chinji. 
Bha.I. 
Qutal • 
Parial • 
Gakhar. 
Godho. 
Dhermond. 
Chauntra. 
Adhwal • 
~ara . 
Girdi. 
Chehan. 
Kisran, 
Tbatta. 
Basal. 

[ 2~TH N OVB. 1929 . 

1688 • 
1689. 
1690·. 
1691. 
1692. 
1698. 
1694. 
1695. 
1696. 
1697; 
1698. 

.1699 • 
1700 • 
1701. 
1702. 
1708. 

. 1704 • 
1705. 
1706. 
1707. 
1708. 

·1709. 

PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 

:[Hon'ble Mr. Manohar La.I.] 
Names of rural areas where compulsi-On has been enfor~ntinued. · 

RAWALPINDI DISTRICHonU. lt4WALPINDI :J)I~TBioT-OOndW. 
· J625. Sai. · 1668. Ghui. . ·· . 

1626. Dalheter, 1664. Saneho. 
-1627. Kanoha, 1665. Mohra Batnora~ 
.1628~ Bhalakhar. 1666. Masot. 
1629. Dobheran Kalan. . 1667. Talot. 

:1680. .Arazi. 1668. Bandi. 
':1681. Dera Kalsa. 1669. Wagal • 

.1682. Dakhali. 1670. .Dani Bsgal, 
1628. Kamra, · ' 1671. Aujinab. 

~1624. Kera. ,- 1672. Sain. 
:1625~ Khad. - 1678. Barhad •. 
.1626. Kahuta. 1674. Aliot. 
1627. Samblah, 1675. Namb Behramal, 
1628. Bishandot. 1676. Barba. ... 
1629. Ghanoyan (Lehtra). 1677; Sillah SayYadan. 
-1680. Bhora Hayall. 1678. Phaphril, 
1681. K.eri. • · 1.679. Mohra Sayy-adan. 
1.682. Skot. 1680. Kala Bassarid. 
1688. · Sarsubashah. 1681. Beaga. 
1684. Lehtrar Bala. 1682. Gehl. 
1685. Sehr. 1688. Kakrai • 

. 1686. Phalina, 1684. Dewal," 
:1687. Mirgala Khalsa. 1685. Karor . 
. 1688. Kallar. 1687. Tret. 
1689. Nara. 
1640. Maira and Dodhilli. 

. 1641. With Matore. 
. :1642 & 1648. · Boor and 'Jan- 

. hattal. · 
1644. , Lehri. 
•1645. Ohoha Kalsa. 
1646. Ausia. 
164 7. Kotli. 
1648. Ban •. 
.1649 •. Daryagli. 
. 1650. Dhirkot. 
. 1651. Dhanda, 
. 1652. GhoragaJi. 
. 1658. Potha. 
1654. Phagwari. 

:1655. Sehrabagla. 
. 1656. Ariari. 
. 1657. Darnohian. 
1658. Bansragali. 
1659. Chhattar. 

1a60. Nandkot. 

1661. Daleh. 
1662. Anguri. 



:MIANWALI DISTRIOT-CQ!ftOld. 
1746. Khaglanwala. 
1747. Dhibba. · · .. 
17 48. Kalwal. 
1749. Mian Mohdwala. 
1750. Rikbi. 
175]. Bultanwala, 
1752. Ghulaman, 
1758. Bani Afghanan. 
1754. Nehrewala, 
1755. DaliliwaJa. 
1756. Silwan. 
1757. N otak. 
1768. Rodi. 
l 769. Tibba Naina. 
1 770. Musiwalai. 
1771. Bakbra. 
1772. Yarn Khel. 
1778. Beruli. 
177 4.. Dheli- Namdar. 
1775. Bala. 
1776. N amal, . 
1777. Ban Sumbal. , 

· 1778. Wan Bhaehran. 
1779. Ding. , 
1780.· Dagar Wagwrah. 
1781. Dhala A.zmat Khanwala., 

MuLTAN D1sTRIOT. 
1782. Makhdum Rashid. 
1788. Fatehpur, · 
1784. Jahangirabad.' 
1 785. Tom 'I'olamba, · 
1786. Zarkot. · 
1787. Cattle farm,'.Chak No. 99~ .. 
i 788. Makhffillllpur. .. . . 
1789. Mailsi. · . 
1790. ,Jafrabad. 
1791. Amirpur. : , • · 
1792. Sarda11,>u.r, : • 

DERA GHA~tE:HAN Dl?l'l".RIOT.~ 
1798. Chbti Zeriii. 
1795. Choti Bala. 
1796. Nutkani; ..... ' .. 
1797. Lund. '.: . . , . . . . _ 
1798. . Samina. ·. . • . . 
1799. Tibbi Qasraftj. 
1800. · Hairo East. · 

A•.rTOOK D1STRICT-Concl.t/. 

1710. Malahi Tale. 
1711. Dandi. . 
1712. Dandi. 
1718. Tut. 
1714. Trap. 
f715. Nakka Kahut. 
1716. Shah Mohdwali. 
1717. Kot Sarang. 
1718. Tehi. 
1719. Chakri. 
1720. Sihal, 
1721 • Sangral. 

MIANWAT,I DISTRICT. 

1722. Chhidru, 
1728. Tari Khel. 
1724. Tihba Mehrbsn Shah. 
1725. Hamoli. · 
1726. Mai Rosban. 
1727. Gnlmiriwala. 
1728. Khola. · 
1729. kanjan. 
1780. Chap Sandhi. 
1781. Ummarwala, 
1782. Phathi. 
1788. · Wic:hwim •. 
1784. Noon. . , 
1785. Shadia. · 
1726. Kallure • Kote. 
1727. Kalri. . 
1728. Rojhri._ 
1729~ Dabb.. . . 
1780. Hathi K anwala, . . 
1781. Khabari, · · 
1782. Chah Ghnlamaliwala, 
1788. Piplan. · - · · 
1734. Maibal;· 
1785. DarvaKhan. 
1786. Musa KlieL 
1787. "Abba Khel. 
1788. Bori Khat · .· · 
1789. Mamunwali. : 
1740. Yarbogi,' 
1741. Ohak.rala. . ..... 
1742:-?i'li-amewa.li. · · 
1748. ,Jhor: ,· . · . 
1744. Jhok Ali Ehanr - 
1745. Dhumaka. · >:. 

Names of rural areas where compulsion has been enforced-continued. 
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MuZAFFABGUB: _ D.xsTmc.r. 
1890. Bakhrl Ahlnad :f{ban. 
1891. Sult~pµ11; : 

_ 1892. Pkhar'Gh~bi.. 

MoNTGOMEJlY Ors~IOT. 
1819. Harrapa,' 
-1820. Nurshah. 

- :1821. Jakhar. 
1822. Sadar Goger& 
1828. Jandarka. 

· 1924, Kamman; 
:1825. Baman Bala.; 
·1826. AJcb!U', 

- :1821. ffat_ghara. 
:1828. Fatehpur. 

. 1829. Dipalpur 
-- ·1880. Hujra. 

·:1881. Haveli; 
-- :1882. · Shergarh~ 

· 1888~ Dhullisns, 
. 1884. Ohak Ganda.singh. 
·1885. Qila Diwan Singh. 
1886. Qila Deva. Singh-. 

· 1887. Malkan Hans, - - 
:1888. Bunge. Haym;. 
1889. Ch1tk: ll8.4L. 
1840. Chak 4-14-)p{ .. L. 

:1841. Qabula.. 
1842. Chak 78-5~1. 
1848. Kaler Kalan. 

·1844. Chak 84-4-L. 
-.1845. Pirke HaveJi., 
~1846. Budh Dliaw.fu,. 

{Hon'ble Mr. Manohar Lal,l 
- Names of rural areas wliere-compulsion has been enforced-continued. 
])ERA G~ KHA.-N Drs~RI.o~mwld. MoNTG-OMEBY DxsTBIOT-ooncl.4. 

1801. Mana. 1847. Chak 111-7rA. R. 
1802. Bandowani. 1848. Chak 28-11-L; 
1808. Hajipur. 1849. Chak 8-11-L. 
1804., Fazilpur.. 1860. Chak 7-11-L. 
1805. Koha.r. 1861 •. Cb.a.k 88-12-L. 
1806. Kot Qasrani.. 1862. Cb.ak 41>~12;.L. 
1807. Retra. 1858 .. Lisha,ri. - 
1808. Makwal 1854. Chak 2-10-L. 
1809. Paigan, 1855. Jamalkot. , 

:1810. Kot Chutta.. 1856. Naushehra Jamiem . 
. 1811. Drahman, 1857. Tanbar. · 
.1812. Mantam. 1858. Pir Hayat. 
:1818. Shern. 1859. · Warsin. 
1814. Litra. 1860. Rakii:n Sidha.rke. 
1815. Sokar, 1861. Lalupur. 
1816. Mangrotha Eaat. 1862. Hamman ~th. 
1817. Yarri. 186.9. Maleketaru. 

·1818. Jhok Utra. 1864. Chak Mehdi Khan. 
1865. Naman Jindoka •. 
1866. Ladhewal. 
1867. Hot.a. 
1868. Chura Maneka. 

. 1869. Chak 27 .. 4,i.L. 
1870. Chak -'70·5;L, 
1871. Chak 110-9-k 
1872. -Chak 64-4-R. 
1878. Chak 40-8-R. 
1874. Chak 15-1-R. 
1875; Sheikhu. 
1876. Kohia. . 
1877. Chak 40-G. D. 
1878. Chuehak, 
1879. Fa.ridkot. 
1880. Atta.ti. 
1881. 411 .. Q-;"i); 
1882. Bhaun., 
1888. Kanduwa.la. Sa.mi. 
1884. Pipal Pab:a.,r; - 
1886. Cha.k JawaJi~- Si:Qg);r. 
1886. Rukunpura. 
1887. Jethpur. 
1888. · Chak58-5'-L; 
1889. Chak 99-9-L. 
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MuzAFFARGARll DISTR10T-Ooncld. 
1941. Bet Wa,rianwala. 
1942. Amirpur. 
1948. Bet Angra. 
1944. Dinpur. 
1945 •. Khokarwala. 
1946. Tibi Khurd. 
1947. Wara Siran Kohna. 
~948. Hassan Sher . 
1949. Jharkal. 
1950. Munda. 
1951. Sheikh Umar • 
1952. Rala. 
1958. Haider Ghazi. 
1954. Bet Lombarwala . 

. 1955. Budh. . 
1956. Ishaq Ishab. 
1957. Rangpur • 
1958. Uttra Sandila. 
i959. Ganga. 
1960. Basti Kharik. 
1961. Ali Abrind, 
1962. Langar Serai • 
1968. Dogar Kalasra, 
1964. Rao Bela Sharqi, 
1965. Dharampur. 
1966. Jahan Khan . 
1967. Bilewala .. 
1968. Phulan . 
1969. Bhambri, 
f970. Kundai. 
1971. Basti Na.bi l3akhsh. 
1972. Basira. - 
1978. Kinjhar. 
197 4. Qureshi. · 
1975. Brahimwsli, 
1976. Mochiwali. - 
l 977. Jhandewali. 
1978. Gudara. 

. 1979. Sharif Chijr~. 
1980. Kotla Gamnn, 
1981. Manham. · · · 
1982. N aushera, 

JHA~G DISTB·tC'.I. 

1988. Chund Bhw.wana., 
1984. Dhul Mohd • 
l 985. Mandi Shah Jlw.aQJi'. 
1986. Chak 45.~ .. 

MuzAFFABGARH DISTBI0T--Oont1t. 

1898. Bamti, 
1894. Sinawan. 
"1895. Daphi Makoti. 
1896. Kharl Azim, 
1897. Laskaniwala. 
1898. Shahpur Doratta. 
1899. Mahmudkot. 
.1900. Buchiwala, 
1901. Umarpur. 
1902. · Basti Qazi. 
.1903. Miranpur. 
1904. Khokar Isra. 
1905. Shinwala. 
.1906. Gnrmani. 
1907. Thatha Gurmani, 
1908. Kabir Gopang. - 
.1909. Basti Adam. 
1910. Thatha Siyalan. 
1911. Tibi N$tu.i, . 
1912. Jhangra. 
1918. Sonhara, 
.1914. Ali Dab. 
1915. Mahmubwala. 
.1916. · ·Aliwala. 
1917. Manhan. 
.1918. Ahsanpur, 
.1919. Khuawar 
.1920. Chabakpur. 
1921. Diwala. 
1922. Basti Jarh; 

· 1928. Jaman ShaA, 
1924. Nawankot, 
1925. Basti .A.rif, 
1926. Fatehpur 80,uth~ 
.1927. Bhugiwala, 
1928. Sirki. 
1929. Balu Sandila, 
1980. DaulatwaJi. -- 
1931. Shah H~bib. 

"' _ .1982. Cliaub~. · 
.1988. Qureshi. 
1984. Gmw~ffl.1 
.1935. Sabzojat. 
1986. Alipur Shumaji.. 
1937. Mahal Khaki; 
.1938. Shah Garb .. ·- 

, 1989. Fatehpur, 
1940. Baati Gbula;m .H@ri~ ~~A•. · 

Names oj rural areas where compulslon has been enjorced-contmued, 
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' 'l'r, '·· 

,THANG DISTRICT-contd. 
2085. Chak 181. . · . 
2086. Pakke:wala. , . 
2087. Chak 254 •. 
2088. Chak 250. 
2089. Khanoana. .. 

' 204;0~ · H~ib (Branch). , 
2041. Pirkot Sidhana, 
2042. Massan. 
2048. MulJ.-..hiana, 
2044, Khiwa. 
2040. Chak 256. 
2046. Chak 178. , 
2047. Chak 449 •. 

· 2048. Ohsla, 
2049. Sher Chakar. 
2050. Wasil Shah. 
2051. Balin (Branch). 
2052. Shah Jiwana. 
2058. Ballo Shahabal, 
2054. Kot Brahim, 
2055 •. Chak 268. 
2056. Bajana, · 
2057. Rashidpur. 

. 2058. Chak 175. 
2059. Chak 215 •. 
2060. Chak 216. 

. 2061. Chak 171. 
2062. Chak 448. 
2068. · Ban Mirali. 
2064. Thathi Said Brahimr 

· ' 2065. Mochiwala. . 
· ,, ; 2066. Bultanpur .. 

· · i 2067. Mochiwal •. 
· l 2068. Haveli Lal. 

i 2069. Dhabbi. 
; 2070. Kot Maldev. 
j 2071 ~ Langar Ma.khdun:i:~ I) 

· · 1 2072. Ahmadabad. ' . I 2078. Pir Panjn, · 
' ! 2074. Jaisal. _ 
: - ; 2075. Bhorani Kanianwali.. · 

I 2076. Chak 144. 
: 2077. 'Barane, 

: ·· ; 2078. Chak 188. 
. : 2079. Chak 188. · 
'; • 1 2080. Chak 152. .: 
. : 2os1t ·: cli~k- 200 •. :. 

2082. Chak 210. 

. JHANG DISTRio~onta. 
1987. Gilmala. 
1988. Qutab, 
1989. Chak 456. 
1990. Jhok Daya. , 
1991. Buta Kotla. 
1992. Bullo. 
1998. Haveli Mandar Durgisna, 
1994. .Bhero. 
1995. Boranwala. 
1-996. Kariwala, 
1997. Khutiana. 
1998. Bhamla, 
1999. 'Jhok Usman. 
2000. Ashaba. 
2001. Deraj. · · · 
2002. Pindi Madoki. 
2008. MazarL 
2004. Hassan Khan. 
2005-. Mari Shah Sakhira. 
2006. Majhi Sultan. · 
2007. Sahjar. ·· 
2008. · Chhatta, 
2009. Ratta Matta. 
2010& ' Kiran; -: ; 
2011. Bhon. · 
2012. . Kot Mool Chand. 
2018. Qadirpur. . · 
2014; , Thatha Jabana. 
2010. Kot l{hera... 
2016. Lain. · 
2017. Kot Isa Shah. 
2018. Kalera. 
2019. Chak 165. 
2020. 'Chak 262: · 
2021.. Vijhlana . · · , · · · 
2022. Aura. ·· 
2028. Kot Shakir •. · ·· · 
2024. Ghansepur; 
2025. Chak l88: . : 
2026. Chak 282. .: 
2027. Dhulke. 
2028. Tahli- Qadanw~li. 
2029. ·Nadha Ghar ... 
2080. · Wasu A~tana .. 
2081. Sati.a,:r:w,_, · 
2082. Rot'·Kfii!Ji. 
2088. Sheikh Ghuhr. · · .. 
2084. Chak 267. 

[H~n'bie Mr. Manohar Lal.]· . · . ·. ·. . ·. 
_ : Names of. rural areas where compulsi!'°"" has b~ enforced-contim1ed • 
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2188. Chak 84-G. 
2189. Chak 86-G. 
2140. Cha]; 90-G. 
2141. Chak 108-G. 
2142. Chak 67-G. 
2148. Awagat. 
2144. Chak 70-G. 
2145. Chak 865-G. 
2146. Chak 867-G. 
214 7. Kot Kholla. 
2148. Chak 256-G. 
2149. Chak 250-G. · 
2150_. Chak 258.:.G, 
2151. Chak '249:(i, 
2152. Chak 241-G. 
21·58. Chak 178-G. 
2154. Chak0l8l-G •. 
2155. Chak 245-G. 
2156. Chak 85-G. 
2157. Chak 88-G. 
2158; Satiana .. 
2159. Chak 118-G. 
2160. Chak 68-G. 
2161. Chak 72-G. 
2162. Chak 868-G. 
2168. Chak 866-G. 
2164. Chak 868-G. 
2165. Mohd. Shah. 
2166. Chak 264-G. 
2167. Chak 257-G • 
2168. Chak 251-G. 
2169. Chak 247-G. 
2170. Chak 246-G. 
2171. Chak242-G. 
217~. Chak 1 79-G. 
2178. Chak 182-G. 

· 2174. Chak 66-G. 
2175. -chak· 69-G. 

LYALLPUR DISTRieT. 

J:e:ANG DISTRIOT-Conold. 

2181. Rustam Bargana, 
2132. Kotla Mohd. Zarif. 
2188. Dargai Shah. 
2184. Bhangu. 
2185. .Khaki Lakhi. 
2186. 'Lasheri. . 
2187. Ranjit Kot. 

J:e:ANG DISTRIOT-oontd. 

'2088. Chak 225. 
2084. Chak 241. 
'2085. Bhoana. 
2086. Kandiwal. 
'2087. Pacca. 
2088. Bukhari. 
:2089. Jhangar Gilotran. 
2090. Harsa Sheikh. 

·2091. Chak 221. 
2092. Chak 10. · 
2098. Thatha Mohd. Shah. 
2094. Chak 156. 
2095. Chak 229. 
2096. Chak 187. 
·2097. Chak 240. 
-2098. Wala. 
2099. Muradwala. 
-2100. Asian. 
2101. Chak 125. 
2102. Kot Sultan. 
2108. Taja Berwala. 
-2104. Panjewala. 
2105. Thathi Bala Raja. 
:2106. Tahli Mangini:· 
2107. Sheikhan. 

·2108. Chak 478. 
2109. Cha.k 481. 
2110. Chak 488. 
'2111. Chak 485. 
·2112. Chak 489. 
2118. Waryam. 
2114. Haveli Bahadur Shah. 
2115. Hassu Bale!. 

·2116. Nekokara. 
2117. Garb Maha Raja. 
2118. Dab Ka.Ian. 

-2119. Ludha Mahni. · 
'.2120. Sa.mandoana. 
2121. Kaklrl Nan. 

. 2122. Jaialpur Kamlana, 
2128. Hassnwali. 
2124. Yarewala. 
2125. Allah Yar Jnta; 
2126~ . :f.~~ja. Dhara, 
2127. Maa Rajhana, 
2128._ Js~µipnr_. 
'2129. · Budhoana, · · - 
2180. -Dharopa. 

Names of rural areas where compu'lswn ha« been enforced-continued. 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 



BURGLARmS AND lrHEFTS, 

*2628. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan · Lal : Will the Honourable, 
Finance Member be pleased to stat~ 

(a) what was the total number of the burglaries and thefts that took 
place during the year 1928; t: 

LITERACY C ERTIFIOATEB, 

_ *2627. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal: Will the Honourable Minister· 
for Education be pleased to state the number of literacy certificates granted 
to adults during the last financial year ? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: 4,487 literacy certificates were 
issued. 

1. Berl. 
2. Rohtak. 
8. Bahadurgarh. 
4 •. Gohana. 
5. Jhajjar. 
6. Rewari. 
7. Ballabgarh, 
8. Pe.lwal. . 
9. Kamal. 

10. Panipat. 
11. Kaitha.l. 
12. Thanesar. 
18. Municipal Committee, Rupar. 81. 
14. "Small Town Committee, Kalka. 32. 
15. Bazar of Municipal Committee, 

Simla. . 88. 
te, Municipal Committee, Lu- 84. 

dhiana, 
17. Municipal Committee, Feroze-_ 85. 

pore. 86. 
18. Municipal Committee, Fasilka, 37. 
19. Municipal Committee, Lahore. 
20. .Amritsar City. 
21. Nankana Sahib. 
22. Bhakkar, 

Names o..f urban areas where compulsion has been enforced. 
23: 
24. 
2-5. 

Multan City. 
Shujabad. 
Municipal Committee, Dara 

Ghazi Khan. 
26. Municipal Committee, Jampur. 
27. Municipal Committee, Rajan 

pur. 
28. Municipal Committee, Dajal, 
29. Notified Area Committee, 

Okara. ~ 
30. Municipal Committee, Mont· 

gomery. 
Municipal Committee, Kamalia •. 
Municipal Committee, Pak 

pattan. 
Alipur Municipal Committee. 
Muzaffargarh Municipal Com- 

mittee. 
Leiah. 
Municipal O'ommittee, Gojra. 
Small Town Committee, Tand- 

lianwala. 
Jaranwala. 
Toba Tek Singh. 
Municipal Committee, Lyallpur ... 

88. 
39. 
40. 

-·I 

I 
I 
I 

LYALLPUR DISTRIOT--COncld. 

2182. Chak 252-G. 
2188. Chak 248-G. 
2184. Chak 248-G. 
2185. Chak 244-G. 
2186. Chak 180-G. 
2187. Chak 188-G . 

LYALLPUR DISTRICT-Contd. 

2176. Chak 78-G. 
2177. Chak 864-G. 

' 2178. Sial. 
2179. Hassoka Thatha. 
2180. Chak 255-G. 
2181. Chak 258'. 
o 

· I Ho~ ~ble Mr. Manohar Lal.] 
Names of rural areas wliere compulsion has been enforced-concluded. 
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COMPLAINTS .AGAINST THE T.AHSILDAB, SBORXOT. 

*2630. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Member for Revenue 
please state- 

{a) whether it is a fact that the residents of Shorkot waited upon 
the Commissioner, Multan, in a deputation on or about the 
6th September making certain complaints against the Tahsil 
dar, Shorkot; 

CLo SURE or MmxA MINOR. 

*2629. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Honourable Member 
for Revenue please state--- 

(a) whether it is a fact that on receiving-the orders of closure of Mirkai 
Minor, in the Hansi sub-division of the Rohtak Division, on or 
about the 8th of October 1928, several big zamindars went to 
the Executive Engineer Rohtak Division, on 9th October 
1928, to wait upon him with a view to represent their grievances 
with respect to the said· closure ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the Executive Engineer, without showing 
. · them ordinary courtesy of even having a talk with them; ordered 

them to leave his room ; 
(c) whether it is a fact that all the big zamindars submitted a petition 

to the Superintending Engineer,· Delhi Circle, for permission 
to bring a defamation case against the said officer ; 

(il) if the answer to (a), (b) and (c) be in the affirmative, what action, 
if any, has been taken by the Superintending Engineer; ii no 
action has been taken, what steps Government proposes to 
take in the matter ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Faz! .. i ... Hvsain: (a) Yes. 
(b) ·No. 
(c) Yes. 
(d) Superintending Engineer, in conversation with their leaders, advised 

them that no such permission was necessary, and that their petition was itself 
defamatory. 

18,845 
5,597 

(a) Burglaries · 
Thefts .. 

(b) how many of these burglaries and 
O 

thefts were detected; 
(c) in how many cases was the property recovered; . 
(il) in how many cases did the prosecution end in conviction? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: A statement is laid on the table. 
STATEMENT. 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

0 

(b) 8,448 burglaries and 2,974 •thefts were tried during 1928. 
(c) Stolen properly was recovered in 8,420 burglary cases arid in 4,051 

theft cases. 
0 

(d) Conviction was obtained in. 2,458 burglary cases and 2,478 theft 
eases; 



CAN.AL . OFFICIALS AND HOLIDAYS. - 

*2633. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Member for Revenue 
please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that in case the Canal officials of Islam Division, .. 
if permitted by the .Executive Engineer, Palla Head, to leave 
the station· on: g8!zetted .holidays, leave their station, those 
gazetted holidays. ~e . counted towards their casual leave ; 

(b) if so, why? 

CANAL OFFICIALS AND HOLIDAYS. 

*2632. Lala Bodb Raj : Will the Honourable Member for Revenue 
please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that the Canal officials. of Islam Division are 
not permitted by the Executive Engineer, Palla Head, to leave 
their station even on Sundays for purchasing their provisions 
of food; 

(b) if so, why? 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain: (a) No. 
(b) Does not arise. 

MISBEHA vrotrs OF POLICE IN GoJRA. 

*2631. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the· Honourable Member for Finance 
please state- . 

(a) whether it is a fact that complaints were made to the Deputy 
Commissioner, Lyallpur, by the public of Gojra regarding the 
misbehaviour of police towards the people who had assembled 
in the Ram Natak Club, Gojra, on the night between 9th and 
10th October 1929; 

(b) if so, was any enquiry held into those complaints by the authori- 
ties and with what results '} · 

The Hon9urable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) & (b) No formal complaint 
was made to the Deputy Commissioner. But on receipt of information from 
other sources enquiries were made by him, which show that there ii no truth 

. ill the allegations of misbehaviour made agai11st members of the Police Force. 
Lala Bodb Raj : Can the Honourable Member inform us the other 

soureea of information ? 
. The Henourable Mr. A. M. Stow : One of the sources of information 

if I remember right was a resolution passed by some local body, but if 
the honourable member will ask a detailed question I will be able to give 
him the information he asks for. 

I Lala Bodh R1j.] 
(b) if so, what action has been taken by the Commissioner to redress 

their grievances '} 
· The Ho11ourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: (a) Yes. 

(b) Enquiries are being made. 
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*2636. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Finance Member please 
ste.te- 

(a) whether the report of the Punjab Jails Committee has been sub 
mitted to the Government ; 

(b) if so, what action has been taken thereon? 
The Honourable Mr. A: M. Stow: (a) YeA. 

(b) The report is under consideration . 

PUNJAB JAn,S COMMITTEE. 

INDIAN NATIONAL CONGRESS AND CHRISTMAS VACATION FOR GOVERN 
MENT DEPARTMENTS. 

*2635. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Chief Sroretary please· state- 
{a) whether it is a fact that in December next some of the departments 

of the Government will not dose during the Christmas vacation I 
(b) if so, what are the reasons for this action and whether it. has any 

thing to do with the holding of the next session of the Indian 
National Congress at Lahore ? . 

' Mr .. H. W. Emerson : (a) Government as at present advised do not 
propose to depart from the practice observed in past years. 

(b) Does not arise. 

PALLA HEAD, 

*2634. Lala Bodh. Raj ; Will the Honourable Member for Revenue 
please state- 

(a) whether it id a fa.ut that the Palla Head in Islam Division was 
washed away by .the recent flood in the Sutlej ; 

(b) what was the maximum height of water at the time of the above 
flood; · 

(c) what .is the previous record of the height of water? 
. ~ 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl .. i .. Husain: (a) Six bays of the 
Islam Weir collapsed on the 19th ffeptember 1929. _ 

(b) On the 2;4tb August 1929, which was the date of maximum flood 
this year, tho water level below the weir rose to a Reduced Level 448. 6. ~ .;· , 

(o) The previous record is Reduced Level 450·8 in the year 1927. · 1 
.~ 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-H11sain: (a) No, not now. 
(b) Does not arise. 
Lala Bodh Raj : Was this practice resorted to in the past ? 

-· -~- . The Honourable Mian Sir FazJ..i .. Husain: Need we go into the 
past? 

501 STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, 

-. 



*2638. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Finance Member please 
state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that during the la.st session of the Punjab 
Legislative Council held in September 1929, some instructions 
were given by the police to the Secretary of the Council not to 

Isstra OF PRESS TICKETS °FOB ADMISSION TO THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 

HANDCUFFS AND BAR FETTERS ON OONVIOTS GHAZi ABDUL RAHMAN 
AND MR. AJIT, SINGH. 

*2637. · Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Finance Member please 
state-- · 

(a) whether it is a fa.ct that Ghazi Rahman and Mr. Ajit Singh, 
convicts under section 124-A, -Indian Penal Code, on their 
transfer from Mianwali Jail to other jails in the month of .Oeto 
her 1929, had handcuffs and bar fetters on them; 

(b) if do, what were the reasons for placing both handcuffs and ba.r 
· fetters on them ; 
(c) whether it is a fact that they wer~ special class prisoners ? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) Yes. 
(b) The instructions given in paragraphs 756 and 757 of the Punjab 

Jail Manual. 
(c) .No. 

. . Lala Bodh Raj : Is it a. fadt that they were classified as special class 
prisoners by the m:1,gistra.te who convicted them? 

'fhe Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: Yes. 
Lala Bodh Raj : Was the concession of their being -speoial class pri- 

soners withdrawn from them? · 
Th~ Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: Yes. 
Lala Bodh · Raj : What were the reasons for the withdrawal of the 

eoncession ? 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: I should like to correct the im 

pression that may have been given. There was no questiom of withdrawing 
concessions. The decision of the convicting magistrate was not confirmed by 
Government. 
' . Lala Bodh Raj : What were the reasons for not confirming the 
orders? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: The prisoners were ineligible. 
Lala Boclh Raj : What were the rules then in force which could make 

them eligible for those concessions and which were not satisfied in their cases? 
The Honourable Mr .. A. M. Stow: Th~ rules regarding olassifloation 

of special class prisoners are contained in the Jail Manual, Appendix XX, 
I think it is. l would refer the O honourable member to that collection · of 
rules on the subject of classification of special class prisoners, if he has any 
doubts. · 

(29TH Nova, 1929. - 
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1 Muslim. - 
• . 1 Bhargava, 

1 Brahmin, 
1 .!hir.- 

(S) Naib-Tahsildars S 1 Bhargava, · 
1 Jain. 
l Ahir. 

· (4) Excise Inspectors 1 Muslim'. 
(ts) No information is available regarding this class, as the Income 

"lax Department is under the control of the Central Gbvetmnent. 

COMMUNAL REPRESENTATION IN SERVICE. 
1400. Rao Bahadur Captain Rao Balbir Singh : Will the Chief 

:Secretary kindly state- . 
(a) the total number of the following officers recruited from· Gurgaon 

district, with their respective communities : 
(1) Extra Assistant Commissioners, 
(2) Tl),hsildars, 
(S) Naib-Tahsildars, 
(4) Excise Inspectors, 
(5) Income-Tax Inspectors an!J Officers; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the Ahir community is very poorly re 
presented in these classes of officials ; 

(c) if so, what steps does the Government propose to take to increase 
its representation ? ·· · · 

Mr. P.. w. Emerson : (a) (1) E. A. C'.s 
(2) 'I'ahsildara 3 

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

THE 'TUFAN.' 
'*2639. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Revenue Member 

please state- 
(a) whether it is a fact that it was brought to the notice of-the Deputy_ 

Commissioner, Lyallpur, that the Editor, Tufan, had sent 
his paper per V.P.P. to someof the patwaris and other persons 
of Bamundri, with forwarding letters that it was being 
done under the orders of Mr. Mansur Hussain, Tahsildar. 
Samundri; 

(b) if so, what action was taken by the Deputy Commissioner in 
the matter '} 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-liusain: (a) Yes. 
(b) The case has been made over to the police for enquiry. 

issue press tickets to the accredited representatives of the ver 
nacular daily papers, Lahore, whose names were originally 
submitted by the Editors of those papers to the Cbbncil 
Office; 

(b) if so, what were the reasons for giving such instructions? 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) No. 

(fa) Does not rise. 

l'ITA.RRED QUESTIONS AND A.NBWBR. 508 ' 



1402. Lala-Bodh Raj: (a) Will the Honourable Revenue Member 
please state with reference to the provincial clerical establishment of the- 
Jrrigation Branch since 1st October 19~0- - 

(1) number of clerks promoted from Rs. 40-~90 grade to 
Rs. 40-4-140 ; 

(2) number of clerks promoted . from Rs. 40-4-140 grade to 
Rs. 100-6-200 ; 

(S) number of clerks, promoted from Rs. 100-6-200 grade to 
Rs. 250-10-850; 

(4) number of such clerks respectively who have drawn the maxi . · mum of Rs. 140, 200 and 850; 

(b) wh!)it is the average number of years onthe expiry of which a clerk 
in one grade is usually promoted to the other grade ? 

Tlie l:lon~urahle Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: (a) (1) 84. 
(2) 56,. _ 

(8) 19,: 

(4) 11, 19~ and nil respectively. ' 

(b) ~' 8,; and 5, ye.ars -respectively. 

PROMOTIONS IN THE PnOVINOIAL . OLERIOAL ESTABLISHMENT OF THE 
IRRIGATION BBANOH. 

1401. Rao Bahadur Captain Rao Balbir Singh : Will the Honour 
able Minister for Local Self-Government please sta.te-- 

(a) whether Government is ·aware of the bad financial condition 
of the Gurgaon District Board ; 

(b) it so, what steps Government intend-to take to rehabilitate its. 
finances and to enable it to discharge its liabilities? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : (a) Yes. 
(b) The District Board has recently taken a loan of Rs. 1,15,000 from. 

Government free of interest which, it is hoped, will rehabilitate its finances- 

F!NANOIAL OONTDITIONS OF THE GURGAON DISTRIOT BOARD. 

i Mr. Emerson.] 
(b) .An answer to this question could be given only after an examination. 

of the representation in the services concerned of other tribes. Government 
regret they are unable to ~ out this examination. 

(e) Does not arlse, 
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5, 
l 
1 
1 
1 

t 
1 
4 

. ' 

2 
1 
1 

14 
17 
17 

4 
1 
2 

1929. 

. ' 
6 

1929'. 
1 

501l 

1. Suspended for negligently allowing a eonditionall y 
released convict to escape 

2. Suspended for withdrawing a crimiwi,l case with sus- 
pected. dishonest motives , .. 

S. Suspended for absenting himself without leave 
4. Suspended on a serious complaint against him 

1. Suspended for taking a bribe in a case .. 
2. Suspended on being sent for trial under section 866, 

Criminal Procedure Code 
8. Suspended for beating a woman 
4. Suspended for being disobedient to superior officers 
5. Suspended for absenting ·from duty without 

permission • • . · 
6. Suspended for neglect of duty . 
7. Suspended, pending an enquiry into their conduct 

1928. 

1928. 
8 
8 

88 

1927,,· 
11 
14 
lQ 

(a) Sub-Inspectors 
Head Constables 
Foot Constables 

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, 

(e) A statement is laid on the table. 
Statement showing the 'reasons for which s ab-inspectors and othe'I' polw 

officers were suspeni<led during 1927, 1928 and 1929. · 
~ ~ 

1927. 

PoLIOE IN HissAR D1sTRIOT. 
. 1403. Lala Joti Parshad:' Will the Honourable Finance Member 

be pleased to state- · 
(a) the number of police sub-inspectors dismissed in the Hissar dis· 

trict during the years 1927-28 and -1928-29 ; · 
(b) the, number of police sub-inspectors suspended in .the Hissar 

~istrict during 1927-28, and 1928-29; 
(c) the number of police sub-inspectors, head constables and con 

stables against whom cases are pending for corruption; 
(d} the number . of police sub-inspectors, head constables and eon 

stables departmentally punished for all offences ; 
(e) the reasons for which each of such sub-inspectors and other police 

officers was suspended or dismissed ? 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : 

19~7. 1928. 
(a) Nil. Nii. 
@ 1 8 
(c) Sub-Inspectors 

Head Constables 
Foot Constables 



{ Hon'ble Mr. Stow.] . , II'. • 

· 5. Suspended for neglect of duty at the judicial lock-up 8 
6. Suspended for absenting himself from duty and being 

arrested in a case under section 877, Indian Penal 
Code. · 1 

7 .. Suspended !° compliance with Deputy Ins8ector~ 
General s orders . • • • · • • 1 

8. Suspended pending a departmental enquiry against 2 
them. 

9; Suspended on being arrested under section 409, Indian 2 
Penal Code. 

10. Suspended for taking bribes in a case under· section 
804, Indian Penal Code . • . . 1 

11. Suspended for extortion and corruption 2 
12. Suspended for corruption and burking crime 2 

1929. 
1. Suspended for knowingly disobeying a direction of -1 

law with intent to save a person from punish- 
ment. 

2. Suspended on being arrested under section 4 of the 
Gambling Act · 2 

3. Suspended for cheating the railway while a re- 
~u 1 

4. Suspended for keeping a woman in wrongful confine- 
ment and beating her 3 

-0. Suspended for absence without leave . • 2 
6. Suspended on being arrested under section 880/942, 

Indian Penal Code e ... 2 
7. Suspended on being sent up for trial under section 
• 409, Indian Penal Code 1 
8. Suspended for corruption 4 
9. Suspended for neglect of duty (at the Dabwali Police 

Station Malkhana which was burgled) . . 8 
10. Suspended for spoiling the investigation into the death 

of Sardar Sa,hib Chatar Singh, Zaildar l 
11. Suspended for being sent up in a case under section 

182, Indian Penal Code 8 
12. Suspended for neglect of duty which led to the escape 

of an undertrial prisoner· from Sirsa. Hospital. 1 
18. Suspended for undermining discipline . • 1 
14. · Suspended as a result:,of a magisterial enquiry into the 

death of a suspect by opium-eating during the 
course of .tlte investigation of a bmgla.ry case l 

15. Suspended £or supplying liquor to undertrial prisoners 2 
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• : 1 Constable •. 12.. Dismissed for torturing 

8.. Dismissed on a judicial conviction for grievous 
hurt .. 1 Constable. 

1), Dismissed for having been found asleep while on 
sentry duty when the lock-up 'contained two 
prisoners .. • 1 Constable. 

10. Dismissed for overstaying leave and on return 
recording. a false report in the daily diary . . 1 Constable. 

11. Dismissed for allowing two Ahen girls to be - . 
brought to police post.Bahal of which he was 
ineharge. They were subsequently raped by' . 
other constables serving under him . . 1 Constable. 

1929 •. 

• 
4 Constables. 
(1 in 1929) • 

1 Constable. 
1 Constable. 

5. Dismissed for disobedience of orders 
'6. · Dismissed on conviction for theft 

1928. 
7. Dismissed for having absented from duty 

3. Dismissed with effect from 25th May 1927 for 
burking a most serious cognizable offence 
under section 897, .Indian Penal Code .. · 1 L. H. C. 

1928., 
4. Dismissed for failing to take proper legal action 

against two accused persons and for-record 
ing a report in the Roznamcha of Police 
Station Budhlada, which was false both 
as to the time of entry and general purport 1 . H. C. 

1.927. 

·Statement showing the reasons for whif.)h s·ub-inspectors. and other 
:JJolice officers were dismissed durimg 1927, 1928 and 1929. · 

192~ 
1. Was dismissed (with effect from 2nd . March 

1929) for showing inefficiency and bias in the 
handling of the affair of the mosque at village 
Rewari, P. S. Sadar where he was working 
as Station House Officer, and for taking un 
warranted action in paving the mosque built 
under his supervision with -a guard standing 
by without ascertaining that the Muham- 
madans were exercising an undisputed right 1 Sub-Inspector 

'1927. . 
2. Dismissed with effect from 18th May 1927 for 

permitting a prisoner to escape who was 
wanted by the Bikaner State Police .• 2.....;.1 Head Con· 

. . stable and 1 
Foot Constable. 

UNSTABBED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
' 



1405. Sayad MJ1barik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable the Revenue 
Member please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that some Government waste land in Pir 
. Mahal jungle in the district of Lyallpur was leased out to 
certain individuals in the year 1928 on tender system at some- 
rate per a.ere of land ; · . 

(b) is it also a fact that supply of water for the land was more abun 
dant when the land was taken up by these lessees than it is. 

· at present ; 
(e) whether it is a fact that the canal authorities· do not supply 

water to the whole of the commanded area but only to a. 
fraction of it ; 

(d) whether it is a fact that the lessees are charged rent not for the 
irrigable percentage of the land but for the total area of the 
leased land although the total area, according to canal rules, 
is impossible to be irrigated and cultivated; 

(e) whether it is also a fact that the lessees are charged ·revenue for 
the entire leased area although 'for want of water they do: 
not and cannot cultivate the entire area ; 

(f) if the answer to the above be in affirmative, what steps do the 
Government propose to take in order to adjust the rent and 
land -revenue in accordance with the land actually irrigated 
and cultivated ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes. 
(b) The honourable member's question is not quite clear. As the canal 

authorities have not reduced the sanctioned supply of canal water since the 
land was leased out, the reply is in the negative. 

(c) Y~s. According to the ordinary rules canal water is supplied fo:r 
oO per cent. of the commanded area in the . rabi and . 25 in 'the kharif 
harvest. 

WASTE LAND IN Pm MAHAL JuNGLE. 

!>_~Yll'.ENT TO 0IVIL AND MILITARY GAZETTE FOR SUPPLY ·oF FORMS. 

1404. Lala Joti Parshad: Will the Honourable Minister for Local· 
Self-Government be pleased to Jay· on the table a statement of the total 
amount of bills paid to the Civil and Military Gazette. press for the supply 
of forms by the municipalities and local bodies in the Punjab for the years 
1927-28 and 1928-29? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : It is regretted that the 
figures asked for by the honourable member are not available and their 
compilation would entail an expenditure of time and· labour incommen 
surate with the results achieved. The contract for the printing and supply of 
the forms prescribed in the Municipal Account Code is given out on tende:r 
by the Examiner, Local Fund Accounts, in accordance with rule 861 of the 
Municipal Account Code, and Government are not directly concerned there 
with. 
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1407~ Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable Member 
:for Revenue kindly state-- 

(a) whether the reclamation of Nur Mahram and Aqla Hayat~ 
Beloches of the Jhang district was taken in hand by district 
authorities about three years ago; . 

(b) the number of reports against the members of these tribes in which 
they were charged with having committed criminal offences- 
(1) from March 1927 to March 1929 ; and 
(2) from March 1929 to October 1929? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain : 
(a)Yes. • 
(b) (1) 82. 

(2) 8. 

.REOLAMATION OF NUB MAHRAM AND AQLA; lliYATA BELOOHES, 

COMMUNAL REPRESENTATION OF THE SUBORDINATE ST.A.FF· UNDEB Tlllll 
EXE01:TTIVE ENGINEER, P. w. D., LYALLiUR. 

1406. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : . Will the Honourable Minister 
for Agriculture be pleased to state the number, communitywise, of the 
subordinate staff, temporary or permanent, drawing Rs. 20 or upwards 
11.t present working under the Executive Engineer, Public Works Department, 
.Lyallpur ? · 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : 
Muhammadans 4 
Hindus 20 
Sikhs 4 

(d) Yes. The leases were taken llp on this understanding. But even 
according to the arrangements made by the canal authorities, it is not im 
possible to cultivate 100 per cent. of the total area provided that sufficient 
rain falls. · · 

(e) and (.{).. Yes. The leases were taken up on this understanding. 

509 UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

ll.usIYAT TAX. 
1408. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah :· Will the Honourable the Minister 

:for Local Self-Government kindly state--- 
(a) whether it is a fact that the District Board, Jhang, has submitted 

proposals for the imposition of a Haisiyat tax within its 
jurisdiction ; 

(o) if so, what action has the Government so far taken in according 
sanction to that resolution of the District Board which has 
been submitted to the Government ? 



DAMAGE TO SCHOOLS BY FLOODS IN JR.ANG DISTRICT. 

1410. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah: Will the Honourable Minister 
for Education be pleased to state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that, owing to the recent floods, about a 
· hundred school buildings in the Jhang district have been 
destroyed; 

(b) whether it is a fact that District Board, Jbang, applied for a. full' 
grant-in-aid to rebuild the school-houses so destroyed; 

. (c) if the answer to the above be in the affirmative, what steps have· 
so far been taken or are proposed to be taken to enable the 
district board to rebuild the school-houses before the winter 
sets in 'l 

' (c) The matter is under consideration. 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) It has been reported 
that 41 buildings in the Jhang district have been destroyed or damaged by 
the floods. 

(b) Yes. 

A PUBLIO SARAI FOR JHANG DISTRICT. 

'1409. Sayad.Mubarik Ali Shah: Will the Honourable Minister 
for Local Self-Government be pleased to state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that there is · no public sarai or sailghar 
at. the headquarters of the Jhang district ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the absence of such a building causes. 
great inconvenience to the public; 

(c) whether it is a -fact that to meet this requirement the District 
Board, Jhang, had applied to the Government for a grant 
in-aid to build a public sarai ; 

(d) if the answer to the above be in the affirmative, what action has 
the Government taken so far or proposes to take in the 
matter in future in order to provide a house for the public 
visiting the district headquarters ? • · 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes, to some extent. 

_ (e) Yes, the district board had applied to Government for a. grant-in 
aid, but the proposal could not be entertained. 

(d) Government do not propose to take any further action in the matter, 
It is a matter which can best be left to the District Board and the public 
who are likely to benefit by such a building. 

. · The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon:· (a) Yes. 
(b) The proposal has been recommended to the _Government of India 

for sanction and sanction will no doubt be received in due course as the 
tax proposed is in accordance with the model that the Government of India 
ar~ prepared to sanction. 
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1412, Carwelled. 

(c) Yes. 
(d) No time-limit has been fixed for the purpose. 
(e) Yes. 

. (J) Certain privileges are granted to Junior .Anglo-Vernacular teachers. 
to obtain higher academical and/ professional qualifications. On obtaining 
these, such candidates become eligible for appointment as Senior· English 
teachers and promotion to a higher grade then usually follows rapidly. 

&Dior Anglo- Vernacular 299 135 150 
Junior Anglo-Vernaou1ar 229 193 30 
Oriental Teaohers .,.. 269 197 4.2 

~or Vernacular 401 296 '84- 

Total No. 
Number in the 

starting 
grade. 

Number in the 
next higher 

grade. 
Kind of teachers. 

1411. Lala Joti Parshad: Will the Honourable Minister for Edu 
eation please state-:- 

(a) the total number of Senior Anglo-Vernacular, Junior Anglo 
Vernacular, f?enior Vernacular and Oriental teachers in the 
Government schools of the province ; 

(b) their number in the starting grade and their number in the 'next 
higher grade ; · 

(c) whether it is a fact that a number of Junior· Anglo-Vernacu.lar 
Teachers in the next higher grade is much less than other class. 
of teachers ; · "' 

(<l) after how long a period a Junior Anglo-Vernacular teacher- 
usually gets the next higher grade ; · · 

(e) whether it is a fact that some of these Junior Anglo-Vernacular ' 
Teachers have been working in the same grade for the last 
twenty years or so ; 

(f) if the answers to (e) and (e) be in the affirmative, what steps does. 
Government propose to· take to better the condition of this 
class of teachers ? 

The Honourable Mr. Mailohar Lal: (a) and (b) The requisite in 
formation is as fQJ).o'T8 :- 

VERNACULAR TEACHERS IN ,GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS. 

511 UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

. t 



PANDIT JAGAT RAM, LAHORE OONSPIRA:OY OilE'PRISONl!lR, 

1415. Lala Bodh Raj: (a) Will the Honourable ·Member for Finance 
please state with regard to Pandit Jagat Ram, a. convict of the Lahore 
conspiracy case of 1914-15 now confined in the Multan Centre.I ~ail- 

(t) period of sentence undergoneby.him in the Andama.ns ; 
. (ii) period of sentence undergone in Indian jails; 
(iii) total period ofremission earned by him; 
(iv) the dates when his case was submitted to Government forrelea.se, 

with orders passed in the· matter of his release· from time t<iJ 
time as well as the reports of the jail authorities made from 
time to time for his release ; . '_ ·- . . 

(v) the probable data of, his release? 
{b) Will the honourable member please lay on the table a. copy of 

:rules for the release of prisoners like Pandit Jagat Ram? . - . 

BAND FROM MALAKWAL TO CHAOHAR, .. 
1414. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honouiable Revenue Member 

please state-- · 
(a) whether it is a fact that there is a proposalto construct a band 

from Malakwal to Chachar for a distance of over 50 miles 
along the left bank of the Jhelum ; -. 

(b) whether it has been brought to the notice of the authorities 
. that such a band is calculated to cause damaging effect on 

Shahpur and other villagse lower down on the same bank 
of the river; 

(a) what steps have been taken for the protection of the area referred 
to in (b) ; 0 

(d) what are the reasons for the construction of this band ? 
The Honourable Mian SirFazl·i-Husain: (a) There is a proposal 

ior· a band on· the left bank of the Jhelum not from· Malakwa.l to· Chachar 
but only from Chak Ram Das to near Shahpur,.a distance of about 20 miles. 

- (b) Yes. 
(c) The matter is under examination. 
( d) Protection from floods. 

ADMISSION TO NORMAL CLASSES, GOVERNMENT SCHOOL, TAUNSA AND 
DERA GHAZI KHAN, . 

1413. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honouxable.Minister for. Education 
please state in the matter of admission to the normal classes attached to 
the Government school at Taunsa and Dara Ghazi Khan at the last selection 
and previous two selections (i) numberof candidates according to community, 
and (ii) number of admissions according to community ? · 

l"he Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : The information is being col 
lected and will be supplied to the honourable member as soon as it is ready, 

I 
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GoVEBNllEN'l! TANNERY, SH.AHDABA. 

1418 .. Chaudhri Zafr..Uah Khan: Will the Honourable Minister 
. br Education kindly sta.te- 

(a) what progress has been achieved in the disposal of the Panja.b 
Government Tannery, Shahdara, which was closed two years 
ago; . 

{b) what advice was tendered by the Standing Committee on Indus 
tries in this case ; 

(c) if the Government is aware that other provinces of India. have 
leather tanning and research institutes for the improvement 
of trained labour in the tanning industry ; 

(d) if he has received any representation during the last year from 
tanners expressing the· need for. providing a regular course 
of training in elementary tanning ; . 

(e) if so, whether this representation has received his consideration; 
(J) (i) whether the Government has a record showing the quantities 

of tanned leather exported from this province during the last 

GRANTS IN NILI BAR TO ZAMINDARS OF KANGBA. 

1417. Cbaudhri Ram Singh: With reference to the answer to 
etarred question No. 1809 asked on 27th February 19292, will the Honourable 

· Member for Revenue kindly state the names of persons who have been 
granted squares of land in the Nili Bar colony out of the 50 squares reserved 
for distribution among the zamindars of the Ksngre district and the reasons 
lfor · making such grants ? ., , 

T.be H11Do11rable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Huai11: The grants have not yet 
.e.ctua.Ily been made, but preliminary selections for 85 recta.ngles have been 
made by the Deputy Commissioner, Ka.ngra. 

The reasons why such grants ware to be made was that •· the military 
services of the district seemed to Government to call for recognition, and· 
Government further wished to ma.ka the experiment of trying whether eolo 
nists from the Kangra district could prove themselves to be suitable fo~ 
.oolonis&tion. · 

LAND GRANTS 'l'O FLOOD·AFFEOTED INHABITANTS OF KANGBA. 

1416. Chaudhri Ram Singh : With reference to the answer to 
starred question No. 2059 asked on·19th March 19291, -will the Hononrsble 
Member for Revenue kindly state the number of squares of land proposed 
to be allowed in the colonies-to such of the inhabitants of the Kmgra. dis 
trict whose lands have suffered from river action or who possess small 
holdings ? _ 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-H11sai11: 85 rectangles in the Nill 
'Bar Colony have been reserved for Rajputs and agricultural Brahmans who 
are residents of -the Kangra. district. 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : I regret. the answer to this 
question fa not yet ready. It will be communicated t'J the honourable 
member when ready, 

019 UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 



Rs. 
12,87,029 
12,42,982 
16,82,998 
14,36,800 
14,98,695 

9,88,416 
7,24,009 
9,52,002.. 

Value •. 
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- 1921-22 .. 

PUN.JAB LEGISLATIVE OOU)UiIL, 

tGJi. Zafrnllali Khan.] · . - . 
15 years and whether that record shows that some 15 yeats· 
back the Punjab used to export much greater quantities 
of tanned leather to nearly all the provinces of India and there 
is a. great decrease in this trade now: 

(ii) if so, why? 
the Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : - (a) Several advertisements, 

iisuedfo the press in 1928 offering the tannery for sale or for leaae and also, 
in~tiii.g o:l:f ers for any particular part of the machinery or set of machines •. 
thie offers received were not acceptable but it is understood that the Director· 
of Industries has recently received certain offers for the tannery. ;He is 
Being asked to send. them up· for the orders of Government as quickly as, 
possible. . 

(b) The Standing Committee on Industries in its meeting of the 8th June- 
1929 made the following recommendations in this case:-- 

" The Director of Industries should examine what machinerv should be- 
retained at Shahdara for giving training to Chamars in the· elements or 
tanning or in the simple processes or leather manufacture. · Possibly it 
would pay to keep one complete set of machines, disposing of the rest. The- 
attention of the existing tanneries in the Punjab should be specially invite~ 
to the articles for disposal at Shahdara through the agency of the industria.I 

-1urveyors or otherwise." 
(c) .Yes. 
(d) ijo . 

. (e) Does not arise. 
(!) (t) Government has no record showing the quantities of tanned~ 

le&ther exported from this province during the last 15 years. A statement 
giving figutes bf exports of 'leather, unwrought' (semi-tanned) from 1914-15· 
to 1921-22 as given in the Inland Trade Reports of the Punjab by Rail andi 
River is laid on the· table. 

In the absence of.information relating to the period 1928-29, it is not· 
possible to compare the present volume of trade with the volume of trade: 
15 years · ago. - 

( ii) Does not arise. _ 
Statement showing figures - of e:tport of leather unwrO'Uf}ht 

· (semi-tanned) during the period 1914-15 to 1921-22. 
Year. Quantity 

exported. 
Mds-. 

28,088 
27,232 
84,279 
27,646 
80,619 
18,835 
U,887 
22,188 



19!i .. 9 18 - 11 s 41 ... 
19.28 .. 7 2 8 3 20 ~· 
19!7 - 8 a 14 .. 27 Bimi,r, 1 Hindu 

.Agrioul~ a,¢• 
Ka.ma.I. l Muslim 
Agriculturist. 

1928 - 8 9 14: ... 81 Rohtak, 1 Muslim 
Apioultasist. 

19!9 I 2 6 8 1 17 - ~· 
s 

Total - 34 40 M 7 136 (Hindu Agrioul- 
tur:ist 1, and -; 

- Muslim Agrioul- 

/ 
turists 2.) 

/ -- 
REOBUITMENT OF ASSISTANT SuB-lNBPEOTORS. 

1420. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable 
Member for Finance kindly state- 

(a) the total number of assistant sub-inspectors of Police selected 
since this new post was created ; 

112 

Number of a.p- 
. pointments made 

from 1;he qistrio~s, 
Total of Rcihta.k, 

Hissa.r, 
Gurg&Oil IQid. 

K~, 

I~·· 
&~~~E\ 
;j!.'" t·· 

Eastern Centre.I West.em Railway 
Range. Range. · Range. Police. 

Year. 

RECRUITMENT o:r 8uB-lNSPEOTOBB. 

1419. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: Will the Honourable· 
Member for Finance kindly state- · 

(a) the number of sub-inspectors, recruited directly, in the province 
as a whole in each of the years 1925, 1926, 1927~ 1928, 1929; 

{b) the number of the sub-inspectors referred to in (a} coming from 
each of the three ranges (separately), for the years 1925, 1926, 
1927, 1928, 1929; 

(e) the ~umber of appointments referred to in· (a) which went to the 
districts -Qf Rohtak, Hissar, Gurgaon and Kamal; 

(d) the number of the posts which out of the share of the four districts 
mentioned in (e) went to ('t) Hindus, (i't) Muslims, (ii't) Hindu 
statutory agriculturists, and (iv) Muslim statutory agrionl- 

- turists? 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : (a), (b), (e) and (d) A-statement, 

is laid on the table. 
NUMBER OF Strn-INSPECTORS RECRUITED DIRECTLY. 

UNSTARBJl!D QtrBSfiONB .A.NI> ANSWBNI, 



1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
8 
1 

Amritsar 
'Bijnour ,{United Pro- · · 

vinees) 
. Dellii 

.Gujrat . 
Gnrdsspur. 
Gurgaon 
Hoshiarpur 
Lahore · 
Ludhiana. ' 
:Mianwali 
Montgomery 
Muzaffarnagar (United) 

Provinces) 
Rohtak 
Shal:ipur 
Sheikhupura . 

1421. Rai Sahib Cbauclhri Cbhotu Ram : Will the Honoura.ble Mem· 
, Revenue kindly eta.ta ti:i.e number of zilla.da.rs appointed during the 

brae yeai:9 with the following ~eta.ils in regard to (a) direct appointments, 
(b) appomtments by promotion ; . 

n . ('> district of residence ; . ' 
(vi) Hindus sub-divided as sta.~tory a.grioulturiste and others, 

· (m) Muslims sub-divided as in (ii) ; " · · · 
·(w) Bilme sub-divided as in (ii) ? 

The Honourable ~ .Sir Fazl•i·Basain : The number of zilladars 
appointed daring the last three years is :- · · 

(a) Direct appointments 24- 
( 1) District o~ residence : 

·MC'~··--··'!"!'T- 

, 
RECBUITMENT OP ZILLADARS. 

ranges; 
(d) the total number of posts which went to the four districts of Bohtsk, 

Hissar, Gurgaon and Kama.I out of the share of the Ea.stem 
Range; ' 

. (e) the distribution of the posts which fell to the share of the four dis 
. tricts 'mentioned in (it) among (i) Hindus, and (ii) Muslims 

further sub-divided as statutory agriculturists and others ; 
(!) the 'number of head constables, recruited by direct appointment, 

wit;h the details specified in. (b), (c), (it) and (e) for the yea.rs 
1926, 1927, 1928 and 1929 ? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: The information asked for is not 
yet available. It will be supplied to the honourable member when ready. 

[B .. S. Oh. Ohhotn Bam.] . 
· (b) the total number of these posts which wont to (i) Hindus, and 

(ii) Muslims, showing them separately as statutory agrieul 
turists. and others ; 

({!) the totalnumber of posts which feJl to the share of each of the three 
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517. 

8 

,1 

12 
1 

5· 

! 

l 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

~ , 1 .. l 

... 8.: 

4 

.. -· 2 

.. 1 

.. Nil. 

(ii) Hindus sub-divided{ Agriculturists 
as etatutory Agricul- ~ 
eulturists and others. ~ers 

( iii) Muslims sub-divided { .Agriculturists . 
as in (ii). 

Others 

(iv) Sikhs sub-divided as { Agriculturists 
in (ii). 

Others 

(b) Appointments by promotion 11- 
( i) District of residence : Amritsar 

· :E'erozepore 
· Gujrat 

Gurdaspur · 
Hoshiarpur 
Jhelum 
KarnQ.l 
Lahore 
Ludhiana. 
Multan 
Shahpur 

(ii) Hindus sub-divided f Agriculturists 
as statutory Agricul· 
turists and others . Others 

(iii) ~us~ sub-divided { Agriculturists 
as m (ii)., 

Others ·· 

(iv) Bikha sub-divided as ( Agriculturists 
in (ii). l 

Others 

-, 

UNSTA.RRED QUESTIONS . AND ANSWBRS. 

JANDI.AL.A Gmm MUNIOIPALITY. 

1422. Lala Kesho Ram, Seklpi : Will the Honoureble Minister for 
Local Self-Government be pleased to state- 

{a) whether it is a fact that Government issued any orders in 1927 for 
the formation of wards and completing other preliminaries to 
the holding of an election in the second class municipal committee 
of Jandiala Gurti in district Amritsar ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the orders referred to above were not re 
ceived by the municipal committee until August 1928; 

(o) if the reply to pa.rt (b) be in the a-fl'irmative, whether Govern· 
ment intend· to hold any enquiry into the matter ; 

(d) what steps Government propose to tak~ to ensure an early election ~ 
!,' 



CIVIL DISPENSARY FOB SRAtNA... 

1425., Pandit Mehar Chand : Will the Honourable Minister for Loca.l 
_ ·Salf~Government be pleased to state-« . 

(a) whether it· is ~ fact tlia.t th; population of village Shaina in the· 
Ludhiana district is in the neighbourhood of 4,00Q souls ; 

(b) whether it is a fa.ct that there is no oivil dispensary there but only 
· a canal dispensary ; 

(c) whether it iii a fact that the village has expanded '. too largely to 
· ·. · •. be served properly by a canal dispensary ; . 

(d) if sq, what action Government intend to take iii establishing a. oivil 
dispensary at the· villa.go? . ., . , . , ... · · · 

' -1\~ lfpaourable Malik Firoz '°1~,_Noo~: (a) ·Yes. (8,520 souls). 
(b) Yea. · 

RbAD BETWEEN SHAINA.AND BA:RNALA oa RA1 KoT. 

1424.· Pandit Mehar Chand:. Will the Honourable Minister for Agricul 
ture be pleased to state whether there is any seherm under contemplation 
'for the construction of a road connecting the village of Shaina. with Bamala 
or. Rai Kot (Ludhiana. district) ? · 

The Bti:nourable Sardar Sir Jogendra'Siogh: ~ot at present. 

_:·~--. 

,· 
UN-HYGIENIC CONDITION OF THE SHA.INA. BA.ZAR IN LUDHIANA DISTIDOT. 

1423. Pandit Mehar Chand: Will the Honourable Minister for Local 
:S~lf-Go~rn.ment be pleased to state--,; .· ', . . l , .. 

(a) whether it is a fact that the 'District Health ·officer has described 
.. the condition of the bazar of village Shaina in Ludhiana district 
. as " most tl:Il-hygienic " and submitted a proposal for the con- 
. .struction of _a drain ; · 

(b) if ·so, what action Government intends to take in the matter? 

The Bmaourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Government have 
no information ~n the subject. 

(b) As the matter is _one for disposal by the district board or by the 
panchayat or-sanitary committee of the village, if a:iy s11~ exists, no action 
by Government appe~1:1:1;-to· be called for .. · . \ . · 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Kb ... , Noon: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes •. 
(c) It has been as~e~aine~ that the delay was oceasioned by a mistake 

in the Office of the Deputy Commissioner. - 
(d) The proposals of the committee and of the local officers hsve .now 

.reached Government and orders· will issue as soon as they have been ex· 
:amined. ' 

[ 29TH N OVB, 1929. 
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1429. Pandit Mehar Chand: Will the Honourable Minµ\t13r · ti>.r :ID.fi'9-" 
.cation be pleased to state- . . · · - 

(a) the number of Government High Schools in the Punja.b 11,t~o.a~ . 
by students from. the depressed elessee, espeoia.lly Oh!UP...M75- 
Dhanaks and Meghas; 

(b) the number of such schools in which wells are· actually open.to 4lh&· 
students of the ebovs 091µmUJrities ? ~ 

•. ,,\.. '·-- > . ·-_,_ 

GOVERNMENT HIGH SCHOOLS AND DEPRESSED CLASS STUDENTS. . e 

AERATED WATER SELLERS,.lu.NGRA VALLEY RAILWAY. 
1428. Mr. E. Maya Das: Will the Honourable Revenue Member 

be pleased to state whether it is a fact that in summer time aerated water 
-sellers do not accompany the trains on the Kangra Valley Railway'} If so, 
will he kindly bring this shortcoming to the notice of the railway authorities ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain : l cannot say till I hear 
:.from tlie authorities concerned who have been requested to supRlY the 
necessary information. · 

-,- 

'WATER STAN,D POST, PATHANKOT RAILWAY STATlON.- . 

- .. - ·1427. Mr. E. MayaDas:. Will the Honourable Revenue 'Me~~f 
· :be pleased to state whetherit is. a fa.ct that no water stand post has bee~ 
.supplied on the· Kangra ValJ.ey Railway platform at Pathankot? ij so, wµl 
.he kindly bring this shortcoming to the notice of the railway authorities 'l ;: 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: I cannot say till· I 
hear from the authorities concerned who have been requested to supply 

rthe necessary information. 

lI.ARGo LAL GIBLs' SCHOOL, AlmALA. 

1426. Pandit Mehar Chand: Will the Honourable 'Minister'·for Edu· 
,oation be. pleased to state- 

(a) whether the Government has received any representation from the 
Honorary Secretary of the Hargo Lal Girls' · School, 
Ambala, in· October 1929, praying for the recognition of the 
said high school; 

(b) if so, what action has been taken thereon; 
(c) whether Government would state the reasons for the delay in the 

recognition of the institution ? 
. 'The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) No such representation 
Ihas been received by the Director of Public Instruction. 

(b) 'and (c) Do not arise. 

· (c) The. popula. tion appears to have bee.·n pr1tc. t.~.~Uy stijtiQ:Q!lil'}' for :q,early 
-20 years so that no expansion appears to have ta~en place reoep.tJy~ 

(d) It is understood that the' district board, which is the authority direct 
. 1y concerned, is considering the advisability of opening a <lisp~nsary at 
:Shaina. . ' ·. 
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Rlj!SOLUTION RE OOMPULSOBY PRIMARY EDUCATION. 

· Mr. President : The Council will now resume discussion of resolution1• 
re compulsory primary education. · 

Pir Akbar Ali (Ferozepore, Muhammadan, Rural) (Urdu) : Sir• . 
yesterday in support of my resolution I was submitting that in some form 01 
other this part of my resolution has been discussed in this House on various. 
occasions. So I hardly need dwell on it at length. With regard to 1t, I 
'think it would suffice to say that educationally other provinces are far 
ahead of the Punjab. When compared with the other provinces we find 
that in various respects there is a. marked difference between them and the- 

.1:Punja.b. Its population consists of two kinds of people-rural and urban- 

1 Page 523 infra. 

RESOL,UTIONS. 

ELECTION TO THE RAIL WAY ADVISORY COMMITTEE. 

Mr. President : Captain Sardar .Sikandar Hyat Khan was a representa-. 
tive of tpis Council on the Railway Advisory Committee before he was ap 
pointed Revenue Member. On his appointment he had to resign his sea.t 
on the Adv.fuory Committee. Now it is operi to this Council to elect or nomi- 

. J1B,te a representative. If the House desires to nominate Captain Sardar 
Sika.ndar Hyat Khan, he may again represent the industrial interests on 
the Railway Advisory Committee. But if a single member desires that 
the representative of the Council should be elected in that· case the date, 
for election shall be fixed. (Cries of "no olJjection.") Captain Sardar 
Sikandar Hyat. Khan . is nominated by the Council to. be a. member of the 
Railway A,dviscry Committee. 

['ENDERS FOB 1l'HE PURCHASE OF ATTENDANCE REGISTERS. 

1430. Lala Bodh Raj: Will the Honourable Minister for Education1 
please state- • ' 

(a) .whether it is a. fact that in the current year in the office of the Dis- 
. triot Inspector of Schools, Muzaffargarh, tenders for the, purehase, 

. of attendance registers were not called ; 
(b) ·whether it is a fact that after the attention of the authorities had 

been drawn in this connection Rs.125 had to be foregone by the· 
man who had to supply the registers ; 

(o) if the replies to above be in the affirmative, was any action taken 
against the official who was responsible for · not having ealled; 
the tenders in the first instance? 

The Honourable Mr. Mmiohar Lal: The information is being: 
eollected and will be supplied to the honourable member when ready. - 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : The information is being, 
collected and will be supplied to the honourable member when ready. 

---;,-:=:=,, ~·~""""'"""'1!!111111!!11 
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and there is a pronounced difference between the two. The rural population: 
lives in villages and depends upon agriculture for livelihood. The urban popu-: 
lation Iivea in the towns and its chief occupation is trade. Ninety per cent; 
of the population of our province is rural and and the remaining 10 per eens; 
is urban. I am referring to these figares separately because often while 
comparing the Punjab educationally with the other provinces we mix up 
the percentage of the educated people in villages and the educated people 
in towns and then say that the Punjab does not bear a poor comparison wita 
other provinces as regards literacy. In the towns of the Punjab education 
abounds but the villages are backward. So long as our rural people- 

· are not educated I fear our province will not be able to' perform 
the duties which will fall upon it under the reformed constitution. 
These are the . reasons which made it necessary for me to move, 
this resolution in the Council. By these remarks I do not mean to say that 
the Government has in any way devoted less attention to this subject, but: 
on the other hand I would submit that it has done its best to promote the 
cause of primary education in the province. During the first ministry,. 
the Government left no stone unturned to make the masses literate. The . 
second ministry also tried hard to educate the people. The third ministry, 
that is the present ministry-we do not say that lt has not done anything for 
the spread of education,-1s obviously paying little attention to the education. 
of the masses. 'So far as the principle is concerned, all governments generally· 
try to bring the backward olasses to the level of those who are advanced. in. 
education. But our. present ministry has failed to observe this principle. 
Where it. has done much for the urban people it has altogether ignored the· 

. claims of the rural people. The edueetion of rural classes has suffered a 
gr.eat deal only because the persons appointed on the teaching and inspecting: 
stJ.ff are very little interested in the welfare of the poor zamindars. My con 
tention is that as the urban people know little of the habits and temperaments · 
9f the villagers they are not fit persons to educate them. Such being 
the case education cannot spread in rural areas so long as Government 
·foes not appoint a sufficient number of such persons on the teaching and. 
inspecting staff who are themselves zammdars and who are deeply interested 
in the welfare of the rura] people. Sir, in 1927, in the provincial educational 
service then~ were only 27 per cent. zamindars; but irt 1929 their number has, 
come down to 24. Previously Sikhs were 15.9 per 'cent. that is, sixteen in 
number but now they are 18.2 per cent., that is, thirteen innumber. These 
figures include those also who are not agriculturists. By saying that Hindu 
element is more prominent in the provincial educational service I do not 
mean to say that the Honourable Minister shows an undue favour to this, 
community but what I mean is that he is paying more attention to the edu 
cation of the urban people who are mostly Hindus. I have referred to the, 
Honourable Minister only because appointments in this service are made 
by him. 

. Lala Kesho Ram Sekhri : Sir, may I ask how all this is relevant, 
to the resolution before the Houge ? · 

Mr. President: .Will the honourable member please explain how this, 
is relevant? 

Pir Akbar Ali : I think the honourable member has not been. 
attentive and he has raised this objection simply because he wanted to .raise- 
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!:[Pir · Akbar Ali.] 
:it -. ·; Sir, I was explaining why compulsory primary education is necessary 
.snd ·how . and in what parts of the province it should be enforced. I was 
-developing this point that although from the figures it appears that the 
.Punjab does. not bear a poor comparison with other provinces yet if. we look 
to the state of literacy obtaining in rural areas we will :find that the za.min 
.dsra are much backward educationally. On some other occasion in the course 
,of hie speech Ohaudhri Afzal Haq stated that if compulsory education were 
to he enforced from that day it would take us 900 years to make the whole 
-eountry literate. So it is. clear that we should immediately start with the 
work which would take such a long time for its completion. This matter · 

. l!a.s .more than once been discussed on the floor of this dignified House and 
the committee· appointed in. this connection has done nothing so far to pro· 

- mote the cause of education. I do not want to further discuss this point 
. .as the_Oouncil has already admitted the, urgent need of compulsory education. 

_Now, Sir, I come to the second part of my resolution which says. that. 
· the course of primary education should be extended to 'six years. In this 
-eonneetion I would like to say that the students who finish the four year~' 
-~ours~ do not become literate. They cannot read or write well, and they 
-eannot keep up ordinary accounts. Previously the course of primary . edu- 
.eation extended to 5 years. Even now we come across patwaris and kanungos . 
who )1ad attended the five years' course. They are. much '' better 
.off thf!,n the students who take up four years'.course because they can read and 
w1,ite, quite well and are much better than these students. This lack of 
.~bility is due to two causes. The :first cause is that the period ohtudies is 
too -brief and the .seeond is that the text books prescribed for the · primary 
-olasaes are very defective. As. regards the first cause we can suggest the 
extension of the course to six years. But in the removal of the second de 
_fect we have no voice for it depends upon the sweet will of the Text Book 
Committee to remove it or not. The Punjab Text Book Committee is an 
independent body and there is no appeal against its decisions. In the la~t 
.session of the Council much hue and cry was raised against it, but all that 
proved of no avail, for it had the support of the Sydieate where we have no 
voi~El though the Honourable Minister for Education is a member of that 
body and who did not· even· think of resigning his post though one of his 
prsdecessors did. Criticism and v~ry severe criticism approaching cen 
.sure of the policy of the present Minister was made in the last Budget' Session 
of the Council and if there would have been some other person in his place 
occupying the exalted position, I am sure he would never have hesitated 
to ,resign his post. But the present Minister stuck to the post; Perhaps he 
thought that he would be able to serve his end better if he remained where 
he was.. The Text . Book Committee is causing great harm to the cause of 
education. What a pity it is that much inferior books as regard their 
Ianguaga and moral tone have been prescribed as courses for primary schools 
and much superior stuff has been discarded. But it appears that the Honour 
able Minister could not help it because inferior publications belonged to one 
:Suraj Narain, Mahar arid the author of the superior books was. a ,. Mubam. 
-madan, Muhammad Husain, Azad by name. A pity to replace Mohammad 
Husain · by Suraj Narain. But we.are helpless in this matter and it does not 
:lie with: ns to remove that defect. · · . · 
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Mr. President: The resolution Iri.oved i~ · 

" That this Council recommends to the Government. that compulsory primary eduoa 
tion compri!ring a ..ix yea.rs course of primary vernacular education should. 

• be int?.Qduoed t~oughont the province within tb,e next seven years." 

· ·c:haudhri ~aldev Singh [Nortli-West Rontak (Non-Muhammadan), 
RuraJ] : Sit, I' am in sympR-tt.:.f 'with the object of this resolution, and J 
should like to givf' some suggestions as" to now best to introduce compulsory 
-education in the villages. The villagers .generally are ignorant and poor. 
To bring education to .them it is necessary that they should have some pros 
pacts before· them after they have been educated. At present all children; 
whether boys or girls, are vey useful in the village in tending cattle and in . 
various other villa;ge occupations and unless they can be useful by [etting 
~~ small amount of education to a greater extent ,than they are at present 
no body will send· them to schools. Even if they do, send them to -sehool, 
the boys wiU not get much benefit frOlll it. In my opinion, the best method 
to induce the villagers to take more interest in primary education. is that 
the post of lambardar should be thrown open. At present the pc_>st of lam 
bardar is hereditary, therefore the lambardar does not care to teach his son, 
though the work of a Iambardar requires that he should he literate. · He 
should at least know the figures so that he may understand the accounts 
that 'he has to keep of · the collection • of revenue. But generally they rely 
upon others for the execution· of their work and they are not willing to teacili. 
their sons. If they: find that the post can be bestowed upon some one else 

·who is better fitted on account of his education, tb,ey will certainly send their 
sons to the schools and this will also bring otbe_r hoys into the school as well .. 

In addition to this· I should also recoinmend that Government should 
€nhanee the remuneration of alambardas, The present remuneration is not 
~ery highand it might not prove a great attraction for them to take muc~ 

:interest in education. · '. 

As regards the other point that four years is a short. period, we can 
recommend that instead of four years' course the course may be extended 
to six years. This is very reasonable for in 6 years ~ child can acqui,r~ abi 
lity to read and Write and also to keep ordinary accounts. At least by such 
primary 'education people will be· able to read newspapers and some mse 
zines on agriculture or on some other such industry. Widespread primary 
education to that extent would prove ve'ry beneficial for the people as well 
.as the country. It is also important that the present text nooks . should 
be changed, for the subjects dealt in them have little concern with village 
life and the villagers. 

Now I come to the last portion of my solution in which 1 have recom 
mended that compulsory primary education . should · be · introduced 
throughout the province in the .course of "the next seven years. To some 
minds this period would appear very lengthy, but keeping in -view the little 
advance that has been made during the last 9 years'! can very well say that 
this time is not so lengthy as it is regarded. It would be lucky if we achieve 
this end in 7 yffls for the Government is not interested and there are various 
qt_her factors: also which are in our way. With these remarks I move the 
:resolution and hope the House will consent to it. . . . . . . . ., - ,, 
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. ' 

[Ch. Baldev Singh.] . 
The third thing . is inspection. There is no doubt inspectors are 

very necessary to .look after educational work but it is very diffi.oult to. 
have highly paid inspectors in such large number that they shotild: be 
able to visit every village and every school more than once during the, 
course of a year. This will mean a great deal of cost to Government ... 
To save this expense I think every village can provide some educated person. 
who will discharge the duty of the inspector with a small amount of remune 
ration. Generally if a school is visited by surprise I am quite certain the-' 
number of boys on the rolls will be found much larger than'. tlie number, of 
boys that actually go to the school, especially in the infant elasses; The 
reason is that the villagers do not take much interest. The teacher cannot 
bring them all to school, he has to discharge other duties, and many times: 
the boys themselves ahirk coming to the school. In this way even those· 
boys who reach up to the 4th class are not willing to go any further for their 
studies. If a villager is appointed in every village to look after the school 
he will be able to inform the inspecting staff how many· boys generally go to· 
the school and · the teacher and the villagers will know that their 'Work can 
be checked at any time whenever the inspector who has been appointed in 
the village wishes to do so. Therefore I think instead of having costly in 
spectors we can have local· inspectors fo\' one or two villages on very little 
remuneration. Of course they will not be able to give much assistance in 
the testing of education but as far as the number of boys attending the school 
is concerned, as far as aceuraey of registers is concerned, they :will. be very 
useful. It is the duty of all concerned to raise the average attondenee as. 
far as possible and we should try to bring as many boys in the school actually 
to attend the classes as there are on the rolls. As a committee is soon to 
be appointed to go into the question of introducing ptjmary edueationin this. 
province, I do not think much more is required to l>e said for this resolution. 
This resolution is already before the Government and I think other members, 
also. have sympathy with this resolution and so this resolution will be- 
cadied. . ' 

Mr. C. A. H. Townsend (Financial Commissioner}: Sir, little- did I 
foresee when I - came to the Council to~day that I would be called upon to. 
speak ..... I was looking forward to spending the afternoon in my comer at. 
the back. · But the remarks that fell from the last speaker on the matter of 
Ja.mbardars call for a few remarks from me. He urged that the office of 
lambardar should be thrown open to selection and-that only those people 
should be selected who are literate. As this 'House is aware, in all appoint 
ments of Iambardars one principle has been followed in the past for many· 
years, a principle well ,recognised in the Punjab and that is; that the son, 
succeeds to the father. The suggestion made by the honourable member· 
is interesting. - .As years pass, it may well be that Government will find 
it possible to lay down a rule that.no person shall be appointed lambardar· 
unless he is literate. _ But I urge that that time has not yet come and that: 
to make theehange advocated by the honourable member immediately would 
cause a great deal of justifiable vexation. 

: _ . There· is one other point the honourable member urged, though r 
am not quite certain myself what reference it lias to the present resolution .. 
He urged that the remuneration of lambardars should be inereesed.: :A.s.thi&. 
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Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: Very well, Sir. (Punjabi): In Sindh 
;the medium of instruction in the primary classes is Sindhi, in Bengal 
it' is Bengalee, and in fact,· Bir, in· every part of the· country· the primary 
-edneation is imparted . in the language that is spoken in the .. province. 
Bome people are under the impressionthat the Sikhs are sp~cially interested 
in the progress of Punjabi. I beg to submit, Sir, -that this' is a very wrong 
.im,pression. If we are interested in the progress oHhis' language, it is because 
it is the mother-tongue of all Punjabees, and also that it will be very easy 
for our children to pick up things if they are taught in our own language. 
No one can deny the fact that Punjabi.is. spoken by all the sons anti 
daughters of the province, riq.matter to what religion or community they_ 
belong. Then how can · any : one think that 'the Sikh community will 

. derive any special benefit if education is given in Punjabi ? .• To remove any 
.misapprehension that may have. taken root 'in: the mind of: 'my Muslim 
friends, I wish to make it quite clear that we have no objection to th~-script 
zemaining as it is. We have no quarrel with the Arabic character. What 
we want is to make education easy for our children. 

Sir, Punjabi is a very poor language at present. But who is to blame for 
that? Surely it is our own fault. We have. been neglecting our mother 
tongue· while all the other provinces have enriched theirs with very useful 
literature. Evan in the courts where, we give evidence in Punjabi the records 
are kept in Urdu. It is fully admitted by the famous educationists all the 
world over that education, and especially primary education should be 
imparted to the students in their mother tongue. Therefore, Sir.', so long as 
Punjabi is not made the medium of instruction the compulsion sought by 
my honourable friend cannot have the desired.effeet. . 

.House is aware, at present practically all lambardars get five per cent. of the 
land revenue for collecting it and that five per cent. is paid by the revenue 
payers in addition to the land revenue. If there is a widespread desire 
-among the revenue payers of the province to increase the remuneration of 
Iambardars, 'I am certain, speaking only for myself, that Government will be 
prepared to consider the proposal sympathetically . 

. · Sardar Hira Singh, Narli [Lahore, (Sikh), Rural] (Urdu) , Sir, 1 
.have every sympathy with the principle underlying the resolution under 
discussion. But the honourable mover has not told us as to what should 
.be the medium of this compulsory education which he has · asked for. 
In all the other provinces, Sir, the primary education is imparted in the 
.mother tongue of th~ students . _. 

Mr. President : Is the honourable member speaking to the amendment 
,-0£ Sardar Partap Singh ? , 

. I· 
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: No, Sir, I-am speaking to the mainques 

-tion. I do not for a moment, oppose the idea of compulsory education • 
.Have compulsion by all means. But so long as Punjabi is not made the 
znedium of instruction no amount of compulsory education can be useful 
to the rural population. We all of us speak Punjabi. 

'Dr. Gobi Chand, Narang (Punjabi) : Then speak Punjabi here 
.also, 
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Chaudhri Afzal Haq [Hoshiarpur-essn-Ludhiana, (Mubammadan)y ·.1 
Rural], (Urdu) : Sir, this is a problem- about which the Punjab is feeling 
fa.r more strongly than any other province. There is no member of this 
Council and no responsible person outside the House who is not anxious to 
see compulsory primary education immediately introduced in the whole. 
province. But the trouble is that the Government has not yet been able to 
make up its mind with .regard to this very important question. On the other 

.Iiand, i.t has been all along devising strange theories and thus trying to put 
- off the matter. First it was said that education should be spread through 

co-operative societies. Then came another theory and we were told that 
compulsion should be introduced gradually and that it was going to be 
a voluntary compulsion, i.e., it would be introduced in those parts of the pro 
vince which applied for it. Sir, I do not propose to make any lengthy speech 
to-day. I would simply refer the House to a speech that I made on this. 
question three years ago on the floor of this House, and after which the House, 
much against the wishes of the Government, voted in favour of my motion. 

- I beg to submit, Sir, that much unnecessary stress is laid upon the financial 
.aspect of the problem. It is no use saying that the country or this Council 
is not prepared to give the necessary amount of money when Government 

. has been simply wasting the grants already sanctioned 
SP, M. h O il H by t e ounc . ad that money been spent pro- 

perly the progress of education in the province would not have been so hope 
lessly negligible. Even in the departmental report on the progress of educa 
tion that appeared after the above-mentioned vote of the Council we do 
;not find any definite reference to the policy that the Government wants 
to follow with regard to compulsory education. Therefore, it is high time- \ 
now that the House compelled the Government to make a definite statement 

.of its policy. We do not want to be put off with assurances about voluntary 
compulsion and spreading education through co-operative societies which 
have proved a miserable failurein this respect. ._. _ 

I admit, Sir, that it is wise to introduce compulsion gradually •. But to 
introduce anything gradually does not mean to put it off indefinitely. After· 
all, there must be · a time limit before which compulsory education is to be 
introduced throughout the province. As I pointed out in my speech referred 
to· above, a considerable amount of literature, is now available to show as to· 
what the new Government has done in Russia with regard to the education 
of the masses in the course of seven years. But here in the Punjab the Gov 
ernment has not been able even to come to a decision about its policy, not to 
speak of any achievements in this connection. I do not intend to discuss 
this report- at any great length, but I must say that it is a great mistake to 
waste money on the so called voluntary compulsion. That is no compulsion 
at all. If the Government really wants to introduce compulsion it must 
come forward with a definite declaration that compulsion is to be introduced 
throughout the length and breadth of· the province within so 'many years. 
And then there must be. some penal measure to compel the parents to send 
their children to school. Without that no compulsion can be effective, The- · 
present method of asking the defaulters to pay a nominal fine after an absurd 
ly long enquiry or trial is nothing but a ridiculous farce. 

Then, Sir, I quite agree with my honourable friend Sardar Hira Singh> 
Narli, that no wise person would like his children to get an education which 
they do not understand. But .••••••. 
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Mt. P:tesiti•,;at : That . question lfas n,pt eome yet beft>re the ltous.~. 
Chauclhri •At~. Haq: It has been touched. by honourable n1embet&, 

and not been objected to by you. However, Sir, l simply wanted t<> s~y tba,t 
it ie very doubtful that all communities will ·receive equal. benefit if Pttnjftbf. 
i1 made the· medium of instruction. · 

Sardar Partap Singh: (Sf,airled speakilng iJn Punjaln). 
Mr. President: I take this opportunity to explain the legal .positi9n· 

. as to speeches being made in a language other than English o'r . U:tdui: 
Under Rule 14 any member with the permission of the President-can address. 
the Council in any venacular of the province. ' 

Under this rule permission may no doubt be sought and given; But• 
there are two practical difficulties in the way. First, none of the present 
Reporters can report speeches made in Punjabi. The second difficulty is. 
that under the rules it is the privilege of the members, who do not .know 
Punjabi or Urdu, to ask the Chair to have a speech, made in Urdu or in, · 
Punjabi, translated into English and vice versa. Now we have not got· a· 
translator to translate the Punjabi speeches into English and vice versa. Theae '. 
a.re my difficultie~. Unless there are Reporters competent to report spee(lbes, 
made in Punjabi it will be. futile to. allow any member to speak in !unjabi,i·.·. 
because his speech will not be reported. Besides, if any member d~s . 
not understand a speech made in Punjabi and asks me to get the· s11,:rne· 

·· translated into English I shall not be able to comply with his request. 
. Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Sir, I just want to say a word on this; 

point, with your permission. I tpink apart from the constitutional position,. 
the difficulties which you have suggested do not seem to be so great that BiIJ.Y 
member wishing to speak in his mother tongue· should be prevented from 
doing so, The difficulty as to reporting is no difficulty at all. If there a.re 
some reporters here who find it difficult to follow Punjabi, in one day a 
reporter could be employed who will be able to follow Punjabi speeches .. 
And there is no difficulty at all in reporting Punjabi speeches in Urdu. There 
are large diwans of Sikhs and Punjab saminders and other people who a!l;e 
.not habituated to talking in English or in the Urdu vernacular and at ~uch 
diwans the speeches are fully reported by the C. I. D. reporters who are as 
a rule present there. And from personal experience, I know that when 
certain oases spring up under section 124-A of the Panel Code, these re 
porters have-in :many oases claimed that they have faithfully reported the 
speeches made in Punjabi, and courts have held the reports to be correct. 
If that is possible there, I cannot see any reason why there should be a~y 
difficulty for a Punjabi well versed in Urdu to report a speech made in Punjabi 
in this House. 

If the present reporters are all Hindustanis they can be given some· 
other job and Punjabis can be employed in their place. 

Then, the second difficulty · suggested by you is that of translation •. 
There are, if I am :p,ot mistaken, many members of this House who are. : •.•. 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani: On a point of order, Sir. Is the :President's,. 
ruling snbjeot to further criticism ? 



·· Mr. President : I have not given any ruling. I have simply explained 
my diffieulties. · . 

Shaikh AWul Ghani : Everybody understood you to say that speeches 
.in Punjabi could not be made. 

Mr. P1·esident : I did not mean to say that. 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani : I am sorry, Sir. 
Mr. President : I simply placed before the House two practice.I diffi- 

-enlties, · 
Shaikh Abdul ·chani : Surely some time must be allotted for a dis 

-eussion of this subject and time must not be devoted to it now. There 
should be a separate proposition or _the matter must be submitted for your 

-consideration a.t some other time. We are here discussing a resolution. 

Dr. Golml Cha:Qd, Narang: Well, the second difficulty that you were 
pleased to suggest was that of translation. I was going to submit that, 

.:if I am not. mistaken, there are some members in this House, if not many, 
who are not quite conversant with English and that the speeches that are 

.made in this House in English, they are unable to follow. If they desire 
;these speeches are translated into Urdu for their benefit. Now these members 
who do not know English, I mean the Punjabi members, they do not 

.require any translatlon at all. If those honourable members who a.re not 
born in the Punjab, find it difficult to understand a speech when it is being 

·ma.de in Punjabi, they can certainly ask for translation and when you employ 
Punjabi reporters or a Punjabi translator, there is no reason why he should 
npt be able to translate Punjabi with the same ease as a speech ma.de in 

'Urdu, In fa.ct the translator then being a Punjabi would find it much 
·easier to translate a. speech made in his own mother tongue, than. even 
:a, speech made in Urdu which is not his mother tongue. l.{oreover I do not 
think that these gentlemen sitting on your right (Official members) a.re 
quite unable to follow Punjabi speeches. A large majority of them, I trust, 
can follow Punjabi speeches very well. Many of them have been judicia.l 
officers, revenue officers and settlement officers, etc. They might have 
come in contact with people either as witnesses or as parties in court, or as 
zamindars who often come to them for various purposes. La.mbe.;,da.rs, sufed 
poshes and others come to them. They do not a.lways speak in Urdu. In 
fa.ct they always speak in Punjabi. Witnesses make their statements in 

'Punja.bi. When za.mindars come to settlement officers or revenue officel's 
they a.lways express their ideas in Punjabi, and I do not think, Bir, that 
these officers find it difficult to understand the conversation with samin 
dars. If they find some difficulty here 'and there, j:iey have their r,:ia.ders 
to help them. If these officia.ls do not understand any sentence or part of a 
speech in this Rouse they can ask the speaker to explain it or translate it into 
English. I seriously think, Sir, that there is no difficulty at all which cannot 
be easily overcome in order to allow these people to speak in Punjabi, who 
wish to speak in their mother tongue. 

Khan Bshadur Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat Khan ·= With 
. your permission, Sir, may I just point out one other thing. As you have 
mentioned, it js entirely discretionary with the Chair to allow anybody to 

.speak in Punjabi or in any other vernacular, when necessary. There is one 

i· 
!. 
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Mr. President: The honourable and learned Doctor as well as some 
other members of the House are aware, I presume, . that there is 
hardly any other Punjabi in the province who is more in favour of cultivation 
and development of the Punjabi language than the present occupant of 
this Chair. But rules are rules and have to be followed. The diffi. 
eulties stated by me are not insurmountable. If it is the wish of the honour 
able members of this House that we should engage reporters to ·report 
speeches delivered in Punjabi, I will approach Government for sanction. 
Besides, I will have to request Government to appoint a translator to trans 
late Punjabi speeches into English and vice uersa. On the last occasion 
when I allowed one of the honourable members of this House to speak in 
Punjabi; and a Eurpoean member requested me to have that speech trans 
lated into English, the official translator said that he could neither 
take down the speech, nor translate it into English.· Besi~es. at 
present we are printing speeches· in Urdu and English, and, therefore, 
the speeches delivered in Punjabi .shall have to be rendered into · Urdu. 
For this purpose we shall require extra hands to do the .work. So, if-the 
honourable members wish me to approach Government, for sanction of· 
Punjabi reporters and a translator they will please say so and their wish .. 
shall be respected. (Voices: We_do want it.) Well I I shall approach Go 
vernment. 

Dr. G~kul Chand, Narang : If you, Sir, will allow the honourable 
member to speakin Punjabi, I shall see if I can report and translate him 
if necessary. In Switzerland, I .am told, there are three languages used in 
the same House. ·. 

Mr. President: If honourable members have no objection-I shallhave 
none whatsQever. I shall be only too glad to allow any member to speak 
in Punjabi provided lam not expected to have the Punjabi speech 
translated into English. 

? · Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sijcaudar Hyat Khan : It would 
be impertinent on my part to suggest lack of knowledge in Punjabi to tl).e , 
Chair who is an expert in the subject, but I daresay that if I use any of the· 
expressions used in my part of the province, it would be difficult even for the 
Chair to follow me. Some words perhaps you, Sir, may be able to 

·understand but I defy any other honourable member here to translate them. 
That shows how difficult it would be to find any one who will report speeehes · 
so delivered, say in pothohari of the. Rawalpindi district. or in a dialect of 
th~ Attock district.~ ' 

.Mi-.~President : Will the honourable member make himself more clear? 
JI 

more difficulty which must be added to the difficulties already enumerated 
by you and that is that tho Punjabi spoken in other parts of the province, 
~ay in the Attock district, is quite different from that spoken by my 
honourable friend. I am afraid no member of this House will be able to 
understand the Punjabi of that part , of the province. This is a serious 
difficulty. If the honourable member from Attock began to speak in the 
dialeot spoken in -his part of the district no honourable member and no 

· Punjabi reporter will be able to follow it or even to understand its gist. 
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/// l{han Bahadur Captain Sarclar Sika?1dax Hyat Khan : My object 
Y is to show how difficult it would be to get a Central Punjab reporter, for 

mstance to report all t~ speeches made in the different dialects of the 
province as there are various and diverse dialects in use in the different 
parts of the province. ,f · 

Sardar Ujjal Singh : My honourable friend the gallant Captain is. 
confusing. dialect with language. '. j 

The Honourable Malik Firez Khan Noon: May I submit, as the I 
honourable member has said, that you be pleased to invite the opinion of the 

.House on the subject hefore approaching the Government for .the employ 
ment of a reporter for this purpose. As far as I can see; theHouss really 
has not had an opportunity of expressing its opinion in the matter. 

Mr. President : I am .not collecting the opinion of the House in a 
formal manner. I am gathering the sense of the House only informally, 

The Honourable Malik Ffroz Khan, Noon : But;' Sir, if I recollect 
rightly when you heard the voices of ayes from one side of the Houseyou 
were pleased t9 say that youwould approach the Government in the matter. 

~. President: Yes, because so far a,s I could see and heat'. there were 
no noes. a 

The .aC)~ourab1-t l\tfal~ · Fir.oi Kbu, Noon : If opinion were formally 
elicited, I daresay there would be several noes. . 

Sayad Mu.hammad Husain: Sir, may I point out 'that Multani is 1,1, 
dialect which is very difficult to be understood by people living in other 
districts. The Chair, if I may say so, may be an expert in the dialects of 
middle Punjab districts like Lahore and Shoikhupura, but what about the 
districts like Montgomery, Multan and Dera Ghazi Khan ? If any member· 
coming from these districts wishes to speak in his dialect, it will be very 
difficult to report 01' translate such speeches. 

. . 
Mr. President : I think now we should proceed to discus'! the 

resolution. .. 
Sardar Partap ·Singh [Jullundur (Sikh), Rural] (Urdu): .Sir, in view 

of the difficulties pointed out by the Chair, I would like to speak in Urdu 
for the present. - A resolution was moved and accepted in the Simla ·session 
held in July last .. WP. do not know what action has-so farbeeli taken by 
Government on that resolution. Rad some action been taken, the 'honour 
able mover of the resolution now before the House would not have moved 
it: There is some difference between the previous resolution and the one 
which is under consideration. 1f this resolution is accepted without my 
a~endment, the <li:Jliculties po~nted ou~ by l,IS t~ Gov~rnme~t in the discus 
sion of the resolution moved m the Bimla session. will be ignored and the 
money which will he spent will be wasted. I would formal~y move zµy; 
amendment after the Government have made it clear whether any action 

, is taken 01: is going .~-0 be taken in coD?ection with the resolution ~cceptf¥l in 
the last Simla session. We should like to know whether the Government, 
is prepared to appoint the required committee. · 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: 'The Government is going to 
appoint a committee, 
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Sardar Partap Singh : I am glad to learn that Government is going 
to appoint a committee. Well, Sir, if that is the case, I would request the 
Government to see that no scheme regarding the extension of the primary 
education should be considered unless the present system of primary educa 
tion is completely overhauled. Besides, they should see that primary edu 
cation is imparted to the students through the medium of their mother 
tongue. If that is done, I think a three or four years' course will suffice. 
With these words I would ask the honourable mover not to press his resolu 
tion and see what Government is going to do in connection with the resolu - 
tion already accepted in the last Simla session. 

Sardar Harbakhsh SiQgh [Hoshiarpur and Kangra (Sikh), Rural], 
(Urdu) : Sir, I am sorry I cannot agree to what my honourable friend on 
my left has said. It is no use asking the honourable mover to withdraw his 
resolution on the ground that the present system of primary education is 
going .to be overhauled and because a committee is intended to be appointed 
very soon to consider the question of compulsory primary education. I· 
should· think thait the Honourable Ministe». has thought of appointing the 
proposed committee only now when this resolution has been vehemently 
brought forward because apparently he had done nothing so far to give 
effect to th,e resolution passsd by the Council in its Simla session. In my 
opinion no more time. shqul.~ be Ioiit so far as this matter is concerned and we 
should not grow slack in pressing our demand. 

We want tha.t primary compulsory education should be introduced 
throughout the province at once and· the reason for it is obvious. Unless 
the masses in the Punjab are able to think for themselves; unless they are 
able to understand their rights and their liabilities and unless they are able 
to judge for themselves what is right and what is wrong, we are likely to be 
declared unfit for the grant of dominion status or responsible self-govern 
ment. In fact our fitness for the grant of dominion status is going to be , 
measured by the standard .of literacy achieved so. far as the masses are con 
eerned, and; therefore, we will betailing-in our duty if we did not insist on 
this resolution. Such a resolution was long overdue. It should have been 
brought forward much earlier. Now it is no time to hear of any dialatory 
tactics. .We will have righted th~ wrong if this resolution is passed and given 
effect to it at once, because in tl'l.at case we would attain that standard of 
lit_eracy which is required of us. At this time when the masses are ignorant, ~ 
they fall an easy prey to the persuasions of a few 'interested persons and not 
understanding their rights and liabilities they begin to· agitate .in a wrong 
manner and do other undesirable. things when incited by some clever and. 
selfish wire pullers. That ,is why we want them to receive education as soon 
as .possible, so that t~ey.may not be misled by any one in future. 

While Government has t&ken no serious steps to popularise primary 
education, I recognise that there has been some opposition to the spread of 
such education by the people themselves as. well. But . that opposition 
is due to the wrong feeling tha,t the main object of education is to qualify the 
students for service, and since all those who have been receiving education 
have not been able to enter inho service, the zea]Jor receiving education has 
received a set back. !n,d I feel tha,~ that feeling is also reaponsiblejor the 
keen controversy over some suitable medium of instruction fot our boys. 
We have been blinded by the greed for service which can be secured only if. 

. . . F2 
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. the students have learnt Urdu, Persian or English and we have been, there 
fore, ignoring the claims of our mother tongue to· recognition as the. only 
suitable medium of general instruction. · I am confident that when that 
ieeling is removed and when people begin to think liberally as to the advan 
tages of education; the opposition will automatically cease to have any 
force. When the masses will come to feel that education is meant to enable 
them to think for themselves and to distinguish between right and 
wrong, they will swarm to schools in large numbers to receive education 

· · even if _they know . that they will have to work on the plough · through 
out their lives after receiving education. Then, I am sure, the con 
troversy over the medium of instruction · will also cease to trouble 
'us · and the people will reeongise that their mother tongue, - I mean 
.Punjabi,' is the only .suitable medium of instruction for them. But 
I have digressed a little from the point. To return.to it I shall request 
the Government to lose no time in introducing compulsion in the Punjab. 
Oompulsion had to be introduced in civilised countries like England. It is 
the duty of the Government to uplift the masses and to remove 'illiteracy 
amongst them and .it can only be done if this. resolution is at once given 
seffect to. I shall, therefore, strongly urge that Government should accept 
it without demur. In this connection I shall say that the amendment 
desired to be brought forward by my friend •••••••• 

Mr. President: Which amendment is the honourable member refer 
- :ring to? Sardar Partap Singh, I think, had his say. He did not move 
his amendment. 

Sardar Harbakhsh Singh : · But he said h~ will do it later on. 
Mr. President: Which he cannot do: 

. Sa-rdar Harbakhsh Singh : Leaving aside the question whether edu 
·cation should be imparted in Urdu or in Punjabi or even in Hindi we should 
concentrate our attention on one point and demand unanimously that 
-compulsion should. be int;oduced 'without . furth?r delay; The question 
of the medium of Instruction . can be settled at leisure, · At present the 
claims of Hindi, Urdu or of Punjabi languages should not engage our at-· 
tention. Hindus want Hindi and. Muhammadans want Urdu to be· adopted 
as the medium of instruction. The Punjabi language is very lightly treated 
as we have seen to-day although, as I have said before, it is the only suitable 
medium so far as W!) Punjabis are concerned. I admit that for this light 
treatment of the mother tongue we are overselves to blame to some extent. 
No effort has so fa.r been made to make. it complete and to bring it to 
the level of other recognised languages. But these matters can be- attended 
to afterwards. Now we should not think of these differences and unite in 
our demand for the introduction of compulsion, so that the people may be 
prepared beforehand to shoulder the. responsibilities which will ~evolve on 
them in the near future. . I was given to understand that Sir George 
Anderson had prepared a scheme of six yea.rs' course sometime ago, but l 
wonder how that has been disposed of. I sha.11 not avail of this opportu 
nity to attack the Honourable Minister for Education by pointing out that 
during the last two or _three years Hindus· ha.ve been given preference over 
Sikhs and Muhammadans or _over samindars in the Provincial Educational 
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"First the blade, then the ear, and then the full corn in the ear." 

In other words, in order to obtain good fruit it is necessary that there, 
should first be strong and vigorous growth ; and so it is with a system of 
education. We should, therefore, be careful to ensure that the growth of 
that system shall be strong and vigorous so that; in the fullness of time, we 
shall reap an abundant harvest. Mr. President; the main crop of a system 

• 

Service as the figures show. I would rather say that we should thank our 
star that the injustice done to the claims of the Sikhs and Muhammadans 
or zamindars has not assumed a serious shape, perhaps because the Honour 
able Minister feared to go to the extreme and has timidly done only this 
much in two or three years. Since the retirement of Sardar Bishan · Singh 
two Sikh Assistant District Inspectors of Schools in the Jullundur division 
have been transferred to the teaching line and the amount of grant-in-aid 
to two Khalsa High Schools has been curtailed or disallowed. In this 
connection I may also say that deputations of the Sikhs waited on the Direc 
tor of Public Instruction, and on the Honourable Minister for Education 
in turn, but to no effect. The Director said that he knew nothing about 
their complaints and grievances and the Honourable MinistH said that the 
Director should be approached in tlie matter. Questions were put in Council 
but no reply is given. • This attitude is really puzzling. I may here sound 
a note of warning that this policy of the present Ministry is not the right 
policy. There is already a large number of non-zamindars in tho subordinate 
service and - now the Provincial Service is gradually being usurped by 
them. They have no sympathy with the villagers and ~f Government is 
really anxious to popularise education in the masses, as it professes to do, 
it should employ zamindars in much larger numbers in the Education Depart 
ment. I will not be far wrong if I say that the present Minister is indifferent · 
to· the claims of the zamindars and bas adopted the present policy because 
he is even now connected with the Syndicate of the Punjab University 
which consists of mostly non-zamindar members. 'Ihe previous Ministers. 
of Education pad nothing to do with the Syndicate. 

M:rr. President : Is primary education in the Punjab regulated or 
"" controlled by the Syndicate of the Punjab University ? 

"'."'".""'l' • .. ~:Eil3'!111, 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang (Punjabi): One thing leads to another. 

Mr. President e Right. ,. 

Sardar Harbakhsh Singh : What I want to say is that the Honour 
able Minister should dispense justice evenly and should pay due regards 
to the claims of zamindar. communities which form the masses. 

With these words I heartily support the resolution and urge with all 
the force at my command that this resolution should be given effect to at 
once. May I hope that this resolution will not meet the fate of the resolution 
passed by the Council in its summer session? 

Sir George Anderson (Director of Public Instruction) : Sir, whenever 
I consider the development of our system of primary education (and this 
occurrence is by no means infrequent), I am reminded irresistibly of two· 
passages in the Christian . Scriptures. The first passage contains these 
words:- 
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-Of primary education is the attainment of literacy. If we fall short of that 
objective, we shall be failing in our duty to those boys who are now enrolled 
in our schools and who have the first claim on our attention; and we 
shall also be guilty of squandering large sums of public money whioh might be 
utilised to better purpose in other directions. Unfortunately, throughout 
India in all the several systems of primary odeuation there fa an abund 
ance _of waste, and there is much that is ineffective in the teaching of our 
schools. ,.. 'I'he volume of literacy attained is very disappointing, though I 
am glad that the figures indicate that in Bombay and the Punjab these 
distressing symptoms are less pronounced than elsewhere. Still, the · posi- 
tion is serious. The enrolment in class I is out of all proportion to the 
enrolment in the upper primary classes; attendance is irregular; progress 
is often disappointing. What is even more distressip.g is the fact that many 
boys who have become literate at school, shortly after leaving school relapse 
into illiteracy and lose their hard won literacy. Sir, I presume that my 
friend, the mover of this resolution, desires to discuss these matters in order 
to see how far we can improve our system and by what means we can mako 
it less wasteful and more effective. 

But there is another aspect of this problem which is also illustrated very 
clearly by a passage in the Christian Scriptures :- 

" To him that hath shall be given and from him that h~th not shall be taken away 
· even that whioh he seemeth to have." ' 

These words should be interpreted in the moral sense. If, 'however, 
they are interpreted in the material _sense, then grave injustice will ensue 
and the result will be disastrous. Therefore, not only must we improve 
and stabilise our system, but we have also to consider whether that system 
meets the needs of those who live in small and distant villages (hear, hear)-:' 
I hope that in these few words I have proved at any rate my contention that 
the formulation of an educational policy is a problem of great difficulty 
and of great complexity. _ 

It is a fortunate coincidence that on the agenda papers of this session 
there are notices of two resolutions, both dealing with the subject which is 
now under, discussion but each dealing with a separate aspect of the main 
problem. The first is the resolution moved by my friend from Ferozepur. 
I gather that he is disaatiafledwith the one-teacher-'school. I am in hearty 

- sympathy with him in his dissatisfac'tion, for I feel that the one-teacher· 
school is alike uneconomical and unfruitful. It is uneconomical in that 
even with only a single teacher the number of boys enrolled in the school 
is usually so small that the cost per head must be comparatively large. It 

• · is also unfruitful in that it is unlikely to bear good fruit in the form of 
literacy, for it is unreasonable to expect a teacher single-handed to teach 
children distributed over the four primary classes. My friend and those 

. who support him are also dissatisfied with the four-class primary schools 
even when they have two or more teachers. Again I have much sympathy 
with his dissatisfaction and his objection to that type of school. Though 
a boy should ordinarily attain literacy by the time that he reaches class IV,~ 
it is essential that if he has to gain a firm grip of literacy which will be strong 
enough to withstand the difficulties of the future, he should attend classes 
V and VI. My friend has, therefore, moved a resolution Ill: which he advocates 

• 
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'that our primary schools shall each have six classes, and that ther~ 
shaill be a system of compulsion in those. six classes. · Again, I have much 
sympathy with his object in view. It.is eertainly a bold step, but it would 
do much to reduce the distressing waste to which I have referred, There 
are; however, diffieultiss in the way. First of all, we have to oeunt th~ cost 
thereof. It is difficult to give even a rough estimate of that cost. I do not 
wish to frighten my friend beside me, but ·the cost would amount to at least 
two erores recurring. And there is another objection in that my friend has 
been forgetful ofthose who live in small and dist.ant villages ; for I do not 
think that he would suggest the institution of a six-class school in every 
village of the province. 

There is another resolution standing in the name of my honourable 
friend on the benches near by and his main object is to provide a primary 
school in every village of the province. This is a most laudable object. 
His ideal is that every boy in this province should be within easy reach of 11, 
primary school. But if we should make such provision, then we should be 
multiplying the number of these unsatisfactory one-teacher schools. We 
should thus bi:l increasing waste, and the results would not be satisfactory. 

Mr. President, I shall now ask two questions and shall do my best to 
answer those questions as briefly as possible. What is the goal which we 
all desire to reach? I have no hesitation in answering that question and 
in agreeing generally with my honourable friend from Ferosepur. I submit 
that the goal of the Punjab is to have a system of vernacular education 
whieh would comprise middle schools _with eight-classes, primary schools 
with six classes, and branch schools to fill in the gaps. But after reading the 
doleful review which the Finance Department has placed in our hands, 
to me this ideal is but " the distant scene, one step enough for me." There 
fore, my second question is: What is the next step? or in other words, 
how can we best spend such additional money as may become available? 
I shall try to answer this question by indicating what has been the policy 
of Government in the recent past, what is its policy to-day and what it hopes 
to do in the immediate future. First, there is the reduction in the number 
of one-teacher schools. A few years ago, there were 4,000 such schools. 
The latest figures indicate that the number is now about 1,500, and I hope 
that the number will have been further- reduced by the end of the year. 
I submit that this policy is calculated to assist the average village contain 
ing about a thousand inhabitants, 500 men and therefore about 75 boys of 
school-going age. In many of the villages of this type there used to be 
only twenty or thirty boys at school. We then tried to encourage more 
parents to send their boys to school with the result-that in many cases 
the number of pupils was raised to forty, fifty or sixty, so _that an additional 
teacher was justified, the cost of whose salary was met by Government. 
I submit that the continuance of this policy should be a means of assisting the 
average village. Then, there are the smaller villages of 500 inhabitants, 
or less, inwhich the provision of schools is a matter of very great difficulty. 
We have recently started an innovation which is genera]Jy known as the 
branch school. I am aware that niany members of this Council are of the 
opinion that these schools are unsatisfactory and I am prepared to admit 
that such is the case ; but that is no reason why we should give up the ex 
periment and why we should not try t~ improve _these schools. We have, 
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therefore, been trying to improve the supervision of these schools so that 
they shall be more effctive. I submit that a continuation of this policy is 
in the interests of those who live in small villages. 

I now eome more directly 'to the objects in view which have beei:i.""d'is 
cussed by my friend, the mover ; that is, the improvement of our system by 
means of instituting a larger number of lower middle and £ull middle schools. 
I shall now give the relevant figures.' In 1921, there were 244 £ull middle 
schools; there are now 671. In 1921, there were 412 lower middle schools; 
there are now 2,568. I -submit that- these schools are of very great - benefit 
in improving our system. In the first place they give additional facilities 
to boys for receiving instruction in classes V and VI, and they also improve 
very much the teaching in the primary classes in that such teaching should 
be much . more effective in secondary than in primary schools. I am gla'd 
to note that there are now more primary boys reading in these secondary 
schools than there. are in the primary schools .. Two years ago, Government 
drew up a programme in this respect with the result that for the last two years. 
we have been subsidising local bodies . to the extent of forty middle schools 

- iri each year and 400 lower middle schools, Government providing the total 
cost. 

I now wish to say a few words. on compulsion. My friend wishes to 
have a system of compulsion: which would apply to the six primary classes. . 
I note with pleasure that he is the senior vice-president of the Ferozepur 
district board, and I rejoice also to see in front of me m.y friend, Mr. Maya. 
Das, who is the Secretary of that district board. May I suggest that· when 
they go forth from this Council back to Ferozepur, they should propose to 
th_at board that a very large number of lower middle schools should be placed 
under compulsion in respect to the primary classes: I would also make a 
general suggestion. • The riext step and, in my dpinion, the most effective 
step, would be to apply compulsion to as many lower middle schools as possi 
ble. As an experiment, it might also be possible to introduce compulsion 
on a six year basis in some of the full middle schools. I off er this suggestion. 
for what it is worth. , 

Mr. President, I shall now conclude my remarks. Wh~n Lspoke in 
Simla in the summer session, I ended my speech in this manner. I stated 
that I would yield to none in my eagerness and anxiety to witness that great 
and glorious day when the Punjab achieves the goal of universal primary · 
education ; but, at the same time, I gave a word of warning that we should 

- not be carried ·away _by our enthusiasm on behalf of the boys so as to neglect 
entirely the even more urgent needs and requirements of the girls. I saall 
conclude my speech to-day with this warning that, in future, I shallresist 
every resolution which aims at incurring vast expenditure on the. education 
of boys but which neglects entirely the needs and requirements of girls, 
(Hear, hear and applause). 

Mr. E. Maya Das (Non-official, nominated) : Sir, in the view of the · 
remarks made by the honourable member who has just sat down, I would 
request the mover of this resolution to withdraw his resolution. 

Chaadhri Yasin Khan [Gurgaon-cum-Hissar (Muhammadan), Rural]' 
(Urdu) : Sir, this resolution has already been 

4 
P. i.t. commented upon by a few members and before, 
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I deal with the actual resolution I would like to express my opinion on what 
has been said by them. Sardar Partap Singh insisted upon the fact that if the 
resolution was to be adopted education should be imparted through the 
medium of the mother tongue of the students. 

_ Mr. President: I would request the honourable member not to dis 
cuss the point any more. The amendments on the subject were not 
moved. 

Chaudhri Yasin Khan: Sardar Partap Singh was allowed to 
express his views on this point. I request that the same privilege may be 
granted to me. 

Mr. President: That is a very controversial matter and I do not 
wish it to be discussed incidentally. 

Chaudhri Yasin Khan: Sardar Harbakhsh Singh. and Sardar Partap 
.Singh have both asked the Government to appoint a committee to go through 
this matter, and the Honourable Minister has also expressed his willingness 
to do so. 

Mr. President: May I just read to the honourable member the reso 
lution passed by this House at Simla. 

" This Council recommends to the Government to appoint a committee of the Punjab 
Legislative Council to find out ways and means for introducing compulsory 
primary education in the Punjab." 

Reference was to that resolution and I do not think it proper that a 
resolution which has once been passed should be discussed again by this 
House to-day. · - 

Chaudhri Yasin Khan : On this point my only submission is this 
that a committee be formed if necessary and its· report be submitted at an 
early date so that the necessary steps may be taken in proper time. One 
of the parts of the resolution is that the primary course may be extended to 
six years, and that the primary vernacular education may be made compul 
sory. The honourable mover's object was to provide the students with 
reasonable means to obtain literacy within as short a time as it is possible, 
Under the present system the students whatever they learn in four years 
•forget during the following six months after they leave. school. Another 
objection that presents itself is regarding monetary considerations, that is, 
the poor agriculturists are granted no concession in fees of their children 
reading in fifth class. It was not so under the former system and has only 
resulted from making the fifth primary class a part of the middle depart 
ment. A fee of 5 annas per mensem is not an exhorbitant sum but some 
students cannot afford to pay even that and consequently thay have to 
give up their education. Another difficulty that arises is that in backward 
areas two attempts have to be made in order to induce the parents to send 
their boys to schools, once when they join the fifth class and the second 
time when they join the seventh olass." Moreover these admissions generally 
result in the students having to change their schools which is a great in 
convenience to their parents. There is a serious defect in the system of 
compulsion, and so long as the system does not extend to 
female education the other half of the picture will remain dark. 
Whenever some one- points out this· defect the Government proudly 
comes up with the plea that a large number of girls' . high schools 
have been opened. It is regarded of no importance that the school 
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[Ch. Yasin Khan.] 
have only been opened in big towns like Lahore and Amritsar. TheS"e 
schools in cities can be of no good to the rural areas. ' A girl who is 
being educated in the city cannot· be expected to be a teacher in a village. 
The villages are not even supplied with a proper staff of women teachers 
for the very few schools that already exist, not to say of opening new schools 
for the areas where they are not existing. We require vernacular. middle 
schools for girls in rural areas. So long as female education is not paid the 
proper attention, the real purpose of education· cannot be achieved. If we 
are to act up to the spirit of the resolution and want widespread edu 
cation in the province then we should avail· ourselves of the services of such 
inspectors and teachers who are prepared to work. like missionaries. They 
.should be able tu understand the life and gain the confldeneo of the people 
amongst whom they are .working. Such a beginning Would be a good 
omen. Here through you, Sir, I request the patience of the House tb 
listen to the statement that was made in a sitting of the Montgomery All 
India Muslim Educational Conference, which was presided over by yourself. 
Since the English came here they have been paying due regard to the ques 
tion of education. 'I'hey realised and insisted upon the fact that the teachers 

. should he recruited from amongst the people who arr to be educated and 
whoso habits and mourality they understand. Captain Fuller, probably 
an inspector a.t that time, says in his report of the year 1860-61 about normal 
schools->" In these schools amongst the teachers under training the number 
of Muslim teachers far exceeds that of the teachers of any other community, 
as the following figures show :-Muslims 834, Hindus 111, other communities 
6, for the present there appears to be no solution for the problem to balance 
'the proportion comrnunitywise. Excepting the Amabla Division the ver 
nacular education is in the bands of Muslims and so long as their universal 
popularity is there we cannot remove them. Still the district authorities are 
directed that efforts must be made to change this proportion and this can 
be done by inducing the Hindus to get training for the profession and where 
ever there was not a keen demand for the Muslim teachers in the village the 

_ Hindus should be appointed instead." The same official in his report 
of the year 1862-68 states that the proportion of the Muslim teachers is 
still in excess being 3 to 1 as compared with the Hindus. In this report 
also Captain Fuller insists upon the encouragement of the Hindu teachers. 
Taken together these reports show that Muslim proportion was brought 
down greatly during a very short time. If the Government goes on with 
its present policy of following Captain Fuller's report too faithfully it is to 
be feared that _the Muslim proportion in the teaching staff will soon vanish 
altogether. Now that the circumstances that necessitated the adoption 
of the former policy do not exist and Hindu teachers are no longer in dearth, 
it is high time for the Government to give Muslims a chance to make up the 
deficiency of Muslim teachers and inspectors. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Axe not the remarks of the honourable 
member irrelevant ? 

Mr. Presidtint: , Yes . 
Chaudhri Yasin Khan: The honourable members clamour about 

levency. I ., would ask, if the proposals to adopt means for achieving 
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jihe purpose of education are irrelevant, then, is not spending money on this 
department altogether irrelevant ? The Council should feel its responsi 
bility and the committee that has to be appointed should also try to satisfy 
the end and aim leading to its appointment, otherwise incurring such heavy 
expenses is no use. Chaudhri Baldso Singh, the member from Rohtak, while 
'tabling a resolution which he did not move seemed to have an idea of suggest 
ing economy. One example of this economy has been seen in the shape of 
a circular of the Education Department regarding fee concessions to the 
-agriculturists ; this concession has been extended to parts of eastern districts 

. but an " if " has been _added in connection with these concessions that these 
-eonesasions will not be available for the sons of those who are voters of the 
Legislative Council. . 

'I'his circular insists on a slight saving for the Government but it does 
not pay any regard to the evil consequences that it will entail upon the 
zamindars. A poor zamindar who happens to be a voter for the Council 
because be is an ex-soldier or a pensioner has to be deprived ofthe concession. 
A poor zamindar whose whole property consists in an ancestral house worth 
Rs. 4,000 and who is entitled to a vote on the strength of it, will be placed 
in a queer fix. He will either have to sell this house and deprive himself of 
the vote or go without education for his children. · The same will be the fate 
of those zamindara who possess ancestral land and pay the requisite amount 
of land revenue which entitles them to a vote. 

Mr. P~esident: Has the honourable· member anv other point to 
urge? ' . · • 

Chaudhri Yasui Khan: The purpose underlying this circular of the 
Education Department is that the zamindar voters may renounce their 
demand for low franchise, and secondly, they may request the patwari to 
atrika their names off the list. . - 

Sir, my next point is that in order to have effective compulsion the 
attitude of the officers of the.Revenue Department must he sympathetic. If 
the zamindars of some village apply that a school may be opened in their 
village, the elaborate nature of the procedure is enough to deter them from it. 
First they have to apply to the Assistant District Inspector of Schools who 
forwards the application to the District Inspector of Schools who forwards it 
to the Tahsildar through the Deputy Commissioner for investigation. The 
Tahsildar issues orders to the villagers concerned to come for attestation, 
&c. The busy zamindars cannot afford to go to a distance of 10 or 20 miles 
in order to appear before the Tahsildar. So the matter ends there. 

Sir, the present demand for education is the. result of the reforms. The 
first Minister gave it his whole-hearted support ; the second Minister also 
followed in the footprints of the first. The present Minister also promised 
when this Council was formed to carry out their policy. But he has not given 
bis promise a practical sl:.ape. I would be failing m my duty if I do not 
admit that whatever progress has been made in sdueation in the province is 
due to the strenuous efforts of Air George Anderson, the Director of Public In 
.struction whoso integrity and devotion to the cause of education bas earned 
the 6ratitu~e of the whcle province and with education his name will always 
be remembered as Mr. Calvert's name is known throughout.the country for 
the progress achieved in co-operation. What Mr. Calvert has done for 
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co-operation, Sir George has done for education. In the end, Sir, I would once 
again insist upon tho immediate neces~ity of revising the school text-books 
and increasing the zamindar element in the teaching and inspeeting st.afi 
of the Educational Department, · · 

· Mr. President: Ras tho honourable mernher finished ? 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : No, he has still got to discuss the Syndi~ 

cate and tho Senate of the Punjab University. 
Mr. President: I hope not. 
Chauclhri Yasin Khan: In answer to the repeated objection. of the 

honourable member as to the relevancy of my remarks I would say that 
the whole system of education is like a tree of which the primary education 
represents the roots and the higher education represents its leaves and fruits. 
Tf we do not make the fruit the ultimate purpose of our efforts we would be 
left with nothing but the worthless roots and a few branches. Therefore 
we should consider the matter as a whole, and go into the pros and eon« 
of it at. some length. We are also required to look to the needs of the 
times and if in · the interest of education teachers belonging to argicultural 
classes (zamindar asataza).are wanted, we should supply them. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : ·what is meant by the word osaiaea. 
Pir Akbar Ali : It means teachers. 
Chauclhri Yasin Khan-: Sir, the appointment of teachers is an im 

·portant factor in education and should accord with the needs of the time. 
When any higher officer goes to the . .Ambala division and suggests an increase 
in the Muslim element in the teaching and inspecting staff of the division, 
higher officers already in control there object to the suggestion on the ground 
of the division being predominantly Hindu. May I ask the Government 
if Muslim teachers preponderate in divisions like Rawalpindi where the 
Muslim population is 90 per cent. of the whole. 

Dr. Gokul. Chand, Narang: Cent per cent. 
Chaudhri Yasin Khan: That is why we want a higher percentage 

of Muslim, teachers and Inspectors in those divisions. The number ot 
Muslim Assistant District Inspectors has decreased during· the time Lala 
Atma Ram was Divisional Inspector. Considering the fact that he was a 
Hindu and his interests did not coincide with those of the Muslims, the 
further decrease in the Muslim proportion shows a very unfortunate state 
of affairs. 

Mr. President : I must ask the honourable member to speak to the · 
question before the House. ' · 

Chau.dhri Y asm Khan : Sir, in conclusion I give my hearty support 
to the resolution and request that it may be acted upon according to the 
course which I have proved to be the proper one, i.e., that female educa 
tion should be paid proper attention to, that the agricultural element should 
be increased on the teaching and the inspecting staff, and that the other 
defects pointed out by me should also be removed. - 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal (Minister for Education) : Sir, 
the subject matter of this resolution was substantially in debate only at 
the recent session of this Council at Simla. Then it was pointed out on 
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behalf of Government, what proparations had already been mads in this 
province for working towards this goal of compulsory primary education. 
It was pointed out that it was fully realised thr.t if compulsion did not ob 
tain, there would likely be a considerable wastage in the work of our schools 
and also that the whole school system was apt to be uneconomical. Sir 
George A:J.dersoo to-day has pointed out once again how many .steps have 

. been tskon in order to realise that object, reducing rapidly one-teacher 
schools, develoj ing with equal rapidity our primarysehools into lower middle 
schools and into full middle schools. He also pointed out Lbat the number 
of senior trained teachers is rapidly on. tho increase. I may say that this 
incr~aso is so great that should it be possible otherwise to introduce com 
pulsion; in the matter of provision of tea('hers, th ore would Le no difficulty, 
With those facts bPfore us, it was possible for us to view with the utmost 
sympathy and the resolution that was then moved by Sardar Ujj!l,l Singh 
for examining tho possibilities from various points of view of real compul 
sion, as also the general object of t1.,.at resolution. As I said earlier to-day 
in answer to a question put by an honourable member opposite, the Gov 
ernment proposes very shortly to constitute this committee to go into the 
whole question of compulsory primary education from all relevant angles 
of examination. In that view of the matter it is not necessary for me to 
enlarge at any length to-day. But because so much has been said. in various 
parts of the House about the way in which education in rural areas is spread 
ing or not spreading, may I say that to-day the number of rural areas in 
the Punjab under compulsion stands at over 2,400. In answer to a ques 
tion by Rai Bahadnr Lala Mohan Lal we have to-day a list, covering two 
-thirds of the printed book of questions and answers, giving the names of 
those rural areas, Since the preparation of this statement the number 
bas advanced still further. This statement was prepared sometime ago. 
Since that time the list has gone up by over 200, and if one cares to investi 
gate these names, he will see that the rural areas cover remote villages ir 
respective of the divisions where they are placed; he will also see how the 
compulsory vernacular education has been expanding during the last few 
years in the province, 

One smallfact I wish .to submit. E'lrlv i.u l 927 when .i took over the 
Ministry of Edneation this number of compulsory rural areas was about 
1,000. 1 o-day, it is 2,400. (l-Jea,r, hear], That is not a progress of which 
we neodbe ashamed in a.ny sense whatsoever, though I agree with the honour 
able members who have pressed for the advance of. compulsory education, 
who did so at Sim.la and who have done so to-day, that we would be only 
too glad if the progress could be still faster. I expressed the utmost sym 
pJtthy with the resolution of Sardar Ujjal Singh moved at Simla and I make 
no hesitation in expressing equal sympathy with the resolution that naa been 
moved to-day by Pir Akbar Ali. But the question is, while we are about to 

-enter, upon probably the first careful and all-round examination of.. the 
implications and of the purpose of real compulsion. as distinct from volun 
tary compulsion-because the object of Bardar Ujjal Singh's resolution was 
real compulsion, and that has been very strongly supported 
by my honourable frien~s opposite - while we are on the 
point of entering upon this inquiry, and I think Sardar Ujjal 

.Bingh had in view at. that time at any rate only four classes, it is 



[ H on'ble Mr. Manohar Lal,] 
difficult for us to accept this resolution as it has been framed by my honourable 
friend from Ferozepur, involving as it does that thesystem of primary educa 
tion s'ionld be extended from four to six years and that the full measure 
of compulsion should be applied in all these six yonrs and that, that object 
be attained definitely in the course of 7years. Now, let me state one or two 
facts for the consideration of tho honourable members of this House. At 
the pre!'lent moment we have about 7,588 vernacular schools in this province; 
of this number 671 are full middle schools,-2,550 are lower middle schools 
and wo still have 4,867 primary schools. The step which the honourable 
D'.\OVt,r of this resolution would have us adopt would be tantamount to eon 
verting at a remarkably rapid rate this number of 4,867 primary ',,schools. 
into lower middle schools. One has to pause and think what that exactly 
implies. Not only that, Sir, the position further is this that even if we did 
convert the 4,867 primary schools into lower middle schools that would not 
give adequate opportunities to all the boys in the province to get to ope 'of 
these lower .middle schools. Even if we were to introduce compulsion at 
the primary stage, a matter we are about to investigate in detail, .we may 
require, I can only, make rough calculation, something like 2,500 to 8,000 
additional primary schools, to achieve the object. 

There IS no dispute as regards the ideal or the 6bject to be desired, t}l e 
question is of defining the exact requirements, and the method of 
ID.eeting them. These schools that I have mentioned, honourable members 
would note, that these primary schools also are situated in rural areas. 
Tpere is no use thinking that these primary schools or for the matter of that 
most of the lower middle schools are situated anywhere other than 
in rural areas. One further fact. Since under this debate the controversy 
of rural tiersus urban has again been unfortunately raised, - the total 
number of urban compulsory area is only 61, it was about 50 in 1927. 
Since then I am not aware of extra effort being made in the matter of introduc 
ing compulsion in urban areas. May I say this also. I realise, we .ml realise, 
that .real compulsion is the genuine article for which voluntary compulsion 
is noreal substitute (hear, hear). We would all like to have real compul 
sion. But as long as we are under the present system of voluntary com 
pulsion, it rests with the gentlemen of the position and influence in their 
districts of my honourable friend from Ferozepur who moved this resolu 
tion, it rests with him to extend the principle of compulsion. I may 
say that on our part the widest possible scope is given for the application 
of such compulsion as is possible at the present time. I wish to make no 
complaint, Sir, but I feel as if I might say this that the district over the des· 
tinies of which my honourable friend (Pir Akbar Ali) presides has not 
shown· any particularly keen desire in furthering this work of introducing 
compulsion under the Primary Education Act in the Punjab. ' 

Pir Akbar Ali : I am not responsible for that. 

The Honoµrable Mr. Mqohar-Lal: Before asking the Council to 
adopt a thing for the province as a whole, it would have been better if ·the 
honourable member would have turned his searchlight a little. nearer home 
to his own district of Feroaepur, - 
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Pir Akbar. Ali: Genuine attempts in the Ferozepur district and in 
some villages have been made, but unfortunately the District Board have 
not got money or they did not like to give. - 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: The District Board is just the 
body over which our friend opposite presides . In this district there are only 
three or four compulsory areas out of a total of over 2,400 in the province .. 
Let me say that so far as the Director of Public Instruction and the Ministry 
are concerned, we are only too happy when more areas choose to come under· 
compulsion. I do not wish to enter 1111on tho debate in many of the 
directions in which it is drifted in th~· hands of some of the honourable, 
members, nor do I wish at this stage to anticipate in any way the deliber 
ations of the committee that is to ho appointed. Th .. motion in the words 
of the honourable the mover at Simla was to find out ways and means for 
introducing compulsory primary education, and how that· cost can possibly 
by met. It will be immediately realized that the costs would increase 
immeasurably if the level of compulsion is to be. raised from 4 to 6 classes .. 
But since we are about it, since the matter is to be examined, in any Cl;l,Se I 
think, I am prepared to move so far as to ask this committee also to 
apply their tests to the possible cost if compulsion were to bi:, carried to the 
6th standard. Now, Sir, this raising of the level to six years will raise many 
other problems. .As for me, my own opinion. is that if. compulsion could 
be introduced, if· means can he found, if machinery can be devised, and if 
people would be willing to support the advance, it wo.Jild be de 
s~blB to QaJJTy oompulsion even further. But the moment you ~ise ~t 
hom tl,l.e 4; yeaJ,' class . unit which constitutes the present primary standard. 
t:\i,e prirn~ry school that stood at one time meant 5 years now stands at 4, 
other. questions arise, such as the techwcal importance of a lower middle 
unit of additional two years' course, etc. Anothez.;· question will also ,be the 
raising of the age of compulsion, the present compulsion under the volun 
tary sy~tem is from 6 to 11 years. ·· This- is . no easy matter 
and public opinion will have to be prepared for it. The honourable members 
opposite see the import o:& tliis point which will have to he seriously 

· considered. We have to take a variety of facts into consideration, it is. 
not a matter in which opinion can be hazarded off-hand. Even to-day much 
complaint is made, and very ofte.o, rightly, that it is difficult to retain the boys 
in schools in the 2nd and 8rd class and considerable proportion of the boys 
who enter. the first cla,~s would not remain up to the 4th class, It may 
be due to proverty, it may be due to. apathy and various other reasons .. 

· It will be seen that these considerations appear in intensified form once yon 
wish to raise the limit from 4th to 6th class. But as I have already indicated 
I have every sympathy with all that underlies this resolution, and it is 
my desire to see the. woi;k o.f compulsion carried out as far as it can possibly be, 

I think the honourable members will be satisfied by my assurance tJ:iat 
tb,is committee which will· be appointed shortly, I regret· tha,t for various 
reasc;>n,s it has not boon possible to constitute the committee .bofore, this 
will be ·as~ed to take into consideration the implications of the present 
resolntion. (Applause}. 

Shaikh Abdol 'Ghani : Sir, I think the Honourable .Minister (01; Edu 
cation has· very fully clealt with all the various aspects of t~.e po:iP,t$. raised 
today and has shown "his sympathy with demands of the resolution, but 
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_ Sayad Muhammad Husain [Montgomery, (Muhammadan), Ruralj, 
{Urdu) : Sir, I beg to move- · . 

" Thatthis Council recommends to the Government to open an intermedia.te college 
. in Montgomery in the next financial year." . 

Sir, the request that" I have made is a very reasonable one. The very 
fust question that arises in this connection is that of the necessity and de 
sirability fo ·opening such- a college in Montgomery~ · I beg to submit, Bir, 
that the need for a college is very great there. There are seven high schools 
In that part of the province to feed the college ; two 'in Montgomery and 
one each in Kamalia, Renala Khnrd, Pakpattan, Dipalpur and. Okara, 
I have been told that there is an eighth high school at Chichawatani also. 
The number of students in these schools is quite a large one and it is still on 
the increase. Now, Sir, it is really very diflicult for. those students to come 

GOMERY. 
RESOLUTION re OPE.NING OF AN INTERMEDIATE COLLEGE IN MoNT· 

. . [ Sh. Abdul Ghani.] 
_I think most of us have all along been thinking that the honourable mover 
in his speech on the resolution had given certain facts and figures wherein he 
bad tried to complain that since 1927 there had been a steady decrease. 

Mr. President: Order, order. 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani: Sir, my humble submission is that this was 

the point that did require some elucidation. 
Mr. President : That point is not directly before the House, There 

fore, I can- not allow its discussion. If the honourable mover of the resolu 
tion or some other members very skiltully made it relevant and brought it 
in their speeches; that i<I a diflerent thing. But I cannot allow it to ue dis - 
cussed directl,: as if it were t,e.for6 the House, 

Shaikh Abdul Gh8Di: That point was the only one which was not 
covered by the Honourable Member's reply. I, therefore, wanted to draw 
attention to it. • 

.Mr. President: I think it was exceedingly discreet, nay, wise on the 
part of the Honourable Minister not to advert to that point. 

Sayad Muhammad Husain : I move- 
"Tha.t the question be now put. ' 

The motion was . carried. 
Mr. _President: Does the honourable Pir Akbar Ali wish to repl~ '} 
Pir Akbar Ali [Ferozopore, {Muhammadan) RumlJ (Urdu): Sir, after 

-what has been said by the Honourable Minister for Education and the 
Director of Public Instruction, I would beg leave of the House to withdraw 
my resolution. But before that I .wish to make a personal explanation. I.......... - ~ . . 

Mr. President : Order, order, after the honourable member bas 
asked for leave to withdraw his resolution he cannot be allowed to make 
a speech. 

The resolution was by leave withdrawn: 
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to Lahore to get college education. Some of them are prevented from doing 
.ao by their poverty while most of the others are refused admission for want of 
accommodation in the Lahore colleges. Moreover, the distanee between 
Lahore and Montgomery is more than one hundred miles while G-g.jrat, 
which is happy in the possession of a college is situated at a distance of only 
"70 miles from Lahore. 'Bimilar is the case with Amritsar and Jullundur, 
though the colleges there are not maintained by the Government. Thus; 
Bir, no big educational centre is situated at so great a distance from Lahore 
.as Montgomery. In fact the demand for a college in that part of the province 
is so great that it has been urged upon me in my representative capacity 
by people from all parts of the district and from all the various communities. 
Even the Deputy Commissioner expressed the opinion that a college is sorely 
needed in Montgomery. 

Then comes the :financial aspect of the matter. Sir, the Director of 
Public Instruction has just returned from a visit to Montgomery and he must 
have observed that there will be no difficulty with regard to the buildings for 
.the college. The present buildings of the Government High School, are 
very spacious and will not require any extension in the event of an interme 
diate college being opened there. Thus a very important factor of expendi 
ture is eliminated altogether, I admit, Sir, that the Government may be 
-feeling a financial stringency, but as I have said this college will not entail 
-any very great expenditure. It.:is very unfortunate, Sir, that every useful 
resolution is made the subject of communalism in this Council. But 
I sincerely hope that my resolution will not share the same fate, although I 
am very doubtful on that score. . . . . . • . 1 

Mr. President : Will the honourable member please speak to the ques 
:tion under discussion ? 

Sayad Mul,ammad Husain: I wanted to say, Sir, that this resolution 
,1hould not be opposed simply because it is put ·forward by a Musa.Iman. 

Mr. President: The honourable member should not anticipate 
.any opposition. If anybody opposes, then he will Ii.ave a right of reply. 

Sayad Muhammad Haaain: Very well, Sir. Now this unfortunate 
'60untry is hopelessly in the grips of eommunalism, The Hindu-Muslim 
question........ , 

Mr. President : I cannot allow the honourable member to speak on 
the Hindu-Muslim question. . 

Sayad Muhammad Husain: Very well, Sir. then I will request the 
House not . to look upon this resolution from tha.t point of view. 

Mr. President : May I ask whether the honourable member is awa,, 
,of the fact that a Government intermediate college is going to be opened 
uext year in Montgomery ? 

· Sayad Muhammad Husain : I am not aware of that. Sir. In faot I 
-'Uked Sir George Anderson about it before moving my resolution. Hid 
,he told me that, I would not have moved the resolution. However, if B110h 
-an a.ssurance is given by the Gov~ent, I, will thankfully accept it and 
,:wfthdraw .my resolution. - 

Mr. President: The resolution moved is- 
" This Oounoll recommends to the Government to · open a.n intermediate OQllege in 

Montgomery in the nest finanaial year," 
G 
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RESOLUTION :RliJ !ILl!lOflONS ll'O a'l!E LEGISLATIVE CoUNCII,. 

Mim Ahmad Yar Khan Daultma: [Multan East, (Muhammadan)> 
Rural] "(Urdu) : Sir, I beg to move that- 

~· This Council recommends to Government that the forthcoming elections to th& Punjab. 
Legislative Council should not be held in the next spring or summer." 

Sir, I do not think that any lengthy speech is required to commend this" 
resolution to the House. The honourable members are well aware of the 
fa.ct that the zainindars are very busy in the spring ~eason because it is the 
harvesting time for the Ra.bi crops and the zainindars cannot atte.nd to any 
thing else in that part of the year. Moreover, the preparations for the 
kharif crops are also made in the same season. Now the majority of the 
voters for the Punjab Legislative Council consists of zamindars and if the 
elections take place in the spring season they will not be able to go to :the 
polling stations and record their votes. In that case, Sir, the members 
elected to the Council will not have a just claim to being considered the 
true representatives of their constituencies •. Moreover, in the present state 
of our country if the percentage of the votes recorded is small there· is every 
danger of the fact being misinterpreted or some persons using it to mislead 
the people and to serve their own ends. . 

Now as regards the summer season, I beg to submit, Sir, that in many of 
the polling stations there is a grE)at scarcity of lilha-dy places and water. There.; 
fore in the scorching heat of that season, it will .be absolutely impossible: 
for the candidates to go to different places and educate their electors in a 
proper, manner. Then, Sir, that is also the irrigation time and,Jherefore, 1 

poople will be v'ery busy with then: land11._ Thus in ,the iiUJI)mer also, it will 

The Honourable· Mr. Manohar Lal (Minister · for Education) : 
Sir, I am able to intimate to this House that we actually propose to open & 
college at Montgomery next year if financial provision could be found. 
I say, if financial provision could be found for obvious reasons. For the 
matter has to go through several steps, one of them eventually being· this. 
Tery Council, before a college could be started. !l'his is a. decision at which 
we have arrived. I need only add that as far back as two years ago when 
I went to Montgomery with the then Director of Public Instruction, we made 
no secret of the fact that the establishment of a college at Montgomery had 
our entire sympathy and support. 

· Sayad Muhammad Husain : I thank the Honourable Minister 
for the assurance but it is· not quite clear and definite. 

The Honourable Mr. -Manohar Lal: At present I cannot be definite 
myself. ·· 

Mr. President: I do not think it is within the power of the Honour 
able Minister to sanction the amount. It will be for- the Council to 
sanction it when the annual budget is passed. 

Sayad Muhammad Husain: Undel' these eircumstancrs, I beg leave 
t0 withdraw my resolution. 

\rbe resolution was by leave withd,re.~. 
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" This Council recommends to Government tha.t the forthcoming elections to the 
,# Punjab Legislative CoUJ:Lail should not be held in the next spring or SUID.Jller." 

// . Khan Babadur Captain Sat'dar Sikandar Hyat Khan [Mnham: 
niadan, Land-holders] (Urdu; : Sir, I strongly support the resolutton which haf. 
just been moved by my honourable friend-from Multan. No Olli! can deny 
the force of the arguments advanced in support of it. Besides there is: 
1till another clifficulty which wa.s very oftl•n experienced in the previous. 
eleotfons and wbieh will assume a. Vfl'XY serious form if the e.leotions are held 
in the next spring or summer. The polling stations are usually sitnat11dl 
e.t great distanoes,and it becomes very difficult for the voters to have their· 
votes recordod at such polling stations. In the last elections it was found 

that some polling stations were situate at a distance 
of forty miles from some villagfJS, In my own dis 

trict Attock some Thanas are situated at a distance of 18 miles from some 
villages and the voters of these places feel great diffi~Q.lty in recording 
their votes at such Thanas. When such is the case, yon can well iniagine 
how difficult it would be for the voters to travel a distance of 18 miles or so, 
in hot weather (or the purpose of recording their votes. In summer season 
generally it is even difficult for anyone to step out of his house and it is often 
dangerous to travel such long distances. There is yet another rf'ason 
for which elections should not be held in the spring either. The sitting 
members of this House would be handicapped in the matter of canvassing 
because they will have to come over to Lahore in order to attend the next: 
budget session and will not be able to canvass their constituents, or else 
they will abstain from attending the budget session and the Government 
members will have to discuss and pass the budget with9uj.,!;he non-official 
members. With these words I support the resolution!~ 

Mr. Din Muhammad [East and West Central Towns, (Muhammadan)] 
(.Urban) : Sir, with· your permission I would like to add one word. If 
the newspaper reports are correct, it appears that the Bombay Council has 
also passed a. resolution to that effect and all these reasons which have been 
mentioned to-day in this House were mentioned there against the holding 
of election in the summer or spring. 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i•Huaain: When should they be- 
held? 

Mr. Din Muhammad : In November, or in autumn if you so please. 
The Honourable Mian Sir.Fazl·i·Huaain: .A.s late as possible? 
Mr. Din Muhammad : In addition tQ the points that have been raised 

by the honourable members that have preceded me, lwould only like to add 
one thing more and that is that those persons who intend to contest the future 
elections would be handicapped if the elections are accelerated in any man 
ner. So far not only the eonstitueneies have been under the impression 

GI 
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not be possible for the candidates to approach. their electors, and for th~ 
electors to go· t,o the polling stations to reeord their votes. . · 

In view of these facts, Sir, I hope that the. Council willadopt my resoln 
tion and that it will not be ma.de the subject.of any unnecessary controversy. 
With these few remarks Leommend my resolution to the House. 

Mr, President: The resolution moved is- 

-· 
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[Mr. Din Muhammad;]. . 
that the lease of the present Counoil would be extended, this was also the 
Q&Se with the intending candidates and if the eleo~ions are inflicted upon the 
Province, ~y in another month or so, it would mean that they would be taken. 
by surprise and they would be handicapped in the matter of election o:i 
canvassing respectively. That the elections should not be held in the spring 
has already been urged before the House. , It is altogether undesirable that 
they should be held in summer because then the harvest time and the heat 
are two factors which cannot be ignored and specially for those gentlemen 
who stand for th'e rural constituencies it would be simply impossible to go 
about canvassing and to secure the attendance of their voters at the polling 
atations. -with these few remarks I lend my whole hearted support to the 
resolution. 

The Honourable Mian Sit Fazl·i·Buaain: Sir, Government will 
give its most careful consideration to the importan• points to which the 
honourable members have dra.wn attention. ' 

Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana: Sir, in view' of the assuranot 
given by the Honourable Leader of the House, I do not want to press m1 
resolution -. 

The resolution was b1 leaTe withdrawu. 
The Oounoil then a.djourned till~ :,.ii. on Monday, the 2nd December 

)929. 
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STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
HORSE BREEDING TENANCIES. 

*2640. Chaudhrl Zafrullah Khan : Will the Honourable Revenue 
Member please state- . , 

(a) whether in his speech at a durbar held on the 6th December 
1928, at Bargodha, he promised to constitute a committee to go 
into the question of certain rules and practices relating to 
horse breeding tenancies ; 

(b) if so, whether, such committee has since been constituted and 
who were appointed members of this committee ; 

(c) if such committee has not been appointed, the reasons why the 
appointment of the committee has been delayed and whether 
Goverajnent intends to appoint such committee at an early 
date 'l 

The Honourable.Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: (a) Yes. 
@ and (c) The Committee· was to consist of- 

(1) the Commissioner, Rawalpindi Division, who will act as 
President of the Committee, 

(2) the Deputy -Commissioner of Shahpur, 
(8) the District Remount Officer of the Shahpur Area, 
(4) Mian Mohammad Hayat, Qureshi, M.L.O., and 

.(5) Man Singh, who was Secretary of the Ghoripal Committee at 
the time. Representations on the' s:ibject were made by the 
Committee to various authorities .. With their representation 
dated the 19th August 1929, the President and Secretary of 
the Ghoripal Committee forwarded a resolution of the Com 
mittee to the effect that since the object of the proposed Com- 

. mittee was only to frame rules for the future administration, 
there was no need of constituting such a Committee, because 
for the future administration the Gboripal Committee, in com 
pliance with the order of the Honourable Revenue Member, 

B 

OATH OF OFFICE. 
The following members were sworn in : 
......eowan, Mr. H. M. (Official nominated) . 

.,v13:olland, Mr. L. B. (Official nominated). 

'I'he Council met at the Council Chamber at 2 P.M. of the 
Clock. Mr. President in the 'Chair. 

-PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 
4TH SESSION OF THE 8Rn PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 

Monday, the 2nd December 1929. 



GI:i:AZI ABDUR RAHMAN AND SARDAR AJIT SINGH. 

*2641. Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Finance Member 
be pleased to state- . 

(a) whether it is a fact that Ghazi Abdur Rahman, B.A.; and Sardar 
Ajit Singh have been sentenced to two years' rigorous im- 
prisonment by the District Magistrate, Amritsar ; · 

(b) whether it is a fact that the Magistrate ordered that they should 
be treated as special class prisoners ; 

(P) whether it is a fact that after a month or so, the Local Government 
refused to grant them special class concessions ; 

(a) if so, what were the reasons for this action? _ 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : (a) Ghazi Abdur Rahman was sen 

tenced to undergo rigorous imprisonment for two years with a fine Rs. 200 
or 6 months' further imprisonment in default, and Sardar Ajit Singh to 
1! years rigorous imprisonment with a fine of Rs. 100 or 8 months further 
rigorous imprisonment in default. 

(b) Yes, subject to confirmation by the Local Government. 
(c) Yes. 
(a) Thoy wore not eligible for special class treatment under the rules as 

they had incited to violence. 
Lala Bodh Raj : Was this fact of their inciting to violence not before 

the magistrate when ho issued orders that they should be treated as special 
. class prisoners 'l 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: I should like to refer the honourable 
questioner to th~ judgment itself. 

' . Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan : When in spite of the judgment, in spite 
of the expression of hisopinion in the judgment, the learned District Magis-' 
trato had recommended that they should be treated as special class prisoners, 

[ Honble Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain. J 
had already submitted its demands in detail· to. the Deputy 

, Commissioner. The order was consequently modified and the 
nomination of the Secretary of the Ghoripa] Committee can· 
celled. 

trhe terms of reference to the Committee are:- 
(1) Is it possible to frame rules to systematize the methods of dealing 

with failures to carry out horse-breeding conditions with 
special reference to-· 

(i) the period to be allowed for the rectification of various elaases 
of breaches of the conditions of the grant, and 

(ii) the penalties appropriate to the various classes of breaches, 
which are either incapable of rectification, or which the 
tenant has failed to rectify after receiving a written notice 
requiring him to rectify the breach ? . 

(b) Is itpossible to enlist the help of a non-official advisory committee- 
in questions relating to the price of branded mares ? · 
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CHANDAR KIBROR-. 

*2644. Chaudhri Mzal Haq : Will the Honourable Finance Member 
be pleased to stat~ · 
· (1) whether it is a fact that Chandar Kishor, a civil prisoner of Dis- 

I trict Jail, Multan, submitted in July 1929 two applications 
written in English of 20 and 18 pages, respectively, for des 
patching them to District Magistrates, Labore and Multan; 

(2) what action was taken by the authorities on those applications; 
(8) whether it is a fact that he was not allowed to write these applica- 

tions earlier ; · 
(4) whether the Government will give details of expenses, nature of 

bedding and number of clothing supplied bythe daeree-holder 
on different dates to this highly educated civil prisoner ? ----- 

·~d sepa.rat.ely. 

Pil.ovINOIAL JAit ENQUIRY Col\lMITTEE, 

*2643. · Chaudhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Finance Member 
be pleased to state- · 

(a) whether it is a fact that the members of the Provincial Jail En 
quiry Committee have submitted their report to the Govern 
ment; 

(b) whether that-report will.be laid on the table? 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) Yes. 
(b) The report* is laid on the table. 

GHA-ZI ABbUR RAHMAN AND SARDAR AJIT SINGH. 

*2642. Chauclhri Afzal Haq : Will the Honourable Finance Member 
be pleased to state-« 

( a) whether it it a fact .that the political prisoners confined in the 
Mianwali District Jail have separately addressed letters pro· 
testing against depriving Ghazi Abdur Rahman and Bardar 
Ajir Singh of special class concessions ; . 

(b) ifso, whether the Government will lay these letters on the table? 
The llqnourable Mr. A. M. Stow: 

(a) Yes. 
(b) No. 

was there any special reason for the Government to disagree with the District 
Magistrate's recommendations and disallow that conces!ion? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: No. The reason for not confirm 
ng the recommendations of the Magistrate was that Government did not 

eonsidor that they should be confirmed. · 
Chauclhri Mzal Haq : May I ask whether after eight years of politi 

cal agitation this istho only solitary instance where Local Government have 
withdrawn the concession granted by the Magistrate? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: I should like to have notice or 
that question. · 
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AGRICULTURE IN HIGH CLASSES. 

*2647. Chaudhri Dull Chand : Will the Honourable Minister · for 
Education kindly state- 

(a) whether Government is aware that the number of students taking 
up agriculture as an alternative subject in high classes has 
been considerably reduced during the years 1927-28, 1928-29 
and 1929-80 ; / 

(b) whether it is a fact that this is due to the condition laid down 
by the University that only those students who take up science 

, can take up agriculture ; 
(o) if so, what steps Government proposes to take in the matter? 

I . 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) The number of thosa 
taking agriculture in. the Matriculation has fallen considerably. 

(b) This may be one of the causes. 
(o) The matter has been referred to the University. 

GRANT-IN-AID. 

*2646. Chaudhri Dull Chand : Will the Honourable Minister for 
Education kindly state- 

- (a) whether he is aware that the Ahirs of the Gurgaon district are a. 
backward tribe in education ; 

(b) whether their school at Rewari is on the grant-in-aid list ; 
(o) if not, why? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) Yes. 
(b) No: 
(o) It is as yet only· provisionally recognised. 

GRANTS-IN-AID,. 

*2645. Chaudhri Duli Chand: Will the Honourable Minister for 
Education kindly state why grants-in-aid for high schools have been re 

-dueed in the Ambala division? 
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: It has been proposed to reduce 

grants in a. number of cases presumably under the Punjab Education Code 
Rules hut thf.,SA eases are being examined. 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : 
1. No. • 
2. Does not arise. 
3. Does not arise. 
4. (a) Annas 0-6-0 per diem as fixed by the court. 

(b) Chadar (bed-sheet) 1 ; durrie 1 ; ehotahi 1. On 28th ,June 1929. 
Lala Bodh Raj : Is it a fact that the prisoner was told by the jail autho 

rities that his applications had been despatched to the authorities concerned ,, 
and that his history ticket bears the endorsement that reminders have been 
issued to the authorities concerned ? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: The information which is in pos 
session of the Government 'at present is as in my reply to part (1) of the ques 
tion ; but if any further particulars are required, I must ask for notice. 
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.• Gurgaon, Montgomery, Lyallpur, Muzaffargarh,. 
Ferozepore, Shahpur, Kangra,. 

No swarms reported. 

. . Dera Ghazi Khan, Multan, Jhang, Shahpurr· 
Mianwali, Attook, Rawalpindi, Jhelum, Sialkot., 
Lyallpur, Sheikhupura, Lahere, Jullundnr, 
Hoshiarpur, :Montgomery, Ferozepore, Ambala,. 
Karna!, Simla, Kangra. 

All over the province. 

• • No swarms reported. 

. • Kamal, Rohtak, Simla, Ludhiana, Jullundur,. 
Hoshiarpur, Gurdaspur, Lahore, Lyallpur, Mont 
gomery, Multan, Muzaffargarh and Mianwali 

. • All over the province. 

. • Muzaffargarh, Jhang, Lyallpur, Kangra, Hissar,. 
Sbeikhupura, Gujrat, Gurgaon, Ferozepore,. 
Ambala, Gujranwala, Ludhiana, Montgomery. 

•• October 1929 

1929 May 

1929 June 

1929 .. July 

'1929 August 

1929 .. September 

April 

1929 
1929 

January to Maroh 

District visited. Month. Year. 

DAMAGE ·To OROPS BY LOOUSTS. 

*2649. Rana Firoz-ud·Din Khan : Will the Honourable Revenue- 
1\fember please state-- 

(a) whether he is aware that swarms of locusts· invaded a number 
of districts and have done considerable damage to the standing 
crops, and if left unchecked are calculated to do even more 
harm to the rabi crop ; 

(b) the names of .the districts affected, and the extent of damage- 
in each; · 

(e) the steps that have so far been taken and are proposed to be taken 
to check the invasion ; 

(d) the nature and form of relief in the affected areas? 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: (a) Yes. 

(b) A statement is laid on the table. It is not possible to state the 
extent of the damage caused in each district. 

(e) The Entomological and district agricultural staff have been continu·, 
ously engaged in various endeavours to check the plague, and the subject of 
measures to deal with locusts is one of th e items of the agenda of the 
Board of Agriculture in its December meeting at Pusa, , 

( d) Relief in the way of remission of land revenue will be given· where 
demanded by the extent of the damage caused. 
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INOONVENIENOE IN DELIVERY AND 0.ABHING OF OHEQUES. 

*2651. Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri: Will the Honour;ble Finance 
Member be pleased ·to state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that great inconvenience is caused to the pub 
-- .... )ic ?,f Amritsar who have to take i:noney from the Government 

GENTRY GRANTS ON THE LOWER BARI DoAB CAN.AL, 

*2650. Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan : Will the Honourable Revenue· 
Member please state-> - . 

·ca) whether it is a fact that in the case of gentry grants on the Lower 
Bari Doab Canal the price fixed for the purchase of proprietary 
rights was in 1927 reduced from Rs. 100 an acre to Rs. 40 an 
acre; 

(b) whether it is a'fact th~t some forty grantees had acquired proprie 
tary rights by paying the price as originally fixed ; 

(e) whether any representations were made by such purchasers for 
the refund of excess price paid ; · 

(a) whether Government is aware that there is agitation in the 
Montgomery district amongst such grantees for the refund of 
the excess price ; 

(e) if so, what action Government proposes to take in 'the matter? 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i ... Husain: (a) A sliding scale vary 

ing from Rs, 10 to Rs. 100 per acre for the purchase of proprietary rights by 
landed gentry grantees in the Lower Bari Doab Canal Colony was sanctioned 
by Government in September 1927. Rupees 40 per acre was payable if the 
grantee preferred to make payment. in one year by two half-yearly instalments • 

. (b) Several grantees had acquired proprietary rights by paying the 
price as originally fixed. _ 

(c) Yes. 
(a) No. 
(e) None. 
Rana· Firoz-ud•Din Khan: Is it a fact that before Septem 

-ber i.927 there was only one fixed ru.tf' of R,;;, JOO per 1tcro 1 
The Honourable Miao Sir Fazl·i·Husain : 'l'he distinction is as to 

the period to he coverel by instalments. If it was payable in one instalment 
it was Rs. 10 and if longer instalments, then a larger amount. - 

Rana Firoz•ud•Dm Khan : Is it a fact that . tho people who paid 
before 192'7 paid in lump sum at the rate of Rs. 100 and not in instalments 
and it is those people who are making agitation now? . 

The Honourable Miao Sir Fazl·i·Husain: That is · a matter of 
luck. 

Rana Firoz•ud-Din Khan : Is the Government not prepared to re 
consider their case ? . 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain: How can you in a matter 
1ike that? 
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TUBERCULOSIS. 

*2654. · Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri: (a) Will the Honourable Minister 
for Local Self-Government be pleased to state whether :my conference was 
ever held to find out ways and means to stamp out tuberculosis a~_ referrE1cl 

·to by the Honourable Minister in his reply to my question No. 854211,slfed on 
the 24th November 1927? 

(b) If the conference was held; then, will the Honourable Minister be· 
pleased to state what· resolutions were passed at the conference and also 

. lay on the table a copy of the proceedings thereof ? 
( c) Has any action been taken in accordance with these resolutions ? 
~eJlonouraJ,le Malik Fero:,; Khan, Noon: (a) No inVJ.tatlon has 

sq far been received from the Government of India to send representatives to 
participate in such a conference. 

(b) and (c) Do not arise. 

- TowN IMPROVEMENT AoT. 

*2652. Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri: Will the Honourable Minister 
for Local Self-Government be pleased to state the reasons for not applying 
the Town Improvement Act to any municipality ? - 

The llo.:iourable MaliI«: Firo:i Khan, Noo1f: The Town Improvement 
Act was extended to Lahore in 1928, but as the result of an investigation by 
a special committee in 1927 it was decided that the formation - of Town 
Improvement Trusts under the Act was not likely to produce satisfactory 
results. The Act is, therefore, practically a dead letter arid all improvement . 
schemes are now mauers for the local municipal committee to deal with. 

UNEMPLOYMENT COMMITTEE. 

*2653. Lala - Kesho RaIQ., Sekhri : Will the Home Secretary be 
pleased to state the action taken by Government on the recommendations 
of the Unemployment Co_mmittee? 
. Mr. C. M. G. Ogilvie: The attention of the honourable member is 
invited to the reply given to starred question No. 262~.1 

a,s at the time of the delivery of cheque to them, an identifica 
tion is taken by the treasury officer and the identifier has to 
appear before the treasury to identify- the person concerned: 
and then again at the time of actual payment at the Bank he 
is to be identified ; , 

(b) if the answer to part (a) above be in the affirmative, what steps 
Government propose to take to eliminate or reduce this in 
convenience t o the public ? 

• The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) and (b) The- procedure of 
-which the honourable member complains is necessitated both by Govern 
ment rules on the subject and by - ordinary business 'precautions. The 
Financial Commissioner is, however, examining the matter with a view to 
mitigating inconvenience, 
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DHABMA RAM OF C:e;oTIZERIN, 
*2657. Shaikh Faiz Muhammad: Will the Honourable Finance· 

Member kindly state- 
( a) whether it is a fact that in September last one Dharma Ram of. 

Chotizerin in Dera Ghazi Khan district waJ! alleged to have· 
used insulting language with respect to the Holy Prophet 
of Islam and that the local police brought the matter to the- 
notice of the District Magistrate; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the Muslims of the place were greatly 
agitated by the objectionable conduct of Dharma Ram and 
that they applied to the District Magistrate to prosecute him: 
under sections 158-A and 295-A, Indian Penal Code, after 
proper sanction from the Local Government ; 

CONCENTRATION OF LAW COURTS. 

*2656. Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri: (1) With reference to the answer· 
given by the Honourable Finance Member to question No. 9082 on the 20th 
February 1928, will the Honourable Finance Member be pleased to state 
whether any project is now under the consideration of the Government for 
the concentration of law courts in one 

0place 
? 

(2) If not, will the Government be pleased to state whether they have- 
located three sub-judges recently in a hired building and whether this is. 
causing a great inconvenience to the litigant public and to lawyers who have 
to attend to cases in so many distantly situated courts? 

The Honourable Mr. A. I\'}. Stow : (1) No. 
(2) The answer to the first part of this question is in the affirmative.. 

One of the Sub-Judges is an officer under training and one holds bis court in, 
Amritsar only for short periods. The arrangement is the most convenient 
that could be made in the circumstances. No complaints have so far been, 

· received. 

1 Volume XllI, page 13. 
a Volume XI, page 9, 

ELEOTRIO CHARGES FOB TH~ BAB BOOM, A1.mrTSAR, 

*2655. Lala Kesho Ram, Sehbi : Will the Honourable Finance 
Member be pleased to state- 

( a) whether it is a fact that Government intends to make in future 
the members of the Amritsar bar pay the electric charges for- • 
the bar room fans ; _ - 

(b) if so, how much will the Government save by not paying the charges- 
themselves ; • 

(c) whether this course is proposed to be adopted on account of the· 
- financial stringency or for any other reason ? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : , The honourable member is. 
referred to the reply given to the unstarred question No.1149,1 put by him, 
in the session of the Punjab Legislative Council held in July last. 
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ASSISTANT CLERKS IN THE IRRIGATION BRANCH. 

*2660. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the -Honourable Revenue Member 
please state-:- 

( a} whether it is a fact that assistant clerks in the Punjab Irrigation 
Branch in Rs. 40--~90 grade 'are transferred from one circle- 
to another; 

PROVINCIAL _0LERICAL ESTABLISHMENT, PUNJAB IRRIGATION BRANCH. 

*2659. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Revenue Member· 
please state- · 

(a) whether it is a fact that a deputation of provincial clerical es· 
tablishment of the Punjab Irrigation Branch waited on the 
Under Secretary, Irrigation Branch, Punjab, in the beginning· 
of May 1929 with a view to have their grievances redressed; 

(b) if so, what action has been taken by the Government for the re- 
• dress of their grievances ? · . 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: (a) Yes. 
(b) Promotions are about to be notified and other matters complained'. 

of are under consideration. 

MffiITARY SERVICES AND CONCESSION IN SCHOOL FEES. 

*2658. Risaldar Bahadur Nur Khan:,: Will the Honourable Minister 
for Education please state- · 

(a) whether it is a fact that in recognition of the valuable military· 
services rendered by the zamindars of Rawalpindi and Jhelum 
districts a certain concession in fees was allowed to their children 
reading in schools ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the concession referred to above has. 
since been withdrawn ; 

( e) if so, what is the reason for withdrawing the concession.and whether 
Government intend giving any alternative concessions to the- 
children of these zamindars ? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) Yes, but the concession, 
was originally made on the score of poverty; 

(b) No. 
(e) Does not arise. 

(c) whether the District Magistrate acceded to this request, and if 
not, will the Government state reasons for not prosecuting 
DharmaRam; 

(d) what action the District .Magistrate took against Dharma 
Ram? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. St~w: (a) and (b). Yes. 
- (o) and (if). Action was taken under section 86, Frontier Crimes Regu 

lation, 1901~ with the concurrence of counsel for the complainants who 
. withdrew their application for prosecution nuder the Indian Penal Code. 
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Paragraph 1.-The revision of scale of Provincial clerical establish· 
ment is now under consideration with the Finance Department: 

Paragraph 2.-Transfers of clerks not excepting assistant clerks, 
must be made in the exigencies of .the public service whether 
on promotion ot not, both within the Oircle and to other Circles. 
It is, however, recognized that with low paid clerks- cert~ 
expenses are incurred in transfers over long distanc~s, which 
they cannot very well afford and. for this reason suchtransfers 
are as few as is- compatible with the, efficient working of the 
Department. 

LETTER. 
from clerks attached to your 

S, Es. *No. tDated. 

W.J.C. 7746 20-10-25 Circle, - I have the lj.on.01µ1 to 
s.c. c. 1879 5-10-25 
L.B.D.C. 5471 26-10-25 
Derajat 6225 12-10-25 say that the memorialists L.C. W.C. 6828/968-E., 14-10-25 may 

7014/968-E. 21-10-25 
L.J.C. 5243/884-E. 2-10-25 
U.J.C. 4892/223-E. 5-10-25 be informed as follows :- lat Brt. 5418/89.::E. M. 14-10-211 
2ndBrt. 6876/3614-E. 5-11-25 
3rd Brt. . 646413-E. 8-10-25 

-..; Bikaner 4371/VI/44-E. 5-10-25 
lat Bwp. 8189 10-10-25 
R. &-Q. Dn. 3146 21-9-25 

[ Lala Bodh Raj ] 
(b) if it is a fact that assistant clerks directly recruited on the Sutlej 

Valley Project are being transferred at Government expense 
on their own application to other circles after having served 
three or more years ori. the Sutlej Valley Project and men from 
other circles sent in their places ; 

(e) whether any promise was held out to these clerks at th~ time of 
recruitment that they will be transferred to circles desired by 
them after serving on the Sutlej Valley Project for more than. 
three years ; ' . . 

(a) whether any instructions were issued by the Ohief Engineer in 
November 1925 regarding the transfers of such clerks; if so, 
will the Honourable Member please lay on the table a copy 
of such instructions and state if effect is being given· to those 
instructions ? J 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl .. i-Husain: (a) and (b) Yes. 
(o) No. 
(a) A copy of Chief Engineer's No. 8399-8416-E.I., dated .19th Novem 

'-'ber 1925, is laid on the table and effect is being given to paragraph 2 thereof. 
- No. 8399/8416-E. I., dated 19th.November 1925, from the Chie{ Engineer, J:rrigation 

Works, Punjab, to the Superintending Engineers noted in the margin and 
Executive Engineer, Railway and Quarries Division. 

Memorial from Clerks. 
WITH reference to your letter No~*, dated tsubmitting memorials 
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SKINNER'S ESTATE, 

*2663. Lala Joti Par11had ·, Will the Ho;otirable Revenue ¥ember 
please state- 

. (a) whether it is a fact that several criminal and revenue ca;es have 
.been started by Bkinners' Estaite against the tenants; 

. ' 

SKINNER'S ESTATE, 

"'2662. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Revenue Member 
be pleased to stat0-'- 

(a) whether it is a fact that in February last Commissioner, Ambala 
- division, and Khan Bahadnr Mian Abdul Aziz, then Deputy 
Commissioner, Hissar, got a compromise effected between 
Colonel Stanley and tenants of Skinners' Estate ; 

(b) if so, what. were the terms of settlement; 
(a) who is responsible for its breach? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazi-i-Jiusam : Local officers were natu 
rally anxious to bring about a settlement between the parties, and believed 
a settlement acceptable to both sides had been arrived at. Every public 
-spirited man exerted himself to :that end. - 

r PROVINOIAL O LERIOAL ESTABiiISRM.;ENT, IRRIGATION BRANOR,. 
REVISION OF GRADES. 

*2661. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Revenue Member 
1please stat~ . , _ 

(a) whether it is a fact that the Chief Engineer, Irrigation Branch 
Punjab, invited proposals from the Superintending Engineers 
in the Punjab in the year 1923 for the revision of the grades 
of the provincial 'clerical establishment; 

(b) whether it is a fact that in 1925 hopes were given out to the staff -, 
that the revision was in hand and will be expedited ; 

(a) whether the above hopes have been realised and how? 
The Honoural;,le Mian Sir F~-i-Husafu. ·I ; (a) and (b) Yes. 
(o) The honourable member is referred to the answer given to question 

No. 18021 of 1928. ' . 

--- .. -.·-. 

Endorsement No. 841~16-E. I., dated 19'th November 1925, by the Chief Engineer,. 
Irrigation Woi:ks, Punjab, on prespa.ge.· · 

Copy forwarded to the Superintending Engineere= 
Upper Bari Doab Circle, 
Lower C henab East Circle, 
Upper Chenab Canal Circle, 
2nd Bahawalpur Circle, Sutlej Valley Project, 
Sriperintend~nt, Central Workshops Division, 

tor :information. - 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND -ANSWERS. 



Proceedings of the Rural Community Council, Hissar District, held on 22nd October 1929 .. 
.at 10 A,M,, in the Ha.II of the District Board's Office, Hissar District. 

PRESENT: 

1. R. B. P. Jawahar Lal, B.A., LL-.B., Vakil, Hissar, in the Chair. 
2. K. S. Yaqin-ud-Din, Sirsa. 
8. P. Thakur Dass, B.A., LL.B., M.L.A., Hissar. 
4. R. .S. Th. Uggar Sain. 
5. S. Naunehal Singh, Rais, Babra. 
6. R. S. Oh. Het Ram, Hony. Magistrate, Hissar, 
7. B. Sri Kishan Dev, B.A., LL.B., Vakil, Rissar. 

FAMINE RELIEF IN Hrsaan, 
*2664. Lala Joti Parshad : Will th~ Honourable Revenue Member be 

pleased to sta ta- 
(a) whether it is a fact that a meeting of. the Rural Community 

Council, Hissar, was held on 22nd October 1929, in which im 
portant suggestions were made about relief of famine stricken 
people; 

(b) if the answer to (a) be in the affirmative, will a copy of thosereso 
lutions be laid on the table; 

(c) whether it is a fa.ct that a deputation waited upon the Deputy 
Commissioner that very day requesting him help for the poor 
inhabitants of the district ; 

(.i) what steps, if any, Government propose to take to bring immediate 
relief to the famine stricken people in viewof the above resolu 
tions? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: (a) Yes. 
(b) A copy of the proceedings is laid on the table. 
(c) Yes. - . 
(a) Government. has decided to start test works immediately in three, 

centres in the district, and for that purpose have placed a sum of Rs. 20,000 
at. the disposal of the Deputy Commissioner, Hissar, Other measures t0- 
afford relief are also under consideration. 

[ Lala. Joti Parshad.] 
(b) whether it is a fact that a number of tenants have been sentenced· 

to maximum term of imprisonment which some of the trying: , 
magistrates were competent to award ; . 

(c) whether tenants paid arrears of rent to Colonel Stanley on the 
. express assurance of· the Deputy Commissioner, Hissar, that 

their grievances would be redressed ? 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: (a) Yes. 
(b) No. 
(c) Government has no information, but is enquiring into the matter. 
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8. R. S. Ch. 1ajpat Rai, B.A., 11.B., Vakil, Hissar. 
9. Ch. Kalu Ram. 

10. 1. Indar Sain, 'B.A., 11.B., Pleader, Hansi. 
11. Mr. S. G. Chopra, District Medical Officer of Health, Hissar. 
12. Ch. Sahib Dad Khan, B.A., LL.B., Vakil, Hissar. 
18. Ch. Bijey Singh, B.A., 11.B., Panchayat Officer, Hissar. 
14. Ch. Suraj Malt B.A., LL.B.,' Vice-Chairman , D. B., Hissar. 
15. S. M., K. 8. Hamid Khan, Hony. Magistrate, Hissar. 
16. 1. Atmaram, B.A., LL.B., Hony. Magistrate, Sirsa. 
17. R. M. Ashraf Ali Khan, Hissar. 
18. 1. Joti Pershad, B.4., 11.B., M.L.C., Hissar. 
19; L. Hardyal Chopra, B.A., P.E.S., Secretary. 

R. S. Th. Uggar Sain; Ch. Asa Ram, Secy., D. B. Hissar, Ch. Qammar 
Din, Butt, Deputy Superintendent, Civil Veterinary Department, Hissar, 
Th. Uggar Singh, Ch. Chuni Lal, L. Arjan Das, Ch. Suleman Kb.an, 
M. Muhammad Ismail, Ch. Bbagwan Dass, Th. Resal Singh, Ch. Shiv Singh, 
S. Gujandra Singh, S. Ram Partap Singh, S. Dalip Singh, Swami Saran, 
L. Samel Mal, L. Hargupal Das, Inspector, Co-operative Societies, Hissar, 

.and S. Lal Singh also kindly attended. 
1. Resolved by a majority of votes that vigilance and propaganda 

societies be constituted in eonneeton with Child Marriage Act, _1929. 
Note.-All the sixMuhanimdanmembers present were the only members 

-against it. 
(b) Resolved that a Sub-Committee consisting of the following members 

be formed to formulate plans and enunciate measures for the purpose 
mentioned in resolution first :- 

1. P. Thakur Das, B.A., 1L.B., M.L.A. 
2. R. S. Ch. Lajpat Rai, B.A., LL.B. 
8. L. Joti Pershad, B.A., LL.B. 
4. R. S. Th. Uggar Sain. 
5. Secretary, Rural Community Council. 

2. Resolved unanimously that with a view to bring immediate relief 
to the famine striken district of Hissar, a deputation consisting of the fol. 
lowing gentlemen should wait at the earliest opportunity on Deputy Oommis , 

- sioner and urge the following proposals for immediate consideration. 
The deputation will consist of the following members 

r. R. B. P. Jawahir Lal, B.A., LL.B. 
2. K. S. Yaqin-ud-Din, 
8. R. S. L. Atmaram, B.A., LL.B., Hony. Magistrate. 
4. R. 8. Ch. Lajpat Rai, B.A., LL.B. 
5. Cb. Suraj Mal, B.A., 11.B., S.C., D. B. Hissar. 
6. Ch. Sahib Dad Khan, B.A .• LL.B. 
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- 
That Hissar District may be declared a famine striken district and · 

that immediate steps should be taken to arrange- 

(a) The import of grain food stuffs and fodder 'Without any railway 
freight charge thereon or at any rate on the minimum rate. 

(b) ·That reliefoperation be started at once by Local Gove~ent and 
local bodies in such selected areas as may be calculated to 
attract the residents of the neighbourhood, 

(c) The rates at which such labour be employed should in no ease 
be lessthen annas 6 for adults.and annas 4 for children. 

(d) Cheap grain shops and fodder centres be started in selected 
areas. 

· 8. With a view to afford relief to Bhiwaniand its neighbourhood the 
construction of the Bhiwani Water-Works.may at once be undertaken and 
the .eonstmction of Bhiwani-Rohtak line and Bhiwani-Hansi roads be 
at once started. - . 

4. With a view to afford-relief to Sirsa area specially the area previously 
watered by Ghaggar, taccavi grants may be made for repairing and complet 
ing old wells. 

Three proposed roads in Sirsa tehsil be also taken up. 

5. That the Commanieations Board be requested to 'take up works 
in the ,Hissar district and to conduct its various parts in Hissar as already 
contemplated. - 

6. That special appeals- be issued through Government to Red Cross 
Societies tb e:illist their sympathy and invite funds from the public for relief 
opera tions in this' district. · - ' 

7. That in the present condition of the district remission of land 
revenue aJ'.\d water rates is immediately called for. 

8. That cheap grain shops be opened in eveey Municipal Committee 
and facilities be afforded to the poor to avail of such shops. 

9. That Government may be requested to sanction a subsistence allow 
ance for the District Board bulls which at present cannot be maintained by 
the public. - · · , · 

[ Honble Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husai.1.1. ] . 
· 7. Oh. Suleman Khan. 

8. R. S. Tb. Uggar Sain .• 
9. R. M. Ashraf Ali Khan. 

10. Cb. Kalu Ram .. · 
11. Ch. Bhagwan Dass .. 
12. L. Joti Pershad; B.A., LL.B. 
18. Pt. 'I'hakurDaas, B.A., LL.B., M.L.A. 
14. M: Muhammad Ismail .. g 

15. R. S. Ch. Het Ram, Rony. Magistrate .. 
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Pozroa m RIBB.AB, 

*2666. 'Lala Joti Parshad: Will the Honourable Finance Member 
please state- 

(a) .how many police stations there are in the district of Hissar; 
(b) . how. many sub-inspectors in ch arge of these thana« are Hindus 

and how many· Muslims ; 
(o) what is the total population ·of Hissar distriQt community 

wise? 

MONEY OOLLEOTIONB BY MB. BBAYNE, DEPUTY COMMI_SSIONEB. 

*266S. Lala Joti Parsbad: Will the Home Secretary, please sM.te- 
(a) whether it is a fact that an approximate sum of Rs. 25,000 was 

collected by Mr. Brayne, late Deputy Commissioner, Gurgaon, 
soon 'before his departure on long leave ; 

(b) if sb~ will the Oovel'IlID0ht please sli~te (i) the name of _the fund,. 
( ii) . the name. of the trustees, (iii) the object of the fund, 
(ie) the sum ali'~dy spent under each head; · 

(c) w.hether an account of the sum already spent has been kept or 
not and whether it has been duly audited by an authorised or 
unauthorised auditing or other agen~y; - 

(d) if the answer to the latter part of (c) he in the negative, what 
steps does Government propose to take to have the expendi 
ture and accounts properly audited ? 

Mr. C. !W. C. Ogilvie: Government -are not in possession of the in 
formation necessary for a reply to be given. The. information is being ob 
tained and ineply will he given to the honourable member in due come. 

56~ STARRED QPESTIONS AND ANSWERS, 

f:''J 

10. Sub-Committee consisting of the following members be constitut- . 
ed for the purpose of expediting the above purposes and to take oppor.c 
tnnities to work connected with relief operations=- 

. i. P. Thakur Dass, B.A., LL.B., 1\I.L.A. 
2. J;, Joti Pershad, B.A., LL.B., M.L.C. 
3. Ch. Suraj Mal, B.A., LLB., Y.C.D.B., will act as Secretary of the 

Committee. ' 
4. Ch. Sahib Dad Khan, B.A.; LL.B. 
5. R. S. Ch. Lajpat Rai, B.A, LL.B. 
6. B. Siri Ki!han Dev, B.A., LL.B. 

11. That the Deputy Commissioner be requested to sanction a sum or 
Rs. 100 to the Committee for the above mentioned purpose; 



C llOWKID.Ai'RS FOR NIGHT WATCH IN BHIW ANI TOWN. 

*2668. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Fina.nee Member 
:.please 11tate- 

(a) wheth.er it is a fact that oha:wkidars have been employed by 
. police to keep watch at night in the town of. Bhiwani; if so, 

the number of sneh ohawkidars may kindly be given ; . 
(b) what is the total amount so. far received · from the public for this 

purpose; ' 
(fJ), the authority or rule under which sucn. amount is Ieviable; 
(<1) whether it is a fact that money is realised from the residents of 

the town and there is a complaint that in doing so coercion is 
used? · 

The· Honourable Mt. A. M. Stow: (a) No. Chowkidars have been 
:~mfloyed privately by the public. 

· (b), (c) and (<1) Do not arise. 

e 

CITY PoLIOE· STATIONS OF BRIWANI AND Hrsaan, 
*2667. Lala Joti Parshad .: ·· Will the Honourable Finance Member 

_l)lease st11,te- 
(a) whether it is a fact that a head constable is_ in charge of the city 

police stations of the important towns of Bhiwani and Hissar 
in the Hissar district ; · 

(b} if so, how long does Government intend to continue this arrange- m~? . 
The Honourable Mr. A .. M. Stow: (a) No. An assistant sub-in 

<Spector (officiating as sub-inspector) and a head constable (officiating as an 
assistant sub-inspector) are in charge of Bhiwani and Hissar city police 
stations, respectively. 

(b) The officiating assistant sub-inspector has· been posted to the 
Hissar city police station temporarily and will be replaced by a sub-inspee 
-tor when one becomes available. 

Total •. 

4 
15 

· 598~790 
215,948 

1,024 
1,058 

816,810 

.. 
(c) Hindus (including Sikhs and Jaine) 

.Muslims .• 
Christians 
Others •. 

The Honourable Mt. A. M. Stow : ( a) 19. 
(b) Hhldus (including Sikhs) 

Muslims 
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1 Pages 55-56 a~la. 

- 
1926. 1927. 1928. 

: Name of local body, 
Vaid. Hakim. Va4d. l'lakim. Vaid. llakml. 

- 

1Jimict Boam. ,J 
·Kangra .. .. . . Ii - 0 ... 
:Lyall pm .. .. . . .. . .. 3 1' 
·Multan .. 2 ;! 2 2 .. \i ... .. 
. Shah.pm . . .. 2 .. 2 . .. I 

: :Sheikhupma .. .. 4 .. 2 .. G 

Xarnal .. 1 1 2 1 2 2 
l 

•·Gujranwala. .. .. 1 .. 1 . . l . . 
·Tu)hta.k .. .. .. 1 - - - . 
~ .. 3 .. 4 1 4 1 

I 
Tota.I .. 6 I 10 14 9 14 21 

- 

'JT.A.IDS AND HA'KIMS EMPLOYED BY LOOAL BODIES, 

*2670. Lala Joti Parshad : With reference to the answer given to 
.. starred qnes tion No. 2287 asked. on 29th July 1929, will the Honourable 

Min.4!ter for Local Self-Government please atate if the information referred 
v.t o has been received ? · 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : A statement giving the 
erequired information is laid on the table. This information was also pre· 
-vionsly supplied to the Secretary, Punjab Legislative Council, for trans· 
.:mission to the honourable member. 

0 

CRnuNAL TRmEs. 
*2669. Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah : Will the Honourable Member 

~o.r Revenue kindly lay on the table a statement showing - 
(a,)' the .total population of criminal tribes in the Punjab; 

· (b-) · the manner in which this population is divided among the various 
religious communities ? B 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain : (a) At the close of the 
· :year the total population was 180,000 including females and children •. 

(b) Census by religions has not been attempted as the. bulk of the 
-eriminal tribes do not profess to be Hindus, MuhammQ,dans, Sikhs or Christ· 
.ians. , 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal: What religion do they profess? 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i .. Husain: That will have to be asked· 

-from them. 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 



-, ·~·. 

31 

•,• 

Sheikhupura. . 1------~----1-----1--.,..,..-.;....,,,.---::----···' • 
Total ,.. "l ' .. ~1 

G~ TOT~ 10 20 ~19· 1 · .... 20 I 

1 

22 

8 

1 

l 

1 

8 

1 

. f 

1 

1 

8 

l 

·1. 

1 

l 

2 

1 

. ~ ._' 

14 

1 . 

1 

l 

l 

l 

l 

9 

.. 
t l 1 

l l I ..... . . 
~· .. ,~ " .. J, .. 

- ' 
2 2 2 

--- .• 

.. 1. 

1 . 

l .1 1 

.. 1. 1 

1 l l 

1 1 .. l . 
4, 7 5 

6 I 10 14 

1 

1 . .. ' 

.. 
1 

... 

.. 

".Total 

Shahpur Clity 

Ha&abad 

,. 
Jlla,jjar~: , 

·, Total 

~ .. - 

Am'bala.City 

:sia.wlllpfndi 
- SJ,iarakpur 

Panipat 

Wazira'bl:d . 
Sia,lkot. 

A.mMtsar 

:Rohta~ 
]3ahadurgarh 
lJeri ... 

:Brought forwa.i-d' 
,.-, .M'lfflicipalmu, 

21 

Hakim. 

' 1927. 1·. I----'--_:_..;.__;_ __ 

Vl!id. 

1926. 

Name of local body. 

[ Honble Malik .Firoz Khan N oon.] 
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________________ ... 

"Th!!.<· this Council recommends to the Government _that in view of the unprl\·,"!,.,nted . 
{all in the price of cotton, the abiana on cotton crop be reduced by si-, "'ilia.ii in .. 

' the rupee." · 

Sir, six years ago the price of desi cotton that prevailed in th» markst, 
was about Rs. 20 per maund and that of American cotton was about H~. _25 
o~ Rs. 27 per maund. Seeing that the price of cotton had gone up. hov.,.. 
emment increased the abianc1, to the extent of about 50 per cent. A I: that. 
tune the zasnindars did not put up a hard fight against. that i:1,·rease. 
They rather acquiesced in that demand, feeling that they would h· ;,ble to 
meet the demand from the high prices that their cotton crops wil I fetch. 
them. But, as every one knows, the price of cotton whether desi 01 Ameri-. 
ean has now gone down so much so that desi cotton is selling in tL,, market 
at the rate of Rs. 7 or Rs. 8 per maund and the American cotton 1°. selling. 
at the rMe of Rs. 9 or Rs. 10 per maund. It clearly means that th,· price 
of cotton 'has fallen to the extent of 60 per cent. and that is cen :iinly an 
unprecedented fall. The fall in the prices of other crops is eomp.uar ivsly 
not so large.· It is, therefore, in the fitness of things that Government should · 
reduce its demand as I have suggested in the resolution. · 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: What is the perr-entags 
of fall in the price of cotton ? 

Sardar Hira Singh, Narli ·: It is Rs. 60 per cent. 'I'hon with 
the fall in the price of cotton, there has been no corresponding fall in the, 
price of cotton goods. Even now we have to pay the same price for cloth .. 
which we used to pay six years ago. It would have been a matter of at, · 
lea.st some satisfaction if the price of cloth had been reduced, buf even . 
in that case we are unlucky. 

. It may be asked, in this connection, how that deficiency, which will ba, · 
caused by the proposed reduction in abiana in the Budget, will be made up. 
That question, in my opinion, is very easy to answer. The zamindnrs have 
adjusted their requirements according to their income and since their income- 
has gone down, they have curtailed their needs. Government ought. to do 
the same thing. It is not very difficult for it. It can easily reduce it.s ex 
penditure if it were so minded. The pay of the officers who are getting 
Rs. 500 or more should be reduced. The zamindars, who intended sometime 
back to build pacca houses for themselves, have since dropped that idea for· 
want of funds. Our Government should adopt the same course and until 
the conditions improve it should not undertake the 'completion of schemes 
for which it may have to incur large expenditure. It should not insist on 
getting as much as possible from the people in the shape of taxes because 
it must spend as much as i_t is now spending. It is not enjoined upon it 
that it should maintain the present standard of expenditure. The expenses 
must·be cut down to meet the just demands of its people. The water-rate 
charged on the supply of water by means of canals has ever since been 
increasing although there has been no corresponding increase in the snpply 
of water. I am inclined to think that canal water is just like the s:uffalo- 
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[ S. Hira Singh N arli, 1 
of a weaver who bought it from a money-lender. .When that weaver 
brought that buffalo home on payment of Rs. 100 to the 'money-lender, 
his brother requested that he would like to share it with the former. The 
weaver ~aid : ,, all right you can have a share. in the buffalo by all means, 
but you must go and pay Rs. 100 to the mop.ey-lender. " Accordingly his 
brother went to the money-lender and paid the sum of Rs. 100 to · him. 
"Then the third brother wanted to have a share in the same buffalo. He 
was also advised to do the same thing and to pay Rs. 100 to the money 
lender. Then the fourth brother expressed the same 'desire and in· being 
advised to pay Rs. 100 to the money-lender, he ran to him and paid the 
amount so that he might not be deprived of a share in that buffalo. 
Similar is the case with canal water. Whenever any people want that 
canal water should be supplied to them for irrigating their lands, canal is 
extended to that tract of land and water is supplied of course at the cost of 
zamindars at the head of that canal because their supply of water is cut 
short, And then the water-rate is not reduced, but it is enhanced. 

It may be said that this proposal smacks of lack of responsibility on 
my part and on the part of those who want a reduction in abiana. That 

· is not so. The water-rate that used to be charged previously for supply of 
water from the Upper Bari Doab Canal was 6 annas per kanal and now it is 
being charged at the rate of 9! annas per kanal. We want that the charge· 
should come down to the previous rate and nothing more. That is riot un 
reasonable. Then the proposed reduction, if made, will not cause such a 
deficit in the Budget as should create fears in the minds of any one. Ac 
cording to my calculations Government will lose something between 20 and 

·· '30 lakhs of rupees in its income. In the beginning of.1929 the area of cul 
turable land was about 21 ! lakhs of acres and out of it about 
'20 lakhs of acres were irrigated. About . 4 lakhs of acres out 
of it were exempted on account of kharaba and it is only in the 
remaining 16 lakhs of acres of land in which the crops matured. My calcu 
lation is based on these figures and I am sure I am not wrong in ariving 
at this result. In these- circumstances I hope that the Honourable Revenue 
Member will favourably consider my proposal and thereby earn the gratitude 
of the zamindars. He will not take the trouble of opposing this resolution 
and carrying the House with him by his eloquence as is usual with him. 

Before I close I would like to address a few words to my non-aamindar 
colleagues. They should know that not only the zamindars will benefit by 
this proposal, but it WW. benefit all alike whether zamindars or non-samindars, 
whether agriculturists or non-agriculturists. Non-agriculturists also own 
lands, though not all, and in their lands too this cotton crop is sown and if 
the abiana is reduced as proposed, surely they will also share the gain .. 
This proposal concerns the vakils and barristers as well. They can earn 
good income only if the zamindars are well off and are able to pay them 
handsome fees (fo11,ghter). Therefore all should unite and support this 
resolution. This excessive water-rate has a very bad effect on the economic 
condition of the province as a whole. May I request the Honourable Reve 
nue Member once again that he. will not begin to quote facts and figures so 
that it may become very difficult for us to reply .to his arguments. 
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Mr. E~ Maya Das [Non-official, nominated] (Urdu) : Sir, I object to 
the principle involved in the resolution moved by my honourable friend 
Bardar Hira Singh, Narli. By accepting this resolution we will set up a. 
peeeedent for the future and the abiana rates will always be required to be 
enhanced or reduced according as the rates of cotton or other articles vary. 
Moreover this will .entail recurring botheration for the Government which 
will be very troublesome. In addition if we take the average of what 
ea.ch zamindar will gain by the proposed reduction we find that it will 
amount to a very small saving. At most each zamindar will save annas 
12 or annas 15. This sum is so small that hardly any zamindar will take 
notice of it. But' on the other hand the labour it will involve to the Gov 
ernment will be considerable. Therefore,' I suggest that this resolution b&- 
not. adopted. · 

Mr. C. A. H. Townsend (Financial Commissioner) : Sir, this Council 
has a well deserved reputation for sanity of judgment and I. am confident 
that it will reject this resolution without the least hesitation. . I desire only 
to put a few considerations before this Council. There are other members 
better qualified than me to give more details for the information of the- 
House. · 

The point just made by Mr. Maya Das is well worthy of consideration· 
As the honourable members know the abiano. rates have been fixed with 
considerable temperance and moderation after consideration of .all relevant 
factors including the prices that prevail for a series of years. To 
accept this resolution would, therefore, as was just said by Mr. Maya Das. 
be a most dangerous innovation. It would be followed possibly by similar 
demands in future years. It might logically follow that if prices goup 
by 25 per cent., a few days later the abiana rates would have to be eorres 
pondingly increased. I trust the House will consider this point very_ care 
fully. If this resolution is carried then there will be no stability of rates, 
cultivators will not know where they are, and what rates they will have to 
pay and therefore will be unable to frame their budgets. 

J will not follow the honourable member into his interesting suggestion 
. as to how the resulting deficit in our finances which would be caused by 
his resolution .if accepted, could · be met. Apart, however, from any 
question of salaries, T'wish to point out that the Council is ever demanding 
a great expansion of education, sanitation, medical relief and the like. How 

, · are these demands to be met ? 
I have one last word to say to the Honse. I have been in this province 

for over thirty years, I spent about nine years in the poor district of Hissar. 
I have been a great deal in the canal colonies. I have a very great regard 
for the peasants of this province, many of whom are. my intimate friends ,. 
I fully admit that the cultivators in the canal colonies have many legitimat"e 
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.. 
[Mr. Townsend.] . . . 
grievances. But my considered opinion is that the people of the canal colo 
nies do not realise how fortunate they are. When I was a boy I used to read 

' the Latin poet Virgil. Many members , of the House will 'doubtless 
.reeognise- his name .. I was thinking only last night about a line of Virgil 
on the matter which I may translate:- 

. " Oh, fortunatlf Indeed. you farmers, if you o)lly knew your good fortune." · 
I do not apply those lines to the cultivators of all tracts; but I do think 

-that they apply in a great measure to the cultivators of irrigated lands. 
Take the people living in Gurgaon, Rohtak and Hissar. Take the small 
'landholders or the Kaagra district. Take tl1e people in Jullundur, where 
.in many places, as Government admits, there has been a regrettable fall 

. in the sub-soil water table. T·~ke the people of Jhelum with their small 
- · holdings, or those, of Attock with their \TEl'Y variable rainfall. Take the 
; people of 1\fozaff1-1rgarh and Dera .Gpazi Khan which are liable to floods 

-every second or third year. How can the holders of land in the canal colonies 
maintain that their position is not infinitely better off than that of these 
people? As I said before, I leave it to other members of the House to dot 
the i's and to cross the t'.r; of these few remarks. But I do 'ask the House 
'to consider this resolution in a1l its implications with their usual careand to 
reject it by_- fheir unanimous vote. (Cheers.) 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal [North East Towns (Non-Muhammadanj] 
\(Urban) : Sir, perhaps I would be repeating the arguments that have been 
just put before the House in connection with the resolution. But the adop 
.tion of this resolution would mean that if we aro zo-day to agree to the honour· 
able mover's resolution, then, tomorrow there will be some other district 
'in which some other crop will have a complete or p~rtiai failure and Govern 
.ment will have to reduce abiana. on that. crop also. Whenever there is a 
failure of crops Government has: always been. giving suspension or. remis 
sion of land revenue. If I remember rightly it was only last year tha.,t the 
·Government remitted or suspended about fifty lakhs of rupees. (A· ioiee : 

. _ 'Quite right.) This year too the Honourable Revenue Member has taken 
. . into consideration the failure owing to enormous floods and Govemment 

· is making enquiries, and where Government finds that the condition justi 
fies suspension or remission it will take such steps. But the adoption of this 

,_ resolution would be a fatal mistake on the part of the House. In my 
humble opinion ,it should not be adopted. The question of reduction of 
water in canals is bound to face us so .long as there is a demand on the 
part of the zamindars that there should be expansion of canals. · I remember 
1/he. Honourable Revenue Member · told us last year iiha-1; the quantity of 
water being nearly the same in allrivors, the expansion of canals isbonnd 
to affect the zamindars adversely. The honourable mover has not told 
us that owing either to the· reduction of water or. on account of the. failµre 
of cotton crop the value of land in the Punjab has decreased in any particular 

'· year. I, therefore, strongly oppose the resolution and .request the House 
· not to adopt this pernicious principle. · 

Sayad Muhammad Husain [Montgomery (Muhammadan), Rural)] : 
,. · · Sir, I ~ave heard the ar~meiits of m;r: J!onourable · !rie:qd .· fr?JD. ~imla (Rai 

Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal), but unfortunately I did not hear m full the 
arguments adduced by the Honourable the Financial Commissioner. Tb~ 
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• ,<Cibiana question is a very old one, and when the abiana mtes were enhanced 
.eseveral times I had the honour to oppose it on every occasion; I am; like, 

; ·the beggar who always begs at the doorof Government, always trying some 
.... how or. other .to bring the abiana rates ~o the old ordinary level. The one 

plea of Government for enhancing the abiana rates in those days was ·the 
. · abnormal rise in the price of cotton. In those days cotton was selling at 

· between Rs. 20 and Rs. 25 per acre and every body's eyes were cast on the big 
· profits that-were being made by the cultivators of -eotton. -Everybody said 
-that they were making-such huge profits and yet were paying such small 

.. amount of obiana. This one fact tempted the _Government to .raise the 
4biana rates -in which we aequiseed though much against our .will, The 
...abiana on cotton was enhanced and a universal rate was adopted all over 

-the Punjab. In the Upper Bari Doab where the rates were lower before, 
--they were made equal to those prevailing in the Chenab, in the Lower Bari 
. Doab and other canals. : Subsequently the abiana rates on other crops 
-were reduced, but the rate on cotton remained untouched. I thank- the 

· -Government for reducing the abiana rates on fodder and other crops. But 
· I submit and I trust I will be corrected if I am wrong, that the rate on cotton 
ever since it was increased has never been reduced. Since the rotes on 

.eotton were raised the price of cotton has gone down considerably, and it is 
.still going down every day. Yesterday while I was selling my cotton, 
.all of a sudden the price went down by five annas _ per maund, I was told 
by Messrs~ Birla Brothers that the price. will further fall and that they had 

.received from their Bombay offiee intimation that there· would be a still 
further decrease of price in thfl next week. I felt very sorry that I did not 

-sell my cotton earlier. I. think we are confronted with the same phenomena. 
.: which India experienced after the war OI independence between the sou them 
-States and the northern States of America. In those momentous days when 

· _ the northern States were fighting with the southern States the cultivation of 
_ cotton crop was stopped in America and consequently there was a correspond 
-ing abnormal increase in the price of cotton in India. The. Punjab was .not 
-affeeted in those days because American cotton was not grown in the Punjab 

.. ·ip those days. But the Deccan and the Bombay Presidency used to sow cen 
. .siderable quantities of American cotton and m,ariy ofthe dietricts were settled in 
, -those davs. The result was that the land revenue was raised in accordance with 

:'.-the inerease in the price of cotton then prevailing, Immediately the Wall 
in America was over, the' price fell - down . and it assumed the normal 

. level-of Rs. 4 or Rs. 5 per maund, ·· We'are now confronted with the same 
. ;-ait~ation. _ Every day the area· under cultivation is increasing not 'only in 

· -this eountry.but in every. other country. Unfortunately I have forgotten 
· ,to bring the data which I had ·yesterday from Messrs. Birla Brothers. · I 
. :may, however, say that every year we have got in America an increase of 
:~ .something like two· .million bales. · With the completion of the Sukkur 

. Barrage there will be gre'1.torincreuse of cotton crop in Bind. There Isan 
; -increase <,f cotton crop in all other countries too.· . .Cousequently the pric:e: of 

'cotton must -go down still further." 'rilerefore itwill not be worth while for 
.. -tho zamindars to grow American cotton !J,n~ t:µey_ wilJ have to turn 'to desi 

cotton, the demand for which is ,'ery little in. Europe and for which the only 
r eustomer in · Asia is Japan. Japan mjxss tho Ri,petior stuff withthe desi cotton 

''··arid out .oftbat mixture it maksscheap clothing for India 9f' for its own CQn· 
~umption. Now if Japan gete eheaper-cotton from.otht>r countries, what will-be 

. 
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·{ Sa.yad Muhammad Husain. ] • 
the rflsult ? The result will he th:i.ttho price of cotton in India will go down.- 
In these circumstances, if my friend asks that the rate of rtbiana should be·· 
reduced, he is not unreasonable. I therefore submit that if the Govern-: 
ment 'Will give me on assurance instead of throwing this resolution out that 
it would appoint a committee to go into the question, I will be satisfied.. 

:trbe committee may consist of experts, officials and non-officials, whose duty 
'will be to find out bow to get out of the difficulty of a fall in prices. This would 
meet my honourable friend the mover of the resolution half way. Instead 
of that, my honourable friend· the Financial Commissioner has put forward 
tho claims of Jhelnm, Dera Ghazi Khan and so on. I submit that if this 
question is not taken into consideration now, I am sure the price of cotton 
will go down lower and lower when at some time the cultivators will not be- 
able to pay their land revenue or obiana. I do not say that similar requests, 
from other districts for relief should not he listened to. I may assure 
yon that if any steps are to be· taken to relieve distress in any part of the· 
province I will be the first to support the proposal. l shall even be prepared' 
to meet any extra burden that 'may faU upon me consequent upon taking· 
such measures. The cotton question is not merely a provincial question' 
nor even an all India question, it is a world question." I, therefore, request; 

_the Government to give an assurance that ·they will appoint a committee· 
· to enquire whether this fall in prices is only a temporary or permanent feature.- 

. So far as the cases of other districts are concerned to which the Financia~ 0 

· Commissioner referred I may say that I had the honour of supporting the: 
resolution of the member from Dera Ghazi Khan (Shaikh Fai,z Mllhammad}: 
for the relief of Dera Ghazi Khan. If more money has to be raised for the· 
relief of distress of Dara Ghazi Khan, Hissar, Gurgaon or any other district, . 

. · we are prepared to bear any extra taxation along with our urban brethren 
··:The tax may take any form. (4. eoice : Poll tax ?) Let it be poll tax. or 
jazw. or whatever it may be. But let those proposals for taxation come· 
in a concrete form for the help of these poor people. We will be ready 

. to. bear the extra burden. The question raised by my honourable friend' 
· .. from Lahore (Sardar Hira Singh) is a very interesting and important ono evers 

as much from the Government point of view as from the cultivators' point 
· of viow. I shall explain how the proposal coutained Iii the resolution wfil. 

be beneficial to the Government. If the obiana rates are not reduced,. 
If they are allowed to remain at their present level, t_he enltivatiors will not 

. find it to their advantage to grow cotton. Consequently there will be less:: 
cotton grown and, therefore, the revenue from abiana on cotton will deereass .. 
It was pointed out that the cultivators were bringing more land into cnltiva 

. tton than the supply of water for irrigation will warrant and that they ought 
not to do so. It is not, I ma,y submit, a loss to the province if we aamindars' 
foolishly gamble with rains and bring more· land into cultivation on the 

- chance of getting more supply of water from rain. By this the Govern· 
ment only stands to gain, beeause it gets more revenue by the cultivation of 
more land. · 

In conclusion, I submit that an assurance from Government that it will 
appoint a committee to go into the whole question raised. in the resolution . 
will go a great way towards meeting the wishes of the zamindars who ha.V:Er- 
lost a great deal in their cotton crop. · 
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Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang [North-West Towns (Non-Muhammadan)r 
Urban]: Sir, I wish I could support the resolu- 

3 ur. tion 'Which my learned friend hh.s moved. It. i1F 
always very painful to· impose taxes and much more painful to pay them> - 
As a matter of fact, nobody wants to pay any tax at all. If all taxes· 
were abolished especially the income-tax, as my honourable friend suggests. 
I would be· as pleased· as my friends on those benches. · But unfortunately 
the-Government has to be carried on. Government itself is an evil according 
to some political philosophers, but it is a necessary evil and we cannot get: 
rid of it. If those gentlemen who occupy those benches go, some others wi1li 
come and if they go, 'some others still will come and Government bas to· 
continue. That being the case, the sinews of war, ways and means for 

O maintaining Government have to be procured. I think, . so far as °the 
_ Punjab Government iseoneemed, the zamindars can possibly have no eom> 

plaint against it. It is very unfortunate that we have sometimes to differ 
with our zamindar brethren in this Rouse. · Our position really is one of 
great difficulty; especially sitting as we do on these benches. When we were 
there, in the benches opposite, we had only to oppose whatever the Govern 
ment said. Now that we sit here, I would repea.t the expression which 
my learned friend used, we find ourselves between the devil and the deep 
sea. If we would support every thing that comes from that side, we find 
that Government cannot be carried on. If we would not, they say : These-- 

' ·· urban people are very narrow-minded and they> have not got sufficient 
'sympathy for the rural people. We have therefore, to look at things from a 
,)teasonable point of view, from a commonsense point of view, .and from a 

1ptactical point of view. As I say, so far as the Punjab Government is con-: 
. earned, the zamindars have every reason to be grateful to the Government 
· and not to be dissatisfied in any way with it. Can the Punjab zamindars 
' point to ~ny other province where the Government has done so much for the · 
· agricultural people ? Is there any such . canal system elsewhere as exists· 
in this province ? Has the Government of any other province done so much 
for the welfare of the zamindars as the Government of this province has done 'r 

• · If I am not mistaken there is no other province where any such Act as the 
Land Alienation Act exists. I know there is a Deccan Agriculturists Relief 
Act but lt is in many respects different from the Land Alienation Act such as is 
in force in this province. It is ostensibly .for the protection of the zamindaes. 
Then we :find that. since the reformed government many concessions have 
been allowed to the zamindars. My honourable friend, the Honourable 
able Revenue '.Member was one day,, I do not remember the occasion now, 
in a way condemning himself for having caused so such loss to · the ex- - 
chequer of the province inasmuch as since he assumed charge of his exalted 
office, he had to make remissions amounting to something like 80 lakhs of· 
mpees, (A eoiee, : More than that.) It' was indirectly taking credit for 
! am told it is over one crors and nineteen lakhs-the whole sum in various 
forms which he· has really put into the pockets of tho zamindars. I some· 
times wonder whether any other people also exist in this province besides· 

· the zamindars, and whether there is anybody who looks after their interests· 
··as well. Whenever we find resolutions in this House during the days allotted 

.·· for non-official business we find some . gentlemen . coming forward asking 
for' a lakh or fiTe Iakhs for the Dara Ghazi Khan . district, another for grants· 

· of Iands in the Shahpur district, yet another for a reduction in the abian<J! 
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· and so on, always asking for some sort of. concession or other for a cettain 
· class · of the people of the Punjab.· ··-We know that · the : . non-agrieul 

turists also sometimes - suffer very badly. · During the last floods, for 
· -intanco, we know that . several · cities -were decimated, I think that 

decimated only . means reduced. by one-tenth=-so decimation- is not the 
word for it. When I visited Jhelum . it . was just about one-tenth 

· that escaped the-devastation of the floods. I saw houses of the Hindus, 
Sikhs and Muslims levelled to the ground to the extent of hundreds and people 

. having really no means to restore their small buildings. I read in the papers 
-that when ,Hi<.1 Excellency the Governor visited Jhelum, .he was approached 
·by the people for help and His Excellency was obliged to say: There is no 
provision in the budget to extend any relief to you ; and the poor people, 

· -then said as we findin the papers that the Punjab Government might make 
-some arrangement with the God of the Clouds that he should not send too 
· much of water into the Punjab unless there was sufficient provision in the 
Punjab Government's budget to extend someielief to the peoplewho suffered 

· ,by them l Nobody seems to feel for these people. That was .also the case 
-with Pind Dadan Khan. As regards other· distresses which frequently 
·visit the non-agricultural classes I have never seen any Member of Govern 
ment" or many members of this Honse showing any tenderness for them. If 

·~it is a question of t.he~faU' of prices of cotton and relief. is .sought QD 
that ground, surely when the prices of piece goods fell and many trading 

.houaes in Amritsar were ruined, not a member of this House, ·not to speak · 

.of an official member, had any eonsideration for them. Nobody came for· 
.. ward to ask for any relief on their' behalf:. Not thatwe do not feeUor them, 

·but we who represent the urban'people are unfortunately-cursed .with.the 
- fatal gift of commonsense and 'a little more knowledge than · our friends 

' .over there, and therefore, although we 'feel and feel keenly for them, we .do 
.not think it reasonable that tin such· occasions we should corns to this Hoase 
and Government· asking for Special concessions for them, because really that 

· is a vicious principle and· no limit· can be imposed upon such demands. 
If you show a concession on one occasion to one section or the population, 

:you will be forced to show similar concessions to another section of the popu- 
lation on another occasion. And as I say, so far._as showing of concessions 

_ is concerned, tho Punjab Government has heen v-ery generous towards the 
-zamindars. Here is my friend who is interested in timber business and 'he 
just draws my attention to the terrihle loss that timber merchants and 
foreflt lessees suffered on account of large stocks of timber being washed away 
on the Jhelum and other rivers. Nobody has ever shown any mercy for 

. them. Nobody is going to start a relief · fund for them .. So far as the 
zamindars are . concerned, there is really no end to their concessions. 

"Honourable members of this House are' aware that with one stroke the Gov 
. ernment redueed the ,ibi,ma from 75 lakhs to 50 lakhs thereby making a. 
. · remission· of 25 lakhs. Yet, there ·was· a -cry that sufficient concession had 

not been allowed, Only. recently, when my. honourable friend, Sardar 
Sikandar Hyat held the portfolio ofrevenue, he went-through the thing ag!!,in 

.andJ am told that the rate of wadh u:attar revenue has been considerably 
-redueed -, (!Chan Rahadnr· Captain ·Sardar Sikandar Hayat Khan: "Orders . 
-were issued.in mv time, but the thing was gone into in thetime of my predeces- 

; -sor.) ·Well; Sir;°the Honourable the Rt\veriue Meiriber·went,in~ this.ques- 
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-ti(?n because I remember it was probably during the Simla session that· some 
·:Of}:tl:nrmemhers ofrthis House raised the question of wadh wattar, a word 
which I personally heard for the first time then. And their grievance was 

. so speedily redressed, I wish that sometimes our grievances also were so 

.,speedily, nay, .even slowly, redressed. It so -happens, however, 'that no· 

. body seems to have a tender corner in his heart for any other · community 
in this province except the samindar community. ( 1 ke Honourable Mi,ari, 

. Sir Fazl-~'.-HU!ain: You have only mentioned Jhelum and Lala Mohan 
Lal's timber business. You kindly mention others.) Well the honourable . 

. -member is just really sa.ying what in Persian, or shall I say Arabic, is called, 
Tajahul-i arifana. Nothing is unknown to him and if he really wants 

. and shows· readiness to give relief to us and redress our grievances, he will not 
'be lacking in knowledge of those grievances, and I can surely bring to bis 
notice the several grievances which the non-agricultural eommunities feel. 
Only recently through his hands, the non-agriculturists of one particular 

.distriet in the Punjab have suffered a loss of serveral Iakhs because a eer 
-tain community which had been trying for many years, for over 20 years 
I think, to have . them regarded as an agricultural tribe and had always been 
appealing to the Government was notified as· an agricultural tribe by my 

"honourahla friend himself, I mean the Jionourable the Revenue Member. 
· (The Honouroble 11:li an Sir Fazl-i-Hus·,in : What is the reference to, I ·fail 

to know.) I refer to the Kotla Mohammed Zarif in the Chiniot tahsil. 
The Ronourable Revenu~ Member whoever he was at the time, for I see the 

"honourabls member disclaims it, has so done it. I am not talking of my 
Honourable friend Sir Fazl-i-Husain particularly, but whoever may ~11 
the office should not make an invidious distinction between one commumty 

.and another in that way. The result has been that this notification has 
recently come and at one sweep a loss of. several lakhs has been caused 
-to the lending community in that part of the Jhang district as it has 
now become impossible for them to realise a· pie from the class which has 
been notified as an agricultural tribe recently. I do not know whether, it 

-is the Financial Commisioner or it· is. His Excellency that is responsible for 
it. I am not criticising His Excellency for my attack ·can only extend ,to 
these benches. This is only an instance and if the Honeurab.e the Revenue 

"Member wants some · more, I eou 1 d give him more. This is one for him ~o 
. consider, and I believe he will soon, if he has not already, receive a depu 
~ tation, and I am sure he-will go into the question and give it a favourable 
. --0onsid~ration. · Then, only recently, last year I believe, if I am not mistaken, 
. a remission of· some-40 lakhs was made in favour ·of the agricultural classes 

because of the loss to the wheat crop.· (The Honourable Mirin Sfr Fazl-i 
.Husoin : To allrovenue payers?) I .shall say, to all Iand-holders, I am 

· ·talking of zamindars .whether they ploughed their .Iands with their. own 
·hands or they did not. I was talking of the zamindars and my theme 
was that this Government existed primarily in the interests of .the .zamin- 
dars, A sum of 40 Jahh~ was r~mitted only last year and as the figures 

.recently published· show, another sum of 40 lakhs or so was given by w~y 
.of tnC<Hvi to the .landholding' elass in the various districts of the Punjab. 
1n this way; I· think, the· Government has only durihg the last two , or 

f -three years. P:iit morrth_!!,na :C!Ol'E;J of tupees in the pockets of the zamin 
. .dars· a·nd-yet~ ·the cry -0f halmin mazid; is still there. · I will not say that 
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the stcmaehs-of these·peopil'fa'l.'6 so de~, but'certamlM'-tmr,ery· of;_'EMlmin 
mazi<J, still arises from these quarters. . 

. The more they are given, the more they want and it really becomes im 
possible for the Government to satisfy the unreasonable demands which are 
very often, unfortunately, too often, made by zamindars in. the province .. 
1· am not against giving relief where relief is necessary but this is not the 
method, because it opens up a vicious 'principle which involves the Govern 
ment and the people of this country in great difficulties. Now a gentleman 
was just saying that the same difficulty has arisen in the case of rice crop. 
The prices of rice have also fallen very much. Well the rice growers may 
with equal reasonableness or equal unreasonableness come to the Govern 
ment and say, if you are going to show concession in abiana to cotton growers, 
why not give similar concession to those who are growing rice? There are some 
parts of the Punjab which live almost entirely on rice, that is, their staple 
food is rice and if Government relief is going to be given to one class of 
people why ~hould it not be given to another class of people ~ This relief should, 
not be ~estncted only to zamindars and cotton-growing people. Why not. 
extend it to other people who do not live directly on land, tothosewholive 
by labo1_il' ? Is -the Government doing anything directly beyond appointing 
a comm1~tee and going into the question,_to save these people? Is the Govern 
ment doing anything substantial for the unemployed people and for the 
educated unemployed? Is _the Government unaware that there are 
thousands of educated people who have not any means of livelihood and 
are on the point of stervation ? What. is the Government doing for· 
aged people in the form of old age pensions or something of that kind ?' 
I say instances can be multiplied for relief tQ be given for this reason or that. 
and the very unreasonableness, the unimaginableness of the thing would be 
sufficient to defeat the resolution. Jt is certainly not lack of sympathy 
that prompts me to make these remarks. I am always ready to advocate 
relief of distress wherever it exists, . but some suitable methods must . be 
found. I am really surprised that no honourable member of this House h~s 
come forward with a proposal that a sinking fund should be established. m 
this province, though something has alreadv 1- oen done in the way of PunJ.ab 
Famine Relief Fund. Every year a few la .hs should. be put into that ~d 
and all sorts of distress should be relieved. out of that fund. If a crop fails,. 
relief should be given to samindars: if there is a depression in trade, the trad. 
ing community should be given relief by means of loans if not gratuities. 
If there is unemployment, let some relief works be started to enable the un- 
employed labourers to earn their living and so on. That is the proper thing 
to have some such measures. It will certainly have my hearty support •. 
But I am really sorry that I am unable to support the resolution as it stan<ls 
(hear, hear). . 

Mr.J. B. G. Smith (Chief Engineer, Irrigation): Sir, I am very glad: 
I waited for the honourable member from Montgomery to speak before I stood. 
up. He suggested that this question can be analysed from three points of view, 

_political, financial and economic. I leave the Honourable Revenue Member· 
to deal. with the political side of this question if he sees . .fit to do so, and 
Mr. Penny to deal with the financial aspect. I will try to confine· myself to" 
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;the economic view point. It was rather surprising to read the terms in 
whieh the resolution is framed and then to listen to my honourable friend 
iroin Montgomery. The honourable mover asks for a reduction of sis annas 
in the rupee, that is more than a third, bringing the rates back to what they 
-were in about 1924, for the reason of an" unprecedented " fall in the prices 

.·of cotton. I will come to the" unprecedented "fall in the price a little later. 
lfy honourable friend from -Montgomery based his support of the resoln 
tion not on the. fact of any unprecedented fall, but on a doleful foreboding 
.of an unprecedented fall-a very different matter. Government has to 
frame its~ rates on facts obtained from past records ; it cannot frame them 
-on anticipation. Coming back to the " unprecedented fall " in the prices, I 
think the House got the impression that when the abiana rate was raised 
in 1924, Rs. 22 to 24 per maund of cotton was the prevaling rate. I think 
that is the impression ·that the House got, I certainly got that impression 
irom the speaker and the supporter; I go back as far as 1918. !leave desi 
out, desi is slightly lower than American. In 1918, the American varied 
·irom Rs. 14 to 17 per maund: in 1919 it varied from Rs. 10 to Rs. 19 the 
majority of the rates being less than Rs. 15; in 1920 the prices were at 
Rs. 7 to 'Rs. 10; in 1921 they varied from Rs. 9 to Rs. 12; in 1922 from 

:Rs. 17 to Rs. 15, in 1928, this 'was the only year in which they got any 
:tbing like Rs. 22. 

Sayad Muhammad Husain: Abioma was raised in the· same year. 
Mr. J.B. G. Smith: ·1 am talking of the rates for 1928 on which you 

,say th11t the Government based its abiana rates. "In 1924 it fell again 
varying from Rs. 19 to Rs.18. In 1925 it was down to Rs. 10 to Rs. f6·; 
-iQ 1926 it was down to 8·7 to 10·5; in 1927 rates were down generally 
·from Rs. 19 to Rs. 18. In 1928 they were down to Rs. 12 to Rs. 18. 
That is a very different state of a:ff!:l,irs from the impression that 
l got of the rates which were said to be generally at Rs. 22. Now, 
:as I told you, Government bases its rates not on . any probability, but 
.on past records. The honourable member from Montgomery gave the 
House another false impression and that was that the rates were increased 
solely because of the high prices prevailing. I may be · allowed to. 
-eontradict him, It is not the reason. I am quoting from the Gazette 
Extraordinary which was issued in October 1924. This House will remember 
that in about April 1924 all obiana rates were revised because of the deficit 
in the Punjab budgets. Subsequently between April 1924 and October 
1924 Goverpment thought fit to revert to the rates prevailing before 1924 
for practically all crops except those which we know as "5th class " rates 
in which cotton was included. Certainly the price of cotton had an influ 
ence on the increase, but it was not the only reason. The increase was very 
1argely on account of working expenses. As the Gazette notification said. 
-dnring the past twenty years-i.e., from about 1904-the working expenses 
of the canals have risen by anything from 87 to 59 per eent., the rate ot 
obiana throughout the · period having remained practically stationary. 
At the time when it was decided to increase the rates of abiana on cotton, 
;a·very valuable concession was also made in the abolition of Wadlt 11attar 
Tates to which my honourable friend, Dr. Goknl Chand, Narang, bas just 
1'0ferred. That involved the Government in a sacrifice of something .like 
'20 to 24 lakhs. Now then, iny honourable friend, the Doctor, also made 
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rather humorous remarks about giving away Government money. Since. the . 
Wadh Wattar rates were reduced the fodder rates have been .. reduced 
steadily and consistently from Rs. S to Rs. 1-8-0. This reduction is not only. 
on fodder or the crops w·. hich had be_en ~ted l!B fodder' ten ;wars ago ; t. ho. l~st, 
of fodder crops has expanded steadily till we are now coinpelled to resist· 
any further addition to it. These concessions have accounted for 'another · 
between 18and 20 lakhs of rupees, if Ireniember correctly. 80 that, since- 
1924 the revenues have been brought down by a total of about 50 lakhs or . 
so. My honourable friend the Doctor in opposing the further sacrifice of 
funds wanted to know why similar concessions are not given to people who 
suffered losses in timber or houses in the recent floods; He will be in 
terested to learn that Government has within the last week given a : 
remission of over 5 lakhs to the zamindars on the Lower Jhelum Canal, · 
The·figure will probably be increased when we get the. details of Jhang but 
at present they stand at about 5 lakhs. The remission is because of the failure 
of the bead works of the Lower Jhelum Canal. How can Government 
go on doing these things, if we are to adopt the method recommended by 
our honourable friends from the other side of the- House ? 

. There was a. rather curious argument advanced by the honourable mover. 
and that was that 10 or 15 or 20 or may be SO years ago they .had a certain 
ameunt of water in a particular river and they used to be charged what 
might have been then an economic rate. Now, though larger areas are 
being irrigated with the same amount of water the rates are increased. 

, The argument is that the water is a commodity for which they paid a full price· 
20 years ago when 'their canal was probably ihiga,ting two-thirds· of: . 
the present area under irrigation. Now 'as. the area irrigated bas been in- · 
creased with the same amount of water, the rates should be decreased. 
Surely when this House wants further extensions of irrigation· I take it that. 
it will have far too 'good .sense to accept, even for the purposes of argument, 
thia-reason advanced bythe honourable .moverfor lowering the rate. 

I think · the honourable member from Montgomery made , some re 
marks .about the assessment in the Lahore .. district being fixed and not 
fluctuating." Lam ratherpussled by what he said. He. surely must have- 
meant }and revenue. The abiana is certainly not fixed and last year and the· · 
year before,· there were remissions granted by· the Government for· 
cotton and for wheat. My friend, Mr. Penny, I 'have no doubt, will give- 
you many good reasons as to how adversely . this . reduction would effect, 
bis budget if it was. agreed upon. _But I would like to point out jast this. I 
will not refer now to waterlogging. But everybody knows that much- 
greater attention is being paid _to drainage now. than has been in the past; 
and 'drainage costs money. Those very wise people who framed the Canal- · 
and Drainange Act forty or fifty years ago made a provision- that drainage· 
costs might be met by the Government by either providing. money required 
for drainage by a special rate· on the area that is . going to· be drained or· 
finding the money itself and charging-a small rate annually from the people 
benefited. We; the Irrigation Branch, seeing the trend· of things, consider- . 
ed two or three years ago whether we should go to Government. for sane- _ 
tion or to this House for- sanction. We went to Government for sanction 
to have a small draina~e tax. The_. (}ove~ent quite ~el;r, after· ample- 
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consideration turned the proposal down, so that _the cost~ <>f all drainage 
schemes, all extensions of · drainage, . are all met from the existing obiana 
figures. Whether we. can continue to do that for all time, I do not know r 
but we shall not be able to do it if this House agrees to this resolution which 
is'. before it. -With thes~ words I submit that this is not the time to accept 
such a resolution as is put before us .. · (Applau.sf.). 

Chauclhri Yasin Khan (Gurgaon-eien-Hissar, Muhammadan, Rural)' 
(Urdu) : Sir, I thought that the resolution now before the House, being a 
simple one, would not call for any opposition. The arguments advanced 
against it are very funny. May I ask the members of this Rouse as to who 
sanctioned the enhancement in abiana ? It was done in this very Rouse and 
with the support and approval of the zamindar members. What I have to say 
is that zamindars are not miserly people, In time of need they never hesi-: · 
tate to render all possible help to Government. When:· abiana was enhanced 
the. Government was badly in need of money. They willingly accepted the· 
burden proposed to be put on them by Government. With regard to abioma: 
the resolution now under consideration proposes a reduction to the extent 
of six annas in tho rupee. That has been said to be too much. But that is 
not so in view of the abnormal conditions obtaining now-a-days in the- · 
country. When abiana was enhanced the prices of grains were very high. 
hut now they have become very low. My honourable friend, Mr. Maya Das; 
remarked that if.. -,re were to adopt this principle, goodness knows· 
what would become of the administration of this country. · That remark of 
his would have · been quite appropriate if. the. demand for reduction in abiana 
on the part of zamindars had been unjust and unnecessary. Theirs is a very· 
miserable lot. It has also been said that Government does not afford any 
help to the labourers and the insolvents. But the question is how much they 
pay to the Government. Their case is quite different. They are subject; 
to income-tax which varies according to their income. But the poor zamin- - 
dare· have to pay land revenue and abiana even if their crops are totally ruined. 
Whatever proposal is put before the House for the benefit of the zamindars 
it is sure to be met with opposition .from the members on the other side. 
(.A n hpnourable member: why ?) Because it has become a, habit with them 
to oppose any motion put on behalf of· the zamindars in this Council. I 
would request the Government to' effect reduction in abiana in view of the· 
principle on which suspensions and remissions are granted. If that is not· 
done, I would be constrained to remark · that Government have .no 
sympathies with the zamindars and that they want to oppress them. IF 
is not proper for Government-to act like some of the, native states where land 
revenue is realised in · kind and where· in time of need the revenue may be· 
realised in advance. The request of the zamindars for effecting reduction . 
in abiana is most reasonable and should be readily acceded to hy Govern> 
ment. With these words I strongly support the resolution. , 

Rana Firoz-ud·Dfu. Khan (South-East Towns, Muhammdan, Urban)". 
(Urdu) : Sir, as has been just remarked by an honourable friend of mine the 
resolution under consideration is a simple, one but it is strange to see th11,t, 
such an innocent resolution should be so bitterly opposed by my honourable. 
friend, Dr. Narang. Re has been pleased to remark that zamindars are 
ahvaJs clamouring for concessions though they are already raised to the 
position o~ masters in. this province, The _honourable member has also» 
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-narrated that the blessings of the British Raj have mostly been conferred 
.upon the zamindars. Re has stated that Government has constructed 
;.hospitals, telegraph offices and canals for the use of the zamindars. For all 
.this they should be grateful to the Government. That is all very well. But 
to Jlle it looks a bit ironical that the blessings of the British Raj as narrated 

"by the honourable Dr. Narang to-day on the floor of this Rouse have not " 
.. once bat twenty times been very lightly spoken of by him in the Bradla.ugh 
"Hall, Lahore. I cannot see how Dr. Sahib is going to reconcile his views 
.expressed here in this Rouse with those expressed outside it. 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: That is the beauty of the 
:reform scheme. 

Rana Firoz-ud•Din Khan : A few months back a Royal Commission 
.on Agriculture was sent to India, A well known paper in England while 
commenting upon the necessity of such a commission stated that 75 or 80 

· per cent. of the popu1ation of India consists of zamindars. They are very 
· backward. They are becoming very poor every day. Their poverty is 
.adversely affecting the British nation. Consequently it was decided to send 
.a Royal Commission to India in order to consider and report on the ways 
.and means of ameliorating the condition of the zamindars. That wa_s all 
done primarily for the benefit of the British nation. The British people 

.deeided .to increase the pnrehasing power of the zamindars as in that lay to 
eome extent. the prosperity of the British nation. I admit that canals have 
.been constructed for the use of the zamindars. But the benefit does not go 
to them alone. The British nation it; earning erores of rupees by way of 
interest on the money invested in these canals. Thousands _of tons of raw 

.materiel produced · with the help of the water of these canals are sent to 
-:England every :y:.ear. The British people manufacture goods out of these raw 
-materials and send them to India deriving cent per cent. profit thereon, The 
-Govemment is also realising lakhs of rupees in the form of abiana. In tlµs 
.connectiori I am reminded of a couplet o~ Hali.:- · 

y u .rn UJ;e,, yl..a:; 'i c.1,-!f! ~~ ~ .. lr,o 
~ cJI._.::..) ~ lf i '-)~ .:,~ ,-( ... 1 &"(~J 

cflir, the matter now before the Rouse though a simple one has been given 
.-unnecessary importance- · 

~.)i &.il_;I '--~ Y.; ~t~ Y."' ~iJ 
It has been said that originally: enhancement in abiana was effected 

;,to the extent of 75 lakhs out of which 80 Jakhs or so have been remitted quite 
recently. That is true. But no one has considered how and why this en 
hancement in abiana was effected. At the time of this enhancement the 
<Goverriment had to pay its annual contribution to the Government of 
India. Our budget was shown to be a deficit budget to the extent of 55 Iakhs, 

<The then Honourable Finance Member did not think 1t advisable to increase 
:the rates of minor taxes like the colll't fees. He wanted to ob 
tain a. lump sum. from the enhancement of abiana rates. Consequently it was 
proposed to enhance the abiana rates to the extent of one erore, But after. 

~wards it was decided to enhance .abiana to the extent of 75 or 80 lakbs only. 
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Unexpectedly the next year budget was found to be a surplus budget. The 
Government of India also remitted the provincial contribution. Under these . 
circumstances the Government thought it advisable to reduce abia'na to 
the extent of 80 Iakhs, The Government had still 50 lakhs, It has also been 
said that enhancement in abiana was effected with the approval of the zamin 
dar members of the House. That is quite wrong. The abiana rates were 
enhanced under executive orders. The poor zamindars were not even con- 

sulted in this matter. My honourable friend.Dr. Narang ~ 
4 P.M. has complained that Government 'helps the samindars ., 

in and out of season but pays very little heed to other communities. The 
honourable member has not been able to give particular instances though 
he was asked by the Honourable Revenue . Member to explain his point 
of view giving illustrations, He has however stated that Government 
does not help the labourers in days when.labour becomes very cheap. But 
the honourable member seema to have ignored this fact that 0.very 
inch of the land of a zamindar i!'I subject to land revenue but the1 income of a . 
labourer, if it does not exceed two thousand rupees, is not subject to income 
tax. Sir, when the zamindar pays land revenue, when he renders veluable 
services to the state, whm provincial contributions have been remitted by 
Government of India, when our budget is a surplus budget and when the 
zamindar has suffered considerable loss by successive failure of crops, would 
it not be in the fitness of things to reduce the abiana rates ? The troubles. 
of the zamindars are two-fold. Firstly, the crops are not good and secondly, 
the prices are very low. In the years 1926-28 the crops have been below 
the average. The cotton crops have terribly suffered from some disease as _ 
yet unknown to Government and their department of Agriculture. Wlien 
Government failed to cope with this disease, was it not better for them to _ 
warn the people not to sow cotton crops for a number o~ years because of the 
serious dang-er of these crops being ruined. by this unknown disease '} The 
Government have failed to discharge their duties towards the people and when 
the zamindars are ruined and they are asked to reduce abiana rates they 
.ask how that can be . done when they have to afford sufficient relief to 
those who have suffered by recent floods. Sir, that argument is not at all 
convincing. You should willingly help the people who have suffered losses 
by floods but that should not be the reason for not effecting reduction in 
abiana. While considering the resolution now before the House we should 

.see whether there have been successive failures of crops and whether the 
prices of grains have really come down. If so, it is the foremost duty of the 
Government tQ seriously consider the question of .reduoing abiana rates. 
With these words I support the resolution. 

Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra N,th (Punjab Landholders, Gene· 
,ral) (Urdu) : Sir, I rise to offer a f~w remarks on the resolution with a view 
to removing any misunderstanding that might have been created in the 
.minds Qf the zamindar members with regard to our attitude towards this 
motion. Sir, I am one of those persons who stand to gain to the fullest 
extent if any concessions are shown to the zamindars and who suffer loss 
if any step, adversely affecting the zamindars, is taken by the Government. 
I hope, therefore,. that whatever I shall say with regard to this resolution 
will not be construed to mean that I resent concessions made or have any 
::feeling of jealousy about them. 

I 
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While speaking on the motion under consideration of the House," 

the honourable Chief Engineer was pleased to remark that the rise in the 
price of cotton and other crops was only partially responsible for the en 
hancement in ·abiana. But. I differ from him. In my opinion the rise in the 
prices of cotton and other crops was one of the most important factors for this 
enhancement. Owing to the increase in the prices of agricultural produce 
and consequent increase in the prices of the necessities of life of the people 
and for the matter of that of the Government servants employed in the Irri 
gation department and owing to the corresponding increase in the cost of 
labour, the expenditure on the Irrigation department increased. , To meet 
the increased expenditure water-rate had to ·be increased. So, from what- 

_, ever point of view you look at this matter, you will come to the con- 
clusion that increase in the prices of crops was responsible for the enhance 
ment in obiama:; In the face of these facts it k no use denying that rise in the· 
prices of agricultural produce had very much to do with the increase in water 
rate. But in this connection we must take into consideration the fact that it is 
not cotton alone the price of which has fallen. The water-rate was enhanced 
with regard to other crops as well and their prices too have proportionately 
f,allen and are yet falling (A cowe--'l'hen try to have a general reduction made. 
in the abiana). The price of rice, in particular, has gone down very low and 
,Lis one of those agricultural products for which the water-rate fixed is ver-y 
high. If I were to look at these facts and if there had been no other consider 
ations, I would have certainly supported the resolution. In fact, I fully 
s_ympathise with the object of the resolution. I rather wish that, if possible, 
abiana on cotton crop may be reduced as proposed. But we have to see 
whether it is possible for the Government to do so and whether there is 
nothing more important to be done for the welfare of the zamindars. In 
my opinion there are many other things of greater importance and of greater 
value from the point of view of zamindars that require our immediate at- 

. tion. For example, the means of comunications in the villages urgently 
require to be improved. I will not say that our roadsa re good or bad 
as compared with the roads in- othes provinces. But it is certainly true that 
a good deal of improvement is required in respect of our roads and if these 
roads are improved before anything else is done, the zamindars will gain 
materially. In the presence of good roads the zamindars can easily and 
speedily take their agricultural produce to the markets and can get the high 
prices prevailing there. In the absence of this facility, fodder crop is almost. 
wasted in the villages. It does not bring any return to tn~ producers. If 
good roads' are provided, this waste can also be avoided. Besides it is a 
matter of great importance that the zamindars should be educated. Their 
illiteracy is very much distressing. The question of public health-Is another 
important matter. There are many villages in the province the inhabitants 
of which have to travel 20 miles and more to seek the advice of the doctors 

.posted to the dispensaries. Then the arrangements for the treatment of 
catties, whose life and health is more dear to the zamindars and particularly 
petty zamindars than their own lives, are very unsatisfactory. It is no exag 
geration to say that the lives of animals are more dear to petty aamindars 
than even their own lives. Sometimes the death of one ox ruins them for 
their whole lives. They can not replace that ox unless t.hey go to some 
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moneylender and take loan from him and when once they contract this bad 
habit, they can not give it up and thus their lives become very miserable (!,,ear, 
kear). In my heart of hearts I desire that abiana should be reduced, if not 
as much as proposed, at least half of it. I will surely profit thereby. ~ut 
I cannot be so selfish. I must look to the other needs of my brethren which 
are, I think, more pressing. If, the income of the state.is reduced, how will it 
be able to meet demands for increased expenditure on all the heads I have 
enumerated? In view of all these considerations I give my brotherly 
advice to the honourable mover that he should not insist on his 
resolution and that he should withdraw it. If this resolution is 
accepted and abiana on cotton is reduced; zamindars will come forward _,, 
and demand that abiana on other crops should also be' reduced and 
if Government were to· yield to such demands, the present financial equ 
ilibrium will become unsettled, and reduction in expenditure on beneficent 
departments will become necessary. 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogenclra Singh (Minister for Agricul 
ture): Sir, speaking as an agriculturist I wish to place a· few considerations 
before this Hous'e and particularly before the honourable mover of this reso 
lution. The honourable mover in his resolution requests that owing to the 
fall in prices of cotton obiana on cotton may be reduced by six annas in the 
rupee. I think the honourable mover of the resolution is a ware that so far 
the demand on the part of the agriculturists has been for a permanent settle 
ment· or at least long term settlements. If this resolution is to be accep 
ted it would introduce a new principle, tha,t is, a sliding scale according to 
the rise or fall in the price of commodisiee=-e principle which) I am quite sure 
he will agree with me, .will not be approved of by the agriculturists in general. 
He knows, and I think all of us know, that when the Punjab Land Bevenua 
Act was· under discussion in this Council, the demand was for the peried 
of settlement to he increased. Now, if we accept this resolution it would 
mean that with every temporary fall or rise in price of commodities the 
Government will be in a position to lower 01· to raise the water rate, whereas 
what the :eeople need is a fixity of assessment. 

Now, coming to the water rate itself. In the Taxation Enquiry Com 
mittee I gave great deal of attention to the problem. I have always 
held that water rate should bear a definite proportion to the cost of 
production. Water is one of the most important factors in the mis· 
ing of crops. You can get some idea of the price of water if the water rate 
is compared with what it costs to lift water for irrigati:on purposes by other 
means. This Rouse has been pressing on me particularly in connection with 
the hydro-electric scheme that that scheme should bring a return on the 
amount that is going to be invested. That equally applies to the invest 
ment of very large capital on irrigation works. This capital should bring 
in at least a good return or profit. (A voice : What difference would it 
make if you reduce the rates ?) An honourable member asks me what the 
loss would be if the rate on cotton was reduced. I can only say that I cannot 
answer that question. (A voice : Then, why do you speak on that point?) 
The Finance Secretary tells me -that it would be about thirty Iakhs 
a year. (.A voice: What will be the loss per cent. on the capital invest 
ed ?) I think the Finance Secretary when he gets up to speak on the resolu 
tion will give the necessary information. 
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[Hon'ble Sardar Sir Jogindra Singh, J _ 
One honourable member asked me why the . agricultural depart 

ment did not tell the people not to cultivate cotton so that they might have 
been saved the cost of production as well as the abioma charges which they 
have to pay. I may assure him that the agricultural department is convinc-. 
ed that.cotton is a paying crop. There might have been failures, but may I 
ask the honourable member to tell me if there is any crop which is not subject 
to such failures including oil seeds, wheat, sugarcane ? Periodically you have 
some crop· or other suffering. (A voice: Not successively for four years.) 
Unfortunately cotton crop has suffered, but I may say this for the inform 
ation of the House that I have been looking into the cotton crop all over the 
province and the conclusion I have reached is this, that wherever there is 
good cultivation and proper plant food provided-the crop survives even in 
bad years and yields a good return. (Interruption). I can take the honourable 
member round to Lyallpur and show him that good crop has been grown 
there. 

Then again, the honourable member. from Montgomery asked me as· to 
what we were doing for improving the production of cotton crop. There are 
some new types of cotton. (Interruption). ·r am answering the question 
asked by the honourable member from M~mtgomery. Some new types of 
cotton are under investigation and we hope that within two oi three years 
we shall be able to distribute the seed, and th s, I hope; will resist 
disease successfully. 

I think the member from Montgomery raised a very important question, 
He rightly called the attention of the House to the falling prices of commodi 
ties and I can assure him that I have been very seriously watching the effect 
of falling of prices on the purchasing · power of the agriculturists. This is 
c~rtainly a very important question which needs investigation. Lastly, I 
would ask the honourable mover to consider the effect of his resolution if it 
was accepted. · He asks that the water rate may be reduced on cotton crop. 
I feel.it will introduce a new principle. The present method of remit 
ting water rate and revenue, wherever there is a failure of crops, meets the 
.situation. I would therefore request the mover to withraw his resolution. 

MalikNawah Major Talib Mehdi Khan: [Jhelum, Muhammadan,] 
{Rural) : Sir, a poet has truly drawn a picture in his famous line of the 
conditions of the samindars which runs as follows :~ 

ld> 1*'1 o;s jl ~ YI~ w~r., ~ 
Sir, the point before the House is whether a case can be made out for I!. 

certain reduction in a certain oess. On the one hand it is urged that money 
is required for roads, education and so forth and on the other ·a plea 
is put forward that the -zamindar gets al! what he wants and by getting 
these, as my honourable friend from Ferozepur said, his stomach has become 
·very large. I wish this had been the case. We have to consider whether a. 
·-zamindar has got the same amenities of life or enjoys the same benefits and. 
'the same comforts which an ordinary human being is entitled to have. I 
-am sorry to observe that every now and then efforts are being made to 
~iye class colour to various questions and the controversy of zamindar 
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and non-zamindar introduced. This is deplorable. Zamin.dar constitutes 80 
·· per cent. of the population, if I mistake not, in the Punjab. Agriculture is 
. the largest industry in the province. Now, we have to see0 whether the. 
industry has received the same amount of encouragement as others have done. 
No doubt, vast areas of arid land have been brought. under cultivation; 
no doubt, rivers have been cut off and poured into dry tracts of the country ; 
no doubt a vast increase has been effected in the productive· power of land, 
but we have to see how much of that profit is enjoyed by the zamindar, 
and I make bold to say that it is very little. The best plan I would suggest 
would be that a committee be 'appointed to study the whole question and see 
under what conditions, under what circumstances, and in what environ 
ments a zamindar lives. 

Mr. President: There is no motion or amendment for the forµi.ation 
of a committee. 

Malik Nawab Major Talib Mehdi Khan: Education has 
increased by leaps and bounds, means of communications have been 
developed, but can anyone find much difference in the conditions 
of a zamindar village ten or twenty years ago and now ? . There we have 
got the same filth, the same diseases, everything just as it :W?,S. A zamindar 

. living under those conditions suffers from all sorts of diseases and the worst 
of it is that he bas got not enough money in his pocket. to combat them, 
nor are sufficient funds, I might say, set apart by _Government for improving 
these conditions. I should not be accused of saying anything against the 
towns, but if one studies life in towns and compares it with that in villages, 
one is simply astonished. · It should not be looked upon as a question of 
obiana rate on cotton or on wheat, it should be neither one thing· nor the 
other; what is · meant or what is really needed is whether the zamin 
dar is assessed to the extent as all the other persons living in the pro 
vince are being assessed. And if not, I might suggest that some means 
should be adopted to sift the question and reduce tax wherever there is 
need for it. I will not say it should be on cotton, I will not say it· is 
to be on wheat, nor would I suggest -income-tax, All I urge is, equalize the 
tax and give the poor men the same relief as others are enjoying. With these 
words I support. the motion. 

Mr. H. Calvert (Financial Commissioner) ~ Sir, the plain question 
before the House is whether a sum of round about 50 lakhs of rupees a year 
should be given to the very wealthy agriculturists of irrigated lands taking 
it out of the hands of the poor people of those districts which do not enjoy 
any benefit whatever 'from irrigation. I have been asked not to use the 
argument but the issue is so clear and so unanswerable that it must be put 
before this House and decided. We all sympathise with the plight of the· 
cultivators due to a fall in the price of cotton. But the factors causing this 
are widely different and happen to be coming from different parts of the 
world. For many years past, cotton in America was afflicted, and very 
badly afflicted with the boll worm, and there was a marked tendency for the· 
export of American cotton to fall. Latterly, the agriculturists in the United 
States have discovered that if they grew their cotton on high lands, the, 
boll worm does not appear and the cotton does not suffer any loss on 1 la 
account. And the outturn of American cotton is now increasing. In 
Egypt where prices showed signs offalling so as to cause serious loss to the 

' 



[Mr.Calvert.] 
aamindars oi that country, the loeal legislative council passed a Bill pro· 
.hibiting anyone from putting more than one-third of his area under cotton· 

. That law is being put :in force so as to reduce the area under cotton and to 
:force up the. prices. Elsewhere cotton is finding a very serious competitor 
in woodpulp and when woodpulp is made into artificial silk the demand for 
cotton goods is -apt to suffer seriously. Therefore, it is quite natural in these 
rather conflicting eiroumstanoes that the zamindars of our province should 
be suffering somewhat from the world-wide changes. As far as can be seen, 
cotton is showing a marked tendency to settling round about pre-war prices. 
It has seemed to me as though the economic solution would be for the cul 
tivators of this province to put a somewhat less area under cotton until 
shortage of supply again raises the price. · 

But, although we can sympathise with the cultivators on the ground of 
this falling price, it has not yet been stated by any one that the price of 
cotton now is lower in any district -than · what the settlement officer took 
.as his commutation prices. While some cultivators are suffering from this 
deflation of cotton prices we have to remember they are gaining from the 
high prices of . such produce as gram. 

As I have said, the policy before this House is whether to rob the poor 
and pay the rich. My honourable friend seems desirous of introducing quite 
a new division into our provincial politics when he would split the province 
between those who get water from our wonderful canal syi;t,em and those 
who do not. I should like to warn him and all his friends that this is a. 
most dangerous policy to embark upon. For 'one thing, t.hey form a mi 
nority in this province and if they use their political power in this way there 
is bound to be a reaction which will tell heavily against them. The pro 
perty of the river water in the Punjab rests with the people as a whole, and 
the poor cultivators on the fringe of the province who get no irrigation, who 
get no return from the canal system of the province, are as ninch entitled 
to a share in that water as those who are enabled by the skill of our engineers 
to put it on to .their fields. The vast mass of people of this province are 
not able to get water for their fields. Most of them would willingly pay 
double the rates now charged. Th9y would ask for no 87,i per cent. reduc 
tion, but are willing to pay double the rates now charged for water, provided 
they get it. It would be a good policy and a just policy if we could so 
adjust the water rates as to bestow on those who get no direct advantage, 
indirect advantages by the enhanced water rate. 

I have said that the honourable mover would rob the poor to pay the 
rich, because if he proceeds to reduce the revenue of this province by round 
about 50 to 60 lakhs, there must be a powerful reaction on· the progress 
-of the province as a whole, there must be some decrease in the expansien 
of irrigation, of veterinary services, of medical and public health services, of 
schools, of metalled roads and all the other amenities which this Govern· 
ment is trying to provide for the people. It is quite impossible to adopt 

- this resolution, to reduce the obiana on cotton by 87! -per cent. without eaus 
.ing irreparable injury to all the poor people of the province. 

I do not think honourable members who feel inclined to support this 
zesolution quite understand the financial position of out new. canals. It ,is 
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-quite true that· last century labour was cheap and the Lower Che;nab Canal 
, was b'@.ilt on a basis o..f. round about Rs. 20 per aere irrigated, But now prices 
have risen, labour now costs more and the triple canal project costs in eapi 
tal equivalent to Rs. 71 per acre irrigated anp.i:mlly. The interest at 6 per 

-cent. for this sum of Rs. 71 is round about Rs. 4-8-0. That shows that the 
actual capital cost of the canal requires that there should be on an average 
Rs. 4-8-0 per acre paid by the cultivator. The cost of administration is 
round about Rs. 1-8-0 per acre and if you add the cost of maintenance, it. 
works out to about Rs. 2-12-0 per acre. Therefore we will have to produce 

.about Rs. 6-4-0 per acre before the budget of this province could get a single 
pie by way of profit from this triple canal project.· Now, the average water 
rate on all crops is Rs. 4 per acre. Not one of my friends opposite ever ex· 
plained how it was that when they actually got water at a much lower price 
than the cost at which the State gives it to them, they could still ask Gove~ 
ment to lower the price. Even as it is, the deficiency caused is made up partly 

-out of the profits on the old canals which were built at a cheap rate and partly 
by what are known as indirect receipts. But actually water-rates in this 
province are less on the triple canal project than the cost of putting th.e 
water on to the land. I think, Sir, our urban friends have every reason to 

-objeot to it, have ev~ry reason to · ask that. those who benefit from canal 
irrigation should pay a water rate which would yield a profit on the under· 
-taking and a return for those who do not get the water. My honourable friend 
who moved this resolution . comes, I believe, from Sheikbupura. In that 

-district up to the opening of the canal there was practically no cotton grown. 
Now Sheikhupura has about 1,20,000 acres of cotton. It has practica~y 
no barani cotton ; it is all irrigated. Therefore, that district which the 
honourable member· represents in this Council. (A, voice : No ; 
'he represents Lahore). I beg his pardon. I have based my figures on 
·Sheikhupura where he lives." Sheikhupura is gaining round about Rs. 70 
Iakhs a year on cotton alone from the introduction of this canal. I do not 
think that a district which bas gained so much should take any part in the 
proposal to reduce the water rate on cotton. - 

The honourable member has adduced a curious argument and I must 
again say that it strikes me as rather peculiar that the honourable member 
only· asked for reduction on the irrigated crop. He has asked for no reduc 
tion, no concession of a.:ny kind whatsoever for those poor people who have 
to grow their cotton without the aid of canal water. There are several 
lakhs of acres of barani cotton in this province and for these poor people, 
there is no pity, no remedy, no concession. 

The water-rate in the Punjab may be taken round about 7 or 8 per cent· 
of the gross produce. We know that many people in Shahpur are paying 
one-fourth of the gross value. That is to say, that a grower of cotton iii 
willing, if pressed, to pay one-fourth of the gross value; he is now paying 
only one-twelfth and he is grumbling. Now, if the water rate is 7 or 8 per 

.cent. of the gross-and there are 50 per cont, of the growers of cotton pay 
mg rents-I think it is a fair question to ask, what about those people who 
cultivate more than half the land in these irrigated districts '} It is a f!!>ir 
question to ask whether these landowners who are pressing Government 
-to show pity to these cotton growers are prepared to give a lead and reduce 
:the rents. Has there been any proposal on behalf of the landowners that 
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. [ Mr •. Calvert.] 
they will reduce their rents by 50 per cent. if Government will reduce the 
water rate by six annas in the rupee ? Those who claim sympathy are riot 
prepared to extend that same sympathy to those poor cotton growers and 
take the first step by reducing their rents by 87! per cent. · 

One final point and that a very important point. It is this. I have for 
· years devoted all my spare time to studying the economic condition of this 

province, and I have no hesitation whatever in saying that the Punjab is by 
far tbe most prosperous . province in the whole of India, thanks ·very largely 

. to the wonderful work of our engineers. I can say without any hesitation 
that the cultivators of our irrigated lands are at the present moment far 

. more prosperous than the farmers of the United States of America. I do 
not think the honourable mover realises how they compare with cultivators= 
in other parts of the world. My honourable colleague, }'lr. 'l'ownsend, 
spoke a very wise word when· he reminded them how fortunate they were 
if they only knew their good fortune. The fixing of rates for water for irri 
gation purposes is a highly technical subject and I have tried to show that 

... the rate at which the Government is actually supplying water to the zamin 
dars is a rate lower than the cost of putting the water on to the field ; if this· 
Council is going in this haphazard manner to interfere with the fixing of 
water rates arid, by a casual resolution to reduce it hy 87·! per eont., the result 
would be that apart. from two or three of the earliest canals, no· canal in the, 

. Punjab could show a profitable return, not even by indirect receipts. And 
secondly, it will naturally have the effect of making the Government very 

. chary indeed of spending further crores of- rupees on new works. Honour· 
. able members must remember that most of these canals have been built 
: by money raised by loan. That loan is raised on the credit of the pro- 

vince as a whole. And if this province by a casual resolution is to be allowed'. 
. t.b reduce water rate by 87} per eent., then the credit of this province in 
. so far a& irrigation works are concerned will suffer. And I would ask honour 

able members to think twice, nay thrice, before voting for this resolution, 
and if they still intend to vote, I will strongly advise them to think a fourth 

. time. (aheers). _ 
Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah [Jharig, Muhammadan, (Rural)! (Urdu).: Bir, 

much has been said in favour of and againsttbis resolution'by.various honour 
able members, I have not got much to say on it, for if we care to look into 
the circumstances wlnch have necessitated the reduction in abiana rates we, 

· find that they are too . convincing to need any lengthy discussion. Five 
, years back, i.e., in 1_924, the circumstances were unfavourable, and there 

'had occurred a. deficiency of 55'lakhs in the annual budget of the Govern 
ment ; but the zamindars were prosperous and thriving ; for the colony 
lands were newly distributed and brought under agriculture, and the canals 
were few and they supplied water in abundance on account of which the 

'soil yielded much produce. The Government finding deficiency in the budget 
enhanced the water rates very greatly. The open hearted zamindars · had 
plenty and so they did not care much for the increase, They did. not make 

·.any objection to it and let the Government have its way. So far as I know, 
Sir, at_ that time Sir John Maynard gave an undertaking to the effect that 
if circumstances would have a happy turn and ther'e would remain no 
deficiency in the Government budget, the abiana rates would again be 
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~revised. Now, Sir, the circumstances have changed and the Government 
is no longer required to pay large sums to the Central Government and the· 
financial condition of the prqvinee has also improved. It is high time that 
the promise given by Sir John Maynard should be redeemed. Moreover; 
Sir, the circumstances of the zamindars have also become suddenly worse. 
Firstly, owing to the recent extensions of the tails of some of the canals 
there is a general decrease in the water supply. For, the discharge of water 
at the headwork of the. canals remains the same, but there is more land to 
be irrigated by the same amount of water supply as in the beginning. And' 
secondly, owing to the constant cultivation the productivity of the soil is 
no longer the same as it was in the beginning. Besides this after the Great 
War other countries have also given much attention to their 'agricultural 
conditions, so much so that now there is going on a keen competition between 
the cotton produce of our province and that of other countries. While on the 
other hand on account of bad seed the cotton of the province has also become 
very inferior in quality ; hence very low . prices. I cannot understand as 
to why the Agricultural Department has taken no steps to improve the seed 
or to inquire into the causes of inferior yield of cotton. And·in case the 
present circumstances continue, it is feared that the price of cotton will 
come down to Rs. 3 or Rs. 4 per maund. On these grounds, Sir, the present 
resolution in which help is sought for the poor zam.iridars, is very appro· 
priate, and is in accord with the need of the time. The Government should 
be just to these zamindars who stood it in good stead when it required their 
support. Let the Government now fulfil the promise given by Sir John 
Maynard. 

The Honourable Mi,n Sir Fazl-i-Hosain: No such promise was 
given. . 

Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah: .Even in that case justice requires that 
Government should show benevolence. One thing more, Sir, and it is this, 
that honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang has supported the Government 
by speaking against the present resolution, and I warn the Government 
not to be pleased with his support. The party outside the Council to which 
the honourable Doctor belongs thinks that so long as the zamindars are siding· 
with the Government they cannot succeed in · their purpose. Hence he is 
always onthe look-ont for creating discord between the Government and 
the zamindars. · 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I want this discord to overthrow the· 
Government. Is it ? 

Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah: The second thing that the honourable 
Doctor said was that the zamindars should not try to appeal or re-appeal; 
If this filing of appeals to higher authorities and re-appealing (in ease _when 
one fails in his first attempt) is· given up by the public, then I ask the honour 
able the Doctor, where would his class-Vakib-go to ? The Afghans of· 
Kot Muhammad Zarif Khan did right in trying to get their tribe notified 
as an agricultural tribe according to the Land Alienation Act, because 
the Afghans living in other district« of the province are classed so, and only 
~hey were left most probably by mistake when that Act was introduced. In the, 
end, Sir, I give my hearty support to the resolution and request the Gov 
ernment to show kindness to the poor zamiudars. 
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The Honourable Mien Sir FazI.,i .. Husau:a (Revenue Member) (Urdu) : 
.:Sir, I feel rather diffident in. speaking in the Urdu language became it· in 
volves making a much larger number of corrections in th~: English version 
~f the speech. It is much easier for me to gla:tice through a speech delivered 
and reported in the-English language. But to-day I am going to speak in 
Urdu, so as to, make myself intelligible to the non-English knowing memhees 
o:f. the Council. Before discussing the present resolution I think I would do 
well to keep myself to the bare statement of the fact::i and circumstances 
which sometime back necessitated the enhancement of ab.iana rates and 
which it is contended have since changed, and so necessitate a revision of the 
water rates, Evidence based on circumstances often proves a contention 
clearly and· beyond doubt. The mover of the resolution has urged in the 
course of his speech for the reduction in obuma rates "on account of the 
unprecedentedfall in the price of cotton.'' Ro far as the facts are concerned 
he is right in stating that desi cotton fetches Rs. 8 per maund and American 
cotton Rs. 9 or Rs. 10 per maund at the present market rate. Wbon the present 
prices are compared with the prices which these varieties of cotton have 
been fetching some time back we are convinced of the reasonableness of the 
demand for reduction. But if we look np for the rates which during the 
various settlements for the purpose of land revenue assessments were made, 
we find that in no settlement have prices been fixed at a higher figure than 
what they are at present. (An honourable member: What has land rev~nue 
got to .do with abiana ?). Abioma and land revenue are very closely related. 
In fact abiana includes a part of the land revenue. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: 'I'hese gentlemen do not know even this 
Lll.UCb. . 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: They ought to know it. 
Well, Sir, coming to the point at issue I would ask the honourable members 
that instead of clamouring for the reduction of abiana they should thank 
God that the prices have not fallen below the level of prices taken as the 
oasis of assessment . by different settlement officers at different times. I 
wish Sayad Muhammad Husain were here so that he may be convinced oL · 
the truth of what I sav and be content with what is still left to us. He stated 
that if the Governme'iit was reluctant to reduce the abiana, rates to-day when 
the price of cotton was Rs. 8 per maund, it would have to do so later on~ 
it might be next year or the year arter-when the price of cotton would go 
down to Rs. 5 per maund. I want to give him this assurance and I hope 
some one of those present will, Sir, very kindly convey it to him that if un- 
fortunately such circumstances arise the Government will take immediate 
steps to bring the abiana rates under consideration. If the ratio between 
the price at which cotton actually sells and the price at which it was assessed 
in the settlement comes to be something like 5 to 8, and remains so for some 
years; it is unthinkable that the Government will remain indifferent or 
unmoved. Let him be assured that the Government will at once adopt 
adequate measures for considering the matter with. a view to afford relief. 
If such a state of affairs as described were to continue for three or four years 
the Government · cannot ignore it. In the present case we can easily arrive 
at a decision if we · confine ourselves to the facts of the case. The subject 
'under considerationat present.In no way, necessitates any lengthy diseua 
-sion and a simple statement of facts like the one just now made will suffice, 
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References have, however, been made to some other subjects during the 
present discussion and I as a member of the Government take this oppor 
tunity of removing the misnnderstaadings which may have arisen as a re 
sult of these references to points other than the point at issue. It has been 
stated that the Government does not extend a helping hand to the zamindars 

· when they are labouring lillder difficulties. It has been also suggested tha,t 
. in times of trouble Government should impose a special cess to affo.rd relief 
to . the zaminda.rs of an area which has been visited loy loctta'ts or floods on 

· account of which much damage maiy have been done to the crops, As ire 
. gards this proposal I can only say that it is impracticable particularly at 
· this stage of the development of society.' This is possible only if the people 
become so law-abiding as to pay taxes imposed, on them without being asked 
.to do so. Otherwise it is impossible to give a praotieal shape to this i:,u.g 
gestion. If it had been eo easy to collect taxes from the people, as is perhaps 
thought, there would have been no need of maintaining so many depart 
ments: for the realisation of taxea and other Government dues. · 

Now I shall proceed to point out that in case Government had 
not· the necessary funds at its disposal, it could not have undertaken 

· the measures of relief which it has been able to undertake during 
the last three or four years and which were approved and appreciated 
by the House. In 1926 cotton crop failed and Government had 
to remit land revenue and abiana to the extent of 31 lakhs of 
rupees. The year following was not a good one, but the next one- 
1928-was very bad, and the totg,l loss which Governri:1.3.:J:t had to bear 
in the shape of remission of land · revenue and abiana amounted to 

,~ omething like 65 lakhs of rupees. '' ' 
Sayad Muhammad Husain : But the zamindars have not benefited 

much by that reduction and remission and in fact they are poorer after· 
that remission. 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain : If Government had not 
funds available, how could it have helped the zamindars at such a critical 
time and how could it have afforded to bear so much loss ? 

Sayad Muhammad Husain : By reducing its expenditure. 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain: The honourable member 

from Montgomery, I understood, had decided not to indulge in futile interrup 
tions. I will at once examine his suggestion. Just think how the number 

· of Government employees can for financial reasons be reduced at a critical 
moment. Does · the honourable member wish that the services of some of 
the Members and Ministers should be dispensed with and without notice ? 
Does that sound sense? For the time being this involves heavy expenditure . 

. Just consider the conditions prevailing in the A~bala Division. In many 
parts famine conditions are appearing, and for sometime there has been 
acute scarcity of fodder for the cattle. There is but little canal irrigation 
in· that Division, and agricultural produce is consequently scanty. If Go 
vernment had not paid enormous amounts to the poor agriculturists of that 
Division in the form of taccavi, their condition would have become very 
precarious. I do not mean to say thereby that we are conferring any favour 

-on them. We are simply doing our duty by them. Government would have 
very much liked to give them further help, but within its.means it has tried 
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{Hon'ble Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain:] 
to help and will do more. Then the poverty of Dora Ghazi Khan has become 

_proverbial. Government had to help that district as well and had to· 
spend as much as 1! lakhs of rupees for their relief. Government realises 
that it is not adequate relief according to the standards prevailing in some 
countries, but something is better than nothing -. 

The honourable Rana Sahib made a suggestion which, in my opinion, · 
amounts to this, that Government should afford relief not only to those who 
need relief, but should also revive the dead. If the revenues from the canal 
colonies are reduced, wherefrom can the funds to help the non-canal areas, 
come ? That is really beyond the power . of the Government to do. Another 

-question was put during this debate. It was asked what Government had' 
· done to check the ha voe that is wrought by the locusts every now and· then. 
-Government has done what it could possibly do in this connection, It issued 
circulars containing directions for checking this evil and in those circular a the· 
honourable members were asked to gather together the people. of the affected 
Ilaqa and do as directed in the circulars. I have had to relate all these points» 
toshow thatGovernment is providing relief where necessary anddoing every 
thing that lies in its power for the good. of alt .. It has seldom ignored the 
wishes of the House. Only last year the honourable members of the House in 
the matter of the Land Revenue Amendment Act fixed a maximum limit: 

: for the land revenue in terms of the nett assets and insisted upon fixing 
at 25 per cent. as againist 50 which prevailed before and SS which Government. 
felt was the safest. Government acceded to that request. The same was the 
case about the pitch of assessment. At that time the members definitely 
promised that if there was any deficit. in the budget, it could be met by- 

. tapping other sources of income. But human memory is very short. They 
· appear to have forgotten all they said on that occasion. Government did' 
not concede their demand at that time, to encourage them to try afterwards· 

· to throw off the burden of taxation altogether. It is only just that people 
· should shoulder their burdens manfully and allow the Government to under 
take schemes which are likely to. benefit mankind at large. If the sum of' 
86 lakhs of rupees is spent in lightening the burden of those. who pay 

. abi-rna, it will not do as muchgood as it would do if the same sum were spent 
in promoting other schemes of public welfare. This is the true spirit of· 
charity and fellow-feeling and self-sacrifice for the country and we should· 
not look upon it with jaundiced eyes. If you look forward to Home Rule,. 
you should cultivate the habit and spirit of self-abnegation.' Government 
has granted as much as ten 'lakhs a year remission to recently reassessed 
districts. This will be for nearly 85 years or more, which works out to nearly- 
8! crores. Again, the capitalised value of this remission is not below Rs. 2 · 
crores which if invested in some charity fund would benefit a large number - 
of people. 

. Again, Sir, five years Back, i.e., in 1924, the abi· 1ii rates were increased" 
· Since that time the expenditure on education, public health, roads, ete., 
has also increased. If this extension in the work of public welfare is taken 
into consideration, the present demand for the reduction in water rates . 

. would hardly appear reasonable. At this stage I want to remove a mis-> 
understanding. The honourable member on . my right has hinted' that 
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--the question of ali• rPH and land revenue is given undue importance in the , 
Council debates. My answer to this is that there is nothing extraordinary . 
about it .. Out of the total income of 11 erores of rupees, 7! orores 

-of rupees are realised from land revenue and a ',ia /a, which is a direct tax., 
This naturally gives this question the important position it has acquired. 
As regards the urban people the income-tax paid by them goes to the coffers 
of the central government and it may be said that they contribute but little 

· towards the provincial government income unless they resort to drinking 
and litigation and thus increase the excise an'd the eourt-f ee receipts. Another 
reason why there is so much clamouring for the reduction of abaina rate or. 
for the grant of land revenue remissions is that when these country gentle 
men come on visits to the t0w11, and see the big beautiful buildings on the 
Mall or the well stocked shops in the Anarkali bazaar, and educational and 
-other facilities to which they are nnaecustomed in the rural areas, they be 
come envious and regard it a grave injustice to them which should be rs- 
.medied somehow or other. 

Dr; Gokul Chand, N arang : Please. do not excite them . to loot the · 
.A.narkali bazaar. 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: They think their lives 
can be made more· comfortable and are, _ therefore, dissatisfied with the 
-existing state of affairs. The Government is no doubt anxious to help them 
.and to look after their welfare. But this does not mean that .Govern 
.ment cares more for rural areas than for anything else. The Government, 
on the other hand, is equally interested in the welfare of different classes of 
people and is as solicitous of the welfare of the.urban as of the rural people. 
I think it would not be out' of place here to· mentlon that sometime back 
the urban people had corttracted a very _bad habit of indulging in satta gambl 
ing. They used to waste much of their time and money in satta gambling. 
Government with· the help of the House succeeded in passing the 
.necessary legislation to suppress this evil which was prevalent in urban 
areas on a large scale. The honourable members like Rai Bahadur Lala 
Mohan Lal deserve our heartfelt gratitude for .Inviting the attention of 
Government to the advisability of putting a check to this evil. An honour 
able member complained that the Government have given no help to the 
inhabitants of Jhelum city though they have suffered terrible losses by recent 
floods. With regard . to this I would submit that the honourable member 
is wrong. A sum of ten thousand rupees was granted to these people for the 
purposes of rebuilding their houses which had collapsed during the recent 
floods, 

· Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: It was only a handful of dust in Noah's 
-d eluge, 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i·Husain,: Yes, it was really like 
.a drop on the parched lips of a thirsty person. In Jhelum at the most ten 
-or twenty thousand houses might have collapsed but a statement of losses 
suffered by the whole province is before me and I can tell the Rouse that in 
different parts of the country houses in thousands have been razed to 

· the ground by recent floods. Just imagine how great has been the loss to 
property other than houses, e. g., cattle, grain, fodder. The losses suffered by 
the whole province amount to many orores of rupees. Such being the state of 
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[H'On'ble Mian Sir Fasl-i-Husain.] 
affairR the Government bad to afford relief to all those who bad suffered from 
recent floods and, Sir, it is obvious that We could not go beyond our means. 
Jhelum had what Government could afford to give it. Besides it has also 
been said that no relief was granted to the timber merchants who bad also 
suffered from recent floods. I am sorry that it is true. But I was not here 
when floods came. Had I been here I would have been the first man to help 
them. Three of them happen to be my personal friends. They are Lala 
Mohan Lal, Lala Harkishen Lal and Bawa Dinga Singh. The financial con· 
dition of these gentlemen is preearions (laughter). If the House agrees and 
some honourable member consents to move a resolution asking for a special 
tax to be imposed on the public for the purpose of providing relief to these 
gentlemen, I shall be glad to support it provided the rules permit me to do 
so. 

There have been successive failures of crops for the last three years and 
naturally they have adversely. affected both business and the Government: 
Whenever the zamindar suffers by failure of crops the Government suffers 
as well for it has to grant suspensions and remissions in. land revenue. 
Therefore it is wrong to say that Government is indifferent to the troubles 
of the zamindars, I assure the honourable mover that under such circum 
stances as are described by Sayad Muhammad Husain or by me in the first 
part of my speech no administration can ever think of assessing a crop at 
Rs. 8 while it sells at Rs. 5 and has done so for a number of years. God forbid 
that such circumstances should ever arise and if such cireamstanees do arise, 
Government will never be guilty of neglect of its duty to the people. It is, 
no doubt true,· that profits from lands have got very much reduced during 
the last three or four years as the facts and figures show, but then, have they 
risen to a very high figure ? In conclusion I might make it clear that I 
do not complain of the fact that this resolution bas been· brought forward 
and moved. I am rather grateful to the honourable mover for doing so, for 
it has given us an opportunity to express our views and to clear the misunder 
standings that may have been lingering in our minds. I am sure that the 
honourable mover/after he has listened to what I have said, will not insist 
that there is at present any occasion to revise the abairia rates. 

Sardar · Hira Singh, Nerli : (Urdu) : Sir, while moving my 
resolution, I made bold to anticipate to some extent the trend of the 
speech of the Honourable Revenue Member and told the House 
that he would present to us some such figures as would be likely to affect 
the opinion of some honourable members who do not possess any first-hand 
knowledge of the situation. 1 hope the House will admit that the speech 
made by the honourable member has :fully justified my fears, But I beg 
to submit that although such figures appear very convincing when they are 
quoted on the floor of this Hoass yet when we go to the villages and see the 
conditions prevailing there with our own eyes, we are forced to admit that 
these figures do not present the true picture and that the plight of the 
zamindars is r-eally very sad. 

Now, Sir, I will try to offer a very brief reply to the debate that bas taken· 
place on this resolution. Il'he Chief Engineer, Public Works Department 
Irrigation Branch, was pleased to remark that the rates quoted by m~ 
were not the actual rates. It appears, Fir_ that the honourable mEmber 

- 
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has not tried to find out the a verage rates. I assure him and the Honourable 
. Revenue Member that on an average, we have never sold cotton at less than 

Rs.14; or 15 per maund, and once the prices rose as high as Rs. 22 per maund. 
But now the price of cotton has fallen to six annas in the rupee and I trust 
that the honourable members will bear me out when I say that it is not 
the same with other commodities. Therefore, our demand is an absolutely 
fair and reasonable one. I may also add that the wages of all the artisan 
classes have risen considerably. The weavers, the cobblers, the carpenters, 
and iron smiths, all of them demand and are paid very-high remunerations. 
for their respective services while thejprices of our products are falling lower 
and lower. 

The reason underlying the present attitud~ of the Government is that 
it is afraid of the urban people because they possess a strong press. The 
Government knows that if any tax is levied on them they will at once start 
an awful agitation. Thus the whole brunf falls on the zamindar commu:nity 
because it has not got even a weak press at its baek. Moreover, Sir, the 
otinna was increased by the Government without any reference to this. 
Council and when requests were made to reduce it only a nominal reduction 
was made. 

Sir, some <?f the leading members of the Council have been pleased to op 
pose my resolution to-day. It is because they are fortunate in the possession. 
of extensive 'jagirs' or enjoy great incomes and, therefore, they cannot realize, 
or,.shall I say, that they cannot be expected to realize and appreciate the 
hard lot of zamindars. Then the Chief Engineer remarked that we were shown. 
a· great favour in connection with wadh wattar. But I submit, Sir, that 
that was only a device to rob us because now the demands made by the 
Government have· risen to half the product. I wish to inform the 'House 
that the acreage charged on- the Upper Bari Doab is less than that on any 
other canal in the province, yet even there it is not less than Rs. 5 per.acre .. 
It is well · known that the Sindh ilaq, is the greatest cotton producing 
ilalJ" in the country and also that cotton sells at a higher price there. But 
in that iiaq» both land revenue and obiona together do not exceed Rs. 5 
per acre while we are paying Rs. 6 or Rs. 7 per acre by way of alnana alone •. 
It goes without saying, Sir, that whenJ;tbiana was Increased the crops must: 
be really good. But now that we have very poor crops our demand for 
its reduction cannot be considered unfair. I say let the Government help 
the poor zamindars at this time of bad crops and if, God willing, the situation. 
improves w.e will not grudge a reasonable increase in abiana. 

As regards the financial aspect of the matter, I beg to submit, Sir, that 
if the Government really wanted to do something for the zamindars it could 
easily find the necessary money by cutting off some unnecessary expendi 
ture. But ours is· a very thriftless Government.· It extorts money from 
us to spend for the benefit of other. people who do not contribute a single 
pice to the provincial treasury. In this eonnection I may be allowed to 
quote an instance here. The Government constructed a metalled road 
between Arifwala and Burewala in the Montgomery district. Ostensibly 
it· was constructed for the benefit of the· zamindar community but it was 
the urban people and not the zamindars that actually benefited by it. We 
rather suffered. 
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"That thie Council recommends to the Government that the tax imposed on goats 
and sheep in the Kangra district be abolished immediately." 

Sir, a similar resolution was also moved in this Honse on 18th January 
1926. The then honourable Financial Commissioner, Mr. King, stated that 
if the mover agreed the Government was prepared to appoint a committee 
to go into the matter. Subsequently a committee was appointed which held 
fivo or six sittings. The committee submitted its report. The recom 
mendations made therein though not <thoroughly satislactqry in the eyes of 
th~ zamindars, afforded them a certain measure of relief. Once again before 
this House I have no hesitation in saying that this tax is the first of its 
kind and that it has absolutely no justification. In no 9ther district of the 
province this tax is being levied. The main argument which Government 
advances in support of it is that in order to save the forest growth from sheep 
and goats which destroy it by excessive grazing, it is necessary to impose 
this tax. In the Kangra district, as explained by Government in answer 
to a question of mine, there are 2,200 such tikkas where there are no shamiUat 
-or Government forests. Out of these 2,200 tikkas, 800 tikkas are such where 
people have the rights of grazing their cattle in forests, but in 
the remaining 1,400 tikkas there are no forests at all. In spite or that the 
Government have levied this tax on these 1,400 tikkas ail well. The Cattle 
Tax Committee, consisting of a majority of the official members, unanimously 

.reeommended th.at these 1,400 tikkas should be exempt from the.payment 
-of this tax but no effect has so far been given to this recommendation. 

RESOLUTION RE TAX ON GOATS AND SHEEP, KA.NGRA DISTRICT, 

Chaudhri Ram Singh [Kangra, Non-Muhammadan, Bural] (Urdu) : 
Sir, I beg to move- 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: . That remark is not 
fair at all. 

Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : It· was another device to rob us. In 
the end, if the Honourable Revenue Member gives some assurance on 
behalf of the Government . 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain : If the price falls to 
Rs. 4 or Rs. 5 the Government will surely help the zamindars. 

Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : Oh no ; we are prepared to forego 
our demand, but for God's sake do not pray for that. (Laughter). I was 
saying, ,Sir, that mY. first intention was that if the Honourable the Revenue 
Member added some word of assurance to his original remarks I would 
withdraw my resolution; but if, on the other hand, he did not budge an 
inch from the position originally taken up by him, then I would press my 
motion to the vote even though it may be rejected by the House; However, 
it appears that .: the honourable member is prepared to accord a proper 
consideration to the matter. He being a zamindar, cannot but feel for the 
poor zamindars. Perhaps it is the · prestige of the Government that is 
standing in the way. of his giving expression to that feeling. Therefore, 
l beg leave to withdraw my resolution. · 

The resolution was by leave withdrawn. 
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My honourable friend Dr, Narang a short while ago remarked that zamin 
dars are always clamouring for concessions. That may or may not be true. 
But in this case I am not asking for any concessions for the zamindars, I am 
simply requesting the 'Government to do justice · to the people--9£ the Kangra 
district who are labouring under grave injustice. In many respects the 
claims of the Kangm district are ignored. In new colonies, squares of land 
have been granted to such zamindars of other districts who have suffered 
losses by recent .floods. The Honourable Revenue Member has flatly re 
fused to give any help to the people of the Kangra district though their 
losses by floods were by no means inconsiderable. Besides, no· portion 
of the- income derived from resin has so far been distributed amongst the 
people of the Kangra district though a, resolution to that effect was accepted 
by this House in the Simla session held in 1928. In the Hoshiarpur 
district people are entitled to a portion of the income derived from resin. 
In the course of his speech. the Honourable Financial Commissioner 
admitted that this tax is highly resented by the people of the Kangra 
district. He said. :- 

" This is, Sir, the position with regard to the cattle-tax·. The Government is not alto- 
. gether satisfied with the position. I must admit that the tax is very unpopn· 

lar and that· the people do not like it and the officers of Government must have 
themselves said that it is a somewhat complicated tax and difficult to collect." 

The Cattle Tax Committee have also reported that the zamindars of 
the Kangra district consider this tax to be an unjust and unlawful burden 
put on them by Government. This tax was imposed · in the settlement 
operations of 1917-18. No one approves of it. As you know the Kangra 
district is a backward district .. The zamindars of this district are so poor 
that they cannot easily pay their land revenue. The goats and sheep are 
useful in so far as they provide manure. Just imagine how cruel it is that 
one who keeps a goat for the purpose of providing milk to his child should 
be required to pay this tax, though there . may be no forest near at hand 
where he may be able to graze his goat. The Government says that if these 
forests are not preserved there is 'every likelihood of the whole ·district being 
washed away by hill torrents. Besides you would not be ableto get coal. 
These arguments are not convincing. Previously the census of goats and 
sheep was held after every three years. One who had one hundred goats 
and sheep at the time of the census had to pay the tax on them for the next 
three years even if 50 of them had died or had been sold away by the owner 
in the meanwhile. I understand that it bas been decided to hold census 
of goats and sheep every year. If that is correct, so much-the better. 
The poeple of the Kangra district consider this tax to be unjust and uncalled 
for. Therexore I would request the Government to abolish this unreasonable 
tax. With these words I commend my resolution for the acceptance of the 
House. 

Mr. President: The resolution moved is:- 
" That this Council recomme:p.ds to Government that the tax on goats and sheep in 

· the Kangra district be abolished immediately." 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal [North-East Towns, Non-Muham 
madan, Urban J (Urdu) : Sir, I beg to move- 

" That in line I, after the words• that the' the word• cattle' be added." 
Sir, the committee appointed to go into the.matter was known by the 

. name of the Cattle Tax Committee. Besides the tax referred to in the re 
E 
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[ R. B. Lala Mohan Lal.] . 
solution there is also another tax imposed on goats and sheep in the Kangra 
district. I mean the Tirni tax. Therefore in order to make it clear that the 
tax referred to in the resolution does not mean the Timi tax, I have moved 
my amendment. I request · the Government to accept my amendment 
which is of a very simple nature. The Government says that since this tax 
is levied the number of goats and sheep is increasing in the, Kangra district. 
It is wrong. Their number is rather decreasing. 

Sir; my amendment is quite simple. I propose that the word "cattle'' 
be added before the word " tax " in the resolution. But at the same time 
I would request the Government to accept the recommendations of the 
Cattle Tax Committee. I am at a loss to understand why a unanimous 

. decision approved of by the Chief Conservator of Forests, the · Com 
missioner, Jullundur, the Deputy Commissioner, Kangra, and the Vice 
Chairman of the District Board, Kangra, should be ignored. The Govern 
ment says that there is a large number of· goats and· sheep in the Kangra 
district and if no such tax is levied on them the forests will be ruined 
in .no time. · 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal: Very well, Sir. My obj~ct in mov· 
ing the amendment was to make it clear that the tax referred to in the reso 
lution means the cattle tax regarding which the Cattle Tax Committee 
was appointed. I hope the House will accept my amendment. 

Mr. Presic'ient : The original resolution was- " 
" This Council recommends to the Government that the tax imposed on goats and sheep 
. in tl;i.e Ka.ngra. district be abolished Immediately." 

since which an amendment has been moved ..... 
" That in line 1 before the word ' tax ' the word ' cattle ' be inserted." 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: li that is all that is 
required, I have no objection to the amendment. 

Mr. President: The original resolution. was- 
" That this Council recommends to the Government. that the ta.x imposed on goat; and 

sheep in the Ks,ngra district be abolished immediately." 
since which an amendent has been movsd-« 

" That in line 1 before the word' tax' the word' cattle' be inserted." 
The question is that the proposed amendment be made. 
The motion. was carried. 
Mr. C. A. H. Townsend (Financial Commissioner): Sir, the honour 

able mover of this resolution made, entirely by inadvertence, an incorrect 
statement when he said that, when my predecessor, Mr. King, proposed the 
formation of a committee in November 1926 to go into the whole questiou 
of ca:ttle tax, whatever the committee recommended the Government 
would accept. That is not quite correct, What Mr. King said was that a 
committee would be appointed to go into the whole question and that Go 
vernment would carefully consider its proposals. I also noticed, from the 
speech of the honourable member from Simla (Ra.i Bahedur Lala Mohan 
Lal), that this was particularly rankling in his mind, that the unanimous 
recommendations of the committee did not meet with the approval of Go 
vernment. I admit that as a general rule the unanimous recommendations 
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-of any committee must· carry considerable weight with Government. · But 
I think this House will recognise that Government can never agree as a 
principle or as a fixed rule to accept all decisions of any committee appointed 
by it even though its recommendations ma.y be unanimous. To do so would 
be really to cease to function as Government. After all ;what did Govern 
ment do in this matter which has caused such annoyance to my friend the 
member from Simla? I ask the honourable member to wait until 1980. 
Government has deferred a. final decision on the Committee's recommenda 
tions till that year when we shall have fuller information than at present as 
to the effect the tax has had on the number of sheep and goats in Kangra. 
That is all. The committee's recommendations will then get the fullest 

-consideretion. I would mention one or two other points. Chaudhri 
Ram Singh in the course of his speech became so eloquent and was so loud . 
in his denunciation of Government that I personally had some slight diffi 
culty in following him. He did not, however, tell the House that the 
_proceeds of the fax on sheep and goats did not go into the pockets of Govern 
ment, but that a.II went into the pockets of the district board of Kangra. 
Out of Rs. 20,000 a year Government does not get a single pie. The whole , 

.amount is devoted to the benefit of the people themselves. I would also 
tell the House that Government is not influenced by any unworthy motives 

.in the imposition of this tax. It is with the best of intentions that the tax 
· was imposed and that is, to reduce the number of sheep and goats in the 
Kangra district, where they were doing immense harm to the forests. The 
House is well aware of the enormous damage that many parts _,2f this pro 
vince have suffered owing to the recent floods. - It is well known that where 
forests are not maintained in good condition, the rains wash away the soil by 
erosion, In the recent floods the rain water did not stay in the bills where 
it fell, as would have happened formerly, when the hills were well 
wooded, but rushed straight down into the rivers which consequently came 
-down in floods, causing immense damage. If this House will take a long 
view, it will realize that our action is calculated to benefit the people of 
Kangra. What has happened in the Jhelum and the Indus rivers this 

_year, may happen next year to the Beas, causing immense damage to 
Kartarpur and Jullundur. Possibly the Dhussi bund may break if not this 

_year, a few years hence. Indeed if the present denudation of the Kangra 
·forests continues at its present rate, I personally- have no doubt whatever 
that it will break sooner or later. 

The honourable mover said that if the members of the House went to 
Kangra. they would be astonished by much that they saw there. I agree, 

· and I submit with a.II the force at my command that one thing which will 
-oause them much astonishment will be the way in which Government has 
neglectedits duty to maintain the forests in proper condition, and has allowed 
many grievous encroachments on the forests. It is the duty of Government 
to preserve the forests for the benefit of posterity. It is difficult 
to make some people see the ad vantage - of the fm:est department and of 

:forest conservancy. But I hope that this House will in this matter take 
- a long view and agree that Government in postponing their decision on this 
matter to next year is not unreasonable. With these words, I oppose the 
.resolntion, 

The Council then adjourned till 2 P.M., on Tuesday the 3rd December 
~929. E2 
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;, ., ·::. "t Hnmu TEMPI,E AT Bmw&Nt.~· 
,;; . *2673. Lala Joti Parshad: Will the Hori6tirable Fin{l,P.oe Merilber 

;be pleased to stat~ : : . . . . . . . ' 
(a) whether the Government is aware that in:.the month of October 

~~29 some .flesh was thrown in the Bindu temple near· the 
:thana at Bhiwani ; . . 

(b) if so, will. Government be pleased to state the result of the police 
enquiry?. · 

The Hon~urable Mt. A. M. Stow: (a) and (b). A report was made 
.at Bhiwani city. police station of the incident to which the honourable member 
.refers, but the- informant· diq not consider that any person had acted with 

. ~ Volume xm, page 121, . . -· __; _ 

- .. - . .. .-.,..- __ .,. .' ~ ......... ~·---- .. _.. ,. . ·--- "--~~~ ~ ,.,.. ___ 

. REOIPIEN:TB <>F JAoms IN HlssA:B. DmmioT. 
*2672. Lala Joti Parshad: Will the Honourable Revenue Member 

be pleased to state the names -of the Fecipients ofj'agirs in the district of 
:H:i.ssar during the -.J.ll,St fiye~tears with their seivi6ei1or. wlii¢h:. 'these ja.gi.ts 
were awarded to' them-~r . .. " .. . .... 

• • .. J ... 

· .. The Honourable Mian Sir. Fazl-i-Husam : One ·3agir was' giVeJ?. 
-during the peri<>q .in qu,~.stion to· a resident of the ~~ar distriot. It was 
awarded to Pandit Shn · Datta. for Jong and meritorious services to the Ad· 
.ministration. 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
BAR Boox, · H1ssAR. 

. *2671. Lala Joti" Parshad : With reference to answer given to 
.starred question No. 22821: asked by me oz;i: 29th July 1929 will the Honour 
able Finance Member please state when the construction of the building 
is expected to.he taken in hand? . 

.,. The Honourable Mr.· A~ M. Stow : The information asked for is not 
.availabla at present. It ·will be communicated to the honourable member 
in due course. · :.,·. ~~ ::: _~.·: 

PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL .. , - 
4m SESSION OF THE 8IID PUN.JAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 

· Tuesday, the 3rd December 1929. 

The Council met at the Council Chamber at 2 P.M. of the 
Olook, Mr. President in the Chair. 

~ OATH OF OFFTCE. 
The following member· was sworn . in :-,- 

l<-'""-1{han Bahadur Nawab. Muza:ffar Khan (official, nominated). 
~ . -~ 

B 
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•··· .. .. . - 

.• LOWER JHELUM CANAL. 

*2675. Sayad '·Mabwk Ali Shan : Will tlie Honourable Revenue· 
Member kindly state- . 

(a) the number of ·days for which the iLower Jhelum ·Cana-1 lfas been, 
running from 1st July to the end of C'k'tobet lJ..929 and at what. 
daily gauge; · 

(b) whether Government has taken ·any .steps ·to compe:tisate tlm- · 
zamindarsfor the loss caused ·by the paucity of water lmpply? 

The Honourlitile ,Mia Su FuzJ .. i.-Hu1tam,,: (a) 13t~tements giving 
the information asked for are laid on the table ; 

(b) No compensation is proposed ·other than the remission of water· 
·rates under the ordinary 'and ·special roles ·lllpplfolUile ito the situation. 

STATEMENT SHOWiNG 'DANJY G:A:UQ~ AND DISORARdES !(iF THE LOWER 
JHELUM_ C~NAL FQR. W,HE ~ON'J:'JiI OF JULY •1929, .. 

: SuPPJ.y nii'MmrLim: 
ATALA. ! 

·-- --·i ')t"~ 

. "Dtsciria.rge. 

[ Hon'ble Mr. Stow. J 
malicious intention and he did not desire that public attention should be 
directed towards the incident. In these eireumstaoes _ no 'police enquiry 
was held. , 

Su1>1>t.,'t ·ov ll'dnn·ER To Bii:rwAN'r. 
*2674. Lala Joti, 'PaFshad : Will the Honoureble · Revenue Member· 

be pleased to state the quantity of fodder brought to Bhiwani during the 
months of Janua;ry to July 1~29 byGovernment and'the totalIoss sustained'. 
by Government in the supply of this fodder to agri~ttlturists during the 
last famine?· - 

The l{onourable Mian Sir ·Fail,.li-·Husain : 82,443 maunds. 
Accounts have not yet been made up, but it ni estimated £hit th:fl loss 

to Government on the fodder. transactions in Bhiwani is apprmdmately 
Rs. 2,00()'. -- 1 
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STATEMENT SHOWING DAILY GAUGES .AN1} DISCHAB,GES :OF TiHE L.0WEB 
JHELUM -CANAL WR THE MONTH ;oF AUGUST 1929. 

Sll'!A:RltED Q,UlDST!ONS AND' ANSWERS. 



(o) The Revenue and the Agricultural Departments, with whom :the 
zamindars co-operated. did a.11 they could to destroy the pests by entrenoh;ing 
and other methods. - ......... ~--,. ,L '-L>'•• • • "••"•'-' _..,..... ,_. __ .,,, - ,-..• -••• "• 

' 

Loonsrs PEST, 

--- .*2676. S~y:«i Mubuik. Ali Shah: Will the Honourable .Member 
forBevonue-be pleased to state- 
----·--·- (a) .whethe.r the ·oov:eri:unent if,_ ~ware that the locusts ha.ve done 

havoc to the sta.nding crops in most parts of the district of 
Jhang; ·· 

.. : .t.: (b) whether it is a fact that the. locusts have laid eggs which ate 
hatching ;.and the young locusts are eontinning.bheir work of 
destruction ; 

--··-'{o-)-if-the-a.nswer-te:theabove be in the affirmative,· will the-Honour· 
able Revenue Member kindly state what steps the district 
authorities did take in order to destroy the pest in conformity 
with the· instructions laid down· in the Land Administration 

·• .: ,- ;_ ~i. • : >:M:anual?: · · 

The H~ii6urable 'Mian Sir Fad·i·Basain: (a) a.nd (b)·Locusts 
visited certain 'parts of the district in. last summer, and laid 'eggs which 
hatched out in September. Measrires were taken by the Revenue and 4gri 
cultural staff to destroy the eggs a.n:d hoppers with the co-operation of the 
za.mindars concerned up to the end of October 1929, when the hoppers 
disappeared. Some damage was done to standing. crops, but not to the. ex- 
tent· indicated . in part (a) of the . question. . 
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[ Ho;n'ble_Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain. J · 
STATEMENT SHOWING DAILY GAUGES AND DISOHARGES OF THE LOWER 

J~UM CANAL FOR ~ MONTH OF OCTOBER 1929. 
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BHAXBA DAM· SonEME, 

*2679. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable 
· Member for Revenue kindly state- . 

(a) whether it fa a fact that, in view of the Am.e;rican expert's ad-rice 
that the height of the proposed Bhakra Dam be raised by 100 
feet, the revision of previous estimates has become neces 
sary; 

(v) whether the revision of estimates referred to in (a) has been made j. 

(c) if the answer to (b) is in the affirmative, whether any additional, 
establishment was engaged for the purpose ; 

(d) if the answer. to (b) is in the negative, what are the reasons for 
. delay; 

(e) if any additional establishment was engaged, whether the money 
was found by means. of reapprepriation or the vote of the 
Council was anticipated ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain (a) Yes. 
(~) No. 
(c) Does not arise. 
(d) and (e) The Superintending Engineer appointed by us has not been 

able to devote himself to this important work as he was needed in Lahore 
in an urgent and important matter which could not be handed ~ver to another 
otftcer. But this delay 'Yfil not influence the eventual progress of the pro- 

ect. · 

FRONifiER CRIMES REGULATIONS, 

*2678. Lala Bodh Raj: Will the Honourable Finance Member 
please state whether the Frontier Orimes Regulations apply to the Hindus 
of Choti in Dara Ghazi Khan ? · If so, since when ? 

The H9nourable Mr. A •. M. Stow : The Frontier Crimes Regulations 
have applied to the Hindus of the Dara Ghazi Khan district since 1901. 

PBoPOBTION OF MusLIMS IN THE SuB-OVEBBEEB · GRADE OF THE 
ilBIGATION~ DEPARTMENT. 

*2677. Sayad Mnbarik Ali Shah: Will the Honourable Member 
for Revenue be pleased to state whether it is a fact that in the sub-over 
seer grade of the Irrigation Department the proportion of Muslims ·is very 
small ; if so, will the Government kindly state what steps it proposes to take 

· to :make up this· deficiency ? 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-llusain: The reply to the first 

part of the question is in the. affirmative. To increase the· representation 
of the community the honourable member is interested in, it is necessary 
to have _a much larger number of them being made available for recruitment - 
than at present. I shall be very glad to have a list of those who possess the 
requisite qualifications from Roorkee or Rasul and are willing to enter this 
service. · · · 

605 STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWEBS. 



EsTABL;IS,ItMEN'.r OF A Boaan OF INDIAN_ ]li:f)n])IOINE. 

*2682. Pandit Mehar Chand : Will the Honourable Minister for 
L_OjJal Seli-Goven:iment be pl~sed to s.tate- . 

(a) Jhather the attention of Government has been drawn to the 
resolution passed by the Joint Committee of the Punjab 
Provit.ici,aJ Ayu_rveE;l-ic a,Qcj, Unani (k)nfere~ce held .at Amrit· 
dhara Buildings, Lahore, on the 3rd November 1929 for the 
establishment of a Board of Indian Medicine ; · · 

(b) if ~o, what action Government has taken o,r peopoaes. to ·take on 
the :r;e~l,utiwi ? 

The Hoia~ahle Malik Firoz Klum. Noon: (a) No copy of lb$ 
resolution in question has so far reached Go:v:ernmen:t. 

(b) Government will give full consideration to the resolution when it 
is received. 

:ani-nu JATs IN PoLIOE DEPARTME:NT, 

· *Z6.81. Rai Sahib Chaullhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable , 
Member ior Finance kindly state whether there is any Hindu Jat in the 
Polios Department who holds the post of a Deputy Superintendent or In 
spector of Police in the province who has retired in ei,ther of these capacities 
daring the last ten or fifte~n years 01· any period of living memory for which 
records exist in the Inspector-General's office? · - 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: The information-is being collect oo and :will be commanieaaed to the honourable member a_s soon as ready. 

SALE PROOE~S OF FmE#l!rfS. 

· *-26,0.. Ra.i S.alu.b C.~llcUuii Clm.ot{a Ran.i. : Will th~ l!Qno~bla 
Merob.e:r £<:>r Re:y:eiµp,e •ly state- · · 

,(a) whether ·the, sale proceeds o-f -a fire arm deposited by a lieense 
hold.et whose license has been :withdmWill, or who does JOOt. 
want to have his license renewed, are paid to the licensee if, 
the sale takes place later thl!>.n six months after the deposit; 

(b) if the answer to ,(a)· is in the negative, wh~t steps Government 
intends to take to remove the obstacle which stands in the 
way of the money going to the actual owner ? 

The Honourable Mi-1 Sir Ful•i•lf'!lsun : (a) Yes-provided tb,e 
sale of the firearm does not take place more than one year from the date of 
depQSi:t at -a polioo e.tatioJil and three ye~s b:om the date of deposit with a 
licensed .dealer. · · 

(b) Does not ·arise~· . 

[ Hon'Me Miaiu Sii,:ir Eaz1.i1.Hmm,m. ] 
The land surveys for whieh fund.a were votedl m July 1929 have been 

-started. Apairt from ·this neoessary engineering staff has been selected. The 
dem®.d · for th~ir sala,ries is includ:ed in the supplementary estimates to be 
presented to Council .in· the November session. This staff will take up th~ 
preparation of the Haveli project immediately .and will, at the same time, 
commence the preliminaries for the Bhakra Dam proje.et. · 

[8RD DE9R, 1929. 
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PROVINCIAL FOREST S]JJi!,;,VJ;OE. 

*2685. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Honourable 
.Revenue Member be p\~~~~ to st1;1i1;e--:- 

(a) whether it is a fact that the Provincial Forest Servi~e. memo 
rialised the Secretary- of State for lnw,a; in 1922 reg~g 
t,1e_ir official equality 'Yi.th all-India services when placed in 
sµnilar c:harg(.!s and that they were assured o~ th.is by the · Govern· 
~en.t of India despatch No. 5, dated the .6th July 1922, and the 
Secretary of State for India's despatch No .. 7, of Slst August 
1927 (19.22 ?) ; _ 

(b) ~hether it is a ~act that the l?rovi:t;icialFo_rest Office,rs when placed 
in charge of · divisions are allowefl second class railway fares 
whilEl tlle AJ)-India Srrvice Officers when holding SUJlilar charges 

. are allowed first class railway fare ; 
{<:) if th.a reply' t9 the ahov~ be in the afflrmetive, will the Govern 

ment be pleased to s~a.te the reasons for this distinction ? 
Th~ Q:~n-~~•~le ~~ Si, F.i-i"'~u~ ; .(a) ~~, JA8DliW.'ials of 

~b~ ~d refe,qed to by .theJ9noqrable memb~1; were subajtt(3d in 1920, and -~~. . 
The reply to t\ie fil~~d p~ ot th~ q,qt)s.tio:Q ~ i,i;i tJ;,.e affirmative. 
@ The hono:o.raible .member's questjon 13ippe~ to @ply th~t members 

..of the Indum Forest .Servi<l0 wh<> hold ttharg13 Qf cij~Q,mt are allowed first 

- E:nmu S!IJATUTOJ,l,Y AGRICULTURISTS FROM RORTAK, BTO., DlS'.I'BI.OTS, 
AS -PBOBEOUTING INSPEOTOBS. 

"'2684. R.ai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Qam : Will the Honourable 
1\1:e:mber' for Finance' be ple11-s.ed to state how many LL.B.'s have b~:a 
selected for the post of Prqsecuting Inspector or Bub-Inspector since this 
practice was first adopted and how many of them are &tatutoiy Hindu 
.agriculturists from any of the four districts of Rohtak, Hissar, Kamal, 
Gnrgaon and the Delhi Frox,inoe ? . . 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: No direct app.ointm.en.ts a.re 
made to the post of Prosecuting Inspector. Sixty-two persons holding the 
Y.B. degree have been recruited up to date as Proseouting Sub~lnspe.ctou 
.of Police. OI these three were Hindu statutory agriculturists from Rohta.k 
.and one from Gnrgaon, 

GOVERNMENT-OWNED WELLS AN1> I.>;lil:PJ:i.~~D OL~~;Jjl.8-_, 

•2683. P-andit Mehat"· Chand : Will the Honourable Fin.a.nee l\fum. 
'her--be 1>le&sed to state- . ' 

(a) whether Government-owned wells, i.e., those.situated ht the Govern" 
ment buildings. such as police stations, Government" t:cea. ... 
suries, courts, eto., are actually open tq. t}:t~ V.:!J~ of. tljw de 
pi;e~ed. c}3<sS~fl such a1:1, Cha.mars, J)p..ana~s an.g M~ghs ; 

(b) iJ; :r;i,Q~, w}:letp.er G,oveJ;Ilm.ent ipJ~nd t:ti~n;i. tq ~a .. de.clq,,re4 ope;i:i., ~~' 
members of such depressed cJ~.SSflS? 

The Honourable Mr; A. M. Stow : Government is colle<Stiiig, t~~ 
· .neoessa:ry informafion w];u.ch it. will furnish to the honourable member iP,. due 
eourse, 



GOVERNMENT SERVANTS ANJ? OANTONMENT BOARDS, 

*2686. Rai · Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Honourable Finance 
Member be pleased to state whether the All-India Cantonments Associa· 
tion has made a reference to the Government pointing out the undesirabilitj" 
of Government servants contesting elected. seats for cantonment. boards 2' 
If so, what action has the Government taken in this matter ? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: Yes; the matter is under the 
consideration of Government. 

CANTONMENT BoARD, AMBALA, 

· *2687, Rai B.ahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Honourable ·Financ& 
Member be pleased to state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that the Cantonment Board, Ambala, sub 
mitted draft0 regulations under section 44 of the Cantonment 
Act, :without inviting public objections to the same, in March. 
1929; . 

(b) whether it is a fact that the Punjab Government sanctioned' 
the same without inviting public objections and directed the 
same to come in force from 8th June 1929; · 

(o) whether the Government is aware that under section 44 (8) of' 
the Cantonment Act no regulation framed under the Act; 
can have effect till it has been published for public objectioilB' 
in such manner as the local Government may direct ; · 

(d) whether it.is a fact tha.t the Vice-President, Cantonment Board, 
Ambala, protested against the adoption of these regulations: 
without the Ambala public being given an opportunity to, 

· examine and express their opinion about the same ; 
(e) if the reply tq the above be 'in the affirmative, what action Go 

vernment has taken or intends to take.in the matter? 

[ Hon'b!e Mia.n Sii F~zl-i-Husain.] . [ . . . . 
class railway fare, while members of the Provincial Forest Service m Simila.r 
positions are allowed second class railway fares. This is not the case, e.8'· · 
membegs of the Indian Forest Service draw first class re.ilwa.y fare as 
members of an .All-India Service, irrespective of holding charge of a. division •. 

(o) Does not arise, 
. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan L2.1 : My question relating to the railway- 

.. fares allowed to Provincial Service Officers has not been answered. 
The Honourable. MiU: Sir Fazl•i•Husajn: 'It. is shown here in. 

the answer. 
Rai Bahadar Lala Mohan Lal: No, Sir. The Indian Forest Service: 

is different from the Provincial. · 
. The Honourable Mian Sir F azl .. i .. Husain : True, there is a distinction 

between the two and the Provincial Service men do.not get first class fatesr 
But the-reason for the All-India Service men holding charge obtaining first 
class fares is not because of their charge, but because of the service to which 
they belong. And therefore there is no reason why, because they get first. 
class fares, the provincial men should also get them. 

!. 
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W ARIS ON THE UPPER BARI DoAB CANAL. 
*2689.. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : Will the Honourable Member 

for Revenue kindly state- 
(a) whether Government is aware of the fact. that in the Upper Bari 

Doab Canal waris are fixed in accordance with · gharis and 
pahars; · .. 

(b) whether Government is also 'aware of the fact .that there is no 
standard by which gharis and paha~s can be measured ; 

( c)-if the reply· to the above be in the affirmative, what action Go 
vernment intends to take to fix the waris on this canal in hours 
and minutes ? 

The Honourable Mi.an Sir Fazl•i•Husain: (a) In Warabandis 
made by Divisional Canal Officers on the Upper Bari Doab Canal the waris 
are fixed both ( i) in hours and minutes, and ( ii) in gharis and. pahars. · 

(b) No; a pakar is S hours, and there are 8 ghar.is in a pakar. 
(o) Does Iiot arise. 
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: Is the honourable mei'n.ber aware of the 

fact that there is no column for recording gharis and pahars in chak bandi 
missal and that there is no standard by which to measure gharis and pahars ! 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fad-i-Husain: From the information 
supplied by the Chief Engineers it appears that gharis and pahars are mea 
sured in hours and minutes and, where hours, and minutes are not recorded . 
in the chakbandi missal, an attempt will be made to standardise the, time 
in hours and minutes. -, · 

PRICE OF COTTON. 

· *2629. Sa!'dar. Hira Singh, Narli : Will the Honourable Member 
for Revenue kindly state-" 

(a) whether Government is aware of the fa«i;lt that the price of cotton 
. has fallen down to an unprecedented extent ; _ . 

(b) if the answer to the above be in the affirmative, whether Go 
- vemmont intend to afford any relief to the ·zamindars by the 

remission of abiana, etc. ? 
The Honourable Miau Sir Fad•i•Husain: (a) No. Cotton was 

>ch~per three years ~o than it is now. 
(b) Does not arise. 

I 

The Hondurable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) and (d) Yes. 
(b), (c) and (e). The regulations were put into force after publication 

in the Punjab Govemment Gazette in aeeordance with the provisions· of see 
tion 44 (S) of the Cantonment Act read with rule 81 of the Cantonment. 
Eleotoral Rules. · 

In the circumstances Government does not think it necessary to take 
any action in thematter. · 

STABBED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, 



do.NOESBIONs To LAHoBE OoNsPmAOY .OABEJ. PRISONERS. • 

· *2592. Lala Bo~h Raj : Will the Honourable Finance Member 
_please state- · . 

(a) what. daily papers are being supplied to the Lahore Conspiracy 
case· prisoners for their. use ; 

(b) whether the same concession is granted to other political prisoners 
confined in other jails ; 

(c) whether tp.ei:e are any papers that were originally supplied to 
ptjsoners referred to in (a), h11;t b1;1,v~ be.en disco,ntinued now ; 
and, if so, what are the reasons for p~Qµig any ban on those 
papers ? 

Th, llo~pur"-blf;l Mt. A,. M .• $t9W. ; (a} T.\le ,()ipil ar,,~. ]}4.ilit;q,ry G~~ 
.and the Paisa AkMar. • 

(b) Yes, in the ease of s_pe~~l cia,Els p~p11~:i:e,. 
(e) No. 

~nOW)l':QiG O:i' v.;ND~~~ ll9L~9# ';iµllpN~S,. 
~2693. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Finance. Member 

'P-~~ -~tata w,het}:ter it is a ti.wt th1;1,.t the :W,spector-Ge:Qeral of. Prisons has 
.t:e.Q.Q,t;nl)l,e.n9._ed to t;tie lm.Jpeo.tor~.G:@e~l pf J>oli.ce, t9; issue h1st~!'.~io.~ 
~ t9 b,!I.Ild,~uff po~ticaJ p~onen wb,en tl;tey l!,1:~ b,r<>ugb,t {rom ~h~.j§ij 
·:t.Qt:b!} 09uft fQr l,lM'~ng their trial? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Sto~: No. 

HIGH BOHOOLS OF BAOXWARD· 00MMUNITIES_. 
"'2691. Chaudhri Duli Chaud : Will the Honourable Minister for 

Education kindly state- · 
(a) whether Government is-aware that.the .JatHigh Schools of Rohtak 

and Hissar, the Ahir High School of Rewari, the Meo High 
School of N uh, the Gaur High School of Reh.tak and th,e Muslim 
Rajpnt, High School of Kalanaur in the Am-bala division 
belong to the backward communities of the Jaits, Ahirs, Meos, 
Gaurs .~nd R~jpttts, r~pe<,tiveJy ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the gra~tsjn-aid of thgse.l'!(lhoo~ \ave-~~ 
reduced; .· · 

(c) if so, to what extent and why? 
The Honourahlc l\lir. Manoher Lei : The information is being collect 

.ed and will be supplied to the honourable mewl>_e.r when ready. 

NOTIFIED . .!G1¥~U1JTURISTB }l'l,t.O_l\o,: KAmiu,,, lil:110.,_ :QISm.e!IJS, JN: 
PQ;fl.IC:lll .DEt>~T;lgN,'f. 

11!269Jl. Rai Sahib .Chaud&n Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable 
·M.~:bE:11' :tier Fin.ance be plea.sad to staite :whet:Joor .any Hindu belot;tgjng, to; e. 
notified agricultural trihe has ever been appointed a Deput;y Snperint.erut•. 

-~~t o.i: Il.wp.e9~qr of PQlice Qy. ~.ct recmit~nt :(t9).ll a:r;i;y qt th~- ~1µ' dis-: 
.tricts of Karnal,-Robtak, Gurgaon and Hissar ~ _ 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stem: No. 
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WAKEFIELD WAR IN JHANG-MAGHIANA. 

*2696. Lala Bodb Rai : Will the Honourable M{nister for · Local 
:S~ If-Government please sta1le- 

. (a) when the ~akefield Wllrli in Jbang-~~ghlana wa!,I completed j 

(b) when was the charge handed over to the municipal committee; 
(P} whether it is o. .fac,t that before the ch!)J:ge was handed over it had 

failed tp _ci3irry off the water and there had .been sevend 
brtia.c,lies i,n it ; · 

(d) .if the reply to (c} be in the 9iflimi.ative, will the Honourable Mi,nis 
ter please state whether tl;ie d,epa.rtyµent _ Q<>n,c,e:i:pecl 41 tl:J.e · 
cq_miJI'll~1iQ!l .Q.f _tjJ.~ Wa.J,teµ!!_l~ .W~h will, Jte!!t_l' _t];i.~ _exp~nses for 
its repairs ? 

Co-OPERATIVE BANK, JRANG-MAG11IANA, 

*2695. Lala Bodb Raj : Will the Honourable Minister for Agri 
-enltnre please state- 

(a) whether his attention has been drawn to the fact that Mr. J:{arim 
Bux, Honorary Secretary, Co-operative Bank, Jhang 
Maghian11,, stated in court in the case Crown versus Sewai 
Ram and others. in Pebrusrj- 1929 or so that the accounts . 
of the bank had been falsified or altered in connection 
with the' amount of. R$. 50,000 Ullder hi$ .in,s,ti:u,cti<>~ ,; 

(b) if so, whether an enquiry into -the matter has ·been made .and 
necessary action taken against the offieia;l at fault? 

TheHonqurable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) No; 
(b) Does not arise at present. 

DIS~SA,L QF O~TAIN TEAOIJEB,S. 

*26!H. Lala Boil·h Raj:- With reference to starred qoostioR 
'No. 1805·1 asked on 5th May 1928 and the reply thereto, will the Honourable 
::Minister for Bducation please state- 

( a) whet~er it. is. a fa~t that the t.ea.che.rs at fault. h~y-e not been dis· 
missed so far as desired by tho department and that they have 
been drawing the suspension allowance; . 

(b) whether it is a fact that the. departmental c~n,ific11,tes of · thos,e ·, 
teachers were called for, but they are not being submitted to 
avoid the action being taken thereon ; . 

(c.) if so, what action is. being taken against the .official responsible 
for omission in this connection} 

(d, whether it is a fact that, even after the issue of orders calling for 
the certificates, the disbursement of suspension allowance ha.s 
been made? 

. The Honourabl~ ~. ~ohar ~l -~ Enquiries are being ma.de .,from 
local authorities and a reply will be furnished to the honourable member when 

.rel:J,c;ly. 



. No. 1828-C. (S.), dated-the 30th August 1929. 
From-The Senior Secretary to the Financial Commissionem 11,Jl.d Deputy Secretary to 

. Government, Punjab, Developmenn Dapa,rtment, 
To-The Commissioner, Multan Division. • 

ACREAGE BATE TO BE CHARGED IN PROPRIETARY AREAS OF NON· 
PERENNIAL TRACTS ON THE .SuTLEJ VALLEY CANALS, 

I AM directed to refer you to the correspondence 'ending with. my en- . 
dorsement No. 5766~D., dated the 24thNovember 1928; and to intimate that 
representations have been received from the za.mindars and cultivators of 
the old canal irrigated land in the Lodhran and Mailsi tahsils of Multan dis 
trict protesting against the levy of acreage rate on account of. surveys, con 
struction of water-courses and culverts. 

ACREAGE RATES, 

"2698. Lala Bodh Raj : With reference to the reply to part (a) .of · 
question No.19583 asked on the 6th March 1929, will the Honourable Revenue 
Meniber please state the action taken· on the representations made in the 
matter of acreage rates ? . . . 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: The . decision arrived: 
at is incorporated in _the Financial Commissioner, Development's, letter 
No.1828-C. (S.), dated the SOth August 1929, a copy of which is laid on the 
Council table. 

1 Volume XII, pages 464-65. 
1. Volume XIII. page. 131. 
• Volume xrr, i>JlgeB ,'111);.2?· 

TERMINAL TAX SCHEDULE AND VEGETABLE OIL. 

*2697. Lala Bodh Raj: With reference to· the reply to part {b) 
of question No. 179()1 asked on 27th February 1929, and question No. 2804.! 
asked on the 29th July 1929, will the Honourable Minister for Local Self- 
Gover.r:µnent please state- · 

: (a) whether .the terminal tax schedule has be~n fin.ally sanctioned 
by the Government ; if not, · what are the reasons for the 
delay; 

tb) what steps have been taken to stop the substitution of ghi by 
vegetable oil in the market ? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz ·Khan,, Noon: (a) Yes, the schedule 
has been sanctioned and will shortly be published in the Gazette~ 

(b) The Punjab Pure Food Bill which is- now before the Council wili;, 
it is expected, when.passed into law, effe~tually deal with the problem. 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: Enquiries are being 
made in the matter and a reply will be communicated to the honourable 
member when ready. 
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lVolume XII, pages 722-23. 
2 Tlie que-stion was -amwere'd"liy -Mr. Alan -Mitchell ixdhe absence of $e-1Ionourable 

Malik Firoz Khan, Noon. , · · · .: .' , · · .- .: · -~ 

MULTAN DISTRIOT BOARD, 

. *2699. Lala B.,.J,h Raj:· With reference to the reply to part (e) of 
question No. l96()1 asked on 6thMarch 1929, will the Honourable Minister 
for Local Self-Government please.state-« · · 

(a) wh~th('r the intermediate enquiry has been completed; 

(b) if so, .what decision has been arrived at 'by the Government in the 
matter ? · - · ~ 

~ Mr. Alan Mitchen;~~ (a) Yes. 

-, ;. ··-.· 

,2. This rate was to be recovered on the perennial and non-perennial 
_portions· of the Government waste land on the S11tlej Valley Canal$ at the 
1;ate of Rs. 8 per allotted acre if paid iii a lump sum, and at the rate of Rs .. 4-4-0 
per allotted acre in eight half-yearly instalments from those who preferred to 
make payments by instalments (cf. Mr. Orump's letter No. 5484-D., dated 
the 10th December 1927, a copy of which was forwarded .to you with his. en· 
dorsement No. 5486-D. of that date). Subsequently, in letter No. 1909-D., 
dated the 14th April 1928 (a copy of which was sent to you with this office 
endorsemenf No. 191:t-D., dated the 14th April 1928), it was decided that 
the same rates should apply to proprietary villages, the ra.te being applied 
to each acre of gross culturable area within the " Ohakbandi." 

8. I am to inform you that the Governor in Council has carefully con 
sidered. the representations which have been .made, and bas decided that 
in the proprietary areas of non-perennial tracts on the Sutlej Valley Canals 
no culverts should be constructed at present, and that the acreage or con 
struction rate for these areas should be fixed at Rs. 1-10~0 per acre of the 
gross eulturabls area within the " Chakbandi " if paid in a lump sum, or 
Rs. 1-12-0 per a~re (recoverable in eight equal instalments) in the case of 
those who pref~r to make payment by instalments. · · 

.. . . I 

4. I am to add that the revised rates in paragraph 8 above include the 
postponing of the collection for two years from the beginning of the · first 
harvest from which the new water-eourses come into use, and that the pay 
ment is on account of sw:veys and earth-work, but does not include the cost 
of water-course culverts, which will be made· as f,accavi works, . according 
to the ordinary rules of the Irrigation Branch for the construction of culverts 

· over water-courses. · 
5. If in any oases culverts have already been constructed, the person 

or persons using the water-courses shall be called upon to pay their share of 
the cost of construction of these culverts. If they - refuse, the full raite of 
Rs. 8 in a. lump SllIIl or Rs. 4-4~0 in instalments per oultnrable aQ:r:e owned 
shall be rebovered from the p·arsons using the water-course 'conoemed, The 
present concession is only being made on the condition · that all' culverts 
.already eonstructed are, paid for .' ,within .three m,onth:s of the receipt- of a. 
written demand by the Divisional Canal Officer. . 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

• 



STAIT:EMENTS LAID ON THE TABLE. 
'Sec:r~taty ·: The•fdllo'Wing state'men1is are laid -on ,th? itable :-- 

(1) Statement showing the action taken.by Government on resolutions 
pa11sad h-'.y:the 1PmJab Legislatiive Odtincil·from.!Nove:tnber 1928, 
.u.p ,to date; · 

(2) Statement showing the action taken by Government on cuts made 
by the Punjab Legislative Council in original and supplement 
aey demands presented ·to '·the ;Cdwieil Tfrom November 19.2& 
up to date. .. t , · 

' 

. 
8EPA!iATi6N OF J:e:ANG MUNICIPALITY. 

'*2'700. l,ala lled.h lRaj : With meference ito ,the 'reply to ,ques.t:imr 
No. 1985lasked on 18th March 1929, will the Honourable Minister1for LucaJ.! 
,Self..Go:vernrnent please state-' · 

'(a) whetiter ·any repcrt 1Jas been ''tmi:de liy fl:!e Joca:l · officets ·m: fhe 
. matter of separation of the Jhang ·:tntiriieip~ity; 

1(b.) if so, wlia..t cJeJisfon bas been arrived at by the Government in the 
inatter·? 

Tlie 1Boti0Utlil&·Milik Fitoz l<Lan, Noon : ,(a) Nt> 'tepoi.!t hu yet; 
· been received. ' 

(b) Does not arise. 

l'Volume xn, pages saa:37. 

I l\{T. Alan :Mitobell. ] 
(b) ,ft was ·e:scertaine'd. that no regular e1eetioo petition had been pre- 

·sented by the petitioner 'and M ~her a.etion: wa:s taken. , 

Lala Botlh "Raj -: W a;s any reference made by ·the local authorities on 
the· point in issue? · 

Mt. Alan Mitchell: I must ask for notice of the question. 

Lalla Bodh Raj :: Is mt a fact that new elections are going to itake 
~Bice in a few days and thalt the pomt has not yet been finally decided by 
Government ? 

Mt. Alan Mitthell: I require notice. 

lala .Bodh Raj : Will the hoaourable · member be pleased to issue in- 
.str,actions to :postpone the elections until ·this point is .deeided by the Go- 
-vernment ? • 

Mr. !President : Ts that .not a request 'fpr a: specific ·action'? I do not· 
"thm:k ihe question is permissible. 

' ~ :Bodh.Raj : I shall then ask whether there is any intention on the- 
1Part of the Government to do so. 
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.A committee has been appoirited 
eonsistdng of :- .. 

The :Honourable Sir Chtllli 
1 : Lal Vijbhucandas, .... Mehta.,. 

'Kt.,. K!C.~1L, ,!@,an :Bahaclur 
Sa.idar Habib Ullah, M.L.C.,. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan 
Lal, M. L. C., Sarda:r 'Ujjal 
Sin~h, M.L.C., Mr. G. V. Lewis •. 
MaJor H. G. Howard. 

I • 

The ptepara;tion 6£ the Pro- 
jeot has been 1U:ndermken. 

.After seeing· the .reporte 'of Com- 
missioners, Deputy·Commission-· 

ers and the Inspector-General 
of Police, the Sta:nding Police 
Committee recommended that 
certain iDJ\tructions be issued. 
to (Jomm:issioners with a view 
to eniruriiig the better working 
of the Act. Necessary instruc- 
tions hillve been issued. 

This Council reeommendsto the 
Government to appoint a Oom-. 
mittee with a 'view to making 
an enquiry irlto: .'the progress 

_of. the Mandi Hydr-0-Eleottjo 
I Scl).eme .and $ubmitting are- 

, port on. the foDowing points: 
fi) .. !The. maximum period 
within 'Which the scheme is 
ll"kely .fa1be i completed] · 

5 

4 '1Thi's Ctiubcil're'cdn:ilnen'dsfo the' Volnme· No; X:!ti, · · ·Tlie matter 'is uniier eonsldera» 
'.Qo'll'ernmeht ·to· ·appoint a i. p~es"l'lli-.:-1119·e:iid ,11.tion, · · 
Committee of the Punjab >149-1'80. 
Legislative dotinoil tofind out 
-wafri a:iia mearui'for 'iiitioi:Iifo- · , 
ing compulso'ry: pvµn,ary edu- 
cat_it:1!! in the. Punjab ,(moved 
on:27th July 1929) ;(carried-on 

t -21Jth-JaJy 192:0). 

This Council recommends to the 
Government that earnest and 
vigorous efforts should be inade 
to obtain the sanction of the 
Government of India and the 
Secretary of State to the exe 
cution of the Bhakra Dam Pro 
ject and the construction !lhould 
be taken in hand with- 

. out _any a vo,<il!,ble delay. as s_oon .. 
. '¥! -the requisite sanotion has 

. ·¥,Ii olitained . (m9ved oni!'ith 
'' · February; 19'29) '(c:ime'd on, 

28th February, 1929). 

3 

2 

Terms of resolutions passed. 

Volume XII,·pa,ges It was decided · by His Ex- 
433-450, cellency the Governor not to 

dissolve the Punjab Legis-: 
Iative Council. The question of 
extending the life of 'the Council' 
will be considered later and a 
definite pronouncement made 
before 'the 4th of Jeinuary 1930 .. 

This Council recommends to the 
Government to take steps to 
extend the life of present Le 
gislative Council till such 'time 
as the new constitution comes 
into force so as to enable the 
next elections to be held under 
the new consitution (moved 
on 26th February, 1929) 
(carried on 26th Febtuary 
1929). 

1 

.Action taken. 

Volume No. XIII, 
. pag-es-217 ....... 254. 

Volume No.·:xn, 
pages 517-li52. 

Vobnn.e XII• pages 
491-608. 

Volu:me-'riumber 
and •page of 
Punjab Legis 
lative Council 

Debates. 

This Council ·recoin"mends to 
the Government to take 'neoes- ' 

· sary steps to institute an en 
·quiry aii'to whether the Punjab 
Village and Small 'Fowns Pat 
trol, Act, 1918, should be 
amended or repealed (moved 
on 2!/'th February 1929) (car 
ried on 27th February 1929), 

Statemen: shO'I.Cing the adfon taken by Government on resolutions passed by 
the Purijab Legislative_ Council from,, November 1928 up to dote. . . - 



---- -- -- ---- --------------- 

Amount 
of 

reduction 

(i) Major head. • Reasons for 
(ii) Minor head. reductions or . 

(iii) Sub-head. cuts. _ 

Action takdn 
by ! 

Government. 
i 

v·olume number· 
and page .. of 

. the Punjab 
· Legislative . · 
Council Debates. 

NvTE._:_This information 'has. been published with Punjab Goverrurient Notifiiiation 
"No. 37072 (H.-Legislative), dated the 19th November 1929, in Part :t;"of the P,1111,jab fkloern· 
~ GaieUe. . . . . ' . . i 

_ Statement showing the action, ta'ken by Go"JJernment on cu~ ,rtwk by t~it 
Legislative Oounci"l in· original and 811,ppZementary demands presenteq 

to the Council, from· N ovcmbe,: 1928 up -to date. ' ! . , . . . . I 

Copies ofthe official report of the 
proceedings· of the Council were 
forwarded to the Indian· Sta 

. tutQry. Commission .. 

?fi..C., Mr. W. L. Stampe, l.S.E. 
and a representative uf the 
Mandi Darbar, - 

(ii) The ultimate cost involved 
and the return expected on 
the capital expenditure ; 

(iii) The possibility of reduc 
tion· in expenditure without 
a liecting the efficiency of the . 
Scheme; .and 

( i,,) the means for utilization of 
· electric energy generated 
to-the fullest possible extent 
and to the best advantage of 
the public and the State 
(moved on ;,Qth July 1929j 
[enrried on 30th July 1929). 

That this Ccuncil -- • 
(1) do. proceed- 

(a) to discuss the report of the 
Committee appointed by the 
Council on 11th May 1928 to 
take part in the Joint Confer 
ence of the Indian Statu 
tory Commission, and ' . 

(b) to discuss the memorandum 
prepared by the Punjab Gov 
ernment for the use ·of the 
said Commission, · 

(2) recommends to the Governpr · 
in Council that the. report of 
these discussions as recorded 
in the proceedings of the 
Council be forwarded to the 
said Commission .(moved on 
18th September 1929)( oarried 
on 18th September 1929); 

Action taken. Terms of resolutions pa~sed. 
I cVolnme number 

- arid page ·of 
Punjab Legisla- 

tive Council Debates. 

'Yolnine No. XIV, 
pages 81-246. 
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, 1 34-Agrioulture.,,- To urge ~he sink- 1 . Volume XII, TJi:ree.· att.emp~s to 

-(Transferred). ing of wells by pages ·10~ sink wells in Jhelum 
,. ., machinery for 1060. · have failed. Govern- -· · 1 . irrigating lands : ment are_ now;trying 

· in the Jhelum experiments in the 
•. · " , · : · ,District, - · adjoining district of 
, ... _.;_ __ _..·'-·-----·...!.--·-·----.....-----------~~·,....---·r·---·~......,--Rawalpindi., 
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Mr. President : The Council· will resume discussion on honourable 
Pandit Nanak Chanel's amendment," 

. .M~. ~wen Robel(ls (Nominated Non-Official): Sir, with your per 
mission I nse to support the amendment. My support is not based on any 
general prejudice against legislation which would fall within the meaning 
of the preamble of the Bili, but it is based rather on serious defects in the 
Bill itself. When I received a copy of the Bill I obtained spare copies and 
forwarded them immediately to the Chamber of Commerce, Karachi, the 
Northern India Chamber of Commerce and the Punjab Trades Association 
and from all those bcdies I have had communication in support not only of 
the amendments that stand in my name but also in sympathy with the 
remarks that I wish now to make. 

The first thing that struck one about the Bill was that it left out of con 
sideration altogether one very important class of tradesmen, those people 
who are to be found scattered through every Sadr Bazar in the province and 
in every district headquarters, that is, the class oft radesmen who are dealing 
in imported provisions. In the Bill as it stands and as it has been presented 
to this Council there is not a single one of this class of tradesmen who would 
not be liable to prosecution. In fact' when the Select Committee went out 
of its way to add item (h) of sub-clause (1) of clause 18 it showed.straight 
away that it could never have contemplated the possibilities which such a 
clause would open up before the ordinary straightforward shopkeeper who 
deals in these articles. 

This is only one of the incidental things showing how the Bill has been 
framed without taking into account the persons who would be affected by 
it while engaged in their legitimate business in a legitimate way. 

When we come to consider the form of the Bill, I submit that it is such 
as to throw very great doubts on the bond fiiks of the Bill as a Bill which is in 
tended to make better provision for the control of preparation and sale of food 
in the Punjab. I will ask the Council to go through the general provisions of 
the Bill with me. In the preamble the·intention is expressed of legislating for 
the control of· preparation and sale of food ; in clause 2 food is defined as 
every article used for food or drink by man other than a drug ; in clause S 
powers are taken to frame rules, and in clause 4 it is made an offence to sell 
an adulterated food. Up to this point I have no objection to offer. I think 
it is all vecy sound. But side by side with these clauses we find a whole 
group of clauses dealing with l,a,naspatine and charbini. These are defined 
in clause (8) and thereafter the Bill goes on in clause 18 to lay down con 
ditions connected with the sale of these articles; clause 14 deals in particular 
with the manufacture of these articles and clause 15 which to my mind should 
really be included in the Bill which will follow in this Council, the Regulation 
of Accounts Bill, discusses the accounts which sellers of these articles are to 
keep. Now, Sir, I submit that if this were a Pure Food Bill and nothing else, 
all these definitions and all these clauses should have been incorporated in the 
rules which have to be framed. What is the actual intention of the Bill? 

1 " That the Pnnja.b Pure Food Bill as amended by the Select Committee be circulated 
for the purpoae of eliciting public opinion thereon. 
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'[Mr. Owen Roberts.] 
If it is intended as a straightforward attack on the adulter .ition of food pro 
ducts, then these items should have been left out and put in the rules along 
with other things which will have to go into those rules, if the Bill is to be 
a living thing. Framed as it now is one is led to suspsc i that having achieved 
its object, which is nothing more than an attack on the trade in. banasoatim», 
by the incorporation within the Bill itself of reg1,1lations in that behalf, the 
enforcement of the remainder of the powers taken which would lead to un 
popularity, will be postponed to the Greek Kvlends, 

Then, Sir, I want to say a few words as to the machinery which is to 
be employed to enforce this Bill. The honourable mover of the resolution 
left no doubt in our minds as to the possible serious results. . . . 

Mr. President : The honourable member is discussing in detail the 
clauses 'of the Bill. I would request him to restrict his speech to the object 
and purpose of the amendment now before the House that is that the Bill 
be circulated for obtaining opinion thereon. 

MT. Owen Roberts: Sir, my object in referring to the machinery 
which is provided for by the Bill was not to refer to any specific clause. My 
point is that machinery of this type is a very serious matter and before it 
can be contemplated the conditions under which it may be employed should 
be referred to those persons who are likely to be affected by it. When I 
heard the honourable mover, I thought that perhaps he was allowing himself 
to b~n away with. But the more I think the more I am inclined to endorse 
practically everything he said about it. It is a very serious matter indeed 
to impose a number of new officials on the province at no doubt considerable 
cost carrying. the powers these men will carry, powers of entering into places 
when and how they like, the only check on them being that actual proseou- 

. tions will not be allowed until they can get some second authority to agree 
with them. This may sound all very well, but put into practice it means 
this. You have two neighbours and both of them have careful wives. The 
ladies come to the conclusion that it is cheaper to buy a tin of banaspatine, 
rather than to buy it in small lots and they agree to buy a tin between 
them and on the understanding that one of them keeps the tin and the other 
sends for her share as she wants it. What is the result ? The inspector 
sees banaspatine going from one house to another and alleges that these 
people are selling it and he proceeds to search the premises. He takes the 
matter before the sanctioning authority and that authority does not agree 
with him in prosecuting the people and the matter may be said to end there. 
But what has actually happened is this. The privacy of a home has been 
violated; the women have bean hunted from room to room while Mr. Pokenose 
the Inspector has been trying to justify his . existence and after a further 
inquisitorial process these people are told that they will not be prosecuted 
for having done nothing. I submit, Sir, that you cannot possibly deal with 
a Bill which will permit this, without eliciting public opinion upon it. Two 
familiar petitions rise to my mind on this subject. Ona of them is " Lead us 
not into temptation " and the other '' Prevent us, 0 Lord, in all our doings." 

,Qf these two, Sir," I prefer the former. I would much rather see the 
,opportunities and therefore the temptations of these inspectors re~uced 
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-than depend upon their guidance and regulation by some third party stepp 
.ing into protect people from unnecessary persecution. The views I have 
tried to express are not mine alone but have behind them the support of 

.serious commercial bodies and I earnestly hope that before proceeding 
to legislate in the manner· prescribed by the Bill, the Council will insist 

-on its being recirculated to elicit public opinion before proceeding with it. _ 

The Honourable Malik ,Firoz · Khan, Noon (Mfofater for Local 
Self-Government): Sir, I have listened to the honourable member with 

_great interest because he has certainly pointed out· certain amendments 
which he thinks are probably called for in this Bill. I am glad to say that 
for a long time yesterday I had a talk with the '.Raja Sahib and Mr. Mukand 
Lala Puri and they brought those very points to my notice and Mr. Puri 
speeially seems to have worked very hard on the subject and he has pointed 
.out several things which in a way would certainly improve the Bill and 
_I am grateful to him for the suggestions, valuable ones, which he has made 
and all these suggestions are embodied in most of the amendments that 

.are sent in and which I hope will be passed. If the honourable member 
who has just sat down were to know what these amendments are he would 
be satisfied with all these and the objection which he has in his mind would 
'be removed, and if the honourable member, the mover of the amendment 
had been here he would probably have liked to have withdrawn that motion 
for circulation and let the House proceed with the discussion of the various 
amendments to the clauses of the Bill. I just want to draw the attention 
of the honourable members on my right that in the absence of the honourable 
mover of the amendment they will perhaps allow the Honourable President 
to put this motion to the House and have it rejected and proceed with the 
discussion of the amendments of the Bill. 

Rai Bahadur Lala Sswak Ram [Multan-division (Non-Muhammadan) ] 
(Rural) : Sir, the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government seems 

,to be in a great hurry to rush the Bill through. He does not want even to 
give us a chance to speak on the Bill and give vent to our feelings. Re 
wants t9-e mover of this amendment to withdraw his amendment. There 
have been only two speeches so far on this amendment, one-from the honour· 

.able mover and the other from my honourable friend, Mr. Owen Roberts. 
They have distin<#y told the House what a defective Bill this is. There 
is no doubt that if at all any unreasonable Bill has been brought before this 
House, it is this one. When drafting the. several sections the Government 
"did not at all realise the difficulties of a community to which the members 
who were predominant in the select committee were the greatest enemies. 

'The tradesmen with whomsoever I had a. talk (Interruption) Sir, I object 
-to these interruptions. The tradesmen with whomsoever I had a talk 
have told me that this Bill will be a great hardship on them. I do not 

· want to go into the details of the' Bill. at present ; as my honourable and 
learned friend the mover of the amendment has gone into the details. He 
spoke at length and dealt with each clause and has told us what a hard Bill 
this is, especially clauses 7, 18, 18 and a fewother clauses. If this Bill is 
passed it will be a great hardship on this community. Where is the harm if 
this Bill is postponed for three months ? I fail fo see why the Honourable 

~Minister is in a great hurry to get this Bill through. After all, this Bill has 
0.2 
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[R. B. Lala Sewak R9,m.J 
been before the House for a whole year already. It orginated from resolu 
tion regarding pure ghi, which has now resulted in a very objectionable and a 
long Bill. It was never anticipated by the House that all these compli-· 
cations will set in from an ordinary resolution moved by a member .on these 
benches. At first it "came in the shape of a different Bill, the Adulteration 
of Food Bill. That Bill was considered to be very defective and had to 
be dropped. Now the worst possible Bill has come up. Our only request 
is that this Bill may be circulated for eliciting public opinion. Where is- 

. the difficulty about it ? When you meet again in January or in the-beginning 
· of February the Bill may be taken up. If you now look at the amendments 

there are about 200 of them and if we are to go on discussing these amend 
ments it may take 8 or 4 days and even then we may not be able to rectify 

. the mistakes and the defects of all the oppressive clauses of this Bill. There-· 
fore I think that the amendment moved by my friend, the honourable 
member from Hoshiarpur, is a very sound one. The Bill has not been 
published in all the newspapers. I do not think I have seen it except in 
one or two papers. It is not at all fair to the people of the province that 
a measure like this shquld be rushed through the Council. If my honourable 
friend the Minister wants to take advantage of the majority at his back 
he can do so at any time and pass the Bill even without allowing us to move 
amendments. But if he is prepared to listen to our request, I respectfully 
submit that he might take into consideration the feelings not only of the· 
members on these benches but of all the tradesmen in general who are the 
real people concerned and give them an opportunity to hold public meetings 
and discuss the Bill which has not been so far discussed by them. After 
we come to know the opinion of all these people, whatever defects we find;. 
may be rectified and the Bill might be drafted in a form acceptable to all. 
It is no use passing a measure that is objected to by a particular community 
which we represent in this House. I therefore submit that the Bill be· 
circulated for eliciting public opinion. 

Mr. V. F. Gray (Punjab Chamber of Commerce and Trades Aasocia- · 
tion, Commerce) : Sir, I rise on behalf of my Chamber to welcome the Bill j: 
but I shall also support the amendment. The Bill will; I think, be generally 

· welcomed by commercial circles ; but it is placed before us in rather a hnrri 
I ed mariner; The Select: Committee included nobody with real commercial 
interests in the subject matter with which the Bill deals and the amend 
ments to the Select Committee's report show that the commercial difficul-· 
ties that- some of the clauses in this Bill bring fourth are still unsatisfied •.. 
The very fact of the number of amendments that you have got, as pointed 
out by the last speaker, proves the unsatisfactory condition of the Bill as 
now put forward. The Bill should either be sent back to the Select Committee· 
with a copy of the amendments or else circulated for eliciting public opinion •. 
I do not mind which, but for us to come here and try to make this Bill work 
able seems to be absolutely impossible. The Honourable Minister for Local 
Self-Government who is interested in the .Bill has just informed us that a nnm 
ber of amendments have been presented to us to-day which will meet most 

_ of our objections. · The fact that Government are prepared to accept a num- · 
ber of amendments proves my point that the Bill as presented is incomplete. 
Very few memberaIiave yet seen the&e amendments. On the face of it, on 
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• and he has himself gone away to-day. As a matter of fact I am surprised 
to see some honourable members saying that this Bill is being hurried 

-through by the Government. I believe it has been before this House and the 
province for some years. The question of banaspati ghi agitl},ted the minds 

-of some of the members of this Council and my honourablefriend, Mr. Gopal 
Das, moved a resolution oh their behalf and requested Government to stop 
banaspatine being adulterated with ghi, and that matter was-left over because 
the Government was considering the bringing in of a Pure Food 
Bill which is now before us, so that the whole question might be dealt 
with at one time. My friend, Mr. Owen Roberts, has sent in some amend 
:ments- and I think some of them might be acceptable to this House and 
perhaps to the Government also. The argument that if this Bill is sent back 
for the purpose of eliciting public opinion it would be easier to pass it in 
this House, I do not think will hold water, because as a matter of fact the 
-elauses about which my friend on the left (Rai Bahadur Sewak Ram) has 
.so strongly and loudly protested have already been before the various con 
:ferences and meetings. The Mahajana Sabha at its last session discussed this 
Bill and some other bodies have also considered and discussed it andas a re 

.sult sent in resolutions to the Government strongly protesting against 
this measure and describing it is an encroachment on the rights of the 

, people. As for the. other bodies, I believe the Chamber of Commerce and 
.other bodies, if they had desired to. send in their opinions, would have 
done so because the Bill was published in the Gazette sometime ago. !£ 
they have not addressed the Government it might be because they have 

.;got their representatives in this Council who can bring in amendments 
and put their point of view before the Council if they so desire. Mr. Owen 
Roberts has in the heat of the moment said that he agreed with every 
word of the honourable mover of the amendment. I believe he did 
not mean it. The mover cited an excise case of the . Rohtak district. He 
did not go further and say that because there was eormption in the Excise 
department therefore the Excise Act should be scrapped. · If there is no 

-objeetion to the appointment of Inspectors in case of the Excise. department, 
- - . ' 

ihe first reading these amendments m,!l,y appear to make the Bill unobjeetion 
able but none of 'WI will have very much confidence that this is so unless we 

· have time to consult the commercial houses which are directly interested in 
ihe matter. I am not now discussing the small inspectors, a subject which 
was raised the other day. That is a subject I do not know much about ; 
but I am talking about the great commercial houses - who import this stuff 
in a wholesale manner. There are a lot of small items in the Bill that pre-: 
-sent some difficulties and with- a short postponement the Bill can be made - 
one that will be welcomed by the whole province and it will be a shame to 
press it on the province hurriedly in. an ill-considered manner. I therefore 
.snpport the amendment that the Bill should be circulated for eliciting 

,1 yublic opinion. . 
~ · Khan Bahadur Captain . Sardar. Sikandar Hyat Khan : I rise 

to oppose the "amendment moved by the honourable member who is .not here 
to-day. -According to a Punjabi sa.ying- 

Gur laga diya hai 
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[K. B. Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat Khan.] 
why object to the Inspectors being appointed under this Bill. I personally- 
think, Sir, that this measure ~ affect t~~ samindars more than al}:y body 
else because so far as the mam commodities are concerned, such as ghi~, 
gJ:,ain, milk, ete., all these are produced by the samindars and they will be 
affected to a much greater extent than the shopkeepers who do the adulterat 
ing and blending. Under these circumstances it cannot be described. 
as a· class measure and I· hope that the House will not proceed 
further with this dilatory motion but proceed with the Bill and. 
those amendments which are considered necessary and useful might be accept 
ed. As Mr. Owen Roberts put it, we should try to come to an agreement 
with the Government and if some clauses are considered unreasonable, let 
us try to make them reasonable. There is no other body except this Council. 
which can do this. I therefore strongly oppose this amendment. ~ 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq [ Amritsar Ciiy (T\fuhammadan) Urban] r 
Sit, this Bill has been before this House for the last two or three years ancI 
if I remember aright it was through me that it was in a way postponed and 
I am surprised to find that my friends who are now bringing forward these 
streams of amendments never. thought once during all these three years to 
send in a single amendment. Perhaps they have been waiting for the cool 
atmosphere of Lahore to bring in' these amendments. Why were they not 
brought at Simla? My honourable friend from Lyallpur (Rai Bahadur Lala 
Sewak Ram) was present in Simla. Why did he not send in his amendments 
then.? There was not even a single amendment in his name in the Simla 
session. My friend representing the Chamber of Commerce says that not a 
single member representing the commercial interests was on the Select Com 
mittee. He knows that I had my name thrust on the Minister because I was 
anxious to do something in this matter. If the honourable member want 
ed, the Government or the Minister would not have been so unreasonable as 
not to include his 01· anybody else's name. 

Mr. V. F. Gray : I too-am not an expert. 
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : If he is not an expert it is not for us to· 

discover who is an expert. · If you are not yourself an expert, you can name 
an export. What is the good of raising an objection like this ? After all 
in a Bill like this you cannot go and bring in an outsider as expert. Mem- 
bers of this Council only should serve on the committee. How is it that the 
honourable member who was at Simla at the time this Bill was introduced 
did not bring forward a single amendment ? What is the reason for that ?·' 
Do you think it is right that a Bill should first be introduced, then considered 
and reconsidered by the Select Committee and then again recommitted to 
the same Select Committee with instructions to reconsider it so as to 
limit its scope ? And for how long will the process go on ? If at 
the time the Bill was introduced the honourable member was enjoy-· 
ing in London or Europe and for that reason he did not attend the meetings 
of the Council, is that a reason why the Bill should be recirculated, and simply 
because _he says that the Bill will work very harshly on/ commerce r 
Whenever a Bill, is introduced, whether it is the Barda Bill or the Pure · 
Food Bill, every member gets up and says, recirculate it. I do not know 
the object of it all. (A voice :-The object is to get public opinion). For 
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the last two or three years the honourable member could not get publie 
opinion; he could not even form his own opinion (laughter). Then what 
about the honourable member from Simla 'l He is a prominent member 
of the party to which the mover belongs. That. member did not suggest a 
single amendment. What is the point in asking that the Bill should be 
re-circulated ? 

Supposing that is done, next time some other member who has been to 
Australia or Japan will get up and s~y that he was not here at th~ time 
and therefore the Bill should be re-circulated. I therefore strongly oppose the · 
amendment. No doubt everyone thinks that the Bill needs pruning. There. 
are sheaves of amendments, and we are here to consider those amendments. 
It does not matter how long it takes to consider those amendments. The 
House of Commons sits all the year round. Let us do the same also. There 
are many legal heads in the Council on each side. (.A. voice :-They are all 
block heads), (Laughter). After they have considered the Bill clause by 
clause they will probably come to some decision, For these reasons I strongly 
oppose the amendment that the bill be re-committed to the Select Com 
mittee. 

,1 

Colonel C. A. Gill (Director of Public Health) : Sir, I did not think it · 
would have been necessary to dilate upon the urgent need of this I ill, because 
all those who have read newspapers for the past four or five years or have 
listened to the debates and questions asked in this Council on the subject of 
pure food, must have realised the urgent importance <?f this question. But 
not only has the feeling on the subject been voiced in this House, but nearly 
all the large Municipal Committees in the Punjab have long been clamouring 
for this - ill. Even more than that, the city of Delhi, which is outside the 
province, is most anxious to adopt this Bill as soon as it has beccme an Act 
and they are hoping to le able to do so shortly. (.A. voice: Have they asked 
for a Bill or this Bill ?) They have asked to adopt this Bill. 

Why this great anxiety? It is rather unusual to demand to use legisla 
tion before it has been made effective and before it has been brought in. The 
reason is that the evil with which it is meant to deal is increasing. In the 
past few years the adulteration of food has suddenly become a very serious 
problem. Before bar.aspati glzi was introduced it had not occurred to 
people that enormous profits could readily. be made by substituting a poor 
quality article for the genuine, but as"the result of experience gained with 
banaspati, the substitution of impure food has now become a common prac 
tice, and not only is banas1·ati ghi now being sold as genuine ghi, but 
artificial atta of little nutritive value, and which instead of being made from 
wheat is being made from rye and maize, is now being sold in the basar, 
Pure milk is now almost unobtainable in the towns. Then again hair oil is 
being imported for the purpose of mixing with edible oils. So the question 
of adulteration has beco:r;ne of ~eat and increasing importance. 

Atta and ghi and milk constitute the staple food of the vast 
majority of the people of this province, especially of the poorer sections of e 

both the rural and of the urban population, and ii these three food-stuffs 
atta, ghi and milk-are going to be extensively adulterated in this 'manner it 
means that the health of a large section of the population is going to suffer 
and their resistance to disease to be lowered. This surely is a matter of very 
considerable importance. I think there is 'general agreement upon this point, 
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and the only question is how are these people to be protected from the dis 
honest trader and dealer. The existing Act has been proved to be unwork 
able. It 'was in fact introduced before this question of banaspati had come 
up an~ consequently it contains !10 provisions by means of which you can 
deal with the problem of bonaspoii. So that a new Act or an amending Act 
is essential. In 1927 Government drew up an amending Act and a draft of 
the proposed Bill was referred to the Standing Committee on Public Health of 
this Council in January 1928 and the Bill, as approved by the Standing Com 
mittee was introduced into this House in March 1928. The House referred it - 
to a Select Committee, who examined it and came to the conclusion that if 
such extensive alterations were necessary it would be better to withdraw the 
amending Bill and to introduce a new Bill. . A new Bill was consequently 
drafted and in March 1929 a new Bill-the present Bill-was introduced into 
the House and referred to a Select Committee. The Pure Food Bill has there 
fore been examined by the Standing Committee on Public Health and by 
two Select Committees of this House and, in addition, a large number of mem 
bers of this House have placed _their expert advice and legal knowledge at 
the disposal of Government in trying to overcome the difficulties in drawing 
up the Bill. Mr. Owen Roberts complains that commercial interests were 
not represented on the Select Committee. Unfortunately last year he was 
away in England, otherwise he would have probably been placed on the Select 
Committee, but in any· case the Bill has been long and closely considered 
by a very large number of members of this House who have given us the be 
_nefit of their expert advice and their knowledge of local conditions, This 
surely is sufficient guarantee that the provisions of the Bill do not infringe 
the liberties of the. people and will not enable it to be used as an instrument 
of oppression. I think, Sir, we might say that public opinion is the Iaiher of 
this Bill and that this House is the mother of it, and I trust therefore that 
the House will deal tenderly with its offspring: 

Diwan Baha:dur Raja Narendra Nath [ Punjab Land-holders. 
General)] : Sir, I wish to say a few words on the main points under dis 
cussion which I and my friend Mr. Mukand Lal, Puri, who has studied the 
Bill very carefully, have been trying to avoid. 'I'here is no doubt that the Bill 
has been long bofore.the Council, but there are reasons which induce me to 
,support the motion that is now before the House. · One of the arguments in 
favour of the Bill is that the measure exists in other provinces too and in 
other countries also. The conditions of the Punjab are peculiar. This ar 
gument was used at the time when a certain Bill called the Town Improve 
ment Bill was introduced in the Council about six or seven years ago when 
I and my friends now sitting on this side of the House occupied the opposition 
benches. On that occasion also the argument was put forward. that 
there was nothing peculiar in the measure, that similar Acts existed in other 
p_rovinces and were working satisfactorily, and with good results. We. 
thought at that time that under the peculiar conditions of the Punjab there 
would be many difficulties iii. working the Act and we opposed it. It was 

. passed in spite of our opposition. I find from answers to certain questions 
put by a friend of mine in this Council that the Town Improvement . Act 
which was passed in this House with a flourish of trumpets has been a dead 
letter, that it has not been possible to introduce it and work it in any town 
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"That the Punjab Pure Food Bill as reported by the Select Committee be taken into 
consideration;" · - 

since which an amendment has been moved 
"That the Punjab Pure Feed Bill as amended by the Select Committee be circula- 

ted fore iciti:Qg public opinion thereon." 

The question is that the amendment be made. 
The motion was lost. 
Rai Bahadur Lais Sewak Ram : May I move my amendment,' Sir ? 
Mr. President : The 'hon'ble member's amendment appears to be a 

.eombination of an amendment and a motion. So far as it ·aims that the 
Bill be recommitted, it is an amendment. But its latter portion, which pro 
poses that certain instructions be given to the Select Committee, is a motion. 

Rai · 'Bahadur Lala Sewu Ram : May I submit one point, Sir ? 
The words "with instructions .... " were put in only by way of request. If 
they are objectionable I have no hesitation in withdrawing them and 
moving the remaining part only. 

Mr. President,: The hon'ble member will be quite in order in· moving 
the first part of the amendment. 
- Rai Behadur, Lala Sewalc Ram [Multan Division, (non-Muhammadan) 
Rural] : Sir, I beg to move 

"That the Punjab Pure Food Bill as reported by the Select Committee be recommit- _ 
ted to the same Seleot Committee." 

· The remaining portion of the amendment which has been . disallowed 
.and which cannot be incorporated in my amendment, I- will put in my 
. .arguments in support of the motion. - ' 

1" That the Punjab Pure F~od Bill as reported by the Select Committee be recommitted 
to the same select committee with instructions to reconsider the whole Bjl.l 
so as to. limit its scope to banaapatine and ekarbini only." 

3 P.M. 

-0£ this province. I am afraid ~ unless certain modifications are made in 
the Bill which is before us, this Bill will also meet the same fate although 
in this Council it may be passed. Mr. Puri and I have been doing our best 
-to reason out points with the Hon'ble Minister, with the Secretary for Local 
Self-Government and with the Legal Remembrancer, and we covered a lot 

-of ground. We came to agreement on many points and up to 11-80 this 
morning I was under the impression that I would use my influence with the 
m~mbers of my party to avoid a discussion on the motion for circulating the 
Bill for eliciting public opinion, but I found out at 12-80 that our settlement 

,o~ one of the material points which was an indispensable feature of the 
B.ill and to which we objected had failed; (.A voice: What is that point ?) 
I a~ not going to mention the point because by doing so I would be raising 
a discussion on that particular point. We have been trying to meet Govern 
ment mem'bers to a certain extent, but we have so far failed in arriving at 
complete settlement. It· seems to me that one great advantage of postpon 

.mg the discussion _of this BiJJ and circulating it for eliciting public opinion 
would be that we will be able to arrive at an understanding on that parti 
?ular point.· For this reason, if for no other, I support the motion which 

.is before the House. 
Mr. President :-The original motion was- 

" 
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[B. B. Lala Sewak Ram.] 
I have already submitted that the origin of this Bill was the resolution 

moved by my friend from Sheikhupura (Lala Gopal Das). He moved a re 
solution for doing something for the cause of banaspati ghi. That resolu 
tion led to the introduction of the Adulteration of Food Bill. That Bill 
subsequently took its present form. In reality we only wanted to see that 
only pure ghi was sold in the markets, but subsequently the question of 
purity of food also was brought in, 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: On a poinj of order, Sir. I just wish to 
draw your attention to paragraph 87 of the Constitutional Manual according 
to which an amendment can be moved giving instructions· to the 'same Select 
mittee. It says "that the Bill may be recommitted to the same Select Com· 

· mittee with instructions to the Select Committee to make some particular or 
additional provision in the Bill. I would, therefore, submit that the original. 
amendment of my hon'ble friend was perfectly in order. 

Mr. President : No. If the hon'ble member will read the article, upon 
which he relies, more carefully, I hope, he will agree with me that part (1) of 
the article relates- only to the member in charge of the Bill. 

1 
As regards 

the rights of the other members, they are stated in paragraph (2) of the ar 
ticle, that is to say, "if the member in charge moves that the Bill be taken 
into consideration, any member may move as an amendment that the Bill. 
be recommitted or be re-circulated for the purpose of obtaining opinion 
thereon." . 

. Rai Bahedur Lala S:awa.k Ram : I already submitted in my previous 
speech that this Bill is a very complicated affair. I, therefore, submit that 
this Bill should be recommitted to the Select Committee.' The only points with 
which we are concerned are the banas1.atineand charbini and there is no necessity 
whatever to go into other details. I do not think there is much adultera·· 
tion going on in other things. If, however, adulteration is going on in other 
things,· perhaps they are explainable, but in the case of charb,ini made ar 
ticles and banaspati made articles, we cannot find out whether the thing 
is made of one thing or the other. Therefore, the only thing required to 
give effect to the resolution is to frame a Bill with reference to these two 
articles. Nothing else contained in this Bill is required at present. I,. 
therefore, beg to move the amendment so that the Select Committee may 
redraft the Bill confining themselves only to these articles banaspatine and 
charbini. · · 

Mr~· President : The original motion was- 
" That the Punjab Pure Food Bill as reported by the Sefect Committee be taken 

into consideration;" 

since which an amendment has been moved- 
" That the Punjab Pure Food Bill as reported by the Select Committee be recommitted 

to the same Select Committee." 

Chaudhri Afzal Haq [ Hoshiarpur-oesz-Ludhiana, (Muhaµu:nadans) 
Rural] (Urdu): Sir, I have studied the Bill and also the amendments 
moved by some of the hon'ble members. In the beginning I was convinced 
that the Bill was defective and required a lot of amendments to be made. 
But now it appears to me that no· effort has been spared to at· 
tain the satisfaction of all the parties concerned and that the dissenting 
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The Honourable Malik Firce Khp, Noon (Minister for Local Self· 
Government): Sir, the honourable . members of this House are already 
aware of the large number of amendments that have been sent in by the · 
various sections of this House, particularly from the section round about 
the honourable mover of this motion. In order to save the -time of this 
House I thought it best to discuss these amendments ·· informally with the · 
accredited leaders, namely, Raja Narendra Nath and Mr. Mukand Lal, Puri, 
who had been authorised by their party to go and discuss these amendments 

. with me. - I am glad to say that yesterday myself, Mr. Mitchell, Mr. Sale 
and the Director of Public Health held a meeting while this Council was 
going on, and discussed each and every amendment with these two repre 
sentatives. I am also glad to say that out of 62 amendments we reached 
ari agreement with regard to every one of them. (Hear, hear). There 
was, however, one question which was brought to my notice by Mr. S~le 
next morning. There was one amendment with regard to clause 18 which 
we had accepted, but which was contrary· to the provisions of clause 18 · 

members really do not want the present Bill to be considered at. all. The· 
hon'ble leader of the Hindu party bas admitted that it was tried to bring 
about an understanding between the Government and their party, and th,at 
t~ey argeed on almost all the points with the exception of one. Had the 
Government rejected all the proposals put forward by my hon'ble friend then. · 
one could very well have read some ulterior motives in the conduct of 
the Government, but now when it is admitted 'that the Govem- 
ment did all tbat they reasonably cou'd be expected to do in the 
matter of making the Bill as much satisfactory as possible one cannot " 
but say that the hon'ble Hindu members are actuated by some different mo 
tive in bringing the present £ mer dment hfore the House. None 
of the members of the Eelect Committee made any note of dissent against 
any of the provisions of tle present Bill, Lut our Hindu n.embers insitt that 
it should be referred back to the same Eelect Committee for reconsideration. 
In case there is scme genuine f!aw in the Bill, then I am quite at one with 
the lion'ble member representing .Anni tsar in saying 1 bat the Bill sl ould be 
recommitted to the Select Committee for reconsideration and that if neces- 

_ sary the session of Council may also be extended for a few days more. But 
when we do not find any such defect in the Bill, then there appears. to be no· 
reason why this Bill should again be returned to the Select Committee for 
reconsideration. 

I congratulate the Hon'ble Minister for Local Self-Government that he has 
acted according to the best traditions of Parliament in presenting 
before the House a measure intended to give satisfaction to all parties con 
cerned. The hon'ble Raja Narendra Nath has stated that there was· orily 
one point on which they disagreed with the Government. If so, let them pre 
sent that point before the House to express its view on it.. We are not bent 
upon causing harm to the interests of any class whatsoever. We are not 
in the Government's pay and have not sold our conscience to them. Let 
them bring in the point on which they disagree and we will consider it as 
disinterested parties as it behoves us to do. There is no necessity for bring 
ing in the present motion. With these words I oppose the motion now be 
fore the House. 
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{Hon'ble Malik Firoz Khan, Noon.] 
.of the Bill ~nd if we accepted that amendment two of the provisions of 
the Bill would have been contradictory. 

Mr. President: It is not in the power of the Honourable :Minister 
· to accept such amendments. An amendment to a clause is out of order 
::if it is inconsistent with or contradictory to the clause. 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : We did not know 
- that, . However, I informed these two accredited representatives by tole- · - 
phone my difficulty in the matter of accepting that amenament. Again, 
I had a talk with them this morning and explained hew if that amendment 

··were accepted it would be directly opposed to one of the clauses of the Bill. 
I also - told them that I was not willing to accept that amendment, but I 

- was prepared to leave the question to be decided by the Council and that I 
was prepared to accept the uecision of the Council, Now that there is agree 

. ment on all the points except one, there is no need to refer the .Bill to the 
Select Committee. I think that point of disagreement can be placed before 
the House and can be decided by the majority of the House. With these 

· few remarks I suggest that it is not wise to recommit the Bill tc. the Select 
Committee, because out of 62 points we have reached an agreement on 61 
points. 

· Lala Mukand Lal, Puri [Lahore City (Non-Muhammadan) Urban] : 
Sir, the Honourable the Minister for Local Self-Government has pointed 

. out to the House the circumstances under which the discussion took place 
between Raja Narendra Nath, myself, the Honourable Minister and his 
assistants and colleagues. We agreed on certain amendments not because 
those amendments were a 'kind of concession to anything that we had 
asked for, but because it was thought right by the persons who were engaged 

· in the consultation that those amendments should be made. With respect 
to clause 18 which, as was pointed out by the honourable member from 
Hoshiarpur (Pandit Nanak Chand), it trenches upon the fundamental prin 
ciple of criminal jurisprudence. I pointed out that clause 18 should be 

· deleted and it was pointed out to me that instead of deleting that clause, 
if clause 18 was amended in a particular manner, it might meet Illy objection. 
I gladly accepted that suggestion, and we agreed on that understanding 

- that there should be no discussion on the motion of Pandit Nanak Chand 
that the Bill be circulated for eliciting public opinion or any amendment 
be pressed. This morning we were-told that this was not accepted and, 
therefore, the discussion has been started on the other amendments. I 

, do take it that the amendments with respect to which we agreed that they 
were necessary are to stand. With respect to the proposal of Rai Bahadur 
Lala Sewak Ram that the Bill be recommitted to the Select Committee, I 
want to point out that it is agreed on all hands that the Bill as it has emerged 

, out of the Select Committee needs amendment, and if is it so, why should 
not the Bill be referred back to the Select Committee so that it might be 
..redrafted in the light of the amendments which have been found to be 
necessary ? Speaking for myself, I can say that I am not at all against the 
principle of the Bill. The framers of the Bill are actuated by the desire to see 
that pure food is made available, and so far as thP-t goes they ueserve to be 

-congratulated. But in framing this Bill, they have gone too far. I think the 
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Bill in its present form as it hos come out of the Select Committee will prove 
a tembk engined oppression. As has been pointed out to-day, the classes- 
who are most likely to be affected by it have not had an occasion to consider· 
its provisions, and it is quite possible that if it is referred back to the Select 
Committee, the Select Committee may consider, it desirable to consult 
them. It has been pointed out by Mr. Owen Roberts that the three Euro- 
pean Associations had not been consulted, and it has been . pointed out on 
the floor of this House that none of the merchants' organisations which· 
exist in Lahore and Amritsar or in other towns of the· province have been 
consulted. · 

Mr. President: That argument ·would have been relevant to the 
amendment of Pandit Nanak Chand. It is irrelevant to the amendment 
now before the House. 

Lala M1.ikand. Lal, Puri: I was pointing out, Sir, that when the· 
Select Committee will consider the Bill again, it will very naturally 
and very likely consult these bodies in that cam. There have been very 
serious omissions. The· very name of the Act, the Pure Food Bill, has· 
lulled the people to sleep. It has been very rightly pointed out, Sir, by 
the honourable member from Amritsar that no amendments at all 

, were made by any member. People thought that it was a Bill only to 
prevent adulteration of yhi and they never bothered about it. That 
might have been the reason why the public did not care much about it. 
Brit the fact remains, the _public opinion has not been directed towards 
this Act. This Bill has not been printed in any vernacular newspapers, 

· nor has it been printed in any English newspapers ; nor has it been referred'. 
to the municipalities, district boards and other bodies; who will be affected 
by its provisions or who are mainly concerned with the working of it. 

Mr. Preaident : Will a reeongnittal serve that purpose ? 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: Yes, I think so, Sir. 
Mr. President: I would again point out to the .honourable member· 

that he is not speaking to the amendment now before the House, 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: I believe, Sir, tha.t if the Select Committee 
is going to do its duty it will take good care that it gets opinions - 
not only from those persons who are interested and want to get this Bill 
passed, but also · from those persons who are likely to be affected by the 
passing of this Bill. We will see that those opinions are seen and made avail- 
able to the Select Committee. It is quite possible that some experts and. 
merchants associations migh~ make some criticism, and that criticism 
should be made available to the Select Committee. This is the reason.. 
Sir, why I am dilating on this matter, that public opinion has not been at 
all directed towards this Bill, because the name of the Bill has lulled people _, - 
to sleep. . So, Sir, I support the motion which the honourable mover has 
made that the Bill be referred back to the Select Committee. Another 
reason for doing this is that after having considered this Bill, if all the amend 
ments which are now before the House are accepted, still some provisions 
will need further consideration. As an illustration I may submit that snb-. 
clause (JI) of clause 18 the Honourable Minister would like to delete. - 
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Mr. President e The original motion moved was- 
" That the Punjab Pure Food Bill as reported by the Select Committee be taken into 

consideration." 
: since which an amendment has been moved- 

"That the Bill be recommitted to the Select Committee. 
The question is th!@ythe proposed amendment be made. 
The motion was lost. 
Mr. President : The question .is-'- 

" That the Punjab Pure Food Bill as reported by the Select Committee be take'n 
' into consideration." ' 

The motion was carried. . 
Mr; President: The Council will now proceed to consider the Bill 

. clause by clause. 
The Honourable Malik F.iroJ! Kiin, N..>1>:a : M1y I point out, 

Sir, with respect to sub-clause (1) of clause 1, the figures are only given 
19 and the other two figures are not given. I understand that some 
objection was raised by the Government of India with regard to a previous 
Bill that these two figures should _be entered in the Bill. May I have your 

· valuable advice on- this point ? 
Mr. President : That clause is not yet before the House. Sub 

-elause (1) of clause 1 relates to the title of the Bill and will be taken later on. 
Clause 1. 

Sub-plass (2). ' • 
Lala Mukand Lal, .Purl [ Lahore City (Non-Muhammadan) Urban)l : 

Sir, I beg t~ move that the following be added to clause 1 (2) :- 
"In extending the Act the Local Government may extend it in respect of any specified 

article or food, or generally in respect of a1a]. articles of food." 

The proposed amendment confers a discretion upon the Local Govern 
ment to extend it . to one article of food or certain specified articles of food 

. or to all food articles, if the Government so desires or considers it feasible. 
It has been said on the floor of this House that the real necessity of the 
measure arose out of the adulteration of ghi. It will be open to Government, 

. if it thinks it proper, to extend it in the first instance only to the adultera 
tion of ghi, or milk or any other article of food about which there may be 
some complaints. 

Ran.a Firoz-ud-Din Khan : On a point of order Sir. Bub-elanse (2) . 
of clause 1 relates to areas to which the provisions of this Bill are to be 
extended and does not concern the articles of food to which they are to be 
applied. I submit that the amendment which relates to the atrieles 
of food to which this Bill will be applied is not in order. It is irrelevant. 

Mr. President: What has the honourable mover got to say to this 
o'bjection? 

Lala Muklll!ld Lal, Pari : This is perfectly in order. The clause 
relates to the extension of the Act. The extension may be to particular 
areas or it may be to particular articles of food, and I may say for the in 
formation of the honourable members, that a · similar provision existed in 
the Adulteration of Food Act of 1919, and there is no reason why Govern 
ment should not embody a similar provision in this Act. 
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Mr. President : The objection is that s~b-clause (2) of clause 1, 
:relates only to territorial or geographical extent ; while the amendment of 
-th~ honourable member goes beyond the scope of the sub-clause inasmuch 
as it proposes that the Act be extended to certain articles of food. ' 

Lala M!!kmd Lal, Puri: I may point out, Sir, for your consideration, 
, tha~ there is no marginal note to sub-clause (2) laying down as to what the 

section has to contain, and there is nothing so far as I think to prevent 
the legislators from embodying legislation on two points under this clause. 

, lf you ha ve been in the past under the habit of confining Isgislation only 
t? o~e point in one sub-clause or one section, then I have no objection to 
give 1t a separate number. There is nothing wrong in the enactment 
of this provision. 

Mr. President : A marginal note is not part of a Bill. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Pari : Sir, as I have already submitted, it would 
not make any difference whether it is a part of the Bill or not. There is noth 
ing to indicate in sub-clause (2) of clause 1 that it is only confined to 
areas and cannot include any provision with respect to extension to kinds of 
food. There is no legal bar to its inclusion. 

M-r. President: May I invite the attention of the honourable member 
fo Article 65 (1) of our Business Manual. An amendment must be within 
the scope of the substantive motion. The question is whether the amend 
ment which proposes to extend the Act to certain articles of food is within 
the scope of the clause which relates· only to the geographical or territorial 
extent of the Act. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: I submit, Sir, that it is not laid down 
that it applies only to territorial extent, but the question is to what articles 
this Act is to be applied ? Is this Act to be applied to food, which is sold 
at Delhi or Agra or is this to be applied to milk which is sold at Delhi or 
..Agra, or to the milk which is sold here ? I submit, Sir, that it" would be in 
order, inasmuch as it is only an amendment relating to· the extension of the 
-1\.ct. 

D.r. Gokul Cbaud, Naraug.,[North-West Towns, (Non-Muhammadan), 
Urban] : . Sir, as I understand the sub-clause; it is intended to restrict 
or specify the operation of the Act and it gives the Government a discre 
tion to apply it in a limited area or, to use· a general expression, to a limited 
extent. Now, the general scope of this sub-clause is, according to the ' 

'interpretation that I have ventured to put upon it, the specification of the 
- extent of the provisions of the Act. That specification may be of two 

kinds. It may be a specification as to the area to which the Act would 
apply and to the articles to which it would apply. I am not aware of any 
law or rule which prohibits the enactment of two kinds of restrictions or 
specifications in one sub-clause of an Act. I have looked at the provision 
to which you were pleased to make reference. Article 65 (1) no doubt 
says that an amendment must be relevant to and within the scope of the 
motion to which it is proposed. 

Mr. President : The motion is that the Act be extended to certain 
areas ; while the amendment is that it be extended to certain artial,es. 
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D.t. Gokul Chand, Narar:g : My submission, with due deference, 
is that the scope is not confined to the area alone. The scope is the specifi 
cation of the application of the Act in a general form. The whole is a res 
trictive clause, and whereas the sub-clause as it exists in this printed Bill 
restricts it to certain areas which the Government may specify 'by notifica 
tion, ·the amendment proposed restricts the operation of this measure to 
certain articles and is ejusdem qeneri« with the scope of this restrictive: 
clause. Otherwise, I would submit there is nothing to prevent my learned 
friend from saying that another sub-clause might be added, It is not at 
all necessary for him and there is nothing in the law which stands in the way 
of a second restriction or a restriction of another kind being added to a sub 
clause which is devoted to the limitation of the extent of operation of the 
particular measure. I, therefore, venture to submit that the amendment 
is perfectly in -order, 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon (Minister for Local 
Self-Government) : Sir, this is a casein which in some Acts the first clause, 
is like the one we have put in while in some others provisions are similar 
to the amendment now proposed. As a matter of fact, if the amendment 
were accepted it will do no harm to the Bill because . 

Mr. President : Order, order. The honourable member is proceeding 
to discuss the merits of the amendment. 

The Heneurable · Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : As far as the legal 
. aspect of the case is concerned, I think the amendment is beyond the scope 
of the Bill, but as far as the power of the Chair in allowing it is concerned, 
I leave it to you, Sir, to exercise your discretion so as to meet the wishes of 
honourable members. · 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani [West Punjab Towns, (Muhammadan) Urban]: 
What I wish to submit is that as has just been said by the Honourable Minis· 
ter this amendment goes beyond the scope of the Bill. It not only does 
that, but it goes against the spirit of the Act. Nowhere is there any spe 
cification of the articles and nowhere in the Bill is it stated that the local: 
Government or any other authority, that would put the Bill into operation 
should satisfy itself as to the articles to which the Bill should extend. My· 
humble submission is that this amendment is not in order. 

Mr. President: Does not the extent of an Act cover its extent. 
with regard to area, persons and things ? ··-- Shaikh Abdul Ghani : But the point before the House is that certain 
powers which have not even been provided for in the Act are meant to be 
given by this amendment. .._ 

Mr. President : In view of . the fact that the clause relates to the 
. extent of the Act and that the extent need not be confined to area only . 
the amendment does not, I think, go beyond the scope of the clause under 
consideration. So, I hold the amendment to be regular. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : Sir, I wish to point out that the amendment 
gives discretion to t~e Government and if the Honourable Minister fot Local. 
Self-Gove:n;unent desires to have it extended to all food, he can do so. 
But we all hope that in this new legislation, he will proceed cautiously and 
watch the results of . his experiment. We, therefore, went to leave it. 
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Clause (6). 
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I rise to move for the omission of 

sub-clause (5) of the clause. 

Sub-clause (8). 
Mr. President : Question. is.L 

"That sub-clauee (3) of clau'ie I stand part of the Bill. " 

Motion was carried. 
_ Clauses (2) to (5). 

Mr. President: The question is- 
" That clauses 2, 3, 4 w.d 5 stand part of the Bill.'' 

Motion was carried. 

D 

open to him that he might extend it to tne article or to half a dozen articles - 
and then, whenever complaints are received that any other article of food 
is being adulterated, he may extend the Act to that article also. No harm 
will therefore be done by accepting this amendment. · It gives greater power 
to the Ministry of Local Belf-Government, and I see no reason why this 
useful provision which finds a place in Act VI of 1919, the Adulteration -of 
Food Act, should have been omitted here. My amendment is a copy of the 
provision of that Act in identical terms. 

Mr. President: Sub-clause (2) of clause 1 under consideration 
Amendment moved is- 

" That the following be ·added to the _sub-clause":- 
" In extending the .Act the Local Government. may extend it in respect of any specified 

artiole of food, or generally in respect of all articles of food." 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Kha111., Noon : (Minister · for Local 
Self-Government): Sir, I feel that if the amendment were accepted it will 
in a way improve the Bill and that for this reason. At present we have the 
standard of purity fixed for certain kinds of food and our staff for fixing the 
standard of purity is not so complete and full as it should be. It will take 
some time before we are able to fix the stand~d with respect to all kinds 
of food. It will, therefore, be open to the Government with regard to a 
particular- area to extend this Act with regard to all kinds of food. But 
if discretion is left to the Local Government I think in a certain way it will 
improve the Act. Moreover, this provision does exist in other legislations, 
and I hope that the House will accept this ~endment. 

Mr. President: Sub-clause (2) of clause 1 under consideration. 
Amendment moved is- 

"That the following be added to the sub-clause:- 
" In extending the .Act the Local Government may extend it in respect of any 

specified article of food, or generally in respect of all articles of. food." 

The question is that the amendment .bE;J made. 
The motion was carried. 

_ Mr. President : Question i5:- 
" That sub-clause (2) of clause I as amended stand as part pf the Bill." 

Motion was carried. 
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Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq [Amritsar City (Muhammadan), Urban] 1 
'Sir, Sub-clause 5 says that municipal and district officers of health may exer 
cise powers of performing functions of inspectors throughout their respective 

jurisdictions. You will find, Sir, that the powers of appointing inspectors 
has been conferred on the Local Government ; the power of removing them 

.from the office also is in the hands of the Local Government. But -here we 
are making an Act in which we give no power to any local authority to re 
move· any health officer _ if it is found that the officer has done certain things 
which are contrary to the interests of the public. This inspector thus is - 
not under the authority of the Inspector-General of Public Health, he is not 

,under any municipality, h'fl is not under the orders of any district board, 
he is not even under the orders of Government'. That, Sir, is a novel way of 
-eonferring a power, and there is. no provision under which we can remove 
him from his office even if he is not conducting his work properly. Under 
'the oircumstanees it will be dangerous to arm any officer with. power in ah 
Act which does not give more· power to the higher authority. For this, reason 
i oppose the retention of this sub-clause. It is not to cast any reflection on 
any officer, but it is conceived principally to allow them no power that has no 
check. For every power conferred by an Act of a legislature there must be 

-some controlling body who can' undo anything that is done contrary to the 
spirit of the legislation. ;It will, therefore, be undesirable to arm the executive 

-officer like that. In the General Clauses Act we find that anybody appointed 
can be removed by the same authority. These - health officers 
will necessarily be appointed by the Local Government because without 

-their appointment . it will be impossible to carry out the purpose of the 
.legislation, but all the same it is absolutely necessary that if they are to be 
appointed by the Government they should be removable by Government. 
What will happen if a health officer does not conduct himself properly 
as regards this Act, although he may he avery good officer otherwise ? If 
he is not satisfactory for the purpose o( this Act, and the Government 
may like to appoint another it will not be able to do so as he cannot 
be removed by any authority. For this reason I beg to oppose sub-clause 

,(5) of clause 6. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang. [North:West Towns (Non-Muham 
madan), Urban]: Sir, I am sorry I: cannot support my honour 
able friend from Amritsar. The reasons, such as I have been able 
to understand, do not seem to be convincing. · The- chief reason that he 

_ has given is that, if again I understand him rightly, these medical officers 
-Of health may be good otherwise .. , •.••• 

Mr. President: Question is- 
"That sub-clause (5) of clause 6 stand part of the clause." 

"That sub-clauses (1), (2), (3), and (4) of clause ti stand part of the clause." 

Motion was carried. 

_ Mr. President: Order, ordeP, I shall put the sub-clauses of clause 6 
-one by one and when sub-clause (5) is reached, the honourable member 
:may oppose it. Question is- 
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Shaikh Muhammad Sadi~ : That was one of the reasons. 
Dr. Goirul Chand,' Nara.ut: I understood that that was the chief 

:reason. Very well, now I see tha.t that was one of the reasons. In any case 
I submit that this reason is rea11y no reason at all. On the other hand, I 
would submit that so far as we are aware these medical officers of health 

.in municipalities and in distript boards are generally men of very good , 
qualifications. I do not know what qualifications will be prescribed for 
the inspectors that the Government will appoint under clause 6, but I may 
very well presume that these qualifications will probably fall far short 
-of the qualifications which the medical officers of health in municipalities 
and district boards possess, and I do not. see any reason why a medical officer 
who has qualified himself at some University either in this country or in a. 
foreign country and who is quite competent otherwise to look after the health 

. ·of a district or of a municipality concerned should not be able to 
judge whether a certain article of food is sufficiently putrified to be 
at all deleterious to health or whether a certain article of food is 
prima [acie adulterated or not and, therefore, unfit for human consumption. 
Then again, probably if I · followed' him rightly, another reason given 
was that these municipalities may not . appoint inspectors 
and the work will have to be done by those gentlemen. Well, I do not see 
any reason why, if these officers can, do the work of inspectors when they are 
authorised under clause 5, inspectors should at all be appointed. 
Moreover, it appears that the Local Government may not compel. any munici 
pality to appoint an officer, beeause jmder sub-clause (1) which we have just 
:passed a local authority " may " appoint an inspector and " shall " appoint 
if so required by the Local Government. So that no obligation automati 
?ally exists upon either. a disti:ict board or a municipality to engage an 

.mspector unless such. district board or municipality is required by the 
Local Government to do so. I would, therefore ask the honourable mem 
ber if the Government does not require a district board or a municipal 
committee to appoint an inspector, what. is going to happen ? Will not 

'the Act, if this Bill is passed, be absolutely infructuous so far as those 
municipalities and district boards are concerned? . 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq': What page are you referring to? Where 
is that section about municipalities ? · · 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Page 2, column 2, clause' 6,. sub-clause 
·(1), line 2. A local authority will not be under any compulsion to appoint 
an inspector unless required by Government, and as I have submitted my 
learned friend does not seem to have read this sub-clause (1) of clause 6 and 
he was under the impression that automatically inspectors will be appoint 

·ed everywhere and, therefore, this duty will not be cast upon the e:itjsting 
medical officers. But apparently he is mistaken there. Now let us assume 
that the Local Government does require every local authority, to appoint ·r 
such inspectors. Well, can they all be appointed at once? Has the Local 
Government -got any manufactory for turning out these inspectors, if they 
are to be men of qualifications a.t all ? If raw youths fresh from school or 
from college are not to · be appointed and if certain other considerations 
.are not to be brought in for the selection of such inspectors, I do not 

•understand how 50 or 60 or 100, it may be more than that, how ~u~h a lerge _ 
number of inspectors will be forthcoming ? The Honourable Minister can 
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Mr. Alan Mitchell ~Secretary, Transferred Departments): Sir, I rise 
to point out that in regard to this motion there seems to be some miscon 
caption. If the honourable members will look at the Bill as it has emerged 
from the Select Committee they will see that this clause has only appeared 
in the Bill during the last meeting of the Select Committee. I understand. 
the object of the honourable mover of the motion is not that the district 
and municipal medical officers of health should not be used as inspectors. It 
has in fact been the idea in the mind of the members of the Select Committee 
throughout the proceedings that normally speaking district and municipal 
medical officers of health should be inspectors under the Act, and that is 

_ the intention at present whether or not the clause stands part of the Bill. 
If this clause stands then they become automatically inspectors, and if 
this· clause does not stand they would in all ordinary cases, I believe, be 
appointed inspectors under sub-clause (1). This is the present idea.· 
The clause under discussion was suggested during the last meeting of the 
Select Committee, and as it fitted in with tho intentions of Government it was 
accepted and put in: But even if it is left out the idea is that the muni 
cipal and district medical offlcers of health shall be inspectors and they 
will ba appointed by order in writing under sub-clause (1). The idea, I under 
stand, in the mind of the honourable member from Amritsar is that there 
may be a medical officer of health appointed by some committee who might 
be performing hie other functions well but is . not performing this particular 
function well, and so Jong as the municipality keeps that person in their 
employ as medical officer of health it will not be possible to remove him · 
from the post of inspector under this Act. That "being the reason there is 
no objection to the sub-clause being omitted, but whether the clause remains,• 
or not the result at present will on the whole be precisely. the same (hfar •. 
A ear). 

Dr. G. C. Narang.] 
not have so many in his pocket, unless the Government has got any de-· 
partment for turning out inspectors by the score. What will happen 
during that time which will elapse before a sufficient number of inspectors 
can be secured? Will this Act remain in suspension and will adulterated. 
food · be allowed to be sold for human consumption until sufficient 
number of inspectors are forthcoming ? My honourable friend has really not 
realized the situation that will arise by the deletion of sub-clause ( 5) as propos 
ed by' him, So long as the municipalities do not appoint a separate inspector 
these gentlemen can carry on the work and there may be some municipalities 
who have got medical officers of health already and who may not be able 

_ to afford the luxury of a separate inspector, or there may be municipalities 
where the work for medical officers is not sufficiently large and these ad 
ditional duties can be entrusted to them or there are certain district boards 
which· are not sufficiently rich and still they have got some sort of medical 
officer and they can take this duty from him. Take it from any point of 
view-from point of-view of the working of this· Act when it becomes law.. 
from the economic point of view and from the point of view of the general. 

- welfare of the people for-whose interests these measures are sought to be 
passed-look at it from any point of view and I would submit that" the 
deletion of the sub-clause will not be justified. 
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Clause 7. 
Sub-c7,al~e (1) (a). 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : Clause 7 confers certain powers on certain 
'peraona called inspectors to enter into .and inspect all places where there 
·is any food 'Yhich they have reasonable ground for believing to be intended 
for sale. They are very wide powers, and we feel that some restriction 

-should be placed on their power to enter these places. The words in the 
-sub-clanse are "at all reasonable times", and I contend that the words" at all 
reasonable times " may prove to be elastic even in the hands of honest in· 
spectors and, therefore, it was that in the first instance I sent an amendment 
to the effect that instead of the words " at all reasonable times," the words 
.. , between the hours of 9 A.M. and 5 P.M." be substituted and to the same 
-effect an amendment was sent by Raja Narendra Nath. But on diaotissing 
-the matter with the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government I have 
-deoided to move the amendment, if you would permit me, Sir, ~hat for tp.e 
swords " at all reasonable times " the _ words " at such reasonable times aa 

4 P.lll. 

"That sub-clause (5) of clause 6 stand pn.rt of the clause." 
Motion was lost. 
Mr President : The question is- 
" That clause E) as amended stand pa.rt of the Bill. " 

The motion was carried. 
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/ Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikandar Hyat Khan (Mnham-. 
.madan, Land-holders): Sir, as a matter of fact I think this clause is redundant 
-altogether, I quite realise that by inserting the clause those. officers 
ipso facto become inspectors , but in the clause the word "may" has been 
used which means that it is discretionary with those officers to exercise 
these powers, if they desire to do so ; otherwise there must be some authority 
to order them to exercise these powers. Under sub-clause (1) of clause 6 

.municipalities and district boards are already authorised to appoint such 
persons. So I think that this clause is in its present form altogether re 
-dundant. It would not have the desired effect unless the municipalities 
and local bodies step in to make it effective. ~ 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri [Lahore city (Non-Muhammadan), Urban]; Sir, 
I . just want to say a few words. After having heard the assurance .of the 
Secretary, Transferred Departments, that the persons who ordinarily would 
be appointed inspectors will be men of the calibre and qualifications of 

.Distriet Medical Officers of Health I do not think it is necessary that the ' . . suggestion of the honourable member from Amritsar be accepted. But I 
want to point out one thing that appeals to the lay mind, that these 

.inspeetors should not be · ill-paid officials with no scientific training. 
-Government should take care to appoint men who as far as can be helped 

_ .should be above temptations of petty corruption. 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani: I think theclause is in a way a recommenda 

tion to the authorities that they should appoint 
such and such men as inspectors. I do notthink 

·in an enactment like this we can agree to a clause like this. It is clear that 
· the medical officers and health officers are already in . the municipalities 
-and local bodies. If they are competent persons and if the authorities are 
-0f the opinion that they should be appointed, it is unnecessary that we should 
.have this sub-clause. 

Mr. President : Question is- 



Shaikh Abdul Ghani : I beg to oppose the amendment because we- 
know that it would be really defeating the ends of the legislation that we· 
are considering to-day. My learned friend comes from Sargodha as well 

· as I, and both of us know that in Sargodha particularly people have got shops 
in their houses or contiguous to the houses and they have got back doors for· 
them. It is common knowledge tpat people use their houses as store houses. 
The backside of the house is used as a shop and customers resort to it, while- 

· as a matter of· fact they store the articles of merchandise in their houses; 
, If we a.re to attach this unnecessary sanctity to such houses and try to be- .. ,:. 

This amendment is intended to safeguard the sanctity of people's pri 
vacy. The idea is that these inspectors in the discharge o_f their duties 
should not be permitted to inspect homes. The original amendment which 
I sent was that instead of the word "place," the words " shop or factory " 

· be substituted. But since these words have been . suggested to me I think:. 
they are an improvement on my original amendment and, therefore, I. 
move this amendment-. 

Mr. President: Sub-clause (1) (a) of clause J under consideration. 
Amendment moved is- 

!• That after the word 'place ' in line 2 the following words be inserted: ' Ordinarily- 
used for the sale of fot1d.' " · 

Motion was carried. 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : I move- 

"That in ~lauee 7 (1) (a) · after the word ' place, ' in line 2, the wo~ds ' ordinari11"" 
used for the sale of food ' be inserted. " 

.•.• That for the words 'at all reasonable times ' the words • at such, reasonable times. 
as may be prescribed,' be substituted. " 

The Honourable Malik · Firoz Khan, Noon : I hope the House will 
accept the amendment because it really improves the Bill and gives the public 
a greater security than· the original draft. 

Mr. President : Sub-clause (1) (a) of clause 7 under consideration; 
, The question is- 

That the four words • at all reasonable times ' stand part of the sub-clause. 

·' I Lala Mukand Lal, Puri. ] 
may be prescribed" be substituted. I was toldthat it would be better to 

. - leave this matter to be regulated by rules, because it may very often happen· 
· that certain shops only open during nights, and it would defeat the purposes 
. of this Act to · fix any particular hour in the Act itself. I, therefore; 
move- · 

"That in clause 7 (1) (a) for the words 'at all reasonable times, 'the words • ~t such, 
reasonable times as may be prescribed' be substituted." 

Mr. President : Sub-clause (1) (a) of clause 7 under consideration .. 
Amendment moved.is - 

,. Motion was lost. 
Mr. President: The question is-: 

"That the following words be inserted at the beginning of sub-clause (1) (a) of olause- 
7: '"At such reasonable times as may be prescribed." 

·I 
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solicitous for them I think we will be defeating' the very ends of legisla 
tion for which we are here now. I, therefore, hope that my honourable 
friend will agree with me that his . amendment does not cover all the cases, 
and he will, therefore, withdraw his amendment. ', 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon (Minister for Local Self 
Government): Sir, the reasons given by the honourable member who has 
just sat down were the very ones that actuated the originaJ drafters of the 
Bill to have the section as it is, that is to say, if a person uses a private house 
in addition to his shop or store house he ought to be hauled up. Since 
this point has been brought in I have discussed with the honourable members 
who represent the view .point of the shopkeepers. They say that under the 
pretext of this section an inspector will say: "this is a reasonable time, I 
want to enter this place," and he will try to push himself into every house. 
Judging from the condition of the public as H exists, I think, Sir, that for 
the present it will be sufficient if yon control the shops or places used for 
purposes of' sale, and these would be covered by the phrase "places ordi 
narily used for the sale of food," and the inspector will have the right to 
go into them. But this amendment will protect the bona fide man who does 
not use the house for the purpose of sale of foodstuffs. If this Act is not 
stringent enough we could strengthen the provisions later on, but at present 
lhope the Honse will accept the amendment, and I can assure the honourable 
member that the words '' ordinarily used for the sale of food " will cover the 
cases that he has in mind. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq [Amritsar City (Muhammadan), Urban'' : 
Sir, to exclude the house from the provisions of this Bill would be to defeat 
the very object of the Bill. What is a house? There is no definition of 
''house" given in the Bill. Wherever there are a few animals living we call 
it a house; wherever there are some women and servants living, we call 
it a house ; or wherever there are people living we call it a house. · But 

. now an amendment bas been brought forward that the words " ordinarily 
used for the sale of food " should be inserted after the second line of the 
clause. Even now my friend bas not been able to make it clear what he 
means by the words " ordinarily used f or the sale of food." If an inspector 
is going to enter a house be should know whether he has a right to enter -it or 
not. It is easy for a magistrate to decide whether a man is punishable or 
not :for entering a place and whether that place is " ordinarily used for the 
sale of food " or not. But here an inspector has to decide whether he has 
a right to enter a place, and it is not quite so easy for him to decide whether 
it is a place which is '' ordinarily used for the sale of food." The real 
object of the Bill was to make Fa1t,1apati and the adulteration of ghi impossible, 
Much of this is done in houses in the villages. If a man possesses a. 
big haveli he reserves a portion of it for converting B an1. spati or ordinary oil 
into ghi. It is very difficult to say where a house begins and where it ends. 
Sometimes at the back of the house this business is carried on and the front of 
it is used for living. And who is going to decide where the house begins and 
where it ends? You leave it to tlie inspector if you introduce these words, 
It is much better that we make it clear whether a man has a right to enter 
house or not rather than to leave it to the court to decide whether lie entered 
rightly or not. In my opinion it would bl') much better to leave the section 
as it is and after due consideration bring an amending Bill. I know the 
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( Sh. Muhammad Sadiq .. ] 
sanctity of a house can be desecrated by a person entering at all times. 
An inspector may enter a poor man's house at night. That would not be 
right, but at the same time to exclude the house would be to defeat the vary 
object of the Bill. It will mean that everybody will set apart a small room 
in the house and keep all the store in that room and the inspectorcannot go 
in. When a customer comes to buy anything, the man will bring out the 
thing and put it in the cart. It means that the man need not bring the things 
to his shop at all and that a house will thus become a factory. So I say that 
this section as it came from the Sabot Committee should remain, and hope 
that the Minister will do something to see that the sanctity of - the house 
is maintained, and that houses should not be allowed to be converted into 
faotoriee. 

Rana Fi.roz ... ud .. Din Khan [Bouth-Easttowns, Muhammadan, Urban] 
(Urdu): Sir, had there been no explanation -of the word "oale" given in 
sub-clause (b) of clause 8, I would have opposed the amendment under con· 
sideration, But now the case is different. The storage of articles of food 
in any place whether house or not for purposes . of sale comes under. this 
clause. The inspectors would be authorised to inspect such a place. I 
think it is unnecessary to oppose this amendment. 

Lala Mukand Lal Puri [Lahore City (Non-Muhammadan), Urban)] : 
Sir, it has been said that in Sargodha there are houses which adjoin shops. 
I can assure the honourable member that that i.:, not a novel situation for 
Sardgoha but such houses and shops are to be found all over the province. 
The idea really underlying my original amendment and the amendment which 
I have accepted at the suggestion of the Honourable Minister for Local Self· 
Government was that the inspectors should not be permitted to visit 
people's houses. They should only b~ allowed to visit places which are open 
to the public and where things are sold or stored for sale. Supposing, for 
instance, a ganderiwala or a fruit seller who has been hawking fruits all the 
day goes back to his house and keeps five apples or the remnants of 
his day's supply in his house, my idea is that his house should not be open to 
inspection on that ground. It does not affect the shopkeepers to - 
whom ths honourable member from Sargodha has referred. It 
really affects a very large class of retail sellers in Lahore, sellers of vege 
tables, sellers of fruits and sellers of other small commodities the remnants 
of which they may possibly take to their houses. The idea underlying my 
amendment-was that it should not be open to an inspector to enter such e. 
house, say, at 8 or 9 in the evening, and that this House should not permit 
such kind of interference with people's. privacy. I moved this amend 
merit on the understanding that that kind of privacy. will be respected. 
and that a place which is ordinarily used for the sale of food will only be 
liable to inspection. 

Mr. President : Sub-clause (1) (a) ,of clause 7 under consideration.' 
Amendment moved is- 

• · 'ljutb u.ftel.' the word • place ' in lino 2 of the aub-csause, the fotlowing words be 
inserted 'ordnarily used for the sale of food"," 

Question is that that amendment be made, 
Motion was carried. 
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- Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I think, Sir, it is simpler to say that the 
word '' so " be substituted for '' wherever." , 

F 8'11,b-cw-use (1) (c}. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : Sir, I beg to move=- 
" That in clause 7 (1) (e) substitute 'so found' in place of whEirever found'.'' 

I submit that this is a consequential amendment and should be accepted. 

Mr. Prpident : Question is- 
.. That in clause 7 cf) (c) in place ·of ! wherever found'." the words ' so found" be 

substituted. · 

Motion was lost. . . Mr. President : Question 1s- 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: I hope, Sir, that the 
Rouse will accept this amendment. 

Mr. President : Question is- 
''That the word.'! 'wherever found' ,in line 1 of sub-clause (b) of clause 7 ( 1) stand part 

of the clause." 

"That in clause 7 (1) (b) substitute the following for 'wherever found:' • found ·in 
any such place or in any other place to which the public haeaecese,"" 

This is more or less a consequential amendment, the word '' such " refer 
'ring to the place as noted in sub-clause 7 (1) (a}, and there is the further 
addition that the inspector may also enter upon and seize goods in any 

-other place to which public have access. 
Mr. President : Sub-clause (1) (b} of clause 7 under consideration· 

.Amendment moved is- · 

8'11,b-clause (1) (b). 

Lala Mukand Lal Puri tLahore City (Non-Muhammadan} Urban] 1 
'Sir, I beg to move- 

"That in elause 7 (1) (b) substitute the following for 'wherever found:' • found 
in any such place or in any other place to which the public has access'.'~ . . 

0 
"That in clause 7 (1) (b) insert the following .after the word' food':. 'found in any 

such place or in any other place to which the public has access,'" 

Motion was carried. 
Mr. President : Question is- 

"That sub-clause (I) (b) ~ olauae 7 as amended stand part.of the ola.uso." 

Motion was carried. 

Mr. President: .Question is- 
"The sab-elsnse (1) (!Z) of clause 7 as amended stn.nd part of the ola1I11.e." 

Motion was carried. 
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" That ole,use 12 stand pa.rt of tl!,e Bill," 

• • Clause 12. 
Mr .. President : Question is- 

" That clauses 8, 9, 10 and 11 stand part of the Bill." 

• Motion was carried. 

Clauses 8, 9, 10 and U. 

Mt~ President.: Question is- 

:oiotion was carried. 
Mr.- President : Question .is- 

''That sub-cleuse (i) (d) of clause 7 as aniended stand part of the clause.'' 

Motion was carried. 
Mr. President : The quesnon ~ 

" That clause 7 a.a amended.stand part of the Bill, 

The motion was carried. 
• 

Mr. President : Question is- . 
"That in clause 7 (1) (d),Iine 2, ~word• wherever' stand part of the sub-olause;n 

Motion was lost. 
Mr. President : Question is- 

"That in sub-olause (1) (d) of clause 7, line 2, after the word''food' the,w~rd •so., 
be inserted... . 

\ Lala Mukand Lal, Pari : Sir, I beg to move- 
,, That in'clauae 7 (1) (d) the woids ··so found' be subtituted for the words 'wherever- 

found'." · 

Su -ol_ause· .(1) (d). 

,, - 

Mr. President: I• will put the amendment as suggested. Question. i~ - . 
"Tlul,t in sub~use (1) (c) the word' wherever' stand pa.rt.of the sub-cia.use;"- , 

Motion was lost. 
Mr. President : Question is- 

.. Tlul,t in sub-clause (1) (e) !l,fter.the word• f~' the word •so' be inserted." 

Motion was carried. 
Mr. President : Question is- 

.. That sub-clause (1) (e) of clause 7 as amended stand part of the clause." 

Motion was 'carried. 
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That is, this clause lays down that a mistake of fact howsoever bona. 
fide is no defence to a criminal charge. In the Indian Penal Code and in 
all systems of criminal jurisprudence it is recognised as a valid ground 'of: 

"In any prosecution under this Act it shall be no defence to allege that the seller 
was ignorant of the nature, substance or quality of the food sold or offered for· - 
sale or exposed •••••• " 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: Sir, I wish to point out 
that this istho amendment which I said earlier in the day was contra 
dictory to the provisions of clause 18. 

Mr. President : Clause 18 is not considered and decided yet, so the 
amendment is in order. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : The Honourable Minister evidently wants 
to take advantage of the remark you made earlier in the day that you would, 
yourself rule such amendments out of order. 

Mr. President : I understood the Honourable Minister to say that the· 
amendment was inconsistent with the clause to which it was moved. ff 
the Honourable Minister wants me to rule the amendment to be out of order· 
he should show that it is inconsistent with the Bill or the clause. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: Sir, this amendment is really the crux of' 
the whole trouble. I will have to invite your attention not only to clause· 
18 but also to clause 18. Clause 18 introduces a principle of criminal 
jurisprudence which is contrary to the accepted canons of criminal juris 
prudence as administered in this country and in other countries. Clause 18- 
runs as follows :- 

- 
Lala Mukand Lal Puri: Sir, I beg to move- 

"That the word 'knowingly' be added after the word 'shall' in sub-clause (1) o:f • 
clause 13." . 

Clause 13. 
Sub-clause (1). 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: Sir, I beg to oppoce sub-clause (1) 
(a) of clause 12. If this clause is not omitted it would prevent people 
from stocking in the same premises food which may be unfit for human 
consumption but which will be very good for animals. The idea of the Act 
is not that people should be prevented. from carrying on- trade in food for 
animals side by side with the trade in food for human consumption in the 
same premises. This point was brought to the notice of the Honourable, 
Minister and he has agreed to the amendment. 

Mr. President: Question is- 
" That sub-clause (1) (a) of clause 12 stand part of the clause." 

Mo'tion was lost. 
Mr. President : Question is- 

"That clause 12 as amended stand· part of the Bill." 

Motion was carried. 
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Mr. President: The honourable member is anticipating and trying to 
meet an objection to his amendment, ' 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : Has the honourable member moved 
:.the amendment ? 

Mr. President: He is making a speech in support of it. 
Lala Mukim.d Lal, Puri: I was submitting, Sir, the onus of proving 

will always be on the person to prove that he is not guilty because he was 
ignorant of the nature, substance or quality of the food sold or offered for 
sale or exposed. So, if you are satisfied that he is absolutely innocent, 
why should you deprive him of the defence which is open even to a robber, 

·-!!· thief or a murderer? Kindly see, Sir, the state of the law on this subject. 
If a bottle of liquor is found in a shop, well, it is open for the shopkeeper 
to show that he did not place it there, it was not in his possession, it is · 

.his enemy next door who placed it there. Would you not allow the same 
defence to a person into whose basket a packet of chocolate has been thrown 
by an enemy next door ? It was on these grounds that we put forward this 
proposal about deletion of clause 18, before ·the Honourable the Minister 
for Local Self-Government and his advisers, and it was at their suggestion 
that the word "knowingly" was put in in section 13 as to some· extent 
mitigating the hardship which would he inflicted by the retention of clause 
18. Therefore; Si:~, I think the Honourable Mi.mater should have accepted 
the addition or-the word " knowingly '' and also accepted the deletion of 
-elause 18. It was what he had agreed .. Now, Sir, you would· kindly see 
that the word " sale " · as defined in the Act in clause 8 (g) includes 'having iµ 
possession for sale. Therefore, when you penalise "sale" under section llJ 
:you are not only penalizing the actual act of sale, but you are. also penalizing 

[Lala Mukand Lal, P.urf.J • 
exemption from criminal liability that a person was acting under a bona 
fide mistake of fact. Of course mistake of law is never a ground of exemption 
from' criminal liability although it may be treated as a ground for giving 
.lenient sentence. But a mistake of fact has always been treated, and quite 
rightly so, as a ground of exemption from criminal liability. Sections 76 
.and 79 of the Indian Penal Code lay down that: nothing is an offence which 
is done by a person who by reason of mistake of fact and not by reason of 
mistake of law considers himself bound or justified by law in acting in a 
particular manner. So a bona fide mistake of faot is a valid ground for exemp 
tion from criminal liability for a charge of murder, theft or any other offence 
and even charges of offences under the Excise. Act, Indian · Arms A.ct, 
etc. I fail to see why that ground of exemption should not be available to 

. a person charged with" offences under this Bill. If my point is conceded, 
it may be pointed out that the onus of proof that a person did not commit 
an offence under a mistake of faot will be on the prosecution. I, however, 

.submit that it is not so. It is clearly provided by law that if a person 
who is charged with the offence of murder or theft wants exemption under 
any of these exceptions provided in the law, the onus of proof that he comes 
under these exeeeptions is on the accused. · 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: May I know, Sir, whether the hononra 
• b!e member is opposing the amendment or supporting it ? 
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being iri possession of any article for sale. Does this House want to punish. 
a shopkeeper, or any other person who is in possession of an adultetated. 
article of food without having ever dreamt that it was adulterated? It 
should be open to him, as it is open to a person who is charged with an offence· 
under the Excise Act, to show that the incriminating article was there without 
his knowledge. Why do you think that a person charged under this Act 
should not be entitled to the ordinary defences under the criminal law which, 
are open to persons charged with other offences? . Therefore, I submit, Sir; 

• the word" knowingly" should beinserted. But th\in the objection raised 
on the other side is that we have enacted this provision out of our ima 
gination; that is not so. We have put it in because we found it in other Acts .. 
Certainly, so; I-never thought that this was original. Undoubtedly it is a. 
copy, but unfortunately an incomplete copy, a partial copy from some obscure· 
enactments dealing with the regulation of food. In some of those enactments, 
yon come across a provision like this, but this provision IS invariably followed 
by exceptions and safeguards, which at the time of copying tJais provision, 
from other Acts, tlie framers of this BiU have omitted to .copy, Now, Sir, 
I will refer you to the Act which we are repealing, that is,. the Adulteration. 
of Food Act of 1919 .. Similar provision no doubt exists in the Adulteration 
of Food Act, XVI of 1919, but then there is seetiond which deals wj.th ex-. 
captions which meet most of the olajectfons which I have put forward' 
to the .enactment of that provision. There are 5 exceptions and I partieu 
larly want to draw the attention of the House to 2 exceptions which are given 
as. second and :fifth. They run as follows:- · 

Seooniily.-Where in the process qf production proparation, convey· 
ance or collection of such food some extraneous matter has 
become unavoidably intermixed therewith •. 

Fifthly.- Where the food sold or offered for sale· or exposed or kept 
for sale was purchased by the seller as the same- in nature, 
substance and quality as that demanded by the purchaser or- 
that as offered or exposed or kept for sale by the seller and 
with a written warranty to the effect· that it was of such nature, 
substance and quality, and the seller had no .reason to believe 
that the food was not of such nature, substance and quality at 
the time when he sold it and he sold it in the same state in· 
which he purchased it; · 

Wherever this section exists in certain food Acts it has got some exeep 
tions with it;· but unfortunately they have not been reproduced in this 
Bill. Kindly _see, Sir, for instance a well-known dealer in food stuffs imports 
eertain articles of food from England. He has imported from the best firm 
whose stuffs are guaranteed for purity. He has just received a parcel of· 
biscuits. It may happen that_in transit orby an accident during the 
voyage or by some other cause that food is adulterated or does not come to 
the nice standard which may be fixed by the Public Health Department. 
If this Bill is passed, I am afraid nothing can save that man who is quite 
innocent, because clause 18 of the Bill says f . 

" In any prosecution under this Act it shall be no defence to allege _that the seller was.. 
ignorant of the nature, sul>stance or quality of the food sold or offered for sale 
or exposed or kept for sale or manufactured for sale by him or that the purchaser 
liaving bought only for analysis was not prejudiced by the _sale." 

., 
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[Lala Mnkand Lal, Puri.] 
It may be that he is a first rate man, thoroughly honest, and he takes 

-eare to deal only with first class firms in England, and yet, even H he succeeds 
in demonstrating to 'the satisfaction of the Court that he is innocent, 
no body, according to this Bill, when it is passed, can save him. He must· be 
punished. Yesterday, while I was discussing this topic I asked the framers 
of this Bill to point out any food enactment in any country of. the world in 
which such exceptions did not exist. They were not able to tell me. It 
may be that later research might have enabled them to· eome across 'any 

.sueh provisions, which I doubt very much. But even if such provisions did 
-s exist, are these the models which we should follow ? After all ~rtain sections 

of the House might think this to be an anti-shopkeeper legislation and 
therefore a matter of entire indifference to them. Even if you are not being 
affected by it, still as good legislators you ought to bear in mind that· 
you should not ignore the . accepted canons of criminal jurispru-. 
dence, I submit; Sir, that it is on this score that I want the House to insert 
the word "Jrnovlingly " in section 18. I will be equally satisfied, if this 
.House did not accept my amendment for inserting the word " knowingly " 
in clause 18, but agrees to delete clause 18. · 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: On a point of order, Sir. The amend 
ment was. not se~t iii time, 

· Dr. Gclrul Clnnd, Narang f When this amendment was going to 
. be moved, I have just been told, the Honourable Member in charge of the 
Bill stood up and drew your attention- to what he considered to be an 
inconsistency between. : . 

Mr. President : I misunderstood _him. l thought he was referring 
to clause 18, and hot clause 18. 

Dr, Gokul Chand, Na't'ang: He did not object to the lateness of the 
amendment. The objection has been raised by my friend from Amritsar 
on the ground that the amendment was sent late. I understand that the ob 
jection can be raised at the time when the amendment is going to be moved, 
but the amendment .has already been moved and no objection can be raised 
at this stage. 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : So far as this particular 
point is concerned, if this amendment ia not moved now, the similar point 
will probably be raised and discussed when clause 18 is approached. In. any 
case the discussion on this vital question of principle cannot be shut out, 
because the. same arguments, can be tackled· while discussing clause 18. As 
there is already one amendment to omit clause 18, the same discussion will 
take place there. I hope the honourable member from Amritsar will with 
draw his objection and let this House proceed with the amendment. 

Mr, President : Does he propose that the consideration of sub-clause 
(1) of clause 18 be postponed, and that clause 18 be considered instead ? 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Nar:1,11g: We have no objection. 
The. Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, . Noon : What I submit is 

this, that the principle underlying this amendment to insert the word 
... ' knowingly " here and the principle underlying _the amendment to 'omit 
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clause 18 is exactly the same. If the discussion takes place now, you may 
take the sense of the House, and there will be . no other arguments to 
advance in favour of the other amendment. 

Mr. President : The objection is that sufficient notice has not been 
given. An honourable member may object to the moving of an .amend- 
.ment, but not after it is moved. · 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I thought he was going to move the 
amendment because he was making a speech then. I was 'going to object. 

Mr. President: Does the honourable Mr. Mukand Lal, Puri, consider 
5 P, 111. his amendment to be essential ? 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: Yes, f:lir. If this amendment is accepted 
by this House, clause 18 will naturally drop out of 'the Bill as was suggested 
by the Honourable Minister. But the mere omission of clause lS will not 
b~g about the end we have in view. 

Mr. President : '.l;'he honourable member is anticipating discussion 
on clause 18. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : I consider the amendment essential. 
Mr. ·President: In view of the fact that the Honourable Minister 

bas already informed the House that this was the only item on which he 
and the members of the opposite party differed, I consider that the amend· 
ment is ah important one, and, therefore,.allow it to be moved. As regards 
the objection on the ground of insufficiency of notice, I have decided 
in favour of the mover of the amendment. But what has the honourable 
member to say in regard to the objection that the amendment is not co· 
herent and consistent with the context of the Bill ? Clause 18 is a clause 
of the Bill. 

The rule is that- 
v 

"an amendment must be coherent, and consistant with the context of the Bill." 

I am reading this from page 404 of May's Parliamentary Practice. The 
-objeotion has now been raised that this amendment is not coherent and not 
consistent with the context of the Bin. Of course, if it were inconsistent 
with this clause, then it would be out of order at once. 

"' Mr. Labh Singh': I should think that we would be better able to 
follow the objection if you would kindly refer to the Oonstitutional Manual 
and rules which govern the conduct of our business. I should like to know 
what specific provision or article in our Constitutional Manual there is em· 
bodying the principle that has been alluded to. · 

Mr. President : If I understand· the honourable member aright, his 
point is that our own Standing Orders being silent on the point, objection of 
the Ohair is futile. Is that the point of the honourable member ? 

Mr. Labh Singh·: Yes, Sir, and also that the principle alluded to is 
not clear to me, anyhow. I can understand the phrase context of a section 
but it is very difficult to understand what nia.y be meant by the context of a 
Bill, for that would be almost co-extensive with the entire principles under- 
lying the Bill. . 
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The Honourable ~- Manohar Lal: Sir, by the context of a Bill 
is understood the principles underlying the general frame of the Bill, and it 
is certainly not open to anyone to suggest an amendment which cuts at 
the very root of a Bill. But as I take it, the expression is never understood 
to mean that you cannot move an amendment thi:t possible result of which 
might be that certain other clauses of the Bill which are yet to be taken into, 
consideration might thereby fall to ground. It is not laid down as a funda 
mental principle of this Pure Food Bill that clause 18 is a necessary part of it. 
Clause 18 has been read out to us. It-seems to provide for a particular 
contingency, and in the opinion of certain members of this House is so framed 
that it · undermines the very foundations of criminal jurisprudence. I 
am not expressing an opinion ons way or the other, but supposing it does; 
to that extent it would follow, and necessarily follow, that that clause in 
itself is something noxious, and to speak · of a clause which in the opinion 
of some members of the House might possibly be noxious as such an essential 
part of the Bill that it shall not be touched in any way without interfering 
with the context of the Bill or the coherency of the text of the Bill, noes· 
not appeal to me. 

Mr~ President: May I ask a question? Will the Honourable Minis 
ter please say what he understands by the expression generally occurring: 
at the beginning of definition clause of every Act-" Unless there is any 
thing repugnant in the subject or eontext P'" 

The .Honourable Mr. Manohar·Lal: '.fhe ~eneral frame and consti 
tution of the Act and the principles underlying them. The phrase bas not,. 
has never been and indeed can never be understood to make any particular 
clause as it existed in a Bill something that could not be touched, something 
to be regarded as sacrosanct. · Context, after all can only mean the whole 
of it as put together. That is the utmost that you can get out of the word, 
It can never mean this, that any particular clause cannot be touched, 
because if that were so, no amendment of any form is possible. 

Mr. President : That is no reply to my question. I want the Honour 
able Minister to enlighten me as to what the meaning is of the phrase wluch 
is found in almost every .Act of the Indian Legislature, viz., "JJnless there 
iA anything repugnant in the subject or context." 

The Honourable Mr.-Manohar Lal: That is perfectly easy. Where 
a definition is given at the beginning of a statute and then a specific, 
provision is made with regard to a. particular matter, when you have the 
specific provision before you, then you cannot invoke a general definition 
given at the beginning of an Act as controlling it and varying it radically. 
That is all that it means. But when you come across the expression in 
May's Parliamentary Practice that an amendment with reference to a clause 
shall not be considered unless it be coherent and consistent with the general 
context, context has a very different meaning. At page 418, when referring 
to inadmissible amendments, May is dealing with a very different position 
and very special situation. 

Mr. President: That is, it raters to the context of the Bill as a whole. 
The Honourabl~ Mr. Manohar Lal: Yes. But if I am interpret 

ing a. particular section or a definite provision, that is the context which 
particularly concerns me in the interpretation of any particular· word that 
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occurs therein and that cannot be entirely controlled by any general idea 
about the definitions which may be given at the beginning of the statute. 

Mr. S. L. Sale: May I divert the discussion into the particular 
from the general? In this particular case, the effect of clause 18 is to bar 
a. plea, that in the case of a prosecution for food which a person puts forward 
as pure and which afterwards is found out to be adulterated, the plea that he 
did not know that it is adulterated will not be open to him, Take for example 
the case of a man who is accused of selling milk diluted with water. When he 
is brought before a court, he would normally plead that he did not know 
that there was any w!3,ter in the milk. Clause 18 is intended to bar any 
plea of ignorance as a defence under the Act. The present amendment 
by which it is intended to make him guilty only if he sells adulterated food 
knowingly would be inconsistent with clause 18 as it stands at present 
in the Bill. Supposing, Sir, the House now agreed to the motion that the 
word ' knowingly ' should be inserted here so that the provision would read: 
No one shall knowingly sell adulterated food, milk diluted with water, ete., 
and supposing for some reason or other the amendment that clause 18 
should be deleted from the Bill were never moved at all, the result would 
be that you will have in the same Bill a penal clause which lays down that 
a person is not guilty of an offence unless he commits it knowingly and 
further on another clause laying down that he is not · entitled to raise the 
defence that he did not do it knowingly. 

Mr. President: May I invite the attention of the honourable Lege, 
Remembrancer to Article 92 of the Business Manual ? After . this Bill is 
considered it will be referred to a committee of which the honourable mem- 

. her will be a member and in which consequential amendments shall be made 
and the Bill resubmitted · to the Council for passage. If clause 18 
is carried and also the word "kn~wingly" is inserted in clause 18 (1), the 
inconsistency will be removed by that committee. 

Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : Or clause 18 may be 
deleted. 

Mr. President: I hold that the honourable member is entitled to 
move his amendment. Sub-clause (1) of clause 18 under consideration, the 
amendment moved is- 

" That the word 'knowingly ' be inserted e.fter the word 'sha.11 ." 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon J (Minister for Local 
Self-Government): Sir, the ordinary principle of criminal law is that a 
mistake of law is no defence though a mistake of 1act is good defence. But 
in the case of legislation with regard to pure food this plea · of ignorance 
is never a bar to prosecution. The reason for that is this, that if you observe 
the ordinary principles of criminal jurisprudence you cannot guarantee 
the supply of pure food. Supposing there is a man selling milk in the street 
diluted with water. Under the ordinary criminal law when he is prosecu 
ted the onus of proof lies on the prosecution to show that not only the milk 
is diluted but that the person accused carried out the adulteration 
with the result that if you have the ordinary principle of criminal law in: 
eorporated in the Act, the accused will say hat he did not know that the food· 
w~s adulterated and the onus of proof will be on the prosecution to show that 

I 
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" In a prosecution for selling any food or drug contrary to the provisions of thi<1 Act 
or of any regulation made under the authority of this Al:lt' it shall 'be no defence 
that the defendant did n0:t act wil£ully unless also he proves that he took all 
reasonable steps to ascertain that the sale of the article would not constitute 
.an offence against this - Act or against any regulation mado under the 
authority thereof." 

You will see that as regards legislation about the control of food it is im 
possible to stick to the ordinary principles of criminal law and if you do so 
and make a mistake of fact and ignorance an excuse to let an accused off, 
you might as well not legislate at all. But on the other hand the honourable 
mover of this amendment has suggested that in other Acts there are clauses 
about warranty, that is to say warranty which gives protection to seller 
of food bought from other people and which he has not adulterated himself. 
Certainly that argument has force and with a view to give protection to the 
seller who has bought the food from other persons and who has not adul 
terated it himself we intend to achieve this object by means of rules under the 
Act and I appeal tohim not to press this motion nor to press for the deletion 
of clause 18, because if these two amendments are accepted by the House 
the Act might as well be not passed. In order to remove his objection I am 
prepared to make this statement publicly, that I will do my utmost to try 
to give-the utmost protection th&.t such a person deserves and if the leaders 

[ Hon'ble Malik Firoz Khan, Noon. ] 
the food was adulterated by the accused person which will practically be 
impossible. If you observe the ordinary principles of criminal lew in the 
case of legislation of this sort you might as well not legislate at all, because 
it will be absolutely impossible to bring forth the proof which is necessary. 
This is ·a provision which is not new to this Bill. It does exist in the present 
Adulteration of Food Act VI of 1919 which is applicable to this province 
and I will, with your permission read out some provisions in other Acts 
on the subject. For instance the present Punjab Adulteration of Food 
Act 1919, section 8 says that:- 

" In any proseoution under this Act it shall be no defence to allege that the seller was 
ignorant of the nature, substance and quality of the food sold or offered for sale 
or exposed or kept for sale or manufactured for sale by him or that the pnr, 
chaser having bought only for analysis was not prejudiced by the sale." 

Now, Sir, I proceed to quote to the House the provisions of the United 
Provinces Prevention of Adulteration Act, 1912, section 6. It reads: 

" In any prosecution under Section 4, it shall be no defence to allege that the 
vendor was ignorant of the nature, substanee or quality of the article or drug 
sold by him or that the purchaser having bought only for analysis was not 
prejudiced by the sale." 

Similarly you have the Bengal Food Adulteration Act 1919, Section 5, 
sub-clause (2), which reads as follows:- 

" In any prosecution under this Act It shall be no defence to _allege that the vendor or 
manufacturer was ignorant of the nature, substance or quality of the articles 
sold, exposed for sale or manufactured for sale by him." 

Then I proceed to quote to you the Madras Act No. III of 1918, section 6, 
sub-section (1), which reads:- 

"In any prosecution for an offence against last preceding section it, shall be no defence 
to allege merely that the vendor was ignorant of the nature substance or quality 
of the rood sold by him or that the purchaser having only bought for analysis 

r was not prejudiced by the sale." 

Now, Sir, I proceed to quote to you the provisions of the New Zealand Sale 
of Food and Drugs Act. Section 18 reads :- 
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of the Opposition like, I am prepared ,to call a meeting of the Public Health 
Committee of the House or the Local Self-Government Committee of the 
House, I am prepared to call any gentleman whom you wish to be called, 
to be consulted when framing rules in order to give the protection asked 
for to these people. 

D.r. Gokul Chand, Narang: Like the· committee promised yester- 
day. · 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: If you are satisfied 
that that guarantee is not sufficient and is not given by the rules, I shall be 
prepared to come back to the House and ask for amendment of the Act. 
But I feel that under the rule-making power I can give them sufficient 
guarantee and if that guarantee does not satisfy, I make this further state 
ment that I will do everything in my power to satisfy the legitimate demand 
of the people affected. I hope with this assurance they will not try to 
oppose this Bill either in this section or in others. 

·Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath (Punjab Landholders, 
General): Sir, this is the rock on which was wrecked the barge which we 
intended to carry to the haven of conciliation. The primary Qbject of the 
Bill is, I am afraid, not clearly understood, nor clearly described by the Hon 
ourable Minister. We want to prevent adulteration and we want to achieve 
that object without in any way encouraging corruption and without inflicting 
undue hardship on any one. The object is not to copy other Acts or to copy 
measures that have been adopted in other provinces or countries. The ob 
ject is to see whether we can prevent adulteration without encouraging cor 
ruption and without inflicting undue hardship. On the other hand I find 
that too much is expected from the Pure Food Bill. Hopes are held out 
that the general public will get pure food. I do not think so. The general, 
public will not get pure food, though the upper middle classes may get it. 
But for the general public the price of pure food will rise much higher than 
at present while they will get the same sort of food as they are getting 
now. The question of purity of food is divided into three heads. First of 
all, injurious, food which is prejudicial to health and unfit for human con· 
sumption. The sale of such food is already indictable under the Indian 
Penal Code, the sale of spurious food .suoh as eocogem · and banaspati which 
is passed as something which really it is not. I call cocogem and banaspati 
as spurious. food. Then · comes the third class which is a very much larger class 
vi.z., adulterated food. Well, Sir, the moment measures are taken to notify 
what is adulterated food and what is pure food, the price of pure food would go 
up higher than it is now. Our object is the prevention of adulteration and 
I think that the man who does not know the chemical composition of the 
food that he is selling should not be hauled up before the courts, at least 
he should not be eonviotedf It was in order to press this point that I sug 
gested three alternatives to the Honourable Minister, either to modify the 
penal clause so as to give only a warning for the first offence or delete clause 
18 or insert the word "knowingly" here. . The last suggestion was adopted 
and it became unnecessary for me to, advocate or to press for the deletion 
of clause 18 because· I thought then the clause would become inoperative 
and it would have to be expunged by those who are responsible for the draft 
ing of the whole Bill. I was assured by the Honourable Minister and that 
is the reason why I did not press for warning as the first punishment .to be 
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[ D. B. Raja Narendm Nath. ] , .. 
given, Now Sir, the whole position has changed. I ask, to what extent 
can adulteration be encouraged and how far will the measure fall short of 
preventing adulteration of food if the word "knowingly " were inserted 'l As 
I explained to you this amendment is one of the three alternatives which 
would come before the House when different clauses are taken up for co 
sideration, but I say that all that can be said against it is thatitwould give 
a wide scope to a man who wants to introduce adulteration. That wide 
scope can only be given once and not the second time. When once a man has 
been convicted he will not be committing 'the offence again. If for the first 
offence the courts were empowered to give warning I would not press that 
this word " knowingly " be inserted in this clause as an amendment. The 
Honourable Minister now wishes to satisfy us that he will meet our objec 
tions by means .of rules. Well, if the rules are such &I! important factor 
in the working of the Act, the rules should have been before.the Council 
together with the Bill and if this is not possible we do not know what the 
draft rules will be and we do not know how far the Minister will be able to 
carry out the noble intentions he has expressed to us on many points. On 
promises made to us after consultation with bis friends he changed 
his mind. The same thing may happen with regard to rules. On this sort 
of assurance I do not advise my friend to withdraw bis amendment. The 
matter is an important one. The Act can become the engine of oppression. 
It is better to give guarantee against corruption, against oppression, before 
you give guarantee for purity of food'. With these words I support the 
amendment. · 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang [N~rth-West Towns (Non-Muhammadan) 
Urban]: Sir, some time ago a very young Minister moved in this House 
!or consideration an amending Bill so far as the Excise Department was 
concerned. One of the clauses that he had included in the Bill was that 
whenever any article offending against the Excise Act was found in the 
house of any person, the onus would be on that person to show that it was 
there without any criminal intention. Wisdom, however, dawned .upon him 
at an early stage and he withdrew that clause. Now another young Minister 
fired with the zeal of reform has brought forward this measure and he has 
followed in the earlier steps of-not his colleague, but-one of the Ministers 
of this Government and he has also sought to throw the onus of innocence 
on the accused. .Although this matter was brought to· the notice of the 
Minister and bis advisers, it is really very unfortunate that counsels of 
wisdom have not prevailed. What the Honourable Minister has urged 
is that it would be useless to pass any measure of this kind unless the re 
cognised principles of criminal jurisprudence are departed from and in his. 
support he has quoted 4 or 5 Acts bearing on 'the subject. · One was the 
Act of 1919 passed by the Legislative Council of the Punjab which existed 
before the reforms. That Council, if I am not mistaken, was presided 
over by the then head of the province, Sir :Michael O'Dwyer and l think 
it was passed on the 24th February 1919 when the Punjab and in fact the 
whole country were in the throes of a very acute and exciting agitation lead 
in the Punjab by no less a personage than my friend who is now the Leader - 
of this House. At that time it did not occur to any one to see what Bills 
were passed in a comer of the Government House in Lahore nor war, the 
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public taken into . confidence as to what measures were going to' be thrust 
upon them. So I think that so far as the present Bill is concerned, the 
Act of 1919 passed by the Punjab Government of those days cannot be a 
very good example. 

Then we come to the United Provinces Act of 1912. That was also a 
very long time before the reform scheme came and so are the Acts of Madras 
and Bengal. . I was just waiting to see whether the Honourable Minister 
would quote any Act of any other country than our own before the reforms 
were introduced here and he did quote one and that was an Act of New 
Zealand. The relevant sections which he read out from the New Zealand 
Act clearly. indicate that they are quite different from the provisions which 
have been introduced in this Bill. No doubt there ie something to this 
effect in the Bill also, but as the learned mover pointed out that provision 
is hedged in by certain reservations which afford adequate protection to the 
accused if a charge under-the Act is brought against him. I therefore think 
that neither the Acts passed before the reforms in this country nor the New 
Zealand Act can be taken as models for our Acts. Ex hypothesi, the 
present Government is better than the pre-reform Government and there 
fore in order to reform our statute book we have to look forward and not 
look backward as the Honourable Minister has tried to do. I do not 
mean any disrespect and I speak in all humility and with all respect and 
reverence, when I say that a great personage whose name is hallowed in 
the greater part of the world said, " Father forgive them, for they know 
not what they do," and now we are being asked by the Honourable Minister 
to pass into law a provision which seeks to punish people although they do 
not know. It is a commonplace of law that a mistake of law may not be 
excusable but a mistake of fact is and in fact although you have been out 

· of practice for some time now, Sir, and have been doing other work, even 
you would remember that the courts have sometimes even excused mistakes 
of law. In a certain case a client went to Sir Muhammad Shafi for advice 
as to the court in which he ought to file an appeal. A certain advice was 
given. But when the case came before the Chief Court it turned out that 
the court which was recommended was not competent to hear the appeal. 
But the time lost was taken: into account although a mistake of law had 
been committed because the client had done all that was reasonably possible 
for him to do to take the best possible advice. There are other similar 
caaes also, so that if in certain circumstances even mistakes of law can be 
excused there is no reason why a mistake of fact should not be excused. 
As a matter of fact I do not see much sense when my honourable friend 
says that if the word ' knowingly ' is introduced in this measure the Bill 
may as well not be .passed into law. If that were so then I would submit 
that the whole criminal law would tumble down because the essence of 
the criminal law is that there is no offence without intention and here the 
poor shopkeeper, whoever he may be, whether a Muslim or a Sikh or a 
Hindu, would be punished although he had absolutely no guilty intention. 
l am really surprised to find that the honourable Minister should have got 
up and opposed this amendment and I. am all the more surprised that 
having accepted this amendment once, he should go back upon the agree 
ment arrived at. I am not accusing him of breach of faith. I, do not 
know whether there can be any breach of faith in sueh matters because 
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[Dr. G. C. Nara.ng.J 
i.t is a matter of expediency and he must have done it for some reason 
which he considered to. be very good reason. But keeping this in view 
can we place any reliance upon the very generous and kind assurances that the 
Honourable Minister has given for the future ? He says " let this be passed 
and come to me to-morrow and I will not make any rules unless I consult 
you. If rules cannot be Iramed I shall come back to this House and have 
this particular provision amended." This is what be bas stated if I followed 
him rightly. I do not mean any disrespect again, but somebody bas atated, 
'' place not your trust in tho promises of princes '' ; and if no faith can be 
placed in the promises of princes, can we place faith in the promises of 
Ministers ? I am afraid our past experience is not very encouraging and 
rather than depend upon his mercy we shall ask for justice. If we can 
have it, well and good; otherwise we know we are at the mercy of the 
Honourable Minister and his colleagues and followers. With these words 
I strongly support the amendment that has been moved. 

Mr. S. L. Sale (Legal Remembrancer) : I think, Sir, that it is necessary 
to explain how it came about that this amendment was opposed by Go 
vernment. The original amendment as put in was that the word" know 
ingly " should be inserted in a clause which I understand will probably 
not be part of the Bill at all and that is clause (h). There was an amend 
ment that the, word " knowingly" should be inserted before the word " keep " 
in clause (h). There was no objection to that. But the suggestion of that 
amendment gave .birth to the suggestion, that the word "knowingly" be 
put in at the beginning of the section and not at the end, so that it should 
qualify the whole of the penal clause. And that makes a. very great diffe 
rence. However when that altered amendment was put :ID, it was not at 
first realised that the insertion of the word "knowingly" in section 18 
would be ineonsistent with section 18 and as I understood it was the inten 
tion of the framers of the Bill particularly to bar such a plea of ignorance, I 
brought it to the notice of the Honourable Minister that to allow the word 
"knowingly" in section 18 would defeat the object of the framers of the· 
Bill. That is how the breach of faith, which I think was the charge made, 
bas arisen. - The object of the Bill, as has been rightly remarked, is to 
prevent adulteration, and what we feel is this, that to allow the word" know 
ingly" to come .in in t?is penal. claus~ 18 will not preven~ adulteration for 
the simple reason that it will be impossible for the prosecution to prove that 
the accused in any case has knowingly allowed adulteration. I take the 
simple example of milk diluted with water. Supposing an inspector goes 
into a shop and finds that the milk which is being sold to the public has 
been diluted with water. The seller in that case is liable antler the Act, 
but u you put the word 'knowingly' in clause 18-this penal olause=-he 
will be able to say that he did not know that water bad been put into the 
milk- and I think, Sir, that most magistrates will probably acquit him, in 
whicb .case it will be almost impossible to administer this Aot. at all. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: If the shopkeeper goes out and another 
man pours water into his milk, what will happen? " 

Mr. S. L. Sale: I think, Sir, one point which has been rather overlook 
ed by Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang is that this Bill is intended to impress on all 
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- people who sell food to the public that they have a duty to the public to see 
that the .food which they sell is exactly what the purchaser intends to buy. 
It has been suggested that this Bill runs contrary to the ordinary principles 
of criminal jurisprudence. I quite· admit that one principle of criminal 
jurisprudence is that no person shall be guilty of an offence unless he has got 
mens rea or guilty intention; That is one principle, I quite concede. But , 
there is another batch of statutes; there are several statutes which forbid a 
thing absolutely and when a thing is forbidden absolutely it means that 
anyone who offends against that statute is guilty whether he has a guilty 
mind or not, and whether he knew that he was infringing the provisions of. 
the statute or not. I have not unfortunately had time to look up English 
statutes in detail, but I can assure the House that there is a great body of 
municipal law in England which does forbid things absolutely and which 
makes a p~rson liable under that law whether he knew he was breaking the 
section or whether he was not. For example, Sir, I can quote one case. It 
is. an offence for a publican to sell intoxicating liquor to 0, person who is in 
fact drunk, and the publican's ignorance of that fact is no excuse, 

Then again under the Food and Drugs Act, 1875, a person is guilty of 
the offence of diluting milk with water, although the water has been added 
by a servant or by a stranger withont his knowledge or authority and with 
out any default or negligence on his part or on the part of his servant. (A. 
voice : What is that provision ?) I am reading here from a standard work. 
I have not got' the Act. 

I also find, Sir, that under another statute a dealer in tobacco is punish 
able for having in his possession adulterated tobacco although ignorant of the 
fact of adulteration. (A voice : Is the defaulter sent to prison ?) He 
can be sent to prison. 

There is another 'provision, Sir. It has nothing to do with the Bill at 
present under consideration, but it shows the nature of the criminal 
law we are discussing. There are certain Acts which deal. with disorder- 
ly houses, and it has been recently held by the- Court of Criminal Appeal in . 
England that the owner of an establishment which is a disorderly house is 
guilty under the provisions of the Act whether he knows that it is a dis 
orderly house or not. The particular decision which I have in mind is 
one in which the plea of the owner of the house in that particular case was 
that he instructed his agent to improve the morals of that house. His agent 
did not listen to him and it continued to be a disorderlv house and what 

· could he do '} The Court of Criminal Appeal held that h~ was guilty under 
the statute. 

This will show, at any rate, that the present Bill which is now before 
the House is not running counter to one branch of the criminal law· 
and that is that branch of criminal law which is found mostly in departments 
of local self-Government which lay down that certain Acts are absolutely · 
forbidden. 

I have already, I think, Sir, dealt with the point about allowing the 
word " knowingly " to be inserted here. It would run counter to the pro· 
visions of clause 18 of the Bill. I do not propose to say anything about 
clause 18 and the point may be reserved until we come to that clause. But 
I: thµJk it is very important for the efficient working of this Act that the 
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[Mr. Sale.] _ 
word " knowingly " should not be allowed to creep into the provisions of 
clause 18. I think the House will · be well-advised to oppose this motion. 
(l<rud cheers). 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani (West Punjab Towns (Muhammadan) Urban] : 
I think, Sir, there is some confusion with respect to the meaning of the word 
.. knowingly ". " Knowingly " would qualify the word " sell " and would not 
serve the object which the proposer has in view, and I do not think " know 
ingly " at the beginning of - the section would mean anything. This 
is law and the court nae to. administer it. You know the legal objections. 
Supposing I am to advocate the ease here and I say that no person shall un- · 
willingly sell. How woul_d it help the supporter and how can he possibly 
say -that there is any confusion of the meaning of this clause or clause 18 ? 
What has this got to do with clause 18? No person shall knowingly sell.' 
What is the mea,ajng of the addition "knowingly" here? Would it carry 
us any further, or would it help the proposer in any·way? My submission· 
is that all this time has been totally wasted. We have got nothing. We 
have been discussing things and attributing meanings to words which I 
would only submit would not carry us any futj;her. Then again add the 
word "knowingly" to clause (J). It will then read: "No person shaj]. , 
knowingly sell any ba~ine or ohar6ini on the same premises on which 
he sells ghi .'' Does this mean anything ? May I humbly ask what it will ~ 
convey 'to. the House? My meaning is quite clear. My submission is that 
the addition of the _word "knowingly" would not help the difficulties of 
the shopkeepers ; it would simply· make the whole thing meaningless and 
absurd. · 

Mr. Labh Singh [Rawalpindi Division and Lahore Division North . 
(Non7:Muhammadan), Rural] 1 Sir, I have tried my best fo follow the honour- · 
able speaker who has spoken last but I have not been · able really to catch _ 
his meaning. 

Clause 18 simply says I No person shall sell, ete. In other words it 
defines the offences and olause 18 (5) lays down the punishment The 
marginal note says 1" Offences under the Aot ". Clause 18 lays down the 
definition of the offences, and clause 18 says that a plea of ignorance will be 
no defence. So the two clauses-olaueesl3and 18-go together,·· And if 
any definition of an offence has got to be modified, it must be modified with 

· reference to this clause 18 (1), and therefore there is not much meaning in. 
saying that the insertion of the word " knowingly " after the word " shall " 
in clause lS would not make any difference, or, as it has been suggested, it 
would make nonsense of clause 18. You may refer, Sir, also in'this con 
nection to the definition of the word " sale " which is that " sale " means 
a transfer of ownership in exchange for a price paid or promised ' 
The word ' sale ' might as well have not been defined at all. If the terms · 
are to be defined they must be properly defined so · as to clearly express the 
meaning of the legislature and not to leave things in doubt or confusion. 
As regards the citation which was made by the honourable the Legal Re 
membrancer, he has read certain paragraphs from a text-book-divorced from 
the context. He read a passage, it was not even a passage, it was only an 
isolated sentence; expressing an· opinion based on his reading of a certain 
i5\Qt which ~ not l;>f;)f9re us and w~ . ~~ th«;irefwe !l,QSolutell ignorant ~s · t9 · . - 
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what the actual text of the particular Act is. That does not carry ttsl. 
'.··~ ,·: ·: , -, ·,' · very far •. fu this prol'inoo the <difficulty ii tli.~~ 

. : 6 l',M. . · , ... -. we have go:t, to rsoo not whether it will be possibl() · 
froDt ;a, toohnfoal point of view· propm"ly to ~e pal'ti~ar offenti-es bttt 
w,hat .woufd oo really om· position. with regpMt t0 :the :ootual ~dmiM!tmtiori 
of the Acts creating the offences and whether we will be in a position to ·a~ 
minister these Ac.ts in the wa;y in which we wish the1n to pe admiflistered. 
That to-my mind is a very difficult problem. Therefore rather than create 
offences wholesale which are not known to law at _present and which will make 
a, serious departure from the ordinary rules of or.iminal jurisprudence, . we 
should hesitate, and the best way for us would oo to proceed E1tep 'by· step 
s;ntl · 11iith. eantion: anti not :to add ibi-g bodies of cruninal provisfons to the 
already over-burdened statute book of ·this province.. As it is we httve got 
too many offences to deal with. There is · the Indian Penal Code and the 
whole body of provisions embodied ln our local laws and special laws and all 
the rest of them, ·· We m'llB't heBitate before we add any more new offences 
to them and .w~ 1,houl4 think··n(jt twice but m~y timesbefore we make a 
big departure from. the or<litrary rtiles of criminal law. t submit, therefore 
that t~e wor~ ' ~Q~gl1," i>~ght ~ be added in this. clau~ 18 in order, to 
make it cons1Stent 'Wlth it's-elf tllld m order to. makti it oons1stijfit also W1th 
the i:ul_E!S _of critpjnal law arrd also. in view of tfo:r fact tha,t this _propp:sed e!J,act· 
ment is- 0nfy :an experimental mea;sure of the kind in this ptbvfuee. When 
this Bill is passed, we shall see to what ix.tent it is possible to secure pure 
fo~d.fot the J>eople: or-whether- the })l}issing of this Bill only r~ts in raisihg 
tlie 'market ·value of food mate~ or whether this Act is. bemg used, otUy 
as an Act for,the p'lll})Ose of ra;ising revenue for the ~tate or ·ma;y be f-or. l~al 
bodies •.. (.A ~e.: · And for insp~tors.). Qf c~ that goes \vitho:Ut 
saying. 'Thllse of us who know what pure food measures. mean .and what 

::f}t~·i~~J:tba:°!9:d ·::~=~od·':t::1:d~p!r~:Stn~: 
poses of sale )lut .. is:- generally the food on which the i.Dspeotora ;f ~d theXn 
selves and gro~ ·1a.t and is tlrerefore good and pure fo;r them. We -daily see 
our sanitary -irispooto:rs, who are charged with the duty of g6ing about, :to 
see:,wh-et~r: ~~ .articles sold in the markets are wholesome or not,; throw· 
ing1whole . .ba.sk-ets· of them into the gutter~ antl carrying perhaps half ·o£ tMm 
to their own nous~s and ~onsuming them without any serious disad:\l'anta_ge 
to their health or. to the health of those to whom they :tnll,y make a present 
of the same •. · , · - . . - · · · ·· . . - - ;~ 

The Honourable M"tau Sit' Fazl-i..-Husaln · 1 Do yott m.©n m~bers 
of local bodies ! · _ 

Mr; Labh Singh:- May be, sotrl.e of the memb'e?s of loeal bi>dies 
known to or acquainted with the honourable interrupter may have· a. 
share of it. (Laughter). : So I would submit that this is a very s-erious :tn~tter 
to omjt · this word ' kno'Wingly ~ from the clause, more e'Specially when dis. 
cussing in private the _Honourable Minister in charge agreed to the imettion 
of this particular word, It is really so difficult for us to understand· ho:w 
it happens that when the reasonableness of a particular amendment has been 
conceded in private conversation tha.t amendment becomes . unreasonable 
tp~;m.onient it comes to be debated upon in the open Hoµs~ -. _ .Tbat is ~_pro 
ctld.ure· which. we are "really unable. to understand and it strikes us as r~lly 
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Colonel C. A. Gill. 
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- Mr. W. R. Wilson. 

Sir George Anderson. 
· Mr. A. R. Astbury. 
· Mr. J.B. G. Smith. 

The Honouranle Mr. Manoha.r Lal. 
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Jogendra. Singh. ·· 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow. 

: Jhe Honourable Mian Sir Faal-i- 
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:Mr. Alan Mitchell. 
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Mr. H. M. Cowan. 

· Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave. 
· Mr. S. L. Sale. 

Khan Bahadur Captain ~ardar 
Sikander Hyat Khan. 

Diwan Bahsdur Raja Narendra 
Nath. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narsng, 
Mr. Labh Singh. . 
Rai Bahadue Lala Sewak Ram. 
Rai Bahadnr Lala Mohan Lal. 
Chaudhri Ram Singh. 
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The Council then adjourned, till 2 i.>.M, on Thursday, the 5th December 
1929. 

Pandit Nanak Chand. 
Cbaudhri Baldev Singh. 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri. 
Lala Gopal Das. 
Sardar Na.rain Singh. 
Lala Bodb Raj. 
Re.i Bahadur Lale. Dhanpat Rai. 

Nons ; 38. 
Mian Ahhmad Y ar Khan, Dault~a.; 
Mr. Owen Roberts. 
Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah. 
Khan Sahib Khan Muhammad 

Saifullah Khan. . . 
Malik Nawab Major Talib Mehdi 

Khan. . · 
Shaikh Faiz Muhammad. 
Cbaubdri Yasin Klian. · · 
Risaldar Bahadue Nur Khan. 
Khan Bahadur Chaudhri ·Fazl Ali/' 
Khan Bahadnr Mian Muhammad 

· Hayat, Qureshi. · · · · · 
Ohauhdri Umar Hayat, 
Rana. Firoz-ud-Din Khan. · 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani. 
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq. 
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah. . .. 
Mr .. V. F. Gray •. 
Sardar Bahadur Captain· Dal pat 

Singh. · 
Sardar Bahadur Sardar Sheo 

Narain Singh. 

[Mr. Labh Singh.] . 
very uncanny and inoonguous. That is the reason why every one of us has 
to get up and give vent to the same grievances. and the same views. It is 
perfectly natural under the circumstances that we should do so and repeat 
our protest. This is all that I have to submit with reference to this amend· 
ment. 

Colonel C. A. Gill: Sir, I beg to move 
''I'hat the que11tion be now put." 

The motion was carried. 
Mr. President: Question is- 

,, That· in olause 13 (1). the word ' knowingly • be inserted after tlie word ~ shil.Il • ..... 
The Council divided: Ayes lS; Noes 38. · 

Ans : 18. .: · 1· 
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1 VoL Xll, page 994. 
_• Vol xm, .page 132, 
a VoL XII, page 1150. 

SMALL T<>WN COMMITTEE, KoT, .A»u. 
*2703. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable. Minister for Local 

tSelf·GQvernment please state- _ 
(a) whether it is a fact that any Jetter was received by the Small 

Town Committee, Kot Adu, district Muzaffargarh, in January 
- 1928, from the Deputy Commissioner concerning the resoln 
tion _of the committee regarding the death. of Sbrijut Lala. 
Lajpat Rai, Member. of tbe.Le~islet.ive Assembly; 

ILLEGAL ENOROAOHMENTS ON MUNIOIPAL "LANDS BY l\£UNIOIPAL 
00:MMISSIONERS, Kastrn, 

*2702. Lala Bodh Raj: With reference to the reply to question 
· ·,No. 21593 asked on 26th March 1929, will the Honourable Minister for Local 

Self-Government please state if the report called for has been received and 
what action bas been taken by the Government '} · 
, The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : A report has been called 
for from the local officers but has not yet been received as. the enquiries 
being made are still incomplete. The information required by the honourable 

Jnember will be communicated to him on receipt. · 
_ Lala Bodh Raj : When was· the report called for '} 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: I have not got the file. 
:I· require notice for this question. 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
CANAL CLERKS. 

*2701. Lala Bodh Raj: With reference to reply to part (b) of 
-question no. 20821 asked on 21st March 1929, and question no. 2309a asked 
-on 29th Ju]y 1929, will the Honourable Revenue Member please state if 
the new list of promotions bas since been prepared ? 

The Honourable Mian Slr F azl-i-Husain : The new list has sinee 
l>een prepared. 

8 

Tim Council met at the Council Chamber at 2 P.M. of the 
·clock. Mr. President in the Chair. 

PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COU~CIL. 
4m SESSION OF THE 8R» PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 

Thursday, the 5th December 1929. 



SHAIKH KARAM HUSSAIN~ MAN.A.GER, COURT OF w .A.RDS, CHOTI. 

*2705. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Revenue Member- 
please state- , 

(a) whether Shaikh Karam Husain, Manager,, Court of Wards, Chotii 
District Dera Ghazi · Khan, has got his headquarters at Dem, 
Ghazi Khan and not at Choti ; if so, what are the reasons ; 

(b). whether it is a fact that his son is a Revenue Assistant at Dera 
Ghazi Khan· who is residing in the same house with him for- 
which the rent is being paid by the Court of Wards ; . 

(c) whether it is a fact that complaints have been received against. 
him by the Deputy Commissioner . of the district and the 

. Commissioner ; what action has been taken on -those eom- ___ ,, __ -- · · plaints ; - -- -· - · ·-- · · · · ·· · - 

(d) what are the special reasons for keeping both the father aad tha 
son in the same district 'l 

DESHB.A.NDltU ANNIVERSARY PROOESSION. 

*2704. Lala · Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable · Finance Member 
please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that in celebration of Deshbandhu enai 
versary in tbe year 1929 a procession organised by the Con 
gress Committee, Jhang-Maghiana, was obstructed by the- 
police; . 

· (b} if so, what were the reasons for such an obstruction ; 
· (e) whether any of the Congress workers were arrested in that con· 

nection and then released ? . 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : · (a) and (b) A· procession· was. 

taken out without a license. As this was unlawful the processionists were 
~ed upon to disperse and did so. 

. I 

(c) No. 
· Lala Bodh Raj: Whether any orders for obtaining license for th& 

p1ocession were issued by the local authorities ? z; • 

The Honourable Mr._A. M. Stow: I require notice of that question. 
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K Lala. Bodh Raj.] · ~ 
{b) whether it is a fact that the said letter was not shown to the 

members by theofficial President who is a Tahsildar in spite: 
of the fact that such a demand was made ; 

{c) if so, what are the reaeons for such. an action of the President. 
a~d :what action the Honourable Ministe.r for Local Self· 
Government proposes to take to avoid the repetition- of such a 
thing in future? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Yes. 
(b) No. 
(c) Does not arise. 

·-- 

.• 



----~~~------------------ 
'VoL xn, page '117. 
• VoL XII, p;age 72~ 

~MALL ToWN Col!DlrrTEEB, JADA.NW ALA .&.ND ToBA. Tnx Sma:e:. 

*2706. Lala Bodh Raj : With reference to replies to starred qtteS• 
tions nos. 19481 and 1968• asked on 6th March 1929, will the Honourable 
Minister_for Local Self-Government please state- 

(a) whether the Small Town Committees of J~anwala and Toba 
Tek Singh have been converted into municipalities; if not, 
what are the reasons for the delay ,; 

(b) what are the reasons for not removing the official presidents 
in the meanwhile? 

· The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) No, as the draft. 
_notifications are still awaited from the local officers • 

. · , (b) The reasons for not removing t"he official presidents are th~ same u 
have already been communicated in the replies to starred questions nos .. 

~948 and 21968 asked by the honourable member, 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i•Husain: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 

. (c) The Deputy Commissioner has received complaints but they were 
anonymous and he did not consider it necessary to take any action upon 

, them. 
. ( il) None ; but is there sufficient reason why the Revenue Assistant 

should not serve in a district in which his father is Manager of two estates 
under the Court of Wards ? . . 

Lala Bodh Raj: Will the Honourable Revenue Member please give- 
& reply to the second .. part of question (a)? 

'The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i~Husain: I think it was said yes. 
Lala Bodh Raj : What were the reasons '} 
The HonQurable Mj.an Sir Fazl-i .. Husain: Reasons for what'} 
Lala Bodh Raj: For keeping the headquarters of the Manager, Court', 

of Wards, Ohoti, at Dera Ghazi Khan. 
The Honourable Mum Sir Fazl-i-Husain: Must have been because 

that was suitable. 
Lala Bodh Raj: Will the Honourable the Revenue Member pleaae 

state if the Revenue- Assistant is paying any share of the rent to the Court ot 
w~ds? · 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: I think the honourable, 
member may safely leave that matter to another member of the House w:l:Jo 
is more interested than he is. 
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PROSEOUTION OF EDITORS OF OERTAIN NEWSPAPERS, 

. *2708. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honenrable Finance Member 
l)lease state-. 

(a) whether it is a fact that the editor, printer and publisher of th~ 
- - - - - weekly ' Tu fan ' -of . Lyallpm: are being prosecuted . wi.de:i' 

section 158-A, Indian Penal Code, and that the accused have 
tendered written apologies ; 

·~r. 

AGBIOUL'l'URE: 

The 2l8t June 1919. 
. No. 16176.-J:n exercise of the power conferred by section 24 of the 

l>unjab·Alienation of Land Act, 1900, as amended by sections 2 and 5 of the 
Punjab Alienation of Land A.inendment Act, 1907, and with -the previous 
sanction of the Governor-Geriera.l in Council, the Lieutenant-Governor of the 
Punjab is pleased, in supersession of Punjab Government, Revenue and 
Agricultural Department notification no. 84, dated .the 14th May 1902. 
to exeIIipt- · · · 

(1) from the operation of the provisions of the said Act, other ·than 
· those of section 10, the district of Simla., except the ilaqa of 
Kotgarh in the Kotkhai Tabs~ ; and . . 

(2) from the operation of the provisions of the said Act, other than 
those of section 1, section 2, clauses (2), (8) and (6), sections 4; 

, 10 . and 16, section 17, sub-section (1), section 18, sub-section 
(2), section 21, sub-section (2) and section 24, every area in 
cluded within . the limits of any cantonment or municipality 
in any part of the Punjab, other than the district of Simla. 

RESIDENTIAL HOUSES IN MUNIOIPAL AREAS AND APPLICATION OF 
THE PUNJAB LAND ALIENATION AoT. 

. *2707 .. Lala Bodh Raj: Will the Honourable Revenue Member 
please state- 

. (a) whether it is a fact that the sites of residential houses within 
the municipal areas although assessed to land revenue are 
excepted from the application of the Punjab Land Alienation 
Act;· 

(b) whether it is a fact that a circular has been issued prescribing 
not to make any exemption from the application of - the said 
Act in case of sites of residential houses within the area of 
Small Town Committees ; 

(o) if so, what are the reasons for making such a distinction'} 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes ? 

~ (o) Because Punjab Government Notification No. 16176, dated 21st 
June 1919 (attached herewith) does not cover the case of Sma.11 Towns whioh 
are more in the nature of villages than of towns. 
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RAtr..wAY LINE BETWEEN RoiITAK AND BmwANI. 

*2711. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chbotu Ram: Will the Honourable 
Member for Revenue kindly state whether the proposal relating to the con· 
struction of the Robtak-Bhiwani railway line bas made any progress during 
the last two years and how exactly matters stand at present 'l 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl .. i-Husain: The Punjab Government 
has been informed that the project has been sanctioned by the Railway 
Board, but the Board does not expect to be able to provide funds to begin 
construction in 1980-81. · 

RAILWAY LINE BETWEEN RoHTAK AND REWARI. 

*2710. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable 
Minister for Agriculture kindly state whether the Government had, at any 
time during the last two years, the question of connecting Rohtak and 
Rewari by a railway line under consideration, and if so, at which stage the 
proposal stands at present ? 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogench'.a Singh : The honourable 
member's attention is invited to the answer given to the starred question 
No. -2271.1 The latest programme issued by the Great Indian Peninsula. 
Railway shows that the project has been investigated and that the report 
is in the press, · 

INSPECTION OF SCHOOLS AT JHANG MAGIDANA. 

*2709. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Minister for Educa 
tion please state- 

( a) whether it· is a fact that the annual visits of the educational 
inspection staff to the various schools at Jhang Maghiana. 
were made at different intervals ; 

(b) what were the reasons for not visiting the schools one after the 
other at one time ? 

· The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: Information is being collected 
and will be supplied to the honourable member when ready. 

1VoL xm, page 42. 

(b) whether it is also a. fact that the editor, printer and pnblishee 
of the weekly ' Ghanchakar ' of Multan is being prosecuted 
under section 295-A, Indian Penal Code, and that the accused 
has tendered written apology; · 

(c) whether the fact of the said written apologies has been brought 
to the notice of the Government by the local authorities ; 

(d) if so, what decision has been arrived at by the Government in 
the matter 'l 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a), (b) and (c) Yes. 
(d) Government are not prepared to withdraw the prosecutions, but the 

apologies will no doubt be considered 'by the Courts concerned, if the accused 
are convicted. 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWBBS. 



Loocsr PEsT. 
*2714. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : Will the Honourable Ministew 

for Agriculture please state- 
- .(.a}. whether Gwernment . .is aware that locusts. have caused hoo.vy 

loss to crops this year ; 

CLE.All,ING OFF B fl .H. 
*2713. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: Will the Honourable Revenue 

Member please state- 
(a) whether Government-is aware of the fact that the canal autho 

rities do occasionally compel the zamindars to clear off the 
bhal,s from the small minors without giving them wages for 
the same; · 

(b) if the answer to the above be in the affirmative, what steps Gov 
ernment proposes to take with a view to stop this practice ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain : (a) No. 
(b) Does not rise. 

·D1sTRmuTioN OF CANAL WATER. 
.. ~2712. Sardar Hira .Singh, Narli : Will the Honourable Revenue 

Member please state- 
(t,i) whether Government is aware of the fact that canal authorities. 

do sometimes stop minors of rajbahas for the purpose of 
. · providing water fo the zamindars at the tail ; 

(b) whether Government is also aware of the fact that the system 
causes heavy loss to the zamindars by affording an oppor 
tunity to the petty officials . of the canal department for 
taking illegal gratification from the former at the time of 
opening such minors; 

(c) if the answers to the above be in the affirmative, what· steps 
Government propose to take to remove these defects or adopt 
some other means to carry water to the tail? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Yes, sometimes. 
(b) Yes. 

·( c) The remodelling of channels . and readjustment of sizes of outlets 
need provision of improved type of outlet wherever funds are sanctioned for 
such works. 

Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: Will the Government make sufficient 
provision for that improvement in the next budget ? · 

The Honourable Mum Sir Fazl-i-Husain: We will try _to. 
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : Will the Honourable Member please stat.e 

whether there is any intention of reducing the supply of the existing outlets 
with a view to providing water to new ones ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Huaain: That may be left to cir 
oumstances. 
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*2716. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : · Will the Honourable Bevenne 
]i[ember please state- 

( a) whether it is a fact that for the repairs of the banks of the minors 
the canal department usually removes earth from the adjoining 
fields of the zamindars ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that this causes not only pits in the fiel~ 
but also considerable loss to the standing crops ; . 

(c) whether it is a fact that no compensation is paid to the zamfudars 
for damage done to their fields and crops ; '· 

{d) if the answer to the above be in the affii.mative, what action 
Government proposes to take in the ma.tter ? ' 

REPAraS TO BANKS OF MINORB. 

DESI COTTON. 

*2715. Sardar Hita· Singh, Narli : Will the Honourable Revenue 
Member please state- · 

(a) whether he is aware of the fact that in the districts of Lahore 
and· Amritsar, the yield of desi cotton crops has been · very 
small; 

(b) if so, what remissions Government proposes to allow to the 
zamindars concerned in the payment of land revenue this 
year'} ·· 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: (a.) No. 
(b) Does not arise. 

{b) if so, ·what steps have so far been taken by Government ta pro· 
tect crops from the attack of locusts ; 

'(c) whether it is a fact that in the western countries the practice 
has been adopted of using poisonous gas and elec~ric lights 
for the destruction of locusts ; 

(d) if the answer to the above be in the affirmative, . what action 
Government proposes to take in the matter of making ~OIIl:e 
such experiments in this country '} 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogenclra Singh: (a) Yes. 
(b) Government has adopted every practicable measure to destroy 

the locusts, in co-operation with the people. 
(c) Government has no information as to the use of poisonous gas, but 

poison has been dropped from aeroplanes on to locust swarms in some 
1'onntries. · 

(d) Government is doubtful as to the safety of using poison in a thickly 
populated province like the Punjab. 

Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: Was any such experiment ever ma.de? 
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendi'a Singh : I have already said 

that poison 'cannot be used with safety in the Punjab. - 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND. ANSWERS. 



.ALLEGATIONS AGAlNST THE SoB-INSPEOTOR OF TARN TARAN 
POLICE STATION. 

*2718. Sardar Hira Singh., Narli: Will the Honourable Finance- 
Member, please state- · · · 

(a) whether Government is aware of the fact that on or about 11th, 
October 1929, I sent to the Superintendent of Police, Amrit· 
sar, a representation of Sikh zamindars of village Subraon,_ 
District Amritsar, containing serioua.allegationa against the 
Sub-Inspector, Tam Ta.ran Police Station; 

NILI BAR COLONY. 

*2717. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : Will the- Honourable· Revenue 
:Member please state- 

( a) whether it is a fact that the purchasers and grantees on ·tempo· 
rary cultivation in the Nili Bar Colony have become unable to 
pay instalments of the price of their lands by reason of th_e 
heavy loss incurred by them on account of successive failures, 
of crops, the failure of timely supply of water and fall in the 
prices of wheat and cotton ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that Babawalpur and Bikaner· States have 
granted concessions to the purchasers of lands in their res· 
peetive colonies in the form of remitting a considerable amount 

. of interest and extending the period originally fixed for the 
payment of prices ; . 

(c) if the answer to the above be in the affirmative, what action. 
Government proposes to take in the matter ? 

· The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain : (a) This is what has been 
stated to Government but no exact information on this point is available 
at present. 

(b) Government has no information, but inquiries are being made, 
(c) Does not arise, but I should like to state for the information of the 

Council that the Colonization Officer has already been authorised to suspend 
the collection of instalments at bis discretion in the ease of auction purchasers 
and in the cafie of temporary cultivation leases on distributaries .4-L and 5-L,_ 
postponements of the leases have been repeatedly 'allowed on account of the 
deficiency in the supply of water, and concessions have been made in the. 
matter of the levying of Government dues • 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain : (a) Yes. 
(b) No, as far as possible work is done when cropsare not on the ground;- 

'When damage is done to crops compensation is always paid. 
(c) No, 
(a) Does not arise. 
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : Does the Government pay any eompen 

sation in case the work is done when the crops are on the ground ? 
The Honourable Mien Sir Fazl-i-Husain: I have already stated 

that it does. 
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ADMISSION OF VISITORS TO THE ROOMS OF OFFICERS OF GOVERNMENT, 

*2720. Sardar Bira Singh, Nar1i: Will the Chief Secretary to Gov 
ernment please state- 

( a) whether Government is aware of the fact that some officers of 
Government do not allow the visitors to enter their rooms. 
with foot-wear of Indian pattern on and before they are ad 
mitted tho peons at the door force such visitors to put off then- 

. shoes; · 
(b) whether it is a fact that no such restrictions are imposed on the· , 

use of shoes of western style; 
(c) whether it is a fact that a very large majority pf the public use 

only shoes of Indian pattern ; 
(il) whether it is a fact that this ban on country style shoes is re· 

garded by many visitors as an insult and is highly resented ; 
(e) if the answers to the above be in the affirmative, what action is 

Government prepared to take in the matter '} 
Mr. H. M. Cowan (for Chief Secretary): (a) Government is not aware of· 

any specific instance!', but it bas no reason to believe that its officers require, 
from a visitor any more courtesy than the latter woold show as a. mu.tte,r of: 
course were he visiting an Indian non-official gentleman. 

(b) Yes. 
(c) Yes. 
(d) and (e) Do not arise. 

ADMISSION TO LAROR'E MUSEUM. 

*2719. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : Will the Honourable Mutlste11 · 
for Education please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that no one can enter the Lahore Museum 
with foot-wear of Indian pattern on but no such restrictions, 
are laid on jhoes of western sty Ie ; 

(b) if the answer to the above be in the affirmative, will the Honourable· 
Minister kindly state the reasons for making such distinc- 
tions'} · 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) No, the rule to which the· 
honourable member refers was cancelled in June 1928. 

(b) Does not arise. 

(b) have Government made any enquiry regarding the allegation.a, 
contained in the said representation; 

(c) will the Honourable Member please also state whether reasonable 
facilities were given to the complainants to prove their allega 
tions ? If not, why not ? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 

~ (c) Enquiries are prooeedings. 

STABBED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 



MASTER MOTA SINGH. 

*2723. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: Will the Honourable Finance 
Jlember please state- · 

(a) whether Government is aware of the fact that Master :Mota Singh 
of village Tapra, District Jullundur, was prosecuted for waging 
war against His Majesty the King-Emperor ; . ; ' 

(b) whether it is a fact that on his transfer from Jullundur Jail to 
Rawalpindi Jail, Master Mota Singh was suffering from fever· 
and was forced to travel in a third class railway compartment 
with handcuffs and fetters on ; · ~ · · . 

CLOSURE OF MINORS OF RAJBAHA NEWPAL. 

*2722. SardaJ:" Hira Singhi Narli: Will the Honourable Revenue 
-:Member please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that outlets of Rajbaha Newpal on Upper 
Bari Doab in Majitha Division, District Amritsar, were closed 
without previous notice to the persons concerned ; 

(b) if so, why ; 
(c) whether it is also a fact that in the same year without any pre 

vious notice to the persons concerned the canal authorities 
also imposed a fine on the inhabitants of Dhonia Kalan ; 

(d) whether an appeal was preferred to the Commissioner against 
these orders of the canal authorities, and if so, with what 
result?. 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) No. 
(b) Does not arise. 
(a) No. 
(d) Yes, the appeal was dismissed by the. Commissioner. 

UsE OF KAaHHAHRA6 BY Snm CLERKS. 

*2721. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : Will the Chief Secretary to Gov· 
cernment please state- 

(a) whether Government is aware of the fact that se;veral Govem 
ment officers.object to the use of ,{aoMa~ras by Sikh clerks in 
office hours; · · 

(b) whether Government is also aware of the fact that it is obligatory 
on the Sikhs to wear kachlta!t:a; ~ . 

(c) if the answers to (a) and (b) above be in the affirmative, what 
action Government propose to take to secure full religious 
freedom for the Sikhs in the matter of dress, etc. ? 

Mr. H. M. Cowan : (a) and (c) Government have no- information 
ihat any such objections have been made. If the honourable member will 
-snpply to me specific instances I shall be glad to make inquiries as to the· 
-eireumstanees. 

(b) Yes. 
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. OOTROJ ON CYCLES, ETC, 

*2724. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : · Will the Honourable Ministee 
:for Local -Self-Govemment please state- 

(a) whether Government is aware of the fact that when , illagers 
come to the Lahore city on cycles, they are asked to pay 
octroi duty on their cycles ; 

(b) whether Government is also aware of the fact that whenover the 
villagers bring their sewing machines, lamps and clocks to the 
city for getting them repaired, they are asked to p9:y ootroi 
duty on them as well ; 

(c) whether it is a fact that this taxation causes hardship to the poor 
. · villagers and is much resented by them ; 
(d) if so, what action Government intend to take in the matter? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a)· Terminal tax, not 
-ootroi, is in force in the Lahore Municipality and the tax is levied only on 

· "bicycles imported into . the municipality for sale. · 
(b) Under item (c) of the list of exemptions from the tax published with 

Punjab Government Notification No. 88888, dated the 16th November 19~6. 
· repairable and partially manufactured articles which are temporarily im 

·ported into the municipality for repairs and completion for a period _not. ei· 
-eeeding three months are exempt from the payment of the tax. · · ' 

(c) and (il) Do not arise. 

(c) whether Master Mota Singh has been treated as a 'special class 
prisoner ; if so, what are the reasons for the maltreatment 
meted out to him ? · 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) If the honourable 'member 
-refers to Mota Singh of village Patara, Jullnndur District, who was convicted 
under section 124-A., of the Indian Penal Code, the answer in is the affirme- 
-tive. · 

(b) If the assumption in the reply to part (a) of ibis question is correct 
the answer is that Mota Singh was not suffering from fever on his transfer 
from Jullundur Jail to Rawalpindi Jail and that he was fettered and hand· 

-euffed in accordance with rules '.756 and 757 of the Jail Manual. 
(c) Government has decided that 1\fota Singh should on account of his 

· continued ill-health be treated as a special class prisonser, until further notice. 
Lala Bodh Raj: Was the prisoner medically examined when he was 

transferred from Jullundur to Rawalpindi'} 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : Medically examined by whom? 
Lala Bodh Rej : Was the prisoner medically examined as regard his 

·health? 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: Does the honourable member 

. · .mean on the journey or what '} 
Lala Bodh Raj: By the Jail authorities at the time of transfer. 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: 1 have no doubt that he was 

duly examined before ho left the Jullundur Jail and when he arrived at the 
• Bawalpindi Jail. · · 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWEBS, 



'lil,2727. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : Will the Honourable Minister-· 
for Local Self-Government please state- 

(a) whether Government is aware of the fact that many stout and 
strong young men have taken to begging; 

(b) whether it is a fact that there is a strong public feeling that Gov- 
. ernment should take immediate steps to deal with the evil of" 

beggary; 
(c) if so, what steps bas Government taken so far in this direction? 

. The Honourable Malik Fuoz Khan, Noon: (a), (b) and (c) A 
special committee was appointed by Government to discuss the matter inc: 
all its bearings and to submit a report. The committee's report has since 
been received and considered by Government as a result of which the atten 
tion of kcal bodies has been drawn to the existence of the problem-and to the 
facts elicited during the discussions held by the 'committee and their con· 
sidered opinions on the problem-as a whole have been invited. A copy otef 
the committee's report is ]aid on the table. 

BEGGARY. 

*2726. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: Will the Honourable Revenue· 
Member please state- 

(a) whether he is aware of tbe fact that in Bheikhupura district 
sword is exempted from the operation 'of the Indian Arms. 
Act, while in the Lahore district it is not so exempted; 

· (b) if so, will Government kindly state the reasons for making such a.. 
distinction ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) Swords are not, 
exempted from the operation of the Anns Act in either Sheikhupura or Lahore· 
district. - - 

(b) The question does not arise, 

ExEMPTlON OF SWORD FROM THE OPERATION OF THR INDIAN AnMS AcT. 

*2725. Sardar Hira Singb1 Narli : Will the Honourable Fina.nee,, 
Member please state- · - 

(a) whether Government have issued any orders prohibiting Govern· 
ment servants from subscribing to the weekly Journal Kirti~ 
Amritsar; 

(b) if so, what are the reasons ? 

The.Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) No. 
(b) Does not arise. 

PROHIBITION OF GOVERNMENT SERVANTS FROM SUBSCRIBING 
TO " KmTI." 
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1Vol XIlI, pages 302-03. 
I Vol. X·B, pages 1130-1133. 

THE PUNJAB PURE FOOD BILL. 
Mr. President: The Council will now resume consideration of 

.elause 18 ·of the Punjab Pure Food Bill. 

POLICE BERA VIOUB, 

*2730. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : Will the Honourable Membe» 
ior Finance be pleased to state- 

( i) whether Government is aware that there is a general complaint 
in the province that the treatment of police officials towards 
the public is harsh and impolite ; 

(ii) if so, what steps has Government taken so far or intend taking 
. · in the future to ensure a better treatment on their part towards 

the public 'l 
' The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : (i) Government has no inform- 

.a.tion regarding the existence of a general complaint of this nature and as 
a general proposition believes it to be without basis. - 

(ii) · Any· complaint regarding· a specific instance brought to the notice 
. of Government is promptly and carefully investigated. 

CORRUPTTON IN POLIOE DEPABTMli?NT. 

*2729. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : Will the Honourable Membei, 
:for Finance please state- · 

(a) whether it is a fact that corruption is on the increase in the Police 
department ; 

(b) if so, what steps has Government taken to appoint a special Crimi 
, nal Investigation Department staff to detect cases of corrnp 

tion 'l 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) The reverse is believed to 

-J>e the case. 
, (b) The honourable member is referred to the answer given by the 
Honourable Sir Geoffrey deMontmorency to question no. 3782, in the Novem• 
bar 1927 session of the Punjab Legislative Council. · 

VILLAGE PATROL AoT. 
*2728. Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: Will the Honourable Menibe1r 

-for Finance please state what action the Government has taken on the 
.:resolution passed by the Council in Hie budget session that the Village Patrol 
. .Act should either be amended or repealed 'l 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: The attention of the honourable 
-member is invited to the answer given to council question no. 24191 at the 
..August session of the Council. 
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Suu-cuusE (1) (,JJ). 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : I beg to mov_e- 

"That in sub-clause 1 (g) of clause 13 the following be added:- 
• As food for human consumption.' " 

The object of this amendment is to make, clear th~. µiteI/-tio.ri.._ of . the,. 
framers of the Act. - - -- 

Motion was carried. 

. . 

Sun-CLAUSE (1), PARTS (a) TO (!). 
I Lala Mnkand Lal, Puri : Sir, I rise to move- 

., That in Clause 13, sub-clause (1) (a), the following be added: 
• after being placed before the Council and after they have been passed by the Council.'" 

Mr. President: It is not clear what the honourable mover of the 
amendment means by saying " after they have been passed by the Council," 

.Bulea made by Government constitute what is called delegated or subordi 
na.te legislation. If th,e honourable member means that by one provision. 
-0f the Act the Council should give the rule-making power to the executive, 
but after giving, it should keep it to itself by another provision of the Act, 
l consider the amendment out of order. If the object of the amendment is. 
that the rules should be placed before the Council for being considered and. 
passed like a Bill, that would mean that tl;ie power of subsidiary law-making 
would be entrusted to the executive in name, but that in fact ·it would be 
retained by the Council itself. In that case, I think, the power should not 
be_delegated at all and the Council should incorporate the rules in the Bill, so 
that they might be considered and passed by it along with the Bill. 
However, if the object is that the draft rules should be placed before the 
Council for an expression of opinion thereon, that course is in accord with 
parliamentary practice. The Council may retain and exercise its control 
over the executive in a proper manner, but the object of the amendment, 
as it stands, is not very clear. So, I am afraid, it is not in order in its· 
present form. . 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : I only wanted your ruling on this point,. 
Sir, I find that we have agreed to drop this amendment, and I do not move it. 

Lala Boclh Raj: On. a point of order, Sir. Have you ruled th&- 
amendment out of order ? , 

Mr. President: .Was not thehonourable member attentive? 
Lala Boclh Raj: I presume tlia.t the honourable member has himself 

withdrawn it, and I want to know if you have ruled it out of order. 
Mr. President: I expressed my opinion as 'to the regularlityo] the 

amendment as it stands ; while the honourable mover said that he did note 
wish to move it. ' 

Lala Bodh Raj : In compliance with your ruling ? 
Mr. President: I cannot fathom the honourable mover's motives. 
Mr. President : Question is- 

, "That parts (a) to (f) of sub-clause (1) of clause 13 stand part of the 'elause," 

Clause 13. 
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. Shaikh Abdul Ghani: On a point of order, Sir. A chit has just now· 
been supplied to us 'proposing an amendment in' relation to clause 18 (5). 
It is rather difficult to keep such a chit and to follow the amendment. But 
now I find- that the honourable member is moving an entirely different amend· 
ment of which we have no copy. 

Mr. President: What has the honourable member to say as to the 
objection that the required notice was not given in time ? 

· Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: The object.of the amendment is merely 
to remove a doubt that may possibly exist as to the intention of the legis 
lature. It was clearly expressed by the Government. in the discussion re 
lating to the previous amendments that the only object was to prevent the 
sale of any food which is unfit for human consumption. 

. Mr. President: I am not concerned with the object of the amendment;. 
The honourable member has to satisfy the Chair as to why it should 
exercise its discretion and suspend the Article requiring two clear · days' 
notice. · 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: That is what I am trying to submit, Sir. The 
matter is not of a controversial character at all, and if on account of this 
technical objection it is not looked into at this stage, the .Act will be defective 
as far as my humble opinion goes. I, therefore, ask your permission to, 
move the amendment which, as I submitted, is intended only to remove a 
technical doubt. If the amendment is passed, it will surely improve . the· 
Bill, because I find that food as defined in the Act is not confined to food for· 
human consumption, although that has been repeatedlystated on the floor 
of this House. The definition of food which has been passed is no definition 
at all. It assumes what food is and particular kinds of food which oaonot 
possibly be included in the definition of the word as it isused in common. 
parlance are likely to be included in it. 

Mr. President: Has the' honourable member in charge of the Bill'. 
any objection to the amendment being moved? Will not this amendment.,., 
if passed, improve the Bill ? · . · 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : . It will certainly be so, 
if the amendment is passed. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq =. What is the amendment ? 

Mr. President: Has it not been circulated? 
(Voices: No.). 
Mr. President·: As it was received at 1-30 P.M:, I am afraid I cannot; 

allow it. The office could not get it typed or printed for circulation among: 
the members of the House. 

· Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : May I ask the Honourable Minister whether 
he wants to prohibit the sale of food which. is not fit for human · consump 
tion, as food for cattle ? Food may be-unfit for human consumption but. 
still it may be good food for cattle. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : On what is the honourable membee 
·speaking ?- _ . • . ··.· \ . 
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The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: There is no amendment before 
-the House, we must have some idea as to what the amendment purports to 
be. The Secretary has very kindly given me a copy of his own, but I had 
not seen the amendment before. How can we say whether it is essential 

-or otherwise ? 
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: Sir, I want to ask one question for get 

iing information from the Honourable Minister in charge of the Bill and that 
::is that if the clause under consideration is passed would it not apply also to 
grain spoiled by rain ? · 

The Honourable Malik · Firoz Khan, Noon : The honourable mem 
ber seems to be labouring under some misapprehension. I assure him that 

· the clause under consideratio:° will not apply to any such case. -,, 
Mr. Presi~ent: Has the honourable member got a copy of the 

.smendment ? 
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli : I want only to ask a question. 
Mr. President: What is· the honourable member's question? 
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli: Sir, my question is whether the clause 

-under consideration will also apply to a case where some zamindars in the 
··villages mix banaspati in ghi ? 

Mr. Alan Mitchell (Secretary, Tra~sferred Departments): Sir, may I 
-with your permission give a few words of explanation because I may be able 
to satisfy the honourable member and he may not find it necessary to move 

:'this amendment.· The amendment a copy of which I have just seen is that- 
!' In sub-clause 1 (g) of clause 13 the following be added:- 

!As food for human oonsumption.' " 
That is to say, the honourable member wishes to make it 'an offence to 

, sell as food for human consumption any food which is unfit for human con· 
sumption. Is that so? If the honourable member will look at the defini 
tion of sale in sub-clause (h) of clause (8) he will see that sale refers only to 

·. sale for human consumption. Perhaps that will satisfy him. 
Mr. Mukand Lal, Puri : In view of the explanation of the Seoretary 

.to Government, I do not move my amendment. _· 
Mr. President: Question is- 

~· That sub-clause (1) (g) of clause 13 stand part of the clause," 

Motion was carried. 
SUB·qLAuSE (1) (h). 

Mr. Owen Roberts (Nominated Non-official): If amendment number 
''8 for the omission of sub-clause (1) (h) is moved and the sub-clause is omitted 
.then bothof myamendments will go out. 
_ Mr. President: I have already explained to the honourable members 

.,of .the House that the omission of a clause is not an amendment. It is a 
negation of _ the cla~se and :a~yone who desires its - omission, may vote 
against it or oppose it when 1t is proposed from the Chair. · 
' Mr. Labh Singh : Sir, this may apply to a particular clause as a whole 
J>ut not to a part of a clause. The item (h) is not a clause and - it is · net 
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1 "That in clause 13, sub-clause (1) (h), the word' knowingly' be inserted before the 
word • keep ' " and 

"That after sub-clause (1) (h) of clause 13, the following be added:- 
' Provided that nothing in this sub-section ~11 apply to unopened packages 

imported through any custom's port as defined in the Sea Customs Act, 1878. ,. 

0 

Sun-CLAUSE t!), 

Mr. V. F. Gray (Punjab Chamber of Commerce and Trades Association 
-Oommerce) : Sir, I beg to move=- 

"That in the proviso to clause 13, sub-clause (4), in the third line the words' or is being 
offered for sale on the open market' be substituted for the words' has been on the 
open market prior to the 1st August 1929.'" 

My intention in moving the amendment is to give . Government the 
· privilege of allowing such articles as bear trade names to be sold under such 
names even if they are not yet on the market. It seems to me rather unfair 
that the present known mark's alone are so privileged. 

The Honourable ~alik Firoz Khan, Noon (Minister for Local Self- 
. Government) : Before proceeding with the consideration of this amendment 
may I make a suggestion here. With regard to this proviso, Mr. Owen 
Roberts has got an amendment for · its omission. If that is adopted then 
there will be no need for Mr. Gray's amendment. 

Mr. President : But the omission of a clause -or a sub-clause is only 
its negation and can be voted upon after the amendments, if any, are dis- 
posed of. · 

SuB-OLAUSES (2) AND (8). 
Mr. President : Questicn is- 

-~· That sub-clauses (2) and (3) of clause 13 stand part of the clause." 

Motion was carried. 

-even a fraction of a clause really but it is only a fraction of a. fraction of a. 
clause. • 

Mr. President : Every clause or sub-clause of a Bill, is · a motion. 
A Bill may be regarded as an aggregate composed of a group of motions. · .A 

-elause er a sub-clause, nay, even an explanation, may· be treated as a. 
motion. - . ' 

Mr. Owen Roba:rls: Sir, I understand that it is proposed to with 
·draw the whole of clause (h) and if that is the case then I will not move my 
amendments.1 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : I· am prepared, to with 
-draw it. 

Mr. President: Question is- 
" That part (h) of sub-clause (1) of clause 13 stand part of the clause." 

Motion was lost, 
Mr. President : Question :i:s- 
', That sub-clause (1) of clause 13 as amended stand part of the clause." 

· Motion was carried. 
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"In the proviso to clause 13, sub-clause (4)in the third line the words 'or is being offered, 
for sale on the open market' be substituted for the words' has been on the open 
market prior to' the 1st August 1929.'" I~ 

Mr. Alan Mitchell (Secretary, Transferred Departments) :J Sir, I 
.rise to oppose this amendment on the ground .that its acceptance would cut 
at the very root of the "principles that have been embodied in ·this Bill taken. 
from the law in England in regard to the substance called margarine. The 
section of the English Act gives no permission whatever to the Government. 
of that country to accept as a'name for a substance of the nature of margarine 
any name other than either ' margarine ' or a name combining the word 
' margarine ' with a fancy or other descriptive name 'approved by the 
Minfater of Agriculture and Fisheries. When margarine first made its 
appearance ·on the English market and on the market of other European, 
countries those countries were faced with exactly 'the same problem a-s we· 
are up against now, and every possible means of dealing with the problem 
was considered and finally the only· means discovered of dealing effectually 
with· the problem was the insistence that everything tha~ was not butter 
should be sold under this name of ' margarine • and the word ' butter ' is 
absolutely forbidden to be used in connection with any substance which is 
not pure butter. That was the principle which was attempted, to be followed 
when this Bill was being framed and as the expression ' banaspati ghi ' 
had come into common use it was considered that while we had to object 
strongly to the use of the word ghi in connection with banaspati, the word 
banaspati itself was a suitable one out of which to coin a word to be used for 
these substances. It was then realised that in addition to this substance 
which is called banaspati ghi and is brought into this country and used very, 
largely for cheating the public by adulterating with the ordinary ghi, there- 

Mr. V. F. Gray:·· My submission is that synthetic ghi is being manu 
factured and imported in this country and in wome cases this synthetic ghi. 
contains -nearly all the constituents which are assumed in the use of natural 
ghi. Many people even now consider that many brands of synthetic ghi 
are even now better than ordinary ghi as it reaches the consumer. ThereJs. 
no doubt that if a certain amount of constituents are now lacking in the 
present manufacture it will not be long before chemical research finds some 
substance which will be as good as ghi and in time synthetic ghi will be better 
than ordinary ghi for human consumption, and it seems to me that if any 
firm brings under some special trade mark synthetic ghi info India that is. 
proved infinitely better than banaspati or even ghi, surely Government should 
have the option of allowing such produce to be sold under names other than. 
banaspatine. I consider that if Government had that option it would en 
courage the research and manufacture of such articles in the · world, 
it would encourage the research and manufacture of synthetic ghi which will 
be to the consumer better than ghi itself. This is my reason for asking the 
Government to"amend this proviso. I do not want the omission of the proviso 
altogether because I still consider that we want to encourage people to sell 
and place on the market such an article which will be known by some speeiak 
trade marks, and not be labelled banaspatme if it is so much superior." For 
these re~sons I beg to propose my amendment. 

Mr. President : Amendment moved is that- 
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was on the market one substance=-there may be two or three, but we hap· 
pen to know of one-which is marketed under a name which does not pre· 
tend to be ghi or pretend to be anything like ghi, but under our definition it 
would be banaspatine. I refer to the substance which is known as ' cocogem.' 
If our Bill went through without this proviso the firm which have been mar 
keting this product-and so far as I know have not been marketing it with 
any idea of its being used to adulterate ghi--would have to change its name, 
and it was for this reason that it was thought advisable to insert this proviso 
that anything already being sold need not be forced to change its name in 
future. That is the whole object of the proviso and the amendment cannot 
be accepted. 

Mr. President: Would not the amendment, if accepted, negative the 
clause? 

Mr. V. F. Gray : I do not for a moment think so. I am not asking that 
the name ghi be allowed, but some other trade Il1.11rk and that produce as 
good ae ghi, need not necessarily be marked banaspatine. Take margarine 
as an example, under this Act margarine must be marked banaspatine 
or charbini. Margarine is very strictly controlled in England. Surely when 
that English margarine of some well known brand is imported in India it 
should not be necessary to make it banaspatitne too. 

Mr. President : Question is 
" Tl:at the "Words' has bun en the q:En market prier to the ]st August 1929 ~ 

the proviso to sub-clause (4) of clause 13 stand part of the clause." ' 
Motion was carried. 
Mr. Owen Roberts (Nominated non-official): Sir, I move 
"That the proviso to sub-clause (4) of clause 13 be omitted." 

The intention of sub-clause 8 appears to require that all banaspatine or 
charbitni imported after this Bill comes into force· 

3 
P. M. shall be marked in a specified manner and the 

Karachi Chs.mber of Commerce evidently reads the clause in the same way 
as appears from a letter which I have received from it and whi'ch reads :- 

" The Chamber's object in asking you kindly to obtain as . long notice as possible be·· 
fore the Act becomes operative (n passed) is that by section 13, clause (2) (a) 
everypackageofvegete.bleproductwouldbavetohave the woce lana,1ati11e 
or ekarbini durably marked on the top, bcttom and sides of the tins them 
selves, and time would be neceesary for the necessary instructions to be written 
to suppliers and for the latter to make the dies and stamp the tins, which would 
probably have to be stamped in the sheet before making up." 

The proviso would appear to have been framed with the intention of exclud. 
ing from the operation of this clause, certain brands that have been imported 
bona fide prior to l st August 1929. My reason for asking for the removal 
of the proviso is that it would have the effect of placing certain persons 
in a highly privileged position. It is a common place that in this country 
the greatest importance is attached to a label and once a label or mark be 
comes established practically anything can be sold under it. If the estab 
lished labels of these commodities are further privileged by exemption from 
being stamped with the words ba'l'la.~pat,ne or eharbini as the ca1:10 may 
be it will give them a highly specialised value. This would be so much the 
case that the labels themselves would acquire a value without reference to the 

o2 
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Sub-cla·use (5). 
Mr. Din Muhammad [East and West Central Towns) (Muhammadan 

Urban]: Sir, I beg to move..... ) 
Mr. President : According to parliamentary practice, at consideration 

stage the new clauses should be disposed of before the Bill is considered, 
but to avoid confusion I would take up each new clause immediately before 
the clause, for which it is proposed to be substituted or to which it is propos 
ed to be added, is taken up. The mover of the new clause should move it 
with a speech stating the reasons for its adoption. Upon this I will propose 
the question "that the clause be taken into consideration." If this question 
is agreed to, amendments to the clause, if any, may be moved, and after 
they are disposec of I will put the question: '' that the clause (or clause 
:~ amended ) be added to the Bill." 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon (Minister for Local Self. 
Government) : May I be permitted to say something on this point ? If 
the new procedure that you have now suggested is the correct procedure, 
it leads us to the result that the new clause now sought to be moved 
by Mr. Din Muhammad oan be amended and therefore amendments can be 
moved to it. It will be such a lengthy procedure and perhaps it will be ad 
visable for the honourable member not to move that amendment at all but 
leave the clause as it is. 

Mr. President: That is for the honourable ,,;ip.over of the motion to 
decide. ' 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : Then he had better 
not move it, I think. 

Mr. Din Muhammad: I withdraw the amendment. 
Mr. President : It is not yet before the House. 
Mr. Din Muhammad : I do not move the amendment. 
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narenclra Nath: Sir, it was settled between 

us and the President of the Committee that the substitution of the amend· 
ment to sub-clause (5) which stands in the names of Mr. Din Muhammad 
and Shaikh Abdul Ghani will be accepted. 

IMr. Owen Roberts.] 
contents of the tins and would be saleable at very high values, and i1 they fell 
into the hands. of unprincipled speculators, the conseqenoes might be very 
embarrassing. It is unlikely that it can be the intention of Government to 
bring about any result of this kind and I therefore move the omission of the 
proviso. 

Mr. President: Question is- 
"That the proviso to sub-clause (4) of clause 13 stand part of the clause." 

Motion was lost. 

Mr. President: Question is- 
.. That sub-clause (4) as amended stand pa.rt of the clause." 

Motion was carried. 
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Mr. President: Does Mr. Abdul Ghani wish to move his amendment 'l 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani: Sir, in all fairness to the members who think 

that there should be some leniency shown in,,..,a certain kind of offences, · I 
think if this very lengthy and tardy procedure is got over in any way I 
would be very willing to move my amendment. 

· Mr. President: Personally I would prefer to follow the Parliament 
ary practice, but if it is likely to cause confusion, I will first put the question: 
"that the clause stand part of the Bill" and if it is negatived, then take up 
the new clause. 

Mr. Alan Mitchell: If the House instead of omitting the whole sub 
clause omits only some words in the sub-clause, then, can we have other 
words brought in by way of amendments ? 

Mr. President: No amendment is tabled by any member to add or 
delete some words in this wb-clause. 

Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : Yes, there are. 
Mr •. Alan Mitchell: My suggestion is this. The present sub 

clause begins: "Any person who sells any food in contravention of sub 
section. (1) or (2) .. " and so forth. Instead of deleting the whole sub 
clause, will it be possible to allow the first few words to remain 'l 

Mr. President: In that case amendments nos. 11 and 12 shall 
precede amendments nos. 9 and 10. 

Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : I wish to say a few 
words with regard to the procedure which you have been pleased to pre 
scribe. 

Mr. President : Amendment no. 11 stands in the name of the 
honourable member. 

Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : I will move that amend 
ment if amendment no. 10 is not going to be moved. 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani : I never said that I was not going to move my 
amendment. The Chair was considering what procedure was to be adopted 
in this particular case. · 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fad-Husain (Revenue Member): May 
I for a moment intervene 'l Sub-clause (4) is finished. We have voted on 
it. Now the only sub-clause that remains is sub-clause (5). The amend 
ments standing in the names of Mr. Din Muhammad and Shaikh Abdul Ghani 
are for amending this, although they purport to be substituting a new clause 
for the existing clause. As a matter of fact the first three lines are identi 
cally the same and half of the fourth line up to the word " punishable " is 
retained and the substitution is for the words beginning with " for " in line 
4 of this sub-clause (5) right up to the end, to the word " both". Therefore 
I do not think any rule of parliamentary practice would be interfered with 
if the amendment commencing with clause "(a)" and ending with the word 
"both" in sub-clause (o) is first moved. And as all parts of the House 
seem to be agreed upon it and as this is acceptable to Govememnt as well, 
it might be possible to do it. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I think the procedure which you have 
been pleased to prescribe suits us most. 
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"That sub-clause (6) of clause 13 stand part of the clause." 

Motion was lost. 
Shaikh Abdul ~ : Bir, I beg to move- 
" That in oia.use 13 the following be inserted a.a snb-clanse (6) :- 

' (6) .Any person who sells anrfood in contravention of sub-section (1) or (2) or who 
oonteavenee the provisions of sub-section (3) or (4) shall be punfsliable--- 

(a) in the oa.se of a first offence with a. fine which may extend to Rs. 200 ; and ' 
(b) in th,e case of second, offence with a fine not exceeding Rs. 500; and 
(o) in th11 case of a. subsequent offence wit!\ a. :6ne not exceeding Rs. 1,000, or ff in 

t}).e opinion of 'the court the offence was. c.Ommitted 1;,y the petsona.l act. 
d~u!t or culpable negligence of the person aooused and the court is of opinion 
that a. fine will not meet the iliroUD1$tll.nces of .the case, with imprisoninent 
of either deaoription which may extend to sill; months or with both,' " 

f In moving: this insertion of a new sub-clause I have in view the other 
provisions of this very elause whieh thot1Sh v-ery trifling in na.tUl'e . should 
be retained in the Act. As the punishment for the different offences in the 
-0111,use is one and the same, I submit it would be very hard if the punishment 
for the gra.ver · offence is the same a.s that prescribed for a trivia.I oftence. 

,l1berefore, .it ·isi necessary that some· gradation should befixed so far as the 

I 

I 
I 

• Mr. President : The reason why the honourable Mt. Ghani's Qint.e:iid .. 
ll'le~t··. oa.nn. · ot be .. • ~&ken· up bef.ore tha.t of the. Ra.ja Sa.bib is that e.n a:rnet1dtnen.t """ <mnDQf be made U1 .the first vs.rt ofa, question, after the fatter part ha.$ bee.,? 
&nended, or has been proposed '(jo be amended, and a question has.been pro· 
:posed from the Ohair upon such a.tt1endment. The honourable Shaikh Abdul 
·Ghan.i's amendment goes farther than that of Diwa.n Bahadur Raja. Narendra. 
Nath. So, if his amendment is moved and proposed from the Ohair, then 
:no a.:mend:.tnent to the pa.rt preceding the word "ipunishable " shall be per 
missible and thus the honourable R11,ja. Na.rendra Na.th shall not be en 

, titled to go back to the figure •• (4)," which oeears in the eii.rlier part of the 
clause, Tha.t is the reason why his amendment must come before that of 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani. 
...... *.·. · .. 

f41Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath: Sir, my amendment pro 
poses a more drastio oha.nge thil.il the Rouse will be prepared to accept, a,nd 
if Mr. Din :Muha.:m:ma.d's amendment or Shaikh Abdul Gha.ni's amendment· 
is accepted, then I do not need to move my amendment. lf they do not 
move their amendments, then I will move mine. 

Mr. President: If the honourable members in whose names the 
amendments stand do not wish to move them, they are welcome to do so. -... . ' 

' M Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath: I suggest that :Mr. Din 
Muhammad or: Shaikh Abdul Ghani's amendment be taken up first. If 
that is carried I shall not move mine. 

Mt. Pteaident I If the amendment he refers to is. not carried, th e 
ononrable Raja. Sahib will ta.ke the oonsequences. 

Diwa.. Bldaadur Raja N'arendta Nath : I take the risk, Sir. But 
if l:iis a~n:dmep.t is not moved, then I shallmove mine. 

Mr. President: A.s it appears to be the desire of the House, I pro 
ceed to put the· existing sub-olause '(5) · to the vote ·of the House. Ques 
tion is- 
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Clause 14. 
Sub-c~auses (1) anil, (2), 

.Mr. President: Question is- 
" That sub-clauses (1) and (2) of clause 14 stand part of the clause." 

·Motion was carried. 
Sub-clause (8). 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : I beg to move- 
"That in sub-clause (3) (a) of clause 14, the words 'abets the carrying on of' be substi 

tuted for the words ' knowingly permits the carrying of ' " ; and 
"That in sub-clause (3) (b) of clause 14, the words "abets the using of' be substituted 

for the words ' knowingly permits to be used. ' " 
I move both the amendments together in order that I may cover both 

-the amendments in one speech. The expression '' knowingly permits" 
:is very wide and elastic and besides it has not been defined anywhere ; where 
as the word " abets " is defined in the Indian Penal Code. I also under- 

-stand that the framers of the Bill do not want to go beyond the stage of abet 
ment. Therefore I propose that the word •'abets" be substituted for the 
words '' knowingly permits." If the expression •,• knowlingly permits" be 

.allowed to remain on the statute book it might bring certain people into 
trquble whom the framers of the Bill have not in mind. They do not want 
-to go beyond the stage of abetment and that is the object of my amendments, 
,that is, to make the intentions of the framera of the Bill quite clear. ·· 

-question of punishment is concerned. I think that the addition of .this new 
-sub-cleuae will be acceptable to the House. Instead of prescribing one· 
pl'mishment for all offences enumerated in clause 18, I think it would serve 
the interests of both, those who want more lenient punishment and those 

--who think that the punishment should be severe, if the addition I have sug-. 
gested is accepted. I need not dilate any further on the point. My mean 
ing is quite clear and I think that the proposed new sub-clause will serve the 
-end we all have in view. · 

Mr. President: Question is- 
''That the new si:J b-clause be taken into consideration: 

· Motion was carried. 
'· Mr. President : Question is- 

" That the following new sub-clause be added to the Bill:- 
'(5) Any person who sells a.nv food in contravention of sub-section (1) or (2) or who· 

contravenes the provisions of sub-section (3) or (4),shall be punishable-« 
(a) in the case of a. first offence with a. fine which may ext.end to Rs. 250; and 
(b) in the case ofseoond offence with a. fine not exceeding Rs. 500; a.nd 

(c) in the case of a. subsequent offence with a. fine not exceeding Rs. 1,000, or if in 
. the opinion of the court the offence was committed by the personal act, 

default or. culpable negligence of the person accused and the court is of the 
opinion that a. fine will not meet the circumstances of the ease, withimpr.ison 
ment of either description which may extend to six months or with both.'" 

:Motion was carried • 
.Mr. President: Question is- 

" That clause 13 as amended stand part of the Bill" 
:Motion was carried. 
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~ 
Mr. President : Has the honourable member given notice of hie 

amendment? 
\ 

· Mr. Mukand Lal, Puri: Sir,. I want to move that the last paragraph 
of clause 14 should be amended in order to bring it into line with the penalty 
clause of this Bill which has just now been passed in clause 13. 

Mr. President: Has the honourable member given notice of that 
amendment ? 

. I Mr. Alan Mitchell : I think there is possibly some slight omission on the 
part of the gentleman who moved the amendment. The idea of the framers. 
of the Bill has always been that the punishment clauses should be identical 
throughout. In this clause we have a penalty clause and I think ~his should 
be amended so as to be in confonnity with the amendment we have re· 
~ntly carried. 

Mr. Mukancl Lal, Puri: Sir, I want to move an amendment on the 
lines suggested by Mr. Mitchell. 

"That in sub-clause (3) (a) of clause 14 for the words 'knowingly permits the carrying 
on of' the wordsa.bets the aa.rrying on of' be substituted." ,,,,,,.; .... Sardar Harbakhsh Singh [ Hoshiarpur and Kangra (Sikh), Rural I : 

Sir, I want to say something against this amendment, that is, the 
insertion of the words " abets the carrying on of" instead of the 
words " knowingly permits." The words " knowingly permits " were · · 
very well put in the Bill by the Select Committee. The word now 
required to be substituted, that is, " abets " is · a very wide term. 
The intention of the Bill is ·only to preclude the owner of a place now· 
allowing knowingly any person to use his premises for the prohibited pur- 
poses. If the word " abets " is used it will include servants; clerks and 

· even neighbours who may see that these premises are being used for such 
purposes, which is not in the mind of the framers of this Bill. The word 
" abets " is a very wide term and, therefore, I suggest that the words 
" knowingly permits " are good enough for the circumstances of the case. 
Hence I do submit that the purpose of the clause will be served by the use, 
of the existing words. I therefore oppose the amendment. 

Mr. President : Question is- 
" That in sub-clause (3) (a) of clause 14, in lines 1 and 2 for the words 'knowingly· 

permits ' the word 'a. bets ' be substituted." 

Motion was carried. 
Mr. President: Question is- 
"That in sub-clause (3) (b) of clause 14, the words 'a.bets the :using of ' be substi- 

tuted for the words ' knowingly permits to be used. "' 

Motion was carried. 

Lala· Mukand Lal, Puri : I have given notice of an amendment 
which is on the agenda paper, but I want to make ·a slight alteration in it.: 

Mr. President : Amendment moved is- 
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Clause 15. 
Sub-clause (1). 

Mr. President : Question is- 
" That sub-clause (1) _of.clause 15 stand part of the clause. " - 

Motion was carried. - 
Sub-clause (2)~ 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: Sir, I beg to move~ 
"That in sub-clause (2) of clause 15, the word 'wholesale"' be added before th~ word; 

"dealer"." 

so as to make it precisely the same as the one moved by my friend Shaikh I 
Abdul Ghani to clause 18 and which has been accepted by the House. 

The Honourable~ Firoz Khan, Noon: Sir, I would suggest 
to you to permit the honourable member to move the amendment on the, 
lines of the amendment which Shaikh Abdul Gha.ni moved. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : Sir, I beg to move- 
"That the words following the word 'punishable' in sub-clause (3) _ (b) of clause 14, 

be omitted and the following words be inserted in their place :- 
(a) in the case of a first offence with a fine which may extend to Rs. 260 ; and 

(b) in the case of second offence with a fine not exceeding Rs. 500; and 
. (c) in the case of a subsequent offence with a fine ii.ot exceeding' Rs. 1,000, or if in the 

. opinion of the_ conrt the offence was committed by the personal act, default or· 
culpable negligence of the .person accused and the court is of the opinion that a 
fine will not meet- the circumstances of the case, with imprisonment of either· "" 
description which may extend to· six months or with both.' ". 

You will find, Sir, that this amended penalty clause is in consonance- 
with the Act which has been passed by the British Parliament, that is,.. 
the Food and Drugs Act of 1928. Here the penalty of six months is. 
substituted for three months which-is in the British Act. 

Mr.· President : Question is- 
" That the last six lines after sub-clause (3) (b) of clause J4 after the word "punlshable " 

stand part of the clause." 
Motion was lost. 
Mr. President : Question is- 

" That in clause (3) (b) of clause 14 after the word • punishable ' the following be 
added :- 

'(a) in the case of a first offence with a fine which may extend to Rs. 260 ;and' 
(b) in the case of second offence with a fine not exceeding Rs. 600; and · 
(c) in the case of a subsequent offence with a fine not exceeding Rs. 1,000, or if" 

in the opinion of the conrt the offence was committed by the personal act, 
default or culpable negligence of the person accused and the court is of the 
opinion that a fine will not meet the circumstances of the case, with imprison 
ment of either description which may extend to six months or with both.' '.' 

Motion was carried. 
Mr. President : Question is- 
" That sub-clause (3) of clause 14 as amended stand part of the clause. " 

Motion was carried. 
Mr. President : Q_uestion is- 

'.' That clause 14 as amended stand part of the Billi" 
Motion was carried. 
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Question is that that amendment be made. 

Amendment was carried. 

Mr. President: Amendment moved is- 
"That the words occurring after the word 'punishable' in aub-elanse (2) of clause 

15 be omitted. " 

"That the words occurring after the word 'punisha.ble' in sub-clause (2) of clause 
16 be omitted. " - 

I 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : I beg to move- 

Motion was carried. '- 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani : Sir, the first sub-clause of this clause speaks 
-only of a wholesale dealer and the second sub-clause refers to such dealer. 
I therefore do not think there could be any confusion and the addition of 
the word proposed looks unnecessary. If my honourable friend Mr. Puri 
.agrees, we need not go into the amendment any more. 

Sardar Harbakhsh Singh : The word '' such '' is there in the sub-clause 
and the reference is clearly to the wholesale dealer. I do not think that the 
amen~ent is necessary. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I am really surprised th1t this amend 
ment should be opposed. The word is necessary and it makes the sub-clause 
clearer, It removes the possibility of doubt for it will be a matter for ar 
.gnment why if the word " wholesale " was intended to be used, as it is used 
.in the previous clause, it has been omitted here. That might be argued 
l>y my learned friends_ who deal in law. It is, therefore, necessary that this 
ambiguity or even the possibility of a doubt should be removed. 

Mr. Alan Mitchell: The honourable mover, I think, has made it 
perfectly clear that there is no ambiguity in his mind. - And I think every· 
body else is agreed that the addition of the word makes no real difference. 
If the honourable mover wishes to add it for the benefit of those persons 
who· may read the Bill and may possibly be under this misconception, Gov· 
-ernment have no objection and do not oppose the amendment. 

Mr. President: Question is- 
" That in sub-clause (2) of clause 15 the word 'wholesale' be added before the word. 

'dealer'." 

"That in sub-clause (2) of clause 15 the word 'wholesale' be added before the word 
'dealer'." · 

,{L. Mukand Lal Puri.] 

, We find, Sir, that in the first sub-clause of clause 15 the word "whole 
-sale " occurs before the word " dealer," and ordinarily, the word" such " 
in the next sub-clause before the word " manufacturer " would b e taken 
to govern ''dealer" also. To remove any doubt on the point, however, 
I propose the insertion of the word'' wholesale'' before the word." dealer " 

.lest a retail dealer should also be expected to keep accounts.· 
Mr. President : Amendment moved is- 
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Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : I beg to move- 

" That after the word "punlshable" in aub-oleusa (2) of clause 15, th) blbwi11J ba 
added:- 
•(a) in the case of a first offence with a fine whioh may extend to Rs. 250; and 
(b) in the ease of second offenoe with a fine not exceeding R9. 500; and 
(c) in the oase of a subsequent offence with a fine not exceeding Rs. 1,000 or if 

in the opinion of the oourt the offence was oommitted by the personal aot, 
default or culpable negligenoe of the person accused and the oourt is of 
the opinion that a fine will not meet the circumstanoea of the ease, with. 
imprisonment of either desoription which may extend to six months or 
with both '." 

·Mr. President: The question is- 
" That after the word· punishable' in sub-olanse (2) of clause 15. the following be 

added:- 
''{a) in the case of a first offence with a fine whioh map extend to Rs. 250 ; and 
{~) in the ease of seoonJ offence with a fine not exceeding Rs. 500; and 
(o) in t'f e case o! a subsequent offence with a fine not exceeding Rs, 1,000 or if in' the opinion of the conrt the offence was committed by the persona.I a.ot,. 

de ault or culpable negligenoe of the person accused and the court is of 
the opinion t,ha.t a fine will not meet the ciroumsta.nces of the case, with 
imprisonment of either description whioh ,may extend to six months or 
with both'." 

.Motion was carried. 
, Mr. President: Question is- 

" That sub-clause (2) of clause 15 as amended stand part of the clause, " 
Motion was carried. 
Mr. President : Question is- 

" That clause 15 as amended stand part of the Bill. " 
Motion was carried. 

Clause 16. 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : I beg to move- 

" That the words beginning with ' and in the case of' in line 6 of clause 16 up to 
the end of the clause be omitted. " 

In order to avoid unnecessary discussion I may state th!l.t this amendment 
.has been- agreed to by Government. The idea is that innocent persons m1y 
not be dragged to court. For instance, the Spencers are running refresh· 
ment rooms throughout Northern India and if these words are allowed :to 
:Stand, it is quite possible that the proprietor living far away in Madras will 
be held liable for the failure on the part of his local representative here to 
-eomply with the provisions of this Act. It is to avoid it that I move this 
.amendment. 

Mr. President : Question is- 
" That the words beginning with 'and in the case of ' in line 6 of clause 16 up to the 

end of the elause stand part of the clause, " 
Motion was lost. 
Mr. President : Question is- 

" That clause 16 as amended stand part of the Bill." 
Motion was carried. 

Clause 17. 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : I beg to move- 

"That in "clause 17, after the words 'to which the conviction relates" in lines 4 and 5 , 
the words : ' and whioh has been found to be unfit for human consumption '' 
be added. " 
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Clause 1-. 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : Shall I now move my amendment to omit. 

clause 18? 
Mr; President : A motion to omit a clause is not an amendment 

It is a negation of the clause. But the honourable member· may speak 
against the clause after it has been proposed by the chair . 

.Motion is- 
.. That clause 18 stand part of the Bill. " 

Lela Mukand Lal, Puri : Sir, as I pointed out last time on the floor 
of this House, this clause is really the crux of the whole trouble. When I 
moved my amendment to clause 13 for the addition of the word "know 
ingly " I meant it only as a kind of indirect attack on clause 18. 

Mr. President : Then I think I cannot allow the honourable member, 
to make any speech in the House now, He has already spoken to the ques 
tion. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : I wished only to place before the House a. 
few of the arguments which I could legitimately advance while discussing 
clause 18. You will remember that the you prevented me from discussing 
clause 18 in detail; and only permitted me to discuss clause 18. 

Mr. President : I think the principle of the clause was discussed. 
' b 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : The main argument which has been used 
on behalf of the Government -that the retention of clause 18 is necessary 
is that it will place the onus of proving that the seller or the possessor knew 
that the thing was adulterated, on the prosecution. Now this argument, 
I submit, was a sound argument as applied to the addition of the word " know 
ingly" in the firs] sub-clause of clause 18. If the clause runs like-this, "No one· 
shall knowingly adulterate articles," the onus would undoubtedly he on the 
prosecution to prove that the things sold are adulterated fa . the knowledge- 

This amendment has also been agreed to by Government. The inte n- 
4 tion is clear that the food which is unfit for human. 

P.M. consumption should only be liable to confiscation 
and not adulterated food. It should not be possible to a magistrate who 
is only entitled to inflict a sentence of Rs. 250 to confiscate say margarine 
worth 2 lakhs. That should be. permitted to be sold as adulterated food, 
That is the idea of the amendment. 

Mr. President : Question is- 
" That in clause 17 after. the words 'to which the conviction relates ' the words 

'and which has been found to be unfit for human consumption' be added." 
Motion was carried. 

Mr. President: Question is- 
" That clause 17 as amended stand part of the Bill. " 

Motion was carried. 

[ L. Mukand Lal Puri. J 
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- 
" Mene rea or guilty knowledge is still essentdal to prove all guilt, but while in certain 

Statutes this is expressly provided by the insertion of words such as ' know 
ingly, wilfully, fraudulently, negligently' or the like, in others reference to the 
state of a man's mind is omitted. But me11,11 rea is, . nevertheless, necessary 
in both oases-with, however, this difference that while in the one case it must 
be proved by the prosecution, in the other it need not be so proved, but will be 
presumed, unless its absence is established by the defence." 

That was laid down in 1895 in l Q. B. 921. If the word " knowingly " 
is there the onus will be on the prosecution, but if this word is not there the 
-existenee of mens rea will be presumed. 

Mr. President: Under what section of the Indian Penal . Code do 
these remarks occur ? · 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : It occurs in a discussion of mgn,s rea which 
is supposed to be a necessary constituent of every criminal act and it occurs 
in section 26 of the Indian Penal Code in which the words " reason to believe" 

-occnr, A person is said to have reason to believe anything if he has suffi 
cient cause to believe that thing but not otherwise. If different words 
about knowledge are put in the section a further onus is thrown on the pro 
-secution and the argument of the Honourable Minister and the Legal Bemem 
branoer would be perfectly correct that if the word " knowingly " is added 
to clause 18, the onus will be on the prosecution which they may in certain 
circumstances find it difficult to discharge, but here when the word " know 
ingly" is not there, the prosecution have done their duty when they have 
proved the sale of the adulterated articles. The presumption will be raised 
in favour of the prosecution which the accused can rebut, but what clause 
18 lays down is that the poor accused should never be able to do so. It 
-ereates an absolutely irrebutta.ble presumption. Well, if you are going to 
lay down an irrebuttable presumption,then what is the use of putting a 

-of the seller. But that argument does not apply to the deletion of clause 18. 
You have been now pleased to retain clause 18 as originally framed, i.e., 
no person shall sell adulterated articles. So that the argument which was 
advanced by the Honourable Minister for Local Belf-Government and also 
by the Legal Remembrancer 1jhat when a person is caught selling adulterated 
milk, the prosecution shall be under the necessity of proving not only that 
he was selling adulterated milk but also the state of his mind, does not apply 
to the present clause. The present clause, you will be pleased to remember, 
runs as follows :- 

,, In any prosecution under this Act it shall be no defence to allege that the seller WBII 
ignorant of the nature, substance or quality of the food sold or offered for sale 
or exposed or kept for sale or manufactured for sale by him or that the pur 
chaser having bought only for analysis was not prejudiced by the sale. " 

So that the omission of this clause will not affect the onus at all. This 
-olanse only debars a person of a possible defence which he could plead and 
establish, if he is able to do so to the satisfaction of the court. The presump 
tion of mens rea will be made as soon as the sale of adulterated article is proved. 
It will be quite possible in the absence of this clause for an accused to prove 
that he had absolutely no knowledge of the adulteration. The onus will be 
-on him to satisfy the court, and to establish his innocence, and if he cannot 
do so the court will hold him to be guilty. That matter is perfectly well 
settled by not only other English authorities but by the judgments of the 
Privy Council. I shall read an extract from Gour's Penal. Law of India, 
Volume I, page 258 :- · 
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man en bis trial? Ycu prcvide that a third class magistrate will not try but that 
a second class magistrate· shall try. Why not provide straightaway that when. 
the Chemical Adviser bas sent the report, the man shall be convicted straight 
away? It will net l:e pcssible for him to plead one of the innumerable de 
fences which I sul mitted last time are open to every accused person, even to 

-perscrs FHUEed cf rr cet l eir cus cffENES. 'Ibe argument, therefore, put 
forward by tl:e Gcverr rrrnt dces rot apply to the ~mission of this clause, 
The second argrment which was put forward .by the Honourable Minister 
was that a provisicn like clause 18 is to be found in every enactment. Well,. 
J challenged tl:e Her curable Minister and the Government to point out. to 
me one enactment in which a. clause like clause 18 is found enacted without 
the safeguards which ere r ecessary to mr dify the effect of clause 18. I was. 
waiting fer my Iearrr d frier d to tr Ht 11: at 'c bjccticn but instead of that he 
pointed out that this is to be found in the New Zealand Act. You will re 
member, Sir, tl:e section which was read Ircm tl:e New Zealand Act, That was 
entirely different frcm our clause 18, as was pointed out by Dr. Gokul Chand 
Narang. (Interruption). After all why go to New l",ealand? Why not go 
to Timbuctco, as my honoura bie friend says ? For aught we know, they 
may be quite as novices in the art of legislation, as we are. I have not been 
able to get a copy of that Act. It is not to be found in the well known 
libraries in Lahore. rbat Act is an Act of mos and cnly the Honourable 
Minister or his colleagues possess a copy of that. .Anyhow that Act is en 
tirely different :frcm the thir g which is to be found in clause 18 and certainly. 
is not a matter for us to follow. Then my learned friend pointed out that 
there is the same provision in the Madras Preventicn of Adulteration Act. , 
Now, Sir,! beg to point out that in that case also that provision is hedged in 
by safeguards which are conspicuous by their absence from this enactment. 
Even the Madras Food Adulteration Act III of 1919 in the first instance 
does not provide a penalty of imprisonment. It does not at all interfere 
with the liberty of the subject. The penalties provided are a penalty not 
exceeding Rs. 100 for the first offence and a fine not exceeding Rs. 500 for sub 
sequent offences. .Again the word " sale " does not bear the same extensive. 
meaning which you have unfortunately given to this word in the definition 
under the present Bill. According to the present Bill the word" sale " does 
not only connote what we ordinarily understand by sale. It also includes 
"possession for the purposes of sale." In the Madras .A.ct, the word ''sale" 
does not bear that extensive meaning. In spite of these restrictions there are 
the necessary safeguards which may possibly allow an unfortunate victim 
to prove his innocence if he can prove those facts. This is what section 
~ of the Madras Prevention of Adulteration Act III of 1918 says. After 
making a provision like the one which occurs in clause 18 it has some very 
necessary safeguards and those safeguards are provided in section 5 of the 
Act. A similar provision .is to be found in the Bengal Food.Adulteration 
Act VI of 1919 which was relied upon as an authority by the Honourable 
Minister. You will find, Sir, that even in enactments where a provision 
like clause 18 occurs there are safeguards which enable a person to establish 
his innocence. Although the Honourable Minister was able to quote three 

.instancee of Acts of local legislatures where provision is made with those 
safeguards, he did not bring to the notice of the House that other provinces 
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in this country had food legislation of a similar character where no such pro 
vision exists at all and there is nothing to show and it has not been demons 
trated that the food legislation in those provinces or in those countries had 
failed because this provision had not been made there. There is in the first 
instance the Bihar and Orissa Food Adulteration Act No. II of 1919 which 

~ does not contain any such provision. On the other hand it contains a pro 
vision in section 14 with regard to unopened things or packages about which 
Mr. Owen Roberts had an amendment, Again there is the Central Provinces. 
Prevention of Adulteration Act No. II of 1919 which also does not contain 
any such provision like this. In section 4 of that Act there· is a proviso 
which distinctly lays down that a person who proves that he was ignorant 
of the adulterated nature of the article and in fact had I no reason to believe· 
it to be adulterated would be absolved. Why does the Honourable Minister, 
want us not to follow the examples of these provincial legislatures, if provin 
cial legislatures are to be the models which he wants us to follow ? He 
must have noticed that even in the Madras and the United Provinces Acts, 
clause 18 does not occur in the unalloyed form in which it occurs here. 
There is 'a similar provision in the Punjab also, section 187 of the Municipal. 
Act, which contains words exactly similar to clause 18. The essential point 
to, be remembered is that, wherever the legislature of any country has not 
insisted so rigorously on the presence of mens rea as a necessary element 
in. the constitution of the offence, the penalty provided is purely nominal 
and in the Punjab Municipal Act itself, the maximum punishment provided 
is a fine of Rs. 100 and this principle is also observed in the two or three· 
salutary enactments which the Honourable Minister has been able to quote 
in support of this unique piece of legislation. Why should you not follow 
these very good models-even if you want to follow them-completely ? 
Why should. you borrow one section from here and another from there and a , 
part of the penalty section from somewhere else ? If you want to follow 
certain Acts, why do you not follow them completely, instead of copying only 
a portion of sentence from one enactment and a portion of sentence from. 
another enactment ? That would have been better. I have never heard of 
a legislature copying a particular section from an enactment and omitting 
the proviso under that section without giving any reason whatever for omit 
ting that proviso. Can you show, can the Honourable Minister meet the 
force of the ..9bservations made from these benches, t,hat innocent persons 
are likely to be punished ? He said " I will do all that is humanly possible 
to safeguard the innocent persons by means of rules." But is it possible 
to nullify or even modify the. effect of a positive enactment in a statute by 
means of rules ? Anything that he may attempt to do in this direction 
will be ultra 'Vires. Having enacted that ignorance is no defence, can 
the .Honourable Minister frame rules making ignorance a defence ? Will 
any court be able to give effect to the rules? Is it possible for anyone, even 
a Minister, to get out of the positive enactment of legislature by framing 
rules? My contention is that the Honourable Minister has not been able 
to quote to us a single precedent for this unique piece of legislation. Why 
should he at all go to New 7ealand or Madras for this purpose ? Ordinarily 
the Indian Legislature follows the English enactments. Let us also 'try to 
find out if there is any such provision in the English law. I do not say 
that we should always slavishly copy what is found in the English law. 
But we know that we will be .cin very sure ground when in legislation of 
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-suoh a far-reaching character we do not embark on new 

0:lields 
but follow 

the wisdom and experience of persons who are in a much better position - 
than we are. The English Parliament passed a Consolidated Companies 
Act and at once the Indian Legislature passed an Indian Companies Act 
which is almost a copy of the English Act. The English legislature passed 
a Copyright Act and ·at once the Indian legislature adopted it. Now the 
English law on the subject under discussion has been consistently clear 
.and has never recognised anything like what is enacted in clause 18. The 
principal English enactment on the subject was the Safe of Food-and Drugs 
Act of 1875 which was amended in 1879 and again an Act was passed in 
1899. All those Acts did not recognise anything like what is enacted in 

-elause 18. This view of English law is succinctly and briefly stated in 
· "Halsbury's Laws of England," Volume XV. On page 17, .paragraph 31, 
it is stated " It is a defence to proceedings in respect of the offences in 
regard to the sale of any article of food or of any drug mentioned in the two 
preceding paragraphs if the defendant shows to the satisfaction of the court 
that he did not know of the article of food or the drug sold by him being 
so mixed, coloured, stained or powdered, and that he could not with reasonable 
diligence have obtained that knowledge." That has been the English law 
since 1875 up till to-day. Have the English courts or the English Govern 
ment found any difficulty in working the Act ? Are the Government benches 
here in possession of any information that but for the enactment of 
principles contained in clause 18 the English Government have found great 
.difficultiee ? In the absence of any information on the point why should we 

· .suppose that we will be put to difficulty without this provision and why 
should we be more anxious to secure the purity of food than the English 
people ? Why should Government think that one kind of law is necessary 
£01· India which is quite different from the well-known principle of English 
law which is administered _in England and Scotland ? So my contention 
is that if the Government want to support their case by precedent and 
authority, I say here is a provision, an English law, dealing with foods and 
drugs and take it from me that they have been administering it for well nigh 
a century without finding any difficulty whatsoever. After they have 
enacted the Act they have not slept over it. They have been continually 
modifying it in order to improve it and yet they have not found it necessary 
to enact such a section which is now attempted to be foisted on us. 

In addition to what I have read out about the accused being able to 
prove his innocence by proving ignorance, there are the usual provisions 
about other matters. The most important point is this. This question 
of food legislation has been very recently reconsidered by the British Par 
liament and I do not know if that piece of legislation has been made avail 
able to the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government and his advisers. 
That Act is an Act to Consolidate the Sale of Food and Drugs Act, 1928. 
It is 18 and 19, Geo. V, Chapter 31. It cenaolidates all the provisions 
of the old legislation on the subject, not only the Food and Drugs Act but 
also the Butter and Margarin Act of 1907 and all the other relevant legisla 
tion. It ia.a fairly comprehensive Act. You will find, .as will appear from 
-the bulk of the book, it is about 31 pages and it deals with most of the matters 
which are the subject of discussion in this House. Now, Sir, I have gone - 
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1ihrough the Act and I place it at the disposal of the Government members 
-to find out if there is anything there corresponding to clause 18 of this 

· Bill. (A-voice: They have got it). They got it only yesterday, after being 
told by me. Well, if the Government before introducing' clause 18 in this 
Bill was aware of this legislation, I should like to know the reason why in 

-spite of the considered opinion of the Mother of Parliaments, they want to 
introduce a section which did not find a place in this Act which received the 
assent of His Majesty the King only on the 3rd Angust 1928; and if they 
have become aware of this piece of legislation only now, then in 
fairness they should withdraw this Bill and consider their recommendations 

-in the light of the experience and suggestions found in this latest _ piece of 
English legislation. _ 

Mr. ALm Mitchell: If the honourable gentleman will read the Act 
he is referring to be will find that half of the Punjab Pure, Food Bill is taken 
direct from that Act. · 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: May I ask my honourable friend if there is 
any provision in this Act, i.e., the English Act of 1928, which prevents an 
accused person from proving that he did not know that the thing 
he was selling was adulterated or whether there is anything in that 
Act corresponding to clause 18 of this .Bill ? Will the Government 
tell us why if the English people did not find it necessary to have 
a similar provision, it is necessary for us ? There is a pro· 
vision in this Act of 1928, sub-section (8) of section 2 (1), which reads 
that in any prosecution under this section it is no defence to a prosecution 
to allege that the purchaser having bought only for analysis, was not pre· 
judiced by the sale. · 

If you look at clause 18, you will find that it runs like this- 
"In any prosecution under this Act it shall be no defence to allege that the seller was 

ignorant of the nature, substance or quality of the food sold or offered for sale 
or exposed or kept for sale or manufactured for sale by_him or that the purchaser 
having bought only for analysis was not prejudiced by the sale." _ 

I have no objection to the retention in clause 18 of the last three-lines, 
and I distinctly sent an amendment to that purpose, but it was too late. I 
submit that the retention even of the last three lines is not necessary in our 
Act. It is necessary in the English Act because "sale" in :that Act 
does not convey the extended meaning which is attributed to it 
in our Bill. The term " sale " in our Bill · includes " being in pos 
.session " for the purpose of _sale and when you are in possession it is un 
necessary to show that the purchaser having bought for analysis was not 
-prejudioed by the sale. So my contention is that some reason should bp 
given as to whythey considered it necessary to introduce a provision of law 
which they themselves admit to be subversive of tlie ordinary principles of 
criminal jurisprudence. The Legal Remembrancer was careful to point out 
by reading out from Broom's Legal Maxims on the last occasion that there 
is a tendency in some recent municipal legislation not to insist too much 
on the principles of mens rea as constituting the criminality of an act, That 
-may be so, but that tendency has nowhere been applauded or . admired, 
out even .if that tendency is - there, is that a reason for bringing forward 
this pernicious piece of legislation which is unique in the whole history of 
legislation ? Simply because, as was pointed out by Dr. Gokal Chand, 
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Narang, -the penalty is not so severe as the penalty in our Municipal Act where 
the fine is Rs. 100, that is no reason for extending the-principle that the person 
should be deprived of all the defence which is open even to the worst criminal 
of the land. Again, I ask, what is the reason for the Honourable Minister's 
assertion that but for this provision it would be impossible to secure pure 
food? Is there any a priori reason? I submit, Sir, that- certainly they 
have given no a priori reason except the reason of onus which I submit is- 
wrong. But I submit there could be no good reason. If they have any rea 
sons, they must pe all imaginary. Had there been any good reasons, would 
they not have presented themselves to the English" legislators ? H there is 
any a priori reason for adopting this provision in order to secure the success. 
of the Act, or without, which, the Act would be absolutely futile, certainly 
that reason could not have been ignored by the experienced English legislators 
who had had at their back experience of food legislation extending well nigh 
over a century. Government do not give any a priori reason why without 
this provision their Food Act would be useless, except it be that they have 
set their heart upon it and refuse compromise on this point and having once, 
expressed their opinion they are obstinate, if you, Sir, will excuse me for using 
that word, say : " we can and we will carry the Bill through." 

If they have no a priori reason they have no reasons of experience either. 
Can they point out that the Punjab ~dulteration of Food Act of 1919 failed 
because this provision did not .exist there ? After all an Act to prevent 
the adulteration of food has been in existence as the law of the land in the 
province. Can they as a result of the working of the Act say that this pro, 
vision is necessary? Can you say that in the absence of this provision you 
will not be able to secure a supply of pure food ? If the experience of your 
own province does not support you, can you fall back upon the experience of 
any other province to support the necessity for the enactment of this clause 'l' 
Il you can give a single instance that would be some reason. After all, when · 
Government is asking this House to pass an Act ot such a unique character; 
they must make out a strong case. Can they point to any enactment in this 
province or in any other province in India where this provision finds a place '!" 
Has any court ever brought the necessity of this provision to the notice of· 
district authoritiesll. · Has it ever been broughtto the notice of Government 
by district authorities or by municipal' boards ? My contention before the· 
House .is, that this piece of legislation C!l,IlD.Ot be recommended on grounds 
of emergency, and is not dictated by past experience of this province 
nor by the experience of apy other province nor even by the experience of' 
other countries where food legislation 'has been in existence for a longer 
period. In these circumstances, I submit that this clause should be deleted, 
and I say in all humility that if Government agrees to my request it loses 
nothing. Assume for the sake of argument that this provision does not 
find aplaee in the Act, What are the difficulties caused by it to Govern 
ment? I maintain that there are absolutely no· difficulties; if there are 
any they are all imaginary. It is the executive bias of the mind which 
wants to deprive every individual of his possible defence. It wants the.court 
to assume that every person who is brought before it is guilty. ts it that 
which induces the Honourable Minister to say that this. legislation is neees 
sary?· If this legislation is necessary about food, why is it not .necessary 
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about illicit liquor? Why is it not necessary about·bombs or other explosives 
of which a person may be found in possession? Suppose I go" to my house 
and find that in my office three bombs are lying on my table. Prosecution 
will prove that the bombs have been discovered in my possession; certainly 
from my house which is in my exclusive possession. But the law gives me 
the right to prove my innocence, and if I can show that I have not been living 
in the house for the last six months and for that reason I could not be aware 
of the existence of the bombs, no harm can come to me. I can have the 
right to- prove my innocence in that case, but the law does not give that same 
right to the poor shopkeeper if he has in his possession one tin of adulterated 
ghi or one bag of adulterated flour. 

In this country you are fully aware that people do not usually sell things 
that they have themselves manufactured. I think that almost 99 per cent 
of the shopkeepers sell things which are manufactured or produced by others. 
Once this piece of legislation is passed, would it be safe for anyone to sell a 
single thing which has been manufactured or produced by others ? I stock 
fl.our prepared by the Shahdara Mills in sealed bags or let it be in open 
bags. An inspector comes along and finds fl.our which is not up to the mark 
and which is adulterated, perhaps contains a bit of more bran than it ought 
to contain. I tell him, " I know nothing about it, kindly accompany me to 
the Shahdara Mills and see for yourself that this is exactly the flour which 
haif an hour ago I bought from them and that it exactly corresponds with 
the bulk tliat is lying there." Still under this clause I would be liable to bp 
convicted. Under the Acts of Madras and the United 'Provinces which the 
honourable member quoted this morning, such a person would have a chance 
to prove that he· had bought the flour from another shop and if he could pro 
duce a proof to that effect he would be let off. But under· the present Bill 
that is impossible, for you deprive ev.ery person who deals in human food · 
of any opportunity to prove his innocence. 

Let us now take the imported stuff. The well known firms of Messrs. 
Mul Chand: & Co., Delhi House or other firms, whether Indian or European, 
import their foodstuffs from well-known manufacturers in England,. 
Germany, or America, firms whose foodstuffs are purchased because 
they have acquired a reputation. Supposing by an accident on the way or 
by some accident in the factory one tin is found to be defective;then the per 
son who sells it will he guilty under this A-ct, because if he succeeds in prov 
ing that he bought it from· another firm or that he was absolutely ignorant 
of the existence of the bad stuff, that would be no excuse. It was pointed 
out, and it is perhaps contemplated also, that t=liese inported stuffs would be· 
somehow or other exempted from the provision· of the .A.ct. I submit, Sir, 
that such a.thing would not be done, because if such a thing is contemplated 
as a kind' of 'inducement to this House to pass this Bill in its present form 
I submit, that this would defeat the very object which this legislation was· 
intended to avoid, and that object wasto prevent the import of adulterated 
ghi from abroad. So that by no rules could you exclude imported stuff 
or stuff which had been opened and examined by the Customs from the opera- 

. tion of the Punjab Food Act. T:Perefore I put it to the House that if this·· 
enactment in its present form is passed, no dealer of the imported provisions 
would be sate in dealing with these provisions, because he would know that 
he was liable to be convicted for selling those provisions in spite of· his having: 
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taken the utmost precautions in complying with the provisions of this Act. 
My submission is this, that here is a hasty piece of legislation attempted to 
be hurried through this House because Government is anxious that it 'should 
be hurried through, and without understanding the consequences to which 
this legislation would lead to. My contention is : Do not be a party to a legis 
lation which will make it impossible for a law-abiding person to deal inimport- 
ed foodstuff or to deal in foodstuff which he has not himself manufactured. 
It was aaked, what does it matter if these persons are convicted, for after 
all the sentence in the case of these innocent persons will be very small and in 
such cases the courts will be very lenient. Is that a reason for supporting 
this legislation ? There are people who mind conviction much more than the - 
amount of fine which they may have to pay. One rupee fine to-day, one 
rupee fine the next day for perhaps not putting on proper label. and the 
third time a sentence of six months' imprisonment. 

Mr. President: Was it not the honourable member himself who 
moved, the amendment relating to punishments which he is now criticis 
ing? 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: .No, Sit. The punishments originally 
proposed were of such a character that I was not able to find a similar pro 
vision in any other Acts relating to food of any other legislatures. I have 
examined all the Pure Food Acts that I could get hold of either from the 
Bar Association Library or the High Court Libra'ry and I do not find punish 
ments provided there corresponding to the ones we find in the present' Bill. 
I am entirely opposed to severe penalties which have been 'provided in this 
Bill. - 

Mr.!President!: What punishments are .provided in the English Act? j 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : The English Act fortunately distinguishes I 
between the various kinds of offences and provides different kinds of punish- j 
:ments for different kinds of offences. But the present Bill provides the same I 
penalty for all kinds of offences. Of course it gives discretion to courts to. 
:make the punishment to, suit the gravity of the offence. Even the Acts of I 
-other legislatures in India make distinction between various kinds of offences. I 
The present Bill does not define wl!at pure food is and when food is to be 
called impure ; they · have left it to. be decided· ·by rules and to be deter- I 
mined by the inspectors. I therefore subm,it that the present Bill if passed I 
into an Act will become a dead letter. In England to deny the existence I 
-0£ God is felony, but nobody is prosecuted for that. Simila.rly, if you lay 
-down' a rule that anybody, howsoever innocent he may be, is found selling I 
.or is found in possession of an adulterated atricle he is gnilty, that rule will I 
certainly become a dead letter. No sensible person will care to prosecute 
1:mch a person. What is the use of such a legislation ? If it does not become 
,a dead latter, it will lead to· wholesale corruption and extortion as my friend 
Pandit Nanak Chand pointed out. I submit that if this becomes law, inno 
eent persons will suffer more than the guilty. I therefore submit that this 
-clause should be deleted. I do recognise· that the Honourable Minister is 
actuated by a desire to secure the supply of pure food in the province. He 
-deserves to be congratulated for that. But what I ask is, whether it would 
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" I do not know what is contained in the tin. I have not seen the inside 
of it." The result will be that he will escape punishment and consequently 
the whole force of the Bill will be lost. Some other things may be packea 
in a tin and it may be a thing which the seller himself does not consume. H 
you ask him why he sells the adulterated stuff, he will say, " what do I know 
what the tin contains ? I do not even taste the thing contained in it, because 
I am prohibited by my caste or religion from consuming it. I cannot be held 
responsible for the quality of the article in the tin." In this case also the 
seller will escape punishment if this clause is omitted. We have to safe 
guard the interests of the public as well as the interests of the seller. It 
is quite true that it will be a harsh thing for a poor seller who buys his articles 

· from a wholesaler to be prosecuted for the quality of the articles he sells 
which after all he got from the wholesaler and of which he knows nothing. 
But on the other hand you cannot allow the manufacturers 'who manu 
facture these things to plead that they did not know anything about them 
and thus escape the penalty of the law. Thus it is really a very difficult 
problem. . · 

.Again if. my honourable and learned friend had been careful enough to 
suggest the omission of the clause excepting the last two or three lines, there 
would have been great force in accepting his amendment. But he says 
that the whole clause should be omitted. .The result will be that if an inspec 
tor buys some article which is adulterated, the seller may say " you are 
buying it only for purposes of analysis and therefore you cannot prosecute 

not be better under these circumstances that he should proceed with the legis- 
. Iation in the form which will receive universal assent. · I suggest that this 

clause be omitted and that the law be allowed to work for sometime, say 
six months or one year. If after that period it is found that some such pro 
vision as the present clause is necessary, it is perfectly open to him to come 
before the Council with an amending clause. I think that will be a per 
fectly justifiable course. -There is nothing to prevent him from coming to 
the Council with an amending Bill and asking tliat this clause or the clause 
in an amended form should be introduced in the .Act. I submit again that 
the present 'Bill will not lose any of the purposes which the Honourable 
Minister has in view by the omission of this clause. With these words I 
oppose the clause. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq [Amritsar City (Muhammada,n) Urban} 
Sir, there is no doubt that there is great force in. what my learned friend 
has said. But it cuts both ways. My honourable and learned· friend is 
quite wrong in comparing the Bill with the enactments in England. In 
England such articles are produced by big manufacturers. On the other 
hand, in this country you find that most of the things are manufactured in 
small quantities and are made by people themselves and sold in small 
shops. For instance let us see what happens if this clause is omitted. .A 
man sells ghi, he is not an expert in ghi. But it is probable that what he sells 
may contain three-fourths banaspati ghi, He sells it as pure ghi and if you 
ask him why he sells the adulterated ghi, his answer will be as in the. Punjabi 
proverb 
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Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : What Act is this ? 
' 

5 P.M. 

[Sh. Muhammad Sadiq, ] , 
me." Therefore if 'the whole clause is omitted, it will be possible for every- . 
body to escape the penalty under this law. Then the whole object of the 
Bill will be destroyed. I know the Honourable Minister promised yesterday 
and I know he is going to promise to-day at a later stage that he is going to 
bring in an amending Bill to amend this section. ·,, 

Mr. President: The honourable member would not please speak for 
another member. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I am only repeating what the Honourable 
Minister said yesterday. in the open House that he intends to bring for 
ward. an amending Bill. I think there is no harm in saying what he said 
yesterday. If an amending Bill is brought forward then that defect "will be 
removed. So I appeal to my friend not toyress this· point just now, but 
to leave it to Government .to amend· the clause later on. 

Next, my friend said· that a similar provision does not exist in any 
legislation of the world. I say he is wrong in holding that view. It was 
pointed out only yesterday that a similar provisio 1 existed in the Punjab 
unless the Punjab does not form part of his world. (A voice: Not in that 
form). It exists in the Acts of Bengal, Madras, the United Provinces and 
Bombay .. I think in the Punjab Opium Act and ths Chandoo Smoking Act 
similar provisions have been made, namely that ignorance of fact is ~o de 
fence. No doubt this clause is very hard upon poor sellers, but I depend 
so much upon the words of the Honourable Minister yesterday that he in 
tended to bring in an amending Bill. For this reason I appeal to my honour 
able and learned friend not to press for 'the omission of the clause for the· 
present.- · 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang North-West Towns,.(Non-Muham.madan) 
Urban]: Sir, I must congratulate my learned friend ~fr. Mukand Lal, Puri, 
for the. very excellent speech that he made on this clause. In fact, I may 

· say his was the best that I have heard without meaning any disrespect to 
the other members of this Council. (Hear, h'3ar). He has torn to shreds 
the clause as it exists in the proposed Bill. He has pointed out the absur 
dity of denying to the accused an opportunity of showing that 

he is innocent. He has quoted .various Acts 
bearing on the subject and has shown with great 

clearness that where a clause of this_nature exists, there you have other 
clauses which weaken or mitigate the effect of such a elause., He has also 
referred to the positive provisions in the English Act which not only does 
not contain any such provision as clause 18 of the proposed Bill, but has a 
definite provision in the very first section of the Act, in the proviso, among 
the general provisions of that Act where it is clearly stated- 

". Provided that a person shall not be liable to be convidted, .: •. " 
Here I would crave my learned friend Mr. Sadiq's particular aiten 

. tion...:_ 
"Provided that a person shall not be liable to be convicted under'this section in respect 

of sale of any article of food or of any drug if he shows to the satisfaction of ~he 
court before whom he is charged that he didnot know and could not with 
reasonable diligence ha!e ascertained that the article of food or drug, eto., etc." 
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Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: The latest English Act which eonsoli 
,dates all the laws bearing on the sale of food and drugs. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I would support this. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: The honourable member will 

support all clauses of this kind, I am sure. I want to submit, 
'Sir,, that in any. penal measure the door to the defence of the 
accused cannot be shut. altogether and in such a case there could ~ot 

.as a rule be any defence except the proof of ignorance. Once a Chemical 
Examiner has examined anything and declared that it is adulterated, it is 
not open to the accused to say anything against it. He cannot set up his 

-own chemical agency, nor can he adopt any other means to contradict thf) 
prosecution that certain articles on which the prosecution was launched 
were not adulterated, So the only defence possible in such a prosecution· 
is ignorance and when you make an enactment that ignorance will not be 
a defence in any circumstances whatsoever, it means that once an inspector 

-eatohes hold of a person and catches hold of an article of food which is examin 
ed by the Chemical Examiner and declared adulterated, no magistrate or 

-court is necessary at all, a conviction may at once be registered even by the 
inspector himself. No magistrate is necessary for this purpose, because 
no possible defence is open to him except that of ignorance· in such cases. 
I do not think that it is the intention of the framers of this Bill to deprive 
the accused of any defence whatsoever. Even the worst offenders · are 

-given an opportunity -to defend themselves and to prove their innocence. 
In fact the axiom of criminal law is that every person is presumed to be 
.innocent unless the contrary is proved. We are now being asked to be a 
party to a measure which presumes that a person is guilty and even an op· 
portunity of showing that he is innocent is denied to him. I therefore sub 

.mit, Sir, this clause should be entirely deleted or some radical amendment 
should be made in it by which it may be possible for an accused person to 
put in his defence and show that he is innocent. So I think the English 
words may be substituted in its place. 

I may submit, that the honourable the Legal Remembrancer has just 
now put in my hands the draft of an amendment which he is prepared eit~er 
to propose himself or ..•... 

Mr. President: Unless the amendment is given to Irie in writing and 
seen by me, I am afraid I cannot allow a speech on it. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I am not going to move the amendment. 
I have only to submit that'the justice of our contention has been reeognis 
.e4 and the eloquent and forceful speech of my honourable friend, Lala 
Mukand Lala, Puri, has brought home the conviction to the framers of thi1:1 
Bill, that this clause as it is, cannot stand. If they put before the House 
.an amendment which meets .the. exigencies of the case we, for ourselves, 
will be prepared to give our best consideration to it. That is all I want 
.to say. · 

Pandit Nanak Chand [Hoshiarpur (Non Muhammadan) Rural]: Sir, 
the other day when I opposed. the motion that the Select Committee's Report 
'he taken into consideration, clause 18 was in my mind, This is a sec· 
lion which is likely fo. prove an engine of oppression in the hands of officers 
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[ Pt. Nanauk Chand. ] 
who are likely to be low paid and also not of the calibre to whom a work of 
this kind can be and should be entrusted. Now, Sir, the honourable gentle 
man who has preceded me and the gentlemen on these benches have shown 

. that so far as the principle of criminal administration is concerned the burden 
of proving his innocence is always on the accused. . If this House passes · 
this clause, for the :first time in India we shall find that not only the burden. 
of proving the innocence will be taken away but even the opportunity · 
of proving that the accused is innocent, that opportunity, that, right, that 
privilege, which is· open to the person, will be taken away from him. Sir, I 
once more appeal to this House and I want to bring before the House the actual 
condition in which we in the Punjab live. Times out ofnumber, Sir, it has· 
been pointed out in this House that corruption and extortion prevail amongst 
those who are entrusted with the destinies of this province, namely, the low 
paid officers whether in the Police Department, low paid officers whether 
in the. Sanitary Department or other Departments. The result of passing 
t4_is clause will be net that you will get pure food, not at all, you will in· 
crease more corruption. It will. be easy to leave inspectors, sanitary ins 
pectors or food inspectors to fill their own pockets, and then it would be 
open to the. shopkeepers and the sellers to make up for the deficiency by 
selling more impure food. The result that is sought to be achieved. by this 
legislation would be defeated. You will find that sofar as our experience in. 
regard to illicit liquor· goes, a number of cases come to the court which show 
that many innocent persons are convicted because of the enmity of their neigh 
hours who approach officers and tell false tales about them. Anybody who 
has defended the accused in cases of this kind will bear me out that oases of 
this kind frequently ooour, Now let us assume that this legislation is passed 
and these powers are entrusted into the hands of the sanitary inspectors, 
food. inspectors and other low paid officers, what will be the result? The· 
result will be that the people will be out to wreak vengeance upon their 
neighbours and enemies. That would be another grave objection. Then,. 
Sir, my submission is this, that if you really want to remedy this defect, the 
impurity of food, you must proceed cautiously and slowly. One does admire 
the zeal of tlfr framers of this Bill and their desire to see pure food supplied. 
to the people of this province, but at the same time you should not take 
away from the people the right of defence which is their cherished right and. 
which has been so long enjoyed in this country wherever the British law 
has prevailed'. It has been a privilege of the accused to plead and show 
that he is not guilty. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Eve-!1 in the barbarous countries. 
· Pe~t Nanak Chand : Even in barbarous countries, as my honour 

able friend Dr. Narang says, this privilege is given to the accused. I ·would. 
just give an illustration to the "Honourable the Minister for Local Gov 
ernment and the House. Supposing there is a Halvai who sells milk as well 
as some other articles of food. Sanitary inspectors, or food inspectors with. 
peons and police constables surround 'his shop and he is told that in his shop 
inside there is a certain article of food which is adulterated. He goes with the 
inspector inside the shop to, show them the alleged adulterated article which 
is inside the shop. But no adulterated article is found inside the shop, 
and in the meantime when the shopkeeper is inside his shop, a peon pours; 
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e, lota of water in the milk which is being boiled outside the shop. Inspectors 
will come out and say, 'this milk of yours is adulterated'. Themilk will be 
examined by the Chemical Examiner and will be declared adulterated. 
Now, according to this clause 18, the plea of ignorance is not available to 

. the poor shopkeeper and he is at the mercy of the court, at the mercy of 
these petty officials, he will be at the mercy of those who can take small 
bribe, these petty officers .. Such a state of aflairs surely ought to be avoided. 
Therefore, I record my most emphatic protest against this clause and hope 
that better sense will prevail with the Honourable the Minister for Local 
Self-Government and he will not permit his zeal for reforms to outrun 
his common sense. 

Diwan Bahadur ~ja Narenclra Nath (Punjab Landholders): Sir, 
to the excellent speeches that have peen made to-day in this House I have 
little to add. My honourable friend the member for Lahore has so exhaus 
tively dealt with the subject in moving his amendment that I have hardly 
any reasonable additions to make. But there is one point to which I wish 
to particularly invite the attention of this House and it is this, th~t ours is 
a provincial legislature. We have not to see what other previous Councils in. 
this country have done, we liave not to see what measures other . cognate 
legislatures in other provinces have .passed ; we have not got to follow 
the example of New Zealand or any other colony. We cannot reasonably- 
ignore the example set before us by the Mother of Parliaments, the English 
House of Commons. Ours is but a subordinate legislature. I do not say that 
it would be unconstitutional for us to ignore the example of the House of 
Commons, but can wewith good grace ignore the example that has been set· 
before us by the House of Commons? This law of 1928 is a consolidated. 
law. It was passed after various other laws had been passed and had been 
experimented on in practical administration. The House of Commons had. 
evidently before them the law which had been passed by the Parliament of 
~ew Zealand and certainly they must have had very good reasons for ignor 
mg the clause cantained in the New Zealand legislation. I would t'!,iere;fore· 

_appeal to this House that there is no question of any caste or class legislation. 
but that we have got to follow equitable principles and in doing so we must 
not ignore the example that we have before us in the law of England 'passed 
in 1928. · . · 

Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan [South-East Towns (Muhammadan) Urban]: 
(Urdu) : As you are aware, Sir, there are different kinds of offences. There 
are offences in which criminal knowledge is an important ingredient. There 
are others in which the intention of the accused has to be proved and there 
is yet another kind of offences in which it is not necessary to prove guilty 
knowledge or intention. They are technically called absolute offences. 
Section 868 of the Indian Penal Code is an example of the third kind of 
offences because to base a conviction under this section, the mere fact that 
a person has taken away a minor from the custody of his lawful guardian 
is sufficient. But so far as the'present Bill, which we propose to place on the· 
Statute Book, is concerned, knowledge and intention will play an important 
part in securing the conviction of those accused who are accused of offences 
under this Bill. I do not think, therefore, that it is advisable to deprive the· 
accused of the right of pleading ignorance before the courts. I fuJly endorse- 
the opinions of the honourable members who want that clause 18 be deleted; 
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[ Rana Firos-ud-Din Khan. ] . . . . . . . 
"that if this clause .is retained as it is, it will cause hardship and will lead to 
the. conviction of many innocent persons. It has been rightly pointed out 
that it is very likely that an improper use will be made of this clause. The 
arguments which have been adduced by the honourable mover of the amend· 
ment are undoubtedly weighty and cannot, be ignored. But the difficulty 
is that the honourable mover and his supporters want the deletion of the 

. whole clause to which we cannot · possibly agree., So-far as the words bag· 
inning from ' In any prosecution ' and up to the words I exposed or · kept 
for sale' are concerned, I would like them to he deleted. But a manufae 
turer should not be given the same right of defence. He can not plead, 
with any show of reason, that he did not know what he was preparing for 
sale. 'Similarly. the third part of this clause which begins . from the 
words ' and that the purchaser ' is necessary as the 'honourable 
and learned mover himself has admitted. And if we can come to an agree 
ment- that only the first part of this clause be deleted, I think no one will 
object to it. It is a fundamental principle of criminal jurisprudence that 
the accused should be given the right of pleading ignorance in cases in which 
mistake of fact is possible and I am, therefore, prepared to lend my hearty 
support to the demand for the deletion of the first part of clause Hf: I am 

. sorry that I 'cannot support the amendment as it stands. 
Rai Babadur Lala Rattan .Chaud [Non-official, Nominated] (Urdu)! 

Sir, the legal luminaries in the Council have placed before the House the 
defect in the clause from the legal point of view. I as a business man shall 

-content myself with relating a fact which abundantlyproves that this clause, 
jf retained as it is, will be a source of great injustice to the commercial world . 
. The tea trade in Amritsar is of great importance. A few months ago a 
number of small tea sample tins were sent to Amritsar from Madras as 
samples and on the strength of these samples, niany dealers in tea ordered 
tea from Madras. These orders were being executed and in the course of 

.transit, a box of tea broke and tea leaked out of it at the railway station . 
. An _exp~rt happened to be on the spot and he examined the tea. He found; 

on examination, that it was not pure and he at once made this fact known 
to all the dealers in the market. But they had been selling it before without 
having any 'knowledge of the fact that the tea was. adulterated. Now if this 

Jaw had been in force with clause 18 in it as it is, all these dealers would have 
been convicted because it would not have been open to them to plead that 

-they were ignorant of the nature or quality of the articles they were selling. 
The object of this proposed law is to punish the offenders and not the in· 
nocent and if this amendment is not carried, the object of the Bill will be 
surely defeated. The petty shopkeepers and in fact all the shopkeepers 
can not be expected to be so expert as to detect the nature or quality of the 
articles of food they may be dealing in. Hence it is necessary tl!at they 
should be given the right of pleading ignorance in courts when · they are 
accused of any offence, under this law. With these few words I support the 
amendment under the consideration of the House. 

Sayad Muhammad Husain [Montgomery, (Muhammadan) 
Rural] : Sir, I have heard with great interest the' arguments 
adduced by my -Iearned friends and I have to admit that there is con 
.siderable force, in those arguments. Nobody should like that innocent men 
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-should be convicted and much less myself. But the one thing to which I 
wish to draw the attention of the House is this. The necessity of passing 
this Act arose on account of the introduction of banaspathi g'C'i into this pro 
vince on a large scale. Pressure was brought to bear upon the Honourable 
Minister to prevent the introduction of banaspathi ghi into this province. 

There is no denying the fact that we, Punjabis, live upon ghi. Our 
life, our character, our physique and indeed everything is dependent upon 
this article of food that we consume to a very large extent in this province. 
There can therefore be no analogy between this province and any· other part 
of the world. The Kashmiris notwithstanding the-fact that they have been 
accamatised to this part of the country for over three generations still take 

.tel and similar is the case in other provinces like Bihar and Orissa, and the 
United Provinces. 

That being so, it is a regrettaple fact that even to-day in the Punjab 
· with the exception of those few people who could maintain cows or buffaloes 

none could get pure, unadulterated ghi. Whenever I come to this city I 
bring my own supply of ghi to obviate this necessity but unfortunately this 
-time, my supply was exhausted and I could .not get pure unadulterated ghi 
from the whole of Lahore. I daresay that the statement cannot be challeng 
ed that throughout this city there is no place where one could get pure ghi, 
Even that which is sold as the purest quality has at least 10 per cent mix· 
ture of the banaspathi kind. 

It is t.o safeguard against this situation that.this measure has been 'brought 
.and we wish to pass it through this Council. With all my sympathy with 
the poor and the innocent, the difficulty is this, how to safeguard the situa 
tion which is facing us ? It is a point for the consideration of us all. YoU: 
consume ghi as well as myself and indeed all of us should see that we get 
pure stuff. Suppose a bany, buys ghi say in Ghaziabad and it is banas 

.Pathi ghi. If it is found out to be adulterated, his plea will be and it is a 
natural one, that he did not know it. He will try to prove his ignorance in 
all cases. Are we to go and find out -from where the article was purchased? 
He will direct. us to one merchant and that merchant to another and so on. 
We will be going from one dealer to another, from one place to another, to 
find out who is guilty of adulterating the stuff .. 'I'heHouee has to take this 
factor into very careful consideration that if the supply of pure ghi in the 
province is to be ensured, a few innocent men will run the risk of being con 
victed, but every possible care will be taken that the innocent people will 
be protected. I am sure some time after the passing of the Act every dealer 
in ghi will get the instruments to test the quality of the article and will satisfy 
himself as to its purity before purchasing it. Wo shall have to take some 

.drastic measure and no safeguards should be provided, not· even to give an 
innocent- man who not knowingly sells adulterated articles, an opportunity 
of escaping the penalty of· the law, if we are to have pure, 'unadulterated 
ghi. 

I have said there can be 'no analogy between the food that we consume 
and that which others including the Englishmen consume. There can con 
sequently be no analogy between the law enacted f~r the benefit of s~ch 

, persons and the law which we seek to enact for our benefit. England is a 
.eold country ; its outlook is materialistic ; all of them take meat. W ~ are 
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spiritual people ; our forefathers have been living upon vegetables, ghi and. 
milk. They still continue to be the mainstay of our life, and there can thus· 
be no analogy between the English law and the law intended for our benefit .. 
The law that we are going to enact is intended to secure the supply of pure 
ghi and will benefit not only this but generations to come. I may perhaps 
inform the House of a fact within my personal knowledge. In the researches, 
conducted by a doctor friend of mine to find out which kind of food con 
sumed by several sections of our countrymen contained the most nourish 
ment, we will be glad to know that he placed first the food consumed by the 
people in Central Punjab. The different kinds of food were given to rats 
and cats and by the different plethorio changes it was noticed that the food 
taken by the Central Pnnjabis was the best. What does that food contain ?' 
It consists of good milk, wheat, vegetables and occasionally meat. This 
is tbe food which has been suggested by scientific research to be the best . 
food of the world. I got this information from my friend, a military doctor, 
he is himself a captain, with whom I had a talk in the course of which he· · 
said that it should be a matter for pride to know that we, the Central Punja 
bis, take the best food in the world .. If, therefore, we should continue to, 
take food so rich and pure, it is necessary that a law however drastic it may 
be should be enacted with a view to eliminate the banaspathi ghi from this· 
province. 

With these words, I-would appeal to the Honourable Minister, the 
Honourable the Revenue Member and my other honourable friends : if you. 
wish to do away with this crying evil, kindly put in a clause in the Act which. 
would be sufficiently strong to prevent this adulteration in respect of ghi. 

Lala Bodh Raj. [West Punjab Towns (Non-Muhammadan), Urban];' 
Sir, I could not understand the argument advanced by my honourable· 
friend Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan when he said that in the com 
mission of offences under section 858 the element of criminal intention or· 
the guilty knowledge .has no place. Does he mean to say that if a person 
carries away a minor girl from the lawful guardianship of her parents, he is 
precluded from putting up a defence that he had no criminal intention or· 
guilty knowlege and that hs should not be punished for carrying away the· 
minor with bJnafida intentions and in the interest of the minor ? So long· 
as the Criminal Procedure Code exists on the Statute Book, I would like to· 
know if there is auy provision which takes away, to all intents and purposes; 
the right of defence from the accused. In' the fact of this provision an 
accused, who has been charged under this Act with any one of the offences, 
described therein, is debarred from pleading his innocence under all cir 
cumstances. If the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government or· 
the Legal Remembrancer or any other legal luminary on Government benches· 
is in a position to tell us any possible defence which an accused person can 
put forward to save himself from the offence with which he is charged under· 
this Act, we shall feel obliged to know that.' If that is done, we shall be .. 
in a position to say whether this provision should be allowed to remain on 
the Statute Book or not, and if they are not in a position to point out any 
possible defence that can be put up by an accused in. order to exculpate him-· 
self from the offence under this Act with which he is charged, then I see no· 
reason why this clause should be allowed to remain as a part of this Bill.. · 
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1 think much bas been said on the merits and demerits of this clause and it 
bas been pointed out by every member who has spoken on this clause, that 
_it is clearly against the principles of criminal jurisprudence. I, therefore, 
Jo not see any reason why we should be a party in enacting such a provision 
-0f law which has -got no justice. With these few words I would say that 
this clause should be deleted altogether. · · 

Mr. Din Muhammad [East and West Central Towns (Muabmmadan) 
0Vrban] : Sir, I entirely associate myself with the honourable member from 
Lahore in all the general observations that he bas made regarding the 

.oanons of criminal jurisprudence. This Pure Food Bill is a public health · 
measure and is one of those pieces of legislation which are enacted .in the 
.interests of humanity at large. Its benefits are not confined to one class of 
people or to another. Its advantages extend to every hearth and home, to 
.every. individual who lives here irrespective of caste, creed or colour. I assure 
the honourable member that it was the extreme solicitude for everybody 
'living in the province that influenced the framers of the Bill to insert this 
clause by which they considered they would be able to ensure pure food to 
.everybody who lives in the province. It is no doubt true that in the ex· 
treme anxiety of theirs they have, to some extent, transgressed the clear 
.eanons of criminal jurisprudence (Hear, hea,r). But I do not agree with the 
honourable member from Labore in his wholesale condemnation of this 
sub-clause. I have referred to the provisions of the Indian Penal Code and 
I see that in that Code also a mistake offact is excepted provided it is in 

_good faith. And the words " in good faith " mean " with proper care and 
.oaution," "with due diligence and care." Now, Sir, if any offender is in a 
position to prove that with due diligence or care, it was impossible for him 
to find out whether a certain article was adulterated or not, my respectful 

.submiasion would be that it would be a travesty of justice and. against all 
.elementary principles of law to convict him. (Hear, hear). I do not find 
that it is impossible for the honourable members in charge of this Bill to 
so modify the provisionthat it might not only please the oppositionists but 
.also bring the legislation in eonsonanee with laws of justice, equity and good 
.eonscience. We are not here to bar the door against all canons of justice. 
As members of this honourable Council we should realise our responsibility 

.. and we should not sponsor an Act which might lower our credit in the 

.eyes of the public at large. I would therefore respectfully request the 
Honourable Member of the Government in charge of this measure to so modify 
the provision as to make an effective provision against all those swindlers 
.or cheats and dishonest traders who would take undue advantage of the 
.eredulousnesa on the simplicity of their rustic customers as well as not shut 
the door against all those provisions of a jurisprudence which have prevailed 

:BO far. After all, Sir, this offence is not more serious or more heinous than 
the . offence of murder or the offences involving moral turpitude 
that are dealt. with under the Indian Penal Code. When such serious 
-offences also are subject to those general exceptions which are incorporated 
in the Code, we should not shut our e;es to the desirability of introducing 
these very safeguards in this special pieee of legislation. I would therefore 

.onee more request the Honourable Member in charge of this measure to so· 
modify the Bill as to make a provision for such. exceptions and I would also 
appeal to the honourable mover of this amendment not to move thb complete 
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Mr. Din Muhammad. ] 

deletion of this clause and not to insist on its elimination. It has already 
been agreed to ;by himself that he would not mind keeping the second part 
of the section iµ tact and it is possible to so mod~t as to 
meet all cases.! He wpuld agree with me-that there will arise/such cases 
which would be: cases of clear bad faith or mola fides. We are not here to J 

confer immunity on such persons. It is no doubt true that in the case of an I 
article imported! from a foreign land and even in the ease of some· local r.nanu-- 
factures, a trader may not be able to know that the article is adulterated ·j 
unless he opens its receptacle. But there are certain 'manufactures both. l 
foreign and local in the ease of which he can be presumed to know' that the 
article is not p111'e especially if it is not sold in sealed packages. It wosld 
require serious consideration on.our part therefore to make some such pro- 
vision as would meet the ends of justice. We should not be unnecessarily 
hard on the one side and not be unnecessarily lenient on the other. With 

i these few remarks,' I would partially support the honourable mover.· · 
Pandit Nanak Chand~ May I make a suggestion, Sir ? The Govern 

ment .members, in charge of 'this Bill and certain other members who spoke 
ft9m this side of the. House. are trying to frame a draft which may meet the 
wishes of both sides of the House and I submit that you will kindly agree 
to grant time to those members -to frame the clause in a; calmer atmosphere· 
and not .in a hurry. 

Mt. Pres~dent: What does the honourable member ·suggest? 
- Pandit N-.nak Cha,nd.: My suggestion is that the House be adjourned· 

for the time being.· · 
The Council was. adjourned till 2 P,M, on Friday, the 7th De, 

·ce;rnber 1929. 
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HAILSTORMS IN TlIE KANGRA DISTRIOT, . 

*2733. Chaudhri . Ram Singh : Will the Honourable Bevenne 
J\re:oiber kindly state-- 

, ,:(~) .whether it is a fact"that in the months of September and Ocoober 
1929 the Kangra district was subject to the {my of a number 

· of hailatonna which has resulted in the dest1.'llction of crop &- 

B 

ROAD l!'ACILITIES. 

*2732. Sardar Hira. Singh, Narli : Will the Honourable Ministei · 
ior Agriculture kindly state whether Government is aware of the fact that 
-there are very few good roads in each "district by which the produce of the 
:2amindars can be carried to t:qe markets ? · 

'. 'fhe HonQurable Sardar Sir )ogendra Singh: The attention 
.of the honourable member is invited to the " Road reclassification scheme " 
'\Vhich outlines the policy of Government 'with regard to the improvement 

-of road communications in this province. The possibility of giving effect 
-to this policy turns of course on the general financial prosperity of the Punjab, 
coupled with the willingness of the Legislative Council to vote funds for the 
purpose," The.statistics contained in the Report of the Indian Road Deve 

lopment Committee, 1927-28, do not suggest either that-the Punjab in com 
p~tjson with other. parts of India is specially backward jn its system of 

.eoeds. 

THE Council met at the Council' Chamber at 2 P.M. of the 
ieloc:k. ~ Mr. President in the Chair. i, 

STARRED _QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. . · 
Exaonrrox oF DECREES OF PAN.OHAYAT COURTS. 

*2731. Sardar Hira Smgh, Narli" : Will the Honourable M:inistim 
for Local Self-Government please state- 

. (a) whether Governmenfis aware of the fact that decrees passed .and 
'. ·· - - fines imposed by tn:e panohayats are· riot executed and war· 

rants of attachment are not issued for months together owilig ~ 
to the indifference on the part ·of the. focal authorities;: · ' 

(b) if the answer to the above be in the affirmative, what action Go 
vernment intends to take to ensure that the realisation offines 
and execution of decrees be not delayed. in future ? 

The Honourable Malik Fir~:z Khan, Noon: (a) No suehcomplaint 
;has reached Government. 

(b) Does not arise. 

PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.- 
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AccmENTS NEAR VERKA RAILWAY Pil:ATAX. 

*2735. Chauclhri Afzal Haq : Wm the Honourable Minister for 
Agriculture be pleased to state- - 

(a) whether it has been brought to his .notiee that on the 9th of' 
. - October 1929, Shaikh Muhammad Husain, hide mer.chant, r 

· Amritsar, met with a motor accident. near Verka railwa.y:- 
Phata.k, resulting in the death of his two daughters and one-· 
son and serious injuries to· himself:, wife and to another; son ;. 

@. wbetl,10r it. is- a. fact that there is, a, da.ngero11S road, cUI\Ve whel'&·. 
· · the said Shaikh Sahib met that fatal accldeat ; - · 

(c} whether it is, a.- faot. that several accidents- took- place at the ve-r,y:. 
- same. place, in· 1928-29t;. and, if so, what is their number. and'~ 

·whether, any· compensation. was allowed to · the sufferers.; 
(cl) whether it is a. fa.ct that the Public Works Department, in spite of. 

several accidents, did not erect a caution signal at tha.~ 
dangerous spot ; 

(e) whether it is a fact that near the same spot there is also a dangeroUF 
pit ; . , - 

(!) if so, why no steps have been taken to guard againstsuch accidents,,. 
and whether the Government will be pleased to state the step&· 

· · they propose to-take to prevent the reourrenceohuch·a.ccidents 
_in future near Verb railway Phatak ? 

.. - Tiie·Honourable Sardat Sir Jogendra Singh: I cannot say till I 
hea.:ir.Ifrom the authority concerned who has been requested to supply the 
.necessa.cy information. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF A lITT1NIOIPAL COMMITTEE IN SHEIKHUPUBA. 

. *2734. Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Will the Honourable Ministe:r 
for- I.iocal Self-Government be pleased to state how long more he is likely to· 
take to decide whether a municipal committee should be established in, 
Sheikhupura ? 

- The Honourable MaliJr Firoz Khan, Noon : On the special re· 
commendation of local officers, Government agreed to allow the present 
arrangements to continue till April next when the case will again be eon-: 
sidered~ 

[Oh. Barn Singh.) . 
over a. large area of the district and in the impoverishment~ 
of the samindars who' are unable to pay land revenue ; 

(b) if so, will the honourable member kindly lay on the table a state-: 
ment showing the amount of damage done. by the ha~torrn 
in each tahsil of the Kangra. district ; 

(c) the measure of relief proposed, to be given to the zaminda.rs SO" 
affected? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Faz} .. i .. Husain: I regret the answer to 
this question is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the hon'ble 

.membEJr when ready. 
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GoVERNMENT GmLs~ HiGH Beaoor; HxssAB~ 
*2738. Lala Joti . Parshad": Will the . Honourable. Minister f9r 

Eduoation please sta.te- 
(a) when the Government Higli School for Girls was started at 

Hissar; and 
(b) what is the number of students and lady teachers communitywise 

in ~e school at present ? 
The,, Honourable. Mr. Manohmr Lal : (a) lst May, 1929; 

DEPUTY CouRT CLERK AND TRANSLATOR, FrnANOllL CoMMISSIONEBS' 
0FFJ.OE. 

e 

*2737. Dr. Golml Chanel, Narang: Will the Honourable Revenue- 
Member· please state- · · · 

(a) from what date the posts of Deputy.Clerk of Court and Tra~la.tor 
in the Financial Commissioners' Office are held by Muha.m-. 
madans; 

(b) whether the claims of Hindus or Sikhs were considered at the time 
when these posts were last filled ; 

(c) what are the educational qualifleatiens of the present incumbents, 
as compared with those of their predecessors ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i~Husain : (a) The· Deputy Olerk 
of Court is a Hindu. The Translator, is a Muhammadan, who haa. held the 
p.ost since. March 2nd7 1925~ 

.n.). Yes. ,~ . 
(c) Both are l\fatriculates, as were their. immediate predeoossors:. 

---·:'.) 

ChriseiaM 
8 

-~ ·:e2 

Sikhs. 
2. 

Hindus. Muslims. 
107 27 

2 2 
0) (i) No. of students 

(v,,) Lady teaehera 

COURT CLERK, FII'j'ANOIAL COMMISSIONERS' OFFICE. 

"'2736. Dr •. Gokul Chand, Narag: Will the Honourable Rev:enoe 
Member please state- 

(a) from what date the post of Clerk of Court to. the Financial Com: 
missioner is held by Muhammadans 'suocessively ; 

(b) how many Muhammadan incumbents of this post have held it. 
from that date ; 

(c) why on each occasion, when the post in question fell vacant, th& 
claims of Hindus or Sikhs were not considered ? 

. The Honourable Mum Sir Fazl-i-Husain: (a) 2nd April 1922~ 
(b) Seven (including two officiating incumbents). 
(c) The claims of Hindu, Muhammadan and Sikh candidates were duly 

eonsidered on each occasion, and the best man was selected. 
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INTERMEDIATE ARTS _COLLEGES. 

*2740. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Minister for Ednea- 
~ion be pleased to state- . . • 

(a) the places where intermediate arts colleges are proposed to ~- 
opened in 1980 ; . 

:.Cm when is the turn of ·Gurgaon or _Hµ!sar or of both' to come for 
opening of an intermediate arts college ? 

,_ . ·The.Honourable M.r, Manohar Lal : (a) Montgomery and · Hissar, . 
subject to funds being available. · 
.;. (b) There is no proposal at present to open an intermediate college 
.e.t Gnrgaon, 

'· 

~.· l 

9· 

VEGETABLE GHI. 

-: · *2741~ ·x.a1a Joti Parsbad :' Will the Honourable Minister for LQc~f 
Self-Government please state the names of the municipalities which have b'eert 
assisted by Government to frame bye-laws to control the sale of vegetable 
ghi up .to now? · · · · · · • -. -: 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Nooliil : A list of the muni 
cipalities and notified areas whi~h,Jutve been assisted or are being assisted 
to.f~Plf:!·Such bye-laws is laid on the table, · · . .: 
list ~r municipal and. notified area committees wh_ich nave been assi,ska. :frft 

.. . . . (l_o??erriment tojrmne bye-laws to control the sale oj.gki · and harkneit . dils. . . . . ' . . . . - . . " " ' ' ,, ·. 
1.~. Khane;wal. 10. Ferozepore. 
'2:' Mianwali. 11. Bharakpur, · 
3. Dalhousie. 12. Dinanagar, 
4. Rohtak... 18~ Jahanian. 
6. Kamalia. 14. _Rawalpindi. 

, :-6.-'. Shujasad. rs, Gurdaspur, 
'l.. Banga. .16 ... Batalb.. 
8. Dharmsala, 17. Rajanpur • 

r ~. Bewazi,' 0 is," Aboliar~ ... 

KISANS OF SKINNER'S ESTATE. 

(, .. · ·*2739. Lala Joti Parshad : Will, the Honourable Revenue M~mbeJ' 
!)lease. s~ate- - 
., · ·(a) whether it is a fact that a mass meeting of Kisans of Skinner's 

· Estate was held at Garhi in the Hissar district on 10th Novem- 
'. her 1929; · 

(b) whether it is a fact that they resolved not to pay taxes to .. their 
landlords till their legitimate grievances were redressed ; 

(c) what steps Government proposes to take to settle this matter? 
the Honourable Mian. Sir fazl,.j,.ffusain: (a) Yes. 
(b) The honourable member is not correctly informed. 

· (c) Government will be glad to see better understanding prevailing 
between landlords and tenants and will gladly help towards that end. · · :: 
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TEST FAMINE ~ELIEF :wo:axs;,HxssAR DI~OT~ . 
*2745. Lala Joti Parshad : ·Will. the Honourable Revenue Member 

please state--.:. · < ·, · · . . . .. , 
(a) whether it is a fact that some tes't Wnine relief work1fare being 

,\. . .. tart d .. ·th '[]'.!..; di t ''t . . ... "'·~ .. S e lll e· .llll:!Sar S ne .; . ;:,·:,) ... t .. ·, • :_:: () .. 

' ~ . 

-- . - . 

ffiRlGATION FACILITIES IN THE .KAITHAL SUJhDIVISIO'.N, 

·;,·. '. : .. '!'Z,43. Lala Joti Parshad : : Will .the Honourable Bevenne Member 
please state- · · · · .. . '.·' · : , :·., ; 

· · :· ta) wh,~th~r Government . is aware th,at there ar.(;l ;very limited 
,: : .', . means of irrigation in the KaithaJ sub-division .of 'tJie Kamat 

district ; ·· . : , . · ., 
,,. -; . ·. (b) if so, what moasurea.dc Government contempJat~ :t.P :apopt to 

• _ . s.· provide irrigation fti,cilitie~? ·_ :·,~ , .. : . _,· . s ., ' · 

.. The Honourable Mian:Sir FazJ.-i-H~ .:. (fZl .. Y~s,, ... ,, 
(b) The matter will be considered under the .Bha~a_Dam Project. 

.; ! 

AGRICULTURAL :6'.EMONiTIU.TION' t0ARMS;" ... ~-> 
' - . *2744 •. Lala Jori Patshml- :, '. -~~ th~. · Honourable Minist~r' foS, 
Agnculture please state- · · · · · · ! • · • · , · •• · 

(a) whether it is a fact that there are no agrieulttiral demonstration. 
farms in the Kaithal. sub-division of the Kamal district ; 

(b) what steps Government intends. to ,ta~e.jo,.DJ.ake,up that dsfi- 
'E,i.'.-.;,'.', : cienoy? _ ._ .: .'. .·._· .. _ ... -~. ···_. ' - ·· .. ,, 

The Honourable Sardar Sir JogendraSmgh·: (a) Ye1J~ .." 
@ None at present. ~n,·· .... \ .. 

FAMINE IN KARNAL i>ISTRIOT. . . . .. . .. _ 

, . _, : *2742. Lala. Joti Par.had : , Will the Ronourabl~.:·Reve~µe ~emblJ. i)lease ·stat~ . . . .. . . . . . . ·. . , .. · . . -~ 
. (a) whether Government is awaie tli~t dire fai:nm~ is pr~vailing: 

·· · · in the Karnal district, especially in Kaith'lil · sub-division ; 
. (b) wheth_er it is a fact -that' the same ·scarcity and famine has been 

'J;:: • · .. • , · raging in the above sub-division since the 'last four\or five 
years; 

' (c) what help Government bas .renderedand in_:what manner ·· ha 
. come to the rescue «>f the people up till now ; · · 

(d) if the answer to (a) be in _the affirmativ~, what imme?iate st13p_s 
. Government proposes to take to alleviate the su.ffenngs of tl(e 

· people there ? · 
The Honour'able Mian. Sir Fazl-i-Husaun (a). and (b) No, ifo'ug1ai 

crops in some· cases have not been good. · 
(c) a~d (d) Land revenue has been suspended and in a few easea r~n:ntted• 

where necessity arose. Taccavi has been liberally advanced.·-·· No 'other 
measures were called for.· · ~ ' 
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SUIOIDE ,DUE 'ro POLICE' OPPRESSION IN RoHT:AK. 

. *2747. Lala Joti Parsbad : Will the Honourable Finance Member 
!)lease state=- · · · 

(a) whether Government is aware that one -Beragiof thana Ehund, 
tahsil Sonepat, in the district of Rohtak, threw himself .into 
a well- on . account .of police oppression ; . . ', , .· · 

·;::. ' '(b) whether cit is -a fact that, when the above .ca~e went up :to· the 
High Court, the honourable judges gave a clear finding as-to li • • L ;.,t,;~.·-· t:, .. PQ c.e:;oppre:ss1~n; , . . · . . ; _ ... .. 

. (c) in view of the above .finding;of· the High .Oourt, has . Government 
taken any action against the police officers concerned ? 

*2746. Lala Joti Parsbad: Will the Honourable Finance 'Member 
be pleased to state- · ' 

(a) whether Government is aware that two. constables ol police 
were accused of stealing fuel wood by the Chamars of Rohtak 
on lOth October 1929; · 

(b) whether the case against the constables was investigated ; if so, 
what was the result of the investigation by the police; 

(c) if the answer to (b) be in the negative, what action does Govem· 
ment propose to talie in -the matter ? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) Two Chamers did make a. 
eomplaint th at two oonstablea stole wood. 
-.. (b) The case was invest~gated. but nothing could be proved against the 
e<>nstables. and the case remained untraced. · . 
:-', (c) Does not arise. 

TnEFT OF FUEL woon BY ·coNSTABLES IN RonTAK. 

!~:.·{oti .Parshad.] 
(b) if so, will Government give the ·details of the scheme in:hanc! fo,- 

measures of relief ; - · · - ': 
~ ,. _ · (c) whether it is a fact that a. proposal has been made for paying 

ten 'Pica a day as wages to labourers ; 
(d) what is the average daily wage to an unskilled labourer in the 

Hissar district ? 
The Honoar~ble Mian·Sir Fazl·i-Husain: (a) Yes . 

. · .. , (b) Test works are being started at (l )' village Ba wain, Tahsil FatehabadP '.9~ · Fatehabad-Bahuna- 'I'ohana District Board ·unmetalled road." 
, . . (2) Ellenabad, Tahsil Birsa, on Ellenabad-Sirsa District Board tm· 

~etaJled road. . · , 
(S) Bawani Khera, Tahsil Hansi, on Bawani Khera-Tosham :District 

.Board'unmetalled road .• _ . 
(c) No. 
(d) Six annas to nine annas a day. 

I ·::-., 
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!NSPEOTons OF Co-OP;ERATIVE Soo1ETJES AND !NsPECTORB oE'· 
. -::-. . CONSOLIDATION oF HonDINGB. . . 

. *2749. Chauclhri MIJhammad Abdul Rahman ·nan : · Will · the 
jE[onourable Minister for Agriculture please state- · 
.. - .. (a) whether there is any <Wference in the importance of duties per· 

formed by the Inspectors of Co-operative Societies and-the 
Inspectors of Consolidation of Holdings ; . · . 

(b) if the.answer to (a) be in the negative, will he kindly state the 
reasons as to why there is a difference between the rates Of 
increments and salary drawn by the two kinds of lnspeotors .? 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Joge~clra Singh:. (a) Yes. 
(b) The Inspectors of Co-operative. Societies are mostly . graduates " 

.on a permanent pensionable establishment, Inspectors of Cons.olida.tion 
e0f Holdings are usually selected. from patwaris on a temporary . basis. 

M:us.AtilrfAN AS REGIBT.BAn,OF THE EDUQATION D.li:PABTMENT, 

*2750. Chaaclhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan : Will the 
r, .. :Honourable Minister for. Ed;u-0ation, be ple,sea t? state whether a ~ussal· 

jJllan has ever been ,a ppomted to the post of Registra.~ of. tlie Educat10!1, De· 
• :;PJWDlBnt .;Jf JlO.t.,. wby. .? _ , . -· .. _., ... ~ .... _ .. _ .. _ -~ _ __ ... _ ~~ _ · - .. 

SATTA GAMBLING IN RoHTAK TOWN~ 

*2748. Lala Joti Parshad : . Will the Honourable the Revenue 
:Member please state whether satta gambling is being openly practised in 
Rohtak town and that no steps are being taken by ~he police_ to stop it ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir F azl .. i ... Husain : Government has received. 
::.no complaints of satt,a gambling in Bohtak town. · Enquiries institut-ed on 

: -tlle hon'ble member's question have elicited a report that -there is, a eer 
: -ta.in,amount·of such gambling in .secret, and that the police have instituted 

'fa prosecution against certain persons alleged to be concerned in it. Gov.~m 
~ . :-ment is making further enquiries. 

. The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) Yes, a Beragi who was sus 
·4>ected in a burglary case threw him:self into a well. A magisterial enquiry 

· 1:leld immediately after exonerated the police, and a ·court acquitted the 
· Beragi of attempted suicide on the ground that he did not 'intend'to kill him· 
.,self. 

{b) Four of the Beragi's friends or relatlons 'were convicted in a. case 
-nnder sections 882/147, Indian Penal Code, and the Hon'ble Judges who 
• npheld the conviction passed strictures on the behaviour of the .police. 

c (c) The Head Constable and Constable who took part in the investiga- 
-tion during which the Beragijumped into the wellhave since been convicted 

· :and sentenced to imprisonment in another case under section 880, Indian 
Penal Code ; this other case has _been referred to the High . Court fdr- the 

.enhaneement of sentence and orders are awaited on that reference. On 
-the receipt of the High Court's order the question of prosecuting the Head 
· Constable and Constables concerned in the case mentioned by the Hon'ble 
:Member-will be further considered. 

STABREii QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS • 
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.C •• .,. SLAUGHTER Honsa AT ,QADIAN. · J 

. , . *2751. Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan : . Wm · ihe-- 
r •. Honourable Member for Finance please' state- .. . . . . . . ..... .. - . . . . ' . . . . .. . 
r: · · · · -• , (a) whether the slaughter house at QJ14ian was built with. the -:e:er·- 
~ , mission of the Deputy Commissioneer, Gurdaspur ; . . · · : 

(b) if so, whether it is a fact that the Hindus and Sikhs demolishedl 
t?is· slaughter house in the presence of the police; · 

(e) if the· answers to (a) and {b) above be in the afflrmativ», w.;hat. 
action the Government have taken in the matter; if no action, 
has been taken, what are the reasons for .it ; 

(d). whether the Government intends ~Q. uphold the orders .. of the· 
'.' ·,_ .. :: · · Deputy Commissioner 'l -". . · .· · · 

::; · The Honourable lh. A.. M.·Stow: (a) Yes. 
L: · (b) and (e). · Tlie honourable .member is referred to the answee.to part, 
;r;:, (b-) of question No. *2555.1 · · · , .. , · 

<.) . (d) The honourable member is referred to theorder of the Commis~on· 
::...'.er, dated 9.th October 1929, a copy of which is laid.9n the table. The order of'. 
-L the .Commissioner explains .. the present pesition :- .. 

1. M. Fazal Karim for -eertain Muha.mniadans and · one Christian of' 
Qaclj~ . and. yJ;i.e surrounding .. fillag~~· . 

2. Pandit,Aiµµ,Qh~dfor-~,-.Bi.ndus and certain Muh~mmadans ol:: 
t.::,vill~ges,,N.athpur,. Bampur, ~a.jad~ Chima, Bhstewa, Kot. Tod.~ ¥.all. 

· • . SUPPORTING )In. MoTI SA.GAR. · · · 
_,,,;:.: 

-:1; . · .. 3.:. Lala Krishan Gopalfor Sikhs, Hindus and Muhammadans 9f Qadianr 
J•,L:Mansurke, Kotla-Musa, Thikriwala.and Butar. • 

: SUPPORTING Mn, MoTI SAGAR. 
J.:.:.: '. ... · 4. Lala Charan Dass, for Sikhs, Hindus, and· certain Mohammad~ o:f 
·,~ yi1111;ges Bhangvvan, Salahpur, Padhori,. Tq,ghalwala, Basra, Kahlwan andI 

• 'T>a.Ua., supporting Mr. 'Moti Sagar; <, ·' ., ·· ··· . · · .. , , 
Bai Bahadut Lala:Moti Sagar,·' 0·-. 

"i')·:~;·,:: Dr. ·Gokill Chand, N~rang. · ., ·. 
;,:;,.::; :, .Ch. Zafrull~ Kham fo:c°iVIohlinunitda:ris~. 

• :. ' , . . . . ' .. ; . : .· . ., ' ·~--· ·,;· ;; .. ; ; ; ; ·' . ! . . . - - ' - 

B. Sheikh Mohammad, Pleader. for Crown . 
. -Special Crown counsel :fur: :this case. 

ti.;.. ; ~ '.:- ... ORDER .. : .- .. / 
.). ,• . . . ' ' ·,. . . . . c::., : · : Rejeren,c~s-:Sectiori ~ of. Act IV of 187.2, and Rules !~Ill prescribe1'. 
-·-··m'Punjab Government NotifiCS:tion No. 181~·0£ 15th July 1890: 

- _· ·. ~e Honourablt:. ~· Manoliar ~: No; but a Muslim· o:ffioia~~ 
.:.· a.s Registrar of Examination for the penod from the 18th September, 1928r 
-rto the 14th November, 1928. · In. regulating appointments, many factol'II 

are taken into consideration. It is not in the public interest to state reaso.nlf' 
:,,: for .any particular appointment. - · . . . · • 

"':.,_, 
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i: 

11,, •• 

This is an application for revision. of. the order of the Deputy:_, Cfcnn'niiiJ,..- 
-sioner, Gurdaspur, issuing a license on 30th .t\.pril~ 1929/tc>'Mr Islam and 

, Khnda Bakhsh of Qadian to perform kine slaughteT in ·Bhaim .Bangar. On 
::.7th-August 1929, the Deputy Commissioner. decided at •Qaa.ian• . .1that this 
- slaught.er house site should not- be used ifbut that the Muhammadans should. 
-'caey on ·the work for the. present inside Qadian, at' a suitable spot, and that 

· ultimately they should select a site for a slaughter house "contiguous to New 
. Qadian. In accordance with tbis decision the D.eputy Commissioner .. issued 
. written orders on 20th August 1929, cancelling thelicense until f~her notiee- 
As the license has been cancelled ·by the Deputy Commissioner, the appHca- 

- tion for revision abates; _ . . · . , ·' · · 
. - - 2. .At the sametime, in view-of the words ·i, until fu:rther n6tic~ " in the· 
Deputy Commissioner's order ·of· 20th August, the following remarks may 
be made\:.:..:.; ' · · · · : · · · · ( ' 

.i'bere is nothing on record to show th~t. there ;ouid have been any 
. danger of riot Qr !l,:ffray or disturbance <>f the peace if a slaughter· 
house had· been· built in New Qadian which is a suburb of 
Qadian. The :first' application was' fo:r a license for a beef 
slaughter house and 'shop at-Qadian. · If there was no danger· 
of breach of the peace -or of riot or affray, then the Deputy 
Commissioner had .no power to: grant a license. . It is only in 
the case of a municipality or ·· other place falling within the 
definition. of "to.wn 1' or" town lands ••• in notification No. 819,. 
of 15th Ju.ly 1890, that the Deputy Commissioner can grant 
a license without reference to the question: whether there 

'is darig~r of riot, - affray or breachof-the peace. Qadian, though. 
it is a small town with a Small Town Committee, does not fall 
within the definition of "town " or · '' town lands." It is· 
my considered opinion that there would have been no breach of 
the peace if a slaughter house had been erected 'in New Qadian. 

' .. I base this opinion onthe report· of the Tahsildar, dated 
' 12th January 1929, and the absence of evidence to the 

corit:tary. It is true that certain: Muhammadans of Qadian, 
Bhaini Bangar and others ofthe small group of Muhammadan. 
villages in flus Sikh ·tract have fromtime to time objected to 
the proposal, but they l;ia.venow closed their ranks. It is also- 
true that "Jhatka·" slaughter in Qadian has annoyed some of 
the .Muhammadena. ·' R~lations between- the' communities in 
that neighbourhood 'are on the' whole riot-unfriendly, and it was 

. unfortunate that it was ever decided to locate the slaughter· 
house in the open fields of Bhaini 'Bangar.: 'As regards -the 
present position, Ch .. Za.frtillah' Khan, M.L.C. for the· 
Ahmadiya Corimitinitj'.of Qa.dian~ contends that ' if there is a. 
slaughter house in· New 'Qadian , there is not the slightest 
fear of the breach: of the peace' and therefore not the slightest 
use of applying · ~ Bnle JII", while Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang, 
representing the other side, .states in court · '·.that " if there 
was no apprehension ofbreach of the _pa:1c'.e, );iot or affraY- on 
30th April, there •wiJ.s··lflo case· for ·applying 'Bule Ill. The 
Crown can set aside ind'bifrieutral. 'liet ho ftirther action .be- 



--------------------- 

t - -· 

S. Whether there is any such danger now is for the Deputy Commis- 
· t.f!ioner to decide. If he decides that such danger does exist he will doubtless 
.ieonsider- e 

(a) that there Js no. established custom of kine slaughter all the year 
round in that neighbourhood; 

(b) that the question arises whether reasonable annoyance would be 
caused to the surrounding villages by the license of a slaughter 
house in New Qadian; and whether the phrase "reasonable 
annoyance " should not be interpreted with reference to the 
mentality and intellectual capacity of the villagers ; 

(c) that the Muhammadans claim that there exist very exceptional 
circumstances which justify the grant of such a license. Oh. 
Zafrullah Khan, M.L.C., urges in this connection. that Qadian 

· is historically Muslim, founded by Muslim and owned, so far 
as regards agricultural land, by Muslims, mainly of one family ; 
that not a single non-Ahmadiya is an owner in all Qadian., 
that .Ahamdiyas are increasing and that the preeentage of 
non-Ahmadiyas goes on decreasing ; that. the . percentage of 
non-Muslims was only 14 per cent. in the census of 1921. He 
urges that there is a real economic necessity. He points out 
that the unsuccessful applications for licenses in 1915 and 1928 
were not pin-pricks but genuine indications of economic 
need: that the community did not press these applications· 
because they. balanced self-interest against reasonable regard 
even to the unreasonable feelings of their neighbours and were 
prepared to bear loss with equanimity. He contends, however, 

. that there has been a great change in Qadian since 1926. It 
now has a. Telegraph Office, a. Small Town Committee, and a. 
railway; It has schools, both spiritual and secular, both for 
boys and girls. It holds second place in · the province for the 
issue of newspapers and periodicals. He states that cattle are 
always killed there on the Id, and that 2001 cattle are killed 
either at Batala or near Qadian each year for the guests of tho 

· head of the community in Christmas week. These now num- . 
ber 15,000, of whom 10,000 come by rail, and this annual 
gathering has taken place for 80 years. The population of 
New Qadian ·~ons.ists mainly of the lower middle class, eompa 
ratively poor -. .Bome used to b~ef while others have taken to 
it-ae cheaper than mutton, This population includes persons 

.who have migrated hQm the United Provinces and elsewhere to 
NewQadian. It.iaa mcdel subnrb in which alarge number of 

· -th~ houses have componnds pf two kanals_o; more in area~·• It 
"-• ~ .... , . ' -·· ': ... _,_~ - - - ... ·- . . . ·- . . . . .. . . .•. . 

',iHon'ble .Mr. Stow.) . . _ _1 

- · taken. Let New Qadian and Old Qadian be 'treated as .aQ.y 
other villages." I 

Counsel for the Deputy Commissioner at the same 'hearing stated t~t I 

" there was no such danger''of breach of the peace, riot or afira.3 
on or .abont SOth .April, as would justify action under Rule 
III." 
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PoLIO"i' O'.F TlIE MINISTER FOR EDUCATION. 

"'2752. Chaudhri Muhammad A6dul Rahman Khan : Will the 
-Ohief Secretary· kindly state- 

. (a) -whether the Government has received any complaints from the 
' Muasalmans of the Punjab against the unjust policy pursued 

· by the Minister for Edu-cation in the Education Department ; 
(b) whether he is prepared to lay copies of these complaints on the 

table ; if not, wh~ n?t ? 
Mr. H. M. Cowan (for Chief Secretary) : (a) Government has not been 

;Able to trace any such representation. _ 
(b) Does not arise. 

lies in an are with:a; radius of! mile in which there is no non 
Ahmadiya house. Finally, he urges that it is wiser to place a 
slaughter houae ~m:· New· Qadian than to risk .importing beef 
from· Batala with probable clashing on the wa,y .with non· 
Musln:mi. 

4. Whether the Deputy Commissioner should or should not consider 
-that the circumstances of New Qadian are such a.snow to justify the issue 
.of an order .lieensing a slaughter house therein under Rule HI, is a matter 
hi which I do not desire to fetter his discretion; 
_ 5. Forthe above reasons, the applicationfor.revision which hasabated, 
is hereby · filed. The position is, therefore/that no license for a - slaughter 
house exists at present, and that, until or unlessthe Deputy Commissioner 
-deeides to license a slaughter house in Qadian or Bhaini Bangar, no kine 
slaughter can take place in either Qadian or Bhaini Bangar : for the Deputy 
Oommissioner has not cancelled his prohibitory orders issued under Rule 

·m : he has merely cancelled a. lic~nse until further notice. 

.. 

*2753 .. · Chaudhri Muham~ad Abdul Rahman Khan : Will the 
::Honourable Minister for Agriculture please state- · ,, 

.. · (a) whether it is a. f~ct that swarms of locusts visited difierent parts 
of the Punjab this year arid did a. great deal of damage to the 
crops; · · 

. (b) if so, what preventive measures were taken by the Goveriunent 
>against this pest ; · 

(c) if no preventive measures were' taken by the Government, what 
are the reasons for the satiie . and what · steps -Govemment 
proposes to take in the fut{l.i:e to prev~I:\t a recurr~!lce of .such 
calamities ? ·. · . -. · '. · · · · - 

'Th.e Honourable Sardar Sir Jog~dra Singh: (a) Yes. 
. . .(b) Government has adopted every practicable measure to destroy 

,tJ:te ·Iocµsts in 'eo-operation with the people. 
(c) Does not·a.rise., : 

STAR-ltED QtJEBTlONS A1l]> ANSWERS. 
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~· : .The:·.Bonoural>~ :Miu{sif·F~~i~lLaiam: · (a) Yes. .) . . . . . "\ 

- · · (bf Larg~ strms of::rnoney liaive- been placed· at th~ disposal of.the Deputy; 
Commissioners concerned· fo:r·distributioti.:of.gratuitous -relief, a.p.d e.d:v~~ 
as tac(J(.Wi. A statement · showing...themJn detail is laid on the table. In 
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~~~- _: *2154. Chaudhri Mlihani~ad·,AWtil Rahman· Kbi: Will .. the- 
" Honoura.bl$ Revenue .Memb.ut plea.seJitate- · ; : . · s :_ .. : • 

.. . (a) whethe:i: it is t' fact that tJie.z~dars of the·Punjab have.suffered 
~·: ' . ' . heavy .losses as a. resmii of. the re~t fl6ods·; . .: ' 
~.: :·;._ (b) ,il so~w~i '~cti~n has. bee~)ak~_by'(i.ove~6llt"to give'reiief ~ 

. the e.ftected za.minda.?11°... . . . . ' - . .• : c : • • . . . • . '} 
' ~... • • t ... • • . • ... 

, · (c) .if no ~9~ has so ~ beeit taken,.'!~~' ar~ the reasons f9r th~ 
. ssme and what steps .:do Goveriuttent' propose to ta.ke. m jih~ . 

matter now '} . ' . . . . a 

. :... ' .- .·. , .. ·-. 
.:.:· :,: 



'FAILURE O.F OROPB IN JULLUNDUB DI~~O'.l' •.. , . _ _ 

*2756. Chaudhri Muhamm.ad .. Abdul Ram,.an Khan-: will -the 
.Honourable Member for .Revenne please state-« 

. (a). whether it is._a.iact" thali'ra;ins have -failed. continuously for three 
· · years in the· Jullunddr'.distriot and 'that crops 'have ... euffered 

- in. consequence; . . .. · (~··:}: 
(b} if 'so, ·w.h~t reliitf has been granted to the z!J,mindars S? affected; 

! ·. ·. . (e) ~ no relief has been -granted to them, what are the reasons for the 
, • same and do· Govetnment propose to give any relief now? 

. '''i'he ilonoutal>le Mi.an Sir Fazl·i-Husain :· (a) No, though it has 
'been below normal the average rainfall of the last three ,ye.are h~!f been 
17•47 against the.normal ~verage 2_5•27. . . 

{b) _ and (c) Th~ average total matured area of the years fa . question 
-vfrut 758,02.8 against the settlement average of 760,926 on which· t~e 
.assessment JS based. · r: .'( ;'. 

FALL OF WAT~R ~~~LIN JULLUNDUR DISTIDOT. 

c *2755. Chauhdri Mtd.a:rhtriid Abdul Rahman Khan : Will ' th~ 
.Hononrable Member for Beverme' please state- . . 

• '. (a) 1vheth~r 1.t .is a-fact:tliat th~ water:.le"\iel in th~ Jullnndur district 
. has gone .down 'and that the zainindars have 'suffered heavy 

losses on aeoounf of the same; ! . 

(b) .if so, what_ action the Government have'taken in the matter; if 
r ·-· ·: ! · · no action has: been taken, what.-a])E3',th~ .reasons for iff 

(c) whether t4e Government intend to take any. steps in the matter 
now? _ , · 

._ The Honourable Mien Sir Fad·i·HP.s~ :. {a} The. water. level 
-in parts of the Jullnndur district has fallen. . . · . . - ., 

, (b) and (c) The matter .is enga~ th~ attention of Government 1)w9.'. 
,senior. officers of the Irrigation :Depart:men4 . are about to examine the·· 
,problem ·on tl).e spot. The further action t@t w;ill be taken largely depends ~ 
on their report. . .• : : ,; : • · 

sesix« 1888. A.ct XII of 1884. 
Rs. Bs. 
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,-T 
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Sun-REGISTRAR, N.AXODAR. 

*2759~ Chaudhri Muharnrnad Abdul ·Rahman Khan : Will the 
Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government please state- 

(a) whether the Government have received any complaints against; 
the- Sub-Registrar of. Nakodar to the effect that he received 
illegal gratifi.oation and. attested registration deeds at the 
shop of deed-writers instead of attesting them in his office ; 

(b) if so, whe.t action has been taken against him? 
. The Honourable.Malik Firoz Khan, N-oon: (a) Yes. 

. .. (b) The cases are being investigated with a view to seeing whether a,_ 
,nma Jacie ca.se suitable for prosecution in the Courts exists. . · . , 

SUPERINTENDENTS OF DEPUTY CoMmssroNERs' 0FFIOEs. 

. ·~75e. Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rebman Khan : Will the· 
Honourable Member for Revenue please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that the superintendents of Deputy Commie· 
sioners' offices are not transferred a.t fixed intervals and that; 
they are given extensions of service after reaching the age ot 
superannuation ; 

(b) whether there: ar~ any rules governing the transfers of the said. 
officers ;: . 

(c) if so, what are they and why are they not enforced? 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain.: (a) The answer to the-_ 

.firs.t part of the question is "Yes." The secondpart of the question is not 
olea.r. · In this connection the honourable member's attention is, however, 
invited to Fundamental Rule 56 (b), according to which a ministerial officer: 
may be required to retire at the age of 55, but should ordinarily be retained. 
in service, if he continues efficient up to the age of 60 years. • 

{b) No. 
(c). Does not arise. 

MUSLIM REPRESENTA'.l.'l00N IN THE ENGLISH . OFFICES OF DEPUTY 
COMMISSIONERS, JULLUNDUR. 

*2757. Chaudhri Muhammad· Abdul Rahman Khan: Will the 
Honourable Member for Revenue please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that all the superintendenta of English offices· 
of the Deputy Commiasionera in ~he Jullundur division a.re,. 
non-Muslims; 

(b) if so, what action Government, intends to take to give proper 
representation to the Muslims in these appointments ? 

. The Honourable Mian Sir. Fazl-i~Husain: (a) Yes. 
(b) On a vacancy occurring the most suitable msn-will be appopted. 
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"'2761. Lala -Bodh Raj: Will. the Honourable Finance Member· 
please state- . 

(a). if it is a fa.ct that the local authorities at Rawalpindi had issued 
instructions to the authorities of local schools asking their:' 
students to attend' the armistice· parade and salute the Union - 
Jack; 

(b) if he is a.ware of the fact that· the school authorities compelled the· 
.s.tudents against their consent to attend the said parade and 
salute the Union Jack; , 

(o} if so, what are t!,.e reasons for the Deputy Commissioner meddling" 
with the school affairs ? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow-:- (a) No. 
At the suggestion of prominent local non-officials schools were invited, 

if they so desired, to send boys from the upper middle classes to witness the - 
Armistice day parade in the enclosure specially erected for those members of - 
the civil population who wished to attend; 

(b) No. 
The Union Jack was not saluted. 
(c). The local authorities saw no reason to-refrain from adopting the sug-: 

gestion made to them by.members of the public that school children of the· 
middle and upper classes should be invited to attend the parade. 

STUDENTS AND ARMISTIO;FJ_· PA.BADE, RAWALPINDI. 

SuB-REGI~TRAR, BuNGA. 

"'2760. Chaudhri Mu'hammad Abdul Rahman Khan : Will the- 
Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government please state- 

(a) whether the sub-registrar of Bunge. has been confirmed in his· 
I post ; if not, why not ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that in 1928 one Cursetjee, a shopkeeper, got 
him arrested for non-payment of a. loan; 

(c) whether it is also a fact that a. number of complaints regarding 
the corruption practised by the said official were received and. 
enquired into by the Government ; · 

(d) if the answers to (a), (b) and (c) above be in the affirmative, what 
steps the Government ha. ve ta.ken or proposes to ta.ke against .. 
him? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) The Sub-Registrar 
in question has not so far been confirmed as certain complaints war~ made · 
against him and had to be investigated; . 

(b) Not so far as Government are aware. 
(c) Certain complaints were received and an enquiry was held. Thee- 

report of the enquiring officer is now under consideration, 
(d) No decision has yet _been reached. 

STARRED QUESTIONS AN1) ANSWERS, 



~---------·--- ----- - - - - 

. PRESIDENT, MUNICIPAL coMmTTEE, :rusUR. . . 
*2765~ Lala · Bodh Raj : Will the· Honourable Minister for Local." 

·Self-Government please· state. if it is· a fact that ·toe President, Municipal . 
-Oommittee, Kasur, by his own order set aside a resolution of the co~ttee.. 
passed in _the meeting of the 12th August 1929 in the matter of redttcti~n of · 

j>OSts for terminal tax inspectors, if so, ,vhy ? . · 
-·· The Honourable Malik FiJoz Khan,.Noon:. The required inform 

_.ation has been called for fl:om local officers and a reply ~- be commnnieated , 
. ::.to the honourable member_when;r~dy._. . 

. . MlB.APPR.OPRlATIONS, KA.sun MUNIOIPALITY. ,:_::- 

.. : *~764. Lala Bodh Raj : WilL the 'Honourable Minister for Local 
-Seij-Govermnent please. state if it is a fact- that certain .temporary mis· 
,:appropriations by the Secretary, Municipal Committee, Kasnr, have been 
brought. to the notice 'of the Commissioner who has recommended that the 

.... .ofp:¢ial, 'at}ault be punished, ~d i( it is 8'. iact that no action has been taken 
·. by ·the Committee in the matt(lr ?· ·· ··· ·' ' · · 

. -. -The Ho.iourable MalikJiroz ~ Noon : A report has been called 
- for fr6m local officers . and· -the infottiill.tion required by the honourable 
: member will be furnished to him in due course . 

. OOTROI REfUND, KA.SUR MUNICIPALITY. 
. . .· . .. . ,. . r· 

*2763. Lala Bodh Raj : · Will the Honourable. Minister for · Loeal " 
·SeU~Government please state if 'his. attJntion has - been drawn to the .fact 
-tli'at- thousands of rupees at~ .bsing refunded· to the -traders at Kasur. ftom 
municipal funds as octroi refund without any-verification of their goods by·,: 

·the members and without any sanction of the committee, ap.d,_, it it. i~. a. fact 
,.th.at no notion has been taken against the clerks at fault '} ' 

The Honourable lV.i:ailk Firoz----Kh~, Noon·: I regret that the answer 
· to this question is not yet ready. It will he communicated to· the honour 
.. able member as soon as it is ready. . . .... 

PREsmENT, MuNIOIPAL .COMMITTEE, Kssna, 
.: *27~2. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Minister f~r L(?~al_~elf- 

.. Government · please state- · . · · . . . ·. , : · , ~i;. · 
,(a) if it is a fact that Mr. Ghulam Mohay-ud-Din/President, Mwrloi~} 

.·. · pal Committee. has been - the· managing proprietor. of the 
Oentra.l Flour Mills, Kasur ; · . · ' 

::, · ·.(b} if he withdrew any amount frQm the .fµnds. of th~ Committee 
· · as octroi r.etund on the goods of .the said mills without any· 

verification by the members and without · any sanction of the 
committee ; . 

(<,) if an objection has .been taken: to such illegal payment by the 
auditors ; if so, 'if the President has refunded the amount '} 

_'., .. the Hon~\U'able Malik Firoz Khan, Noon': The required informs 
·tfon has been called for from local officers . and a reply will be communi- 

_ cated to the honourable member when ready. · ... 
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. TRANSFERS FROM THE INSPEOTING TO THE TE.A.OIDNG BRANOR 
AND VIOE VERB.A, 

*2768. Chaudhri Duli Chad : Will the Honourable Minister 
:for Education kindly state regarding the province-- 

(a) the number of teachers in the teaching branch. transferred to 
the inspecting branch from 1927 up to now and the number 

· of agricu1turists among them ; 
(b) the number of teachers in the inspecting branch transfened 

to the teaching branch from 1927 up to now and the number 
of agriculturists among them ? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal : A statement giving the re 
quisite information is laid on the table : - 

F .AL!, IN THE STRENGTH OF THE H:rGlI SOHOOLS IN THE AMB.A.L.A. 
DIVISION, . 

*2767. Chaudhri Duli Chand: Will the Honourable Minister 
-foi' Education kindly state whether it is a fact that the total number of 
.students in High · Schools in the Ambala division is on the decrease now, 
and, if so, what are the reasons? 

The Honourable Mr. Mruiohar Lal: The.information is being 
collected and will be supplied to the honourable member as soon as ready •. 

4 6 1 2 I 3 

Number of persons Number of pereo~d ~umber of peesena 
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GR.ANTS-IN-AID IN THE AMB.A.LA DIVISION, 

*2766. Chaudhri Duli Chand : Will the Honourable Minister for 
.Education kindly state- 

( a) the reasons for curtailing grants-in-aid in the Ambala. division; 
(b) the names of schools belonging to the educationally backward 

tribes in the division ~ • . · 
(c) whether greater or lesser reductions have proportionally been made 

in the aforesaid schools than in the other schools of the divi 
sion? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: The information is being 
collected and will be supplied to the honourable member when. ready. 

S'rARRElD QUESTIONS .A.ND ANSWERS, 



LAND REVENUE, 

*2772. Mian Ahmad Y ar Khan Daultana : Will the Honourable· 
Revenue Member be pleased to state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that land revenue is generally charged on the 
first crop in case two crops are sown in one season on a 
particular piece of land ; . - 

(b) whether it is a fact that land revenue is charged on both of the· 
crops in Multan district; 

( c) if so, why ? 

APPOINTMENT AND DISMISSAL OF TEAOHERS IN DISTRIOT BOARD 
EMPLOY. 

*2770. Chaudhri Duli Chand : Will the Honourable .Minister for 
Education kindly state whether a circular letter has been circulated to the 
district boards advising them to delegate their powers of appointment. 
and dismissal to Inspectors of Schools ? · 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: No. 

LooAL RATE. 

*2771. Mian Ahmad Y ar Khan Daultana : Will the Honourable 
Minister for local Self-Government be pleased to state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that local rate is not charged on thepermanent 
weU revenue before the expiry of the protective lease in the 
Pakpattan tahsil of Montgomery district and other districts. 
of the province ; · · 

(b) whether it is a fact that in Multan district local rate is charged 
on such wells ; · · 

(c) if so, what are the reasons for this difference? 
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: The required informa 

tion is being collected from local officers. . It will be communicated to the, 
honourable member in due course." 

bPOINTMENT AND DISMISSAL OF TEAOHERS IN DISTRIOT BOARD 
EMPLOY, 

*2769. Chaudhri Duli Chand : Will the Honourable Minister 
for Education kindly state- 

(a) whether he or the officers of the Education Department are· 
authorised to appoint or dismiss teachers in district board 
employ; 

(b) if so, under what law and whether the Minister for Local Self· 
Government is also consulted ? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) No, the Minister exercises. 
no such power but the Divisional Inspectors and District Inspectors of Schools. 
exercise certain powers where these have been delegated to them under 
section 19-A of the Punjab District Boards Act. 

(b) Does not arise. 
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*2774. Mian Ahmad Y ar Khan Daultana : Will the Honourable 
Bevenue Member be pleased to state- 

( a) the action the Government has taken on the various representations: 
about acreage rate made by the zamindars · of the non-peren 
nial canals in the Sutlej Valley Project; 

(b) what was the amount of acreage rate per acre proposed in the 
beginning; 

(c) whether it is a faet that the Government has reduced the acreage 
rate ; if so, what is the present rate ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir F azl .. i-Husain : Th<i honourable. mem- 
ber's attention is invited to the answer t<, starred question No. 26981 given: 
on the 8rd December 1929. 

AoBEAGE R.a'l!E. 

o2 , 

LAND REVENUE. 

*2773. Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana: Will the Honourable 
the Revenue Member be pleased to state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that maize (makki) is generally sown as a. 
catch crop with cotton and used as a fodder ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that such mixed crops are assessed to fall 
land revenue in case of failure of the cotton crop ; 

(c) whether it is a fact that maize sown in March and April is assessed 
at fodder crop rate, that is, at Re. 1-8-0 per acre, while that 
sown after April is assessed at Rs. 5 per acre ; 

(d) whether it is a fact that maize sown with cotton receives the same, 
treatment as in (c) in case of failure of the cotton crop; 

(e) if the reply to (d) is in the affirmative, will the Government be 
pleased to state why maize sown mixed with cotton and used 
as fodder is not invariably assessed at fodder rates ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain : (a) No. 
(b) Perhaps the honourable member means water rates. If so, the 

reply is that the rate for maize is charged. If land revenue is meant, then 
the reply is that no distinction is made between cotton and maize. 

(c) Yes. 
(d) Yes. 
(e) Because maize sown mixed with cotton can be used both as a fodqer 

and as a grain crop. 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: (a) No. 
(b) Yes, where the land revenue is fluctuating. 

(c) In accordance with the scheme sanctioned at settlement. 

728 STABBED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
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HEADS OF' DEPARTMENTS AND UNDER-SECRETARIES. 

*2782. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal :, Will the Chief Secretary 
-to Government please state what are the reasons for styling the Inspector- 
-General of Police and the Director of Public Instruction as Under-Secre- 
·taries when some other heads of departments are designated as Secre 
taries? 

Mz,. H. M. Cowan (for Chief Secretary) : Because in the latter case 
-the heads of departments are Secretaries to Governments, whereas in the 
iormer case they are not. · 

,;For que$t-io1JJ$ and, answer&- Nos. 277'7-~r~l ·· pl§<!,86 see t'he debates for 9th 
December 1929. 

OPIUM SMUGGLING. 

*2'176. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Minister for 
.Agriculture please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that opium is smuggled on a large scale in 
Hissar district from Bikaner State territory. 

(b) if so, what steps Government proposes to take to stop this smug 
gling? 

The Honourable Sard.ar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) It is believed 
-that opium is smuggled on a considerable scale from Bikaner State territory 
into Hissar District. 

(b) The Excise Department is doing all it can to control the illicit tra£6.o 
.and Government does not think any fresh action is called for at present. 

MonAR'RUM PROOESSION, KAITHAL. 

*2775. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Chief Secretary please 
,state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that Hindus of Kaithal observed a complete 
hartal on the occasion of last Moharrum as a protest against 
the action of the local authorities in insisting upon allowing 
the procession to pass by certain route in spite of the objection 
of Hindus; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the local authorities refused to grant 
license for Ramlila procession except on certain conditions 
which were put forward by the Muhammadans ; 

(c) if so, what were the conditions imposed by the local autho 
rities? 

Mr. H. M. Cowan (for Chief Secretary) : It is regretted that the reply 
to this question is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the honour 
.able member when ready. 
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JUNIOR SECRETARY TO FINANCIAL COMMISSIONERS FROM PROVINCIAL ' 
CIVIL SERVICE. 

*2787. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Chief Secretary 
please state- 

(a). the names, emoluments and duration of appointment of the 
·· P.C.S. officers who have held the post of Junior Secretary 

to the Financial Commissioners since 1st January 1921 ; 
(b) whether there is any proposal under consideration for reserving 

· the appointment for the members of the P.C.S.? 
Mr. H. M. Cowan (for Chief Secretary).: (a)- 

Errwlument,s. Duration. 
Khan Bahadur Zaman Mehdi Khan 1 ( 4 months, 
Khan Bahadue Mian Abdul Aziz . . I Pay as for a / 6 ,, 
Mr. H. J. Pearson .. }, "listed " ~ 2 ,, 
Khan Bahadur Sheikh Khurshaid Mo- / post. I 2 years and 

hammad. ) l 7 months. 
(b) No, the post is a superior post on the Indian Civil Service cadre and 

is included among the listed posts on the executive side to which Provincial 
.Civil Service officers may be · appointed. 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONERS, PUNJAB. 

*2786. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Chief Secretary 
to Government please state- 

( a) the sanctioned number of Assistant Commissioners in the Punjab; 
(b) the number roughly ear-marked from the above for the post 

of sub-divisional officers ? 
Mr. B. M. Cowan (for Chief Secretary) : (a) Twenty-seven excluding 

leave, training and deputation reserves. 
(b) No number is ear-marked. The posts of Sub-Divisional Officers are 

inferior posts borne on the Indian Civil Service cadre and the number 
actually filled by Assistant Commissioners varies with the state of the Indian 
Civil Service cadre and the exigencies of the service. 

f R. B. Lala Mohan La.I. ] 
(b) if so, whether the details regarding the .composition and functions 

of the Commission have been settled and whether they would 
be laid on the table? 

Mr. H. M. Cow...- (~or Chief Secretary): (a) Government has reached 
no decision on the matter. 

(b) The creation of a Public Services Commission for the province 
would entail legislation and the Legislative Council. would therefore have 
full opportunity for the · examination and discussion of any measure that 
might be proposed by Government. ' 
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A PUBLIO SERVIOES COMMISSION FOR THE PUNJAB. 

"'2785. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Chief Secretary 
to Gov~ent please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact ,that Government contemplate the appoint· 
. ment in the near future ot-a Pq.l>lic ,Services Commission in the 

province; 

EMPLOYMENT OF THE MEMBERS OF THE P. c. s. BY THE GOVERN 
. MENT oi INnu. 

*2784. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : With reference to the reply 
given on the 1st March 1928 to starred Council question No. 10051 will the 
Chief Secretary to Government please state- 

( a) whether any members of the P. C. S. have ever got an oppor 
tunity of serving in the Government of India ; 

(b) if so, their names, the department in which they served and the· - 
duration· of their service? 

Mr. H. M. Cowan (for Chief Secretary) : (a) and (b) If the honourable· 
member will spcify the posts under the Government of India which he has in, 
mind, an endeavour will be made to supply the information. 

r, C. S. APPOINTMENTS. 

*2783. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Chief Secretary 
. to Government please stat~ 

(a) the total number of I. C. S. appointments sanctioned for the· 
Punjab; . 

(b) how many of these are superior and how many inferior ; 
(o) 'when was this classification introduced and for what reasons; 
(d) how many of the above superior and inferior appointments; 

respectively, are reserved for members of the P. C. S.; 
(e) what is the percentage of such P. C. S. officers to- the tota.f 

strength (both superior and inferior) of I. C. S. officers ; 
(f) the minimum and maximum pay of an officer of the I. C. S .. 

holding (i) a superior and (ii) an inferior post; 
(g) the minimum and maximum pay of an officer of the P. C. S •. 

promoted to (i) a superior listed and (ii) an inferior listed. 
post? 

Mr. H. M. Cowan (for Chief Secretary) : (a) The total number of Indian 
Civil Service appointments sanctioned for the Punjab is 108. The honour 
able member will understand that the sanctioned cadre is in excess of this 
number in order to provide for deputation, leave and training reserves, 

(b) Superior 81 ; Inferior 27. 
(o) Information is not available regarding the date of this classification 

The .elassifieation is based on the number of superior and inferior appoint 
ments. 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS • 
• 



SUPERSESSION OF MR. E. H. LINOOLN OVER HIS 'SENIORS, 

*2790. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan· Lal : Will the Chief Secretary 
Lto Government please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that Mr. E: H. Lincoln, P. 0. S., has been 
appointed as Deputy Commissioner over the heads of . more 
than a dozen members of his service senior to him ; 

(b) whether the persons above him or any of them have been defi 
nitely superseded or been considered unfit to hold charge of a. 
district; 

-(c) if not, the reason why preference has been given to Mr. Lincoln? 

PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT TO OERTA.IN PROVINOIA.L CIVIL SERVICE 
OFFICERS, 

*2789. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Chief Secretary 
'to Government please stat~ · 

(a) whether it is a fact that Khan Sahib Khan Ahmad Hassan Khan, 
P. C. S. and Khan Sahib Sheikh Nur Muhammad, P. 0. S., 
are getting Deputy Commissioners' pay although there are 
many members of the P.O.S. above them who are still get· 
ting their time-scale of pay ; 

(b) if this is so, the reasons for this preferential treatment; 
(c) the date or dates from which the Deputy Commissioner's pay is· 

being allowed to them ? 

Mr. H. M. Cowan (for Chief Secretary): (a) and (c) Yesr Khan Sahib 
'Khan Ahmad Hassan Khan is drawing the pay of a 'listed' post from 
.30th April 1929 and Khan Sahib Shaikh Nur Muhammad is drawing the 
minimum pay of a 'listed' post, ois., Rs. 1,275 from the 1st October 1928. 

(b) Khan Sahib Khan Ahmad Hassan Khan has been placed on special 
duty to revise the land revenue assessments of the Attock and Gujrat dis· 
tricts and in this capacity his status has been sanctioned as that of a Settle· 
ment Officer. Khan Sahib Nur Muhammad is Civil Member of the Water 

.logging Committee the work attached to which is important and he has been 
protected from financial loss when any officer junior to him is appointed· to 

-officiate as Deputy Commissioner. 

Government does not accept as correct the honourable member's des· 
-eription of these arrangements as preferential treatment. - 

PBOVINOIAL CIVIL 8EBVIOE O:FFIOEBB IN THE JAIL DEPARTMENT ON 
!l'HE EXTRA AsSISTANT COMMISSIONERS O.ADRE, 

*2788. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Chief Secretary 
·to Government please state for what speoifio period the names of P .O.S. 
--0:tD.cers who have elected to go over to the Jail department will be borne 

.on the cadre of Extra Assistant Commissioners ? 
Mr. H. M. Cowan (for Chief Secretary) : No specific period has been 

' .fixed, 

I 
BT.ABBED QUlilBTIONB AND ANSWERS, 



NAME AND EMOLUMENTS OF UNDER-SECRETARY TO GOVERNMENT IN 
THE· Crvn, LIST. 

*2792. Rai Bahadur Lala. Mohan Lal : Will the Chief Secretary· 
to Government please state-:.- 

;; (a) whether it is a fact that the post of Under-Secretary to Govern 
ment is shown under Part II-E of the Civil List corrected 
up to 1st April 1929 which relates to listed appointments ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that while the names and emoluments of' 
other officers holding listed appointments are published in, 

SPEOllL PAY TO MR. E. s. LEWIS • 
. *2791. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Chief Secretary· 

to Government please state- 
( a) whether it is a fact that Mr. E. S. Lewis, P. C. S., is getting a. 

special pay of Rs. 300 per mensem as First Assistant to the- 
Deputy Commissioner Lahore. 

(b) if so, why? 
Mr. H. M. Cowan (for Chief Secretary) : (a) Yes. 
(b) Previous to the War it was the practice to post to Lahore a senior 

Eu.ropean Indian Civil Service officer as First ·Assistant tio the Deputy Com 
missioner. Owing to the shortage of Indian Civil Service officers it was not 
possible to maintain this practice after the War. After the communal riots. 
which occurred at Lahore in 1927, the position was reviewed by Government 
which came to the decision that the special conditions of Lahore demanded 
that a senior European or Anglo-Indian officer of the Provincial Civil flervice 
should be stationed there as First Assistant to the Deputy Commissioner. 

· Smee the number of such officers is small, this decision, in the absence of 
any special allowance, would have involved the posting to Lahore of an 
officer often against his wishes and not infrequently to his prejudice. In 
these circumstances, and having regard to the importance and responsi 
bilities of the post, a special pay of Rs. 200 per mensem was attached to it. 
A motor allowance of Rs. 100 per mensem was also sanctioned in view of· 
the fact that the duties of the First Assistant require the extensive use of a. 
motor-car. 

M,. U. M. Cc,wan (for Obie'£ Secretary) : (a) It is a fa,ct that Mr. Lincoln. 
has been appointed officiating Deputy Commissioner of Mwia_ffargarh and 
that about twelve officers senior to him are not in· charge of districts. 

{b) Government does not consider that it is in the interests of the publie 
serviee, or fair to the officers concerned, to discuss their merits in reply to a, 
Council question. Government does not, however, wish to suggest either· 
that all the officers concerned are considered to be :fit or that they are all 
considered to be unfit to hold charge of a district. 

(c) Because he was considered to be the most suitable officer available- · 
for the particular charge of the Mneaffargarh district in the then conditions 
of that district. 
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00NFIDENnAL .BJ!l>OBTS. OF OFFIOEBS. 

*2793. Rai &duular Lala Mohan Lal·: Will the Chief Secreta?T 
t o Government please state- · · 

(a) the total number of annual confidential reports which Government: 
require to be submitted in regard to the work of officers of 
the LC.S;, I.M.S., P.O.S~ and the Indian Police, respectively; 

"(b) the dates of submission of sueh reports ; · 
(c) the desjgnations of officer;; submitting such reports; 
(d) the. extent to which the contents of such reports .a.re made known 

to the officers concerned ? . 
-t Mr. H. M. ~an·(for Chief Secretary) : A statement containing the- 

required information is placed on the table. - - 
I P11,ge 751 ••fra . 

I• 

this pa.rt, the name and emoluments of the o:ffl.eer holcling the. . 
post of Under-Secretary to Gtvenlinent are not so published;. 

(c) if so, the reawns for this omission-; 
(d) whether his emoluments sre less than those of other offioon 

holding listed appointmenta ; 
(e), if so, the reasons for this differentiation ? - 

Mr. H. M. Cowan (for Chief Secretary): (a) and {b) Yes~ 
. (c), (a) and (e) The honourable member Is referred to the answer given. 

to his queiJtion No. l45J,1 (unstan-ed). · 

STAJfflJl]) QUESTJ;ONS AND ANSWERS. 
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SPECIAL .ASSISTANT COMMISSIONERS, .ARMY REMOUNT DEPOT. 

*2795. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lad: Will the Honourable the 
.Bevenue Member please state- 

(a) the year since which the system of appointing Special .Assistant 
Commissioners (officers of the Army Remount Depot) is in 
force; 

(b) the reasons why they are designated as Special .Assistant Commis 
sioners and the privileges, if any, attaching to such designa 
tion; 

APPOINTMENT OF RETIRED MEMBERS OF THE . PROVINCIAL CIVIL 
SERVICE AS SUPERINTENDENTS OF JAILS. 

*2794.· Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal: Will the Honourable 
Finance Member please state - 

(a) whether it is a fact that there are at present at least three retired 
members of the Provincial Civil Service who are working as 
Superintendents of Jails; 

(b) if so, the reasons why retired members of a service who have 
passed the norm al age of efficiency have been selected for these 
appointments ; 

(c) the number of members of the Provincial Civil Service in active 
service who applied for those appointments but were not 
taken; 

(d) the reasons for passing them over in favour of retired members 
of, the service ; 

(e) whether it is the policy of Government to re-employ generally 
retired members of a service ? · 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) There are three retired mem 
bers of the Provincial Civil Service who are working as Superintendents of 
Jails. 

(b) and (d) It was not in the interests of the public service to depute 
100 many serving members of the Provincial C'.Jivil Service to the Jail De 
partment, since the demands on the Provincial Civil Service are very heavy. 
The retired members of the Provincial Civil Service selected as Superinten 
-dents of Jails are fully capable of performing their duties efficiently. 

· (c) Fifty members of the Provincial Civil Service in active service ap 
plied for appointment to the post of Superintendent of Jail of whom three 
were appointed. The honourable member will, of course, understand that 
in this , as in all cases of deputation from one department to another, a pri 
mary consideration is whether the services of the officer concerned can be 
spared by the department to which he belongs, 

(e) The general policy of Government, subject to occasional exceptions 
made in the public interest, is not to re-employ retired members of a service 
in appointments reserved for that service. In the case now under considera 
tion the appointments were not reserved for the Provincial Civil Service 
and, as explained above, it was in the interests of the public service as a 
whole to employ three retired members of the Provincial Civil Service. 

781 STABBED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 



LISTED POSTS IN THE JUDICIAL AND EXECUTIVE SIDES OF THE Piio 
VINCI.AL CIVIL SERVICE. 

*2797. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal: With reference to the· 
reply given on the 1st March 1928 to starred question no. 10112, will the 
Chief Secretary to Government please fltate- 

( a) whether it is the intention of Government to remove the dis 
parity in the number of listed posts on the judicial and execu · 

· tive side of the Provincial Civil Service. 
(b) if not, why not? 

RECRUITMENT OF DISTRICT AND SESSIONS JUDGES. 

*2796. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : With reference to the reply. 
given on the 1st March 1928 to starred question no. 10121 regarding recruit-. 
ment of District and Sessions Judges, will the Chief Secretary to Govern· 
ment please state- 1 

(a) the number of senior Sub-Judges who have since been appointed 
substantively or acting Sessions Judges or Additional Ses 
sions Judges; 

(b) how many of them "prior to their appointment as such were given 
special training in. criminal work for one year ; 

(o) if all of them were not given SU(;h special training, the reasons 
why this was not done ? 

Mr. H. M. Cow~n (for Chief Secretary): (a) Sixteen, of whom two 
have been made permanent. All except three were officiating as District 
and Sessions Judges at the time question no. 10121 was answered. 

(b) and (e). All these officers were formerly Extra Assistant Commis-· 
-sioners and exercised 1st class criminal and section 80 powers for many 
years prior to their appointment as officiating or temporary Additional Ses-. 
sions Judges. 

£ R. B. L. Mohan Lal. ] 
(c) the reasons why of all departments under the control of Govern· 

ment, officers of the Army Remonnt Department should 
have been singled out for such a distinction ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl .. i .. Husain: (a) 1908. 
(b) The reasons were that it was desired to give Circle Officers, i.e.,. 

District Remount Officers, a recognised position in the eyes of horsebreedera, 
No privileges are attached to this designation, except that in certain cases. 
the powers of a Collector under section 24 (a) of the Colonization of Govern, 
ment Lands (Punjab) Act of 1912 have been conferred on such Special 
Assistant Commissioners. 

(e) The Army Remount Department is the only department of the 
Government of .India in which officers have to exercise executive powers. 
under the control of civil executive officers, and with the assistance of the- 
subordinate executive staff. 

8Vol, XI, page 238. 
lVol. XI, pages 237 -238. 
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In the P:rds.~ Gom,m!tnique issued by Government in June last summing 
up the situation as regards scarcity and Iamine in the Punjab generally, 

.a reference was made to the S!}arcity conditions then prevailing in the Hissar, 
Rohtak and Gurga.on districts due to failure of the last kh, r-ij and 1·abi crops 
.as a result of the unsatisfactory nature of the monsoon. The measures 
taken by Government to relieve the economic distress in these districts con 
.sisted of liberal grants to the district boards of these districts by the Com· 
munioations Board to provide labour on roads ; an allotment of over 
Rs. 17 ,000 to Commissioner, Ambala division, for the construction oil three 
bunds in the G'urgaon district which, besides providing labour will add to 

. the permanent prosperity of the district by holding up, and thus securing 
for agricultural purposes, wa.ter which at present generally runs to waste ; 
a loan of Rs. 5,000 without interest to the Municipal Committee of Bhiwani 
in Hissar district to provide labour; introduction of concession rates for the 
carriage of fodder by rail ; the appointment of a Fodder Adviser foi: the 

.supply and distribution of fodder as t;acavi in the areas affected by-shortage 
of fodder ; and suspension and remiss-ion of .land revenue where necessary. 
It will have been noticed from the Press Oommunique issued a few days 

.ago that the monsoon in these districts was again seriously in defect, parti 
cularly in September. In that month rain is very necessary as it serves not 

-only to ripen the autumn crops but also enables large areas to be put under 
winter crops. It is true that some portions of these districts, e.g., the greater 
part of the Jhajjar tahsil of Rohtak, did not fare badly, and the same remark 
applies to other villages in them, in which rain fell more abundantly than 

· elsewhere. But on the whole the monsoon in those districts was unsatisfactory to a degree. The situation in the unirrigated portions of them is being most 
-carefully watched by Government. · Crop inspections have only recently 
been finished and it is therefore as yet not possible to say accurately what 
suspensions and remissions of this harvest's land revenue demand will be 
made, bat the particular attention of the Commissioner of Ambala has been 

-direeted to this important matter, and, in coming to a decision, the fact 
.that the present disappointing harve:tt has followed two very poor seasons 

SCARCITY CONDITIONS IN AMBALA DIVISION. 

*2797-A. Mir Maqbool M1bmoo i : Will· the Honourable the 
Revenue Member please lay on the "Council table a statement on the recent 

.and present day scarcity conditions in the Amb:1la division? 
~ The Honourable Mian Sirr Fazl-i .. Husain r . A statement on the 

recent and present day scarcity conditions in. the Ambala division is laid 
'On the table. 

Mr. H. M. Cowan (for Ohie Seeretary) : (a) and (b) There are at 
present seven listed posts on the j udieial side (including two reserved for 
'members of the Bar) and eight on the executive side. In accordance with 
-the orders of the Government .of India and Secretary of State these num 
bers have to be increased to eight and ten respectively by 1939. 

Government do not consider that there is any disparity of listed posts 
between the two branches having regard to the strength of the two cadres 
-and the number of superior judicial and executive posts respectively. 
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Rs. 
Hissar 9,72,000 
Rohtak 4,65,000 
Gurgaon 11,60,000 

The Fodder Adviser who was appointed to organise supplies in the dis· 
tressed portions of the Ambala division, provided over two Iakhs of maunds. 
of fodder in the Hissar and Gurgaon districts up to the end of August. Con- 
cession rates for the import by rail of fodder into the affected areas are still 
in force and will be extended as necessary. They involve Government in, · 
considerable expenditure. 

Test works were opened last summer in the Gurgaon district, but rain fell 
shortly after their opening, and they were closed. A considerable amount. 
of labour was however employed on the construction of bunds in that dis 
trict. The situation in the other two .districts was not such as to necessitate, 
test works, but the Public Works Department opened kank(}r quarries in 
the Hissar district: Rs. 15,850 was disbursed on them in payment to labour- 
era. The Communications Board has also, since the beginning of April; 
devoted half e. lakh of rupees to the maintenance and development of roads. 
in these three districts, which has provided considerable scope for local 
labour. A sum of about Rs. 80,000 more has been sanctioned for the con 
struction of three other bunds in· the Gurgaon district, A meeting of the· 
heads of the Revenue and Public Works Departments was held on Novem 
ber 9, 1929, to discuss the economic situation in the Ambala division 
generally and particularly test relief works. The Commissioner of Ambala. 
said that no action was· required to relieve distress in the Ambala district •. 
Nor, for the present at any rate can Kamal district be considered as gravely 
distressed ; the weakest tahsil Kaithal, indeed fared better in the matter 
of rainfall than other tahsils. Gurgaon, Hissar and Rohtak give, however; 
cause of anxiety. It has been decided to open four test works in Gurgaon. 
and three in Hissar. . As the district boards of both these districts are not 

Hissar 8,87,659 2,150 
Rohtak 2,73,186 52,838 
Gurgaon 9,80,819 1,14,705 

In addition to the suspension and remission of land revenue relief he. s; 
been afforded by liberal advances of taccavi loans for the sinking of wells 
and for purchase of seed-grain, bullocks and fodder. The amounts ad 
vanced on these accounts since April, 1928 are:- 

Remittea. 
Rs. 

Suspended. 
Rs. 

[ Hon'ble Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain. J 
will be duly borne in mind. Government has recently made the old rule 
that fixed land revenue which had been under suspension- for three years. 
should ·generally be remitted, if it has been found impossible to collect it in. 
the interval, more lenient, in that under a new rule now in force the question 
of how much suspended land revenue can prudently be collected and how 
much should be remitted is taken into consideration in each village where· 
the collection of land revenue has been suspended for three harvests. The, 
figures of land revenue suspended and remitted in these districts since raM, 
1928are :- 
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1Vol XII, page 415. 

RECRUITMENT OF POLICE !NSPEOTORS. 

1433. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : With reference to ques·. 
tion no. 77 of 1916 asked by Chaudhri Lal Chand and the answer thereto, 
appearing at page 285 of the book relating to the Council proceedings of 1916,. 
will the Honourable Member for Finance kindly state- 

(a) the number of Inspectors of Police appointed by direct recruit 
ment since the date on which that question was asked; 

ENOROAOHMENTS ON VILLAGE ROADS. 

1432. Mr. E -. Maya Das: With reference to the answer given 
to question no. 912,1 that villagers themselves are responsible for the· 
welfare of village roads, will the Honourable Member for Revenue 
be pleased. to state if this has been successful in giving the neces 
sary protection to village roads from encroachment and otherwise; if not, 
what action does Government propose to take ? 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl .. i-Husain: Not quite and there· 
fore enquiries have already been instituted into the matter to see to. whay 
extent the evil exists and in which parts. of the province. As soon as these 
enquiries are completed, the matter will be brought under careful considera 
tion of Government. 

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
PUNJAB HEALTH SCHOOL, LAHORE. 

1431. Chaudhri Yasin Khan·= Will the Honourable Minister for 
Local Self-Government please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that the instruction imparted at the Punjab. 
Health School, Lahore, is done in English and the students. 
who are generally Matriculates find it difficult to follow 
the lectures ; · 

(b) if the· answer to part (a) is in the affirmative, will Government 
kindly state the reasons for making English as the medium 
of teaching in this elementary school ? 

The~Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Yes. 
(b) Government will place the question before the Standing Committee 

of the Punjab Legislative Council on Public Health for consideration. 

in a sound financial position, a sum of Rs. 20,000 each has been placed at 
the disposal of the Deputy Commissioners for the purpose. The Rural Sani 
tary and Improvement Board is constructing three more bunds in the Gnr 
gaon district and it is also proposed to construct six other bunds in · that 
district at an estimated cost of Rs. 79,000. The programme of famine re 
lief works was discussed, and a provisional list of such works was approved •. 
It was considered that, if famine works on a large scale have to be started 
in Gurgaon, the construction of bunds should be given prefernece over any 
other work. In other districts the question whether test or famine works' 
should take the form of tanks or kutcha roads should be decided according· 
to the circumstances of each case.~· 
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CATTLE FAIRS AT JAHAZGARH, 

1435. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable 
::Minister for Local Self-Government kindly state- 

{a) whether six-monthly cattle fairs are held, once in spring and 
once in autumn, at Jahazgarh in the Rohtak district; 

(b) whether the district board of Rohtak derives any revenue from 
these fairs ; · 

(e) if the answer to (b) above is in- the affirmative, what was the 
revenue derived in the autumn fairs of 1926, 1927, 1928 and 

. 1929; 
(d} wh!!,t was the number of cattle sold m the autumn fairs of 

1926, 1927, _1928 111m.d li929, respectively; 
(e) what was the average price per head of cattle sold in the autumn 

£airs. of 1926, 1927,, 1928 and 1929, Pespectively 'l 

GRANTS TO LOCAL BODIES, 

1434. Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: Will the Honourable 
Minister for Local Seli-Govem.ment. kindly sta~~ 

(a) the total average annual grant made by Government to district 
boards; 

(b) the total average annual grant made by Government to mnni 
cipalities in the province ; 

(c) average annual grant made to each of the municipalities of Lahore, 
Simla, Amritsar, Rawalpindi, Multan and Sialkot; 

(il'J the total grant made to municipalities for the construction of 
water-works during the last five years ; 

(e) the total amount of money spent· by Government from provincial 
funds on the supply of drinking-water in rural areas during the 
last five years ? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Rs. 12,28,100. 
(b) and (e), The attention of the honourable member is invited to the 

:statement in form II appended to the annual Municipal Report, copies of 
which are placed in the Council Library. 

(d) Rs. 18,28,318. 
(e) Rs. 5,00,488-12-0. 

f R. S. Ch. Chhotu Ram. ] 
(b) the number of Inspectors of Police appointed by· promotion 

since the date referred to in (a) ; 
(c) the number of Hindu Jats appointed Inspectors of Police, either 

by direct recruitment or by promotion (separately) since the 
date referred to in (a) ? · 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: (a) 11. 
(b) 120. 
(c) None. 
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DEATH _OF AN UNDER·TBIAL P;RISONER llil THE K.ARNAL JAIL. 

1436. Chaudhri Afzal Haq• : Will the Honourable the Finance· 
_:Member be pleased to state- ·- 

(a) whether it is a fact that some magistrate made an enquiry into the 
death of an under-trial prisoner in the }4rnal jail in 1929 
and found-that death took place under suspicious circum- 
stances; · 

(b) if BO~ whethe~ a copy of his report will be laid On the table; 
(c) what fu,rther steps the Government has been pleased to ta~e 

on· the report of _th~ :magistrate? 
The Honourable' Mr. A. M. Stow_: (a) . Yes. 
(b) It is laid on the table. 
(c) Furtb,e;r investiga.tfo:wi are being made, as the :findings of theOhemioa.l 

:E~~er are at v!l,rianoe with those of the Civil Surgeon and Magistrate, 

R~o;i,tT oF Saum MUBA¥?tW.> S.u»,· SE_OTION 80 MAGISTRATE· KARN.AL~ 

One Da.san:dhi, an ririder-trial prisoner in the Ka.rne.l Bub-Jail, died at 
· 1 A.M. on 6th August 1929,: arid under the orders of the Distriot Magistrate, 
. I held an inqueat into the case. 

Brie.fly t.he facts are :-The deceased, his two bri>thers Kartara and 
Maluita; l;ui:shid and Nat.hi were arrested' on 15tli June l929; for an attempt 

-to murder I:)e~ Raj~ a, Ma#~jan~ on 8th June 1929; They were challaned and· 
-the tryirig Magistrate aftefrecording the evid-erice' of some witnesses at the 
:headquarters fixed the case at Shahba.d for 2nd August 1929. The a.coused 

D . 

AVERAGJ!tPBIOE PJm PER HEAD OF CATTLE 
BOLD, 

Amount No.of 
Year. of cattle 

revenue sold at 
derived. the fair, Bullocks. Cows. Buffaloes. Camels. 

"" Rs. Rs. A. P, Rs. A. p, Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

.1926 .. 22,045 15,878 82 14 3 30 7 1 72 9 9 92 0 ,0 

:1927 .. 22,875 17,977 71 5 4 31 8 10 62 11 1 77 8 0 

:1928 .. 26,299 21,386 73 5 l 22 2 0 52 1 0 109 15 l 

. 1929 24,427 24,176 64 6 4 30 0 8 41 1 4 68 8 0 

The Honourable Malik Fuoz Khan, Woon : Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(c), (d) and (e). 
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[Hon.Mr. Stow. J . 
were taken on 1st August 1929 'in police custody from Kamal to Shahbad and 
produced there before the Magistrate on 2nd August 1929 when they were 
charged and the case was adjourned to Srd August 1929 for further cross 
examination. But on Brd " August 1929 the accused applied to· the Magis-' 
trate to stay the proceedings because they wanted to move for the transfer· 
of the case. The court adjourned- the case and the accused returned to the 
Ka:rnal Sub-Jail in the afternoon o_n 8rd August 1929 in police custody. - 
Nothing happened of note on the Brd or 4th August but on the 5th August 
Daaandhi, deceased, fell ill in the morning and he was taken into the 
jail hospital where he was treated by the compounder. In the evening his, 
condition became worse and the Civil Surgeon had him removed to the Civil 
Hospital where he died at 1 A.M. 

On.receipt 9f the District Magistrate's orders I went to _the jail and ex 
amined the Jailor (W.1) and Kartara (W. 2), a brother of the accused. Their· 
evidence and Exh. P.A. produced by the Jailor showed that on Brd August 
1929 at Shahbad the accused had been served by their relatives with sweets 
and phenis and that the deceased - had been taken ill after taking them. 
Taking the case to be one of dysentery or indigestion the Superintendent 
of Jail and I went to the mortuary but a careful examination of the dead. 
body did not disclose any sign or mark of injury or beating externally and 
the Civil Surgeon performed the post-mortem. 

When the post-mortem report was received, I examined the Civil Sur 
geon who stated the right and left lungs weighed- 17· and 14 ounces respec 
tively and had pneumonic patches present behind. The right side of the 
heart was fulland the left side empty with a white clob in the right ven 
tricle. The stomach was slightly congested and half full of greenish liquid 
mixed with some curds. The larger intestines were congested and were 
congested at the sigmoid flexure and lower down. The liver.was very much 
enlarged and weighed 73 ounces. The spleen _was enlarged and weighed 
89 ounces. The_ kidneys _·were slightly congested and: each weighed four 

_ ounces, Up till then the death in his opinion was due to acute dysentery 
complicated with pneumonia. The colour of the contents being suspicious 
he sent the visseral to the Chemical Examiner.- On 8th August 1929, I 
examined Mahma, - the other brother of the 'deceased and Rashid who were 
also co-accused in the presence of the Jailor and they corroborated the sweets 
story. Tnen I examined? Sharflduddin (W. 6), _the. compounder who stated 
that on finding the deceased in the Jail Hospital and complaining of dysentery 
he served him only with castor oil, .and that in the evening tha accused was- 
removed by the .Civil Surgeon to the Civil Hospital where he died at night •. 
As the deceased's own brother and co-accused Rashid had not complained 
of any thing wrong, I kept the record simply paneling the receipt of the 
Chemical Examiner's report - but- against the sweets · story there - lurked> 
suspicion in, my mind, that had the sweets been served at Shahbad why 
did not the other _f our co-accused _ complain of illness ? 

On 18th August 1929 the Jailor went out on two months' leave and the· 
result of the chemical a~alysis was received to the effe_ct that metallic mercury 
was found in the stomach and traces of mercury · in _ the intestines,. 
liver and kidneys. This opened a new chapter in the inquiry. The Magis 
trate in whose court the case was pending returned from casual ,leave on. - 
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21st August 1929 and when I examined him he definitely denied having 
allowed the accused's relatives to serve them with sweets. I, therefore, 
examined head constable Abdul Aziz and constable Manzur Hussain who· 
had escorted the accused to Shahbad and back. They also emphatically 
denied having allowed the accused's relatives to serve them with any medicine 
or sweets at Shahbad. They stated that the accused were all hale and hearty 
when they were made over on Brd August 1929 to the Jailor who. would 
have at once refused to admit any prisoner had any been ill. Upon this I 
sent for the prisoners Nathi, Kartara and Rashid and on recording their 
supplementary statements they totally denied having been served with sweets 
by their 'relatives and ascribed their first statements to the pressure of the 
J ailor who on the morning of the 6th August had had their thumb-impressions. 
affixed on Exh, P.A., and when questioned about it informed them that 
the accused had fallen ill because relatives had served. them with sweets at 
Shahbad. They represented(?) but they state that the Jailer ordered them. 
not to make any other statements contrary to the one in Exh. P.A. They· 
also state that when their mother came to Kamal to collect the deeeased's 
bones the Jailor asked her to state before the Magistrate that she had herself 
serv~d the accused with sweets at Shahbad. When questioned about their 
suspicion they stated that when at Shahbad on Brd August 1929, they ap 
plied for an adjournment, Basheshar, the brother of the complainant, and 
others were so much annoyed that they threatened to meet the accused. 
in which court their case was transferred; and that on their arrival outside 
the Jail they saw Basheshar, the brother, and Munshi, the uncle, of the com 
plainant Des Raj talking with the Jailor and guessed that their enemies. 
were requesting the Jailor to starve out or ill-treat them. 

Mahma had been on bail let off by the learned District Magistrate on. 
grounds of ill health. I summoned him and his mother. He also 
corroborated the other accused and stated that his previous statement was due,. 
to the pressure of the darogha (jailor). The Civil Surgeon was examined 
again in the light of the result received from the Chemical Examiner. He· 
now states that "the death in his opinion was due to mercurial poisoning 
because symptoms produced by corrosive · sublimate in the first instance 
resemble those · of cholera but if the victim survives for several days they 
are more like those of dysentery. If ealomel, that is raskapur, is given in. 
big doses it may cause symptoms of an irritant poison and if given with. 
certain other drugs, for instance, potassium and sodium chloride and solu 
tions of ammonia salts it is liable at body temperature to get converted into 
poisonous salt, the corrosive sublimate." 

· · In' this' connection he also adds that " the bazaar 1askapur contains con· 
siderable but varying quantities of corrosive sublimate. In his opinion, 
~· it is probable and sometimes happens that after the administration of 
poisonous mercury salts only mercury or its traces may be found in the 
visceral," . He cannot say definitely but states that obviously the deceased 
was not suffering from acute syphilis and that mercury would not have been 
left in his stomach or visceral if he had taken it as a medicine about a 
couple of months; He also stated that it was only at 5 P.M., on 5th August 
i929 when Sharfi din(?) compounder, informed him ofthis case and that he· 
· ediately went to attend to the accused who was ·tound in a semi-collspsed, 
ondition, · · · · · · · ' ·. · · · · · 
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STENOGRAPHERS IN THE FEN~QJA¥ .Qq~o~_:,:J':s QJ!:ir,IO.J,ll, 

Jm. Dr. G(>W, Cb•~· .N:•--~1.::. Will tlw 1;(9.11.oura.ble ¥ember 
l9-,: ;R0v.enµe please st!ktlt'= . . 

(a) if it is a feict t~e,t th~re a.re fo~ ,posts of stenographers in the 
Financ~l,._Qo~~oner'$ .office ; 

·(1>) if it is- a faot that aill>the pr0!l~nt inoumbents of· th~ posts· a.re 
Muhammadans-; · · 

.(c) if the repJy t9 the _a;Q9ye ~~ts Js iq .t.P.e.~tlir,mati~e'"""" 
· (i) why two. out .o,f the fpux po~t~ were not gi.v~~ w ;Ef..iii4'11, ~r. . s~ ca.~w\Jat~, ~~- . ' 

(ii) what action, if any, is Government prepared to take no:w;? 

--- --- --- --- 

![ Hon. Mr. Stow,] 
After this I examined Mst. Narahi, alias Mst. Telam (W. 11), the mother 

-of the accused. She states that she did not go to Shahbad but sent her 
brother Kishna but not with any medicine or sweets, and that after the 
-deceased's death she came to Karna! to collect his bones when the Jailer 
asked her to state before the Magistrate that she hadherself given sweets to 
-the accused at Shahbad but .she refused to tell a lie. Then Kishna, her 
brother, was examined and he totally denied having served the accused at 
:Shahbad with any medicine or sweets. He states · that all the accused 
were perfectly healthy when they returned to Karna! by train, that he 

'was present at Shahbad when the banias, namely; Basheshar, M~shi and 
Lija, felt annoyed over the application for transfer of the case and threatened 
the accused that they would not let them go home, but these banias also got 

.into the same train and went to Karna! on Brd August 1929, that he came to 
Karna! on 4th August 1929 and had an interview granted with the accused 

-on 5th August 1929, when they all, except the deceased, appeared and said 
:that the deceased was very ill and about to die ; that on that day he saw the 
.Jailor talking fo the above mentioned three banias outside the jail, and 
that the Jailor called him inside after the accused's death and asked him to. 

.state before the Magistrate that the deeeased's mother had served the 
accused with sweets at Shahbad. It is also in the evidence of those wit· 
nesses that the deceased was a wrestler and that he had not taken ill in the 
village. I also examined Dr. Muhammad Rafiq, Assistan,t Surgeon, who had 
-eome to the Jail Hospital in the pres_enc~ of the Civil Burgeon. He prepp,re~.' 
.Bed Head Ticket, Exh. P. C;, of the deceased in the jail and stated there all 
about the sweets story at Bhahbad, He states that he did so at the instance 
of the Jailor and a relative of the deceased who was also an under-trial 
prisoner. In my opinion he did so at the instance of the Jailor who, in his 
over-zeal to round off the blame had started .a story or peshbandi which was 
altogether groundless. The· deceased was not cared.for till the poison had, 
.completely been. absorbed in.to his system and when he was half conscious. 
Effort has been made to blame the Civil Surgeon for the delay but the eom 
pounder has stated that he informed- the Civil Surgeon only at 5 P,M., and, . 
.not before, I r.ejeet the s.w.eets story altogether, 

I hold that the deceasedDasandhi, a.n under-trial prisoner inthe Karna;l 
.Sub-Jail, died of mercurial: poisoning and that there is a reasonably strong 
su!:\Pi~i9n of foul play. .: .. " 
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(b) In regulatmg appointments and promotions, many factors are taken 
into consideration, It is not in the public interest to state reasons for any 
partioular appointment. 

MusLIM lNSPEOTO~s OF SoHOOLS IN THE JULLUNDUR-DISTBIOT. 

1440. Chaudhri MuhBJi:lihad Abdul Rahman Khan: Will the 
Honourable Minister for Education please stat~ 

(a) the names and respective coiiilr:ilitiities· of the various district 
inspectors of schools appointed in the Jullundur district 
during the last fifteen years ; 

(b) if no Muslim has been appointed to the said post during this 
period, what are the reasons for the same? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) A statement is laid on the- 
ta.hie. · . . . . 

1439. Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Ruman Khan , Will the, 
Honourable Minister for Education please state-« - 

(a) the number of primary schools started during the last two yeats, 
in the Bait area of the Jullundur district; 

(b) if the answer to the above be in the negative, how many schools: 
. the Government propose to open in the said area in the near 
future? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohat 1.-1 ·: The information is being col· 
looted and will be supplied to the honourable member when ready. 

PRIMARY Soaoor.s IN THE BEIT AREA OF THE JULLUNDUB D1sTBIOT. 

COMMITTEES AND CoMMiss10Ns. 

1438. Chaudhri Muh~ad Abdul Rahman Khan : Will the 
Honourable Finance Member please state the number of committees and 
commissions-appointed by the Government of India, the Secretary of State 
for India· and-His Majesty's Government during the period the reforms have 
been in f-0rce in the i>u:njab and the expenses incurred by the Punjab Govern 
ment· in connection with the same ? 

The Hon:ourable Mr. A. M. Stow: The information asked for by the 
h6:rioitrable member in so far as it relates to commissions and committees 
on which the Punjab Government have incurred expenditure is being eollee 
ted and will be communicated to him in due course. 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husam: (a}' Yes. 
{b) No. -, 
(o} Does not arise, bat if the hooo12a.hle membel' studies the eensns 0f 

Government servants issued annually, he will see that more than 50 per cent. 
posts are held oy the communities he mentions. 
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VERNACULAR BRANCH OF THE FrNANOIAL Co:MMISSIONERs' OFFICE. 

1442. Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Will the Honourable Ravenna. 
Member be pleased to lay on the table a statement showing the names of 
all clerks (including Clerks of Court) employed in the vernacular branch 
of the Financial Commissioners' office, with scales of pay drawn by them ? 

CONFIRMATION OF CERTAIN TEACHERS OF GOVERNMENT SCHOOL, 
CAMPBELLPORE, 

1441. Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan ~ Will the 
.Honourable Minister for Education please state- 

(a) whether it is a fact that Messrs. Ghulam Gilani and Ghulam 
Rabbani, Oriental teachers of Government School, Campbell 
pur,-have been in service for the last six years; 

(b) whether they have been confirmed in their respective posts! 
if not; why not ? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) No. 
(b) No. But M, Ghulam Rabbani was appointed on probation only in - 

Beptembsr 1928, and the Department has reached no conclusion as regards 
his confirmation. ' 

Chaudhri Hukam Chand •• 4th September 8th August 1919 
1918. 

La.Ia Amir Chand .. 9th August 1919 27th October 
1920. 

Lala Ram Nath 28th October 16th October /' 

1920. 1928. 
'Bhad J ogfndra Singh .. 16th October To the end of') 

1928. November 1929. I - . 
),, Exaot date not communi- 

Lale. Mmli Dhar .. End of Novem- Up to present. J ce.ted as yet • 
ber 1929. 

• • 18th March 11H6 9th March 1918 Pandit Hem Raj 

25t)i May 1915 *17th March 1916 Lala, Nihal Chand . ., ~M; Muhammad Abdu1Ia.h 
officiated as District Ins 
pector of .Schools, Jul 
lundar, from 24th Novem 
ber 1915 to 17th Maroh 
1916, subject to the lien of 
Lala Nihal Chand, appoint 
ed to officiate as Assistant 
Inspector of Schools, ~ 
walpindi Division. 

From 

PJmIOD, 

Name. REMARKS. 

To 

·f Hon'ble Mr.· Ma.nobar Lal. ] 
LIST SHOWING THE NAMES OF PERMANENT DISTRIOT INSPECTORS OF 
SCHOOLS APPOINTED IN THE JULLUNDUR DISTRICT, DURING THE LAST 

FIFTEEN YEARS. 

[ 6TE: DECR. 1929. PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, '142 



45-3-105 

30 

45-3-105 

100-10-300 

100-10-300 

Rs. 
310-15--410 

M. Zia. Ullah 

5 

6 

. • Vernaoule.r Record. 
keeper. 

M. Se.rdar Muhammad • • Muharrir, I 

M. Se.rdar Singh 

·3 

Oha.uilhri Said Muha.m- Clerk of Court 
mad, B.A., Ta.hsildar. 

Shaikh Muhammad Deputy Clerk of 
He.ye.t, Assistant. Court. 

Shaikh Se.diq Ali, Assis- Tre.nsle.tor 
te.nt. 

·2 

Ne.mes. Designation. 

COMMUNAL REPRESENTATION AMONG ASSISTANT DISTRIOT lNSPEOTOBS 
OF SOHOOLS IN THE A.MBALA DIVISION, 

1444. Chaadhri Duli Chand : Will the Honourable Minister for 
Education kindly state the number of Assistant District Inspectors of 
Behools appointed from 1927 up to. now on the recommendation of the 
.1nspector of Schools, Ambala Division, and the number of agriculturis~s 
.among them communitywise ? 

TERMINAL TAX ON PAOKING MATERIALS, 

1443. Lala Bodh Raj : Will the Honourable Minister for Local 
Belf-Government please state whether the· President, Municipal Committee, 
Kasur, on his own authority has issued orders to exempt from payment of 
terminal tax packing materials in which goods are· covered ? 

If so, how much loss has the Committee suffered in consequence? 
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: It is regretted that the 

.anewer to this question.is not yet ready. The information asked for will be 
communicated to the Secretary of the Legislative Council for theinformatioii 

-<>f the honourable member as soon as it is ready. 

. . I Muharrir, II 

l 

. Serial 
No. 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: A statement is laid on .. 
the table. , . 

In the case the honourable member has misgivings as to the representa 
tions of various communities in the office of the Financial Commissioners, 
bis attention is invited to the Consolidated Statement showing the propor 
-tionate representation of the various communities serving in different de 
partments of the Punjab as it stood on the 1st January 1929, page 10, 
item· (14), Office of the Financial Commissioners. He will notice that the 
.representation of Muslims is nearly 48 ; ofHindus 85 and of Sikhs 14. .. 
,STATEMENT SHOWING THE NAMES AND DESIGNATION OF CLERKS EMPLOYED 

IN THE VERNACULAR BRANCH OF THE FINANCIAL COMMIS 
SIONERS' OFFJ:CE, PUNJAB . 

Scale. 

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, 



·tam~~~~·~.~,~ (for Chief Sectet,ty~: ·~ sfa~~1.9-~t~i~ ~~d, 6ft i~t 
r : 

J. 

Date ~()D1 w;hic'.fi; 
~nctioned. Why paid. - 4inoU1;1.t of special pay or · ·an?w~~· . . ·. 

SPECIAL PA"Y' AND ALLOWANCES OF MEMBERS OF THE INDIAN CIVIL SER•· 
·~OE AND Tlllll PUNJAB CIVIL SEBVIOE. ~ • , :c ·'• • · , - • a t J · J · • 

. 1448. Rai.Ba'badur Lala Mohan Lah Will the Chief S'eoretaey 
. ~ . Govemment please lay on the table a statement showing the special 

p»,y or ~owances drawn · by any member of (1,)i the .Indisn Oivil Setvioe· 
and {i11,) the Punjaib OivilService'in the form given below :__;.;. 

. (F<Yr Questicms nos. 144:D, 1446 and 1447,. 'Dide the <Jibat,es of 9th 
December 1929). 

1 

6 7 , Muslims 
Sikhs 
Christian 

3 Hindu, 

.RRMABxs. 

Number of ~~ . ,.;..:,, ·;,i.~c •. ,•;; . 
u.,;iw.V J:JJ.Sm01i 
Inspectors of 

~cliOollr belonging 
to notified 

agricultural tribes. 

1 

[ ~TB DEOB. 1929 .. 
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INDIAN SECRETARIES, ETO., . TO .GOVEB~~- 

1450. Rai Bahmlur Lala Mohan Lal :- Will the Chief Secre.tary 
to Government please lay on the table a sta,te:rnent showing the names 

-of Indian (i) Secretaries; (ii) Deputy Secretaries, (iii) :Under-Secretaries and 
( iv) Assistant Sam:e.tarias~iuted. in. the Cwil -Seoret~ .siaoe 1st January 
1921 with the dates of the commencement anti termi.n.a.tion of their ap 
pointment, their emoluments and the service (Indian Civil Service, Pro· 
vineial Civil Service, etc.) to which they belonged ? 

Mr. B. M. Cowan (for Chief.Secretary): A statement is laid on the 
i;able. · 

INDIAN CIVIL SERVICE OFFICERS TRANSFERRED TO FOREIGN A:ND 
PoLITICAL DEPARTMENT, 

i449. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Chief Seoreta.ry to 
Government please state why the names of the Indian Civil Service officers 
who have. been permanently transferred to the, Foreign and Political · 
Department of the Government of India are still .shown in the Indian 
Civil Service cadre of the province and are not removed from the list ? 

Mr. H. M. Cowan (for Chief Secretary) : The reason is that the 
Political Department is not a separate service but is manned by officers 
recruited from the IndianCivil Service, the Indian Arr:fly and the Pro 
vincial Civil Service. 

UNSTAimED QUESlr!ONS AND AN8WE-RS, 

• 1 

I 
I 
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---------------- 

PROVINOI.A.L .A.ND !MPEID.A.L SERVIOES. 

1453. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Chief Secretary 
to Government please lay on the table a statement showing- 

. (a) the names of the various provincial services in the province, 
the members of which can rise to imperial services in their· 
own line; · 

(b) the percentage of such imperial service appointments whieh . 
are open to members of each of these provincial services ? 

GOVERNMENT SERV .A.NTS UNDER PUNJAB. GOVERNMENT. 

1452. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal: Will the Chief Secretary· 
please lay on the table a statement showing the number community· 
wise of Government servants under the control of the Punjab Government - 
drawing a pay of...;_ · 

(a) Rs. 1,000 per mensem or over ; 
(b) between Rs. 500 per mensem and Rs. 999 per mensem ; 

, (e) between Rs. 100 per mensem and Rs. 499 per mensem ? 
· Mr. H. M. Cowan (for Chief Secretary)': The statistics are not avail· 

.able and their collection would involve an amount of time and labour which 
in the opinion of Government would be incommensurate with their value. 

(d) No. 
(e) Does not arise. 

LISTED POSTS IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE. 
1451 .. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal:· With reference· to the· 

reply given in the November 1927 session of the Council to unstarred ques-: · 
tion No. 5031 will the Chief Secretary to Government kindly state- 

(a) the number of inferior listed posts in the province; 
(b) the emoluments attaching to such posts; 
(e) the rules governing such appointments; 
(d) if any of these posts were ever included in the category of superior· 

listed posts ; and 
(e) if so, the reasons why they are no longer included in that. 

category. 
Mr. H. M. Cowan ( for Chief Secretary): (a) and (c) There are 27 

inferior Indian Civil Service posts in this province and Provincial 
Civil Service officers may be appointed to hold any of them in accord· 
anee with the exigencies of the service. This number includes 18 
posts of Sub-Divisional -Officers and 4 posts of Under-Secretaries . 
to which "special pay" is attached. Formerly only 1 post of Under- - 
Secretary used to be listed. The .Government of India have since· 
informed this Government that inferior posts borne on the Indian Civil 
Servdce cadre in this province are not listed posts. The rules regarding the 
latter are contained in Government of India, Home Department, notification· 
No. F.-438, dated the 30th March 1922, which is published as rule 16 ·2 of the· 
Book of Financial Powers, a copy of which is in the Council Library. 

(b) The pay of Provincial Service officers holding inferior posts borne 
on the Indian Civil Service cadre isgovemed by the rules published on page 
206 of the Fundamental Rules (Punjab Financial Band Book No. 2, Volume· 
1). 

UNST.A.RRED ~UESTIONS .A.ND ANSWERS. 

1v oi., X-B, pa.ge 1408. • 



·~·Mr.$. M. Cowan (for Chief Seoretary): The .mforlpation js behtg 
-eolleeted JJ,nd will be supplied to the honourable member in due eourse. 

!: ~· . ' ""' . ~. 
:1· ' - 
' . . 

APPOINTMENT OF SEOQTARIES AND OTHER 0F!'IOEBS IN TBE CIVIL AND·. 
. PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT SEOBETABIAT. :i ::, 

1454.: Rai· Bahadur Lala: Mohan Lal: Will the Chief Se~et~ 
-to Govern!m.ent please state- - 

(a} 'iwhat the tenure of appointment of Secretaries, ).)eputy Beere- 
. , taries, Under-Secretaries and .Assistant Secretaries iri the 

, Civil arid Public Works Department Secretariats is; · 
(b) lthe sanctioned number of Secretaries, Dep:a,ty SecretE!,ries, Un.de?!". 

: · •• Secretaries and Assistant Secretaries in the Civil and Publio ; . : .. Works Department. Secretariats ;. . . . . 
(c) '~hether 'there is any bar to a member of the offioe establishment 

.: , rising to. all or any of these posts in the Civil and Public Works · 
~ i Department Secretariats'} ,· 

Mr.-.U~ M. Cowan (for Chief Sooretary) : (a) .and (b) A stateme¥lt . 
--00nta.ining: the information is laid on the table. 

(e) A :member of the office establishment can rise to the post of Assistl;lni, 
;Secretary only.' . · 

·-. ' 

PUNiAB LEGISLATm OOUNOU... ' [ 6TB DE'OR. 1929. 
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ID{STABRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWEBS. 



PUNJAB 
0GOMMISSION. 

1456. ,Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal.: 'W_ill the,.. Chief Secretary- 
to Government : please state- · . 

(a) the sanctioned number of members of the Punjab Commission, 
as. ~omposed of (~~ officers of th& Indian Civil Service, (~i) 
Military officers, (1.111,) uncovenanted officers ; '. 

(b) the existing number of officers in each of the categories mentioned.. 
under (a) ; · . ' · · 

(a) the-d6'iail of normal distribution of the sanctioned number; 
(d) the pe~centage of leave reserve to the sanction~d number ; - 

I • 71 i 

VACATION DEPARTME.NfS OF GOVERNMENT. 

, •tsS. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal: Will the Chief Secre- 
tary be pleased- · 

· · (a) to lay on the table a complete list classified by departments of 
officials of- the Government serving in the vacation depart 
ments with. the amount of vacation granted to each"; 

{b) to state- • 
(i) 'on what principle is the grant of vacation regulated ; 

(ii) since when the system is in force.; _ 
(iii) :why some of the officials get longer vacations than others ; . 

. (iv) .the total annual expenditure of vacation department$: 
, , during the period of vacation, and 

('v) whether it is a fact that the employees of vacation department. 
get longer respite from official duties than those employed. 
in non-vacation departments? 

Mr. B. M. Cowan (for Chief- Secretary) : (a) The honourable member is. 
referred to the list of Government servants serving in vacation departments. _ 
given in Appendix D, Subsidiary Rules. . . · : 

. ·. (b) (i) If the honourable member will study the list abovementioned, he- . 
will see that the officers coneemc d may be divided into the two following. · 
olassee ;- - · · · 

(-a) Bub-Judges and. their establishment. 
(b) The officers and· staff of educational institutions. . : . 
A :acation 

1is 
granted to Sub-Judges pal,"tly in the interests of efficienc;r 

and partly for the. convenience of the Bar. The vacation granted· to the 
officers and staff of educational institiut.ioris is partly in accordance with thtt 
principle recognized in ~11 countries that "all work and no play makes .laclt 
a dull boy;'.', and· partly because the syste:IJ?, prevails in all edueational. 
organizations both in this country and in England. ~e vacation ~ime is, · 
to some extent used in: preparing lectures set for'the ensuing term. · 

(ii) The informJ!tio~ required is not available. ' 
. . (iii) Because the conditions of the services ana institutions to which. 

they belong are not uniform. 
: (iv) No avoidable expenditure is incurrecl. 
-(v) Yes. _ 

[ 6TH DECR. 1~29 • . PUN.JAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. . '~ . .. -'lG4 
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!N:rEBIOR .A.PPOINTHENTS IN Tmil PuNAB • 
. :24 Assistant Commissioners. 

S Under-Secretaries to Government. 

81 

UNSTARJ;tED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 75f> 
•. ":'.t 

(e) the pereentagoof d~prit~tiou reserve to the sanctioned number'; .. 
(f) the, details of va.:-ious appointments which have been reservedi for members of the Punjab Commission 'l 

· Mr: H. M. Cowan {for Chief Secretary) : (a) The sanctioned strength 
of the Punjab Commission is 160 which includes 18 "listed'' posts. Th~ 
number of military officers is not fixed as recruitment from that source had 
been stopped. . · · · . 

. (b) US India~ Civil Service Officers, (ii) 2 Military Officers, (iii) 15 · Pro" 
vincial Service Officers. c 

(c), (d) and (e) The following table gives the information required :- · 
1. Number of-superior posts (i.e., posts ofindependent responsi- . 81 - 

bility and control). - ·· 
2. Add superior posts under the Government of India 'T 
8. Deduct listed posts and posts ultimately to be listed 18. 
4. Total number of superior posts for direct recruitment • • 70, 
5. Inferior appointments at 38 · 7% of line 4 27 
6·. Total number of appointments, superior and inferior 97 
7. Ultimate total strength of service (including deputation re- 142 

serve of 7% of line 4, leave reserve of 41 ·96% of line 4 and training re- -» 

serve of 15·18% of line 4) at 202·79% of line 4. 
(J) List of various appointments reserved for members of the Punjab, 

Commission. · 
SUPERIOR POSTS IN THE PUNJAB, . 

1 Member of Council 
S High Court Judges. 
2 Financial Commissioners. 
1 Chief Secretary. _ 
5 Commissioners. 
2 District and Sessions Judges, Selection grade. 
4 Secretaries to ·Government. 
1 Legal Remembrancer and Secretary, Legislative Department. 
1 Registrar, Co-operative Societies. 
1 Deputy Registrar, Co-operative Societies. 
1 Director of Land Records. · 
1 Registrar, High Court. 
2 Secretaries to Financial Commissioners. 
1 Judge, Small Ca.use Court, Simla. 

85 Deputy Commissioners. 
20 District and Sessions Judges, time-scale. 

' 
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J.o Government please: state the num'f:>er of Indian · Civil_ Service offioor,s 
jpp_ointed 1i9-~e Pupja.b in ea.eh;of the y~sinoe 1921 with deta.ils"showfng _ 
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_ THE PUNJA~ PUR. E i ]1 OOD B~L. 
. . - Clause l8-(con<11uded.) 

· Mr. President : The Council will. now ~es~e ~us~i~n on clause 18. \ 

ADJOU~NMEN'l' OF THE COU_NCili. 
i Rai Bahadur Pandit Daulat RBJD Kalia : Sir, may I bring to' your 
notice that a very important tennis.match is going to take place this evening, 
-~nd request that you will kindly adjourn the Rouse to: enable the members 
to witness the match? 

: : .Rai Babadur Lala Mohan Lal : Sir,. the Council may be adjourned 
i)rovided it is going to sit to-morrow, Otherwise it will not be convenient tp 
.some of us. 
i Mr. President : Those who are anxious to -see the tennis match 
have my synipa_tqy. Bnt the gentlemen who ·have asked m~ to adjourn the 
Council on account of a tennis match do not appear to realise the dignity 
¥nd responsibility of the Counc~. A Parliament adjourning for a te~ 
match I Unthinkable I Inconceivable I Unheard of I So long as I am m 
this chair I shall jealously guard and scrupulously -protect the dignity of 
i;he Council. I wish such a preposterous request had not been made on the 
~oor of this House. The Council cannot and should not be adjourned for 
~ tennis match or for any other private, function, .however important it 
piay be. . If it is. ~djcmrned for a. tennis match ~o-day there is no reason wl;iy tt eho~~ ~ot beadjourned to-mo-1row for a cricket match;. for, races or for 
fl, polo match, nay, even for a garden paryy or a mamage ceremony. I 
fegret to. s~y t~~ I cannot ev,e~ cons~der such an unreasonabl? request, as 
in my opmion it is beneath consideration. · 
I • • . • . ' • • • • • • : I --- 

DEPpn: Co1tu1sSioNER,. CmMINAL TRIBES. 

, 1458. . Rai B~adut Lala ~ohan L~ : Will the Chief ' Secretary 
ip Government please stat.a- 

. (a) whether it i~ a· fact that the present Deputy Commissioner, 
· Criminal Tribes, ha~ been holding his 'present appoiritnie~t: .. 

or been otherwise connected with the department of Criminal ·. 
. . . . .. ~ribes for the past twelve years ;- · 
. {b) ~hether it is~ fact that his emoluments as Deputy Commissioner, 

Criminal Ttjbes, are greatly in excess of his time-scale. of 
pay; 

(c) if so, what are the reasons for cmtinuing · only the present in-. 
: , . cnmbent inhis position for an indefinite period? .· 

Mr. H~ M. Cowan (for .Ohiet Secretary) ~ (a) The present Deputy 
Oommissioner, Criminal Tribes, has been connected with. the department 
.since 1917 and has. been Deputy Commissioner since 1928. 

. (b) Y ~s,. but the emoluments .are in accordance with his duties and re&• 
ponsiblities, · · • 

(c) · Government do not consider that hehas held the appointment for' 
an indefinite period. · : · : : : : 

[ 6ra DEcR. 1929., - 
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.. . 
. < The · Honourable Malik Firoz Khan~ Noon. [Minister for. Local '. 

:S~lf-Government]: Sir, yesterday on the floor of this House a theory was · 
-advanced by certain members that this legislation contravened the primacy 
p,rinciples of the law of intention as fa.r as criminal jurisprudence was -eon- - 
-eemed. ""lt was suggested by more than one member that it is not right 
to convict a man without proving that be had the criminal intention of doing 
that'act, and they said that that principle of criminal jurisprudence was so 
wide that if any law were enacted contravening that principle that law was 
unjustifiable. I wish, to contest that theory of criminal jurisprn- . 

· denee and lay before the House that the piece of 19gisla.tion which the House 
1s enacting is in accordance with the principles of criminal jurisprudence, 

-and it has been enacted in several cases before. There· is no doubt that 
in the case of heinous crimes the statutory law of India and the law of other· 

':'lands imposes a duty on the prosecution to prove that the accused person 
had the criminal intention of committing that crime. But even in the 

-ease of serious offences there is such a thing as a law which does not allow the 
«accused to plead mens rea. For instance, the honourable member _ooroing 
from Lyallpur referred to the law of abduction. Under section 868 of the 
.Indian Penal Code a man who abducts another person, whether Bi. boy 
under 14 years or a girl· under 16, gets convicted, and if he pleads in the 

-eourt that he did not know- the age of the boy or the girl, it is· absolutely no 
-defenee at all. (A voice: Question.)Tbat is the law and there is no question 
-at all. I can even quote a case where a girl was actually 16 years old and 
.she said she was 18 and the man who abducted her believed her to be 18 
.years old. But when the case went to court it was proved that sh~ was 

, 16 years old and the man who abducted her was convicted. Be it remem 
bered that it is not a quasi-crime bus a serious crime, the punishment for it 

: being seven years' rigorous imprisonment. 
Now, to proceed further. In all countries besides serious crimes, they 

. ·have created what are called quasi-crimes. In regard to these quasi-crimes 
--there are two kinds of legislation. One kind .J>f · legislation allows the 
.aeeussd person to rebut the presumption of his guilt. The law court 
presumes that the accused is guilty till he proves his innocence. 
That is one kind of legislation. The second kind of legislation is · 
that the law does .not even permit a man to put up the plea of 
innocence, and by the very fact that he has committed the offence he is con 
victed. I shall give later instances of the two kinds of quasi-offences. 

·· There is one fact to be remembered that in the case of quasi-crimes the 
'punishment is lenient. Tha punishment is not . so serious as in· the case of 

·. -serious crimes. Especially with· regard to legislation on food all countries 
.have created quasi-crimes for which punishments are fine and imprisonment, 
We also have provided the same punishments as have been provided in 
England. What are those punishments ? On first conviction.only a sentence 

-of fine, on second conviction also only a sentence of fine· and, even on the - 
third conviction, only a sentence of fine and, if the accused person cannot 
-prove that be is not really guilty then he is imprisoned. In all cases he is· · 
given a chance of proving that he is innocent. · Here I shall quote some authori, 
-ties · on the subject. For instance, here is .a book by a learned author · 
-ealled ' Stroud on Mens Bea'> At page 18 he says--:c- · 

!! But an Aot of Parliament oan require all courts and all persollS to treat such &n mi. 
dividual in all respects as if he were guilty •••••• ' - 

.~ ·).~ 
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c .. Lal.a l\i;ukand .. '-al, Puri: Is. the -Honourable Minister supporting or: 
opposing the amelidin~i:it ? : ' . ' ' ,'. : r 

~ . 'Mr. ~resident: ,Whether he IS supporting or opposing it, has he'.not •a\ 
right to speak? ·· · . . · · - 

The Honourable Malik ,Firoz Khan, Noon : At page 18 the-learned.. 
au.thor says- · : 

!! But an Act of Parliament oa.n require all courts and all persons to treat sn~h a:oi 
individual in all respects as if he were guilty, however innocent he may be int 
reality. This is precisely what certain modern statutes have done, witli the. 
result that, in connection with certain prohibitions, as tci adulteration of food; 
sale of liquors and a· few other matters, innocent .people are occasionally 
'convicted' in a. criminal court in the same manner, a.nd with the like conse-· 
quenees, as if they were guilty of the specified crimes charged against them. 

!' In all such ca~ the justification of the arbitrary Interference with liberty is pre- 
cisely similar to the justification of all the commonlaw presumptionsabove· 
referred to, vii., the difficulty which would ensue, or which it has been thought. 
would ensue, in 'enforcing the statutory provisions in question, if the existence. 
or absence of culpable Intentionality were inquired into." 

Again at page 227, the same author says- 
!.! Secondly, the various provisions of statutes relative to .the adulteration of' foods 

and regulation of the.sale of goods, which have been seen to create q'llaai-crimes, 
in derogation ftom the principle of intentionality, have the effect alsoof making· 

'a master liable quasi-criminally in respect of the acts or defaults of his ser 
va11ts, without, any degree or privity on his part, 

f! Thus in Br~ v. Foot.; it. was held that a master milk-seller may be convicted of' 
selling adulterated milk,_although it was adulterated by his servant withcut 
his knowledge orconnivance, and was quite pure when entrusted to the ser-- 
vant for sale: - 

!' There was a positive prohfbition to sell adulterated milk, and that implied that the 
master-seller shall take care not only not himself to sell it, but also that it is 
not sold by any. one whom he employs. In this case the servant was employed' 
generally to sell milk for his master, and there would be no reason to relieve: 
the master from liability under the Act merely because he does not personally' 

· sell the milk. Re is also to take care that the persons he. employs do not sell: 
it adulterated, and, if they do, then, he breaks the Act, and is liable." . 

!' In Parker v. Alder, where the respondent contracted to supply pure. milk a.t .Padding._: 
ton.vand duly 'delivered, the milk in a pure condition to the servants of the 

_railway company at Challow Station, but without his knowledge or consent 
it was adulterated during the transit by railway to Paddington; he was held', 
by'Lord Russell, C. J., and Wills, J., toheve been properly convicted." .. 

!' In Farley v, Hi(ninb.1tham a master was held to have been rightly convicted in 
respect of the unlawful conduct of his manager, in-his absence, in refusing to-: 
sell to a. police constable some coffee required for .analysis, and Wright, • J.~. 
said r-« 

! An'employer is liable for the act of his servant in s~ch a case as this, upon the well-» 
known principle that where the gist of the offence is not in.reality_ criminal then. . 
the master may be held liable. It seems to me that these Food Adulteration .' 
Acts could not be worked, if persons who keep shops were not to be held liable- ; 
for acts done by their servants in carrying on the ordinary course of the busi·- · 
nes.s•.". . 

Now,0 Sir, the English law has gone so far as to make the master liable-. 
for t\ie act of his servant. The master does not do the act nor even knows.' 
what is being done by his servant, still he is liable. It will be seen, however.. 
from clause 16 of our Bill that we also had made the employer liable. · But 
()\Vlllg to certain circumstances of the country- and in order .. to concede to- : 
the wishes of the honourable members on the opposite .side of the House, wei. . .1 
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Thu,S it will be observed that the law recognises that there are certain. 
offences in which no excuse of this kind can be allowed to be pleaded. 
Perhaps my honourable friends will not object "if I quote again a book 
which he quoted himself yesterday on tho· question of mens rea. It is Dr. 
Hari Singh . Gour's Indian Penal Code. That learned author in his eom-. 
mentary on section 861 says this :- 

" But when proved it is sufficient, and the accused cannot be heard to say that he dM 
not know her to be under the age of consent, or might suppose from her ap-. 
pearance that she wall older, or that there were reasonable grounds for believing. 
her to be so, and that the accused was honestly misled. Nor does the fact that 
the girl had herself volunteered to go with, the prisoner alter his' liability, for.._:. 
if it did, it would be giving effect to her consent which Jaw has declared to be 
wholly inoperative. So Maule, J., saia : 'The law throws a protection about 
young persons of the sex and within the age specified by the' Statute. It has · 
been determined by the Legislature, that at age young females are not able to, 
protect themselves ; or give any binding consent to a matter of this description. . 
It is, therefore, quite immaterial whether "tho girl abducted consents or not ; 
if her family, that is to· say, those who under the Statute may lawfully have the 
possession and control over her, do not consent to her departure, the offence is., 
committed.' Even the fact that the girl had deceived the accused by over 
stating her age would be no defence for as Erie, C. J,, said : ' The Statute was--· 
passed for the protection of parents, and for preventing unmarried girls from 
being taken out of the possession of their parents against theit: will ; and it is 
clear that no deception or forwardness on the part of the girl in such oases can , 
prevent the person taking her away from being guilty of the offence created' 
by this section." 

I am quoting these merely to show that no offence is much more heinous 
than the ones that have been created. · 

. Now, let us proceed to see if there is any other Ac~ or .legislatien siini- 
1.ar to the one we have now, before us. The English law recognises certain. 

have for the present made the seller liable and not the employer. I wi,shed.i 
to quote to the honourable member yesterday who said that the present - 
Hill is more stringent than the English law, that _the English law even as it:, 
stands at present, that is, the Act of 1928, makes the employers liable 
fer the acts of his agents, whereas our Bill does not go so far. Section 9 · 
of the English Act of 1928 makes an employer liable for certain offences 

' "W;_hich are committed by his servants, · (Interruption) Yesterday it was, 
stated that the present Bill transgresses all laws of jurisprudence, and the- 
honourable member quoted an Act of ·the Mother of Parliaments and said: , 
that we have been: following that law. I am saying that the Bill has been modi·. 
fled to suit the wishes of honourable members and has gone below the standard · 
of the Mother of Parliaments. Yet it is alleged that the Bill is a very harsh: 
ore. In the Act qf the Mother of Parliaments, in section 27, sub-section 6>. 
it is laid dcwn that where an employer is charged with an offence he is con-. 
vieted unless in that very ease he pleads that somebody else is the real accused 
person and that real accused person is brought up and convicted. Then, 
alone is the employer let off. Thus it will be seen that-the Bill which is now 
before .the House does not transgress the laws of jurisprudence nor is it as. 
stringent as it is alleged to be, nor even as stringent as the law of England. 
Hereagain, I may quote from a famous authority. I now quote from 
Halsbury's Laws of England, paragraph 506 :- 

" There are certain offences in the prosecution of which proof of a particular intent, 
or state· of mind is not incumbent on the prosecution, In some of these ca;ses 
the defendant may excuse himself by proving that his intent or state of mmd 
was innocent, But in others no such excuse is available." 
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"indictable offences in which the plea of want of knowledge is not allowed. 
For instance, in the case of Reg. v. Stephens, 1 Queen's Bench Division, page 
702, and in another case Gudy v. Lewey, 18 Queen's Bench Division, page 207. 

· it was held that if a person is found drunk on a licensed premises, then the . 
license-holder cannot go and plead in the Court that he did. not know ' 
-that the man was drunk. It is presumed that heknew it and he is not allowed 
·to put forward that plea of want of knowledge, but by the mere fact that the 
Jierso~ was found there drunk he is then and there convicted. A.gain under 
·the English law, if a person in pursuit of a game trespasses into another 
_person's field, he is not allowed by law to plead in the courtt hat he did not 
.know that it was somebody else's field. By the mere fact that he is in 
-somebody else's field he is convicted then and there and he is not allowed to. 
:put forward the plea of __ lack of knowledge. This was the ease Moilern 
-v. Porter, 7 C. B., page 641. 

Similarly, Sir, in another case Reg. v. Maxwell, J·. P., page 176, the ac- 
, -eused person was not allowed to put forward the plea that when attacking 

.a constable · he did not know that the man was a constable; The Iaw 

.ahsolutely forbids the plea being put forward. The question of the 'lack of 
knowledge about the position of a person that is being attacked by the 

-aeeused ~er~n does not -at, all arise. 
Similarly, Sir, in England, under the Debtors Act, 1869; similar provision 

-are created under which an accused person is debarred from pleading 
his ignorance and the absence· of fraudulent intention is cast expressly on 
:the· defendant. 

Under the Merchandise Marks A.ct of 1887, in Christie, Manson and Woods 
-v. Cooper, 2 Q. B. D., similarly it was held that lack of knowledge cannot 
be pleaded . 

. Now.Bir, I should like to place a. few facts before this-House with regard 
to this particular piece of legislation, that is, th~ Adulteration of Food .Bill, 
We have seen already that so far as this legislation is concerned it is a sort 
-of quasi-criminal legislation. On the first offence it is only a fine, on the 
:second offence it is only a fine and on the third conviction a fine or a. mild 
.11entence of imprisonment. The English Act goes farther. Here is a case. 
Blaker v. Tillstone, 1. · Q. B. D., page 845, in which it was held that a mere 
possession of unsound meat for the purpose of sale was enough to convict 
ihe man, proof of knowledge by the accused of. the condition ofthe meat is 
unnecessary. Now here again, Sir, on this point I would like to read to you 
-eertain cases from this book on mens rea :-,- 

.At page 40 it is stated for the prevention of sale of adulteratated food 
~d other articles :- · 

"In Fitzpatri~k "· KeUy the defendant was charged, under the Adulteration of Food 
Act then in force, with selling as unadulterated some butter which had been 
largely adulterated with lard and other substances. There was no evidence 
of seienter, but Blackburn and Archibald, J,T., held this to· be. immaterial, 
and decided that an offence was committed whenever an adulterated artiolo 
wae sold as unadnlterli.ted, • wh!)ther. the selle, knew.it or. not." 
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'Then again:- 
t..' In Betts e, Arm•tead, the :responden1t who had sold some bread con,taining almn 

although in Ignorance thereof, we.a held rightly convicted under · section 6 of 
the Sale of Food and Drugs Act, 1875, which provides that ' no persons shall 
sell to the prejudice of the purchaser any article of food or any -drng which is 
not oI the nature, substance and quality demanded by such purchaser," 

'Then again, Sir :- 
!! Pain e, Bou,,ktwoad, arose under the latter p1,rt of 11eotion 9 of the same . Act i 

• No person shall, with intent that the same may be sold in its altered state 
without notice, a.bstract'froni any article oI food, any part of it so as to affect 
injuriously its quality, substance or nature, and no person shall sell any o.rtiole• 
so altered without making disclosure of the alteration;' under a penalty in 
each ease not exceeding £20. The consideration guiding the judges in Be~ts 
1>. Armstead, as to section 6, being held applicable also to section 9, it was held 
that a person selling an altered article could properly be cottrlcted, although 
he did not know of the . alteration," - 

liere is another interesting case which I will- read out to the "Council :- 
" A milk-seller had· milk sent up to her from the country.In co.mpnatively large quan 

tities ; she posred it into 8, pail, and sold it in small quantities to her customers,. 
for that purpose dipping it-from time to ti:ne out of the pail with a measure. 
It is a matter of common knowledge that, unless milk is frequently stirred, there - 
is a. tendency on the part of the cream or fa.tty m'.l.tter of the milk to rise to 
the top, leaving the. lower portion of the milk denuded ol the fat which it · 
originally contalned, The. milk-seller sold the milk in t,h1,t condition.,, ••• ~· 
I will &!SU me that she did not gain by it, that h to say; that she sold the upper 
portion of the milk, which contained an excess of fat, at ths same price as that 
at which she afterwards sold the lower portion, which was deficient in fat. Bufl 
this_ Act was passed with ~he object, not of punishiag the seller, but of protecting 
the buyer .• , .•.• ,. , • " .. _ 

This is what this Bill aims at. The primary aim of this Bill is not to 
:Punish the seller, but its object is to provide pure food to the public. 

"There had b'een, unconsciously perhaps, abstracted fro:n the· milk its fatty m1,tter, 
to an extent which bjuriowly affected its quality .•... , .. · The earlier 
branch of the section prohibits a. person from a.b3tracting part of an arbiole 
of food with intent that the same ma.y be sold in its altered state without notice, 
and it is said that the offence of selling aimed a.t. by the latter part of tlie sec 
tion is limited to the sale of an artdele so altered, th'l.t is to say, altered with 
suoh intent .....•. , To my mind, so to construe the section would be to 
make nonsense of it, and to deprive the public of ths greater part of the pro 
tection which the section was intended to afford ••.•... .the injury to t'1e pur 
chaser being .just the same, whether there was a wrongful intent-or nos." 

Again, ~ir, Wright J., referred to Fitzpartick v. Kelly, and said:- 
" Knowing of that decision, Parliament in 1875 dra.fted tho present Act in the form 

in which they did, and it is only reasonable to suppose that from their kn:iwledg& 
of the construction whioh the judges had put upon the section in the earlier 
Act, they could tell what construction the judges would be likely to put upon 
a. similar sect.ion in the Act they were passlng, and would know that it -would 
be construed without any reff/rence to guilty intent." · 

· . You would see, Sir, that· here I have quoted to y,n cerb,i'.l c1993 fro n 
-the English Law'showing and justifying the provisions of our own Isw and 
~lso showing how our law is much milder than the E1glish L1w. 

Here again, Sir, I will draw your attention to the SJ.le of Intoxicant 
.!ct. In this Act in England it is provided that a licensed seller shall 
iiC>t sell to a child under 1~ yeJ.rs of age liquor without a bottle being corked 
.and sealed, and if the bottle is not found to be corked and sealed it is pres. 
-snmed that the seller knew that it was uncorked and unsealed, and that he 
eannot put forward a. plea of ignorance. This is another kind of legislation. . 
-on similar lines. · 
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Similarly there is another English law on the subject that· a. mere 

possession of a. thing which 'is prohibited by law is sufficient to· establish 
the guilt. A game keeper is found 'in possession of game, for. that he is 
convicted and punished, the question whether the game was stolen or 
otherwise noes riot arise. Similarly the' English law in regard to the 
possession of adulterated tobacco is the same.; The mere possession of 
~du.Iterated tobacco is sutlicient to convict a seller. 

It remains for me, Sir, to mention -only one point, and that is .that 
yesterday it was mentioned thattho English Act of 1928 is much milder 
than the Bill now before the House. I do not agree with this at all. Sup· 
posing, Sir, the English law was milder now than it was 50 years ago, 
what does it .13how? To my mind,. Sir, what it shows is this, that at an 
early stage of legislation about the adulteration of food in England 
the English Parliament discovered that. stringent measures were necessary 
to enforce on people the desirability of selling pure food. Sir, there was a. 
time in England when stealing of sheep was a capitaJ offence· and tlie man 
was hanged for it. "The eonditien of society in England in those days was. 
such that a severe penalty was called for in order to stop stealing of sheep; 

· If you will introduce such a law in England to-dsy, you will probably not 
consider it very sound. Why? because that country has been educated and. 
advanced and the people can protect themselves. Similarly,. 
the English law about adulteration of food. was very stringent to begin with, 
but it is modified to-day because English Parliament feels that the people are 
educated and are able to defend themselves against persons who are likely 
to sell adulterated food. Similarly, we are at present at the same stage 
where E igland was a hundred years ago. However, it is for us to see whether, 
our law to-day should be on the lines of the English law oi the present time, 
or on the lines of the English law of hundred years ago. Sir, we must not 
ignore the condition of the public. that exists in this country to-day. Now, 
Sir, let us see if the English law is much different from our own law in 
essentials. Here is 'section 2 of the English Act of 1928 which reads 
thus: 

"No person shall sell to the prejudice of the purchaser any article of food or any drug 
which is not of the nature, or not of the substance, or not of the quality, , of the- 
article demanded by the purchaser." I . 

So far as the sale of this kind of articles is concerned, it is defined in 
sections 8 and 4 of our Adulteration of Food Act. The law in England 
is exactly the -same as it was many years ago. If a person sells milk to 
another person who expects that there should be 9 per cent. of fat in it, but 
it is found that, there is only 8 per cent .. fat, the person who is selling the 
milk which is deficientin fat will be convicted to-day just as he would have 
been convicted twenty years ago. Our law is not 'much different from tha. 
English law. The penalty under clause ,2 of the English law is provided, 
for in sub-section (8) of section 27 of the English Act, and we have copied 
it verbatim from that Act, so you cannot say that our law is different from 
the English law. So you will see, Sir, that our punishment clause is the same; 
as that of the English law on the subject. Some honourable me~beni have; 

.. 

,.- . 
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The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : We have. agreed to the 

exemption of the employer. The reason why we 
• 3 P. 11• have done so is this: . The main object of the Act 

:is to try and ensure that the person who is actually selling food sells pure 
food, and if we can get hold of the actual seller it · would be 
enough for the present. My honourable friends . who are fighting tooth 
.and nail every clause of the - Bill are trying to make it a sort of communal 
measure, a sort of class measure, whereas I have brought it forward for the 

· '.benefit of the province as. a whole. The Hindus, Sikhs as well as the Muha.m- 
. madans stand to get the benefit of it. ~ ~ny article of food is injurious t9 

health, it is injurious to all persons equally, -- It is as bad for the honour 
nble member from Jara.nwala as it is bad for the honourable member from 
~a:rgodha. As far as the purity _of food:is concerned, it is the same for all 
-elasses, and I should have liked the honourable members to have taken.the 
measure in the spirit in· which it is brought 'forward. . It was said that the 
Honourable Minister or the Government had. some sinister motive behind 
their minds and wanted to interfere with .the .eourse of trade and ruin the 
"trader, and also that it would prove a.I!. engine' of oppression. All sorts, of 
·.arguments of that kind were put forward. Let it be .remembered that it is 
-the representatives of the public .opposite who do not realise their duty and 
'protect the public by enacting a strong measure. It cannot be said· of me 
:that I have' been unwilling to agree to the wishes of the Council. If this 
tAct, therefore, in any way proves ineffective, or err~ on the side of. leniency 
:1et the blame be laid at the door of those honourable · members here who 
have sought to modify it. For my part I hope to make it effective as far as 
~~ . . 

In the end !'only wish to say''that as far as this. clause is concerned 
I am advised by the Legal Remembran,cer that· its ·deletion would make 
no difference, and the Bill would remain as effective with this clause as with 
out it. I have, therefore, no obj.action to the deletion .of this elause.alto 
gether. Clause 18 as now agreed.}<? py,tlle House is enough to b!U· a plea. 

. .-0£ ignorance, #._. •• ~-. ·• • 
. ~. . .. : . ,_ .. 

Mr. President : · Qut:IBtion · is...a..;..· ~;'.; 1 / . . . . ~- , . ~ ~. .... .• 

esuggested that our law is mueh more stringent than the English law. That 
.is not correct. What has actually happened is this that this law has been 
much more modified than the English law. As I have suggested to the 
House before it was right for us to make a law much more stringent than • 

·the English law on the lines of the English law of fifty years ago.· But 
we have not done so .. We have drafted our Bill on the lines of the modern 
English law. We have gone further than. the English Jaw. We have 
lowered the effectiveness of our Act by-providing under- certain circumstances 
·that the· employer shall not be liable. Under the English law of 
:to-day, that is, the Act of 1923, an employer is liable to be punished for tho , 
.act of his agent .. Here we have exempted-the employer. e , 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani : Why have you exempted the employer? . 
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Clause 21. 
Mr. P~sid,ut: Qu93tion is 

"That claUEe 21 sta.nd -part of the Bill." 
· Motion was carried: 

~ause 22. 
l\l'lr. President: Quest~on is- · 

"That clause 22 stand part of tne Bill." 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: Sir, I beg to move-. 

" That this cla~. le omitted." 
Mr. President: Order, order. I have ruled more than once lhat the 

'omission of a clause is not an amendment : nor is it a motion. - It is a nega- - 
tion of the clause which the honourable member-may oppose :first by his 
speech and at the end by his vote. 

· Lala M~-.nd Lal, Puri: Sir, as a result of the discussion which has 
taken place, it has been agreed between the Honourable Minister and honour 
able members on this side that this clause need not form part of the Bill; 
and that a clause enacting the provisions of section 49 of the Mnnloipat 
Act be substituted in· its. place. The prinicple _ underlying the deletion of 
this clause is that the rule of le.w forms part of the Indian law as much as 
it .does of the English law, anq ordinarily Indian law does not recognise ·any 
parl~ct;Iar ~rivileges in ~favour. of o~oia.ls •. ;I~ does 1;1ot. ~ecognise any 
~dllllDlstrat1ve . law (kn ailm11,mstrat:if) as it 18 recognised m France and 
other continental countries: An official is just as much subject to · the 
penaltie~ or privileges of law as an ordinary citizen. And there is no reason 
why an ~spector although he· ~e a fo~a. inspector ~honld be .entitled to be 
treated d1£fetently from an ordinary citizen or official. That 18 the reason. 
why I ·oppose the clause. · · · · 

Mr. President : . Question is- 
" That clause 22 stand part of .the Bill" 

Motion was lost. ' 
New 'clause. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : I move= 
.. That the following be added to the Bill :- 

! No suit shall be institut.ed against an Inspector in respect of any act purporting 
.to be done in his official capacity until the ex:pl:ration of one month next 
after notice in writing has 'been ·delivered to him, or left at his office or pla()(t 
of a.bode stating the cause of action, name and place of abode of the iD.tend. 
ing plaintiff and plaint must contain a. sta.t.ement that such notice ha.a bee11> 
so delivered or left, provided that nothing in this section shall apply to· arir 
suit instituted under section M of the Speoifio ~ef Act; 1877.'' · 

Ciausef20. 
Mr. President : Question is.,:_ · 

" That clause 20 stand part of the Bill." 
Motion was carried. · 

· Claus'? 19. 
Mr. President: Question' is=-. 

"That clause 19 stand pari of the Biil." 
Motion was carried. 

c • 
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·----------------- . .. 

. This is an exact reproduction of section 49 of the Punjab Munioipali 
·.Act, and,. it is felt that mch a provision will meet the necessities of the eese, 
and that no further protection is necesp.ary for the Inspectors. I move the 
amendment for the acceptance of the House . 

Mr. President : Question is- 
. " That the following new clause be taken into consideratien :- · 

' No suit shall be instituted against an Inspector in respect of any act pttrporting: 
to be done in his official capacity until the expiratfon of oI'ie month next, 
after notice in writing has been delivered to him or left at his office or place· 
of abode stating the cause of action, name and place of abode of the intend 
ing plaintiff, and plaint must contain a statement that such notice has been, 
so delivered or left,.provided that nothing in this section shall apply to any· 
suit-instituted under section 54 oft-he Specific Relief Act, 1877." .. 

Motion was carried. 
Rana Firoz•ud-Din Khan [South-East Towns, (Muhammadan)'; 

Urban] (Urdu) : Sir, the object of the proposed clause seems to be simply 
this that no suit should be instituted against an Inspector in respect of -any 
act. purporting to be done in his official capacity until- tlre expiration of 
one month next after notice in writing has been delivered to him. In my 
opinion this clause would afford- the Inspector no protection at . all, He· 
would be harassed by such notices eve-:y now and then. Besides, this clause 
debars civil proceedings only, and the inspector will always .be liable liO· 
criminal 'proceedings on the ground of unlawful trespass .. It has also been 
said that· this claus"e has been taken from the Municipal Act. But this is: 
no reason why this clause should be acceptable to. the House, 

Mr. President: tt does not touch criminal proceedings at all. 
Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan : Yes; that is the reason why I say t_hat 

this provision would give no protection to the inspector. To me this clause 
seems to be ridiculous and unnecessary. I therefore strongly oppose it. 

. The Honoutable Malik Firoz Khar,"Noon: .I wanted to say· that 
as far as. the criminal liability is concerned he is protected under the Indian 
Penal Code, section 79, which says, " Nothing is an offence which is done: 
by any person who is justified by law, or who by reason of a mista;k,e of fact 
and· not by reason of a mistake of law in good. faith, believes himself to be 
justified by law, in doing it." So, we agreed to the omission of the criminal 
portion from the clause. He is protected in any case. ._ 
· Shaikh Abdul Ghani -[West Punjab Towns (Muhammaadan) Urban].::: 
Suppose you want to enforce this Act in a place like Lahore. Tho inspec: 
tor takes some drastic action. Several people join together· and· say, ' we 
know that the .only method. of hauling up the inspector is to serve notice," 
and · after a. month they institute proceedings· against him,. . Is it considered, 
that the inspector under the circumstances will have the audacity to go, - on and do his duties in the way you want ? It will be impossible for a man 
when there is a shower of notices against him to go on with his duties. 
I think this is quite unnecessary. After all, this is a new legislation, and all., 
-0f us have been saying that the Municipal Act and the Punjab Food Act of 
1919 and others have all been ineffectual. Now the House is summoning up. 
courage, arid it wants to tackle the problem.c-a problem which is eating into, 
the very vitals ofthe nation. Under these eireumstances you put forward. 
a legislation l;ialf~hoortedly simply because you are afraid that certain see 
tiozµi of the ~pulati~ '.WhoIJl it nrlglit hit re~ellt it; · · 

_, - 
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. . 

Mr. President : May I know what the honourable member ~ iri_ving :.at ? . . ' 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani : I am sliowing that if you retain this legislation 

-on the statute book and you do not want it to be treated as a dead letter, 
then at least give .your inspector opportunities tolaunch proceedings against 

.the persons concerned free and unrestricted. If you cannot protect him 
-and if -you <cannot make him free, then your Act is doomed. 

Mr. President: All this might have been relevant when clause 22 
twas. under discussion. The House has decided . that that clause should 
'not stand part of the Bill. So, its discussion is rather late. 

Swillm Abdul Ghani: We know that it is.a cry in the wilderness, 
especially when it was stated that the Government had agreed to this new 
'Clause. We think it is our duty to. show that we are not a party to this. 
We know we are helpless, and we cannot do anything in the matter. That 

:is all I can say. · 
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq [ Amritsar City (Muhammadan) Urban] 

Of course I know that clause 22 has been omitted. But I do not understand 
the object of adding this new clause. . There may. be no harm with· 

-out this clause ; but when lawyers see this clause they may at once think of 
sinning notice to the inspector and creating trouble for the inspector. 
What is the use of creating trouble to this poor· inspectnr ? We know how 
·most of thes, things are run in municipalities. If fifty or sixty notices are 

' · served against rim the municipality will say he is a bad man. It is much 
'better not to give such sort of protection to this man. He m'l.y well say 
., God save me from my frien ds.' If the object is to give hin, protection, 
then this is hardly giving protection.· Since the Government have taken 
away the criminal protection, let this civil protection also go. If this clause 

iiS added then, any number of petitions might come in. TMy have to spend 
only S!- annas on a notice. It only gives him one month's time and nothing 
else. 

Mr. President : When clause 22 was under discussion, · the honour· 
able member did not even rise to speak. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : We knew the hopelessness of the position. 
Government had told us that they agreed to the 'omission of that clause. 
'But now I am not sure whether they have also agreed to this new proposal. 
I think that the mover himself is· willing to· withdraw this amendment, 'and 

--~e on this side are of the· same opinion and the benches· to my left are 
almost vacant. Why should the Government thrust this clause on us now ? 
1 hope the Honourable Minister will not accept this amendment· because it 

:·is adding more troubleto the inspector, and it 'is only sho,wing a. way to 
tthe thousands of shopkeepers to give trouble to the poor inspector. 

Th~· Honom.able Malik Fii'o~ . Khu, . Noon (Minister. fur. Local 
'Self-Gov'ernment): Sir, I. have no doubt that this section does not prevent 
1i, civil suit being lodged against an inspector; but the object of having this 

· ,clause is this. It at least gives the inspector the ehancoto know. what sort 
<M· a .suit is going to be filed agains.t him, and in many cas:es it happe~ that the 
n~~~ssary notice has not b)~_e:q.,giv~ ~mI,the:swt for.thi~.:-r~ason willbe dis: 
missed:· .To startwith; lthm~:tpere)vUl:.'.Q~~'very{e)'v'.cas.esin w.luoh peop_ie.~ 

. be prepared to come anti ·pa;y -colJtt:fe'es'li.nd :engage 'counsel'. and lodge civil 
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Ayes 42 ; Noes 16. 
Ans 42. 

Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram. 
Kha.n . Bahedur Captain Sardar 

Sikandar Hyat Khan. 
Khan, . Rai Bahadue Lala Mohan Lal 

Pandit Nanak Cliand. 
Muzaffar Chaudhri Baldev Singh. 

Lala Mnkand Larl Puri. 
· Miari .Ahmad Y ar Khan, Daultana, 

Mr. Owen Roberts. 
Bai Bahadur Pandit Danlat Ram, 

Kalia. 
Rai SaJuo Lala· Ganga Ram. 
Lala Gopal Das. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Rattan Chand. 
Pandit Meha.r Chand. 
Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah. 
Khan Bahib Khan Muhammad 

Saifullah Khan. 
RisQ.ldar Bahadur Nur Khan. 
Rai Bahadnr Lala. Dhanpat Rai. 
Sarda.r Bahadur Capt. Dalpat Singh •. 
Sardar Bahadur Sardar Shao Narain 

Singh. . . 
Sardar Sahib Sardar Fateh Singh. 
Sardar Mohindar Singh. 

Col. C. A. Gill. 
Mr. H. Calvert·. 
Mr. C. A; H. Townsend, 
The · Hon'ble- Malik Firoz 

Noon. 
Khan Bahadur Nawab 

Khan. · · 
Mr. W. R. Wilson. 
Sir George Anderson. 
Mr. A. R. Astbury. 
Mr. J.B. G. Smith. 
The Hon'ble Mr. Manohar Lal. 
The Hon'ble Sardar .Sir Jogendra 

Singh. - 
The Hon'ble Mr. A. M. Stow. 
The Hon'ble M:ian Sir Fazl·i· 

Husain. 
Mr: Alan Mitchell. 

· Mr. J. D. Penny. 
Mr. O.M. G· Ogilvie. 
Mr. H. M. -Cowan. 
Dr. Mrs. M. C. Shave. 
Khan Bahadue Maalvi Abdul Ghani. 
Mr. S. L. $ale~ . 
Diwai{Bahad.ur ~aja Narendra Nath. 

··.· 
j suits against an inspector. You might have expected that some people may· 

prosecute him for persecution or for taking away things from the shop and 
for things like tliat. In such cases he is already protected under the Indian· 
Penal Code. As far as civil liability is concerned, the question of a notice 
is of great value. I know it for a fact that under the Civil Procedure Code 
all suits which are to be lodged against the Secretary of State require at least 
two months; notice under section 80 or 82 of the Civil Procedure Code. There 
are many cases in which suits filed against the Secretary of State are on the 
very first objection rejected either because the cause of action has not been 
stated or because it has not been properly stated or because there is a fight 
between the lawyers as to the jurisdiction. These are all preliminary 
objections without going into the details. So this fact of giving one month's 
notice and stating the whole case is very important, so that the inspector 
knows and he has time to prepare his case .if a case is filed against him. So 
it is in a way advantageous to have this new clause. 

Mr. President: Question is that the following new clause be added - 
to the Bill :- ~ · 

" No suit s'ha.ll be iilstituted ·against an Inspector in respeot·of· -any act· purporting 
to be done in his official capacity until the expiration of one month next 
after notice 'in writing has been delivered to. him, or left at his office or 
place of abode stating the cause of action, name and place of abode of the 
inte:11..djpg plaintiff and plaint must contain. a statement that suoh notioe 
has been so delivered or left, provided that nothing in this section shall 
apply to any suit instituted under section 54 of the Specific Relief Act, 
1877." 

The Council divided : 
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Pro'D'iso. 
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath [Punjab Land-holders (Gene, 

.iral)]: Sir, I beg to move; · 
~· That the following be added after sub-elanae (4) of cla.use 23 :-:- 

' Provided that before making any rules under the provisions of this section, the 
Local Government shall, in addition to observing the procedure laid down 

Sub-cW11.£Se ( 4). 

Mr. President : Question is : 
" That sub-clause (4) of clause 23 stand pa.rt of the clause." 

Motion was carried. 
Mr. President : Question is : 

•• That clause 23 stand part of the Bill;, 
Motion was carried. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri [Lahore City (Non-Muhammadan), (Urban)] r 
'Sir, sub-clause (8) requires amendment in the light of what we have already 
done. This imposes a penalty contrary to the view of the House as expressed 
.in the previous clause. 

Mr. President: There is no amendment now before the House. 
"What is the honourable member speaking to ? 

Lala M11kautl L11I,: Pari: I am m3rely putting forward a suggestion, 
Mr~ President: If by suggestion is meant an amendment, no amend- 

ment has been tabled. · 
Mr. Pr~ident : Question is ; 

"That sub-clause (3) of clause 23 stand pa.rt of the clause." 
.Motion was carried. 

Sub-clause (8). 

ClallSe 23. 
Sub-clauses (1) and (i). 

Mr. President : Question is : 
" That sub-clauses I and 2 of clause 23 stand pa.rt of the clause." 

Motion was carried. · 

-- - - - ------ -- ---- 

NOES 16. 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani. 
Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rah· 

man Khan. 
Ohaudhri Afzal Haq. 
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq. 
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli. 
Sardar Hari Singh . 
Sardar Partap Singh. 
Sardar Harbakhsh Singh. 
Mr. E. Maya Das. 

Malik Nawab Major Talib Mehdi 
Khan. 

'Shaikh Faiz Muhammad. 
Ohaudhri Dnli Chand. 
Ohaudhri Yasin Khan. 
Khan Bahadur Malik Muhammad 

. Amin Khan. 
Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad 

Hayat, Qureshi. 
Rana Firoz-nd-Din Khan. 
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.---------------- 

in section 21 of the Punjab General Clauses .Act, 1898, publish by notifica 
tion a draft of the proposed rules for the information of persons likely to be 
affected thereby at least thirty days before a meeting of the Punjab Legis· 
Iative Council. .The Local Government shall defer consideration of such 
rules until after the II'eeting of the Punjab Legislative Council next follow· 
ing the publication of the draft, in order to give any member of the Council 
an opportunity to introduce a motion for discussing the draft.' " 

You see, Sir, that this Bill has been under the discussion of the Council 
for the last three or four days and that is a sufficient indication of the fact 
how deeply interested the members are in this measure. Yet a reference 
to sub-clause (2) will show that very important matters have tg be regulated 
by rules. There are the qualifications of persons who are to be appointed 
as inspectors, there are the qualifications of persons who are to be appointed 
as analysts, there is the nature of adulteration to be defined, the standardiza 
tion of food, etc. If the Council continues its interest in the Bill which it 
has been discussing for so many days, l am sure the Council will want that 
the rules are also brought up before the Council for discussion. 

Mr. President: For discussion only? 
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : For discussing the draft 

and for suggesting any changes that Government might afterwards adopt. 
Mr. President: That is what the honourable member means by dis· 

eusssion, 
Diwan Bahadu:r Raja Narendra Nath: Yes, the object is that 

Government should give the Council an opportunity of discussing the draft. 
I have not undertaken the responsibility of suggesting that the Council should 
itself change the rules because I' thought that would be introducing a contro 
versy with regard to the powers of the Council to which there may be no 
end. I will not touch on that point. 

There is nothing more to be said and I hope that the House will accept 
this amendment of mine and the Honourable Minister will have no objection 
to it. 

Mr. President : Question is- 
!' That the following new proviso be taken into consideratJon :- . 

' Provided that before making any rules under the provisions of this section the 
Local Government shall, in addition to observing the procedure laid down 
in section 21 of the Punjab Genera.I Clauses Act, 1898, publish by notifioa,. 
tion a draft of the proposed rules for the information of persons likely to be 
affected thereby, at least thirty days before a meeting of the Punjab Legis 
lative Council. The Local Government shall defer consideration of such 
rules until after the meeting of the Punjab Legislative Council next fol 
lowing the pnblioa.tion of the draft, in order to give any member of the 
Council an opportunity to introduce a. motion for discussing the draft.' " 

Motion was carried. 
' Mr. President : Question is- 

!' That the following proviso be added to clause 23 :- 
! Provided that before making any rules under the provisions of this section the 

LooaJ Government shall, in addition to observing the procedure laid down 
in section 21 of the Punja.b General Clauses Act, 1898, publish by notifica 
tion a draft of the proposed rules for the information of persons likely to be 
affected theteby, 11.t lea.st thirty days before a. meeting of the Punjab Legis. 
lative Council. The LooaJ Government shall defer consideration of such 
rules until after the meeting of the Pnnja.b Legislative Council next fol, 
lowing the publication of the draft, in order to give any member of the 
Council an opportunity to introduce a motion for discussing the draft.' " 

'Motion was carried. . 
11'2 
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The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: I think, Sir, I drew 
your attention to the fact that only two figures are given there. This was 
objected to by the Government of India. They said that it should read ='· 
•'Pure Food Act of 1929 ". 

Mr. President: The Bill may not receive the assent of the Governor· 
General by the end of the current year. When does it become law? 
""' The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : It becomes law after 
it has received the assent of the Govemor-Geperal. 

Mr. S. L. Sale (Legal Remembrancer): Sir, the Bill becomes an Act 
when it has received the assent of the Governor in Council, but it does not 
become law until it has received the assent of the Governor-General in 
Council 

Mr. President: The point ia what two. figures are to be ptit in? 
Dr. Gokid Chand, Narang .: There is no harm in leaving it as it is. 
The Honourable Malik _-Firoz . Khan, Noon : The Government of 

India object. to it. They say we must 'put 1929. ·· 
Mr. S. L. Sale: May I explaizi, Sir? In one Bill xecently passed by 

· this 'Oouneil, I thillk it was the Sind Sagar Colonization A~t--the last digit 
in the short title was left blank, and when it went up for the assent of the 
Governor-General in Council an objection was made in .. the Legislative 
Department of the _Government of India that nobody had any power to enter· 
any digit under any Act once it has been passed by· a Council. They also 
said that an amending Act_ would have be to brought into-the Council to enter· 
the digit. · 

The Honourable Mian Sir -Fazl-i-Husain-: I suggest that 1929 be 
added in the blank space. Would it be necessary s9far as 1929 is concerned 

- to support it with any ruling ? 
Mr~ President : I have no objection, but there is one thing which may 

be borne in mind. Section 81 (2) of the Government of India Act says : '1If- 

Clause 1. 
Sub-cl,ause (1). • 

Mr. President~ Question is- 
" That sub-clause (1) of clause 1 stand part of the Bill." 

Mr~ President: · Question is 
~·! Tliat this be the preamble of the Bill." 

Motion was carried. 

Schedule 
Mr. President: Question is- 

!! That the schedule stand part of the Bill." 

Motion was carried . . 
Preamble. 

Mr. President : Question is- 
" That clause 23 as amended stand part of the Bill." 

Motion was carried. 
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4 P.M. 

Mr. President: Under Article 92 of the Business Manual, I appoint 
a committee consisting of the member of the Gov· 
ernment to whose department the Bill relates, the 

-member who introduced the Bill (of course both of these happen to be one 
.and the sane parson in the present case), the Secretary to Government in 
the Lsgislative Department and the Deputy President, to examine the Bill 

. and report to the Council what amendments of a formal or consequential 
character should be made in. the Bilf as a matter of drafting. 

Dr. Gokul -Chand, Narang : }!ay I suggest the inclusion of Mr. Mukand 
Lal, Puri, .in that committee ? 

Mr. P.resident: If the honourable member will please refer to the article 
he will observe that only the gentlemen mentioned by me are entitled to 
constitute the committee. It is not in my power to include anybody else. 

. There is one more point the Council has to decide, that is to say, when 
the committee should present its report to the Council. 

The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl·i-Husain: On Monday. 
Mr. Presi~ent : In view of the fact that a very large number of amend· 

ments have been made, I would request the Committee, if the House agrees, 
that t~ey should not only report to the Council a list of the formal or eonse- - 
quential amendmentswhich may be necessary in their opinion, but that t'µ,ey 
should also incorporate those amendments in the Bill and get it printed with 
their amendments. I think this will enable the members to see how the Bill 
would read if the proposed amendments were accepted. There is no hurry, 
so the report can be 'made by Tuesday next. 

The· Honourable Mian Sir Fazl!"i-H,uaiu : -Later on, the other Bill 
will be ready to go to a similar select committee and, therefore, if the report 
-0£ the Committee on the present Bill is not ready by two o'clock · on 
Monday, then it cannot be ready by. Tuesday either. 

·· Mr. Pre~ident: I have no objection to the .report being presented on 
- .Monday. . . : - . . 

-the Governor withholds his assent from any such Bill, the Bill shell not bseome 
an Act"'. It follows from this that as soon as he gives assent a Bill becomes 
an Aot. Therefore, no figures need be inserted now and the year may be 
inserted as soon as the Governor gives his assent. The year might be 
1929 or 1980. 

The l1011ourable Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain: It is hardly .ne_cessary 
to enter into an argument with the Government of India. 

Mr. President : I leave it to Government. 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noou: I beg to move- 
" l'hat in sub-clause (I) of clause I, the figures' 29' be inserted after the figures' 19 •, 

Motion - was. carried. · 

Mr. President : Question is- 

"'.L'hat sub-clause (1) of clause l as amended stand part of the Bill." 

Motion was carried. 
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THE PUNJAB REGULATION OF ACCOUNTS BILL. 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow (Finance Member): Sir; I beg to 

.move- 
"That the Punjab Regulation of Accounts Bill as reported by the Select Oommittee- 

. be taken into consideration." ,· . 

In introducing this Bill as it emerges from the Select Committee I shall 
confi.ne myself to pointing out the particular modifications which that com 
mittee have proposed. 

The House will observe that in clause 2, sub-clause (7), exemption 
(vii) of the Bill originally introduced, namely- 

" A loan advanced by a landlord to his tenant, lessee, partner in cultdvation, or coc 
sharer for the purpose of carrying on agriculture " 

disappears altogether. 
The important exemptions (v) and (vi"). which deal with certain 

· classes of trade have been modified by the omission of exemption (v} 
' and clarified by the new definition of 'trader' in what is now sub-clause (9). 

In any discussion on this point it is important to remember that the type 
of loan which it is proposed to exempt is the loan to the trader and not by· 
the trader. 

The omission of exemption (v) has been found necessary in order to· 
prevent possible evasions of the intentions of the Bill • 

. The addition in exemption (ii) is intended to provide for the case of 
charitable and other institutions of the type frequently registered under ·the 
Societies Registration Act, 1860, or under similar enactment. 

Exemption (iii) is now limited to Government and local bodies. 
Exemption (iv) has been modified . in order to guard against·· possible 

evasions of the intentions of the Bill by persons forming themselves into, 
private companies. . 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : May I suggest that the committee that you 
. have appointed tnay, commence work just now so that it may be able to present 
its report on Monday. Meanwhile the Council may be adjourned for 
the day. 

Mr. President : Had I not been asked at the commencement of to-day's 
proceedings that the House should be adjourned to enable some ofthe members- 
to see a tennis match, I should have been inclined to consider the honourable 

- member's suggestion favourably. ' · 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: That reason does not hold good --at present _ 

as there is no time now to go to the match. 
Mr. President : I think the Council should continue to sit, even if three 

of its members are going to be absent in connection with the work of the 
Oommittee. I do not propose to adjourn the House on that ground. 

May I take it that the Council agrees that the committee just appointed 
by me should present its printed report to the Council on Monday next 't 
Is that the pleasure of the Council? (voices : Yes). 
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I now turn to clause 8. The modifications of clause 8 give . certian 
facilities to both the creditor and the debtor which did not Dl!d a place in 
the Bill as originally introduced in this House. For instance the creditor 
is allowed two months instead of one month as the period within which the 
six-monthly statement of account is to be serit. Provisos (iii) and (iv) are 
intended to meet the cases where the creditor's loan passes by succession or 
inheritance to a widow or a minor or where the succession to the estate is 
sub-judice. I would refer especially to proviso (i) which is intended to give the 
local Government power to prescribe, the language and script both in the 
accounts to be maintained by the creditor and intheaccount to be furnish 
ed to the debtor. Mtention is also drawn to proviso (ii) which is intended· 
to ensure ·that the debtor when he receives his six-monthly account has .full· 
information as to what part of the account refers to the principal and what 
part to interest. 

The penalty clause 4 representing as it does the views of Government 
on this very important issue remains as it was in the Bill as originally 
introduced. (Hear, hear). 

The proviso to clause 5 has been added to clear the ambiguity which 
might arise with reference to the main clause. 

In clause 6, the proviso must be read with the proviso to clause 1, both 
of which are most n€cessary additions. 

That is all I need say about the Bill itself at the present moment. The, 
minutes of dissent disclose the.Iaet that the Bill is unpalatable to some and 
considered inadequate by others. But these minutes ~of dissent are not 
animated by rancour but by a businesslike and reasonable determination 
to make the Bill as workable as possible. This spirit may well claim to have 
achieved already a· considerable measure of success. The Bill as modifi 
ed by the Select Committee's deliberations will, I trust, strike the House as 
a marked improvement on the Bill as originally presented. . I feel sure 
that I can appeal to honourable members to continue the discussion of this 
difficult and complicated problem in the same spirit of reasonableness and 

' businesslike determination. , (Hear, hear). 
Mr. Presidei,t : Motion moved is- 

" That the Punjab Regulation of Accounts Bill as reported by tlie Select .Committee 
• be taken into consideratdon." 

Pandit Nanak Chand [Hoshiarpur (Non-Muhammadan), Rural : Sir, 
I rise to oppose the motion which has just now been made by the Honour 
able Finance Member. I wish that I could give· my support to the report of 
the Select Committee; but after having carefully gone·tbrough the report 

· · of the Select Committee I am constrained to say that this Bill approaches 
a good deal nearer the older Bill which was rejected by His Excellency the 
Governor· sometime ago. I consider that no case has been made out that a 
Bill of this nature should be introduced in the Punjab Legislative Council 
and should be passed into law. I regard this Bill as I regarded the former 
Bill as a sort of class measure which is meant not for the protection but the 
destruction of the trading class in the name of protecting certain other 
classes, namely, the class of borrowers. I say that no need has been made 
out for a Bill of this nature to be introduced into this Council and passed 
into law, So far as the indebtedness of the peasantry is concerned, that 
is a problem which is common to all the provinces in India. The Punjab 
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is not the only province where peasants or the labourers or other classes are 
in debt to .eertain other classes of people. The· Honourable the Finanee 
Member has described this Bill as tackling a very difficult and iritrio.ate pee 
blem, It is indeed a most difficult and intricate problem which cannot be 
s~ved by the Bill which has been presented in an amended form by the 
Select Committee and which has been placed for the acceptance of the 
Council. I wish to remind the honourable members of this Council that. 
a similar Bill was brought forward in 1928 in the Legislative Assembly by 
Mr. Muhammad Yamin Khan. There the Bill was opposed by the Gov 
emment. The Government regarded the problem as ;a very difficult and 
very intricate one and thought that the kind of Bill which had been brought 
forward would not solve the problem, but would only make matters worse . • With your permission, I wish to draw your attention to the problem 
which was sought to be tackled by Mr. Muhammad Yamin Khan to which 
a reply was given by the Government in the Legislative Assembly. I am 
reading, Sir, lrom the .Legislative Assembly Debates, Volume III, Part III 
of 1928, . when Mr. Muhammad Yamin Khan sought leave to introduce his 
Moneylenders Bill. This Bill, also should have been called the Money 
lenders Bill, in reality the name of the Regulation of Accounts Bill, 
has been adopted to throw dust into the eyes of the people. It is really the 
old Moneylenders Bill, though the words here are different. 

Mr. Mubaminad Yamin Khan said- 
" Another practice prevalent is this, that these bahi khata» which are used by these 

moneylenders are not properly bound. I do not know what happens in other 
provinces, but in my province, in the United Provinces, generally this baM, 
kkata is_a heap of papers tied together with a string and any leaf can be taken 
out or Inserted in at any time ; and suits are filed on the basis of these balti 
khatas. I want to remedy this defect by providing that when a suit, is brought 
on the basis of such a bahi khata that bahi kltata should have been produced 
before the income-tax officer, or that he can bring a suit on other properly kept 
account books, as provided in the Indian Evidence Act." 

Here, Sir, you will see that in t0he ,present Bill an attempt has been 
made to regulate accounts and to force a . moneylender or those persons 
whose business it is to lend money that they should. keep their accounts in 
a particular proscribed form. Now, a reply to this was given by Mr. Haig, 
who quoted the opinions of various Governments on this point. I will read 
out the opinion 6f the Madras Government which is quoted at page 2590 :- 

" The registration of moneylenders would be a formidable and almost impossible 
undertaking and would be so far from complete as to be useless. Nor does the= 
Governor in Council consider that any useful ·results would be produced by 
compelling moneylenders to keep accounts or give receipts from counterfoil 
receipt books." 

The Government of Bombay said :- . 
•• The problem of dealing with. moneylenders in England is totally different from'that 

of' dealing with them in this Presidency, and arguments from the success of 
Moneylenders Act in England are in the view .of the Governor in Council full 
of danger.· In England a small and fairly well-defined class of professional 
lenders catering for a compa,ratively small class of borrowers has been taken. 
under control without difficulty and without interfering with or unsettling the, 
whole of the credit system of the.oJ>untry. In India practically everyone with 
a little money in hand lends it out, and the agriculturist who has saved a few · 
rupees is often quiteas rapacious as any sall,uk,,r. Registration of moneylenders 

. would represent enormous difficulties in India"-mark these words '' and in 
fact tnay be said at <>nQe to· be impractioa, ble even to arrive at a satlsfac~ry de 
nnition of •moneylender' would be a hopeless ·task." 
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"The whole result would be to interfere to a very great, extent with the moneylendinB 
system of the country, and I would ask honourable members to remember, as no 
doubt they will remember, that, whatever hard things may be said againat 
moneylenders as a class or individuals in particular, the fact remains that the 
moneylender is one of the moat useful members of society in this country. 

~ The honourable member says : 'Question·• ! But how is a vaat agricultural 
country especially in those tracts where the ryotwari system is prevalent, how 
is it to be carried on at all if money is not available for agriculturists ? Agri 
culture cannot be carried on without borrowed capital. The honourable 
member. says : 'Co-operative Soeietdes. ' How many Co-operative 
Sgciet.ies are there as yet in this country ? Doea he not realize that co-opera 
tive moneylending, in spite of the great strides that it has made, is still in its 
infancy, and that, if we are to strike a blow at the common system of lending 
,money in this country, the result would be disastrous ?" 

Sir, these are the words which should have been used by the honourable 
members sitting on this side of the House (Official Members) to oppose 
the motion which is just now before · the House. It may be that it is 
whata gentleman from Bombay says. We want to have authorities from 
the Punjab. Now, here is what Mr. Darling says. Nobody can accuse Mr, 
Darling of being in sympathy with these moneylenders. · 
r Chaudhri Duli Chan~ ~ What does Mr. Calvert say ? 

Pandit Nanak Chand : Mr. Calvert is here. He will make his 
.own statement. At pages 199-200 of his book, "The Punjab Peasant 
in Prosperity and Debt " 2nd Edition, Mr. Darling says :- 

"In an agricultural country like India, which is subject in a singular degree to pestilence 
arid famine, the moneylender could always command a certain tolerance, 
and the guesa may be hazarded that, had Islam arisen in the fertile plains of 
Hindustan instead of in the deserts of Arabia,.its.attitude towards the ta-king 
of interest would ha.ve · been di:lierent. Financing the · village, marketing its 
produce and supplying its necessities, the moneylender in .India frequently 
stood between the cultivator and death ; and, as Sir. William Hunter. remarks, 
he represents thli one tluifty person among a1;1 impr.ovi:Ient population, ' with 
out whose help the _e~l~irat~f _w:ould have h~~-nofh~_g to depend u_pon but 

The Burma Government and the Central Provinces Government were 
-0f the same opinion. The Lieutenant-Governor of the United Provinces 
-thought that " aJ1 ideas of registering moneylenders insisting on their keep- 
ing books and the like are quite out of the question.". 

This was the question and these were the replies made by various Gov 
ernments whether the money-lenders should be registered and keep their 
accounts in a particular prescribed form. This opposition to that Bill did 
not come only from the non-official benches, but also from the official benches. 
The Honourable Mr. Haig, who spoke on behalf of the Government oppos 
.ed the introduction of that Bill and the.Ieave to introduce was not given. 

I submit, Sir, that up to this time no case has been made out by the 
Punjab Government as to how this problem in the Punjab is different from 

-the problem in Bombay and other provinces, as a, matter of fact from the 
one existing in the whole of India. No case has so far been made out.- On 
the other hand it has been recognized. by more authorities than one that 
under the present circumstances in which this country is, these money 
lenders perform a very useful function and it would be destroying trade, 
commerce and agriculture if any restrictions were to be placed on these 
money-lenders. Again, I wHI quote, Sir, from this very speech of Mr. Haig 
from page 2591 :- · 
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These are, Sir, the words of a gentleman, who is now at the head of the 
Co-operative Societies and who has got every possible sympathy for the· 
peasants. Now, Sir, if you look at the condition of the society to-day, you 
will find that whether in villages or towns where the men are always in need: 
of money, fo_rtunately or unfortunately the peasants and labourers and 
even those who are better placed than the peasants and labourers are in 
need of money on various occasions. When an urgent necessity arises, is 
it possible for a villager to go to the Punjab National Bank or even to the- 
Co-operative Societies ? It is at that time that the moneylender comes 
to his help. These are the things for which a village moneylender is blesa 
ed by these .people who seek his protection at the time of need. Can you 
prevent disease, can you prevent famine, can you prevent various 
necessities which a borrower has to face ? Under these circumstances it 
becomes necessary for him to go and seek 'the help of a moneylender, and. 
after having got that help it becomes possible for him to face the difficulties 
for the time being. 

Lastly, the passing of this Bill into law would destroy the facilities for 
credit 'and would destroy a large number of .Sahukars, not only· belonging 

-· to Bania, Arora and Khatri communities but belonging to other agrioul 
tural classes as well. 

" Sir, as I stated the Bill in its present form is no better than the Bill 
which was presented by my friend from Amritsar (Mir Maqbool Mahmood). 
It was in November 1924 that a Bill was put forward before this Council. 
It was called the Registration of Moneylenders Bill or Moneylenders Bill. 
One provision of that Bill was that moneylenders should be registered and' 
the second provision was that the .moneylenders should keep regular 
accounts on prescribed forms. There was a storm of opposition raised against 
that Bill. That Bill was withdrawn and a new Bill was brought forward 
by the honourable member. It was difficult for the honourable member and 
his advisers-at that time Government Members were his advisers-to give· 
it a proper name. They started calling it Borrowers Protection Bill. At the· 
end of the session when that Bill was being debated upon, they gave it another 
name, namely the Regulation of Accounts Bill. Thus you will see, Sir,. 
that the Bill in form and substance is the same but different names 
have been given to it so that it may not appear to be an unjust Bill. When 
it was called Borrowers Protection Bill naturally people asked, when you 
protect borrowers, why don't you protect lenders as well ? Why only· 
borrowers should be protected ? So another name was given to it, that is,. 
the Regulation of Accounts Bill. The provisions in this Bill are the same· 
as they were in the old Bill. The provisions of this Bill are really the same· 
and the object of this Bill is to protect a particular class of people, namely,. 
the borrowers and to destroy another class of people, namely, the lenders or 
the creditors. 

So far as this BilI°is concerned, the object underlying it could be gather·' 
ed from the minute of dissent appended to it by Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu. 

[Pt. Nanak Chand.] _ 
the harvest of a single year.' Whenever, therefore, we are tempted to revile· 
him, we. should remember that by his assistance to agriculture for 2,500 years' 
he has made life possible for millions who must otherwise have perished or· 
never been born." · 
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"This .Act is much wider in its scope than the Moneylenders' .Act of England. The 
transaction by a firm bona fide carrying on any business not. having for its pri" 
mary object the lending of money but in the course of which money is lent is 
excluded from the definition of moneylenders. There is nothing in the 
Usurious Loans .Act which would exempt such · a loan from coming ·within. 
the purview of the .Act." 

It will be found that even such transaotisns as are sought to be given 
a different colouring could be brought within the operation of the Usurious. 
Loans Act. In the face of this Act,. I ask whether we could do anything 
more to protect the ignorant borrower. With your permission, I shall read 
one or two sections of this Act. Section 8 reads :- 

• Notwithstanding anything in the Usury Laws R€p€al .Act of 1855, where in any suit 
to which this .Act applies, whether heard ez-parte, or otherwise, the court has- 
reason to believe- · · 

(a) that the interest, is excessive; and 
(b) that the transaction was as between the parties thereto, substantially un- 

fair, , · 
the court may exercise all or any of the folk.wing powers, namely, may 

(i} re-open the transaction, take an account between the parties, and relieve- 
the debtor of all liability in respect of any excessive interest, . ; 

(ii) notwithstanding any agreement, purporting to close previous dealing= 
and to create a new obligation, re-open any account already taken; 
between them and relieve the debtor of all liability in respect of any 
excessive interest, and if nothing has been paid or allowed in account 
in respect of such liability order the creditor to repay any sum 
which it considers to be re-payable in respect :hereof; 

Bam and others. At page 4 in their minute of dissent they say :- 
" The ma.in object of this legislation would be the 'protection of the ignorant bor 

rower without undue interference · in trade and credit.' The aim will be to, 
'secure as between certain classes of creditors and debtors an improved system 
of keeping accounts which will give to the latter a means of ascertaining periodi 
cally how their accounts stand and how they are composed'. The need for 
some legislation for the 'protection of the ignorant borrower' having been 
admitted by Government, no apology is needed for the present Bill." 

. The real object as disclosed in this quotation from the speech of His 
Excellency Sir Malcolm Hailey is that the ignorant borrower should be pro 
tected. And I want most earnestly to place before this House. the various 

- efforts made by the legislature in the past to· protect the ignorant . bor 
rower. This .. Bill not only protects the ignorant borrower but· puts the 
greatest premium on fraud· and dishonesty and dishonest borrowers are- 
sought to be protected. · 

Genuine attempts have been made in times past by the various legis 
latures to protect the ignorant borrower. With your permission, Sir, I 
would here refer to the Act called the Usurious Loans Act passed some time 
ago by the Indian Legislative ·Assembly. The object of this Act is stated 
as follows :- 

'' The remedy propcsed by this Bill is to empower the courts on the lines of section 1 
of the Moneylenders' .Act, English .Act, {l) to re-open transactions by way of 
money or grain loans in cases where the court is satisfied that, etc.; 

.(2) when the transaction is substantially unfair and after Investigation of the cir 
cumstances both attendant and antecedent to revise the transaction between 
the parties." 

This is stated by Sir William Vincent and.Sir Alexander Muddimanw 
A commentator on this Bill states:- 
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(iii} set aside either wholly or in part br revise or alter any security given 

or agreement made in respect of any loan, and if the credi.t<>r has parted 
with the security, order him to indemnify the debtor in such manner 
and to such extent as it may deem just." 

You will see, Sir, how wide the provisions of this Act are. The courts 
are already- armed with these wide powers to relieve igdorant persons _ if 
they have suffered any harm through the machinations or evil designs of the 
creditor. They can reopen even the most solemn transaction and that, I 
submit, is a very great protection afforded by the existing law to an ignor0int 
borrower. Then you will find that in the Contract Act, in section lS, an 
illustration is added to it where the court has got a right-to interfere and 
lay the burden of proof on the moneylender of the fact that the transae 
tion- was a just and equitable one.· Again, under the Evidence Act it has 
been enacted that the evidence of mere book entries will not be sufficient and 
the man has either to go into the witness box and subject himself to cross- 

.exi mimtion or his transaction will fall through. 
These, I submit, are the various provisions of law which are enacted 

already for the protection of the ignorant, the illiterate borrower, who hap 
pens to suffer at the hands of the money-lender. I would ask the Honour 
able Finance Member to lay his finger on a provision in this Act which pro 
tects the ignorant borrower and makes any distinction between the ignorant 
borrower on the one side and a borrower who is literate- and · who can take 
care of himself on the other. It may be the case of a person saying : I do . 
not want your protection ; but these gentlemen want· to say to him : No, 
no, we ase going to protect all borrowers. If there is a merchant, if there 
is a pleader or a lawyer, if there is an Indian civilian officer, all these come 
under the protection of this Act. And I ask in all seriousness whether 
you are going to protect all these people and to give them the chance of 
being dishonest. Or, is it your desire merely to protect the 'illiterate, the . 

.ignorant borrower who cannot take care of himself ? I wish to know whether 
the distinction is made in.any provision in the Bill. 

As I stated in the beginning, this is really a-class measure. It divides 
the people into two classes, the borrowers on the one side and the creditors 
on the other. To the creditors it says: We are going to destroy you, we. 
are going to do our utmost to place difficulties in your way. And to the 
borrowers, it says : You may be dishonest as . you like. After having 
taken the money, you need not pay it. I would ask, is that fair, is thaf 
just, is that reasonable on the part of Government to do? 

Let us look at the provisions of this Act itself. There are three of them 
which show clearly that it is a class measure. They make it clear beyond 
all doubt that the aim and object of this measure is to satisfy a particular 
class of people, · the dominant party in the Punjab Legislative Council, 
which has times out of number insisted upon the-destruction of the wretch 

.ed Sahukars, and whose desire is to see the province freed from the money 
lenders. Look at the explanation to sub-clause (2) of clause 8. It reads :- 

• A person to whom a statement of account has been sent under clause (~} of sub-section 
{l} shall not be bound to acknowledge or deny its correctness and his failure 
to protest shall not, by itself, be deemed to be an admission of correctness of the 
account.' 
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This Bill requires that the creditor shall keep accounts in a prescrib 
ed form, in a particular kind of language and with a certain kind of - numerals 
and then notices are to be sent every six months with regard to those accounts. 
No obligation is laid on the 'debtor to reply to these notices, none 
whatever. After these notices have been sent, these six-monthly accounts 
have been rendered, after these accounts have been kept in a prescribed 
manner, what would one expect in the ordinary course of circumstances? 
One would expect that if there. is no reply to the notices, there must be a 

. presumption of correctness with regard to the accounts. There must be 
that presumption and one cannot escape that inference. You prescribe the 
severest penalties, the strictest form in which the accounts are to be maintain 
ed and to be rendered every six months and these should satisfy you that 
they are correct. But still you lay down not only that there shall be no 
presumption of their accuracy but · any failure to question their accuracy 
shall not be, deemed to be an admission of their correctness. Sir, what 
further proof is needed of the mentality that is at the basis of the Bill"? The 
mentality is clearly this, not to give the creditor in spite of the severest 
penalties and conditions imposed upon him, the benefit of a presumption 
in his favour. I ask, is it·not grossly unfair, absolutely unjust and extremely 
hard on the creditor? One would have conceded that at least if the condi 
tions imposed upon the creditor were not satisfied, there need be no pre 
sumption in his favour but to have the conditions imposed and t'J add an 
explanation of this kind is nothing short of vindictive. Why should not the 
courts be left to draw their own. conclusion one way or the other? The 
Government want to give them this direction that even when the creditor 
has complied with all the conditions, the courts shall not draw any hostile 
conclusion. By enacting a clause of this kind, I have no doubt that · the 
Government are giving way- to the dominant section in this House which 

'has been clamouring for the last fo.ur or five years for the blood of these 
moneylenders. There is no other dnference possible and you cannot but as 
sume that the Government is really attempting to give way before those domi 
·nant sections of the House whose main object, not hidden object but expressly 
stated in this open House, has been to restrict these moneylenders in their 
lawful operations (A voice: Lawful profession.) If they are illegal, if 
this profession is unlawful, well there is the Indian Penal Code and. I would 
challenge my friend Sikandar Hyat Khan who has been interrupting me 
after every sentence, I challenge him and I can quote any number of instances 
-from the Co-operative Societies where men have been guilty, men who 
have been entrusted with the duties of keeping accounts, ·have been 
guilty of malpractices, have been guilty of deceit, of cheating, 
but I ask my friend to bring forward a case where a moneylender has 
been convicted of these malpractices (A voice: They are too clever 
to be caught) .• They would be always too clever to be caught. Brain will 
always rule. Now another instance of this clause measure is . 

Mr. President: I think the honourable member who commenced 
his. speech with the object of opposing the motion for the consideration 
of the Bill is not in order in discussing the clauses of the Bill, He has 
already discussed sub-clause (2) of clause 8. I did not object to it, but 
I will not allow him to discuss any more clauses or sub-clauses of the 
Bill. 
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Pandit Nanak Chand: Sir, with your permission, I shall submit 
that I started by saying. that it is a class measure and I can under the rules 
.refer to the provisions of the Bill. . . . . . . 

Mr. President : My ruling is that the provisions of the Bill cannot 
be referred to clause by clause. He has already referred to one of them 
and. I did no] object to it, because I thought he had done so only by way 
-0f illustration. But if he proposes to discuss the provisions of the Bill 
one by one; in opposing the motion for the consideration of the Bill, he will 
not be in order. 

Pandit Nanak Chand: I submit to that ruling. I am not going to 
discuss the Bill clause by clause. I wanted to show the mentality that 

. lies at the root of the Bill, namely, that .it is aimed at a particular class of 
people, namely, the moneylenders. They must not, be dealt with fairly and 
justly, this is really the underlying object of the Bill. Sir, I shall, with· 
out referring to some of the -elausea which appeal to you say that though 
you cannot express your opinion, in your heart of hearts you would be feeling 
that the various provisions to which I make a reference show that the men· 
ta.lity is the one which I have just described. 

Mr. President: The honourable member may discuss and criticise the 
principles of the Bill and in doing so he may also refer to the relevant 
provisions of the Bill, but he · should not refer to and criticise any of its 
particular clauses or sub-clauses. 

Pandit Nanak Chand : I will not refer to these particular clauses. 
I will not name them. Well, Sir, you will find that in this Bill, I will not 
name the clauses, I will not name any sub-clause either, but you will find 
that a particular protection has been given to the co-operative so· 
oieties. Now, I want to ask if you are insisting upon regularising accounts 
and insisting upon the protection of the ignorant borrower, why are you not 
insisting that co-operative societies should also come under the provisions 
-of this Bill? (Interruption.) The honourable member will have his chance 
to speak, but I submit that when I was saying something about the co-ope 
rative societies, my honourable friend Mr. Calvert was not there. I say, Sir, 
and I repeat that in the co-operative societies a large number of cases have 
been hauled up where people have been convicted of malpractices, of 
cheating, of deceit and so on and so forth. It is in the Government report 
and not in my report and a reference was made to it by Rai Bahadur Lala 
Dhanpat Rai some time ago and by Mr.Owen Roberts and some other gentle· 
men. I entirely fail to see why these people should not come under · this 
Bill, why . their accounts should not be scrutinized and should not be kept 
in the same way, why they shouldnot be made to send those notices or the 
letters stating six-monthly accounts or whatever their name is in the Bill. 
Why should not those impositions and restrictions be levied upon them ? 
The inference is clear. The Government here wishes to give an impetus to 
the co-operative societies, however corrupt, however bad and defective 
they may be, and therefore they desire to crush these moneylenaers who 
have been c.arrying on th?ir honourable profession for the last 2,500 years, 
.as Mr. Darling says. It IS unfortunate that this mentality is exhibited by 
the Government members to-day. But this mentality is there and it ha.1 
heen shown on various occasions. It has no sympathy with these classes 
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c0f people who have been carrying on their profession of moneylending, mi 
-tigating hardships, lessening troubles at times of need of the people, 
.and now when we are living, in the 20th century under a more civilised order 
-of Government, the Government is going to give way to _this class distinc 
tion and tries to put up one class against another. I expect ·a definite 
.snswer. But the fact remains that these Co-operative Societies are started 
only in order to put down the moneylenders. Sir, I submit that this is 

. .entirely a class measure and this provision, to which I have made reference, 
without naming the provision shows the mentality of the Government. 
·Then I submit the result of this Bill .would be, if it is passed into law, 
"to restrict trade, to restrict credit and even to disturb trade agriculture and 
-oommeree. _ I am positive that if this Bill is enacted into law as to who 
would go out of the market. Now the bania moneylender would not go 
-out, because he would be able to keep his accounts in the prescribed form, 
not the Arora moneylender, nor the Khatri moneylender, but the agri 
culturist moneylender who does not know how to keep his accounts. He 
-would be driven out of the market. I shall just read from Mr. Darling's 
book.. Some friends doubted my statement that there are agriculturists 
in the moneylending trade. But I want to point out that moneylenders 
belonging to agriculturist caste do exist. Well, that is what Mr. Darling 
-states, with regard to these new moneylenders which have now come into 
existence and who are learning the trade of moneylending. Here is what 
.he says:- 

" The most important type is the Sikh Jat of the Oentral Punjab who has some of the 
canny business flair of the Lowland Scot. Round Jullundur he has already 
ousted the Sahukar, and in Amritsar, Ludhiana and Heshiarpur he meets him 
on almost equal terms. In the south, the Hindu Jat of Rohtak, a district full 
of ee-offlcers, runs him close, and here and there even the· Muhammadan Jat 
is finding ways of squaring the precepts of religion with the claims of business." 

(Ohauilhri Duli (Jhand) : These remarks are quite wrong. Further 
-on Mr. Darling says:- · 

" There is truth in the old saying ' The cook and the crow nourish their families, the 
Jat and the crocodile destroy them.' The Sahukar will occasionally knock 
off part of his interest, but as a villager in Ludhiana remarked, a Jat foregoes 
nothing not even a pebble.' The Jat too, being an agriculturist, knows h:ow the 
cow can be milked and is able to squeeze the last drop ouf of his client." 

Now, Sir, I know from personal experience and those people who know 
,11,nything about the condition in Hisssr, Rohtak, Kamal and Hoshiarpur, 
;they would bear me out that in these districts moneylending on an exten 
.sive scale is being carried on. Moneylending is being carried on by but 
ehers, by Rajputs, by Jats, by Chamers and by Tarkhans an,,.d various other 
classes of people. Here is a kind of· profession, the profession of money 

.lending which was at one time the absolute monoply of the Bania, th< Khatri 
.and the Arora. With the growth of education, with the passing of time 
these people. have also taken to this ousinesa and are doing good business 
in various villages. Here comes this .Act and the result of this Act would 
.be to knock out a very large number of these people and credit would be 
restricted. The rate of interest will go high. People's needs will not be 

.satisfied and they always will have recourse to moneylenders. Natur 
ally they will go to the few moneylenders that will be left and they 
will naturally belong to the community which I have already mentioned. 
What is there I ask that would prevent these men on whom you are imposing 
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all these conditions from asking the man who goes to them and says that his. 
daughter is dying and that he wants to bring the doctor from the town, to 
put down Rs, 500 instead of Rs. 200 advanced to him ? What would be the. 
result ? Who is there to prevent him? I, therefore, submit that these· 
people who· talk in the name of the agriculturists and the peasants and 
who put themselves forward as their protectors, are they not guilty of dis 
turbing the peace and happiness of these people ? Instead of giving a 
wide scope to the profession of money-lending and - permitting various· 
people to resort to this profession, will they not, I submit, really be res:-· 
trieting credit and thus injuring agriculture ? Sir, yon will find that: 

· not only these people will be driven out of the market and the credit would 
be restricted· in the rural areas but the result of this would be to restrict 
all credit even in urban areas. I ask the ·Government benches, well, you 
are out to protect the ignorent borrower, yes do protect them. If this Bill 
can protect them, do try to do so. But why" do you protect those who do 
not want your protection ? Has eny demand been made by the traders 
for such a protection ? On the othar hand there has been a very persistent 
and a very violent agitationagainst the provisions of this Bill in the trading: 
classes. Why do -you want to disturb the commerce of this province ? 
Why do you want to protect those people like lawyers, doctors and business 
men and Government servants who do not want your protection ? 

I submit that this Bill, the Bill as it has emerged from 
the Select Committee, is a most obnoxious Bill. 
It · has become more stringent and its provisions: 

are such that instead of destroying the . unscrupulous moneylenders; 
"it would really help to strengthen the hands of the unscrupulous money 
lenders: ,That ii;; bound to be the result of this Bill if it is passed into law 
and I ask you in all humility, are you wiser than the Government of India?' 
The Gov.ernment of India itself says that this problem is' so difficult andso 
intricate that it cannot be tackled by insisting on the keeping of accounts: ' 
in a certain form. Is the Punjab Government now going to ·tackle this 
problem? . It tried to tackle it in 1926 and the Governor had to intervene 
at the last moment. It was said that the trade and commerce of thia 
province would be disturbed' and other provinces would have nothing to do, 
'with the 'traders and commercial men of this province. Perhaps the agri 
culturists will say, "all right; if they are destroyed it would be a very good 
thing." But the Government is a Government for all ; it is not Government 
for one particular community. It has to bear in mind that it rules: 
over people who are not all agriculturists, who are not all peasants; 
It must remember and it has to keep in view the good of every section of 
the £population. ~Bear, hear) I ask if there is any demand by 
the urban population for this Bill. There is no demand from the non-· 
agricultural population and there is no demand from a part of the agricnl 
turist population which I and my friends on this side have the honour to, 
represent. , If there is no demand.from all these classes, why is the Govern 
ment rushing through this Bill whose results are most doubtful and which 
may plunge the whole province into a hopeless condition ? I therefore ask 
you in all sincerity not to go on with the provisions of this Bill. I 
must frankly say that the people are impeaching the good faith of the Go- 
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vernment. They think that when the Viceroy and the Secretary of State 
are bent upon giving reforms to this country, the Punjab Goverr ment has 
thrown again a class bomb in the peaceful atmosphere which is prevailing 
at the present time in the province. This is a charge which is being brought 
against the Government. and I do not think it will be proper on my part 
if I were to keep back these fears which have been expressed by the public 
outside this Council. Why was the Government sleeping in 1927 and 1928 
and just now when these announcements are made and pecple are asking 
that India must be .placed on the path to self-Government, why should the 
Punjab Government come in with this Bill fuJiy knowing that it will 
create disturbance and commotion in this province? 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mo-hen Lal [North-East Towns (Non-Muham 
madan) Urban]: Sir, I beg to move- 

•• That the Punjab Regulation of .Acoounts Bill be re-circulated for the pnrpos" 
of eliciting public opinion thereon." 

Sir, when this Bill was originally introduced in the Simla session I 
opposed the motion for the introduction. The Bill was committed to a 
Select Committee which bestowed its lest attention. But I submit that 
the majority party of the Select Committee bas made such drastic changes 
which to my mind seem to be so important that this Bill should be recir 
culated for eliciting public opinion. I would give a few instances and the 
circumstances under which the changes have teen made. · 

Mr. Presidemt: The 'Word "public " is not used in .Articles 79, 82 
and 87 before the word " opinion." 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Then I withdraw the word " public •• 
and simply say for •elicit,ing opinion thereon'. I was submitting to the House 
the changes that have been made. When the Bill was passed in July 1926- 
there was a clause wherein it was provided that " a loan advanced by any 
person, bona fide carrying on any business, not having for its primary 
object the lending of money, if such loan is advanced in the regular course 
of such business," was not Joan under that Bill. When the Government 
introduced this. present Bill in the July session at Simla this clause was also 
there. 

Mr. President: The honourable mover of an amendment for the 
re-circulation of a Bill should confine his speech to the purpose for which 
be seeks re-circulation. 

Mr. Labh Singh: In addition to the purpose for which the motion 
is being made, the honourable member is entitled to lay before the House 
the grounds on which this motion is being made. 

Mr. President: The honourable member is entitled to state 
the object or purpose of re-circulation, He is not entitled to go beyond 
this. 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : The reason why I want the Bill 
to be re-circulated is that drastic changes have been made in the Select Com 
mittee. With your permission I will dra.w the attention of the House to 
these ehsages so that the members may know what prompted me to make 
this motion. 
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[R. B. L. Mohan Lal.] 
Some members might not have read the report. I do not mean to cast 

any reflection on any member, but it sometimes happens that some members 
may not have gone through the whole of the report. 

Mr. President: I do not think a detailed reference to all the changes 
that have been made is necessary. 

Rai Bahadur Lala- Mohan Lals I will not refer to all the changes, 
but I will draw the attention of the House-to the most important ones. I was. 
referring that under that clause the ordinary retail traders in the citiess were 
excluded from the Act. For the sake of illustration there are Raja Brother 
or the Rankin & Co. and other European and Indian traders in Anarkali. 
Now if their primary object is not moneylending then they were excluded 
from the provisions of the previous Act and they were not required to main 
tain the accounts in the form prescribed by the Government. I submit also 
that in the Select Committee of which I was a member, this provision was 
retained till the last moment when the Bill as a whole was discussed and all 
the provisions passed. At the very last meeting, that is, on the 10th Novem 
ber, it was thought thatlonly certain minor changes as regards the phraseo 
logy, &c., would be discussed. At any rate it was how I and some other 
members understood and we did not attend that meeting. But it was in 
that meeting that the majority party asked the Select Committee to delete 
this particular clause and in the absence of some 'of us it was deleted. This 
is not fair on the part of either the Government or the majority party, to 
take advantage of the absence of some of the members. 

Another drastic provision to which I want to refer is with regard to 
the proviso to clause 5. The Government had given a definite understand- 

ing .••......• 
Mr. President: I understand that the honourable member was a 

member of the Select Committee. Did he move there that the Bill be re 
published? 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal: I said so in my note of dissent. 
Mr. President : Did he make that motion in the Select Committee· 

itself ? His minute of dissent was probably written after the committee 
had drawn up its report on the Bill. 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal: I have already submitted that 
some of these changes were made in a meeting at which I was not present 
and the reason for my absence was that in the previous meeting all the 
main points were decided upon and it was understood that at the last meet 
ing only some minor points would be discussed. If I had been present at 
this meeting I would certainly have made this motion. 

Mr. President: Was not the honourable member present at the last 
meeting? 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mob.an Lal: Yes. On the 10th November 
when the last meeting was held I and some other members understood that 
only the phraseology. of the Bill would be gone into and there would be no 
changes in the main provisions of the Bill. This was clearly understood. 

Then, Sir, I submit that a proviso has been added to clause 5, and under 
that proviso old transactions will be operated upon by this Bill, while in the 

- -- ,··-- ... 
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'Bill that was passed in this House in July 1926 it was definitely provided 
under section 5 that the Act would not affect the old transactions. By 
the addition of this proviso which has been done at the instance- of the 
majority party the old accounts which were excepted under the old Act 
have now become operative by the present Bill. Proviso to clause 5 reads: 

"Provided that, if any fresh transaction relating to a loan advanced before the com 
mencement of this Act, is ma.de after the commencement of this .Act, such trans 
action shall be su bjeot to the provisions of this .Act." 

Sir, I have been a. member of the Select Committee since the introduc 
tion of the Bill and whenever discussions have taken place in the Select 
Committee it was distinctly understood that the new Act whenever it comes 
into force will not have a retrospective effect, but a drastic change has been 
made under this proviso and the Bill does not confine itself to future loans 

-but it gives retrospective effect to transactions made before the commence 
ment of the Act, so that all the transactions that now exist between various 
parties will be affected by this Act. I submit, Sir, that we have been greatly 
disapponted with Government on whom we have been relying so much for 
help and we accuse Government of a serious breach of faith with us, because 
it had given a definite undertaking that the Act will have no effect on past 
transactions. This is not a measure brought by a private individual, it has 
been introduced by Government and it is very disappointing that after 
.giving that undertaking it should now agree to the addition of this proviso." 

Then, Sir, another important change to which I would like to draw 
the attention of the House is the question of script. The Act that was 
passed in 1926 on the 7th of July distinctly provided that one set of Maha 
jani, along with Gurmukhi, English and Urdu would be used on the regis 
ters. That provision has now been deleted. The matter has been left to 
the discretion of Government and has to be dealt with by the rules that will 
be framed by Government. I regret that my friend Mir Maqbool Mahmood 
is not present in this House to-day. Government gave us a definite 
undertaking in the Committee that was formed to deal with the 
first Bill as well as in the Committee to deal with the present Bill that the 
script in no circumstances would be touched under this Act, but the 
majority party, so far as I have been able to gather, now want that 
the script should be left to Government, and they want to insist that the set 
of Mahajani ·of which they are afraid, should not be allowed under the rules. 
But we feel very keenly on this point. We who sit on these benches are 
most keen about it and expect Government to stick to the undertaking. 
The honourable member in charge of the Bill gave us an assurance that the 
script in which the accounts are to be kept will not be touched. It was 
understood that the numerals will be in Gurmukhi, English, Hindi and one 

.set of Mahajani, but the script was to be left to those who were going to deal 
with books. There are different sets of Mahajani characters . 

Mr. President: I think the honourable member is going beyond his 
.smendment. · 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal: Sir, I will draw the attention of the 
House to the proceedings of the Select Committee which were given to us 

.from time to time as we· were proceeding with the Bill. I was touching 
the question of the script and in the copy of the proceedings which was sup- 
plied to us it was distinctly provided . 
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Chaudhri Afzal ·. Haq [Hoshiarpur-oum-Ludhiana (Muhammadan), 
Rural] : Sir, I want to ask something. A Bill is first introduced in the 
Council and then a motion is made that it should be taken into consideration. 
At this stage no doubt the principle of thil.t Bill is discussed. But when 
the Bill is again taken up after it has been considered by the Select Com 
mittee, I do not think that under the procedure the general principle of the 
Bill can be again discussed. When the Council has once discussed the prin 
ciple of the Bill, it.cannot discuss it again. And so I am at a loss to under 
stand whether we have to discuss the general principle of the Bill or the 
other motion that the Bill may be circulated for eliciting public opinion 
thereon. 

Mr. President : I have not understood the last part' of what the 
honourable member has said. 

Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Sir, the honourable member has just opposed 
the Bill. I think that that opposition to the Bill was irrelevant and he 
need not have opposed the Bill for, in my opinion, he cannot discuss the 
principle inasmuch as the Council has already discussed the principle of 
the Bill and accepted it. My submission is that 'once the principle of the 
Bill has been considered before it was committed to the Select Committee, 
the principle cannot be again discussed. That is my first objection. 

Again, Sir, I do not know if once you allow the discussion of the Bill 
the other members can also discuss the principle of the Bill. There were 
~<:> many members standing and no one was given an opportunity to discuss 
further the principle of the Bill. . 

"That the report of the Select Committee on the Punjab Regulation of Accounts Bill 
be recirculated for eliciting opinion thereon." 

Mr. President : Is the honourable member in order in referring to 
the proceedings of the Select Committee ? 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : I would certainly ask permission 
if necessaey, but what I wanted to say by referring to the proceedings was 
that this provision actually existed there and that Government afterwards 
agreed to the deletion of the provision. 

Mr. President: As the report of the Select Committee has been 
presented to the Council, the honourable member is at · liberty to refer to 
its proceedings. 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohau ll.al: I was submitting, Sir, that very 
specific changes have been made in this Bill by the Select Committee, and the 
changes to which I have drawn attention of the House are such that would 
require republication with a. view to eliciting public opinion thereon. I 

- may say, Sir, that jhe proviso to clause 5 was there on the last but one.day 
when my friend Mr. Gray and I attended the meeting, but it appears that at 
the instance of the majority party it was removed at the last meeting of 
the Seleot Committee in our absence from it. In these circumstances I 
humbly submit that it is most desirable that this Bill should be recirculat 
ed for eliciting public opinion thereon, because substantial changes_Jiave 
been made in it by the Select Committee. '' 

Mr. President: Amendment moved is- 
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Mr. President: The motion moved was that the Regulation of Ac 
counts Bill be taken into consideration. Pandit Nanak Chand spoke on 
the motion, Then Bai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal moved that the Bill 
be recirculated for obtaining opinion thereon. Now that amendment 
alone is before the House and will be discussed and disposed of. After it 
is disposed of, the original motion may again be discussed, The honourable 
member may then support or oppose it and in doing so may discuss the 
principles of the Bill. 

Chaudbri Afzal Haq: May I draw your attention to Art. 81 of the 
Council Procedure? The general principle of the Bill can be discussed only 
when there is a motion that it be referred to the select committee. After 
the Bill emerges from the select committee if the motion is moved that it 
be taken into consideration, there is no provision in the Manual of Procedure 
which permits the discussion of the general principles. 

Mr. :President: Three possible courses are open when a Bill is moved 
for being taken into consideration. The first is to accept or reject the 
motion ; the second is to move an amendment that it be recommitted to 
the select committee ; and the third is to move an amendment for its re 
circulation with the object of eliciting opinion thereon. 

Shaikh F aiz Muhammad : When the House once agrees to r~fer a Bill ' 
to a select committee, then if the motion that the Bill be taken into consider- 
ation is moved, the House is bound to accept that motion. 

Mr. President: No. After a Bill emerges from a select committee, 
if it is moved that the Bill as reported by that committee be taken into 
consideration, the Council is at perfect liberty to throw out the motion. 
It is the constitutional right of the Council to reject any motion that may be 
placed before it. _ 

Clluundhri Mzai Haq: I submit that my point of order has not been 
decided. What I mean to say is that there is a specific provision that when 
a motion is moved that a Bill be referred to a select committee then only the 
principles of the Bill can be discussed. But when the motion is moved that 
the Bill be taken into consideration there is no such provision. My question 
is whether the absence of such a provision would justify the honourable 
members touching the principles of the Bill or not. 

Again, it is stated that when a member moves that the Bill be taken 
into consideration, any member may move as an amendment' that the Bill 
be recommitted or recirculated for the purpose of obtaining opinion there· 
on. There is absolutely no provision in the Standing Orders for an opposing 
motion to the Bill. 

Mr. Pll'esident: The motion is that the Bill be taken into consideratioii. 
Is it not open to the House to pass or reject it ? 

Mr. V. F. Gray (Punjab Chamber of Commerce and Trades Association, 
Commerce) : Sir, I am reluctant to give my support to the motion now 
before the House because the Bill has been pending for such a long time, 
but representing as I do commerce and trade, I want the House to thorough 
ly understand that this Bill as it now stands is being presented without the 
opinion of trade or commerce. (Hear, hear.) We were promised when the 
original Bill was brought before this House that it will not interfere with 
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[Mr. Gray.] 
<eommeree or trade. In the last Bill and again in this Bill there was a clause· 
. exempting loans by traders. That clause has now been omitted by the 
eelect committee. Therefore, all the opinions .from trade and commerce 
on this Bill were obtained under what might be termed fa.lee pretences. 
When circulated, for opinion there was no opposition from the Ilhambers of 
Commerce, because they were given to understand tba.t all loans made _by 
genuine commercial concerns were exempt, that exemption is not to be 
found in the Bill now. I also understand that the books that commercial 
houses use are not going to be accepted either. Therefore if this Bill is, 
passed, it will amount to passing it without consulting the views of commerce. 
I am, therefore, constrained to support the amending motion. 

Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram [Multan Division (Non-Muhammadan) 
Rural] (Urdu): Sir, I rise to support the amendment before the Hcuse. 
When this Bill was brought up before the Council in its Simla session.. 
only one or two leading members were given an opportunity to express their 
views on it. In that session also an amendment was moved to the effect 
that tlie Bill be circulated for eliciting public opinion thereon. But that 
amendment was not accepted. It was, however, agreed to by the House· 
that the Bill would be considered by the Select Committee, to which it was 
referred, after two months so that the public at large might be in a position 
to send in their opinions. It might be noted that the Bill, as it was 
referred to the Select Committee, was quite different from what it is after 
it has emerged from that" Committee. The public have not been given ~n 
opportunity to express their opinion on the Bill in its present form. It is, 
therefore, necessary that the Bill be circulated for obtaining public opinion 
thereon. The circulation of the Bill is also necessary because a large number 
of the members· of the Select Committee have dissented from one another. 
I have never seen such a Bill before relating to which so many members 
have differed as in the present case. A very large number of minutes of 
dissent have been appended to the report of the Select Committee. Thare 
is a minute of dissent by the representative of the Chambers of Commerce 
appended to the report. Then the zamindar members of that Committee 
have also appended a note of dissent. Even Mr. :Maq bool Mahmud bas 
not been able to agree with the majority of that Committee who is so t~ say 
the founder of the Bill (A vowe : Founder of the Bill ?). Besides) the Hindu 
members of that Committee have expressed their disagreement with the 
majority report as is apparent from their minute of dissent. For these and 
other reasons I insist that the Bill be not considered unless and until the 
public have been given full opportunity to send in their opinions on it. 
Many important changes have been made in the Bill by the Select Com 
mittee and the Bill, as it stands, will do more harm to commercial interests 
than it could have done if the Select Committee had introduced no 
oha.nges in it. 

Mr. President: The honourable member is repeating the argument of 
the honourable mover. 

Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Sir, I want to emphasise the impor 
t snee of the three points which have been put forward, with your pennis 
tion, Sir. 

Mr. President : Repetition cannot be allowed. 
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Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : This Bill with the changes that have 
been introduced by the Select Committee is not acceptable to us and it must 
be circulated again before it is taken up for consideration. I cannot but 
O!)pose its consideration till such· time as public opinion is received 
thereon. 

Mr. President: The motion that the Bill be taken into consideration 
is not before the House at this moment. Only the amendment is before the 
House. 

Mr. Labh Singh: .May ·1 just ask, Sir, whether a member can speak. 
· twice, once to the amendment and then to the original motion ? 

Mr. President : A member who moves an amendment sp~aks when 
the main or the original question is before the House. Therefore, he cannot 
speak to the question after he. has moved his amendment and resumed hie, 
seat. But aftR,r an amendment is proposed from the Chair, the original or 
main question is laid aside for the time being and discussion is restricted to 
the amendment which alone is then before the House. Therefore, a member. 
who speaks to the amendment when the me.in question is not before the 
House can speak to the latter, after the amendment or amendments have. 
been disposed of, as then the main question is again before the House. 

Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram: 1 should also make it clear that it is 
not a measure between the zamindars and the non-zamindars. It is purely 
a Hindu-Muslim measure and I can prove that it is so. 

Mr. President: Is it for this reason that the Bill should be recirculated? 
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram: If you will allow me to speak, Sir ... 
Dr. Golr:ul Chand Narang: He is developing a new argument. 
Rai Bahadur Lala 8'wak Ram : I can prove it to the hilt that it is 

& communal measure. If it had been a measure between the ssmindars 
and the non-samindars, four non-zaminda.r Muslim members of the Council 
would not have given their support to this Bill, but they do so. 

Mr. President: Order, order. Please do not bring in communal 
:,;natters. 

Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram: It is a communal Bill, Sir, entirely. 
The commission agenta-in the business markets, who are to be materially 
affected by this Bill, are against it. They do not want it at all. There are. 
Muhammadan commission agents in these markets also and they are equally 
opposed to this Bill at least in the present form and I request that until their 
opinions are received, the consideration of the Bill should be postponed. 

Mr. President: It is very ingenious on the part of the honourable 
member but yet he is not speaking to the amendment. 

Rai B~hadur Lala Sewak Ram : I have given expression to what 
was uppermost in my mind.. I shall oppose the consideration of the Bill 
when it is time to do so. · 

Sardar Narain Singh (Rawalpindi Division and Gujranwala (Sikh),. 
Rural] : Sir, I rise to oppose the motion that the Bill be reeirontated for elici 
ting opinion. The Bill has been sufficiently circulated and it will not 
serve any useful purpose if it is circulated again. It may go from bad to 
worse, hence I oppose its circulation. 
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Sardar Harbakhah Singh [Hoshiarpur and Kangra (Sikh), Rural],. 
(Urdur: Sir, the honourable member, Lala Mohan Lal, has been pleased to 
suggest that the Bill be recirculated for obtaining public opinion thereon .. 
You have ruled, Sir, that one cannot speak to the motion purporting to op- 
pose the consideration of the Bill for the present. · 

Mr. President : There can. be no motion to oppose the Bill. The 
opposition to a motion is not a motion, but a negation of the original motion 
The honourable member may oppose the· motion for the re-circulation of 
the Bill. . '· 

Sardar Harbakhsh Singh: Sir, one can easily see that the object· 
of this amendment which has been moved by Lala Mohan Lal, as well as 
the opposition to the motion for consideration of the Bill as lead by Pandit 
Nanak Chand, is to defer the matter, and everything is being done in a spirit 
of procrastination as it were. There is no other object in the. view of those 
who insist on this amendment or support the opposition to the motion for- 
consideration of the Bill. · 

Mr. ·President: The honourable member should not attribute 
motives to another honourable member. - 

Sardar Harbakhsh Singh: It is a patent fact and can: be seen on th0 
surface, and I do not mean to attribute any motives to any one. ~ 

Pandit N&Dak Chand : The honourable member ought to withdraw 
his words. 

Sardar Harbakhsh Singh : Sir, I never attributed any motives to any 
honourable member. . My point is this, that honourable members opposite 
want that the matter should be somehow or other postponed and nothing 
else. • 

Pandit Nanak Chand : Withdraw. 
Sardar Harbakhsh Singh : It is not an easy job to ask me to withdraw 

what I think quite innocent. The honourable member Pandit Nanak Chand 
should withdraw the whole of bis speech which he me.de the other day in 
opposition to the motion for consideration of the Bill. · 

Then I was ah.out to say that although the Bill is so very im 
portant, it is with great difficulty that it has reached this stage'. We 
already know the views of the Council in this matter. Sometime · ago 
it passed a Bill of somewhat stronger nature on the subject, which 
was vetoed by His Excellency the Governor perhaps for reasons of 
expediency. The present Bill was introduced . by Government after a 
good deal of consideration and delay of two years and after it had . been 
pressed hard to ful:6.1 its promise to do so. It was then referred to a Select 
Committee the report of which is now before us. I should say that the Bill 
has taken a considerably long time to reach the presentstage and to demand. 
now that the Bill be recirculated and thus be delayed further apparently 
seems quite unreasonable. Our life is about to come to an end and in fact 

_ ends with this session (T11:. Goleul Cha11d Nar,,n9: Oh! our life?): Th8 
honourable member cannot be so ignorant as not to understand wh.at I 
mean by our life. He knows it vecy well that I mean that the life of this. 
Council as constituted at present is about to come to an end unless, 
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Lala Bodh Raj [West Punjab Towns (Non-Muhammadan), Urban] 1 
Sir, if I remember rightly, the Honourable Mem 
ber for Finance when he made the motion for the 

-eonsideratlon of the Report of the Select Committee on this Bill, had to admit 
that there were certain difficult questions involved in the consideration 
of this Bill and tha.t it was necessary that we should discuss it in a. dispas 

.siona~e mood. But we see that the motion has created heat in the atmosphere 
of this Council. In July last when the motion was made that the Bill be 
referred to the Select Committee, all the principles underlying the Bill were 

'not discussed and only two honourable members had the opportunity to 
.give expression to their views on the motion. Even at that time, the honour-' 
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-of course, Government were to make an announcement on or after the 4th 
.January 1980, that the term of the Council has been extended to a definite 
period. To ask at this stage that the Bill be recirculated is nothing but 
-dilatory tactics. . If we postpone the consideration of tha Bill, it means 
that it may remain pending till the new Counoil comes into existence. Then 

-sgain, Sir, the reasons which have been advanced in favout of this amend 
men~ are not convincing at all. One of the honourable members said that 
he was not present in the last meeting of the Select Committee when some 
changes were made and therefore insists on recirculation. May I ask him, 
Sir, whether it was the fault of that Committee that he did not attend the 
.last meeting of the Committee, or his owa. fault ? . If he was afraid of 
some changes being introduced in his absence which he did not like, he ought 
to have made it a point to attend the meeting. I am sure that no such 
undertaking was given to any member of that Committee, that no change 
would be introduced in his absence in the Bill, and: I hope the Government 
Member in charge of the Bill will make this point clear. 

Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: No, no._ It was clearly understood tha~ 
.no material changes would be made in the Bill and only clerical corrections 
'would be made. 

Mr. President : No reference shouldbe made to a verbal understanding. 
Dt~ Gokul Chand, Narang : Then he ought not to have referred to it. 

. Sardar Harbakhsh Si~gh : Who did so ? I am not aware of any var 
. bal undertaking being given and if any undertaking was given, it must 
have been given in my absence. That undertaking cannot be considered 
valid because it was given without my knowledge and no one could take 

, -away my right as a member of the Select. Committee to press my views 
-before it even at the last meeting. 

Mr. President : This is not relevant. 
Sardar Harbakhsh Singh: The honourable member Mr. Gray 

-complained that trade and commercial interests have not been com· 
pletely safeguarded in the Bill in its present form and therefore; there should 
be recirculation. He ought to have known thllt the Select Committee has 
made the definition of a trader more clear and also added clause 9 to the Bill 
with that end in view. This should have satisfied him and those 
:interested in commerce and trade. "But if they pretend to be dissatisfied 
-even now, it should be taken, that they too would like to prolong the- matter 
unnecessarily to which we cannot agree. Hence I strongly oppose the 

.amendment. 



"Violent agitation which had preceded the passage of that Bill, vehement opposition 
in the Council itself and threats of still more violent agitation in case the Bill 
became law induced in Sir Malcolm Hailey's mind a doubt as to the wisdom 
of the previous view and action of his own Government, and eventually led to 
the Bill being veta,d." .' 

The report that has been presented to us although protects the 
interests of the borrower or the agricultural classes, the reasonable 
demands of the moneylender classes have been ignored altogether. I, 
therefore, think that there is justification in the amendment now moved 
by my honourable friend from Simla that the Bill be recirculated so that a 
further opportunity may be given to those people who a.re affected by this 
Bill to give expression to their opinions. 'I'ime is a. great healer, and I am 
sure the 'time will come when the heat that appears in the atmosphere of 
this Council to-day will be cooled down. Such knotty questions are in 
volved in the measure that in spite of the fa.Qt that it Wl!,S passed in this 
Council in 1926, the Government had to we.it for these three yea.rs to bring 
it up again. And even when the Government last July brought the Bill up, 
it was not on account of its utility but because of the· pressure of certain 
·Muslim members or the rural members of this House that was brought to 
bear upon the Government. In the dissenting note of the zamindar mem- 
oers we see it stated: - 

[L. Bodh Raj.] _ . 
able member from Amritsar who was responsible for this Bill, had to state 
in his speech as follows. · With your permission, Sir, I would just draw the 
attention of the Honse to these lines, This is what he says: 

"I would appeal to every member ofthe House whether he supports the Bill or op· 
posesIt, that in the present circumstances, the present atmosphere of the Pro 
vince and the country and in view of the responsibilities of the legislatures, 
he should look on this question in no partisan or parochial spirit in the general 
interest of the country, and I would appeal to those who speak after me to im 
port no undesirable atmosphere in the discussion but to lend. their quote. to the 
discussion in a dispassionate manner," 

So, Sir, the committal to the Select Committee was made to decide the 
· matter in a cool and dispassionate manner. From the minutes of dissent 
that have been appended to the report of the Select Committee it appears 
clear with what spirit the provisions were discussed in the Select Committee. 
The mere fact that there is no unanimous report before us and that there 
are several minutes of dissent shows that the report is not such that it should 
be commended to us for consideration. As has been pointed out, various 
drastic changes have been made in the Bill itself and there are certain sec· 
tions of population that are to be affected by those changes. It has also 
been stated that some members have not been given the opportunity to give 
expression to their views and record their protest against the provisions 
introduced into the Bill ~t the Committee stage. You see, Sir, at the time 
of its committal it was expected that the Committee would sit together to 
settle the knotty problems and reach at an agreement and present to us a 
united report. This is what the honourable. member whom I just quoted 
proceeds to.say at the time of the committal to ths Select Committee :- 

" All that we desire is that the Bill the.t emerges out of the ~elect Committee is a con 
structive measure which will be not only in the interest of the borrower or agri 
cultural class, but also in the interests of the reasonable claims, reasonable 
intdlrests and demands of the moneylending class, because it is the duty of the 
Government as well as of the members of this House to meet the question fairly 
and not .to take a parochial view." 
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since which, an amendment has been moved-« ·. 
" That the_. l3ill be re-eirculat.ed for obtaiJJing opWon thereon," 

' .Question is- . · 
" That the 'Bill be re-c.irculated. ff)!' obtaining opinion thllJ.'llon." . 

Motion was lost. 

The Council then adjourned till 2 P.M. on Monday, the 9th Deeember., 
1929. 

. If. that is a fact, th:a,'t. the Governor was then compelled to withhold his. 
assent to the Bill on account o! the violent a.gitatioq which then existed, 
that _agitation' has not yet subsided but is now more acute and .. 
that is another reason why this Bill. should not be taken into consideration 
now. 

Mr. President: The honourable ~ember is speaking now to the_- 
main motion and not to the amendment. : · 

Lala Bodh Raj : That is the reason which. I am going to advanee.. 
Let this :agitation subside. We shall gain some time. We shall have fur 
ther opinions in the meanwhile; and we shall be in a better spirit_ to consider- 
the Bill dispassionately. That is the reason why I support the amendment. 

Mian Ahmad Y ar Kiwi Daultana : I move-> 
" That the question be now put ." 

Motion was carried. 
. I Mr. President:·. Original motion was- 

" That the Punjab Regulation of Accounts Bill as report,ed by the Seleot Conunittee" 
be ta.ken into coJ!Sidera.tion." · 

, 79/f. THE PUNJAB BEGULATION · OF ACCOUNTS BILL. 
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STARRED QUESTIONS AND' ANSWERS. 

APPOINTMENTS TO THE SELECTION GRADE OF P.E.S. 
*'D77. Mr. Din Muhammad : Will the Honourable Minister for Ed,u.· 

.oation kindly state- 
(a) whether Government follows any definite principle in the matter. 

of filling vacancies in the selection grade of the P. E. S.; if so, 
what? 

(b) whether good work and length of meritorious service in the De· 
partment are still considered as relevant factors in ma.king 
appointments to the selection grade of the P.E.S.; · 

(c) the length and quality of services rendered by- 
(1) Raja Fazil Muhammad Khan, B.A., S:A;V., P .E.S.; 
(2) Mr. S. L. Ghose, Government College, Lshore ; 
(S) Sheikh Abdul Hamid, officiating Inspector of Schools, 

Multan; 
(4) Mr. Sri Krishan, Principal, Intermediate College, Gujrat; 
(~) S. Prem Singh; Principal, Intermediate College, Pasmr ; 

-{d) the reasons, if any, why the last named four have been promoted 
to the selection grade of the P. E. S. in preference to Raja , 
Fa.zil Muhammad Khan ; 

(e) the reasons why Cha.udhri Abdul Hamid, M.A., Principal, Inter. 
mediate College, Shahpur, No. 15 on the P. E. S. list, has 
been superseded by Mr. Sri Krishan, No. 20, and S. 
Prem Singh, No. 17 ; ,. 

{!) the period for which S. Prem Singh acted as a subordinate to 
Chaudhri Abdul Hamid, M.A~; 1 

OATH OF OFFICE. 
The following members were sworn in:- 
~ cnabb, Mr: A. C. (Official, nominated). 

cfarlane, Mr. D. (official, nominated). 
awaja Abdul Rahman, Khan Bahadur (official, nominated) • 

......B"ayad Maqbul Sb.ah, Khan, Bahadur (official, nominated). 
"1fuhamrpad Fakhr-ud-Din, Mian (official, nominated) . 

........-itam Lal, Lala (official, nominated). 

THE Council met at the Council Chamber at 2 P. M. of the 
-olock. Mr. President in the Chair. 

PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 
-4TH SESSION OF THE Ban PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 

Monday, the 9th December 1929. 



: Chau.dhri-Bsldeo _Singh : Will the Honourable Minister kindly state· 
what the position of Raja Fazal Muhammad is as regards seniority, ete., in 
the cadre of the P. E. S. as compared with other gentlemen named in the 
question? 

The Honourable l\h. Manohar Lal: The honourable member is 
referred to the Quarterly Civil List for October 1929 at pages 198, 194 and 
195. Dr. Ghose is No. 12 on the list, Mr. Abdul Hamid is No. 16, S. 
Prem Singh is No. 17, Mr. Sri Krishen is No.19 and Raja Fazil Muhammad 
is No. 88. · 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Are there any other officers above 
Raja Fasil Muhammad in the P. E. S. whose length of Government service 
is longer than that of Raja Fazil Muhammad ? 

The Hon.ourrable Mr. Manohar Lal: I have already referred to the 
Quarterly Civil List. Page 194 ~ give the information. There are several 
such officers. Rai Sahib Lala Madan Gopal has about-Bu years service, Lala 

., Rang Bihari Lal has 26 years of service, Pandit Harl Kishen Kaul has about 
25 years aervicaLala Sham Chand has over 26 years of service. As a matter 
of fact there are many officers even below RR.ja Fazil Muhammad who have 
a longer period of service to their credit. · 

The personal records of officers are confidential documents which it is 
not in the public interest to disclose, nor is it advisable· to give reasons for 
appointments to the selection .grade which are made on a consideration of a 
number of factors. 

(f) When Chaudhri Abdul Hamid held the post of .Prineipal, Govern 
ment Intermediate College, Gujrat, Sardar Prem Singh worked there for the· 
period from 27th November 1924 to 26th October 1925. 
' . 

[ Mr. Din Muhammad. J . 
(g) in what way S. Prem Singh's record of servic~ is better than 

that of Chaudhri Abdul Hamid, M.A. '! 
. The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) and (b). Many factors are 

taken into consideration at the time of filling vacancies in the selection grade- 
of the P. E. S. · 

(o), (d), (e), and (g). Length of service of each of the following officers. 
is noted against their names-: 

Y. M. D. 
1. Khan Sahib Fazal Muh- 2S- 7 5 of which 14 years were passed· 

ammad Khan. in the Subordinate Educational 
Service. 

2. Mr. S. L. Ghose 16 1 17 of which 2 years were passed in. 
the Subordinate Educational. 
Service. 

8. Shaikh Abdul Hamid 21 8 8 of which about 19i years were 
passed' in the Subordinate· 
Educational Service. 

10 6 15 
·~ 11 6 27 

4. Lala Sri Krishun, Kapur 
15. S. Prem Singh 
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PROMOTIONS TO P.E.S. AND S.E.S 
*2779. Mr. Din Muhammad: Will the 'Honourable Minister for 

,Education please state- 
( a) the authority ·by whom and the procedure· according to which 

promotions are made to the P. E. S. and the various grades 
of the S.E.S. ; 

(b) whether the Honourable Minister ever interferes in the promo 
tions made in the S.E.S. and if so, why? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar I.al : It is not in the . public 
interest to disclose the procedure followed . by the Department and Govern 
msnt in regard to promotions. Such procedure. is confidential. · 

82 

APPOINTMENT OF INSPEOTOR OF SOHOOLS, RAWALPINDI. 
. Q 

*2718. Mr. Dm Muhammad: Will the Honourable Minister for 
Education kindly state- 

( a) whether it is a fact that Raja Fazil Muhammad Illian, B.A., 
· S.A.V., P.E.S., is the senior-most. deputy inspector of schools 

in the province ; 
(b) the length of service that Raja Fazil Muhammad Khan has put 

in the inspection line ; 
(c) the kind of record which Raja Fazil Muhammad Khan has had as 

headmaster, district inspector and deputy inspector of 
schools; · 

(d) the length of experience of Rai Sahib Lala Ratan Lal, M.A., 
P.E.S., in the inspection line; 

(e) the record of Rai b'ahib Lala Ratan Lal, M.A., as an inspecting 
0.ffi cer ; · 

(f) the special reasons, if any, why Lala Ratan Lal has been appointed: 
as officiating Inspector of Schools, Rawalpindi, in preference to 
Raja Fazil Muhammad Khan ? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) No. - 
(b) SixteJJn years, nine months and twenty-four days. 
(c) and (e) It is not in the public interest to supply information of this. 

nature. 
(il) Nine years, six months and one day. 
(f) Appointments to these posts is a matter of selection. Many factor& 

are taken into consideration when making appointments and promotions; 
It is not in the public interest to give reasons for any particular appoint- 
ment. · 

Chaudhri Baldeo Singh: What exactly is the position of Rai Sahib 
Lala Rattan Lal in the . Punjab Educational Service ? 

The Honourable Mr. Man~r Lal: On reference to page 198 of 
the Civil List, he will find that Rai Sahib Lala Rattan Lal is the senior 
most officer in the Punjab Educational Service at the present time, and at 
the top of the Selection . Grade. , . 
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P'EtoM'OTION OF LALA HA.RISH CHAND, KA'l'RPilli, TO T'RB 
PBOVINOI.A.L EDUCATIONAL SERVICE. 

*2781. Mr. Din Muhammad: Will the Honourable Minister for 
Education kindly state- 

(a) the qualifications of Lala Harian Chand, Karthpalia., Leeturer, 
Intermediate College, Lyallpur ; 

(b) the number of years. that Lala Haris:e: Chand, Kathpalia, took to 
pass his B.A. and the division and the elass in which he passed 
his M.A.; 

(c) the length of his service as a teacher in the Education Department, 
when he was promoted to the Provincial Educa.tiona.l Ser 
vice; 

_iv al XIII,, pages 191-92. 

·-*2780 •. Mr. Din Muhmmmad: Will the Honourable Minister for 
Education kindly state- 

( a) whether it is a fact that the Director of Public Instruction issued 
any circular letter to the Divisional Inspectors asking them to 
nominate a Hindu candidate for the vacancy of a district 
inspector of schools ; 

(b) whether this circular letter was issued with the knowledge or at 
the direction of the Honourable Minister himself ; 

(e) the number of districts in the province where Hindu population 
is above .50 per cent. ; 

(d) the number of Hindu district inspectors; 
(e) the number of districts where Muslim population is above 50 per 

cent.;_ 
(f) the number of Muslim district inspectors ; 
(g) the reasons, if any, for issuing the circular letter referred to 

in (a)? 

The Honoura!>le Mr. ,Manohar Lal: (a) No. 
(b) Does not arise. 
(e) The honourable member is referred to Table VI of Volume XV, 

Census of India, 1921, Punjab and Delhi. 
(d) The honourable member is referred to answer to part (a) of Council 

Question no. 28241 asked by Sardar Ujjal Singh with the exception that S. 
Joga.nder Singh is now District Inspector of Schools, Ferozepore and Pandit 
Murl!i Dhar, District Inspector of Schools at Jullundur. ' 

(e) As in (c) above. 
(!) As in (d) above, 
{g) Does not arise. 

APPOINTMENT OF A DrSTRIOT INSPECTOR OF SCHOOLS. 
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. 
S. IQBAL SINGH, Ass1sTANT REGISTRAR, Co-OPERATIVE DE 

PARTMENT. 

*2799. Mr. Din.Muhammad: Will the Honourable Minister for 
Agriculture please state- · . 

. (a) whether S. Iqbal Singh, Assistant Registrar, Co-operative 
Department, was sent to .Europa for further training at Gov- 

. ernmen_t expense ; · 
(b) whether Mr. Darling, Registrar, Co-operative Societies, had op· 

posed his selection for this purpose ; - 
(c) if so, the reasons why the opinion of the Registrar and the elsims 

of several other senior officers serving in the .Co-operative De· 
partment were ignored in this matter ? 

The Honour~ble Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) Yes.· 
(b). The selection was made before Mr. Darling assumed charge. 

- (c) Mr. Strickland considered the :fitness of all the offic~rs before 
me.king his recommends tiori •. 

Co-OPERATIVE SoofETIEs, SIALKOT D1sTRIOT, 

*2798. Mr. Din Muhammad: (a) Will the Honourable Minister for . 
Agriculture please state whether it is a fact that S. Lachman Singh and 
Ohaudhri Niaz Ali, Circle Registrars, were appointed to enquire into the 
working of the co-operative societies in Sialkot district on S. Iqbal Singh's' 
transfer? 

(b) If so, will the Honourable Minist'er please lay on the table the reports 
submitted by the above named officials~ 

(c) What action was taken 'on the above reports?, 
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) Yes, in connec 

tion with an experiment tried in the district as to the0regulation of relations 
between primary credit societies and their financing institutions. 

(b) The report is very lengthy and technical ·and no useful purpose 
would be served by placing a copy of it on the ta hie. 

(c) The experiment was discontinued. 

(a) the qualifications of Shaikh Abdul Hamid, Teacper, Intermediate 
College, Lyallpur, recently appointed as officiating Teacher of 
Mathematics, Government College, Lahore, in place of Pro 
fessor G. S. Chawla ; . '- 

(e) the actual work assigned to Sheikh Abdul Hamid, as Teacher, 
Government College, Lahore ; 

(!) the Principal's opinion about Shaikh Abdul Hamid's work; 
(g) special reasons, if any, why Shaikh Abdul Hamid has not been 

considered good enough for promotion to the P, E. S.? 
The Honourable Mr. Man.char Lal : It is not in the public 

interest to make comparisons between the qualifications of individuals· 
in the service of Government •. 
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-v ei, X-B ., page 142!1. 

8VoL XI, page 712 .: 

' (a) the number of superintendents of Deputy Commissioners' offices 
in the Ambala Division ; 

(b) the number of Muslims and non-Muslims out of them ; 

DISTRICT INSPECTOR OF SCHOOLS, GUJRANWALA. 

*2802. Mr. Din Muhammad: Will the Honourable Minister for 
Education kindly state·- 

(a) whether it is a fact that for the last fifty years ti1e post of District 
Inspector of Schools at Gujranwala bas always been occupied 
by non-Muslim incumbents except for a brief interval; 

(b) if so, will he kindly state the reasons for notappointing a Muslim 
District Inspector of Schools at Gujranwala? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: The honourable member is 
referred to the answers to Council questions no. 5261 asked in November 
1927 and no. 7122 asked in May 192~. 

S. IQBAL SINGH; ASSISTANT REGISTRAn, Co-OPERATIVE 
SoomTms. 

*2801. Mr. Din Muhammad : Will the Honourable Minister for 
Agriculture please. state- · 

(a) whether any charges· laid against S. Iq bal Singh, Assistant, 
Regiatrar, Co-operative Societies, were enquired into by 
Mr. Dodd; 

(b) if so, whether Government is prepared to lay his report on the 
table? · 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) Yes. WN~ - . 

please 

SUPERINTENDENTS OF DEPUTY COMMISSIONER'S 0FFIOES 
IN THE AMBALA DIVISlON, 

"'2803. Chaud!ui Yasin Khan: Will the Chief Secretary 
-state- 

s. IQBAL SINGH, ASSISTANT REGIBTRAJt OF CO-OPERATIVE 
Becrarras. 

*2800. Mr. Din Muhammad: Will the Honourable Minister for 
Agriculture please state-- 

( a) whether S. Iqbal Singh, Assistant Registrar, Co-operative Socie 
ties, was suspended on his return from Europe; 

(b) if so, for what offence ? 
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogenclra Singh: (a) Yes. 
(b) Charges of making up an embezzlement by his clerk from his own 

pocket. 
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CONSUMPTION OF OPIUM. - 

*2805. Lala Joti Parshad : Will the Honourable Minister for Agri· 
culture please state as to what steps Government proposes to take in order 
to carry out the recommendations of the League of Nations in respect of 
consumption of opium in the province ? 

The · Honourable · Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : The Punjab Gov· 
ernmebt is in sympathy with the policy of the League of Nations, so fazi as 
eventual suppressing of opium smoking is concerned. Opium eating is a.t 
present outside the scope of the policy of the League. · 

The question of legislation to combat opium smoking is under examina 
tion. It is a question whether such legislation should be central or looa.1. 

1 Vol. xn, I>l!'ge 927. 

:APPOINTMENT OF ABBIBTANTB IN THE CIVIL SEOBETABIAT. 

*2804. Chaudhri Yasin Khan : Will the Chief Secretary to the 
Punjab Government please state- 

(a) whether it is. a fact that a clerk of the Forest Department draw· 
ing Rs. 54 per mensem has been appointed to the post of Assist 
ant in the Civil Secretariat in the grade of Rs. 120-10-800; 

(QX,! whether it is a fact that clerks with better educational qualifiea- 
- tions are already. working in the Secretariat in lower grades ; 

(c) if so, what were the reasons for a clerk being imported from the 
Forest Office ; . 

(d) whether it is a fact that the clerks in the Secretariat are not con .. 
firmed after the expiry of the period of their probation for 
years to come ; 

(e) if the reply to (d) above be in the affirmative, what is the justi 
fication for this practice? 

Mr. H. M. Cowan (for Chief Secretary) : (a) Yes. 
(b) and (c) There may be a few with better educational qualifications 

but these were not the sole tests for the appointment, and the person ap 
pointed, who was a graduate, was better qualified by his office experience 
and knowledge of accounts. " · 
. (d) and (e). The attention of the honourable member is invited to the 
answer given to question no. 10211 put by Chaudhri Afzal Haq in March 
1929. 

(o) what are the qualifications required for the post of superinten 
dent? 

Mt. H. M. Cowan (for Chief Secretary) : (a) 6. 
(b) Muslims 2. 

Non-Muslims 4. 
(e) No special qualifications are_ prescmbed-previous experience and 

ability. 
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LA.DX BJii.A.LTH VISITORS. 

1445.' Mr. E. Maya Das: (a} Will the Honourable Minister for Local 
Self-Government be pleased to state how m.any lady health visitors were 
employed in the Punjab in 1928-29 '} 

(b) In wha~ districts and under what local bodies'} 
(c). What, was the salary paid in each case ? 
(ii) From what source and to what extent were these salaries met ? 
(e) Were there any cases in which the salaries were paid with great 

delay '} If so, what was the cause of this delay ? 
' - ' 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Jhan, Noon: (a) 26. 
(b), (c) and (d). A statement showing the names of the districts and the 

local. bodies under which each is employed, the salary paid to each and the- 
source from which it was met is attached. • 

The grants given by Government to various health centres have in the 
past been sufficient to meet the whole. salary of the lady health visitor in 
each case leaving the local body or local committee concerned to bear the 
rest of the expenditure. 

(e) Yes, in some cases owing to the temporary absence of the counter 
signing authority, and in others to the temporary exhaustion of funds of 
some of the voluntary committees. 

.... 
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::ltultan division 

.Bawalpindi div1sio:p. 

.Lahore division 

.Jullundur divis~on ; • 
! 

List of municipal committees in the Punjab which have their own water 
works. 

' The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : (a) A statement giving 
the required information is attached. 

(b) The meaning of this part of the question is not quite clear. If the 
intention of the honourable member is to ascertain which of the committees 
in question have placed their water-works on a self-supporting basis by the 
proper adjustment of water rates and taxes the information could be com 
piled but its collection would take sometime. The honourable member 
may, however, rest assured that no pains are spared by Government to pre 
-vail on all committees to conduct their water-works on sound financial lines, 
and the Urban! Sanitary Board now insists on the metering of private con· 

.neetions as an as3ential condition of any grant-in-aid. 

.. { r. Rewari. 
'2 . Ambala. 
8. Simla. 

.. f 
4 . Dharamsala, 
5. Ludhiana. 
6. Abohar. 
7. Muktsar. 

( 8; Lahore. 
i 9. Amritsar. . . -; 10 . Dalhousie. 
l 11. Pathankot. 
l 12. Sialkot. r 18. Khushab. 

14. Sargodha. .. 110. Pind Dadan Khan • 
16. Rawalpindi. 
17. Murree. 

L rs. Campbellpur. 

"""" 19. Lyallpur. .. ~ 20. Gojra . 
r I 21. Multan. 

L 22. Dera Ghazi Khan. 

..Ambala division 

1446. Mr. E. Maya Das : Will the Honourable Minister for Local 
-Self-Government be pleased to state- 

(~) how many municipalities have got drinking water supply 
arrangements and what are their names ; 

(b) which of these 
O 

municipalities are self-supporting and which 
are not? · 

DRINKING WATER SUPPLY, 
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GAZETTED OFFICERS IN THE Co-OPERATIVE DEPARTMENT. 

1460. Mr. Din Muhammad: Will th~ Honourable Minister for Agri· 
culture please state-- 

(a) the number of gazetted officers employed in the Co-operative 
Department cornmunitywise ; _ 

(b) the number of gazetted officers so · employed communitywise in, 
1925? - - 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) '.hie number of 
confirmed gazetted officers employed in the Co-operative Department ex 
cluding Indian Civil Service European officers communitywise, is as under:-- 

Muslims 12, Hindus 8 and Sikhs 5. 
Tle ndmber of those who are officiating as gazetted officers; isl 

Muslims 8, Hindus 8 and Sikhs 8. 

DEPUTY REGISTRARS ETO., OF THE CO-OPERATIVE DEPARTMENT. 

1459. Mr. Din Muhammad: Will the Honourable Minister for Agri· 
culture please state- 

{ a) the number of permanent deputy registrars, assistant· registrars 
and inspectors of Co-operative Department cornmunitywise ; 

(b) the names of persons appointed to these posts during the years 
1927, 1928 and 1929? · 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : The question has 
necessitated certain enquiries from the local officers, whose reply is awaited. 
The answer will be communicated to the honourable member when. 
ready. 

DRINKING w ATER SUPPLY, 

1447. Mr. E. Maya Das: (a) Will the Honourable Minister for Local. 
Self-Government be pleased to state the names of municipalities that 
have got drinking water supply arrangements ? 

· (b) What is the total capacity of supply in each case? 
(c) What is the extent of the population servsd ? 
(d) What are the total receipts ? 
(e) What is the amount of receipt per head? 

' (f) What is the total expenditure in each case ? 
(g) What is the expenditure per head in each case '} 
The Hencarable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: (a) A list of munici- 

palities that have established drinking water supply arrangements has been 
supplied in answer to question no. 1446.1 

(b) to (g). The compilation of these statistics would involve very 
considerable labour and it is not understood precisely what the honourable· 
member wishes to ascertain. If the honourable member will kindly explain 
further the object of his question it may be possible to give an adequate - 
reply without calling for the compilation of these statistics. 
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Kliarfl925, 
Ditto. 
Ditto. 
Ditto. 

Rabi 1926. 
Rabi 1926 and Kharif 1928. 
KAanf.1925 and Rabi 1927. 
Klianj 1925. 
Rabi 1926. 

Ditto. 
Kliari/ 1925. 
Do. 1927. 

.Rabi.}927. 
Ditto. 

Rabi.1926. 
· Rabi 192'7. 

I . Ditto. 
This area ha.a been left since Kharif 

1928 and no remission is now given.'. 

Date from which reIDission granted. 

Rs. 
570 

64 
· 785 

117 
342 
385+359 
146+306 386 
311 
157 
149 
124 
129 
175 
714 
39-7 
410 
50 

Amount of annual 
remission. 

1. Bhondsi 
2. Sanpkinagli 
3. Sohm. 
4. Raipur 
5. Ha.ryahem 
6. Raisina. 
7. Kha! 
8. Tankri 
9. Khari 

10. Kalhar 
11. Ferozepore 
12. Rithanj 
13. Khalete. 
14. Na.ndha 
15. Indri 
16. Rehm. 
17. Tapkan 
18. Neola. Maha.rajpur 

Name of village. 

GRANT OF Muafi IN THE GuRGAON D1sTRIOT. 

1461. Chaudhri Yasin Khan: Will the Honourable Revenue Member 
:please state-- 

(a) whether it is a fact that some villages in the Gurgaon district have 
been granted some annual muafi in lieu of their giving parts of 
hilly areas · to Government for afforestation ; 

(b) jf so, what are those villages and how much is the muafi granted 
and from · what date ; 

(c) has the payment been made to the villages up to date; 
(a) if not, what are the reaso!lB for non-payment? 

The Honourable Mian Sir· Fazal·i-Husain : (a) Yes. 
(b) A stateme~t giving the required information is laid on the table. 
(e) Yes. 

· (a) Does ·not· arise. 

Muslims 4, Hindus Nil and Sikh 1.' 

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 809 

(b) The number of confirmed gazetted officers excluding' Indian Civil 
'Service European officers employed in the Co-operative Department in 1925 
-ccimmunitywise is:- 

Muslims 6, Hindus 2 and Sikhs 4. 
.. The number of those who were officiating as gazetted officers m 1925 
:IS:- 



FILLING UP V .A.O.A.NOIES IN 'THE SunoRDIN.A.TE Enuo.A.TIONAL · SERVICE. 

"' 1464. Chaudhri Yum Khan : Will the Honourable Minister for 
Education kindly state-- 

(a) the number of vacancies in the Subordinate Education Service 
(Anglo-vemaculae Section and Classical and Vernacular 
Sections separately), which occurred in the Ambala division 
after the . present inspector of schools took over charge of 
the division up to the end of October. 1929 ; 

(b) the number of vacancies as in (a) above filled up by the appoint 
ments of persons of various communities in each section of the 
Subordinate Education Section ; 

ANGLO-VERN.A.CUL,AR TEACHERS IN AMB.A.L.A. DIVISION. 

1463. • Chaudhri Yasin Khan : Will· the Honourable Minister for 
Education please state- 

(a) the number of Muslim and non-Muslim A.-V. teachers separateiy 
employed in board schools (both M. B. and. D. B.) in each 
district of the Ambala division ; 

(b) what steps Government propose to take to remove the inequality 
between the number of Muslim and non-Muslim A.-V. teachers; 

(c) what is the percentage of A.-V. Muslim teachers in Government 
institutions of (i) Rawalpindi and (ii) Multan divisions? 

The Honourable Mr. Man.char Lal: (a) and (c). In view of the· 
disproportionate amount 'of time and trouble likely to be involved in collect 
ing this information, it is not proposed to undertake. th~ reqµisite inquiry. 

(b) Does not arise. 
The Department of Education has no control over these appointments 

made by local bodies unless power has been so delegated. 

CoM.MUN.A.L REPRESENTATION .A.MONG AssIST.A.NT DISTRICT INSPECTORS 
oF Boaoor.s, AMB.A.L.A. DIVISION. 

1462. Ch.audhri Yasin Khan : Will the Honourable Minister for 
Education please state-- 

(a) the proportion of Muslim assistant district inspectors of sllhoolS· 
in each district of the Ambala division as compared with non· 
Muslims giving the total in each case; 

(b) the number of Muslim assistant district inspectors of schools in 
the Ambala division at the time the present inspector of 
schools, Ambala division, took charge of the division and 
their number on 31st October, 1929; 

(e) whether there has been any deerease .and if so, what steps are 
being taken to restore the position ? 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: The requisite information is. 
being collected and will be supplied to the honourable member when ready. 
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Fu.LING UP OF VAOANOIEs BY THE INSPEOTOB OF Boaoots, AMBALA 
DIVISION. 

1465. Chaudhri Yasin Kb.an: Will the Honourable- Minister for· 
Education kindly state- 

. (a) the number of Muslims appointed by the present inspector of 
· schools, Ambala division, in board secondary schools from the 

date of his joining the division up to the end of October, 1929,. 
as compared with the number of non-Muslims ; 

(b) what are the reasons for the shortage in the number of Muslim 
teachers, and if so, whether Government propose to· take any 
steps to increase it ? · 

The Honourable Mr. Manoh.ar Lal: (a) The Divisional Inspector 
of Schools is not empowered to appoint teachers in all board secondary 
schools in the Ambala division. · 

(b) Does not arise, 

- 
1 2 3 4 - 

No. of vaoan- No. OF VAOANOIES A,S IN COLUMN 2 
oies which oe- FILLED llY :- 
curred in Am- 

~ction of the S. E. S. bala division I Chris- during the / 

period from Hindu. Muslim. Sikh. tian. Remarks. 
10-10-28 to ) 

31-10-29. 

A. V. Section .. 6 2 .. .. . . '4 posts vacant.' 

CL and Ver. Seotion .. 18 4 9 .. .. 6 posts vacant. 

MUSLIM DISTRICT !NSPEOTOBS OF SOHOOLS. 

1466. Chau:dhri Yasin Khan : Will. the Honourable Minister for 
Education kindly. state- 

(a) the number of permanent Punjab Educational Service posts or 
special posts carrying a pay_ of Rs. 250 per mensem or more 
which have fallen vacant or have been newly created in the 
province from 1st January, 1927 up to 31st October, 1929, and. 

(b) how many of them have been filled up by Muslims and non-Mus 
funs? 

(c) whether the appointments in (b) above were made on the recom 
mendations of the Inspector of Schools, Ambala division, .. 
or independently by the. Director of Public Instruction ? 

The Honourable Mr. M:1nohar Lat: (a) and (b). The necessary 
statement is laid on the table. · 

(c) It is not in the public interest to give such information, as it is con 
fidential. 

811, UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 



THE PUNJAB REGULATION OF ACCOUNTS BILL. 
Mr. President : The House will now resume discussion on the Honour 

.able Finance Member'~ motion that the Punjab Regulation of Accounts 
.Bill, as reported by the Select Committee, be taken into consideration. 

Rai B@hadur Wa Daupat Rai {Pl!l:lljab Iadustriesj «. Sir, When 
·this Bill was committed! to the Seleot Committee we did not discuss the 
principles underlying the Bill in the hope that-the Select Committee would 

-iully consider the provisions of the Bill and by the time . the Select 
·committee met it would have the opinion of the public als0 before it .. But 

-now we see that the Report of the Select Comnuttee, as it has emerged out 
-of it, does :not meet with the views of all the parties concerned. In the first 
mstanee, we see that in this report of the Select Committee there are 4 
dissentient notes appended. Out of the nine non-official members, there a.re 

-eight who have practically differed from each other on several questions. 
The question is whether the report of such a Committee· is entitled to be 

-eonsidered by this House or not. Now, Sir, we have not had the privilege of 
-seeing the opinions which were before the Select Committee but from the 
.report of the dissentient members it appears that Judges and others were not 
.in favour of this Bill at all, and the opinion of the Judiciary which is entitled 
to our highest respect has been brushed aside in the Select Committee 
without any rhyme or reason. 

The ·Judiciary which on account of its experience· and learning should 
have had the first SlliY hllis been relegated to the lumber room. Now let us see 
how they treat the Judiciary of the province. It is found in the dissenting 
.minute of Bai Sahib Ohaudhri Chhotu Ram and others that '' courts should 

- THE PUNJAB PURE FOOD BILL. 
REPORT OF THE DRAFTING COMMITTEE, 

Th2 Honourable Malik· Firoz Khan, Noon : Sir, I beg to present 
-the Report of the Drafting Committee appointed by you under Standing 
-Order 150 on the Punjab Pure Food Bill. 

./ 

MusLrM D1sTRIOT INSPECTORS OF Boaoor.s. 
1467. Chaudhri Yasin Khan: Will the Honourable Minister for 

Education please state (a) the number of Muslim district inspectors of 
schools in the province on the 1st January, 1927 and their number on 31st 
October, 1929, and 

(b) whether there is any decrease in their number and if so, what steps 
-Govomment propose to take to increase it ? 

The Honourable Mr. M1I1ohat Lal: (a) 18 and 15 respectively. 
(b) Does not re slly arise. In making appointments to district inspec 

'.4iQl'ships, many faetors have to be taken into consideration. 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: I regret that the answer to this 
.question in is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the honourable 
member when ready. 
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.be allowed little or no discretion under this Bill. If such discretion is allowed, 
that discretion will almost invariably be used in favour of the creditor. 
The present complexion of the Judiciary in thi's province as well as in others 
is not calculated to inspire confidence in the debtor classes." Could there 
be a. more glaring impeachment of the Judiciary of the province ? ,They 
not only say that it is incompetent but t.i;_ey charge it with a bias against 

- the agricultural classes. Then they say, " It is a notorious fact that the 
sympathies of the Judiciary are with the creditors. I do not know how 
they have arrived at this conclusion that the sympathies of the Judiciary 
are with the money-lenders. The Judiciary decides each case as it comes 
to it on its merits and it is presumed that it does it conscientiously 
and honestly and with the experience and ability at its disposal. "But 
when they said that the Judiciary has sympathies with the money-lenders 
the members of the Select Committee did not consider the provisions of 
this Bill dispassionately. They have cited Mr. Calvert as a support for - 
them. They say, " As observed by Mr. Calvert, this indictment 
of the judiciary is tqlly borne out by the complete failure of -the 
Usurious Loans Act." I think I can boldly say that· the indictment 
which . these members of the Select Committee have made against 
the Judiciary is not justified as it is not of one class only but of 
all classes, namely, Hindus, Muhammadans, agrieulturists, non-agrieul 
turists, Europeans and others .. One can say that the Judiciary has erred 
here and there but I do not think anybody can say that no weight should be 
given to the Judiciary as a whole and I do not think that Mr~ Calvert holds 
that opinion. But if that is the opinion of Mr. Calvert and if that is also 
the opinion of the Government, then the judiciary is incompetent and I 
think the Government should ask them to vacate their seats. Under these. 

.eircumstances, Sir, I submit that this report of the Select Committee should 

.not be considered at all and the Bill should be dropped. The members of 
the Select Committee are hopelessly at variance with each other, and such 

. a report cannot command our respect. 
Another reason I would urge for the rejection of the Bill is that it does 

not confine itself to the principle which, it is said, underlies this legislation. 
The same members of the Select Committee as mentioned above say on page 
four of their report that "Government is, in the words of Sir Malcolm Hailey, 
'convinced that legislation would be beneficial for the regulation d certian 
classes of accounts.' . The main object of this legislation would be the 
' protection of the ignorant borrower without undue interference in trade 

.and credit' ". Now we will have to see whether there is this interference 
in trade and credit or not. " The aim will be ' to secure as between certain 

· classes of creditors and debtors an improved system of keeping accounts 
which will give· to the latter a means of ascertaining periodically how their 
accounts stand and how they are composed'". They might have said 
that as between the money-Iender and the village agriculturist such and 
such an account- should be kept ; but why bring .in all these city people 
also, the traders, the bankers and others? 

Thus the main purpose of the Bill is to give protection to t he agrieul · 
turists · who are ignorant and who are said· to be at the mercy of the money 
lender. But is there anything in the Bill which will effect this ? As to 

·why the agriculturist should be protected, the only two· arguments advanced 
0 
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are his illiteracy and ignorance. Now, does the Bill do away with 
his illiteracy or ignorance ? The agriculturist · borrows money when. 
he feels the necessity for it and necessity knows no law and therefore 

-he may at times agree to any terms imposed by the money-lender but surely. 
this Bill is no remedy for it. If there had been a measure for doing away· 
with the illiteracy of the agriculturist or with his ignorance, it would 
have had my full support. But that is not the case with this Bill. This. 

_ is a case where although the debtor does not want that a copy of the ac 
count should be sent to him, a statutory obligation is cast upon the creditor· 
to send him a copy of his account six monthly ; it does not matter whether- 
he is ignorant or illiterate. Even though the agriculturist may say ' please 
do not bother me with these half-yearly accounts,' yet the Bill says, ' you. 
must send the account.' Now if you go through the provisions of this Bill 
you will see that it is not only meant for agriculturists but also for others. 
If I lend to the Honourable Finance Member, I am bound under this Bill 
to send !Qin six-monthly accounts and perhaps as soon as I send one he will 
consign it to his waste paper basket. He may not go through it at all, 
If the provisions of the Bill had been confined merely to the agriculturists; 
and the village money-lenders I could have understood it. But all sorts 
of persons come under this measure. If I give a loan to a Bank I must give 
a six monthly notice to it. I give a loan to the Government and then 1 
have to give them six monthly notice. But under clause 2 (7) (iii) "A 
loan advanced by Government or by any local body authorised by Govern 
ment" is exempted from this Bill, whereas a loan advanced to Government. 
or to a bank or to a local authority is not exempted but accounts are to be· 
submitted to them. Some people may say that Government does not 

'require a loan. But Government is raising loans in the open market every 
day. They· are issuing treasury bills and ponds. Then, are we to serve 
the Government also with nbtices ? It is true that if a bank advances a 
loan to individuals that does not come within the definition of loan. But 

. when a loan is advanced to them the provisions of the Bill apply. 
As I said in thebeginning, we expected that the Select Committee would' 

make such changes as would suit all parties. Although the Bill as it has 
emerged from the Select Committee has undergone certain changes which 
are for the better, still there are certain changes which ~re for the worse. 
Take for instance clause 2 (7) (ii), "A loan to 'or by or a deposit with any· 
society or association registered under tde Societies Registration Act, 1860• 
or under any other enactment." This is the clause as recommended by the 

. Select Committee, whereas the old clause was, "A loan to or qy or a deposit 
with a person belonging to any class of persons specified for the purpose of· 
this section by- the Local Government by notification." So that previously 
power was given to the local Government to exempt, if they so wanted.. 
any person or body from the provisions of this Bill. But now only certain 
bodies are specially exempted. I do not know what is the reason for this. 
change which is for the worse. Aga:in the old clause was," A loan advanced. 

"by any person bona fide carrying on any business, not having for itsprimary 
object the lending of money, if such loan is advanced in the regular course 
of such business." This was a very sensible and salutary provision -. Your 
idea is only to protect the ignorant agriculturist. But the Select Committee- 

-··---~~ 
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in its wisdom has taken away this provision also. Therefore I say that 
in these respects the Billhas changed for the worse. I have already men 
tioned that the scope of the Bill is not confined merely to the agriculturist 
class or to the village money-lender but to all classes. 

I may also mention that the provisions of this Bill are altogether un 
workable. Under clause 8 (1) (b) notice is to be sent to the debtor. Sup 
pose the debtor has died, to whom is the creditor to send the notice? No 
provision is made to the effect that if a debtor has died the notice should be 
served on his legal representatives. But even supposing that it is to be 
served on his legal representatives, it is not an easy task to find out who the 

legal representatives are especially in a province like the Punjab where there 
are so many laws of succession like Customary Law, Hindu Law, Muhammadan 
Law, the Indian Succession Act and so on? The poor money-lender will 
be put to much difficulty. Even a lawyer will not.be able to say imme 
diately who the real legal heir is. Thus this is a very stringent Bill. Again 
it is not stated that notice is to be served at his last place of abode or his 
registered address. How is the creditor to find him out ? Suppose he has 
left for England or America, is he to hunt for his address and then serve 
him with a notice ? Then you will say that notice bas not been served 
in the _ prescribed time. Such are the provisions of this Bill which we are 
asked by the honourable mover to consider. I sul:mit that this is not the 
kind of Bill which should be considered at all. 

_ We know that a Banking Enquiry Committee is sitting and they are 
exploring every avenue in order to find out how best to help the agricul 
turist and the rural classes and so on and so forth. So this is the most 
inopportune time for this Bill to be introduced. Let us wait for the report 
of that Committee and see what they report. If there are any good recom- 
mendations we can adopt them. ~TI~ r<}t<$·~ 

Another glaring instance which I may point out is that the private 
companies are not excepted. The clause about them says, "A loan ad 
vanced by a bank, a co-operative society or a company whose accounts 
are subject to audit by a certificated auditor under.the Companies Act." 

Every body knows that these private companies are not 7ub]:'ct 
to audit under the Indian Companies Act. They ma;y: have their accounts 
audited by a certificated auditor or they may not. And now an amendment 
has been sent in by Government under which a bank, a co-operative society 
or a company whose accounts are audited annually by an auditor under the 
provisions of section 144 .of the Indian Companies Act, 1918, is to be 
exempted. I trunk, I am right in saying that section 144 does not apply to 
private companies whose accounts may or may not be audited by a certifi 
cated auditor. Therefore I say you at once take out these private companies 
and make them subject to the Regulation of Accounts Act. There are several 
European private companies here which get their accounts audited by certifi 
cated accountants but they are not required to have their accounts audited 
under the Indian Companies Act. Here are my friends Mr. Owen Roberts 
and Sardar Sikandar Hayat Khan. They are the owners of private 
limited companies. They will_ now com~ under the operation of this 
Act. Thus yon see yon narrow down the exemptions made under the Act. 
I think that perhaps the members of the eelect. Committee were under a. 

--~ 
o2 
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'misapprehension that there are certs in private companies which are subject 
to audit by. a certificated auditor, but that is not so. There are Messrs; 
Owen Roberts & Co. and there are so many limited companies here. If 
you go to the Mall yon will find that there are several European limited 
companies here which are not subject to audit by auditors, but the 
accounts are, always audited .by certificated auditors. Are you going to 
bring them all within the scope of this Bill ? 

. Then, Sir, admitting that there is a necessity that the debtor should be 
supplied with a copy of the accounts of the. money-lender, would it not 
be better- if the debtors should be supplied . with one if he wants to be ( 
supp lied .. Why should I send a copy to each and every one of my debtors 
.if they do not want one? If any provision had to be made there would have 
been sense in saying that if any debtor wanted it he should be supplied with 
a copy. There might have been a provision making a money-lender who 
did not comply with the debtors' request liable for a penalty of say Rs. 50 
for each default but to say that he must keep such and such accounts 
and supply them to each and every debtor is absolutely unnecessary. 

The second thing is that every body wanta to keep his financial matters 
secret. Nobody wants that his liabilities should be known even to his friends 
So that if a copy of the- debtor's account is sent to him and he is illiterate he 
will have to go to another man or neighbour to read out the accounts whom 
he would not like to know· that he was indebted to such and such a person. 
Therefore I say it will serve no useful purpose. In the first place there 
might. be disputes as to whether the accounts were sent. The money lender 
would say that he did send the accounts and the debtor would deny having 
received any.· And the second thing is that it would serve no useful purpose 
on the ground that the debtor would not like to go to any one else to read 
out the accounts to him because he would not like his financial affairs to be 
known to anybody else. 

So on these grounds I would submit, Sir, that this Bill should not be 
taken into consideration. , 

Chaudhri Duli Chand [Kamal (Non-Muhammadan), Rural] (Urdu) : 
Sir, it would be within your reeolleetionsthat on the 6th instant the honourable. 
member representing Hosbiarpur stated that by passing . this measure the 
liabilities of the zamindars were not likezy to decrease in the least. I do not 
say that this statement which he made on that day is wholly devoid of 
truth but it is obvious that he has presented it in a very exaggerated form. 
For instance look at the Usurious Loans Act, The money-lenders 
have escaped the · provisions of this Act by resorting to another 
scheme. They annually renew their debts by getting the thumb im 
pressions of the illiterate zamindars fixed to new documents itr which they 
enter the real sum advanced together with the interest on it as principal. 
For example, a zamindar borrows Rs. 200 at 25 per cent. annual-interest, 
the next year the money-lender will enter the interest of R3. 20() together 
with the principal and will show the real sum advanced as Rs. 250 and will 
get it signed by the debtor and no court can find fault with such a docu 
ment in which the borrower has clearly admitted that so much sum was 
advanced to him by the creditor, But in spite of all such Irauds as practised 
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·OD the zamindars, we cannot Jor a moment deny tb~t this Act has I d:on~ 
any good. At least it has proved beneficial inasmuch as the courts are .. 
empowered to disallow certain portion of the rate of interest· that nia.y 
appear to them very high or unreasonable. If the money-lenders are 
required to send the statements of the accounts to their borrowers, then the 
borrowers will be able to produce these statements in the courts to prove 
that the real sum was so much and that by interest on it, it has multiplied 
tenfold, etc. In this way the chances of practising fraud on the poor zamin 
dars will decrease and the courts will also have their powers increased· to 
enforce the provisions of the Usurious Loans Act in accordance with their 
spirit. 

Then, Sir, th~ honourable Pandit Nanak Chand said that such-a Bin 
had also been. presented .in the Assembly where it was considered of no use 
and was rejected. My .answee to this is that had there been in the As~ernhly 
members from rural areas the Assembly would have found it rather diftioalt 
to reject it. Had th~t legislature also included in itself 91 per cent. repre 
sentation of the rural areas, the Bill would have met absolutely different 
fate. But through the curse· of the mixed electorates of rural and urban 
areas our representation was scarce in the Assembly and consequently the 
opponents easily won the field and rejected the Bill mentioned by the honour 
able member. It was nothing strange if the .Home Member also opposed 
it for the Government officials often follow the trend of non-official members. 
The officials, considering the members of tlie Assembly as true representa 
tives of the people, did as they were asked to do. Is it not the same with 
the officials of the Punjab Government ? . Don't they regard us as the true 
representatives of the people and carry out our decisions. 89, Sir, it was 
natural on the part of official members of the Assembly to vote on the 
side of the urban majority. 

Then again, Sir, the decisions of the various local governments were quoted 
and it was urged that those local governments did not feel the necessity of any 
such measure. But I say, Sir, that as regards the circumstances obtainable 
here, the Punjab differs greatly from other provinces. In other 
provinces large areas belong to one landlord under whom there are tenants 

- who till the land for him and share the produce with him. Here the case 
is different. We have got small peasant proprietors who are to be saved . 
from the money-lenders, for small holdings, as theirs, can very easily pass 
out of their possession to that of the money-lenders. Moreover, the money 
lenders abound here in the Punjab very much. In view of the area over 
which our province extends we find that the percentage of the money· 

. · lenders here far exceeds that found in other provinces. The money-lenders 
advance loans to the zamindars in all safety, for their land form sufficient 
security for the return of their debts. They never lend such big sums to 
those classes which do not own land. - For example they will never deal 
with sweepers so extensively. · 

Then Sir, the honourable member representing Simla raised an ob 
jection with regard to the script of the statements of accounts required 
to be submitted to the borrowers, and proposed " Lundas " to be the proper 
and convenient script, for this purpose. Now Sir, in "Junda " script there 
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are no vowels, arid therefore the script is imperfect and is often read wrongly, 
Here is an example to illustrate my point. Some one wrote a. letter :~ 

" ,., If~ ,s "-"? <:S1 JI.,.!-.' ..fi' .s'lJ ~ ~ 
but the addressee read it as follows :- 

" ,-> t~ .,s ,tl "'y. ,tt ,. [f r..r &lJ '1 

Similarly we can confuse the words " 1.'il " " TeZ " and " T1el ". The lunda 
script will cause a great confusion and inconvenience to the courts and there 
.fore the honourable member's proposal is not a sound one. 

, Now I come to the question as to whether the present Bill can solve 
our difficulties or not. I am constrained to observe Sir, that had the Gov 
ernment consented to the Bill which was passed by this House in 1926, 
it would have been more in keeping with our purpose, but the present Bill 
falls far short of the requirements of the present time. 

Mr. President: I cannot allow any speech to go beyond the prin 
ciples of the Bill. 

Chaudhri Duli Chand: Sir, I was saying that this Bill cannot offi" 
ciently cope with the difficulties of the present case. It cannot effectively 
check the forgeries committed by money-lenders. Not to speak of the 
simple illiterate zamindars these money-lenders can even deceive us who 
are educated. They, on the plea that hand-writing often changes, ask us to 
fix our thumb· impressions to their bahis, and we credulously do so. After 
some time when we again go to pay back the loan they bring out a similar 
bahi with a forged thumb-impression similar to ours. We pay the loan and 
see it entered on that bahi and go away well satisfied that. we are freed from 
the liability. But to our great amazement after two or three years we-re 
ceive a notice asking us to clear our accounts. We object and the money 
lender brings a civil suit against us and produces the true bahi, whereupon 
we are forced by thedeeree of the court to repay the loan a second time. 
In view of such difficulties as this, if the money-lenders are required to 
submit the statements of the accounts to their borrowers they will not be 
able to practise such frauds. 

I hope, Sir, that in consideration of these facts which I have mentioned 
. the- House will consent to the consideration of the Bill. 

Sardat Harbakhsh Singh (Hoshiarpur and Kangra (Sikh), Rural] 
(Urdu): Sir, I rise to support the motion under consideration. Much has 
been said in favour of and against this motion, but if we just look back at the 
past history of our province, we will find, rather we will be convinced of the 
fact that the present demand for such a legislation as Money Lenders Regula 
tion of Accounts Bill is not only urgent and necessary but also in due accord 
ance with the needs of the time. Before the English came into India., people 
were not so interested in agriculture as they are now interested and the lands 
had not acquired importance as they have now acquired. Before the Bri 
tish Government established. its supremacy in India. and law and order 
prevailed on its advent, tenants were required to till the lands and to give 
e.s much produce to the land-lord as suited their convenience.· But with 
the advent of the British Government a. good deal of attention began to be 
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paid to the development of agriculture. The construction of canals ~nd 
-consequent regulsr and sure supply of water for irrigation, ga.ve further im 
petus in this direction. The people worked hard to make the lands yield good 
.:income. They ceased to look at land-revenue and abiP,na as mere burdens 
-and the tendency to sell land for nominal prices received a set back~ The 
value of land increased and consequently their prices . also went up. The 

'money-lender who hesitated before to advance loans to agriculturists now 
began to advance loans willingly on the security of their lands. Cunning and 
-elever by nature these money-lenders saw that it was a good opportunit:V: for 
them to acquire -the lands which were in the possession of agricultunsts. 
With that end in view they began to advance large sums as loans to 

,zamindars. In course of time these sums accumulated tenfold by the 
addition of interest at a heavy rate and w:\:!.en the zamindars failed to pay back 

-their debts the land of the latter began to be attached and sold in liquida 
tion of these debts. This process continued for some time at a rapid pace 

·until at last it_ was feared that the whole land would pass out of the hands 
· of zamindars. It was at this critical juncture that the Government 
came to the rescue of the zamindars and enacted the Land Alienation Act. 
Thanks to this A.ct we still exist otherwise our disappearance was a 
.matter of certainty. Government did not stop here but it went furth?r to 
help us and started the co-operative movement. It has established 

-eo-operative societies · in rural areas so as to enable zamindars · to 
borrow money from these societies on easy terms. But since · these 
:societies have not so· far succeeded in completely replacing the 

·,. -enrse of private money-lending, therefore, it is necessary that a 
protecting measure against the evils of private money-lending be 
enacted. It was in response to phis demand of the times that the 
Government took in hand the work of framing the present Bill· which has 
been now moved for the consideration of the House. In addition to the 
co-operative movement Government also passed the Usurious Loans Act. 
But this Act has failed to fully cope with the emergencies of the present times. 
Zamindars are still being disposseased of their lands by benami transactions, 
-ete. The failure of the Usurious Loans A.ct is another reason for which the 
present Bill should be placed on the statute book. The present Bill which 
'has been moved · for consideration is not· such an abominable measure that 
we should put impediments in the way of its consideration and passage. 
In 1926 this Council after a0lengthy debate passed the :Money-LeI;1.ders Bill, 

'but His Excellency the Governor did not give his assent to it. on the ground 
-that it would harmfully affect trade and commercial interests of the province • 

. But at the same time Government promised to bring such a Bill at an oppor 
·tune moment. Now to redeem that promise Government has moved the 
.present Bill for the consideration' of the House and we should not refuse to 

-eonsider it simply because it appears to its antagonists as identical with the 
.previous Bill: This Bill includes in itself provisions by which minors and 
widows are exempted from keeping accounts of the loans which will pass to 
.them by inheritance or assignment for a reasonable time during which 
they can very well make themselves conversant with such accounts, etc. 
The penaltyclause of the present Bill is also very reasonable and in no ·way 
-ean be called severe or harsh. Therefore, Sir, I request the House that in 
view of the troubles and miseries of the poverty-strioken aamindsrs it 

0 
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[S. Harbakhsh Singh.] 
should not withhold its consent to consider the Bill, which is in no way· 
identical with the Money-Lenders Bill. 

Now I come to the arguments that the various honourable members have· 
advanced in opposition to the present Bill. Honourable Pandit Nanak Chand 
urged upon the House not to consider the Bill and the arguments that he· 
advanced in support of his contention were very unsound and · fallacious. 
No sane person with the least intelligence can for a moment doubt their in 
consistency. In 1926 at the time when the Money-Lenders Bill was moved· 
such an argument that the communal atmosphere was cloudy and that the 
time was not· opportune for the measure could hold water but now such 
an argument is incoherent and inconsistent with the demands of the pre 
sent time. 

Then Sir, the honourable member said that in other provinces such mea-- . 
snres are not necessary and that there is no reason why they should be specially 
undertaken for the Punjab. To this my reply is that the circumstances ob 
taining here in this province _are different from those of the other provinces. In 
other provinces the whole land belongs to a few landlords who give it to their 
tenants for agricultural purposes but here in the Punjab we have got small 
peasants who are proprietors as well as tenants. It is difficult to dispossess 
a big landlord of his landed property but a petty'zaminderwith a very small 
holding falls an easy prey to the wiles of a clever money-lender. Therefore 
it is to save these small peasants that we require the protection of some such 
measure as the present one. Then Sir, the application of this measure will 
be general. It will apply to tow.us in the same manner as it 
will apply to villages and no class will" be exempted from the application 
of its provisions-zamindars who lend money will · also come under its 
provisions, anc! their case will not be made an exception if they happened 
to be dishonest in their dealings. 

. . 
Further Sir, my honourable friend Pandit Nanak Chand remarked that 

this Bill was in every aspect identical with the Money-Lenders Bill and that the· 
'Government has tried to hoodwink them by presenting the same Bill to the 
House under a different name. I would submit, Sir, that this remark is utter .. 
ly unfounded and that the Government has not tried to befool them, but on the other hand it has brought- them face to face with real,ity so that they 
inay feel it and recede on their own account from the atrocious course on 
which they have launched. 

Again Sir, it was said that banks and co-operative societies are- 
not brought under the provisions of this Bill. On ·this point I submit that 
banks and co-operative societies submit six-monthly reports of accounts· 
to their borrowers.and therefore there is· no reason why the provisions of the 
present Bill should be applied to them. On the other hand the money-lenders 
do not care to invite. the attention of the borrowers. to their accounts, they 
rather for years try to lull them to sleep over their dues in order that they 
may demand them back when the interest on them has increased ten 
fold and the ruin of the debtors is sure .. Even if the borrowers do not require 
the. statements of their accounts, still it is the Government's duty to save the 
people if thay are running. to their ruin. . 
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Now, Sir, I take up the objection as to the script in which the statements: " 
of accounts are to be submitted. I think any language that is clear 
and comprehensible to all will do. A script that can convey any sense to 
the sahukar alone and to none else is of no use. 

Then again, Sir, it is said that the borrowers do not need such statements. 
and do not demand them and therefore there is no necessity of furnishing them 
with such statements. But I say we want them to be furnished with, these 
statements in order that they niay be reminded of the sum which is due from 
them and moreover we insist upon it because we want to enable zamindars 
to produce those statements of accounts before· courts in cases where they 
suspect the money lenders ofdishonesty. . · 

Then Sir, much stress has been laid on the fact that money lenders 
should not be absolutely debarred from the right <_>f suing in cases where 
they have failed to 'comply with the provisions of the Bill and that the 
penalty clause of the Bill should be enforced gradually and mildly. Sir, the- 
Select Committee has agreed on this point in the manner in which they 
have put it in the Bill and there is no need of further discussing it therefore ; 
and I request· the honourable members not to insist on this point so earnestly. . , 

My honourable friend Pandit Nanak Chand was pleased to remark that 
in the case of banks and co-operative societies a good many convictions have 
taken place on account· of embezzlement and other such criminal breaches 
of trust· but no ordinary money-lender has ever been convicted for such 
crimes. I am freeto admit, Sir, that this is very true. But the reason for 
that is by no means in favour of the contention of the honourable member. 
This is because the accounts in the banks are maintained in a prescribed form 
and manner and so it is v~ry easy to audit them and, thereby, detect any 
case of embezzlement. While on the other hand, the ordinary money-lenders 
keep their accounts in a language and form familiar to none but themselves 
Moreover, they employ a good many devices to escape income tax and thus 
it is very difficult, 9r shall I say impossible to eheek their accounts properly, 
I beg to submit, Sir, that it is not wise to be over-sympathetic to crooked 
people. However, when they begin to maintain tp.eir accounts properly 
an opportunity may be taken to consider the matter i11 the light of the con· 
rl.;itions prevalent at the time. 

Another objection raised by the same honourable member was that 
it may be necessary to send a statement of accounts to an unlettered borrower 
but there was no necessity of sending such a statement when the debtor hap 
pens to be a learned barrister or.doctor who i:nay be able to understand his 
liabilities even better than the creditor himself. That again appears to be 
quite sound. But Sir, a law is after all a law and you cannot make in it 
such provisions and exceptions if it is to retain a universal character at all, 
And then, there is another situation to be taken into account. Supposing 
that a learned debtor dies leaving behind him. an illiterate heir, In that 
case the money-lender will be bound to supply such statements to the heir. 
Then why· seek to make such a useless exception which can have 'a tempo- 

. rary effect only ? Of course the demand for some 1atjtude to the widows 
and minor children of the creditors 'was considered ·a legitimate one and we 
accepted· that without any hesitation In the Select Committee. Thus, Sir; 
it is not a class or communal measure because it. gives necessary protection. 
to all concerned. 
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Then it was urged that if a creditor happens to have advanced loans to 

a thousand persons it will be - extremely difficult 
and troublesome· to send such statements to all 

-of them. I submit, Sir, that it is by no means a misfortune to have so many 
debtors, On the other hand such a creditor has the best of causes to be thank.l 

.ful to God. I am not sure whether the honourable member really wants us 
to believe that such a wealthy money-lender cannot afford to employ a clerk 

·to do the work for him. In fact such a complaint should come, if at all, from 
petty money-lenders. But even they cannot advance such 0an argument 
with any advantage because education has now reached almost every villa 
age in the province and, therefore, if a petty money-lender happens to be 
illiterate or not conversant with the prescribed language he can ask any 

-educated boy to do the work for him and, if need be; he can pay a few 
annas for that work. A man earning interest from his debtors can very well 
afford to part with a few annas moreover, this practice will help to solve the 

-question of unemployment even if to a very small extent. 
Another honourable member asked as to whom the statement was to be 

sent in case the debtor died. The answer to that is not very far to seek. At 
the death of a debtor the money-lender loses no time in finding out as to who 
is going to inherit his property and, consequently his liabilities. He has to 

'recover his money from some person and he at once finds him out. · There 
.fore, Sir, the money-lender has to make no extra exertions to find out the 
person to whom the statement should be addressed. He has to send the 

.statement to none else than the person from whom he hopes to realise his 
money. fi Ell 

It was also urged that some people do not want their indebtedness to 
be talked about and that, therefore, such statements will offend their sus 

-ceptibilities. I beg to submit, Sir, that such susceptibilities and notions 
have now become a thing of the past. Now-a-days well-known and res 
pectable persons often receive such statements from their banks and do 
not feel any irritation on account of their appearance. Really it is the 

'village people who can be said to entertain such notions and to attach some 
importance to them. B1~t I submit that in villages the indebtedness of a 
person cannot remain a secret. Moreover, Sir, it is not wise to make any 
allowance for such false notions .. We should rather discourage them if they 

.really exist anywhere. - · 
Now I come to the remarks made by -an honourable member with re 

-gard to the mentality of the Government. I beg to submit, Sir, that it is 
neither wise nor safe to make such remarks because in reply to them the 

- mentality of the honourable member as well ~s of the party to which he bas 
- the honour to belong may be attacked in the same manner and it may be 
-said that these honourable gentlemen want to help the blood-suckers and 
parasites. Therefore, I would request my honourable and learned friends 
not to _ waste time in such useless talks which can do no good to any person 
-or party. Let the Bill be ta.ken into consideration and if it really needs 
-some improvements they can be effected by so many amendments to be moved 
by various honourable members. Let us consider them and see which of them 

.are earlly useful. In this way much time will be saved and we will be able to 
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-finish the matter within the two days that we have at our disposal. Th.is, 
Sir, is the only way in whioh some amicable settlement can be reached. 
If we discuss the subject in that spirit it will do us more credit and the Gov 
-emment too will feel thankful. With these remarks I resume my seat. 

Mr. Lahh Singh [Rawalpindi Division and Lahore Division North 
{Non-Muhammadan), Rural]: I beg to oppose, Sir, the consideration ·of 
the Bill and my primary reason for doing so is that the report of the Select 
·Committee whioh is being placed before the House is only a minority report. 
This fact has already been brought to the notice of the House but not in 
this exact form. It has been said that there are as many as four disseritient 
notes. It has also been said that as many as eight out of the nine non-official 
members have appended dissentient minutes. But the more correct and 

'methodical way of looking at the matter is that out of _twelve members eight 
have appended dissenteint notes, which means that the report of the Select 
'Committee as presented to the House is- in essence and virtually a minority 
'report. The Bill, Sir, was committed to the Select Committee so that 
detailed discussion on the provisions of the Bill might take place there, 
:arguments may be exchanged and a certain measure of · unanimity attained 
so that the Bill when it comes before the whole House, there should not 
be much need for tabling numerous amendments. The Bill, however, 
which· has now come before the House, does not come with the prestige of 
the report of the Select Committee, in the ordinary sense of that term, and, 
therefore; I would submit that this House really is not prepared and should 
not agree to consider the Bill inthe form in which it is now presented. With 
this premise, Sir, I have just to say only a few words more and I should 
·only begin by saying that the learned member for Industries has given us 
an edifying and detailed analysis of some of the provisions of the Bill. He 
has very clearly pointed out to the House that the measure before it is a 
crude one and that it bristles with great difficulties and that considerable 
inconveniences must result from the enforcement of such a piece of legisla 
tion, in case it is enacted at all. I do not want to repeat what has been . 
.said before. I desire only to confine my remarks to certain general aspects of 
·the question before us. The first remark that I would like to make is, 'that 
-the reason that has been assigned for bringing this Bill up again before the 
House is that a certain promise to that effect had been held out by His Ex 
eellenoy the Governor when he refused to give his assent to the Act on the 
subject which was last passed by the Council. 

I would submit that that is not a sufficient ground for bringing up 
this Bill again. And certainly the anxiety to redeem a promise of this kind 
cannot be a very good ground of action either with thia Government or with 
the Government of which this is only a subordinate branch. Government 
here have never been notorious for redeeming their promises. The real 
'reason, therefore, is to be sought elsewhere. The presentation of this Bill · 
is not an atteµipt to redeem a promise only but something more than that. 
To my mind it appears that the real reason is tha't in this particular-case the 
'promise was given to a section of the House, to a community and to a class 
which is in a position to enforce the promise. Whether even the enforce 
ment of the promise would be good or bad for them, they do not stop to 
consider, The only reason why this Bill is being brought up, therefore, is 
that in tµis particular case the promise has been given to a party, to a section 
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or to a· class· which is .in a · position to dictate terms to Government. The 
reasons underlying this Bill are not purely or mostly economic. ; the real 
reasons are not apparent on the surface. The measure it·s~lf is not the simple 
thing that it appears at first sight. It is to my mind clearly not· an economic 
measure. Arguments have been addressed to the House to show ·that. it 
is a purely· economic measure and on that assumption reasons have been 
assigned for or against the policy and expediency of enacting a measure 
of this kind. My submission on the contrary is that properly analysed this. 
Bill is really a political Bill. It is intended really to bring home to us what 
would happen if -those benches are occupied not by the officials but by I!, 
certain other class, what would happen if the official block disappears. 
It is really intended to convince us here of the indispensability of the official 
block in this province, of the imperative . necessity of the presence in our 
midst (Interruptwn) I have been forced to · have recourse to this argument; 
because I can see that you are being made a cat's paw of. 

Mr. President: Is not the honourable member attributing motives? 
CJ • 

Mr. Labh Singh! It is not a question, Sir, of attributing motives at all 
I am analysing the situation as I see it and presenting it to the House so 
that the House may make up its mind as to the correctness or otherwise 
of my remarks. My submission is that this measure is certainly not an eco 
nomic measure for the very simple reason that nobody has dispassionately 
considered it in the light of an economic measure. Neither the Government 
of India, nor the Government of any other province in this country have so 
far considered it necessary that a Bill of this kind should be enacted into law. 
The conditions of this province must be very peculiar, very strange and hope 
less, as my honourable friend suggests, that a measure of _this kind should 
have been brought up at all. No case having been made out for the Bill" 
on economic grounds, there remains then the sole question of redeeming a 
promise which is really very immaterial and is not a sufficient reason at all 
why' this Bill should have been put up. 

My second ground for opposing the consideration of the Bill is that 
the measure is supremely unnecessary. There was a time wheri some people· 
vied with each other in painting black the old type of sahukars. I should 
have thought the fashion had disappeared but it has not. If, however, we 
are to take our stand on ascertained. facts, I would in all seriousness enquire· 
whether there are any cases of malpractices by sahukars now cropping up. 
or coming to light which cry for a legislation of this kind. Are any appre 
ciable number of sahukars found to be indulging in any form of sharp practice· 
and have cases of such charge come before the courts against them ? Are 

. the courts reporting, for instance, that interest is being charged at very 
high rates ? Are there cases brought to light in which illiterate borrowers 
are found to suffer because of such exactions by the sahukars ?. I would very 
respectfully submit that· no case has been made out. All those exaggerations 
of the old type of money-lender which were a sort of fashion with some 
people some time ago are being repeated. parrot-like whereas there is no real 
necessity for enacting a measure of this kind. We are only giving the 
dog a bad name in order to _hang hiin.1 The measure before us, is unnecessary· 
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further because there are ample protective provisions already on the statute 
book of this province for safeguarding the interests of needy borrowers .. 

. My next reason for opposing this measure is that as it is before us now 
it goes far beyond its professed purpose. Its professed purpose is to pro 
tect illiterate borrowers. If that is so, why not protect them and exempt 
the literate borrowers from the operation of the Bill. Although it is said 
that. it is intended for the purp9se of protecting the illiterate, that is not 
what is aimed at in the practical provisions of the .measure. I call this 
measure in its present form, a piece of class legislation .for indeed it is· one 
such if it is ·not also what one might call a piece of communal legislation, 
for the very simple reason that the provisions which it embodies are not 
fair, they are all one-sided which means that it is a .measure intended to 
favour one class as against another, and at the expense of another. And 
I must submit further that if measures of this kind are once put on the 

·statute book, it· is very difficult to modify them subsequently or to undo 
the mischief that they create. For look at the, Land Alienation Act which 
I might mention by way ot illustration as a similar measure. It . is well 
known that even some of the officials are now convinced that that was a 
bad measure or at any rate that it was good at the time when it was enacted 
hut has now ceased to be of much use and more than that, is working mis 
-chief now. It is now an open secret that some of the officials and some of 
the very classes whom it was originally designed to protect are of this opinion ; 
:yet how hard is it for any one to even suggest that the Act may be modifi 
ed in any respect or in any particular, that that Act should be rationalised 
or brought into accord with the present day economic conditions of the pro 
vince ? My submission therefore is that it is. true of all class legislation, 
that when once it is brought into being it is very. difficult to undo it at a 
later stage. Vested interests gather round such legislation which it is ex 
tremely difficult to overcome. The G"m effects of such legislation tend to 
become permenant. . 

Further, the enactment' of this, measure will restrain agricultural credit, 
and that would be an unmitigated evil for the province. Agricultural opera· 
tions in this province as elsewhere require to be financed and the economic 
system that has obtained in the province for the last several centuries has 
created certain institutions and certain modes of financing agricultural 
operations which we cannot and should not lightly subvert. And a crude 
attempt of this description would really cause a serious shock. to the entire 
economic structure of our agricultural system, as also to the entire struc 
ture of our village economy. This measure will eventually prove an ill 
turn to the agriculturist. I would therefore submit on these grounds if on 
no other that we should pause, consider and think before we rush through 
a legislation of this kind. 

It has also been pointed out to the House that this Bill would seriously 
interfere with trade. The authors of this eBill have been protesting that 
-they are · anxious that only the illiterate agricultural classes should be 
protected. . By all means give them protection but let the protection be 
confined to them alone. Let there be a qualification attached to the measure 
that it shall apply only to the illiterate and uneducated class of agricul 
turists. 
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Then, Sir, I have got another very strong argument which though it, 

may seem strange and novel to some appeals to me to be a very import- 
- ant one. And· that is this. All competent observers, all official observers 

have from time to time remarked that the peasantry of this province has. 
certain peculiar mental characteristics. And some of them in a detailed 
and some in a general way have said that there is very little pause between 
thought· . and action ~so far as these people are concerned. The moment 
they entertain a thought, it issues forthwith into action. This is a mental. 
characteristic peculiar to the peasantry; of this province which bas struck 
more than one shrewd observer. And we all know that barring. the dis 
turbances of 1919 which were confined to urban areas, the disturbances of 
l 907 and those of a later date which my friend on the right designates as. 
economic in origin-and that view is shared 1:iy all competent observers-e 
were confined more or less to the rural areas. And what do we find there? 
If there is one fact which ought -to impress any close observer of these hap 
penings in this section of the population it is ,this, that the entire mass in. 
the country side is easily and highly inflammable and it does not take Iong., 
it does not need much effort to set it ablaze. 

But bow 1s it on~ may ask that that mass is not constantly burning '! 
Why is it not always in flames ? The reason is obvious. It is not that there 
is nobody to stir that mass up. There. might be and are hundreds of persons, 
leaders capable of and anxious to do so. But the mass is on the whole 
generally quiescent. The primary reason is that you will find 
strewn all over the countryside some elements of population which are 
highly conservative and non-combustible. All the sahukars and all the 
people of that · class who live in the villages, are people of the non-com 
bustible variety. The result of the passage of this Bill would be that all 
these people would migrate to the towns leaving the countryside in the 
tense and inflammable condition which I have just described and then the. 
real trouble will begin. From the point of view of people who want provincial 
autonomy of the communal type and even from the point of view of soma. 
of us who want Swaraj, perhaps it might be an improvement in the exis- ' 
ing state of things inasmuch as it will spell a step in the preparation 
for the upheaval. But apart from that what would happen if some 
agitation is set · up ; and as bad been hinted in one of the dissentient 
not~s .the methods of agitation are now D;O longer the monopoly of a particu 
lar class but are well-known now to every class of people and each and every 
class can now take full advantage of it, if, therefore, I repeat, an agitation is 
started, these gentlemen, the country squires, the new leaders, would be able 
to set the entire countryside in a conflagration without the least difficulty 
and with what result ? The entire political and social stability of the pro 
vince would be threatened, which would submerge not only this 
Government but also woul~ enable this Goverement to leave a. • 
legacy of woe for such governments as might come in its wake at a later 
period .. I would, therfeore, submit that this Bill would have the 
inevitable effect of destroying the conservative. element in the ·rural areas 
and rural populations. With these elements eliminated it is only a question 
of touch and go. If you remove this element of conservatism from the 
villages, you destroy the equilibrium of the countryside as it has obtained 

/ 
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during the ages and none knows better than the honourable occupant of 
the chair that a single song like "Pagri Sambhal Jaffa "would set the whole 
country ablaze. This would happen if you pass a legislation of this kind. 
You would destroy the very structure of our rural life, of our village 
economy. I will not press this argument further because its implications 
are pretty apparent. 

I have only to make now a few remarks regarding some of 
the speeches that have just been made before me. My friend Ohaudhri 
Dull Chand representing Kamal, Non-Muhammadan, Rural Constituency,. 
told us that there would be some difficulty so far as Landa characters are 
concerned. Apparently he is an advocate of Urdu. I do not want to pursue 
his argument in detail but only want to point out that most of the observa 
tions made' by the honourable member proceeded from his apparent ignor 
ranee · of the Landa soript. Landa characters are no more devoid of vowels 
than any other script is and if in Landa one can read Ajmer into Aj Mara 
the same difficulty appears in Urdu. His own name when written in Urdu 
may be read as Duly Chand, or even Dully Char,a or Dolly Chand. So 
that is a difficulty based on ignorance of the script or on an intention of 
misreading it. It is not a difficulty which is inherent in the script itself 
These Landa characters have been the commercial script throughout the ages 
in this country and the script has survived the test of ages aiid there seems to. 
-pe no reason now why this should be tabooed, because it is distasteful to our 
mend froin Kamal. Moreover, I really fail to understand if th~ Government 
is really serious in thinking that apart from the courts and apart from the 
question of school curriculum they can now force any particular community 
to adopt a script which they do not want to adopt. I honestly believe that 
a Government would not seriously attempt to do so and that the Government 
does not seirously intend to do so. How can I, for instance, instead of writing, 
my accounts in Hindi or Landas be made under compulsion to take up an- 

. other script because the law has so laid it down ? No Government can reason 
ably expect compliance with such a law. It would really be an unwarrantable 
interference with liberty of procedure in these matters if the Government 
were to lay.down any such thing. This Bill, Sir, is in more than one sense 
more retrograde than the original measure which was placed before us some 
years back .. You will be pleased to remember, Sir, that there was no such 
provision in which it was laid down that it would be competent for the Gov 
ernment to prescribe the language or the script or the numerals, under the 
Act, whereas in the measure that has been placed before us in the form of 
the present Bill it has been provided that the Government will have the power 
to do so. Apparently therefore looked 9tt even from this point of view, this 
Bill that is before us is' a retrograde measure apart altogether from the ques 
tion that it bristles with absurdities and impracticabilities. · 

· The last thing that I would like to invite your attention to is this, that· 
there is no parallel for this attempted legislation. Why is· it that we in this 
province find th&t the conditions here are. so bad that we need a Bill of this kind 
more especially when it has been pointed out to us that here we are face to ' 
face with a very large class which we might call the middle class and that 
the so-called depressed class is really very limited in numbers? When we 
have such an intelligent middle class in our midst a class of peasant pro 
prietors then it stands to reason, if we take a dispassionate view of things, that 
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Mr. Labh Singh: It only saves limitation. 

Rana Firo~ .. ud.:.Din Khan : If I had known ·· that my statement 
would be questioned, I would have come prepared. Anyhow I will quote 
the ruling later on. Sir, another difficulty has also arisen. Previoulsy 
the courts of law could also go into the prior transactions, but now the 

.High Court has held that. if once a balance is struck and 'Signed by the 
party concerned the courts of law need not go into the previous 

· transactions. 

Dr. G,kul Clnud, Narang : Can you quote the ruling? I am not 
aware of any such ruling. 

Rana Firoz .. ud .. Din Khan [South East Towns (Muhammadan) Urban], 
(trrdu) : Sir, this Bill has been the subject of discussion not only in this House 
but in the whole province for the last 5 years or so. I thetefore do not think 
it necessary to enter into the details of this Bill. Nor would I like to repeat 
the arguments advanced in support of it by the honourable members from 
Jullundur and Karnal. I would rather confine myself to replying to the 
arguments advanced against it by the honourable· members on - the other 
side. My honourable friend from. Hoshiarpur after having described the 
history I of this Bill, stated that the moneylender was indispensible 
for the sake of, rural economy. That is true. But what the present 
Bill aims at is simply this, that the moneylender should discharge 
his duties towards the borrower in a manner which may not be open to objee 
tion and that the borrower should be able to know how his accounts stand. 
That is. the object for which the present Eill is introduced. It never aims at 
crushing the moneylender. It has been said by my honourable friends _from 

" Gujranwala and Hoshiarpur that this Bill is unnecessary for there are already 
-oertain other. enactments in force which afford sufficient protection to the 
ignorant borrower. For instance, they referred to the Usurious Loans Act. 
l hope that both these gentlemen being lawyers themselves would be well 
.aware of the fact that this Act applies only to a case where exorbitant rates 
of interest have beon charged or where the whole transaction appears to 
be unconscionable. This Act has been in force since 1918. But during the 
past eleven years not a single osse is reported in which this Act has been 

, resorted to by the subordinate courts. The reason for this is obvious and 
that is this, that the High Court has not held even 75 per cent. to be an 
-exorbitent rate of interest. 
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.a measure of this kind is really not needed for their protection because they 
need no protection and are well able to look after themselves. As · to the 
natural shrewdness of the agricultural classes, none would be in P- better posi 
tion to illustrate than the honourable occupant of the Chair. He can give 
!JS more than one adage which would remind us that, speaking really, the 
jats, the agricultural classes of this country, are much more shrewd than the 
classes with which they are confronted in ', their dealings. ' With these 
remarks, Sir, I beg to oppose the consideration of the Bill. 



Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan: No, it is considered to be a novation of 
contract. Well, Sir, under these circumstances how is it possible to make 
use of this Act ? Both these honourable members have also said that if this 
Bill is passed into law; the village society will be ruined and the credit of the 
samindars will become limited. I wish that their credit should be limited. 
The unlimited and· unrestricted credit of. theirs has brought about their 
ruin. If their credit becomes limited, it will be good both for the Govern 
ment and the country. 

Anothsr objection raised against this Bill is that it is. a class measure. 
I do not see any force in it. I do not find any 

4 r. M. civilised country in the world where such class 
• ·. measures have not been adopted. Even the Mother of Parliaments is no 

exception because various class measures have from time to time been dis 
cussed and passed. by it. After all, what is there in this Bill ? It confers. 
no rights on the borrower. It only requires the creditor to send six-monthly 
statements of accounts to the borrower. It gives no protection to the bor 
rower at all. In England also there is some such law in force. 

Mr. Labh Singh: You may have the English Act. 
Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan': But the conditions are not the same. 

I wish that the same conditions prevail · hers, Then this Bill may not be 
required at all. But as matters stand, · is it not the duty of the Govern 
ment to save a prominent section of its subjects from destruetion ? Still 
another argument is advanced against this Bill by these honourable members; 
Though they have put their argument in different forms, yet the object is 
one and the same. They say . that in spite of the fact that Government 
is not satisfied as to the justification of this Bill, it is brought forward simply 
in fulfilment of the promise held out by Sir Malcolm Hailey. But, Sir, if 
Government had not introduced this Bill, we would have questioned their 
bond fide«. They have 'satisfied themselves as to the necessity of this bill. 
They have come forward with this Bill after they have· consulted the local 
authorities and ascertained the wish of this House· on this point. My 
honourable friends on the other side seem to attach some political importance 
to this affair. They say that this is being done only with a· view 
to please the dominant party. They are afraid lest the members of this 
party should occupy one day the official benches. They know that the 
time is fast approaching when provincial autonomy will be granted to this 
province. They wish that this Bill should be moved ·at that time so. that 
they might be able to agitate. against the party in power. Sir, as has been 
said, if this Bill is political in its nature I am constrained to remark that 
the speeches delivered and objections raised by these honourable members 
are far more political in their nature than this Bill. It has also been asked 
why, when no such measure has 'been adopted by any other provincial legis 
lature in India and when the Legislative Assembly has already refused to 
pass some such measure, the Punjab Government is so anxious to pass 
this Bill. The reason fo.r this is not far to seek. The conditions obtaining 
in other provinces such as Bengal, Madras and· the United Provinces are 
not similar to those obtaining in the P1:IDjab. The Punjab is a' province of 
peasant proprietors. Their indebtedness has assumed a very serious form. 
They therefore require some sort of protection: The honourable member 

·» 
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f Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan.] 
representing Industries while speaking on the motion now before the House, 
stated that the judiciary of this province is not in favour of thi~ Bill. That 
is not a fact. If ~a leave aside> the opinions of th~ district j 1dg.J3 aad divert 
our attention only to the opinions expressed by the Honourablo Judges of the 
High Court, we will find that some Honourable J edges have refused 
to -express their views regarding this Bill while one Honourable Judge has 

· expressed his opinion in favour 6f it. Therefore, we cannot say that the 
judiciary as a whole is not in favour of this Bill. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : Is it not a. fact that only one Judge ef 
the High Court has not given the opinion ? · 

.Rana Firoz-ud-Din Khan: More than one Judge have not given 
their opinion. Besides, the judiciary have tJ adminster the hw as 
it is enacted. They have nothing to do wifa m1t~or.:1 of policy which 
are exclusively the concern of the Government or the nation as the 
ease may be. The judiciary have absolutely no right to pronounce 
upon matters of policy. They may 'have some such difficulties. in adminis 
tering this law as they have already experienced in the application of some 
other laws. But this should not prevent us from making a law which the . 
majority. of the population 0£ this province badly needs. The honourable 
member for Industries has further remarked that this Bill is also defective 
in so fa.r .as it does not exempt 'the private firms. With regard to this, I 
wottld submit that the i£irms whose accounts are subjeet to audit by a certi 
floated auditor are already exempt from the operation of · this Bill. If, 
on .the .other hand, all prizate mms whether their accounts are subject to 
such audit or p.ot ane exempted, one worild be in a position to evade the. 
prov,isiou ,of this .BID. In that case A, with his 'two sons B and 0, would 
farm one firm -and · hav.e it .registered and thus would defeat the object of 
this Bill 

In tb.e .end the hsnourable ,member from Gujranwala advanced ,a, 
veey funny ;fll'go,ment ~fit the Bill. He ·said that there was any amount 
Qf explosive maiterial in ,the country side. ·which is likely to explode any mo 
ment a,nd but ifor the mcistem.ce of the moneylender that explosive materie.I 
w.onld he.Vie already ,exiploded. P-erhaps -the hanoura'hle member means 
to say that the money lenders who form -only two ·per cent. of :t'he vill~ge 
population ,s.ra the .sole ga&rdilbms ·Of ;the ·village peace. One of my friends 
on the back ;benches ~ss ju&t .remarked 'tha:t Jthe sufferings o'f ·the zam.indars 
are ·mostly ·due to t!he pl'esenoe .of -these ·moneylenders. Tha.t is perefecUy 
true. The honourable members ·on the -other side have also stated that 

• if this Bill is passed mta lmw, the village moneylendel'S will give up :their 
• business .and come ,down ito ,settle ;in towns. With regard .to this I would 

submit ,thait this fear of :theirs is imaginary. The moneylenders would not 
leave the villages. They eaanot ·carry their business in towns for .the.y havs 
:not the ,sufficient money. ·My honourable friend from. Gnjranwela .has 
also referred te ,the disturbanoes of 1915. I assure him that these disturbanoes 
were due to .t-he economic trotsbles of the zamindars. From ~y own personal 
.experience I -ean sa,y that the disturbances which occurred in the districts of 
.J.han,g, Multan and Muza:ffairgarh in 1915 were due to the economic slavery 
-0f the zamindars. In same -cases the courts of law held 'those distur.:. 
banoes to be :grain da.coities. 
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Rana F°U'oz-ud-Din Khan : Certainly not. They were called " grain 
dacoities " by judges. Sir, these disturbanees have many lessons to teach. The 

· village borrower is generally ignorant and illiterate. After those disturbances 
:the economic condition of the agriculturists has not improved. It has rather 
1pne from bad to worse. They are about to fall in the abyss of degradation 
and dsstruation, Their plight':]s miserable and if in these circumstances they 

. come to. realise that all proposals conducive to their welfare and purporting 
·to protect their interests are not only not supported but are opposed, I am 

• sure the · consequences will be very serious and unpleasant which no one in 
the Council and outside would like to see. In order that such unpleasant 
.disturbances should not recur, the Council and the Government should 
.take courage in both hands and improve the lot of the agriculturists. We 

O 

s'iould realiss that in their happiness lies our happiness and in their suffer· 
.ings we suffer, If we w1nt to live a peaceful life, we must first afford relief 
to them. The disturbauoes of 1907 and 1915 clearly point .out to ·what I 
.have stated. 

I · shall reply to one more argument and then I sliall have done, 
'The honourable member for Hoshiarpur, was pleased to suggest 
the other day that we should not. insist on tb:e presept Bill be~ 

-taken info eonsiderasion at this moment. Ire argued that the IJ,IlJ?OUnee~ 
~ment recently made by His E~cellency the Viceroy was tending to cre~te 
a good atID:osphere in the country and that µ w.e insisted o:r;i·· tlµs ·:an,i! 

· the effect of that announcement was likely to be :q.;ii.lliµ,ed. But he ought t9 
· have ·Jrnown that this question ;lill.S been agitating the i;nu:i~s of the public 
:in th.is provice since 1~26. It was in 1926 that t.9~ Mo:qey~enders Bill 
was first int:rodueed. No cloi,bt t_hat _BW W:~!! yet.oed by· Iris E_:x;c.elle;n(}y 

·-Sir Malcolm Hailey, but at the same time he admitted the principle of 
·that Bill and promised that the Government would take early steps to in 
troduce anot.b,er Bill QA: that kind in the Council. Siriee then no session of -the Council has passed in whieh this question has not been raised either by 

·:r;o,«:i~ns of res9l:u,t,io~ or .l,).y Jnea.~ .of mterpellations. If .this question had 
beep. :r.:a~d :Q.OW ·for t);t.e .fi;tst tix.J;le, tb~e wo.uld ha:ve been some force in the 

.argument ~d:vanc,ed by .t.he h9.1,1Qu,r~~le memoor for Hoshiarpur, hut iii the 

.oircumstanees I have described, it ca.Illlot be giv~ any "9'.eight. It is 
not fo:r the .first time that this ttrgwne.nt has been ad:va11.ced. · It h~ 
been ,trotted out on every oecasJo:r;i. Ii;l 1926 also :we 'Yer:e advised ~o post· 
pone ,the consideration of the Moneylend~ Bill on t_his Vff!Y ground, l'he.n 
when the .~tmospoore cleated later on, we were asked not to touch this ques 
tion lest the relations of thetwo communities should i;i,gau;i become strained, 
If this is the .mentality of the ·honourable members .oppoeite, I wonder when 
we sheuldbring fo:FWard sue~ an important Bill, ~he Governnient and the 
majority of the -members in t.his Council are at one so. far ~s tlie importance 
and urgency of th_e Bill is concerned and I think 110 more time should be Ios.t 
in considering and passing this wholesome measure. 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh [Minister for Agri 
.culturej : Sir, I had no desire to join in this discussion, .but my friend from 

»2 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Thesedistur bances were due to the ru 
-moura that the Germans were coming. 
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"Witness thought that the dealings of indigenous banks should be regulated by the 
enactment of an .Act like the Punjab .Accounts Regulation .Act. "v ~ i I J,u, 

He was not aware that the Punjab Regulation of Accounts Bill~ was 
still in a Bill stage and had not passed into the realms of law. Howeverj, 
that -is the view held by one of the Registrars of another province. 

I have observed with' sorrow a growing tendency in this House as if the· 
Hindu and Muslim interests are diametrically opposed even in the economic 
field. I would very earnestly appeal to this House to realise that our econo- 
mio interests are identical, and that in perpetuating this feeling we are 
not promoting the interests· either of the country or of the popular Govern· - 
ment. We have been feeding the fires of communal differences and hate· 
and I beg you to stay the hand, Let us examine the measure on its merits., 
This Bill after all, only aims that accounts should be kept and that accounts. 
should be furnished to the borrower, thus safeguarding the interests of. 
both the lender and the borrower. I would appeal to the House to consider · 
this Bill on its merits without any pre-conceived notions whatseever.. 
(Ckeers,) · 

[Hon. Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh.] 
Gujranwala raised the economic question and so I feel I must say a word 
or two. I am one of those who believe that the prosperity . of the country 
rests on the active co-operation between the urban and the rural interests. 
·I also believe that if you penalise money lending, the penalty ultimately 
descends on the borrower. I also believe that it is in the promotion of co 
operation between the two interests that the prosperity of the country can be· 
secured. You have only to look round to realise how development of 
industries has raised the general standard of living in other countries, In 
England, for instance, the rural population is less than ten per cent. of 
the whole population. Take the United States of America; there the· 
agricultural population is about 22 per cent. which means that urban 
population has grown and that capital gathered in the hands of intelligent 
people has been employed in manufacturing raw agricultural produce· 
thus adding to the profits of agriculture. Holding these views, I have 
listened to this debate· with some misgivings. I cannot understand how· 
the keeping of accounts is going to be detrimental to agricultural. 
credit. I cannot see how it is going to penalise moneylending. J was. 
wondering when the honourable members who opposed this Bill dilated 
upon the dangers of regulating accounts. Indeed r feel that this 
measure should reconcile the two interests of the moneylenders and 
the borrowers. Tpe moneylender win feel safe by keeping clear· 
accounts, his investments will be safe and he would be able to lend money · 
with greater confidence and the borrower will periodically know where he 
stands, and seeing that his debt is increasing he would do something to 
wards reducing it. Therefore, a Bill of this kind ought to have been wel-· 
corned by all sides of this House. The honourable member from Lahore said 
that the Banking Enquiry Committee are about to investigate the whole· 
problem and that it would be much better if the Government waited before 
passing this Bill. May I draw his attention to the evidence of the Registrar~ 
of Co-operative Societies given in Bihar and Orissa ? Here is what he· 
said: 
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Clause 1. 
_ 8ub-clau,.r~e (2). 

- Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal [North-East Towns, (Non-Muham· 
-madan.) Urban J : Sir, I beg to move- · 

"That in sub-clause (2) of clause I, after the.word 'Punjab' the words 'but shall apply 
to such districts or group of districts to which the Government may by notiflca- 
tion apply' be added, " . . 

The reason why I want these words to be added is that this measure 
-is a special measure which is a novel one. The main idea is that it should 
.be made applicable to the village accounts only. By the amendment the 
Government will have the power to apply it to such districts or groups of 

-distriets where they find that the evil complained of exists and where they 
are of opinion that the accounts are not being kept by the persons 9r eredi 
·tors who advance loans in the form in which Government want them to be 
kept. By this means Government will get an opportunity of judging the 

-result of this measure. I think that there will be no difficulty in the way 
· of Government accepting the amendment. I do not mean to say that the 
Bill should not be applied to the whole of the Punjab, but my point is that 
it should be tried in some districts or group of districts where the evil is 
--very prevalent and if the .Act is found to work successfully in those dis 
·tricts, then it should be extended to other districts also. 

I have purposely added the words' group of districts ' because, it may 
·be said that a creditor may issue a loan from one-district and in order to 
evade the law he may migrate to another district where the law is not appli 
cable, For this reason I have put down a group of districts adjacent to 
each other for the applicability of this .Act. I submit that the amendment 
is most reasonable and I hope that Government will accept it. 

Mr. President : .Amendment moved is- 
·~· ' 

"That after the word 'Punjab' the words 'but shall apply to such districts or group 
of districts to which the Government may by notification apply' be added. " 

.Amendments 8 and 4 to sub-clause (2) are identical to a,' 
.Ietter ; while amendments 2 and 8 raise practically the same question as 
amendment No. 1 now before the House . It would save time 
and avoid unnecessary repetition if debate on amendment under oonsidera 
tion is allowed to range over amendments 2 to 4 . to sub-clause 2. When 
amendments 2 and 8 or 4 are called they will be voted upon but not 
-diseussed. So, the honourable members who participate in debate will 
iJ>lease discuss all the · four amendments. 

·-Chaudhri Duli Chand :- I move-« 
!! That the question be now put, " 

The motion was carried. 
,Mr. President : Question is- 

" That the Punjab Regulation of Accounts Bill as reported by the Select Oommittee be 
taken into consideration. " - 

The motion was carried. - 
Mr. President : The Council will now proceed to consider the Bill 

-olause by clause. 
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,/ Khan Bahadur Ca~ta~n _Sar~ar Si~ander ijyat K~n . (l\1uham~ 
madan, Land-holders): Srr, it is not necessary to make a very lengthy speech 
to oppose this motion, because I do not think that the honourable member 
who moved it has given cogent reasons why this mvidious distinction should 
be made between one district and another in this province. Unfortrinately 
he seems still to be labouring under the misconception that this Bill · is a 
communal or class measure. As a matter of fact it is nothing of the sort. 
This Bill merely! wants moneylenders to keep clear and legible accounts., 
and so far as honest moneylenders are concerned they should welcome it. 
As for dishonest moneylenders, naturally it should be the desire of every~ 
body in this House to check their illegal and dishonest practices. There~ 
fore I do not see the wisdom of benefiting certain parts of the province by 
this enactment and denying the same benefits to other parts. 1 therefore 
oppose the amendment and hope the House will not allow its time to be 
wasted by · allowing such spurious amendments to be discussed at length as 

,jj they are merely put forward for the purpose of obstruction; /,?" 
Chaudhri Baldev Singh: [ North-West Rohtak (Non-Muhammadan) 

Rural] : Sir, this clause defines the application of this Bill. This Bill is, 
intended. to be an economic measure and therefore requires our serious con 
sideration, As far as my district is concerned, I wouldlike to put before 
tlie Governemnt the economic condition of the villagers. In 1901 the Land 
Alienation Act was passed and the credit of tho zamindars was reduced to 
some extent. The result was, that they began to reduce their expenses.'. 
First of all marriage and dowry expenses were reduced. Among these the· 
share of nayis. and Brahmins figured very prominently. The nayis werP.' 
against the reduction of the expenses at betrothals and marriages. The· 
result was this, that the economic disturbances rose to such an extent that 
in 19.08 or 19G9 the Seditious Meeting1:1 Act had to be declared to keep down 
these disturbances. After this the economic condition of the zamindars 
continued to be acute; and war came along. with famine. But by this 
tiin.e the 'Government had. come to the rescue of the zamindars and bad 
started zamindari banks. With the help of these banks the zamindars were 
able to .run on their ordinary agricultural work as usual. Now, if this Bill 
1s passed all at oncein our district, I think the poorest zamindars wiiI suffer 
most. The reason is this. Naturally the moneylenders are afraid of this 
Bill. Rightly or wrongly the lenders will not be willing to advance money 
to the poorest section of -the zamindars, because they already know that 
they cannot have the lands of these zamindars attached to recover the loans-" 
and that therefore they do not stand a good chance of realising their money· 
and the penalties provided in- the Bill are such that it will not be worth. 
while for the lenders to- advance loans to the zam.indars . 

. · · Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar _Sikander Hyat Khan : May I ask 
whether the ·honourable member is referring to · any . particular district or 
to the ·whole province 'l 

Chandbri Baldev Singh : I am referring to my own district. Now· 
if ;this Bill. is applied to my district, the-result will be that the poorer seetion 
of the zafuindars will not be able to · get money on loan. If· Government 
take-s upon itself the responsibility of supplying. money either through the· 
agricultural department or through some other agency,t heh it will.be doing 
some good to the · zamindars. Instead of · that; · if the- Government··. passes. 

'• '. 



-~--~~~~-----~~------------------ 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang [North-West Towns (Non-Muhammadan) 
Urban]: Sir, I might have allowed this amendment to take its 
own turn if the learned Legal Remembrancer had riot got up to oppose 
the amendment, I also want to make a remark that in view of the 
spirit which the honourable member from Wah is displaying we had 
better go. out of this House. This done, they will pass the Bill easily, 
there will be nobody to oppose and there will be so much saving 
of time., We know this will one day happen, . but unfortunately we 

. have still another year or two during whieh we must give expression to our 
views whether they are listend to or not. I I know the passing of this Bill 
is a foregone conclusion. They convey it in the hollow of their hands. 
They can pass it without any difficulty at all, yet he must at -least show 
courtesy and not make us feel that we are absolutely helpless. I did not 
get up to · oppose the motion of the honourable mover of this Bill inter ali 
for one reason that it is better to have the lesser of the two evils. The Bill 
that we are passing is bad, but it may_ not be so bad as we may have it 
after some time, say a year or two. With respect to this amendment I would 
submit, Sir, that this is an .entirely new measure. As you know there is 
no such law in any part· of the country, there is no such law, as is proposed. 
in any part .. of the world. Sir, what I want to submit is this, that it is abso 
lutely a new measure. Neither the creditors are familiar with it, nor the 
borrowers, and it would be a long time before the two parties familiarise them 
selves with the provisions of this law ; nor is Government, I speak with all· 
deference, certain as to the results of the working of this Bill. I entirely 
agree with one of the European district judges, who while giving his opinion 
on this point has said that it ,is impossible to give a full criticism on this 
measure unless the rules have also been circulated. No rules have yet 
been framed. We do not know what these rules would be. I am , sure it 
will not be an easytask for the Government to frame rules which will be re~ 
quired to carry out this measure. · If I mistake not, at one time, the Honour 
able the Finance Member, the Move:r· oi: this Bill, was of the opinion that 
perhaps it would be better-at·least I''understood him to be. of that opinion 

Mr. S. L. Sale (Legal Remembrancer) : Sir, I may point out that· if 
this amendmentsis accepted it will become extremely difficult to enforce 
this Act. Under the Civil Procedure Code a suit can be brought before a 
Court in whose jurisdiction the cause of action wholly or in part arose. I 
think, Sir, creditors will have no difficulty, if this amendment were accept 
ed, in arranging that the cause of action should arise in a district in which 
the Act does not apply. Consequently it will be very easy to evade the 
provisions of this Act. For this reason, I think we must oppose this amend- 
ment. · ' 

this Bill then the zamindar owing to his inability to borrow, because he 
cannot offer good security, will have to sell his lands in order to get money. 
l do not think that it ia.desirable' that we should create opportunities for 

· rich zamindars to buy lands from the poorer ones, owing to the. latter's 
, distress at cheaper price. In order to avoid such a contingency, I think 
it is proper that this Bill should not be applied all at once. The conditions 
of each district should be studied before this Act is applied. 
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( Dr. Gokul Chand, Ne.rang.] · . · 
-that perhaps it would be better to wait until the Rules have also been 
framed so that the clauses of the Bill and the rules may be considered 
together. · · 

Now, one reason has been advanced by the honourable and learned 
Legal Remembrancer. He has referred to the provision of the Civil Pro· 
eedure Code. He says that if this amendment is passed, it 'will be open to 
a creditor to create a cause of action in a district in which the borrower 
does not live. I hope I understood him rightly. In the first place, Sir, 
if there is a dishonest moneylender and he .wants to cheat a borrower and 
wants to avoid tlfe provisions of this Bill, he can certainly ad pot many other 
means. Simply to avoid keeping accounts and certain other . provisions of 
the Bill, when it is passed into law, no creditor will, I think, consider it worth· 
while to move to a district where the law will not be in force and take the 
debtor to some other district simply to evade the previsions of this. law. 
My honourable friend forgets that the cause of action does not arise only 
where a security for loan has been executed, but also where the defendant 
resides. 'There will be no bar to the plaintiff to bring a suit where the 
defendant resides. If he goes to another district, it will create suspicion 
against him. There are transfer applications to which a court in all 
reasonable cases would listen with attention. 

The reasons given by my honourable friend, .Lala Mohan Lal, while 
moving this amendment were cogent, and my learned friend, the representa 
tive of Muhammadan Land-holders, was not right in saying that the reasons 
were not cogent. It may be that the rules which are quite suitable to one 
district may not be imitable te another district. It may be that the bor 
Towers of some districts may approach Government and s:iy " for Heaven's - 
sake, save us from the Regulation of Accounts Act, save us from our friends, 
we do not want this Bili." Just as has been said by my honourable friend 
Ohaudhri Baldeo Singh, these poor cultivators and petty samindere will be 
ruined. Their lands will be sold cheap, very cheap, to these big zaminda~s 

- and landholders. The very persons who are said to be protected by this 
Bill will be utterly ruined. It is better to have an experiment tried eith~r 
in one district or a group of districts. When it proves a success apply it 
by all means to other districts also. I want to make it clear, perfectly clear, 
as clear as possible, that we on this side of the House have no sympathy 
and are not in favour of the dishonest moneylenders. (Hear, hear). Cut 
the dishonest moneylenders to pieces, throw those pieces to dogs. But 
while trying to punish dishonest and unfair moneylenders, for Heaven's 
sake, do not throw obstacles in the way of honest moneylenders. While 
you may not be able to stop the dishonest moneylenders from committing 
dishonesty, you may ruin the business of the honest moneylenders and 
·also create unnecessary trouble for the very class that you want to pro· 
tect. With these words, Sir, I heartily support the amendment which has 
been moved. 

Chaudbri Afzal Haq [Hcshiarpur-oum-Ludhiana (Muhammadan) 
Rural) (Urdu)]: Sir, as usual the honourable Dr. Gokul Chand got up and 
remarked that he had no intention to speak on this motion, but .that he 
was obliged to-do so on account of the speeches made by such and such 
honourable members. 
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Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Yes, it is usual with me because the cir- 
--0nmstances are the same. · 

Chaudhri Afzal Haq: Well, Sir, this was only by the way. The 
:re~l thing· that I want to bring to the notice of the House is that the main 
point on which the honourable members opposing the motion lay too muc? 

· stress is that the consideration of the Bill should not be taken .up at th1s 
· time. .They are trying that the consideration of the Bill should be post 
·poned and they hope that some constitutional changes might intervene to 
~ave them from the provisions of this Bill: Sir, they are perhaps expect· 
mg a revolution or change of Government or any such circumstance · that 

·.may avoid the present Bill from becoming an Act. Similarly in 1914, when 
the Great War broke out, the zamindars borrowed money from the money· 

.Ienders at a high rate of interest for they thought that the British Government 
might be overthrown by Germany and if it did happen, there would be 
no one to realise the loans. But, Sir, no such thing happened and the 
-dreams of the zamindars did not materialise. Similarly I think" the hopes 
entertained by these gentlemen will also frustrate. · 

.. Then Sir, 'they have proposed that first by way of experiment ~he pro 
visions of the present Bill should be applied to certain areas and 1£ they 
succ~ed there then this Bill may gradually be extended to other parts of.the 
province, This suggestion is a sound one but I would say that the applica 
tion of an Act is always universal and in no. case restricted to one part of 
the country to the exclusion of the others. The honourable members who 
a:e opposing this Bill are trying to overawe the Government with threats of 

:n?ts. and bloodshed, but I enquire from them whether they really fe~l the 
dire necessity of having recourse to such disastrous measures when they· 
can very easily appeal to the reason and good .sense of the Government as 
well as the House. · 

Further, it was stated that even the borrowers would feel the difficul 
ties that they will have to face on account of this Bill if enacted into la~ 
9:lld will approach the Government with requests to nullify it. If it is their 

·.s1!1cere conviction, .then ·1et them not oppose this measure, for at the proper 
time those for whose benefit it is being framed will on their own account 
come forward and get it cancelled by the Government. If my honourable 
friends are sincere in what they have said they should better try to influence 

·the· Government by reasonable means. Let them bring in the borrowers 
· to confirm what the honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang has said .......,.. . 

Dr. Gokul Chand,.Narang: Have a referendum. 
<;:haudhri Afzal Haq : This ·principle of referendum . is applicable 

-only m the United States of America. and not here. Our present oonstitn- 
-tion of India does not admit of the principle of rfeerendum. a.n<l therefore 

-we are at a loss to put this matter to the vote of the people. · 
In short, through you, Sir, I ask my friends on the opposite benches t0 

be frank. If they are against the Bill let them oppose it openly and-if they 
·-a.10 convinced of its reasonableness then let them support it. What is the 
"harm ? Sometimes they say the borrowers will be ruined and at other times 
~-they)ay that the moneylenders will become paupers. 

Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: Both will be ruined. 
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Cir audhri Mzal Haq : Let it be quick, then. Let us pass the present- 
measure and see whom it ruins. 

Mr. E. Maya Das [(Non-official Nominated), (Urdu)]: Sir, I have· 
attentively listened to the speeches delivered by the various honourable· 
members in connection with the motion now before the House. A similar· 
measure was passed by the Council in J 926. 

Mr. President: The honourable member will please speak to the· 
amendment before the House. 

Mr. E. Maya Das: Very well, Sir. By the speeches made in support 
of the motion one understands that the honourable members sitting on the· 
opposite benches want that the. consideration of the Bill . should be post 
poned. But if we look at the wording of the motion we find no such trace· 
therein. Moreover, I hope, Sir, those honourable members who in all sin-. 
eority regard the present measure necessary and appropriate may see· 
their way to lend their support to this motion but let not their zeal for the· 
original Bill outrun their sense of propriety. Further it was contended 
that if accepted this amendment will adversely affect the powers of the Gov 
ernment. On the other hand it will rather make an extra weapon available· 
for use by Government in case at any time the need arises. If the amend 
ment is accepted, it will be open to the Government to extend and enforce · 
the provisions of the present measure in all parts of the province any · 
time they like. If, by the addition of a few words we can win over and 
please some honourable members, then where is the necessity of losing their: 
sympathies by refusing them such a simple courtesy as this? This amendment 
cannot be said to have any serious and adverse effect over the main provi 
sions of the present Bill; therefore I request the House to accept this amend-· 
ment. 

Mr. President : Question is- 
"That in sub-clause (2) of clause 1, after the word 'Punjab' the words: 'but shalP 

apply to such district or group. of districts to which the Government may by 
notifloatdon apply ' be added. " 

Motion was lost. 

Mr. President: .As amendments 1 and 2 a(e almost identical, amend- 
ment 2 need not be moved or voted upon, when amendment No. 1 is lost. 

Dr. Cokul Chand, Narang : Will you please allow me to say just a 
few, words on amendment No. 2 ? 

Mr; President: I informed the House at the outset that debate on 
amendment No. 1, shall cover debate on amendments Nos. 2 and 8 or 4, 
but that the amendments shall be called and put separately to the vote of· 
the Council. 

Mr. Labh Singh: Every one of them should then be allowed to be· 
moved. · · 

Mr. President: Certainly, except when they are identical or cover 
the same ground. .Amendment No. 2 which stands in the name of the honour 

, able member covers the same ground as amendment No. 1 which has been. 
negatived by the House. So, I cannot allow him to move his amendment. 
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Sub-Clause (3), proviso. 

Mr. S. L. Sale (Legal Remembrancer): May I draw your attention to 
amendment No. 18 on the 2nd page of this Brd Revised List of Amend 
ments? 

Mr. President: But there are amendments to the earlier parts of the 
proviso. They should be taken up first. . 

. . l Mr. S. L. Sale: This amendment by a Member of the Government 
deals with the same point. It is in the nature of a compromise. 

Mr. President : All amendments to the proviso are not identical; 
The honourable member's amendment {No. 18) is the last and cannot be 
taken up before amendments 5 to 17 are disposed of. . 

Mr. S. L. Sale : It is possible that if amendment No. 18 were accepted 
some of these amendments will not be moved. 

Mr. Preside~t.: But I must call the honourable members in whose 
names they stand. The difficulty is that if an amendment is moved to the 
latter part of the proviso then an amendment to' its earlier part shall become 
irregular. _ If the gentlemen in whose names the prior amendments stand 
do not wish to move them, then I shall gladly allow the honourable member 
to move amendment No. 18. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang [North-West· Towns (Non-Muhammadan> 
Urban]: Sir, I beg to move- · : · · · - 

" That in the proviso to sub-c]aus~ (3) cif clause 1 tlie 'words 'two y~~~s' be substituteff 
- .· fCll'.thewords'sixmonths'."_ ·. . ' - . - . .. : 

5 P. M, 

Motion was carried. 

Sub-Clause (3). 

Mr. President : Question is- 
" That sub-clause (-3) of clause 1, stand pa.rt of the Bill. " 

"Sub-~lanse (2) of clause 1, stand part of the Bill". 

Motion was carried. 

Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: Sir, I beg tomove-c- 
"That in place of sub-clause (2) of clause l, the following be substituted: 
'It shall extend to such parts of the Punjab as the Government may notify in this 

behaU '. 

· Mr. President : Question is that-« 
. "In place of sub-clause (2) of clause I, the following be subsitnted :- 

• It shall extend to such parts of the Punjab as the Government may notify in this be 
haU '· 

Motion was lost. 
Mr. President: Question is that- ·~ 
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"Tp.at for the words 'six months ' in line 2, the words' two years ' be substituted ". 

As all amendments to the proviso raise different aspects of the 
-question raised by the amendment .now proposed from the chair, it will 
"be convenient .if debate ranges over all amendments on the understanding 
that the. later amendments will be called and, if desired, put separately to 

-the vote of the Council. 
Mr. Din Muhammad [East and West Central Towns (Muhammadan)~ 

Urban],: Sir, this is the second time that the honourable member for 
·Rawalpindi has called this legislation a new legislation and on that ground 
'has claimed that its application be postponed for two years at least from the 
date when the rules come into force. Now so far 'as its coming into existence 
-or its advent into the legislative world is concerned, I believe nobody will 
-deny that it is a new legislation, but so far as the principles which it lays down 
.are concerned, I believe, it is as old as Noah's Ark. Does the honourable 
-member wish to say that honesty is e. very strange phenomenon to an Indian 

'[Dr, Gokul Chand, Narang.] 
My reasons are practically the· same as l submitted while speaking on 

Rai Bahadue Lala Mohan Lal's amendment. The Bill is a. new one and it 
-will take· a long time before people can be familiar with it. It is ~ot like 
England or any other European country where people are educated. In this 
-eountry, as we :find from the opinions of European officers which had been 
-oirculated, the lenders are very often as illiterate as the borrowers.. Thus 
it will not be possible for them to understand the provisions of the law in six 
months, or even a year. The Punjab is a fairly big province and the rural 
population, as has been said times out of number in this House, is proportion· 

. ately very large. Therefore it takes a long time before light can travel from 
the centre to the circumference and I feel that the ordinary moneylenders 

·who carry on business only as a side line and, as I have submitted, are very 
often as illiterate as their borrowers, will not :find it possible to understand 

·the rules that are to be made and the provisions of the Bill, and, therefore, 
it would be only tair that sufficient time should be given. to them. As this 
House is aware, when the law of limitation was changed about two years' time 
was given so that people might come to know that the law had been changed 
and their suits should not become time-barred while they were still sleeping 

:in security under the impression that the old law of limitation gave them 
six years. Some of these provisions are such as are not very easy to comply 
with by illiterate people. They will have to employ clerks or munshis, and 

.as has been pointed out by a European Assistant Commissioner whose 
-opinion was invited, they are too poor to employ clerks to carry out the 
provisions of this Bill. Therefore I would propose that two years' time may 
be given and my amendment to that effect may be accepted. . I know that 

, -the Government'has tabled an amendment in which it says that in the pro 
viso to sub-clause (8) of clause 1, line 2, between the word " months " and 

-the word " aft"er " ths words " or later than -one year " be inserted, meaning 
thereby that they want to give at the most one year's time. It is very 
good of them to have seen partially the reasonableness of my amendment, 
'but still, I think one year's time will be too short and I still hope that they 
·would agree to two years. 

Mr. President :-Amendment moved is- 
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- I creditor and he will require two years at least to learn what honesty iR ? If he 

has not learnt it so far, I believe, he would not learn it even in the next two 
centuries. From the day that the relationship of borrower and creditor 
began it was the incumbent duty of the creditor to maintain an account. 

Mr. President : The - honourable member will please speak to the· 
amendment. 

Mr. Din Muh~mmad: Thls is what I am speaking about. ·one of the- 
arguments advanced was that the Bill is a new one and it would take some· 
years for the creditors to learn the principles of the Bill. My respectful 
submission before the House is that the Bill is not a new one and that main 
taining a true account is a rule and not maintaining it is· an exception. 
Therefore it would not require two years for a creditor to · know how to 
maintain an account and why to keep it. This is what I was submitting 
before the House. 

It is a recognised rule to maintain a correct account and when creditors 
come to know when the lill becomes a statute that accounts have to be 
kept in a regular way, it will not requiretwo years to learn to maintain. 
or keep an account. An analogy was quoted from the law of limitation ... 
But honourable members would see that that analogy was altogether 
inapplicable. There something substantial" was to be done, accounts were 
to be settled and suits to be. brought and this was the reason why Govern 
ment, in order to afford facilities to the creditors and not to hamper them 
in the bringing of suits, allowed two years. Here the only thing that is, 

· required to be done by this new legislation is that the creditor should keep 
an account of the dues from the date when the· regulations come into force .. 
It would be absolutely useless therefore to delay the application of the Bill 
to another two years. What is most proper on our part is to accept the com- - 
promise which has been suggested by the honourable member for Govern 
ment, i.e., to substitute one year for six months. This would give ample time 
to learn the provisions of the statute. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri [Lahore City (Non-Muhammdan), Urban]: Sir. 
I just want to say one word in support of the amendment which has been. 
moved by Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang. It is not only necessary that those 
persons who want to carry on the business of moneylending should familiarise· 
themselves with the system of keeping accounts which would be set 
up' by Government, . but time is necessary in order to enable those persons. 
who under the new conditions cannot carry on their business to liquidate· 
their business. The one effect of this Act will, as I foresee, be that the work 
of moneylending will be concentrated in the hands ·of big· moneylenders and 
the smaller ones would go out of the field. If a person cannot economically 
carry on the business of moneylending under the new conditions, under the· 
pressure of economic circumstances he will have to go out of the field and 
very likely some of the wiser amongst them may decide to go out. It is; 
therefore, necessary that time should . be given to. them to liquidate their 
business and I think one ye~r is hardly sufficient especially when you have 
got a provision in the Act which Jays down that this will apply not only to 
transactions which commenced a~er coming into force of the · Act but will 
also apply to transactions which had commenced before the coming into force 
of the Act. Very often an advance is necessary to enable the debtor to liqui 
date his. debt. 1.'herefore I support the amendment of Dr. Gokul Chand- 
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I Lala Mukand Lal Puri.] 
Narang. After all, the Act is going to come into force and no great harmwill 
'be done if it is delayed by another year or so. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq[Amritsar City (Muhammadan), Urban] : 
'The speeches made with regard to these amendments do not seem to be very 
convincing. First of all my honourable :friend from Lahore wants two years 
-to be substituted for six months and then in another amendment he suggests 
that one year should be substituted. Perhaps he is not himself very sure 
.of his ground. He thinks that ~ither one or two years will be sufficient. 
It means that if we are not willing to have two years he is prepared to accept 
.one year. So we say let us have one year. He cannot then accuse us for 
not giving due weight to his opinion. The arguments adduced by the 
Government are convincing in this respect. If my friend wants two years 
he must convince us by his arguments. It will take about one year even to 
make the rules. My friends want to throw obstacles in the way of 
this Bill. On the one hand that party wants ~self-Government tomorrow 
-or to-day. No doubt fair latitude should be given as regards the time. It 
will take one year to frame the rules and one more is given for applying these 
:rules, and I think this is fair enough. Again you say that the money·. 
lender keeps accounts already. An honest moneylender who 
keeps his accounts regularly need not be afraid of the time. What is there 
to learn for him ? It is merely sending a copy of the account. It is not 
-very difficult. The difficulties that my friends foresee are more imagi 
_ru,i.ry than real and their object is merely to prolong the discussion and thus 

-tire us and nothing .else. · 
Shaikh Abdul Gbani [West Punjab Towns (Muhammadan), Uib@] .; 

If it was really to be the effect of this legislation that the small J;J\lJ;>neyle,nde:r 
-would cease or vaniah, then I could li~ye understood these a.we,1;ui1.m.ent.s • 
. But the object is simply to create difficulties, That is somethwg "q\llte 
,different. Here we have before us a Bill oonsjsting .of six cla~s in all. 
bloY if v,.e go .oar.efuliy through it there are only two thµigs .to be noted. 
Tu :the first place one has. to keep accounts in a prescribed lorm. In tl;i.~ 
-seeond plooe all that the moneylender has to do is to supply copies .of .tho~e 
~:imts .to the deb;tors periodically. If the moneylenders ,of this pro:viµ,ee 
aze so silllple thait-. this eamwt l>e :learnt by them within one y.ear, I am· l;JW:ij 

· ths.t even if you g.i.v.e them ilVe y-eanJ they would not learn 1;t,t '1:1,Il how to keep 
·the (loc00:unts in ,the prescribed form or to send copies of those accounts every 
,sb( .months. ;whieh is ·the tll'lder1ying principle of this m~sure. I £a.il to un 
·.wid.ers·ti;md :wh;r this aidditionaJ! one year is wanted if all that is to be none 
Ulll,der t:kt~ legislation new before US is S~ply the keeping 'of !)£~0~ by the 

..mor:iey!~riler · and ,the supply of eopies of them to the <,leb~oi:. .After t?,ll 
w;hl:!,$ ;is j;hro:e tha.t you :w.an:t to teach these moneyieni;lers ? W:ould you. 

· open seheols f?r -them·? Wol!lld you take them to the .co1leses ? Wo:a,1.i 
-the~e be a,ny mght schools where they would be taught how to kee.p .acco,~ts 
.aad hoiltV ·t~ QOpy 'l(h~ o:nt ood how to send.them, how to post .then;i and so 
-on ? I think diliere is absolutely no sense m the proposal ~t instead of 
, one year the time shonld be ·t-wo years'. Mo~eover, you i:tre legislating just 
now .aad you sa.y t~at the Aet shoul~ eome ~to oper~tion after two years~ 

-th!llt is after: your life. I mean the llie of this Council. That meens a.mi 
<el!liCr0ca.clunemit on the legislature that is to succeed you and that Is most 
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unhir. Either there is a necessity :for this measure just now or there is 
none. If there is, then put it into action immediately ; if there is not, 
,abandon it altogether. 

Dr. Gokul. Chand, Narang: Do you hope -that this Council will 
live for one year ? 

Shaikh Abdul Gliani: It may be only a few months. I, therefore, 
oppose this amendment. 

Rai BahadurLala Rattan Chand (Non-official, nominated), (Urdu) : 
Sir, the vehement opposition offered to this amendment reminds me ,of a . 
.Punjabi saying which runs as follows :-- 

c,,• J 1,1 1 ,i, L, , .:,1}-: 
JI J•.)I L l~~ t 1 ;~ 

Now that this Bill is going to be passed into law I fail to under 
stand the propriety of creating such a great fuss with regard to 
this harmless amendment. After all, one year's delay cannot possibly de 
tract anything from the merits of the Bill. Ou the other hand, it is but fair 
th9,t people may be given some time to become familiar and conversaat with 
the provisions of the law that they have to follow and satisfy. · 

In my opinion, those who have succeeded in securing their favourite 
}liece of legislation should not object . to · this 'necessary amendment being 
made in the Bill. A period of 12 months cannot n;i.ake any difference so far 
.as they or their constituents are coneerned, but the improvement which is 
.gought to be made by means .of this amendment will s,urely go a Iong way, 
to allay the agitation going oirm the province in {his connection. 'With, 
these few remarks I strongly support the amendment moved ~y my honour· 
able friend Dr.·.~ ,Clhand, Narang. 

Mr. 5. -L. Sale (Legal Remem branc.er) .: l zise j;o ,Sl)E1~k ,i.n ~e,.v;~u,r 
the amendment Ne. 18 to the effect:-,-· · 

... That in the provise to.sub-els.use (;3) <>f Ql&Ull!l 1,line 2~ ,l>!l-tw;~t1", WiOr~ ·~~1;4s· 
lliD.d ithe word·• after" the words • or la~r tlian one year ~ be _i~~." . 

This amendment is~ as one ·honourable membe» iha.s poiinte~ .o:\lt, in t~e 
n&t·ure of a compromise 'betw.een the two conflicting view p<@tEI, In .t.he 

· .Bil[ as 9'riginally dra.fted ·l>y t'he Government this proviao ,d,id ,not ~ppear 
at 1i;Jl, But ·the ·Select 'Committee 'has insert.ad .this p;roriso to '.the e:tleQt 
that " -provided that this date shall not be earlier th1µ1 .EWt .WOll.ths .a.fter iJ;i.e 
date o'f futall publication/' I quite admit that ,(l.S the .oliJiQSe catan!ils ~t lea.v~ 
it very vague 11s to when the date of its coIIIU,lg itlto foree js e~otly to be, 
It shall not be earlier thein ~ months ; but might be .50 year-S. So .t:b.e 
objeet ,of 'this amendments is to e.nsl]je t_hat the Bill $Mil come into force 
not later ·than a. yimr ·after the rules 1:u~,ve been approved by the Howie. 
I think the maximum period .9i: one year will give. :the ersditore sufficient 
opportunities -to familiarise themselves with the provisions of itl\e l3ill ;whieµ 
is the ·point that my friend, Dr. Gokul Obaad, Na.rang, made in his :speech. 
My friend, Mr. Mukand Lal, Puri, was rather pessimistic about the effects 
of t:his run. lffe thought that ,the time was -required to .snable the .small 
:o;l(i):ru,ylenders to ,liquidate their 1business. !t do not think that is the v;iew 
-0..f most of us. I at a.ny rate do not feel quite so pessimistic about the 
resmta. fhe time is required ,for fihe moneylenders to familiarise themselves 
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[ Mr. Bale.] 
with the provisions of this Bill in order that their business may be conducted 
on the lines mentioned in this Bill, not in order that the business should be: 
liquidated, · I. do not think it is necessary for me to say anything more in 
support of this -oompromise .amendment, · - - 

Sardtu--Harbakhsh Singh· [Hoshiarpur and Kangra (Sikh), Rural]: 
Brr, out of'Aympathy with the spirit of my honourable friend Dr. Gokul Chand, 
Narang's amendment, I support the amendment moved by Mr. Sale as the 
only ·via media possible. I think t~o years is a very long period of s~spense 
after the rules are framed and passed; The memory of the people 1s very 
short. They are, therefore, likely tobecome lethargic during a long period 
of sleep o{ two years that is proposed to follow after the passing cf the rules. 
At present people are looking for the passing of this enactment. Then they 
will be looking forward for the rules and after the rules are made they will 
make haste to apply them or comply with them. But if there is a long 
preiod in the interval they will forget everything about it and waste the whole 
time. So: it is harmful to have any longer period 'than one year, which 
affords a: reasonsable solution. 

- Mr.~. Maya Das (Non-official, nominated}: Sir, I beg .to support this. 
amendment. I think that sufficient weight has not been attached to the fact 
that the illiterate moneylender is bound to go out of the field sooner or 
later and :it will be only fair to give him as much time as we possibly can 
to wind up his affairs. After all the amendment asks for only one year more 
than wh~t has been suggested by Government, What is one . year in the 
life of a nation ? What is one year -in connection with legislation of this 
kind? I'would therefore request all members to support this amendment. 

Mr. l,abh Singh · [Rawalpindi Division and Lahore Division North 
(Non-Muhammadan), Rural]: I have only one word toadd, It has been 
pointed out to the House that in the case of the Punjab Limitation of 
Loans .A;ct when the period for limitation was changed from six years to 
three yea.rs· the time given was two years for the Act to come into operation. 
In that particular measure all that the people were concerned to know was 
that the period of limitation had been abridged from six years to three years. 
A very simple matter. While in the case _of this Bill we have to tell people- . 
that · some sort of complicated regulation has been proposed for the· keeping 
of accounts. At present we are absolutely in the dark as to what the real 
law on the .snbjeet would be. That we shall know only when these schema 
tic sections have been supplemented by the real piece of legislation which. 
would cqnsist of the rules, because after all they would be the real thing •. 

- Now the rules under the Act may or may not be framed for another year or. 
so and they are bound to be complicated in the very nature of things and 
people m_ay not really get the necessary time to familiarise themselves with 
the real law as it is going to touch them. Therefore, I submit, that it is 
very reasonable that at least two years be given from the time that the rules 
are finally enacted and published for general information. 

One word more. Myfriend the member for Gujranwala Muhammadan, 
Constitu~cy told us that an argument had been advanced by this side 
of the House that this was a new piece of legislation and as every Bill: 
when psssed eonstitnted a n~w piece of legislation, there was no force- 
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Clause 2. 
Sub-cl,ause (1). 

Mr. President: The question is that sub-clause (1) of clause 2 stand 
part of the Bill. 

Mr. s. L. Sale: Government has an amendment to move to sub-clause 
(1) of clause 2. 

Mr. President : No amendment has been received up till now. 
(At this stage a copy of the amendment was handed over to the Presi- 

~~. . Dr Gokul Chand, Narang: Before the honourable member moves 1t 
formally we should µk~ to know the wording of it, so that. if we do. not like it 
we ma.;r raise an obJeotio:p. on the ground of want of suffiment notice. 

in the argument that had been· urged; That was not the point. 
What was said was not that this was a new piece of legislation 
but that it was a novel piece of legislation to which there was no 
parallel. It was pointed out that in no part of the world can you 
point to any such law. It was on that account that it was termed a 
novel piece of legislation, and therefore, for that reason, it was urged that we 
should hesitate to apply it without giving people sufficient time to fami 
liarise themselves with its provisions. This is a measure on which there· is 
a very sharp difference of opinion and that is an additional reason why the 
amplest time should be given to people who are going to be affected by the 
new law. I need not repeat that there is not the slightest doubt that 
after this Act has been in force for a year or so you will discover that the 
figures in .the Census reports for the class termed as sahukar whose principal 
business is moneylending will have gone down considerably, and the money 
lender will disappear in the present form in which we know him. 
Mr. President : Question is- 

"That in the proviso to sub-clause (3) of clause I, the words' two years' be substituted 
for the words' six months'", 

Motion was lost. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : I beg to move. 
"Thl\t in the proviso to sub-clause (3) of clause 1, line 2, for the words" six months " 

the words ' one year ' be sub-stdeuted, " 

Mr. President : · Question is- 
" That in the proviso to sub-clause (3) of clause I, line 2, for the words ' six months 

the words ' one year ' be substituted. ' " 
Motioen was lost. ~ 
Mr. S. L. Sale : I beg to move. 

· · " That in line 2 of proviso t.o sub-clause (3) of clause I, between the words 'months 
and ' a' ter ' the words •· or later than one year 'be inserted. " 

Mr .":President : Question is- 
" That in line 2 of proviso to sub-clause (3) of clause I, between the words ' months • 

and 'after ' the words ' or later than one year ' be inserted. " 

Motion _was carried. 
Mr. President (Question is:- 

" That the proviso to su~-clause (3) of clause I, as amended stand part of the Bill:" 

Motion was carried. 
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Mr. S~ :L• Sale : I think it is something on the lines of the amendment 
that the honourable members are themselves moving in clause 2. 

Mr. Labh Singh: I object to it, Sir, on the ground that notice was not 
given in time. We have not received a copy of the amendment even up till 
now. 

. Mr. President: I might just read the amendment for the in· 
formation of the House, but it should not be taken as proposed from the chair. · 
The amendment runs 1- 

.. That a.t the end of sub-clause (1) of elanse 2, the following words be a.dded, 
namely:- 

' e.nd shall include a bank incorporated outside British India. which he.s complied 
with the provisions ofseotion 277 of the Indian Compa.nies Act, 1913' . " 

Mr. La'bh Singh:· Let it be disallowed. 
Dr. Gokal Chand, Narang : I object to it. 
Mr. President: In view of the faot that I have allowed amendments 

without notice I see no reason why in this case I should not allow the amend. 
ment to be moved. · 

Mr. Labh Singh: But in those cases the amendments were. circulated 
to members of the House and there was only a shortage of a few hours. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: There has not been ·a single case in this 
House where the whole House has been totally ignorant of any amendment 
which has been suddenly brought before the House by an honourable 
member which was allowed to be moved. 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: Sir, I think the origin of this 
amendment which you have read out from the Ohair may be traced to the 
original amendments of Mr. Gray, Mr. Mukand Lal, Puri, and Bai Bahadur 
Lala Dhanpat Bai, which, I understand, they have not moved. This amend· 
ment is meant to meet those amendments. It was with a view to meet those 
amendments that Mr. Sale endeavoured to frame an amendment which 
would snit the views of the honourable members. But if they do not wish to 
have that change made, we may leave the matter at that. 

Mr. President : I disallow the amendment. Question is 
" The.t sub-clause (1) of clause 2 sta.nd pa.rt of the Bill". 

Motion was carried. 
S'Ub-clause (2). 

Mr. President : Question is- 
" Tha.t sub-olanse (2) of ole.use 2 stand pa.rt of the Bill". 

Motion· was carried. 
S'Ub-clause (S). 

Mr. President : Question. is- 
" Tha.tsub-cle.use (3) ofole.1i.se2 sta.ndpe.rt of the Bill", 

Motion was· carrie4,:. 
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" Court does not include a court acting in the exercise of insolvency jurisdiction, '• 

For a pure negation of the clause, the amendment should have read 
'' omit the sub-clause ", or in other words the meaning of the word ' court ' 
will remain undefined so far as this particular Act is concerned. 

Mr. President: Question is whether the honourable member's amend 
. ment is not a direct negation of the sub-clause as it stands. 

Mr. Labh Singh: That is exactly what I was about to point out. My 
amendment is not a direct negation for the reason that I am going to place 
before you presently. If it were a pure negation then this clause should stand 
omitted, when the word "court" will remain undefined so far as this parti- 
cular Bill goes. · 

Mr. President: According to the sub-clause the word 1' court" includes 
a court acting in the exercise of insolvency jurisdiction. The honourable mem 
ber's amendment proposes exclusion in place of inclusion. Does it not go 
beyond the clause, besides being a negation ? 

Mr. Labh Singh: It is more than a mere negation. It is something 
very positive. I will explain it. The sub-clause as it stands reads that the 
court includes courts exercising insolvency jurisdiction. In other words ••. 

Mr. President: What has the honourable Legal Remembrancer to say? 
I think the amendment is open to one or both objections, namely, it is a pure 
negation of the sub-clause, or it goes beyond the scope of the sub-clause. 

Mr. S. L. Sale : In my view this amendment is brought forward with 
the same object as the amendment of Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang, and Raja 

. Narendra Nath which is to omit the sub-clause. It is curiously worded, but 
I think that is the intention of the mover. 

Mr. President: I agree that while amendments 7 to 9 expressly propose 
the sub-clause to .be omitted, the present amendment proposes to change an 
affirmative provision into a negative one. 

Mr. S. L. Sale: It comes to the same thing. 

· Mr. B. Calvert : May I ask this question ? Suppose this clause did no 
lll2 

Mr. President: Is the honourable member's amendment in order? 

Mr. Labh Singh: It is for you to give a ruling. 

Mr. President: I think the amendment is out of order. 

Mr. Labh Singh : Will you please give me a hearing before you give 
your final ruling? My amendment, if accepted, will make the clause read as 
follows:- 

Sub-clause ( 4). 

Mr. Labh Singh [Rawalpindi Division and Lahore Division North 
(Non-Muhammadan) Rm-al]: Sir, I beg to move- 

"That in sub-clause (4) of clause 2, the words' does not include' be substituted for the 
word ' includes ', " 
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[Mr, Calvert.] 
exist. This is only a definition and brings in one particular kind of court 
which, it must have beencontemplated, would not otherwise be included in 
the definition of the court. Suppose this clause did not exist. Would 
it mean that the court with insolvency jurisdiction will not be a court for the 
purpose of this Act? That, I think, is a relevant question which the Legal 
Remembrancer should be in a position to answer. . 

Mr. President: The question is whether without this sub-clause the 
word ''court" as understood in common parlance, will include an insolv 
ency court. 

Mr. S. L. Sale: :My view is that it certainly would not, The intention 
of the Select Committee in having this sub-clause was that insolvency pro 
ceedings should be covered. If this amendment is accepted, it would mean 
that insolvency proceedings would be outside the scope of this Act. 

Mr. Labh Singh: . I believe I am in order. 

Mr. President: In my opinion the honourable member's amendment 
is not in order. I think the Legal Remembrancer has rightly said, that but 
for this definition, an insolvency court will not be considered a '' court " 
for the purposes of this Act. The honourable member's amendment proposes 
to exclude an insolvency court. Therefore it is a direct negation of the object 
of the sub-clause and is clearly out of order. 

Mr. Labh Singh: I am sorry that I have not been heard upon the 
point. 

Mr. President: I have given full opportunity to the honourable 
member. The _question is- 

" That eub-olause (4) of olause 2 stand pa.rt of the Bill " 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang [North-West Towns (Non-Muhammadan), 
Urban] : Sir, I oppose the inclusion of this sub-clause ~ the Bill. My 
reasons are that insolvency proceedings as they are, are very lenghtly. Already 
people who go to ~olvency courts are in the habit of raising all sorts of 
objections and then fraudulent creditors come in and so on. There are so 
many clogs in the wheel of the administration of justice so far as insolvency 
courts are concerned. If the provisions of this law were to be applied to 
insolvency courts, it would mean that insolvency proceedings will practically 
never come to an end and the very object of the law of insolvency would be 
defeated, because insolvency, as I understand it, is calculated to expedite pro 
ceedings and to give ready relief to creditors and to insolvents themselves if 
possible. If insolvency courts are brought within the purview of this Bill, they . 
will suffer from the same dilatory proceedings as the ordinary courts will to 
whom this law will be applied. In the ordinary courts only a few parties 
are involved whereas in insolvency courts many people are involved. 
There may be several creditors, big creditors and petty 'creditors. These 
are my reasons and I therefore propose that this sub-clause should be omit 
ted. In fa.ct; if I am permitted to say so, the amendment proposed by Mr. 
Labh S~h was far better, 

• 
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Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I move closure. 
Motion was carried. 

Mr. President : Question is- 
" That sub-clause (4) of clause 2 stand pa.rt of the Bill". 

Motion was carried. 

The Council then adjourned till 2 p. m, on Tuesday, the 10th December 
1929. 

And then, Sir, nowadays throughout the province receivers are appoint· 
ed to go into the accounts of such creditors. Lawyers of any standing would 
not like to appear before them because they are mostly juniors and the en 
quiry there held, I might at once submit, is very perfunctory, as it must be 
from the very nature of the case because there are no lawyers. In these 
circumstances I put it to honourable members, would it be good to omit this 
clause from the Act or make it ineffective ? 

Moreover, the new ruling that the land of agriculturists could be auc 
tionecl out and purchased by other notified agriculturists has given rise to 
a new situation. The result of this new ruling would be that if creditors 
are allowed without any check to swell their debts and now that they have 
got the option to apply for the insolvency of their debtor at any moment 
even if a man makes a gift to his daughter or gives a dowry to his wife, the 
creditor has got a right according to this new ruling to move the district 
judge to declare that the man has committed an act of insolvency and should 
therefore be declared an insolvent. The result would be that if yon exempt 
all such moneylending, the Act, I mean the present Bill which has engaged 
us so long, would be absolutely useless for this reason, that if a man merely 
makes a small gift or alienates some property, the creditor could at once 
turn round and apply to the court for a declaration that he has committed 
an act of insolvency and that he has become an insolvent. All these rules 
will not then apply and it will only amount to this that the Act should only 
apply to cases where the creditor has to go to court and obtain a regular 
decree. 

OP.M. 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani [West Punjab Towns (Muhammadan), Urban]: Sir, 
it is rather very difficult to follow the arguments of the honourable member 
who has just sat down. Supposing the creditor has been keeping accounts 
and advancing money to the debtor. Of course, at the outset the creditor 
would never have foreseen that his debtor would run to insolvency. Other 
wise he would not have advanced the money to him. If the debtor goes 
to insolvency court, then the court will go into the accounts to find out what 
are the assets and liabilities of the debtor. The court will find that the 
accounts have been properly kept and that periodical returns have been sent 
to the debtor regularly. I do not see that the mere fact that the debtor 
goes to insolvency court changes the whole situation. The creditor keeps 
regular accounts in the form prescribed by this law and he has been regular 
ly sending copies of these accounts to the debtor. The debtor has got the 
copies. The mere fact that an insolvency court is investigating the fact 

would bring about a change in the situation and 
all the documents would become irrelevant. 
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My reasons are that as has been suggested by some people who have 
-eritieised the Bill, it will be very difficult in complicated cases for the court 
to determine what a loan is unless it comes within the four corners of the 
definition which is given in this clause. A loan has been defined as an advance 
whether of money or in kind at interest. That is quite sufficient and it is not 
necessary at all to create complications by opening up an avenue for con 
tentious discussion as it were, for the courts, and imposing a very difficult 
,task on them. These words may therefore be omitted. 

Mr~ President : Aamendment moved is- - 
" That in sub-clause (7) of clause 2 the following words be omitted: 

'and shall include any transaction which the court finds to be in substance a 
Ioan,!" 

Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: Sir, I rise 
·to oppose the amendment because these words, I understand, have been put 
in specifically to avoid any doubt with regard to transactions about which 
the courts come to a conclusion that they are in substance a loan, and they 
should .be treated as such. For instance, a baniya may give somebody 
grain for seed purposes which is not at the time a loan but as is often the 
case in villages, given on the condition that it will be returned say, after 
.six months, in kind. But later on when the balance is struck it is entered 

B 

Sub-clause (6). 
Mr. President : Question is- 

" That sub-clause (6) of clause 2 stand part of the Bill. 
Motion was carried. • 

Sub-clause (7). 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Sir, I beg to move=- 

"That in sub-clause (7) of clause 2 the following words be, omitted: 
'and shall include any transaction which th~ court finds to be in substance 
a loan.'" 

The Council met at the Council Chamber at 2 P,!\11, of the 
-olock. Mr. President in the Chair. 

THE PUNJAB REGULATION OF ACCOUNTS BILL. 
Clause 2-(aontinued). 

Sub-ala,use (5). 
Mr. President: The Council will now resume consideration of the 

further sub-clauses of clause 2 of the Punjab Regulation of Accounts Bill. 
Question is-~ 0 

"That sub-clause (5) of clause 2 stand part of the Bill. 
Motion was carried. 
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Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : I had no intention to speak on this. 
amendment, for any speaking on this side would be of no use if amend 
ments proposed from here are not .going to be accepted. However, I shall 
submit, that I regret I have not been able to follow the honourable 
the Legal Remembrancer, who tried to explain the reason for this 
clause. Personally I think that in all loans the ownership also passes to 
the other person, whether they are of grain or of money. A man may give 
a loan in currency notes but the money may be returned in cash. More 
over, a loan is being defined in the Act and a. creditor bas also been defined, . 
and it is absolutely essential that the provisions of this Act should be made 
applicable to the loans as defined in the Act. And the courts should not. 
be empowered to go beyond the provisions of the Act. 

With these remarks I support the amendment moved by Dr. Narang. 
Dr. GC!kul Chnd, NaniJg: Sir, the illustration that has been given 

by my hcr cura ble Iriend shows, with due deference, that he is entirely 
ignorant of the metbod of keeping accounts. Be thinks as if seed grains 
given would remain in the air and that no. entry would be made in respect. 

rower. 

- [K. B. Capt. Eardar Sikander Hyat Khan.] 
as a loan and is added on to the debtor's account as such. And if there is 
a dispute in a court and a transaction like this is found to be. of an interim 
nature not yet carried into the regular. account, the eouets should certainly 
have the discretion to treat it as a loan. I therefore oppose this amend- 
ment. R · 

Mr. S. L. Sale: It seems to me that the courts should be entitled to· 
go behind a transaction in order to see whether it is in fact a sale or a loan. 
The section itself defining the term loan is copied from the Usurious Loans. 
Act which is in this respect based on the English Moneylenders Act and has. 
been found necessary as a result of experience. This Bill is not intended in 
any sense of the word to affect sales, even sales on credit. But in practice, 
it has been found that very often transactions which are in effect loans are 
brought before the courts in a form which looks as if they were sales on credit .. 
The distinction between a sale and a loan is very clear in law. The idea of 
a loan is that another person is allowed a temporary possession of an article 
with the idea that he should subsequently return that article itself and not 
its equivalent. In the case of a sale, when the article is conveyed from one, 
person to another the ownership of the article passes. The framers of this. 
Bill thought it very necessary that the courts should be able to go behind 
a transaction to see whether the ownership in the article is passed or not or 
whether, whatever may be the form, the intention of the parties was that 
the thing itself, as conveyed, should eventually be returned to its original' 
owner. And by putting in these words, the court will be able to go behind 
the form of the transaction and see what the intention of the contracting· 
parties is. It is felt that if these words were not put in the Act, the courts. 
would possibly be bound by the form of the transaction and may held that 
the transactjon which is in fact a loan is not covered by this Act because it 
appears to be a sale. It is for this reason that we put in these words follow 
ing the. experience of the courts both in England and in this country which 
have had to deal with tranaactions between the moneylender and his bor- 
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of them anywhere, and that therefore when six months are over, it wm be 
open to the court when a suit is brought on certain accounts neglecting that 
item relating to the seeds to go behind the entries and see· whether the grain 
was given to be returned with some accretion to it at the harvest time or 
it was only a simple advance. The illustration on the face of it does not 
touch the point at issue at all. 

And then, my learned friend, the Legal Remembrancer says it has been 
taken from the Usurious Loans Act. It may be so. Still, it· does not mean 
that where a suit is brought, to which the provisions of this measure apply, 
the procedure should be moulded upon the provision of the Usurious Loans 
Act. We have to see whether we are not adding unnecessarily to the task 
of the courts and to the difficulties of the courts without bringing any bene 
fit at all to any party concerned. As it is, it will be sufficiently onerous and 
will take the court's time unnecessarily going into issues which parties 
may not raise at all, and it is no use piling up work for the courts and open 
ing up an avenue, as I said, for further dissensions and contentions. 

Mr. President : Question is- 
" That in sub-clause (7) of clause 2 the following words be omitted : 
'a.nd shall include a.ny transaction which the court finds to be in substance a. loan.' ,. 

Motion was lost. 
Mr. President : Question is- 

.. That pa.rts (i), (ii) and (iii) of eub-clause (7) of clause 2 stand part of the Bill." 

Motion was carried. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang [North-West Towns (Non-Muhammadan), 

Urban] : Sir, I beg to 1:11ove- 
" That in sub-clause (7) (iv) of cla.use.2 the words a.fter the word' Company' be 

omitted." - 

This word " company " stood in the Bill which was passed by this 
Council in 1926 and it was only when the Bill came up for discussion that 
an apprehension was raised that some people in order to evade the Act 
might form bogus companies and might carry on moneylending business 
in the name of private companies. In the first place, I would submit that 
this apprehension is a far-fetched one and in the· villages where 
particularly the need of such a. measure is felt, the moneylenders them 
selves are, as I submitted, almost as ignorant and illiterate as most of the 
borrowers. Now, Sir; I may submit that many times in this House it has 
been urged that a Bill of this nature has been called for by the circumstances 
that exist in this country and England has been quoted as a model. But 
the English Moneylenders Act does not include the word 'companies,' whether 
public-or private, within the definition of moneylenders and therefore those 
provisions are not made applicable to companies. (Mr. Calvert: Ques 
tion). Question? I shall point out just now.· In section 15 of the latest 
Moneylenders Act of 1927 my honourable friend would find- 

!' In this Act unless the text otherwise requires the following expressions ha.ve the 
mea.ning hereby respectively assigned to them, .•. ,... oompa.ny means a.ny 
body corporate being a. moneylender." 

Now, it -does not make any distinction between public company or a . 
private company. That is what I intended to submit. There is no need 
why any such distinction should be made in this province. A company is 

B2 
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"That in sub-clause 7•(iv) ofolause2the words after the word 'company' be omitted," 

Amendments 17 to 22 raise only different aspects ofthe question raised 
by the learned Doctor's amendment. Therefore debate on the latter 

.amendment will range over amendments 17 to 22 as well. 
· Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : There is another amendment. I have 

not spoken on it because I thought I. would get an opportunity to speak 
-on it separately, because it is different from the amendment which I have 
moved. 

Mr. President: Certainly. 
Mr. S. L. Sale (Legal Remembrancer): Sir, I rise to move that in the 

.elause now under discussion certain words should be omitted arid in sub 
stitution thereof the words " audited annually by an auditor under the pro 
visions of section 144 of the Indian Companies Act, 1913" be added. I do 
not share Dr. Gokul Cband's view that there is no apprehension that village 
creditors in order to evade the provisions of this Act will not take advan 
tage of the provisions of the Indian Companies. Act., By the provisions of 
this Act it is an easy matter. for any creditor to join together with another 
person.e-his son or his servant-and to form themselves into a company pro 
vided only that there are two persons in this association. All that the Act 
zequires is that any two persons may join together in order to form a private 
company. There is no obligation in the Act for a private company to have 
its- accounts audited by an auditor of any particular standing. He might 
go to any person in the village, a patwari or his own son, in order to get his .. 
accounts audited, and unless we have soma provision in the Act to avoid 
that possiblity, we might have all creditors evading the provisions of the 
Bill by forming into private companies. What iihe Irsmers of the Act 
desire is that while not interfering with trade and commarca tliey do wish 
to ensure that any company that is going to get the advantage of exemption 
-from the provisions of this.Act should at least have its accounts audited by 

[Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang.] 
a company whether there are two members in it and it is registered under 
the Indian Companies Act or whether it consists of more than seven persons 
.and is registered under the Indian Companies Act. I was submitting that 
if in such enlightened and advanced countries, private companies are allow 
ed to exist where company making has become very well known and is very 
largely practised, there is no reason why this sort of financial organisations 
should not be allowed to develop in this country. It is a far more elaborate 
business to have a public company than a private company and for a country 
like ours which is as yet at the lowest stage of financial evolution it is neees 
sary that company making, of the right sort, of course, should be encourag- · 
ed instead of throwing any obstacle in the way of financial organisation by 
discouraging the formation of companies. Then, on the other hand, I sub 
mit there is no danger that moneylenders will form themselves into private 
companies simply in order to defeat the provisions of this Act. That is 
an unfounded apprehension and, therefore, we should revert to the Bill as 
it stood in this respect. There was, as you would find in the old Bill, only 
this : " a loan advanced by a bank, company or a co-operative society " 
without -any restrictions. That is all I have to submit. 

Mr. President: Amendment moved is- 

• 
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Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath: Is not that object served 
by the existing clause ? _ 

Mr. S. L. Sale: In the sub-clause, as it stands, the words are "·subject 
to audit by a certificated auditor . under the Companies Act". I may 
say that I was responsible for the drafting of the clause and I intended it . 
to mean exactly what this amendment says. But some think it not clear 
and in order to make it absolutely certain it is thought desirable to · sub 
stit .te the 'words whose accounts are audited! It is considered an imnrov 
ment in the drafting designed to attain the object of the framers of the.Act. 
l therefore move that this amendment be carried and these words be inserted 
in the clause. · · 

Shaikh Abdul Gh.ani [West Punjab Towns {Muhammadan), Urban]; 
Sir, before we are in a position to discuss the amendments which will be put 
I refer to the definition of a company as given in this Act, because when 
we refer in any further section or clause to the word ' company ' of course we 
mean the company as defined by this Act. I will specially commend this 
to the notice of the Legal Remembrancer and will request him to kindly 
hear what I have to say on the point. When we clearly say that 'company' 
means a company registered under any of the enactmentsrelating to com· 
panies for the time being in force in the United Kingdom or in British India 
and when we further refer to the word ' company ' in the Act, I think we 
clearly mean company as defined by or under this Act. - So according to this 
definition of the · word ' company ' all the companies would be registered - 
because we say, as a matter of fact, we recognise only those companies that 
are registered under the Companies Act. . When we say a loan advanced 
by a bank or a co-operative society or a company we clearly mean the 
ecmpany as defined under this Act. It would be quite unnecessary when 
we further say whose accounts are audited by a certificated auditor, for a 
company is a registered company as defined by the Companies Act, because 
' ccmpany ' under the Companies Act means a company registered under the 
Companies .A.ct. That is a company in the legal sense of the word. Then 
this must of necessity be audited by a certificated auditor under section 144. 

Mr. H. Calvert: No, a public company. 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani : There is· nothing like a public company in the 

Act. A ' company ' wherever that word. occurs in the Companies Act 
· means a company registered and formed under the Companies Act. 

a certificated auditor within the contemplation of section 144 of the Com 
panies Act which lays down the qualifications for appointment of such an 
auditor. I do not think that there would be any objection to exempting 
a private company provided that it has its accounts audited in the same 
"fay as any public company, because the accounts. would then be open to 
inspection and check by· a properly qualified auditor. In order to make 
sure that the company which has obtained exemption from the provisions 
of that Act is a company of the sort we have in mind, we suggest that the 
following amendment be made in this section :~ 

"That in clause 2 (7), exemption (iv) for the words' subject to audit by a certificated 
auditor under the Companies Act ' the following be substituted, namely:- 

' Audited annually by an auditor under the provisions of section 144 of the Indian 
Companies Act, 1913.'" 
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Mr. H. Calvert: There are two classes. Please read section 144. 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani: Section 144 says, "No person shall be appoint 

ed or kept as an auditor of any company other than a. private company un 
less he holds a. certificate from the Local Government " and so on. 

Mr. H. Calvert: Except a private company •. 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani : But the company means company registered 

under the Aot. . There are two companies, private· and public. Ta.king an 
illustration you may say there are twenty companies ; but so far as the Act 
goes it is either a private company or a company registered under the Act. 
In the case of a company as registered under this Act, registration is neces 
sary and if it is a registered company according to the definition as given 
in the Companies Act, then it follows that its accounts will be audited by 
.a certificated auditor. 

Mr. H. Calvert: Other than a private company. 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani : A private company is defined here. My in 

terpretation may not be tenable, hut I was thinking that, when we use the 
word ' company ' in this Bill, and we have defined it as-a company registered 
under the Act, any company that is registered under the Act has as a matter 
of course its accounts audited by a certificated auditor and in that case 
there will be no harm in accepting the argument of my friend Dr. Gokul 
Chand Na.rang.. _ 

But the amendment is open. to another objection. Under section 4 of 
the Companies Act, ten or less persons might form a sort of company which. 
is not recognised by the Companies Act, say for the purpose of lending money. _ 
In that case seven or eight members of a joint Hindu family may constitute . 
into a sort of company and they may appoint an auditor among themselves. 

Mr. H. Calvert: Section 4 covers H. 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani: No. The section says "A partnership con 

sisting of less than ten persons shall be formed for the purpose oi carrying 
on business " and so on. Ten or less than ten members might constitute 
a ~ompany. 

Mr. H: Calvert : No. 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani : Any ten members of a joint Hindu family or 

even less might form into a partnership or a company as loosely used-as 
the term is ordinarily understood. If that is formed for the purpose of bank 
ing or for the purpose of moneylending, there is nothing in the Companies 
Act to control it, and the result would be that its accounts would not be 
subject to audit by any certificated auditor and one of them would audit 
the accounts which is only a sham. Therefore my submission is that if 
this amendment of Dr. Goknl Chand Na.rang is to prevail and if the House 
is not prepared to agree with me in the interpretation of the word ' com 
pany,' then it will be very detrimental to the interests of all who have to 
transact with this sort of company. From that point of view, I oppose this 
amendment. · 

Rai Bahadur Lala Dhanpat Rai [ Punjab Industries]: There has· 
been some misapprehension-about the words 'company' and' private com 
pany.' Under the Indian Companies Act two sorts of companies might be 
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'legistered, one private company and the other public company. The pub· 
ilic company is. required under the Act to have its -accounts audited every 
_year by a certificated auditor. But so far as the private company is eon 
earned, it is not obligatory on it to have its accounts audited by a eertifioat 

-ed accountant. Then the question is that there are certain private com· 
·panies-a great many of them-who get their accounts audited by a eerti 
floated accountant. Therefore a distinction has to be made and tho point 
is whether those companies which get their accounts audited by certificated 
auditors irrespective of any legal obligation on them should also be except· 

-ed or not. Now there is also another misapprehension on the part of my 
honourable friends. They think it is very easy to form a private company. 
Any two persons may join and form a private company and get it register- 

-ad under the Indian Companies Act ; but it is incumbent on a private 
company to have regular accounts, to have a manager, to draw up a balance 

.sheet every year and so on. They have to observe all these things before 
they can be called a private company. It is not an easy matter that a money- 

lender may form "into a private company and 'thus escape the sending of 
accounts as my honourable friends think. When a private company is 
keeping regular accounts, why should you insist that it should have them 
'in the form prescribed by the Government ? The company has to hold 
meetings every year, has to send a summary of its capital to the Registrar 
and so on and so forth. If the only obligation on the private company had 
been to get it registered, then nobody would have asked that it should be 

-exoepted. I think that the Sel.ect Committee . although they wanted to 
except such companies which get their accounts audited by a certificated 
accountant, have not been able to express· themselves properly. The pro 
vision as it stands reads : " A loan advanced by a bank, a co-operative 

·society or a company whose accounts are subject to audit by a certificated 
auditor under the Companies Act ". There was a misapprehension in the 
minds of the members of the Select Committee that every private company's 
accounts are subject to be audited by a certificated accountant. It is not 
-a fact'. Looking at the dissenting minute of Rai Sahib Ohaudhri Chhotu 
Ram and others, we find on page 5 : " We are not at all sure of the effect 

-of private companies being exempted, under item (iii) in spite of the safeguard 
which has been added in the shape of a system of audits ", As the 
clause .stands they are not exempted because private companies are not 

- -subjeot to audit by a certificated accountant. As I have explained I sup 
port the amendment of _Dr. Gokul Chand Narang on the ground that a 
private company has to keep regular accounts, has to keep a manager, has O 

to hold meetings and has to prepare a balance sheet every year. So in the 
first place I am in favour of that amendment. But if the members want 
.t_hat only such companies should be exempted which get their accounts 
audited by certificated auditors, then my amendment may be accepted. 
But so far as the amendment of the Legal Remembrancer is concerned, 

::that is also made under a misapprehension. Section 144 of the Companies 
Act does not apply to private companies and the amendment of the 
.Legal Remembrancer says : " audited annually by an auditor under the 
provisio?s of secti?n 144 of the ~dian Compa~es Act, 1913". If private 
.eompames get their aeounts audited by a certificated accountant it is not 
-under section 144 _of the Companies Act, but independently of it. So if 

0.the House adopts my amendment, the object in view can be carried out. 
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(R. B. Lala Dhanpat Rai.] , .. · 
· But I would support in the first instance the amendment o.f my friend, 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang. 

Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : Sir, the Government amendment is. 
no. 20 and there is another amendment of mine, no. 22. If amendment 
no. 20 is passed, there would be no room for no. 22. Therefore I con· 
sider it vecy necessary to get up now and say a few words . on. 
the Legal Bsmembrancer's amendment. The honourable Legal Bemem 
brancer in tabling this amendment has entirely overlooked the result 
of it, which is that the word ' company ' might as well be deleted from, 

, this sub-clause, because if this amendment is accepted it would mean 
only a public company which lends out money, because under section 144 
private companies are not required by law to be audited by a certificat 
ed auditor. That would mean that only public companies are required. If' 
that is the intention that only public companies are to be included, then 
why put ' company ' at all, because the word ' bank ' is already there ? My 
honourable friend says that some companies might be started or there may 
be some companies which do not do all sorts of banking but only money 
lending. I have been dabbling in banking and allied subjects for the last 
18 or 19 years and I am not aware of a single company, in the Punjab at 
any rate, which bas for its object only the lending out of money as dis- 

, tinguisheu from the general business of a bank, and you have co-operative 
societies whose business, it may be said, is purely lending out money· and 
realising it ; but they have been expressly included. What class of institu 

. tions then is this amendment intended to cover ? 
Mr •. H. Calvert : Insurance companies. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Insurance companies do not lend out. 

money as their primary object. They may invest their surplus funds •. 
But is there any private insurance company-I would ask the learned 
Financial -Commiesioner of our province-is he aware of any insurance com-· 
pany in this province or anywhere else which is not a public incorporated 
company ? I am sure be will not be able to point out any instance of an 
insurance company carrying on its business as a private company. That 
being so, what class of cases is this amendment intended to cover? The 
honourable Legal Remembrancer .was not pleased to throw any light on this. 
aspect of the eaae. That means that this facihty is to be given or the exemp- 

c tion from the provisions of this measure is to be given only to banks.. 
because we are not aware of any companies independently of banks which 
carry on moneylending business. If that is the object, if the apprehension 
is well founded that private companies might be established, we can meet 
it in another way. In the first place, as has been pointed out very tersely 
,by the honourable member for Industries, it is not a joke to start a company~. 
whether a private or a public company. Some honourable members of this. 
House, including, I regret, some honourable members on this side of the 
House, seem to oe under the impression that a father .and his son or a master 
and his servant, as the Legal Remembrancer was pleased to put it, have only 
to join and ~d a letter to the Registrar of the Joint Stock Companies say· 
ing that they have formed into a company and that it might be registered 
and thenceforth they would become absolved from all obligations and their 
work would be as smooth as in fact almost child's play. That is not the case- 
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This is what the clause will then .read like :- 
" •..• a company whose accounts are audited by a certificated auditor." 

And this is all that you want. The amendment of Government is open 
to technical objection because with the greatest respect to the drafter of 
that amendment, it looks absurd from a purely legal and even from a drafting 
point of view; That amendment reads : ." audited annually by an auditor 
under the provisions. of section 144 of the Indian Companies Act, 1918." 
If you imagine for a moment that it is intended to apply to private com 
panies as a whole it becomes an absurdity because by thesubstantive law as 
embodied in the Indian Companies Act this provision would not apply to 
private companies. Therefore, if the object is that the accounts of only 
those companies should be absolved from· the provisions of this Act. whose 
accounts are audited by certificated auditors, then do not bring in the Com 
panies Act at· all, because it makes the . thing absurd. I do not see why 
there should be an objection to my amendment. I am only asking you to. 

· add : " whose accounts are audited by ·a certificated auditor." · I hope 
the Legal Remembrancer will see his way to the acceptance of mY, second· 
amendment. - 

Mr. S. L. Sale [Legal Remembrancer]: Sir, one or two points have 
been raised in-this debate to which, I think, some reply is necessary. It 
was suggestedat one time that there is no need to use the word "company·" 
at all because a bank is a company, and if you are excluding banks you are· 
excluding companies. I am fully prepared to agree with this proposition. 

The manwho wants to evade the provisions of this Act 'will never dream of 
• starting a company. That would be going from the frying pan into the fire, 
. It will be much worse. . He will be imposing upon· himself far more arduous • 

duties than this measure can ever impose upon the moneylender. It is 
therefore absolutely out of the question that people will form companies 
simply to evade the provisions. of this measure. My honourable friends 
should not for a-moment think that that is an easier thing than compliance 
with this measure and if they had any experience of the companies they 
would have welcomed this because a company will be bound to keep regular 
accounts. If regular accounts is the desideratum as it is made out you 
cannot achieve it in a more efficacious manner than by having private com 
panies. The poor moneylender, the incompetent moneylender, will be 
in fact out and you will have moneylenders' organisations which keep abso 
lutely regular accounts- and accounts which are always open to inspection. 
But let us assume that · it is a child's play, that it is only a joke to form a. 
private company and it is easier and safer to carry on moneylending busi 
ness as a private company than the compliance with the provisions of 
this Act ; even if we assume this, then I have tabled another amend 
ment, amendment no. 22. Kindly apply your minds for the sake of enacting 
good legislation and try to understand our point of view. We are not dis 
honest people, we are not here to help dishonest people. All that we want 
is that this Bill should be a good and sane one, and with your intelligent co 
operation we may be able to achieve that object, That is my prayer,_to you_ 

This is my amendment no. 22- 
"That in sub-clause (7) (iv) or clause 2, the word 'audit' be changed into "audited" 

and the words' subject to' and the words' under the Companies Act' be omitted." 
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[Mr. Sale.] 
-that a bank is a company, but, Sir, a company is not necessarily a bank. 
Let us look at one Act in which there is a definition of " bank " and that is 
in the Bankers Book Evidence Act. There " bank " is defined as a partieu 
lar kind.of company, that is to say, "a company which carries on the business 
of banking." I believe that in the old Act of 1926 the definition ot the 
word " company " was superfluous, but in the present Act as we are 
distinguishing here between a public and a private company, it is necessary 
to have the definitions both of" bank" and of" company." · 

Now I come to this amendment. The object of this amendment may be 
shortly stated in this way. It is a question of fact as to whether a company's 
accounts are or are not audited by a certificated auditor, of the kind qualified 
under section 144 of the Oompanies Act. If the answer is in the affirmative, 
that is to say, if a company's accounts are audited by a certificated auditor· 
that company is to be exempt from the provisions of this Act. If the 
accounts, however, are not audited by a certificated auditor, the provisions 
of this Act will apply to that company as for any other ordinary creditor 
and that is the meaning of the provision which we are now discussing : 
" audited annually by an auditor under the provisions of section 144 of the 
Indian Companies Act, 1918." Provided we can agree on some form which 
-establishes that meaning beyond any possible shadow of doubt, I personally 
would have no objection to any other form of words, although I do not think 
Dr. Gokul Chand Narang's amendment meets the case, as I understand from 
his amendment, that he wishes to exclude from the provisions of this Act 

-every company, private as well as public, not only a company whose accounts 
are audited under section 144 but any other sort of company as well. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Na.rang: That is amendment no. 16, but what 
.about my amendment no. 22 ? · 
. Mr. S.L. Sale: But you have-not put in the words "by a certificated 

.auditor." 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : My ameO:dment changes the word 
"audit "to ''audited" and omits the words '' under the Companies Act." · 

Mr. S. L. Sale : The difficulty that I feel about that is this that there 
might be some doubt as to what a certificated auditor is. I would have 
no objection to this amendment if the words "certificated auditor" be defined, 
for example, "~ certificated auditor means an auditor qualified under 

-seetion 144 of the Companies Act." But merely to - put in " certificated 
auditor " would, I think, be obscure because one would not know what the 
word " certificated " means. I want the term auditor to mean an auditor 
qualified under section 144 of the Companies Act, which says that no 
person shall be appointed as an auditor of any company other than a private 

-company unless he holds a certificate from the local Government. The 
meaning of that is tliat a public company has to have .its accounts audited 
by a certified auditor while a private company need not have its accounts 
audited by a certificated auditor, it can have them audited by one who is 
not certified. ., 

I think there would be no objection to Dr. Gokul .Chand's amendment 
no. 22; provided ''certificated auditor " is defined. 
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Mr. Labh Singh: May I suggest that we should have the clause read 

like this:" .•.• are audited by an auditor certificated under the Companies 
Act." . 

Mr. S. L. Sale : I think the simplest way will be to put in : " whose 
accounts are audited. annually by a certificated auditor. ' Certificated 
auditor ' shall for the purpose of this Act mean an auditor qualified under 

· .section -144 of the Companies Act." 
Mr. President: The honourable members may draft a new amend· 

ment. · 
Mr. S. L. Sale : My point is that the expression "certificated auditor" 

is not, I think, one likely to be understood by the courts who will have to 
administer the Act, but we must actually, for the benefit of sub-judges and 

-other people who are to work this Act, define " certificated auditor " as an 
auditor qualified under section 144 of the Companies Act, and provided that 
point is made clear in the Bill, I think there is no objection to Dr. Narang's 
.amendment no. 22. 

The Henourable M.alik Firoz Khan, Noon (Minister for Local Self· 
Government): Sir, I rise to support the .amendment that has been put for 
ward by the Legal Remembrancer and while doing it I wish to make a few 
_remarks as to the strength of the Bill after this sub-clause is passed. As a. 
matter of fact the honourable members should not have brought a clause like 
this under discussion at all, because having brought it under discussion it has 

-enabled the honourable members who had probably not studied the Bill to 
find out how the whole Act can be evaded by private companies. This clause 
reads thus- 

,' A loan advanced by a bank. a co-operative society or a company whose accounts are 
subject to audit by a certificated auditor under the Companies Act," 

What this sub-clause means is this, that a private company consisting of 
·two or three upto fifty members have themselves registered under the Com 
panies Act and carry on moneylending in the villages, then all loans ad 
vanced by that private company become exempt from the operations of this 
Act. In order to evade the provisions of this Act all that the village money 
lender has to do is to form a private company of two, or three persons, 
get it registered and from that moment they become exempt from the opera 
tions of this Act. All these persons are liable to be exempted if they form 
into private companies, and the honourable members on the right should 

have kept quiet about this clause and let it slip through, and 
3 P.M. not brought forward this amendment; · 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: We do not want to take advantage of 
:your ignorance. - 

The Honourable MaliltFiroz Khan, Noon : Thank you, sir, it is so 
·very kind of you. 

Now, let us find out' the difference between a private company and a. 
-public company. If a loan is made by a public company and if you· exempt 
·such a company from sending accounts, you have at least this guarantee 
behind it that the accounts <>f a public company are. audited every year by 

:force of law under the Companies Act ; and those accounts and the report of 
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This is as to what kind of auditors may be employed. In the case of a 
public company, the auditor, if he happens to be a member in the employ 
ment of the company, cannot be employed as auditor. (Interruption) .. 
As far as private companies are concerned, this law gives you exemption: 

"In the case of a company other than a private company, any person in the employ. 
ment of such · director or officer. • • , . " 

"Whose accounts are audited by a certifi?3'ted auditor." 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon·: My point was that if a 
family of moneylenders forming a private company and having their accounts, 
audited keep those accounts with the auditor's report within the family, 
what is the use of that to the public? First of all private companies 
are not at all bound by laws to have their accounts audited, and even if' 
their accounts are audited,'they are not bound to publish them. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : What is the effect of section 144? 
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan., Noon: As far as section 144' 

is concerned, I shall read it to the House. Section 144, sub-section (8) reads 
as follows- · 

[Hon'ble Malik Firoz Khan, Noon.] 
'the auditors are placed- before the public or general meeting of that company 
and then published, and everybody knows how the accounts stand. If 
the public companies also were to come under the operation of this Bill there 
would be no objection, but in order to meet the wishes of the honourable 
members on the right, Government has gone so far anil are prepared to exempt 
even private companies from sending all their accounts every six months 
provided they are registered. What will happen otherwise is that two or 

· three moneylenders will join together and form a company and have their 
accounts· audited not by a certified auditor-because they are not bound by 
law to employ a certificated auditor-but by some servant of their own .•.•. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: On a point of order. Will the Honour 
able Minister make it clear as to what amendment his is now discussing, so 
that we may be able ta follow his arguments and soundness or otherwise 
of his arguments ? 

Mr. President: He is discussing I think, all amendments from nos. 16, 
to 22; both inclusive. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: But his argument is so confusing. 
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : What I was saying was 

this-=-if the honourable member listens more sympathetically he will be able 
to follow what I was saying-that as far as private companies are concerned,. 
all that they have to do is to have their . accounts audited-not necessarily 
by a certificated auditor-with the result that a private company registered 
under the Companies Act carrying on its business in a village gets hold of 
..4., B or O or any relative of theirs to audit the accounts. What happens 
next is that the audited accounts of this private company will be kept within 
that family. That is, those accounts and reports of the auditor will not be· 
made public and consequently the debtor will not be .in a position to know 

, how his accounts stand. 
Mr. President : Amendment suggested by the honourable member is- 
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which ought to satisfy to the fullest extent. (Interruption). The ordinary 
law does not require him to be certified auditor.· 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: May I ask the Honourable Minister 
-for Local Self-Government whether he has ever seen an audited report ? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: Perhaps the honourable 
member will be pleased to know that I have been the managing director of a, 
limited comyany for· five years .. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Has there been anything of the nature 
-of accounts in the auditor's report? 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : I do not think the hon 
curable .member is the only person who is the repository of all knowledge. 
{Laught&r). The honourable member must allow every other member to 
express his· views, however unpalatable they may be. I have practically 
finished my speech. What I wish to suggest is this'. The law as it stands 
is perfectly good, but if it can be improved, it can be improved only by agree 
ing to Mr. Sale's amendment though it does not go far enough. 

Mr. V. F. Gray (Punjab Chamber of Commerce and Trades Associa 
tion, Commerce) : The question' of the publication of accounts of a private 
.as against a public company does not arise'; because whether it is a public • 
-eompany or a private company, the auditor in both cases sees that the ae- · 
counts are regularly kept but only certifies the balance sheet and submits 
a report and the public do not know anything as to the details of the accounts, 
'The debtor is therefore not in any position to know the details of his accounts 
as they do not. appear in the balance sheet, The auditor only certifies that 
the accounts are correct and that the balance sheet shows the correct posi- 
tion of the company. 

Sardar Harbakhsh Singh [Hoshiarpur and Kangra (Sikh) Rural] : Sir, 
to tell the truth we feel very suspicious of private companies in whatever 
form and with whatever limitations they are desired to be defined. I, there 

,fore, consider that it is desirable that private companies should be included in 
the operation of the Bill in whatever form they may be constituted, whether 

·of private families or otherwise. Since the sense of the House clearly is that 
private companies should be included in the operation of the Bill in whatever 
form they may be constituted, we need.not waste the time of the House any 
further over this matter. . The sub-clause as it stands does not give any 

-exemption to private companies howsoever interpreted and I think it should 
be allowed to stand as it is. · 

Mr. S. L. Sale: Here is a form of amendment which I think will be 
.sgreeable to the opposition. I accordingly move- 

"That for the existing sub-clause (7) (iv} substitute the following:- 
• a loan advanced by a bank, a co-operative society or a company whose accounts 

are audited annually by a certificated auditor : 
· JiJzpla.nation: A certifica.ted anditor means an auditor qualified under the provi 

sions of section 144 of the Compa.nies Act,.'.'\ 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I agree to that amendment without 

.making any remarks. 
Shaikh MuhamJDad Sadiq : What is the. difference between this 

.amendment and the previous one ? 
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The majority of this House feel that all private companies should be 
excluded from the operation of this Act because there is no obligation under 
the law on private companies to have their accounts published or open to 
any sort of check by properly qualified auditors ; and as the object of this 
Bill is to impose upon creditors the duty of furnishing periodical statements 
of accounts to debtors, it is felt that no private companies should have any 
exemption, otherwise the debtors of a private company will not be in a posi 
tion to ascertain exactly how their accounts stand. Therefore I move my 
amendment to the effect that after the word " company " all those words. 
following the word " company " should be deleted and in their place the 
words "other than a private company," be substituted, 

Dr. Gokul Chand Narang [North-West Towns (Non-Mubammdan) 
Urban]: I object to it, Sir. If there was a reasonable term of compromise 
there might have been something, but now that the ehanees of a compromise 
have disappeared and all efforts to come at a reasonable understanding have 
failed, I would object to any new amendment being brought before the 
House, and I would ask you, Sir, to proceed with the amendments as they 
have been tabled and of which due notice has been given. I would ask you 
to put my amendment first, that is, no. 16, and if it is passed well and 

· good, otherwise, other amendments that follow may be put. 
· Mr. President : If an amendment is given to me in writing, I will 
allow it without any previous notice, that is to say, I will receive an amend 
ment any time before the clause or sub-clause to which it relates is disposed 

of. . 

Mr. President : I think the House should adjourn for fifteen minutes 
so that the honourable members may be able to discuss the matter informally 
and bring forward a carefully drafted amendment which may be acceptable 
to all sections of the House. The Council is adjourned for fifteen minutes. 

The Oounci1 re-(1$sembled at 8-80 p. m. 
Mr. President: May I know the decision the honourable members 

have come to ? 
Mr. S. L. Sale: Sil', the discussion during the adjournment bas. 

disclosed two schools of thought, which are so far as I can see irreconcil- · 
able. The first amendment which bas the support of certain section of this 
House was the one which I read out before the Rouse adjourned ; this was- 

" whose accounts are audited annually by certified auditors. 
lilzplan!Ltion.-A cmifiad Auditor means an Auditor qualified under the pro 

visions of section 144 of the Companies Act." 

The discussion on that amendment pointed out that although private 
companies may have their accounts audited by a certified auditor ....• 

Mr. President: The House bas already heard reasons for and against. 
the amendment. . Is there unanimity on it now ? 

Mr. S. L. Sale : There is :Q.O unanimity at all. The other amendment 
reads- 

" Loans advanced by a bank, a co-operative society or a company, other than a 
privatecompany." · 
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Mr. President : Captain Sikander. Hyat Khan's. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Sir, it is extremely regrettable that the 
members of this House, or rather some honourable members of this House; 
are adopting an unreasonable attitude. You know, Sir, that this Bill, or a 
measure of this kind, has been before this House now for about five years, in 
fact more, because the Bill, if I mistake not, was introduced in this House 
in November 1924 and now we are in December 1929, a little more than five 
years. The first Bill was looked upon as unworkable and it was scratched. 
Thena another Bill of similar type waa brought forward, that also did not 
appeal to the . House, nor even to the Government. That was the 
Borrowers' Protection Bill. Then another Bill under the name of the 

, Regulation of Accounts Bill was brought forward and it was ultimately 
passed in 1926. You would remember, Sir, that even with respect to that 
Bill, there were so many objections and when it came up before the 
House there were : so many amendments that practically the mover of 

-that Bill, who was a nominal mover, not to use any other expression, 
was also obliged to send a number, of amendments. The Government 
that · originally sponsored the Bill practically took it in its hand, and · 
was sending -amendments right up to the last moment. - When that 
Bill was passed by the Council, His Excellency the Governor refused 
to give his assent to · it, and afterwards he promised to this · House that 
some sort of a Bill of this kind, but simpler than the one he had refused to 
give assent to, would be brought forward and placed before this House. Now. 
we expected that a much simpler Bill, as promised by the Governor, would be 
brought forward. But what do we find ? 

Amendments after amendments were sent in even at the eleventh hour. 
At every step the Bill became worse and worse, and not simpler in accord· 
ance with the promise made by His Excellency Sir Malcolm Hailey. The 

- amendments which have now been sent to you will make the Bill still worse. 
When it was sent to the Select Committee, there were no qualifying words 
e.fter the word "company." The clause ran as folows i-- 

YA loan advanced by a. bank, a. oompa.ny or a. co-opera.tive society.~ 

"Delete the words beginning with the word 'whose' in the 3rd line in the end and· 
' substitute the words ' other than~ private company.' " , · 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: Whose amendment is that, 
Sir? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M.Stow (Finance Member) : Sir, I may make 
matters clear if I state that the position of the Government is that they adhere 
to. item (iv) of the Bill as presented to the House under clause 2 (7). They 
WISh that the exemption should run as follows :- 

".Aloan advanced by a bank, a co-operative society_ or a company whose accounts are 
subject to audit by a certificated auditor under the Companies .Act." 

With regard to other amendments, which you may allow, Sir, or which 
have already been discussed, they must be left to the House to decide. 

Mr. President: I have received no amendment yet. (At this stage 
an amendment was put into the hands of Mr. President.) The amendment 
now handed over to me runs thus...:.. 
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Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: You have ruled, Sir, that you would be 
prepared to receive amendments even up to the last moment. I am 
-not now going behind your ruling. All that I am pointing out is that 
the Bill is becoming worse . and worse and the amendment which has 
now been proposed makes it very stiff indeed. I was prepared and my 
honourable friends on trus side of the House were equally prepared to accept 
the amendment which was proposed by the Honourable the Legal Remem 
brancer by way of a compromise. But that has not appealed to honourable 
members on the other side of the House. What they want is really not 

. anything calculated merely to protect the borrowers but to lay t~e axe at 
the very root of the financial organisation by not exempting private com 
panies even with the safeguards which have been proposed by myself, the 
honourable member for Industries and by the Honourable the Legal Remem 
brancer. This is not the spirit which was expected to be shown in eonnee 
tion with this· Bill. If that is so 1 may inform ypu that I have already been 
told by many members on this side of the House that it is absolutely useless 
for us to sit here and take part in the discussion. I know my honourable 
friend yesterday said: " Oh! So much the better." (Khan Bahadur Oapt,a,in 
Saroor Sikander Hyat Khan: Who said so?) I know, you said so, and I 
am surprised that an ez-msmber of the Government should have said so. 
No doubt, we know that all these honourable gentlemen .who are here can 
intimidate the Government and can get anything that they want from the 
Government, even with encouragement from some members ol the Gov- 
-ernment itself. · 

Sardar Harbakh9h Singh: On point of order, Sir. Is the. honour 
able member in order in attributing motives to the Honourable Members 
of Government ? 

Mr. President: He may not be attributing motives, but I have no 
doubt that. he is wandering away from the amendment actually before the 
House .. He is giving reasons why the amendment is objectionable, he is 
not discussing it. . 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I have said that the amendment has 
made the Bill worse. Is not that a remark on the merits of the amendment, 
Sir ? Without repeating myself, I wish only to point out that the spirit 
which has prompted this amendment is not a very commendable one for, 
although we know that our presence here will not make any difference, we 
are here to do our,..duty and if possible to see that the Bill is not so bad as to 
become absolutely unworkable without bringing in any gain to the olasses 
for whose henefit it was: originally intended but bringing unnecessary harm 

-on the classes wl;rich. would be affected by this Bill. 

T Dr. Gokal Chand, Narang.J . · . 
Then it was made worse, inasmuch'as something was added in the Select 

Committee, and that is now in sub-clause (iv) ; that is-- 
" a loan advanced by a bank, co-operative society, or a company whose accounts are 

subject to audit by a certificated auditor under the Companies Act." 

Certain other amendments were proposed and even the drafters of this 
Bill themselves sent in a number of amendments. 

Mr. President : ]he honourable ·· m~mber is again discussing why 
.amendments are sent in late. 
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The amendment itself is to exclude all private companies. Why ? 
When a private oompany itself is a financial organisation; as was 
pointed out, the apprehension that exists that a father and son or a master 
and servant may combine and form companies and thereby avoid the pro 
visions of this Bill is wholly far-fetohed and entirely unfounded, because to 
form a company would be far more onerous and far more difficult than oom 
plianee with the provisions of this Bill. And therefore there can be no ap. 
prehension that people will form private companies merely to evade the pro. 
visions of this Bill. I still expect that the honourable mover of this amend· 
ment Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan, the representative of Muslim . 
land-holders-he is himself connected with so many companies-would see 
his way to withdraw his amendment, for he should know that companies, 
even private companies, are an important factor in the financial develop· 
ment of the country, and if he at all cares to encourage financial organisations 
by means of private companies, he should not insist upon this amendment 
but should withdraw it. We are prepared to accept the amendment which 
was placed before the House by the honourable the Legal "Remembranoer. 
And I would further submit that no new amendments should be placed before 
this House, that we should revert to the agenda as it is before us and votes 
should be taken on the amendments which are already in print before us and 
supplied to all members of the House. 

Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan g I just want 
to say a few words and then perhaps I may withdraw my amendment. 
I am sorry to notice that a certain amount of heat has been introduced 
in his speech by the honourable member who has just sat down, and he has 
even gone to the length of quoting a private conversation meant by way of 
a joke, in his speech by saying that I asked him and his colleagues on these 
benches to withdraw from the House. He knew perfectly well that it was, 
and I only meant it as, a joke. 

Mr. President: Humour is not precluded but joking is. 
Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : As a matter 

of fact, it was not made in the course of any speech in the House. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: If I remember right, I was on my legs 

when that remark was made. 
Mr. President : I presume the honourable · member is now making 

· a personal explanation. 

Khan Baludur Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Not only 
that. I wanted to point out that the amendment which the honourable 
gentleman proposed or the one which was drafted by the Honourable the 
Legal Remembrancer and accepted by the honourable member who spoke 

.last was quite in order from his point of view, but as soon as my amend· 
ment was mentioned he started imputing motives. My object in moving my 
amendment was to avoid ambiguity in the clause and make it clear. If the 
honourable member had seen the amendments carefully he would have found 
that there is another amendment to another clause coming later, . which 
would have allayed his fears, if there be any legitimate fears with regard to 
this clause. In that amendment, Sir, it will be seen that a provision is 
.sought to be made for exempting all persons who keep regular accounts. And 

0 
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The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: Has No. 20 been withdrawn? 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: Sir, I put the point of view of 

the Government before the House. 
Mr. President: Is the honourable member prepared to withdraw 

the amendment ? · 
(The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow signifying his willingness, the sense 

of the House was taken and it was found that some members objected to the 
amendment being withdrawn). 

Mr. President: As the House has not allowed amendment No. 20 
to be withdrawn, I will now put it to the vote of the Council. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : May I ask Government why they intend to 
withdraw the amendment ? 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: To remove any doubts about my 
request that amendment No. 20 may be withdrawn I may point out that an 
attempt was made to arrive at some unanimity which has not been arrived· 
at. · The Government, therefore; as I said before; . prefers to stand by the· 
sub-clause as it emerged from the Select Committee. May I know whether 
No. '20 stands or has been allowed to be withdrawn 'l 

it. 

[ K, B. Capt. Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan. ] 
this amendment read with it would not be in any way detrimental to the. 

'. olass whom the honourable gentleman is supposed to represent in this House. 
But in any case if my honourable friend thinks that the original clause· as. 
amended by the Select Committee is more acceptable to him, I am prepared 
to withdraw my amendment and will let the wording as drafted by the Select 
Committee remain as it stands. 

Mr. President: The honourable member did not formally 
move his amendment, nor was it proposed from the Chair. Therefore, 
there is no question of its withdrawal. It was never before the 
House. Amendments Nos. 16, 17 and 18 propose that the last 14 
words " whose accounts are subject to audit by a certificated auditor 
under the Companies Act" of sub-clause (7) (ir) of clause 2, be 

omitted; while amendments Nos. 19, 21 and 
4 P. x. 22 propose that the last 11 words be omit· 

ted and some other words be inserted in their place. Now, if I obtain the 
vote of the House on the question whether the last 14 words should stand 
part of the sub-clause, and the decision of the House is in the affirmative, 
thereafter no amendment to any part of the sub-clause shall be permissible 
and thus amendments Nos. 19, 21 and 22 shall be excluded. Besides, an 
amendment to leave out words in order to insert other words takes precedence 
of an amendment merely to leave out the words. Therefore, I propose to 
divide Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang's amendment (No. 16) into two parts; 
namely, Part I, which will comprise the three words "whose (U;(JOUnts are"; 
and Part 2 which will comprise the last eleven words " subject to a'Uflit by a 
certijicated a'Uflitor under the Companies' Act." These two parts will be :eut. 
to the vote of the House separately. 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow : Would it rot make it clearer if 
Government were to withdraw amendment No. 20 ? 

Mr. President: The honourable member is at liberty to withdraw 
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Khan Bahadur Chaudhri Faz! Ali. 
Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad 

Hayat, Qureshi. 
Chaudhri Umar Hayat. 
Makhdumzada Sayad Muhammad. 

Raza Shah, Gilani. 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani. 
Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul 

Rahman Khan. 
Chaudhri Afzal Haq. 
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq. 
Sardar Hira Singh, N arli, 
Sardar Harl Singh. 
Sardar. Harbakhsh Singh. 
Sardar Bahadur Captain Dalpat 

Singh. 
Sardar Bahadur Sardar Sheo 

Narain Singh. 

NOES 28. 

Pandit Nanak Chand. 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri. 

- Lala Gopal Das. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Rattan Chand, . 
Pandit Mehar Chand. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Dhanpat Rai. 
Mr. V. F. Gray. 

Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar 
Sikandar Hyat Khan. 

Mian Ahmad Yar Khan; Daultana. 
Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah. 
Khan Sahib Khan Muhammad 

Saifullah Khan. 
Mr. Din Muhammad. 
Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan. 
Maulvi Sir Rahim Bakhsh. 
Malik Nawab Major Talib Mehdi 

Khan. 
Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqhal. 
Chaudhri Duli Chand. 
Chaudhri Ali Ahmad. 
Sayad Muhammad Husain. 
Chaudhri Yasin Khan. 
Khan Bahadur Malik Muham 

mad Amin Khan. 
Risaldar Bahadur Nur Khan. 

Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra 
Nath. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang. 
Mr. Labh Singh. ..- 
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal. 
Chaudhri Ram Singh 

Mr. President: As to the point of order raised by Pandit Nanak 
hand, I think canvassing is not objectionable if no force or unfair means. 

are used. 

The Council divided. 

Pandit Nanak Chand:. Is it in order to canvass votes during a divi 
sion? I saw Chaudhri Afzal Haq asking another honourable member to. 
get up. 

Mr. President: I will give my decision after the division is com- 
pleted. · 

The Council 'divided ; Ayes 18 ; Noes 28. 

AYES 18. 

Mr. President : Withdrawal is disallowed, so. the amendment is 
going to be put to the vote of the House. 

Ques_tion is- 
" That the last· 11 words of sub-clause (7) (iv) of clause 2 be deleted and in their place 

the words 'audited annually by an auditor under the provisions of section 144 of' 
the Indian Oompanies .Act 1913' be substituted." 
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Pandit Nanak Chand : Even when the votes are being counted ? 
Mr. President : Canvassing may be done even when votes are being 

taken, but no force or unfair means should be used. 
I have already explained why the honourable Dr. Gokul Chand's 

amendment should be split up into two parts and each part put to the 
House separately. Now, I propose to proceed accordingly. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: That would preclude my amendment. 
Mr. President: It may or may not . 

. Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: What I submitted was this, that if 
it is passed that the words " whose accounts are " stand part of the sub 
clause, then my amend_ment goes out. 

Mr. President: 0£ course. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: That is my point and that is why I 

say that my amendment should be put to the House as it stands first in order 
of precedence. I do not want to repeat that adage about the sauce hut if my 
.amendment stands to suffer why should others have a chance ? 

Mr. President : Question is- 
" That the words' whose accounts are' in line 3 of sub-clause (7) (iv) of clause 2 

stand part of the sub-clause. " ... 
Motion was carried. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : Sir, I beg to move- 

"That for the words ' subject to audit by a certificated auditor under the Companies 
.Act,' the words 'audited l>y a certificated auditor ' be substituted." · 

Mr. Presid~nt: The question is- 
" That for the words 'subject to audit by a certificated auditor under the Companies 

.Act,' the words "audited by a certificated auditor' be substituted." 

Motion was lost. 
Mr. President : Question is:- 

"That sub-clause (7}°(iv) of clause 2·stand part of the Bill." 

:Motion was carried. 
_ Mr. Labh Singh [Rawalpindi Division and Lahore Division North 

(Non-Muhammadan), Rural] : Sir I, beg to move- . 
"That after sub-clause (7) (iv) of clause 2, the foUowibg new clause be added:-- 

(v) •.Aloan advanced by any person bona .fide carrying on any business not having for 
its primary object the lending of money, if such loan is advaneedIn the regular 
course of-· such· business,' and the subsequent' sub-elausea (v), (vi) and (vii) be 
re-numbered (vi), (vii) and (viii), respectively.' " 

In order to commend this amendment · to the acceptance of the House 
I have only to draw attention to two obvious facts; The first is that when 
this Bill was committed to the Select Committee this sub-clause was there 
and figured as sub-clause (v) to clause 2 (7). Nowno reason whatsoever- - 
at any rate no good reason whatsoever-has been .essigned'why this particula.r 
-exception should be deleted. '.Che reason for keeping · it there is perfectly - 
obvious on the face of it. The Bill as originally drafted and &!. ~as been - pre 
sented to us· from time to 'time during the last five· ysars had this' sub~ela il.se J 

in it forrthe si:nfple rea;son·tha-t what was being aimed at was· to have some . 
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________ ___..;;.,__ __ 
Sub-clause (7) (e). 

ft~, B~haclw ~.la McthQ. tal ; Sir, I beg to m,ove-- 
11 Th.at in sub-clause (7) (v) of clause 2, after the words' a loan advanced to' the words; 

' or by ' be added. " . 

Question is that this clause be taken into consideration. 
Motion was lost. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: To me the procedure is very novel. Does 

it mean that the procedure applicable to a Bill i1:1 applicable to every 
amendment which is by way of addition ? 

Mr. President : This was a new clause. The proper procedure is to 
first ask the House whether it is prepared to take such a clause into considera 
tion. If the question is agreed to, then the clause may be amended and 
after the amendments are disposed of, the question will be put " That the 
clause ( or clause as amended) be added to the Bill, '' 

Dr. Go~ Chand, NaranJ: It was before the House. The select 
committee had cut it out. 

Mr. President : In any case the Select Committee has omitted the 
clause. So it is a new clause. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I may just submit, Sir, that you were 
pleased to say that it is' entirely a new clause. There was sub-clause (v) "a 
loan advanced to a trader not having for it1;1 primary object the lending 
of money. " If such a loan is advanced ...• 

Mr. President: The Select Committee has omitted the sub-clause. It 
had the right to do so and bas exercised that right. The sub-clause has not 
found place in the Bill as reported by the Select Committee. So 
if the sub-clause is moved at this stage it must be treated as a new clause 
and the first- question I will put about it to the House is whether it is pre 
pared to take it into consideration. If. the House agrees, then it may be 
discussed and amended and finally :put to the House for adoption. 

O.-. Gokul ~JI, Narang : Of course that is your ruling, 
Ml'. President : Yes. Question is- 

" That sub-clause (7) (iv) of elauae 2 stand pa.rt of the Bill," 

Motion was carried. 

SQ:rj; pt r.eg,Q].a.tio.n in forc1;1 o-v~ the' professiooal moneylender and that all 
other trade and business shouW in no way be hampered with. If we delete 
this clause now we shall he doing exactly the thing which we did not in 
~end to do and for which the Bill was not originally designed, namely, the 
mterfering with the ordinary trade and business ·apart from regulating· the 
accounts of the professional moneylenders. For these reasons I commend 
this amendment of mine to the acceptance of the House. 

Mr. President: The following new clause is proposed to be adopted i-« 

"A loan advanced by any perso11, ~<1'11,~fou carcyiµg on any business not having for its 
primary object the lending of mol).ey1 µ such Joan is advanced ill the regular 
course of such business." 
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·Mr.President: Is not the honourable member's amendment covered 
by the decision of the House given on the last amendment '} 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal: No, Sir. It is not covered, because 
sub-clause (v) as proposed says : " a loan advanced by any person ". Here 
in this case it will be "a loan advanced by any trader". - 

Lala "Mukand Lal, Puri: A person is not a trader, but 'person' iS 
a general term. The term ' trader ' has been defined and it has been res 
tricted. 

Mr. President: I think the amendment just disposed of by the House 
was much wider. Does not " a loan by any person " cover " a loan by a 
trader'} " 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : The honourable member from 
Gujranwala proposed that a new clause of the old Bill was to be substituted 
and the House has rejected his motion for consideration of the substitu 
tion of this clause. . . . . 

Mr. President: The question is whether "a loan by> any person " 
covers "a loan by a trader." If it .does, then the House has already given 
its decision. 

Mr. Labh Singh: There is a complete misunderstanding as to the 
effeets arising from the rejection of the last clause. I proposed an absolute 
ly new clause and you were pleased to put it to the House with a view to 
ascertain whether it wanted to consider it or not. 

Mr. President : And the decision of the House was that it should 
:not even be considered. 

Mr. Labb Singh : The amendment moved by Bai Bahadur , Lala 
:Mohan Lal relates to sub-clause (e) as it is before you. 1 

Mr. President: Yes, but is it not cove-red by the other? 
Mr. Labh Singh: The one may not have anything to do with the other, 

but ihe question is whether it is the sense of the House that the amendment 
~' a loan by any person " ..is not to be considered. 

Mr. President: -Of course. 
Mr. V. F. Gray: Sir, the present amendment is not a new cla~~- It 

is an amendment to sub-clause (e) of clause 2, and it has nothing to do with 
-the decision of. the House arrived at in regard to the consideration of a new 
elause being added. _ · 

Mr:President: Does it not ·go beyond the scope of the sub-clause 
itself'} Sub-clause (7) (v) deals with a loan to a trader. The honour 
able mover of the amendment desires to include a " a loan by a tra,der ". 

, Mr. Labh Singh: This sub-clause relates to a trader. 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : Sir, the object of this clause is to ensure that 

-this Act does not hamper trade. Government by proposing its amendment 
has only given half the protection to the trader, and this amendment seeks 
-to give the other half. 

Mr. President: Then the honourable member admits that the amend 
ment goes beyond the scope of the sub-clause. In that case it should be 
moved as a new clause, and not as an amendmenj. 
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In moving this amendment my idea. is to save the trader who is defined 
.in sub-clause (9) of clause 2, whioh is yet to come. I. mean to suggest the . 
exemption of a loan advanced by a trader in the course of his business: The 
aim of this Act is to bring into its operation people whose primary object 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Sir, you will see that in the .list of ex 
emptions there are certa.in Ioana which are to be exempted when they are 
advanced to certa.in persons and certain Ioans which are advanced by certain 
persons, Now "trader" is defined lower down but from the very pro 
fessed object of the Bill itself, as was pointed out, it is clear that trade is not 
to be hampered, and in clause (v) as it stands in the printed form the scope 
of this clause was to protect the trader, not to protect the loans advanced to 
a trader, but to protect the trader, so that his business may not be hampered. 
And therefore in order to complete the protection of the trader, loans to and 
by him should be protected and that is why this amendment has been brought 
forward. 

Mr. Labh Singh : Sir, your objection was that the House having refused 
to consider sub-clause (v) as it originally stood on the left hand side of the ... 

Mr. President : My objection is two-fold: (1) that the amendment 
goes beyond the scope of sub-clause (7) (v) ; and (2) that it is inconsistent 
with the spirit of the decision already given by the House. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Sir, I shall try to answer both these ob· 
jections. With respect to the first that it goes beyond the scope of the sub· 
clause. This sub-clause consists only of a few words, and there is no indication 
as to what the scope or the extent of the sub-clause is. It cannot be said that 
by the addition of any word that scope is. either widened or limited 
because no scope bas been defined or prescribed or in any way mentioned 
in this sub-clause. Only it is stated " a loan to a trader ". The amendment 
is that the words " by a trader " or rather the word " by " should be added. 
Lt does not interfere with the scope of the Bill. 

As regards the second objection , it has been said that clause (v) as it 
originally stood has been overruled by this House which has refused to even 
consider it and therefore this amendment· cannot be considered. It is con 
tended that this amendment was sought to be made in such a way as to bring 
back the sub-clause which has been overruled by the House. That it in no 
way does. I therefore do not see how this amendment offends against any 
ruling of the chair. 

Mr. President: I am unable to agree with the learned Doctor. 
Lala Mukand Lal Puri: Sir, this is one of the most contentious 

matters of the whole Bill. 
Mr. President: Amendments Nos. 26 to 81 are out of order, inas 

much as they go beyond the scope of sub-clause (7) (v). But I have no ob 
jection to their being moved a;s new clauses subject to such other objections 
as may be raised. 

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal [North-East Towns (Non-Muhamma 
dan), Urban]: Sir, I beg to move- 

"That after sub-clause (7) {v) the following new sub-olsuse lie added: 
' a. !01,n advanced by a trader' ". 
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[ R. B. Lala Mohan Lal J. 
is to advance loans, that is, whose primary business is moneylending. MY 
amendment will exempt the trader who advances loans casually in the cours 
of his business and I think honourable members will-agree with me that 
it is not the intention of this Bill that the traders, loans to whom are exempted 
under this Bill, should not be exempted in case he lends money in the course 
of his business. If a man does not primarily do lending business but only 
casually advances money he should not come under the provisions of this 
Act. 

Mr. President: The new clause proposed for adoption is 
" That the following be added after sub-clause (7) ('11) :- 

'Aloan advanced by a trader.'" 

Question is that this clause be taken into consideration. 
Motion was lost. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Sir, I beg to move- 
" That the following sub-clause may be added after sub-clause (7) (v) cf clause 2 :- 

• A loan advanced to a member of the legal profession, a member of any of the 
Indian or Provincial Services, a person who has passed any University 
examination or an income-tax payer.' 

and the subsequent sub-clauses be renumbered accordingly." 

Rana Firoz-ud .. Din Khan : Does not this amendment go beyond the 
scope of the sub-clause, that is, loan advanced to a trader ? The honourable 
member simply wants to add certain other classes of persons to traders. 
L , . Mr. President : It is moved as a new sub-clause. 

Dir. Gokul Chand, Narang "[Urdu]: Though I possess only imper 
fect knowledge of Urdu language, I shall attempt to express myself in that 
language (A voice: Imperfect .knowledge ?) Quite so. It is not a language 
in which we talk or speak every day. I want .to ascertain whether the pro 
tagonists of this Bill are opposing our very reasonable demands intelligently 
or without understanding their meaning. I do not mean thereby any dis 
respect to them. Even the best of lawyers, who have to deal with very 
difficult point of law every day, sometimes fail to understand some knotty 
legal points. I would also like to find out whether; while opposing these 
amendments, they are actuated by any other motive than their love of 
justice. And, in the third place, I am anxious to know whether these pro 
tagonists of the Bill are hurrying through -it with a view to protect their 
interests and the interests of their brethren or whether they want it as a 
sort of standing nuisance in the province. At the same time I would like 
to see whether the Government members are prepared to agree to our rea 
sonable demands. They are undoubtedly very intelligent. They occupy 
these benches after having passed competitive examinations and other hard 
tests. It will be, I should say, a sin to doubt their capabilities. All the same 
I would like to know whether reason prevails with them or not. Their at 
titude with regard to the amendment which was moved by the honourable 

• Legal Rememberancer and which was subsequently withdrawn from fear 
of incurring the displeasure of the so-called zaminder members of the Council, 
points to something else. 

Mr. President: What has made the honourable member, change his 
opinion 'l · 
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Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: Let us see ho:w they act. Then I shall 
change my opinion. I have not yet formed it. I am collecting data, 
My proposal which I have already placed before the House is, th1;1,t 
just as the provisions of this Bill have been not made applicable to, 
a deposit in a Government Post Office Bank or ·any other Bank or in· a 
company or with a co-operative society, to a loan by Government or by any 
local body authorised by Government, to a loan advanced by a Bank, 
co-operative society or a particular company, to a loan advanced to a trader 
and to a loan advanced to any religious or charitable society, similary loans 
advanced to a Barrister or to a Member of Indian Civil Service or to a 
Deputy or to a Chief Engineer or to a person who has passed any University 
Examination, should be declared exempt from the operation of this Bill. 
Supposing an honourable and learned member of this · Council, say the 
leamed Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal, were compelled by circumstances to 
borrow money from a moneylender-God forbid that he should be so com 
pelled - (A voice : He is not likely to borrow) or supposing a graduate of 
the University or an income-tax payer, whose income exceeds Rs. 2,000 a 
year besides his income from lands, were compelled by circumstances to 
require a loan, would it be wise to compel his creditor to send six-monthly 
statements of accounts to the former ? Such men know how their accounts 
stand and how they are composed. In fact they keep their accounts them 
selves of such and other transactions. They are very clever and intelligent 
people and it is· no use sending them six-monthly notices. 

Sayad Mubarnrnad Husain : But all the banks do send such state 
ments of accounts to their debtors. 

Dr. · Gokul Chand, Nuang : In the first · place it is not true 
that all banks send such statements of accounts to their. debtors or deposi- 

• tors and even if I 'were to take Pir Sahib at his word, he should know that 
the banks are not bound by law to do so. He should further know· that the 
banks send such notices or statements, if they-send at all, because rich men 
like Pir Sahib are very forgetful. They are apt to forget that they have 
drawn some money out of the deposit in the bank and it is to -romind them 
of such withdrawals that these notioesare sent to· them. I am.sure our 
Pir Sahib must have his money deposited in some bank and if so and if he 
has ever received such a notice, he must have noticed that there is always a 

·slip loosely attached to that notice which the depositor is required to return 
with his objections, if any, and if he fails to do so within the prescribed period, 
it is considered that he admits the correctness of the statement. So the Pir 
Sahib cannot refer to banks with any advantage. l shall have to say much 
more with regard to banks when the relevant explanation is reached. At 
this stage I wish only to point out that it appears very unreasonable to com 
pel a creditor to send six-monthly notices to such debtors who are not ig-, 
norant or illiterate and who will very probably resent receiving such notices 

from their creditors. They are all respectable 
men and they would not like anything to be 

done which might in the least give publicity to the fact cf their· 
having borrowed money. Such transactions, therefore, should not 
come· "within the purview of this Bill. I hope that the force of this, 
argument will be recognised, if not for any other reason, to show tp.at the 
protagonists of the Bill love j~stice.1:1,n~ f1;1,4' play, that their consciences are- 
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Sub-clause (7) ( iii). 
Mr. Labh Singh [Rawalpindi Division and Lahore Division, North; 

{Non-Muhammadan), Rural] :- 
Sir, I beg to move- 

"Thltt in sub-clause P) (vii) of clause 2 the words 'or a sale' be omitted from their 
present place and inserted after the words 'immovable property.' " 

Sir, I am in fact advocating the restoration of the original sub-clause m 

which if my amendment is accepted will read as before, namely, "a transac 
tion which is, in substance, a mortgage of immovable property or a sale ". 

Again, Sir, I have to draw the attention of the House to the fact that the. 
report of the Beleot Committee does not assign any reason why this modification 
has been brought about at all. There were good reasons why the sub-clause · 
.as it originally stood was incorporated in the Bill. Although mortgages 
.ars made to secure advances of loans, sales cannot be made for that purpose. 
Sales therefore were rightly excluded. There is no good reason why they 
should be included in the way in which they are now being included. There 
lore I move this amendment. 

Mr. President : · Amendment moved is- 
" That the words ' or a sale ' which now stand Inline 2 of. the sub-clause be omitted · 

from there and be. inserted at the end of the sub-clause aaer the words 
'immovable property.'" 

Question is that the proposed amendment be made. 
Motion was lost. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I beg to move- 

"That in sub-clause (7) (vii) of clause 2 the following words be added at the end I 

' or any tra~ction witnessed by a deed registered under the Indian Regis: 
tration Act.' " 

In moving this amendment, I want to draw the attention of honour 
able members to the opinion of the High Co~t on this matter. 

Sub-cwlu..se (7) (vi). 
Mr. President : Questi~n is- 

" That sub-clause (7) (vi) of clause 2, stand part of the Bili." 
. Motion was carried. 

{Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang.] 
clear and that they are endowed with understanding. I would also request. 
these big bosses on my left to consider this proposal dispassionately and: 
with a clear brain. I have. put it as a test case and shall see what fate it· 
meets. 

Mr. President: The new clause proposed to be adopted is- 
" A loan advanced to a member of the legal profession, a member of any of the Indian, 

· or Provincial Service, a person who has passed University Examination or an 
Income tax-payer." 

· Question is that this clause be taken into consideration. 
Motion was lost. 

Mr. President: The question is- 
" That sub-clause , 7) (v) stand part of the Bill." 

The motion was carried. 
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Mr. President: When did the High Court express its opinion and 
· in what connexion ? - 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: It was given in connexion with this 
~ill. . 

Mr. President : A.re members of the House in possession of the 
-opinions expressed by the High Court Judges on the Bill? (Voices: No, 
no.) May I ask the honourable Finance Member whether the opinions of 
officials and non-officials on the Bill were circulated among the members 

-of the House ? 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: I believe not. They were before 

the Select Committee. They have not been circulated to the members of 
.the House, so far as I am aware. · 

Mr. President : As these opinions were before and were con 
·.sidered by the members of the Select Committee, I request the 
honourable the Finance Member to get copies for circulation among the 
:members? 

The Honourable'Mr. A. M. Stow: Certainly, Sir, if you wish it to 
be circulated. It will of course take some time to get sufficient number 
-of copies printed. 

Mr. President: As many copies as are available may be distributed 
now and steps may be taken to get more copies printed before the 
next meeting of the Council day after to-morrow. 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: Another point. It is rather an 
important point. One of the opinions is by the Honourable Judges and I 
presume there is no objection to its· circulation. I propose to ask if they 
'have any objection to its publication. 

Mr. President: This is not a very weighty objection. It is 
the right of every honourable member of this House to receive a copy. 

- Every document, consulted by the Select Committee, however high its source 
'may be, is a part, nay an inseparable part, of the report of .that committee 
.and should have come before the House along with the report. 

· The-Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: I had no intention of withhold 
:ing it from the House. 

Pandit Nanak Chand : As you have said, Sir, it is our privilege to 
have all the evidence before us and I submit that so long as th"1t evidence 
is not before us, because it is likely to influence our decisions on the Bill, I 
-move that the House do not proceed with the discussion any further. 

Mr. President: The Hon'ble the Finance Member will kindly get 
-eopies for distribution day after to-morrow. In the maantima the 
House will proceed with the Bill. 

Pandit Nanak Ch~nd: I want your ruling, Sir, whether the HJJ.33 
·should now proceed especially as you have held thab it is our privilege as 
.membera of the House to have the opinions before us. 

Mr. President: Reference was made to the opinions of the High C:mrt 
.Judges at an earlier stage of the discussion. Probably it was yesterday. No 

honourable member expressed a desire that the House should have those 
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[Yr. President.] 
Opinions before it. It is not fair that the honourable members should take un- . 
due advantage of the position that has been created to-day and obstruct 
the business of the House. There will be no harm if reference to opinions is 
made to-day as it was made yesterday. The honouable members will, I am. 
sure, get their copies by the day after to-morrow. 

Pandit Nanak Chapd: I respectfully protest against the word used 
by you that it is my intention to '' obstruct the business of the House ." I 
was not present here yesterday. · · 

M,: Presldente I did not use that word for any individual 
member. 

Pandit Nanak Chand: J,ir, I only wanted to remove an impression 
which has been created in your mind that every one in the House was aware· 
ot the fact that a reference has already been made to it in the Council. But 
speaking for myself .••.. 

Mr. President: If 'the honourable member is not aware of what hap· 
paned in his absence, it is not the fault of the Ohair. I am sorry that he· 
should have misunderstood the word •' obstruction " used by me. After iny 
suggestion that the Council should proceed with its business for the day, if 
.an honourable member gets up and proposes that the business should not be 

, proceeded with, I would not be unjustified, I think, to call it obstruction. 
But if the word is taken in an objectionable sense or has created. an un 
pleasant impression, I have no hesitation to withdraw it. 

Pandit N:'11ak Chand : I had not the .Jeast doubt that you did not 
want to cast any reflection on !l,ny member. I only wanted to explain my 
attitude. 

Mr. President: No explanation is called for. I take it that the 
object of the honourable member was not to obstruct. So we shall proceed 
with the amendment. 

Dr. Golml Chand, Narang: To resume the discussion on the amend 
ment. What I want by this amendment is this, ·that this Bill shall not 
apply to a loan advanced on a registered pond and my reasons are these. 

Mr. President: Whatever may be the honourable member's reasons, 
may I ask him whether if this amendment were carried, it would not destroy 
the Bill by taking away from its scope the registered bonds ? 

D.-. Gokul Chand, Narang: This Bill is intended only to regulate 
the accounts of certain transactions, if I am not mistaken; · 

Mr. President: True. If all those transactions which this Bill in 
tends to regulate were effected by registered deeds, they shall be at. once 
placed beyond the purview of the Bill. In other words, what the honourable· 
member proposes is · that no transaction effected by registered deeds should 
-be touched by the Bill. Therefore, unless the honourable member Sfl.tisfies 
me that bis amendment is not inconsistent with the principles of the Bill, I 
am inclined to rule it out of order. 

Dr~ GoJml Cllancl, Wary.g; with· clue deference, I would submit 
that this amendment does nothing qf th~t kind. It may seem rather ruda; 
I ~P8Wd l:lq,y, to differ from the opinion which you feel inclined to hold. But 
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· I must submit, Sir, that so far as I am aware there is no amendment tabled by 
any honourable member that all moneylenders are hereafter ordered to stop 
all transactions unless those transactions are witnessed by registered deeds. 
So that it does not stand to reason that in the absence of any law making 
it obligatory on the creditors to advance money only on registered bonds, 
registered bonds would become universal and would supplant all other. sorts 
of transactions. I 'would therefore submit that a thing which is not likely 
to happen, which the Bill does not provide for and which in many cases would 
be impossible to effect, will not go to the root of the Bill, will in no case do 
.anything which is inconsistent with the principles of the Bill. We have al 
ready passed sub-clause (6) saying- 

• Anadvanoe made on the basis ofa- negotiable instrument as defined in the Negotiable ' 
Instruments Aot, 1881, other than a promissory note," 

If you look at it, you will find that loans advanced on negotiable instru 
ments other than promissory notes have 'been exempted. That means that 
Ioans.advanced on a hundi will not be affected by .the provisions of this Bill . 

. Mi-. President: What similarity is there between a negotiable instru 
ment other than a promissory note and a registered deed ? One is negotiable, 
and the other is not. · 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Sir, that is what I am going to tell you 
if you would permit me. There are various kinds of negotiable instruments. 
You have excepted one kind of these instruments out of the exemption, 
namely, promissory notes. It means that if loans are advanced on negotiable 
instruments other than promissory notes then this Bill would not be applied 
to those loans. The loan will not be a loan for the purposes of this Bill. 

: Mr. President: What are these negotiable instruments other than 
a promissory note ? · 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: A hundi or other bills of exchange. A 
hundi is a very common instrument executed by debtors in favour of credi 
tors. Now, does not your argument apply to hundis as well that people 
may stop advancing loans on any other kind of security except on hundis ? 
This would make the Bill if it is passed an absolute'waste paper. ' 

Mr. President : My inclination is yet against the regularity of the 
amendment, but I allow the honourable member to move it. . 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : Thank you, Sir. Now a registered bond, 
as I would submit, is the most important, the least suspicious, and a well 
recognised method of advancing loans or raising loans. If a pronote is 
executed in a village or even in a town, it is not witnessed, the re is no 
attestation on it. If there were an atteatation it would become 
a bond and legal objections-might be taken to it. Then there is room. · for 
suspicion, room for doubt as to the genuineness of. the transaction, - room for 
doubting the honesty o£ _the creditor, room for imagining the gullibility 
of the debtor, but when a transaction is witnessed by a bond, it is 
registered before a sub-registrar or a registrar and the debtor has m.ariy safe- 

. guards. The sub-registrar under the rules, provided under the Registration 
Act, has to- call· upon the· obligor to admit the execution of tije 
dee~. He is also 'required to ask' the person presenting a· doeumentIor regis 
trat1on whether he has received fullccnsideration and if the slizhtest don ht 
.arises it is theduty ofthe registrar,-as laid down under the rule: to refuse to 
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[Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang.J 
register the deed and when a registrar registers a deed he makes an endorse 
ment on it that the contents of the deed were explained to the person present 
ing it and that he admits the execution of the deed and its consideration 
whatever it may be. There is, therefore, no room absolutely no room or· 
almost absolutely no room for any sharp practice on the part . of dishonest 
moneylenders even if they were inclined to overreach their poor victims, 
and if we exenipt hundis there is no reason why a document which is more 
important, which is witnessed .by witnesses, which is endorsed by the regis 
trar or the sub-registrar, why such a solemnly executed document, should 
suffer under this Act. I just refer to an opinion expressed by the Honourable 
Judges of the High Court arid my object is to show that the thing seemed 
to be so preposterous to them that they selected this as an illustration to 
point out the unreasonableness of the provisions of the Bill. This is what 
the learned Judges say. I may also submit before reading a passage out of. 
it that this is the opinion of a large majority of the Judges of the High Court 
including the Honourable Mr. Justice Zafar Ali and a number of European 
Judges. Taking a case in which both the creditor and the debtor 
are illiterate and the debt .consists of a single transaction evidenced. 
by a registered deed in which the amount is paid in the presence of the regis 
trar and the interest is payable at 6 per cent. per annum, and there has. 
been no subsequent transaction between the parties and no real necessity 
of keeping the accounts in the prescribed or in any other form, because. there 
is only one transaction and no other transaction at all either to credit or 
to debit, the Judges say," the creditor sues the debtor after 2! years claiming, 
payment of the principal and simple interest at 6 per cent. per annum. The 
debtor admits the execution of the bond· and receipt of consideration and 
does not object to the rate of interest, being very low already, his only plea 
is one of- repayment supported by a receipt which the plaintiff states is a 
forgery. On this plea a lot of evidence is led by both the parties and the· 
court finds it is necessary to examine the Government of India expert on 
the question of the document. Eventually the court holds the receipt 
to be a forgery and decrees the suit. It is inconceivable on what principle- - 

· the plaintiff in such cases should be deprived of this or that." 
The rest relates to some other clauses to which we shall presently come, 

I refer to this in order to show that the Honourable Judges of the High Court 
took this illustration because they thought that a registered bond in which 
the receipt of the consideration is admitted not only in the body of the bond, 
but is also admitted before the sub-registrar and the sub-registrar's endorse 
ment is there and there are also attestations of witnesses. :: ... 

Mr. President: The honourable member has said these things now 
for the third time. He has used the words ' witness,' ' attestation ' and 
'sub-registrar ' for the third time. • 

Dr. Cokul Chand, Narang: I am sorry. This, therefore, seems 
to be an extremely hard case and a case to which the provisions· of 
this Bill should not apply and on principle there seems to be no difference- . 
and in fact the ad-vantage lies in favour of the.registered bond and all the .· 
protection that is necessary for an ignorant debtor for whose interests this. 
Bill is primarily devised at least ostensibly, will be afforded . 
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Mr. President : Amendment ifilOVed is- 
" Tha.t the following words be a.ddeda.t the end of ~b-olause (7) (vii) of clause 2- 

" or a.ny iira.nsa.otion witnessed by a. deed registered under the· 
Indian Registra.tion1Aot." · 

Mr. Din Muhammad [East and West Central Towns, (Muhamma 
.dan), Urban]: Sir, the arguments advanced by the honourable member from. 
Rawalpindi are least convincing. The reasons that he has quoted for ex 
cluding registered bonds are the reasons that are most cogent arguments in 

"favour of the insertion of the clause. The Bill does not confine itself to the 
inception of a transaetion.: It is the subsequent transactions that are to be 
controlled and watched. Now the more sacred a transaction is at its 
inception, the more it is necessary that all its subsequent stages be watched 
most carefully and · scrupulously. The debtor cannot get out of it, and the 
presumption is strong against him that. the sum covered by it was advanced 
to him on such and such a date. With all respect to the Honourable Judges 
of the High Court whose opinion has been quoted before this House, my 
respectful submission is that that proceeds on a wrong assumption. The 
Honourable Judge whose opinion was read before the House seems himself 
aware of the difficulty that repayments would be urged and that in order to 
determine whether repayments had been made or not, expert opinion would. 
have to be requisitioned. Supposing this Bill is enacted into law, then 
undoubtedly there would not be any necessity left for requisitioning 3!.Il 
expert to determine the . repayments because these repayments would be 
entered in the prescribed form or register, and there would be no need at all. 
to go into the matter. 

Sayad Muhammad Husain. [Montgomery (Muhammadan) RuralJ 
(Urdu) : I beg to submit, Sir, that I do not find any real difference between a 
registered deed and a bond properly attested by twoor three witnesses. The 
latter is as good and legal a document as the former. But if the amendment 
moved by my honourable friend Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang is accepted, the· 
Bill, though fully applicable to the properly witnessed bond, will have no 
effect so far as the registered deed is concerned. I quite fail to under 
stand why the learned doctor should try to attach so much sanctitv to the· 
registered deed. · u · 

In fact; Sir, if this amendment is adopted the poor borrowers will 
get no protection from this measure. On the other hand they will stand to 
lose much because the expenses of registration will also fall upon them. It 
appears to me that the amendment aims at nothing else than that a loophole 
may be created for the benefit of the moneylenders. At present a good 
many loans are advanced without any registered deeds and when this Bill is. 
passed into law the moneylenders will have to send the required statements 
to their debtors. But if this amendment is accepted t!iey will surely try to 
defeat the object of the measure. For instance, famous moneylenders like, 
Lala Bulaki Shah of Lahore. (A coice : No names, please). Very well, Sir, 
what I wanted to say is that the moneylenders will take each and every 
borrower to the Registry· Office and get the transactions witnessed· by re 
gistered deeds in order to escape the provisions of .this Act. Moreover the. 
expenses of the registration will have to be paid by the borrowers. Thus 
the amendment will not only nullify the Bill, but it is also sure to throw an 
extra burden up9n the shoulders of poor borrowers. Therefore, Sir, 1 
strongly oppose the amendment. 
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Chaudhri Umar H ayat. 
Makhdumzada Sayad Muhammad' 

Raza Shah, Gilani. 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani. 
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq. 
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli. 
Sardar Hari Singh. 
Lt. Sardar Raghbir Singh. 
Bardar Bahadue Captain Dalpat 

- Singh. 
Sardar Bahadur Sardar Sheo Narain 

Singh. . 
Sardar Bishen Singh. 
Mr. E. M11.ya· Das. 

Motion was lost. 
Mr. President: Question is- 

" That sub-clause (7) (vii) of clause 2 stand part of the Bill." 

Motion was carried. 
Sardar Hira Singh Narli [Lahore, (Sikh) :Rural] (Urdu): Sir, I beg 

-to move- 
,' That the following be added after sub-clause 7 ( vii) of clause 2 - _ 

' (viii) a loan advanced by a landlord to his partner in cultivation or co-sharer'." 

It is well known, Sir, that 90 per cent. of the population of this province 
lives upon agriculture and also that almost every zamindar has to help 
bis partners in cultivation or· co-sharers by way of petty loans to carry on 
their work. Now these zamindars, as every one of us knows, are very 
simple and straightforward people; They are not conversant with any of 
the devices usually employed by the professional moneylenders. Therefore 
I beg to submit that it is useless to impose any restrictions upon such 
transactions which are so useful for the agricultural development of the 
province. It is a well known saying that by making the religious law too 
strict you simply increase the number of infidels. Now if you compel 
these simple - folk to send such. statements to their partners and co-sharers 
they will cease to help those poor people because they are not regular money· 
Ienders and, consequently, it is not possible for them to keep such accounts. 
Thus, Sir, this amendment is very important and at the same time absolutely 
harmless. I wish to make it absolutely clear that it has nothing to do with 
the agriculturists »ereus non-agriculturists controversy and that I have 

.moved it simply in the interest of the agricultural development of the pro 
vince as a whole. With these few remarks I commend my motion to the 
House and hope that it will be accepted without any hesitation. 

Mr. President: Question is that the following new clause be taken 
into consideration - · 

"A loan advanced by landlord to his partner in cultivation or co-sharer," 
The Council divided: Ayes 21 ; Noes 84. 

AYES 21. 
Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikan 

der Hyat Khan. 
Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah. 
Khan Sahib Khan Muhammad Saif 

Ullah Khan.· 
J.\'Ir. Din Muhammad. 
Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan. 

·:Malik Nawab Major Talib Mehdi 
Khan. 

Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal. 
Chaudhri Duli Chand. ' 
Chaudhri Yasin Khan. 
Khan Bahadue Malik Muhammad 

Amin Khan. 

Mr. President : Question is- 
" That at the end of sub-clause 7 (vii) of clause 2 the following words be added : 

' or any transaction witnessed by a deed registered under the Indian Registra 
tion Act'. " 
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NOES 84. 

Khan Bahadur Khawaja Abdul Mr. H. M. Oowan. 
Rahman. · · Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave. 

Mr. H. Calvert. Mr. S. L. Sale. 
Mr. C. A. H. Townsend. Diwan Bahadur _Raja Narendra 
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Nath.' · 1 

· Noon. .Dr, Gokul Chand, Narang. 
Khan Bahadur Nawab Muzaffar Mr. Labh Singh, ., - - 

Khan. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram. 
Mr. W. R. Wilson. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal. 
Khan Bahadur Sayad Maqbul Chaudhri Ram Singh. 

Shah. · Pandit Nanak Chand. 
Mr. D. Macfarlane. Lala Mukand Lal, Puri. 
Mr. M. A. Ghani. Lala Gopal Das. 
Mian Muhammad Fakhr-ud-Din. Sayad Muhammad Husain. 
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal. Rana Firos-ud-Din Khan. 
The Honourable Sardar Sir J ogendra Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rah- 

Singh. man Khan. 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow. Chaudhri Afzal Haq. 
Mr. Alan Mitchell, Sardar Partap Singh. 
Lala. Ram Lal. Mr. V. :I!'. Gray. 
Mr. A. C. Macnabb. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri [Lahore City (Non-Muhammadan) Urban]: 
Sir, I beg to · move that a new clause be added after sub-clause (7) ( vii) of 
clause 2. The five items I have given in my amendment, I will take up one 
by ene. 

The first addition is- 

- TD PUNJA~ ·nEGULATION -os- iceoUNTs- BILL, 
... ... ,.,_ 

D 

"a loan advaaeed to a bank or a. company." 
I submit th,at this loan should be excluded from the operation of this 

Bill. I take it, Sir, that this should be a non-contentious matter because 
it is in keeping with the framework of the Bill. The object of this legisla 
tion, I take it, as has been put by the framers of the Bill themselves, is 
•• to protect the ignorant borrower." But if a bank wants to borrow money 
then why should it be necessary that the loan to the bank should be evidenced 
by a particular form of account or should be kept in a particular form ? 
Those who have been connected with banks or those who are engaged in 
trade know very well that there are occasions when banks have to borrow 
money, and they borrow not only from other joint stock banks but also from 
individuals. Again companies which are coming into existence for starting 
new industries have to borrow money and they not only go to banks but also 
to private individuals. I say, therefore, that this matter should be treated 
as a non-contentions one and protection should be given to a.Joan to a bank 
or a company by excluding it from theoperation of this Bill. By this, you 
are not in any way injuring any agriculturists or non-agriculturists or any 
ignorant borrower whom the framers of this Bill wanted to protect. It 
was remarked from the Government benches the other dsy that the penal 
ties of this Bill, whatever they be whether in the form of the increased 
rate of interests of or in the form of restriction of credit, wo ild ultimately 
always fall upon the borrower •. _ 

.~. . • . . .. •1,. -~' ·-=- .. ~ .• ~ ~ 



281 PLC-600-6-1-30-SGPP Lahore, 

[Lala Mukand Lal, Puri.] 
Is it the intention of this House that the banks or companies which are 

coming into being for the sake of new industries should not have as great 
facilities for credit as are possible ? My request to the House is not to do 
anything which would unnecessarily restrict the faeilities for credit of these 
companies which are coming into being to foster yourtrade and industry. 

At this stage the Council adjourned till 2 P.M., on Thursday, the 12th 
December; 1999 ... 
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Non-official memben 
- of District Board. 

. 
of Kulu 

Ojftcial.8- 
D. F. O., Kulu (Ohairma.n). 
D. F. O •• Seraj. 
S. D. 0 .. Kulu. 

N on,.offieial8.- 
Two elected members from each 

a.nd ~~j Diviaions. 

Kulu Forest Advisory 
Committee. 

Eleotorate. CoJ1Stitution. 
Name of 

Forest Advisory 
Committee •. 

c .. 

I 3 2 I 

FOREST AD'\'ISORY COMMITTEES. 

*No. 2806. M1an Ahmad Yar Kbaa Daaltana : Will the Honourable 
Member for Revenue please refer to his speech on the 5th March 1928 in the 
discussion on the Forest Grant, and state what progress, if any, has been. 
made in the matter of forming Forest Advisory Committees consisting of 
.forest offic~rs and the people of the ilaqa concerned ? · · 

Mr. W. R. Wilson (on behalf of Revenue Member): The question of 
forming Forest Advisory Committees on the lines of the Canal Advisory 
Committees has been engaging the attention of Government since the speech 
to which the honourable member refers. The matter has also engaged the 
attention of the Forest Board in all its meetings since that date. The rules, 
as now framed, governing the constitution and procedure of the eight Forest 
Advisory Committees which are now being set up are laid on the table. 

- . 
Rules for the constitution and proceedings of the proposed Forest Advisory 

Oomm.ittee.s. 
· Forest Advis?ry Committees will be constituted as follows :- 

STARREDS QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

The following member was sworn in : 
./Ogilvie, Mr. C. M. G. (Official. nominated). 

OATH OF OFFICE. 

THE Council met at the Council Chamber at 2 P.M. of the 
clock. Mr. President in the chair. 
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Non.oflloial memben 
of the District 
Board: ' 

Non-oflioial members 
of the District 
Boards. 

Non-official members 
of the District 
Boards. 

Non-oftl.oial members 
of District Board, 

Non-official members 
of District Board. 

·Electorate. · 

Officia'l8- · 
D. F. 0., Multan (Ch&irman). 

Revenue Assistant, Muza.ffarga.rh. 
N on-ojflciala- , :. · · 
Two elected members from Muzaffe.rga.rh 
districtl: cc , .• · 

Officwls- 
-D, FrO., Lahore (Chairman). 
Revenue Assistant, Lahore, 
Revenue Assistant, Sheikhupura.. 

Non-ojficilil&- . .. ,;, . · , 
Four elected members--two each from Lahore 
and Sheikhupura districts. 

OfficiaZs- 
1). F. 0., Rawalpindi West (Chairman). 
Revenue ~nt, Attock. 

Non-officials- , · 
Two e)ected members from Attock district and 
One from Itawalpindi d4itrict. 

Constitution. 

O~O., R&walpindi, East (Chairman). 
D. F. 0., ·llawalpindi West . 
Revenue ~istant, Rawalpindi. 

Non-ojftcials- . . 
. Three elected members from Rawalpindi dis· · Non-official members 
trict.. , ~ l)istrict ~rll, 

o~- 
D, F. 0., .:,helum (Chairman). . 
Three Revenue Assistants,. i.e., from Jhelum, · 
Shahpur e.nd Mil!>nyali di$tricts. 

N on-ojfteiala- , 
Four ele®!ld members-one each from Jhelum, · 
. sha.hpur,. Attook and Mie.nwali distriote. • 

Offici,als- 
D. F. 0., Kangm (Chairman). 

Revenue Assista.nt of Karigra,. 
and D. F. 0., Hoshiarpur. , 

N 0'11,-officials- 
Three elected; members from Kangm district. 

OjficiaZs 
D. F. 0., Hoshiarpur . 
Revenue Assistant, Hoshiarpur. 

N 0'11,-0fficials- . 
One elected member each from ~angra and Non-official members 
Hoshfarpnr Districts. of District. Board. 

(2) The term of office of rion~officia.l members shall be three "years. 

Muzafiarga,rh Forest 
Advisory Commit 
tee. 

Lahore Forest Advi· 
sory Committee. 

.Jhelum Forest Advi 
. sb:eyComm1ttcle,-. 

:Ba wa.lpindi . Forest 
. Advisory Commit 

. tee. 

,;Attock Forest Ad 
visory. Committee, 

·Hoshiarpur Forest 
.Advisory Committee. 

Xangi:a, Forest Advi· 
sory Committee. 

Name of 
Forest Advisory 

[Committee. 
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Mr. President:. Mr. Mukand Lal Puri will proceed to. move the 
new clause standing in his name. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: I pointed .out the other-day that this clause 
was in consonance with the scheme of. the Act as framed by Government. 
Certain exceptions had:already been drafted, one of them was that loans· to 
traders should be excluded, another was that loans to co-operative socie 
ties should be excluded; and so on. • There is no reason why loans advane 
.ed to banks or companies should not be excluded. 

Mr .. President: Does, not 'the honourable member intend to move 
.and discuss.all parts of bis motion ? 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : I suggest that this motion be divided into 
iwo parts, the first relating to loans advanced to banks or companies, 
and the second covering, all the remaining amendments of the group. 
•speeehes on these two parts may be delivered separately. · 

Mr. President: I have no objection.· 
Lala· Makand Lali Puri : I think that the first amendment may 

per~pl!.J>e , .eovered by what we have already discussed and passed, that 
is, sub-clause, (7) (ii), that is, a loan to .any society or association registered 
under the. Societies .Begistration Act, . 1890, · or, under, any other enactment. 

·1 do not, · therefore, wish to move that .amendment. But. I. should like .to 
B2 

THE PuNJAB REGULATION OF AocouNTS BILL. 

(b) Official Members 

(8) Meetings shall be convened under the orders of the Chairman, and 
ordinarily at least two meetings shall be held in a year- one in February 
and the other in October. It will be optional with the Chairman to hold 
meetings at more frequent intervals in accordance with the .amount of 
business .to be. transacted. 

(4) All members must be/notified not less than one month beforehand 
of the date of the meeting and requested to submit subjects for discussion 
at least 15 days prior thereto. An agenda embodying such items as are in 
the opinion of the Chairman suitable for discussion will be issued to all mem 
bers at least 10 days before the date of the meeting. Subsequent to the 
issue of the agenda members may introduce subjects not appearing thereon, 
with the approval of the Chairman. Should the Chairman not approve of 
.any subject which a member desires to have discussed, the fact must be 
recorded in the proceedings together with the reasons for the· Chairman's 
action. 

(5) Non-official opinions on matters discussed will. be recorded in the 
proceedings but not the views of individual members. 

(6) Members.of the Forest Advisory Committees shall be paid travel 
ling allowance as follows :- 

(a) Non-official members Same travelling allowance as is ad- 
missible to such members of District 
Boards. 

Travelling Allowance to which they 
are entitled in their official capacity. 
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[L. M nkand Lal Puri.] - 
know from the Legal Remembrancer whether I am correct i11: thinking 
that the present amendment is covered by sub-clause (7) (ii). 

Mr. President : Opinions cannot be allowed to be asked. 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: The Legal Remembrancer· need not give 

his opinion if he does not like to do so. But if he is agreeable he may give. 
Mr. President: It is not permissible to seek an expression of opinion. 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : I am not asking you to compel him to give 

an expression of opinion. 
Mr. President: Leannot allow the question. 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: Very well, Sir, I do not propose to move· 

the first of the group of amendments. I propose to move the second part; 
My proposal is- ' 

"That after sub-clause (7) (vii) of clause 2, the following be added:- . 
'a loan advanced to a puson~who is not a member of a statutory agricultural tribe ;• 
• a loan advanced to a non-Muhammadan who is not a inember of an agricultural 

tribe·' 
• a loan adv~nced to a Hindu who is not a member of an agricultural tribe' ; and 
• a loan advanced to a non-Muhammadan,' " 

I have put in these various proposals so Jhat the Ho~se may accept 
them. My reason for moving these' additions 'is that this Act has been 
attacked as a communal measure, as a measure- intended not to protect 
ignorant borrowers, but to attack a community which particularly carries 
on the profession of money-lending, and are traders of this province. It 
is said that the Land Alienation Act has deprived this class of any possibility 
of acquiring land ; and .whatever land is in their possession will go out of their. _ 1 

possession if once they happen to alienate it. <rherefore the profession of 
asrieulture has been considerably restricted if not totally prohibited for the· 
class· of non-agriculturists. Again, it is said that the distinction which the, 
Government observes between agriculturists and non-agriculturists in the re~ 
eruitment to services is gradually driving out this class from· Govern 
ment service. It. has been suggested on. tlre floor of this· House. as well as 
in the Press and outside on the platform that this Regulation of Accounts 
Bill is one out of many pieces of legislation which may be called anti 
shop-keeper legislation, which are fotended to: affect the trade and profes 
sion of the class· who · are tepresented by members on · this bench. Those 
allegations may be true or-may not be true, but there is no denying the fact 
that they are believed to be true by a very large class of Hindus. 0 ·The pro-· 
posals which I have put before the House a:ize calculated to give the agri 
culturist community and the Government,· if they so desire, to dispel that 
impression and to. P!(>Ve that - this ~ea.sure ii; really a· protective measll!e 
and not an offensive, ~easure, that _it 1_s a measure calculated to , protect 
honest borrower from dishonest money-lender and not an atta~Jt against.: a 
class whom they do not want to see thriving in this province. My proposals. 
are really calculated to test the bona fides of th'e maj9rity of the members- 
of this; House as to whether they really want, this Bill as· a protectiye measure- 
or whether they aim at destroying the trade and industry ohnother class. : 

Now, the first n!i)C0Ssity·for this measure is felt by·the agricultural tribe&: 
or persons. w~o.~ live under· ~he be~efit of the Land Alienation Act. and who, - 
are known as statutory -agncultunsts. · 
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Dr. Gokul Chand, Narmig: Shame. 
Lala Mukand Lei, Puri : Situated as we are, let Mr. Din Muhammad 

·and his constituents, whom he represents, clamour for this Bill if this Bill 
-eonfers any benefit upon them. I say let this Bill be confined to the statu 
tory agricultural tribes, whether they are Sikhs, . Muhammadans, Hindus 

-or Christians and also let it be extended to non-agricultural Muhammadans. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : There is no question of Muhammadans 
here. · · · · 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: 'Ihere.is. Let it be extended to Muhammadans •. 
Now, Sir, with respect to Sikhs who belong to non-agrieultnral tribes 
T can say with confidence, that no Sikh belonging to non-agricultural tribe 
has ever supported this Bill. My -honourable friend Sardar Ujjal Singh, 
who is not here at this moment, qas no sympathy with this Bill. He· is not - 
a supporter. of · this Bill. I have met a· large number of Sikhs, belonging to 
non-agricultural tribes of various districts and of various shades of political 

-opinion, but I have not come across any Sikh belonging to non-agricultural 
tribe, who supports this Bill. I have just now been told that Sardar Jodh 
Singh (a leading representative of non-agriculturist Sikhs), a late member 

-of this. House, opposed this Bill when. it was placed before this House last 
time. In my profession I have never come 'across a single non-agriculturist 
'Sikh who supports this measure. As for the Christians and Europeans, they 
are not enamoured of it.. Mr. Gray has definitely appended a note of dis 
.sent. What I want to submit to this House is this, that non-agriculturists, 
whether· they are Sikhs, whether they are Hindus, whether they are Chris 
ti~s whether they are Europeans, · they do not want this Bill to be 

-extended to any dealings which might take place among them, _i.e., 
among non-Muhammadans 'belonging to non-agricultural tribes. Now, 

:Sir, I assume for the sake of argument that some .Sikhs want it 
·to be extendedto them, 9r'- that0 some Europeans or Christians also want it 
to be extended to them ( although there is no reason to think so). I can 
.speak with confidence on behalf of the Hindus belonging to non-agrieul- • 
tural tribes that none of them want this Bill . 
. . · Now, Sir, I have been· recently elected to this House, from what· I con 

:31de~ to be a very important constituency, the constitti~~c_y of Lahore City. 

Now, the statutory agriculturalists say that they want to protect them 
selves from the wiles of cunning banias and, therefore, the Regulation of 
Accoqnts Bill is necessary, in order that the members of the statutory 

.agricultural tribes may be safeguarded. Now, these members of the statu 
tory agricultural tribes may be either Muhammadans, Sikhs, Hindus or Chris 
itians. I say, all right, you clamour for this protection, have. it by all means. 
iLet the Regulation of Accounts Bill be confined to .statutory agricultural 
'tribes only. While on the other hand my friend Mr. Din Muhammad may 
get up and say, we Muhammadans also want the protection of this kind. I 
,say, have it by all means. I cannot claim to speak on behalf of Muham 
madans, because there are separate electorates in this country and there are 
mo joint electorates. We the jnembers of this House, therefore; cannot ex 
.press with confidence the views of the other communities. 
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[L. Mukand Lal Puri.] . 
Well, Sir, during my election campaign I have gone from shop to shop; from. 
door to door, from house .to house, and? have· not come across a single Hindu. 
who has asked me to support this Bill. Before standing from this · consti- , 
tuenoy, I . asked fpr the support of another constituency; which extended 
throughout the whole of the Western Punjab, and I can assure you, Sir, that 
not a single, Hindu asked me to support this Bill. Now, Sir, you may take, 
it that in the Lahore town there are not only Hindu moneylenders . but 
also Hindu· borrowers who form the majority of my constituents. They 
do not want. this Bill to be extended to them, not. because they have any 
sympathy with the dishonest moneylenders, but because they as borrowers 
feel that it does not afford any protection to them but it creates. useless re 
striction upon borrowers themselves, as was pointed out by Honourable 
Sardar -Sir Jogendra Singh. Hindus· say that ,this Bill ·instead of.affording 

. any protection to them will impose unnecessary restrictions upon them. 
Therefore, whatever justification. there may be for this· Council to extend the 
Bill to the members of the agricultural tribes or to Muhammadans, no case 
has· been made out for its extension· to non-Muhammadans. who are not 
members of agricultural tribes. Well, I will put to my honourable friend 
Captain Sikander Hyat Khan. Whom does he want to· protect ? · Does he· 
want to protect himself? Let him do so by all means. If he wants to· protect 
the members of his community or his tribe, let him protect them by all means; 
If Rai Sahib Chaudhri -Chhotu Ram wants to protect the members of his 
community, let · him 'protect the members of the, agricultural· tribes _ by all 
means, but what right have these· people to inflict -upon 'us a legislation which 
we consider-to: be absolutely detrimental to our- -interests. · We do not repre 
sent here the dishonest money-fenders. ,.J agree with Dr. Narang.that dishonest 
moneylenders · should be thrown overboard, but We here represent the non 
agriculturists, non-Muhammadan borrowers as well and we consid"erthis legis 
lation to be absolutely detrimental .to our interests. . It has been: pointed 
out in very · high quarters- that; unrestricted credit is not nece~sarily· good, 
but I say, we do not want credit to be restricted -for our community. Un- 
restricted credit may· not· be . good for certain classes· but for · people who 
carry on trade and industry, and-whose ambition is to develop theii1 eottage 
and other industries; restriction of credit is an evil, and for our community, 
especially the Hindus who are engaged in trade and hope to develop t~e In 
dustries of this province, unnecessary restriction of· credit .is not necessary. 
If the · honourable members of this House believe agriculture to be the sole 
occupation of the people of this province, I can very well imagine them to 
say all this.: But I have no such ideal for iny province. 'What: I· submit 
is that 'the Punjab· should take its proper place in the industrial develop 
ment of _this country. 

What Lsay, Sir, is, that there is no justification for extending this Act 
to · non-Muhammadans of non-agricultural tribes. I would appeal to. 
Captain Sikander :J:Iyat Khan and other Muhalil1'.Iladan leaders .. who want 
to safeguard in the Imperial legislature the rights of minorities, by insist 
ing upon a communal measure being only passed by a particular majority 
of that community, say, two~thirdsmajorityor·tlµee.fourths majority.,, .Lsay, 
here is this piece of legislation which, rightly or wrongly, is believed to , be 
by a vast majority of Hindus a communal piece of legislation. Do 
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you wish to inflict this legislation upon us against the will of all Qf; us ? r 
say, if ·you want to 'help in your way the agri!mlturists; do -it by all means, 
but do not do anything which may even wrongly be considered' an attack 
on .the other community.' Therefore,' I earnestly appeal to Mubaimmadan 
members, and other members of this House; and agricultural members, and 
say to thein if you want to protect . the agriculturists protect, them by all 
means, you are quite welcome to protect them; but do not 'inflit~t upon, US: 
a thing which we do not want. After all the interests of. Hindu borrowers 
or Hindu artisans cannot be dearer to Muhammadan niemberS,·or svenv.to 
official· members than to members sitting on these benches, members. 
like Dr, Gokul 'Chand Narang, "or Raja Narendra Nath. · or to any 
other member who has come to this Council by the votes of these people. 
Now, Sir, no one is more aware 'than the Government itself .that innumer 
able meetings have been held throughout this province to protest against 
this measure. Hindu Sabhes, Khatri Babhas, Mahajan . Babhas and every 
Hindu. organization throughout the province protested a@,inst this Bill;' 
I. want ·to ask Government whether any Hindu organization consisting of 
non-agricultural .. tribes ever sq.p:eorte~ this· measure .. , . 

Mr. President: The honour~ble ~~mbe;. is .speaking to .and direct 
ing his speech against the Bill.as a whole. He is not speaking to the new 
clause which he has risen to move, .. , . . . 

. Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : I am simply stating; Sir, that this Bill should 
not be extended to non-Muhammadan non-agriculturists or to' Hindus and 
the word " loan " should not, include a loan advanced to a non-Muhammadan 
of non-agricultural tribe, that is my point. 

Mr. President: The honourable member will please speak to the new 
clause. Hf! is ,spealµng to the Bill, as a whole. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: Sir, L'will confine my remarks ·entirely to 
the matter under diseusaion. What I am submitting, Sir, is this, that we 
non-Muhammadan non-agriculturist borrowers believe that this Bill affbrds 
no · pr?tection to u_s, . . . , 

Mr. President: I will not aJ.low the honourable member to discuss. 
.the Bill as a whole. He :will please confine his speech to the · new clause 
which' he wishes to be adopted. · 

Lala Muk~d ·LaJ~ Puri: Kindly see the proposal whi~h I have made, 
namely- · · 

"a loan advanced to a person who Isnot a member of a statutory agricultural tribe ; and 
"a loan advanced to a Hindu who is not a member of an agricultural trfbe, " 

\ ' ' ' ' ' ' : •. . ~ ; ' ' 

.' I wish. to ask the Government whether any meetings have been held ' 
of Hindus in any palt of the province, of Hindus who are not members of 
_agricultural tribes, in support of this Bill. Why is it., that all non-agricul 
turist non-Muhammadans have raised their voice in this Council and outside 
and why i1;1 it that an outcry has been raised which bas never been raised 
against iµiy piece of legislation, from every nook and corner of this province ? 
I~ has been assailed in the Press as well as on the public platform that this 
measure is not intended to protect the ignorant borrowers, but is an attack 
on the trade· and industry 'of a rival community and that is the reason why 
it should not be extended to non-agricultural tribes. Government and the 
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fL. Mukand LaJ, Puri.] 
agriculturist majority of this House should confine it only to 
agriculturists. I was pointing out that this· Act affords no protection 
to a borrower against a money-lender but merely imposes, unnecessary 
and irksome restrictions upon the· legitimate businessman, and that 
is the reasoa why we do not want the measure to be extended to our com 
munity. I appeal to my honourable friends to the right tha;t they should 
-act in a neighbourly spirit, espooia.lly when the accusation has been made 
i.hat they are acting with a view to injure this section of the population. 
After all, what is wanted by them is protection against money-lenders, 
If that is assured, in fairness they should be content arid not proceed.further. 
We on this side assure them a.11 assistance in making the Act· a perfect one 
in assuring all protection to the people whom it is intended to benefit, 

Another reason why I suggest this amendment is that if this exception 
is now provided, time :rna,y come when the agricultural tribes and the Muham· 
madans will feel that the Act is, instead of being useful, an· unnecessary 
burden on them and will ask for its repeal. If. that does not happen, and 
'the Actis found useful, th(l Hindu community may after watching its results 
ask for its being extended to them. The Legislative Council meets every 
year and where is the harm in trying this. experiment ? If the Act proves 
a panacea for all the ills which debtors suffer from, which it is claimed to 
be, surely the Hindus will also ask for its extension some time hence. But 
if, as we contend, it is not going to afford any protection to the debtors, 
then it may be that the other section will move. for iffs repeal. We shall see 
the working of the Act on parallel lines- and much good will ensue by such 
a procedure. 

Again, Sir, as I pointed out one effect of this legislation will be to 
. concentrate the business of money-lending in the hands of big money 
. lenders and drive away the petty ones by sheer economic necessity. Those 

who. are familiar with the conditions of money-lending in this province know 
very well that even persons having a small amount only, say one, two or 
three hundred, lend it. I do not think I would be contradicted when I give 
this instance for the consideration of the House. Suppose a poor shop- 

, keeper dies and leaves Rs. 800 or leaves goods which are worth that amount . 
. It is a common practice known to persons living inside the city of Lahore 
that this amount is realised for the poor widow by the neighbours and then 
advanced as 11, loan to another person at interest by which the poor widow 
ekes put her livelihood. If this Bill passes" into law in its· present shape, 
would it be possible for that to be done ? With the amendment that I now· 
suggest, it will be possible for her to carry on her petty money-lending to 

' Hindu non-agriculturist borrowers. 'Why should such :petty · money-lenders 
be affected in this way ? , 

I therefore suggest, that if this amendment is accepted it will not only . 
, remove the feeling from a large majority of the Hindu population that Mu· 

hammadans are actuated by COIDI11unal feelings but will also relieve the · 
great distress which otherwise would be caused by· extending the measure 
to all classes of borrowers. ' 

My amendments, as will. be seen, a.re alternative proposals. Supposd 
.a person like my honourable friend there, Mr. Gray, wants Rs •. 500. . Shoule . 
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"a Joan advanced to 11, non-Muhammadan who is not a member of an agricultural 
· tribe.' - 

' . 

'it be necessary for a money-lender to send six-monthly accounts to him and 
for him to receive it, if he does not want it ? If my honourable 
friend borrows money from another European money-lender, why should 
it be necessary for six-monthly accounts to be sent to him?· If, however, 
the _Europeans, Sikhs and Christians wish to have the benefits of the Bill, 
let them have them. But speaking on behalf of the Hindus from these 
benches representing the Hindu borrowers and creditors, I wish to urge the 
nec.essity for not applying the Act to ' a loan advanced to -a Hindu who is 
not a member of. an agricultural tribe '. On that point there is absolute 
unanimity at any rate amongst those who claim to represent the Hindus 
.and to whom the interests of the Hindus are dearer than to those members 
· sitting on either side of these benches. · 

It has been pointed out that this Bill imposes restrictions on the - debt-. 
-ors also. I say it does, on those who want to maintain their credit. Imagine 
the instance of a respectable Hindu who on the 30th June m:· any date which 
the Honourable Finance Member may prescribe, is inundated with thirty 
registered letters, and also imagine that a street · urchin happens to see 
,all these registered letters-if he is wise, of course, lie will wait at the post 
-offiee and take delivery of all these letters, but assume that he is not so wise 
what will be the situation 'of that unfortunate man ? Assuming for the 
·sake of argument that I happen to be the unfortunate victim, I get thirty 
registered letters handed over to me in the bar room or while I am arguing 
in any court, imagine what situation I shall find myself in, Consider 
the plight of a respectable barrister in such circumstances. Would it not 
affect his credit, would it not give an opportunity for his· competitors in the 
profession who are by no means all well-disposed towards him to take undue 
.advantage of the situation ? It is because of these irksome restrictions 
that we Hindus do not want the provisions. of the Act to be extended to us, 
not because we have got any tender feeling for any dishonest moneylender 
but because it is not good · for respectable borrowers. - · Unfortunately· the 
.argument of those who support this Bill is to vilify. a dishonest. money 
lender; We only urge: Do as you like with him, but kindly do not compel 

.the honest Hindu borrower to be reduced to a condition in which he would 
not like to find himself. Consider again; the case of a Minist-er or ail Exeeu 

·tive Councillor being inundated with thirty registered letters on a particular 
-day sent to him through his chaprasi. If the accounts are to be sent only 
when the debtor demands them, it is quite possible ~hat much of the igno- 

- miny would be saved. But, no, the agricultural tribes, I feel bound to say, 
} who do not share those feelings h~garding their credit, would-not agree to it. 

Therefore, if. the .Bill contains these reatriotions, we should be' pardoned for 
.asking this House not to extend its provisions to us. Let us suffer without 
them for - another six months or a year. Let us be allowed to see how the 
Act works and if the expectations are justified we shall, come before the 
House and ask for the blesainga.of the Act to be extended to the non-Muham 
madan non-agriculturist borrowers as well. But until that time comes, 
I· make this earnest appeal to my Muhammadan friends in the name of com· 
munal amity to accept this suggestjon of mine. 

Mr. President: The new clause proposed to be adopted is- 
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" 
Abdul 

Sayad Muhammad Husain. 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani. 
Ohaudhri Muhammad 

Rahman Khan. 
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq. 

Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah. 
Khan Sahib · Khan Muhammad 

Saifullah Khan .. 
Maulvi Sir Rahim Bakhsh. 
Malik Nawab Major Talib Mehdi 

Khan. · 

Noas 8. 

Ram. 

Diwan· Bahadur Raja 
. Nath. 

Dr. Gokul Chand,Narang, 
Mr •. Labh Singh. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak 
Chaudhri Kosar Singh. 
Pandit Nanak Chand. 
Chaudhri Baldev Singh. 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri. 
Lala Gopal Das. 
Lala Joti Parshad. 

[Mr. President.] 
Question is- 

Sayad Muhammad Husain [Montgomery, (Muhammadan,) Rm:al}:. 
Sir, l have heard the -appeal made by my honourable friend from Lahore 
with an open mind but unfortunately the arguments adduced by the learned 
member Irom Lahore were not at all convincing. I think he does. not wish 
to press parts, 1, 2 and S for he fully knows that the Sikhs require the pro 
tection, he fully knows that zamindars and Hindus inhabiting the districts 
of Bohtak, Kamal and Gurgaon, ete., do -want the Act and I. am sure the 
honourable members representing those districts would have supported me· 
if' they had been in their seats (Pandit Nanak Chand : Question). 
The honourable member fully knows that the zamindars . of , the 
whole of the ,;Punjab require the protection afforded by this Aot.. • 
After . all it is · a very harmless measure. What does it require ?. . It · 
requires that illiterate borrowers should get their six-monthly . accounts · 
presented . to them in due course so that they . might know where 
they stand, how much money they owe, how much interest has been added 
to their loan, whether the articles they have .E1ven to the 'lender have. .been, 
accounted for or not. These are the things which the Act requires and . I 
think all the agriculturists which include non-Muhammadans, and Hindus 
of.Ambala Division require the protection afforded by it, So he is right in 
saying tb_at they should not be included iii the provision he suggests: Now 
I come to the third part of the amendment in which he suggests that a.Ioan 
advanced to a non-Muhammadan who is not a member of an agricultural 
tribe should not be included under the provisions of thia Act. Now, Sir., 

, " That the clause be taken into eoasideratdon." 
The council divided: Ayes 20; Noes 8. 

Arils 20. 
l l .- :,\.",• i'._::. 

Na.rendra. Rai Bahadue La.la Rattan Chand. 
Lala Kesho Bam, Sekhri . 
Lala Bodh Raj. 
Sardai;, Hira. Singh, Narli. 
Sardar Harl Singh. . .. · u.. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Dha.npat Rai. 
Mr. V. F. Gray. 
Sardar Bishan Singh. 
Sardar Mohindar Singh. 
Mr. E. Maya Das. 
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I will stats something from in.y personal experience. Has he no regard I 
ask hr the untouchables for whose welfare they areso loud.andfor whose 
take they speak from every platform a:g.d pulpit ? It has been so often stated 
by Mr. Gandhi how dear their cause is to him and that unless and until un 
touchability is removed, there can be no hope for Swaraj. But here are the 
followers of Mahatma Gandhi who say that they do not require any help 
to be given. to these untouchables (Offo,ial, .Cheers). You call them your 
brethren, and you always say so whenever the. census is taken to include 
them in the category of Hindus to add. to your strength and call them your 
brethren. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal (he is not here.now) said the other 
day that they were their brethren in faith and that every man who obeys 
Rama is a Hindu and his brother. But you do not want these poor un 
touchables to be included in the Act. I shall give you an example. I hve 
with these men. . They are my servants, untouchables, sweepers, Christians· 
all of them and I know what sort of- dealings these moneylenders have with 
these people. They take their service, they. make them work from 
morning till evening as scavengers and sometimes they advance them loan. 
The interest is added to the principal and these people cannot ever venture 
to ask how 'much they owe and bow much they have paid back ·in cash, 
kind or in the form of service. The result is that these poor untouchables 
among whom are included sweepers, scavengers and Christians who have 
been converted from sweepers, find that they are to remain slaves in perpe 
tuity. Is this the method of the salvation of the country? Is this the way of 
getting dominion status? Is this .the wav that you will deal with these poor 
people who form a majority of the population, when you att!l,in it ? Now, 
I shall give you an example of how these men are treated. in my own village 
and from my personal experience I say, that there is a poor sweeper who to au intents, in the· constitution, is regarded as a Hindu and who is' the real 
old inhabitant o( the country, whereas we all Hindus, Muhammadans, Euro 
peans came as conquerors. He owed some money to the big sahukar of our 
village. He came to me and told me that he had borrowed some time back 
about 20 rupees and-that, he bad been paying back something or ·other·every 
now and then. But utlimately a stamp deed was signed by him in which he 
agreed to pay about Rs. 20, after every six months: The poor untouchable 
Hindu whom you may call sweeper, but still he belonges to your communi~y 
and is a Hindu to all intents and purposes, .haJ still to pay Rs -. 20 every S1;X 
months and if instead of paying in Maghar he paid in Poh the penalty of it 
was that he was charged 24 per cent. interest from the date of the signing of 
the deed. The result was that he was still-involved to the extent of 100 
rupees. He asked me .to speak to the moneylender. I saw the big mil 
lionaire .of our village and told him that .the sweeper bad been paying him all 
that time, what was the harm if the instalment was late by a· few days, he 
should give him up. He gave me blank refusal and sued him and I think 
a -deeree of Rs. 200 was obtained and, I think, he is still under tho serfdom 
of Hie sahukar and is working as a scavenger;· 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: What provision of this Act is calculated 
to prevent that ? 

. Sayad Muhammad Husain: If the .poor man had known what .he owed 
if he had known that the moneylender was not crediting - all that money on 
the proper date, if he had known that the date of the payment of the in, al- 

- ' 
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fSay!}id ¥ubammad Husain.] . . 
ment fell on such and such a date and had received intimation to that effect, 
·surely h$ would have made arrangements to pay the money off and the in· 
terest td1 that extent. He was · kept ) intentionally in the dark. Such 
examples can be quoted in thousands. They abound everywhere. You 
can go !!ind see such things happening in the district of Sialkot and in other 
districtsjwhere Chamers, Meghs, Balwals and many other people, constituting 
about 20 per cent. of the population, are all under the clutches of these money· 
lenders. Why should not this protection be extended to them ? You are 
claiming universal suffrage, you ask· dominion status, the necessary 
concomitant of which is universal suffrage. But you do not take into 
consideration the claims of the millions of those people who have no repre 
·sentatioll. and who have no voice. How can you ignore them? Now take 
the condition of the poor clerks. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : Do you represent them ? 
Sa~ad Muhammad Husain: I represent everybody. As a human 

'being l represent everybody. I represent even those who have no 
representation . I am speaking here on their behalf. I am not speaking 
only for 1 per cent. of the population. I am for 90 per cent. of the popula- 
tion. I, am speaking on behalf of the dumb millions. (Dr. Gokul Chand, 
Narang: Hail, all hail.)-Look at the clerks. If my honourable friend who 
represents Lahore were to go to the town he will find that well-known 
banker • of this place. He will know how many of these people are under 
the clutches of this well known banker Bulaki Shah. After giving something 
like Rs. 20 . 

, Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: On a point of order; Bir.. Lala Bulaki 
-Shah is ·~ most respectable banker of this town and I certainly question hi8 
right to;:say anything defamatory about a gentleman who is a most res· 
peotable banker of .this town. 

Mr~ President : The honourable member should not slander any one. 
Sayad Muhammad Husain : In my humble opinion a poor elerk, a 

-poor untouchable, is much more wo]'.thy of respect than any millionaire. 
How.ev~r. I do not take the nl},me of any gentleman and I hope the honour 
able · gentleman will not take the name of Mr. Gray or anybody else. I 
ask whether these clerks, mostof whom in all probability are Hindus, do 
not require protection from Hindu moneylenders, from the Pathans 
who ta~e such high rate <;if interest. Go to· the small cause court. 
I thint the honourable member from Lahore has not gone to 
the sm~ll cause court. There he will find that the Pathans only 
give orl~ rupee as loan and for every such rupee they take an- 

,. other rupee as interest. I repeat again that 
3 P-~· 11 "' this is a very harmless Bill. It only asks the credi- 

-tors to ~ve certain accounts to the debtors whether they be literate or illi· 
terate. :; I am also dealing with banks and whenever I take a loan from any 

~ bank tliby always send me six-monthly statements showing the interest, the 
·princip~t and so on. The provisions of this Bill do not harm anybody. It 
.only requires that the accounts should be kept as clearly as possible and that 
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they should be sent to the debtor regularly. The Bill has been fully con 
sidered by the Government, This is an advantage to the poor untouchables 
and other people. I, therefore, oppose the amendment. 

Pandit Nanak Chand [Hoshiarpur (Non-Muhammadan) Rural]: Sir, 
I have listened with very great interest to the very heated speech de 
livered by my honourable friend who has just sat down. When he spoke 
about the untouchables he received cheers from the official benches as well 
and I thought that the honourable member had made a very strong point 
which appealed to the official members as well. But, I think, Sir,. 
that tho past history of this Council shows that if there is any 
enemy of the untouchables in this House, it is either those . benches or the 
official benches. · (Hear, hear). (A voice : Question). Some time ago in 
this Council the Hindus and the Sikhs unanimously supported a resolution 
that the public wells should be thrown open to· all the untouchables.of 
this province. . The Hindus, whether orthodox· or unorthodox, and the 
Sikhs whether orthodox or unorthodox, unanimously supported that reso 
lution, whereas all the Muhammadan members (A voice: Not all) (Another 
voice : Question), including my friend Sayad Muhammad Husain, and the 
official benches opposed that resolution· and, therefore, it was thrown out. 
If to-day my friend Pir Muhammad Husain and his friends and their helpers, 

_ the Government benches, want to extend the operations of this Bill to these 
untouchables, there is one simple remedy open to them and that is to de-. 
clare them as · members of the agricultural tribes, That would be giving a 

'practical proof of their sympathy for these untouchables, Ohamars, Dooms,. 
Meghs and others, who carry on agricultural profession but who are not 
permitted to buy an inch. of land under the provisions of the Land 
Alienation Act, simply because they are born in classes that are not noti 
fied by Government as agriculturists. If they have got that large-hearted 
sympathy of which an exhibition in words has been made by my honourable 
friend and for which he was clapped by the official benches, it is open 
to him to bring forward a resolution of this kind asking the Government to· 
declare these untouchables as members of agricultural tribes. Then the 
problem will be solved. But they will never do that. They say they do not 
believe in caste; but they are the greatest-believers in caste. When it touches, 
their own interests they are not prepared to show any sympathy to these 
untouchables. . (A .. voi~ : Who are they) ? The Muhammadans. 

Shaildi Muh~mamad Sadiq : All ? 
PancGt Nanak Chand: Yes. I am giving a positive instance of aIL 

Muhammadans unanimously opposing a resolution brought forward. 
in this Council. Then, Sir, l want to tell Pir Muhammad Husain 
that it is the Hindus in the Punjab who are doing their- utmost to· 
bring these untouehablea to the level of human beings, :I am.a member ot· 
at least four societies which have. got thonsanda of-rupees and. which are 
doing great work amongst these untouchables. There is not the least de 
sire or intention on the part of the supporters ·of the present amendment not 
to show any concession. to these untou9hable~. Whenever any motion for 
the grant- ofany eoneession to th,e11e people-has been brought forward before 
,~- House, it has always been opposed by Government benches. So, -for 
Pir Muhammad Husain to make an assertion of the kind he has made and for- 
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1Pt: Nanak Chand.] 
the official benches to clap at that, is nothing but a sheer piece of hypocrisy 

.and they merely want to throw dust in the eyes of the people when they pose 
:a,S their representatives. . (Interruption). 

lh. President.: "Hypocrisy", is an· unparliamentary expression. 
Pandit Nanak Chand: I will say it looks like it, Sir. If the word 

'hypocrisy is unparliamentary I would substitute · the word diplomacy ; 
it is diplomacy to try to defeat a provision of this -nature by bringing in 
these untouchables· whom Pir Muhammad Husain does not in·. the least re 

·present. If there is anybody who has come here with the support of these 
·people it is the members sitting on these benches and not my honourable 
friend and .his supporters. Now I would ask my friend ·who has shed croco 
dile tears to read what Mr. Darling has written with regard to these landlords 
and other people who are sucking the · blood of these unfortunate and 
innocent people. He should remember that it is not open to men of his 
profession to come forward and make accusations· of the kind he has made 
against the Hindus. 

Mr. President : The honourable member should not be personal. 
Pandit Nanak Chand: I am sorry, Srr, if these remarks are taken to 

be personal. .I. was talking of the class as such. It is. these people about 
·whom Mr. Darling has.written in his book. I will bring it tomorrow for the 
benefit . of my honourable friend. 

My honourable frieni forgets one other thing. So far as the Hindus are 
-eoncerned.rthere is a movement amongst them to bring in a Bill before th6 
Legislative Assembly in order to, remove untouchability. · Mr: Jayaka.r 

"has drafted a Bill .. which is going to be presented before. the · Legislative 
Assembly for knocking down untouchability fot ever and I hope and trust 
that the Muhammadan members of the Legislative Asseri'lbly will behave 
better than the Muhammadans of this Council and there they with their 
Hindu friends, Mt. Jayakar and others, will try to remove this curse of un: 
touchability for ever (Hear, hear) which is hanging like a pall on this country, 
and it is a Brahmin, Mr. Jayakar, who is going i!o attempt a. change of this 
kind. Therefore, I submit that on no possible ground ean an opposition on 
~ehalf of the untouchables be- raised by my friend Pir Muhammad . Husain. 
'I submit it is open to him and the Government to declare these. untouchables 
as members of agricultural tribea. · We will not raise the, slightest objee- 

.tion to that. We will all hail it. . . _ , .. . .. 
Mr. President: How many times is the honourable member going to 

:repea~ the same point ? · "· · 
Pandit Nanak Chand : It is a very important point, Sir, ,and therefore 

_it h!l's ,tor be driven home-: · · : . . , , • · · , • · , 
Mr. President: 'Repetition cannot be permitted on tba.t ground. 
:P'andit ·Naiiak Chand : : Sometimes such · tliliigs are" not driven· home 

-and they 'have to be repeated. ·. Then I submit, Sir, he shed eroeodile'.tears 
on behalf of the. Hindu.agriculturists and whom did he name?_ Two gentle 
men who represent· ti districts ·of the Punjab so fa,r as the Hindu agricul 
turists are concerned'. Chaudhri·Duli'Chand and Bai Sa.bib Chaudhri.dbhotu 
:Uam ~epresent but l! districts out ·of the 29 districts: of the Punjab. ; 
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Mr. President : But every honourable member of this Council represents 
the Punjab. 

Pandit Nanak Chand: We are talking of practical things, Sir, not what 
are hypothetical or imaginary. The fact is this, Pir Muhammad Husain 
is not returned to this Council by ,e. single Hindu vote. I am not returned 
to this Council by a single Muhammadan vote. Therefore, if I come and. 
pose here, perhaps by some theory of law or something else, that I am a 
representative of the Mussa.lmans and therefore all that I say must be taken 
as that which the Mussalmans of the Punjab express, I will be talking some 
thing which is. beyond practical politics. 

'Mr. President : A Hindu, though returned . by a particular consti 
tuency; represents in this Council at least the whole of the Hindu Punjab. 

: Pandit Nanak Chand : It may be correct in theory, Sir. But here 
there is a solid block· on one side and another solid block on the other. We can 
talk as a community because we know that there is a solid block of Hind us on 
.the one side and a solid block of Muhammadans on the other. (.A. voice : 
Question). Therefore, I submit that it is not open to my honourable friend, 
Pir Muhammad Husain, to talk in the name of the Hindu agriculturists of 
the Punjab. I, submit that whatever my friend Pir Muhammad Husain 
and my friend Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan may say, twice have I stood 
for the rural Hindus of the Hoshiarpur district opposing an agriculturist 
Hindu of that district and I was returned by the agriculturists of · that 
district (I ntm11ption). 

Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : With. the help of the money 
lenders •. 

Panclit Nanak Chand. : I will give you a reply to that· also. There· 
.fore I may submit that here are the representatives of the agriculturist 
Hindus as well sitting on these benches. · I need not name them. They 
are here on my right, on my.left, 'to my front.· Therefore, y-0u will see that 
the argument advanced by th.,e other side is not convincing at all. It may be 
convincing because a very loud voice has supported it, but it is not basedon 
reason. Reason .ia OJ'.1. the side of those who have been returned by the agri 
culturists. But there is no. question of agriculturists here. The amendment 
merely refers to non-Muhammadan non-agriculturists. ,, ,, 

Now, Sir, after having replied, to these two very weighty arguments 
weighty· because advanced by the . Pir Sahib-I would submit that in 
fairness and in justice Government ought to see that so far asa very large 
section of non-Muhammadan non-agriculturist population is concerned, 
as was very ably pointed out by my learned friend Mr. Puri, no demand for:a 
legislation of this. kind · has been made. I had the honour to attend a very 
important conference :which was convened some time ago in the district of 
Sargodha. Representatives from· all· over the province. attended· that con 
:ference. Itiwss a conference sttended.by shopkeepers, it was a conference 
attended by-traders, in Ia.ct it was a. conference. which was attended by 
.members ,of all non-agricultural.tribes; laWfersand doctors.were represented · 
.11here •. : ·This conference very strongly entered its protest -against the present 
moneylenders' Bill which/is:· euphemistically .eslled the Regulation of 
Accounts Bill. · They said that, tthis,, Bills would interfere with trade, 
thatoit :would interfere with commerce and that it would · interfere with 
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Mr. M.A. Ghani (Nominated non-offleialj : Sir, my honourable friend; 
.Pandit Nanak Chand, referred to the tesolution which was moved in this. 
Council some time, ago, asking for permission to be given to the depressed 
classes to use. public wells. , l was not .present when that resolution was 

'moved in this House,· so I do not know, · which party supported that resolu- 
tion andwhieh party opposed it •. However, I am veryglad to learn this 
afternoon that it was. 'the Hindu party who supported that resolution. (A 
voice; And the Sikhs too).· But it is a ll\8,tter of great surprise for me to 
see that the same party .is opposed. to this Bill which -is calculated to be of' 
some bene:fit .: to the depressed classes~· My learned friend said thatit ,was 

· .sheer: hypocrisy on the, part of.:Mtissalmans to come here a.n'd say tha.t they 
·l'epresented poor people .and still opposed the resolution which was meant 
for,the· ;good, of.th'e depressed classes. iBut I·think,·Sir, it is all the more 
hypoorisy on the part of theHindu .memberswho supported that.resolution 
but who are opposed to this Bill which is nowbetore this House, My learned 
friend, I think, Sir, has no, · knowledge of the grievances of· the depressed. 

J 

[Pt. Nanak Chand.] 
industry. . Sir, the first essential of trade, commerce and industry is that 
there should be a free circulation of money, that there should be no restric 
tion on credit at all. · I might appeal to the officers and heads of co 

'operative societies who do not want this .. free circulation of money. Such a, 
_ thing would be unheard of in England, such a thing would not be tolerated. 

As a matter of fact the bona fides of those official members are being challenged 
because they know that .if commercialism advances in India it will be, 
a serious blow to the trade of England. Therefore, some officials in this 
country are anxious that the Punjab should not have the facilities of having 
the same free circulation of money as in Western countries, otherwise it will 
come in competition with the stronger England which at this time sends 
all its products into India. Only the other day a speech. was made, I think, 
by Mr.. Winston Churchill who was reported to have said that India is the 
richest mbirket for .the manufacture of British goods. Now that the Punjab 
and 'the whole of India is awakening and trying. (A coiee : It was 
Lord Lloyd). Yes, thank you. It was Lord Lloyd who had been in India. 
as Governor of Bombay and who had been in Egypt and was recently called 
back by the Labour Government from his office on the ground that he had 
no sympathy with the Egyptians. It was Lord Lloyd who said that. This. 
doubt as regards the bona fiiles of certain Government servants should not be 
allowed to remain. They should· not lend themselves to such a measure 
which may throw any doubt on ·their good faith. There is absolutely no 
-reason why the Punjab industrialists, oommereialists and tradesmen should 
not be allowed to have the same facilities for getting credit and for getting 
loans as exist at present. As it is, the interest charged is. very high, arid if 
you pass this Bill the rate of interest is bound. to go up still higher, with 
the result that industry, commerce and trade will all suffer. Therefore, 
I would appeal to Government benches that they should not look to the 
interests of the peasants or the interests'of the Hindus or Sikhs or Musal- 
mans, but that they should look to the interests of. everybody. Therefore,. 
I would appeal to them in all earnestness not' to allow such arguments to- 
prevail as have been presented by my friend who has preceded me. · 
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-elasses, those poor scavengers and chuhras and chamars, whom the Hindus 
have placed at the lowest wrung of our society. I would appeal to the 
members· of the Hindu . party to go to 'the Labore Municipal office which is 
not very far from this House and find out things for themselves. They 
will see that the sweepers there are heavily in debt. - They will see how the 
Pathan moneylender takes away a great part of the sweeper's salary the 
day · he gets it. I have got a personal knowledge and experience of these 
people, and I know how these moneylenders are simply sucking the blood of 
these poor people. I would, therefore, appeal to this House that if any-non 
Hindu is entitled to the benefit of the present Bill, it is the poor scavengers 
and the poor sweepers of this province. I am connected with the Scavengers' 
Union of Hosbiarpur. I am also connected with the Scavengers' Union 
of Amritsar and I am also connected with the Scavengers' Union of Lahore .. 

'All-these are in favour of the Bill and therefore I must support this Bill 
most strongly _on behalf of these poor people. It does not lie in the mouth 
of the Hindu members to come and say that the depressed classes should be 
kept out of the benefit of this Bill. For these reasons I very strongly oppose 
this motion. · · 

· Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq [.Amritsar City (Muhammadan), Urban]: 
Sir, the other day my friend opposite indulged in a sort of- criticism of the 
Honourable Judges.vbut to-day, Sir, be has called all the Muhammadans 
hypocrites. 

· Mr. ·President: Please do not follow his example. 
Pandit Nanak Chand : I did not call the Muhammadans hypocrites. 
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I am not going to follow his example, 

I am not going to be personal. 
Mr. President: Thanks. Impersonality is the fundamental principle 

of parliamentary debating. So please be impersonal. 
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I was not going to be personal. I was onlY 

going to say this much. My friend said that the Pir of Garshankar is a 
blood sucker. And that Pir has told us all about the blood suckers. Why 
do you not accept this statement as correct 'l They say : W ali r_a wali me 
8hanasad. If that is so, should not the Pir be the best person to be able 
to say about his own class of blood suckers (Laughter).· And for tha.t 

. reason I think that Pir Sahib is the best person to represent these people. 
If he knows a.bout that class we should give weight to his opinion in this 
case. 

I can say in all sincerity that if I knew it to be a communal measure, 
- I would never give my vote for any one single item. I have not come to 

this Council to injure the Hindus. I may certainly be here to protect Mussal 
man interests, but that does not mean that I have come here to injure the 
Hindus. I would never do that, and I believe no member of this -House 
would do so. This is not a class measure (..4. voice: Question). Well, if 
His a class measure it is a. class measure against the whole nation. It is the 
question of the whole moneylending class versus the whole nation. If it 
is a class measure we welcome it because it does not affect certain limited 
members of a class ; it affects a class which is nation wide. If- that is 
so, why not support it whole-heartedly? Then my honourable friend said 
something about the Hindu non-agriculturists. Now let us see who is a 

Hindu? - 
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Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Sir, the honourable member is going to 
-tread on delicate ground and I would request you to warn him. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : The honourable member has no right to 
:request you to warn me. 

Mr. President: I hope the honourable member will avoid eontrover 
sial matters. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : Is this the way we should be treated ? 
All sorts of things are said to us. We are called blood suckers and hypo 
erites, and even though I have said nothing I am not allowed to proceed. • 

Mr. President : Assuming the other honourable member's position to 
be correct, it does not follow that I should allow him to pay a. tit for tat. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : Let us take up the question of Hindu 
non-agriculturists. 

Mr .. P{esident: The -qnestion before the House relates to a non 
Yuhammadan who is not a member of an agricultural tribe. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : Of course as soon as it touched them on 
the raw they have stood ·up to protest against these things. My friend says 
that none of the Muhammadans sitting here represents the Hindus at all. 
In point of law as soon as I come to this House I have the right to speak for .-. 
the whole of the Punjab even though I am a representative of the Muham 
madans. If that were not so, bow could the Hindus who supported the 
:Sarda Act represent· the Muhammadans ? 

Mr. President: The honourable member will please speak to the 
motion under discussion. I hope he will be generous to his critics. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : Sir, though I have said nothing objection· 
ab1e, yet I have had nothing but interruptions from these members ever since 
I began to speak. If I do not say a word now, it will be understood that 
the· Muhammadans stood against the untouchables. People will begin to 
think that the Muhammadans are not the friends of untouchables. 

Mr. President: The honourable member is not wrong in bringing in 
this subject, but I would request him to avoid it if possible. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I strongly object to anybody trying to 
prevent me from mentioning the word Hindu. The moment I utter a. 
word another honourable member gets up and asks you to warn me against 
the use of that word. Some time back it was said that the Muhammadans 
voted against the resolution for throwing open public wells to untouchables. 
That is wrong. What the Government at that time said was that since 
the public wells were not under the control of the Ministry .of Local Self 
Government, as they were not under the control of municipalities or district 
boards, Government could not interfere with such public wells. I am sorry 
my· friend intentionally · misled, the House then. Suppose there is a public 
well'used by a Hindu and suppose a Muhammadan goes to that well. What 
will happen ? There will be a riot. 

MJ-). fresj!i~m-: I would request the honourable. member not to 
p1'.0C0~<l, irJ.. tb~t. S~l'E;W.,. 
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Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I am only explaining our attitude in 
:tbroVving out that resolution. 

Mr. President: Is the honourable member ~n his defence now? 
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq:· Yes, I haveoeen accused. 
Mr. President: The honourable member may refute all allegations 

by simply denying them and speak to the question before the House. 
Shaikh Mohammad Sadiq : I must give examples to show that 

their allegations are not facts. 
Mr. Prasident: Assuming that one gentleman has exceeded the limits 

of propriety, another honourable member should not expect the chair to 
allow him to do the same. ., 

· Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: Now, Sir, it. is said that this By.I should· 
not be extended to non-Muhammadan non-agriculturists. As was pointed 
out, this expression will include sweepers. It -will include other depressed 
classes. Are we here to represent only Muhammadan interests ? 

Mr. P.res:dent : The honourable member has already touched that 
p~ . . 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: I have had so many interruptions that 
I forget what I said and what I did not say . 

. Mr. President: I .am in full sumpathy with the honourable member 
but I hope he will accede to my request and speak to the motion. 

- Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I am speaking to the motion. I only 
wanted to show that the Muhammadans as a class .... 

Mr. P.reaHent: I have alreadv told the honourable member that if 
one gentleman exceeds the proper limits, that is no reason why another 
member should do the same. 

Shaikh MuhaJ;O.mad Sadiq: I have not even touched the proper , 
limits. (Laughter). 

Mr. President: I would request the honourable member to observe 
tolerance and patience.' 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : The proposal says, 'a loan advanced to a 
non-Muhammadan who is not a member of the agricultural tribe.' For 
this purpose I will have to speak "about all the depressed classes such as 
sweepers, ahi·rs, etc. 

Mr. President: Other honourable members have already traversed 
that ground. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : If one honourable member has spoken 
about them, cannot .any other member defend them ? 

Mr. President': Why not? But repetition should be avoided. 
Shaikh Muhamma ii Sadiq·: Is it repetition of sentences or repetition 

of ideas? Because the word " sweepers " has already been mentioned by one 
honourable member, is that a reason why I · should not refer to them ? 
Because the word "Hindu" has been already used by one honourable 
member, is that a reason why I should not mention the word '' Hindu " ? 

Mr. President:· The honourable member would· please avoid re-. 
petition. 
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Shailih Muhammad Sadiq : I am. not repeating any argument. I 
know that there are sweepers in Amritsar whose business is to collect bones 
Their forefathers three hundred. years back had borrowed Rs. 200. That 
loan is still going on. Why should that class be excluded from the benefits: 
of this Bill? I see no reason. Why should the agriculturists alone be bene 
fited by this Bill and not the non-agriculturists also be protected by this 
measure, even though be may be a Hindu or a Christian or a Sikh or he may 
belong to no religion? It may be that the Hindus have a right to speak for 
the Hindus. But what right have they to speak for all Hindus or for the 
matter of that, for the people of other religions other than Muhamma 
dans? (Pandit Nanak Chand: Because we represent non-Muslim const~. 
tueneies). My friend might have got only one or two votes from such. 
other religionists. ~ 

Mr. President : Order, order. The honourable member should not 
make personal remarks. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I am not speaking personally of Pandit; 
Nanak Chand. What I mean to say is that a Hindu member who comes to 
this House need not have had the votes of other religionists at all. 

Mr. President: The honourable member should speak to the motion 
before the House, otherwise I shall.have to ask him to resume his seat. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I do not want the ease of these people 
to go unrepresented. Because a Hindu is returned- from a non-Muslim 
0onstituency, it does not follow that all non-Muslims voted for him. 

Mr. E. Maya Das : The honourable member speaks so loudly that we. 
are not able to hear him. Will you please ask him to speak less loudly ? 
(Laughter). 

Shaikh. Muhammad Sadiq : I am sorry I am interrupted again. 1 
can only say this that I have been subject to so many interruptions .•...• 

Mr. President: The honourable member is right, but he will not mind 
interruptions. I would request the honourable members not to interrupt 
the speaker. · e., " 

Shaikh Muh~ad Sadiq: Very well, Sir." People having weak 
cases always try to put obstacles in the way of others. People who know 
that their case is strong are always generous. (I;nterruption). I do not know 
why an agriculturist member should turn against his own brethren. Now, 
coming to the subject before the House, what will be the effect of the Bill if. 
the proposal of my learned friend is accepted? Suppose there is a Pathan 
from Afghanistan. 

Pandit Nanak Chand : The honourable member is repeating the ar 
guments of a previous speaker. 

Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat - Khan: The 
previous speaker has not mentioned the . Afghan Pa than. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : Simply because a word has been mention 
ed, is that a reason why I should not utter that word again ? In the course 
of the debate on the last occasion there was a pact that I should not be inter- · 
:rupted. Proceeding to the subject under discussion, I understand the men· 
tality of the people who are on the opposite benches is to prevent the passing 
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,of tlie Bill or at any rate to make the Bill ridiculous and thus show that it is 
.a communal measure. (Hear, hear) 'l It is only with that object that they 
11.re bringing forward such proposals. They have been bringing forward 
-either dilatory motions or obstructive motions in favour of the money 

.Jenders. They seek to protect nobody but the moneylender. But after 
all, the moneylender is not the only person that requires protection. There 
.are other people too, whose rights have to be protected. Simply because 
one class of persons have not asked for such protection, is that a reason why 
protection should be denied to that class? Because a colonel does not require 

.proteetion from a badmash, is that a reason why the law should deny pro 
tection to him ? Is that the principle that this Council should follow ? , 
or should we pass a law which we consider to be the right thing or the 
best for the country ? If it is a bad measure, reject it 'by all means. If it is 

.a good measure, pass it irrespective of whether some people like it or not. 
Whenevar in England a Bill is under consideration, are they making a referen- 

• -dum in each district or county ? If they were doing so, the whole legislature 
would come to a stop. I ask, whether this subject was an election issue at 

.. last general election . (A ooiee : Did you give any chance )? 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I. may say that the Moneylenders• 
Bill was the subject of topic during canvassing at the time of the last gene 
ral election. 

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : At the time of election, the issue _is this 
•' I will do such and such a thing for the Hindus "> or" I will do such and 
such a thing for the Muhammadans." The poor voters at that time have 
.a difficulty as to whom they should vote for. 

Mr. President: The honourable member is again. wandering away 
from the question before the House. 

· Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I, therefore, submit that if this proposal 
is accepted and made part of the Bill it will be a blow to the whole Bill. 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani [West Punjab Towns (Muhammadan) Urban] a 
Bir, if you retain or substitute this in ~our Act, I may submit that you at 
-once dub this measure as a communal measure .. Therefore, I commend it to 
the good sense of the House to give their fullest consideration to the amend 
ment that is before them. Once you incorporate it into the Act you give an 
impression that by introducing the question of Muhammadans and non 
Muhammadans into the Act and exempting certain sections of the Punjabis 

-on this particular basis, you are by implication styling this Act as a 
Hindµ-Muhammadan measure, and I think that many of us here would 
deplore that attitude, as truly it is a deplorable attitude. The legislature 
has in view to pass an Act that may apply equally to all classes irrespective 
-of their creed or religion and to afford protection to all sections of the 
population who need it. But after allthe labours are spent and everything is 

-done to effect the above object, by inserting one single clause we are making 
the Bill a Muhammadan and non-Muhamm,adan measure. I think it would 

·not be worthy of this House and we would not be worthy; of our place here 
jf we were to be occupied in passing measures of this sort. Leaving that 
aside, after all what is the object of this legislation for which 
_you have been · spending so much labour, .so much time, so much. 
-energy, and so much thought. - (Interruption). I beg honourable members 
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. - Mr. President: Order, order, the mover of the motion did not say a 
word to that effect. 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani : On several occasions we found that the Govern- 
ment officials and Government itself came in and it was said that . 

Mr. President: Does the honourable member intend to reproduce· 
what was said by Government officials ? • 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani : I am replying to the arguments of the proposer .. 
With respect to that I would submit that if the borrowers'. ..•.. 

Mr. President : Members of Government can defend themselves. 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani: Sir, I was submitting that if the borrowers had. 
a voice in this country in this legislature, of course, they would have been 
in a position to remind Government that you have been in this country for 
well 'nigh-a century, you have seen with your own eyes that people have been 
sucking our blood, our very life, what have you , done by this time for us 'f 
What measures have you taken to defend us from these blood suckers, the 
Shylocks. You have 'been passing the Land Alienation Act to defend .•. ~ 

Mr. President: Why discuss the Alienation of Land ~ct? 

[ Shaikh Abdul Ghani. 
not to interrupt. Well, Sir, so far as i have been able to-· see, 
the object is only two-fold. In the first instance, and in my humble mind 
that is the preliminary object of the Act that as we Indians, sepeeially the 
Punjabis, now claim that we have become sufficiently civilised, and we should 
be regarded as one of the civilised nations of the world, the stigma. of money 
lending, which has been brandished, I would submit, Sir, on the fair face of 
India or the. Punjab, should be removed. We should a.t once standardize 
our accounts. We should keep them in such a. way and our accounts 
should be so clear, authentic, at least in form, that we should be able to tell 
the civilized world-here we are, though we have been for a very considerable· 
time indulging in things which if divulged in would not be very honourable .. · 
But now, that we claim to be civilised, we want reforms, we want self-govern 
ment, we want to rule ourselves, and we want to show that we are competent. 
to do all that. Therefore, now look here, we have ceased praying upon· 
the blood of others, we are all brethren and here we are now keeping accounts 
in a form which is beyond suspicion and ~hat we are doing all that i.s humanly 
possible, to show our bona fides. You give us a -partieular form and we 
will keep accounts in that form ...•.... 

Mr. President: The honourable member will please speak to the 
motion now 'before the House. 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani: Well, Sir, I am saying all this in support of the· 
motion. Sir, our accounts should be above suspicion, because we are civilised 
as they are being kept by other civilised countries. The second object which 
appears to me is that we should protect those who need protection and I think 
this is one of the primary duties of the Government and of the Iegislature.. 
Government, Sir, is in a way, being accused and especially by the honourable 
the proposer of this amendment of a tendency in favour of the 'debtor. 
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Shaikh Abdul Ghani : Kindly give me time to complete the sentence 

and then you will realize the sense of what I am saying. You have been help 
ing the small land-holders by passing the Land Alienation Act, and you have 
been doing all that for them. What have you done for the Ohamars, 
the Bhangies, the Kanjars, the tenants, the artisans and other menial classes? 
These people never received the slightest attention at the hands of Govern- · 
ment. . I ask, is it fair for any gentleman of this Honse to say that the 
Government has proved humane to these classes that are enumerated above 'r 
Was it not the duty of Government from the very early times to adopt 
any such measure?. What did they do? In 1926, it was only a non-official 
member of this Council who, for the first time, thought of these helpless 
classes. He thought that these wretched people should be protected; de 
fended from the tyranny of the moneylenders, and he proposed a measure 
which was passed, by this House, but withheld by the Governor of this Pro· 

· vince. For what reasons ? Because the moneylenders, their supporters, 
their relations, and all those who have any sympathy with them would cry 
hoarse. The result was that the Act was vetoed and the Governor promised 
to bring forward another measure before long. In order to redeem that pro· 
mise of His Excellency the Governor, this measure has been brought before 
you. After all what. is there in this measure and how does it pro 
tect the ignorant poor people? (Interruption.) Sir, I was asking 
what Government has done for these poor · people and what is there 
in the action of the Government · that calls for its censure ? I 
think the Government does not deserve the blame, I should use 
the word "deserve " purposely. The Government has all along 
been showing an attitude of absolute disinterestedness in this 
matter And has adopted an attitude of benevolent inaction be 
tween the borrower and the lender. Of course, I am sensible to the 
fact that many brilliant judges · from England, men like Sir M. Plowden 
and others about 1888, gave certain ecisions which in a way helped the 
debtor by enabling him. to raise the lea that he did not receive tbe con 
sideration. But, now, we all who belong to the legal profession know that 

. after the Full Bench Ruling of 1925 the position is altogether changed. I 
will specially request the learned lawyer members of this House to very 
kindly consider whether under the present circumstances it is possible for 
any debtor ever to be able to meet the claim put forth against him. Once 
it is found, and it is very easy to find by giving two witnesses who subscribe 
to the entry; that the thumb impression is that of the debtor and that the 
entry was made there at the instance or with the will of the debtor, then the 
whole onus is thrown on the debtor to show that he never received any 
consideration. 

Lala Kesbo R&JQ. Sekhri: May I know to what part he refers to in the 
speech? 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani : I am just speaking on the motion and my next 
sentence would enlighten the· honourable and learned member. (Infor 

rupti.on). 
. Ml'. President: Please do not interrupt the honourable member. 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani : Sir, if this is the position of law in the country 
that bJ>: merely putting in a bahi account and by merely putting in two wit- 

' 
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Again, are not Eurasians, Indian Christians, clerks living in towns and 
· big cities in need of this Act ? Do they not incur 

4 :e.M. debts and do they not wish that .six-monthly returns 
of their accounts be sent to thsm ? For, after all, that is what t be Act 
demands from the creditors. Why should we deprive all· these 'elaases of 
the just rights whichthey could claim under this Act? My submission is that 
there is absolutely nothing in the arguments advanced, no case made 
out, for substituting any such clause as is contained in the amendment. 

"'"" It was then said: We are here to represent the achhuts and what right 
has a Muhammadan to ~peak on their behalf? May I ask, who is responsible 

[~haikh Ahdui Ghani.]' 
nesses the onus of proving .the consideration is thrown on the ignorant 
debtor, is it not the duty of the Government to see that there is soma 
0:ffective method of keeping accounts ? If the Government were now to step 
in to his aid .... 

Mr. President: What has that got to do with the question now before 
,the House ? ·· 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani: Well, Sir, this is the state of the law. I think 
if the Government has fulfilled its promise by bringing in such a defective 
Act, almost an insignificant measure to help the poor debtor, I do not 
'think the Government has absolved itself of its promise or it has done any- . 
thing to deserve all the censure it has been subjected to by the op_position. 

With respect to the argument advanced for the adopfion of the amend - 
ment, I would submit, Sir, that if the honourable proposer· had been through . 
the districts of Ambala, Rohtak, Kamal, Hissar, and Delhi, he would have 
seen the conditions prevailing there with his owfi eyes and would not have .. 
confined his observations to Lahore city alone, the city he represents. I think 
he would not have put in this amendment, and he would have contented him 
self with the clause as it originally stood in the Bill. Take, for instance, the 
Biradri of Ohamars, · they live in all these districts, they might at the present 
moment be labouring under the Bojha or the load that they put on their heads. 
They take this load from one place to another,-from one village to another and 
so on. It is just possible that at the present moment they might be labouring 
under this load and they might not be knowing that their fate is being decid 
ed in this hall, and my friends who perhaps may not have ever seen them, 
cannot realize what their economic condition is. To say in this House for any 
honourable member that he represents all those classes, that he is their spokes 
man, and that he knows- that they do. not want any such law, without even 
knowing what their condition is, I would submit, Sir, would be say 
ing too much. Can we ever think that these Ohamar« or other menials 
or other people of similar classes scattered all over in those districts, in which 
Hindus are the landlords, do not stand in need of any such law? I think, 
Sir, their condition Is wellknown to the officials, who have worked in those 

. districts as executive officers. They know that they stand in as much 
need of this protection as any of the Muhammadan districts in the 
Southern and Western Punjab · . 
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The 1irst part of the resolution was that Government should cancel all 
roles or orders which the local bodies had on the subject of the use of public 
wells by the depressed classes. The position of the Government was that 
they were aware of no rules on the subject and that. therefore there was 

. - 
I wish to read to the Home ths wording of the resolution. It reads 

thus:- I 

".This Council recommends to the Government to issue instructions to all local bodies 
having charge of public wells to cancel all rules or orders prohibiting untouoh 
ables from drawing water from public wells and to take necessary steps to ensure 
tha.t people of the untouchable classes are not prevented from drawing water 
from such wells, " 

-for reducing these ach}iuts to the condition of life in which they find themselves ? 
lf my learned friend or his community had the privilege or had the 
oeeasion of just doing a bit for them, he will not feel justified in coming 
-forward to oppose this measure now, which is in itself devised to help those 
persons. If they need help now, it is because it is the honourable member's 
civilisation that has reduced them to that level and he should not claim any 
credit for the little he ~ht have done for the achhui,s at the hands of this 
House. e . • 

It is equally unjust to say that the Government has not done anything 
for the untouchables. Who is trying to reclaim the criminal tribes ? Who is 
trying to settle them on various settlements, and who is setting about educate 
ing them, civilising them and elevating · them to the level· they are now 
in ? They have been granted squares of land by Government and, in fa.ct. 
every effort is made by Government to raise them socially, economically, 
morally and in every possible wa.y. I think therefore that the acceptance 
of this amendment would mean that we give the impression abroad that the 
Bill was conceived, discussed and passed in a Hindu-Muslim spirit, while as a 
matter of fact the atmosphere here has been calm for the last three or four 
days. It is only to-day that certain personal remarks are made importing 
heat into the discussion. But after all this is over, it will be realised that 
there was nothing like the Hindu-Muslim question previously and the spirit 
that pervaded the whole discussion was one or give and take . 

. The Honourabb Malik Fir~z Khan, Noon (Minister for Looal Self 
Government): Sir, I shall be failing in my duty if I were not this afternoon 
to bring to the mind of the Council the actual facts with regard to-the resolu- 
tion about the depressed classes. · 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: On a point of order, Sir. The honour 
able Member for Government, Mr. Beazley, had already pointed out to the 
House all the facts regarding that resolution and there appears to be no . need 
for any refutation from the Honourable Minister who could as well spare 
himself the trouble. 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: I believe I am quite 
right in refuting the arguments brought forward by referring to what 
happened in regard to that resolution in the House. It was said that the 
Government did not sympathise with the depressed classes and that the 
Government opposed the resolution. • 

(Pandit Nan1J,k Chand i1i th8 Oha!r.) 
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The Council divided: Ayes: lS; Noes: 40 . 

"a loan advanced to a non-Muhammadan who is not a member of an agricultural, 
tribe." · 

Mr. President : Question is- 
"That the following be added after sub-clause (7) ('di) : 

The motion was carried. 

" That the question be now put." · 

"If the House passes this resolution, I do not imagine the Government has any objec· · 
tion to the object underlying this resolution. But do tell us what we are 
expected to do that we are not doing now. Wha.t are we not doing that we 
ought to do? What are we doing now that we ought not to have done? Pray· 
tell us clearly. If this resolution is passed, what do you want us to do? But 
if en tlw discussion, without disclosing any grounds of complaint, or any wrong· 
action on the part of the Government or any neglect on their part, this reso-. 
Iufion is passed, I really do not see what action Government can take at all." 

. ' . So it was on account of the fact that the resolution as it stood then· 
was meaningless and that the mover· and other members were not able to 
advance any argument on which the Government could take 11ny action, 
to point out any liries on which the Government may act, that it was not 
possible to accept the resolution. The matter was entirely in the hands of 
local bodies and municipalities where there were elected representatives, and 
if they wished that anything should be done, they could have very well' 
approached the local bodies direct and then come to Government. The 
honourable member from Hoshiarpur in the course of the debate suggested 
that the Government might issue instructions that the police should accom 
pany every member of the depressed classes going to and coming from a well 
so that nobody could prevent him from taking water. How can any G_o 
vemment agree to carry out such a duty ? It was thus on account of the 
absurdity of the resolution that the Government was not able to accept. 
it, not on account of any lack of sympathy with the depressed classes. 

(Mr. President resumes tke Ohair.) 

Mr. M. A. Ghani : I move- 

" This Council recommends to the Government to take necessary steps to ensure that 
people of the untouchable classes are not prevented from drawing water from 
public wells in charge of local bodies." , 

With this part of the resolution the Government said that they were 
in sympathy, hut wished to know what action they were expected to take .. 
I shall just read a few words more from the reply of the member of Govern 
ment on the subject. Mr. Dunnett said- 

[Hon'ble Malik Firoz Khan, Noon.] 
nothing to cancel. It was also said on behalf of the Government that the first 
part of the resolution could not be adopted as the honourable mover was not 
able to point to any rule of any local body dealing with the subject. The· 
result was that the honourable mover himself withdrew the first part of the 
resolution. Then the discussion proceeded on the second part -which reads 
as follows :- o 
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Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah. 
· Khan Sahib Khan Muhammad 

Saifullah Khan. · 
Mr. Din Muhammad. 
Maulvi Sir Rahim Bakhsh. 
Malik Nawab Major Talib Mehdi 

Khan. 
Sayad Muhammad Husain. 
I\hi.tn Bahadur Malik Muham 

mad Amin Khan. 
Khan Bahadur Chaudhri Fazl Ali. 
Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad. . 

Hayat, Qureshi. 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani. 
Sardar Buta Singh. 
Chaudhri Muhammad Abd-ql 

Rahman Khan. 
Chaudhri Afzal Haq. 
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq. 
Sardar Hira Singh, N arli. 
Sardar Hari Singh. 
Lt. Sardar Raghbir Singh. 
Sardar Bahadur Captain Dalpat. 

Singh. 
Sardar Bahadur Sardar Sheo 

, Narain Singh. 
Sardar :)\f ohindar Singh. 

Lala Gopal Das. 
Lala Joti Parshad. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Rattan Chand. 
Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri. 
Lala Bodh Raj. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Dhanpat Rai. 
Mr. V. F. Gray. 

NOES: 40. 

AYES: 18. 

Khan Bahadur Khwaja Abdur 
Rahman. . 

Mr. C. A. H. Townsend. 
The Honourable Malik Firoz 

Khan, Noon. 
Khan Bahadur Nawab Muzaffar 

Khan. 
Mr. W. R. Wilson. 
Khan Bahadur Sayad Maq bul 

Shah. # 

· Mr. D. Macfarlane. 
Mr. M. A. Ghani. 
lfian Muhammad Fakhar-ud 

Din. 
The Honourable Mr. Yanohar 

Lal. 
The Honourable Sardar Sir 

J ogendra Singh. 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow. 
Mr. Alan Mitchell. 
Lala Ram Lal. 
Mr. C. M. G. Ogilvie .. 
Mr. H. M. Cowan. 
Dr; (Mrs.) M. C. Shave. 
Mr. S. L. Sale. 
Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar 

Sikander Hyat Khan. 
Mian Ahmad Yar Khan, Daul- 

tana. · 

Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra 
Nath. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang. 
Mr. Labh Singh. 
R~i Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram. 
Pandit Nanak Chand. 
Lala Mukand Lal Puri. 

Mr. Labh Singh [Rawalpindi Division and Lahore Division, North" 
(Non-Muhammdan), Rural]: Sir, I beg to move- 

"That after sub-clause (7) (vii) of clause 2 the following new sub-clause be a dded s-« 
' (viii) e. casual loan.' " 

I do not think, Sir, any very lengthy reasoning is necessary to commend 
this very simple, obvious and almost truistic proposition to the House. 
Nor do I think in the present temper of the House it will serve any useful 
purpose if I were to dilate even on an obvious thing like this. All that this 
amendment seeks to do is that casual loans advanced by one friend to another- .. . 
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{Mr. Labh Singh.] 
should not be brought within the operation of .this Bill. Supposing I am 
here at Lahore and just need a thousand rupees, I ask any of my friends 
for a loan of the amount and the mend gives me a cheque as requested. 
Now supposing that tne date whibh has been prescribed here comes up in a 
day or two and I do not happen to go back to my place· and the money is 
not zetumed, what would happen ? There will be served on me .a, notice in 
the prescribed form and that prescribed form is going to be, as it was jn 
sisted last time when we considered this Bill, not in the form of a letter in 
an envelope addressed to the borrower, but a post card so that anybody. 
who sees the prescribed form even from . a mile would at once come to 
know that it is the notice which, under this peculiar law is going to 
be fashioned for us, creditors serve on their borrowers 'and debtors. It is 
j:ust to avoid the disgrace and inconvenience resulting from this provision 
of the Bill in the· case of such casual loans and transactions that I submit 
that casual loans should be excepted from the operation of this Bill. I 
do not want to dilate upon it any further except to make the remark 
that the discussion that has taken _place in the Council to-day and the dis 
cussion as it took place yesterday and the day before have revealed to us 
two or three certain very uncanny things and one. of these is that the 
notions of financial credit that ought to be entertained and which _a-,;e 
entertained the world over are not the notions which commend themselves 
to certain gentlemen of this House who claim that they represent the 
borowing classes. So there is a .. fundamental difference of opinion, a 
conflict of interests perhaps, on this particular point, and the two notions 
appear to me to be· irreconcilable. Credit, as we phrase it in Punjabi, 
is something very aerial which the very breath of suspicion would destroy, 
something which is very delicate and therefore has got to be preserved in a 
way which would not be very public. If an individual were to make 
public every one of his own monetary transactions, I do not think he will 
be said to command much credit ere long. But from the view-point of 
the people who claim that they represent the · borrowing classes in this 
Council, this notion of credit does not . carry any meaning. Apart from 
that, one thing more I have to remark and that is that we have been treated 
to the strange dogma that there is a stigma in moneylending. The view 
.has been propounded before us that ·there is necessarily a stigma attaching 
to the profession of moneylending. ', - _ 
~ President : May I ask the Iionourable member to. speak to the 

new clause that a casual loan should be made an exception ? That is the 
point which he has to speak to. 

Mr. Labh Singh : I am speaking to the proposition which is before 
the House, namely, that a casual loan should be excepted, and I have made 
my- meaning sufficiently clear and I want ouly to reinforce my argument 
by adding that if 'You are to entertain the view that moneylending is subject 
to a certain stigma which is evidently the view which is not only casually 
propounded by them, but is shared by them on that side of the House, I 
would submit that at any rate a casual loan should be excepted from that 
stigma. 

Mr. President: It is proposed-« 
" That the following new sub-clause be adopted after sub-clause (7) (vii) of clause 2, 

( viii) ' a. casual loan '," .. 
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~· '.E'hat the words • and shall include 'a wholesale merchant, a oommission agent, 
a broker; a. manufacturer fa contractor, a factory owner,' be omitted." '-= 

. !!!mil' 

Rai Babadur Lala Dbanpat R~i (Punjab Industries) : I would have 
agreed with ·my honourable friend who has just now moved his amendment 
if a broker or a contractor had been included in the definition of a trader. 
As ij is, " Trader means_ a person who in the regular course of business buys 

It seems to me that we are running a· great danger in naming a certain 
number of types of traders. You say " and shall include." Does not that 
rather imply that. it shall not include other types of traders ? The very 
amendment that is coming next points to that. Dees it not rather imply 
that by naming the wholesale merchant we are precluding the retail merchant ? 
We have been given to understand that this_ Bill is for the illiterate and ignor 
ant borrower and is not to interfere in any way with trade or commerce. 
Are we to assume that_ the whclesale merchant is the only type of merchant 
allowed ? Are we to assume that the large wine and spirit merchants on 
the Mall who are retail merchants are not among the exemptions ? How 
are we to understand that the large motor concerns in Lahore who are rEta.il 
traders will not come under the penalties of this Act ? Are we to understand 
that theatres, hotels, cinemas, drapers, etc., are not to come under this 
exemption because we have nominated only six classes of persons who a.rt=. 
to be considered as traders? Would it not be 'much wiser to define the 
word trader, and not specify some traders ? I want to emphasise to the 
House that this is a. question of a loan to a trader. I am not asking for ex 
emption for loans by a trader. This only refers to loans to a trader. 
Surely a trader is not an ignorant man who cannot protect his own 
interests. The inclusions you are adding here imply that other traders 
whcm you have not specially mentioned will become subject to this Bill. 
I therefore ask the Bouse to accept the deletion I have proposed. 

Mr. Presidei..t: The amend~ent moved is - 

- - 
'' That in sub-clause (9) of clause 2, line 4, all the words occurring after the word 

• immovable ' be deleted." 

· Bub-clause (9). 

, Mr. V. F. Gray (Punjab Chamber of Commerce and Trades Asaociation, 
Commerce): Sir, I beg to move- 

Motion was carried. 

,j; 

Sub-clause (8). 

Mr. President: Question is- 
.. That sub-clause (8) of clause 2 stand part of the Bill." 

Question is that the proposed new sub-clause be taken into -eonsider 
a.tion. 

Motion was iost. ~ ' 
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[Rai Bahadur Lala Dhanpst Jl ai.] 
and sells goods or other property, whether movable or immovable, and ,, 
shall include a wholesale merchant," and so on. A broker and a contractor 
are included there. If you include a broker and a contractor in this definition, 
then I will have no objection to thls amendment. But as it stands I am 
against it because it will leave out two very important classes of persons. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I am extremely sorry to have to oppose 
.an amendment, perhaps tl:e only one, that Mr. Gray has been pleased to table 
so far.· The effect of his amendment would be that all these people who are 
included here would go out-the wholesale merchant, the commission agent, 
the broker, the manufacturer; the oontraetor.: the factory owner. My 
honourable friend probably thinks that a trader cannot mean all these. He 
forgets for the moment that we are not writing. a dictionary. A trader, 
strictly speaking, in, the dictionary sense, may not mean or include a factory 
owner or a contractor, and so on. That is the very reason why for the pur 
poses of law the definition of a trader has been expressly extended so as to 
include all these people. Another point which my friend has made is that 
there is no sense in including a wholesale merchant and excluding a retail 
merchant who is wir ezcellence a trader. He is perfectly right there.· In 

-the select committee we thought the word trader would primarily refer to a 
retail merchant, but thinking that it might be open to doubt-and this is an 
instance where it may be open to doubt as Mr. Gray himself seems to be in 
doubt-I have tabled an amendment which asks for the inclusion within this 

,definition of trader a moneylender and a retail vendor. 
~.Ao'-~ II Mr. President: The honourable member may move his amendment 

now and-speak on it. He may not be allowed to move it later. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : I move my amendment which runs as 

;£allows :- · 
_."That in sub-clause (9) of clause 2 the words 'a moneylender and a retail vendor • 

be added." 
I hope on this point at least the honourable members on the Government 

benches would agree with me that it was never the intention either of the 
framers of this Bill or of any member of the select committee to omit a money"'.· 
lender from the exemption. If a loan to a trader is exempted, a loan to a 
moneylender, a fortiori, should also be omitted, and if I am not mistaken, a 
loan to a money lender was omitted in the original Bill. · I think it was the 
merest slip on our part that the word moneylender was not included and 
therefore I have tabled this amendment. (Interruption.) A loan not by a 
moneylender, but-to a moneylender. I am surprised-I would not use a 
stronger word-at the mentality shown even towards this simple, harmless 
amendment. To me it seems absolutely on a par with the clause as 
it stands. I do not think there will be any objection for the exemption 
of. a loan by one moneylender to another moneylender. If 
this amendment is not . accepted, then that shows that 'really the 
object of the Bill must be entirely .different from the one which is 
professed. It may be , said that moneylending · is not defined ; but who 
requires the definition of moneylending ? Is there ahy ~ member of this 
House so simple as not to understand the term moneylending. If you are 
.afraid of the word moneylender, then say creditor. I do not mind if that 
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Mr. S. L. Sale: May I suggest that as regards this amendment it 
be taken in two parts and put to the House separately ? There are many 
obssrvations which Dr. Gokul , Chand, Na.rang, made in his speech which I 
quite endorse. It is a fact t.hat in the s<:ilect committee, when this definition 
of trader was put in, it was thought that as certain persons, such as commission 
agents and brokers . and so forth, might not com~ in the definition of the 
trader, it would be desirable specifically to mention those in the definition. 
'Otherwise the definition is not intended to be exhaustive ; it is, rather; 
illustrative ; and the reason why the retail merchant is not mentioned is 
because it was considered that a retail merchant would obviously be covered 
by the definition. A trader means a person who in the regular course of 
business buys and sells goods. That must obviously cover a retail merchant 
and because it was so obvious we did not mention it specifically. But I 
can assure Mr. Gray that it is the intention of the framers of the Act that a 
zetail merchant should be given -the same consideration as a wholesale mer 
chant. I think there is no objection to accepting that portion of Dr. Gokul 
Chand, Narang's, amendment which would insert the words "retail vendor." 
I should have preferred the wording of the amendment of Rai Bahadur Lala 

- Sewak Ram had it been moved, to the effect that between the words " whole-. 
sale " and " merchant " the words " or a retail " be inserted. -That is an 
amendment which Government would have accepted; But Government 
cannot accept that part of Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang's, amendment which 
would insert the word "moneylender." In the ~st place this Bill is very 
.earerul not to mention the word " moneylender " anywhere. 

Mr.- Labh Singh : I have got an amendment asking for the insertion 
of the word "creditor." · · 

Mr. S. L. Sale : We must oppose the insertion of the word" creditor" 
just as much as the word "mone;}"lender." The House has already, I 
think, showed its opposition to the idea that certain classes of debtors should 
be protected by this Bill. They had opposed, for example, the idea of a' 
loan advanced to a non-Muhammadan who is not a member of an agricul 
tural tribe. On the same principle we do not want to admit in this portion of 

, the definition of trader what isin effect a provision that certain classes should 
be exempted from the provisions of this Bill. Whether the word used is credit 
or or moneylender, it comes very much to the same thing. The intention 
-of this clause is merely to exempt a loan to a trader. The trader is one who 

"That in sub-clause (9) of clause 2 the words 'A money-lender and a retail vendor" 
be added." 

:suits the honourable Legal Remembrancer because "creditor,; has been 
defined here. " Creditor " .means a person who in the regular course of 
business advances a loan a.a defined in this Act and shall include subject to 
the provisions of section 3 the legal representatives and the successor in in 
terest, whether by .inheritanee, assignment or otherwise, of the· person who 
advanced the loan. I should like to know if there is any objection to my 
amendment at alJ. I used the word moneylender in the same sense in 
which the word creditor is used. I therefore do not see any reason why my 
amendment may not be acce~ted. · 

Mr. President: Amendment moved is- 
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Mr. Presici'ent: That cannot be allowed. A substantive motion 
requires notice, it may be only a moment's notice. But a member cannot 
be allowed to move an amendment standing in the name of another .mem- 
b~ . 

Mr. S. L. Sale : H I cannot be allowed to move the amendment, then 
' I would like-my assurance to come down on the records of this House that I 

agree that the word "trader" covers a retail trader. 
Mr. President: I may point out that the assurance of the Lega.I 

Remembrancer is absolutely of no value, as it cannot form' part of the Act,. 
and a reference to debates is not allowed by courts. 

Mr. S. L. Sale: Then I will put in the amendment. 
Mr. President: Another amendment just sent to me by Mr. Labh 

Singh runs thus : " that in sub-clause (9) of clause -~ the words ' a creditor ' 
- be added." Will the honourable member move it ? 

Mr. Labh Singh [Rawalpindi Division and Lahore Division, North 
(Non-Muhammadan) Rural]: Sir, I beg to move- . 

"That in sub-clause (!l) of clause 2 the words 'a creditor' be added." 

The object of this amendment is that in this string of words a whole 
Sale merchant, a commission agent, a broker, a manufacturer, ete., the words 
,ta creditor" should also appear somewhere, either at the end or at the top 
or anywhere in the middle, The object is perfectly obvious. The amend- , 
ment which was tabled by my friend Dr. Narang used the word" money'.'" 
lender." An objection has been raised that the word is not anywhere 
defined in this Bill or elsewhere and the use of it would create difficulties. 
Therefore I propose that the phrase "a creditor " be inserted because· the 
word creditor has been defined in clause 2, sub-clause (5) of this Bill. The 
reason for this amendment is that we have been told that this Bill is de- . 
signed primarily for the protection of ignorant borrowers. Moneylenders 
or traders certainly · do not ex hypothesi belong to that class, and the 
clause under discussion itself expressly lays down that traders;' brokers, 

· manufacturers and the rest of them as enumerated there do not belong to 
that class of ignorant borrowers. Therefore this class of people and tha 
monies lent to them need no special protection which is sought to be 
provided by this Bill. I would submit, Bir, if the Bill is designed to pro 
tect the ignorant borrowers only, then a person who lends money needs no 
protection. It is also notorious that there are a large number of people who 
carry on the business of moneylending not with their own capital, but with 
capital borrowed from others, usually borrowed from banks or even private 
individuals. 'Ibis amendment, Sir, is a perfectly harmless thing on its 
merits, but if we aw not inclined to consider amendments on their merits .. 
it is a separate matter. I would therefore respectfully submit that. 
this perfectly harmless amendment may be accepted. 

of ......•..... 

[Mr. Sale.] · · 
deals in a certain class of goods and I think it is not in accordance with the 
ordinary· usage of the word to suppose that the person •.......•.•. 

Mr. President : If the honourable member proposes .to move an 
amendment, he would please give it to me in writing '} ,. · 

·Mr. S. L. Sale: I wish to move the amendment standing in the name 
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!! That in sub-clause (9) of clause 2 the ,;ord ; mom'iyl;ndera '~ added," . 
. • - . 1'1 

:M<>tic>n. was I~st. 
Mr. President-·: ~Q~~stion-is~: .· · --- - 

~ That $n s~b~~i&se (9)-~f ~le.~ 2 .. the-w~rda ', a y,editor'.be_add.¢/! 

. Mr. President: Amen~ent _moved is.:_· 
"That the words'~ credit~r 'be ~ddedin mb-cl~~~e (-9) of~laus~2- . .!.; __ ·.: 

Diwan· Behaduir Raja ~~ll~~~l'a N~th Pu.njab (Land-holders, G~nefal) ' 
I should like to s11:y a few words, Sir. : The policy of exempting certain ·c:t~sses 
has been recognised by the Bill. · · The sort of exemption which is now pro· 
posed is quitedifferent from the sort of exemption which has alreaqy);>een 
negatived bythis ·Council. Some of my friends wanted men who are !#~fate, 
men who belong to non-agricultural tribes, men who are· non-Munam:tnadans, 
to be exempted. .'_~ut the exemption now asked ·for is quite. on .. a ,dµferent 
basis.· The word creditor has been 'considered bf thif Council to be .. 's'dme 
what identical with moneylender. When an amendment was. proposed! 
that loans by a trader should be exempted, it was-pointed out to themover 
of the amendment that to insert such an amendment would frustrate the 
objects of the Bill. If ''trader" and ''moneylender" are for all practical 
purposes identical terms or are terms that one can take the place of the other, 
then I do not see if loans to traders are exempt why should loans to a money- .,.,. 
lender not be exempted. There ought to be some consistency in the policy 
which this Bill follows, and I dare say that, by rejecting the amendment· 
now proposed by my learned friend the member from Gujranwala, the Councill 
would be following an example which it would be difficult to reconcile with 
the action which it has already taken with regard to the exemption which, 
it has allowed. So for the sake of consistency · throughout the Bill, I would 
insist that the amendment moved by my· friend from Gujranwala. should! 
be accepted, _ .. ._ · 

ftfJ:. ~-· L S~e1:: , I beg. to . ,mo-ye-: _ . . 
·-~-- - ~ ,,·· ..... ,.:- G~. ~ .;..'t..., .!_~ • ! - •. ", ~ :·•:-...._,~~" :: ~-- • • ·.,- •, • 

. ~ That i!,~b,cl'!'._p~ (9) oi,clause,2 'ket'\Veen the' word!(! wholesale'. and ! merc~nt .. 
: · , ;tliii .. words ! or a retail,.'.'be added:" .·. . · · ' ·· - . . 
' - ·-·••·- ....__ •· -• ,_ ~ J., . .S .: ';.,. J ' ~ I ' t' ' 

I do not "\Vlilh to add :.~yi;hing. j The .object. of "the amendment . is to- · 
mifit,tJie ~~:ulties of Dr. GokutO~ar.i~,:~~~~.,, , · ·. · · : 

Mr. President : Amendment moved ~ · · · - 
. !' '.!]lat in sub-clause. (9) of clause 2 between the words 'whole~le ,· and. 'm~bnt '!'" 

l , . .the words 'or a retail' be added.? . _ .. ~ •. · -·- · _: · : , 

. Mr. ·v. ·F •. ~ay: . Sir, I am .very .glad to see~~ .~mengmeni'ha.ving; 
been· moved.. I only moved my amendme:i;i~ because I understood Govern 
ment would not accept the one they have now moved, but I did not know 
it was because they thought it unnecessary. As in the face of this amendment. 
I do not consider mine necessary, I ask for leave to withdraw it. 

Amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

. II,. P~~ident: Now I shall put the amendments which have been. 
l:noved" one by one. Question is- . ·' . .. . . ', . . - - . - - . . -. 
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· Th!Lt after aub~olause (9) of cla. use 2 the followin~ be added :- 

•• That in sub-clause (9) of clause 2 between· the words -~ wholeaale.?..andtmeroha.nt ... 
~~· :W,:9,r<¥! '<>r Rl~i} ' be ~d,~" I 

Motion was carried. 

Khm~clJ.Jt,,~,-,Aj'.~sp,4:,J41Y~t,,Qw~.~[~~pur West, 
(Muhiunmadan:) Rural] (Urdu): Sa, I beg to mov&- · · . " 

The Council divided: Aye!J 18, Noes 88. 
AYES: 18. - 

Diwan Bahadur Eaja Na.rep.dra, · · ~a.Ia. .G,qpal Das. 
Nath. La.Ia Joti Parshad. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang. Rai Bahadur Lala Rattan Chand- 
:Mr. Labh Singh. · Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri. 
Chaudhri Kesar Singh. · Sardar Narain Singh. 
Pandit Nanak Ohend, Lala Bodh Raj. · 
Lala ¥ulrand Lal Puri. Rai Bahadur Lala Dhenpat RaL 

NOES: 88. 
JP}an Bahadue Khwaja Abdur Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah. 

· Rahman. Khan· Sahib -· Khan Muhammad; 
Mr. H. Calvert. . Saifullah Illian. 
Mr. C. A. H. Townsend. Mr. Din Mti.hammad. 
~he Honourable :M.alik Firoz Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan. 

Khan, Noon. · M~ulvi Sir Rahim Bakhsh, 
IQ,.~ Bahadur: Nawab Mv.zaffar MaJ.ik·Nawab Major Talib Mehdh 

Khan. Khan • 
. Mr.·W. ~.-Wilson. . , ·Sayad )\,Iuhammad Husain. 

-l{h~ Bah.adm ··SJJ,yad ·-Ma.qbul Khan Bahadue · Malik Muham- 
. --~~ ·· - -- ' .. · . mad Amin Khan. · · 

· )f,r. D. ¥.~~f.~lan~. Khan Bahadur Dhaudhri Fazl 
. Mr· AL ·4.~ (}papi. Ali. 

- ~~ ·M'.;1,1Ji.~1mµad F~khar-:ud· ;Klian Bahadur Mian Muhammad~ 
· Din. · · - -Hayat; Qiy:eshi. The Honourable Mr. Manoha.r Makhdumza.da Sayad Muha.Jll]ll8.dl 
Lal. · ~za Shah,. Gil~. 

_ Tp.e E;Qp.o;urapJe ,Sardar Sir Shaikh Abdul Ghani. 
. Jogendra Singh. ~ILtti~ B~t-~- ;Smg~ 

- The 1:Jg~olll'able M;r. A. ~ Stow. Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul 
.' Mr: Alari 'Mitchell. Rahman Khan. 
Lala Ram Lal.- 'Ohau.dhri Afzal -Haq. 
Mr. C. M. G. Ogilvie. S~,c;lp.;r ~~ba~.h _ij~~h1 

.M,r:. :§:. -~. Qo~an. Sardar Bahadur Captain Dalpat; 
Mr. s; L. Sale. ~ip.gµ. 
l{hl!,n Bshadur Captain Sardar Sardar · Bahadur Sadar · Sheo- 
· · Slk:ander Hyat J{han. · · Narain Singh. 

· M,ian -~g. Y a.J: Khan, · Daul 
. t.a_na. 
:Motionw~s J9st. 
Mr. President : Question is- 
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~~iiorary LieutenMit- Sar'dar· Rarh'bir Smgti {~«tat (Sikh), 
Rlfrii:ll(Uidu) : , Sil', Ithin.Jt that the honoura'ble mo'V'er featiJ 'that the'Zamin· 

.• 1fars :Wli<> 0giV'e·whea't; 'gram 1and·'dther''grains'a1id 'ca.ttl-e to Jtlfeir.te:tiantEFI$. 
!loans and who charge interest thereon may not be included in the definition 

Di 

Question is that the new clause In taken into consideration. 

Motion was carried. 

- The Honourable Sardar Sir J~gendra Singh : Sir, I think it would 
Ibe better if some honourable member will explain the meaning of this amend 
rment. Personally I have not been able to follow the point ail to how this 
-amendment will benefit the agriculturists. 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani : I think confusion has arisen out of the words 
- ' in the regular course of business buys or sells.' I think the expression 

.-:as it is is quite clear. An agriculturist who buys or sells his articles will not 
. be deemed to be a trader in the ordinary sense of the definition. because 
he does it periodically and occasionally. He will buy only when he has not 

,,got enough stock of agricultural produce or cattle or he will sell only if he 
has a surplus of these and so he will not be understood to be a trader in the 
.regnlar sense of the expression. But in Order that there may be no mis· 

. giving on the point the honourable mover wants to make it clear by the 
.addition of the words he has suggested. There is no harm in allowing. the 

· definition to remain as it is. But there is some slight fear that the court 
.:may not be misled by the definition given in the Bill. Anyhow, if the ·court 
dnterprets the words in the definition, in the way the honourable, mover fears 
,it may be interpreted, it will really be an-absurd interpretation of the Eix- · 
r presiiion ' in the regular course of business.' 

" That the following new clause be adopted after sub-clause (9) of olaUSe .2 :· 

' but it shall not include a person who sells his own a.grioultur&l produce or bu:ya' 
agrioultuml prod.nee or cattle for his own use.' " 

Sir, this is an amendment to which no member ought to opjeot and tr' 
.. . . am sure that no one would. object M it. :M:y, 

8 
P.M. object in moving this amendment is that in tht1 db· 

:::rfinition of ' trader' such zamindars may not be included who sell o:r buy their·. 
:3gricultural produce or cattle for their own use. Oft~n these zamindars 
dmve to sell and buy agricultural produce and also cattle not because they 

1regularly deal in such things, but because the exigencies of their calling as 
:::zaminda.rs require them to have occasional recourse to it and it is very 
likely that the courts might interpret the word ' trader ' to inclu:de suo~ 

··zamindars. It is to avoid such interpretation being put that I have moved 
this amendment. If this amendment is not incorporated In the Bill and the 

•Courts happen to put such an interpretation on the word' trader-,' the whole 
· object of the Bill will. be defeated.' It is therefore necessary to ineorpor 
~.ate these words and I hope that this amendment will be accepted. With 
.:these words I commend it to the House for its acceptance. 

Mr. President: Amendment moved is- 
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« Sayad -Muhammad Husain [Montgomery (Muhammadan) Rural ] : . : 
Sir, the 11,m.endm.ent moved by my honourable friend from Shahpur really . 
is to safeguard against the interpretation of this Act. , . 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang ·= · }{indly explain to us the amendment, 

. .· Sayad Muhammad Husain : .For the enlightenment of my honourable 
friend I may say, lest the word ' trader'. may also include a zamindar; 
the words proposed· should be added. This is the crux of it. (lntP.rruption.) 
Oni · fears and apprehensions, . laymen as . we are, are based upon the 
interpretation of learned judges who mg,y; . put .. · a~y · interpreta.t1.on 

\.. 

· Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri : I shall explain myself according to my 
· own lights. If you include this· man who sells his own agricultural produce 
or cattle, Sir, whether he sells it once, twice or thrice, or his business is to sell 
cattle or.-his business is' to sell agricultural produce, how does he become: , 
a. trader·_? ' ~his is of course beyond Die to understand. · 

. 
P,l<!no~ey Lie~tenan~ S .. R~gh~ir. ~i~gh.J . . . . -; r.: •.. , 
ofthe word 'trader.' and that.is :why he has moved this anienamen.t:. I th.itik 
his fero-s are well founded. and if is- but reasonable that this amendment 
should be accepted •. ·. . .· ... ' •, . .. . . . . . ". · ·i 

~:. ~a Kesh~ Ram,· Sekhri ·: Sir, I am s·orry I do not understand what, 
this axµefn~erit means;" . . . 

Mr~ President : The honourable member may resume his seat and · 
try to understand the motion before speaking on it. M~anwhile, -I call 
Sayad Muhammad Husain. 

Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri : I do .understand the. motion; though I 
am not sure whether l understand it correctly. However, I shall speak 
on the motion in the light of what I understand by it. 

This amendment makes the whole thing absurd, (Hear, hear) because 
the amendment runs like this : ' but it does not include a person who sells 
his own agricultural produce or cattle.' Supposing he sells once in a year, 
it means that he becomes a trader thereby. That is the definition of trader. 
Trader as defined in the Bill means a person who in the regular course of 
business buys and sells goods or other property. I have been hearing all 
these days that this Bill is intended to protect the honest borrower against 
the dishonest moneylender. But in the 'motion the honourable i:nover wants 
fo protect the agriculturist trader by exempting him from this Bill. .Pos 
Jlibly my friendis under the impression that a trader need not prepare books 
of aceonnts. · Is .he expected to be above .all these returns which are pre 
scribed ip. the Bill ? If you are dealing with an agriculturist who is a trader, 
even though he may sell his agricultural produce or cattle even once a year, 
hl,i. should ·not be entitled to any exemption. 

-: .· Khan .Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Sir, I 
think the honourable member must first be asked to really understand the 
question before the House before he makes any speech on it. ··' 
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The Council divided.: Ayes 1 87; Noes : 18. 

on it. We want to make it as clear as possible that the word za.m.indar may· 
not be interpreted by them to come within the category of traders. These· 
are our fears. A clear law like the Land Alienation Act has been nullified 
practically by the interpretation of the learned judges of the High - Court •. 
In order to safeguard that, we want to make it clear, as clear. as possible, that 
the agriculturists may not be . included in the word trader, lest . some 
learned judges may come up and say, the aamindar sells his· agricultural 
produce periodically, he sells his cattle, and so he is a trader. It is, Sir,. 
to safeguard against the pro-moneylending judiciary that we want to 
introduce this clause. If the Government· really wants that this :!ct sho~d 
not be a dead· letter, but a living law, they should adopt this amendment. 

Sardu Harbakhsh Singh [Hoshiarpur and Kangra (Sikh}, 'Rural] 1 
(Ilrdu) : . Sir, ifmy opinion were asked in this matter, I would like that 'the 
scope of this amendment be further· extended. Sir, in tlie definition of the- 
word ·' trader ' besides wholesale: merchant, commission agent, broker, 
contractor and factory owner, manufacturer is also included, and because the 
zamindars manufacture gur and shakkar. which they · sell it is feai:e~ i that. 
they may not .be included in the definition of the word 'trader: They also 
sell and buy agricultural produce and cattle and give these things on loan. 
as well, as has been pointed out. ·It is therefore- necessary that 'this 'new 
clause be added in the Bill so that no room. may be left for doubt. -: With 
these words I support this amendment. · · · · · ·· 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang [North-West Towns (Non-Muhammadan); 
Urban] : I just want to say, Sir, one word. I think the· amendment as it. 
stands, or the clause as .it stands, goes much too far, and in. fact beyond the, 
object the mover has in view. The amendment reads: 

'• it shall· not include a person who sells his own agricultura r 
produce." 

The am~dment as it stands above shall not include a person who sells. 
catt!e. I do not suppose this is the object of the honourable mover of 
the amendment. Are dealers in cattle to be treated as traders or not ? 
(Interruption.) I am taking what is printed here. "Who sells his own cattle?" 
I do not believe that t~ is to apply to cattle-lifters, who sell other people's 
cattle. I think. every one sells his own cattle, otherwise he would be only 
a commission agent or one who steals cattle and sells them. He steals 
them in Lahore and sells them in Montgomery. I think the amendment. 
is rather loosely worded and absurd. I think it should not-find a place in. 
this clause at all. .' · · · 

Mr .. President : Question is.;_ · 
" That after sub-clause (9) of clause 2 the following be a.ildl!(l 1 

'\Jut it shall not include a. person who sells. his_ own agrioidtu:ra.l prodiioe or oa.ttle, 
or buy8' agricultural preduee or _oa.ttle for his own USC!~''! · . .. 
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.:J;ialp, Mukand ];Jal Puri. 
Lala Gopal Das. 
Lala Joti Parshad, 
Lala . Kesho R""In, · Bekhri, 
Sa.rdar Nar~in Singh. 
Lala Bodh Raj. 
l;l,ai Bahadnr f~l?, .. Dlian,.J?at J,l,ai- 

. . 
.• i If.4an ; Sahib. :&ha.n Muha,mmad: 

SaifuJla4 '.Jihan. - · · 
<Mir. 1Din ·Muhammad. 
Chaudhri Za.fu;ullah ;Kha,n. 
Maul!Vi .'Sir .R_ahl.m ·Bakhsh. 
Malik Nawab Major Ta.lib M{lhd.i · 

·Khan. 
, Say.ad Muhammad· .Husain. 

Khan Bahadur Malik Muham- 
mad, Amin :Khan. . 

Khan Bahadnr Chaudhri - Fazl'.. 
AlL 

Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad 
Hayat, Qureshi. 

Makhdumzada Sayad Muhammad,_ 
Raza Shah, Gilani. 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani. 
Chaudhri 

0:Muhami:nad 
Abdul 

Rahman Khan. 
Chaudhri · Afzal Haq. 
Sardar Hari. Singh . 
Bardar Harbakhsh Singh. 
Sardar Bahadur Captain Dalpat , 

Singh. ~ 
Sardar · Bahadur Sardar Bheo 

Narain. Singh, 
Mr. E. Maya· Das. 

NOES: re. 
Diwan :S,a;hadN ~aj~ Narendra 

Nath. 
Dr. G!?kulChand; Narang. 
~·. lt~l)Ji Smsh.· 
~-i .B~Jip.diµ- ]&,la S~'ftl;k l~a~. 
Chaudhri Kesar Singh. 
Pandit Nanak Chand. 

l{han 'Bahadur ~h:waja. .Abdm 
'·Rahman. 

Mr. H- . .-cal~ert. 
Mr:c; A.H. :Townsend. 
rr'he 1Ionoural)le tMalik Firoz 

' !{ban, Noon: , 
Khan ·Babadur Nawab. l-fuzaffar 

Khan. · · · 
:Mr. Y/. R . .Wils'on. 

' -~ 
1BJ!.p,diir Sayad . M11,qpul: 

,Shah. 
Mr. D'. Macfarlane. Mian ¥-i:ihamma.d Jrakhar-ud 

·nin. · · · 
T~~ l;[onpurµ.ble M:r. Manohar 

Lal. The. Honourable Berdar ··sir 
J ogendra Singh, · 

The Honourable'Mr. A. M. Btow. 
Mr. Alan Mitchell. 

. Lala. Ram.La]. Afr, B;. ~., Qqwap. 
M,. S. L~ SJ1le. 
Khan Bahadur C11,ptain Sa;rdar 

Sikander Hyat Khan. . 
Mi11,:r:i ·#Jn"'d Yiµ- Khan, Daul 

tana. 
Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah. 

Mr~ PresiQn.ti :Questwn 1~ 

A"T~.t. sub--~,~-{<~~ ~f.11.11!,u.stf 2,aa:.s.mendedssts.n!lrlla.rl. oi t11P~" 
Moiion was carried. + 



(, 

"That the following new proviso to aub-elanse t (a) of clause 3 be taken int9 oon-. 
sidera.tion :- · · 

• Provided that the creditor shall not be compelled to k~p accounts in a script which. 
he oa.nnot read or write;' " 

Motion waa.Iost, 
Mr. V. F .. wa..y: Sir,} 4e.g to move=- 
That..~ s1;1b;9l/l,111!0,(l) .. (a) of ~Ia.~. 3 tl!:e following prov~o be added:- 

" Prqvi¥ tl).~t nothing in tlmi, su.b:-cla~e sl!-11:ll. apply t? a crt)ditor who regularly 
kll!!P! .. ):us a.ocotufts.·IJ,?O':I~~ to. th.e. i:e~gµise<i E;n~ ~ysl;em of ,accountancy· 
qy (,l,o~l~ e~~· ~~ful.UJi.ng '-t lealit a -4:ay l>oo,k (<?i' a cash book) a.ndl 
IJ, ]wg,er,, who. o~epy.iil~ COJJ?'.J,lli~ ~ti/,. th~ P,:c:>V¥io:r;is o( tltjs section." 

·My main reason in moving this amendmeat ~ to .p:ro:tect the interests . . Pr QQ¥P»eljCe .aJ?,.~ tra.~e.. TJ:i~y 1:f1iz.h.t easily overlsp inthis Act. especi~lly 
1"8.Jb.~.·!P~,~r ,Y.. Bi.· ~~~,:-4.ax~,· b,~~A c;c~t 91;!:,~· ;!P.a..~ 49.w, that, I cons~der· 
,that ,t;.his proVJS1on ,i\!Onµi rb.e.·0£ .ro.u.ch, edu.Qat1,Qp~l.v..l1J.®.,· The real obJect. 
of a measure like; this. i:n• the'P~jae.; is- ta see. that·-8ieeounts·~e kept regul!Ll'IT . 

"That the following provisobe added to sub-clause l(a) of clause 3 :- 
' Provided that the creditor shall not be pompelled t\) keep account in a script, 

which he cannot read or write.' " 
The object of this )egislation is, I take .it, to compel the creditors as. 

defined in the Act to keep accounts in a particular form and to insist upon 
their sending a copy of these accounts 'to their debtors. It is not intend 

.ed, I take it, by this legislation indirectly to place a particular script or 
language in a poaition of preference over others. Nor could it be the desire· 
that the, creditors should be compelled to keep accounts-in a language which 
they cannot read or write. I submit that the House could have no objeo- 
~ipn to t~is proposal th1tt a creditor should not be compelled to keep accounts. 
m a language which he does not understand and which he does not know •. 
With these words I :i;nove my amendment. · 

.Mr. P.i'e$ident,: Question is- 

,1t191 PUN~~, J},~~.:crr.,"~~R~ .. ~.~ A~~~.~-s uILL7 

Clause3,_ 
. s~~<¥fft·'fe.(l) C(J}. 

'Mr. La'bh ~h :. Sir, I beg, to move-r • . 
• · .. T_hat i; 1111b-cia~ Cl> (aj ·-0f-0la.use 3 the :words \in. e.44.i.tio!l·to su9Ji. ll«lQtµi~ ~' he 

. ~a,y Q~ll,rµ~ ~µiwin' be . qJl1.i~t 
~ir, if you will please look .at the elanse, you. '\Y,ill fip.4 that t}l~~e-W;o:rds. 

as they occur in the 'clause are, on my.reading. of-tbe-te~t, eithe:r ~:rtQ.µµy 
superfluous, or possibly. mischievous. · In the. frrst. esse, it, will mean no, ha.rm 
if they are omitted." In the second case, that is, iftney are .mischievous, OJ:' 
possibly mischievous, their omission will do. good. In either ease we stand 
to gain by Il'.);~png thi~ amendment; .I therefo;re move the amendment for· 
t~e acceptance of the Bouse, · 

,Mr.iP1Ceside.nt: Amendment moved is- 
" That in sub-~le;ase (1) (a) of clause 3 the words' in addition to such accounts as he 

Ill!l,y orqina.rily maintain ' be omitted." 

Mr. President : Question is- 
Tha.t the words proposed to be. leij; out be omitted. 

Motion wa.s · carried. 
Lala Mukand Lal Puri : I beg to move- 
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[Mr. Gray.] , 
according to method. Primitive people cannot but follow primitive methods; 
but educated people surely should be encouraged to keep· a better 
system of accounts. Acco~ts· have to be maintained in a,.;_form._perfectly 
understandable in any court of law and to prohibit the keeping of accounts 
in the style recognised throughout the world would be a retrograde step. There 
is no doubt that accounts kept according. to double entry accountancy- 
are impossible of fraudulent manipulation in later years; ·I therefore .move 
this amendment. 

Mr. President ':. New clause moved for adoption is- 
" That to sub-clause (I) (a) of clause 3 the following proviso be added r=- 

0Provided that nothing in this sub-olsuse shall apply to a. oredi~r who regularly 
keeps his accounts according to the recognised English system of accountancy 

. by doub.e entry, maintaining at least a day book (or a .eash book) and a. 
ledger, who otherwise complies with the provisions-of this section." 

The next proviso which is pari materia with the one I ~ave just put to 
the House might be moved so that both of them might be discussed together. 

Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar · Sikander Hyat Khan (Muham 
madan Land-holders): Sir, I want withyour permission to move a slightly 
altered proviso to what has been printed in the list. . . 

Mr. President e.Yes, the honourable member may move a new proviso· 
if he does not wish to move the· one of which he has already given notice. 

~. Kh. an Bahadur Captain Sardar. Sikander· Hyat Khan : . Sir, . I beg 
7 tomov~ · 

"That the following proviso be added to aub-eleuse (1) (a) of qla.use 3 :--, i 
' Provided that any creditor who regularly keeps his accounts according to a systelll, 

·of accountancy by double entry, maintaining at least a cash book, a day book. 
and ledger in which is recorded a separate account for each debtor, and" 
who otherwise complies with the provisions of #rls section, shall not be ·re,; 
qnired to record IIJ,ld maintain the additional account prescribed by this sub~ 
clause.' '' 

' Ezplanation.-Accountanoy by double entry means a mode of bookkeeping in 
which two entries of every transaction are posted to the ledger, one to the 
debit side of one account and the other to thfl credit side of another account, 
thereby keeping the ledger in perfect balance.' " 

I hope, Sir, that Mr. Gray will probably approve of this proviso and 
not press his own and will support mine. 

Mr. V. F. Gray: I withdraw my amendment in favour _of_the one pro-- 
posed by Captain Sikander Hyat Khan. .. 

The amendment (of Mr. Gray) was by leave with-drawn. - 
Mr. President: New proviso moved to-be. adopted-is__:. . 

" That to sub-clause (1) (a) of elense 3 the following proviso be added :;--· .. · 
' Provided that any ~reditor who regularly keeps bis accounts according to a. syst,em' 

of accountancy by" double entry, maintaining at lee.st aeash book, a day 
book' and ledger in which is recorded a separate-a.ccoui:lt for each debtor?. 
a.rid who otherwise complies with the provisions of this section, shall not be 
re,~nired to record and maintain the additional account preBl!_l'ibed by thia · · 
sub-clause,' · 

' Ezplanation.-,-Accountancy by double entry means w mode of bookkeeping in,., 
. which' two entries· of every transaction a.re post,ed t.o the ledger, one to-~ 

debit ·.side of an a.ooount ancl the other. to the credit side of another a.ccoup.t.,. 
· thereby keeping. ~e ledge~ m. perfect balance.'·" -. · _ 

Que~tion is,·that this proviso be ~akeii into eo'nsideratio~ 
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Motion was carried.- 
«, : I.ala -Kesh.o Ram, Sekhri : What does this explanation mean ?. Will 

ithe honourable mover kindly explain ? 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: We want that the proposer of this- amend 

~ent should kindly explain what he means. The words are " who other 
wiae .eomplies with the provisions of this section." Now the provisions of 
this section. include sub-clause (1) also and. the rules under this. sub-cJ.e:,use 
:may require a creditor to keep his accounts in Urdu only, arid therefore even 
if the creditor keeps his accounts according to the double entry · system in' 

.English if he does not comply with the provisions of this sub-clause which 
.reqnire him to keep his accounts in Urdu, does my honourable friend mean 
that he would have to comply with that rule also or will he be absolved from 
-eomplying with the provisions of that rule ? 

Mr. President: Will tbe honourable member for Mnhammsdaa Land 
:holders' constituency please explain the meaning of the new clause he wished 
-to be added to the Bill ? · 

Kh:iu Bahatlur Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan (Urdu) z · 
;Sir, as is clear from my amendment, I mean that double entries· of every 
transaction should be made in the ledger book, one to the credit side and -the 

-other to the .debit side, and thus the ledger -book may be ke-pt--m-pE)rfect 
balance, _ . . . . . · . ,. _. ·-~ • 

. : Lala,Kesho Ra~, Sekhri: -Sir, I wa~t to. ask a question. 

.: Mr. President : Please allow the· honourable speaker to proceed nn 
interrupted and criticise him later. 

: · : Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikander· HyatKhan :--. - Well, Sir• 
coming to the point, I submit that, unlike Mr. Gray, I "<lo not insist on the · 
keeping of accounts in the English system alone as I do. not -like to l:)ee the 

.-desi system of keeping accounts. replaced altogether. · I think : therefore · 
· that there should be no objection to my amendment being accepted, which - 
.aims at avoidiag confusion, in the matter. · 

Lala Kesho Ram, S,ekhri : Will he explain by taking a concrete ex· 
ample ? Suppose a man has taken a loan. Will you explain how you are 

.going to· make an entry ? Suppose the man has taken _a loan of Rs. 500 and . 
this entry· goes into the cash book. Then does this entry also go into the 
.ledger ? How are you going to keep it in perfect balance ? 

Rai Bahadur Lala Rattan Chand (Nominated, Non-offisial) (Urdu) r 
·sir, the Indian and the English systems of maintaining accounts are not 
-wholly identical. There is some difference between the two. For instance, 
we make credit entries on one side of the accounts book and debit entries 

· on the other and we strike the balance after totalling all the entries on both 
-sides. But in the English system of bookkeeping the balance is struck at 
-the end of every page of the accounts book. r therefore request that we 
-may be permitted to keep accounts according to the system to which we 
-are accustomed. Otherwise it is v'3ry probable that most people will ma.ke 
· a muddle of their accounts. · · · · ' ' · · 

it is a pity,· Si;, that, with the exception. of :Mr. Gray, there was no on~. 
'in the select. committee who could be .said' to possess a. si:rfficie:rit knowledg'' 
-of these systems.. No doubt tl:,i.ere, were_ so~~ la~ers m the committee, but; 

sM . '• 
1. '' 
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::[Rai Bahadnr Lala Rattan Chand.] . . . . ... , . .. . 
they a.re not fully conversant with our system; and th~refore could .imt be 
-expeeted to do full justice to our point of view. That is vvhy the select 

-eommittee has not been able to pay due attentioh to tills nia.tMr; I beg 
to submit, Sir, that if the new system of keeping accounts is thrust upon us; 

' I fear that it will greatly hamper the trade and commerce of the province. 

Similarly the introduction of a new language for keeping accounts will 
jprove detrimental to commercial interests. Just now an amendment 
was moved to ventilate this grievance, but ram sorry that it has been reject 
-ed. Sir, the ordinary traders cannot afford to employ accountants on 1,1,· 
:monthly salary of Rs. 100 or so, and for this reason I request the House not 
to insist upon a wholesale reversal of the old system of keeping accounts. In 
the end I wish to make an appeal to the offi(}ial members. They- have 

.11,Iways been supporters of just and true causes, but now it i~ thought that 
:.tMy are yielding to every demand of the majority, no matter whether it is 
just or unjust. I am a true well-wisher of the Government and in that 
,capacity I request the Government in its own interests· not to insist upon 
this· amendment and maintain their tradition of justice and impartiality 

·because otherwise the impression will gain ground that the Government· 
iis showing undue favour to the majority. 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : . I think the honour 
able member who has just spoken misunderstood 

'6 P.M. • the whole drift of this amendment This amend- 
::ment provides that anyone who keeps the double systenf of accounts gets 
an exemption and the members on the other side have been asking for an 

..exemption. 

. . Mr. S. L. Sale: I was also on the point of explaining that there has 
been some misunderstanding as to the. exact meaning of this amendment, 
I wish to associate myself .with the arguments advanced by the Honourable 
'Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh as to the misunderstanding that exists. There 
;is no compulsion to keep accounts in this form. The meaning is that if you 

. -ordinarily keep the accounts in this form, then you are exempt from the duty 
-of maintaining any additional account for the purposes of this Act. But 
at the same time you will not be exempt from the duty of furnishing the 
accounts. I think that point must be made clear because the clause says 

<, ... who otherwise complies with the provisions of this section." That means 
that the man who keeps the accounts on the double entry system is exempt 

'from maintaining and recording the accounts, but he will still be under an 
-obligation to send to the debtor a statement of the accounts in the form pre- 
-scribed by the Government. 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani : May I ask , the proposer of this amendment 
-whether he prescribes any language or script in which these accounts are 
·to be kept 'l If this amendment is accepted, then the result would be tba,t 
0proviso (i) to clause S (1) (b) would not come. Now it is optional £or him 
:to ~.eep the accounts in any script and, if you have the amendment in this 
imd:e'imite w,ay, you would be opening the door to many evasions of the .A.ct. 
'S!>'I w'c>u.ld have no objection, if the honourable Legal Reniembrancer agree!!~ 
to 11isei't tlie words "in any,continenta.l lahgri1tge." 
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May I understand that if the accounts are kept in the form given in 
the proviso now moved, they might be kept in any script ? 

Mr. S. L. Sale : No, 1;1,0. 
Mr. President: But if the new proviso is accepted, it shall certainly 

govern the proviso which is already in the Bill. 
· Mr. S. L Sale: :i:t is intended that this first proviso should in any ease 

apply so far as the language, script and numerals are concerned. 
· Mr. President: I .am afraid ~hat object will ~ot be 

I 

achieved if the· 
proviso already in the Bill remains as it is. 

Mr. S. L. Sale: May I draw your attention to the words 'who other-- 
wise complies with the provisions of this section • ? . 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : I submit that we do not hear a single 
word of the debate that is now going on because it is raining. I suggest. 
that the House may now adjourn. It is very difficult to follow the speeches. 
of other members owing to the heavy downpour of rain. 

Mr. H. M. Cowan: May I make a suggestion? If honourable members 
refrain}iom conducting private conversations while the speeches are going: 
on, they would be better able to hear. 

Mr. President: I have not been able to follow the.honourable mem·-. 
ber. · 

Dr. Gokul~Chand, Narang: Thil(is proof posittve of my contention •. 
Mr. President: My powe; of h~g-is perfect, but ·IJ cannot hear· 

the honourable member. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: On a point of order. We are not dis- 
cussing the question of language. 
' Shaikh Abdul Ghani: I am making a suggestion that if no language- 
or script is prescribed, then the proviso to clause (b) would have no effect.· 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : I just want to say that the amendment. 
moved by my friend Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan is a harmless one. There 
is no danger involved in this amendment. But I want to suggest the addi-' 
tion of just a word, the smallest perhaps· in the English language, barring· 
the indefinite article. There are many people who keep only one book 
which serves the purpose of a cash book and also of a· day, book. I would. 
therefore suggest that after the words " cash book " a bracket may be 
placed and the word " or " may be added and the bracket closed. . That 
is "cash book (or day book)." Those two books should be essential, 
a cash book and a ledger or a ledger and combined cash book and day 
book. 

-Mr. President: Will the honourable· member· give his amendment. 
~writing? 

I do not know what will be the position of the House as to the follow .. 
Ing proviso which is already in the Bill- · 

" The Local Cfovernment shall prescribe the forms, language, script and num(lra.ls in 
which the accounts required by .the provisions of this sub-section l!,re to be 
maintained and furnished." - 
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. ::- :,} .---- , ... ,.. -·-- .. ,l'C 

, .;lfr. H .. M. Cowm:i: I suggest that if members cease to hold private con 
versations in the Chamber they will be better able to hear the speeches. 
/_ - : Mr._J)r~ident': .n there is no whispering, it is possible that the- 
speeches. might be heard. · 

.'·'Dr.Gobi Chand, Narang: Sir, I beg to move that the words' a. 
cash book and ledger' in Captain Sikander Hyat Khan's amendment may 
be recast so as to read as follows: 'a ledger, a cash book or a day book." 
This is only to improve as far as _possible one part of the amendment. I 
m sending in another amendment so far as the explanation is ooneemed> · ; ~-- ·. '·" . . ._, . ' . ' . , . . . . .. 

r ··'Mr. President : L have got in writing the amendments of Dr. Gokul. 
Chand, Narang and Shaikh ,Abdul Ghani, but the other members of the 
House have not got them. Clause 8 is one of the most important 
~latises in the Bill, so it is very necessary that every member should have a, 
copy of the amendments before they are discussed. I therefore pro 
pose to adjourn the House so that the amendments may be printed and dis 
tributed to the honourable members before the Council meets to-morrow. 

The Council- accordingly adjourned till 2 P. M. on Friday, the ._18th,. 
December 1929. 
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THE PUNJAB REGULATION OF ACCOUNTS BILL. 
Clause 3. 

Sub-clause (1) (a). 
Mr, President : . The new clause, moved by Captain Sikander Hyat 

'Khan, was under consideration when the business of the Council was in· 
terrupted last evening. The Council will now resume discussion of . the 
clause. 
- Khan Bruiador Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: Sir, as there 
seema to be certain amount of confusion and misapprehension about this 
proviso, I had a talk with my honourable friend Mr. Gr_ay this morning. He 
suggested that it would meet his requirements and of other business men if 
.something similar to this proviso was included in the rules ; instead of 
.moving these new clauses, he and I both agreed to withdraw them. 

Mr. President: Mr. Gray has already withdrawn the new clause he 
bad moved. Does the honourable member wish to withdraw his ? 

Khm Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Yes, if 
Government is prepared to give an assurance on that point. 

Mr. President: A conditional withdrawal is no withdrawal. 
The Ho~ourable Mr. A. M. Stow· (Finance Member): Sir, I would 

like to say on behalf of Government that every consideration will be given 
in the framing of rules to the principle which underlies Mr. Gray's and 
-Oa.ptain Sikander Hyat· Khan's amendments to introduce a new clause. 

The motion was by leave withdrawn. 
Sub-clause (lJ (b). 

Dr. Golml Chand, Narang [North-West Towns (Non-Muha.mmdan) 
1Jrban]: Sir, on sub-clause (1) {b) of clause 8 I have an amendment of my 
.own and thet is- 

" That for sub-clause (1) (b) of els.use 3 the following be substitut.ed :~ 
" shall once in six months supply a copy of the account giving all the it.ems 

adva.nced a.nd received on a. reqwsition to that effect b~ received 
by regist.ered post from a borrower a.nd may debit the borrower 
with such amount for copying a.nd other charges as may be presorfl). 
ed. in this beha.If." 

THE Council met at the Council Chamber at 2 P.M. of the 
clock, Mr. President in the Chair. 

PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 
4m SESSION OF THE Bnn PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 
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[ Dr. Gokul Chand Narang. J 
Sir, this is what l consider to be one of the fundaroontal points in' the 

whole Bill. We have no idea, no wish at all of concealing from the borrower 
what he owes to the creditor.mor -what he has paid to the creditor, since the 
:first advance or advances. That purpose, however, may be served in two 
ways. Either by imposing a duty . on the creditor that every six months. 
he should send an account, a copy ofthe account to the borrower, or .that if a. 
borrower is . deslroua of knowing the statement of account with a certain 
't'.lteditor, he should approach the creditor and ask him to give him a copy-or 
the account. Now, as I take it, there is a great deal of difference between 
the two things. Even if we concede-that a creditor having been foolish 
to begin with in having parted with his hard earned money in the form of a, . 

. loan, should pay the penalty by bearing the 'burden of supplying the· 
borrower with a detailed account of all the. transactions that have occurred 
during the six 'months, even then r would submit that the method that has 

:been suggested in the new clause as it stands in the Bill is really uncalled for. 
It is an unworkable method. If the clause as printed in the Bill stands, do you 

, mean that twice in the .year every creditor will have to make a copy of the 
whole of his ledger and send it to the borrower? (Voices: No, no). With 

. greatest respect to the honourable the Financial Commissioner I would sub 
. mi.t -that it seems to be. a very simple and obvious matter. In the first six 
,months, from 1st of January to the end of June, he has to copy out the 
whole of his ledger in two months following the 80th June, which is the period 
allowed under the Bill. Then, again, he has to copy out the whole of his ledger 
from the 1st of July up to the 31st December and send the copies to the· 
various borrowers within. the next two months. T~ shaking of head will not 

- ~onvince me, unless the learned Financial Commissioner throws some light 
on the :tnatter in a speech which I would request him to make. The Bill. 
11,s it stands says that at the end of every six months he is to send to each. 
borrower a detailed statement of account. copying out every item from bis, 
ledger of the transactions which have taken place during the course of six 
months. . Then; again, he has to do the same thing. It is not as if when he 

.h!J.S sent it during the first he·need not send it during *e next six months. 
· He has to repeat the process every six months. Either the Financial Com 
:fuissioner has not understood the provision or I have not, and I shall be -very· 
grateftit if he could throw light on the matter and remove my misunderstan:d- 
ing or wrong impression if any. But to me, as the Bill stands it does not 
mean anything else. Twice a year he has to send a copy, a detailed copy of 
all the items. I repeat it to each of his borrowers. Now, take the case of a 
man who havpens to be a money-lender in a village. He is a money-lender· 
'.in: ·a s:tnall w~y lending Rs. 10 to a water-carrier, Rs. 5 to a barber, Rs. 5. 
"to· a. -0obbler, and so on. Bis borrowers number a hundred Qt two. huni:lr~d 
in the villages though the to~al of his investments does not exceed Rs l,000,. 
let us say. -He has to copy out 200 accounts ev_ety tfut months and it is not 

. that he l'la:s only to intimate his borrower that the l~ttet owes him Rs. 10 or· 
so~ but he has to say : on such and such a day you borrowed from me 2 

··~. in the form oftobaeoo, on suoh and such a day 8 annas on account of 
· salt, on such and such a day 4 annas on a;cc'ount of sugar. The sum total 
of the borrowings may be Rs. 10 but the items may be 40. Even if you take r 
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.. the ignorant, credulous rustic is met with far more fr'equentiy in.the a.tgwnents 6f' 
lea.med counsel tha.n in the realities of life. " 

These are the words from a judgment of Johnstone and Rattigan, JJ,, 
reported in 40 P.R. of 1906. I submit that if that was so in 1906, it should 
a j<Yrliori be so in the year of grace 192.9, · A quarter of a century has. 
surely added something to the knowledge and experience and intelligence of 
the people of this province, even of those living in the villages, and yet, this 
Bill presupposes, it assumes; it takes it for granted that every creditor is a 
fraud and a cheat and every borrower is a simpleton who is · to be told 

'.twice a year how much he owes and so much on account of tobacco and. 
so much on account of sugar and so on. , Why make this supposition ? 

Then, if there are people sa.y 5 or 10 per cent. who are so suspicious and 
want to know whether their accounts are in order, they can ask for a copy 

· of their accounts from the sahukar, from their creditor. Make it a crime if' 
the latter refuses a copy when it is asked for in the proper manner as pre· 

"seribed in the rules. Impose in such a. case a penalty on the s<ihukar and the· 
·object which the originators of this Bill have in view will be fulfilled. 

I will then submit that I am not the only indi'vidual who takes such a. 
view; There are many people in this province .who have held.this view .. 
In fact one of the honourable members of this House who is not present 

. here, I mean Dr., Sir Muhammad Iqbal, when I broached this subject 
to him at Simla when this Bill was introduoed said that that view seemed to, 
be perfectly reasonable; 

Mr. President: The honourable member will do well· not to quote 
or refer to any vetbal opinions, as theymight be denied or contradicted, 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narmg: Very well, Sir. In any case, I would 
refer to the opinion once held by the honourable member who is present her& 

· ~ardar Harbakhsh Singh. He said that nobody would care for these copi~; 
jf the borrowers were ignorant they would serve no useful purpose and that 

· therefore anyone who .wanted to know the state. of his accounts could . ask 
Jo:r a copy and that it should be provided that a oop.y should be given to him. 
That wa.s the opinion that thehoootu'able tn:eIIl:ber .e:ip_!essed to IIl:e ~ne day 

B2 . 

--these are the learned Judges' words-'- 

' ' 

the average at 20 or 80, taking it at 20, if he has 200 borrowers in the village~ 
'i;he items that he has to copy out every six months come to 4,000. And 
tlrls has-to be done twice a yeat;. Why, I a1ik the framers of the Bill?' 
'1>6 they suppose· that every borrower fooks upon· his creditor as a cheat ed 
as a liar or a forger, or is every borrower so ignorant that he is not able 
-to see whether the ten rupees that is .owed by him to a creditor is rightlt 
'owed or not or whether there has been any fraud in the transactions of 2-, S,. 
:o'i' 4 annas amounting in all to Rs. 10? · Why is it supposed that e'tety 
creditor is a knave and every borrower a fool ? As I pointed out in mt 
minute of dissent, as long ago as 1906 two Honourable Judges of the Chief 
·court, Johnstone and Rattigan, were pleased to point out in the course of$,. 
judgment which is reported in 40 P. R. of 1906-'-with your permission, I 
shall read what they say-'-' · · · 

" It has become fasbiona'ble with ~ cert.a.in oiil.ss of people to talk a.bout ' simplesinind•· 
ed za.minda.rs a.nd c11Illling bani ,ii ' but now-e.-da.ys ••••• " - 
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" A moneylender shall on a.ny rea.sona.ble demand in writing by the borrower, and on 
tender of a. i:ea.sona.ble sum for expenses, supply a. oopy of a.ny dooument relat 
ing to a. loan made by him or any seourity therefor to the borrower or, if the· 
borrower so.requfres, to any person speoifled in that behalf in the demand. 

" If a. moneylender to whom a. demand has been made under this seotion fa.ils with~ 
out rea.sona.ble exouse to oomply therewith within one month a.fter the demand 
ha.s been made. he sha.ll not, so long as the default continues, be · entitled to 
sue for or recover a.ny sum due under the contra.ct on account either of prinoipa.l , 
or interest, and intElrest sha.ll not be cha.rgea.ble in respect of the period of the 
default, and if such defa.ult is made or continued a.fter proceedings have ceased 
to lie in respect of the loan, the moneylender she.11 be lie,ble on summary con 
viction to a. fine not exceeding£ 5 for every day on whi?h the defa.ult continues:• 

A heavy penalty has been imposed, but the principle which I am sub· 
mitting has 'been embodied in this Act. Provision is made to give detailed 
Infonnation with respect "to- .. c. c , 

"th~ date upon which,the,loe.n'~a.s ~va.n~ei the ii.niount of the prinoipa.1 sum, the 
rate per cent per annum of the interest charged ; and the a.mount of any pay. 
ment a.Irea.dy received by the moneylender in respeot · of the loan and the da.te 
on which it we,s made ; and the a.mount of every sum due to the moneylender 
and the date upon whioh it beoa.m.e due, and the a.mount of interest accrued 
due and unpa.id in respect of every such sum; and the. a.mount of every sum not 
yet due which rema.ins outstanding. and the da.te upon which it will become 
due,'.' 

'There is thus a double provision : a copy of the accounts and a copy of the 
document of security deed; if itis 8, mortgage deed, the debtor is entitled 

- to have a copy and if a- copy of the security is not supplied, the penalty 
which I have read out would apply. If people who are ea:-hypothesi wiser. 
than ourselves and have far more experience considered this to be an ap 
propriate provision there is no reason why this· cumbersome method should 
be adopted here. I am fully conscious that tlris method does not imply ille 
gality. I do not require any argument in reply on this point. But it makes 

do certain things. Later on it says- 

" In respeot of every oontraot for the repayment of money lent by a moneylender 
whether made before or a.fter the oommencement of this Aot, the moneylender 
shall ..• , ..... 

{ Dr. Gokul Chand. Narang. ] - : 
just before we met at a meeting of the Select Committee on the Bill. · I do 
not know whether the honourable member has since changed his mind. 
(Sardar Harbakhsh Singh: I changed my opinion then and there.) Not 
then and there, I should think. Well, everyone has got the right to change 

. his opinion and the honourable member might have changed his opinion. 
That does not matter. We are all liable to change our opinions in the ligh~ 
of better experience. But, Sir, I have an· example in another Act, the 
framers of which are not likely to change their opinions very soon like some 
of my honourable friends here. The example that we have been following 
in this legislation is that of the English Moneylenders Act. And I may 
submit, Sir, that I had not read this Act, I had not been aware though it 
was an Act of 1927, I had not read it, when I sent this amendment. I sent 
my amendment because that seemed to me to be the most reasonable and I 
was delighted when I found that an exactly similar provision· but in more 
detail had been embodied in the English Moneylenders Act. For the inform 
ation of this honourable House, with your permission, I shall read section 
8 of that Act. · It reads : 
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the business of the creditor far more difficult. And here I may just refer 
to a remark which I was surprised to find in the opinion of the Honourable 
the Financial Commissioner, I mean Mr. Calvert, which has been circulated - 
for the information of honourable members. He has advanced a very curious 
proposition. I speak with all respeot.. Ha has stated that credit should be . 
restricted and should not be allowed to expand, an opinion which runs coun 
ter to the opinion of almost everybody whose opinion has been circulated 
for our information. Everybody has been crying that credit should not be 
restricted. We do not mean that people- should be invited, as some Jews 
in London do by handbills to entangle raw youths, and money lent · to 
them at exorbitant rates. of interest. I do not mean that we should en 
courage that. But ordinarily speaking, for the advancement of a country 
restriction of credit is fatal, and the suggestion could only come from a per 
son who wants that this country should always remain an agricultural country 
and should never develop, so that India should be the farmyard or the 
grain-producing country for England while England should continue to be 
an industrial country and should get her flour cheap. These zamindars if 
they had the sense enough to · understand, would realise that nothing could 
be more fatal to the country in which they want 56 per cent. of their rights. 
But unfortunately they are not sufficiently advanced in these matters to 
see through these things. · 

Chaudhri · Z~ah Khan : May I rise to submit that the expres- - 
sion 'if they had the sense enough to understand' is very objectionable. 
I object to it and whether you ask the honourable member to withdraw 
it or not is a different matter. 

Mr. President : Ordet, order. The honourable Dr. Narang should· 
not only discontinue speaking but should resume his seat so that the other 
honourable member may finish his say. . 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I did not mean to give way, Sir. I 
only wanted to hear what the honourable member was going to say. 

Mr~ President : That amounted to giving way, and I cannot allow-- 
two honourable members to stand at the same time. · 

Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan·: My submission was that the expression.. 
that certain honourable gentlemen had not the sense enough to see a parti- 
enlar point is an objectionable expression and the honourable member should. 
not have used it, particularly in view of the fact that you have on various 
occasions made an appeal to the House that expressions which are likely 
to cause irritation to any section of the House should not be employed. 

. Mr. President: I hope the honourable and learned doctor will bear 
this in mind. 

Dr. Golrul Chand, Narang: Sm, I was not referring to the class 
of people to which my honourable friend belongs, I was referring ·to those 
who sow, dig and delve and plough and who are sought to be kept in that. 
condition. I was referring to that elasa only. · My friend has not ploughed 
for half-an-hour, he is not growing seed-grains. I do not mean any disre 
spect to anyone. - I would apologise twenty times and I want to say that it 
I have offended anyone in this House or anybody outside this House then 
I am prepared to apologise a hundred . times beeause it is not. my nature to 
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f 'f>r .• · Gokal Chand Na.rang~ ] 
offend anyone consciously, I was disoussirig the remarks Bilade in the opi- ·. 
nions that have been circulated far our benefit . by the Honourable the •. 
Financial Commissioner. One thing that he said was about restricting '. 
-Ol'edit and the other is.. .. .. .. .. • .. . • • · 

· Mr. R Calvert: Where did I say so? 
P,-. Gq~'.Cb(lll~ N..-IPII( : .. Oh, .the honourable member wa,p,ts ~.e 

t9 point out t~e · p~c.e wl\ere p.e ~!!Jd t:bat. At. page S, last ··paragraph, n~ : 
·s~ys: 

'' What mm be understood is that.credit is an . evil, tha.t in India hl,d,e-bt~~ is 
to a. v.ery la.r.ge ~nj; a me.ttin, of. t h..e. q~t lli~.Q.ile.ble." 

·What else can 'it mean ; English is not my mother tongue of course, bu.& 
what little I have learned at school enables me to say that this is what it 
moons. Credit is an evil. Now, Sir, the other thing that I was submitting 
is that he said that the State is J:!Ot bound to help. people. 

.· Mr. Pr~sid~~t: Will t}:ie honourable member please spaO:k to the. 
new clause he ha~ risen to move ? : · ··· 

. 1lr. <;.~~ Ch~«!, ~ar~ : I only wanted· to say that what I e.i;n 
discussing has a bearing, 'an important bearing, on my amendment. Tl:!e 
opinions that have been expressed are that creditors should not be helped 
it they do not comply with the law made by the State. No doubt so far 
as the technical aspect ol. this proposition is concerned it is all right t4at 
anybody who wants State help_ must comply· with the rules and regulations 
made by the State, but a member of the State has a right to discuss this 
prevision and it is for that reason that I have im>ved this amendment. . The 
cl_a:use as it stands or the ~endment that Captain Sikat!der Hyat Khan·: 
has moved imposes an unduly hard duty on a creditor aad in order to aV'.-Oidl 
too hard a duty being imposed on a creditor my amendment should be 
accepted 'and . this clause should be aubstituted for· that. That is what I 
'8,lJl submitting and it was in connection with that that I was ref erring to the 
·opinion of. the Finanoie.I Commissioner, My submission is that the amend 
ment that I have proposed would meet the requirements of the case. Up 
to this time there is nu doubt there is this practice that whenever a borrower 
wa,ntg · a oopyi of bis account from. his Ol'editor ha. is as a rule supplied wjtb 
that copy, but there is no .law whioh lays do.wn expressly that such: a. di;i..ty, 
is imposed upon the creditor. He may refnse:it 'Yithoui; incurring any pe~J.,. 
-ty. Therefore I want· that a law should be. made so that this duty· should 
'be imposed by a statute on a creditor to supply a copy to his borrower 
whenever he wants one once in sjx months, at least once in six months, and 
ifl1e :fails to. comply with it 'thijti impdse a penalty on him, but do not impOEJ0 , 
an unnecessarily hard duty upon him. Hundreds of borrowers require no 

-copies of aeeounts and ~herefo~e a ~ditor shonld not he force~ .to supply 
copies to a,nyone who does not reqmre, ooy copy, and the proV1S1on of tha 
English law · should be followed. Yesterday '; ui.y hononsable . fri&nd Ph; 
Sa;hib, for whom !have g~ui.M respect was pleased to say that the banks 

·supply :Qiemora.nda :free. of. cost. . B-u-t Pir Sahib for the. moment forgot tha,t_ 
tlie ban1@ never: send' a copy of t\e.. aooomits um.ass a copy .of the aooonnt_s 
is asked for and . then tf,J.ey charge. The.y . only send tile bala,n.ce, th.a.ii: 
so mo.eh is due from f-Oua and- so much is, due. to yott, er~t bala.nc.e oj sub.:: 
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•! Trui.Hor c1a.uee s c1J fbJ thif 1o110~-tie subatitutecf. ~~e1,. :.;.. . _ _ .. 
"(b) furnish ea.oh debt.or every six months"with a. _Ik$ibfe ·siat.ement of aoco~t .c 

': . =t~lde~t·~~ i:r~arL:v°i,f}:!~t:r},1:;~1:ft4~,t:t: 
· _. . .. · of Decem:be:r ~ lltli P .. ,i4 in ~ )'ear; . ...i'hie mwDlllDt of a.oo.ouilt shall 

Xhan Bahadnr Captafn Sardai Sayad · Muhammad Husain. _ 
Sikander Hyat Khan. Khan Bahsdnr Maiili Mu:lui.m- 

1\fian Ahm1;1,d Yar Kha;n~ Daul- mad Amin Khan. . 
·. tana, .· . .• Khan Behadus . Chaudhri Faz! 

'Sayad Mlibarik Ali Shah. Ali. . 
Xhan Sahib. Khan Muhammad Kh~n Ba.had~ Milµ). }Iµh~µiqi~\l 

Sai:fuH.ah Khan. . . . . .. . . Haya.t, Qµresltl. . 
-Jlatilvi Sir Rahim Bakhsh. Shaikh. AbauI Ghani. .. . . . . _ 
:·Malik N'a.wab Majol' Talib ¥ehdi, Ohandhri Muhammad Abdul.B,a~-- _ ..._: 

Rha.n: ·. - -- Jij,ar:t·J{han. , -_ 
·Ohandhri DuliOhand.- Chaudhri Afzal ~q. - • ~ .. 

·Fir. Akbar:,Ali. Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq. · ·· 
: CJ!!!i'1dwi A.Ii A~@d; _ . . . . Sa.rdaii :ijarbakhsh Singh. 

~---: n.,~ Qg~~ Capt~D . Sard~ Silwide~-: .~;~i. I(hq ; .. ~.~i2 
:3 P.M, beg to move- 

No]llB: }8. 

The Council divided : Ayes 15, Noes 18. 

A'YEB : 15~ - 
Na:i:endra La.la Jotj l.'1J.rsha~, 

Lala.-Kesb9 :a.aw, S~ltmi~ .. 
Lal~ Bogh ~j.. · • 
Bai Bahadnr · Lala Dha.npat Riy.~ 
Mr. Y. F. Gray. 
Sarclar Bishan Singh. 
Sardar Mohindar Singh. 
Mr: E. Maya Das. 

'Diwan Bahadnr Raja 
· Nath. 
1)r. Goknl Chand, Nara.ng . 
'Mr. Labh Singh. 
ltai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram. 
"Pandit Nanak Ohand. . . 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri. 
l!@.la Gopat Das. 

-and such a. date is so mneh, 01' 8oth June it w~'lm m,q.ch·<lebit lmla.ncf- oi :: 
ilo J:P.~qh Qf~!Ut bl!rl~oe, · and on 31st December so· much.· was credit balance 
oi- so m110h debit balanoe. WW . Fir 81J,Ji.ib be gg~t@t with this ? I might 
~t ht\ve ~()V~.<l :i:qy ~m,~dw,e:qt ij tha~ wete the pr()vimo;n bnt what the Pir 
·SiiJMb w~ts is this : that eveey item abo-g.t gu,r1 ~ and salt should be 
fuolud~ in t:h.~t list, That ~ dertanµy en,9?rnQ~ . ~P:4 i.t kB not necessary 
tl!at this obligation should be imposed · upon t}J.e ~:r~tqr~ With tJle!!e re 
marks; Sir, I would commend this ~mendment of mine tq t~~ ,wl?~f l,\P.<l. m1-· 
1biased consideration of this House. -- 

Mr. freside,;it : Th~ :Il,eW cla~ moved is~ _ 
", shall once in six montlis l!t1pply a. copy of the 11,0count gi;yij1g aiJ t4e items advanced 

and received on a. re.quieition ~o that effect lieinl r~v~ by registered Jl?Bt 
from a. borrower and m11,y debit the bo;rrower wi\h eu°'1 a.JJJ.ount for oopymg 
a.nd other charqee as ma.y be prescribed in_ this be~. n 

Question is tlmt this new Ola.U$e be ta.ken iti,t9 ~cm~e~tion. 



[K. B, Capt. Sardar Sikander Hyat Kb.an.] . , 
. inolude·a]Hra.nsa.otions relating to the loan entered into during the six · 

months to which the statement relates, and sha.11 be sent in such manner 
and in such form and containmg such details as the local Governmenfi 

·may· prescribe on or before the· 31st day of August or .15th BkadO'II, in the 
case of any balance outstanding on the 3oth day of June or 15th Har and: . 
on or before the 28th· day of February or 15th Phagan, .in the case of . ~ 
any balance outsta.nding m. the 31st day of December or 15th Pob," //' 

Mr. President: Question is that the following new snb-clau se b&. 
taken into consideration :- • ,1 

I 
"(b) furnish ea.oh debtor every eix months with a legible statement of aecoun 

signed by the creditor of. any balance or amount that ma.y be outstanding 
against such debtor on the 30th day of June or 15th Har and the 31st day 
of December or 15th Pok in ea.oh year. This statement of account shall 
Include all. transactions re1atip.g to the loan entered into during the eix 
months to which the statement relates,. and shall be sent in such manner 
and in such form and containing such details as. the local Government may 
prescribe on or before the 31st day of August or 15th Rltad()'II, in the case 
of any: balance ontstanding on tli.11 3oth day of June or 15th Har and on or 
before the 28th dii,y of February or 15th Phagan, in the case of any balance 
outstanding on the 31st day of. December or 15th Pok. " . j 

Motion was carried. 
Mr. E. Maya Das : Sir, I beg to say a few words in connection with 

this new sub-clause. This new sub-clause makes it obligatory on the: part 
of a debtor to receive a statementof account which he would probably re 
ceive under a registered cover. · But it is conceivable that the circumstances. 
of a. debtor may be such that he :tnay not like his transactions to be made- 
public. · · · .. . · : , 

Mr. Presldent i That point has been discussed already by several 
members of this Rouse. · 

Mr. E. Maya Das : I wap.t to say that it should not be obligatory 
on the part of a debtor to receive such a statement of account if he does not 
so wish it. There must be some provision by which it must be possible 
for him to say that he does not wish a statement of his account to be sent 
to him. every $X months. 

Mr. President: The honourable member will not please repeat th~ 
arguments· which were advanced more than once by some other honourable· 
members. 

:Mr; E. Maya Das: For this reason I oppose the new sub-clause .. 
Mr. Labh Singh : Sir, I have got two amendments- and I should like 

to move them now if you will permit me to do sq. The first amendment 
is ''that in sub-clause (1) (b) of clause 8, first line, after the word '. debtor' 
the words ' at his cost ' be added." The second amendment is " that a.fter 
the word 'debtor' the words 'on his requisition in writing' be added." 

Mr. President: Tbe principle underlying the honourable . member!.s: 
two amendments has already been discussed and rejected by the Honse on 
consideration of Dr, Gokul Chand's amendment. I therefore· rule . the· 
amendments out of order. 

Mr. Labh Singh: I shall explain that my amendments are in order- 
if you will permit me to do so. . _ ..... ,, ·.• 

:-,--.Mr. Pr~ident: I have ruled t4at these amendments a.re out of order. 
~.\:Mr. Labh Singh.: You have given a; ruling without hearing me. 
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Mr. President: I was not bound to hear the honourable member. 
Having given my decision th{i>t the amendments are out of order I am not- 
going back upon it. . 

Pandit Nanak Chand: Sir, the new clause which has just been pro 
posed to be added by Captain Sikander Hyat Khan puts the greatest hard· 
ship on the creditor. He must understand that according to this clause a 
creditor has to send ·every six months an account to the borrower, whether 
he asks for it or not. Dr .. Gokul Chand in great detail explained the hard 
ship. I want to place before the House one fact and that is, that it must be 
realised that the original father of this Bill, Mir Maqbool Mahmood, when he 
first brought this Bill in 1~24 had a clause similar to the one which was pro 
posed by Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang, in the present case though that proposal 
has been ruled out of order by you. The clause I refer to was as follows :- 

" A moneylender, as defined by this .Aot shall on reasonable request and on tender of 
a reaeonable sum as fixed by the local Government for expenses, furnish the 
borrower with a copy of any document relating to the loan or to any security 
therefor." (Punjab Debates, Volume IX-B, page 1263.) 

This is the passage which was quoted by Mr. Owen Boberts at that time 
in his speech. That, I submit, was ii. very reasonable provision. It would 
not have been so harsh or hard as the provision which has just now been 
moved by my gallant friend Captain Sikander Hyat Khan. Besides, while· 
it will create hardship in the ease of the creditors, . it will not create eorre 
spending benefit to the borrowers, because an illiterate borrower will not 
understand the statement of account and he .may probably throw it into 
the waste paper basket. It may be asked, what should the borrower do ? 

· I say that it is open to a borrower at all times to ask a creditor to send him· 
a .. copy of his account. If a request is made and if it is not complied with 
by the creditor, the court will always draw an inference hostile to the credit· 
or. I therefore submit that the House should not accept the new clause 
moved by the gallant Captain. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri [Lahore City, Non-Muhammadan (Urban)]: 
Sir, in the list qf amendments to the bill there is an amendment intended to 
be moved by a member of the Government that for clause 8 (1) (-b) the follow· 
ing be substituted, namely-« 

u(b) furnish each debtor every six months with a legible .statement of account of anh 
balance or a.mount that may be outstanding against such debtor on 'the 3ot 
day of June or 15th Har and the 31st day of December or 15th.Pok in each year• 
This statement of account shall include all tra.nsa.ctions relating to the loan 
entered into during the six months . to whioh. the statement relates, and shall 
be-furnished in such manner and in such form and containing suoh details as. 
the local Government may prescribe so as to reach the debtor on or before the 
31st day of August or 15th Bluulon in the case of any balance outstanding on 
the 30th day of June or 15th Har and on or before the 28th day of February 
or .15th Phagan in the case of a.ny balance outstanding on the 31st day of Decem 
ber or 15th Pok." 

I do not know what has been the fate of that amendment, whether the 
. Government intends to move that amendment or not. 

Mr. President: It was called, but the Honourable Legal Bemem- 
branoer did not move it. · · · 

Lala Mukand Lal Puri : Now, Sir, the amendment moved by my 
honourable friend Captain Sikander Hyat Khan is worse than the amendment 
which was proposed to be moved by a Government member. I fail to see why- 
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•• sh~ll be f1.trnished in such:m~ and in aueh form.and containing euoh details as 
t~e toca,iGovernmeni. niay. pjeeoribe so e.s ·to res.oh the debtor on or before the 
31st day of• A1lgllllt- ..... -'; •• ·~ . - . 

4'·So. as to' reach" the debtot ·: t]:ii_f{ w~a · the difficulty w~cb th,e:· honourable 
members of this Honse felt. It.was no doubt a difficulty, because how can 
a creditor ensure that the accounts will reach the debtor on or before that 
date? With a "\tiewto :meet ·the wishes. of some of the honourable members 
of this House this draft; this new: .drafti,. was brought forward in order ~ t0 · 
have a clause which will be a!'~pt~ple, to ~u bopo,u'abJe i;nem.b,e;rs of the 
Rouse and will gjve sufficient protection to the debtor, . -. . _ 

Now, Sir, there was a~ obje!.}tio11 ·~ais~d by Dr, Nata-u:g to the e;ffeet that 
UAdet thia law. the creqi,to;. :wm., be bo@d.to lilt1p.ply copielil oL the wh.qle..· 
lQq~r to -the de~t,0;1ss.~ .:.You will.~ t~t ~ .the !}18.!lse. ~~ Jt ~merg~d ~QPi, 

{I.I. )~11-lt?i{lQ ~al J?urlt] ,. ' '• . ' . . 
Qqve~ept iw®pted or!_ j.nteJ,l.Q. t{l a;OQ~pl th.e ,.amendment which· Captain· 
'Sikander Hyat Khan has moved. The amendment of '.Captain; Sikanq:er . 
'Hyat !\h.1µ1 creates Uilllecessary: difficulties for the credito:i:s, and. it does not 
,serve any useflll purpose . to the debto,:s, , 'TJ:i~ four word~ wbi~J:,. have b~,:i. 
added at one place in the amendment .of Captain Sikande,r Jityat , !{pan are, - 
"''.signed by t}le.·cr.ed,itor.'; Is it necessary that an illitflrate c~~itor sbo:iad, 
.sigp. it hiniself ot would not the signatwe o~ his clerk do, would nQt the slml.a.;.~ 
tm,-e of :his brother do, would not tµe signatµre ~ .his muniJm Q.Q,. or is it ne~M' 
.s~:cy .· th0it in El!l,cb and every ca~ it s,l;iould be signed by tb.e'. creditor himselt ? 
Supposing t~EJre · ar4;1 more creditors than one, should it' )e · signed 
by' all the creditors'} WeU~ I fail'to see what object the proposer of~~ 
amendment has in. mind in creating t})is unnecessary hardship and trouble .. 
-exeept to find a. loophole 'for a cunning debtor, who may put forward a: 
plea that he never received a copy of the statement of account signed by tlie 
creditor but by his rrvunim and that the court should not allow him any 
interest. The signature by the creditor is not at all necessary if the state- 
1q,ent of account is sent to hiµi. under a registered cover iil a regular and 

, prescribed form and in .a.manner which is prescribed by legislation. All the 
.attempts that aI?e now being made hy the party which is represented by 
Captain Sikan.de:r Hyat Kha.n are no attempts to improve the Bill, but to 
make it worse, not in the interest .of the debtors, but to create diffioulties - 
~ the way Qt hC>11est ~reditors. We 011 this side of the House are SU!'Prised 
to see why the Government. have not moved that amendment which might 
nave been acceptable to a large section of this House. . The existing amend 
Jl!eilt instead of improving the Bill is designed. to create unnecessary restrie- . 
tio,ns. · · ~ 

· The Honourable Malik Firoz ·Kh•, No()D. (Minister for .. Local .Self- · 
Government) : Sir, I just wish- to point -out- to· :iny honourable friend from · 
Lahore that very likely he is coming after putting forward very lengthy 
arguments in some very intricate eese, and probably he has not had time 
to see and study 'the amendments carefully. The amendment of my h,ono~ .. 
able friend Captain Sikander Hyat. Khan has been drafted. to meet the 
wishes of most of those honourable members who are sitting on those ben~b~··• 
I will just point out to him how the new amendment is. an improvement on 
the old draft amendment by Mr~ Sale. .• If the honourable member will very 
Jrindly read Mr~ Bale's-amendment, he.will see that that amendment said: . .. : . . ... ··-· . . . 



" • ei.,~t;or • means, a .person who in th«il regular course ,:if bualness advances <: a loan 
itsde:fined in this Act a.nd~shail ifrelude, subject to the provisions of section 3, 
the, legal represel!,tatives 1131cl thl) successor-in-interest whether by inheritance, 
aBSignment or otherwi,e ofc ~he ~on: who advanced the loan. " . . _ 

· I.,,14:1, K~ho R,m,.1 Selwi ~ Ther~. is already 1,1,n · exception in the ca~, 
-of minors and widows. . . . . , · . - 

.· Mr~ fr~ident : The ~reditpr ~ay, beold, blind, illiterate, or min?rt so 
there ought to be a provision to, the e:ffeet tl:!:.11t an acqount may be signed 
eft~~,: by the creditor or by someone duly ~thori!!ed on his behalf ; ot~er· ,i~e, I 9;19 afre.id, the law sh!),J._l :remain defecti~e. . . . · · · : ". 

, ~ 1)@ ff~~9~:f~bl~ ~ f~q~ ~,: Nqqp : So Jar as l 9.aif/ 
~0i $1,f~ t~ sµgiest1.o;J! that you. have so. ltiI!dJy ••• ; ... , . . . . .. , 

! ·Mi!~ Presld'ent: I l h.11ve IP,ide Jl,O §ugg~s,twn. - Th?,i. ii ~<>t JllY bµsi~i,~~: 
1Jiav.a OJlly p.ofut~_Q.ut .~ dCi1if3<lt: ~Jh, olMts~ ~sj§ -~~Am!~,: _ 

t~ ~Ject CQn:>roittee, ~hat point, which Dr, Namng has· had in his mind, 
had not cleared up. lf you will kindly reag. the amembxwnt now put in. by· 
C!tptain aikp,nd~r Ry&t Khen, it reads tl:l.gs : 

~ shall Inelude 11,U ti-ans.actions relating to tl;i,e I~ entere!l- into dutuig the six months- 
to w~ch the ,Stil,tem.ent reh!,w,. " , - , : " · .. 

with the J:"e~ult that this new elsuse t};la.t Captain Sika.nder Hyat Kh~ ·· 
:h.ais put m pms the creditor down to send copies of the account as it. has he.en 
bro~_g,bt into existence during the six moµths for whi€lh the account is sent. 
N'ow the €lla-gse as ~t emerged from the- .Select Committee did not have this 
ptovision which now Captain Sikander Hyat Khan has put in in order to 
'Jl).eet the wishes of the honourable members. The clause as it emerged from 
the Select Committee reads : 

" if on the thirtieth day of June or on th~ thirty-first day of December in any Yilll\r, 
any balance or amount is due to him from a person on account of a loan, send 
to such person before the thirty.first day of .Attgust or the twenty-eigth da.y of 

· Fe~ary nezj; following a, legible 11t11,tement of account including an account of 
all transactioll;!I, if any, relating to the Iosa dµr;ing the next preceQing six months_ 
in such manner and in such form and containing such details as the loce.l Go 
vernment may prescribe. " 

· I mean to say that the words of the original clause as it emerged from · 
the Select Committee are more or less the same and the amendment of Cap-· 
-tain Sikander Hyai Khan isan improvement on the original draft and should · 
'be acceptable. . 

· Now, Sir, there is one point further, which my honourable friend ~om 
~ab.ore }la!! touched. He says, " why should we force the man to sign. 
the account himself and why not his agent be allowed to do it ?" I do not 
think this point really requires much clearing up, because if a man can autho- .· 
.zise }µs a~ent to sell his property, his motorcar, his ho rse, certainly he can 
-autJ:iorise him to sign every account on his behalf. He will be his duly 
.a~tho;ris~d agent._ There ~ be no difficulty .in dt>ll;lg -so on pehalf of ~s~ 
.P,rincipal. . . . : . · . · ~ 

- L_.~ MIJk~d Lal, PJJ.ri :. .Can a . mu/f!,im also sign th!i accounts a!lc( 
'w:ill hi~ eigpature be considered enough ? . ·· - . - .. 

Th~ lf.QiiQurable Malik fir9i iUJa.Jl, ~cm : . If ~ th~, ho~our~j~~~ ~ 
meml>!31 will very kir,uily. refc:lr to tp,e depnjtion o:f the word creditor 1t 
'reeds as follows : 



The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Nooni: There seems no objec 
tion to putting in the words II duly authorised. " ' 

Pandit Nanak Chand [Hoshiarpur (Non-Muhammadan) Rural] I 
I want to submit one word, Sir, with regard to the words 11· duly authoris 
ed. " " Duly authorised " means that there should be a. power of attorney for 
each and every statement of account. One should go to the Registrar or 
to some competent authority to get the power of attorney executed. · The, 
honourable and learned Legal Remembrancer did not realise how difficult 
it is to get power of attorney for each and every statement; There should'. 
be a power of attorney put in a regular manner as prescribed in the Civil· 
Procedure Code. Therefore one will have to go to a Registrar or a Notary 
Public. Why do you not put the word muninn or clerk or any other person 
on his behalf ? That would be quite sufficient. 

Sayad Muh~ad Husain :· I beg to mov~ 
" That in the new sub-clause under consideration after the word ' creditor' in line 2, 

the words ' or his duly authorised agent ' be added." 
Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri : May I ask the honourable member what 

significance he attaches to the two words " duly " and " authorised "? 
Will not the word "agent" alone do, leaving it for the court to decide whether 
the man who sends the account was the agent or not ? In this country a 
considerable amount of business is transacted by persons as . agents who· 
have never been appointed as such in writing. -Therefore it is wholly un 
necessary to expect that for this simple matter some kind of writing should 
come into existence before a person would be entitled to send a. copy of the 
six-monthly accounts. I therefore think that the word •' agent " will be 
enough. · . 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani: Sir, the words " duly authorised agent'' form 
a legal term and the learned member who comes .. from Amritsar knows fully 
well its meaning and signifieenee, I do not· think he· stands in need of· any 
explanation. (lnfmruptwn.) Sir, the spirit in which these objections are 
raised is· just an index of what we observe whenever a member on this side 
of the House tries either to give a reply to the objections raised or tries to· 
meet the arguments advanced. I should say, Sir, that" it is becoming a real 
grievance on this side of the House that there is too much unjustified.: 
interruption. 

Mr. President : The honourable member should not be interrupted. 
· Shaikh Abdul Ghani: -Personally i, I would not mind, but for the 

dignity of the House there is a way in which the debates should be eonduet" 
~- (A voice: Leave it to the Chair.) I am not casting any reflexion, Sir'" 
but merely making a statement to you. · · · - · 

I was saying that the three words '' duly authorised agent" constitute, 
a.legal expression which we fully understand. We know the meaning given. 
to the term in law and in ordinary parlance. ,, Duly " we understand to 
mean according to thel aw of the country. · " Authorised " implies the giving 
of authority and tha.t authority must be cinder the law. All the three words 
a.re quite clear and definite to anyone, to any lawyer who has got anything-· 
to do with things technical. . So the term duly authorised n;gent means an 
agent who has been authorised by the principal to aot for him in one of the- 
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forms that are recognised legally, that are permissible in law. This might 
put the creditor to a certain amount of trouble, but after all, he has to thank 
his supporters and sympathisers on the point because it is at the suggestion 
on the. other side that we areforced to introduce these technicalities to over 
come the technical objection. The provision as it originally stood was 
perfectly right, but when this objection has come before the House in a. tech 
nical form, if you really want to be definite and thorough on the point you 
cannot but have the expression '' duly authorised agent." If that causes 
~rouble. and expense to the creditor, he should thank his supporters occupy· 
mg the benches opposite in .this Council. 

Mr. Labh Singh : I wish to move, Sir, that after the word "creditor" 
. the words ' or by someone on his behalf ' be added. That seems to me the 
simplest way which would cover the needs of the case. If the words "re 
cognised or authorised agent" or some other legal phraseology is introduced 
it would make the provision very cumbrous and would create diffleultiea 
in addition to the fact that the process would be very expensive and all the 
expenses will have to be borne ultimately by the debtor.. Are we to under 
'8t~nd ·,that in each particular case of an account being sent to. the debtor 
a particular power of attorney is to be executed and will that power be. opera 
tive in one district or throughout the province ? Will· the power, again, 
have to be- executed every time that the debtor: has to be. furnished an 
account ? To order to overcllme all these difficulties I would suggest that 
the simple formula which I have proposed be adopted which means that 
.a copy of an account may be sent either by the creditor or by some one else 
on his behalf, which means, on requisition. That will create no difficulty 
and will be perfectly adequate. The word "agent" provided it is unqualified 
would serve the same purpose. 

Mr. V. F. Gray: Sir, I would like to propose the words "or his agent'' 
be inserted after the word "creditor." I listened to the speech made. by the 
.honourablo member, Shaikh Abdul Ghani, and his speech definitely causes 
me to think that if you use the word "recoognised" you are imposing a 
great deal of hardship on the creditor. The honourable member .has said 
that that has been brought about by gentlemen on the other side of the 
House. His speech to my mind emphasises the great danger ·of inserting . 
the words "duly authorised." It is very unfair that we should impose such 
an additional burden on the poor .villsge . moneylenders. The illiterate 
moneylenders in addition to getting their accounts copied out must 
procure a power of attorney with all its attendant troubles. .A.nd coming 
to the case of big firms, we cannot expect the principal to be signing all the 

. · -eopiss personally. These statements or invoices are generally stamped 
-with the stamp of the firm and the agent of the firm must be allowed to sign 
·them. The statements ·themselves, after all, are not going to be accepted 
,as conclusive proof. It is provided in the Bill that because a statement was 

-sent it should not necessarily be presumed to be correct. In these oiroum 
st.ances, I think it would be extremely unfair if we. are to make a power of 

·-attorney necessary ; the plain signature by the moneylender or his agent · 
should suffiee. With these words, I move my amendment. 

Mr. President: The amendment of Mr. Labh Singh is- 
" Tha.t after the word '' oreditor ' the words ' or by someone on his behalf ' be ini 

serted." 
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t;) Tm:. President·:J 
· The amendment of Mi'. Gray is:- 

" That after the word ' creditor·• the wotds ' or bi!IB.gent I be Inserted." 
Both these amendments may be disoussad together. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Rattan Chand (Non-officfal, Nominated) (Urdu) i 

, Sir, it is a point on which commercial men can express definite and sound 
· opinion and the amendment of Mr. Gray, who is a leading commercial man, 
, wil1 meet the situation. Sir, you know that banks and other firms send 
statements of accounts almost every day and those to whom such statements 
are sent have never cared to enquire who has signed those statements. As 
f81' as I am aware in almost all cases 'agents sign for their principals and it 
would be unwise to make it obligatory for the principals to sign every state 
ment themselves. This is a very simple matter and it should: not be made 

. complicated by providing too many legal restrictions. As I have said th~ 
·. amendment of Mr. Gray will meet the case all right and it should be 
'accepted. 

Mr. S. L. Sale: .I think there is a good deal of misconception in tµe 
minds of many honourable members as to theimplieationa of the word''agentt 
in respect of his principal. The. law of principal. and agent is contained in 
the Contract Act. It is there laid. down that ail. agent may do anything for 
his principal for which he ls duly authorised There is no need for the pur 
pose of this Act to have the words 'duly authorised' at all. In fact, I would 
go further. I am prepared to say that there is no need for the purpose of 

. this Act to have the words ' or any agent ' at all. If the Act requires that 
. accounts are to be sent by the creditor, that would include the competency 
of an agent to sign on the prineipal's 'behalf under the ordinary law of agen~y 

. as contained in the Contract Act. But as there seems to be some doubt in 
· the minds of many honourable members about the relation of an agent to 

his principal in that respect, there is no objection whatsoever from the legal 
point of view to puttlng in the words ' or his agent.' I consider that Mr. 
Gray's amendment is one that should be accepted by the House ; in other 
words, '' that there should be added aftet " the creditor " the words 
" or by his agent. " 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : I(ow then do you meet the case of a 
minor? He cannot appoint ~ agent. 

Pir Akbar Ali: How can anybody sign on behalf of a minor? 
Mr. S. L. Sale : It is correct that the appointment of an agent does not 

require any authority in writing. An a.gent may be appointed verbally. · I 
read from the Contract Act, section 187. "An authority is said to be expres 
sed when it is given by Words spoken· or written." It is perfect•y correct 

!that a. minor may not employ an· agent. The law says that any person 
who is above the age of mino:rity and is of sound mind may employ an agent, 
but it· should be remembered that a minor cannot enter into a contract at 
all. I think the definition that we have given to the word ~·creditor" implied 
ly excludes the case of a minor altogether. In order to come under the pro· 
visions of this Act, a minor .if he becomes a "ereditoa " mu.st have a. guardian. 
Here is the definition of the word "creditor."~'Oreditor,tmeans a person who 

, .j.n _the regular course of business advances a loan as defined in this Act. A 
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minor being under a legal disability cannot in the regular course ot his busi 
. ness advance a loan at all. If a creditor is a- minor he cannot enter into _a. 
contract and he cannot advance a. loan at all. I think therefore the amend 

- ine-nt as suggested by Mr. Gray would cover all possible cases under this Act 
that may conceivably arise. I therefore do not think that it is necessary· 

· to have these words but there is no legal objection. 
~ ;Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : My object. 

- will be served if I am assured that when the statement comes into the court 
the minor will not deny it. My object is to bind-the creditor down and not. 
to allow him to say that_ it was not his statement. . 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I just wanted to say a few words. I 
think that this provision bristles with difficulties. The honourable Legal 
Remembrancer, with due deference to him, has not been able to clear up the 
difficulties at all. Take the case of a minor. A minor cannot appoint an 
agent and he, let us suppose, cannot sign at all .•.... , , • 

Pir Akbar Ali: He cannot enter into any contract. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Very well. Let us say that he cannot· 

enter into any contract. Let us accept this proposition fo:r the sake of argu 
ment, as it comes from a practising lawyer, for the moment. A creditor dies. 
and leaves a son, a minor, and when the time comes he has to sign accounts 
under this clause. Now what is to happen? Is the account to go un 
signed ? This amendment does not say it is to go 'unsigned. It is to be· 
signed by him. He is a child of 4 or 5 years, he cannot sign, and an antho 
rised agent cannot sign because there can be no authorised agent, for, a minor· 
cannot give power of attorney. He cannot have any agent at all. These points. 
have not been made clear by the Legal Remembrancer. He thought that, 
as a minor cannot enter into a contract it would suffice to meet the case, which. 
it does not in the illustration that I have quoted. · What is then to happen ? 
Some gerlt#Jma.11 suggested the appointment ofa guardian. What will happen? 
The law does not make it obligatory for every minor to- have a guardian. 
Even when the matter comes . to the court of the District - Judge, or to any 
court of" a Senior Sub-Judge exercising the power of the District 
Judge, the court is not bound to appoint a guardian for every minor even 
if an application has been made. It is a matter of discretion. The court 
is to see whether a guardian should or should not be appointed. And is. 
anybody under the obligation to put in an application? There· are thousands 
of minors who have no guardians, But as a matter of fact up to the age of 
15, long before they reach the age of 15, between 12 and 15, they are carrying: 
.on some business which their fathers have· left them. That business goes 
on, where honest people exist, satisfactorily, When this application is 
allowed I do not find how this amendment provides any solution. If you say 
it will authorise an agent to sign it does n@t meet the case of a minor, illiterate 
minor or an illiterate widow. If you say by his or her authorised agent, 
well, a minor whether it is a boy or a girl can have any duly authorised agent. 
If you say an agent, even this implies that there is an appointment. The 
learned Legal Remembrancer said, whether it is done by spoken word or· 
.in writing: But this is not the question. In this case, can there be any ap- 

1pointment at all whether in spoken word QJ;' in writing ? Even when the minor 
is literate it cannot be said that a minor by a spoken word can appoint an. 



fDr, Gokul Chand Narang.] 
agent. So that there cannot be an appointment of an agent by a minor. 
Ee cannot sign it himself. There cannot be any duly authorised or any 
.agent at all. Then the question remains whether the words 'on his behalf' 
should be introduced, I think these words present the least difficulty. 
"When the matter comes to court and a minor brings a suit, a paper, or a letter 
or a card, heaven knows what it is going to be, is produced by the defendant 
the minor may say that he does not know who signed the letter on his be 
half. This difficulty will be. there. The onus of proving that the letter was 
signed on behalf of the minor will be on the defendant and he had a right to 
do so. Either ·the minor should be totally exempted under this amendment 

-or I think this amendment will not meet every case. 
~· S. _L. Sale: We ~ave under sub-cl9:use (i~i) of. t~s clause certain 

-exemptions m the case of mmors, We have given him SIX months to get a 
guardian. As regards this question, I 'may say that if my friend, 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang, looks at section 7 4~a h . of t . e Guardian and Wards Act, he will realise 
that the court is bound to appoint a guardian if it is for the welfare of the 
minor to, do so. " Where the Court is satisfied " and so on. The suggestion 

.. I make is this, that on the analogy of order 32 of the Civil Procedure Code, 
in the case of a minor the accounts may be signed by the next friend. Under 
section 82 it is provided that every suit by a minor shall be instituted in his 
name by a person who in such a suit shall be called the next friend of the 
minor. The difficulty which my friend Dr. Narang foresees will thus dis- 

- appear. • 
Dr, Gokul Chand, Narang : No Sir. The ne:i1:t friend does not come on 

the scene until the suit is brought, and the accounts will have to be sent three 
or four times meanwhile before the suit is brought. Supposing somebody 

.else signs the accounts, then the question will arise that they are not signed 
by the next friend. " Next friend " is only a technical , expression which 
comes into vogue only when a suit is brought. 

Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri : Moreover the· action of the next friend 
does not bind the minor. 

Mr. S. L. Sale: I still am not convinced-as to whatthe difficulties 
are. In order to enable a minor to get a guardian under the Guardian and 
Wards Act we have given 6 months' grace. He must apply to the court 
through his relations and if the court is satisfied that it is in the welfare of 
the minor to appoint a guardian it will appoint one. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : It is not necessary that in every case the 
guardian should be appointed by the court. It will be quite competent to a. 
guardian to appoint an agent. I do not think· there will be any necessity 
for a minor to come to court for a guardianship certificate in each and every 
case. I think the whole problem will be solved if the proposal of Mr. Gray 
as endorsed by the Legal Remembrancer is accepted and the words ' or agent ' 
.are added. 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani: If we take a case under this Bill leaving aside 
, all sorts of suppositions, I think the position will not be intricate. Suppos 
.ing a man dies. He is a moneylender ; he has got a large amount of debts 
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. ... That in line 2 of the proposed new sub-clause, between the word • creditor ' and ' of.' 
" the ·words ' or his agent ' be inserted." 

Motion was carried. 
Mr. President : Question is- 

" That the, new sub-olause.a.so.mended•sta.nd part.of!the Bill " 

Motion was carried. 
·aMr. >President : · Question is - 

" That ;the eitisting.pa.rt (b) ofclause S ( l \·stand part of the Bill " 
'Motion was negatived. 1 

• 

Lala Kesho ·Ram, Sekhrl : Just one simple question, Sir. If the 
:man, as the honourable member says, is acting on behalf of the minor and · 
as a matter of fact be is not the person who is entitled to act or is not acting ' 
in the benefit of the minor but all the same -he is realising the debts from the 
debtors, then the question arises whether the debtor has paid off his liabilities 
·or not. · 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani: If the honourable member had shownpatience, 
he would have understood me. I was talking of the . case of a relation of 
the minor who.was acting without taking any legal authority from the courts. 
Jf he realises the debts and they are not repudiated by the minor, eveey 
thing will . be all right. But supposing under this Act he begins to realise 
the debts on behalf of the minor, then where is the harm ? If he realises 
the debts on behalf of the minor and sends the accounts, then where.is the 

·difficulty ? So I think in this "case if we add the word 'agent,' as Mr. Gray 
has suggested and as the Legal Remembrancer has supported, then there 
will be absolutely no harm. But I go further and say 'the creditor, his 
agent or any other person acting on his behalf as the case may be.' Of 
course the diffi<mlty :ID!!-Y be to decide whether in agiven set of circumstances 
the man .haa .been. bona. fide .acting on .behalf .of the .minor. But if he shows 
the periodical accounts, that should satisfy -anyone. · I think the question 

.is very.simple and should notdetainus verylong. 
)Mr.·. Preside:Qt : -,Ques·tion is- 

0 

-outstanding. He loaves a son who is a minor. After his death other re- 
1ations or those who are interested in him take proceedings to have .a guard 
Ian.eppointed or they do not. Supposing they do=because.aftee-all money 
lending was the profession of the father and he must have naturally left ' 

· some debts outstanding and those debts must be realised-then the-guardian ' 
will· be appointed and the· whole thing -is solved. Take the other case and 
suppose the man diesleaving his son and his relations do not take any steps 
to have a guardian appointed by the court. There are two kinds of guard 
ians: de jw:e and de facto. Now we are talking of a ile facto guardian. It 
might be his mother or any other relation. In that case there is absolutely, 
no need of going. to any court at all. So the position is any man would begin I 

acting on behalf of the minor who is interested in his welfare,-and he would 
begin realising the debts. If they are realised, all right. But if there is 
necessity to go to court the man interested in the minor will go and realise 
the debts. 
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Prooiso ( i). 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Sir, I beg to move- 

"That in proviso (i) of sub-clause (1) (b) of clause 3, the words' language, script' be 
omitted. " · 

I m_ay at once submit that this is the most crucial point in the Bill 
I do not mean to say that the ·amendments which have been moved before 
were unimportant. They. were important ; but this is the most important 
so far as the creditors are concerned, and so far as we are concerned, we 
are really staking the whole thing on this. Because in· the .. proviso as it 
stands we clearly apprehend an attack on some characters or on some Iangu 
age which is in vogue at present in this province. I may submit, ,and I 
hope honourable members will listen to me .• · .....• 

Mr. President : It is the honourable member's right to speak but 
the other honourable members may or may not listen to him. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Very well. Their inattention will not 
prevent me from having my say. The first thing I want to point out in this; 
connection is, that in the old Bills no provision was made giving any power 
to Government to prescribe the· language or script. "The provision was 
neither in the Bill of 1924 as moved by Mir Maqbool Mahmood, nor was it 
in the Borrowers' Protection Bill, nor in the old Regulation of Accounts. 
Bill which was ultimately passed in 1926. Furthermore, I may submit 
that this was not simply an oversight but a deliberate decision that the 
language and script of the creditor should not be interfered with. No power 
should be given to Government to prescribe the language or script. I should 
like to draw your attention in this connection to the opinions of two very 
important members of this Council, in writing, not mere verbal expressions 
of opinion. It may come as a surprise to some honourable members of this. 
House that no less an important member than the honourable represent 
ative of Kamal, Chaudhri Duli Chand himself, and the honourable mover 
of the- original Bill, Mir lfaq bool Mahmood, who both joined in a note of 
dissent to the old Bill, were pleased to say : 

•• The committee leave the prescription of the form, details, and books of accounts tr 
he ~aintained under sub-clause (1) of clause 3 to the local Government, bu1 
provide that the language or the Roript of the accounts including numerals shal 
not be prescribed. We have no desire to interfere with the freedom of choice 
of language or script, but in order to make the account books intelligible we· 
would prescribe that .a moneylender shall continue throughout his account 
books whichever language or script or numerals he adopts, and that he shall 
give all index of the numerals which he intends using in his account on the first 
page of each account book". · 

This was the opinion of two of the greatest protagonists of a'"measure 
like the present one and they did not recommend that the Government - 
should have the power to prescribe the language or script either so far as. 
the keeping of accounts is concerned or so far as the furnishing of, accounts 
is concerned. This I consider to be an extremely important suggestion 
because in neither of the three Bills was this suggestion made by anyone .. 
I would be excused if I refer to another matter in connection with this point 
and that is this : this was probably due to a misapprehension as to the pro 
visions of the old Bill-and I would like the Honourable Legal Remembrancer 
to pay some attention to this-it was probably due to some misapprehen 
sion ,as to the provisions of the old Bill that these words were introduced 
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in the present Bill. It was probably thought that the old Bill left it to the 
Government to prescribe not only the form and manner, but also the langu 
age and script. As a matter of fact there was no such provision in the old 
Bills. Again, we were given to understand by no less a personage than 
Sir Malcolm Hailey himself, the predecessor of our present Governor, when 
he addressed this Council, that a Bill simpler in its character would be brought 
forward, that is, that it would not only be simpler in its language but also· 
simpler and less stiff in its application and in the obligations that it will 
prescribe. If an attack is contemplated on any of the scripts or languages, 
in vogue in this province, I would submit this Government will not be 
ca.rrying out the spirit nor even the letter of the promise which was made 
by His Excellency Sir Malcolm Hailey and in fulfilment of which this hill is 
said to have been brought before this Honse. This attack would cert11,inly 
make the Bill far more obnoxious than the penalty for non-compliance with 
any one of these provisions. 

Then again, as I have said in my note of dissent, it had been unanimously 
agreed by the Select Committee up to the last moment, after two days' dis 
eussion, that the Government would not prescribe the language or script. 
I am sure the Honourable Finance Member in charge of this Bill and the 
Honourable Legal Remembrancer will find somewhere in their notes that 
there was actually a proviso added to the effect ' provided that the Govern 
ment shall not prescribe the language or script.' It was only at the eleventh 
hour when we were about to get up after the day's work, when we had act 
ually concluded our labours, that one honourable member made a suggestion 
and that suggestion was readily adopted and the decision arrived at after 
two days' discussion was set aside. I am referring to this not to disclose 
what happened in the Select Committee. 

Mr. President : The honourable member is quite in order; after the 
report of the Select Committee is presented to the Council there is no ob 
jection to its proceedings being referred to. 

D:r. Gokul Cb.and, Narang: I would submit that it was then that 
the Honourable Finance Member put it to the members of the Select Com 
mittee whether any language or script should be prescribed. On the first 
occasion when this question came before the meeting of the Select Committee 
which was attended by twelve members, the committee unanimously de· 
eided that the Government should not interfere with the language or script, 
but only a certain set of numerals should be prescribed. On the second 
occasion again when this subject again came up for discussion, the Select 
Committee unanimously decided that there would be no talk of any language 
or script and that the Government shall not prescribe the language or script. 
It is still, I am sure, in the notes ofthe Honourable the Legal Remembrancer 
who was taking down the decision of the Select Committee, that Govern 
ment should not prescribe any language or script. Unfortunately, Sardar 
Harbakhsh Singh turned up at the moment, and he said, no, the Govern 
ment must prescribe the language and script and almost every honourable· 
member, who for two days did not and rightly bad not made any sugges 
tion of this kind, said, yes. We said, "The thing is settled. Why do you 
go back? You have already decided." They said, "No, no, we were mis 
taken ; we were doubtful," this and that and so on. I was the only person 
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- ,:~i;)®~~::dh~,c1.- ~~~·11 - . . • . . ·. . . . . . . .. .. . ·. · · .. _ .· .. '. 
t,:,;,. < , <~~ .. ~l~tlllp Wl,ti:>.1J0Wd-:Protest. :It 1 ~~ke not, Mt\. Gray .:w:aa n,o.t . .Pre.. 
t:A:\: .. ,>. . )..... · ;$~t·:au<:1-.~,113,<}J:'q)tif.1 l'.ial lils<> wa.s ::µpt prese:µt. ·~- fact thm-.e :w;fls nCJbotly 
W• . /. '.• :· . /,ruee M .ptoteat -~(i tha result W,:a!l ii49itthe u.na.nimousde<,iaionllifi'iVed.9it by 
~:;, .·. -'. >'. > •.• iihe S~eQ,t 'Qflmmittee W$ ·. gona .· bdie~ .• two :dayslaiter ·. and the W01!q$ tll~~~. 
[\, '-" ~e ~d. 11crlpt1' ·wete. :llSl;\Ul ~trod~~~· 1li~1ds whil.t h!3<PP~ned, Sir, in t~a 
i ,. . S~ect Con:unittee. The. membets of ,the· ·Select Oomnu.ttee changed thell' 
1,1< . ·, ~inion a.gain; everybody esn change 'b.ia opinion,. but the question is why 
ri;L < • ihay have che,nged their opinion _at once. . ~et us asstime that they did pro .. 
W} . . . p~y. rightly.-~ :nie,µi,. so f9ir as the righP. df. ohm:iging ,opinion i~ oonc~nifd, 

. . l;m.t; I. must -pomt out_ thtLt even ·they rooo~ed the -neceseity ·of. the. onnssicn 
· · -of these wo~~ unt.il thls SUSfJestio~ was made by one hono~ble µiember • 

. ~ir1 this interference on the pa.ti; of Governnierit is l$.~g the 11x.,e on the busi· 
· 'ness df the .people who have 'been oori<luuting their hWlinass in Ii <:art~ 
·l!),Ilgttll!~ ... · ·. or -scri_p_t t for centurles past. When some honoura. 'ble gen_ tlema. _· n 

.•fadd-··.·_·.'.thltt Ma;ba;Jimi. dh .... lif_ .. 1dters- were .not 1legi:ble an_ cl you could 
·tnot :fEJad 'the:tn, I ;dtlmtilll'ed Ito it.·· I -said to Honourable Mr • 
. ~tow, 1ou go :to Anlritsar snd bit random pick · out ac<101:mt books of 
~O people who 'keep their aoooants in MlthBija.ni cha.ra.oters, a.rid then at ran- 

1dom ,piok ·out 20 men, 20 shopkeepers o~ traders in .Arnmtsar, and &9k 
~em to ,read those 'bM~. ll 'they oa.nndt read them I would ad:m1t the 
iforoe o'f 1the ,at~@nt ·· that -Maha.jimi charaote!S are 'illegible. _ :Ra.i Sahib 
0ba.udhli Clihot~ 'RIIDl ea.id, 'Whs.t ·a.bout Multan? I·said a.11 right, :I am. pr:e· 
pared'to runderta,ke ·the expei1SeS -0f 1this'0Ji!peliitnent,· Yott ma,y,go to ~ulfam, 
pfok out ;20 'bobks at random ,ftotn ,20 shopkeepers or ·tr1:1iders, and then · 
ipfok out 20 ~pple ftom. amt>11gst 'the tradm-s .. 1not -loaifers ana illiter1ttes 
who are inoomi,:etent to read and· Writ~, but ;traders who do business, and }et 
-th()tn ,JTe~ those books. . If th~y cantiot read, I would admit that there is 

·,somf! foree .in ~Jiu, a.tgttm$lt f;bs;t l{ahaja.ni ~ha,re,ote?S a.re illegible. There 
.are httndreds aitiil hundreds of thouae,nds of.people .in the provinoe who 
'know only these Mahaja.ni _ oha.ra.oters. · They do not know ~y other• vl!i'.t· . 
'na.Ottlat, and they are ooridnoting •,theix ·bttsirtess ;only in this s4ript, · .. Why 

·•do· ydu :'ttiiltaok · that ·script ·? Sb:, it may r be~sa'id ,filiat ,this, does •not 'mean-tha,t · 
·Mah91ja.ni oba11a.oters would be l'l!lratohed or &n,y other •oha.ra.<lte~ would ,be 
·11~1Ltched. . ·I -~ not :prepared to ,admit ithis; ·,there ,is ·no :foroe .in this al'gtl.· 
·met1t --wh11tsoesv~r. When ,you·know•that ,there are1a. oorta.in:nutnber· of solipts. 
:in this;ptovinoo ra.hd 1:1'~ttlfilll ·nttrnber •of le,ngu.a,gal'I in vogue in ,the proVUJ.Qe; 
'Wlmt ;(!()es.it l'ntan ,to :,r~rve 1the po'\lrer ito 0presoribe ·the language and, 1:1onpt 
-to '3'butaelf ? tl:t finMns •tha.t 1the 1Govemment wants :this tpOwer :to abolish -o~e 
(Of m~re,tt,l'iptshor:le,ngua.ge jn ·vuau,e inithis:provinee, otherwise ,it- meQtllJ 

. ,nj;jt}ii:ng. i:f.f ith,HloV"tett1tllent. does not 'Wint to·e,xer<tise 1this pdWer why d0es 
;it '\ffbt :tb,e l.X1'V&r to :presoriba,the limgua.ge ·or the script, The rveiw • 
,of their al~ ·this -power ; or aiiku.lg .for this ·power ,@der :the ·,:rmles 
ii.ii.tier the;'atatute 1unlier this·olamie:shows ·th111t theiy·maiy I)res~be .one,,. . . 
':riiaif ,not •presodbe ,a;;nother, andih thil:1 way ithe ·one ·script or the rtwo ;so,_ri~s 
i<Jf •the ·tbtoo scdpts ma.y fall viothns to ,this •rule-ma.king ·pow~r: . ·itf_ t~e·:~tt, / 
1ve,tn~e4t·does not ,intend to interfete -wiilh ,,any ·soript,-.either '.Mali,aja.m,,&~t. ;<:.:'.;(;' 

'~tiiiti.ldrl, ;Dea Na~, -then why should they ask for :this 1powe:r ? Why do"tJey; ·,t(ttfit 
fnijfi &ir,w \thE!se\ ftv-e or ·ilb: slfi\ipts wh1aitsoe"ter •tb.eiy ~ to be itbeteJ llI~~,f .- .. , 
'"W'tt!! ~o'flle· Sln)j!~ 'in the old Bill 'Where oo .nmnerw\:! · or soripts were reat:d, · , .. ,, ' 



• 

JJj t:. l' ,-A>_, I) _ ..!.. a jl~~ !1 13.i; ts: 
They thought that if Gurmukhi will receive statutory 'recognition it will 
be· an indirect attac'k on Urdu. They said- 

~j c: '"'d)" u.) ..!.. b'jU.,. l1 J...:::li: -~ 
as if Urdu was going to be killed and buried. Why ? Because they con 
sidered it an indirect attack on Urdu, because no other script was receiving· 
statutory recognition. They thought that if the word Gurmukhi or Punjabi 
was mentioned in the statute it would mean that statutory recognition will 
be given to the existence of that script or language in the province, other 
wise what- was their fear ? Can you not imagine the attitude of ,these 
people who' havebeen using certain scripts for ages, for centuries, 'in the 
course of their business and on which their sustenance depends ? Why does. 
Government ~t this· power ? It is said this is a matter of rules and not 
a matter of statute. This is a mat'ter of rules; I particularly want the Honour 
able Finance Member to attend to this part of my argument. · Why 
should it be in the rules.? Why should Goveri;iment have this power? We 
must oppose this tooth and nail with all the power, though very little. at 
our command. · 

It was ~or tlris reason, that I_ l;tµ.v.(;! n,ot i;n.clud,_ed tl;l,e numer~Js in my a.w.end 
ment. 

1\11'. Pre~dent : Are not numerals an integral part of a. language 
or script ? · · · 

J;>r .. G,9:kµl C~and, Naran.g: I do not mean to say that the Govern 
m~~t shonld have power even to prescribe numerals, but I have a practical 

. reason for that. Up to this time I have not moved any amendment fo_r 
the mere fun. of moving it. I can. assure you, Sir, that tl;iis· b,as not been 
a light task, fo;r me. I got up at 2 A.M~ l~t night and was looking up what 
I had to say here to-day and prepare myself for t}»s am.en.dment. It is nof 
in a light-hearted spirit thitt we have addressed ourselves to this Bill, because 
we know that this Bill tnay prove. the ruin of thosends of people in this, 
province. We are here not to protect dishonest moneylenders as I ha ve 
already stated, but we are here to see 'that no injustice is done to honest 
people. So far as this amendment is concerned, we are here -to see that no 
attack is made on any script or language which is in vogue in this province. 
I believe, Sir, that you were then in this Chair when the question of language 
to be used within a certain specified very narrow circle was brought up in 
the Council in connection with the Sikh Gurdwara Act. Under the Gurd 
wara Act a certain judicial commission has been appointed which has for 
its function the decision of the internal- affairs of the Sikhs. No Hindu 
and · no Muslim is concerned with the internal affairs of that commission. 
That commission was created under the Sikh Gurdwara Act to decide the 
internal questions between the Sikhs. Then arose the question of language 
to be used in connection with the cases which might come up before that 
commission, You know, Sir, what a tremendous row was raised, I would 
not say kicked up, by the honourable members on this side of the House. 
If I remember aright, my honourable friends, Mian Shah Nawaz, Mian Abdul 
Aziz and Mr. Mazhar Ali, Azhar, raised a storm against this. They said- 
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I may also submit that in this Honse in one of its sessions we discussed 
the constitutional position of our province. If the world's constitutions were 
studied, we will find that one of the fundamental principles is that no in 
terference shall be made with the language or script of a minority community, 
This you will find in every constitution and this you will find also in the 
majority report of the _Provincial Reforms Committee. · They feel that in 
India takenas a whole the Muslim community is in-a minority and therefore 
they take particular care to see that there should be a fundamental rule in 
the constitution that no interference shall be made with the language or 
script used by the minority community. And, Sir, if a community which 
is in a minority .in the whole country is particular and anxious, and rightly 
anxious, in seeing that there should be no loophole for such interference in any 
constitution, are not we, the representatives of a minority community in 
ibis House, justified in asking that the Government should not be given this 
power from a fundamental constitutional point of view '} It will be laying 
the axe at the. root of the fundamental laws of a constitution. You under 
stand, Sir, fully well that when interference is made with the Landa script, 
it is an indirect, nay, a direct, attack on Punjabi itself because in the Landa 
characters, the Mahajani characters, it is the Punjabi language that is 
used, and you will be compelling people not to use their own language, not 
to use the . script to which they are accustomed. 

Mr. President : What was done in the case of .the Gurdware Act? 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I will just submit, Sir, what happened 
there: I thought that this was irrelevant, but as you yourself raised the 
point, I will tell you what happened. The opposition raised by the 
honourable Muhammadan members was so strong that the Sikhs who were 
in a minority and· wanted their Bill to. go through, dropped the word " Gur 
mukhi" and added "in such language as may be deemed proper." I don't 
remember the exact. words of the Act. I remember that the word " Gur 
mukhi" was scratched. out. The discretion of using any vernacular was 
given to them. They were·free to use any language but "Gurmukhi," the 
word "Gurmukhi" was scratched, because the Muhammadan members 
thought that it will give to one. language statutory recognition. Can it be 
said with justice, equity and fairness that you should force the people to leave 
a script or a language which they have been using for centuries ? Let them 
keep their accounts in any language in which they have been keeping them for 
ages. Not only that, but you have also to ·take into consideration the fact 
that this is the only script which is known to a vast majority of them, and 
if you make it a rule even under the rules to. be made making it obligatory 
on a creditor to keep his accounts in any script other than the Mahajani 
or to furnish his accounts in any script other than the Mahajani which alone 
is known to the creditor, what will be the effect? It will mean the ruin 
ation of thousands of people; honest people who a.re helpless· and who, even if 
they were going to be hanged for it, could not sign their name in any script 
other than the Mahajani. You cannot ignore the results that would follow 
from this. Either the Government should make it clear by some amend 
ment that they have no intention whatever of .scratehing away any script 
or language or they should agree to the amendment that I have proposed. 
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I have pointed out, as far as I could, that such interference would be 
in contravention of the fundamental rules of the constitution of any country, 
as has been claimed by the Muhammadans themselvesin the majority·report 
of the Simon Committee. The next question is, is it consonant with the 
principles of this Bill itself? If it is not consistent with. the principles of the 
Bill, how could it be here ? What does the Bill profess to do ? The Bill 
is called the Regulation of Accounts Bill. It means to regulate the accounts . 

. Mr. President : I do not wish to interrupt the honourable member, 
but I wish to invite his attention to the proviso, which was present in the 
Bill which gave the local Government power to prescribe the form and 
language in which the accounts should be maintained. Rightly or wrongly, 
the principle of the Bill being accepted by the House at its first reading, the 
language and script are within the purview of the Bill. 

Dr. Golrul Chand, Narang ~ The principle of the Bill was accepted 
but it was not accepted that every clause of the Bill- was consistent with the 

. principle of the whole Bill. The principle of the Bill was the regulation of 
accounts and my point is that accounts could be regulated without any 
reference to any language or script. If you interfere with any script or langu 
age it would mean a script-reforming Bill or language-reforming Bill and not 
a BiIJ merely for the regulation of accounts. For can anybody say that if 
accounts are kept in a particular language thay are regular, and that if they 
are not kept in that language they are not regular ? When there were· no 
Englishmen here, accounts were kept in the vernacular languages and-no one 
can say that they were irregular. When there were no Muhammadans in 
this country, accounts were kept in the then existing vernacular and no one 
could say that they were not regular. So that language or script has nothing 
to do with the regularity of the accounts. In the days-of Sanskrit, when 
Prakrit was not developed and even when Hindi was not developed, people 
were keeping their accounts in the Sanskrit script. And when Prakrit 
languages developed, accounts came to be kept in Prakrit. Nobody ever 
dreamt for a moment that those accounts were not regular because of the 
languages in which they had been kept. People could keep their accounts 
in Arabic. In Egypt the balance sheets are issued in Arabic ; they call the 
balance-sheet are-i-hal, and they are rightly so issued. You cannot impose 
.any other script or language upon them. 

And then, Sir, an attack 011 the script or the language of a community is 
an attack on the honour of that community. That is how I feel about it. 
That is one step towards the annihilation of that community. This is riot 
merely a flourish of. rhetoric of which I am not capable. It is evidenced 
by history. Where are the ancient Egyptians ? . Where is that ancient 
Egyptian civilisation gone ? Where is the old Egyptian language gone ? 

· When Egypt was conquered by the Arabs they imposed the Arabic language 
on Egypt and now you cannot recognise in the present Egypt anything of 
the Egypt of the Pharaohs. That old civilisation. is gone, absolutely effaced. 

,. This therefore would be a direct attack on our "social existence, our existence 
as a community, an attack on our honour and self-respect as a community 
which we will not allow. We will protest against this with all the power that 
·is at our command. No doubt, we- are few here bfit we know that reason 
ls on our side; justice is on our side. Force is .not on our side. During the 
:1ast four or five days we have seen reason has not- prevailed. Othe~e l 
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Further down, in the opinion. of another officer, 
~~· The language, the scrtpt and the nume~ls in whieh'theae accounts are kept are alway~- _ 

chantcteristic of the locality in which the creditor resides and of his education 
These things should be allowed to remain unchanged. " 

I 

Further on, 
"The creditors should be given the option of maintaining such forms in any language. 

convenient to them". · _ 

·~They.are as a class illiterate and generally keep accounts in Landa characters •. , , • , 
To prescribe any other script than the Landa will be to compel moneylenders to, 
have their accounts maintained by munshis and m.unimY, which the average 
rural moneylender with hjs scanty income will perhaps not be able to employ, " 

~ Those reasons are given. I shall only read out a passage from them : 

(He is referring to a letter of the Government.) 
" With reference to the above. " 

"I have the honour to state that I have consulted certain select Income-tax Offleers. 
in my division and I find that the consensus of opinion is against prescribing 
any definite form of accounts for the following reasons;" 

I 

[Dr. Gokul Chand, Nara~g.], . 
could. not account for the rejection of every amendment· which has, .been 
proposed on this side. I. know the private opinions of members ; I will not. 
refer to them. Nobody need feel nervous. But here.y _we have a solid; 
phalanx of offieial members and under official discipline they have to stand, 
up or sit· down like one man. As one of them once remarked; they are so· 
many gramophones and if any one speaks on any subject; he must speak 
with the same voice. On the other side we have another disciplined row-- 

. L'do not mean any disrespect to any member at all-but it-is very doubtful 
if.the many members who have been voting this way or that and opposing: 
our amendments have realised fully the import of, those amendments.. So 
that we may not succeed." Every amendment of ours may be defeated, 
but we will certainly make our protest in every way that is open to us.. 
and I am submitting that it will not be an unjustified protest. I .shall refer· 
you to the· opinions which have been circulated, the opinions of competent 
people who are in a position to judge on this point. We have among those 
opinions the opinions of a number of income-tax officers. At page 10 of 
one volume of these printed opinions you will find letter from Mr.W. R. 
Pearce, officiating Commissioner of Income-tax, to the Rome Secretary to 
the Punjab Government: dated 9th September 1929. In this correspondence 
are collected· the opinions of a number of experts, and I should like to draw the 
attention of this House to some of the opinions expressed here. We find 
the following opinions : · 

"It seems most necessary to impose forms of account which should be as simple as, 
possible as the majority of borrowers and creditors concerned are illiterate 
especially in the rural areas where the relief seems most essential. " 

Further on, about Landa characters : 
"In the suggest-ion sent up, the Landa script should also be among the .. others mention- 

ed in the demi-official. " 

Then there is the opinion of the Assistant Commissioner of Income-tax, 
West Punjab Division, I believe he was, if be - is not even now there, 
Mr. G. F. C. Norris. This is what he says : 

, .. 
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"I would advise that the new forms should be very simple showing merely the amounts, 
advanced and recoveries made from the debtors and the creditors be given the 
option of keeping them in any language convenient to them. " 

Another officer says : · 
5 P. M. , 

!! Next comes the difficulty of prescribing· a script in which the accounts are to be kept~ 
The script in which they are at present kept js 'Larida ' characters. To 
prescribe any - other script than the • Landa ' characters is to compel them 
to have their accounts maintained by mun11kis and munims. As the average 
income of the rural moneylender is small, it would be very hard for him to 
keep a munim for accounts................ The Bill is likely to apply to 
petty shop-keepers in the village who sell grain, cloth or provisions on credit 
to the zamindars and then get written from them a balance of a few odd rupees 
as a loan. Their sales at a time are of a few annas and would hardly aggregate 
to a few rupees, and yet if they are required to send an account thereof half. 
yearly it would be. very troublesome for them. If the Bill is to hat all enact-. 
ed, it should lay down a limit' (of Rs. 100) that the creditor who has advanced 
in aggregate Rs. 100 or more to each de~tor should send an account to that 
debtor." 

This was to point out how the Bill would affeou the pettiest creditors. 
~hese people cannot afford to have munshi« and m·unims or clerks. Then, 
Sll', here is the opinion of another officer : 

" The vast majority of rural moneylenders is, as you know, hardly little more literate. 
than their debtors ; their knowledge of the art of writing does n~t exte~d 
beyond scribbling a few words in their vowelless • Landa ' script which vanes, 
from division to division. To expect them to keep even the most elementary 
accounts in Urdu or any other standard script would therefore na.t~ally 
cause them a great hardship, particularly when so few of even the nominally 
educated members of their families stick to this profession .. Moreover, very· 
few of them carry on their business on a substantial scale. They ca1;1not 
therefore afford the pay of even a part-time clerk for this purpose, especially 
when such clerks are so rare in rural areas. The same remarks apply to the 
sending of six-monthly statements to the debtors, because most of the creditors, . 
are incapable of compiling such statements, and at best they will be able to 
compile them in their own .script " . 

Then there is another line about co-operative societies : 
"As you are well aware the .main reason why the co-operative banks . have not, 

been very successful in ousting the rural moneylender, in spite of his alleged: 
notorious'extortions, is the grant of comparatively greater facilities by him." 

I may point out, Sir, before I close this part of my speech that among 
those officers· whose names have -been given in the margin, there is. one 
Christian gentleman, an Assistant Commissioner of Income-tax, one rs a 
European officiating as Assistant Commissioner of Income-tax, one is a 
Sikh and one is a Muhammadan. Out of 8, 4 are non-Hindus and some 
of the other names may be, I do not know, their names are Hindus, but they 
may be Christians. Bai Bahadur Manga Bai is a Christian. Sir, from these 
opinions, and these gentlemen are competent to speak on the matter, it 
would appear that it would be impossible for an ordinary moneylender, 

"Rural moneylenders generally keep. their accounts in 'Landa' characters. They-· 
are as a class illiterate as thev do not even know Urdu. and it would be very 
difficult for them .to keep· accounts other than those wliich they usually keep 
and especially in a language which they do not know. I think it should be 
sufficient to make.them send copies of their accounts with their debtors in the 
same form and ih the same language in which they keep their accounts. " 

Later on, in the course of the same letter : 

Further still, in the opinion of another officer : 
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'[Dr, Gokul Chand Narang.] 
particularly in the rural areas, to keep accounts or send their accounts in any 

-soript other than the Mahajani characters and in laying the axe at the root 
of the Mahajani characters you will be· deliberately taking the bread out of 

· their mouths. There was in the old Bill a clause which recognised all these 
:five characters and definitely stated " one set of Mahajani numerals ". 

I need not go any further. 'Perhaps I have already taken up too much time 
-of this House, but as I pointed out this is the most vital part of the Bill ; 'the 
rest is only a matter of convenience or inconvenience, of the hardship one is 
to undergo in copying the whole ledger twice a year. But this is still toler 
able. One may put up with it for the sake - of his business. But to be 
deprived of the right to use his own language or script is to ruin him and it 
is no less· than that. I therefore consider and all my honourable colleagues 

·on this side consider that this is the most vital part of this Bill and we have 
decided-I have got signatures of these gentlemen on a resolution passed 

'"to the effect-that unless the question of the script or language is· settled 
-satisfactorily in a way which would not impose a ruinous obligation or 
'ruinous hardship on the people who are using it, we shall find-it absolutely 
:impossible to take any further part in the debate on this Bill. I do 
not say this by way of bluff or by way of threat in any way. There is no 
l>luff because we are sincere and we mean it. There .is no threat because 
·we know our threats can have no effect. That is the only way open to 
us to make a protest and that we are prepared to make. It will be for .us 
to consider afterwards what our position in the Council would be, but for 

, ·the present we have decided upon this. We are all open to some sa~isfactory 
eompromiss and I believe my honourable friend opposite (Mr. Sadiq) 

,1s trying ta propose soma sort of compromise. If a compromise is proposed 
well and good. I can say that we are prepared to pass this Bill, we are 

'prepared to give you all the safeguards-that you want against dishonest 
'moneylenders, but live and let live. Do not destroy others for a doubtful 
olessing to which you may be looking forward. This is my submission to 
both sides of the House and I trust that mv remarks will not fall on deaf 

-ears. (Oheers.) • 
Mr. President : · The amendment moved is : 

"That the words 'language, script' in proviso {J)·to sub-clause (1) (b) of clause 3 
. be omitted. " 

Sayad M'lllammad Husaia [Montgomery (Muham-mdan), Rural]: 
'Sir, I have carefully heard the arguments advanced by my learned friend , 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang, and I must say that ~f the amendment proposed by 
Dr. Sahib is accepted it will cut at the very root of the Bill. Sir, this Bill 

'was proposed by Government to protect the debtors and the borrowers, 
the illiterate people, and if we find that no protection lies there, I think 

,there is no use of the Bill. I am not going to bluff, we zam.indars are not 
·accustomed to bluff. · Threats and bluffs have already been given by the 
Government about the non-giving of the assent by His Excellency thQit 

· -Governor .•.•.•.•••• 
Pandit Nanak Chand : That is reflecting on the Governor. - 

Mr. President: I would request all the honourable members not 
'to interrupt: No one interrupted Dr. Gokul Chand. 
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Sayad Muhammad Husain: The gist of the Bill, the object for which 
jt has. been introduced is to protect the illiterate, helpless, resourceless 
borrower against a rapacious moneylender and what do we find ? Suppose 
Landa accounts are kept which in many cases they will he kept where th_e 

• people can understand and read them, as they will be kept in Gurmukh1. 
Now what are Landa characters ? Even we people who are educated 
cannot understand what is written there. We cannot read the numerals, we 

· can read nothing. The moneylender puts down. the whole thing whe1;1 the 
six-monshly accounts are submitted. What will the poor illiterate zamindar 
say ? Nobody can find out what is there in it. The Landa script, for 
which my honourable friend went even so far as to say that it will degrade 
our national character, is, excuse me, I say with all due deference to those 

· characters, not intelligible even to sahukars themselves. In my own 
village there are 4 or 5 scripts of Landas. The script written by Bazaz 
is unintelligible to others and that written by .Aroras is unintelligible to 
Bazaz and when we want that a script may be read we have to call a me~ber 
of the community who wrote it. (Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Question.) 
My honourable friend said," go to Amritsar and find out any script oj Mult~n 
or any other place and they will read it." They may be able to read it. 
Bu~ then they are experts. . Those are the people who deal with all these 
scripts because they have their dealings in this script with all those people. 
But will a poor borrower, a poor debtor. go to Amritsar to have bis acco';1Ilt. 
read ? And when we leave it in the hands of Government to determme 
the script and language do we say that Landa script should be abolished 
altogether ? It will be for the Government to decide. If they think that 
the business of regulation of accounts is carried out thoroughly and without 
any ~rouble in Landa characters they will certainly allow this script. to 
remam. · If they think that it is necessary for the Sikhs that the scnpt 
should be Gurmukhi and that the abolition of it will cause hardship, they 
will certainly have. it, · If they think that in certain areas Urdu is ne~es 
sary in the interest of the debtors and the borrowers for whose protection 
this Bill primarily bas been proposed, they will introduced Urdu script. 
I wa.s travellin~ in a train the other day when I actually beard an 
~nglishman saymg he was also a debtor like so many other people, that 

· it was quite impossible to understand what was written there. Even 
among the official benches few might know, unless they have held judici~l 
posts, how to understand Landa characters. There is no injustice, there is 
no harm, if the Landa characters are abolished. Is it right on the par_t of 
the Government that for the interests of moneylenders, a few ·rapacious 
moneylenders, to do away with the 90 per cent. of the population and to 
be led away by their throats? I warn the Government, through yon, Sir, 
we are not giving any bluff, but if the Government is amenable to blnffJ'I, 
we are not going to walk out, but I am "warning the Government tha~, if 
they are amenable to bluffs only and threats only, it will be difficult with 
90 per cent. of the population who seek protection from the moneylende.rs 
at the hands of the Government. They will not only give bluff but will 
put the whole thing into practice. 

I leave the whole matter in the hands of the Government to det~rmine 
in what ·s~ript or language ihe accounts are to be kept. All that we want 
jS that this matter should be left in the hands of the Government: MY 
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[Sa-yad,1 Muhaanmad.Husain.] . 
friend- may not trust the Government, but we trust the .(lover~ent. ':Cl:te 
Government is for the whole country and the Governme:q.t will have to sa-fe~. 
guard the rights of the moneylenders also. 'l1he honourable, member, 
Dr, Gokul Chand, Narang, thinks that this right should be denied to the_ 
Government and that. Government should. not interfere in this matter. I 
strongly protest against this on behalf of the poor, ignorant people, who 
have been long looking for a, Bill of this kind. If the Government is not · 
going to.payany heed, I do not think it will be a wise action on their p~rt. 

The-HonoQrable Mr. A. M. Stow (Finance Member): Sir, I 'think 
you yourself were anxious that some conversations at any rate should take. 
place regarding this very important part of the Bill. It is perfectly true, 
as you yourself have already pointed out, that the matter is left to the 
rules. I admit that I have heard a great deal about this matter to-day, 
and also previously from Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang. I have always listened 
to him with the greatest .interest and I have done so to-day. I can only 
point out .that bis complaints and apprehensions are, to say the least of 
it, premature. The. matter is left to the rules. As an instance of the diffi 
culty which would arise in regard to the questions of numerals or script 
I have made just' now some enquiries from a very high authority on the 
subject of Landa (which I understand is the village form of Mahajani), 
and I find there are at least three forms in which the officers who have to 
deal with accounts are required to pass some examination. These three 
forms of Landa. apply to different parts of the province. I give this as an 
instance of the. difficulties which the framers of the rules will have to· con 
sider. Government have up to now deliberately kept this very difficult . 
and very important matter for consideration under the rules and i.t will 
be very difficult to place it in the Bill, and to have it as part of the Act .. 
The only reason why it appears in the Act of 1926, the Act to which assent 
was not given, is, I believe, that it was the result of a compromise, and I 
think Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang, will bear me out when I say that when 

. that parficular section came up before the Select Committee this time it was 
found to be not satisfactorily drafted, that the meaning was, to say the least 
of it, obscure. I think that was the fact and it. was due to these difficulties 
which we found in the Select Committee when we considered this part of the 
Bill that the incident occurred which you have heard from Dr. Gokul Chand, 
Narang, himself. But this does not mean that Government are not. going 
to consider -the difference in script, numerals, characters, or whatever you 
may like to call them, which are in vogue. in the province, or to consider 
how they are to be used· with regard to the forms and accounts which are 
to be furnished according to the provisions · of the Bill. I do not know 
whether it will be possible for you to adjourn the House at this stage and 
allow us to meet again either later this evening or to-morrow to consider 

. whether there is anything possible to be done in this matter. I see some 
members are trying to frame amendments for discussion. If it is possible 
to adjourn the House at this stage, I think we may find a solution for the, 
difficulty. · 

Dr. Golml Chand, Na,rang: I strongly ~uppol,"t that suggestion, 
Sir. 
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Proviao (mi). 
,Dr. GokulChancl, 'Naranr.·: 'Sir, -I'bog 'to move=-. 

'" That in proviSb (iit)to -sub-clsase (1). (b) · of clause 3jthe,words after the word 
• · section •, be om:itted." 

Now, r may at once say, Sir, probably some honourable members may 
find it difficult to follow. I must say I had · some difficulty in following my 
own amendment after all this confusion and agitation. It simply·means 
that the exemption given for six months will be extended, openly, clearly 
and fairly, that is what it • means. A minor .and a wid?w would ~e ex 
cluded from the operation of this Bill so long as they are minors and widows, 

Mr. President: ) adjourn the Council for one-hour. 
(The Council reassembled at 6 P. M.) 
Mr. President : Has any compromise been effected ? 

. Mr. S. L: Sale : A draft amendment has been prepared 'which meets 
~th the approval of the larger majority of the members of the House though 
it does not command the approval OP the whole House. I shall move it 
for the consideration of the House. I beg to move- 

" That in place of the words ' provided that ' down to 'are to be maintained andfur» 
Dished' in the first proviso to sub-clause (1) (b) of clause 3, the following besub 
stdtuted s-c- 

"Explanation ( i).-The- local Government shall prescribe the forms and numer 
als in which the accounts required by the provisions cif this section 'are 
to ·be maintained and furnished and tke creditor shall at his option use one 
of the following scripts a.nd languages, viz,, English, Urdu, Gurmukhi, 
Nagri and Mahajani, provided that if the debtor in writing demands tha.t 
the aeeount be furnished in any one of the above scripts it shall 'be· sups 
plied to him in that-s,ript at his cost according to the scale prescribed:" 

Mr. President: Question is....'. · · ' 
"That proviso (i)to sub:clause (1) (b) of clause 3 stand part ofthe clause." 

Motion was lost. 
Mr. President - : Question is- 

" That the following new explanation be taken into consideration :- 
" Explanation (i) :-The local Government shall prescribe the.forms -and numer 

als 'in which the accounts ·required by the provisions ·of this section are 
to be maintained and furnished and the creditor shall at his optdon use one 
of the following scripts and. languages, viz., English, Urdu, Gurmukhi, 
Nagri and M.ahajani, providedt,hat if the debtor in writing demands that 
the accountbe furnished in·any one of the above.sorjpts it shall be supplied 
to him in that script at his cost according to the scale prescribed. " 

Motion was carried. · 
Mr. President: Question is- 

" That the fcillowing be added as explanation (i) to sub-clause (1) (b) of the Bill: 
"Explanation (i).-The local Government shall prescribe the forms and num 

erals in whiohthe.accounta required by the ·provisions of this section are to 
· be madntadned and furnished and the creditorshall at his option use one 

of the following scripts and languages, 1,iz., 'English, ·urdu, Gurmukhi, 
Nagri and M.ahajani provided that if the debtor in writing deme.ndathat 
the account be furnished in any one of the- above scripts it shallbe sup 
plied to him in that script at his cost according to the scale prescribed. " 

'Motion ,was ·-c.-arried. 
Mr. President : Question is- 

" ,That proviso ( ii) stand~rl -of the Bill. " 
Motion was carried. · 
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.._. .......,;__...:......_ _ 

"That the new clause which the Honourable. Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan 
wishes to be adopted be taken into consideration." 

The Council divided: Ayes 19; Noes 18 . 

...... -l'n 
Mr~ President : Question is- 

!! That following be substituted for proviso (iii) to sub-clause (1) (I,) of clause 3:-- 

"if the loan has since it was originally advanced passed by inheritance or as 
signment to a widow or minor, such widow or minor shall not be bound 
to maintain the account prescribed by this section for a period of six 
months from the date of. such passing, nor shall they be bound for this 
period of six months to furnish an account of the -transaction relating to 
this period of six months, but nothing herein stated shall exempt them 
from the obligations imposed by law up to the date of such passing." 

:Motion was lost. 

~ Khan Bahadur ~aptain Sard..;··_ Sikander Hyat Khan [Muham- 
- madan, Landholders]: Sir, I beg to move- 

"That in proviso (iii) to sub-clause (1) (b) of clause 3 the words after the word.' section 
be omitted. " · · 

[Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang.] . _ • 
Now; my submission in connection with this is that this class of creditors, 
minors and widows, will find it very difficult to · comply with the provisions - 
of this section. A widow, an Indian widow, as honourable members of 

· this House are aware, is practically at a dis-advantage for various reasons. 
Most of them are uneducated, a '1:ast majority of _them are uneducated. 
Widows suffer from other disadvantages on account of the peculiar social 
system of this country. Therefore the obligation would be too much and 
too harsh for a. widow. With respect to the minor, we have seen the various 
difficulties that arise. Take the case of a minor who is an orphan. He 
has neither mother, nor father, nor uncle. There are -many such cases where 
orphans are left without anybody to look after them. For them the exemp 
tion of six months is merely nothing. Suppose a boy or a girl has become an 
orphan at the age. of one and has nobody to look after him or her. The 
father used to do - a certain amount of moneylending business. It _ was not 
very large, say a few hundred rupees, say one thousand or fifteen hundred, 
the income of which even- at the rate of 1 per cent. would not be more than: 
ten or fifteen rupees a month. They have got no other property and 
have no means for employing a munim or munshi. What would you expect 
from them ? What should they do ? How should they send the accounts ? 
You may do anything to protect your ignorant borrowers, but at the same 
time you ought, to be just and fair to the people who suffer from disadvantages. 
Up to this time the impression created by the speeches of Pir Muhammad 
Husain and Shaikh Abdul Ghani is that they want to protect the illiterate 
people, while I submit, Sir, that illiterate and helpless creditors· should 
also be protected. I therefore submit, Sir,-that orphans and widows as 
such may. be excluded from the operation of this Bill so long as they are 
minors and a widow is a widow. 

Mr. President : Question is-- 
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Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : The. amendment which 
has been moved by my honourable friend, Captain Sikander Hyat Khan 
stultifies the provision contained in the clause as it stands. The Bill 
proposes to protect widows and minors for six months during which the 
framers of the Bill suppose that the widow, or the minor will make some. 
arrangements for keeping and sending of the accounts. The amendment 
takes away the protection given. Suppose a moneylender sent his account 
on the lat of January and he died five and a half months after that date •. 
The submission of accounts next time becomes due 15 days after his death. 
What is the protection given to the widow ? The protection has been 
given on the ground that the widow would be helpless and illiterate, as she· 
generally is; she will take some time for arranging her household. By this 
amendment, if after 15 days of her becoming a widow the clause providing 
for the sending of accounts makes it obligatory for her to send them, the 
protection given to her is taken away. I think my honourable friend 
has not quite realised the effect of the amendment. I therefore oppose it. 

~ Khan Bahadur C,aptain Sardar Sikander Hyat Kha~~;· Th~ ~~o~- 
able the Raja Sahib was quite right in saying that the original Bill contemp-. 
lated giving the widow and the minor six months' time during which they 
shall not be bound to supply accounts in accordance with this Act. As the 
word 'assignment' also occurs in the clause we thought there might be the 
risk of their evading this Act by assignment of the loans by the widow 
or the minor. They would then escape the provisions of this law altogether •. 
It is to make tha~ clear that I propose my amendment.~ 

Lala Gopal Das. 
Lala Joti Parshad. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Rattan Ohand., 
Lala Kesho Ram, Bekhri, 
Lala Bodh Raj. 
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Rai Bahadur Lala Dhanpat Rai. 
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Nath. . 
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Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram. 
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Shaikh Abdul Ghani : I think, Sir, there is no ambiguity or hardship 
if we adopt the new clause. After all, we have to take into consideration 
the ca~ of the widow who from the very start indulges in the profession 
-of moneylending. I( she is a moneylender, then there is absolutely no ' 
-reason why she should not furnish accounts. Similarly in the case of the 
minor. If the minor has been lending. money either through a properly 
-eonstituted guardian or some other relative of his who is a de .faefo guardian 
there is absolutely no reason thmt the simple fact that 'he is under age though 
he could enjoy interest like any other monnlender should give him any 
protection from the liability to send accounts. That would be quite unfair 
to the borrower, and would be beyond the scope of the Act. Take the case 
-oited by the honourable member on the other side. Suppose, he said, a man 
dies and the submission of the account becomes due within 15 days of his 
deatli. In such a case, the debt along with the other 'assets passes on to 
the minor son or the widow. . The clause is not sought to be amended so as 
to make that son · or the widow send the account within a fortnight thereof. 

· The minor or the widow will in such a-ease have six and a half months from 
that date. The words of the amendment are clear .and unambiguous. 
If the loan as soon as it was originally advanced passes by inheritance or 
assignment to a widow or a. minor, such widow or minor is not bound to 

· maintain an account for a period of six months from the date of such passing. 
What does the word ' passing ' signify ? It denotes the · date on which the 
minor or the widow enters on the inheritance. 'The thing is so clear and 

· unambiguous that there can be no two opinions about it. Clearly it is not 
· as if within 15 days of the passing of the inheritance the minor or the widow 
· were to submit accounts. Rather we are safeguarding against that con 
tingency. ·we seek to give the widow or the minor six clear months from 

·the date ofthe passing of the inheritance or the assignment. The. clause 
· safeguards against the fears of my learned friend, If there is the slightest 
doubt on the point, there are the masters of language, English is . their · 
mother-tongue, they might clear it and put it in better words. I submit 

· that, so far as this clause is concerned, there can be no other reading.possible. 
If the clause does not mean that, it is then out of.place here in the A.ct. 

The argument was then advanced that after these six months to call 
··u,pon the .minors and widows to be sending regular accounts would behsrd.. 
'!rhat.argument·is·very:fallacious on fiheface of it. If1the minorhas •no-· 
thing to do with iihe -advancing of tihe loans, ljf 'he -eomes into the possession 

· of1.the assets of his· father, the whole thing stops ipsojaeto. There would I 
· ;be no necessity of submitting periodieal accounts. If the minor, however, 
, succeeds his fath.er but does not advance any further loan, he will have-only 
"to SU!bmit one single statement which is overdue and that too a:fter six 
months of the death of his father: If after that he lends money, that is, 
he becomes a creditor and .people are his dobtors.fhen -ean there be any' 
sense in,arguing that he should be shown any indulgence, that. he should -be 

, absolved.from ifihe ·liability ·Of sending the accounts? ·':similarly, ,in the- case 
· of a widow, ·if she -oomes. into the inheritance and does not'lend money 
· theroo'fter, ·only -one ,statement would be due· from' her arid that too six 
rmomha after her coming upon the inheritance. If, on the other 'hand, she 
continues the moneylending, why should she be · absolved from the · duty 

-of sending the accounts merely because she is a widow? If she is mixing 
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with people, transacting moneylending business with . the:m., why sho'U:l:d 
she not keep accounts ,&iild fumh;h them. peiiodi~y ·~ li she does this 
through an agent, sure~y that a;g~t :must take upo~ b'i~seif tlrls res~nsili:ilit? 
as well, I do 1:lot .tlmik there 1S any hardship ·m that. · Whe c'la'USe ·as it 
stands is a. very .fair and necessary -e'lause. 

I&. E. Mll'fll Das ~: Fr'om. the :speech j'llSt in:a;cle Jt woti:ld appear 
that the experience of the honourable member has been 'that on the 
death of a man his affairs a.re put in order within iQ. period ·of mx ,m.ontllS. 
From m.y experience, I should say that sometimea it ta,kes .sev-er-al yea.rs 
before a.ffaits &.?e settled and the household and the aooO\:r.i'.l.ts .are put in 
order. To bllow only sh months for a widow would in a great m!)illy oases 
eause real hardship. Firstly, th:e loss of h'er 'hueibM:Ld is a gr-eat llrlsfomme. 
Secondly, befor-e she ·can ~ome into possession.<oi 'her llusba.nd':i:1 assets, there 
would be many relatives of the deceased creating trouble in her-way. ''9'.'o 
expect her to be able to render aeeoants mnnedia'tely after 'Six months 
would, in my opinion, prove a great hardship in a good n:ia.ny cases. 

. Lala.Keshb·Ram, &khri (Amritsa-r City, Non-Mwta;:tnmad~ Urban) a: 
~' let us see whether the r,roposed clause,~ads us to oa.ny ra,lbsittrdity ,or not. 
This clause rans like this : 

~· if the loa.:ll 1h:ais since it was ~t'igma.lly advanclid pa'ssed. by inlien°tabffll bl' a.ssign]hcntc 
to a widow or . minor, such widaw or minor ·shall !fl.ot'be bound to :maintain tihit 
a'<icount · prescribed. l>y this. section for .. a period of six tit~nthl! .from tle date 
of such passinJI, nor shall tltey be bound for . t'his period of six months to fur. 
nish an oocount •of the ~miil!Otion relatin'g to this ·perl'oa 'of· six months.•• 

But nothing herein stated shall ,~~empt them from the oblig-ation. 'im· 
posed by law up t0 the date ~f :suoh 1>assing. What do the words u up to 
the date of such pl'l.'SSing " mean ? The widow does not O'O'ttl~ into emtenoo 
until after the passing, ·the minor does not come into ·existenc·e, and what ~ 
the obligation on them? It is not known in this eta.use. But nothing harem 
stated shall exempt them ft-0m the obligation impose'd by law up to t'.b:e 
date of such passing. Whttt does it attually mean ? I have not been abll) 
to understand, Possibly there have been eertain explanations which have 
not been inserted here. The last portion is redundant. You are o-f course 

. fully entitled in this Council to set at naught all the laws that have alrea.dy 
been passed. The Contra,ct Aot can be nullified, the Law of Evidence can 
be ignored by us, even the Law of Limitation can be ignored because so 
far as the disability about minors is concerned it is now going to be removed. 
The law is going to run even against a minor. I understood that as long as 
a person is under a. disability the statute does not run against him. B'llfi 
under this clause I submit that the minor is now bound 'to furnish acco'llllts 
after six months. According to this law he is going to be considered as a 
major beeause he will be called upon n.fter six months to render accounts. 

Suppose, ior argnment's sake, somebody on behalf of the minor, say;, 
bis uncle or a distant relation, were to send an 

7 
f'. M. account to the debtor and the debtor as he is an 

ignorant debtor wete to pay to that uncle or the distant relative the whole 
amount of his debt, the question a.rises whether his liability is to be absolved. 
My friend, Shaikh Abdul 'Ghani, did not answer .that question, whether a 
debtorwhen he p·a.ys to the so-called relation of the minor isabsolved from 
his li-bllity or not. Of course contract~ entered into by ai minor are void, 

D 
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[La,Ia- .. Kesho Ram, Sekhri.] . 
p,nd ~re not voidabJe .. Bu:t if a minor goes on doing _mon~ylending_:b~iness 
ithen of course· he· lS liable. Of course the Contract Act is not. within the 
:jurisdi.,ctio!): of .this .House to be repealed. I find t~~t all ~hes.e Acts passed 
by this Council somehow or other. seldom come into operation· and when 
.phey come into.operation at all they come mth a vengeance. 'The Sikh 
,Gurdwara Act. .•.• • • · 

.Mr. President : Order, order • 
. I.ala Kesho Ram, Sekhri : I was submitting that the Laws of Eviden ctJ 

have also to be taken into coI1Sideration.. In fact th~ Sikh Gurd wara Act .•.• 
Mr. President : Order, order, please. . 

; Lala Kesho Ram, ·Sddiri :' l am taking. an illus_tra.tion as to wl;iaf i_~ going .to be. done. · · · · · · ·· · ·." · · · · .: · · · · .··· 
. Mr. President : The honourable member· wµ1 please speak t<> the ques- 
tion now under. eonsideration, · · · ' · · · 
~ Lala Kesho R~ Sekhri : The· question under consideration is that 
the minor shall not be bound to maintain. accounts. and after six months· he 
will be called upon to maintain and furnish accounts. ' Ii was submitting that 
~ minor when he is under a disability on account of his minority cannot be 
called upon to furnish an account. I never expected the Government to 
come fo~ard with a: proviaion of this nature ... I cl¢ unde:r;!lt~d this from 
a person who is innocent of law. But when it comes from thelGovernment, 
with all.its legal.advisers at its beck and call, lam rather surprised, especially 
whet;t they know that a minor within thre~ years of his attaining Jl'.J.a.jority 
.Jan 'bring· in a suit to . set aside what has . been done even by his guardian. 
"Under this Bill the· · Government is asking us to set aside all Acts, all enact 
$ents that have been passed by the Legislative·Assembly. They are calling 

·tJ.pon the minor to submit accounts and furthermore that he should sign 
-those accounts and further still that if he cannot sign them they must be 
:iµgned by a duly authorised agent. I am at a loss to understand the meaning 
-Of all. this. If such enactments a.re to be placed on the Statute Book, 
i do not know how the judges can oarry them out. Those who are respon 

.sible for such an Act as this will have to depute officers for going and explain 
:l,Ilg. to the judges what the actual intentions of the Act are. Yesterday· 
-there was one clause .•••• 

; · Mr. President: The honourable member will please speak to the 
"'la.:n.se now before the House. If he persists in irrelevance · I shall have 
;to request him to resume his seat. 

.: · Lala Kesho Ram, Sekhri : I am very sorry that I got an opportunity 
-to speak at a time when .I think the whole House is anxious to leave. I 
,dQ not know whether my honourable friend is very keen on pressing this 
·Ole.use. _It. is. so unworkable. But they ean pass it because they happen 
to be.in the. majority at the present m:oment. I cannot very well understand 
1lhe attitude-of the Government. I do not know why they did not press· for. 
the clause .whieh was first proposed. The. proposed clause says, "Il the 
loan. has s_iilc~ it. was o:rigiruilly advance_d passed by inheritance or assigmneht 
:to a; widow qr minor, such widow or minor sl:uill not be bound to ma.intl!!in; 
the.,acoount': prescribed :by this section for a period of six month!! 'from- the- 
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Mr. President: I have tried to help eJ1 parties in this House. My 
-duty is to protect the minority age.inst the oppression of the majority and 
-to protect the majority against the obstruction of the minority. The 
.honourable mem.ber is persistent in irrelevance. So, I am constrained to 
~eq uest him to resume his seat.· 

Khan Bahadur Captain Sirdar Sikander Hyat Khan : I under· 
'Stand the honourable mem.ber from Amritsar objects to my amendment a.nd 
:not to the original one. I therefore beg leave to withdraw my amendment. 

The motion was by leave withdrawn. 
Mr. President : Question is- 

!: That proviso (iii) to clause 3 (1) (b) st.and part of the Bill." 

Motion was carried. 
The Council then adjourned till 10 A.M. _ on Saturday, the 14th Decem- 

ber 1929. · .. : , .: :.:·;<: . 

.:day of such passing, nor sha.11 they be bound for this period of six months 
to famish an account of the tra.nsa.otion relating to this period of six 
,months •.••••• " · 
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THE PUNJAB REGULATION OF ACCOUNTS BILL. 
Clause 8. 

Sub-cla'U86 {l} (b), proviso (iv). 
Mr. Pl'"esident: The Council will now. consider proviso (iv) to sub· 

clause (1) (b) of clause 8. 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani :· Sir, I beg to move- 
"Tha.tin proviso (iv) to sub-elsuse (I) (b) of clause 3, line 6, between the word' jwUce • 

&nd the word ! UDless ' the following words be inserted :- 

' between one or more creditors claimmg 'adversely to eaeh other. "' 

The proviso, as it is, is quite appropriate, but the object of this amendment 
is to make it more clear. The expression ' the title to recover ••.••• ' in 
certain cases is likely to create confusion and difficulty. In order to avoid 
that and to make the· meaning of the legislators very explicit and clear, 
the words now proposed are .intended to be inserted in the proviso. The 
object of this amendment is to exclude from the operation of this Bill bona 
fide· litigants in a court of competent jurisdiction. 

Mr. President: Amendment moved is- 
" That in pa.rt (iv) of sub-ol&use (1), (6) of clause 3, after the word 'judit,e' a.ncl 

before the word ' unl(!SB ' in line 6, the following words be inserted :- 

' between one or more creditors claiming adversely to each other."' 

Mr. SioL, Sale: Sir, under the section as has been passed by the 
select committee, it is possible, I do not say that it is right, still it is possible 
that some courts may interpret the words ' title to recover ' as covering 
the case in which creditor sues his debtor or 'Vice versa. It is not intended 
that where a dispute between the creditor and the debtor is in court there 
should be any hiatus in the obligations prescribed m this Bill. But it _is 
intended that if there be a dispute between two creditors with the possible 
result -that one creditor may not be in possession of the account books, 

· he should be absolved from the . duty of maintaining and furnishing the 
accounts so long as the case is sub-judice. We want to make it clear that 
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{Mr. S. L. Sale.] .s 

this exemption is only-to !L'PPly,whep. there is a.dispute b.e.tween two creditors 
and not betw~eri a· creditor and 'a· debtor. ·For that- reason, I think it is 
important that we should 'ilse tb.e word," creditor .' and not the ·word '. per 
son.' I would sugge~t ~h11,t the .. !l,me;nqmen.~ should read ' between two or 
more persons clairiuhg a_dversely; as creditors.' \ ', . : ' : 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: · Sir, I would submit that· the amend 
"ment· is: still 'd~fective. · cAs, the 'original amendment stands. it is absurd, as 
has been. admitted by the honourable Legal Bsmembrancer. The f:a,rthElr 
amendment suggested by the Legal Remembrancer also is defective. The 
introduction of the word creditor creates confusion, because the word eredi 
tor has been defined in this Bill to mean a person who advances loans in the 
ordinary course of business. It.is possible 1thitt .there may be two claimants 
none of whom may be I creditor in the sense that he lends money .in the 
ordinary course of his business. I will give one instance.. A father dies 
leaving two sops, butone of the sons has already leftthe family after taking 
his share; But after the father's death that. son may also lay. claim to 
the outstanding loan. Here ne~ther of the two sons may be a money-lender. 
Both of them may be Government servants. S.o after the father's death 
neither of them would be creditors· in the sense that their ordinary business ·is money-le;nd:ing. I would suggest that the correct expression should be 
'between two or more claimants to the loan.' That would be more satis 
factory. 

· . · Again, there may be a legal representative who. may be in Government 
service. His business is not money-lending and so be would not be. a cre 
ditor according .to the definition of this Bill. Therefore if the amendment, 
as originally suggested or. modified by the Legal Remembrancer, is adopted 
it will go adversely against this legal representative. I personally consider 

: that the amendment is absolutely unnecessary. I do not, however, want 
to be understood that I am opposing a harmless· amendment. I have no 

. objection to the amendment being adopted, but I consider it is redundint 
.and unnecessary. That is .my conviction. 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon (Minister for· Local 
Self-Government) : Sir, I don't think that the clause as· it stands does 

, really express the. wish of the House, and when the honourable member 
says that the amendment is redundant,' I am afraid I cannot agree with 
him. He uses the. word " succession " with· reference to this clause, but 
the clause as it stands in the Bill only says "the title to recover," it does 
not say "title to recover" from whom, with the result that in order to avoid 
the operation of this Act two persons might conspire and <file might file 
a case against the other, and as long as the case continues they need not 
send accoants. The difference between " right " and " title " is not· lik-ely 
to be 'understood easily, therefore, with a view to avoid the possibility of 

<eases of doubt that amendntent is quite necessary. 
The honourable member pointed. out two oases. 'One is the-, case in 

which a man succeeds to the property and is the heir to a eertain 'creditor, 
That certainly would be covered by the word "creditor," because the word 

· '"' creditor " as defined in this Bill not only includes the person who advances 
..a loan, but also his successor-in-interest. Then he puts the case of a person, 
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who may have left a joint family and gone away somewhere and then come 
· back and claimed it. If he comes back and claims he Jl!.USt come .back and 
.olaim as something; either as successor or heir-in-interest ; if he· puts .. his 
.elaim 'certainly it will be covered by thedefinition that is suggested by the 
.amendment that is now before the · House. · ·, · · 

Mr. President : ·;The· amendment as. it stands is meaningless. - There~ 
Jore, I disallow it. 

Mr. S. L Sale: Sir, I, beg to move- 
" That in proviso (iv) between the words 'sub-Judice' and the word 'unless' the 

following words be inserted :.~ · 
' between two or more persons claiming as creditors adversely to each other.'/'- 

Mr. President : Amendment moved is-« : 
"That in line 6 of proviso (iv) between the words • 8Ub·f1.1dice' and the word' unleas" 

the following ,words be added. :- 
• between two o~ more persons claiming as or~ditors adversely to each other'." . . 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang [North-West Towns, (Non-Muhammadans) 
:lJrban J : I have already explained, Sir, that the word creditor would 
.he entirely out of place here .. Tp.e honourable and' learned Legal Bemem- 
.brancer has used the word "credit.ors" again. They may not claim as • 
.creditors, but they may claim as heirs. I have pointed out two oases. Both 
of the men may be in the Indian Civil Service, both of them may abhor 
money-lending. r,rhey may. be assignees and µi.ay have absolutely no 
concern with money-lending. ·There may be a dispute between them. Why 

.is the honourable and learned Legal Remembrancer or the honourable 
member now in charge of the Bill so anxious or particular about the word 

·" creditor," which will simply create coy.fusion. If they want to make 
.an absurd amendment, I speak with all d~e respect, let them, but certainly 
.they will make the clause objectionable. 

Sheikh. Abdul Ghani [West Punjab Towns (Muhammadan) Urban]: 
·The Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government, Sir, very clearly 
.set at rest all the objections that could possibly be levelled against the 
.amendment, and he had pointed out that we have defined the word·" eredi 
tor" and that it includes assignees, successors-in-interest and everybody. 
So my h8nourable friend's fear is. 'quite unfounded. We are going beyond 
the definition of the word " creditor." We are making it a bit clear. The 

.assignee wonld be creditor under the Act if we use the word creditor. Sir, 
I don't think we are putting embarrassment on anybody pr creating con- 

, fusion. Our object is simply to make it more definite. · The amendment 
_is in no way against the spirit of the clause. . 

Mr. President : Question is- 
" That in proviso (iv) of sub-clause (1), (b) of clause .3, in line 6, between the words 

' fflb,;fudice • and the word ' unless ' the following words be inserted :- 
' between: two or more persons claiming as creditors adversely to each other.' " 

Motion was ca.rried. . - 
Mr. President : Question is:_ 
"That proviso (ii•) of sub-clause (1) (b) of clause 3 as.amended stand pa.rt of the Bill, 
Motion was carried. 
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i S'Uh-clause (2). 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani: I would like ·to add the word "alone'! after 

"shall·~ and before "be deemed" in the sub-clause which I propose to, 
substitute for:, the existing sub-clause (2). So the amendment as now 
proposed by m~ will'stand-> 

" That for ob-olause (2) of clause 3 the following be substitut.ed :- 
• • Notwithstanding anything contained in the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, entries hr 

boob of account prescribed under clause (a) of sub-section (1) shall alone be 
deemed to be relevant for proving any transe.otion to which they relate; an<ti 
~ies of such entries certified in such manner as may be prescribed shall be 
adinissible in evidence for any purpose in the same manner and to the SB,MEY 
extent as the original entries." 

This means that I am reverting to sub-clause (2) as put in the original 
Bill and which stands now substituted by the new sub-clause by the Select 
Committee with this difference only-that I have inserted the word 'alone.' 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : I think the best 
thing would be to put the amendment as printed and move this further 
amendment afterwards. 

&_baikh Abd~ Ghani: Sir, no~ beca~e I think t~at the amendment 
as now put by me IS necessary or that it was m any way different but because 
the sense of the House would not be in favour of the word • alone ' that I 
stick to my original amendment. It runs as follows :- 

" Thatfor sub-clanse (2) of clause 3, the following be sulistitut.ed :- · 
'Notwithstanding anything contained in the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, entries in• 

books of accounts prescribed under clause (a) of sub-section (I) shall be deemed' 
to be relevant for proving any transe.otion to which they relate, and copies of 
such entries certified in such manner as may be prescribed shall be admissible 
in evidence for any purpose in the same manner and to the same extent a,s. 
the original entries." } · 

As you will see, section 34 of the Indian Evidence Act, which I will 
read with your permission, lays down : "-Entries in books of accounts 
regularly skept in the course of business· are releyant whenever they refer 
to a matter into which the court is to enquire, but such statements shall 
not· be alone sufficient evidence to charge any person with liabilit_y.'' Now; 
Sir, comparing this with the original · draft in this Regulation of Accounts· 
Bill, we find that the framers of t]ajs Bill in the Select Committee have gone- 

-far ahead, and they have rather:_gcm~ too far. T4ey have even tra'hsgressed; 
the ordinary principles of. law _ !i,s · embodied in the Evidence Act, and they 
have rather · substituted in its place a standard of proof which I would 
submit is not warranted by any of the laws of this country. All that sec 
tion 34 requires ·is that entries in books of accounts regularly kept. in the 
course of business are relevant whenever they refer to a matter into which: 
the court is to enquire .. All that the law says is that in certain cases 
we make exception according to general principles of Evidence Act in· 
favour of certain persons who got certain facts in: their own favour under 
the ordinary law. If section 34 were not there in the Evidence Act the· 
result would have been that if a creditor makes certain entries in his own 
account books, and in the litigation he wants to put in those entries to sup-· 
port his own case they will be ruled out under every other provision of the 
Evidence Act because thofi.e are admissions .by the man in his own favour· 
and in support of himself in order that it should not work very hard on him. 
The framers of th~ Evidence Act made rather a very salutary exception" 

; 
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-on the point and said that if it is proved that the account books are regularly 
. kept and there is sufficient proof forthcoming· on · this point then entries 
in these account books would be 'eonsidered to be · relevant. They would· 

1be admissible in evidence. They would not be ruled out on the ground 
tha.t because the. bahis ha.ve been kept by the creditor and the statementB 
.ere es a matter of fa.ct of. his own making, therefore, we cannot attach any 
importance to these and we ·would not even consider them. All that the 
section says on the point . is that, in these · exceptional oases by the very 
nature of the thing certain entries in account books should be considered 
to be relevant, and unless further proof were adduced on. the point and the 
court were satisfied, their .evidential value would not by itself be very 
.strong. They are relevant, they are admissible' in evidence. The court 
'Will, while considering what particular proof is there with respect to a parti 
cular point, take these bahis into consideration, but before taking these 
bahis into consideration the court will see that they have been regularly 
kept. Of course the standard which is necessary in oases like this to deter 
mine whether a particular document is regularly kept or not is a. differeni 
thing into which we need not go at present. After all these formalities have. 
been gone into, and after sufficient proof has been adduced that the bahis 
are regularly kept, the entries will be presumed to be relevant. Now, Sir, 
consider the effect of the sub-section as now proposed by the Select Com· 
mittee. This means entries in the account prescribed in clause (a)· of sub· 
clause 1 shall be deemed to be regularly kept. In the first instance, I submit 
that it is altogether a new phrase. You rule that entries will be deemed 

. to b~, regularly kept without any further-proof, without any further formality 
being gone into, and once the account prescribed· by this Act is put in ihe 
court each item that occurs therein will be considered to be regularly kept 
because you do not say the books of accounts will be deemed to be regularly 
kept. I take exception to that expression too. _The mere production of 
-the account books prescribed under this Act will carry· with it this eonelu 
sive presumption that each entry in that account is deemed to be regularly 
kept. Now take this position arid then think over it from a lawyer's, 
point of view. When each entry in an account is to be deemed to be re 
gularly kept what is the poor debtor now left to disprove. How can he' 
possibly rebut it with this extraordinary presumption of law .in favour 
.of the creditor which is almost eonolnsive. What is there that you leave 
to the debtor to disprove these entries ? . Each entry that is there carries 
with it individually the presumption, not only the presumption but rather 
-thi~ conclusive weight, that it is. individually to be deemed to be regularly 
kept. · When a thing is. deemed to be regularly kept, what is there to show 
that this is fa.lse ? You obviate any possibility of contradicting any of the 
e11tries oceuring in that account and . thus going against all principles of 
jurisprudence, against all principles of proof or disproof on the point. I 
think the money-lenders, if they had time to think, they would never oppose 
this Act at all. Rather they would welcome it. . Leave this provision 
:in· the Act and you seal the doom of the debtor in every possible thing. 
The mopey-lender would welcome this Act. He would welcome the form 
prescribed. in it. He will put down the items in a book which you prescribe 

·regularly, and all that he will do is when t.here is the time when he -lodges 
.the suit and goes to the court and seeks the court's assistance he will say 
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,·hereyou are, I have put ·in my account, I· have got them in the pr~scribecf 
f9rm and the presumption is in my favour. You your~elf say that 
each entry that occurs in my account is deemed to be . correct •. 
Give me the decree.' What · possible way , has the · poor debtor to 
refute or to contradict him on that point ? What possibly can be 

~ done in any way to refute or to assert or to show the falsity 
.. .. of the entries which carry with them .the 

11 A,M. · psesumption that €ach one of them is to be·. 
deemed to be regularly kept? I would go so far as to say thatif you retain 
the word ' deemed ' it means that the other side cannot let in any evidence, 
because they are deemed to be regularly kept and the court has to accept 
it as such. How can you possibly persuade the court to accept any evidence 
or defence to the contrary, once you say you have to deem it to be correct 
or regularly kept ? The whole thing ends there and no more letting in 
of proof, no more rebutting and no attempt to try to · falsify the accounts· 
as they stand. So I submit that this provision has not been thought out 
well and there is some mistake somewhere. Of course the framers of the 
Bill are those gentlemen on the opposition. side who took part in the disous-'. 
sions of the Select Committee. Perhaps :they never thought that they were 
going to enact such a provision as this which can find no place in any statute· 
book of any_ civilised world. 

(Urdu): Sir, tliis is a very important legal point and, therefore, with your 
permission, I wish to explain it at some length in Urdu S<? that my honourable 
friends of the unionist or zamindar party may be able. to appreciate its 
full significance. There may be some repetition in the course of my speech, 

-~ but the matter is of so great importance that, in my humble opinion, a 
little repetition may be excused. Sir, it is laid down in the Indian Evidence- 
4ct (section 34) that entries in the account books kept regularly in the 
course of business shall be considered relevant and, therefore, the usual, 
procedure is that when a money-lender sues a debtor for the recovery of 
his money he attaches a 'copy of the entries in the books of account to she 
plaint, and after the debtor has put in his .answer, the court frames the 
issues as to what each party has to prove or disprove. Now usually, the 
money-lender declares on oath that he has kept his books, his day-book, 
cash-book, ledger and all, in a proper and regular form and manner. This 
concession is allowed to him by section 34 of the Evidence Act, otherwise 
according to law no person should be given any benefit on the score of an 
affidavit in connection with his own books or records. However, in this 
case. too, the onus of proving the regularity of his accounts is on .the ereditor.. 
He ha to prove that he has been regularly making all entries in the day or 
cash-book and then transferring them to the ledger. 

Now look at the difference between section 34 of the Evidence Act 
Qnd clause 8 (2) of the present Bill. The former leaves the onus .of proof: 
on the money-lender while the' latter says that the entries, in. the aoo,ourit: 
books shall be· deemed to be regulady kept for the purposes of that· section,.-: 

[Shaikh Abdul Shani.] 
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How can you reconcile the two ? Section 84 of the Indian Evidence Act 
runs as follows :- 

" Entries in books of account, regularly kept· in the course of business are relevant 
whenever they refer to a. matter into which the Court haa to inquire, but such 
statements shall not alone be sufficient evidence ~o charge any person with 
liability." · ' 

From this it is evident that even .if a creditor. shows by means of an affidavit 
or in some other manner that the accounts have been kept regularly the 
statement will be only relevant and admissible for the purposes of evidence 
but not a 'sufficient or conclusive proof of the liability of the debtor to the· 
amount .mentioned therein. In the present Bill it is laid down that the 
creditor' shall regularly record and maintain an account for each debtor 
separately, of all transactions relating to any loan advanced to the debtor, 
and then ~ he lodges a suit for the recovery of his loan he will have to submit 
to the court a copy of the account along with his plaint. So far this is all 

. »ight and I have no quarrel.with it. But then you lay down in sub 
elause (2) of clause 8 that all entries in the account prescribed under clause 
(a) to sub-clause (1) shall be deemed to be regularly, kept for the, purposes 
of section 84, Indian Evidence Act. I beg to submit Sir, that this 
sub-clause is · much more detrimental to the interest of the- debtor 
than section 34 of the Evidence -Act. Now let us compare the two. The 
ordinary lawof evidence makes the entries in the account books and state 
ments only relevant and admissible, and thus it is the duty of the plaintiff 
to prove that they ~have been kept regularly and that the signatures and 
finger-impressions are genuine. Therefore, there is a chance for the debtor 
to rebut or disprove the . correctness or· regularity of the accounts. . But 
in the present Bill you leave no such loophole for the debtor. There may be 
a little chance for him to rebut the correctness of the accounts, but it is very 
little, or shall I say too little, It is said that the Bill under consideration. 
is designed to protect the poor and ignorant debtor from crooked and dis 
honest money-lenders. But I submit, Sir, that if you let this 'sub-clause 
remain as it is this Act will become a dead letter in no time. The courts 
will simply admit the account books as· regularly kept and correct and 

. award decrees to the creditors. The honourable Financial Commissioner 
(Mr., Calvert) has, in the course of his opinion about the Bill, ver;y rightly 
remarked, that this sub-clause will prove much more harmful -to the poor 
debtor than even section 84 of the Indian Evidence Act. My submission 
is that if this sub-clause -is left as it is you will make this province too hot 
for poor debtors to live in. I would, therefore, request the honourable 
members who agree with· me not to allow this injustice to be done to poor 
people. And if they find themselves absolutely helpless, they should wash 
their hands off this bloody deed and walk out -0£ the Chamber when this 
sub-clause is being passed. 

Mr. President : Question is- 
" That the following new sub-clause be ta.ken into consideration ~ 

·" Notwithstanding anything eontained in the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, entries ht 
books of account prescribed nnder clause (a) of sub-clause (I) shall be deemed· 
to be relevant for proving any transaction to which they relate, and copies of 
such entries certified in such manner as may be prescribed shall be admis 
sible in evidence for any purpose in the sa.me manner and to the same extent 
~ de original entries." · ' 

Council divided: Ayes lo. Noes 28. 
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Mr. Alan Mitchell. 
Lala .Ram Lal. 

.Mr. 0. M. G. Ogilvie." - 
Mr. A. C. Macnabb. 
Mr. S. L. Sale. 
Diwan Bahadur Raja- Narendra 

Nath. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram. 
Pandit Nanak Chand. 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri. 
Lala Gopal Das. 
Rai Iiahadur Lala Rattan Chand. 
Lala Bodh R'1j. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Dhanpat Rai. 
Sardar Bahadur Captain Dalpat 

Singh. . . 
Sardar Bahadur Sardar Sheo 

Narain Singh. 

. . 

Sayad Muhammad Husain.' 
Khan Bahadur Malik Muhammad 

Amin Khan. 
Khan Bahadur Chaudhri Fazl 

Ali. 
Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad 

Hayat,""Qureshi. . 
Chaudhri Umar Hayat. 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani. . 
Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rah- 

. man Khan. 

NOES 28. • 

AYES 15. 

0 

Khan Bahadur Khwaja Abdur 
Rahman, 

Mr. H. Calvert. 
Mr. C. A. R Townsend. 

· . The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, 
Noon. · 

Khan Bahadue Nawab Muzaffar 
Khan. · 

Mr. W. R. Wilson. 
Khan Bahadue Sayad Maq bul 

Shah. 
Mr. D. Macfarlane. 
Mian Muhammad Fakhar-ud 

Din. 
·The Honourable Mr. Manohar 

Lal. 
The Honourable Sardar Sir 

Jogendra Singh. 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow. 

Mr. M. A. Ghani 
Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar 

Sikander Hyat Khan. 
Mian Ahmad YarKhan, Daultana. 
Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah. 
Khan Sahib Khan Muhammad 

Saifalla.h Khan. . 
Malik Nawab Major Talib Mehdi 

Khan. 
Chaudhri Duli Chand. 
Chaudhri Ali Ahmad. 

Explanation to sub-clause (2). 

Mr. President: Question is- 
" That the explanation to sub-clause (2) stand part of the Bill." 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Sir, I beg to oppose this motion. My 
· reasons are these. The explanation is to this effect .: 

·" A person to whom a statement of account has been sent under clause (b) of sub-seatioa 
(1) shall not be bound to acknowledge or deny its oorre-otness, and his failure 

• to protest shall not, by itself, be deemed to be an admiEISion of correctness of 
the account." · · 

I would submit, in the first place, that this explanation is redundant. 

Mr. President : Question, is- 
• "Th~t sub-clause (2) of clause 3 stand part of the Bill." 
Motion was carried. 
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· Mr. President : Is it quite consistent with sub-clause (2) which 
-the Council has just passed. If every entry is presumed to be kept regularly 
-what will be the effect of non-acknowledgment or non-denial '} , 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Quite so, Sir. I thank you for drawing 
-iny attention to that at this early stage. In the :first place, it is inconsistent 
with sub-clause (2) of clause~ In the second place.Lwould submit that 
it is redundant. In the third place, it is unjust and unfair and absolutely 
one-sided. and partial. Whereas the Bill places so many obligations on 
the lenders, it places no obligation whatsoever on the borrower. 'I'his is 
:not a borrowers' protection Bill in the sense· that the borrower ~ to be pro· 
-tec~d in every possible way, fair or unfair. Nor is it a Bill which is intended 
to put disabilities only on the lenders. The object of the Bill is to regulate 
the accounts maintained by the lenders so that it may be possible for the 
"borrowers to know how their accounts stand with the lenders, so that 
-the borrowers may have as little chance as possible of being deceived. - A 
perfectly laudable object. But this explanation as it stands means that 
twice a year the creditors must send their accounts covering many pages, 
because every-Small entry has to be put in according to the clause which 
we have already passed. Thi:i accounts go to the borrowers. There 'may 
be some inaccuracy in the statement of accounts. The borrower knows 
it, still he keeps quiet. The creditor does not note the inaccuracy and con 
:tinues the mistake in every six-monthly statement he is sending to the 

· debtor. When the creditor goes to court the debtor will perhaps plead 
inaccuracy in the accounts. Because of this explanation, the co~t 
'will presume against the creditor. Is that fair to the creditor? What is 
sauce for the gander must be sauce for the goose. If there ate obligations 

.on the lender there must be corresponding obligations on the borrower 
too. - - 

Then, there is another reason why this explanation should be omitted 
from the Bill. That reason was suggested by the opinions which have 
been circulated for our· information; A very experienced district judge 

'has pointed out that it would be absolutely useless to send these accounts 
unless there is some incentive to the' borrowers to look at these _accounts, 

' Why should he go into these accounts so long as the presumption for mis 
takes is to ho against the lender ? So, the borrower will not care to look 
into the accounts. But if the presumption is0going to be against the borrower, 

·that is, ii the borrower does not protest against the accuracy of the state·. 
'ment of accounts, if the court presumes that the borrower accepts the cor 
rectness of the account, then there will be an incentive on the part of the 
borrower to look into the accounts. Otherwise he will have no motive 

· to look into the accounts. Frequently the example of banks has been 
, quoted in thiff House. I have just got in ·my hand a form used. by hanks 
'-v.ith counterfoils. The bank expects the clients to sign and return the 
counterfoil so that the bank may know that the accounts of that particular 

· client are correct, and if he says they are wrong where to locate the mistake. 
'.It is my personal experience that many times the amount of money sent 
' for the credit qf one account is by mistake of the clerk at the counter credited ·~ to another person. Several mistakes· are made during the course of these· 

(_·transactions; These poor money-lenders cannot be expected to be greater 
.experts than the clerks of banks, and if the latter can make mistakes, aura- 
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[Dr. Gokul ·chap.d, Narang.] 
· ly the poor money-lenders who carry on their business fa villages are · also· 

liable to .make .mistakes, Not to. point out such mistakes, then and there 
will be. very unjust and cruel to the lenders, because it is deliberately mis 
leading the creditor and keeping him in the. dark so far as the accuracy · of 
his statement ot accounts is concerned, and thus bringing trouble on him.. 
Does the Government propose to be a party~ that act of fraud, this acting 
of a lie to use the expression used by Prof. Blackie in a book which w~ 
used to· read 80 or 40 years· ago ? Can such a· provision be incorporated 
in an Act like this ? I trust the honourable members· of Government 
will see for themselves that such an explanation is entirely uncalled for. 
Leave things as they are. Leave it to the discretion of courts. Every 
case has to be decided on its own merits. - If the accounts are 1sent to an 
illiterate borrower the court may make the presumption that he was abso 
lutely incapable of judging for himself or that the was· in a village where· 
there is no educated person, and so he could not see the accounts and find 
out the mistakes, and so on. · · · · · 

When a copy of the account is sent to the borrower, it becomes a ques 
tion of fact whether the money was lent or not. When the court finds that 
there is no room for a presumption, the finding will be in favour of the bor 
rower. In other cases where the borrower is a member of the Indian Civil 
Service, a barrister or an engineer and accounts are sent to him-in spite of 
my amendment, the House has not exempted loans given to such literate 
people-if accounts are sent to such a person and if he does not protest, the 
presumption would be made against him. If it were intended that there 
should be no such presumption in the. case of a rustic borrower, a zamindar 
or an illiterate man, there would be some sense in it. But this Bill is going 
to apply to the most literate, the most astute people, even 'to money-lenders 
themselves. If I send a copy to a money-lender and he does not protest, 
no presumptionwould lie against him. The whole thing looks to me, l speak 
ear;nestly, not for the sake of argument merely, so meaningless. The framers 
ofthe Bill seem to have had only one class in view and that class is the help 
less, illiterate borrowers in the village. , If that was so, one might have passed 
over this provision. But they. have made this Bill applicable to every one 
except of course those expressly exempted in the clause of definitions. What 
justification is there for not making a presumption against, say, my honour 
able friend there Rai Bahadur Dhanpat Rai if he borrows money from me,. 
or against you-God forbid that you should stand in need of money~cir 
even against the honourable the Finance Member-God forbid that as· well 
should no presumption be made against such people ? It is the height .of 
absurdity that these people should compel me, a money-lender; to send them 
accounts twice a year and should have no obligation on their part in return; 
not even to acknowledge, for the explanation says : ' shall not be bound to 
acknowledge '. Either make a distinction between borrowers and bor 
rowers or do not make this universally applicable; As it is! to me it se~ms, 
as I submitted; in the first place, it is inconsistent with clause 2 which ·we 
hav.e pass~d .and in; the next, _absolutely re~nndant and, in the t~d fla~, 
wholly unjust, unfair and partial. Leave things 9;9 they are ; leave it ~.o t:Iie 
discretion of the court where to make a presumption and where not to ~\• it. , . ' . 

. ~·· 1\/.) 
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Mr. S. G Sale: Sir, I have listened with close attention to what m.y'. 
learned friend, Dr. Narang said, and in reply I only propose to tell -the House 
what. I would do, if ~ ~ere th~ jud~e and had this secti~n before me in a oas.e 
where I had to administer 'this law. It has been nghtly stated that the 
intention of the framers of this Actis to. help as far as possible the ignorant · 
and illiterate borrower, and I think the court will, in administering the law 
naturally: bear in mind the distinction between the illiterate, ignorant bor 
rower and the case of the borrower that Dr. Narang has been talking about. 
Supposing I have before me an ignorant borrower, this explanation says that 
the mere fact that the ignorant borrower has not protested shall not ~!J 'itself 
be sufficient to create an estoppal against the borrower. The important: 
words are ' by itself '. It means that it is open to the creditor to show 
reasons why estoppal should operate against the borrower. 

1 
If there are no 

such reasons and if the court finds that there has been an ignorant debtor 
who has not protested probably because he could not read or write or could 
not have the accounts read out to him, there is no reason to presume as 
against such a borrower that theaeeounts are correct. That is so far as the 
ignorant borrower is concerned. But take the case of a different class of . 
debtors. Take the case of a member of the Indian Civil Service to whom 
Dr. Narang has referred. The court will say: This borrower could have read 
the account if he had seen them : even if the accounts were in the Mahajani · 1 

iharacter~, he could have taken t~e trouble to have the1?' read out. to _him by 
a Munshi or some one else and, m the absence of othef reasons, failure to 
protest by such a . borrower should estop him from denying the accuracy 
of the accounts. The words ' by itself ' which are the important words in 
this explanation give the court the opportunity to weigh the particular cir 
cumstances of each case as it comes before it. It can look at the condition 
of the debtor and decide for itself as to whether. the mere fact that there has 
been no protest should or should not create an estoppel. For this reason, 
I do not think there is any injustice in this explanation as it stands. 

Mr. E. Maya Das: Sir, in my opinion this would give a fine weapon 
in the hands of the borrower to defend himself. Borrowers are of two kinds, 
those that are literate and clever and those that are iY.iterate. If the illite 
rate borrower will just learn to get his accounts read it will be of great use 
to him even if the accounts are sent to him in characters with which 
there is nobody acquainted in the neighbourhood, then it is open to him to· 
obtain a copy of the same in Urdu or any other script which he can arrange 
to get read. I therefore strongly urge that the borrower should be taught 
the habit of getting his accounts examined, and what is needed is that ex 
tensive publicity should be given to this matter so that all borrowers as soon 
as they get their accounts should get them read and examined. If this were· 
.done then this Bill would be in the best interests of the borrowers. I there- 
fore support the amendment, . 

Rai Bahadur Lala Dhanpat Rai: · Sir, whatever justification there 
may have been at the time when this Bill. was introduced to have this ex 
planation, but after we have passed the proviso that if a debtor wants that 
the copy of his accounts should be sent to him translitrated in the script 
which he understands, and the creditor is under an obligation to do so, I 
do not think now there is any eeessity for this explanation. At the time 
when this Bill was framed perhaps the susjieion was lurking in ,the minds- 
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"The only criticism lies in the explanation to clause 3, which seems too much against 
the money-lender, who· after all serves an economic purpose. Some ma.chi 

nery must be devised for t~e debtor to register a protest in such a wa.y that 
the creditor should not be able to deny its having been made, and failure, etc., 
to register a protest within a fixed time should at least shift on to the debtor 
the burden of proving the incorrectness of the account." - . 

A large number of other district judges have recorded the same opinion 
"Therefore in view of the opinions which have been received from the judi 
.ciary and ip. view of the very clear statement made by the honourable the 

gomery, says:- 

12 Nomr, 

[.a.a.i Bahadur Lala Dhanpat Rai.] .. . .. 
. -0f some honourable members that when the account is fu,rnished · to a debtor, 
-it may be that he will not be able to follow or read 'it ; and in such a eese 
to saddle him with the responsibility of verifying the a;cdount and question- 

:ing its accuracy, if necessary, and in its absence to presume an admission 
or the account on his pa.rt is unfair. Suppose, for a.rgumen:t's sa.ke, 

·that I am the money-lender and my honourable friend, the ~tei 
for local Self-Government, is the debtor. I send him an account whioh I 
keep in the Mahajani characters and he writes to me saying that he cannot 
follow the script and asks for a copy of the same in English. I accede to 
'his wishes. After sue months the same thing happens again, and for three 
years this process goes on. Then I put him to court. I ask, .ean he contend 
that no presumption should be drawn against him in ~avour of the accuracy 

.-of the accounts. Whatever law you may enact you cannot prevent the 
court's mind being influenced by this conduct of the debtor. Even if 
you provide in this Act that an admission should not be presumed from 
the circumstances mentioned in the proviso they will have their influence 

.on the mind of the court. It has already been said that the mere fact that you 
do not deny the correctness of an account sent to you cannot be construed 
into an admission that it is correct, where is then the use of having the sec 
tion at all? If the ordinary law of the land is that you cannot construe 
.it into an admission, why have this explanation ? Is it the intention of this,. 
House to O put a premium on dishonesty ? On these two grounds I - 
would strongly urge the deletion of this clause. In the first place, there is 
no necessity for it. Let the ordinary law of the land take its course. If 
an account is sent to a debtor and he does not deny its correctness it will 
.along with other circumstances be construed into an admission, say what 
you like. In the second place, as the right has been given to the debtor to 
.olaim the account transliterated in his own script; I do not think there is 
any necessity for having this explanation at all. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : I · rise to support what my learned friend, 
Dr. Na.rang, said that the presumption which has 

· to be drawn from the circumstances of eaeh case 
should be left to the courts. On this point I wish to bring to the notice of 
the House the decided opinions which have been expressed by the judiciary of 
.this province on this expl~nation to section 8. The High Court points out :- 

" That the explanation is one-sided and unjust. If it is to be made obligatory on 
the creditor to keep the account in the prescribed form and to send copies 
there ot at stated intervals. to the debtor, it is but fair that the failure of the 
debtor to deny its correctness within a reasonable time should raise a. 
presumption in favourof the correctness of the account." 

This is what Mr. Blacker, I.C.S., District and Sessions Judge,· Mont- 
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. 
Legal Remembrancer that the court would be justified in drawing a pre 
sumption against persons who understood . the account while they would be 
reluctant to draw the same presumption against illiterate persons, I think 
the best solution would be ~o drop the explanation. 

Pandit Nanak Chand: I listened very carefully to the arguments, 
which were advanced by the honourable the Legal Remembrancer in re· · 
gard to this explanation. It is no· doubt true that the court will draw diffe 
rent presumptions in regard to the literate and the illiterate borrowers. The- 
courts do adopt different standards in these different cases. But my sub- 

. mission is that when this explanation is there, it does not make that dis- 
. tinction. It is going to apply to all classes of debtors. Whatever may be- 

in the minds of the framers of this clause, this clause does not make any such. 
distinction, The addition of the words ' by itself ' does not help to draw 
any such distinction either. The words apply to both theignorant borrower 
and to the highly educated one. The plain and ordinary meaning of the 
explanation is to make any presumption impossible. Whether the borrower 
is a member of the Indian Civil Service, belongs to the legal profession, is a 
big merchant dealing in millions of rupees, makes not the slightest difference ... 
I would respectfully submit to the honourable the Legla Remembrancer ~r 
any one sitting on the Government benches to show how this clause makes- 
a distinction between the literate and the illiterate borrower. The honour 
able the Legal Remembrancer said that it was covered by the wording of: 
the clause. To me it does not appear so. The words ' by itself ' definitely 
show that the sending of the accounts on the part of the borrower by itself' 
will not be taken to be a presumption as to its correctness. On the other 
hand, the words strengthen the mind of the court against any such presump 
tion. 

One other point. From the speeches that ·have been made an impres 
sion was lefton my mind at least that·the deletion of this clause in the minds 
of some honourable members will mean th~t the courts in the absence of a 
denial will presume that the accounts are correct. It does not follow and 
there does not seem to be any force in· that argument. In the absence of 
a denial, if the explanation were· not there, the courts will be left to judge 
for themselves whether there should be this presumption or not. It will. 
be left to the court to decide according to the circumstances of each case. 
But by this explanation you bind the hands of the courts not to raise· 
the presumption in any case, whether the borrower is literate or illiterate; 
That is the plain meaning of the explanation. It does not cover the mean 
ing put upon it by the honourable the Legal Remembrancer. As it goes. 
contrary to the intentions of the framers, I support the deletion of this ex 
planation. 

S~yad Muhammad Husain (Urdu) : Sir, in connection with this 
amendment I want to say only this much that the attitude of the Govern 
ment during the last two days ..•. ·~ . ·· • 

Mr. Pr~ident: To which amendment is t:b,e honourable member" 
referring. 

Sayad Muhammad Husain : Sir, I wish to make -c, this statement. 
on behalf of the zainindars. 

/ 
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The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow. 
Mr. Alan Mitchell. 
Lala Ram Lal. 
Mr. C. :M. G. Ogilvie. 
Mr. A. C. Macnabb. 
Mr. S. L. Sale. 
Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar 

Sikander Hyat Khan . 
Sardar Hira Singh, Narli. · · 
Sardar Bahadur'-Captain Dalpat 

Singh. 
Sardar Bahadur Sardar Sheo 

Narain Singh. 
Sardar Bishan Singh. 
Sardar Mohindar Singh. 

..Khan Bahadue Khwaja Abdur 
Rahman. 

:Mr. H. Calvert. 
Mr. C. A. H; Townsend 
"I'he Honourab.e Malik Firoz 
/ Khan, Noon. 
Khan Bahadur Nawab Muzaffar 
·Khan .. 

Mr. W. R. Wilson. 
Khan Bahadur Sayad Maqbul · 

Shah. 
.Mr. D. Macfarlane, 
Mr. M. A. Ghani. 
Mian Muhammad Fak4ar-ud-Din. 
'The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal. 
'The Honourable Sardar Sir 

J ogendra Singh. 

• 

Mr. President : · Does the honourable member know which amend 
. .meirt is under discussion ? 

• " 1' 

. Sayad Muhammad Husain : I do not know which amendment is under 
discussion (laughter). I was. not here when the present discussion com 

.menced. However, I hope you will very kindly let me 'proceed. I want 
to make it cleat that this Bill with the amendments which Government have 

,a;ll~'wed to ,be made in it during the last two days, has become utterly use, 
.. less from the point of view of zamindars. The weakness which the Govern 
ment has exhibited in submitting to the demands of the sntagonists of the 

_ Bill, has made a mess of the whole thing, .and now we will not care whether 
. thkBill is passed or is rejected. I repeat again that this Bill is now quite 
,tiseless for us, and we will have nothing to 'do with it. Let the Government 
a:rrd its chelos (disciples) do whatever pleases their fancy. 

· Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I protest against this remark. 
. Sayad Muhamad Husain: H this measure is harmful to one com 

munity or the other, Government is only to blame. We are now not con 
eerned with it. The opinions of the experts in this .matter is that with the 
-ohanges that have now been introduced, the zamindars will not benefit by 
it for whose good it was originally intended. We are very much sorry, and 
I should say we are shocked to see the weakness which Government has 
'shown in this matter. We are very loyal people, and it is very seldom that 
we make any complaints. But we are very much vexed over this matter, 
and we cannot do anything else but to cease taking part in the further dis 
cussion of the Bill. 

Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : What has happened that 
has aggrieved the honourable member so much? 

Mr. President: QuestioIJ. is:- 
" That the explanation to snb-olause (2) of clause 3 stand part of the Bill." 

Council divided : Ayes : 24 -; Noes 9. 
AYES: 24 . 
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Now, Sir, the object of this amendment is not to seek any benefit for 
··the creditor but simply to bring to the notice of the Government the results 
0f this possible omission which seems in my opinion to have been made with 
.out due consideration of the possible results of this omission on the volume of 
litigatiop. in the province. Ordinarily when a suit is brought, for instance 

.on a bond, it is open to the defendant to raise any defence that he likes. He 
might plead that at the time of the execution of the bond, he was, incapable 

-of entering into transaction, being an infant or of unsound mind or suffer 
ing from any other disability. He may plead, that he did not· execute the 
bond at all or his signature was taken by fraud, undue influence or coercion 
or he might not plead any of these things, he might say that he executed the 
bond but did not receive any consideration, or he might raise innumerable 

.other pleas which ar~ open to a litigant. But. the courts only adjudicate 
upon the points on which the parties are at conflict. The courts adjudicate 
upo~ the disputes which exist between the parties and are not expected and 
do not create points of disputes between them. The result of the omission 

-of the words" if necessary " which were originally proposed by the Govern 
ment would be, that the courts would be called upon to decide two issues 
upon which the parties may not be at all at variance and the result will be 
an enormous increase in the amount of work of our courts, an increase 

· which the existing judiciary might not be able to cope with. Now, Sir, re 
ferring to the report or rather the note on the Administration of Civil Justice 
in the Punjab, for 1928, the total number of suits which were disposed of 
by the courts are given at page 2.· They were 814,159 regular suits out of 
which 242,689 were disposed of by them. So that 242,689 suits were dis 
posed of in the course of one year. Now, how was it possible that our courts· 

. . . . ; 

" Notwithstanding anything contained in any other enactment in force for the tbne 
being in any suit or proceeding relating to a loan, the court shall, if necessary, 

· before deciding the claim on the merits, frame and decide the issue, whether 
the creditor has complied with the provieions of clauses (a) and (b) of sub-section 
(1) of section :i." 

· If this amendment is carried the result will be the restoration of the sub 
clause as it stood before it was sent to the Select Committee and as it was 

-originally proposed by Government, and the sub-clause as amended will 
read as follows :- . 

; . : Lala Mukand Lal Puri. [Lahore City (Non-Muhammadan), . Urbanh 
13¥", I propose :--:- . . - 

" Thatin sub-clause (al of clause (4) the words' if neceBBa?l' be added after the word 
• shall,'," . . 

Lala· Mukand Lal, Puri, 
Lala· Gopal Das. . 
Rai Bahadur Lala, Rattan Chand •. ·.,· 
Lala Bodh Raj, , ,·, 
Mr. E. Maya Das. 

Clause c.· 
Sub-clause (a).' 

'1)iwan Bahadur Raja Narendra 
Nath. 

'.Dt .. Gokul Chand, Narang. · . · 
:Rai. Bahadur 'Lala Rewak Ram. 
Pandit Nanak Chand. 

I 

NOES e 9. 
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(Lala Mukand La.I Pnri.] { 
were able to cope with such a large number of cases ? Jhis is made clear from__ 
the information which is given. That is to be foutd m thaparagraph 
which follows. The following table shows the manner in which these suits 
were disposed of: 14,3 per cent e.r-;:11rt ; 59·1 per :;cent w;ithout contest; 
so that the total number of suits which were disposed of without contest or· 
without· trial was 73 ·4 of the total number of cases which came up before· 
the courts. Again, the proportion of money suits and suits relating to move 
a.ble property, which came up before the courts was 82 per cent. So that 

· in 1928 suits which came up before courts relating to money and moveable 
pr-Operty were , 245,251, and one may safely take it that out of this the suits 
relating to money transactions will be well nigh about 2 , lakhs. Of these 
suits relating to money matters, suits of the value' of Bs, 10 or under were- 
10,787, between 11 !1)'.ld 15 were 57,416, between 51 and 100 were 57,309, 
so -that the total number of suits of the value of hundred rupees or under 
which came up before courts were 125,512. I have just pointed out that 
out of these- suits which came up before courts, about 75 per cent were un 
contested and this is the reason why our Small Cause Courts in Lahore and: 
Amntsar and other places, with Small Cause Courts and Sub-Jrtdges, are able 
to cope with the amount of litigation which exista in this province. Now; 
Sir, if these words which, out of their wisdom were put by Government in _ 
the original draft and which I submit, with due respect, appear _to have· 
been omitted without conferring any benefit on the debtor or any 
possible disadvantage-on the creditor, were now to form, part of the Bill; 

_ then in every '. such suit the court will have to decide two issues as to 
whether the accounts were kept in a. particular form and second, whether. 
the accounts were regularly sent. And thia will have to be done not only· 
in contested suits but in all suits whether they are . decided ex~pa·rte or 
whether they are, as very often happen, decided on confession of judgmentr 
Kindly realise what an amount of · work you are putting on" courts; 
Has the Government contemplated the possibility of doubling the judiciary· 
or increasing the number of Sub-Judges which . the enactment of this 
provision will probably entail? Now ordinarily a case coming up before a;, 
Small Cause Court Judge which is decided ere-parte or on confession of. 
judgment does not take more than a few minutes, but if he has to decide 
two more issues then it will certainly take some time. After 
all the finding by the Sub-Judge on these two issues can only be given. 
on evidence, and I submit that the recording of evidence (and the 9-vidence 
in this case in addition to· oral evidence will necessarily consist of documents- 
which will have to be exhibited in accordance with provisions of Civil .Pro~ 
cedure Code), will take an amount of time of which the Honourable Finance· 
Member should certainly take note before he consents to the enactment of' 
this provision and to the omission of the words " if necessary " from tho 
provision of sub-clause (a) of clause (1) as· originally drafted. 'Sir, the 
amount of work which the courts will have to do in this matter will be still. 
larger from the fact that the word " court " as defined in the Act includes. 
the insolvency courts also. This note on the Ad.ministration of Civil Justice 
in the Punjab points to a large increase in the number of insolvency petitions.. 
Everybody who has anything to do with the courts knows that one insolv 
ency petition pratically means 50,60 or even 100 cases, the claims of so 
many creditors· ~ave to be taken into consideration ;,fraudulent preferences- 



Lala Mukand Lal,.Puri. 
Lala Gopal Das. 
Lala Bodh Raj.· , 
Rai Bahadur Lala. Dhanpat Rai. 

·J?iwan Bahadue Raja- N arendra 
Nath. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang. 
"Bai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram. 
..Pandit Nanak Chand. 

Council divided: Ayes 8; Noes 28. 
AYES: 8. 
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-ii~~e to be dealt with and so on. With respect to each creditor the insolvenci 
.eourt will have to frame two issues and take evidence on each issue whether 
cany · one raises any objection or not; The creditor naturally to safeguard 
'his interests will give evidence. So that there will be an increase in ~Jie 
volume of litigation in this province which is entirely uncalled for, in fact 

-absolutely unnecessary. Now, Sir, if the enactment of this proposed pro· 
vision conferred any benefit on the debtor, then the Government · may 
possibly feel justified in enacting this provision and incurring increased ex 
penditure. But let us see i1 this confers any the least benefit on the debtor. 
W}len the parties have gone to court and when the creditor has _put 'all his 

. evidence in court, as he is required by law to file with the plaint ali the. doeu 
.ments in his. possession an,d on which. be relies, the defendant, if he finds that 

, -the creditor has not complied with any of. these provisions, will ·certainly 
raise an objection, and if the creditor has to lose on any of these two points 
then evidence will be adduced. But as I pointed out that 75 per cent of 
the· cases are decided without .a contest, the result will only be that the 
.debtor will be burdened with cost. Now kindly see what will happen. Let 
-us assume that a suit for 25 is brought and the defendant does not deny the 
claim. A decree for 25 is given perhaps about Rs. 2 will be added for court 

Jee and anotherRe, 1 for lawyer's fee and.8 annas for another something. This 
will be the entire cost of the 'case under the present law because it has been 
.deeided onconfession of judgment. But even if the debtor' does not raise 
~ny objection, this new legislation places an obligation on the courts to 
decide two issues. Thus the creditor will have to give evidence on· these 
two issues which may be quite considerable if he does not admit being a 

.s, creditor " within the meaning of the Act. He may summon witnesses which 
may cost him Rs. 10 or 15 or more in the way of diet money for a suit to 
recover Rs. 25. That will, under this legislation ultimately fall on the debtor, 

.even though the poor debtor wanted to confess judgment for the amount. 
Are you thus conferring any benefit by omitting these words on the· poor 
.debtor ? My submission to the House is, ·that if the Government thinks 
that it is conferring any advantage on the poor detbor or even if it is con 
ferring an advantage which is even remotely proportionate to the enormous 
-eost andtho enormous expenditure which will have to be incurred in pro 
viding courts and establishment· for the disposal of that litigation, it may 

· certainly consent to the omission of these words; Otherwise there is abso 
lutely no reason why these words which were originally intended· by the 

-Oovernment to be included should be omitted, and why the Government 
-should not stick to its original draft ? 

Mr. President : Question is :-- 
~· The.tin line 2, sub-clause (a) of clause 4, the words" if neoessa.ry" be inserted between 

the words " shall " and before." 
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Mr . A. C. Macnabb. 
Mr, S. L. Sale. 
Khan ·Babadur Captain Sardar 

Sikander Hyat Khan. 
Mian Ahmad. Yar Khan, 

Daultana. 
Khan Sahib Khan Muhammad~ 

Saifullah Khan. 
Malik Nawab Major Talib Mehdi'.: 

Khan. 
Chaudhri Dnli Chand. 
Khan Bahadur M"'lik Muham· 

mad Amin Khan. 
Khan Bahadur Chaudhri Fazf 

Ali. 
Mian Baadnllah Khan. - 
Sardar Bahadue Captain Dalpat- 

Singh. · 
Sardar Bahadur Sardar Sheo Na.rain:,, 

Singh. 
Sardar Mohindar Singh. 
l\fr. E. Maya Das. 

Motion was carried. 

My object in bringing forward this amendment is to make the present 
Bill as useful and as beneficial for the debtors as is really desired by the · 
House. If we are sincere in desiring to put an end to the evils from which 
the poor classes are suffering then it is incumbent upon the us to try to leave 
no loopholes in the Bill so that the money-lenders may not be able to 
evade its. provisions. Cunning people always try to escape the rigidity· 
of the law and therefore it is necessary that. we should leave no scope for them 
to do so. It is quite possible that, in suits of small valuation the money-: 

Sub-clause (b). 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani [West Punjab Towns· (M~ammadan), Urban], .. 

(Urdu) : Sir, I l>e~ to move 
" That for sub-clause. (fl) of clause 4 the following Ire substituted :- 
• If the court finds that the provisions of sub-clause (1) (b) of clause 3 have not been·., 

complied with by the creditor, and the amount of the subject matter or· 
the suit exclusive of interest is Rs. 500 or less, the court shall, if the plaintiff's" 
claim is established in whole or in part, disallow the whole of the interest 
found due as well as the costs. In all other oases the court shall dis~ 
allow the whole or portion of the interest found due, as the court in-the cir 
cumstances of the case may deem reasonable and shall disallow . costs provided . 
further that the amount of the interest so disallowed shall in no case be Iess' 
than one-half of the amount of interest found due,' " · 

Khan Bahadur Khawaja Abdur 
Rahman .. 

Mr~ H. Calvert. 
Mr.-o. A.H. Townsend. 
The Honourable Malik Firoz 

Khan, Noon. 
Khan Bahadur Nawab Muzaffar 

Khan. 
Mr. W. R. Wil$on. 
Kb.an Bahadue Sayad Maq bul 

Shah. 
Mr. D. Macfarlane. 
Mian Muhammad Fakhar-ud 

Din. 
The Honourable Mr. Manohar 

Lal. . 
The Honourable Sardar Sir 

Jogendra Singh. 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow. 
Mr. Alan Mitchell. 
Lala Rani Lal. 
Mr. C. M. G. Ogilvie. 

Mr. President: Question is- 
" That sub-clause (a) of clause 4 stand part of the Bill.' " 

NOES :28. 
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lenders' may rather prefer to contravene the provisions of this Bill than under· 
go the inconvenience and trouble of keeping up-to-date accounts and 
sending .six-monthly statements to the borowers, etc .. Therefore to put a 
check on such tendencies I have ,proposed in my amendment that in eases 
wherein the amount of debt does not exceed Rs. 500 the courts may be given 
power to disallow the whole of the interest if they find that the creditor has. 
failed to comply with the provisions of this Bill. I am sure, Sir, that in 
eases where the amount of loan is small no monev-londer would deem it. 
worth the trouble to keep accounts and to submit ·six-monthly statements .. 
They would rather prefer a loss of Rs. 2 or Rs. 8, than to adopt such a tedious. 
procedure as of ueeping accounts, etc. 

Further, Sir, it will save a iot of trouble to tho small cause courts which 
are already overworked. In small cause courts three or four hundred cases. 

0daily come up for hearing and it is expected that the passage of the present. 
Bill will further increase their already heavy duties. Therefore by accepting 
this amendment we-would be making their work lighter, for under the Bill as 
amended by my proposal the law courts would be empowered to decide such - 
petty cases in summary manner. 

Sir, I appeal through you on behalf of these wretches whom we call our 
fellow-beings and whom God gave human forms but whom the atrocities of 
man left little _better than dumb driven cattle, and request the Government, 
in whose hands their destinies lie, that it should let its kindlier feelings of 
charity and benevolence fllow towards those who have suffered long and 
awfully at the hands of a few wily people who happened to be their superior 
as regards wealth and whom age-long habits of practising such cruelties on 
others have made hardened sinners towards God and -His men. These poor, 
simple, credulous, humble creatures of the Aln:µghty, humiliated in our sight 
by their poverty have a right to ask the Government to protect them against 
the highhandedness of their persecutors, the creditors, and it behoves all men 
who are not devoid of fellow-feeling and other finer emotions to at least sympa 
ihise with this demand. Sir, imagine the case of a man whose wife, quick 
with child,is in her confinement and who has not got any money with.him, 
to buy even the commonest of medicines and tonic foods usually admin 
i.stered in such cases. This man, this husband, accursed for no fault of his 
own, absolutely distracted and cast down, bewildered and agonised, hopeless 
of help from any quarter, thinking even the doors of his God shut against - 
him, seeks the door of a small shop situated in the dirty corner of a dirty 
village which is his abode and where many such other wretches as he also 
pass their days of earthly hell. There is no reason why under such distress 
ing circumstances one should not feel himself forced to borrow, • Therefore , 
want urges him on until he arrives at the shop. A figure, greedy, almost 
ravenous in expression, confronts him ; he most survilely requests a loan of 
annaa 8, and is refused point blank. To stir pity in the other's heart he 
elates his story, the sahukar is moved and condescends to advance him this 
oan 9f annas 8, but on the condition that he should return it fourfold.. The 
oor fellow regardless of any thing else but his wife in the labours of delivery 

ees to it and willingly takes over himself this burden of life long dam· 
ation. Well, Sir, it is like this that poor people fall into the deep fathomless 
it of debt and it is on behalf of these that I appeal to the Government to 
ve them from their eternal mire of indebtedness. Sir, I repeat this request- 
d lay stress on it again and again in the hope that perhaps my solicitations 
f klndle benevolent feelings in those in whose hands the destinies of. 

es 
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Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: We earn our livelihood by fair and honect 
means. You should not vilify the profession as a whole. 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani: I know, Sir, how I earn my livelihood and how 
others of my profession earn their livelihood. We pleaders, lawyers and 
advocates are licensed robbers, let loose amongst a simple hearted illiterate 
people. It is the Government's duty to help them by such legislation as the 
present one. Sir, all our sympathies should be with these wretches amongst 
whom are included our carpenters, blacksmiths, cobblers and grass cutters. 
These poor people even at present have to submit to 'bi.gar in some districts· 
such as Hissar, What a pity that they should be made to suffer intoler 
able hardships on account of their poverty and we, their representatives, 
ignoring our duties should indulge in quarrelling over matters not even re 
motely connected with t~eir welfare. 

Mr. President: Order, order. The honourable member, is not speak 
ing to the new clause he has moved. 

.to . 

LSha.ikh Abdul Ghani.] . 
-tliis lower strata of society rest. Sir, they are miserable, life which God 

-granted them as a gift bears hard upon them and they regard it· no Letter 
fhan drudgery to which they are condemned for some unknown reason by an 
unknown malicious deity. Sir, I don't talk of the zamindars, towards 
whom I admit Government is kindly disposed and . to whom it has often 
shown favours by granting them lands and other concessions. I am talking of 
those house-hold menials whom we call our kamin, who day 'and night 'serve 
us, help us, and linger about our feet Iike tamed. cattle, in whose welfare 
-we are not interested in the least-not even as much as we are interested in 
the well being of our domestic animals: Here, Sir, I may refer to the . slight 
improvem~ntin the condition ofthe ehristian sweepers, but i tell you, Bir, that 
{)bristianity has only succeeded in purging them of · their bad and nasty 
habits. It has in no way attained success in relieving them from the grip 
-0f poverty. - Economically they are as they were, miserable, famished, groan· 
ing under the heavy burdens of debt. Zamindars also suffer from debt 
but the suffering of these whom we number amongst the artisans and labour 
ers surpass theirs and are more heart-rending. Sir, in the name of humanity 
I implore and. request the opposite benches to come to their aid. It is high 
time for it. On behalf of these whom their fi.delitv to the Government-I 
admit their poverty had also todo with it-led Uthe~ to the front in the 
Great War and upon whom for all such future occasions the Government 
can very well rely, I request the Government that it should not fail them 
in their need. They are faithful, they should not' be ignored. If the Gov 
.ernment does not wish the present Bill to become a dead letter like the simi 
larly designed previous enactments, then there should be no hesitation 'in 
the way of my amendment being accepted, for it aims at making the present 
Bill perfectly effective by maintaining its spirit. First it is the Government's 
duty and then it is the zamindars duty to save them. It lies upon us also 
who are pleaders and barristers to extend a helping hand towards 

_ them, for we also take undue advantage from their litigation which · is 
.responsible for our wealth and prosperity. We unfairly· and dishonestly 
squeeze out their money and therefore we should also make a sincere effort 

• 
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Shaikh-Abdul Ghani: I ask for the indulgence of the Chair to.give me 
sufficient time to explain my meaning. Unless I fully explain it to the House 
that this Act as it stands is absolutely nothing and cannot in any way be in the 
interest of those for whom it is intended. • . 

Mr. President: The honourable membar will please confine his remarks: 
to the clause he has moved. 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani: I began by .addressing Government and now 
I am going to address the zamindar members of 

1 
P. M. this House, and thirdly all the members of this 

House and with all the force at my command point out to the House that. 
the Act as it stands is absolutely nothing and will do no good to those who 
want protection and if I can possibly persuade the House to accept the amend 
ment I will have gained my object. 

The Council adjourned for lunch. 
The Council re-assembled at 2 p.m, 
Shaikh Abdul Ghani: (Urdu) : Sir, when the Council adjourned I 

was submitting that the first and foremost duty of the Government- was 
to make this Bill so useful and effective as to give the fullest amount of 
protection which the poor debtor needs so badly. Now the present penal 
clause afforJs him no such protection. . 

Mr. President: I would request the honourable member .ta avoid 
repetition. 

Shaikh Abdul· Gbani : Then we come to the zamindars. It has been 
said over and over again on the floor of this House that this Bill is a class 
measure and that Musalmans and zamindars want to thrust this piece of 
legislation on the Hindu money-lenders. I wish to point out that the zamin 
dars have no real sympathy with the poor debtors. In fact, they actually 
brought forward an amendment to the effect that they may be exempted 
from sending the required statements to their partners in cultivation or co 
sharers. This shows how much sympathy they have with poor people. 
Then as regards other classes, I fail to understand why any one of them should 

· have any objection to giving some protection to poor people and thus try· 
.ing to make their lot a. little better. Forinstanca, take the case of lawyers. 
What will they Jose if these people become prosperous ? O.f course there may 
be a decrease in litigation but then, if these people are prosperous they will 
compansate us by paying better fees. The same may be said with regard 
to other classes. Therefore, it is not right to say that it is a class or com 
munal measure' with Musalmans or aamindars on one side and Hindus or 
money-lenders on the other. The reality is nothing more than that it is 
sought to afford some r~ef or protection to the ignorant people living in re•· 
mote parts of the province who are compelled to acquire loans from petty 
money-lenders in the villages. Therefore, this measure is by no means 
harmful to the interests of Hindus or any other class or community. Now 

· the question is whether you want to 'make this harmless piece of legislation 
absolutely ineffective. You have spent so much time in preparing and dis 
eussing the measure. Do you want _to render all this labour fruitless. I beg 
to submit, Sir, ,that my amendment is an absolutely harmless one. Now 
there is no right of appeal against the order of a small cause court. Yoo. 
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I Shaikh Abdul Ghani.] , 
can only epply for revision and nothing more. I ask, Sir, is it unwise or 
undesirable to save the parties in such cases a good deal of time and money? 
If you feel that my amendment will in any way spoil the measure, oppose it 
by all means. But if it gives some protection to the poor people without 
doing any injustice to any class or party, then it should be the duty of every 
honourable member to support it whole-heartedly. 

Then I come to the second part of the amendment. You say that if the 
provisions of clause (a) of sub-clause (1) of section 8 are not complied with 
the court should not allow the whole interest but some of it should be dis· 
allowed. Your are quite right there. '.But I request you to be a little more 
definite and require the court to disallow at least' one-half of the interest found 
due. Most· of the official members know it fully well that a debtor has very 
often to pay Rs. 5,000 for a loan of Rs. 100 only.-. 'I'herefore, if the court, 
by virtue of the discretion vested in it, disaJlows Rs. 100 or so out of an 
interest amounting to Rs. 4,tCO tbe creditor will not mind it at all. H9 will 
continue to evade the provisions of the abovementioned clause. Moreover, 

:Sir, if in any case a decision of any lower court disallowing say the 20th part 
of the interest is upheld by the High Court it will serve as a precedent- for 
over. The money-lenders and their lawyers will quote it in lower courts and 
say that since the High Court disallowed only the 20th part of interest for 
non-compliance with the provisions of clause (a) of sub-clause (1) of section 8, 
the lower court should follow this precedent in all such cases. 

Therefore, I request the House, and especially the learned Legal Re-. 
memberancer to consider the matter carefully 'and see whether he does not 
feel it proper and necessary that tho courts may be required to disallow 
at least one-half of the interest, Sir, the present state and constitution of the 
judiciary is well-known to every one of us. It cannot be denied that most· 
of the presiding officers in such courts belong to the class which feeds and 
educates its children with the interest received from debtors. I do not mean 
to say for a moment that, they have no right to do so or that the members 
of such classes should not be given any post in the judiciary. But I do submit, 
Sir, that such gentlemen cannot be expected to have any aversion 
to receiving interest at a high rate just as you cannot expect any person 
whose family traditions are against this practice to feel or. speak in favour 
of taking interest. Thus these gentlemen will, very naturally, have nq, 

. .hesitation in allowing exorbitant sums of interests to the moneylender. There 
fore, Sir, it is absolutely necessary to place a little restriction upon their dis 
cretion, and that is why I have moved this amendment that when the amount 
of the subject matter of the suit, exclusive of interest, is more than Rs. 500 
.and the court finds that the creditor has not complied with the provisions 
of sub-clause 1 (b) of clause 3 it should disallow at least one-half of ·the 
interest. With these remarks I commend my h~ss but !ery important 
amendment to the House. - . 

Mr. President: Question is that the following new clause be taken 
into consideration :...:_ 

"If the eoust finds that the provisions of sub-clause (1) (b) of clause 3 have not been 
complied with by the creditor, and the amount of the subject matter of the suit 

-: exclusive of interest is Rs. 500 or less, _the court shall, if the plaintiff's claim i8 
established in whole or in pa.rt, disallow the whole of the interest found due as 
well as the costs. In all other oases the court shall disallow, the whole or po r 
tion of the interest found due, as the court in the circumstances of the case ma 
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deem reasonable and shall disallow costs, provided further that the amount 
of the interest so disallowed shall in no case be less than one-ha,]£ of the amount 
of interest found due.' " 

Council divided: Ayes 15; Noes 8. 
AYES: 15 . 

. =Khan Bahadur Captain Sardar Khan Bahadur Chaudhri Fazl 
Sikandar Hyat Khan. · Ali. 

Mian Ahmad Yar Khan, Daultana. Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad 
;'.Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah. Hayat, Qureshi. 
~Khan Sahib Khan Muhemmad Chaudhri Umar Hayat. 

Saifullah Khan. Makhdumzada Sayad Muhammad 
=Malik Nawab Major Talib Mehdi Raza, Shah, Gilani. 

Khan. Shaikh Abdul Ghani. 
, Chaudhri Duli Chand. Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rah· · 
-Ohaudhri Ali Ahmad. man Khan. 
:Sayad Muhammad Husain. Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq. 

NOES': 8. 
=Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Lala Mukand Lala, Puri. 

Nath. Lala Gopal Das. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang. Lala Bodh Raj. 
Pandit Nanak Chand. Rai Bahadur Lala Dhanpat Rai. 

Mr. E. Maya Das. 

Sayad Muhammad Husain: J know what the fate of the amendment· 
-moved by my honourable friend is going to be. We are in the same position 
now as the honourable members opposite were before. But I must say . in. 
earnest that if the amendment proposed by my learned friend is not adopted 

• then the Bill will be for the good of nobody. The Bill will be exactly in the 
,.,same position as the first Gurdwara Bill which was passed in the teeth of oppo• 

sition of the Hindus and the Sikhs though the Bill was intended for thegood 
of the Sikhs. The amendment moved by my honourable and learned friend 
is quite ai simple one. It will make the Bill quite a reasonable measure. 
As my honourable and learned friend, the member for Lahore, Mr. Mukand 
Lal Puri, has given in his, valuable statement something like two lakhs of 

tl'upees are being realised by way of interest. 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri: No, that is not quite a correct statement. 
Sayad Muhammad Husain: I should feel much obliged if the 

.honourable member can give the exact figures for the benefit of the House. 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri : The exact figures are as follows : 

Number of suits below Rs. 10 10,707 
Number of suits between Rs. 11 and Rs· 50 . • 57,416 
Number of suits between Rs. 51 and Rs. 100 . . 57 ,309 

These figures relate to the year 1928. . It will be seen that the number of 
.eaees for value under Rs. 100 is 125,512. The number of cases between 
Bs. 101 and Rs. 500 was 92,476. S:> the total number of suits of the value 
-below Rs. 500 will be over two lakhs. But I may point out for the inform 
.ation of the members that these are details with reference to all the suits. 
But 82 per cent. of these suits are suits relating to money and moveable pro. 
perty and it may bf} taken as a safe calculation that out of the suits relating 

-to money and moveable property about 80 Pfl" cent. are money suits pure a.net 
t11imple. 

! ... 
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We are now in a helpless position, especially to-day. All om leading: 
lawyers representing the rural classes are unfortunately away and. the only· 
one, the leading lawyer on our side, the learned member who has moved 
this amendment to whom the country and the constituencies must be very 
grateful for his services, has been continuously present to press our side of the' 
case in this Romie. On account of the prolonged session, most of our re-: 
presentatives have eitherbecome ill or been obliged to be away on account 
of some unforeseen causes. · We are thus left in a helpless condition. But 
helpless as we are en bloc we wish to strongly protest against the attitude of - 
the Government :"in not allowing the amendment of my learned friend 
to be moved. If the Government do not proceed to allow this, we shall have 
nothing to do with the Bill. If this amendment is not accepted by Govern 
ment, I repeat it, Sir. the whole burden, the whole responsibility, for carr~g 
the Act will rest upon Government antl we, the rural members.sf the Couricil, 
will have nothing to do with it. The Bill will be purely a Government 
measure, neither for the good of honourable members opposite nor for our" . 
good. We come to realise what has been our fate in helping the Government 
all through. We requested for the Act and if the benefits of the measure" 
were to go to the class against whom we sought protection, the responsibility: 
will cease to be ours. Sir, when I say this, I am voicing the conviction of all~ 
honourable members on this side of the House. 

. For this reason, Sir, if I were in the place of the Raja Sahib seeing the 
course the Bill has taken I shall join with the Government in rushing thft· 

· measure through for it will be a boon and a blessing in every possible way· 
to the banias. For these very simple reasons I think that the Government· .. 
ahould either adopt the amendment proposed by the honourable and learned _ . 
member if they are really eager to confer any benefit to the class to which t 
have the honour to belong, or they should not move the clause. 

Sayad Muhammad Husain: I am much 'obliged to my honourable 
and learned fri~d for this piece of information. · It is' evident from 
the valuable statement th~t is placed in our hands · by the honourable· 
member that suits relating - to sums below Rs. 500 number something 
like 2 lakhs, That is a very big number. In all these cases, if the 
amendment of my honourable friend is not adopted, the bania-I am not 
talking of the good bania,but the -crafty bania-will not submit accounts but 
would remain with the full confidence that when the matter goes before the· 
judiciary-the judiciary, of course are recruited mainly from the 'same class 
to which he has the honour to belong-the judiciary will have no power to 
cut down more than the interest. The maximum penalty proposed by the- 
Government is the cutting down of the total interest. I do not think in more 
than 1 per cent. of the total number of cases the courts have recourse to 
this maximum reduction. In the majority of cases the judges only cut 
down a part of the interest, a negligible part of the interest, and the crafty 
bania will only be too glad and will not mind it ; he would rather submit to· 
this reduction than submit his accounts. The very aim of the Act will be· 
defeated and the Act will remain a dead letter. It is to safeguard against 
this trouble that this amendment is brought. The Bill instead of imposing .. 
penalties upon the crafty banias has conferred privileges already on him. .. ' 

I 
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Council divided: Ayes: 16; Noes 80. 
AYES: 16. 

Sardar Khan Bahadur Malik Muham-: 
mad Amin Khan. 

Khan Bahadur Ohaudhri Fazl Ali.· 
Khan· Bahadur Mian Muham- 

mad Hayat, Qureshi. 
Chaudhri Umar Hayat. , 

Mehdi Makhdumzada Sayad Muham 
mad Raza Shah, Gilaiµ. 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani. 
Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rah 

man Khan. 
Chaudhri Afzal Haq. 

NOES: 80.., 
Khwaja Abdur Mr. Alan Mitchell. 

Lala Ram Lat: 
Mr. C. M. G. Ogilvie. 

.Mr. A. C. Macnabb. 
Mr. S. L. Sale. 
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra 

Nath. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, N arang. 
Pandit Nanak Chand. 

Maqbul Lala Mukand Lal, Puri. 
Lala Gopal Das. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Rattan Chand 
Lala Bodh Raj. 

Fakhar-ud- Rai Bahadur Lala Dhanpat Rai. 
Sardar Bahadur Captain Dalpar 

Singh. 
Sardar Bahadur Sardar SheO' 

Narain Singh. 
Sardar Mohindar Singh. 
Mr. E. Maya Das. 

Khan Bahadur Captain 
Sikander Hyat Khan. 

Mian Ahmad Yar Khan, Daultana. 
Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah. 
Khan Sahib Khan Muhammad 

Saifullah Khan. 
Malik Nawab Major Talib 

Khan. 
Chaudhri · Duli Chand. 
Chaudhri Ali Ahmad. 
Sayad Muhammad Husain. 

!{ban Bahadur 
Rahman. · 

Mr. H. Calvert. 
Mr. C. A. H. Townsend. 
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, 

Noon. 
Khan Bahadur Nawab Muzaffar 

Khan. 
Mr. W. R. Wilson. 
Khan Bahadur Sayad 

Shah. 
M r. D. Macfarlane. 
Mr M. A. Ghani. 
Mi°an Muhammad 

Din. 
The Honourable Mr. Manohar 

Lal. 
· The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogen- 
. dra Singh. . 
· -The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow. 

With these words, I beg to support the amendment of the honourable· 
and learned member who has done a real service to our section of the popula 
tion by bringing it forward. The Government have counted upon our help, 
~s the loyal section of the population of this province and I hope that wiser· 
counsels will prevail upon them. · 

Mr. President : Question is-· 
" That the following clause be added to the Bill. 
"If the court finds that the provisions of sub-clause (I) (b) of clause 3 have not bee! 

complied with by the creditor, and the amount of the subject matter of the Bui · 
exclusive of m..terest is Rs. 500 or less, the court shall, if the plaintiff's claim is· 
established in whole or in part~ disallow the whole of the interest found due as 
well as the costs. In all other oases the court shall disallow the whole or portion 
of the interest .found due, as the court in the circumstances of the case may· 
deem reasonable and· shall disallow costs provided further that the amount of. 
the interest so disallowed shall in no case be less than one-half of the amount· 
of interest found due." 
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I ji; Dr. GokuJ. Chand, Narang : I beg to move- ! 

"That in s~b-cla.use (b) of clause 4 the word 'shall' in ]iJ1e 4 be substituted by the 
word:. 'ma.y.'." 

There is also another amendment lower down which I may move along 
-with this, with your permission. That amendment reads- 

'' That in sub-clause (b) of clause 4 the word ' shall ' in the penultimate line be changed 
to 'may'.'' · 1 · • 

I do not want to make any lengthy speech, but I only want to submit 
-that it should be left to the discretion of the court to see whether interest· 
. should be disallowed or not. Where the court sees that a creditor bas be- 
. haved in a dishbnest manner and his object in not furnishing accounts was to - 
. deceive or cheat the debtor, the court may disallow the whole interest and 
. even the whole costs. But if the court finds that it was only an accident or 
. misfortune· that prevented him from complying with the provisions of this 
Act or where he had sufficient cause to show,-the court shall take a lenient 

· view and disallow a small portion of the interest or a large portion of it as the 
. case may des.erve or allow the interest in full. With respect to costs, I should 
· submit that the Bill as it stands, with due deference to the framers of the 
· measure, is in entire contravention of the recognised principle that the losing 
· party should pay the costs. The Bill lays down that the winning party 
should Iose its claim to costs on some technical ground. _ In this connection 
I cannot do better than refer the honourable members on this side of the 
House to the opinion of the Honourable Mr. Agha Haidar, a Judge of 

-,the High Court. The honourable-and learned Judge says- 
"As regards section 4 (b) of the Bill, the Court may be empowered to disallow the whole 

or a portion of interest if the account is not maintained in accordance with the 
provisions of section 3 (1) (al or the copy is not supplied according to the sug 
gested clause ; but, I would not like to depart from the well-established rule 
that· costs are in the discretion of the court and should ordinarily follow the 
event." 

This is the opinion of the honourable Judge. If this opinion had been 
. expressed in any particular case actually pending in the court, it would have 
had a finality, subject of course to a Letters Patent Appeal.· Even as an 

. opinion which has been circulated to us for our benefit, it deserves our respect, 
I may, in this connection also refer to the opinion of the majority of the 

. Judges of the High Court, there being no exception whatsoever in this case 
as no Honourable Judge of this High Court has said that costs should in any 

.ease be disallowed to the successful plaintiff, two Judges out of 12 or 18 only 
refrain from giving an opinion. The honourable Mr. Justice Fforde as it 
appears did not give his opinion and the honourable Mr. Justice Addison 

. also, because they thought that it was not their bounden duty to give an 
opinion and they would rather remain silent on this point or for some other 

-roason not known to us. ~ 
The Honourable Judges of the High Court including the Honourable 

Mr. ;Justice Zafar Ali and the Honourable Mr. Justice Aga Haidar have been 
-unanimous in opposing this provision of the Bill. In fact the illustration to 
which I referred the other day is most apt and is absolutely applicable to this 

.ease, For instance, as the Honourable Judges have pointed out, a plaintiff 
sues a defendant on a registered bond and it so happens that owing to some 

.eiroumstanees he is not able to comply with the provisions of this clause. 
The defendant puts forward a plea that he has paid either the whole or a part 

.of the amount due on the registered bond" and he produces a forged receipt 



The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogen- 
dra Singh. . 

,The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow. 
Mr. Alan Mitchell. 
Lala Ram Lal. 
Mr. C. M. G. Ogilvie. 
Mr. A. C. Macnabb. 
Mr. S. L. Sale. 
Khan Bahadur Ohaudhri Fazl Ali. 
Sardar Bahadur Captain Dalpat 

Singh. 
Sardar Bahadur Sardar Bheo, :: 

Narair; Singh. 

.. 

• · Khan Bahadur Khawaja Abdur 
Rahman. 

Mr. H. Calvert. 
Mr. C. A.H. Townsend. 

''.rhe Honourable Malik Firoz 
Khan, Noon. 

Khan Bahadur Nawab Muza:ffar 
Khan. 

Mr. W. R. Wilson. 
.Khan Bahadur Sayad:Maqbul Shah. 
Mr. D. Macfarlane. 
Mr. M. A. Ghani, 

:Mian Muhammad Fakhar-ud-Dln. 
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal . 

Lala Mukand La.I, Puri. 
Lala Gopal Das. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Rattan Chand. 
Lala Bodh Raj . 

. Bai Bahadur Lala Dhanpat Rai. 

- NOES: 21. 

Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra 
Nath. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram. 
Pandit Nanak· Chand. 

Jn proof-of this allegedpayment and puts the plaintiff to proof that the receipt 
is a forged one. .. Of· course ordinarily the defendant will have to prove, 
but the plaintiff will also have to give evidence to rebut it and the evidence 

.-of expert is produced. A lot of money is spent by the plaintiff and ultimately 
the court holds that the receipt was as a. matter of fact a forged one 

.and that it was a deliberately false defence put up l:>y the deiendant. 
Now under this Bill) if it is passed into law, the court will still be bound to 

. .disallow costs, because the w.ord ' shall ' is there. I, therefore, submit that 
·this provision is absolutely uncalled for .and is against all well-esteblished 
principles of law. It puts a premium upon falsehood in this way-The 

· defendant knows that whatever may happen the costs will not be awarded 
against him, once the plaintiff, however, honest he may be, has made a slip 

. and the court is bound to raise an issue on this point. When he comes to 
the court he will be tempted to raise a false defence. There will be no 
check upon his falsehood and upon his practising fraud in his defence. In 
fact this will be an encouragement to hirii to set up a false defence and waste 
the time of the court thereby, knowing all the time that he will not have to 
pay the costs because a technical mistake has been made by the plaintiff. 
I, therefore, submit that this amandment of mine might be accepted. I also 

~:Pray that my two amendments may be put separately. 

Mr. President : Question is- 
" That in the 4th Hne of s~b-clause (b) of clause 4, for the word' shall' the word 'may' 

be substituted." · · 
Motion was lost. 
Mr. President : Question is- 
" Ths.t In the 'Ia.st but one line of sub-clause (b) of clause 4, for the word ' shall' the 

word 'm9,y' be substituted." 
Council divided: Ayes 9; Noes 21. 

AYES: 9. 
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"That sub-clause (b) of clause 4 stand pa.rt of the Bltl,": 

Motion was carried. 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogen-- 
dra Singh. , 

The-Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow. 
Mr. Alan Mitchell. 
fr l 1 Ram Lal. 
Mr: C. M .. G. Ogilvie,s 
Mr. A. C. Macnabb. 
Mr. S. L. Sale. 
Khan Bahadur Chaudhri Fazl Ali. 
Sardar Bahadur Captain Dalpat- 

Singh.. 
Sardar Bahadur Sardar Sheo 

Narain Singh. 

Lala Mukand Lal, Puri. 
Lala Gopal Das. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Rattan Chand. 
Lala Bodh Raj. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Dhanpat Rai. 

Khan Bahadur Khawaja Abdur 
Rahman. 

Mr. H. Calvert. 
Mr. 0. A. H. '.Uownsend. 
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan 

Noon. · 
Khan Bahadur Nawab Muzaffar 

Khan. 
Mr. W.R. Wilson. 

: Khan Bahadur Sayad Maq bul Shah 
Mr. D. Macfarlane. , 
M:r. M. A. Ghani. 
Mian Muhammad F ikhar-ud-Din. 
The Honourable _Mr. Manohar j 

Lal. 
Mr. President: Question is- 

811.:rrt. 

NOES: 21. 

Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra 
Nath. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang .. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram. 
Pandit Nanak Chand. 

Council divided; AY_.es 9, Noes 21. 

A.YES : 9. 

The soundness of this amendment is apparent on the faoa of it. .If the-·; 
court finds that the defendant sets up a deliberately false plea, then at least 
it should· have discretion to allow costs to the plaintiff. Otherwise it would 
mean that the Governmentis saying to the defendant, '' go and set up a falae- 
defence, you will be quite safe, we have protected you and now you are at 
full liberty to indulge in falsehood and perjury and all sorts of things. . You· 
can waste the time of our officers and you can drag the plaintiff from place 
to place to collect witnesses because we have given you amnesty against 
all crimes of this nature under the Indian Penal Code and you can abuse · 

· the process of the court." I, therefore, hope that at least this amendment 
will be accepted. 

Mr. President: Qµestion is- 
Tha.t at the end of sub-clause (b) 0£1 clause 4, the following words be added: 

" unless the court finds that the defendant had set up a false defence. 

!' Tb:a.t at the end of sub-clause (b) .of clause 4, the following words be added:- 

" unless the court finds the.t the defendant had set up a deliberately false defence." 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Sir, I beg to mcva=- , . 
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Sardar · Mohindar Singh . 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani. 

Chaudhril!uha.mmad Abdul Rah· 
man Khan. 

Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad 
Hayat, Qureshi. 

Makhdumzada Sayad Muhammad 
Raza Shah, Gilani . 

Khan Bahadur Malik Muhammad 
Amin_ Khan. 

Khan Bahadur Chaudbri Fazl Ali. 

.Sayad Muhammad Husain. 

.Malik Nawab Major Talib Mehdi 
Khan. ,,.. 

Chaudhri Duli Chand. 

Chaudhri Ali Ahmad. 

-Sayad Mubarik Ali Shah. 

.Khan Sahib Khan Muhammad 
Saifullah Khan. 

Khan Bahadnr Captain Bardar 
Sikandar Hyat Khan. 

Mian Ahmad Yar Khan, Daultana. 

Council divided : Ayes, 15 ; Noes SO. 
AYES: 15. 

Sub-clause (c). 
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Sir, I beg to move- 

"That in sub-clause (c) of clause 4, line 4, for the word 'shall' the word 'may' be 
substituted." · 

Mr. President: Question is- 
" The.tin sub-elause (c) of 4. Urie 4, for the word 'shall' the word • ~y 'be 
sulsf#atld.~ · 

Motion was lost. P 

Shaikh Abdul Ghani: Sir, I beg to move- 
"That in sub-clause (c) of clause 4, line 17, after the words • nortwithstanding such 

omission' the words • for reasons to be recorded' be added." 
Though the amendment if adopted may not be of great value, yet I 

-want it because we are leaving everything to the discretion of courts. This 
.:amendment will not in any way fetter the discretion of. the courts, but will 
put the pourts under the obligation of recording reasons for not taking action 
undor this Act. I think this _necessary safeguard ashould be provided in 
the Act. , · 

Mr. President: Amendment moved is- 
l . 

"That in sub-clause (c) of clause 4, line 17, after the words." notwithstanding such 
omission' the words • for reasons to be recorded' be added." 

Sayad Muhammad Husaio : Sir, this is one of the most harmless 
.amendments ever brought fQrward in this Council. (Diwan Bahailur Raja 
Narendsa Nath: And also useless). Very·well, let r it be useless. Let us 
see whether the Government are our friends in this case. The honourable 
::member who was once a Deputy Commissioner and then a Commissioner 
says that this is a useless amendment. I am not sorry if the amendment 
is useless. Still we should like to. have the amendment adopted. 

Mr. President: Question is~··· 
!~~ That in sub-clause (c) of clause 4, line 17, aft.er the words • notwithstanding such 

omissim' the words • for reasons to be recorded' be added," · · 
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Clause 5. 
Mr. President : Question is- 

" That clause 5 apart from its proviso stand part of the Bill." 
Motion was carried. 

CLAUSE 5, PROVISO. 

Dr. Gokul Ch~d. N~ang: 'Sir, I beg to move for the-omission o! 
the proviso to clause 5. My reasons for this are that this proviso is to a ve-ry 
great extent, if not entirely, the negation of the first clause. If this proviso· 
stands the Bill will in every case have a restrospective effect. In the clause 
which we have just passed we say that " the provisions of this Act shall not, 
apply to any loan advanced before the commencement of this Act," and 
then we say "provided that, if any fresh transaction relating to a loan ad-: 
vanced before the commencement of this Act, is made after the commence 
ment of this Act, such transaction shall be subject to the provisions of this- 
Act." 

Let us suppose that a creditor. has advanced Rs. 5,000 to a borrower 
Jong before. this Act comes into force, and then some payments are made 
after this Bill is passed. It would; mean then that the exemption under 
the principal clause totally disappears, because then he has to keep accounts- 

- in the prescribed form and to furnish a copy in the prescribed form. No 
new contract has been arrived at between the parties. The old contract 
still subsists and the mer~ fact that· some payment has been. made towards, 

Mr. C. M. G. Ogilvie. 
Mr. A. C. Macnabb. 
Mr .. S. L. Sale. · 
Diwan Bahadur ·Raja Narendra 

Nath. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram. 
Pandit Nanak Chand. 
Lala Mukand Lal, Puri. 
Lala Gopal Das. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Rattan Chand. 
Lala Bodh Raj. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Dhanpat Rai. 
Sardar Bahadur Captain Dalpat . 

Singh.· 
Sardar Bahadur Sardar Sheo 

Narain Singh. 
Mr. E. Maya Das. 

K. B. Khwaja Adur Rahm an. 
Mr. H. Calvert. 
Mr. C. A. H. Townsend. 
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, 

Noon. 
Khan: Bahadur Nawab Muzaffar 

Khan. 
Mr~ R. W. Wilson. 
K. B. Sayad Maqbul Shah. 
Mr. D. Macfarlane. 
Mr. M. A. Ghani. 
Mian Muhammad Fakhar-ud-Din. 
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal. 
The Honourable Sardar Sir 

Jogendra Singh. . 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow. 
Mr. Alan Mitchell. 
Lala Ram Lal. 

Motion was lost. 

·Ph. Pr~ident : Qu~tion is- 
" That sub-clause (c) of clause 4 and its explanation stand part of the BiIJ." 

Motion was carried. 

NOEij: 30. 
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a loan should not destroy tb{protection which is given to loans which were- 
advanced before this Act cc:mes into force. . In this way I would submit· 
cot a single loan would be safe frcm the retrospective effect of this Bill. 
I say not a single cam deliberately unless the money-lender wipes out the 
loans which stand in his favour in his books before this Act comes into foree.. 
If any loan stands even of five rupees the total loan must be paid unless the· 
debtor becomes a total wreck and insolvent and not a pie is realised, but even 
if one pie is realised it means that the whole loan· comes within the purview· 
of this new law. So that the very object of the first clause is defeated, and r 
elaim, Sir, your special attention to the fact whether you are going to . 
permit mutually destructive clauses to remain in the Bill. These are mu-· 
tually destructive. · 

Chaudhri Duli Chand: No, they are not. 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang : Thank you for the legal advice, Chaudhri. 

Sahib. I am much obliged. . . 
The object of the first clause is that the Bill should not have retrospee 

tive effect. It is possible that if the honourable the Legal Remembrancer· 
will pay a little more attention to this clause something might be evolved 
which might not drag in transactions which took place later independently 
pf an old loan, but I am. afraid as the clause stands at present, the object 
of the first clause is not carried out at all because not a single loan, as I have· . 
submitted before, would be safe from the retrospective effect of the· 
Bill. I would ask any honourable member of this House to show how a 
single loan advaneed before the passing of this Bill would' not be affected • 
. ·· I am sorry, Sir, but I wanted to impress upon your mind the important 
fact as I take it to be that the proviso is destructive of the principle underly= 
ing the principal clause. The principal clause says : " The provisions of 

,this Act shall not apply to any loan advanced before the commencement 
of this Act." But the second says that if any fresh transaction takes place· 
J:'elating to a loan advanced before the commencement of this Act, the .t.\.ct· 
would have a retrospective effect. · 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan,·Noon: The wording is "s:ucb, 
transaction.,, 

Dr. Cokul Chand, Narang: The words "such transaction" have to 
be read .in connection with the words which go before.them, relating to a loan. 
advanced before the commencement of this Act. What can be those transae-: 
tions relating to the Ioa°n advanced before the commencement of the Act ? 

If the Legal Remembrancer were to add somethingIikethis : "Provided 
further that it would not apply· to any payments made in eonneetion 
with the loan advanced before the commencement of this Act", so that that 
eontraet stands by itself, it would make the thing clear. Otherwise can you 
conceive of a single case to which the Act would not apply ? Then every 
case would be brought in and for that reason I say that you may as well omit· 
clause 5 from the Bill altogether. I want to make myself more clear on this 
point. If I have a pro-note executed in my favour for Rs. 500, say to day, 
and the Act comes into. force, say a few months later, then either I give 
up the amount due to me on that pro-note or if no payment is made my old 
pro-note is dragged into the ambit of this Bill. Obviously not a single- 
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.transaction therefore which has taken place before the commencement of 
·this Act would be safe. I want a reply to that from the Legal Remembrancer 
or any other honourable learned member of this Rouse. Otherwise· drop 

.out the whole- thing. As I conceive it, the proviso destroys the effect of the 
previous clause. · 

Mr. S. L. Sale (Legal Bemembrancer) ! l have .listened to my 
-friend Dr. Gokul Chand, but I. am bound to say that I am not convinced by 
his arguments able as they are. The intention of this Act is that it should 
not be retrospective and I should be the first to say that if this proviso could 

.be genuinely interpreted to make the Act retrospective it would be a 
wrong provision. The intention of this proviso is to ensure that debtors 
who contracted a loan before this Act was passed, shoud have the benefitof 
this Act in regard to transactions relating to the loan made after the com 
mencement of the Act. Let us take a concrete example of a debt which was 

.contraeted say on the 1st of January 1929 when the Act was not in force; 
the Act will not apply to such a loan. Let us assume for the sake of argument 
-that the Act comes into force on the 1st January 1931. Suppose the debtor 
-goes to the creditor on 2nd January and says, "I want an additional loan 
-which please add to the previous loan.'' That is a transaction which must be 

. -made subject to the provisions of this Act. Or. let us put in another 
·way. Two months after this Act comes into=force the debtor makes a pay, 

-ment towards the principle or interest, it does not matter which ; that would 
be a transaction relating to the loan and from the date on which that payment 

-is made it will be the duty of the creditor to keep an account of that and any 
farther .transaction there may be; and send to the debtor a statement of 

·the balance that accrues against the debtor with effect from the date of 
that payment, but he will not be required to send accounts of any transao 
~ions that accrued before that payment. He will only have to send accounts 

.of that particular transaction or any further transaction that was made 
,.after the Act came into force. I still therefore do not see how it can be 
.said that this Act could be retrospective so as to cover loans contracted 
before the Act in which there has been no transaction since the Act comes 
into force. Th~ important words in the proviso are " such transaction," 

-i.e., those made after the commencement of the Act, shall be subject to the 
provisions of this Act. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: But do you not think that the Act would 
-apply to such transactions even without this proviso ? 

· Mr. S. L. Sale: Not necessarily. 
Dr. Gokul£hand, Narang: I put that question in order to make 

·the point absolutely clear. 
Mr. S. L Sale: You will notice that this proviso was .not in the 

.original Bill as presented to the House: It was put in by the Select Com· 

.mittee in order to set, at rest any possible doubt that there might be on that 
point. Therefore I see no objection to this proviso standing part of the 

.elanse. 
Dr; Gokul Chand, Narang : My difficulty is this : Will he be 

.obliged to send, supposing there were 20 items before the Act and 5 after 
Jibe passing of it, only the nv:e items or all the 25 ? · 

' 
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Clause 6. 
Mr. President : Question is- 

" That sub-clause (1) of clause 6 stand part of the Bill." 

Motion was carried. 
Mr. President : Question is- · 

"That sub-clause (2)_ of clause 6 stand part of the Bill." 
Motion was carried. 

Proviso. · 
Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: I beg to move- 

That for the second sentence of the proviso to clause 6, the following words be sub· 
stituted:- 

" The local Government shall lay the draft rules before the Punjab Legislat 
ive Council in its meeting next following ,the publication of the draft with a 
motion that such rules be considered by the Council." 

My object in moving this amendment is this. The sentence as it stands 
reads thus £ · 

" The local Government shall defer consideration of such rules until after the meeting 
of the Punjab Legislative Council next following the publicaficn cf the draft; 
in order to give any member of the Council an opportunity to introduce a 
motion for discussing the draft." 

This means that the Government itself will not or may not of its own 
accord move a motion in this House that the rules be considered, and it 
may be left entirely to private members to move a resolution that the rules 
be considered. So far as I have been able to follow the procedure of this 
House, the resolutions of private members are subject to a· ballot and ii 
an honourable member sends notice of a -resolntion to the effect that the 
draft rules of the Government ·may be taken into consideration, that resolu 
tion may not come through the ballot. So that the Government will have 
done its duty in laying the rules before the Council or laying them on the 
table .as is . done with regard to several communications to the House, 

. and there may be no opportunity at all for the discussion of those rules, 
Therefore by meens of this amendment I want that the duty should· be 
cast upon the Government to place the rules before the House and then 
move a motion saying that the rules be taken into consideration so that 
it may become a matter of certainty for the Council to discuss those rules. 
This is my reason for moving this amendment and I hope the Government. 
will be pleased to accept it. · 

· The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: On a point of order, 
Sir. The other day in a similar case you were pleased to rule that in 
case rules are to be considered in the House, the House instead of delegating 
the rule-making power to Government might as well pass the rules them 
selves as part of the Bill ; I refer to your ruling given in the case of a similar; 
amendment on the Punjab Pure Food Bill. 

" That the pro~o to clause 5 stands part of the BiH." 

Mmotion was carried. 

Mr.- S. L. Sale : Only five. 
Mr. President: Question is-: 
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Mr. President: I think the amendment of the .honourable Dr. Gokul 
Chand, Narang, differs from the draft of the proviso in· the Bill in two re~: 
spects. · First, it provides that it should be the duty of the local Govern 
ment to lay the draft. rules before the Council. Like the proviso, it does not 
leave it to any member of. the Council to move a motion for that purpose. 
Secondly, it provides that the rules placed before the Council may be 
considered; while the proviso would have them only discussed. Now, _if the 
object of the proviso is to leave it to a non-official member to give notice of 
a motion to' lay the draft rules before the Council, the case would. probably 
fall under Article 124 (rule 24-A), and the motion wouldbe inadmissible 
except with the consent of the President and of the Member of Govern 
ment to whose department it may relate. This, I think, would place an 
unnecessary difficulty,~ not an obstacle, in the way of a non-official member. 
If the Government has no objection-and constitutionally it can have 
none-to the draft rules being placed before the Council, for approval, dis· 
cussion, consideration or passager it should take it upon itself to lay them 
before the ' House. · 

Another important aspect of the question is whether the draft rules 
should be disc·ussed or considered ete., on days allotted for non-official busi 
ness or on other days. I think such rules cannot be taken up on days 
fixed for Resolutions and Bills of non-official members ; inasmuch as there 
is no provision in our Business Rules and Standing Orders for including 
such motions in the ballot for Bills and Resolutions. So, if Government 
accepts Dr. Gokul Chand, .Narang's amendment, the aforesaid- difficulties 
will be obviated. · 

As to whether the draft rules should be laid before the Council for 
appropal, .discusswn, consideratwn or passage, I think consideration is the 
best. Discussion means a mere debate or a talk-out; and is therefore 
-quite inconclusive, as nothing short of the opinion of the Council can 
:serve> the purpose of the Government and the only way in 'which the opinion 
of the Council can .be obtained is by a vote of the House collected formally. 
Oonsideratwn means a detailed examination, clause by clause and line by 
Jine, with power to make amendments and alterations. So, if the Govern 
ment desires to obtain the opinion of the Council on draft rules it should 
have thein considered and not only discussed. If the Council makes no 
amendments or alterations in them, they may be taken. to be approved 
-or confirmed and the Government may ratify them without making any 

.fnrther changes. However, if '.it is provided that they should be passed by 
the Council, like a Bill, and when passed should have the force of law, even 

:if they are not accepted by Government, I very much doubt if that would 
· be constitutionally sound. A Bill which passes through so many stages 
· before its final consideration and passage by a Council does not become law 
unless it is assented to by the Governor and the Governor-General. There 

Jore the rules passed by a Council cannot and should not have the force of 
Jaw unless they are accepted and ratified by Government. 

It is the constitutional right of the Council to retain, if it so desires, 
· some measure of control over the executive to which the power of making 
.rules is delegated by it. But the extent and nature of this control would 
-depend upon the language of the section conferring the power. If it expressly 
J>rovides that the rules made by the executive may be modified by the 
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Mr. President: It is regrettable that Dr: Gokul Ghand, Narang's, 
amendment has been thrown out even though he substituted the word "dis-: 
-eussed ' for • considered ' in line 8. 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : I wish to explain the 
'position to the House on behalf of the Leader of the House. I am sorry 
·.that the , Chair is annoyed over nothing. - 

-Council and that the Government shall accept those modifications, in that 
-ease, I think, the ·modifications made by a Council shall become law only 
when accepted by the Government. In ordinary cases where such a com 
prehensive and imperative provision is not made in the Act the Government 
may not accept the modifications made by the Council, and then 
perhaps the only course open to the Council would be that one of its members 
should move a Resolution recommending to Government that the modifi 
cations made by the Council may be adopted. When such a Resolution 
is passed and communicated to the Government, in all probability it would 
respect the Council's wishes and its recommendation-at least when the rules 
relate to a transferred subject-and when accepted, it should have the force 
of a subsidiarv law. But the best course for a Council would be not to 
delegate the i-nie-malring power to the executive. It should incorporate 
'the rules in the Bill itself, so that they may be duly considered and passed 
by . the Council and assented to in due course by the Governor and the 
Governor-General. This, I think, is the best and the safest course for all 
concerned. · 

In view of the constitutional position which I have just 'explained, I 
would suggest that the Government may accept the learned Doctor's 
amendment and take it upon itself to lay the draft rules before the Council 
for consideration. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: Sir, I have moved my amendment. 
'But after the learned and exhaustive exposition of the legal aspect of the 
question that you have been pleased to give from the chair, I find that 
ihe word 'considered' in my amendment will have a constitutional effect 
-different from the word ' discussed.' The only result might be that the 
time of the Council may be wasted if each clause of the rule is· to be consi 
dered like the clauses of a Bill. I would therefore with your permission 

.substitute the .. word ' discussed ' in place of the word ' considered ' in my 

.amendment. I formally move- 
T.hat for the second sentence of the proviso to clause 6, the following words be sub. 

stituted : ·- 
i, The local Government shall lay the draft r'u:tes before the Punjab Legislative 

Council in its meeting next following the publication of the draft with a 
motion that such rules be discussed by the Council." 

Mr. President : Amendment moved is- 
That for the second sentence of the proviso to clause 6, the following words be sub 

- stituted :- 
" The local Government shall lay the draft rules before the Punjab Legislative Council 

in its meeting next following the publication of the draft with a motion that 
such rules be discussed by _the Council" 

Question is- 
" That the proposed amendment be marde. 

Motion was lost. 
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Pandit Nanak Chand : The Ohair may not mind the expression. 
But the dignity of the House requires that the term should be withdrawn. 
(Voices: Withdraw, withdraw). · 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon : I have not the slightest. 
objection to withdraw the word, Sir. 

The position of the Government, however, is this. So far as the rule 
making power is concerned, the position is the same in regard to both the 
Bills we have discussed this session.. In the case of the Pure Food Bill 
exactly these words were used and have been accepted by the House. 
Exactly the same words are used in the other Bill which is coming before 
the House, I mean the Land Revenue Amendment Bill. I therefore sub 
mit that this is in accordance with the wishes of the House as expressed in 
the case of:" the Pure Food Bill. We are therefore doing nothing which is 
not accepted by the House. 

In the next place, the Chair specifically suggested to the House that 
it was the duty of the Government to give the. House the opportunity to 
discuss those rules. ' 

Mr. President: All I suggested was that the Government would be 
well-advised if it took- upon itself the duty of laying the rules before the 
Council for consideration. 

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan., Noon: What I ~sh to submit 
is that the passing of this clause as it is does not exclude that possibility. 
It need not be presumed from this that the Government are not going to 
give the House the opportunity to discuss the rules if the House wishes 
tO do SO, 

Mr. President: I wish the Legal Remembrancer had studied Parlia 
mentary practice on the point. I venture to refer him to pages 626 
to 628 of Sir Erskine May's work. It is true that Government is not pre 
cluded from bringing the rules before the House, but if it intended to do so 
it should have taken upon itself the duty of placing them before the 
Council. I think that would have been the best course for all concerned, 
but as the responsible officers of Government have not thought it proper 
to do so, .the matter ends. My duty was to place my point of view before 
them arid H did it. .se 

The .Honourable Mr. Manollar Lal: Sir, may I be permitted to 
say. tli:at!as you were proceeding with your learned exposition of the 
subject, I looke.d up some references and duly placed them in the hands 
of the Legal Bemembraneer. _ 

Mr. S.f L. Sale: May I may make a personal explanation, Sir? 
I must say I am acting under instructions from the Leader of the House- 
in regard to- this matter. · 

all-. 

' Mr: Presid~nt : No, I am not annoyed, not in the least. 
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: iThe Ohair is annoyed 

because this. amendment has been thrown out. (Vbices : Withdraw the. 
word 'annoyed.'). 

Mr. President: I assure the House that I am not annoyed at 
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"That in sub-elause (l) of clause l fort-he figure' 2 'the fii,ir€6 '3<1 'be substdtuted." 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Naracag: l should like to suggest that only one 
figure, ' 8 ', be substituted for ' 2 ' arid not two figures. The rules are yet 
to be framed and it is 12 months after the publication' of these rules that 
the Bill is to become law. So if it is only •·193' now, it ma.y be changed 
either to ' 1980' or' 1931 ' as the case may be later on. I ther.efore move 
that only one figure, namely, '8 ', be substituted for '2 ' •. 

4 J'iM, 

"That in sub-clause (1) of clause 1 for the figure ! 2 ' the figures '30' be substituted." 

Mr. President : The amendment moved is- 

" That the preamble of the BiJl ht, the preamble of the Bill." 

Motion was carried. 
SUB·OLAUSE (1) OF CLAUSE 1. 

Mr. S. L. Sale : Sir~ I beg to move- 

The Preamble. 
Mr. President: Question is- 

Mr. President: I also had a talk with the Leader of the House as to 
whether the rules should be ' considered ' or ' discussed ' by the Council and 
I think I am committing no breach of confidence when I say that he 

-agreed with me and: preferred ' consideration ' to ' discussion.' 
Mr., W. R. Wilson : With your permission, Sir, I may inform the 

House through you that it was always the intention of. the Leader of the 
House, the Honourable the Revenue Member, that in the case of the rules 
made by Government under Acts like these, when a resolution is tabled by 
any member of the House, Government should find time for the discussion 
or such a motion. - 

Mr. President: May I say a word personally to the Honourable 'Dr. 
Gokul Chand, Narang, the mover of the amendment? I pointed out the. 
difference between ' discussion ' and ' consideration ' of rules. Mere ' dis 
cussion,' as already stated, would be inconclusive. I, think the Council 
should be given an opportunity to express its opinion on them and this is 
not possible unless the vote of the House is taken in a formal manner. 

Dr. Gokul Chand, Narang: As your object is to honour me by 
addressing your remarks particularly to me, Sir, I rise to thank you very 
much for the illuminating exposition of the matter.' I would submit that 
when I tabled this amendment, I had only one main object in view that the 
Government should undertake the obligation. With respect to consider· 
ation, discussion and the ultimate passing of the rules in the light of the very. 
weighty remarks which you were pleased . to make, I, should think there is 
no material difference. Now that the amendment is thrown out, there 
should either be an amending Bill or ~he provision should be left as it is. 

Mr. President : Question is- 
" That the proviso to clause 6 stand part of the Bill." 

· Motion was carried. 

-. 
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THE PUNJAB PURE FOOD BILL. 
Mr. President: The Council will now take up the report of the 

Drafting Committee on the Punjab Pure Food Bill. _ 
Question "that in clause 12, (1) (b) be relettered (1) (a), and (c) be re 

lettered (b),'' .put, and agreed to. 
Question " that the new sub-clause added to clause 18 be placed at the 

end and numbered sub-clause (5)," put, and agreed to. 
Question" that clause 19 be renumbered 18, that clause 20 be renumber 

ed 19 and that clause 21 be.renumbered 20," put, and agreed to. 
Question " that the new clause added after the deletion of clause 22: 

be numbered 21," put, and agreed to. 
Question" that clause 28 be renumbered 22," put, and agreed to. 
Question " that, in order to regularise the drafting of the Bill, in sub 

clause 8 of clause 28 as renumbered 22, for the words following the 
. word "punishable" the following be substituted:- 

" (a) in the case of a first offence - with a fine which may extend 
to Rs. 250 ; and 

" (b) in the case of second offence with a fine not exceeding 
Rs. 600 ; an 

" (c) in the, case ofa subsequent offence with a fine not exceeding 
· Rs. 1,000 or if, in the opinion of the court, the offence was 
committed by the personal act, default or culpable negligence 
of the person accused and the court is of the opinion that a 
fine will not meet the circumstances of the case, with im 
prisonment of either description which may extend to six 
months or with both," put, and agreed to. 

Question" that the proviso added to clause 28, now to be renumbered 
22, be drafted as a sub-clause in the following words, viz. :- 

Mr. President: Question is: that only one figure, namely, '8,' be 
substituted for the figure ' 2.' 

Motion wa~ lost. 
Mr. President: Question is : that the figures I so' be substituted: 

for the figure ' 2 .' 
Motion was carried. 
Mr. President: Under article 92 of the Business Manual of the Council 

I appoint a committee consisting of the member of Government to whose 
department the Bill relates, the member who introduced the Bill, the Sec 
retary to Government in the Legislative Department. and the Deputy Presi 
dent, to examine the Bill and report to the Council what amendments of 
a. formal or consequential character should be made in it as a matter of 
drafting. 

I understand that the Deputy President is absent, so in his place I nomi 
nate Pandit Nanak Chand who is on the panel of Chairmen . 

. (The House decided that the report of the Drafting Committee should 
be presented the same day.) 0 
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DRAFT RULES UNDER THE PUNJAB LAND REVENUE ACT. 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow (Finance Membar): Sir, I beg 

to move- 
That the draft mies framed under section 60 of the Punjab Land Revenue, Act, 1887, 

and published, as required by section 60-A. of the Punjab Land Revenue 
Act, 1887, as amended by the Punjab Land Revenue (Amendment) Act, m 
of 1928, of the Punjab Government notdfloations, Revenue Department- 
Revenue, No. 645-R, (S.), dated the 19t\l June 1929, and No, 1456-R. (S.)~ 
dated the 5th August 1929, be taken into consideration." 

Question put and agreed' to. 
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath (Punjab Landholders, General) 

(Urdu) : Sir, I beg to move- ' 
"That in rule 24 (3)- 

" (i) after the words' until the expiry of' the words' 20 years or' be added, 
•· (ii) between the word 'such' and the word 'period' the word 'longer' be- 

inserted, _ • 
•' (i-ii) the words ''but shall not exceed 40 years" be added at the end." 

Sir, my object in moving this amendment is that the rules relating to 
the demand for additional or enhanced assessment in the case of lands 
where tube-wells may have been constructed at private expense or with 
the aid of a loan from Government. be made clear and definite. As you 
are aware, Sir, in the.ease of ordinary wells the minimum period of exemption 
is 20 years, and it can be extended upto 40 years if the Financial Commis 
sioner is satisfied that the owner has not been able to recover twice the cost 
of the well from the net assets in the course of that period. You also know, 
Sir, that a larger amount of money has to be spent on the construction of a 
tube-well and its maintenance expenses far exceed those of a masonry well. 
It is therefore in the fitness of things that the period of exemption in the 
case of tube-wells should be fixed. I need hardly say that it is a very im 
portant matter and its decision . should not be left to the discretion of the 
Financial Commissioner or revenue officers. I fear, and not without 
eason, that if the period of exemption is left to the sweet will of these 

'' (5) Before making any rules sunder the provisions of this section, 
the local Government shall, in addition to observing the 
procedure laid down in section 21 of the Punjab General 
Clauses Act, 1898, publish by notification a draft of the 
proposed rules for the information of persons likely to be 
affected thereby, at least thirty days before.a meeting of the 
Punjab Legislative Council. The local Government shall 
defer consideration of such rules 'until after the meeting 
of th'i?Punjab Legislative Council next following the publiea 
tion of the draft in order to give any member of the Council 
an opportunity to introduce a motion for discussing the 
draft," put, and· agreed to. ~ 

The Honourable Malik Firoz K~an, Noon (Minister for Local 
Self-Government): Sir, I beg to move that the Punjab Pure Food Bill be 
passed. 

Question put and agreed to. 

JOOS THE PUNJAB PURE FOOD BILL, 



Mr. President: Rules under consideration, amendment moved 
." The.t in rule, 24 (3)- 

" (i) ~~er the words 'until the expiry of' the words' 20 years _o~' be added, 
... (ii) between the word "sueh ' and· the word 'period' the word 'longer' be 

inserted, 
·• (iii) t~e words' but shall not exceed 40 years' be added at the end." 

Mr. C. A. H. Townsend (Financial Commissioner): Sir, I am not 
quite certain whether an amendment can actually be proposed to the rules 
within the law. However, leaving that point altogether : .. 

Mr. President: I may point out .that amendments to draft rules may 
be proposed· and passed, but- Government is not bound to take them into 
consideration unless they are recommended for its consideration by a 
separate Resolution duly moved and passed .. At the same time, if Govern 
ment cares to take such amendments into consideration without a· Resolu 
tion '-uf the Council, it is. not estopped from doing so. 

Mr. C. A. :H. Townsend: I bow to your ruling, Sir. 
I had the pleasure of discussing with the Raja Sahib a few days ago the 

point which has been raised by him to-day. I admit at once that there is much 
to be said for his poi'nt of view. and there is really very little · difference on 
it between him and the Revenue Department. As he said, the principle that 
Government has adopted as regards ordinary wells is that exemption from 
increased land revenue should be allowed until the maker of a masonry well 
has recovered double the cost of making the well. As the House knows, 
ordinary masonry wells have been in existence for many years and- their cost 
is more or less known, also the amount of land which they can irrigate, and 
therefore it has been found reasonable to lay down that the minimum period 
-of exemption for ordinary wells should be twenty , years which may be 

- -extended up to forty years. So far for ordinary wells. 
Turning now to tube-wells, as the. House knows, we have really very 

little knowledge of them. They vary a very great deal in their cost of manu 
facture according to the depth of water, the nature of the soil and the like, 
The profits that: aecrne to sinkers of tube-wells vary greatly. The sinker 
of a tube-well who lives in the neighbourhood of a large town as Lahore 
and is thereby enabled to grow vegetables and market garden crops in his 

{D. B. Raja Narendra. Na.th.] 
officers many people will hesitate to spend money· on the construction ot 
tube-wells. It:Government wishes to encourage people to construct tube 
wells it should fix the period of exemption with regard to them just as it 
hasfixed in the case of masonry wells. · The Government has admitted the 
principle of exemption and therefore it is not too much to ask that the period 
of exemption in the case of tube-wells be also fixed so that the people 
may be sure of their ground. I admit that much profit accrues to those who 
irrigate their land from a tube-well, but at "the same time it cannot be 
denied that a comparatively much larger amount is required for its construc 
tion and maintenance. I therefore see no reason why the rules relating 
to exemption from additional or enhanced assessment of land revenue in 
the case of tube-wells be not clearly defined and why the same minimum 
period of 20 ye~rs be not allowed to their owners. With these few remarks, 
I commend my motion for tlie acceptance of the House, 

' 
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··- - .:..,_ _ _..:.._ ,;.._ __.. 

THE PUNJAB LAND REV~NUE (AMENDMENT) BILL. 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow (Finance Member): Sir, .I beg for 

leave to introduce the Punjab Land Revenue (Amendment) Bill. 
LE.A.VE GIVEN, 

The Honourable Mr. A~ M. Stow : Sir, I beg to introduce the Punjab 
Land Revenue (Amendment) Bill. - 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: Sir, I beg to move- 
" That the Punjab Land Revenue (Ame.hdment) Bill be taken in'to ccusidcration." 

Mr. President: Motion is- 
,. ·il{a' tlir P,111jab I,.: ,1 R~v~nue (Amendment.) !WI taken h1'0 cm, ,leratiun." 

Mr. W.R. Wilson (Revenue Secretary) : Sir, the reason for this Bill is 
stated in the short statement of objects and reasons appended to the Bill. 
You were pleased to observe, Sir, in connection with the concluding clause 
of the Regulation of Accounts Bill that in the matter of rules framed under 
an Act a resolution should be moved in the House for consideration of those 
rules so that an opportunity may be given to members to discuss the rules. 
When the Land Revenue (Amendment) Bill was scrutinised in the Select 
Committee the Select Committee altered the original draft of sectio!l"60-A., 
and the alteration was automatically adopted by this Council without any 
discussion. The very object of the amendment in Beleet Committee was to 
secure this opportunity for the Council to discuss the rules framed under the 

. authority which the Legislative Council had delegated to any department of 
Government. The last sentence of section 60-A. (1) as drafted by the 

. Select Committee runs as follows :- 
" The local Government shall defer consideration of such rules until the Punjab 

Legialative Council has had an opportunity of considering the said rules by a 
resolntton." 

land makes very much larger profits than one who can only grow ordinary 
crops. In brief, we have not at present sufficient data before us to lay down 
as a definite rule that the minimum period of exemption from enhanced land· 
revenue shall be twenty years or the maximum forty years. So we have for 
the present laid down the same principle for tube-wells as for ordinary 
wells that the period of exemption should be sufficient to allow the sinker 
-of the well to recover twice his expenditure. As the House knows, we hope · 
to be on the eve of great industrial advancement in this province: we 
hope to have before long electric energy from the Mandi Hydro-Electric 
Scheme. After considering .the matter for some time I am, speaking per 
sonally, ready to ask Government.to agree to the following addition to 
rule 24 (8) :- 

" The minimum period of exemption for the purpose of this role shall be twenty years 
for wells constructed within the five years immediately following the date on 
which these rules are finally confirmed, But after the expiry of five years the 
determination of such minimum period, if any, shall be reconsidered in the 
light of the experience .gained during them." 

I do not consider, Sir, that this is unreasonable, and I trust that in view 
-of what I have said the Raja Sahib will see his way to ask the House to let 
him withdraw the amendment. 

Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : I am prepared to accept 
this change, and ask for leave to withdraw my amendment. 

Motion; by leave, withdrawn. 

- 
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[Mr. W. R. Wilson.] 
The intention at that time was that an opportunity should be given to- 
any member in the House to bring a resolution to discuss the rules. When 
the rules were drafted they were duly considered by the Select Committee· 
that originally helped to scrutinise the Bill. After that Select Committee 
had considered and ratified the rules members were invited to send in it 
they cared resolutions for the July session. A.t the same time the draft 
rules were circulated to all members of this House. No resolution, however; 
was tabled and consequently the main portion of these draft rules was eon 
firmed by a notification which issued in September. Subsequently the· 
scruples of the Legal Remembrancer on the one hand, and your own jealous, 
guardianship of .the rights of this House on the other, . brought home- 
to Government that, although under the Act as passed the intention was to 
allow an opportunity to members to move a resolution, yet the wording· 
was such as to lend itself to a more probable interpretation that Government 
itself should bring in a resolution to the effect that the draft rules framed 
by the .Government and as ratified by the Select Committee should be con· 
sidered and discussed in the Council. Therefore as soon as Raja Narendra. 
Nath's amendment in this particular matter in the discussion on the Pure· 
Food Bill met with the approval of the House it was decided to present 
this small Bill to remove any misinterpretation. The draft rules framed· 
under the Act have been presented to obtain the opinion of the House on 
the said rules. That is the genesis of this Bill. 

Mr. President: Is the object o~ the Bill .to allow a member of the , . 
Council to move a motion for discussion of the draft rules ? 

Mr. W. R. Wilson: No, Sir. The object is to clear a. bona fide mis 
conception or misunderstanding that had. crept in in the Act as passed by 
the Council. This amending Rill is to set right the defective drafting of 
section 60-A. It was considered advisable that Government should bring 

· the rules before the House and give an opportunity for discussion. the 
rules have accordingly been brought before the House and discussed. 
This Bill is only to set right the defective drafting which had led to a bona 
fide doubt as to whether the Government should bring in a motion for. dis 
cussion of the rules . or whether some member of the Council should bring · 
the motion. 

Question "That the Punjab Land Revenue (Amendment) Bill be taken 
~- -into consideration " put, and agreed to. 

Mr. President: The Council will now proceed ttl, take the provisions. 
of the Bill into consideration. 

Question " That clause 2 stand part of the Bill" put, and agreed to. 

Question " That the preamble be the preamble of the Bill" put, and· 
agreed to. ' · · 

Question " That clause 1 stand part of the Bill" put, and agreed to., 

1he Honourable~- A. M. Stow: Sir, I beg to move=- 
u That the Punjab Land Revenue (Amendment) Billi be passed." 

Question· put, and agreed to. 
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"That the Punjab Regulation of Accounts Bill as amended by the House be passed.f 

Mr. President: Motion moved is- 

"That the Punjab Regulation of Accounts Bill as amended by the House be passed." 

Question "that at the end of sub-clause (ii) of this clause the follow· - 
ing words be added :- . · 

' and the scale of costs to be paid by s~ch debtors as may demand 
that the account required by this clause should be furnish· 
ed in one of the particular scripts mentioned in explan 
ation (i) of this clause'" put, and agreed to. 

Question "that in the 4th line of sub-clause (ii) of this clause for the 
word ' submitted ' the word ' furnished ' be substituted " put, and agreed .to. 

The Honourable Mr. A, M. Stow (Finance Member) : Sir, I beg 
to move- 

Mr. President: Under paragraph 8 of article 92 the House will pro- 
ceed to consider the amendments proposed by the committee. · 

Question "that at the end of explanation (ii) to clause (b) of sub-clause 
(i) of section 8 the letters '(iii)' be replaced by 'provided that (i)' " put, 
and agreed to. 

Question '' that in the next following proviso the letters (iv) be 
replaced by t~e letters (ii)" put, and agreed to. 

Question " that in sub-clause (i) of clause 2 of section 6 the words 
'language, script,' occurring between the word ' forms' and the 
word' and' in lines 1 and 2 be deleted" put, and agreed to. 

· Question "that the words 'clause (a)' of 'occurring between the word 
•by' and the word 'sub-section' be deleted "put, and agreed to. 

, 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow (Finance Member): Sir, I rise to 

present to the House the report of the Drafting Committee on formal and 
consequential amendments necessary. 0 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. Stow: Sir, it would be convenient if the 
House adjourns for one hour so that the Drafting Committee which you 
have appointed may ·go through the Punjab Regulation of Accounts Bill 
with a view to report to-day what amendments of a form.al -or consequen 
tial nature should be made in the Bill. 

Mr. President: If the honourable member is prepared to submit 
the report to-day, I have no objection to adjourn the Council for one hour. 

(The Council adjourned accordingly and reassembled at 6-15 P.M.) 
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Then,. Sir, 1 will also say that this Bill will encourage litigation un 
necessarily and prolong it too. When I say it will encourage litigation it is 
for the reason that if the debtors are given to understand that there is any 

· fl.aw in the keeping and sending of accounts in that case they will be saved' 
-the. liability of paying the interest and the cost. Under the circumstances 
they can raise any false plea they like and they may try to substantiate it 
by false and purged evidence because they know that if _there is 01 flaw in the 
keeping of accounts or sending of it, however false .his plea may be, 
he is not going to pay for it, and although the creditor may have to 
prove the falsity of the plea by the evidence which he may produce and 
incur any amount of expense simply for the purpose when there was absolute 
ly no dispute on the merits. Such are the provisions which make this Bill 

. a. unique Bill. 

Then, Sir, no sooner a case comes to the court it is the duty of the court 
to frame issues whether the accounts have been regularly kept and 
whether copies of accounts have been regularly sent to the debtor 
or not. - Now, Sir, according to the· principle of procedure an issue ~ 

-only arises when one party alleges a fact and the. other , denies it. Here 
a debtor may come and say I admit the claim, but the court will say I 

. will first go into the question whether the, plaintiff was a creditor or not 
or whether the amount which was advanced was a loan or not. Now 

-what would be the consequence ? Either y<1u should give· power to the court 

Rai Bahadur Lala Dhanpat Rai (Punjab Indu.stries) : Sirr even after 
-the discussion of the provisions of this Bill for over a. week I am as nneon- · 
-vinood about the utility or the neeessity of this Bili as I was in: the begin- 
. ning. I am opposed to the passing of this Bill, Sir, because this is a communal 
measure. It is not only a communal measure, but it is a one-sided measnre 
also and it is opposed to all principles of jurisprudence and procedure; 
Moreover, Sir,· it is a very harsh and oppressive measure and may I, 

· say a heartless measure too. Wb'en I was a student of jurisprudence 
I used to read that for every right there is a corresponding. duty and for 
every duty there is a corresponding right. Now, what do you see after' 
reading the provisions of this Bill~ The duty has been cast upon the credit 
or that he should keep accounts, not only keep accounts, but he should 

-every half-year send a copy of the accounts jo each and every debtor of 
- his not only in the script in which he keeps account, but he should sub- 

mit a transliteration oC the accounts in the language and script in which the 
_debtor requires. What is the corresponding right which the creditor en 

_joys ? None. There is a provision in the Bill itself that a creditor should 
send a copy of the accounts regularly in the fohn prescribed, but there is 
no obligation on a debtor that he should also acknowledge the receipt of the 

.aeeounts and state whether they are correct or wrong. Therefore it is 
quite clear that it is a one-sided Act. When I say that it is a cornmunal' 

· measure., what further evidence do you require than the way the voting 
· has taken place on this Bill .in this House ; you must have noticed that the 
-Hindu members of this House have been voting on one side and the Muhem- 
madan members on the other. (Voices: no, no). (A voic~. Excepting 

·C haudhri Duli Chand and his friends.). 
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As I began, so I end, by saying that this is an unnecessary piece of legisla 
tion; it will serve no useful purpose, and I hope, Sir, that its fate shall be like 
that of its predecessor. When His Excellency the Governor scrutinises the 
provisions as they have now been passed by the· Council, I. hope better 
counsels will prevail and he will withhold his assent to the measure. It is 
extremely harsh, cruelly oppressive and wholly one-sided. 

Malik Nawab Major Talib Mehdi Khan (Jhelum, Muhammadan, 
Rural) : Sir, it is admitted on all hands that a very large section of th& 
money-lending class - kept their accounts very "unsatisfaotorizy and adopted 

to spend money out of Government coffers to issue a roving commission in 
order to find out whether the plaintiff was a creditor or not, or whether the 
advance in dispute was a loan or not, or it would serve no useful pur 
pose. If these issues are drawn and the defendant does not give any evidence, 
what would be the result of that ? Sir, I say it will unnecessarily prolong 
proceedings of cases in court. There might be some dishonest money-lenders ; 
there is an equal number of dishonest borrowers also; you may in this connec- 
tion peruse the opinions of judicial officers. ' 

Then, Sir, another fact which I wish to bring to the notice of. the House· 
~s the case. of minors. It has been laid down that _they should maintain and 
furnish accounts. That is a very oppressive and harsh provision and is, 
unworkable. · 

What is the corresponding benefit that. you have given to the borrowing· 
class ? I do not see any tangible benefit. It has been said several times that. 
this measure is intended for the protection of the borrower. How is he pro-.' 
tected? Suppose the creditor advances Rs. 10 and in the form which you· 
prescribe he enters it as Rs. 15. The form will not say how much was 
advanced in fact. The form. cannot say to the creditor : You should enter· 
only what you have advanced. Again when a payment is made, itis wrongly 

· credited. What will be the case ? Wl).en you keep regular accounts, then 
the cash book and the day book are a check .on the ledger. That is a. 
salutary check. A simple form of account will be of no avail against a 
mischievous creditor who wants to cheat bis clients. So I think it is no 
benefit to the debtors either. 

The only effect of this Bill will be to drive away the illiterate money-. 
lender, one who is not so mischievous or so dishonestly inclined to take ad 
vantage over his clients. He himself will be as ignorant as his borrower .. 
But so fa.r as the big moneylenders are concerned, you give thein the· Iacility., 
They need not keep a regular account. They have only to keep the accounts 
which you prescribe. You cannot check the accounts of the moneylenders. 
who do not keep them-regularly. 

Another result of this measure will b!) the increase in unemployment. 
Hundreds . of these moneylenders will be driven from their profession and 
will be adding to the ranks of the unemployed. While in other countries, 
measures are being taken to relieve unemployment, it is an irony of fate 
that here we are passing a measure which would intensify the unemployment 
situation. - 
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[Nawab Talib Mehdi Khan]. · 
all sorts of methods to keep their debtors ignorant of what was due from 
them. A private Bill was introduced some time ago to· regulate their ac 
counts. After· prolonged discussion it was passed, 'but it was vetoed by 
His· Excellency the Governor, as described in the minute of dissent to the 
Select Committee's report on the present Bill by honourable members, 
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram, Sardar Habibullah and others. In 
place of that Bill what do we get now? We get this measure which lays 
down that the creditor should keep his accounts regularly and furnish a 
oopy of it to the debtor once in every six months. When there is .an evil 
it is the duty of the Government to rectify it. Accordingly the Govern 
ment has introduced this Bill and there is no reason whatever to call it 
a communal measure. It does not mean to apply to any section of society, 
it covers all debtors. As I said·above, what is enacted is the regulation 
of accounts and supply of copies of the same to the debtor. If that is not 
done what is the penalty? The penalty is that the court will reduce the 
interest and disallow all costs. 

Many attempts have been made in the past to guard the interests of 
the poor, ignorant and trustful zamindar. The :first measure was the 
Land Alienation Act. It was followed by the Usurious Loans Act and 
this is the third of its kind. If one follows the course of decisions given 
under the Land Alienation Act, he is drawn irresistibly to the conclusion 
that the hair roots which held up the measure have all been plucked out 
one by one and now the top root only is allowed to stand which may totter 
at any strong gust of wind. Next we come to the Usurious Loans Act. 
Discretion was therein given to the courts, but as the courts in this province 
are generally presided over by that section of the society which carries on 
the money-lending business, no use was made of it and it lies there as a dead 
letter. The same fate, I apprehend, awaits this Bill because everything 
is left to the discretion· of the court. I am not of those who decry any 
class as a class. I have got great respect for a very large number of Hindu 
oroditors, but this Bill is directed against those who have proved themselves 
to be unworthy of any proteetion., · 

-: l I read once in Mr. Darling's book ' The Punjab Peasant in Prosperity 
and Debt' and, if I remember right, he says that the Muslims were indebted 

. to the extent of 60 crores and had to pay several erores ( ...... 18 crores, 
I am told) by way of interest. I ask my honourable friends whether any 
one can conceive whether this debt will ever be paid. I make bold to say 
it will never be paid. This figure relates only to Mnssalmans. If we include 
the Hindus, Sikhs and o~her classes who also owe large sums of money, 
we have to add another big sum and then see whether there is any way out 
<>f the difficulty. All this has been due to the unsatisfactory system of 
keeping accounts, · · 

A lot has been said about the crooked methods of the moneylender. 
If anything further is needed, I will refer my honourable friends to search 
the records of the Criminal Tribes settlements. The Government kindly 
provided them with means of honest livelihood by giving them some squares 
of land. Very soon the crafty moneylender went there, settled among" 

I - 
I 
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-them and in a short time reduced them all to utter poverty. .And the 
.authorities were alarmed at the extent of · their liability and had to find - 
means to move the creditors to some other quarters. Haphazard efforts 
of this nature unfortunately fail to eradicate the evil. 

What will be the result -of all this ? The result will be that the poor 
debtor class composed of those sturdy tribes who have served the Govern 
ment very faithfully and in every country where there was a battle will 

·be reduced to starvation, and will lose their martial spirit, or become de 
sperate. To all lovers of the Motherland, i.e., those who respect and love 
'their country, I would put this question : would they like that the persons 
who guard their household, who guard their country, be reduced to such a 
'position that they cannot-afford to resist a foe ? It is not for me, not for 
anyone else, but for the country's sake that we have to keep them 'in their 
spirin, 

We have also to consider on the other side where their desperation 
will lead them. We have _got the occurrences of 1915 in the Jhang district 
fresh in our mind. It is said that they were due to the German War. No 
doubt, the War provided the existing cause, but the trouble had its beginn 
ings long. before the War. Far be it from me to wish that the future has 
in store further exceptions, but taking the world as it is such occurrences 
.are not impossible, and there is no lack of existing causes. Are we going 
to allow these people to be ·a, prey ,to despair and become cut-throats and 
-daooits ? No. It is our duty to keep them on their legs, to help them 
.and save them from utter ruin. The difference that has been made so much 
of between the zamindar and the non-zamindar, the Muslim and the Hindu, 

·is largely due to this indebtedness. If we make some final effort to remedy 
this, I should say that all bitterness would vanish. It is our desire to get 
lurther instalments of reforms and His Excellency the Viceroy has shown 
'what is our goal. (Hear, hear.) Sir, it is our duty to make ourselves fit, 
without fear or favour, to follow. the path pointed out to us. We have 
fo remove i3ill these points of friction and mostly the rapacity of the sahuoar 
to ruin the agriculturist. We have to get further reforms, as I have already 

-said, and we can very well reach that goal if we begin treating one another 
.as brothers and as common factors for moulding the future. It is after 
that that we will be able to request the Government to treat us as a nation. 
The Government is alive to their duty. ram glad to say that they are 
prosecuting the people who are said to be preparing to upset the present 

·Government. On behalf · of those humble millions, who are the hewers ·: 
-of wood and drawers of water, who. supply food for us all and who keep 
nothing for themselves, I will say keep them alive, do not allow them to be 
-erushed under the heels of others. It is best for the country and for the 
Government that they are not let out of our hands. Sir, as I live in a village 
I know what is ·the condition of the people there. I appeal to my friends 
over there to bear in mind that this is not a question of Musselman and non 
Mussalman, a zamindar and a non-zamindar, nor a co nmunal one, I therefore 
appeal 'to the members on the other side, _ I humbly beg them to make 
-oommon cause with us to improve the condition of all sections ·of society. 
{Hear, hear and applause.) I assure them that the debtor will meet them 
.more than 'half way to attain the object for which we are a.II working. It 
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[Nawab Talib l\{ehdi Khan.] · - 
can be. said witij. regard to this Bill that it is an ill wind which blows no one 
.good. But n~twithstanding all its weaknesses, notwithstanding all its , 
defects, I will still cling to the good intentions of the Government with the 
hope that all the defects which experience is going to divulge in a short 
time will lead them to take up courage and rectify it wherever necessary. 
With these remarks I support the motion under consideration. (Applause.) 

Diwan Babadur Raja Narendra Nath [Punjab Landholders -(Gene- 
ral)] : Sir, I sat listening with very great interest to the speech that has just 
now been made by my honourable friend from Jhelum. I have every 
sympathy with the classes to whom he has alluded in the concluding portion 
of his speech. ·. Unfortunately the difference between these benches and 
those opposite lies only in the view as to the utility of the measures brought 
forward for alleviating distress. We all regret that so many of the samindari 
classes and so many of the agriculturists are under debt. This is not only 
true of the Punjab but is true of agriculturists over the whole continent 
of India. But it seems to me, and I say it with due deference, that no 
Regulation of Accounts Bill will relieve the misfortune of the debtors. 
Callousness and indifference of the zamindar, his eollossal ignorance and 
his poverty- are the causes of his distress and indebtedness. The Bill will 
touch none of the_m. The present· condition is that if any debtor wants a 
copy of the accounts from his creditor he goes to him and asks for it. If 
the creditor evades or - if the creditor refuses his requests, he keeps quiet. 
But if the debtor is intelligent enough and takes interest in his own affairs 
he will probably give· the creditor a registered notice. If. even then the 
creditor does not give him the copy of the accounts he keeps quiet and when 
the matter goes before the court the court is bound to listen to his story 
and pay careful attention to the accounts produced by the creditor on which 
his claim is founded. The present Bill makes it obligatory upon every 
creditor to furnish accounts and in consequence of failure provides . some 
penalties. If the present ignorance and callousness of the aamindar continue, 
do you think that he will pay attention to the account that he receives 'l 
That small proportion of zamindars who could look after their own affaµ-s 
belongs to that category to which I have already alluded. He will himself 
go to the creditor and ask him for the accounts. Unfortunately, owing to 
ignorance, owing to illiteracy, a very large number of zamindars do not 
fall under that category and the present Bill does not meet their case 
and does not improve their position. 

Another point of criticism is this. Those very features on which the 
opposite benches are insistent and over which they are jubilant are, in my 

· humble opinion, the features which will have very. serious repercussions· 
on the debtor himself. The harder the measure, the greater and more 
severe the penalty, the more serious are the repercussions on the man who 
borrows. Now ene of the provisions of the Bill is that every court is bound 
to frame an issue as to accounts whether aplea is raised by the debtor or not.· 
This )Vill certainly prolong litigation. In a very large majority of cases 
probably the moneylender will be fully equipped with accounts regularly 
kept. The prolonged litigation will eventually have its effect on the debtor 
by burdening hi*1 with heavier costs. 
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Future generations wii probably say that those gentlemen who have 
set their, approval on the Bill and on the 

7 P.llr. policy underlying it have been caught in 
the trap which they laid with their own hands. I would not refer 

- further, Sir,· to any communal or caste aspect of the measure more 
than I have done in an indirect manner and I should be very glad indeed 
if all that I have predicted in respect of the Bill proves to be false and if 
the Bill is worked without disturbing amicable relations between the creditor 
and the borrower and if the Act works smoothly no one will be more pleased 
than myself. 

Question put ". that the Punjab Regulation of Accounts Bill be 
passed." 

Then it seems to me, Sir, that the provisions which do not give. proper 
exemption to the minor and the widow will· lead to some serious eompli 
eations and will still further prolong litigation, the bad consequences of which 
will faJl on the debtor. That is one aspect of the case. · 

Another feature of the Bill is that it makes the submission of these 
accounts obligatory." Now in a large majority of eases of shop-keeping 
classes, the money-lending classes . who are in the village,. the transac 
tions fore mostly in the village itself. This Bill makes it obligatory upon the 
creditor to send copies of accounts regularly whether asked for or not every 
six months to the debtor who is probably living next door. Under this 
state of things mutual relations of friendship and confidence between the 
debtor and creditor can no longer exist. The debtor will say, "I am here 
in this very village, why do you go to another village to get your copies 
of accounts registered ? Why have you sent them to me at all ?" The creditor 
says, " If I do not send them to you I will not be able to claim interest and 
whether we are agreed between ourselves or not the court will euo moto 
raise the issue." It seems to me that this will make it impossible for amicable 
relations to exist between" a debtor and a creditor. · Unfortunately, Sir, 
matters like this are apt to take a communal turn. They ought not to; 
but the tendency is there. We have seen in a Council consisting of so many 
educated and intelligent men and leaders of public opinion that this Bill has 
proved to be an apple of discord. Is it going to have some different effect 

_ in the villages ? I do not think so. I think that what has happened in the 
Council is an index of what is going to follow the enforcement of this Act, 

.whenever this Bill becomes an Act, in the rural areas. Unfortunately 
there is some trouble in the rural areas on other grounds owing to some 
other measures to which I will not allude now because. I do not. wish· to 
introd ree unnecessarily controversial matters. This Bill puts the screw 
tighter and still further aggravates the good relations that may be existing 
between the different sections of the village. But my chief regret is that 
it makes that day more distant when the departments of law and order 
will be administered completely in accordance with the wishes of the Council. 
That will be, I think, one-though a remote--consequence of this measure 
that we have now before us and which, I think, will be passed by this 
Council. 
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Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendr,a f Rai Bahadur Lala, Sewak Ram. 
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Pandit Nanak Chand. 
Dr. Gokul Qband, Narang. Ln,la Kesho Ram, Sekbri. 
Mr. Labh Singh. Lala Bodh Ra,j. 

Rai Bahadue Lala Dhanpat Ra.i. 
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SiPgh. 
The Rono~ble Mr. A. M. Stow. 
Mr. Alan Mitcbell. · 
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BAND ATTACHED TO HIGH SCHOOLS. 

(Answl'r to Starred Quest-ion No. 2232, page 54 ante). 
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) Only about 

·the number of high schools in the Punjab have bands. 
(b) There are no such rules or orders. 
(c) No. 

MR. Gmrr..A.M HUSSAIN, TEAOHER. 

(Answer to Starred Question No. 1645, page 50 ante). 
'The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (i) Yes. 

. (ii) Enquiries have been made and a suggestion has been made to the 
:municipality that a fine, as originally suggested by the Dlstric] Inspector, 
, should be inflicted on t~e teacher. - 

GRANT OF LAND IN NILi BAR. 
(Answer to Starred Question No. 1558, page 2 ante). 

J'he. Honourable• Mian Sir Fazl•i•Husain: I (a) Yes. 
(b) As regards Hoshiarpnr District : . Yes. 

As regards Kangra District : No. 
(c) Yes. 
(d) No special representation has been traced. 
II. Government has decided to allot, in the Nili Bar Colony, 250 reet 

~ngles for relief to those who have suffered from olioe nultal,, or river action 
.in the Hoshiarpur district. · 01 these 62 are to be allotted to Inhabitantq of 
. the riverain area. 

No such allotment has been made to !{9.ngra district since the damage 
-done there is much less serious. 

• 

PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCll.. 

APPENDIX. 
. Answers received after the publication of the debates of the 

4"Cl.ates on which the questions were put. 
ANSWERS TO STARRED QUESTIONS, 

JAW ALI AIDED SOHOOL. 

(Answer to Starred Question No. ·1488, Page t ante). 
The ·Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) Yes. 
(b) The Jawali teacher brought the boys to Chand.rain school of his own 

-aeeord, and not on any verbal or written order of the Inspector. 
(c) The attendance shown by the teacher in the attendance register of 

..the school tallied with that recorded in the log book of the school . 



e 

• 

DIBTBIOT AND ASSISTANT DISTRIOT !NSPEOTOR OF SOHOOLf. 

(Answer to•Starr'ed Question No~ 2324, Volitme':XiII,:'page 191). 

The Honourable Mr; Manohu Lal: (a) The statement giving the 
requisite information is laid on the table. 
' (b) No.' -Many points rare considered and it. is not possible to give- 

definite basis. · 
(c) (i) Yes. 

(ii) Hindus. Muslims. Sikhs. Christians 
4 7 4: 1 

(d) Academic qualification is not the only factor to be considered in,~ 
•ppointing or removing Assistant District Inspectors. · 
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1 Volume XII, page 489. 
• Volume XU. page 1145, 

MANDI HYDRO-ELECTRIC SCHEME. 

(Answer to unstarred Question No. 1128, page 66 ante). 
The Honourable Sardar · Sir Jogendra Singh: 1. The atten 

tion of the honourable member is invited to the answer given to Council 
question No. *214(ill. 

2. A statement showing the required information is- attached. 

ANSWERS TO UNSTARRED QUESTIONS: 
PEASANT GRANTS. 

(Answer to unstarred Questi® No. 758, page 68 ante). 
The Honourable Mian Sir FazJ..i,.ffusain: The honourable member 

is referred to the answer given to his Council question No. 9561 on the 27th 
February 1929. 

PROPRIETORS OF AGRICULTURAL LAND IN Q.ADIAN, 

(Answer to Swirred Question No. 2515, page 17 ante). 
The Honourable Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain: All the proprietors of 

agricultural land within the area of Qadian and of the two hamlets, 
.Ahmadabad and Qadirabad, are Muslims. 

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, QADIAN. 

(Answer to Starred Q"!,estion No. 2518, page 175 ante). 
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: (a) Muslim educa- 

tional institutions · 5 
Non-Muslim educational institutions 4 
(b) Muslim newspapers, periodicals and magazines 9 
Non-Muslim I»Jriodicals, magazines and newspapers All. 

(c) Telegraphic and railway facilities became available at Qadian ~n 
the ht October 1S26, and 20th December- 1928, respectively. The town 
committee of Qadian began to function on the 14th December 1927. 

-- . . 

. . 
TEACHERS AND CLERKS OF GOVERNMENT AND BOARD SCHOOLS 

IN THE AMBALA DIVISION. 

(Answer to Starred Question No. ·2844, page 57 ante). 
The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal: (a) (1) No clerks in permanent 

Government Service were dismissed. . 
(2) No teachers in permanent Government service were dismissed. 
(8) The services of 18 officiating teachers were dispensed with. 
(4) One teacher on probation in a permanent post was not confirmed. 
(b) Of the persons falling in (8) and (4), 12 were Hindus, 6 Muhammadans, 

and 1 Sikh, and in their place 8 Hindus, 5 Muhammadans and 8 Sikhs have· 
been appointed. · 
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1 Volume XII. page ll45. 
• Volume DI;; page ii 46:46. 

. "" " ... , ...... ----~·- · .... · .... · ._., __ .-._..,.,..···-····-· .... ·· ... , --···--··--··--·--·--· --- 

9. Thi:! attention of the honourable me'mber is invited to the answer 
given to ·pa.rt (c) of Council question No. 21479. ,, 

10. The attention of the honourable member is invited to the answer 
given to parts (e) a.nd (d) of Council question No. 21471 . 

. . . 
8. The attention of the honourable member is invited to the answer 

given to Council Question No. 21461. . 

4. No. 

5. Four out of the eight Apprentice Engineers have British qualifica 
tions. 

6. Yes, an annual increment of Rs. 12 is allowed to Head Draftsmen, 
Class I, on Rs. 180::_12-800. 

7 .. '.flte future prospects of the Apprentice Engineers are uncertain as 
the Hydto-Electrjc Branch is a temporary one created stdely f~r the construc 
tion of 'the Uhl River Project. There is no fixed period of Apprenticeship. 

8. Three Apprentice Engineers have resignal, two for better appoint 
ments elsewhere and the third for a similar reason. 

· APi>BNDIX. xviii 
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.. .. . - l°llml.m 
of . .Anlo~t: 

t.eachenl of • 
Subjects taught GrouP5 ohubjects :a11owed. ~umber ot nioms with ~· lnehid- mon~y 

~~ .. se.tarr· 
.. .. .. .~ . 

:Ka • 

.EDgllab, M&tbematics, l'hflo.. I~(..il.m)- 1.4 rooms of the followln1 . 20 8,94'2'" 
sophlc, ~eograt, 1. ~llsh Mathematics, .s!Y.es ~lvely :- 
Arab ~ • · osopby or ms- . 26')(86, ,c 28',c~, 
skrlt Physt~ Ohemfs· j;ory, a elas&lcal langu- 15',c17f, 25'>< . ,· 
try, Biol~rdu, ~. ~ (i.s., Arable or 11'" l!5 , 83' x 211', 
Drawing, Wrl t I n g, erslan or Sanskrit) · 22' "24' 221' 1110', 
~.,;,=i:lug, Short~. and Unlu or Rind!. 17' x17i,' U' • 1@', 

a! .Artthmetlo, 23'x 17', 38',-~' 
· :Banklug an\! Accountancy 2. English, PhYBfcs, 14'itllf 11\!d 

1\[athematlcs~, 111·,1 ', . 
a classlcal guage 
and. Urdu or JllncU. 4 rooms-26' - 24.'i ~· 

2 rooms-_i x 24' each. . 
3. Engllsh, Jilst.ory, 2 1'00111&--' • 16 ' eaeh. 

· Philosophy, Urdu or 2 roODlll-1. ',. •J.fJ each. · 
c ·- 

· JJlndl and a elasslcal 4 l'OOm&-lff' K l6'--3l• 
language. eacll . 

3 roo~3(1' x 26' eaeh, · 
Immneduste &iieM8,- - 

1. Eng11sh, ~mattes, 
31 rooms-Tptal. 
·- 

Physics, emlstry 
and Urdu or Hindi 

' (~OD·medical group). 
2. English, Biol~, .. PhYBtcs and Ohe • 

try and Umu or Hindi ! 
(medleal !Jl'OUp). 

Matri~i- 

English, Math_emat!es, 
Geo.eral. Knowledge, 
a classical language 
(i.e;, .Arablo or Per· 
a!an or San~ and 
Urdu, or or 
Drawing or Physical .. Bclence or a classical 
language. 

- POlt·Mlll.rie tJkuna- 
. 

1 l"ear.-Englfah, Type- 
writing and Short- 
hand or Book·keeplug .. and Commercial Ar!th- 
metlo. 

11 Year.-Engllsh1 Type- ., Wl1tlng and ccount- 
anoy or Banking or 
Shorthand. 

J .. 
- 

- 
- 

' 



BnoLQln! Olf 110 K.&JIOll 10111. 

·llldll :K'ame o! College, n-f B'o. IX x I Year DYear DYear Tt6a1. 
BJah. Kip, Inter· Inter- ht- Pon- 

medl&te. mediate. Jlatde. Katrlt; 

2 Qoyernm.ent Inter- 88 86 52 .. .. .. 2H 
mediate College, . Paamr. 

' 
' 
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" NUJDber 
of .Amount 

teacherll Of 
SobJects,taught. Groups of sobjects allowed: Number of rooms with sizes. lnelod· monthly 

Ing the, salary. 
Prlnct· 
~ -. 

Rs, 

English, Mathematics~ 111.term.eilfate (Science)- " 14 rooms Of tl!e following .19 3,0lll 
to.ry, .Geography, ;w. sizes, respective1f :- . 
Ing, :e::1ene, ~· Engllsb, Mathematics, 22'ic8l', 37! ll22', .Amble, ersian, Physics and Chemis· 22' l( 111', 34' )( 22', 
Urd::i Hindi, Gormokb( try. !lO' IC 25' Jllall), Phys cs and Chemistry. 20'><22', xl8', 

I11U'1'111etliate (.Al't8)- 
~' ,c 16' 261' ,c 
24 =7r: 26'xSO', 

English, olassical-lango- 211rx Of', 211g:x 
age and History + 

20 and 36l' = 1 • 
' 

Philosoph~ or Mathe· 3 rooms-23-'19'x22' 
matics, + hiloso~ eaeh. 
or llist,ory, ~ Ma • 4 rooms-12'x 14i' each. 
matics or Physics, + - - Mathematics. 21 rooms-Total. 

- 
M~ 

(i) Eog1isb MathematiC\I, 
, . 

Generai Knowledge, 
Science and Drawing 
or Hygiene, Pbfioso.. 
phy or Classics. 

(ii) EngUsla, Mathematics, 
Genmal Knowledge, 
a olassical language 
and a vernacular • 

.... 

IN CQUNOIL Qy:ESTION. No. 1162 BY JUI SAIDB L,l:f,4 G~GA RAM, M.L.C. -OOl!OLUDllD. 
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(Answer to unstn.rred Question No. 1182, Volume XIII, page 64). 

The Honourable Mr. Manobar Lal: (a) and (c) The requisite in 
~1ormation so far as it relates to the Government· High Schools in the 
Bohtak Distriot is attaQhed. · 

(b)· The honourable member is referred to the consolidated statement 
.showing the proportionate representation of the various comm.unties 

Co:m.roNAL REPRESENTATION IN THE EnuoATION SERVICE, ,, . 

(b) The names of the Headmasters who held charge of these schools 
.throughout the period are :;_ 

1. Mr. E. Smith. 

2. Lala. Hari Kishan Dass. 
8. Lala Hans Raj, Vohra. 

4. Ch. Lal D.in in 1927..: 

M. Muhammad .Hussain, in 1928 and 1929. 

.. ·-><--.~·-··--~·,·-·-. --·-·. '' 

Pereenf, Percent. Per cent; 

1. Central Modei School, Lahore 84 92 95~5 

::2. Government High School, Montgomery · 81 89 81 

.3: Government High School, Sa.hiwa.l sf 80 84 

-4. Government High School, Mia.nwali .. 85 91 87 

1927. 

Y:&ABS. 

Name 'Of the school, 

1929. 

(Answer to unstarred Q'IJ&Stion No. 116~, :page 68 ante). 

The Honourable Mr. Man·ohar Lal: (a) The names of the Gov 
-ernment High Schools where. the average pass percentage in Matriculation 

·1or the last three years is 80 ..:or a-hove are as follows. :- . 

. . . , . . ' , . . .i: I !i 
GOVERNMENT Hm a Boaooss AND MAT,1p~ATlON PASS" 

PERoENTAGE. ·· 

APPENDIX. 



Oosr l'l!IR UNIT OF Powss AT MANDI. 

(.Answer to unstarred Question No. 1240, page 70 ante.) 

fie·ll~nburable Sardar ,Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) The honourable 
member is apparently referring to an unofficial address reoontly- delivered by 
Colon-el Battye to :tha Rotary Club in Labore. Colnmn 8 of Table Il of the 
printed report of that address shows that the author refers to 1 · 1· pies as the 
gross cost of production per unit sold at any J;>Oint in . the transmission 
-system, assuming that the energy available is fully utilized. . 

The figure of O. 948 ,pies per unit has -been taken from an article dn a 
toohnioal journal but a more authoritati"Ve and more •recent source ·f~r such 
information is. the· Administiation Rept>rt on the Wo;king of ·the .~lectrica1 
Department of the Government of His Highness the Mahar-1:l,ja of Mysore Jor 
1927-28. 

SCHOOL FINAL EXAMINATION. 

(.Answer to unmarred Question No. 1194, page 68 ante). 

The Honourable Mr. Manohar Lal:· (a) Yes . 
. (b) Everything possible was done to mitigate the hardship caused by the 

• unavoidable d~ay in the publication 6f testil'ts~all :l'l~'Bimy instructions 
with tha~ view were issued to the Inspeetors ·df Schools. 

(c) Necessary steps are being taken to a;void ~lays m m"tlll!~; in parti· 
cular, measures to seuure·oorly publication ofresttlts .are under eenaideration- 

3 2 

Government High 
School, Jhe.jjar. · 

Government High 
School, Gohana. 1 

. . I 
-Government . High 

School, · Bahadur- '·' 
garh. 

3 1 1 1 

1 i. 

3 2 1 

Names of Government ! 
High Schools · 
in the Rohtak 

District, 

NUMBER OF TEAO.HERS IN THE PBOVINOIAL AND VARIOUS 
GRADES OF T.RE SUBORDINATE EDUO.A.TIONAL SEllVICE, 

Al'fGLO-VERNAOULAB SECTION. 

serving in the different departments of the Punjab Government, a copy of 
which has' already been placed on the table. 

xxxi 



49•67 
, say 50 Iakhs. 

4. (a) When the plant is fully loaded the gross average cost of delivery- 
of electrical energy to high tension consumers is not expected to exceed S- 
pies per unit. . 

5. The cheapest possible cost, inclusive of depreciation and interest 
on capital, of generating electrical energy in Punjab towns from larger oil 
engines is estimated to be approximately 20 pies pre unit, provided the supply 
exceeds about 590 Kilowatts. For the smaller towns to be served by 
the Mandi scheme the cheapest possible cost of generating from oil engines. 
works out to a.bout 25 pies per unit. · 

27•08 
0•86 

Lakhs of rupees. 
12·65 (a) Mainten!,tllce and operation 

(b) Depreciation at 1 ·77 per cent. on gross capital 
.expenditure of 541 · 54 lakhs • ; •• 

(c) Interest charges at 5 per cent. on gross capital 
expenditure of 541 • 54 lakhs • • . • 

(a) Royalty 

MANDI HYDltO-ELECTRIC SCHEME. 

(Answer to unstarred Question No. 1802, page 178 ante.) 

The Honom·able Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : The information 
· sought by the honourable member in-parts (1) (a), (b), (e), (8) (4-b), of his. 

question will be found in the Report of progress for· the information of the 
Punjab Legislative Council, a copy of which was supplied to the honourable 
member during the July session. 

1. (d) Government is unable to say that the estimate will not again 
be revised. 

2. . The estimates applicable to the sixth · year of working are as. 
follows,- 

I,. r 

AnMINISTRATION REPORT, HTI>Ro-ELEOTRIO BRANOH, PuBLIO 
WORKS DEPARTMENT. 

(Answer to unstarred Question No. 1291, Volume XIII, ;age 830.) 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : The Administration 
Report of the Hydro-Electric Branch is ready and a copy bas been sent to· 
Legislative Council Office. 

It appears from that Report that the figure of O ·948 pies per unit cor 
responds to a figure 'of 1.094 pies per unit in 1927-28 and is the actual cost. 
of production· per unit, generated exclusive of interest on capital, depreeia 
tion and provident fund contributions. The corresponding estimated figure, 
in the Mandi Scheme is 1 · 858 pies. 

(b) Does not arise. 

APPENDIX, 



DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN STIPEND HOLDERS .AND PRIVATE CANDIDATES 
AT THE MIDWIFERY EXAMINATION. 

(Answer to unstan~d Question No. 1307, page 180 ante.) 
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: No. 
Does not arise. 

ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE STUDY OF MIDWIFERY. 

Answer to unstarred 'Question No. 1306, page 180 ante.) 
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan, Noon: Scholarships are granted 

by local bodies and the Punjab Branch of the Countess of Dufferin's Fund for 
the training of women as. nurse dais and dais. The course of training includes 
elementary midwifery. Other qualifications being equal Hindu and Muslim 
candidates are given preference over Indian Christians. No scholarships 
are granted to candidates for training for the Diploma in Midwifery. The 
Punjab Red Cross Society has, however, decided to give two scholarships 
to qualified midwives who are prepared to undergo training as Lady Health 
Visitors. The question of revising the constitution of the Central Midwives 
Board is. under the consideration of Government. It is proposed to provide 
for the inclusion in the board of two Indian ladies, if possible, possessing 
medical qaulifications. 

6. It is not possible to be sure that industrial concerns will buy Mandi 
current until contract agreements have been signed by the parties concerned, 
but Government has made widespread enquiries the results of which go to 
show that it is likely that industrialists will buy Mandi current if they can 
increase their profits by so doing. The reply to part (5) of the question 
shows that individual industrialists are unlikely to be able to generate 
electrical energy. ehea per by means of their own plant than t.hQy can buy 
Mandi current. It is not possible at present to inform the honourable member 
whether Mandi current can be made available to industrialists, in areas lying 
within licenses already granted under the Indian Electricity .A.ct, at rates 
below those offered by the licensees. 

7. It is estimated that by the sixth year of working the generating 
capacity of the first stage of the Mandi scheme will be frilly employed. 

8. Yes, with the exception of areas for which licenses have already 
been granted. 

9. (i) Yes .. 
· (ii) The calculations of probable revenue do not include any load from 

agriculturists. since, electricity being a new factor in agriculture, its practical 
success could not be forecasted with reliance. The. Department of Agricul 
ture has, however, been consulted from time to time on such matters as 
the application of electrical energy for lifting water from wells, and the needs 
of the Irrigation Branch for de-watering water-logged areas are watched. 

10. The machinery and plant required for the Mandi scheme is being 
purchased under the- Rules for the Supply of Articles for the Public Service, 
which ensure that for all important articles of machinery and plant tenders 
are invited in open competition and orders are placed in the best and cheapest 
market. 
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Police grant, Supplementary 
Resolution re compulsory primary education 
Resolution re grant-in-aid for indigenous systems of 

medicine 
Resolution re Viceroy's announcement about constitutional 

reforms 
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE- 

Question re graduates of the - finding employment 
Question re swimming bath in the-, Lyallpur 

AGRICULTURAL CONFERENCE- 
Question re Sub-Committee of - on Veterinary Education 

and Services 
-AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT- 

Question re misappropriation of Government money in 
the-, Lyallpur 

. AGRICULTURAL INSOLVENTS 
Question re sale of land of -, Kamal 

. AGRICUL.TURAL LAND- 
Question re alienation of - to satisfy decretal debt 
Question re proprietors of. - in Qadian .. 

.AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE- 
Question re relationship of prices of -to amount of land 

revenue or water rates 
.AGRICULTURAL TRIBES- 

Question re - for competitive examination for Sub 
J udges 

. Question re declaration of A wan, Moghal and Ghakar 
tribes of Lyallpur district and Pathans of Jhang 
district as - •. 

· Question re number of - among untrained Assistant Dis 
trict Inspectors and Anglo-Vernacular teachers in 
Ambala division 

· Question re number of Sub-Judge. candidates belonging 
to- 

,·Question re sale of land of insolvents belonging to -, 
Kamal 

.. AERATED WATER- 
Question re - sellers, Kangra Valley Railway 

AERIAL SURVEY- 
. · Question re - in connection with the Bhakra Scheme 

V -.AFZAL HAQ, CHAUDHRI- 
Bill, Pure Food Bill, the Punjab (Motion for recommittal) 
Bill. Regulation of Accounts Bill, the Punjab (Motion 

for recirculation of) - 
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Resolution re waste lands in the Shahpur Colony area 
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Question Te encouragement· of scientific literature' for ex 
. posing the evils of drinking - 

Question re agricultural demonstration forms in; Kaithal 
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Question re appointment of statutory - as Prosecuting 
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Question re concession to children of - in the xnatter of 
primary education as against children of non-agrieul 
turists 

'. Question re direct recruitment of Hindu - for :posts of 
Deputy Superintendents or Inspectors of Police 

· Question re number of - among ahalkars in the Judicial 
Department in Jhang district 

Question re number of - among Assistant District In 
spectors of Schools, Ambala division 

Question re recruitment of - for posts of zilladars 
See Statutory Agriculturists. · 
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Judicial Deparjment in Jhang district 
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Question re grant-in-aid for the school of - at Re'\\'ari 
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AHMAD HASSAN KHAN, KHAN SAHIB KHAN~ 
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Question re handcuffs and bar fetters on Ghazi Abdur 

. Rahman and -'- 
Question re protest of special class prisoners against de 

priving - of special class concessions 
Question re treatment of -= as special class prisoner 

AKAL! AGITATION- - 
Question re persons convicted in connection with.the - 

AKALl-'.l'lJJ-PARD]jSBI- 
. Question re Government advertisements in - 

AKBAR ALI, Pill~ 
Police grant, supplementary . 
Resolution re compulsory primary education 
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- to clause re extent of application of Act need not be 
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It is not an amendment to omit a clause or a sub-clause 

.ANDERSON, SIR GEORGE- 
Resolution re compulsory primary education 

.ANGLO-VERNACULAR TEACHERS- 
Question re Muslim - in Ambala, Multan and Rawalpindi 
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trained .. 
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Singh 
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Question re cash rentals for - in the Punjab 
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Question re - 
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Panel of ..:.__ 
CHAKKI RIVER- 

Question re compensation for damages by floods in tbe 
OHANDAR ·· KISHOR- 

Question re civil prisoner - - .. 
OHARGES- 

Question re - for canal water by volume 
CHENAB- 

Question re drowning accident of a boat in the -' near 
Chiniot 

Question re floods in the ___:_ in Jbang district and ,relief 
to sufferers ' 

Question re floods in the :_____ in Multan division and .relief 
to sufferers •• 

CHEQUES- . 
Question re inconvenience to public of Amritsar in receiv 

ing and cashing of - issued by Government 
CHHOTU RAM, RAI SAHIB CHAUDHRI- 

Discussion on the Report of the Punjab Reforms :Com· 
mittee · 

CANAL WATER- 
. Question re charges for .;__ by volume 

Question re quantity of - required to raise certain. crops 
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CANDIDATES- 
Qnestion re - for diploma in midwifery 
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. Question re draft regulations of -, Ambala 
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Question re inspection of rural dispensaries by - 

CIVIL VETERINARY DEPARTMENT- 
Question re pay of Director of - {Mr. T. E. Quirke) 

CIVIL WORKS (TRANSFERRED) GRANT 
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.(JLERICAL ESTABLISHMENT- 
Question re deputation of....:.., Irrigation Branch, for 

redress of grievances 
Question re promotions in the provincial - in the Irriga 

tion Branch 
Question re revision of grade of-, Irrigation Branch •. 

CLERKS- 
Question re - in the vernacular branch of the office of the 

Financial Commissioners 
Question re - of Government and board schools,' Ambala 

division, dispensed with and the filling up of vacancies 
thereof 

Question re Court - of Financial Commissioners' office .. 
Question re Deputy Court - of Financial Commissioners' 

office 
Question re list of promotions of Canal - 
Question re objection to the use of kaohhahras by Sikh 
Question re transfer of Assistant - in the Irrigation 

Branch 
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Question re damages to fruit trees by - •• 
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Question re opening of an intermediate arts - in Gnrgaon 

or Hissar · 
Question re opening of intermediate arts - ... 
Question re work done by Assistant to the Professor of 

Medicine, Lahore Veterinary -- ·· 
Besolntion re opening of an intermediate :-- in Mont 

gomery 
COLONISATION~ 

Question re - of jungle Pir Mahal and grazing concessions 
therein . . • • · 

DOLONY- 
Resolution re waste lands in the Shahpur - area 

COLONY LANDS- 
Question re sale of - by public auction 

-OOMMISSION(S)-,- 
Question re creation of a Public Services - 
Question re expenses incurred by Punjab Government 

on- 
Question re number of members of Punjab - 

,COMMISSIONER- 
. Question re Superintendents in the office of the -, Mw.tan 

division • • · 
-OOMMITTEE(~ )- 

Election to Railway Advisory - . . . 
Quest,ion re action taken 02 the n commendations of the 

Unemployment- • , 
Question re appointment of a - to go into the question of 

rules and practices relating to horse-breeding tenancies •• 
Question re constitution of Forest Advisorv -- · 
Question re expenses incurred by Punj~b Government 

on-- 
Question re report of the Provincial Jail Enquiry - 
See Municipal Committee(s) . 

.COMMUNAL REPRESENTATION- 
Question re-« among ahalkars in the Judicial Department 

in Jhang district · · 
Question re - among Anglo-vernacular teachers, Ambala. 

division .. 
Question re - among Assistant District Inspectors of 

Schools, Ambala division 
Question re - among external examiners of Punjab Yeteri 

. nfl,ry College 
·Question re - among Gazetted officers of the Co-operative 

Department _ 
'Question re - among Indian Civil Service officers appoint 

ed in the Punjab , • 
-Question re - among recruits to certain services 
-Question re - among Superintendents of Deputy Commis- 

sioners' Offices, Amba.la. division 

INDEX. 



COMMUN.AL REPRESENT.ATION-ooNOLD. 
Question re~ in filling up posts in the Punjab Educational 

Service or special posts carrying a pay of Rs. 250 or 
more 8tt 

Question re - of the subordinate staff under the Execut- 
ive Engineer, Lyallpur · roR 

Question re Muslim representation in the English offices 
of Deputy Commissioners, Jullundur division 718- 

Question re statement showing - in public services 410 
00:MMUNIC.ATION (S)-- 

Question re - between Rohtak and Rewari by railway 663: 
Question re railway -- between Chiniot town and the 

headquarters of Jhang district 260 .. 
COMPENSATION-- 

Question re-· for damage by floods in Chakki river 380. 
Question re - for damage by floods in Dek river 281 
Question re - for lands washed away by Chakki river 331 

COMPETI!rIVE EX.AMINATION- 
See Examination. 

COMPLAINTS- 
Quastion re -- against behaviour of police towards public 671 
Question re - against policy of the Minister for Educa- 

tion . . . . . 1 • • 715 
Question re - against Tahsildai;, Shorkot 499' 

COMPULSORY EDUC.ATION- 
Question re - in Ambala district 413 

COMPULSORY PRIM.ARY EDUC.ATION-- 
Resolution re - 464, 520-44_ 

CONCESSIONS- 
Question re - to children of agriculturists in the matter of 

primary education as against children of non-agricul- 
turists 264 

CONFERENCE- 
Question re - to find out ways and means to stamp out 

tuberculosis 55lS: 
CONGRESS- 

Question re Indian National - and Christmas vacation for 
Government departments . . . . . . 501 

Questiqn re persons convicted in connection with -activ- 
ities !62 

CONSPIR.ACY- 
See Lahore Conspiracy Case. 

CONST.ABLES- 
Qupstion re theft of fuel wood hy - in Rohta.k 710.- 

CONSTITUTION.AL REFORMS-- 
Resolution re Vi'1eroy's announcement about - 446-64 

P.A.GBb, 
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uCONTINGRNCIES- 
Q11E1stion re scale of school and boarding house ,--, A.m· 

bala division 
·CO-OPER A.TIY'E BANKS- 

Qnestiou re - - in Ferozepo~e district 
Question · re falsification of accounts of the - ,. . Jbang- 

Mai::;hiana 
,co-OPERATIVE DEPARTMENT--· 

· Question re Deputy Registrars, Assistant Registrars and 
Inspectors of the - · 

Question re Gazetted officers in the - 
--CO-OPERATIVE. socmTIES- 

Qnestion re Report cm the Working of - in Si11,lkot dis- 
trict 

•CORRUPTION-' 
Question re - in Police Department 

·COTTON- 
Question re average price of unginned - 
Question re damage to - crop in Jhang district by 

disease known as " tela " · 
Question re fall in the price of _:, 
Question re yield of desi -- and remissions of land revenue· 
Resolution re reduction of abiana on - crops ·· 

,-00UNCIL- 
See Legi"llative Council. 

·COURT CLERK- 
Question re - , Financial Commissioners' office 
Question re Deputy - of Financial Commissioners': office 

·COURT OF WARDS- . 
Question re Shaikh Karam Hussain, Manager, -, : Choti 

-OOURTS__:_ . . .. 
Question re ~oncentration of law - in one place 
Question re execution of decrees of panehayaf - . 

·COWAN,_MR. H. M.- 
Oath of office , 

·COWS- 
Question re improvement of breed of milking - 
Question re slaughter house for - at Qadian . . . 

·CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION DEPARTMENT 
Question re - to detect cases of corruption in Police 

Department . 
.. CRIMINAL TRIBES:- 

Question re Deputy Commissioner, - . _ 
Question re members of - · • • . • 
Question re population of -, distribution among various 

religious communities . . . • " . •. 
-OROPS- 

Question re damage to - by hailstorms in Kangra. 
district ... 

Question re damage to - by locusts 
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... 

Question re compensation for - by floods · in Chakki 
river 

Question re - by floods and relief measmes .. 
Question re - to cotton crop in Jhang district by disease 

known.as " tela" 
Question re - to crops by locusts and preventive measures 
Question re - to villages in tahsil Dasuya by river floods 

:DAMTAL BUND- 
Question re extension of - 

DAULAT RAM KALIA, RAI BAHADUR PANDIT 
Adjour.ament of Council on account of tennis match 

D. A.-V. COLLEGE- 
Ayurvedic classes of - 

DAYANAND, SW AMI 
Question re book by Mr. Durrani about - 

DECREES- 
Question re execution of - of panchayat courts 

DEK RIVER-,- . _ 
Question re compensation for damage to land by floods in 

the- .. 
:DELEGATION- 

Question re - of power of appointments and dismissals of 
teachers of district boards to Inspectors of Schools 

:DEMANDS FOR GRANTS- 
Statement re action taken on cuts of Council in - from 

1928 
.DEPARTMENT8-:- 

Question re designation of Inspector-General of Police and 
Director of Public Instruction as Under-Secretaries 

.DEPRESSED CLASSES- 
Question re facilities for education of children of - 
Question re Government high schools and students of - 
Question re literacy among- •. 
-.Question re opening of wells in Government buildings for 

use of- · 

])AMA GE- 
D. 

-CROPS-co NOLD. 
Question re damage to - by locusts and preventive 

measures 
Question re failure of -in Jullundur district due to failure 

of rains and relief measures 
Question re failure of kharif- in certain districts 
Question re water rate and land revenue on subsidiary - 
See Cotton. 

·CYCLES- 
Question -re octroi duty on - when brought to La.bore for 

repair, etc. 
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• i, 

DH.ARMA RAM- . . 
Question re alleged insulting language used by'--- of ()hoti~ 

zerin with respect to Holy Prophet 
DIBT MONEY- 

Question re - lapsed to Government 
DIN MUHAMMAD, MB.- 

Bill. Pure Food Bill, the Punjab •. 
Bill. Regulation of Accounts Bill, the Punjab . •• 
Discussion on the Report of the Punjab Reforms r Com, 

mittee . 
Resolution re elections to the Legislative Council '· 
Rosolu~i?n re grant-in-aid for indigenous systellls of. 

medicine • • • . · • • " · 
Re~olutiori '16 Viceroy's . announeement about eo~txtu- 

iional reforms· ,, 

1) EPUTATION- : , 
Question re - of Sardar Iqbal Singh, Assistant :Il.egistrar, 

Co-operative Department, to Europe for train1µg :> 

DEPUTY COLLECTORS- . . :: , 
Question re selection of candidates for posts· of -"-- in tbe; 

Irrigation Branch • . . . • . · · ;; .. ; 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER(S)-:- 

Question re appointment of Mr. E. H. Lincoln as;--; in 
· superaession of his seniors . . . . , ii • · ;! 

Question re -, Criminal Tribes • . , :' · 
Question re extensions of service of Buperintendents of 

offices of - after reaching age of superannuation !; 
Question re Muslim representation in English ;offices 

of -, Jullundur Division . . :I ' 
Question re Superintendent in the office of ;_ : Dera 

i i: .: '. .. Ghazi Khan , 
Question re Superintendents in the· offices of -,. Atnbala; 

division . . .. .. .. · :: .. : 
. Question re Superintendents in the offices of -1 l,{ultan 

division , . · .: · 
Question re transfer of Superintendents of offices; of::- .• 

DEPUTY REGISTRARS- . ,i 
Question re - of Co-operative Department • . " · •• 

DEPUTY SECRETARIBS- 1 • 

Question re Indian - to Government • . , , •. 
Question re !anctioned number and tenure of appoi~tment,i; 

of - to uovernment • . . ; . , :' •. :, 
DESHBANDHU PROCESSION- 1: 

Question re obstruction of the - at Jhang-Maghiaria 
DHANPAT RAI, RAI EAHADUR LALA- . :' 

Bill. Regulation of Accounts Bill, the Punjab 
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68 
265 
722 
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69 
52 

613 
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' 465 
282 
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1008-05 
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DIP ALPUR CANAL- 
Qu~stion re imposition of acreage rates in - area 

DIRECTOR- 
Quastion re Mr. T, E. Quirke, - Civil Veterinary Depart 

ment 
_ Queiition re pay of the-, Civil Veterinary Department 
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION- 

Question re styling of - as Under-Secretary .. 
DISCHARGE- 

Questionre-ofwateraboveand below Adam Wahan Weir 
DISMISSAL- 

Question re - of certain teachers 
DISPENSARY(IES)- 

Question re civil - for Shaina 
Question re inspection of rural - by Civil Surgeons 
Question re travelling allowance of Veterinary Assistants 

visiting touring veterinary - .. 
DISTRTC'I: BOARD(S) 

Qa.estion re election wards of Lahore - 
Question re financial condition of Gurgaon 
Question re grant to Rohtak -, lapsed 
Question re grants to - 
Question re imposition of haisiyat tax by Jhang - 
Question re increase in. the elected element of Jhang - 
Question re lists of voters of Legislative Council and - .. 

·Question re persons drawing panchotra from - and stand- 
ing for elections to - • • • • 

Question re power to open or close schools by - . 
Question re teachers under_ - , appointment and dismissal 

of- 
Question re teachers under -, delegation of power of 

appointments and dismissals of - . to Inspectors. of 
Schools .... 

Question re teachers under - , inability of certain - to 
grant annual increments to 

Question re teachers, withdrawal of increase ; of pay to 
by-, Lyallpur 

Question re vice-president of - , Multan, intermediate 
enquiry into a petition against the election of - 

.DISTRICT INSPECTOR(S) OF SCHOOLS'- 
Question re district boards employing lady - 
Question re visit 'of schools by the -, Rohtak 

:DIVERSION- 
Question re - of Ghaggar stream by Patiala State 

DODD, MR.- 
Question re enquiry by - into the charges against Sardar 

Iqbal Singh 
.J>RAFT RULES- 

-under Punjab Land Revenue A.ct 
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. . Resolution re. compulsory primary- 
. EDUCATIONAL- . . 

Question re levy of a eess by district 
poses . • 

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
Qv.estion re number of- at Qadian 

E. 
EDUCATION- .. 

Question re compulsory free - in Amhala district ,1 

Question re ~ompulaory primary - • ' i; •• 
Que~tio_n re c?st of primary and secondary - in!1Ambala. 

district • . 1 .. • • :: .• • 
Question re - in Rupar and Kharar ii 
Question re facilities for - of the children . of d~pressed 

classes • • .. :: , 
Question re figures of progress of - in municipal 'and dis- 

trict board schools · :, 
Question re rural and urban, areas and co;mpulsory ;primary 

. . :: 

DRAFT RULES (TO BILLS)- :! 
Amendments to - may be proposed and passed in Council 

and Government may consider them with or without a 
resolution of Council recommending them •. - !!· 

Consideration, discussion, eto., of - by Council, eonstitu- 
tional position re - - i' 

· · :.:__ can only be placed before, but. not pa~sed by iCouncil, 
.. . . when rule-making is delegated to the executive 1: 

DRAIN- -, ,: 
Question re oo:D5truo~ion!of a -in basaar of vijla«e'SJ:iaina 

DRAINAGE-. . . :: 
, Question re ~ in the neighbourhood of the Sik]li Kanya 

Mahavidyalaya · , . 
J,)J,lINK- . 

. .. Question re books relll.ti:pg to evilil of - habit 
DRINKING WATiR,.- 

Question re ~?tpenditur~ of Government on th~ supply 
of --, in rural areas '' · · ·· 

D ULI CHAND, CHA UDHRI- ti 
;Bill. Regulation uf Accounts BiU . · ,: . 
;Resolution re waste landsin the Shahpur Coloµy iuea 

:PPRGIANA ('J;iMPLE)-. . :, 
·. Question re taking possession of nazul lands in ~tsar 
, by the autboritjf;)s of- . • , • • ii . : • • 

J;JJRRANI, MR.- • :! 
· Question re book by - about Swami. Dayanan4 i 

:PUST NUISA~,CE- . : ,: 
Question re complaint against municipalities al,>o~t - 

- "i! 
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.EDUCATION DEPARTMENT- 
Question re appointment of Mussalman as Registrar of - 
Question re consultation. of - in the matter of appoint 

ments and dismissals of teachers in the employ of district 
boards .. •• 

, Question re representation of Muslims in the - 
EDUCATION (TRANSFERRED) GRANT 

Token 
ELECTIONS- 

=-tc Railway Advisory Committee 
Resolution re - to the Legillative Council 

ELECTION PETITION- 
- Question re - against the election of Sardar Harbel Singh 

to Small Town Committee, Jaranwala 
Question re enquiry into a municipal - at Kamalia 

ELECTION WARDS- 
Question re - of Lah ore District Board 

ELECTRIC CHARGES- 
Question re payment for - in the bar room at Amritsar .. 

El\fERSON, Mn. H. W . 
Oath of office 
Police grant, supplementary 

EMPLOYEES- 
Question re relationship of -- of Kasur Municipality to the 

members of the municipal committee 
Question re special increments to - of Kasnr Municipality 

ENCROACHMENTS- 
Question re - .on municipal lands by Muqicipal · Commis- 

sioners, Kasur - 
- Question re -- on village roads .• 
ENGINEER(S)- 

Question re-, Simla Municipality 
Question re first class municipalities and employment of 

unqualified - 
Question re Resident ~, Simla Municipality 

ENGINEERING SERVICE,- 
Question re promotion from Provincial - to Indian - .. 

ENGLISH- 
Question re teaching of- in vernacular middle sehoo!.; •. 

ENGLISH TEACHERS- 
Question re Senior._.: in Government high . schools, Multan 

division •. 
ESTABLISHMENT- 

Question re deputation of clerical -, Irrigation Branch,for 
redress of-grievancea 

Question re promotions in the provincial clerical - of the 
Irrigation Branch • . • • 

Question re revision of grade of elerical -, Irrigation 
Branch •• · · ,. 
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Resolution re relief measures, Dara Ghazi Khan disttjpt .. ·· 
.FAMINE- !! 

Question re - iIJ .. Kaithal sub-division, Kamal distribt .. 
:FA:MtNE RELIEF- . !i . 

· · Question te amount Government expects to spend o~ - .. 
Question re - in Hissar -.; • 

FA.MINE RELIEF WORKS- 
... Question re principle of utility in starting ~ 

Question re scale of wages of people engaged in ~ 
Question re test -, Hissar district 

'AMINE (RESERVED) GRANT 
'FARMS- . 

Question re agricultural demonstration - in Ka.ithal. sub· . 
· · · division _ ... · · · i! ••.• 

'FAZIL :MUHAMMAD_ KHAN, RAJA-.- . , i! 

,1, · Question re - of the Provincial Educat1onal Service: •• ; 
:FAZL ALI, KHAN BAHADUR-CHA'QDHRI- !i 
::: .• • l\esolution re "',!),Ste lands in the Shahpur Colony aret, .-. 

ii 

FAI;RS.:_ 
Question re cattle - at Jaha.zgarh 

FAIZ MUHAMMAD, SHAIKH- 

F. 

EST.ATE- 
Question re compromise between Colonel Stanley 

11).nd 
tenants of Skinner's - :1 •• 

·: .Question re criminal and revenue oa.ses against tenants of 
Skinner's - • . ~ ii •• 

EJ(AMINATTON- ii 
Question re publication of results of competitive -f for ' 

_ Sub-Judges . . . • . • . i •• 

~.estion re second division LL.B.'s and...-- for Suh-Jd~g-e-- 
ships '· i! •• 

EXAMINERS- !:_ 
Qu,estion re - for midwifery diploma examination ii 

. ,Question re external - of Punjab Veterinary Oolleze Ii 
EXCESS GRANTS- 

Govemment's demands for - for 1927-!?8 
EXCISE INSPECTORS-· 

. Question re recruitment for the office of - 
EXPORTS- 
.. Question re - of bones and export duty thereon 

.EXTRA ASSISTANT COMMISSIONERS- 
. Question re recruitment for the office of --'- 
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680 

682. 

487 

678- 

D. A.-V. College, income and expenditure on Ayurvedic 
classes of- 

Discussion re procedure re amendments proposing new 
clauses to Bills . 

Point of order re amendment going beyond the scope · of 
Bill (Pure Food Bill) · 

Point of order re amendment to clause defining extent 
of application of Bill (Pure Food Bill) 

619- 

627-28: 

812 
861-68, 909-10 .. 
988-89, 966· 
68, 997, 999- 
1000. 

Bill: Pure Food Bill, The Punjab - (M.9tion for circula- 
tion of) · 

Bill. Pure Food Bill, The Punjab - (Motion for reeom- . 
mittal of) 

Bill. Pure Food Bill; The Punjab - (Presents report of 
drafting committee) 

Bill. Regulation of Accounts Bill, the Punjab 

726 
740 

421 
420 

742 
707 
707 

679- 
772-78 

809 
810 
809 
812" 

802-04 
590-94. 

870' 
877,898 

FAZL-I-HUSAIN, THE HON'BLE :MIAN SIR- 
Bill. Procedure re amendment proposing new clause to - 
Bill. Pure Food Bill, the Punjab 
Famine (Reserved) Grant, additional 
-Irrigation grant, token 
Loans and Advances (Reserved) Grant, additional 
Miscellaneous (Reserved) Grant, token 
Police Grant, supplementary 
Resolution re reduction of abiana on cotton crops 
Resolution re relief measures, Dera Ghazi Khan district 
Resolution re waste lands in the f.ilhahpur Colony area 

FERRIBS- 
Question re stationing of police at - 

FERTILISERS- 
Question re artificial - 

FINANCIAL COMMISSIONERS- 
Question re post of Junior Secretary to - 
Question re stenographers in the office of- 

FINANCIAL COMMISSIONERS' OFFICE 
Question re clerks in the vernacular branch of - 
Question re Court Clerk of - 
Question re Deputy Court Clerk and Translator of - 

FIREARMS- 
Question re payment of the sale proceeds of - to owners 606, 

FIROZ KHAN NOON, THE HON'BLE MALIK- I f. 
Bill. Pure Food Bill, The Punjab -- (Discussion of) .. 689~ 688-89, 641, 

648, 646-47,. 
649-51, 674-75,. 
759-65,767-69, 
772-78. 
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:!:\ill. Regulation of Aoc'otirits Bill, the Punjab 
Police Grant, ~uppleinentarjt 
Resolution re reduction bf dbiand on cotton crops· 

FLOODS- 
Question re compensation: for damage by - in Chak1d 

river •• 
Question re compensation for damage to land by - in 

Dek river ' 
Question re damage to schools by · ~ in: Jhang dis 

trict 
Question re damage to villages in tahsil Dasuya by 

river - .. 
Quest.ion re damage by river - in µoshiarpur dis 

trict 
Question re expenditure on repairs or reeonstmotion of 

works due to _;_ 
Question re - in the Jhelnm and Chenab in Jhang 

District and relief measures in connection therewith .. 
Quest.ion r~ .- in Kangra and Hoshiarpnr districts, 'and 

grants of land in the Nili Bar to zamindars of the said 
districts 

Question re grant of land to inhabitants of Kangra affect- 
ed by - 

Qne'ltion re grants of land to zamindats affected by ____; .. 
Question re losses cliused by - and relief measures · · .. 
,Question reIosses caused by - in the -Ihelnm, the Chsnab 

and the Indus in: Multan division and relief measures 
therefor • . .. .. .. 

Qnestidn re washing away 1f Palla Hood in Islam Division 
hy- - irl the Sntlej 

Shttemant ire - in the Indus 
See River Flood. 

FODDER- . 
Question re supply of - to Bhiwani and loss to Govern 

. . mont in tho supply of - to agticdlturillt'I during famhi.e 
FOOTWF.AR-- · . 

Question re admission of visitors with - of Indian pll.ttetn 
· to rooms of officers of Government · 

FOREST ADVISORY CO:ID1ITTEES- 
·(Juestion re constitution of·'- 

moz KHAN NOON, Tmlf lI'.ON'BLE MALIK-CONCLI> •. 
}f>'ublic Health Grant, token: 
J&esolution re grant-in-aid for indigenous systems of med.i 

nine 
tIROZ-UD-DIN KHAN, RANA 

Bill, Pure Food Bill, the Punjab 
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GAMBLING--- 
Qnestiou re Sat.ta - in Rohtak •. 

·GAZETTED OFFICERS- · 
Question re - in the Co-operative Department 

GENTRY GRANTS- 
Question re - in the Lower Bari Doab Canal, pt1rbhase · - 

- price of land 
GHAGGAR- 

Question re diversion of -- stream by Patiala State 
GHAKARS---- 

Qriestion re declaration of - of LyaJipur District as agri 
. eulturists under the Punjab Alienation of Land Act .. 

GHANOHAK.ABr- 
Question re prosecution of editor, printer and publisher 

of~- 
GHANI, MR. M. A.- 

Bill. Regulation of Accounts Bil1, the Punjab 
Discussion on the report of the Punjab Reforms Commit 

tee 
Police Grant, supplementary 
Resolution re waste lands in the Shahpur Colony area 

GHAZI GHAT- 
Question re boat bridge material stored at - and washed 

away by floods 
GHI- 

. Question re bye-laws to control sale of vegetable - 
GHOSE, MR. S. L.- 

Question re-, Government College, Lahore 
6HULAM GILANI, Mn.- 

Question re confirmation of-, Oriental Teacher, Govern 
ment School, Campbellpur 

GHULAM HUSAIN, MR.- 
Question re allegations against -, Head Teacher, Munici 

pal Primary Sehool, Kasur 

' 

G. 

FOREST SERVICE--· 
Question re Provincial -, status of and class of railway 

fare allowed to ......;,, officers when in charge of divisions •. 
FORMS- 

Question re payment to the Oi1Jil and Military Gazette for 
supply of -- 

FRONTIBR CRIMES REGULATIONS- 
Question re application of -- to Hindus of Choti in Dera 

Gha:i:i Khan 
FRUIT TREES- 

Question re damage to -- by cold weather 
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Bill. Re~llition of Accounts Bill, the Punjab ii 

.. :: 
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GOVERNMENT'S DEMANDS FOR SUPPLEMENTARY, 
ADDITIONAL, TOKEN AND EXCESS GRANTS 

GOVERNMENT- 
Qnestion re differential treatment by - to Hindu and 

Mussalman authors 
See Advertisements. 

GOVERNMENT HIGH SCHOOL(S)- 
Question re - and depressed class students 
Question re - and matriculation pass percentage 
Question re - for girls 
Question re opening of a - for girls in Ferozepore 
Question re raising of -in Gurgaon district to intermedi- 

ate standard 
GOVERNMENT SCHOOL(S)- 

Question re admission to normal classes of -, Taunsa and 
Dora Ghazi Khan •. 

Question re Anglo-Vernacular, Vernacular and Oriental 
teachers in - 

Question re confirmation of certain ·teachers of -, Camp-: 
bellpur 

GOVERNMENT SERVANTS- 
Question re communal representation among - 
Question re contest of - for seats in Cantonment Boards 
Question re prohibition of - from subscribing to Kirti 

GOVERNMENTTANNERY 
Question re- at Shahdara 

GRADUATES-- 
Question re - of the Agricultural College finding employ 

ment 
GRANT(S)- 

Government's demands for supplementary, additional, 
token and excess - 

Question re - in- Nill Bar to zamindars of Kangra dis 
trict 

Question re - of land to flood-affected inhabitants of 
Kangra 

Question re - of moofi in certain villages of Gurgaon dis- 
trict 

Question re - to local bodies 
Question re - to Rohtak District Board, lapsed 
Question re peasant ~ in ehaks Nos. 47 and 48-L/5, 

district Montgomery, to persons with small holdings in 
Jullundur district .. 

See Gentry Grants. 
See Grants-in-aid. 
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GRANTS-IN-AID- - 
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Question re educational - for each division in the pro 

v4tce 
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RAKIMS- . 
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Question re - employed by local bodies . • 55 
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. Question re remission of - 888 
HANDCUFFING- 

Question re - of undertrial political prisoners 610 
HANDCUFFS- 

Question re - on Ghazi Abdul Rahman and Mr. 'A.jit 
Singh ao2 

RARBAKHSH SINGH, SARDAR- 
Bill. Pure Food Bill, the Punjab 682 
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Question Te complaints against - re prices of text-books 
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Resolution Te - for indigenous systems of medicine 
Question Te - for the school of Ahirs at Rewari 
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Question Te - to Vedic Kanya Pathshala, Shahpur 
Question Te reduction of - to high schools in Ambala 

division 
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Question re complaints of vacoinators against the District 
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Question re medium of instruction in the Punjab - 
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School (Hargolal Kanya Mahavidalaya), Ambala 
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·Question re reduction of grants-in-aid to - in Ambala 
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HARBAKHSH SINGH, SARDAR-ooNOLD. 
Police Grant, supplementary 
Resolution re compulsory primary education 
Basoluhion re grants-in-aid for indigenous systems of 

medicine 
Resolution re Viceroy's announcement about constitutional 

reforms 
Resolution re waste lands in the Sha.hpur Colony area. 

HARBEL SINGH, SARDAR- 
Question re election petition against the election of 
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Question re recognition of -, .Ambala Cantonment 
HARISH CH.AND, KATHP ALI.A, LAL.A- 

Question re promotion of - to Provincial Educational 
Service 

HARN.AM SINGH, S.ARD.AR- 
Question re -, prisoner in the Lahore conspiracy case of 
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ILLEGAL GRATIFICATIONS-- 
Question re allegations of - against Sub-Registrar, Nako- 

dar .. 

J. 

HIGH SOHOOL(S)-OONCI,D. 
Question re suitable buildings for girls' - 
See Government High Schools. , 

HILL ALLOWANCE- 
Question re -'to staff of Hydro-Electric Braneh at Brot 

and J ogindamagar i 

HIDA SINGH,. NARLI, SARDAR- 
Bill. Regulation of. Accounts Bill, the Punjab 
Discussion on the report ,of the Punjab Refonn~ Com- 

mittee . .' .;., .. 
Police grant, token 
Resolution re compulsory primary education . 

• Resolution re reduction of. abiana on cotton crops 
Resolution re waste lands in the Bhahpur Colony area 

HOLIDAYS- , . 
Question re Indian National Congress and Chr~trrias -- 

for Government departments . . .'.. •• •• .. 
Question re permission to canal officials of .Islem' division 

to leave station on Sundays or holidays 
HOLLAND, Mn. L. B.- 

Oath of office , 
HORSE-BREEDING- . 

· Question re rules and practices relating to--tena.ncies 
HOUSE SITES- . 

Question re exemption of - within municipal and small 
, town committees from Punjab Land Alienation ~ct .. 

HUNGER STRIKE- ' 
Question re ~ of accused in Lahore conspiracy' cise on 

account of improper treatment of political prisonsrs .. 
Question re --· of prisoners in jails in sympathy• with the 

accused in the Lahore conspiracy case .•• 
HYDRO-ELECTRIC! BRANCH- 

Question re article. in the Trihune re - of the iPublic 
Works Department . • : , 

Question re hill allowance to staff of the --- at Brot and 
Jogindarnagar 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC SCHEME- I 

, Question re progress of work and expenditure on - , 
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Question re interference with the progress of-at Jogindsr 
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IMPERIAL SERVICES- 
Question re - to which members of provincial services 

can rise 
INCREMENTS- 

Question re inability of certain district boards to grant 
annual - to teachers 

Question re special - to employees of Kasur Munici 
pality , • 

INDIAN ARMS ACT- 
Quostion re exemption of sword from tho operation of - .. 

INDIAN CIVIL SERVICE- 
Question re - appointmonts sanctioned for the Punjab 
Question re number ~f officers of the - appointed to the 

Punjab · 
Question re reason why officers of the -- transferred to 

the Foreign and Political Department are shown in 
the - cadre of the province 

Question re special pay - and allowances to members of 
the- .. · 

INDIAN ENGINEERING SERVICE- 
Question re promotions from Provincial Engineering Serv- 

ice to - (Buildings and Roads Branch) . . · 
Question re promotions from Provincial Enginee.ring Serv- 

·. ice to - (Irrigation Branch) 
INDIAN MEDICINE- 

Question re establishment of a Board of - 
INDIAN NATION.AL CONGRESS- 

Additional police force in connection with - 
Question re - and Christmas vacation for Government 

departments 
INDIAN PENAL OODE- 

See .Penal Code ; Section 124-A. 
INDIAN VETERINARY SERVICE- 

Question re appointment of members of Provincial Veteri 
nary Service to vacancies in the - 

INDIGENOUS SYSTEMS OF MEDTCINE- 
Resolution re grants-in-aid to - .. 

INDUS- 
Question re floods in the - in Multan division and relief 

to sufferers 
Question re report of experts on the effect of construction 

of Bhakra Dam on the water level of the - inundation 
canals .. 

Statement re floods in the - 
"INSPECTION-· 

Question re - of Jawali aided school 
Question re - of mral dispensaries by Civil Surgeons 
Question re-· of schools at Jhang-Maghia.na 
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INSPECTORS-- 
Question re -:- of Co-operative Department •. 
Question re - of Co-operative Societies and - of consolid 

ation of holdings 
Question re recruitment of Police - 
See Inspectors of Schools ; Police. 

INSPECTOR-GENERAL OF POLICE- 
Question re designation of- - as Under-Secretary 

INSPECTOR-GENERAL OF PRISONS- 
Question re eommunieation to non-offieial visitors of 

remarks of - on their reports .. 
INSPECTOR(S) OF SCHOOLS-- 

Question re appointment of - in Jullundnr distri~t 
Question re appointment of -, Rawalpindi •. 
Question re appointment of Muslims in board secondary 

schools by the -, Ambala division 
Question re circular to Divisional - to nominate a Hindu 

for a post of District - 
Question re delegation of power of appointment arid dis- 

missals of teachers of district boards to - .. 
Question re District --, Gujranwala 
Question re - in Multan division .. 
Question re Muslim District - 
Question . re notification· by -, Ambala, regarding the 

definition of zamindars 
INTEREST:_ I 

Question re- on unpaid price of Government Iandin the 
Nili Bar 

Question re penal - in default of payment of purchase 
price of land in the Nili Bar .. 

INTERVIEW...;:..... 
Question re - with the accused in the Lahore conspiracy 

case 
Question re - with undertrial prisoners, Lahore ~onspiracy 

case 
INUNDATION CANALS- 

Question Te report of experts on the effect of Bhakra Dam 
on the water level of the Indus - 

IQBAL SINGH, SARDAR- 
Question re deputation of - to Europe for training 
Question re enquiry into the charges against-, Assistant 

Registrar, Co-operative Department · 
Question re suspension of-, Assistant Registrar, Co-oper- 

ative Department • . - •. 
IRRIGATION- 

Question re - facilities in Ka.ithal sub-division, Kamal 
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JAGAT RAM, PANDIT- 
Question re -, Lahore conspiracy case prisoner 

JAGIRS- 
Question re malikana charged from grantes of military - 
Question re recipients of - in Hissar district 

JAIL(S)- 
Question re appointment of retired members of the Pro 

vincial Civil Service as Superintendents of - 
Question re eemmunieation to non-official visitors of the 

remarks of the Inspector-General of Prisons on their 
reports •. 

Question te death of an undertrial prisoner in Karna! - 
under suspicious circumstances 

Question re Report of the Punjab - Committee 
JAIL DEPARTMENT- 

Question re members of the Provincial Civil Serivce in the 
Extra Assistant Commissioner cadre in the .- 

JAILS AND CONVICTS SETTLEMENTS GRANTS, EX 
CESS 

JATS- 
Question re Hindu - holding the post of Deputy Superin 

tendent or Inspector of Police or retired in either of 
these capacities 

JHANG- 
Question re separation of - from Maghiana Municipality 

JHATKA MEAT- 
Question re sale of - in Qadian 

JBELUM....:... 
Question re floods in the - in Jhang district and relief 

to sufferers 
Question re floods in the - in Multan division and relief to 

- sufferers .. 

J. 

IRRIGATION BRANCH- 
Question re deputation of clerical establishment, -, for 

redress of grievances 
Question re promotions in the provincial clerical estab 

lishment of the - .. 
Question re revision of grade of clerical establishment of 

the- .. 
Question re transfer of Assistant Clerks in the - from one 

circle to 'another 
IRRIGATION CAPITAL EXPENDITURE GRANT, AD 

DITIONAL 
IRRIGATION GRANT, SUPPLEMENTARY AND AD 

DITIONAL 
IRRIGATION GRANT, TOKEN 
ISLAM DIVISION- 

Question re washing away of the Palla head in the - by 
the floods in the Sutlej 
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Question re ~art traffic on the - .. 

KANGRA VALLEY RAILWAY- 
Question re grant of land in exchange for land acquired for 

the- •. 
See Railway;s. 

KARAM HUSSAIN- 
Question re=-, Manager, Court of Wards. Choti 

KESHO RAM, SEK1~JU, LALA- . 
Bill. Regulatiotfof .Accounts Bill, the Punjab .. -920, 925, 940, 

944-45, 961-68 
Discussion on the report of the Punjab Reforms Committee 228-33 

KHABIF- . · ·· 
Quest10n re failure of - crops in certain districts 406 
Question re loss in land revenue due to failure of- 406 

KINE- 
Question re slaughter house for - at Qadian .• 

JURAN CHANDRA DASS, SRIJUT- 
Question re search of -·before admission to court room •• 

K.IHTI- . 
Question re prohibition of Government servants from sub- 

scribing to -the~ 
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Bill. Regulation of Accounts Bill, the Punjab 
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Resolution re reduction of abiana on cotton crops ~ 
Resolution re Viceroy's announcement about constitu- 

tional reforms 
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Question re roemitment of District and Sessions - 
.JUNIOR SECRETARY- . . . 
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LABH SINGH, l\fB.-cONOLD, 
Point .of order re amendment inconsistent with the Oonte:xt 

of Bill . . . '.. • . • • . ..•. 
Point of order that omission of parts of a clause· may be 

proposed as amendment 
LADY HEALTH VISITORS- 

Question re - 
LAHORE CONSPIRACY CASE- 

- Question re concessions to prisoners of the - 
Question re hunger strike of the accused in the ..;..... 
Question re intervie"w with the accused in the - 
Question re interview with nndertrial prisoners in the - 
Question re Press reporters and the - . · 
Question re proceedings oftbe-being held-i'n oomera or in 

public .. ii. 
Question re Sardar Harnam Singh, prisoner, in the - of· 

1914-15 .. , ~ . . •. 
LAlIBARDARS- 

Question re grant of land to - in Jhaag district on mule.'• 
or horse-breeding conditions 

LAMPS- 
Question re ootroi duty on - when brought ·to Lahore for 

repair, etc. ' · 
LAND(S)-. 

Question re a.liena.tion of agricultural .-... to satisfy deoretal 
debt 

Question re alienation of - by Christians to non-Cliristians 
in Lyallpur, Montgomery ~nd Jhang districts · •. 

Question re · allo~ent of - in the Nili Bar to· people of 
Jhang district • • • • • • -..h. .. 

Question re cash rentals per acre for barani, chaki and 
. nakri - in the Punjab · 

Question re compensation for damage to - by floods in the 
Dek river .•• 

Question re compensation for - washed a.way by the 
Oha.kki river · ... _ 

Que!3tion re default in payment of purchase price of - in 
the Nili _Bar • . .. · .. • , : 

Question re encroaohment on municipal - by Municipal 
Commissioners, Kasur · · • . • • · . • • ; 

Question re grant of- in exchange for~ acquired for the 
. construction of the Kangra Valley Railway. . • . 

· Question re grant of - in Nill Bar to za.mindars of Kangra 
and Hoshiarpur districts· • • . • . • • 

Question re grant of -· to " Bar ,. people of · Lyallpur 
. district • • · · . · • • · • . · · • • • • .. 

Question re grant of - to flood affeoted inhabitants of 0: 
Kangra. • • • • . 
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.LAND(S)-OONOLD, 
Question re grant of ~ to lambardars in Jhang district 

· on mule or horse-breeding conditions · · " •. 
Question re grant of- to zamindars affected by fi9od~ '. • 
Question re. interest on unpaid price of Government .,--- in 

the Nili Bar · · 
Question re possession of nazul - in Amritsar by the Dur- 

giana (temple) authorities . · : 
Question re proprietors of agricultural ~ in Qadian 
Question re reclamation of - jn the Bhiyal area ~: 
Question re sale of colony - by public auction •• 
Question re sale of =: of insolvents belonging to agrieul- 

tural tribes, Kamal · · , . ' . . : .• 
Question rewaste - in Pir J"Iahal jungle · 
Resolution re ~aste - in the Shahpur Colony area 

LAND ALIENATION ACT_c. ' '. · . . 
Question re declaration of Moghals of Lyallpur district as 

agricultura,l, tribes .. under -- . . . . . 
Question re exemption of sites of residential houses within 

· municipal and small town· areas from the Punjab -:- : ·, 
Question !e Pa~ns of J~g ·district declared as agrtcul-. 

tural tribes under - • . • • • • • · 
LAND REVENUE- ·.. . . ' I I 

Question re - charged on .two crops sown in one season •• 
Question re- on maize sown with cotton ... 
Question reJ - on subsidiary crops · 
Question re loss in receipts from - on account of failure of 

' kliarif • .. . . .. '... •• .. · 
Question re relation of price of agricultural produce to th.e 

, amount of _: or water· rate . . · · ' · 
Question re relatioiiship of variations in the yield of agri- 

J cultural ~ to .:......:. revenue or water rate :. . • 
Question re remission of - and water rate on aoco~t of 

damage to cotton crop in Jhang district by disease 
known as" tela "· .. · · ·.. 1• 

, Question re suspension or remission.of~. Bohtak 'district 
Question re yield of desi oot'ton and remissions of - ,, •• 

LANDREVENU,E ACT, THE PUNJAB-:- , ,. , ... ,. 
Draft rules unq'.er -, oon:Sidered' . - I ••• 

AND REVENUE AMENDMENT BILL, THE PUNJAB,.... 
Leave to introduce - .. 
introduced · 
Motion for taking into consideration 
Considered . . · •. 
Passed into law .. I . 

LAW COUR!rS-. . , . 
Question re ooiicerit:ta{i6Ii 'of - in one place .. 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS- . . . 
Question re steps to carry out the · recommendations : of 

the - in respect of consumption of opium 
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Question re grant of -- to l\Ir. Bashir Din, Clerk, Canitl 
office, Islam Division, 'and permission to leave station 

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL- . 
Adjournment of the - on account of tennis match, discus- 

sion, etc. · 
Question 1·e issue of Press tickets for admission to the ..:_ 
Question re lisfai of voters for the Punjab _, and district 

boards , •• 
Resolution re elections to the - . ·,· 
Statement re action taken on resolutions of the - from 1928 

LEWIS, Mn. E.S.- 
Question re special pay to - 

LICENCES- . 
Question re - for kine slaughter house and sale of beef 

LINCOLN, MR.·E. H.- 
Question re supersession by - over his seniors 

LISTED POSTS--,-. 
Question re - in Government service 
Question re - in judicial and executiye sides of the J>ro~ 

vineial Civil Service 
Question 1·e pay of Provincial Civil Service officers pro 

moted to - 
LITERACY- 

. · Question re -· among depressed classes 
Question re - certificates issued to adults 

LOANS- . 
· See Taccavi Loans. Q , 

LOANS AND ADVANCES (RESERVED) GRANT, ADDI· 
TIONA.L . . , 

LOCAL BODIES- 
Question re grants-in-aid to - 
Question re non-official presidents 'for - 
Question re va ids and hakims employed by - 

LOCAL RATE~ · 
Question re districts in which - and haisiyat tax wer~ levied 
Question re - charged on combined land revenue and 

water rates in the Sidhnai Canal 
Question 1·e - charged on land revenue 
Question re - charged on well revenue, Multan district .. 

LOCUSTS- . . 
Question re damage to crops by - and 'preventive measure~ 

LORRIES-:- 
Question re carrying capacity. of motor - on certain . 

.i, roads · 
Question re prohibition, against .running of.- at' nights 

on certain roads 
LOWER BARI DOAB CANAL- 

Que.stion re gent:i;y grants in the - purchase price · of 
land 
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... ... 

OATH OP OFFICE- 
Abdul Ghani, Shaikh 
Abdul Rahman, Khan Bahadur Khawaja 
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Holland, .l\fr. L.B. 
Kurshed Muhammad, Khan Bahadur Shaikh 
Macfarlane, Mr. D. 
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Question re . growth of ___.!. in Qadian 
Q:u~stion re - on. communal basis in Qadian 

PREM SINGJ;I,. SARDAR- ,, . 
. Question re; - of Intermediate College, Pasrnr 

.:PRESIDENT, MR.- , 
Re additional days for discussion of t_he Report of tpunjab 

I Reforms Committee • • • • ! •• 
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refused I 
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Delegation bf rule-making powerjpraetiee re-'-- . 

. Discussion te context of a Bi'l,l, what.if means . , •.• 

. Discussion re Punjabi speeches, difficulties in the: way of ·. 
allowing.', . :: . . . ' . . . ,i, 

Drafting co;mmittee on Pure Food Bill •'• 
'Draft rules under Bills, consideration, diseussion.l ete., of 

by Oouncil, constitutional position of-· , • ~, . i .. : ·.,. 

. Papers made. .available ·to,,the sele.ct eommittee 'oni,iBiU 
, . should b~ placed before the. House when BilHs diseussed 
Procedure re amendments '.Proposingi1t1ew 1cla,usesst'011iUll •• 
Ruling re issues on the motion relating to: the diseussion of 

\'.. the Repo:rt of the Punjab ~eforms Committee 0,, •• 
~PRESIDENT(S)- . , . , , .:, 

Qu~ion r~ exemption by - -of: packing materiails from 
\ :tepnina lta;idn Kasur M nniei pality . • u 

Question re non-official - for local bodies 
-Questdon r~ - Municipal Committee, Kasur 

POLICE STATIONS- . 
Question re charge of city - at Bhiwani and Hissari · 

. Question re number of ~. in Hissar district ~ • 
POLICY- 

. Question 1·e complaints against the - of Minisier for . 
. Eµuoation 

POLITICAL PRISONERS- 
Question re handcuffing of uitderlrial ·-. : :- i .· ,. ,'l 
Question re hunger strike of accused In Lahore con~piraoy 

case as a.protest against improper treatment o'.ll '-'-': •1• 

Question re :protest of - against depriving Ghazi! Abdur 
Rahman and Sardar Ajit Singh of special· class con- 
cessions Lu · · . r: 

.Question re: supply of newspapers. to Lahore conspiraoy 
case and i- · 

IND.EX, ·46 
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PRESIDENT(S)-ooNCLD. ... ' 

Quesaon re - Municipal Committee, Kasur, and reduc 
tion of posts of Terminal Tax· Inspectors .. 

Question re removal of official -, small town committees 
Jaranwala. and Toba Tek Singh 

PRESS REPORTERS~ 
Question re - and the Lahore conspiracy case 

PR;rMARY EDUCATION- • . 
Question re compulsory - 

· Question re concession to children of agriculturists in the 
· matter of -- as against children of non-agriculturists .. 

Question re rural and urban areas and compulsory - · .. 
Resolution re compulsory - 
See Education. 

PRIMARY SCHOOL(S)- 
Question re allegations against Mr. Ghulam Hussain, Head 

Teacher, Municipal-, Kasur . • • • 
Question re opening of - 
Question re - in Beit area, J ullundur district 

PRINCIPAL- , .· , 
Question re pay of -, Veterinary College · • 
Question re -, Punjab Veterinary College 

PRISONER(S)- 
Question re civil - Chandar Kishor 
Question re death of an undertrial - in Karnal Jail under 

suspicious circumstances 
Question re handcuffing undertrial political - 
Question re interview with undertrial -, Lahore con· 

spiraey case 
Question re persons convicted in connection with certain 

mover:p.ents and classed as special class - . ~ 
Question re - in jails and hunger-strike 

· Question re supply 'Of newspapers to political and Lahore 
conspiracy case - .. 

See Political Prisoners. 
PROCESSION (S)_: · 

Question re Moharrum and Bamlila - in Kaithal 
Question· re obstruction of the Deshbandhu anniversary 

-, Jhang-Maghiana 
PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE~. 

Question re work of - done by the Assistant in the Lahore 
Veterinary College ~ . , 

PROMOTIONS- 
Question re :_ in the clerical establi,~hment of the Irrigation 

Branch ·· .•. • •• 
·Question r; ·_ to the Provincial ]1ducatio~ai Service and 

Subordinate Educational Service ... ' 
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PROSECUTING INSPECTORS- 
Question re appointment of ~tatutory agricultqrists as-:- •. 

PROSECUTING SUB-INSPECTORS- 
Question re appointment of statutory agriculturists as ---: 

PROSECUTIONS- · 
Question re - of editors, printers and publishers of certain 

newspapers . . , , : : • : 
PROVINCIAL CIVIL SERVICE----'-· 

Question re appointment of retired members of the .. ..,:,. as 
8121,perintendents of Jails o • • · · , • ·" 

Question re employme~t of. members of the - by· the 
Government of India . . • . . .. . . 

Question re listed posts iri the judicial and executive sides 
of the- 

Question re members of the__,. in the Extra Assistant Com- · 
missioner cadre in the Jail Department . . . ' . ·• • 

Question re pay of - officers promoted to superior ·. and 
inferior listed posts . 

Question re preferential treatment to certain - officer~ , • 
Question re special pay and allowances to members of the - 

PROVINCIAL EDUCATIONAL SERVICE- 
Question re appointments to the selection grade of the - 
Question re· communal representation in filling up vacOiD~ 

oies in the- or special posts carrying Rs. ~oO or more 
Question re number of appointments to the:--- in 1929 •. 
Question re number of Muslims appointed to the~ in 1929 
Question re promotion of Lala Harish Chanel, Kathpalia, 

to the- 
Question re promotions to the - .•• 

PiROVINOIAL ENGINEERING SERVICE-c 
Question re promotions ~om the - to the Indian 

Engineering Service (Buildings and Roads Branch· and 
Irrigation Branch) •• 

PROVINCIAL SERVICES- 
Qnestion re - members of which can rise to Imperial 

Services 
PROVINOIAL VETERINARY SERVICE- 

Question re appointment of members of the ~ to vaean- 
, eies in the Indian Veterinary Service . 
Question Te appointment on the superior scale of pay for 

members of the - • . , .- 
Question Te memorials of members of the'_:_ •• 

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE-c 
Report of- on appropriation accounts, laid on the table;. 

PUBLIC HEALTH GRANT- 
Token •. 

PUBLIC SERVICES 
Question re statement showing communal representation 
in-· •. . .. · 

• 
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..AFZAL HAQ, CHAUDHRI- 
Question re band attached' to high schools 
Question re Chandar Rishor 
Question re external examiners, Punjab Veterinary Col- 

lege · • • 
QuEistion re Ghaggar stream, diversion of the -- 

. Question re Ghazi Abdur .Rahman and Sarclar Ajit Singh .. 

Q. 
· QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS- 

Passed into law 

.. Referred to drafting committee 
Report of drafting committee, considered 

PUNJAB VETERINARY SERVIOE 
See Provincial Veterinary Service. 

_PURE FOOD BILL, PUNJAB 
Select committee's report, presented 
Motion for circulation of - 
Motion for recommittal of - 

_ Taken into consideration 
Discussed .. 

•,. 
48 of the- 

:PUNJAB LAWS ACT- 
Question re object and provisions of section 
Question re object of rules under the - 

PUNJAB REFORMS COMMITTEE 
Discussion of the Report of the - 

PUBLIC SERVICES COMMISSION- 
Question re creation of a - for the Punjab •• 

PUNISHMENTd- 
Question re - of the police in Hissar district 

PUNJAB CENTRAL MIDWIVES BOARD- 
Quesfion re representation of Hindus or Muhammdans on 

the- .. 
PUNJAB CIVIL SERVICE 

See Provincial 'Civil Service. 
PUNJAB EDUCATIONAL SERVIOE 

See Provincial Educational Service. 
PUNJAB ENGINEERING SERVICE~ 

See Provincial Engineering Service. 
PUNJAB GOVERNMENT- 

Discussion of the memorandum of the - to the Indian 
Statutory Commission 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS-ooNTINUED. 
,4.JrZAL HAQ, 0.HAUDHBI -concludeil,. . 

·· Question re Gobind Ram and others i·er.ms Sialkot Munici 
/ pal Committee . • . • . • • • • 

Question re grants-in-aid to local bodies 
Question re Jail Enquiry Committee (Provincial) 
Question re Mandi Hydro-Electric Scheme 
Question re motor cars, tax on, Dalhousie Municipality •• 
Question re motor tax, exemption from, Dalhousie 

Municipality 
Questio~ re Nazul lands in Amritsar 
Question re non-official visitors to jails, reports of· 
Question re tjver flood in the Hoshiarpur District . 
Question re river floods damages by, in Tehsil Dasuya 
Question re trial of Maulana Zaffar Ali Khan and Sardar. 

Mangal Singh 
Question re under-trial prisoner, death of an, in Kamal 

jail .. 
Question re Yerka railway phatak, accidents neo,r- •• 

AHMAD .YAB KHAN DAULATANA, MIAN 
Question re 1:1,creage rate 
Question re dust nuisance 
Question re Forest Advisory Committees 
Question re land revenue 
Question re local rate . . 
Question re local rates and Sidhnai Canal zamindara 
Question re Mailsi Canals, water failure in the_; 
Question re Wadh Wattar 
Question re water rate and land revenue on subsidiary 

crops 
AtmAR ALI, Pm- 

Question re licences for kirie slaughter houses and sale of 
beef · · • ,. 

Question re Punjab Laws Act and slaughter of kine 
· Question re Punjab Laws Act, Section 48 of the-:= 

Question re Qadian, educational institutions 
Question re Qadian, growth of population •• 
Question re Qadian, population on communal basis in- .. 

·Question re Qadian, proprietors of agricultural land in 
Question re Qadian, sale of ' Jhatka ' meat in- 
Question re Qadian, slaughter-house for kine at- 

BALBIR SINGH, RAO BAHADUR CAPTAIN RAO 
Question re communal representation in service 
Question re English classes in middle sch sols 

· Question re Government High Schools ~ Gurgaon Dis 
trict 

· Question re Gnrgaon District Board 
Question re taccavi loan 
Question re water rate on chahi land in Gurgaon 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS-ooNTINUEp. 
BALPEO SINGH, CHAUDHRI- 

Question re Bhakhra Dam 
Bonn RAJ, LALA- 

Question re acreage rates · .. 
Question re Adam Wahan Wier 
Question re Agricultural Conference 
Question re agriculturists recruitment, of, for the posts of 

zilladars 
Question re Allah Ditta, complaint of, re his travelling 

allowance 
Question re Awans, etc., of the Lyallpur District described 

as agricultural tribes 
Question re bund from Malakwal to Chachar 
Question re Bashir Din, Mr., leave of, Clerk, Cana] Office, 

Islam Division 
Question re Canal Clerks 
Question re Canal officials and holidays 
Question re co-operative bank, Jhang Maghiana 
Question re Deshbandhu anniversary procession 
Question re diet money lapsed to Government 
Question re Director, Civil Veterinary Department, Punjab, 

(Mr. T. E. Quirke) • . • . . • 
Question re District Board, Lyallpur 
Question re District Health Officer, Jhang, complaint . of 

Vaccinators against the-- 
Question re election petition against election of Sardar 

Barbel Singh 
Question reflooda in the Jhelum, Chenao and Indus and 

relief to sufferers 
Question re Frontier Crimes Regulations 
Question re Mr. Ghulam Hussain, Teacher .. 
Question re Grey canal, rest-house of the, and Mr. 

Nicholson, C.I.E. 
Question Te handcuffs and bar fetters on convicts Ghazi 

Abdul Rahman and Mr. Ajit Singh 
Question re Hydro-Electric Branch, Public Works Depart- 

ment · 
Question re Indian National Congress and Xmas Vacation 

for Government Departments •. 
Question Te inspection of.sehools at Jhang Maghiana 
Question re Irrigation Branch, Assistant Clerks in 
Question Te Irrigation Branch, Provincial, clerical estab- 

lishment, promotions 
Question Te Irrigation Branch, provincial cJerical estab 

lishmont 
Question re Irrigation 'Branch, provincial clerical estab 

lishment, revision of grades 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS-CONTINUED •. 
Bonn RAJ, LALA-tontin'Ued. 

Question t~ Jagat Ram Pandit, Lahore Conspiracy case 
prisoner ] 

Question re Jails Committee, Punjab 
Question r~ Jaranwala and Toba Tek Singh, Small Town 

Committees 
Question r~lJawali aided school 
Question r~: Jhang Municipality, separation of 
Question f~ Kasur Municipal Committee;' President 

of- ·i;· •• _ •• .• ..• 
Question re Kasur Municipality, encroachments by · 

Commissioners 
Question r~ Kasur Municipality, misappropriations in-' 
Question r~: Kasur Municipality, Octroi refund 
·Question ri Kiran Chandra Dass, Srijut 
·Question rlll Kot Adu Small Town Committee •. 
-Question rJ Lahore Conspiracy Case . ~· ••. 
-Question ,.~: Lahore Conspiracy Case and hunger . strike 
-Question TC Lahore Conspiracy Case j interview with 

undertrial prisoners . . . . . 
·Qut,stion r~ Labore Conspiracy Case, press reporters .• 
,Question re Lahore Conspiracy Case prisoner Rardat 

Hamsm ;: Singh ... 
-Questlon re Labore Conspiracy Case prisoners, con· 

cessions :to- · 
·Question re Land Alienation Act, residential houses in 

municipal areas and application of the Punjab 
'Question re' Multan District Board .. ' , .. 
·Question te · Municipal · Commissioners, eneroaehments 

on municipal lands by- ·· · 
·Question r~ normal Classes, Government School, 'I'aunsa 

and Der~ Ghasi Khan 
·Quei:ition re Palla Head 
Question re'.Pathans of Jhang district declared agricultural 

tribes J • • • · • • - · : .: · · ' • '. 
·Question rd! police misbehaviour- in Gojra 
·Question re press tickets for admission to Legi!llative 

Council !: · ·• • · . • • • • ! · · · -, • •. 
'Question r~'. prisoners in ja.jls and hunger-strike . , 
·Question Tei:prosecut~Oll of editors of Certain newspapers 
·Question rei settlement' l,)apP,rs, ~fu~tan Tepsil : 
·Question re Sbaikh'-Ka:ram'· Husain, Ma.iiager, Court of 

Wards, 0hoti .. ' .. · · · · · · ' 1 

-Question r~; special class prisoners 
Question r~: students and 'Armistice 'parade, Rawalpindi 
Question re Sub- Divisional Officer, Lal Sofrn,ura .. 
Question r~ tahsildar, Sliorkot · 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS-CONTINUED, 
Bonn RAJ, LAL.A-concluded. 

Question re teachers, dismissal of certain- •. 
Question re tenders for attendance registers .. 
Question re terminal tax on packing materials in Kasur 
Question re terminal tax schedule and vegetable oil •. 
Question re ' Tufan ' •. 
Question re Unani and Aynrvedic systems of medicine .. 
Question re undertrial political prisoners, handcuffing of- 
Question re vacancies in Indian Veterinary Service •. 
Question re Vedic' Kanya Pathshala, Shahpur •• 
Question re Veterinary College, Punjab, Assistant to the 

Professor of 'MP.dicine .. 
Question re Veterinary College, Punjab, Principal • , 
Question re Veterinary College, salaries of the Director and 

the Principal, Punjab •. 
Quest~on re veterinary department 
Question re Veterinary Dispensaries, touring 
Question re Veterinary Service, Provincial , · 
Question re Veterinary Service, incremental scale for 

assistants . . • . 
·Question re Veterinary Service, memorials of the members 

of the-.. • . ' . . , , · · 
Question re Wakefield Wah in Jhanz 1\faabiana · · 
Question re zamindars in silladars a::'ade in the Irrigation t, 

Department . . • . 
Question re zilladar candidates, snpersession among 
Question re. zilJadarship, departmental candidates for 

CHHOTU RAM, BAI SAHIB 011.AUDHRI- 
Question re agricultural insolvents, sale of land, of, Karna! 
Question re agricultural land, alienation of, to satisfy 

deeretal debt . . . . . . 
Question re Aml~ala division, Assistant District Inspectors 

and Anglo-Vernacular Teachers in .. 
Qnest~on re Assistant Sub-Inspectors; recruitment of 
Question re average price of unginned cotton and wheat 
Question re Bhakra Dam Scheme 
Question re Ohahi rates • • . . 
Qnest!on re colony lands by public auction, sale of 
Quest:on re communal representation in public services , . 
Quest~on re Sub-Judges, Competitive Examination for- .. 
Quest:on re District Inspector of Schools, Rohtak .. 
Question re famine relief 
Question re famine works . . . , 
Question re famine works, wages of people on- 
Question re high schools ·in Robtak .. 
Question re firearms, sale-proceeds of..:.. •. 
Question re Gulab Singh & Sons, Bai Sahib, Munshi 
Question re Hindu Jats in Police Department 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS-CONTIN11ED1 

(hmO'l1U R.A.111, R..u SAHIB C11.umHBI-condudf,d • 
. Question re Hydro-electric scheme · 
Question re Jahazgarh, ca.ttle·fairs at- •.• 
Question re kJIIJ,ri,J crops, failure of 
Question re land revenue and water rates 
Question re land revenue, suspension or remission of, 

in Rohtak District ·· 
· Question re local bodies, grants to- , 
Qnestion re local bodies, official presidents in~ 

,- ,Question re notified agriculturists from Kamal, etc., dis- 
tricts in Police Department ... 

·Question re Police Inspectors, recruitment of 
·Qnestion re railway line between Bohtak and Bhiwani . 
Question re railway line between Rohtak and Rewari 

·Question re rainfall, annual, Rohtak District 
Question re Rohtak District Board, grant to 
-Question re second division LL;B.'s 
Question re statutory agriculturists; Hindu, from Rohtak,: 

etc., districts as prosecuting inspectors - 
- ,Question re Sub-Inspectors, recruitment of- 

Question re Sub-Inspectors . 
Question re Sub-Judges, competitive examination for 
Qnestion re Sub-Judge candidates 
Question re taccavi loans, Rohtak District 

·Question re Ve~cular Middle Schools. District Board 
Question re Vernacular Middle Schools · 
Question re ailladars, recruitment of- 

DALPAT SINGH, SARDAR BAH.A.DUB CAPTAIN 
Question re Malikana 

DAULAT RAM, KA.Lu, RAI BAH.A.DUR PANDIT--' 
Question re Municipal Committee, Kasur 

DIN MUHAMMAD, MR.- 
Question re appointment of Inspector of Schools, Rawal- 

pindi ' . 
Question re appointments to the selection grade of Pro- 

vincial Educational Service , . 
Question re Co-operative Department, Deputy Registrars, 

eto., of the- · · · 
Question re Co-operative Department, gazetted officers in 

. the- . 
Question re Co-operative Societies, Sialkot district 
Question re District Inspectors of Schools, appointment of~ 

,Question re District Inspector of Schools, Gujranwala •. 
Question re dust nuisance ' 
Question re Iqbal Singh S., Assistant Registrar, Co· 

operative Department . . . . . •. 
Question re Lala Harish Chand, Kathpalia., promotion of, 

to Provincial Educational Service 
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,QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS-oo~NUED . 
. DIN MUH.WMAD, MB.-aonelwled. 

Question re promotions to Provincial Education Service and 
Subordinate Educational Service 

TIULI· 0JU.ND, 0:a.A.UDHBI- 
Question re agriculture as an alternative subjeet in high 

classes .• 
Question re communal representation among Assistant 

District Inspectors of Schools in Ambala division •• 
-Question re eontingenoiss;' scale of Schools and Boarding 

House . . . . . . . • • • 
!Question re grants-in-aid .. 
-Question re grents-in-eid in Ambala division 
Question re grants-in-aid to aided high schools, Ambala 

division.. .. .. .. 
Question re high schools in Ambals division, fall · in 

strength of - .. 
Question re high schools of backward communities 
·Question re military scholarships .• 
·Question re Panchotra, receipt of, by a district board 

member . . . . . • 
,Question re petition-writers .. 
•Question re teachers in district board employ • • 
Q uestion re tra'llsfer from inspecting to teaching branch 

and 'Dice versa " 
FAIZ MUHAMMAD, SHAIKH- 

Question re appointments in Provincial Education Service 
-Question re appointments in Subordinate Educational Ser- 

vice (Anglo-Vernacular Section) .• 
'Question re Boat-bridge material stored at Ghazi Ghat 
Question re Dharma Ram of Chotizerin 
'Que:ition re District Inspectors of Schools, etc. 
·,Question re dust nuisance in municipalities .. 
Question re Guiab Singh and Sons, Rai Sahib Munshi 
Question re Headmasters and. Senior English teachers 

of Government High Schools in Multan division 
:Question re Inspector and Assistant Inspectorof Schools 

Multan division 
·Qua:ition re Suparlntendents of Deputy Commissioners' 

and Commissioner's Offices in Multan division 
'F.A.ZL Atr, KHAN BAH.A.DUR CHAUDHRI- 

Question re non-official presidents of local bodies 
1F:moz-uo-Dm KHAN, RANA-· 

Question re locusts, damage to crops by- . . , • 
Question re Lower Bari Doab Canal, gentry grants on the 

'Question re Nili Bar, default in payment of purchase price 
of lands in- 

-Question re Nili Bar, interest on unpaid price of Government 
land in-· 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS-CONTINUED .. 
Fmoz-un-Dm KHAN, RANA-concluded. 

. Question re Nill Bar, scarcity of water-supply in - ••. 
Question re. Nill Bar water-courses · •• 

GANGA RAM, BAI S~B LALA- . . . . 
Question re' compulsory education in Ambala District 
Question re education in Rupar and Kharar tahsils •• 
Question re educational progress in Municipal and District 

Board Schools • . • . • . • .: 
Question r~ Municipal Board Bigh School Abohar • , 
Question re, primary and secondary education in Ambala 

district · 
Question re schools in Ambala district 

GBANI, MR. M. A.- 
Question T6 Waqf Act 

Goxm CHAND, NA.RANG. DR.- 
. Question re Court Clerk, Financial Commissioner's Office 
Question T6 Deputy Court Clerk and Translator Financial 

Commissioner's Office 
Question re Btenographers in the Financial Commis- 

sioner's Office . 1 

Question Te. Vernacular branch of the - Financial Com- 
missioner's Office • • • • ; 

Question Tei Insanitary condition of Bhera town 
Question T6 Mandi, cost per unit of power at- 
Question re Mari.di Hydro-Electric Project, staff for- .• 
Question T~ Municipal Committee for Sheikhnpura 

GoPAL DAS, LALA- 
Question re primary schools 

filRBAKHSH $INGH, SARDAB- 
Question r~ Alijaj minor re-modelling scheme 
Question re dust nuisance 

HIBA SINGH N'ABLI, SABDAB- 
Question re Agricultural Department, misappropriation 

in the-;: 
Question re beggary 
Question re Bhal, clearing of, from small minors 
'Question re canal water, distribution· of 
Question re cotton, price of- 
Question re criminal tribes, members of- 
Question re desi cotton •. 
Question re District Board, Lahore, election wards 
Question re Kachhahras, use of, by Sikh clerks ,,,. 
Question re ' Kirti ', prohibition of. Government servants 

from subscribing to ..:... · •. 
Question re Lahore Museum, admission to- ••. 
Question re locust pest •• 
Question re Minors, repairs to banks of- · • • · --~ 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS-ooNTINUED. 
HIBA SINGH NARLI, SARD.AR-conclwhd. 
Question re M;ota Singh, Master· 
Question re newspapers and Government advertisements 
Question re Nili Bar Colony 
Question re ootroi on cycles, etc. 
Question re Pakpattan Canal, closure of- 
Question re Panchayat Courts, decrees of- •. 
Question re police behaviour 
Question re Police Department, corruption :in 
Question re Rajbaha Newpal, closure of minors of 
Question re road facilities 
Question re Sub-Inspector of Tarn !J:aran, allegations 

agamst .. 
Question re sword, exemption of from the operation 

of Indian Arms Act .. 
Question re Village Patrol Act .. 
Question re visitors to the rooms of officers of Government, 

admission of - 
Question re Waris on the Upper Bari Doab Canal 

J OTI p ARSHAD, LALA- 
Question re agricultural demonstration farms 
Question re AmbaJa Division, teachers and clerks of 

Government and Board Schools in the - .. 
Question re Bar Room, Hissar •. 
Question re Bhiwani, chowkidars for night watch at 
Question re Bhiwani, Hindu temple at- 
Question re Bhiwani, supply of fodder to- .. 
Question re Brayne (Mr.), Deputy Commissioner money 

collection by- 
Question re Civil and Military Gazette payment to, for 

supply of forms 
Question re depressed classes 
Question re famine in Kamal 
Question re famine relief in Hissar 
Question re fuel wood, theft of, by constables in Rohtak 
Question re Girls' High School, Hissar 
Question re intermediate arts colleges 
Question re irrigation in Kaithal 
Question re jagirs in Hissar District, recipients of 
Question re Moharram procession, Kaithal 
Question re Municipal Engineers, Punjab 
Question re opium, consumption of - 
Question re opium smuggling 
Question re Police in Hissar District 
Question re Police Stations of Bhiwani and !Iissar 
Question re Satta gambling in Rohtak 
Question re Simla Municipality, Engineer of--, 
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<QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS-coNTINUiilD. 
Jon PABslli», LALA-conoZ'IUkd. 

Question re Skinne:i:'s estate · 
Question re Skinner's Estate, kisa.ns o:t- 
Question re suicide due to police oppression in Rohtak. • • 
Question re test famine relief works, Hissar Distriot · 
Question re Va.ids and Hakims in local bodies 
Question re vegetable ghi 
Question re vernacular teachers in government sohools •• 

Question re zamindars, notifioations re, by Inspeotors of 
Schools, Amba.la 

XESHO RAM SEKRRI, LALA~ 
Question re bar room, Amritsar, electric charges for: the 

. Question re cheques, inconvenience in delivery and cashing 
of- 

Question re Jandiala Guru Municipality 
Question re law courts, concentration of 
Question re stamps, purchase of 
Question re Town Improvement Act 
Question re tuberculosis 
Question re unemployment committee 

:MAQBOOL MA.mi:oon, Mm- - 
Question re scarcity conditions in Ambala division 

MAYA DAS, MR. E.- 
Question re aerated water. sellers, Kangra Valley Railway 
Question re Agricultural College Graduates •• 
Question re Agricultural College, Lyallpur, swimming-bath 

in the- 
•Question re Agriculturists, concession to children of in 

the matter of primary education 
-Question re alcoholic drinks, books .on evils of-, 
Question re artificial fertilisers 
~uestion re Bikanir Canal, lining of~ 
·Question 'l'e bones, export of- 
'Question re Canal water 
•Question re Canal water, charge for by volume 
-Question re Cart-traffic on the Kalka-Simla Road 
'Question re cash rental for barani, chahi and Mhri lands 
"Question re cold weather of 1928-29 
·Question re co-operative banks .. 
·Question re District Board schools, annual increments to 

teachers of .•• 
•Question re District Boards and Schools 
·Question re drinking water-supply 
·Question re education eess 
'Question re Girls' High Schools •. 
·'Question re Girls' High Schools, buildings for- 

•Question re Hydro-Electric Branch staff, hill allowance 
to the- 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS-CONTINUED . 
.MA.YA DAs, Mn. E.-conclwled. 

Question re Hydro-Electric works 
Question re Indian Christians in Government Departments 
Question re Jogindamegar, rainfall at- 
Question re Jogindarnagar, tunnel a.t- 
Question re Kasur Municipality, employees of - 
Question re Kasur Municipality, special increments to 

employees of- · , · · · · 
Question re lady District and Assistant District Inspectors 

of Schools · 
Question re lady Health Visitors 
Question re local rate and haisiyat tax 
Question re malaria .. 
Question re milking cows 
Question re mixed tennis clubs. 
Question re Model Town at Palampur 
Question re motor accidents 

·Question re motor stand at Simla, shed near the-i 
Question re Police at ferries, stationing of- 
Question re rural dispensaries, inspection of, by Civil 

Surgeons . . . . . . 
Question re sanatorium for tubercular patients 
Question re Sikh Kanya Mahavidyalaya, drainage near 
Question re stadium at Lahore .. 
Question re Uhl river, discharge of the- 
Question re village roads, encroachments on- 
Question re voters for Punjab Legislative Council and 

District Boards . . . . · • . · 
Question re. water-logged areas . . . 
Question re water stand post, Pathankot Railway Station 
Question re wheat seed drill 

:MEHAB CHAND, PANDIT- 
Question re Board of Indian Medicine 
Question re depressed class students, Government High, . 

Schools •• 
Question re depressed classes, Government owned wells 
Question. re dispensary for Shaina 
Question re Hargo Lal Girls' School, Ambala . . . 
Question re road between Shaina and Bamals or Bai Kot 
Question re School Final Examination 
Question re Shaina Bazar in Ludhiana District, unhygienic 

condition of · 
'"MOHAN LAL, RAI BAHADUR, LALA- 

Question re Army Remount Depot, Special Assistant Com 
missioners 

Question re Assistant Commissioners, Punjab 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWE~~OONTUfUED. 
1\foHAN LAL, RAI BAlIADU'R; °LALA-concl'Uded. 

Question re burglaries and thefts 
Q.uestion re Cantonment Board, Ambala 
Question re compulsory primary education 
Question re confidential reports of officers 
Question re Deputy Commissioner, Criminal Tribes 
Question re Government servants and Cantonment boards 
Question re Government servants under Punjab Govern- 

ment - ... · 
Question re Indian Civil Service appointments 

.Question re Indian Civil Service Officers in Punjab 
Question re Indian Civil Service officers transferred to 

Foreign and Political Department . · 
Question re Indian Secretaries, etc., to Government . 
Question re Junior Secretary to Financial Commissioners 
Question re Lewis, Mr. E. S., special pay to - 
Question re Lincoln, Mr. E. H., promotion of- 
Question re listed posts in Government service 
Question re listed posts in Judicial and Executive sides of 

the Provincial Civil Service : . ' 
Question re literacy certificates .. 
Question r6 Mirka Minor, closure of- 
Question re Provincial and Imperial Services.. . 
Question re Provincial Service Civil Officers, preferential 

treatment to certain- . , .. 
Question re Provincial Civil Service Officers in the Jail 

Department · ' 
Question re Provincial Civil Service and Government of 

India · 
Question re Provincial Forest Service 
Question re Public Services Commission for Punja 'b 
Question re Punjab Commission ' 
Question re recruitment of District and Sessions Judges 
Question re Secretaries and other officers in the Civil and 

Public Works Department Secretariats 
Question re Superintendents of Jails, retired members of 

the Provincial Civil Service as- · · · · ! 
Question re special pay to members of the Indian Civil 

Service and Provincial Civil Service , 
Question· re Under-Secretaries and Heads of Departments 
Question re Under-Secretary to Government, name and 

emoluments of- .. 
Question re Unemployment Committee Report 
Question re untouchables and public wells 
Question re vacation Departments of Government : 

MORINi>AB SINGH, 8ABDAB- . 
Question re motor lorries and roads ; 
Question re prohibition of lorries on certain roads: 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS-CONTINUED. 
MuBARIK ALI SHAH, SAYAD- 

Question re· Ahalkars_ eto., in Jhang District .. 
Question re ' Bar ' people of Lyallpur District, grant of 

land to - 
Question re colonization of the Jungle Pir Mahal 
Qaestion re communal representation in the Public Works 

Department staff, Lyallpur 
-Queasion re cotton crops in Jhang District .. 
,Q:ies[;i,)n re criminal tribes 
Q1e3~io'.l re drowning accidents in the Chenab 

·Qia,tbn re elected element in Jhang district board 
-Question re floods in the Jhelum and Chenab 
Question re haisiyat tax 
Question re headworks of the Lower Jhelum Canal 
Question re Irrigation Department, proportion of muslims 

in the Sub-Overseer Grade .• 
Question re lambardars in Jhang District, grant of land to 
-Question re locust pest 
-Q uestion re Lower Jhelum Canal .. 
-Ques';ion re Magistrate with first class powers for Mian 

Ch rnnun and Tolumba 
'Question re Nili Bar, allotment of lands in the, to people 

of Jhang District .. 
·Question re official receivers 
Que3tion re public sarai for Jhang District 
Question re railway connection between Chiniot town and 

headquarters of Jhang District 
Question re Rajbah Nila No.1, Lower Chenab Canal, outlets 

on the- 
Question re reclamation of Nur Mahran;i and Aqla Hayata 

Beloehes 
·Question re Regulation of Accounts Bill 
Question re schools affected by floods in- Jha.ng District 
Question re Senior Sub-Judge, Jhang 
Question re 'I'awan on Ab-Zaia .. 
Qnsstion re wast» land in Pir Mahal Jungle 

_MUHAMMAD ABDUL RAHMAN KHAN, CHAUDHRI 
Question re Committees and Commissions 
Question re failure of crops in Jullundur District 
Question re flood damages 
Question re Inspectors of Co-operative Societies and Ins- 

pectors of consolidation of holdings 
·Question re locusts, damage by- 
· Question 1·e Minister for Education, policy of the 
·Question re Muslim Inspectors of Schools in Jullundur 

District .. 
-Qusstion re Muslim representation in the English offices 

of Deputy Commissioners, Jullundur 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS-ooNTINUED. 

MoHD. ABDUR BARMAN KRA.N, Ca AUDHBT--'--@nc'luded, - 
Question re primary schools in the Beit area of the Jul- . 

lundur District · · · · 
Question re Registrar of the Education Department, ap-. 

pointment of Mussalman . . . . • . 
Question re slaughter-house at Qadian · 
Question re Sub-Registrar, Bunga 
Question re Sub-Registrar, Nakodar 
Question re Superintendents of Deputy, Commissioner's 

offices 
Question re teachers of Government School, Campbel1pore, 

confirmation of certain- • . . . • . 
Question re water-level in Jullundur District •. 

MUHAMMAD HusAIN, SAYAD- 
Question re acreage rates in Dipalpur Canal area 
Question re breach in the bund and main canal of Sulei 

manke .. 
Question re breach in canal bund near Snleimanke 
Question re Pakpattan Main Canal 

MUHAMMAD IQBAL, DR. SIR- 
Question re cow-slaughter house at Qadian 
Question re floods in the Dek river, compensation for 

damages 
MUHAMMAD JAM.AL KHAN, KHAN BAHADUR NAWAB 

Question · re Manka Canal 
NUB KHAN, RisALnAR BARA.DUB- 

. Question re military services and concession in school fees 
p ABT.AP SINGH, SARDAR- • 

Question Te Peasant grants 
RAM SINGH, CHAUDHBI- . 

Question re Bhiyal area, Reclamation of land in the · · .. 
Question Te compensation for damages by floods in the. 

Chakki river •.. 
Question re compensation for lands washed away by the 

Ohakki river 
Question Te Damtal bund, extension of th~ . _ 
Question Te differential treatment by Government to 

Hindu and Musselman. authors •. 
Question re ~urrani, Mr., book on ~~ami Dayanand by 
Question re gi:r~, sale o~ - for mam~ge. . . , .•• 
Question re hailstorms m Kangra District 
Question Te halle, -penalty. . • . . ·: 
Question re grant of land m lieu of that acquired for ra1\, 

way line • . . ..•. 
,Question re grant of land in ~1li ~:tr . . . .. . 
Question re gtants of land in Nili Bar to zanundars of 

Kangra •. 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS-coNTINUED, 
RAM SINGH, CHAUDHR1-concluded. 

Question re grants of land to flood affected inhabitants of 
Kangra.. . 

Question re grants of land to zamindars affected by 
floods •. 

SEWAK RAM, RAI BARADUR LALA 

Question re alienation of land by Christians 
Question re Bhakra Dam 
Question re Irrigation Branch, selection of Deputy Collec 

tors in the-- 
Question re metalled road to Shujabad and Jallalpur-Pir 

wala 
Question re Midwifery, candidates for diploma i:r: 
Question re midwifery examination, discrimination be 

tween stipend holders and private candidates at the - 
Question re midwifery, encouragement of the study of- .. 
Question - re midwifery diploma examination, examiners 

for- •. 
Question re Midwives Board 
Question re Mandi Hydro-Electric Scheme 
Question re Matriculation pass percentage and Government 

High Schools 
Question re promotion from Provincial to Indian Engi 

neering service, Buildings and Roads Branch 
Question re promotion from Provincial to Indian En 

gineering Service, Irrigation Branch 
Question re Sub-Inspector Abbas Khan 
Question re water-supply at Dajul, Dara Ghazi Khan 

District .. 
Question re silladars in Irrigation Department 

UJJAL SINGH, SARDAR- 
Question re municipal election petition at Kamalia 
Question re Municipal Engineers in the Punjab 
Question re recognition of schools 

YASIN KHAN, CHAUDHRI- 
Qu~stion re Anglo-Vernacular teachers in Ambala divi 

sion 
Question re Assistants in the Civil Secretariat 
Question re communal representation among Assistant 

District Inspectors of Schools, Ambala division 
Question re M uaji in the Gurgaon district 
Question re muslinr district inspectors of schools 
Question re Punjab Health School .. 
Question re Subordinate. Educational Service, Ambala 

Division .. 
Question re Superintendents of Deputy Commissioner's 

offices in the Ambala division 
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:RATTAN LAL, RAI SAHIB- 
Question re appointment of - as Officiating Inspector of 

Schools, Rawalpindi 

.Question re. - connection between Cbiniot Town and the 
headquators of the Jhanq District 

r Question re connection of Rohtak and Rewari by -'- 
· Question re construction of Rohtak-Bhiwani _: 
Question re water stand post at Pathankot on the Kangra 

Valley Railway platform 
See Kangra Valley Railway. 

~RAILWAY ADVISORY COMMITTEE- 
Election to - 

:RAINFALL-- 
Question re annual ,--- in the tahsils of the Rohtak Dis 

trict 
Question re - at Jogindarnagar • , 

"RAINS- 
Question re failure of - in Jullundur District and conse- 

quent failure of crops .• 
'.RAJBAHA(S)- . 

Question re closure of minors of- Newpal . 
Question re stoppage of minors of - to provide 'water at 

the tail of canals •. 
See Lower Ohenab Canal. 

~~AMLILA- 
. Question re - procession in Kaithal 

'.RAM SINGH, CHAUDHRI 
Resolution re tax on goats and sheep in Kangra District .. 
Resolution re waste lands in the Shahpur Colony area 

RATES- 
See Acreage ;-ates; Ohahi rates; Local rates; Water rates. 

RATTAN CHAND, RAI BAHADUR LALA 
Bill. Pure Food Bill, the Punjab- 
Bill. Regulation of Accounts Bill, the Punjab-e- 

R. 
RAGHBIR SINGH, HONORARY LIEUTENANT-' 

Bill. Regulation of Accounts Bill, the Punjab 
:RAIL WAY(S)-'- 

Question re aerated water-sellers on· the Kangr~ Valley 

·-QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS-CONCLUDED • 
. ZAFRULLA KHAN, 0HAUDHRI- 

Question re Government Tannery, Shahdara .. 
Question re horse-breeding tenancies 

•QUIRKE, MR. T. E.- , 
Question re -, Director, Civil Veterinary Department 

INDEX. ,64 
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860 
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258 

605 
608 

711 

720 
81! 
818 

26Q 
260 

883 
509 

400 

511$ 
782 
7$ 
515 
516 

•.• 

Question re application of Frontier Crimes - to Hindus of 
Choti in Dora Ghazi Khan 

Question re dr.aft - of Ambala Cantonment Board 
BELIEF MEASURES- .. 

Question re floods in the Jhelum and Ohenab in the Jhaag 
· District and - in connection therewith • • : . 

Question re losses caused in the Multan Division by 
floods in the Jhelum, the Ohenab and the Indus and - 
therefor • . . • . ·-- -~-· . · •• 

: Resolution re-. Dera Ghazi Khan Dist~ict '':!. .. , • 

... 
1002 

. 1001· 
1007-14 

259 

•• Drafting Committee on 
Report of drafting committee 
Passed into la~ . • . ... •. 
Question re eliciting of public opinion on the - 

-_REGULATIONS- 

774, 
288 

818-88 
785~791> 

• • 888-49, 851, 
884, 887-928, 
980-68, 965- 
1002. 

~:REFUNDS- 
- Question re Ootroi -, Kasur Municipality 

(Reserved) grant, excess 
(Transferred) grant, excess 

· BEGISTRAR- 
Question re appointment of a Mussalman as - of the 

Education Department 
.·,REGULATION OF ACCOUNTS BILL, PUNJAB 

Select Committee's report on - presented 
Motion for consideration of - 
Motion for re-circulation of - 
.Discussed .. 

445-64 

·RECEIVERS- 
Question re appointments of official - in the Jhang Dis 

trict 
Question re Muslims among official - 

1 RECLAMATION- 
Question re - of land in the Bhiyal area 
Question re - of Nur Mahram and Aqla Hayata Beloehes 

:RECONSTRUCTION- . 
· Question re expenditure on - of works damaged by floods 

~·RECRUITMENT- 
Question re - of Asstt. Sub-Inspectors 
Question re - of District and Sessions Judges 
Question re - of Police Inspectors 
Question re - of Sub-Inspectors 
Question re - -of zilladars 

~REFORMS- 
Resolution re Viceroy's announcement about constitu 

a tional- 
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Question re suspension or - of land revenue, Roht~k dis- 
trict • • . . • .: ,., 

:REPAIRS- . 
Question re expenditure on - works damaged hy floods 
Question re - to banks of minors · 

BEPORT(S)~ - 
Punjab Reforms Committee -, disenssion on the 

REMISSIONS-. 

INDEX. 

•• 81-126, ·. 127- 
72; 184-246. 

Public Accounts Committee c-- on Appropriation Accounts 
1927-28 laid on the table •• 

Question re - en the working of Co-operative Societies in 
the Sialkof; District · ·. . . 

Question re confidential - on officers of Govemmenf 
.. Question re Punjab J.ails Committee- ; _ •• 

· Question re qnemployment committee -, action on the 
Select Committee's --- on Punjab Pu:re Food Bill, presented 

_B.ESOLUTION(S}_;_. . . 
Question re action on the - of the Council abQut , the 

. amendment or repeal of the Village Patrol :Act _ · __ . ~7f 
Be compulsory primary education 464, 520144.,, 
Be Elections t~ th~ :L_egi9.lative Council 546-4lr 

·_ Be Grant-in-aid .for indigenous systems of medieine . 426-45~ 
Rs Opening of- an _In~ermediate College in Montgo'mety. • ' 544-46,. 

.,. Re Reduction: of abiana on cotton crops • • : • • 567-96• 
' ·_ Be Relief Measures, Dera Ghazi Khan District : ··· ·. · 360-874<: · 

_·'Be Tax on goats and sheep in Kangra ·. •.. _· · : • • 896-97 
· Be Viceroy's 'announeement about eonstitutional tefo:rms 445-64a, 

-. Rs Waste lands in the Shahpur Colony area.. . · · ·- 874..895 
Statement re action takenon - of Council from 1928 614, 615-16"· 

o<}lEST-HOUSE~ - . . 
- · · Question re use of - of the Grey Canal for · resldentfal 

purposes q( canal offic~rs • • . • • ' •• 
BEVENUE- .. 

See Land revenue. 
BIVER FLOOD:_ 

: Question re damage to villages in Tah'sil Dasnya by :...... . • •• 
Question re damaged by"~ in the Hoshiarpnr District .•• 

- SM Floods. ' ' : 
,llOAD(S)- - : · · ,. - ! _ v ; 

Question re carrying 9apacity of motor, lorries on certain..,..... 
Question re cart· traffic - on the Kalka-Simla - · 
Question re enoroachments on village -:- • •. -· 
Question re•rnetalled ~ from Multa,n to Shujabad ana .· _ . 

Jallalpur-Pirwala • • .. • • :. • • _ .. _,, 181 
Question r! p.rohi~ition .. !l,gainst runrun_ · ~ of lorries a~.·- ni~hts .. /, ,.·· ·.--_· ··.· ., - ' · 

on certain.- • • - • • • • . /' ' . ·1 852:,: 
.. ,Question re .:....: between Sliaina and Bamala or Rai~ot /. ~ · r,: ~ 51&· 

· Question re - facilities fo:i:. carriage of produce to markets 705,.. 

~· 
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BULING(S)- 
AMEND !\iENTS- 

Amendments raising practicaIJy the same question may 
be dealt with in debate on one of them but all will 
have to be moved except when they are identical 

AMENJ>MENTS TO BrLLs- 
Amendment to clause re extent of application of Bill need 

not be confined to area but may cover persons and 
things •• 

It is not an ameadment to omit a clause or a sub-clause •• 
Amendments to draft rules may be proposed and passed 

in Council and Government may consider them with or 
without a resolution of Council recommending them ~ • 

Amendment requiring draft rules to be passed by Council 
when rule-making power is delegated to' executive, is 
irregular ; , 

Amendment proposing insertion of sub-clause deleted by 
Select Committee is to be treated as amendment propos 
ing addition of a new sub-clause 

Dtt.LS- 

Amendment for recommittal of, Bill with instructions 
to Select Committee can only be made by Member in 
charge 

Council is at liberty not to consider a Bill · which was 
. referred to Select Committee by itself •• 

Constitutional position of consideration, discussion, ete., 
of draft rules under, by Council · 

Member in opposing motion for consideration of Bill should 
not discuss the Bill clause by clause · 

:Member proposing re circulation of Bill should confine 
himself to stating the purpose of such 'motion •• 

Proceedings of Select Committee may be referred to in 
Council after being presented • • • .. 

DEBATES- 

Debate on ministerial explanations when there is no 
question before the House, not allowed • • • • 

Impersonality is a fundamental · principle of parliament· 
ary debating •• 

. ~ Imputation 'of a bad motive or a .motive different from 
-~ ·. that acknowledged is unparliamentary •• 

Member speaking on amendment can speak again on the 
main motion after amendment is disposed of •·• 

Private conversations 'should not be brought in in a. - !- 

DIVISION- 

Canvassing during -is not objectionable provided no 
unfair means are used • • 
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360 

711 

510 ' . 

ers 
853 

269 

649 

Bill. Regulation of Accounts Bill, the Punjab 

654, 655, 656, 
772. 

885, 843-4:4, 
845, 846, 847, 
852, 854, 855, 
859-61, 868; 
864, 915, 916, 
917, 926,- 927, 
942, 944, 957, 
965-66, .. 975, 

. . .: , 996, 997. 
Discussion re Amendment inconsistent with context of Bill · 

or clause thereof · •• 
.SANATORIUM- 
. Question re building of .a - for tubercular patients in the 

1Punjab • • •• 
~ANITATION- 

, Question re insanitary condition of Bhera town 
.' Question r.e. unhygienic condition of bazaar of village 

Bhaina • • • • •• 
:$ARAI- 

Question re building of a public - at the . headquarters 
of the Jheng district' 

.SATTA GAMBLING- 

. Question ·r</- in Rohtak 
SCARCITY- 

Question re - conditions in the Am.ha.la division 
:SCHOLARSHIPS- 

• Question re. Military- •• 
'SCHOOL(S)~ . ' , 

Question re admission to normal classes of Governtnent ---, 
Taunsa and Dem Ghazi 'Khan · · : : . : · . · · 

Question re. Anglo-Vernacular, Vernacular ~d Ori~nt"ai 
teachers in Government - • • • • 

:SALE, MR. s. L.- I 

Bill. Pure Food Bill, the Punjab 

s 

788 

125 
issues .. sa-s 

.. l87 

.. '929 
cannot j ; ~ ~' ; .. 644 

:RULING~oneZ'Uded. 
JfOTIONS- 
}Iotion to discuss a subject does not preclude - for 

modification, ete., of tho same 
Be Report of the Punjab Reforms Committee, 

involved in the discussion of, •• 
-:0NP ABLIAMENTARY EXPRESSIONS-- 

Use of the word " lie " is unparliamentary .• 
WITHDRAWAL-- 

Conditional - is not allowed 
· Member asking for leave to withdraw resolution 
th. make a speech · 

J 

1 

I 
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752 
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. 557 

57 
465 

510 

41S 

69 
1 

668 
785 

2: 
265, 
741 
519' 
57 

412 

SCHOOL(S)-concludeil. 
Question re damage to - by floods in the Jhang District 
Question re figures of progress of education in municipal 

and district board schools •. 
Question re inability of certain district boards to grant 

annual increments to teachers of their - •. 
Question re inspection of J awali Aided School 
Question re inspection of - at Jhang-Maghiana 
Question re medium of instruction in the Punjab Health- 
Question re opening of primary - · 

. Question re power of District Boards to open or close - 
Question re primary - in Bait area, Jullundur District •. 
Question re recognition of :aargo Lal Girls' -, Ambala , . 
Question re recognition of - 
Question re - in the Ambala District 
Question re teachers and clerks of Government and board 

-, Ambala Division, dispensed with and filling up 
vacancies thereof •. 

Question re visit of - by District Inspector of-, Rohtak 
See High Schools. 
See Middle Schools. 

SCHOOL FEES- 
.Question re Military services and concession in - 

SCHOOL FINAL EXAMINATION- 
-Question re delay in declaring the results of the -- of 

1929 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 

See Education. 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS-- 

Question re appointment of Muslims to board - bv In- 
spector of Schools, Ambala Division • 

SECRETARIES~ . 
Question re Indian '-- to Government . . • . 
Question re sanctioned number and tenure of appointment 

of - to Government • . , • • . 
SECTION 124-A.- 

Question re persons convicted under .:_ 
SERVICES- 

Questio~ re communal representation among recruits to 
certain - . . . . , . , . 

Question re Military - and concession in school fees •. 
Question re Provincial Forest-, status of and class of rail 

. wa~ fares allowed to - when in charge of divisions · 
Question re representation of Ahirs in certain - 
See Indian Civil Service. 
See Provincial Civil Service. 
See Provincial Educational Service. 
See Subordinate Educational Service, · · 
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177 
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177 
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708 

559 

419 •• 

621-22, 63/ 
884, 861-5:3, 

867, 868; 924,,,' 
925, 929, 985, 
936, 94.9, 5:3, 
959, 968. 

528, 529 
247 
547 

596-99 

277 

458-59 

288 
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Question re cow '-- at Qadia.n 
Que~tion re licenses for kine - and sale of beef 
Question re - at Qadian • • • • 

SALUGHTER OF KINE- 
Question re rules under the Punjab Laws Act and: the - 

SMALL TOWN COMMITTEE(S)- .. 
. Question re conversion of - J arenwala and Toba Tek 

Singh into municipalities .. 
Question re date on which :-- Qadiari began to function ... 

··:niscussion re vernacular speeches in Council .. 
Oath of office •• 

· :Resolution re elections to the Legislative Council 
SIKH KANYA MAHAVIDY.ALAYA- 

. Question re drainage in the neighbourhood of - 
SKINNER'S ESTATE- .• . 

Question re compromise between Colonel Stanley and 
tenants of- 

Question re criminal and revenue cases against tenants 
of..;..._ • • • • • , 

Question re kisans of - 
SLAUGHTER-HOUSE- 

SETTLEMENTPAPERS- 
Question re -; Multan Tahsil 

SEWAK RAM, RAI BAHADUR L.i\.LA- 
! 1 d Bill, the Punja;b 

'INDEX. 

•• 619-620, 625.,_ 
626. ~. 

"Bill. Regulation of Accounts Bill, the Punjab •• 790, 791, · 998 
Police gra.nt, Supplementary • • • • , • . 801 

. 'Beaolusion re Viceroy's announcement about constitu 
tional reforms 

SEWING MACHINES- , 
Question re oetroi duty on - when brought to Lahore 

for repairs, etc. • • 
SHED- 

-Question re- near motor stand_at Simla 
SHEEP- 

Resolution re tax on goats and - in Kangra. District 
SIDHNAI CANAL- 

; 

Qaestion re local rate i.n the - "charged on the oombin .. ed 
land revenue and water-rate • • . • . • 

SIKANDAR HYAT KHAN, KHAN B.!HADUR CAP 
. TAIN SARDAR- 

Bill. Pure Food Bill, the Punjab •• 
Bill. Regulation of Accounts Bill, the Punjab 
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662 

659 

. 247 
576-79 
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.SMALL TOWN COMMITTEE(S)-coNOLUDED • 
.Qqestion re exemption of house sites within- from Punjab 

Land Alienation A~t • • • • , •• 
. /Question re resolution of _the-, Kot Adu regarding the 
· death of Shrijut Lala Lajpat Rai • • • • 

SMITH; MR. J. B. G.- 
Oath of office ... .:. 
Resolution re reduction of abiana on cotton crops. 
Resolution re relief measures, Dera Ghazi Khan district 

tSPECIAL ASSISTANT COMMISSIONERS- . 
: Question re appointment of-, Army Remount Dep6t •• 

~PEOIAL CLASS PRISONERS- 
Question re persons convicted in connection with certain 
.. movements and classed as - • • • • 

;£PECIAL PAY- 
. Question re - and allowances to members of the Indian 

Civil Service and Provincial Civil Service • ·- 
~PEECHES- . 

- in Punjabi, practical difficulties in the way of allowing 
:SRIKRISHAN, MR.- . 

Question re -, Principal, Intermediate College, Gujrat 
:STADIUM- 

Question re construction of - at Lahore 
rSTil~F- 

Question re communal representation of the Subordinate- 
under the Executive Engineer, Lyallpur • • · 

/Question re Engineering ·__:_ for Mandi Hydro-Electric 
_ Project • • •.. • • 

'Question re gazetted - employed in the :Mandi Hydro 
Electric Scheme 

.-STAMPS- 
Question re inconvenience in the purchase of- in Amritsar . 

City •• . •• 
;STATEMENT{S)- · . · 

Question re - on the scarcity conditions in the Ambala 
Division . 

;Re action taken on cuts by Council in Demands for grant· 
from 1928 · • • · • • · . • • ' • • 

!Re action taken on resolutions of Council 
lk floods in the Indus · · 

:STATUTORY AGRICULTURISTS- 
.· Question re number of - among Inspectors and Assistant 

Inspectors of Schools, Multan division ·· 
Question re -- among headmasters and senior English 

. · teachers in Government High Schools, Multan division 
~TENOGRAPHERS- . 

.Question re - in Financial Commissioners' office 
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799- 
810,,. 

412.: 

. 411, 412:' 
3S4=- 
732·. 

411' 

666'· 

707; 

422·· 

519' 

7Hf 

81-82: 
1003: 

'312~ 
312. 
812~ 
289 
810. 
s12; 
31~ 

.... 

54" 

.. STOW, THE HONOURABLE MR. A. M. 
Administration of Justice grant (excess) 
Bill, Land Revenue Amendment, the Punjab •• 

. Bill, Regulation of Acco.unts Bill, the· Punjab •• 

812''. 
1005,·1006 

. . n 4-75·, 846,- 
865, 929, 956, · 
1007. 

Discussion on the report of the Punjab Reforms Committee· 
and the memorandum of.the Punjab Government to the 
Indian Statutory Commission •• 

. Draft Rules under Punjab Land Revenue Act 
Jails and Convict Settlement Grants (excess) 

'. Miscellaneous (Reserved) grant (excess) 
Police grant (excess) •• 
Police grant (supplementary) 

__ Police grant (token) .. 
Refunds (Reserved) grant (excess) 
Refunds (transferred) grant (excess) 

STUDENTS- . 
Question re attendance of - at Armistice parade and 

saluting of the Union Jack at Rawalpindi •• 
Question re Government High Schools and depressed 

class- •• 
' Question re number of ~ in certain schools in Rupar and 

Kharar •• 
· Question re number of :......; in Government Girls High 

Schools, Hissar 
SUB-DIVISIONAL OFFICER- 

Question re - I.ial Sohanra · 
SUB-INSPECTOR(S) (POLICE)- 

. Question re allegations against - of Tarn Taran· 
Question re number of Hindu and Muslim - in Hissar 

District • • · · ·' 
Question re recruitment of - •• 

. · Question re - in the Province •• 
SUB-JUDGES-- ' ~ · 

Question re publication of results ol competitive examina 
tion for - 

Question re second division LL.B.'s and competitive 
! 1 examination for - 

· Question re Senior - at Jhang •. 
Question re- appointed as District and Sessions Judges .• 

SUB-JUDGE CANDIDATES--- 
Question re names requisitioned for being included 

among- 
SUBORDINATE EDUCATIONAL SERVICE- 

Question re number of appointments to the - (Anglo 
Vernacular Section ) in 1929 .. 

Question re promotions to various grades in the - 
Q'uestion re vacancies in the-, Anibala Division 
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341 

718 
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348 
348" 

81)2-03· 

781. 

710' 

7Hf 
719' 

605- 

SUB-OYERSEER- 
Quest,ion re proportion of Muslims in the - grade, Irriga 

tion Department 
SUB-REGISTRAR- 

Question re allegations of illegal gratifications against-, 
Nakodar • • · 

Question re -.·, Bnnga 
SUICIDE- 

Question re - due to police oppression in Rohtak 
SULEJMANKE- 

Question re breach in the bund and main canal of - 
SUPERINTENDENT(S)- 

Question re appointment of retired members of the Pro 
vincial Civil Service as -- of Jails 

Question re qualifications required of - of Deputy Commis 
sioner's offices 

Question re - in the office of the Deputy Commissioner, 
Dera Ghazi Khan .. 

Question re -- of Commissioner's offiC'e in the :ivlnltnn 
division .. 

Question re - of Depnty Commissioner's offices, Amhn1a 
division .. 

:Question re -- of Deputy. Commissioner's offices, Multan 
division .. 

· Question re transfers of ·- of Deputy Commissioner's 
offices and extensions of their service after the age of 
superannuation 

SUPERSESSIONS- 
Question re - among silladar candidates 

SUPPLEMENTARY GRA:NTS 
Government's demands for - 

SURGEONS- 
See Civil Surgeons. 

SURVEY- 
Question re rerial- in connection with the Bhakra Scheme • SUSPENSIONS-- 
Question re - or remission of land revenue, Rohtak Dis 

trict 
SWIMMING BATH- 

Question re - in the A;gricultural College, Lyallpur 
SWORD- 

Question re exemption of - from. the operation of the 
Indian Arms Act 
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Question re a.motmt expected to be give~ on - •• 
Question re grant of - for construction of wells .In 

Gurgaon District · • ~ · · . • • 
Question re recovery of - in Rohtak district where kharif 

has failed • • · - • • · · • • · ' · • / 
'TAHSILDAR(S)- 

Question re circulation of the TuJan among patwaris und'ei · 
alleged orders of -, Samundri • • . •• 

Question re eomplaints age.inst-, Shorkot • • • • 
Question re recruitment for the office of - •• · , .;~ 

~ALIB MEHDI KHAN, MALIK NAWAB MAJOR- 
Bill. Regulation of Accounts Bill, the Punjab 
Resolution re reduction of abiana on cotton crops 

'TANNERY- 
. 'Question re Government - at Shahdara - . . . •• 

-j'A.WA.N- 
, ·· Question re - on Ab Zaiai realised from :zamindars · of. 

Jhang division of the Lower Ohenab Canal 
-TAX- 

- Quest.ion re exemption of packing materials from terminal 
· - in Kasur Municipality ·~·. 
Question re exemption of - on motor cars, Dalhousie 

Municipality . • • • • · • • ' _ ~ • · 
Question re imposition of Haisiyat - by Jharig District 

Board - • • •• 
Resolution re - on goats and sheep, Kangra District •• 

rtrEACHER(S)- 
Qaestion re Anglo-Vernacular - in the Amhala division 
Question re Anglo-Vernacular, Vernacular and Oriental ,;;.... 

in Government schools 
Question re appointments and dismissals of - iri the· 

' employ of District Boards . . • • · • ~ 
Question re confirmation of certain - of Government 

School, Campbellpur • • ._ 
Question re delegation of power of appointments and dis 

. missals of teachers of District Boards to Inspectors !of 
Schools • • ·• •' 

Question re dismissal of certain - •. 
-Question re inability of certain District Boards to grant 

annual increments to their schools - •• 
i.Question re percentage of Anglo-Vernacular_ Muslim 

teachers in Government institutions in Rawalpindi and · ·· 
· Multan Divisions • • • ;. 

.Question re -- of English in District Board Vernacular 
Middle Schools , • 
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-TEACHER(S)-ooNcLUDED. · · 
Qnestion re - -of Government and board schools, Ambafa, 

r; division, dispensed with. and the. filling up vacancies 
thereof . • · .• 

Question re- of Government Girls'·High School, Hissar;. 
·11.1EMPLE- 

. Question re alleged sacrilege of the Hindu - at Bhiwani .• 
fiNANCillS- 

Qnestion re rules and practices relating to, horse-breed- 
ing- •• ·· .•. 

'.'TENANTS- 
. 'Question re compromise between Colonel Stanley and - of . 

Skinner's Estate . • · .• 
Question re criminal and revenue cases against - of 

=- · Skinner's estate 
·11.1ENDERS- 

. Question re - for the purchase of attendance r(\gisteri:1 
1rENNIS CLUBS-- 

Question re mixed - in Gargaon district •• 
·IDERMINAL TAX.:..._ . . . . 

Question re exemption of packing materials from - in 
·. K nsur Municipality . . . • • • •. 

· .Question re sanction to the -· Schedule 
~TERMINAL TAX INSPECTOR~ 

Question re president, I{asur Municipal Committee and 
reduction of posts of - ' · • i 

•TEXT BOOKS- 
:.. Question re complaint against Rai Sahib Munshi Guiab 

Singh and Sons about the price of - •• 
<:THEFTS-- 

Question re burglaries and - i:n the province, 
· ·Question re -· of fuel wood by constables in Rohtak 

-TIBBIA COLLEGE- 
. Increased grant· to - 

'TICKETS- , , 
.: Question re isS11e of press - for admission to the Legisla 

tive Council 
·'TOKEN GRANTS-· . 

·-·Government's.demands for - •• 
<1J10WN IMPROVEMENT ACT- . 

Question re application of ---- to any m~uicipality 
·TOWNSEND, Mn. C. A. :a..:-. 

Draft Rules under Punjab Land Revenue Act 
Lambardars, appointment of and remuneretion to - 

: Besolatiou re reduction of abiana on cotton crops 
Resolution re tax on-goats and sheep, Kangra District •• 

·TRAFFIC- 
Qoestion re cart - on tb-3 Kalka-Simla road 
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.. UHL RIVER-· 
Question 1·e discharge of the · 

U J J A 1 SINGH, SARDAR 
Discussion on the report of the Punjab Reforms Committee. 
Rosolution re Viceroy's announcement about constitu- 

tional reforms · 
UNANI- 

Question re encouragement to - systom of medicine •. 
UNDER-SECRETARIES-- 

Question re Indian - to Government 
Question re name and emoluments of - to Government 

shown in the Civil List 
Question re sanctioned number and tenure of appointment 

of - to Government 
Question 're styling of Inspector-General of. Police .and 

Director of Phblic Instruction as - •• 
UNDER-TRIAL PRISONER(S)-- 

Question re death of an - in Kamal Jail under suspicious 
circumstances .•. 

Question re interview with -, Lapore Conspiracy Case 
UNEMPLOYMENT- 

Question re action on the report i;>f the - Committee •• 

. u. 

TR.ANS.IfERS- 
Qupstion re - from the inspecting to tea~n:iug branch and 

vfce 1:ersa • • • • 
rrRANSLATOR-- 

. Question re =« of Financial Commissioner's of/ice 
trRAVELLING ALLOW ANCE(S)- 

Question re class of railway fare allowed to Provincial. 
Forest Service Officers when in charge of Divisions 

Question re complaint of Allah Ditta regarding bis - . , 
TRIBES- 

See Agricultural tribes ; Criminal Tribes. 
TUBERCULAR P ..\ TIENTS- 

Question re building of a sanatorium for - in the Punjab 
TUBERCULOSIS- . 

Question re conference to find out ways and means to; 
stamp out- 

TUF A.N, THE- 
Qnestion re circulation of - among patwaris under alleged 

orders of Tahsildar, Samundri 
Question re prosecution of editor, printer and publisher 

of-:- 
TUNNEL- 

Question re - at Jogindar Nagar 
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·VACANCIES- 
Question re - in the Subordinate Educational Service in 

the Ambala Division 
·vACATION- 

Question re Indian National Congress and Christmas - for 
· Government Departments 

·VACATION DEPARTMENTS- 
Question 1·e - of Government .. 

VACOINATOHS-- 
Question re complaint of - against District Health Officer, 

JI-rang •. 
'VAIDS- 

Question re - and Hakims employed by local bodies 
'VEDIC KANYA PATHSHALA-;- 

Question re grant-in-aid· to - , Shahpur •• 
VEGETABLE G BI- 

Question re bye-laws to control sale of - •• 
'VEGETABLE OIL- 

Question re steps to stop substitution of ghi by - 
'VERNACULAR- . 

Speeches in Punjabi, practical difficulties in the way of 
aliowing.. • • 

'VERNACULAR BRANCH-- 
Question re qlerks in .. t.he - in the office of Financial 

Commissioners •• 
·VERNACULAR :MIDDLE ·SCHOOLS- 

Question re teachers of English in District board- 
Question re teaching of English in- ' 
Question re visit to- at Kanhaur by the District Inspector 

0£ Schools, 'Rolrtak .• 
'VETERINARY ASSISTANTS- - 

Question re grant of incremental scale of pay for - 
Question re travelling allowance o.f -- visiting touring 

veterinary dispensaries • • •.• • • 
·Question re work done by -- • • ... • • 

v. 

UNION JACK- 
Question re attendance of students at Armistice parade and 

saluting of the - at Rawalpindi .. · 
UNPARLIAMENTARY EXPRESSIONS- 

" The chair is annoyed" etc.- term withdrawn 
See Rulings 

'UNTOUCBABLES- 
Question re right of - to use public wells 

UPPER BARI DOAB CANAL- 
Question re W aris on the - 

'VTILITY- 
Question re principle of - in starting famine works 
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Question re prosecutions, convictions and · acquittals of 
Mutwallis under ihe Mussalman - 

' · Question re statements of accounts ·submitted under the- 
, · - Mussalman- ' · • ·• 
WA.BIS- 

.... Question re - on the Upper Barj Doab Canal •• 
WASTE LANDS- 
' .. Question re - in Pir :Mahidjiingle · •• 

Resolution re;:._ in the Sliahpur Colony area ... 

: ..... _ •. : .. - -··· Question re -, in Jhang-Maghiana 
:JY..4.QF ACTS- . 

WADH WATTAR- 
.. Question re canals on which ..;.... is in forco 
WAGES- . . 

Question re scale of.;,.:_ of people engagedin famine w6rks •• 
'WAKEFIELD .WAH- . .. ...•. · v ._>}' . 

w. 

on - 
VICEROY'S ANNOUNCEMENT- 

'Besolution re - about constitutional reforms : 
VltLAGE PATRUL ACT-' . 
. Question re amendment or repeal of the - •• 
VISITORS- . . ·· 

·.. Question re admission of :___ witli foot-wear of Indian 
. : patterns to rooms of officers of Govemmeut .. 

VOTERS- .. 
Quel!tion re lists. of- for Punjab Legislative Council and' 

District Boards · · ;~ 

on 
VETERINARY SERVICES 
.. :Question re Sub-Committee of Agricultural Conferen~e 

VETERlNARY COLLEGE-- 
Question re ecrnmnnal . representation among external 

examiners oi-the Punjab _.;; · •• 
Question re J..iRY of Principal, - .. 
Question re .Prinoipal, Pnnjab-s- •• 

. Question re work done by Assistant to the Peof essor of · 
Medicine, La;hore- 

VETERINARY DEPARTMENT- 
. Question re Veterinary work done by Civil Veterinarv 

Assiitants in the - . • • . • • ~·. 
VETERINARY DISPENSARIES- 

. : Question re ~r.avelling allowance of Veterinary Assistants· 
visiting touriag-c- • . · · · · 

VETERINARY EDUCATION- 
Questiou re sub-committee of the Agricultural Conference - . . 
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WATER- . . 
Question re failure of - on the Mailsi Canal .., 

W ATER-OOUR"SES- 
Question re construction of - in the Nill Ba? 

WATER LEVEL- . ..' . . • " 
Question re fall in the - in Jullundnr District 

WATER-LOGGING- - 
Question re water-logged areas in the Punjab 

WATER-RATES- 
Question re relations-hip of prices of agricultural produce to 

amount of land revenue or - • • . •• 
Question re relationship of variations in the yield of 

agricultural land to land revenue or - 
Question re remission of land ... revenue and - in Jhang 

District on account of damage to cotton crop by disease 
known as " tela." • • • • • • • • 

Question re -=-·on chahi land in Gurgaon Dietrict •• 
. _ Question re -: on aubsidiary crops 

WATER STAND POST~.· ' 
Qu13stion - re at Pathankot in the Kangra Valley Railway 

· · platform · · .. 
WATER-SUPPLY- 

.. Question re muhicipalitie's and drinking - •• · 
Question re paucity of~ in the Lower Jhelnm canal 
Question re scarcity of :.._ in the Nill Bar _ 
Question re ___: at Dajul, Dara Ghazi Khan district 

W .A.TER-WORE:S-.. _ . 
Question re grants to municipalities for construction 

- of- •• · · .. ~ ... 
WEATlIER- 

Question re the winter of 1928-29 
WELLS- 
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